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Harnessing the Power of HP Desk using the HEW HP DeskManager
Intrinsics

How your applications can provide the right information, to the
right people at the right tilDe - AUTOMATICALLY

Callum Johnston
Office Productivity Division

Hewlett-Packard
Nine Mile Ride

WokinghalD, Berkshire RG11 3LL
UK

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how you can integrate
your applications to HP DeskManager using HP DeskManager
Intrinsics and the many benefits that you will achieve from doing
so.

The paper will cover the following:

A brief outline as to why our customers requested application
integration to HP DeskManager and hence why we produced HP
DeskManager Intrinsics.

A product overview of HP DeskManager Intrinsics and some simple
scenarios ..

An investigation as to how Hewlett-Packard is using the product
to solve a common financial problem.

A more detailed investigation into the
are available from integrating
applications and other mailsystems.

Product Evolution

many possibilities
HP DeskManager to

that
both

since the information technology explosion, most organizations
have suffered the unfortunate side affect of an "information
crises". Managers and decision makers are receiving too much
irrelevant information. A classic example is the manager who
receives a large computer printout and subsequently throws it
away since he does not have the time to carefully go through and
check to see if there is anything of relevance. Hence, any vital
information contained in the printout is lost forever. In
effect, what we have is a situation where critical information is
not being delivered to the appropriate decision makers and if it
is delivered it often arrives too late to be useful.
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The implications of such a problem can be very great indeed. Time
delays in reporting potential problems can be extremely
expensive. This is demonstrated best by the example of a
manufacturing organization running out of a vital component - for
some organizations the potential loss in earnings could be
staggering. As well as short term decisions being affected, a
lack of critical information ultimately leads to poor long term
and strategic decisions being made since vital pieces of
information go unnoticed or unreported.

When our customers considered these problems, they realized that
much of the information. they .. required. was in fact available. It
was simply "sitting" in their applications. The problem was that
there was no way of distributing this information from the
application to the appropriate individuals. The obvious solution
to this problem was to provide applications with a fast and
efficient information distribution and collection mechanism, such
as HP DeskManager, and ensure that the right information is
delivered to the right people at the right time.

Hence, we produced HP DeskManager Intrinsics.

Product Overview

HP DeskManager Intrinsics is an add on product to HP DeskManager,
therefore HP DeskManager is required.

HP DeskManager Intrinsics provides three types of intrinsic
access to HP DeskManager - User Intrinsics, Gateway Intrinsics
and Supporting Intrinsics. These are basically a set of tools
that provide you with the means of integrating your applications
to HP DeskManager.

The User Intrinsics allow an HP 3000 application to access, in a
simple way, the mailing and calendar services of HP DeskManager.
Hence, an application can log on to HP DeskManager as if it were
a user and then send and receive items, such as reports or
messages. The User Intrinsics can also provide access to the
calendars of HP DeskManager users and the ability to insert and
read standard calendar items.

The Gateway Intrinsics allow a simple and efficient link from HP
DeskManager to foreign mail systems. The Gateway Intrinsics are a
superior alternative to the existing HP DeskManager Foreign
Service Connection (FSC) and should be used to develop
applications that connect HP DeskManager to other messaging
systems.

The Supporting Intrinsics provide support for both the User and
Gateway Intrinsics. For example they provide your application
with the ability to look in the HP DeskManager directories for a
given name or list of names, and the ability to convert a
document from one format to another.
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Details of how to use these three types of intrinsics will be
given later.

Simple Scenarios

HP DeskManager Intrinsics is a fairly complex product to
understand and is best demonstrated by some simple scenarios. The
first three examples demonstrate the use of the User Intrinsics 
the ability for your application to access the features of HP
DeskManager.

1. Exception Reporting

An excellent use of the product is for exception reporting. This
is where, for instance, a manufacturing or stock control
application could automatically inform the appropriate personnel
of any stock shortage or production problem. As soon as the
stock reaches a certain level, the application would send an
appropriate message, via HP DeskManager, to the purchasing
manager who could immediately take the necessary corrective
action.

By providing your applications with the ability to distribute
exception reports, decision makers are assured of receiving the
right information and not simply more information.

2. Automatic Task Scheduling

The second example r 7presents how HP DeskManager Intrinsics can
provide solutions 1n a Sales or Service environment. Call
Planning Applications, that schedule Sales or Service personnel's
time with customers, could automatically send ToDolists either
to the appropriate personnel's in tray or enter tasks in their
electronic calendar.

This would increase the productivity of your Sales and Service
personnel, reduce administration and communication overheads,
lead to a more effective management of resources and improve the
service that you can offer your customers.

3. Project Resource Consolidation

The third example would provide a cure for a major headache ,for
accounting and finance departments - that of tracking the costs
and resources of various projects. The financial application
would automatically distribute project resource forms at the end
of each month, via HP DeskManager, to the various project
managers. These can then be completed and returned to the
application for consolidation and re-distribution.

This leads to improved resource management and budgetary control
as well as a saving of finance personnel's time.
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4. Other Messaging Systems

The fourth example demonstrates the use of the Gateway
Intrinsics. These are a set of tools that allow your organization
to develop applications that connect HP OeskManager to pUblic
messaging services and other proprietary mail systems. The
Gateway Intrinsics sUbstantially reduce the amount of engineering
time necessary for this type of integration and provides your
organization with the opportunity to have a simple and efficient
link to all your messaging systems.

How Hewlett-Packard is using HP DeskHanager Intrinsics

Here we have an example of how the Finance department at
Hewlett-Packard's Office Productivity Division (OPO) have used HP
OeskManager Intrinsics as part of a .. solution to solve an
accounting and finance problem.

Situation

Hewlett-Packard employs many localization engineers in different
European countries who translate our software products into the
necessary native languages. These engineers are required to
submit details of their expenses and costs to OPO's finance
department for consolidation with other data on a monthly basis.

However, this monthly cost data tended to arrive on an ad hoc
basis with the data for each of the individual countries being
presented in an inconsistent format and requiring the time
consuming task of manually comparing and consolidating the
monthly localization cost data with the budgeted cost data.

Implication

Due to a lack of close monitoring, the engineers o~ten ove~s~ent

their b~dgets. This was due to the time delay ln recelvlng,
processlng and consolidating the localization data. The finance
department therefore had problems with their budgetary control
since the information was processed too late for corrective
action to be taken. Also much time was spent manually
consolidating these costs with other data.

Solution

OPO's Management Information services (MIS) department had
developed a system whereby the localization engineers do not have
to complete seaport details of their costs and expenses. This is
because the necessary information is removed automatically from
the Localization Application as the engineers use it on a day to
day basis. At the end of the month the engineers simply mail the
file, via HP OeskManager, to OPO where the Localization
Application immediately consolidates the localization cost data
with the localization cost bUdgets.
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By developing a Localization Application that automatically
removes the required data and integrating it to HP DeskManager
using HP DeskManager Intrinsics, the information provided by the
engineers is consolidated automatically as soon as it is mailed
to the application.

Benefits

By integrating HP DeskManager to the new Localization Application
using HP DeskManager Intrinsics the Office Productivity Division
has experienced the following benefits.

Dollars

The bottom line is that HP DeskManager Intrinsics has proved to
be a vital link in solving the finance departments problems. This
is due to savings that are a direct result of integrating the new
Localization Application with HP DeskManager using HP DeskManager
Intrinsics:

Firstly, the department has been able to reallocate the relevant
finance personnel's time from manually consolidating the data to
other tasks.

Secondly, the division is making savings from the reduction in
"over-spending" by the engineers due to the tighter budgetary
control that can now be exercised.

Effectiveness

The solution has proved to be extremely effective. By
consolidating the resource information as soon as it is sent to
the application, the finance department has been able to keep a
tighter budgetary control on the localization process and greatly
improve their resource management decision making process.

Value

In addition to these quantifiable benefits, the finance
department.has also experienced several other less tangible
benefits. The system is now easier to use· since ··the whole process
is now automated. Finance personnel no longer have to carry out
the repetitive and time consuming task of manually consolidating
the localization data and they no longer have the frustration of
waiting indefinitely for the information to be sent.

This real life example demonstrates how even a relatively simple
level of application integration to HP DeskManager has provided a
straight forward, yet vital, solution in solving a difficult and
costly problem.
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A More Complex Example

We are now going to explore in a little more detail a
hypothetical example of a stock control system. The idea is to
expose you to some uses of the intrinsics that you may not have
considered and also to provide a clearer understanding of what is
involved in using them.

Let us first look at an example of a stock control system and the
typical problems encountered with such a system.

A large organization involved in the manufacture and supply of
radio equipment has a stock control system (Slide 1). At the end
of the day a report is printed containing a list of all the stock
items that have reached their 'low stock level'. The report is
sent to the purchasing department and distributed amongst the
purchasing clerks by the supervisor. The ordering process is now
completely outside the control of the stock control application,
and it will continue passively regardless of the state of the
parts on order.

If one of the clerks loses an order, takes time off sick etc. and
an order is not placed, there is no automatic procedure to chase
this (Slide 2). Therefore mistakes will inevitably occur and the
production manager is not likely to hear about any shortfalls in
stock level until it is too late.

There is a need for a system capable of monitoring the process
and starting some form of escalation procedure in the early
stages of problem development.

The HPDesk Intrinsics provide the application with
monitoring and reporting capability. We will see how
problems could be avoided using the Intrinsics (Slide 3/4).

The stock control system logs onto HPDesk using the HPDesk
Intrinsics and sends a detailed order to the appropriate
purchasing clerk to start the order process rolling. The
application also puts a READ acknowledgment on the message, and
makes a note of the time at which the item reached its low stock
level position. This will be used later as part of the
escalation process.

The application has been configured to check the status of this
order after a preconfigured time period. To do this it must
signon to HPDesk using the Intrinsics and perform a list of its
PENDING TRAY, checking to see if the item has been READ (Slide
5).

If the request has been READ then everything is O.K. subject to a
further check we will see later.
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If the request for new parts has not been READ then the
application will alert the purchasing supervisor (Slide 6). It
may be that the purchasing clerk is off sick, snowed under with
too much work etc. This escalation process automatically informs
the supervisor and thus the task can be reallocated, avoiding
delays.

We have already mentioned that the time at which the component
became a 'low level item' has been noted. We will also have
configured another variable; this will be the maximum amount of
time that may elapse between the component part becoming a 'low
level item' and the item being reordered. So the application
will know if any item has not been reordered.

If this time limit is exceeded our new stock control/escalation
system can automatically alert the manufacturing manager through
the HPDesk Intrinsics, thus each manager affected by the problem
is informed by the application before the problem becomes
critical. The scope for improved efficiency and disaster
aversion is enormous.

Slides 7, 8 and 9 demonstrate in detail how the Intrinsics would
send such a message.

This is all very well as long as all the people involved are
users of HPDesk, however if any of these people are not on the
HPDesk network but on some foreign electronic mail system the
intrinsics provide a means of linking to this system via the
Gateway Intrinsics.

Assuming the foreign system has acknowledgment support the
Gateway Intrinsics allow us to take full advantage of this.

Conclusion

Although these are all theoretical applications, they are all
possible for HPDesk users now that the Intrinsics are available.
By effectively adding a complete transport mechanism (HP
DeskManager) to your applications, we have opened the door to a
whole new generation of intelligent software. The speed at which
these new applications evolve will be driven by your demand to
your software suppliers and your own in-house creativity.
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Don't Be Afraid. The COI'IPuter "'orl't Bite

Donna Clark
MagneTek Universal Electric

300 East Main street
Owosso~ Michigan 48867

(517)723-7866

There was. in southern Tennessee .. Ripley to be exact .. in what
would be My first user traininQ experience since 1 had beCOMe a
COMputer prograMMer just one year before. If I can recall
correctly" there were fourteen people to be trained during the
course of one week. We would beein With a deMonstration or the
'big picture' of how this new purchasing" receiving" inventory
systeM would fit together. We used a personal COMputer" an
overhead projector" andadatashow. WeQatheredin~roupsof four
or five people and gavethreedeMos< the first day. This was to
give theM a general idea of what was to evolve or what they. would
be exposed to during the next few day.s.

It really wasn't until the next day. that I began to sense the
fears that individuals -can have when it comes to COMputers. I
haPRened to overhear a conver~ation50Me of the office personnel
were having regarding the deMO given the previous day. Those
involved were kind enough to include Me in on the discussion.
Apparently one of the users was so overwhelMed by the deMO that
she had a nightMare about it that night. Thus begins the fear.
Her description was 50 vivid and realistic. When she-spoke of the
experience, her eyes were wide With expression showing it had a
devastating iMpact.

I had another experience a Month later with a person in Altavista"
Virginia that helped prOMpt Meta write this paper. He was a Man
near retireMent age -who had apparent heal thprob leMs. He attended
t.he deMO in body but not in Mind or spirit. I knew what he was
thinking. I'M going to retire soon" why do I need to learn
SOMething new now? The way I've been doing My job has worked for
Me 50 far" why change? These natural fears are Mole hills for
young changeable people, but Mountains to older people. This
training was obViously creating extra stress in his life. Because
of this added stress and his health probleMS, I was afraid I Might
witness a heart attack or stroke.

Don't Be Afreid, The COl'lputer Won't Bite
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These are two
trying to Make.

of ~any experiences that reflect the point I a~

People are afraid of these newfangled cOMputers.

There are ways to deal with these fears. In the next few pages I
will discuss what I consider iteMs to avoid and iteMs of
iMportance to becoMe an effective user trainer.

First iteMs on the list are what I call "ignorant training
Methods". Hopefully by Mentioning these, you will be Mentally
aware of theM and try not to incorporate theM into your training
skills.

I believe Most of us have sat in a class or been caught in a
conversation in which the instructor is in the stratosphere and we
are lost sOMewhere else. If you are like Most, yawning begins and
your brain shuts down. Always be careful not to speak over
anyone's head.

If your dealing With COMputer illiterate people then for heaven's
sake, do not talk COMputer jargon. You Might just as well be
talking a foreign language because that's exactly what it sounds
like as far as users are concerned. For instance, a record to
theM is SOMething you play on a stereo. A field is where you grow
crops. A flush is SOMething you do to a toilet. I think you get
the picture.

People skills would rate as nUMber one on My list of effective
trainer skills. The ability to work with people. I'M not just
talking about COMMunication skills. I'M talking about eMotional
skills, like cOMpassion. You want these people to realize you are
hUMan too. Get to know theM. Pick up on their interests. Let
theM know that there was a tiMe when you had to be trained just
like they are being trained now.

Be patient. Everyone works at a different pace. Adjust to that
pace. You don't want to create extra pressure by Making theM
hurry.

Have a positive attitude. Be energetic, happy and always
enthusiastic. These are contagious and tend to rub off on people.

Don't Be Afraid. The Co"puter Won't Bite
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Treat these people as equals.
lesser than SOMeone else.

No one likes to fee~ they are

Builrlconfidence in your users. Always be positive in your
support. It May take several tiMes before they reMeMber how to
enter sOMething without beingtofd. Keep enforcing the fact, it
will COMe.

don't know if I can stress per50nalappearance~nough. The way
you dress and your personal hygiene, are both iMportant factors in
training people. If you portray a professional iMage, people will
take you in a More serious Manner. Respect for the trainer will
create a learningenvironMent~

LiMit your groups for training.
or one to two. This will depend,
resources available.

One to one 1s obViously the best
of course, on the tiMe and

Provide your users with any available printed dOCUMents to help
theM With their new applications. Once your training is cOMpleie,
and you have left the preMise5~ it's nlceto havea~ocuMent to
refer to for help if you are having probleMS.

Last but not least, provide follow-up for your trained users. Let
theM know how, where, and when they can reach you. Make theM
understand no probleM or question should be considered stupid or
uniMportant. f<eep i ntouch with theM. If tiMe lapses and you've
not heard frOM theM~ call theM and~ee how everything is going.
Let theM know how iMportant they are to you.

If you are put in a position as a user trainer, then it is your
responsibility to beCOMe as knowledgeable as possible so you can
COMMunicate effectively to the users who depend upon you for
COMprehensive and usableinforMaiion.

What about the 'big picture'? The big picture is how the systeM
fits together as 6 whole. Mo~t of the user training I have been
involved in has prOVided a deMonstration or 'big picture' if you
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will, and in so~e cases I agree it's useful and in SOMe cases it
is not. SOMetiMes you can develop unnecessary fear. ReMe~ber the
WOMan with the nightMare about the voluMe of Material covered?
Once she realized she had to learn only a sMall portion of what
was covered in the deMo, she was able to go into the individual
training environMent Without fear. Basically users are only
concerned with the portion of the systeM that involves theM. They
don't really care how their daily tasks or anyone else affects the
systeM as a whole. On the other hand, I believe any inforMation
you can obtain Makes you a More valuable asset to your COMpany. I
would sUQgest that you provide a deMO or 'big picture'. Users who
are aMbitious and want to absorb More can benefit frOM all the
infor~ation you have provided. To ease the Minds of those who are
only concerned with just their daily function, point out to theM
that they are not required to know the 'big picture'.

1. Powerful people skills
2. Be patient
3. Maintain a positive attitude
4. Treat everyone as an equal
5. Build confidence in users
6. Portray professional appearance
7. Li~it training group size
8. Produce printed dOCUMents
9. Be knowledgeable

10. Provide follow-up

ItePts to avoid:

1. Speaking over people's heads
2. Co~puter jargon
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Fears are a part of everyday life; they are unavoidable. If we
can combat just one of those fears in a persons life then we have
truly accoMplished a great task. If this discussion can help you
becoMe a More effective user trainer in the COMputer world, then
we have begun to bridge the gap between those who are cOMputer
literate and those who are not.

Don't Be Afraid. The COMputer Yon't Bite
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PCs: Choices For the Future
or

Who's Been Pirating This Software?

By Mark Jt: Miller

Exlog, Inc.
P.O. Box 40265

Houston, Tx 77240
(713) 744-4794

Oh, no! Engineering just bought three more PCs and none of them are compatible with each other!
Accountingjust got another PC and it came with DOS, but no manuals with it. That PC over in Production
and Inventory Control has· a bogus copy of some software. Everybody is treating software like freebies
around here. What do we do now?

This was commonplace when I fIrst came to this Fortune 400 company. Everybody wanted a PC, but
nobody was coordinating their purchases. Each department would independently go out and buy what
they perceived as useful for them. No consideration was given towards compatibility, standardized
software choices, future needs or cost effectiveness. So, how do you get a handle on a scene like this?

This paper will discuss the process ofdeveloping sound PC policies and procedures as well as planning
for the future of the company. The pitfalls are numerous and poor judgement now could cost tens or
hundreds ofthousands in the future. Proper 'reading' of the trends in PC developments becomes a critical
point in determining what directions your company should take. Moving into the 90's isn't simply the
changing of calendars; it requires a certain amount of predicting what will be needed to remain competi
tive. This includes the appropriate PC hardware and software combinations to make your employees the
most productive possible.

Other topics covered in this paper include phases of implementation for standardization, enforcing
policies and procedures, educating the users, training and shopping for the best deals.

Policies and Procedures
Developing sound policies and procedures requires determining what is best for your company. No set

ofpolicies or procedures canbe expected to last forever, however, without them, chaoswill prevail. Getting
started is just like any other monumental task: break it down into small pieces that are more manageable.

Policies

Start with the policies since they are what drive the actual procedures. Policies for when to purchase,
what to purchase and should the company purchase at all come to mind as a good beginning. Once the
policies have been determined, remember to keep them general as all good policies should be. A certain
generality in policies allows flexibility in decision-making Gust like our Constitution).

The final set of policies should be kept at a central location with someone who can interpret. them
clearly. Some companies like to give a copy to department managers and hand out a brief synopsis of their
content to all employees, answering questions as they arise. All new employees shouldbe apprised of these
policies as well as all other company policies.
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Responsible Authority

First, establish the authority for controlling PCs and software, their justification, purpose, acquisition,
maintenance and installation. This authority will be responsible for establishing the procedures and
implementing them. They must have enough authority to not only set them up, but also enforce them.
Without the teeth to keep the policies followed, they will serve no true purpose.

The authoritywill traditionallybe a specific department, but some companies prefer a separate or new
department to tackle this vast responsibility. In either·case, the department must be prepared to delve into
the world of support for all other departments in the company. Such tasks as answering questions and
recommending specifications will be only a small part of supporting the entire company's fleet of PCs.

Lease vs. Purchase

Cover the decisions concerning whether to purchase or lease. This is really an accounting issue. The
main difference is the depreciation write-offs versus the lease write-offs. This should be decided based on
the nature of the business. Which method would prove to be more beneficial to the company? Keep in
mind that it could remain flexible, to be determined on an individual basis. It does not have to be only one
way or the other.

When to Purchase

Next, work on the when to purchase issue. When is a PC needed and when is it just a preference or
status symbol? In looking at the needs of the personnel, justification for a PC purchase is more than just
the cost of the PC. There's software, maintenance, training, learning curves and perceived usefulness
barriers.

The average middle manager makes about $40,000 a year. The average learning curve to productivity
is eight weeks. A 1week training course including DOS basics, word processing, spreadsheet and database
will cost about $1,000. To calculate the approximate cost for putting a manager on a PC, figure you spend
$1,000 to train him, get no productivity during the week of training, and get low productivity for 7 weeks
at $1,000 per week of salary and benefits comes to $9,000.

Add in the hardware costs of$2,500 and software costs of$1,000 and you have $12,000. All this expense
to put a manager on a pc. Ifyou are lucky, the manager already knows how to use a PC (becoming more
commonplace these days, especially with younger managers). That would save the company $2,000 to
$9,000 depending on whether the manager will use familiar software.

Most companies consider secretaries as the logical people to have PCs. After all, they are the ones who
do most of the word processing. But isn't a PC more than just a word processor? What about spre~dsheets,
quotation systems, CAD, graphics and other applications. Isn't it a bit of a waste to buy PCs to be used
solelyas word processors? In some cases, yes, others not. Ifa secretarycan meld the use ofword processing
and graphics successfully, along with a calendar package and possibly a client list database, the PC can
become a powerful tool in their hands.

The real people that should have PCs performing much of their work are managers. The people who
manage the business and the people are the ones who can get the most productivityout ofcomputers. This
would include accountants, sales staff, shop floor foremen, supervisors and engineers. These are not the
only ones, either. Many of the staff that think their jobs would not lend itself to using PCs are overlooking
the opportunities for producing better quality results.

These people are needed to bring the company from an average operation to an outstanding "class"
act. Decisions being made by these people are critical to business; when to buy more stock, who to assign
tasks or projects to, where to store the merchandise, etc. While your companymayalreadyhave application
systems making these decisions, aren't there other tasks that can be performed more efficiently with a PC?
A tickler system is always helpful for the busy person. Memorandums to one's self concerning ideas,
observations and understandings can make the difference between a mediocre manager and an outstand
ingone.
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Justifying the PC quickly becomes more than just the money issues. Ask yourself: Can the company
afford not to supply PCs to the key people? A small company may not be able to justify PCS, but larger
companies must seriously consider whether they can contend with their competition efficiently without
them. Remember, the same basic needs can be satisfied on the HP3000 with a little work and the right
applications. It may not be able to efficientlyproduce fancygraphics and prettycolor screenswithwindows
emulation and pop-up menus. However, the fundamentals can be addressed if needed.

State in the policy that a purchasing justification must be ftIed and approved before any pes are to be
acquired. This form will be produced by the responsible PC control department. It must be maintained
to include reasons for requiring a PC to accomplish the work load.

What to Purchase

Determining what will be the standards of the company is not an easy task. Hardware and software
trends will be discussed in more detail later in this paper. Keep in mind that there are quality clones
available out there and that name brands for whole PCs can become a large capital trap. However, there's
something to be said for sticking with one name brand as opposed to several or a wide variety of clones.
Beware that there are some clone components that are not up to snuffwhen it comes to certain software
packages.

Specify that a compiled list of specifications will be maintained by the PC coordinating department.
This list will be the guidelines by which all PC purchases will be made. It will remain the authority for
selection of features and it must be maintained to include any technological advances that have been
proven to be acceptable and reliable.

Other Policy Issues

Only the basics have been covered so far. Other issues concern software, security and property. These
are essential to properly controlling purchases and compatibility.

Software

Specify that a list of acceptable standard applications will be published by the responsible PC control
department. It must list specific software applications that meet the company's needs and are compatible
with other company standard applications. By specifying the manufacturers, you lend all your PC users
the compatibility for easily swapping ftIes and information. Be sure to· select for word processing,
spreadsheet, database and graphics applications. Others might include CAD, calendar, mailbox, desktop
publishing and project management.

Since there will probably alreadybe existing packages which are not compatible, include a grandfather
clause to allow their continued operation. Be sure, though to demand that all PC software is registered
and licensed properly. Make it clear that bootlegging is illegal.

Do not allow any software from home (data is OK, but not software) to be loaded on any company
machines. Many times these packages are either bootleg, copied off a bullitin board, or copied from a
friend. In any case, they could contain viruses or could destroy company information. Do not allowcopying
of licensed software packages to "take home just for tonight". When your company bought the software
packages, it was with the express agreement that it would be copied only for back-up purposes.

The enforcement of these software policies is tough~r than composing them and this will be discussed
later in this paper. In any case they should be general, but specific enough to preclude any violations due
to loopholes. .

Security

Securing company information is also important. The company's competitors would love to get ahold
of your fmancials, shipping schedules, customer list, etc. Most PCs have a key lock option. Pay extra for
it if you have to. Require that any PC which contains sensitive or confidential information be locked at
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night and on.weekends. Even better, if the information can be stored onto floppies or tapes and kept in
locked cabinets it will be safer.

Require a list of employees who are authorized to carry data home or off company property. Require
that employees notify their supervisor when they intend to do so and have security staff require them to
sign out the data when leaving. Require that computers which are to hold· sensitive information be
identified and when possible, put them in a secure area inaccessible to visitors or unauthorized personnel.

Make it a policy that any employee violating any of these policies is subject to penalties or possible
termination. Make it clear that these policieswill be strictly enforced. Make it clear that ignorance of these
policies is not an excuse. Keep in mind when making these that the tighter the security, the more difficult
it is on the staff. Ensure security, but without impinging on the ease of access for authorized employees.
There is a fine line between safety and security that must be measured carefully to avoid frustration over
access.

Property

Require that all departments purchase all PCs and software through a central source or only with a
central source's approval. This way, control can be achieved for compatibility and compliance with
policies. Specify that without this approval, no PC capital expenditures will be approved. Be sure to get
administrative backing for this policy.

Make it a policy that no hardware is to leave company property without express written intention in
advance. Require some type ofmaterials issue form and require it to be used when any equipment is being
removed from the premises.

Finally, require procedures for disasters, equipment care, breakdown notification procedures and
supplies request procedures. These may seem trivial, but defIDing these matters ahead of time can save
grief later. Make them sensible and easy to follow.

Retirement Issues

One of the issues rarely discussed when establishing PC policies is what to do with one when it becomes
obsolete or is replaced with a newer one. This issue remains obscure in many companies. The main idea
to keep in mind involves determining the usefulness of the older technology. At one time, it was the state
of the art. Now, it is too slow to serve the increased needs of the user.

The objective here is to establish some guidelines concerning the displacement. The ultimate authority
should be with the PC control department to decide what will happen to the hardware. Possible choices
include shared PCs, network servers, network slaves, monitoring duties, charitible gifts and sales to
employees. Don't be too specific about what to do, just outline that it should be used or disposed of in the
best interest of the company.

Procedures

Now, given the above policies, develop a sound set ofprocedures to implement and enforce them. Here
are some suggested guidelines.

PC Justification

Build a PC justification form with room for emotional as well as factual statements. Keep in mind that
not all equipment can be justified monetarily and in concrete factual form. Most statements will include
one or more items from the following list:
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Reduce Waste (Efficiency)

Decrease workload
Reduce overtime
Free Skilled people from routine work
Increase computer.efficiency/productivity
Provide better resources with which to make decisions

Better Information (Accuracy)

Increase accuracy of input/output
Improve distribution of data
Increase flexibility of processing
Increase capacity of equipment

Reduce Cost (Economy)

Eliminates redundant or unnecessary operations
Reduce size or quantity of equipment used
Reduce manhour requirements
Reduce number of reports produced
Reduce distribution of reports

More Current Information (Timeliness)

Decrease throughput time
Reduce processing turnaround time
Reduce. distribution/transmission times
Provide more frequent reports

Require one of these forms to be filled out prior to submission for approval. Also include the exact and
specific applications known that the PC will be used for at present and in the future. Make sure it is clear
that the PC must be capable of performing the desired applications. No unrealistic expectations should
be harbored for the simple appeal of idealism.

PC Purchasing

Deciding what to purchase is the next step in establishing procedures. There are many choices in the
world of PCs, but the main objective is to meet the company's needs with the best possible match-up of
hardware with the user and their applications in mind. Depending on what policies are set for purchases,
set up a chart for selecting the features necessary to accomplish the given tasks.

Concentrate on specifying the actual internals such as the processor, the bus, the motherboard, the
hard disk size, etc. Use the following check list for completeness. Remember that decisions being made
nowwill affect your business as much as five years down the road. Most businesses are depreciatinglleasing
on a three or four year basis, deciding that hardware will change rapidly over the near term.

Motherboard - (number of slots, bus compatibility)
CPU - (286,386,1)
Clock Speed -(10,12,16,20,25,33,1 MHz)
Coprocessor - (287,387,1)
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Memory - (expanded,extended),(lM,2M,3M,4M,?)
Ports - (serial,parallel),(1,2,3,?)
Graphics controller card - (MGA,CGA,EGA,VGA,?)
Floppy Drive - (DD,HD),(360K,1.2M,740K,1.44M)
Hard Drive - (lO,20,30,40,80,?),(seek times)
Mouse - (serial,bus),(Physical,infra-red)
Modem - (1200,2400,4800,?),(auto-answer,auto-dial,memory),

(internal,external)
Monitor - (color,mono),(low-res,hi-res)
Keyboard - (standard,extended)
Printer - (graphics,dot matrix,daisy wheel,spray)
Peripherals - (graphics tablet,bar code reader,scanner,?)

Create another form for ordering a PC and associated software. Include the check items as listed in
the charts, allow some room for flexibility and leave room for special attachments. Ensure that the PC
meets the requirements outlined by the department purchasing the PC. Make sure that it is powerful
enough for the applications desired, but not overpowered.

You wouldn't use an 8088 for a CAD application, but you also wouldn't use a 386-25 for a word
processor only PC. Ensure that the applications requested are available on the PC (as opposed to only
available on the Apple MacIntosh). This will happen. Users will say they want this package and it won't
be available for the IBM compatible.

Software

Test and select specific software packages from specific manufacturers. Develop a list of these
applications. This list will be published and distributed to all· departments. If someone requests Word
Perfect@ and your company policy specifies Microsoft Word@, for example, this should be noted, and
when possible, discouraged. Not every department will use the same brand packages, but make sure that
files can be transferred and converted to each other's formats.

Also, be sure that the packages requested will be able to perform the tasks that the department wishes
to accomplish. Software is like a tool: never use the wrong package for the wrong purpose. It is a waste of
company resources. Finally, make sure that the requested packages are available in a timeframe suitable
to the department. If it won't be available for six months, it probablywon't help the department now. Even
though it promises to make coffee each morning, it may never be as good as it sounds (pre-announced
software or "vaporware").

Security

Procedures for security involve primarilymonitoring PC user's activities. Making sure they complywith
policies such as using the key to lock their PC is easy. Moving sensitive PC operations into secured rooms
is easy. Copying sensitive data to media and storing it away could become tiring and employees may tend
to be lax in following procedures by not doing it or not erasing files on their PCs after doing it.

Acquire a list of employees who can carry home company data. Post this list and give a copy of it to
security. Take precautions asnecessary without putting too much burden on employees because they may
refrain from taking work home if it's too much trouble for them. The same goes for taking hardware home.
Enforcing bootleg policies will be discussed later in this paper.

Property

Make a set ofprocedures to follow in the event of a disaster, breakdown,equipmentcare and supplies
requests. Disaster procedures should be posted in a central location, updated as conditions change and
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be distributable when a disaster occurs. Nothing is worse in a disaster than confusion and uncertainty
about what to do.

It is often desirable to report equipment breakdowns to a central location for coordination of repairs
and replacement. This is especiallyimportant in large companies. Bigger discounts are usually given when
a maintenance agreement can be worked out for all equipment as opposed to piecemeal repair calls.
Sometimes, repair is not necessarilyneeded and an on-site techniciancansolve the problemwithout calling
in an outside repair service.

Equipment care procedures should include a schedule of when to clean and when to replace con
sumables. Additionally, rules about keeping liquids, small objects and cigarettes away from equipment
should be included. Rules about movement of equipment should specify that a technician should move
equipment or be available in case of problems.

Supplies ordering procedures should include an order blank sufficient to specify quantities and when
needed. Centralized purchase and/or storage of these items will greatly quantify available discounts and
provide for timely delivery of supplies. Specify advance order lead times for hard-to-get items.

PC Replacements

Manycompaniesmake the mistake ofshufflingoffslower, older technologycomputers to thesecretarial
and clerical staff when new upgrades are made. If this is an improvement over their past working tools
(Le. a typewriter), this may be suitable. However, if the secretary already has valuable computer skills, it
could be a major mistake. Many companies are finding other ways to "retire" old technology.

Some are using them as spare stock, to be shared by staff that don't need a full-time computer. Others
are using them a$ network servers. Still others are sending them to field offices. Finally, some give them
away to charitable organizations as a write-off. In any case, many don't see any advantage with pawning
them offon clerical staffwhen that staffcould have more advanced technologywhichwill make them more
productive.

Reading the Trends in pes

Keeping up with the trends in PC usage is a formidable task at best. To understand the problem, walk
along the path of history to see what has occurred in the phenomenon of personal computers.

History of Trends

In the late seventies, small home computers began springing up to meet new consumer demand for the
fascination of these miracle devices. These were simple computers, able to perform simplistic tasks with
relative ease for the amateur. A plethora of companies were created overnight to take advantage of this
demand, with little thought and even less agreement about any standards within the industry. Each
manufacturer had their own architecture, operating system, storage methods and user interfaces.

Some of these manufacturers began settling on a common operating system for limited compatibility,
but that is where the similarity ended. Then, just as these "toys" began to become less ofa novelty and more
serious, IBM became interested in providing these newer style machines to their large corporate cus
tomers. They even thought of it as a limited market, grossly underestimating the perceived advantages and
quantities that would be demanded.

Because of the new "standard" established, many other manufacturers began attempting to copy.the
giant's machine to make new-found profits. The IBM PC soon became the reco8Dized standard for
corporate America. Within a short period of time, millions were sold and ·installed within businesses
ranging from a Mom & Pop store to the major conglomerates. Everyone was sure the only standard was
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set. IBM, though, couldn't stand allowing any of the profits to be going to other companies when they had
set the standard.

Thus was born the PS/2. The architecture ofthis machine was closely guarded and must be licens.ed to
be copied. A monopolyon the market! Who could ask for more? Well, manyconsuming companies thought
this was a dirty trick and decided that the old architecture was good enough to keep. A consortium was
formed and the Extended Industry Standard Architecture (EISA) was born. It portended to be the
alternate path for those who would staywith the old guard. An extension of the old architecture, the EISA
promised to allow much of the new functionality of the PS/2 without compromising the stock of add-in
boards already available.

Then there's the software side ofthe issue. In the earlydays, there was a congealing ofopinions focusing
on the CP1M operating system. It could easily have been the defacto standard, except IBM chose instead
to use Microsoft's DOS as the operating system for their new pc. This set the new standard, leaving the
CP1M operatingsystem to slowlybecome a has-been in the race for the standard. Itquicklybecame obvious
that the future. of operating systems on ·PCs would be .dictated by IBM.

When the PS/2 became IBM's new standard, along with it came a new operating system to handle the
new features and functionality available with the new architecture. Thus was born the OS/2 operating
system to match the hardware. This new operating system would have many new features built into it
including a fancy graphics-based user interface, multi-tasking and it taking advantage of the higher speed
and more sophisticated processors available.

Some say that EISA will not survive, others say that PS/2 won't be practical. Still others say that neither
is as good as some existing workstations. The decisions concerning which architecture to choose are not
easy. When reading the literature, articles appear concerning the issues, but many of them are non-con
clusive or strictly opinion based. Reading more articles only clouds the vision, creating more confusion.

Discovering Trends

To formulate an opinion about which path to take could mean sudden death for the company or
individual. With such pressures bearingweight on the shoulders, which way should be taken? Relax, trends
are usually slowto catch on and even slower to become the standard. In this case, however, most companies
have too much invested to follow any trend instantly. Most will take on new technology as capital is available
and the needs arise. The phenomenon of an exploding population of PCs is nearing an end.

To determine such sage wisdom, turn to the magazines and periodicals available. Everyone is talking
about the advances in technology, but few companies try to keep up with every new piece of hardware or
software. It is the job ofthese media to report new things, review them and offer advice for what to do
with them. They must stay on the cutting edge to remain competitive in their own market segment. After
all, if they didn't, they would lose advertisers and readership.

So, how does one keep up with the trends? Reading helps, but most of the better magazines are saying
the same things. Here is a sample of what is being said in various publications.

"OS/2 is being threatened by both UNIX and Apple's MacIntosh." (1)

"MS-DOS [is] currently being used by 25 million people" (2)

"Manyapplications slated to run under OS/2will not take full advantage ofthe hardware or Presentation
Manager for several years....users who are not satisfied with early Presentation Manager [applications]
may turn to the cheaper Microsoft Windows-based environments." (3)

"If one considers how many PC-compatibles and PC/AT-compatibles have been sold since the PS/2
series was introduced, the older architecture is obviously still the technology of choice." (4)

"OS/2 is still mired in high costs and little value for the PC user." (5)
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See a pattern beginning to emerge? Most articles speak about the new technology, but few are willing
to commit to endearing it for today's needs. Few see the PS/2 or OS/2 as being the panacea for computing
woes of the average or even above-average users. The availability of applications that take true advantage
of the new architecture and its' features was cited most as being a good reason for taking a wait-and-see
attitude.

Since most of the media agree on the state of the art, one should settle on a single or c.iual source of
information to avoid any confusion or diluting of the issues. There are four or five quality publications
available that all say about the same thing. Choose one or two of these, read them religiously and heed the
advice and warnings given by them.

Many expect that some OS/2 applications will be available in 1990, but don't look for much more than
the major packages until 1991 or 1992. So, what does this mean? Software has been slower in developing
than hardware because of the element of time. Time to think of new techniques for making fast
applications, take advantage of architectural features and meet user expectations simultaneously. These
tasks. are easier talked about than conceived and implemented.

The primary reason for this is that. users are becoming more.difficult. to please. as the applications
become more 'sophisticated and user friendly. Thus, more complex software must be produced to meet
the demands and naturally, the more complex, the more problems involved. Longer development lead
times, longer testing periods and longer packaging and marketing preparation is needed. to turn out a
successful product. After al~ the stakes get higher as the competition grows tougher.

What it all boils down to is that most.are reco111menqing tostick with the older technology until the
market offers more. advanced applications which take advantage of the newer architecture. This time
frame appears tobe coming around mid to late 1990 at the earliest. Until then, the hardware and software
will only be able to depreciate and run the old applications. Besides, why retire hardware that may have
a few more years left in it?

The new OS/2 operatingsystem is stillyoung and immature, offering. little advantage at this time over
the old DOS. The new onerequires at least 2 MBytes ofRAM with a recommendedminimum of4MBytes.
It has difficulty running. sll100thly at any. configuration less. than. this. Another consideration to keep. in
mind. is that the OS/2 operating system requires about 10MBytes of hard disk space for storage. This is
substantial considering the small increase in operating systems advances.

Stick with the old systems until such time as the new ones are proven to have a distinct advantage over
the old. Nobody is going to lose out because they aren'tstate of the art. More precisely, the new systems
won't be.able to do anything more than the old ones except maybe do it faster and fancier .• After all, who
needs to keep up with technology just forthe sake of keeping up with technology.

Bot What AboUt elSA?

The EISA architecture is being introduced later this year and should prove to be interesting. It is
promising to be the alternate answer to IBM's Micro Channel Architecture (MCA) used with their new
PS/2 machines.Since it is an extension ofthe older PC architecture, it will offer more features than them.
Unfortunately, by retaining the same drawbacks inherent in the older PCs, it doesn't seem to offer much
improvement.

Here's what some authors have to offer about it:

"EISA ... is atbest a stepbetween the oldAT architecture and the Micro ChannelArchitecture. Because
ofits limited bu~ speeds, it.will lack. the ability to transfer data at rates. sufficient to satisfy power hungry
applications." (6)

"Personally, I'll be surprised if it [EISA] ever sees the light of day. If it does, it will be crushed in the
market." (7)
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"Now comes EISA, replete with the hidden message that the machines [PC architecture], if not the
boards, you are buying today are ~bsolescent.It reminds of something we heard from the folks at IBM...
How well did it work for them?" ( )

As can be seen from this small sample, not many people are overly excited with the EISA.machines.
Admittedly, however, most reserve their opinions until the machines begin rolling off the assembly line
and into the testing labs. Until then, nobody really knows what their performance will be. One thing is
certainly clear, though, and that is the machine will be 100% upward compatible with the old PC
architecture. These machines could prove to be useful in ftlling the gap between the old and the new.

Hardware and Software Choices

To determine what to standardize on for the company, look at what is currently being utilized. Are
there a considerable number ofold 8086 based machines? Or are there mostly80286 and up processors?
Do they typically have a hard disk or are many of them floppy based? Determine what the current trend
is within the company in order to decide where to aim for the future. This is the base to start with when
discussing considerations.

Hard Decisions

The current recommendations for new hardware concern the purpose for which it will be used. If the
applications are number and interface intensive, the higher end 80386 processor could be called for.
However, if it will only be used for word processing and small spreadsheets, the 80286 (at least 10 MHz)
would easily suffice. Some number-crunching applications may get by with· the 80286 and a 80287
co-processor.

For a network server, however, get a high end 80386 or a high end PS/2. Preferably, using the PS/2,
preparation for the future is already in place. In either case, OS/2 would give the distinct advantage of
being prepared for the vast memory addressing needs required with a network. Further, it is far more
capable of providing a spooling environment suitable for accomodating multiple output devices to be
shared by the network nodes. The server should contain at least 8 MBytes of RAM to allow room for the
buffering necessary to keep a network operating smoothly and quickly.

Memory for an 80286 model should start with at least 1 MByte ofRAM to accommodate the network
requirements. Be sure that the 384 KBytes ofextra memory are Expanded memory to let the network use
it to monitor the communications. Higher usage machines should contain at least 2 MBytes of RAM to
allow most of the popular applications to be run. Increasing this to 4 MBytes will allow a Windows~
environment and popular applications as well as the network software. to operate in a robust manner. For
stand-alone PCs, consider the applications that will be run and base the RAM requirements on the
recommendations of the particular applications.

The hard disk requirements would dictate that at least a 40 MByte capacity should be recommended.
With the prices of storage still falling, a larger one could be justified. The server should have at least a 120
MByte hard disk with a preferable 250 or more to accommodate considerable file storage for the network.
For a floppy drive, settle on either the 1.2 MByte 5 1/4" or the 1.44 MByte 3 1/2" drive. Don't mix them too
much, though, or compatibility problems will arise. In either case, have one available with both drives for
transferring data and programs from one to the other.

Monitors come in three basic flavors. There's the monochrome graphics, the color graphics and the
high resolution graphics monitors and adapter cards. For simpleword processing and spreadsheeting, the
monochrome graphics adapters will probably suffice. For more advan~d applications such as graphics
production, CAD and. use of graphics user interfaces (e.g. Windows or Excel~) the color or high
resolution monitors and adapters will probably be more·satisfactory. In either case, base the decision on
the types of applications and suitability of the adapter and monitor based on recommendations of the
applications themselves.
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Other hardware attachments and boards should be selected based on individual and application
requirements. A mouse can prove to be extremely productive, especially if the application is oriented
towards it. Icons and graphics based applications are particularlyproductive when combined with a mouse
interface. When selecting a mouse, consider using a bus type to facilitate independent interface handling
as opposed to a serial mouse which requires more system interaction and slower response with the slower
clock. speeds. and processors. On the faster. systems, a serial mouse. is acceptable since most of the
interaction will rarely outrun the processor.

Printer requirements vary as much as users needs do. It is not generally economical tojustify one.laser
printer per each pc. Usually, no one user can keep a laser printer busy. Consider a network or printer
sharing device for sharing the more expensive printers. Less expensive printers can be strategically located
on more user's PCs to facilitate internal memos and draft copies of documents to be later produced on a
laser or letter.quality printer.

Modems, graphics tablets, specialty boards and secondary floppy drives should be considered on an
individual installation·basis. These.add-ons •are not .necessarilyneeded for all PCs, but could be used by
some of them..Keep the computer.as basic as ·possible but fulfill the needs of the user involved.

Softer Decisions

Software choices are probably even more difficult to make than the. hardware decisions. There are
literally thousands of applications to ch90seJrom in the commercial sector and thousands more in the
personal sector. Which ones are the best suited for the purpose at hand? Are there more than one that
would fulfiUthe need? .Howdoes one select which packages to purchase? These questions and more·arise
when attempting t9analyzelhe needs and meet the requirements ()f the users involved.

The operating system ofchoice for 1989 would have to be the MS DOS system. It is stillquite functional
for the current set of applications available for the PC. When more applications take advantage of the
OS/2 environment, it will become the operating system ofchoice. Until then, unless the PC has 4MBytes
or more of :RAM, forget it. This status will be changing as 1989 wears on and the 1990's approach. Most
companies, however, will retain the substantial investment placed in the old operating system until the
perceived advantages become more·realistic and viable.

There are many directions to follow when considering application· possibilities. The single most
productive approach to take appears to be the Windows@ environment. This environment allows multiple
applications to be running while the user flips back and forth between them. It also allows sharing
information, graphics and data between them in a transparent manner. If the applications. are designed
to run under windows, theywill accommodate maximum productivity for the user. The graphics symbols
useda119w ease ofpointing with a mouse and clicking to cause actions. This interface facilitates a more
natural interaction with the programs and produces satisfactory results in a more timely manner than
without it.

When considering a new installation, strongly consider theWindows@ environment and compatible
applications. There are more and more Windows~applications available each month. Many of these take
full advantage of the environment and allow ease of passing objects between them. The word processing
applications that \Vork in this environment allow intensive use of icons and, graphics symbols to facilitate
selection.of options and actions .appropriate for providing fully featured documents and letters.

Spreadsheets come in two flavors: those that work in the Windows@ environment and those that don't.
The ones that operate under Windows@ are graphics based with icons and pop-up menus for simplistic
user interface. These provide a much more productive environment for the user to work under than the
old keyboard intensive programs. The user learns to coordinate their hand motions with the view of the
pointer on the monitor. By not needing to look at the keyboard, the user makes changes with less
movements and fewer wasted steps.

Graphicssoftware comes in many styles. Beware ofthe wayvendors use the word "graphics". Four basic
types of packages are available: Presentation Graphics, Freehand Graphics, Vector Graphics and
Drawing Graphics. Presentation Graphics usually consists of graphs, charts and· symbols prevalent in
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business presentations. Freehand Graphics allows "bit-mapped" drawings of objects and symbols. Vector
Graphics is math oriented allowing the drawing of circles, rectangles, curves and other manipulatible
formula drawings. Drawing Graphics consists of drafting quality, engineering and design drawings.

Select the type of graphics that best suits the application needs of the user or department. Marketing
may need a combination ofPresentation and Freehand Graphics while engineering may need Vector and
Drawing Graphics. Still another department may need Presentation Graphics alone. Keep the needs
separate from the wants and desires of users because most will say they need one thing when they need
less. Make the department justify the need for an expensive package. Keep in mind that many graphics
packages can be used to produce slides and slide shows which maybe sent out for fmal production or
produced on the monitor for that live action feel.

Other software needs may Vary from utility packages to add-on packages to enhance the current stable
of software. Keep in mind that if an HP3000 connection is desired, a good terminal emulation package
will be necessary. There are some relatively inexpensive but functional communications packages· and
there are some expensive and extensive emulation packages also. If the user needs the full features of the
extended package, by all means, provide it. However, if the user only needs to carry a session and interact
with the HP3000, a simpler package should suffice.

When setting the software standards, consider the currently installed base. Do not attempt to obsolete
the old applications immediately. The users would become angry and it would cause more disgruntled
employees than necessary. Rather, set the standard and encourage users to explore the advantages ofeach
application as it becomes available. Future purchases should include the packages that have been set as
standard recommendations. This set of standard applications does not necessarily need to be limited to
one package in each category. In fact, allowing a selection oftwo or more would more likelybe acceptable
to all departments involved.

Finally, keep in mind that forcing standards on users is difficult and can only cause consternation.
Allowing feedback from users· concerning their perceived ideas on applications and their usefulness can
reap valuable insights into the actual needs. Keep a log of requested applications, logging each request
for each package. Keep a log ofwhich users have which applications and their level of expertise for these
applications. They may become useful in determining application selections for future purchases and be
used as references when recommending new software or training new users for a particular package.

What Does it All Add Up To?

The primaryquestion shouldbe: Is the companyreadyto invest in the future with hopes ofseeing results
in a few years or does the company need the increased productivity of what is currently available? The
answer is not a simple one. If the company stays with current software, the invested learning curve will be
difficult to overcome when changing to new standards in the future. However, if all new applications are
introduced at once, confusion and disarray will prevail.

The sensible approach is to stick with what is already proven and gradually migrate to newer technology
as it becomes available and practical to introduce. This route allows room for growth without jeopardizing
the company's productivity. The eventuality of advancing technology dictates that it will occur anyway.
Why not take it as it comes and in stride?

Phases of Implementation

So far, the discussion has concerned preparation for implementing sound PC policies and procedures.
Now, the focus will turn to actually putting them into practice. The preliminary work is completed (keep
in mind that policies and procedures will need reviews and updates periodically) and it is time to proceed
with the business of controlling and monitoring PC and software purchases, installation and maintenance.
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To Unplement all aspects of the policies· and procedures at once would· only cause chaos and
misunderstandings. Instead, implement in phases to allow user adjustment to the new ways ofaccomplish
ing goals~ The following guidelines are for a stratified implementation of policies and procedures.

Purchases

The most logical place to start with is in the purchasing process. Armed with the new standards, start
using procedures for final approvaVcriticism of PC and software purchases. Be sure that the new items
are truly needed and that there are not existing solutions already in place. for the given problems.
Encourage compliance with standards, allowing little deviation from the norm. Once departments become
aware that there are new procedures for the acquisitions, they will begin utilizing the new resource as an
advising group for future decisions.

Keep in mind that some departments may already have their own standards and that they may resist
corporate influence. This can be resolved, however, through pleasant communications and gentle
reminders about the approval process. Educating the departments about the standards becomes. tan
tamount to proper implementation of policies. Make them· aware of the advantages. concerning central
control of these massive and diverse capital. resources. Keep them informed ·.about the advances. in
technology as well as any changes in policies and procedures.

Adherence to common interests promotes the concept of eventual corporate alignment for standards
and commonality. To be most effective in becoming competitive, the company~ustbe ableto communi
cate ideas, prospects, information, data and concepts· easily and readily amongst the departments and
remote locations. This is best accomplished by setting standards and complying with them consistently.
Corporate standards make this possible even if their implementation is difficult.

Security

Issue a memorandum concerningthe security issues involved with the use of PCs and various software
in the office environment. Make the users aware· of possible security breaches and the dangers. of
introducing non-standard software packages. If they are aware of these things,they can be responsible for
their actions when ignored. Keep them informed about any problems that have been encountered in other
departments and give them tips on avoiding these pitfalls.

Workwith each department in establishing data access authority lists, security priorities and potential
losses of data •.• ormachines..• Prepare.· a consistent backup plan. for each·department·and encourage
compliance to avoid unnecessarytime loss. Keepthe security actions within practical limitsto prevent any
loss of enthusiasm in job performance.

Installation Practices

When a new PC arrives, ensure that an experienced technician actually sets the computer up for the
user. More problems with new installations are the result of sloppy setups than any other single factor.
Pay close attention to software being installed for special instructions concerninguse of extra memory,
mice, special. video adapters,· etc. These factors can mean the difference between an application just
running and an application running well.

Inform the user about safety practices, re-boot procedures, path navigation and problem reporting
procedures. Let the user know that questions should be routed to the support desk.· Keep them·on a list
of supported installations. so that they· are given priority when· their calls come in. Offer assistance .for
start-up and step-through ofapplications and operatingsystem utilities. Keep them confident that support
is only a phone call away. This level of support will assure them that there is nothing to be afraid of and
that help is always available.

Maintenance and Care

The.next important· step in implementing sound PC procedures is to offer some type of hardware
support. An on-hand technician should be available to check out problems before making a maintenance
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call. Several types of maintenance contracts are available for PCs. Some offer on-site 4 hour response,
others offer on-site next day response. Some allow on-site once a week response and still others offer
off-site support ofvarying degrees. Select the type which is most suitable and affordable to the company.

Before maintenance can be practical and useful, the care and feeding of PCs should be established.
Schedules for cleaning (including floppy disks and tape drives). should be drawn up and posted or
distributed to all pertinent personnel. Do's and Don'ts should also be prepared for a general matter and
posted as well. Maintain a trouble reporting procedure for all departments and make it available to all
concerned.

By establishing a central supplies ordering depot, the company expenditures may be reduced to allow
easier ordering and keeping a small stock ofsupplies. Be sure that everyone knows not to move equipment
without having an experienced technician on-hand to resolve any potential technical problems.

Expert Advice

By establishing the department as an authority on PCs and the associated software, the standard is set
for providing the central problem resolution site. The importance ofsupporting installations is substantial
and requires a certain amount of expertise in PC operation. Developing quality personnel for this task
takes time and patience. Experience is a good teacher, but technical courses make for better learning.

The department may not be able to offer this level of support, but may instead contract an outside
agency to handle it. Offering training classes or referral to training resources can also establish a good
foundation for support and understanding. Each department will probably develop its' own expert among
their user staff. This usually occurs in medium to large companies but is not uncommon in smaller
companies also. As more users become trained, less support will be necessary and the departmental
resources can be reorganized to focus on other areas of concern.

Enforcing Policies and Procedures

Probably the most difficult task ahead is the enforcement of the newly established policies and
procedures. Just like state and federal laws, ifthe policies have no teeth, they will go mainly unheeded and
chaos remains. Iftheyare not enforced sufficiently, nobodywill take them seriously and nothingsignificant
has been accomplished. The following guidelines are merely one means of aligning personnel to follow
practices closely.

Software Piracy

The single most difficult policy to enforce is the one concerning illegal reproduction of licensed
software. This problem is caused mostly by the misconception of personnel that software is a freely
reproducible commodity. When purchased, it comes on a floppy with a license agreement which is rarely
read by the consumer. Most people believe that it is simply OK to copy it onto as many machines as is
convenient.

While this view is most prevalent in society today, it is strictly illegal. If a person within the company
proliferates a single licensed copy of software and the company does nothing about it, the company is
guilty of copyright infringements as well as the perpetrator. Thus, the company should take a hard-line
stance against such behavior. The policy does well to state that position, but enforcing it is another issue.

There are several techniques to prevent such activities. First, make the policy against it known to all
affected personnel. Second, make it known that violations of the policy may result·in disciplinary action
up to and including possible termination. Publish a memo stating that all illegal software should be
removedfrom all currentlyinstalledPCsimmediately.Specifythat anycompanydata shouldbe transferred
to licensed software packages before taking such action. Third, let it be known that random audits will be
taken of all PCs and if any un-licensed software is located on a specific machine, the user will be held
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responsible. Fourth, establish a list of applications that are legally licensed and installed on each PC. This
reduces any disputes as to legal possession ofany software. Fifth, estublish a central deposit for all original
licensed diskettes.

Next, keep a list of all authorized users for each installed PC for reference when an audit is taken. This
dispells any disputes concerning who uses each PC. By keeping this rigidly established, a major reduction
inpiratingsoftwarewill occur. Ifthe users are well enoughinformed about the illegal aspects ofperforming
such acts, they will soon learn to honor it.

FinallY,establish a list ofknown programsto be associated with each software application for reference
whenperformingthese audits. Establish a rapport with the company's software supplier to allowevaluation
copies of software to avoid any attempted illegal copying. By making this resource known, the users will
learn to acquire software legally and without any possible risk.

Unauthorized Software

The next most difficult policy to enforce will probably be keeping users from bringing software from
home.•This is easily accomplished by the user and without the knowledge of company personnel. This is
most dangerous to the company in that it doesnot prevent a stray virus from invading companyPCs. All
that is.needed to bring in a virus is to load a program and run it. Even if the program is then removed,
contamination may have already taken place.•Let users know that this practice is strictly forbidden. There
is no foolproof method of enforcing this policy.

Thebestdefense againstthis infringement is to educate the users about the dangers involved. Bymaking
the policy common knowledge and promoting healthy practices among the user community, most people
will learn to follow the lead and refrain from introducing unknowns into the environment. Remember,
data diskettes will rarely carry any dangerous side-effects, so don't attempt to stop all magnetic media
from entering or leaving the premises within the guidelines of security.

Purchasing Control

By requiring each department to justify their··PC needs, most of the control is in place. Since most
capital spending requests are controlled through one source in most companies, that is the key point to
intervene on.a purchase. This works well with PC purchases, but does not necessarily control software,
add-on·andperipheraI purchases.

To gain controlover these types ofpurchases, it is best to alert the purchasing department or whoever
issues purchase orders to intercept them andre-route them through·the controlling department. Another
good interception point is in the accounts payable department. If an invoice comes in for software or PC
related hardware, re-route themthrough the controlling department. Ifbothofthese fail, detect who the
culpable departments are and confront them about it. This technique usually effective for thwarting any
incompatible purchases.

Data Security

As•previously mentioned, controlling the company's data is important and is the most sensitive. point
for keeping company integrity. Armed with the authorization lists and maintaining sufficient company
security, this should keep itselfunder control, dependingupon the level ofsecuritydesired to guard against
loss of data.

If a person is suspected of divulging company proprietary information, that it is a risk to allow that
person near any of the·company computers..Some .companies go·so far as·to install magnetic media
detectors to thwart anybody from departing with company data. Decide the importance for the company
and take sufficient measures to secure what is necessary.
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Hardware Security

Other than hardware accessibility, be sure that any PC with a connected modem is not left connected
to an outside phone line at all times if sensitive data is located on it. If it must be, secure it with either a
dial-back facility or some password access control scheme. Hackers love to face a challenge and PCs offer
this challenge when connected to a phone line.

Keeping the hardware can become another problem within the company. If the hardware disappears,
it will have to be replaced. Sufficient security measures will prevent any major pieces of equipment from
being lost or stolen. Make sure a materials issue form is completed for everything that leaves the premises.
A copy of this form should reside in the employee's personnel ftle such that upon permanent departure
from the company, recovery of the hardware issued to that personnel is possible.

Educating the Users

Making the users knowledgeable about PCs and PC usage is key in affecting the productivity of the
company. If the users only use their PCs to emulate a terminal, it is probably a waste of resources. If they
re-key data from the mainframe onto a spreadsheet or data base on the PC, time and energy is being
wasted. If they only use the PC thirty minutes each day, they don't really need one dedicated to them.

The best way to educa~ethe users is to set good examples, offer good advice on usage and offer training
alternatives for serious users. If users aren't taking advantage of the available resources, generally, they
are either alreadywell-educated or don't want to learn more. Ifthey don't want to learn more, the resource
is probably wasted.

Start a company newsletter to keep users informed about policies, procedures, tips, tricks and new
software and hardware availability. This newsletter will become a vehicle for promoting good practices
and at the same time provide a means ofcommunicatingwith the users. Encourage users to submit articles,
no matter how trivial, to be printed in the newsletter. Offer incentives for the submitting these articles.

The best teachers in the company will come from the ranks of co-workers. They are trusted people
working alongside each other and are the most accessible to those who need them. Encourage people who
displayenthusiasm and nurture this attitude byallowing them to check out manuals and experiment (within
reason) with the operating system and application software to discover hidden features and shortcuts.

Another good way to promote a healthy user community is to run a bulletin board for the company.
This can serve as a stand-alone or added vehicle for keeping users informed. However, it does not offer
the high visibility of a newsletter and should be considered as an added feature as opposed to the only
one. Keep in mind that visibility is key in providing quality services.

Maintain a library of manuals and educational boo~s concerning PCs and software applications. This
library should be accessible to all employees, allowing them to learn for themselves. Encourage the users
to reference the library when a difficulty is encountered. Keep the library as up to date as possible to
prevent it from -becoming obsolete.

Training that is offered should encompass everything from beginner to advanced, leaving no major gaps
uncovered for those mediocre users who are marginal. Encourage participation whether it is company
sponsored or not. Offer sonte type of incentive for those who do participate and be sure to keep the list
of available classes appropriate as possible for the.company's needs.

Answering questions for users usually provides enough input for them to continue learning. Keep in
mind that this may be a new experience for them and they probably want to learn as much as possible to
do their jobs better. By learning to be a good listener the technician can become a good teacher. Take the
stance that everyone wants to learn and nobody is just being a pest. The users will return for more help as
they encounter newer yet higher levels of expertise.
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Shopping For the Best Deals

To say that every purchase is made at the best possible price is a falacy in a free enterprise system.
Every company is in business to make a profit. If they give the best prices to every customer and always
beat the competition, chances are the business will not survive. Thus, everybusiness gives the best possible
price while still making a profit.

In the free enterprise system, the lowest price does not necessarily indicate the best value. Something
is not equal in quality in most low-price cases. However, shopping for the best deal is still the best way to
perform purchasing. Getting quotes and specifications ofwhat is included from competingvendors allows
leveraging maximum discounts.

Bargain Hunting for Hardware

If the company has a policy to purchase only specificbrands ofPCs, then shop for the best deal on that
brand. If the company does not have such a policy, try checking out clone dealers. Not all clone dealers
are created equal, however, and shopping becomes critical when considering their practices. Consider the
qualityofservices available as well as the company's reputation. Check into references to determine other
customer's satisfaction with service and delivery.

Be sure to specify all components when purchasing clones. Some dealers will substitute hardware of
"equal value" when a specific component is not in stock. Be as specific as necessary for each component
and don't assume that the specifications will be followed religiously. Spot check the dealer to determine
their consistency in foaowing specifications. Manywill not reveal when theyhave not followed instructions
and assume that the substitutions were acceptable. Above all, make sure that the vendor supplies the
licensed oPerating system software with every PC purchased, including the diskettes and manuals, too.

Software Values

Software vendors are easier to shop for. They will give discounts based on the quantity of purchases
and many offer good services to back up their sales. Look for a vendor who will provide evaluation copies
of software for user acceptance. Also, look for one that has a liberal return policy. Even \Vhen a softwm:e
package apPear.s to fit the bill it may not work out exactly as planned and being able to rc;turn.it will save
the company money.

Be sure that the vendor stocks most of the applications that the company will be usipg and that they
stock the latest versions. Another key ingredient is the vendor's ability to handle upgrades when they
become available. This feature will save time when updating multiple packages. Check to see that the
vendor also provides needed services. Such services as software search and recommendation can save
countless hours of work for the company.

When lookingfor the vendor, keep in mind that the companycould qualifyfor quantitydiscounts. These
discounts will savefunds and allowleveragingto obtain extra copies for non-planned or future installations.
The extra buying power can also enable the company to request the vendor to stock specific packages.
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"To key or not to key, that is the question.

Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer

The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune,

Or to take backups against a sea of troubles,

And by opposing, end them?"

with apologies to Bill the Bard.
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INTRODUCTION

As I sit to write this paper, I reflect that the machine
that I am keying upon is more powerful than most of the
HP3000 line of computers. I have more memory than was
considered possible in a mainframe not too many years ago,
and my disk drive has more than twice the disk storage
capacity of the first machine I programmed in 1971.

And yet, we were responsible, as a service bureau, for
the processing of an enormous amount of data. We had a
staff of fifteen programmer analysts available to produce
any report that our clients could need. Even though our
MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures, or in other words, the
average time we could expect our machine to continue to run
uninterrupted before crashing) was approximately 6 weeks,
our clients were assured of continuous service, with
reports delivered on time, and the accuracy of the data
never in question.

The power of that service bureau now sits on most
clerks' desks. And yet, even with an MTBF measured in half
years and years, with computer speeds an order of
magnitude greater than our service bureau's, major
disasters happen daily. Important corporate data is
continually lost or altered beyond redemption. Even worse,
important business decisions are made on incorrect
summaries, and these mistakes will never be uncovered or
corrected.

The most tragic aspect of the above tragedies is their
preventability. This papers attempts to provide tools,
techniques and advice in preventing tragedy and assuring
auditability of the PC environment.
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BARD DISK BACKUPS

The first and most important area of auditability is the
protection of both the current and historical software
environments. Data and program errors tend to propagate
over time. If an error is not discovered immediately,
other errors can be built on the first, until it becomes
difficult to spot the original error. Backups can be an
important part of the audit trail needed to find these
errors.

There are two types of backups. Full backups are
backups of everything on your disk. There are two types of
full backups, image and file. Image backups backup your
hard disk on a sector by sector basis. This type of backup
can only be restored as a single unit. File backups backup
each file as a discreet entity, and can therefore restore
single files from the backup.

Incremental or partial backups backup only those files
which have changed since the last backup. If all of your
data is kept in a few large files, incremental backups can
take as long as full backups.

Most microcomputer users back up their systems exactly
once. After their first backup, they never seem to be able
to find the time to do so. Micros now tend to be purchased
with a standard forty to eighty megabytes of hard disk
storage. In order to back this up to floppies, one would
need at least twenty to thirty high density floppies
(1.44Mb apiece) even with the best of the backup
compression algorithms. Backing up to low density floppies
would take four times as many disks. A streaming tape
unit, however, can cost from $1,000 to $3,000.

One company I know solved the problem for its
programming staff by purchasing one tape unit for the
department, and installing controller cards in each PC.
Once a week, an operator went from machine to machine
backing up hard disks.

Another solution can be implemented in offices that have
installed local area networks. In these offices, backups
can be taken across the LAN. This is feasible only if all
local data is accessible to the LAN, and also requires a
streaming tape drive of some sort.

These solutions may be feasible in larger offices, but
can be difficult to implement in offices where the
microcomputers are spread out in a large area, or where is
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no one who can be assigned the responsibilities of ensuring
backups.

If a microcomputer user is responsible for his own
backups, there are a few techniques that can be used to
help lessen the pain. First, segment your hard disk into
at least two drives. The first drive should be as small as
possible and still be able to hold all of your software for
your applications and utilities. This drive can then be
backed up twice (never trust a single backup of anything
important) and the backups archived (more about archives
later). You should only need to backup this drive if you
change software or operating systems.

Second, keep as little data as possible in your active
files. In other words, if you can keep only this quarter's
data in your current database and copy anything older into
another database for reference, your incremental backups
can be kept small. If you wish, you can segment your disk
again to keep your inactive data separate.

Third, keep all your input data, notes, etc. until after
you have backed up your system. Your backups should be
scheduled based on the amount of time that it would take
you to recover from a system disaster. Remember,·. if you
must recover, you need to be able to reconstruct everything
you have entered from the last backup, and this time must
be added to the time necessary to restore your system
backups as well.
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ARCHIVAL STORAGE

It does very little good to backup your system
religiously if you keep your backups on the desk beside
your microcomputer. The spilled coke that wipes out your
hard disk will do wonders for your backup diskettes.

At least one copy of your backups should be kept in a
fireproof safe. It would also be a good idea to store the
original copies of all of your software in the same place.
If you have a secondary site, the safe should be kept in
that location. If not, keep it somewhere away from the
general hustle and bustle of the office place. The
location should be cool and dry, and should not be near any
large machinery.

Floppy disks deteriorate rather rapidly. A single
diskette is rated at about 300 hours of use. Stored in a
safe place, out of both heat and moisture, a floppy can
last over a year. But it is still a good idea to copy the
data on your archived diskettes about once every six
months.

Hard floppies, that is the three and one half inch
diskettes, are safer for archival storage than the standard
five and a quarter inch diskettes, since they will not
bend, and the drive mechanism has less of a chance to warp
the diskette (if you place a five and a quarter inch floppy
into a drive incorrectly, the disk drive spindle can warp
the center hole, making the diskette unreadable). The media
used in the diskettes is the same, however, and will still
deteriorate in time.

Cartridge tape backups will last slightly longer than
floppies if they are kept in a controlled environment. Do
not reuse these tapes too often, since they will stretch in
time.

It is most important to be aware of the fact that these
backups are on magnetic media. I have seen cases where a
floppy was placed in a purse with a magnetic clasp,
destroying the data on the diskette. Even placing the
media on a strong motor such as a desk fan, or air ionizer,
can make magnetic media unreadable. Keep your floppies
away from your printer, and your telephone (the ringer is a
small electromagnet) . In fact, anything that moves by
electricity is suspect. Also, do not leave magnetic media
anyplace where someone may accidentally place a magnetic
screwdriver on top of them. And never, never, use
refrigerator magnets to hold your diskettes up.
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SOFTWARE SELECTION AND AUDITABILITY

The software that you use on your system should be
selected with auditability in mind. There are auditability
considerations in any software purchase, no matter how
small it seems.

First and foremost, purchase all software· that you are
planning to use· in a business environment. Software can
and will have bugs. You have no •recourse to any .formof
recompense if software that you have not purchased.
destroys valuable data. Even though the software that you
buy has large disclaimers· papered allover them, many
states have implied warranties, and even in. those that
don't, the courts have awarded. damages if it can be shown
that the software vendor has been.negligent.

Also, by purchasing the software. you are also purchasing
support from the software vendor. This can be invaluable
if you. make a mistake that will be difficult to recover
from, or if you. find yourself in need of something that
your package just can not do.

Never download software from bulletin boards. Even the
Ones that screen their software products often cannot
identify a virus until it strikes. Most computer viruses
are harmless, but there have been a few that •• will do .things
like· erase your hard disk on alternate Mondays. These
viruses can lie dormant for months, until you have
contaminated all of your backups, before they activate.
Always purchase ·your software from a reputable source.

As far as types of software to purchase, this. depends
totally<on/the application you have in mind. Sometimes the
simplest Of. spreadsheets will.fit the needs of. your
department, ..othertimes.. you will need· a compl.ete package
designed .for a specific task, such asa general ledgerora
restaurant . management . package. Sometimes·· you. will decide
to·purchase a "4g1" high level languagesuch·as dBASEora
relational database suchas·lnformix. In all these cases,
you need to be certain of your· software source, and you
need to be concerned with the audit trail.
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THE AUDIT TRAIL

If you are purchasing a word processing package, it may
be enough to know that the package will not write over an
existing file without asking you if you wish this to
happen. Any audit trail that is needed will have to be
produced by you. This may consist of a simple list of
files and what they were, and on which backup they can be
found. Unless you are keeping the minutes of board
meetings, or other files with legal requirements, the audit
trail can be very simple.

On the other hand, if you are keeping a general ledger
or an accounts payable system, you must establish a very
rigid audit trail. All changes to your data must be logged
by the software in a transaction log. The software should
allow no changes to summary information, such as year to
date payable information, without logging to the
transaction log. The software should allow no changes to
detail information. All modifications should create
offsetting detail information instead. Every summary entry
should have the date and time of last modification. Every
detail entry should contain the date and time of creation.
Only with this information can a company ensure the
auditability of its books.

One of the most insidious tools available to a
microcomputer user is the spreadsheet. Accountants that
would be horrified at the thought of pencil ledgers, or
using white out on the companies books routinely make
changes to spreadsheets that contain the same data and are
used for the same purpose. Spreadsheets are an excellent
"what if" tool, allowing corporate management to see what
changes in cash flow. or expenditures would do to their
bottom line. On the other hand, keeping corporate books in
spreadsheets should be done very carefully~ and with great
trepidation. Since there is no change control, every
version of a spreadsheet should be archived. Numbers on a
spreadsheet should not be changed, entries should only be
added. All supporting documentation for a spreadsheet
should be kept against future audits.

One of the largest problems with spreadsheets, and
indeed with other high level comes from propagation error.
This occurs when computed summary results' from one
spreadsheet or 4g1 program are fed into subsequent
spreadsheets or programs without going back to the original
data. An easy example of this can be illustrated as
follows:
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Spreadsheet one contains the following figures:

$2
$1
$3
$7
$9

for a grand total of $22.

Our next spreadsheet assumes this figure to be 1% of
gross earnings, and calculates a.figure of $2200.

In actuality, the above figures are rounded from the
following:

for a grand total of

$2.35
$1.45
$3.45
$7.40
$9.30
$23.95.

This figure gives us a total of $2395 for gross
earnings,· or in other words, a greater .difference by almost
five hundred percent over the original spreadsheet. If we
were trying to justify this as an expenditure against
earnings, we may have just wiped.out .an ·entire department.

This type of error is very. common when using 4g1sand
spreadsheets to do ones accounting and· budgets, since these
types of programs are specifically designed to hide the
internal workings of their calculations.

All •• in all, if you are keeping corporate books on your
microcomputer, be certain that you can identify any
transactions that have been applied against your data, when
they we.re applied, and why they were applied. Print a hard
copy of your master information at regular intervals, and
keep.itln your safe. If the size of your master list
makes it cumbersome to deal with, create the list as a file
on diskette, and have it microfiched. There may be a time
when all heck breaks loose and the only available copy of
your. data that.can be .acquired in a timely fashion will not
be in. machine readable form, because you will· hCive .. no
machine to read it on.
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LANS

The introduction of the LAN into the business office
complicates the task of auditability enormously. The
interplay of multiple users can cause even a seasoned DP
professional to shudder. In order to adequately protect
the corporate environment, certain steps are essential.

First, there must be a single person in charge of the'
LAN. This LAN manager must be responsible for establishing
the protocal necessary for multiple users to interact. The
allocation of all LAN accessible files is part of his
domain, as well as controlling access to all shared files
and directories.

Second, all software that runs on the LAN must provide
certain basic audit requirements. There must be a record
or sector locking facility as part of the LAN structure,
and the software that is running must make use of it. This
should be physical locking, that is, locking that is
enforced by the LAN software, as opposed to logical locking
and semaphore schemes that are enforced only by software
agreement. There must be some form of either roll forward
or roll backward recovery. (Roll forward recovery makes use
of a snapshot backup of the data files, and recovers
transactions by applying a transaction log that has been
updated each time the data file has been updated. Roll
backward recovery involves keeping track of all portions of
a transaction until it is completely applied. If the
transaction is not "committed", all portions that have
already been applied are reversed). The software should
also keep statistics on what has occured to the data, that
is, the number of times each file is accessed or updated.

Third, the file server machine of the LAN must be kept
in a secure area, preferably with an Uninteruptable Power
Supply (UPS) but at least with proper surge and power loss
protection. In order to enhance the security of the
system, many LAN vendors supply either mirrored or duplex
hard drive access software. Mirrored access duplicates all
file writes and posts them to dual disk drives on a single
controller, while duplex access uses two complete and
separate hard drive units, including controller, power
supply, interface, etc. Other LAN vendors supply software
to connect two separate file servers with a high speed bus,
allowing the backup file server to take over if the primary
file server crashes.

Finally, access to important information should be
controlled on a need to know basis, as opposed to the "he
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doesn't need it, therefore he won't bother it" scheme of
file securi.ty. The DOS command shell, as well as most LAN
software support both file and directory access protection.
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TO SLEEP, PERCHANCE TO DRBAN

Microcomputers will probably revolutionalize the office
place as much as the automatic 150 key calculator of the
thirties and forties. But we must take care in the use of
these new tools. Computers can multiply our mistakes and
oversights much faster that we are used to. If weare to
become a community of computer literate employees, we must
establish habit patterns that will be as important to us as
the habit of buckling a seat belt is important to an
automobile driver. The seat belt seems to serve no purpose
except discomfort until the first accident. Auditability
techniques exist to provide the same increase in safety.

Buckle up for your own peace of mind.
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CD ROM as an Alternative Media

Karlie Arkin
Hewlett Packard Company

100 Mayfield Avenue
Mountain View, Califomia

This paper presents a perspective on using the CD ROM as an alternative. media. Reader
interest in this paper is proof of one of two things. Either A)· Currently prevalent. technologies
are not meeting the needs for the quantity of data, or the usage of information we would like
to have today. Or, B) CD ROM is an attractive and somewhat mysterious creature, and the
mention of "CD ROM" in the title was enough to· arouse interest .. after all, the title doesn't
even mention the context in which CD ROM is a viable alternative.

The information in this paper should serve to dispel some of the mystery surrounding the CD
ROM, as well as provide data to show where the technology can serve to improve our existing
processes and manufacturing costs.

Optical Technology

The sheer capacity of optical.technology. discs makes them an enormously appealing .option.
CD ROM is one of several optical disc technologies.. "Optical Disc" refers to any media that is
read or written. to with the ·aid of a laser ··beam. The extraordinary accuracy of the laser· beam
positioning allows it to be reliably focused on averysmaUarea, providing the meansfor a high
density of information. The track•density on an optical disc is about 15,000 tracks per inch.
The approximately 600 megabytes that can be stored on a five inch disc is roughly equivalent
to 500 high density floppies, 1500 low density floppies, 200,000 pages of documentation, 15 4()..

megabyte hard disks all in a row, or 176 copies of Tolstoy's "War and Peace."

There are three categories of optical media,· each with a distinct set of ·characteristics that will
tend to bind them towards specific types of applications.

CD ROM· Compact Disc Read Only Memory

CD ROM is the computer equivalent to the CD Audio discs that are
commonly available in the music stores. It is the same technology, and the
same manufacturing process. These·discs can hold approximately 600
megabytes of data. The data is pressed onto the disc, through an automated
stamping process. The manufacturing time, even for thousands of discs, can
be as low as one day turnaround. The manufacturing cost per disc,
particularly with high quantities, is very low. Aside from mastering costs, a
per disc cost of under $3.00 is common. Standards for the CD ROM drives,
CD ROM layout, and fdefonnat are well established, and provide device
independence of the media. Why is this important? We would surely expect
that a properly formatted floppy diskette could be read by any machine with
a floppy drive. The same must be true for CD ROM, and indeed for any
media, to become well established. This has certainly been key to the
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acceptance of the technology in the marketplace today. The other optical
medias are not quite at this stage yet. By the end of 1988, over 90,000 CD
ROM drives have sold. Sales are~ed to continue to rise rapidly, and to
more than double by the end of 1990.1

The major properties of CD ROM are:

o Low manufacturing cost
o High capacity
o High reliability and durability
o Read only
o Relatively slow access time

This media is preferred for large amounts of stable data; with a large
distribution, where reasonable but not fast access time is acceptable. The
standardization of the formats also allow for wide distribution into MS
DOSR, AppleR, and a growing UNlX™ marketplace.

WORM· Write Once Read Many

This is an optical media and corresponding WORM drive that looks and
behaves similarly to the CD ROM, but has the property of being able to alter
the bits on the disc exactly one time. Once a bit has been "set", it can no
longer be cleared. This double sided disc comes in a five inch size and can
contain about 650 megabytes of information. The WORM differs from the
CD ROM in that it is written serially from the computer, and therefore does
not have the very low media cost of the CD ROM. Each disc will cost
around $100.

The major properties of WORM are:

o The ability to write to the disc, serially
o Low cost relative to other direct access devices
o After writing, the data is read only
o Slow access time
o High reliability, Good durability
o Drive dependant

The WORM discs are primarily targeted for archival of computer data. By
the end of 1988, over 50,000 drives have been sold, roughly equivalent to 60%
of the CD ROM drives sold by that date. Sales are expected to nearly tri~le

over the next two years, although not to exceed sales of CD ROM drives.

Erasable Optical

Erasable optical provides the dynamic access of a floppy or a hard disk with
the large capacity of optical media. This technology generally works by using

i James Daly, "Erasable optical disks a step closer to the forefront,It Computerworld, 10 Apr.
1989,p.25.
2 James Daly, p. 25.
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varying powers of laser beams to modify and read the contents. of the disc.
The media, today, is significantly slower than the high performance hard
disks, but is also significantly cheaper per megabyte. Manufacturers such as
Hewlett Packard are providing erasable optical in a jukebox form, where the
discs can be swapped in and out of the drive for on-line access to many
gigabytes of information. There are primarily three types of erasable optical
discs available or under development for commercial use.

o Magneto-optic
o Phase-change
o Dye PolYmer

The magneto-optic drives are the only one of the three technologies that are
commercially available at this writing. .. Erasable optical discs have not yet
achieved the level of standardization that is seen with the CD ROM media.
The CD ROM format is not suitable for erasable optical discs, primarily·due
to some optimizing assumptions on the CD ROM that the files will not
change size or location.

Other Optical Media

Research into other forms and formats for optical media is heavily funded by
several major manufacturers. As a result, the technology is in a state of rapid
growth. A variety of new media materials and fonnats over the next five
years would not be surprising.

This paper is dedicated to the understanding of the CD ROM· media in particular. The high
level of standards in place for the format combined with the low manufacturing cost can be a
winning combination.

Today's Media

The media that is used to store information or data is greatly entwined with the intended use
of the information. To illustrate this point, consider this short list of commonly used media:

o Magnetic tape reels
o Cartridge tape
o Floppy disks
o Microfiche
o On-line access
o Paper
o Videotape
o Audio cassette
o CD Audio

Ifyou had a newsletter to distribute, it is somewhat comical to consider sending it out on 1/2"
mag tape. At the other extreme. it would be absurd to consider sending a video taped training
course on paper, floppy disk or microfiche. To understand the appropriateness of CD ROM,
it is necessary to address each application in terms of the contents, intended usage, and
audience. A number of measurable factors will come in to play when it is time to evaluate the
trade-offs between different media.
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1. Capacity vs. amount of data
2. Cost per unit
3. Quantity needed
4. Replication time
S. Frequency of distribution
6. Durability and reliability
7. Availability of necessary hardware and software

This.list is probably similar to the questions that either implicitly or explicitly asked today to
compare any choice of media to another. Only the last item on the list, availability of
hardware and software, hints that the choices have expanded to include a newer technology.

The attributes of CD ROM are such that several additional factors come into play. When
weighing CD ROM as an alternative, consider the following:

o The Sizzle Factor - aside from the hard facts of cost, time, and resources, the
perceived attractiveness and appeal of the CD ROM may add to the momentum
of a switch to this media.

o Market Acceptance - while CD ROM- has rapidly gained market acceptance over
the last few years, it still carries the reputation of being a 'State of the Art'
technology. This perception can either be a powerful persuading factor, or just as
powerful dissuader to your recommendation to move towards CD ROM,
de""'ending upon your environment.

o Resistance to Change - while the CD ROM access could be transparent to the user,
it could also be very visible. The visible effects could be not only in the way the
data is accessed and used, but may also affect the process used to generate the
data. Overcoming any resistance to change on either the generating side or the
accessing side may be a significant factor in deciding whether or not to switch.

o Incremental Value - the capacity of the CD ROM may be larger than is needed.
How can you take advantage of this extra space? Extra fJ.1es could be added
containing speed enhancing lookup tables, or text files containing background
information, documentation, or newsletters. Databases could be expanded to
include additional fields, demo versions of software could be provided, or
templates for existing applications. In this way, CD ROM is an enabling
technology. The CD ROM attributes can enable you, as a publisher or software
manufacturer, to provide information or services in ways that were simply not
viable with other commonly available media.

o Starting a New Process - the time and cost to set up a new process may be
prohibitive, and is very dependant upon the type of information and how it is to
used relative to the current content and method.

CD ROM as a Direct Replacement

When the circumstances are right, choosing CD ROM as an alternative can have numerous
benefits, including reduced manufacturing.costs, reduced manufacturing time,andlower cost

CD ROM as an Alternative Media
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of distribution. But at the other end of the spectrum, CD ROM may be an expensive mis
match. Understanding the trade-offs in time and cost is key to making this decision.

From the perspective of cost of manufacturing, the comparison for replacing >an existing
method of distribution is straightforward. The cost will be directly tied to the amount of
information, and the number ofc:opies needed.

The fonowing graph uses the fonowing assumptions:

o a mastering cost of about $1800
o a per media cost of about $200
o a manufacturing time of5 clays (shorter time has additional costs) .
o a Magnetic tape media and replication cost of ranging between $19-24.00, depending on
quantity and density. These costs are without any bulk discounts for repeat business.

300 MegabytesoD CD ROM vs. Magnetic Media
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- 8 - 2400', 1600 bpi .)1( 2 - 2400', 6250 bpi I

Of course, half-inch tape is typic:ally used in a minicomputer or maiDframe environment. The
ability to access a -CD ROM> peripheral reader must be available before CD ROM can be
considered as a viable alternative.
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40 Megabytes on CD ROM vs. Magnetic Media
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The time to repHeate copies of the media for distribution, or the cost of additional equipment
and labOr to speed up the repHcation time, can be a significant factor in the choosing one
medium over another,particularly when dealing with large repHcation quantities.

The followiDg assumptions are made:
o CD ROM turnaround time is set at 5 days, to match the other examples in this paper. For a
premium price, turnaround can be reduced to 1 day. In-between prices are also usually
available.
o Vendor turnaround time is dependent upon the capacity of the vendor, ad wiD vary.

Replication Time • Lowest Cost
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With magnetic tape, the need to provide customized tapes sometimes exists. With additional
labor and time, individual tapes can be matched to a set of specifications prior to the actual
copy. Whlle the cost of this can be significantly higher, perhaps an additional $10.00 per
magnetic tape copy, there is no comparable way to do this with the CD ROM media. The
master CD ROM, once produced, is unalterable and will yield only exad copies. A CD ROM
solution to the need for customized content can likely be devised, depending upon the Dature
of the customization. For instance, if each tape was a subset of a greater set of information, it
would be feasible to include the entire set of information on the CD ROM in some
inaccess10le or otherwise secure form. The CD ROM would then be accompanied by some
instructious, passwords, software, or hardware that would give the user the means to access the
precise content to which they were entitled. Furthermore, the scheme could be extended such
that when the user wished to have access to additional information, they might be able to make
a phone call, provide a credit card or purchase order number, and immediately receive over
the telephone the password or software that would entitle them to additional contents of the
disc.

Replacing floppies with CD ROM has some clear advantages when you compare the
convenience and cost of many floppy disks with a single CD ROM disc. Consider for an
example, the run-time version of Microsoft·sR PC software, Microsoft Wmdows. This is
currently being distributed by a variety of manufadurers. Generally the files will located on 10
or 11 low density floppy disks. With. the fonowing assumptions, we can compare the
approximate manufacturing costs of floppy diskettes VI. CD ROM.

o a CD ROM mastering cost of about $1800
'0 a CD ROM per media cost of about $2.00
o a CD ROM manufacturing time ofSdays (shorter time has additional costs)
o a floppy labelling, replication and media cost rangiDg from· S6.50 to S7.so. per set of 10,
depending on quantity.

Cost of CD ROM VI. Set of10 Floppy Diskettes
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In this situation, the cost of CD ROM manufacturing undercuts the cost of a floppy set when
the quantities approach 500 copies.

New Applications for CD ROM

The coming of age of CD ROM provides a variety of opportunities to distribute information
that was not previously distributed on electronic media, or to combine the distribution of
information that was previously issued separately for one reason or another.

This is the area where the most growth will be seen for CD ROM~where the compact disc and
laser technologies have extended the boundaries for electronic distribution of information and
tools far beyond the limitations of the magnetic technologies commonly used today.

The most visible use for CD ROM is in that of the .sales and distribution of information.
Periodicals~ and other types of textual documentation, are popular candidates for CD ROM
distribution. This is primarily for three reasons.

1.. The CD has the capacity to hold a sufficient amount of information that it is
convenient to put all of the information on a single piece of material.
2. The excess capacity allows the addition of files that increase the performance and
resolution of the electronic access to the extent that it is a viable altemative to paper.
3. The manufacturing cost of a CD is significantly lower than the paper publishing
cost of an equivalent amount of information.

Opportunities to combine the distribution of information, previously separate~ is another way
to leverage the attributes of the media, and can take on a .variety of forms. The following case
study. shows how you might take advantage of the CD ROM to reduce the cost of
manufacturing the product, as well as to provide the customers with a higher level of
productivity.

A Fictional Case Study

Perhaps~ as an example~ you are selling a large accounting software package designed for a
workgroup of up to 10 users connected on a LAN. You may be currently providing the
software on 10 low density floppy diskettes. The. package comes with five copies of a two
volume manual set~ an installation guide~ and five copies of a quick reference pamphlet. You
may also sell or provide some software templates or forms on 4 floppy diskettes. The
templates are accompanied by a catalog showing samples~ disk name~ and rdenames. A
tutorial is provided on another floppy~ with a tutorial handbook. An~ the package comes with
a reference book on common accounting procedures. The forecast is for 150 units per month.
You plan to ship the version for 12 months before revising the software, documentation, or
tutorials.

The CD ROM Role

You can certainly substitute the low-density floppies with a CD ROM. After placing the
software, the templates~ and the tutorial software onto the CD, you have replaced 15 low
density t1oppies~ a maximum of 5.5 megabytes of data. With about 595 megabytes left on the
CD, there's a lot of room to play.

CD ROM as an Altemative Media
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Let's say you put an electronic copy of the manuals on the disc, taking up two or three more
megabytes for the 600 to 1,000 pages of text. Add -the reference book on accounting
procedures, for another megabyte. The manuals -are not very useful unless you add some
software to provide fast and easy browsing and full text keyword search and retrieval That
occupies another 5 megabytes, and will probably have additional cost in terms of development,
licensing, or purchase of the software. At this point, the data and software has taken over 14
megabytes of storage space.

To add high resolution illustrations to your electronic manuals, you will need more disc space
and will incur some additional costs for scanning or converting the illustrations to electronic
format. The size and quantity of illustrations will determine your space needs. We will
assume 50 megabytes -of uncompressed black and white drawings. Obviously, this is not
something you would attempt to provide on floppy diskettes. Still, with all of the above on the
disc, you have used up about 64 megabytes - about 1/10 of the CD ROM's capacity.

Furthermore, with the appropriate choice of software, you have· provided the customer with
something they did not have before: the ability to search the software documentation, the
reference manual, the tutorial, and the guides simultaneously. Plus, the means to ask complex
questions such as "F'md places in the documentation where there is a reference to 'taxable' and
'rate' but not 'optional'...

Additional costs:

o Data preparation, for the illustrations and text
o Search/retrieval software purchase or development
o Probable need·for a new peripheral

Saving costs:

o Ship a single paper copy of the manuals to the customers - saves replication and shipping
o In a period of months, reduced manufacturing costs will be realized.
o Added functionality for the customer in the search/retrieval software

Additional considerations:

o If the software and- documentation was not stable over the course of a year, the recurring
mastering costs would significantly reduce the -gap between CD ROM and floppy/paper
manufacturing costs.

o If the software was not destined for a LAN,then placing the dOcumentation on the CD
ROM would not reduce the paper copies of the manuals from quantity of five to a
quantity of one.

o The data preparation-costs should be carefully scoped.. -This will probably be the major
additional expense. If the documentation is subject to frequent modifications, then this
could be a partially recurring cost.

o The search/retrieval software needs to accommodate the data. For example, if the
documentation contains drawings, the software ought to be able to display those drawings.

o Resistance to new hardware purchase might be -offset by coordinating a program in
conjunction with a CD ROM drive manufacturer. If the success of the media is very
important, hardware give-aways might be appropriate.

CD ROM as an Alternative Media
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o The decision.to provide CD ROM may be optional to the customer. This would have
impact on the forecasts, and.the costs based on quantity production.

o H you intend to sell, rather than to give, the templates and template catalog, you would
need to defme a scheme for protecting that information unless the customer had
purchased this option. Alternatively,· you might decide to continue to distribute this data
on a separate media set, which could again be either on floppy diskettes or CD ROM.

This example is fairly simplistic, but is a good example to show the complexity of factors that
must be balanced before making a "best media" determination.

HP LaserROM Case Study

Two sets of people have to be convinced that the CD ROM media is a superior media for a
particular application. FlI'St, the publishers or manufacturers of the information must see the
cost savings, revenue increase, or strategic value to the new media. Additionally, the customer
or user must be convinced enough to justify the cost, if any, for the CD ROM's themselves and
the hardware to read them with. In many cases the manufacturing costs alone can convince
the potential CD ROM publisher that this media is cost justified. But how is the customer
convinced?

HP LaserROM is a subscription service to HP documentation and support information.
Several different subscriptions are offered, the one in this example is a subscription· to· the
MPE V support· information and documentation. With this subscription, the customer
receives a new CD ROM every month. Each CD ROM is a full replacement of the previous
months, updated with the latest information. The contents of the disc include the MPE V
operating system manuals, subsystems, and languages. They· also contain Software ·Status
Bulletins, Application Notes, an HP Product Catalog, and more. The following justification
was prepared and successfully used by a customer to justify two years of monthly CD ROMs.
Many of these factors could be applied to a variety of applications of the CD ROM
technology.

HP LaserROM Costs:

Drive
Software
SUbscription
Total
Per month

Year 1
$1,095

100
1,287·

$2,482
$207

Year 2
$0
$0

$2,340
$2,340

$195

*At the time of the study, an HP LaserROM subscription was being sold
under a 45% discount promotion for the first year of purchase.

Floor Space Savings:

o One.manual set.takes up 20 square feet·
o Estimate at S2S/square foot/year

20 s.f. * S2S/s1.year - SSOOsavings per year

Productivity Savings:

CD ROM as an Alternative Media
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o The study found that each reference manual access averages 31 minutes and that
with HP LaserROM, this is reduced to 14 minutes. This is a savings of 17
minutes per access.

o Their software developers estimate that they spend about 1/8 .of. their time Using
reference manuals.· On the •average, they. are spending five hours per week
accessing their reference manuals.

o Their MIS<.group found that they averaged 17.3 reference manual accesses per
year per person.

Software Developers:
Time saved = 17/31 minutes times 300 minutes (Shours) per week

= 165 minutes .per week
= 2.74 hours per week
= 137 hours per year, per software developer

o Cost and overhead for .each software developer is valued at $55.00 per hour.

Amount saved =137 hours per year • $55 per.hour
=.$7,535 per.software developer, per year.

MIS Support Group:
Time saved = .17/31 minutes times 17.3 accesses

= 4.9.hours per year.per MIS Support Person

Amount .saved = 4.9 hours per year • $55 per hour
=S270per .MIS.Support person, per year.

Payback:
Situation A:
o One software developer using HP LaserROM
o Average HP LaserROM costof$2400 per year
o Average productivity gain of $7535 per software developer per year

PAYBACK = $2400/$753S.=.·3.sMONTHS

Situation B:
o Four 4 software developers usingHP LaserROM
oEJiminate the .purchase of one extra.manual set
o Average lIP LaserROM .cos~ of $2400 per year
o Average productivity gain ofS7535 per person per year
o Average floor space cost per manual set of $SOO per year

PAYBACK = $2400 1«$7535· 4) + 500) .= !J1 months:: 39WEEI(S

Situation C:
o Eliminate the purchase of one extra manual $Ct
o AverageHP LasetROMcost of S2400pe! year

CD ROM as an Alternative Media
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o Average productivity gain of $270 per person per year
o Average floor space cost per manual set of $500 per year

How many people using HP LaserROM are needed to payback one HP LaserROM for this
group?

PAYBACK = ($2400 - 5(0) / $270 = 7.04 MIS Support People

Additional Notes:

o The study evaluates the use of reference manuals only. Additional value can be
applied to individuals who will take advantage of the other support information
on the discs.

o The set of· manuals on the current MPEV disc would currently cost over
$2,000.00. By eliminating the purchase of additional, sets of manuals, significant
savings can be realized. The study does not take this savings into account.

o The productivity savings during the first year should be buffered with 1 - 2 hours
of time for each user's learning curve.

o Do not forget .about the time that is currently invested in maintaining and
updating the current manuals sets with page inserts and replacements. The CD
ROM version of the manuals are updated in their entirety, eliminating the need
for update pages.

CD ROM's Position as an Altemative Media

CD ROM is a viable alternative to other media when certain conditions are satisfied.
Particularly suitable applications for CD ROM are those that:

o have a high volume of information
o have data that is reasonably static between pressings
o the data does not need to be modified dynamically
o do not have a need for very fast access time
o need a durable, compact, standard format media
o are sensitive to the cost of manufacturing and shipping
o can accommodate the need for a CD ROM drive

There is an open arena for new applications that can take advantage of the optical
teclmologies. Some applications will extend our current ways of doing things to a larger scale,
such as providing huge quantities of clip art on a CD ROM. Other applications will challenge
our processes as they change our way of conducting business.·· An example of this would be to
receive aD available software on a CD ROM, and then to be able to purchase access to the
individual software packages or databases via a telephone call. CD ROM is far from the
answer to aD of our storage needs. Instead, CD ROM is an enabler. It enables us to dream. of
new applications and better ways to be more efficient, more accurate, and more reliable when
dealing with information that is so essential to the success of our organizations.

MS-DOS and Microsoft are registered trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation.
Apple is a registered trademark ofApple Computer.
UNIX is a trademark of Ben Labratories.
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SUPPORTING Bn4-U.er PBRSOBAL COMPUTING
with

Departmental Office Product Coordinators

Lisa Shemwell
Hewlett-Packard Company

World Wide customer Support Operations
100 Mayfield Avenue

Mountain View, CA 94043

The session will encompass areas a Site Information Systems department had
to address in developing a decentralized Personal Computer Support model.

Problem: The support staff could not keep up with the technology and the
business needs of the organization. Users were demanding different levels
of support.

solution:Bring the technology and the business needs closer together by
putting into place programs that encourage an integrated departmental
computing environment. By putting support in place at the local level,
using a decentralized departmental Office Product Coordinator (OPC) support
model, local management can see gains in local solutions to tasks and
processes using PC technology.

The session will discuss:
-Centralized vs. decentralized support models. Selecting decentral
ized departmental computing support model.

-Profile of .case study
-The evolving support strategy to meet the business needs of the
customers.

-Culture changes within the site environment.
-The Information·systems fundamental support.proqrams ensure.OPC

and department success.
-The Current Office Product Coordinator (OPC) program outline.

Take the time to look at.your own organization as you.read through the· case
study and ask yourself "What portion of this could I adopt?".

SUPPORT STRATEGY ALTERNATIVES:

Here are some advantages and disadvantages to· centralized •. and decentralized
computing support models.

CENTRALI ZED COMPUTING SUPPORT
Centralized support emanates from primary source.
central group for all types of questions.

The user calls the

Advantage
-Consistent answers
-Info Systems is in
control of information

Disadvantage
-Redundant questions are answered over

and over again.
-Turn around is viewed as inconsistent
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Disadvantages
-More complex environment
for department management
to manage.

-Turn over of department support
-More ownership of technoloqy

-simple structure for user -Other priorities are more critical
-Little passing on of knowledge to user
-High investment of staff,plus more staff
-High level of expertise for lower level
problems.

-Staff turn over causes major "holes"
-More reactive than proactive.

Centralized support has grown more complex than the users could follow.

DECENTRALIZED COMPUTING SUPPORT

Decentralized support comes from a source within the department. Basic
support of business solutions are in place. Central resources are used for
higher level support questions and consulting.

Advantages
-Business Solutions are put into place
-Business partners are made
-Knowledge of work environment by users
-Increase of local expertise
-More proactive than reactive
-Self-sUfficiency is achieved

The support roles need to be defined and made clear so the customer can see
the benefit of decentralized support. Then Information Systems staff moves
from a purely support function to providing tools and consulting.

PROPILB OP B-P's CUstomer support Center Hountain View, California

In 1986 the organization moved to the Customer Support Center which brouqht
together all local customer Support activities under one roof. The outcome
for site Office Systems, more users to support, but little headcount growth.

Support Staff in the Office systems Group has grown since 198Jfrom 1 person
supporting HPDesk and HPJOOO office products for 300 internal HP employees,
to, in 1989, 5 Office Systems staff with J people assuming the primary
responsibilities for PC support, education, programs, and the support of
HPJOOO office products and messaging products (HPDesk, Unix-Mail,
voice-Mail) over 1000 internal HP employees.

The organization has shifted from from a mixed work force to a knowledge
worker site. Site Office Systems provides services to all entities on the
site. Support and program decisions are made taking into consideration each
entity's business, technical expertise, Corporate recommendations and the
needs of the majority of users.

In 1987 Corporate Information systems positioned the Personal Computer as
the input device of choice. With this recommendation the demand for PC
implementation support issues outstripped the resources of the central
organization. Thus there was a change in focus from central, one-on-one,
help to a decentralized liaison focus.
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Information Systems (IS) Office Systems current staff.

Now: 60· department OPCs do 50-80% of basic PC support. Software
installation, ordering information, business controls, checking
configurations, etc••

Current Staff total of 7
3·PC support and education activities.

1 person to trouble shoot and develop job aids,
expertise Operating systems, graphics,

1 person to address training, .. develop .. end-user ·.progralls
expertise word processing/Desk Top·· Publishing

1 person. to coordinate OPC program and consulting
expertise PC·· databases and spreadsheets.

2 HP3000 and Message administration.
1 person Unix-Mail. Admin and technical HPDesk support
1 person HPDesk administration

Office Systems On-line function
Above people rotate. as on-line support to OPCs·and site
users between Office Systems 5 people. for 2 1/2 days

2 Project and program administration and support
1 person Voice Mail Project Lead, Home Loan and Excess

Equipment programs.
1 person HPDesk Directory.maintenance, training

registration and· administrative support.
MIS HELPLINE function

Above 2 people rotation MIS HELPLINE between 5 people
across site IS departments.

Some departments do not have OPCs. Non-OPC departments are included·· in the
support plan, but not as the major focus in support and implementation
planning.

SUPPORT PUBCTIOIf ALIGBMBft

using the decentralized support model, ownership of PCs reside in the
depart.ent and work group level. In providing support to the site, Office
Systems def.ined what Office. systems site staff and departmental OPC support
functions and. responsibilities are:

CENTRALIZE .. Support •Functions

25% of support calls are turned over
from OPCs.

Able to look at trends

Develop strategy

DECENTRALIZED Support Functions

75% of calls can be answered by
OPC
Knows environment and priority

Looks for specific application to
automate work Group task/processes.
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Develop recommendations

Develop user aids

Provides consulting

In depth understanding of technology
Helps departments with short term
issues.

Insures departments are aligned with
site's long term strategy.

Transfer of technical information
Gains business knowledge

Consults to help departments meet
their business goals and objectives.
Keeps abreast of corporate and
industry recommendations.
Becomes proactive, not reactive.

BVOLVING SUPPORT

Right product is being used to
automate task.

Develop PC knowledge
Computing is a part of departmental
goals and objectives

More attention is given to the
integration of technology within
the work group.

Someone is responsibility for IS
information/recommendations at the
department level.

Provides support of products
outside of recommendations.

Becomes more self-sufficient

To ensure the organization's computing needs are being met, the IS
organization must build partnerships with each business segment.

Those partnerships are being built using Department Office Product
Coordinators (OPCs). Program development continues at Hewlett-Packard's
CUstomer Support Center. The OPC program allows IS to move needed technology
into departmental work groups. The site IS organization continues to
develop and maintain support programs, ensurinq the right resources will be
in place to compliment the department support resources.

As departments develop expertise and understanding on recommended
applications and configurations; gains in productivity and better alignment
with the business goals occur within department. In turn the technology
becomes integrated into the department, enabling them to be self-sufficient
as new technology needs to be implemented, i.e. LANS, work group software
and network applications. MeanWhile, the IS conSUlting role is being
developed to ensure programs, tools, and departmental computing plans are in
place to ensure personnel continue to be succes~ful.
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Developing the Office Product Coordinator (OPC) provides a support
foundation to be in place for implementing and supporting computing at the
closest •.• possible position to the .end. user. Taking recommendations. from the
IS organizations will ensure the departments will be able to connect and
communicate in the most efficient manner by using a common integrated
product platform.

Moving support and strategy is a dramatic change for most organizations.
There will be resistance to change. Leading the challenge IS will see the
active organizations reap productivity benefits - in more up time, apply the
correct computing solutions, each person develops computer skills and
growing· with computing as the business grows.

CHARGING THB PAST CULTURB

Dealing with the cultural change of moving support from a central resource
can be a very slow process. CUstomer Suppo~t Center continues to progress
toward the decentralized model. Here 1S a sample of how the model is
working. In the past the·central·organization·would have taken all of the
end user . support calls. Today, •taking calls is only part of their role.
Passing on.knowledgethe central group has taken fewer basic calls and more
complex calls challenging the IS staff.

More effective and selfsufficlenttrouble shooting.
-The OPCknows· the departmentconfiqurations •and •• applications being
used. 75% of end customer concerns can be answered within 10
minutes. The central organization's turn-around time is 1-4 hours.

Type of Problems an OPC addresses:
-A PC becomes unplugged or loose connection. The OPC can solve
this problem plus pass on the knowledge to the PC user of what to
check next time. While a centralized· organization will not have
even· made it to·the customer in the time the OPC had·solved the
problem.
-Installing PC software. User may not know how. OPC has
information and will assist. user if •needed, .• but avoids installing
it for the user. Information is passed on.
-The·OPC works. with./ the central staff .torecover. data· for a·· complex
accountingre-run.Workingwiththe central staff, theOPCwill
have the skills to do the. process the next time. Skills and knowledge
are passed on to the OPC and department.
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1IJIA'I DO YOU DBD '10 DO '10 CUL'IIVA'IB 'lBB SUPPORT CJIUlGB

Decentralized support of computing means departmental managers must become
knowledgeable on how to manage basic computing resource needs. Many
non-technical managers have yet to acquire computing resource management
skills. Just as they have learned to manage financial and personnel
resources, they will need to become proficient in computing resources.

How management becomes aware:

- Management presentations selling the increase PC knowledge
and productivity gains of the decentralized PC support program.

- Formal education -presented to site managers such as: "Managing
your Computing Resources" from Information Ideas - Oakland, CA.

- First hand using an OPC in their department.

ROLBS OP ORGANIZATIONS

Each organization within the HP structure has a role in the OPC support
model. In looking at the OPC program at CUstomer Support center, these are
the roles that have been outlined for each organization and how they fit
together.

ROLES OF MANAGEMENT/DEPARTMENTS
(Corporate IS, Entity IS, Department Management, and Department OPC)

corporate IS Role
-Provides recommendations to ensure connectivity throughout
the company.

-Sharing best practice across entities.
-Provide centralized evaluation resources.
-Ensure best use of entities resources can be focused.
-Provide linkage back to product development organization.

Bntity IS Role
,-Adopt and adapt Corporate recommendations.
-Develop local support strategy for recommendations.
-Provide phasing in and phasing out by providing product assistance.
-Provide technical resources to address customer problem.
-Provide a consistent customer training and programs.

Department OPC Role
-Develop a work group computing plan within the department.
-Provide task/process automation direction.
-Provide guidance for software solutions.
-Provide guidance for ordering hardware.
-Communicate training needs to manager.
-Adopt site recommendations and work with IS.
-Make local adjustment as necessary.
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Departaent Management Role
-Ensure resources are in place for following Computing Plan in the
department.

-Manage computing resources at the department level;
just as personnel, business controls. and Finance are managed
at the departJllentlevel.

-Consider technology·for solutions, not solutions for technology.

Departaent Management with OPC
-Management needs to determine what standard department application
(i.e. Word Processor) will be used by the department.
-Align with site and Corporate recommendations.
-Purchase Hardware and Software as outlined.
-Plan training t.ime for end users.
-If application needs do not align with central/site recommendation
ensure proper support for users is arranged.

PROGRAMS TO BB IN PLACB:

As the Office Product Coordinators become a vital part of .·the support
organization, the following programs have been established to support the
OPCs. These programs help in establishing expectations of each
organizations role in the total support solution.

-Product Recommendations-Following Corporate recommendations of
Office Systems products, recommending the PC be the.input device of
choice and continue to strive for connectivity between·HP
organizations.

-Product Support-Focusing on recommended products and their life
cycle.

-Education Program-Training users, OPCs and central support time
decreases,· while user satisfaction increases.

-Business Controls-Providing programs to ensure the issues associated
with responsible use of PCs are managed wisely.

PRODUCT.RBCOMHBBDATIONS STRATBGY:

Corporate and Office Systems objective is to create a totally integrated
office environment providing a solution to a majority of office users.
Developing guidelines for recommended packages across the organization, aids
to reduce support cost and increase productivity by:

-Connectivity across organizations.
-Recpmmendations on hardware and software for majority of purchases.
-An in depth skil:lbase is developed in departments of product knowledge
allowing OPCs and Office systems to leverage from that knowledge base.

-Establish core customer training from recommended products.
-Enable technical support to focus on a group of products.
-Job Aids can be developed for the recommended products.
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Office Systems gives product recommendations to fulfill the majority of site
usersneeds~ Recommendations for hardware, software, media, peripherals,
suggested workstation configurations and suggested software package mixes
for job types gives theOPC guidance in selecting the right solution for
their department. If departments in·· the organization need a product outside
the recommendation set, the department will need to make their own
arrangements for support for the non-recommended product~

Office Systems rate products by:
-Ease of· Learning-Average # of hours for end-users·to basic product
features.

-Ease of Use-Measure of how "friendliness" and feature complexity.
-Performance-Speed and ability to handle complex tasks.
-Integration-Ability to share information.with other·products.
-Training for end-user and support staff
-Support for for OPCsand technical staff
-LAN Support-Designed and approved to be networkable.
-Corporate Recommendation
-Projected use-Volume of users to project support level of product.

By driving the product recommendations Office Systems has
proactive mode to provide training and support to the OPCs.
product recommendations equal:

-Fewer configuration problems.
-Fewer conversion problems.
-Greater productivity for end user.
-Greater productivity for support staffs.
-Greater self SUfficiency

PRODUCT SUPPORT STRATEGY:

been in a
Focusing

products Office Systems has developed 3 different
This process clarifies how and what products are

Using the recommended
product support levels.
supported.

Product support levels are determined by product recommendation, the volume
of users on site, phase of implementation and life cycle of the product.
Support for products are the current version and current version -1 software
applications.

PRODUCT SUPPORT LEVELS

A level-Full support priority over Band C level products. Office systems
will call back OPC within 1 hour. Office Systems is committed to·resolving
the problem by providing a fix, a work around and/or escalating the problem
to the next level of technical support resources. The Office Systems staff
has a minimum training at 200 SElevel.
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These are the factors to determine A-level support for a product.
-high volume of use on site.
-recommended by Corporate·. IS.
-recommended by site Office Systems
-is part of the Site automation strategy
-is a mature product, in its life cycle.
-and Office Systems has access to on-line and Response Center support
organizations.

B level-Limited support. Priority over C products. Office Systems will
call back OPC within 1 hour. Office Systems works with the OPC to find a
fix, a work around and/or and the OPC escalates the problem to the next
level of technical resources. Products are currently a mature product with
limited site use or phase-in/out implementation would be classified as
B-level.

Factors to determining a-level support for a product.

Mature Products
-Application is used internally·. on a limited basis (specialized use).
-Products have a limited number of users on site.
-A conservative implementation approach is recommended by Corporate.
-Office System staff are trained at or above 100 SE level.

fhu..!ng in Products (approx. time 6 months at B-level) Office Systems gains
knowledge, training begins for OPCs. Conversions training is developed by
Office Systems and is provided to OPC's and workgroups. This training
ensures departments 'have the tools and skills to help users convert from the
old product being phased-out., to the new replacement product being
phased-in. Meanwhile more technical expertise on the product is being
gained by Office Systems and OPCs. Product will be moved to A level or stay
at a level depending upon recommended use.

The factors to determine a product:
-a new product recommended by Corporate IS.
-a new product recommended by site Office systems
-is becoming part of the Mayfield site automation strategy
-is a new. product in·. its life cycle.

Office systems will be receive 200 SE training. Office Systems will have
access to on-line and response center support organizations.

~ QYt Products (approx. time 6-12 months at B-level) Office Systems
will put no effort in to providing product training, nor gaining more
technical expertise on the product. Product will be 11lovedB-level as a
mature product or to C level depending upon the user base and life cycle of
product.
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The factors to determine a product:
-is no longer recommended by Corporate IS.
-is no longer recommended by Site Office Systems
-is no longer part of the Mayfield site automation strategy
-close to being obsolete in its life cycle.

Office Systems has access to on-line and response center support
organizations to provide conversion support to new product.

will attempt to resolve
ope should contact vendor

Office Systems
expertise permits.

C level-No support commitment.
problem as time and local
directly.

These are the factors to determine C-level support for a product:
-very limited number of users on site.
-is not recommended by Corporate IS.
-is not recommended by site Office Systems
-is not part of the Mayfield site automation strategy
-is an obsolete product in its life cycle.

OPC should make support agreements with on-line and response center support
organizations. OPC and department management should plan to upgrade or
change product.

DID usn EDUCATION PROGRAII

Providing ongoing education and support are the most critical factors
affecting the successful implementation of the Office Systems implementation
plan. Office Systems focus on end-user and computing skills management
training.

OPCs are given preference for classes they need. Workgroup classes will be
given to for requesting departments.

A formal education program must be in place to ensure each user has
appropriate skills for applications for task or process automation be used
on the job. Encouragement of self-sufficient support to ensure effective
use of central and OPC support time, basic computing skills are offered and
encouraged. Training a user on a product is a proactive approach to
self-sufficient support and helps to build product use confidence.

OFFERED CLASSES

Training classes are offered on products in the Support A category and
products being phased into the organization. Each class will be between 4-6
hours, and taught during regular business hours in the Office Systems
Training room. Other types of training offered will include videotapes,
teleclasses, demos and self-paced training programs.

As new products are released, Office Systems will offer classes or workshops
to train the organization in the new technology. Classes are coordinated
through the Office Systems Education Administrator.
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LEARNING CENTER AND SOFTWARE TEST CENTER

An Employee Learning Center is available near Office Systems for employees
to use for self-paced training and as a workstation to test out recommended
software.

COMMUNICATIONS

A site wide newsletter is distributed quarterly. Bulletins are distributed
through the HPDesk on an "as needed" basis. Demos and site-wide meetings
are also conducted as the phase in/phase out strategy model and as needed.

BUSZNBSS CONTROLS

PCs have become an important tools at the CUstomer Support Center. Business
controls are outlined to help the departmentoPC put measures into place to
ensure compliance with legal, security and control issues.

AREAS TO ENSURE CONTROLS ARE IN PLACE.

Processes for controlling and monitoring the use of personal computers have
been established within departments. The encouragement of good business
practices for protection against theft, security of sensitive data and
backUp and disaster recovery plans must be. in place. TheOPC is the central
resource person to ensure the department. has measures in place to meet the
legal, company and site guidelines.

-Software copying is the responsibility of each PC user. Install
and operates PC software in must be in accordance with copyright
laws and software license agreements.
-Physical security of equipment. is the responsibility of· site
users to provide adequate protection following site security
recommendations.
-Data security is defined by Personnel policy and procedures.
-Decision Tools, when changing information or how information i.
calculated, procedure must be set up to control and document
changes using SLC.
-Data and software back-Up procedures must be in place as outlined
in PC Use Guidelines.
-Use of PC at home and while traveling must meet the controls as
outlined above.

OPPICB PRODUCT COORDXBATOR PROGRAM

OFFICE PRODUCT COORDINATORS have become a vital part of the Office systems
support organization. with the advent of PC use comes the responsibility of
managing and supporting PCs in each department. The ope establishes a
direct link to the Office Systems group, providing the OPC with support and
planning tools to manage and support PCs at the department level. TheOPC
assists management in ..... developing strategic and tactical plans for business
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information needs and.automating·process within their department.Office systems provides the OPC tools and programs to assure their successin the OPC role:

ON-LINE SUPPORT
OPCs questions have priority over any other calls.

NEW TECHNOLOGY
Office Systems should be the first to try new products on the site and within the department. Office Systems provides first release copies of softwareto OPCs. Before mass distribution of product starts. This is part of thephase in/out model. The OPC can delegate her/his software copy to someonein the department. That person then would become the application expert onthe product.

TRAINING/EDUCATION
The OPC has first priority in any Office Systems sponsored class, seminar ordemo. End-user training will be offered on A and B level products. OPCshould be proficient on the software the department uses. The OPC will begiven preference to first choice in signing-up for Office Systems classes.
The OPC will need more than just end-user training. A more in-depthknowledge of recommended software, hardware, installations, de-installationsand configurations with trouble shooting techniques have been put into placeby Office Systems.

COMMUNICATION
opes must be kept abreast of new products, bug fixes and order information.This is done by:

-Newsletters covering current strategy and support information.-Bulletins to inform OPCsaboutspecific concerns over HPDesk.-Information Sharing Sessions provide the OPCswith a forum to shareinformation and concerns. Office Systems provides new productannouncements, program changes, and exchange of best practices duringthese meetings.
HP SITE LICENSE SOFTWARE

Departments that are committed to the OPC program will receive site licensesoftware and upgrades FREE. The license to copy software are purchased bythe Office Systems central group from HP. The OPC network at the CUstomerSupport Center is used for the distribution of the site license softwareproduct·.

EXCESS AND LOANER EQUIPMENT
Office systems provide the use of a pool of hardware to departments for 6months for special needs, while waiting for additional or replacementequipment.
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WORK GROUP CONSULTING

Office Systems works with an OPC to provide customized solution for
departments with individual needs, planning for software/ hardware and
training. While developing this plan Office Systems gain a basic understand
of the department's business. Office System will also give advice on
automating tasks and processes.

HOW KUCBTIKB un HOW DNY PBOPLB SHOULD THB OPC SUPPORT?

This depends on the complexity of application software and hardware set-up
within the department and the level of expertise within the department. One
person for 5 hours per~eek can support 20, 40 or 80 users depenging on:

THE CONFIDENCE AND USER KNOWLEDGE OF PRODUCTS BEING USED.

untrained users and inexperienced users will increase the support time the
OPC will spend with the department. Studies have shown 4 hours of on going
support training/questions can be saved byl hour of formal instruction.

HOW COMPLEX ARE· PRODUCT FEATURES.

The the more product features that exist the more things can go wrong. If
the whole department uses a simple word processor, the OPC will need to only
know one product and configuration. The more complex the product the more
support time the product(s) will require.

TIME

Mayfield has asked each manager to commit the OPC for five hours per week
to:

-Answer beginning application questions
-Check configurations, trouble shoot. common problems
-Ensure PC business controls are being followed
-Keep current on ordering recommendations
-Keep informed on central/site strategy.
-Assist in installation and de-tnstallation of products.

Department OFFICE PRODUCT COORDINATORS are a vital network of the total
CUstomer Support Center support network. The basic support, system
management and business controls are. in place by usingOPCs as a direct. link
to the Information Systems organization. Office Systems group, provides the
OPC with support and planning tools to manage and supportPCs at the
department level. The OPC assists management in developing strategic and
tactical plans for business information needs and automating process within
their department. This link to a two way street to ensure Office Systems
and Information systems· department is a business partner with each
department.
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PHASE IN/OUT OF OFFICE PRODUCTS

Products may move from one support level to another as demand is
increased by user population or there is a product replacement
recommended by Corporate I.O.S. and HP's marketing strategy. other
products may be phased-in or out as recommended and tested by a
user/Office Systems task force. Phasing products in or out of
different support levels will be based on the following quidelines.

PRODUCT EiAS.E .m
Phase-in
Announcement to
mqmnt , OPC's

(3 mos.)
Product

Product at (3 mos.) moves to
B level ----------4) A level ....)

OPC's trained
on new product/
release , conversion
process

Users trained
on new product/
release , conversion
process

PROPUCT~ QY7 - 3000 based products

Phase out
announcement to
mgmnt , ope's

Product Product
(3 mos) moves to (6 mos) moves to

_______~) B level )-# C level

OPC's trained Users trained Application
on replacement on replacement removed from
package , conversion package 'conversion 8ystem
process process

Product at
A level

PRODUCT~~ - PC based products

Phase out
announcement to
mgmnt , OPC's

Product Product
Product at (3 mos.) moves to (3 mos.) move. to
A level ) B level ~) C level

OPC'. trained
on replacement
package , conversion
process

Users trained
on replacement
package , conversion
proce.s
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Abstract

For those who use today's modem PC software messages such as "Not enough memory to ron" are probably
familiar. Various ways in which to extend your systems performance now exist but they can be both difficult to
understand and confusing. Moreover, many people using such techniques do not fully exploit their potential.

This paper provides an invaluable reference to those who are using advanced DOS software such as Microsoft
Windows. It provides a grounding in common terminology used, full explanations of the DOS extensions that
are available as well as advising in the best ways in which to use them.

Topics covered include an overview of the 8086 and 80286 processors, expanded and extended memory, LIM 3.2
versus 4.0, using high memory with the 286, a study of how Microsoft Windows uses memory and a look at
configuring a system for Windows. We also have· a brief look at the 80386 processor and the new PC operating
system OS/2.

DOS, Advanced Memory Techniques is written for experienced users of MS-DOS who wish to utilize the many
varied techniques now available to increase the power of their DOS based PC's. It details information
necessary to configure systems that give optimum performance for the hardware available. We look specifically
at Microsoft Windows, the windowing environment on which HP's NewWave is built.

History

Every PC workstation contains a certain amount of RAM (Random Access Memory) used to hold program
files and data, once·loaded programs can be executed by the machines cpu. The amount of RAM supplied as
standard with a PC has increased significantly over the past seven years. The original machines had around
128K which at the time was thought to be quite sufficient for most peoples needs. It later became apparent that
software was soon going to overrun this limit and so the second generation "XT" compatible machines (which
included a hard disk) doubled the amount ·of RAM to 256K. Since these early days both PC hardware and
software have changed dramatically, even the cheapest PC clones are now sold with a full complement of 640K,
the maximum amount of base RAM configurable for an 8086 PC.

The address bus of the 8086 uses 20 signal lines to transmit the address of the memory cells and devices
attached to the bus, this gives an address range of 1 Megabyte (2~. DOS was designed around the 8086
architecture and inherits the 1Mb address range. The .designers of the PC memory map allocated a maximum
of 640K of this space for RAM, the remaining 384K.reserved for use by devices and peripherals such as the
display. Advanced PC software has continued to push the memory usage of applications further up, so much so
that even 640K is DOW regarded as a limitation, the DOS 640K barrier.

latera1_
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Figure 1: PC Me.mory Map
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Expanded Memory

Tenninology

The complete 1Mb address space of a PC is known as Conventional Memory, within that space the area from
640K up to 1Mb is called Reserved Memory. We usually view reserved memory as six contiguous blocks of
64Kb, note also that a popular convention for expressing addresses within the 1Mb address space is in terms of
16byte segment paragraphs e.g. physical location FOOOO (approximately 983K) would be expressed as FOOO. In
reserved memory this means that the six 64Kb blocks are located at AOOO, BOOO, COOO etc. (often abbreviated to
A Block, B Block, C Block...). Figure 1 illustrates a typical PC memory map.

We highlighted the problem that many users face with the 640K limitation of DOS. In 1984 a group of
manufacturers consisting of the Lotus Development Corp, Intel Corp and Microsoft Corp (known as the LIM
group) announced a new technique for overcoming the 640K barrier with what they called Expanded Memory.
The group devised the Expanded Memory Specification (EMS), an open specification with a programmatic
interface for application designers. The first publicized draft of the specification was LIM version 3.2.

LIM 3.2

Expanded memory is RAM resident on a separate card that plugs into a standard PC slot. Remember that the
8086 can only access locations within its 1Mb physical address space, to access RAM on the card a segment of
memory within the physical address space is allocated as a window into expanded memory. This window is
called the Page Frame. Control and access to expanded memory is handled by an Expanded Memory Manager
(EMM) which is implemented as a DOS device driver.

Figure 2 illustrates how expanded memory maps onto the physical address space. Note that expanded memory
is divided up into fixed size pages, these Logical Pages are usually 16Kb in size although later revisions of the
specification do cater for smaller pages sizes. LIM 3.2 demands that the page frame be located in a single 64Kb
block of memory situated in reserved memory (i.e. between 640K and 1Mb), the64Kb block is then divided into
four 16Kb Physical Pages. An application can make calls to the EMM to allocate it a number of logical pages
on the card. To access the pages the application must further ask the EMM to map the logical pages onto
physical pages within the page frame. With this arrangement although the address space for DOS is still fixed
at 1Mb applications can now access a further 8Mb of LIM 3.2 expanded memory. Figure 2 illustrates how UM
3.2 works.

IDtera 1_
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LIM 4.0

Although LIM 3.2 provided a lifeline to applications that were extremely tight on memory it had a number of
limitations, we have already mentioned the fact that the page frame was limited to a single 64Kb block in
reserved memory and that the maximum amount of memory addressable as expanded was 8Mb. AST Research
Inc. attempted to alleviate some of these problems when they introduced their Enhanced Expanded Memory
Specification and produced new EEMS cards that supported this specification. In 1987 both EMS and EEMS
specifications were superseded by a revised specification from the LIM group called LIM 4.0. It was a derived
from EMS 3.2 and EEMS and therefore compatible with existing EMS and EEMS cards. Note however that
certain advanced features of LIM 4.0 need specific hardware support from the card i.e. an EMS 4.0 compatible
card. LIM 4.0 has now become the accepted standard for expanded memory and is the one we will examine
further.

One of the key contributions of LIM 4.0 is the extensions made to the definition of the page frame. A page
frame can now reside anywhere within the 1Mb physical address space with a maximum of 8 pages above 640K
but any amount of physical memory below 640K. The window into EMS memory may now consist of a number
of separate frames within the 1Mb address space. Note that a page frame cannot be created below 640K unless
a frame exists above 640K. We should also introduce another piece of commonly used terminology: the
original EMS 3.2 support of a single 64Kb page frame in reserved memory is known as Small Frame mode
whilst the EMS 4.0 support of large multiple page frames is known as Large Frame mode. Figure 3 illustrates a
typical UM 4.0 configuration.

Other enhancements in the LIM 4.0 specification include an improved mechanism for executing programs
resident in EMS and the ability for applications to dynamically change the amount of EMS memory allocated to
them.

Intern1_
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System Configuration

Let us consider how we might configure an ES/12 to use EMS memory. The HP 45944A Vectra ESExpanded
Memory Card provides full support for both EMS 3.2 and 4.0. It is installed in a special slot in the ES/12
designed specifically for this card (other cards such as the AST RAMPage 286 fit into a normal slot). We
described earlier how EMS 4.0 supports large/multiple page frames that can be located anywhere within the
1Mb address space. The ES/12 allows us to create page frames from 256K upwards, however to achieve this we
need to disable the system RAM that presently occupies the space from 256K up to 640K. This is done by
setting switches 1 and 2 in switch bank 3 on the PC's processor board (detailed in the ES setup manual, volume
1). To complete the configuration we also need to set switches on the ES EMS card to Backfill the memory
from 256K to 640K in the physical address space. When the PC boots up it will find the usual640K of RAM
but now only the first 256K comes from the processor card with the remaining 384K from the EMS card. You
will notice that the 384K of RAM on the processor board that we disabled is unfortunately unusable, however
the performance improvements to be gained by using EMS 4.0 with large frames far outweighs this redundancy.

The reason for backfilling memory is that the 8086.cannot permit more than one block of memory to be located
at the same physical address (e.g. blocks of system RAM and EMS RAM located at the same address).
However once part'of the EMS address space occupies the physical address range from 256K to 640K we can
freely choose which areas of memory on the EMS card should fill this space. Note that backftlling is
unnecessary with LIM 3.2 since the page frame. is mapped to an empty space within reserved memory.

The block at EOOOO in the physical address space is reserved for use by option ROMS that some accessory cards
have, however many users do not have cards of this sort and instead can use this area as extra page space. To
take advantage of this you have to inform the PC that you are disabling the option ROM block by setting switch
1 in switch bank 1 on the processor board to OFF (more details in the HP45944A manual) and add the
parameter 'R' to the line in the CONFIG.SYS file that invokes the EMM.

Figure 4 illustrates an ES/12 configured for backfilling memory with the option ROMS disabled.
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Extended Memory

You will recall that the 8086 has a maximum address space of 1Mb and that DOS inherits this limitation, even
when running on newer processors such as the 80286 and the 80386 DOS runs in Real Mode which is an 8086
emulation built into both CPU's. Both the 286 and 386 processors have more address lines than the 8086 and
when used in some of their other modes can address locations beyond the 8086 1Mb address range. Memory
located above 1Mb is referred to as Extended Memory. As you can see it is vastly different to Expanded
Memory but unfortunately the two are often confused.

Most people also believe that the 286 and 386 processors are still limited to the same 1Mb address space when
executing in real mode. However with either processor it is actually possible to address the fust 64K of
extended Inemory as well. This extra memory space is known as the High Memory Area (HMA).. It is actually
64Kb minus 16 bytes in size and is accessed by enabling the A20 address line of the 286 and 386 whilst running
in real mode. It is this ability of the 286 and 386 to let us enable A20 in real mode that allows us to access this
extra 64Kwithout wrapping back to the beginning of.conventional memory.

There are a few points to note about the HMA, the main one is that the it cannot be subdivided into smaller
areas and hence can only be used by one application.at a time..The HMA is also difficult to manage: a
mechanism is needed to be able to reserve it, prioritize its use so that its space is used more efficiently and
prevent any special applications that use extended memory (e.g. RAM disc utilities) from. trashing its contents.
It was these difficulties that led Lotus, Intel, Microsoft and other software vendors topubIish the DOS Extended
MemorySpedfieation (XMS) to assist DOS programmers in using the .HMA more effectively. The
specification also provides support for applications to store data in other areas of extended memory although
we will not be covering that here. To USe HMA you need an XMS driver such as the Microsoft one called
HIMEM.SYS, this is installed by simply including a device reference to it in the CONFIG.SYS file i.e.
DEVICE= HIMEM.SYS. For developers who wish to use the HMA in their own programs an XMS
Developer's Kit is available from Microsoft. Figure 5 illustrates where the HMAis located.

Note that the HP 45944A EMS card described in the previous section can be configured so that part or all of its
RAM is allocated as extended memory.

latera 1989
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Figure 5:. High Memory Area
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Microsoft Windows Memory Management

Microsoft Windows is a good example of an environment that over the years has been modified to take
advantage of the techniques that we have discussed, in this section we will briefly examine how the Windows
Memory Manager uses these techniques.

Virtual Memory

Because Windows supports non-preemptive multitasking it often has a number of applications loaded
simultaneously, on a machine with only 640Kof RAM this can quickly fill up.· Originally to help overcome this
restraint a virtual memory mechanism was incorporated that allowed code and resour~segments that were
marked Discardable to be destroyed ona Least Recently Used basis, .the segments were read back from disk
when later required. Note that with this scheJlle the segments were not saved and hence only read only
segments could be discarded. Unfortunately most Windows applications.·also have.a fixed overhead of memory
that cannot be~cardedoften meaning that two large applications can still not be loaded simultaneously.

It was Windows 2.0 that contained the key enhancements to use expanded memory to bank Windows
applications (Windows IX could only bank DOS applications).. Using an EMS 4.0 card and driver the
Windows memory manager allocates a new bank of meJllory for each application that is loaded. Thebank
consists of the minimum number of logical pages from EMS memory needed to load the application ensuring
efficient use of the EMS•memory space. Windows. maintains a bank area in memory that contains the bank
pages of the currently active. application. As the focus •moves from one application to another the first
application is banked out by mapping in the pages for the second application into the bank area. Only one
application has control of the bank area at any time. The virtual memory mechanism.mentioned above still
operates and can discard segments that are both resident within the physical address space and are marked
discardable, this space includes the EMS memory currently mapped in. Objects that are banked out are never
discarded.

latera198'
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Bank Line

Windows maintains a number of resources that are not banked to EMS memory e.g. Library data segments,
Library resources, Thunks etc. Windows maintains a division between bankable and non-bankable areas of
memory known as the Bank Line or EMS Une. The Windows memory manager has the ability to use EMS
memory in both small and large frame modes, the positioning of the EMS line determines which mode
Windows will use. IfWindows cannot position the line such that there is 208K available above the line and
288K below it will operate in small frame mode (Microsoft decided that if these amounts were not achievable
that it would be more efficient to use small frame EMS instead of large frame). With Windows 2.11 you can
alter the .288K figure by using the parameter jEnnn when you invoke Windows (where nnnKb is the space
desired above the line). Windows users should try to configure their machines such that Windows has a good
chance of using large frame mode and hence achieve better performance.

Windows can also use the HMA which gives it approximately another SOKb to use. This is useful breathing
space ifyou happen to be on the border between using large frame or small frame mode.

Figure 6 shows an ES/12 configured for Windows and running in large frame mode.
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Wmdows Configuration

There are a number of steps you can take to ensure that your machine is configured to run Windows at peak
performance. Again we will consider configuring an ES/12 with an HP 45944A EMS card.

Firstly ensure that in CONFIG.SYS you only load drivers that are used regularly in day to day use (e.g. LAN
driver). You should consider removing drivers that are used infrequently installing them only when necessary.

Attempt to make as much page space available to the EMM as you can. We have already seen a few ways of
doing this, in particular see if you can use the option ROM space. Also try to compact the other spaces being
used in reserved memory, you can often configure the location of a particular card in reserved memory by
setting its DIP switches. When making any of these changes you must inform the EMM of what bank space is
available. This is done by specifying parameters on the line in the CONFIG.SYS file that invokes the EMM
(see the EMS manual for full details).

Also ensure that you have HIMEM.SYS loaded and do not allow any TSR's or drivers to grab the HMA, leave
it for Windows. Remember this valuable saving can make the difference between switching into large frame
mode or small frame mode particularly when large TSR's such as network software have been loaded.

Figure 6 illustrates a typical configuration for an ES/12. Note that it has two adapter cards occupying space in
reserved memory: HP VGA Adapter card and HP-IB Interface card. Note also that we are backfilling from
the EMS card from 256K to 640K. The CONFIG.SYS file would look something like this:

FILES=20
BUFFERS=16
COUNTRY=44"C:\COUNTRY.SYS
SHELL=C:\COMMAND.COM C:\ /P /E:600
DEVICE=HIMEM.SYS
DEVICE=HPEMMGR.SYS R 0 X=COOO-CCOO

Note that the expanded memory manager (HPEMMGR.SYS) includes the parameter X=am-ccoo which
ensures that the space between rnooo and cam is not allocated as a page frame since this is where the VGA
BIOS and HP-IB card are located.

latensl_
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80386 Machines

The 80386.processor has paged memory management•built into the hardware, most manufacturers that provide
EMS support on 386 machines make use of this powerful feature.. Instead of using.a.special EMS board a 386
PC can use software to emulate expanded memory using extended memory. Obviously the 386 has to be
configuredwith as much extended memory as you wish to .make available as. expanded.· Because paged memory
managementis built into the CPU the performance of the. emulation is as good as thatof a normalEMS driver
and card, it is also not necessary to backfill any of the memory below 64OK.

Many of todays 386 EMS drivers have XMS support built-in and therefore do not requireHIMEM.SYS to be
loaded.
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OS/2

OS/2 is the new multitasking operating system from IBM and Microsoft designed specifically for the PC.
Contraryto popular belief OS/2 will run not only on PS/2 machines but on any AT compatible. There are two
flavors of OS/2 available, OS/2 Standard Edition is. the base version which provides the operating system and
will soon include Presentation Manager, OS/2's windowing interface. Most PC vendors sell their own version
of OS/2 Standard Edition that will comprise of the standard Microsoft product together with device driver
support for their own peripherals. IBM have decided that as well as selling Standard Edition that they will
produce their own version of OS/2 called Extended Edition which is basically the Standard Edition kernel with
three additional components: Communications Manager, Database Manager and the LAN Requestor.
Microsoft have decided not to produce their own "Extended Edition" but instead have formed. agreements with
other companies such as 3-Com, Ashton-Tate and Sybase to provide these extra services.

OS/2 requires a 286 or 386 based PC on which to run, operating in 80286 16-bit Protect Mode. This particular
mode includes support for multitasking and virtual memory. This means that the 286 processor can now take
advantage of all 24 address lines allowing it to address 16Mb of memory (~), considerably more than the
8086. At present OS/2 will run the 80386 in 16-bit Protect Mode where it functions in the same way as the 286
Protect mode. Microsoft have already announced that they will be producing a version of OS/2 designed
specifically for the 386 which will run in its native 32-bit Protect mode.

There has been a great deal of discussion with regard the memory requirements of OS/2. For OS/2 SE 1.0
which does not include Presentation Manager the minimum recommended memory requirement is 1.5Mb, to
ensure that the amount of swapping to disk is kept to a minimum I would actually recommend increasing this to
3Mb. OS/2 SE 1.1 will include Presentation Manager and as such requires more memory than 1.0, the
minimum recommended amount of memory for 1.1 is 3Mb but again if multiple OS/2 applications are running
the system will operate much better with 5Mb. Ifyou are running OS/2 applications only and find yourself tight
on memory then you may want to consider disabling the DOS compatibility box, a feature in OS/2 that allows
you to run your old DOS applications. This can be achieved by including the line PROTECfONLY= YES in
the OS/2 CONFIG.SYS file and should give you back some of the space in the first 640K of memory.
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WHAT AN HP3000 USER CAN DO WITH A
LASERJET

Roger Lawson
Proactive Systems Inc.

339 South San Antonio
Los Altos
CA 94022

(Tel: 415-941-9316)

ABSTRACT

The HP LaserJet when used with a PC has created the phenomenon of Desk l'op
Publishing. The author will argue that a similar revolution is about to take place for
.-1 P3000 users.

The conventional computer line printer is now obsolescent and can be replaced by
onc or more spooled LaserJets. With suitable software, users can easily crcate
"elcctronic forms" to replace preprinted stationery and make. all their line printer
output look like professionally typeset material for no extra cost. "'his can include
graphics as well with littlc extra effort.

The auther will describe how the technology can be applicd and look at the various
approachs that have been taken in building such software. Thc\vay it can bc casily
integrated into existing I-I P3000-bascd conlmercial applications will be cxplaincd.
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To the junk heap

I believe the conventional computer line printer will be on the junk heap in a couple
of years time. The chain, band, and dot matrix printers are inflexible, noisy,
cumbersome to operate and less reliable than laser printers such as the HP LaserJet
Series II or LaserJet 2000.

LaserJet Advantages

With LaserJets you get total flexibility in layout and typeface selection. Why stick to
the fixed pitch typewriter-like look of a conventional computer printer when you
can make your output look professionally typeset for no extra cost?

With LaserJets you can place graphics (e.g. bar/line charts, logos, drawings, etc.)
among your text or data to enhance its quality and impact. And every copy comes
out clean, crisp and clear.

LaserJets are silent, use standard sheet paper and changing paper is easy. Compare
the ease of use of a LaserJet Series II and a common conventional HP printer such
as the 2932 to see what I mean.

You can use a small font and print more information on less paper (and, on some
models, print .on both sides of the paper) so as to save paper and hence money. In
fact the running costs (e.g.consumables, paper , maintenance) can be less than
conventional computer printers.

Incidentally you can of course use an ordinary LaserJet as a spooled device on an
HP3000 and the print speed is faster than many people realise. For example at 8
pages per minute (p.p.m.) a Series II LaserJet can be equivalent to a 400 lines per
minute (l.p.m.) conventional printer. The LaserJet 2000 goes to 1200 l.p.m. and you
still have the 2680 for even greater output.

The Software Problem

However most LaserJet users are not taking full advantage of these printers because
of the difficulty of using their· sophisticated capabilities. Unless you have some
special software, the only way to format· output is with long, complex. escape
sequences - for other than simple applications this is simply not practical or
economic in labour.

What do we need in software to drive them from the standpoint of the commercial
HP3000 user? My list would be:
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• Flexible font control and typesetting capabilities, e.g. the ability to justify text in a
proportional type face, do multi-column output, do automatic headers and footers,
etc.

• Graphics functions such as drawing lines and boxes plus. the ability to draw
commonly used figures such as line, bar and pie charts. This should also extend to
the·easy design and production of "forms", Le. grid based artwork (see Figure A for
an example).

• The ability to control or drive this software from existing programs. written in
COBOL, 4GLs, report writers, etc.

• The ability to intercept printer output from existing programs so that source code
changes are not required.

• Software that is shareable by multiple users, that runs efficiently (due to the high
volumes of data· to be processed) and that can be set up to run in batch jobs without
operator intervention.

Note that Desk Top Publishing (DTP) packages as used on PCs do not meet several
of the above criteria so we really need a different "animal" for the typical HP3000
user.

Electronic Forms

A large volume of ·the paperwork in most organisations is a "form" which is
basically a grid with some typeset text. The grid is used to logically organise the
material and to enable a "denser" layout than would otherwise be acceptable.

If computer printing is required on a form then "preprinted stationery" is obtained
where the form is printed on continuous paper. Such paper has to be specially
mounted on a printer and this makes it impractical to do for one-off sheets.

Both types of· form. are expensive to design and print, they are expensive to
distribute and hold in stock, and a lot of them get scrapped when the form needs to
be changed!

Also the form is fixed in layout - you can't change it from page to page. A simple
example of this requirement is an invoice on which a total line is needed - however
if an invoice for one particular customer extends over several pages you only want
the total printed on the last page.
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All of these problems can be solved if you. hold the form as an "electronic"
equivalent and·· only print it when required. If the form needs amendment (e.g.
maybe your company address has changed) this is a trivial exercise.

You can print a "blank" form; or you can set it up so that a user can fill out the form
on a terminal and print it when .finished (or you can get the form filled
automatically by the computer from its data base before printing).

LaserJet Macro Capability

One reason why forms can be efficiently produced on a LaserJet is because they can
be downloaded and held in the LaserJet memory· (more than one can be held
depending on the amount of memory). Therefore the form and data can be merged
in the LaserJet rather than on the host system.

By holding the "form" as electronic software it is also easy to pass it around the
organisation and to enforce standard usage. Figure B is an example of such. an
electronic form designed and printed on an HP3000.

Improving Reports

It is easy to use simple graphic design tricks such as lines and boxes to improve the
.. appearance of computer output reports enormously. Also putting it into a decent

typeface makes it·more legible.

Look at figures C and D for example. The one printed on the laser printer didn't
require much more effort to design and specify but it certainly looks a lot better 
also the 2-column layout saves paper. Note that with suitable software you can still
produce the laser printed report using a report writer such as QUERY, QUIZ, Q
GEN or BRW. You could also produce it from a COBOL program.

Dynamic Forms

By printing forms on a LaserJet using appropriate software, you can actually vary
the content of the form from page to page. A couple of examples from our own
customers hre as follows:

• An application form for insurance is varied depending on the basic information
already known about the applicant (e.g. whether he is an existing policy holder or
not) - some parts of the form that are therefore irrelevant are omitted.
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• A company that distributes office consumables, supplies each of its customers
with an order form which they can distribute .internally. Only the items that the
customer has agreed are relevant to his organisation are listed on the form (these
items are listed in the suppliers data base and. the agreed purchase terms also
specified). As· the supplier has many customers, there are many different versions of
the form which are produced automatically. If an· additional· item is to be added to
the "orderable" list then the program that prints the order form automatically
adapts it.

Typesetting Capabilities

A similar usage of such software is to produce customised letters (e.g. mailing
letters, dunning letters, etc) where the words to be inserted in a standard letter vary
but the output needs to look like it was printed specially for the recipient. An
example of this is shown in Figure. E (the original data and standard letter from
which this is made up are shown in Figure F). .

At this point it is worth explaining some basic concepts. The following text is printed
in a fixed pitch Courier font which is a typical typeface used· by typewriters or
conventional computer printers.

This text is an example of a paragraph that
is printed in different typefaces to show
the varying capabilities of different fonts
and the ability of typesetting software to
format the text in a better manner.

However on a LaserJet you can use professional proportional typefaces such as
Times Roman or Helvetica. The example· below is the same text in Helvetica 12
point (the size of type is measured in points there are 72 points in an inch). It is
called a proportional font because the amount of space ocupied by each character
in the alphabet varies. Also to make it look even better we can use kerning (varying
the space between characters depending on the character pair) and justification (in
this case to both margins which means the space between words is varied also). The
sample. text then appears as:

This text is an example of a paragraph that is printed in
different typefaces to show the varying capabilities of
different fonts and the ability of typesetting software to
format the text in a better manner.
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Note-also that-the type size and form can be varied within. a line thus adding further
complexity. Obviously with this dynamic formatting process you also need automatic
hyphenation -for .long words -as the .• person entering the -text cannot easily .. predict
where hyphenation will be required.

Fonts on the -LaserJet can come -__ from three sources: in-built, cartridge or
downloaded soft fonts.• The last is the most flexible although it obviously takes some
time to download. Only on the LaserJet 2000 are proportional fonts built-in. In
practice the standard LaserJet memory is sufficient to hold a number of fonts in
commonly used sizes so a single download is usually sufficient. Incidentally _some
software packages include the commonly used proportional fonts.

To cover all the above, and more, in a flexible and sophisticated manner, requires
good software. The quality of software packages aimed at LaserJet formatting varies
greatly in the quality and sophistication of facilities in this area so you should look
carefully at that - even a simple form tends to contain -a lot of text so such
capabilities are important.

Graphics

Graphics is still one of the Cinderellas of the commerical computing world.
Although there are many products available with powerful facilities, it is a
technology that still hasn't taken off in popularity among HP3000 users. The reasons
for this are not difficult to deduce. Firstly the original emphasis of much graphics
software was in producing complex artwork with a lot of flexibility and manllal
control. It has actually, been difficult to set up and integrate it with batch reporting
systems. It also used specialised, expensive and slow devices such as plotters and
graphic terminals.

Now with LaserJets being both common and relatively cheap all_that is required is
suitable software. However you must pay attention to the way you produce graphics
on a LaserJet if you want to get good throughput.

There are two ways of drawing graphics on a LaserJet. The first way is to use raster
graphics where each dot to be printed is represented by a binary value. Building up
a picture in this way requires transmitting a large amount of data to the printer
(bearing in mind that a LaserJet prints 300 dots per inch) so using this method for
routine production graphics· is not a good idea, for example it could take several
minutes to _print one page.

The second method is to use the PCL command language built into the printer. This
effectively enables -you to draw lines. It cannot achieve as complex a drawing as
raster but for bar, line and pie graphs it is fine.
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This is a point worth considering when looking at graphics packages to use with a
LaserJet as many of them use raster graphics.

We integrated graphics capabilities into our software so we can easily mix graphs
with text and forms. An example of such output is shown in Figure G. This is the
ideal for production jobs where human "massaging" of the graph is not needed.
However, as HP has recognized, for manipulating graphics it is better to .do that on
a PC so we also support graphics prepared on a PC by packages such as HP Gallery
or Harvard Presentation Graphics and then uploaded to the HP3000. We therefore
support HP Figure Files created by the older HP software packages. for the HP3000.

Logos

A particular requirement when printing forms is often to include a corporate logo.
This can often be drawn with PCL based graphics. Alternatively it can be scanned as
a raster graphics using an HP ScanJet· attached to a· PC and uploaded to the
HP3000.

What's DitTerent About the HP3000 User

If you look at software to support LaserJet printers (ie. which can provide the
functions described above) it may at first appear that a PC based product would
provide a solution. However the needs of an HP3000 user can differ. considerably
from that. of a PC user and the software must differ accordingly. For. example the
typical HP3000 user has the following characteristics:

• Large data volumes so performance is a priority (a good question to· ask is
whether the software can keep up with the 20 p.p.m. speed of a LaserJet2000 when
formatting·combined text, graphics and forms).

• Multiple spooled devices, Le. possibly several LaserJets of different models.

• Lots of terminals (of which some will be PCs but some will also be "dumb"
terminals) which should all preferably be able to use the software on a shared basis.

• A requirement to interface to (and be useable by) software written in COBOL,
4GLs (such as Powerhouse, Speedware, Transact), or report writers such as
QUERY, QUIZ, Q-GEN, BRW etc.

• The ability to format output. from existing application packages for which the
source code may not be available.
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• The software must be capable of being used in··anoperational environment with
minimal staff intervention, Le. can run in job or session mode.

• System management functions should be available to control and. configure
output devices·and otherwise manage the shared resource.

Management Systems

So as to maximise system throughput and to meet the management control
requirement, we incorporated extra facilities to cover these needs. For example·we
track forms and soft fonts that have been downloaded to each LaserJet so as to
avoid repeated downloading. We also only download the ordinary ASCII character
set rather than the full Roman-8 set unless the latter is specifically required. We
also place forms into a catalog for ease of use and reference.

LaserJets for Quality Output

If you use LaserJets instead of conventional computer printers you can use the
facilities described in this article to improve the appearance of all the printed
material you produce. If you are circulating material outside your organisation you
can get a higher quality image for no extra cost, or you can save external typesetting
costs by no longer using a professional print shop.

Even if your d.p. output is only used internally it can be worth a lot to enhance its
quality. After all, the judgement of your management on whether they get value for
money from their d.p. operations may depend on their opinion of the quality of the
material they receive! .
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FIGURE A

SUPARITE INC

Stationary Requisition Form

~~g;r~~Jsfh St.
Milwaukee
WI 53223
Tel:(414) 355-3501

PaoerProducts·,
Quire 04555 Blotting Paper White (25 sheets)

Each 52020 Book Shorthand 300p 8x5

Each 52023 Book Stiff cover Feint AS

Each 52025 Book Stiff Cover Feint A4

Ream 52231 Duplicator Spirit Paper A4 White 80gsm

Ream 52237 Duplicator Spirit Paper A4 White 70gsm

Ream 52327 Bank Paper SupaRite White A4

Ream 52349 Bond Paper White A4 70gsm

Ream 52354 Bond Paper White A4 70gsm

Each 52529 Book Shorthand 160p 8x5

Each 52550 Book Stiff Cover A·Z index A4

Envelopes<' .......,
Each 52684 MNI Manilla Gummed 381x254

Each 52720 l.NI Manilla Gummed C6

Each 52721 l.NI Manilla Gummed Windows C6

Each 52722 l.NI Manilla Gummed DL

Each 52723 l.NI Manilla Gummed Windows DL

Each 52726 l.NI Manilla Gummed 241x165mm

Each 52755 White Gummed 110x220

Filina "':. 7- .•.

Each 02118 Storage Case. Carrier Bag Type

Each 02524 PVC Punched Pocket A4 Clear

Each 02551 Ring Binder A4 Black 2 Ring PVC

Each 02552 Ring Binder A4 Blue 2 Ring PVC

Each 02553 Ring Binder A4 Read 2 Ring PVC

Each 02554 Ring Binder A4 Green 2 Ring PVC

Each 21430 Manilla Folder l.NI S/Cut F/S Buff

Each 52818 Flat File F'Scap Buff

Each 52847 Lever Arch File A4 Upright

Each 52852 Box File Rigid F'Scap A4

Each 52853 Lever Arch File Dustcover A4

Each 52922 Manilla Folder l.NI S/Cut F/S Pink

Box 55255 Contract Suspension File Complete(50)

Ribbons &Tvi incfAccessories::
Each 02813 liquid Paper Thinners

Each 02814 liquid Paper Fluid White

Each 02852 tnppex Paper White

Each 21006 liquid Paper Green

MIN
QTV ~~.. UNIT ~~~~I DESCRIPTION

Roil 04208 Dymo Tape 9mmx3m Black

Roll 04209 Cymo Tape 9mmx3mm Red

IEach 04218 Buff Tag Manilla Label Strung No.5

Roll 04313 Carton Closure Tape 51mmx50m

Ball 04413 String Cotton Med 1/2 Kilo

Roll 08737 Clear Tape 12mmx66m

04313 08738 Clear Tape 25mmx66m

Roll 09309 ClearTape 12mmx33m

Roll· 09310 CiearTape25mmx33m

Adhesives. Clios 8i Fasteners .... .....
Each 04108 Foldback Clip 19mm

Each 04109 Foldback Clip 32mm

Box ··104125 [Treasury Tag 127mm (100)

Box 104128 reasury Tag 51mm (100)

Each 04520 Pritt Glue Stick 34 Medium

MIN
OTY

Each 21007 liquid.Paper Pink ORIGINATED BY HEADQUARTERS

Each 21008 liquid Paper Yellow

Each 21055 Liquid Paper Blue

IEach .55248 Pentel Correction Pen

Each 55055 SupaRite Pencils· B

Each 55332 Pilot Drymarker Black

Each 55334 Pilot Drymarker Blue

Each 55335 Pilot Drymarker Red

Each 55336 Pilot Drymarker Green

Each 55552 SupaRite Pencils ·H

Staplinc::· & Stamo Pads ..
Botti 555141Endorsing Ink 81 ack

Each. 556091SupaRite Staple Extractor

Box 557121SupaRite Staples 26/6 (No.56)

Each 76681

Ta oes & Packin
Roll 042071Dymo Tape 9mmx3mm Green

Namel-I";";"'~_'-;";"'-;";"..JilStamp or Approval
(Person)

AddressOocation/dept)

I I

Tel. Noc=::=J Extc::::::J

Branch Authorisation: c:::::::J
Date:L..!---"- ~.:.....;.;;..;;;:....J11

Su...,;teSl8lionelSIftc:
ASutlsicliatyotWlCGETManufecturlng Inc.

Proactive Systems
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FIGURE B

INVOICE

WIDGET MANUFACTURING~ INC.
8855 N. 55th St. P.O. Box 23056, Milwaukee, Wis. 53223

Telephone (414) 355-3601 - Telex 26-9685

Aveo Systems
201 Lowell Street
Wilmington, MA 01887

S
H
I
P
P
E
o

T
o

Order No.

Invoice No.

Invoice/Ship Date

I TERMS INet 30 Days
F.O.B. Milwaukee, WI

Aveo Systems
1 Park West, Metro Tech Park
Teaksbury, MA 01876

0." En__ IC_P. o. N.mb"

I
Ship Via I

7/18/86 34-546 UPS I
!

REF. PRODUCT NUMBER PRODUCT DESCRIPTION QUANTITY QUANTITY UNIT PRICE DISCOUNT EXTENDED
NO. ORDERED SHIPPED PERCENT PRICE

01 6 0 41 PO PH Probe; Submersion 1 1 295.00 295.00
Epoxy; 4.5 foot cable;
see data sheet S60PR;
Sere #786-5970

INVOICE TOTAL 295.00
~

Proactive Systems
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FIGUREC

WIDGET SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INC. - PRICE GD'IDE

Effective 1· March 1989 Page 1

Product No. Description Price ($)

LANGUAGE COMPILERS

1002348
1002352
1010008
1010009
1020044
1020045
1020046
1020047
1030031
1030031
1030032

Pascal Compiler for IBM PC Compatibles
Pascal Forms Management Utility
Cobol Compiler
Cobol Forms Management
Basic Interpreter
Basic Compiler
Basic Compiler Run Time System
Basic Compiler Forms Management
Fortran Compiler
Fortran Graphic Extensions
Fortran Language Extensions

340.00
125.00
555.00

75.50
390.00
450.00
99.00

240.00
350.00
99.00
75.00

CATA BASE MANAGE11ENT SYSTEMS

1102345
1102348
1102349
1102350
1102351
1102351
1102352
1102353
1102354
1102355
1102356
1102357
1102358
1102359
1102345
1102348
1102349
1102350
1102351
1102351
1102352

Superbase Relational mms
Superbase Run Time System
Superbase Management Utility
SuperbaseForms Interface compiler
Superbase Report Writer
Superbase SQL Language Module
SuperbaseRun Time Optimiser
Superbase Extended System Option
Superbase Extended System Option
Superbase Extended System Option
Superbase Reconfiguration System
Fastbase Network DBMS
Fastbase Distributed System Option 1
FastbaseDistributedSystem Option. 2
Superbase/2 Relational DMBS
Superbase/2 RunTime System
Superbase/2 Management Utility
Superbase/2 Forms Interface Compiler
Superbase/2 Report Writer
Superbase/2 sqL La!)guageModu1e
Superbase/2 Run Time optimiser

670.00
230.00
145.50
340.00
265.00
288.00
350.00
199.00
199.00
199.00

75.60
475.00
240.00
240.00
670.00
230.00
145.50
340.00
265.00
288.00
350.00

Prices are subject to change without notice. Prices include delivery
to US mainland locations only. Contact your Widget· Software Products
representative for a specific quotation.
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WIDGET SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INC. - PRICE GUIDE
Effective 1 March 1989 Page 1

Prices are sUbject to change without notice. Prices include delive.y to US mainland locations only. Contact your Widget Software Products representative for a specific quotation.
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Product No. Descrlpllon

Language Compilers

1002348 Pascal Compiler for IBM PC Compatibles
1002352 Pascal Forms Management Utility
1010008 Cobol Compiler
1010009 Cobol Forms Management
1020044 Basic Interpreter
1020045 Basic Compiler
1020046 Basic Compiler Run Time System
1020047 Basic Compiler Forms Management
1030031 Fortran Compiler
1030031 Fortran Graphic Extensions
1030032 Fortran Language Extensions

Data Base Management Systems

1102345 Superbase Relational DMBS
1102348 Superbase Run Time System
1102349 Superbase Management Utility
1102350 Superbase Forms Interface Compiler
1102351 Superbase Report Writer
1102351 Superbase Sal Language Module
1102352 Superbase Run Time Optimiser
1102353 Superbase Extended System Option 1
1102354 Superbase Extended System Option 2
1102355 Superbase extended System Option 3
1102356 Superbase Reconfiguration System
1102357 Fastbase NetWOrk DBMS
1102358 Fastbase Distributed System Option 1
1102359 Fastbase Distributed System Option 2
1102345 Superbase/2 Relational DMBS

PrIce ($)

340.00
125.00
555.00

75.50
390.00
450.00

99.00
240.00
350.00

99.00
75.00

670.00
230.00
145.50
340.00
265.00
288.00
350.00
199.00
199.00
199.00

75.60
475.00
240.00
240.00
670.00

Product No. Description

1102348 Superbase/2 Run Time System
1102349 Superbase/2 Management Utility
1102350 Superbase/2 Forms Interface Compiler
1102351 Superbase/2 Report Writer
1102351 Superbase/2 Sal language Module
1102352 Superbase/2 Run Time Optimiser
1102353 Superbase/2 Extended System Option 1
1102354 Superbase/2 Extended System Option 2
1102355 Superbase/2 extended System Option 3
1102356 Superbase/2 Reconfiguration System
1102357 Fastbase/Xl Network DBMS
1102358 Fastbase/Xl Distributed System Option 1
1102359 Fastbase/Xl Distributed System Option 2

PrIco($)

230.00
145.50
340.00
265.00
288.00
350.00
199.00
199.00
199.00
75.60

475.00
240.00
240.00

."
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FIGUREE

\left 1.5; width 5; top 2;
\just left;nowrap
\space 2
"f8 A ""ma
""mb
""me
""md

""d2""
\space inch 1
Dear ""me,

\wrap;just both;indent·O.5
Please be aware that your debt of
""mf is woefully overdue at our office.
We have not heard from you since ""mg.
Despite numerous reminders by telephone,
letter, fax and carrier pigeon
we have received·no response.

Unless your money is in our hands within
ten days we will proceed to take
possession of your ""mh, ""mi, and ""mj.

\indent 0
Yours truly

R.E. Grinch
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FIGURE F

\left 1. 5; width 5; top 2;
\just left;nowrap
\space 2
"fS ......ma
"'mb
"me
"'md

"'d2'"
\space inch 1
Dear ."'me,

\ w=ap ; just both; indent 0.5
Please be aware that your debt of
Amf is woefully overdue at our office.
We have not heard from you since Amg.
Despite numerous reminders by telephone,
letter, fax and carrier pigeon
we have received no response.

Unless your money is in our hands within
ten days we will proceed to take
possession of your "'mh, Ami, and Amj.

\indent 0
Yours truly

R.E. Grinch
\new
\ma="Mr. Mike Tree"
\mb="4S6 East Main"
\mc="Wastebasket"
\md="CA 99900"
\me="Mr Tree"
\mf="$90.23"
\mg="April I, 1900"
\llJh="house"
\mi="car"
\mj="dog"
\in letrOl
\new
\ma="Mr. Ronald Reagan II

\mb="120S E. Santa Barbara"
\mc="California"
\md="CA 99900"
\me="Mr Reagan"
\mf="$lOOO.99"
\mg="September 12, 1988"
\mh="boat"
\mi="plane"
\mj ="submarine"
\in letrOl
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FIGUREG

WIDGET CORPORATION
Equipment Location

Equipment Area

Equip. Type: General Pneumatic Compactor
Sample 10: Z-5555A
Sample Desc: Q. R. sub-section 3
Sample Loc.: Outside
Gear Type: Widget Extra Heavy

Report Date: 11/17/86
Sample Date: 11/15/86
Equip. Hours: 243,222.9
Run Hours: 1,234.5

Results:
The data is extracted from the data base and
prepared. without effort· for input to the software
programmatically. The software formats the text
• .• using one, two, or three columns for output
in twelve, ten or eight point type according to the
length of the commentary. The formatting is
entirely automated.

The bar charts and line graphs are drawn on the
laser printer along with the text. Processing and
formatting of a page of output is handled with

minimal load on the HP 3000. The output is sent
to a LaserJet+, LaserJet Series II, or LaserJet
model 2000 without need. for raster data.
Transmission. and printing of this page can be
done with a 2400 baud line in less than 90
seconds; with a 9600 baud line it could be done
in under 25 seconds.

The data displayed below is for illustration
purposes only. Any relationship to real data or to
labels on charts depicting real data is purely
coincidental.

Wear Problem Concentration:

80

60
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20

0 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

DownTime:
100 ...---+L=a=st...;;.Ov=er=ha=ul=03;;;:../1;.;:;.:518=7__-,

80

401---1- ---1

20

0 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
01/01/86 CUlTentValue43.0 11/17/86 01/01186 CUlTentValue31.0 11/17186

Heavy CONTAMINATION ,...:U9:;...ht M_od_e_rat_e__H_e_avy..,

Nonmelalic Inorganic~===~__
Organic~

Nonmetalic Amorphous

FibersFriction Polymers _

Analytical Results:
WEAR PARTICLES Ught Moderate

NOlTnalWear~§§~~~.Severe Wear

Dark Oxides
Red Oxides

Cutting Wear

FelTous Metals

Spheres
Non-FelTous Metals • _
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The vast proliferation of low cost laser printers that
produce near type-set quality output combined with the
introduction of high performance desktop microcomputers has
changed the way that businesses produce documents. "Desktop
publishing" refers to the use of hardware and software
components that allow companies to design and produce their
own business reports, newsletters, flyers, direct mail
advertisements, brochures, catalogs, data sheets, books,
price sheets, manuals, trade journals, etc. Desktop
pUblishing components produce documents at a fraction of the
cost of conventional printing methods and allow companies to
maintain control over confidential information, pUblication
schedules and virtually the entire production process.

A successful desktop pUblishing (DTP) installation involves
many hardware and software products that allow a user to
produce professional looking documents quickly and easily.
Merging text from industry standard word processing
software, graphics and scanned images in standard file
formats no longer requires a publisher that uses very
expensive, dedicated pUblishing systems. Desktop pUblishing
is now considered a general business application, providing
a user with enormous capabilities. Any business that has a
personal computer, laser printer and optionally, an image
scanner along with the commitment to learn basic design
techniques can successfully use desktop pUblishing software.

In the pages that follow, the methodology of integrating the
many hardware and software components of 'a desktop
pUblishing solution into a s.uccessful desktop pUblishing
workstation will be defined. In addition, the requirements
for installing a complete desktop pUblishing workstation
will be illustrated using Microsoft Windows/286, Aldus
Pagemaker 3.0 and laser font options. Recommendations
regarding training and literature will be also be presented.

By choosing the components of an MS-DOS personal computer
desktop pUblishing system based on price and performance
expectations, a user will not be disappointed in the quality
and diversity of documents that are possible. Visually
exciting business documents and reports, pUblications,
newsletters and journals.generated by in-house personnel· are
now extremely popular and will continue to replace
conventional printing methods as new technology emerges.
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II. DESKTOP PUBLISHING COMPORERTS

configuring and choosing hardware and software for desktop
publishing requires a DTP user to set objectives regarding
performance and output .expectations.A user can purchase a
low cost 80286 personal computer and a laser printer and
produce high resolution, quality output. An initial
investment of $8,000.00 in hardware and DTP software can
save a company thousands of dollars in typesetting costs by
producing simple, camera ready output. It is not unusual
for a company using DTP output to save $50.00 per page or
more on layout and design, typesetting, proofreading, camera
work and final paste-up. It is possib1e to produce a
document 50 to 60 percent faster with software tools that
are available today. Faster personal computers, alternative '
printer interfaces, image and OCR scanners, additional font
capabilities and high-performance, high-capacity disk drives
can be added later to produce sophisticated and visually
exciting documents at a higher rate of speed.

The higher performance 80286 (12 Megahertz clock speed) ·and
80386 (16,20,25 Megahertz) machines allow a user to create
documents considerably faster. The ability inherent in· these
high-performance, more expensive computers·to quickly switch
from one program to another using expanded memory, compile
output pages with merged text and graphics at a high speed
and to write data files to hard disks with 17 millisecond
access times leads to increased productivity and user
satisfaction. The following sections of this chapter
present three levels of performance for desktop pUblishing.
A user can easily upgrade from one level to the next by
acquiring additional equipment and software. It will be
shown that a small investment can yield professional results
while a larger investment increases capabilities,
performance and produces output that can be measured against
professional pUblishing standards.

THE ENTRY LEVEL SYSTEM

The lower priced 80286 based personal computers (eight
megahertz minimum, 12 megahertz recommended) with 640 K
bytes of main memory and a 20, 30 or 40 megabyte hard disk
will provide a good ~oundation to begin using DTP software.
The computer must have a parallel printer port since serial
printing will take four times longer to print on average. A
5.25 inch-1.2 megabyte, or 3.5 inch-1.44 megabyte floppy
disk drive is necessary for software installation and
document archiving. Although a video graphic adapter and
VGA monitor is highly recommended, a monochrome or color
graphic adapter will provide acceptable results. An
industry standard mouse is required to interface with
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standard desktop publishing environments such as Microsoft
Windows for Aldus Pagemaker or Graphics Environment Manager
(GEM) for Xerox Ventura Publisher.

A laser printer is required to produce professional looking
documents and should have a minimum of 512 Kbytes of memory.
To obtain additional font capabilities, add one or two font
cartridges. Font cartridges are easy to use, require no
extra memory and do not need to be downloaded into the
printer's memory at system startup time. Text is always
printed at 300x300 dots per inch on laser printers and
additional memory for the laser printer will provide the
user with the ability to merge text and graphics on a full
page (8.5 x 11) at 300x300 dots per inch resolution.

Choosing software for an entry level system typically
depends on standards set by individual companies. Word
processing software (i.e. Wordstar 2000, Multimate
Advantage II, MS Word, Wordperfect 5.0,Q&A, }Jewlett-Packard
Executive Memomaker) allows the user to create text files
that will be placed in the DTP document. Graphics software
(i.e. Hewlett-Packard Gallery Collection, Harvard
Presentation Graphics, Lotus Freelance) allow clip art or
business graphics to be merged with the text to produce
visually exciting documents.

There are many software solutions available that address the
desktop publishing market. The best DTP software package at
the entry level is Aldus Pagemaker in the Microsoft Windows
environment.· since the target task at the entry level \ is
multicolumn reports and simple newsletters, Pagemaker's
ability to quickly and easily produce short documents with
easy access to font selection.make it.an excellent choice
for a DTP system costing $8,000.00. Aldus Pagemaker has
become the product of choice when a user will produce
shorter documents, usually less than 100 pages. Ventura
PUblisher, using GEM system software from Digital Research,
Incorporated remains dominant for. users that need document
processing in excess of 100 pages. Ventura is far more
complex to learn and use, especially for a novice or casual
DTP user and is therefore not recommended for an entry level
system.

However, one of Ventura's most powerful features is the
method used to place supported files into a pUblication. A
pointer is used to access a supported input file. This
allows files to be updated outside of the Ventura software.
Also, if a user updates a file from within Ventura, the
change is reflected in the original input file. Aldus
Pagemaker 3.0 does not have this capability.
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The following chart shows. the components of an entry·level
desktop pUblishing workstation:

SAMPLB BMRY LBVBL COBJ'IGURATIOIf

BARDWARB: VSLIST PRICB: (As of 5/89)
---------~-------~----~-~----~--~--------~------------------Hewlett-Packard Vectra ES

8 megahertz 80286 based CPU
20 megabyte hard disk, VGA adapter
5.25 inch floppy disk drive
640 Kbytes main memory

MS-DOS 3.3
VGA monochrome monitor
Hewlett-Packard Mouse
Hewlett-Packard Laserjet Series II
Hewlett-Packard Z Font Cartridge

SOFTWARE:

Word Processing Software:
Hewlett-Packard Executive Memomaker

Desktop Publishing Software:
Aldus Pagemaker
Microsoft Windows/286

Graphics Software:
Hewlett-Packard Graphics Gallery

$2,795.00

120.00
250.00
155.00

2,695.00
330.00

300.00

795.00
150.00

495.00

TOTAL: $S,08S.00

THB KID-RANGB SOLUTION

DTP users that will be producing extensive, multi-column
business reports and newsletters with merged text and
graphics require more sophisticated and expensive equipment.
The expectations for DTP computer systems that cost in the
range of $15,000.00 would include faster document
processing, larger hard disk capacity and expanded printing
and font capabilities.

A 12 megahertz 80286 or a 16 or 20 megahertz 80386 based
processor with two megabytes of LIM 4.0 expanded memory
specification will produce a dramatic increase in system
performance. An EGA adapter and monitor is the lowest
recommended video solution. The same basic -'requirements
outlined in the entry level system (i.e. a parallel printer
port, mouse and floppy disk drive) are also required. The
minimum hard disk size to handle longer documents and more
sophisticated, larger software programs is 40 megabytes.
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A laser printer for this system should have a minimum 2.5
megabytes of memory to hold downloaded fonts that allow the
user to create (among other things) headlines with no
character height (point size) restriction. These "soft"
fonts are generated by two popular packages called Type
Director, distributed by Hewlett-Packard, and Fontware from
Bitstream. Type Director utilizes a font scaling technology
that allows users to:

o create fonts in sizes from four to 200 points (72 points
is equal to one inch) in 0.5 point increments for your
software applications.

o create matching screen fonts for "WSIWYG" (what you see is
what you get) applications.

o minimize memory requirements on the personal computers
hard disk and the laser printer by allowing the user to
create fonts with reduced symbol sets.

o easily manage the soft fonts with a font manager and
downloading utility.

o automatically install fonts into desktop pUblishing
applications such as Aldus Pagemaker, Xerox Ventura
Publisher and Windows/286.

o easily create
Microsoft Word.

font metric files for applications like

o use any brand of soft fonts compatible with the Laserjet
printer.

Bitstream Fontware is bundled with Aldus Pagemaker 3.• 0 and
comes with four different typefaces that are available with
numerous character sets including Windows ANSI, ASCII and HP
Roman 8. Printer and screen fonts can be generated ranging
in size from six points to 72 points. The Fontware program
is menu driven and automatically creates fonts and installs
them for use with the Windows program and Pagemaker. The
installation kit allows the DTP user to create PCL and
Postscript fonts.

If an extensive DTP document containing a variety of fonts
will be created, the careful use of soft and cartridge fonts
will allow the user to conserve laser memory for graphics.
Soft fonts should be used only for larger fonts greater than
30 points. Cartridge fonts should be used as much as
possible because they take up virtually no memory on the
target printer.
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The vehicle that allows graphics such as line art, printed
business graphics, photographs (color and black and white),
signatures and company logos to be integrated into a DTP
document is a scanner. Flatbed scanners scan images on
paper that are placed face down on a glass surface.
Sheet-fed scanners feed paper over a fixed unit in the body
of the machine. Scanners form Cannon, Microtek, Dest,
Datacopy and Hewlett-Packard have dominated the scanner
market in recent years. Adding a scanner to a desktop
pUblishing workstation will make a user. quickly realize how
valuable large hard disks are. Scanning software can
consume one megabyte of a hard disk and each image, if
stored on the hard disk can also consume up to one megabyte
of disk space. It is highly recommended to store scanned
images off-line on flexible disk media that have a storage
capacity of one megabyte or greater.

Until recently, the primary use of optical scanners has been
for raster graphics only. Scanners are excellent front-end
tools to scan in printed text documents that will be
"placed" or integrated into a DTP document as text. Popular
optical character recognition (OCR) software available today
include ReadRight from OCR Systems, TrueScan from Calera and
Omnipage from Caere corporation. Omnipage software is an
advanced OCR application that has the ability to include
non-text items in the file that is produced by the software.
The ability to retain margin and column settings makes
Omnipage a very useful product for desktop pUblishing.
Omnipage's OCR capabilities include:

o the ability to recognize virtually any font in point sizes
ranging from 8 to 72, and

o the ability to read typeset, kerned and proportionally
spaced text.

ReadRight is an excellent entry level solution for casual
OCR users. Readright will not produce acceptable results
from scanning typeset documents, poor quality originals
created on dot matrix printers or poor quality photocopies
of documents. However, Readright supports numerous
mono-spaced and proportional spaced fonts and works
especially well with the most common typewriter fonts
including Courier 10, Letter Gothic, Prestige Elite and
Pica.

Software requirements for users of a mid-range DTP
installation include a full feature word processor such as
Wordperfect 5.0, Wordstar 2000, Multimate·Advantage II or
Microsoft Word and a sophisticated graphics package for
business graphics and clip art. Using the guidelines
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diskussed in the entry-level DTP solution, a user can choose
between Paqemaker and Ventura and achieve excellent results.
Software packages. that .allow·the user to create freehand
drawings are very useful. PC Paintbrush from ZSoft
corporation and Microsoft Windows Paint are excellent
examples of software that allow you to "paint" a·line art
image. This·software produces a high resolution picture. that
can be scanned in or saved to a file format that is
compatible with DTP software.

As a user ventures into the· world of mid-range and high-end
DTP, it is important to remember that software tools do not
guarantee a successfulDTP workstation. The integration of
the .··best hardware and software components at each price
level will dictate if a user's performance and output
expectations will be·met.

THE KID-RANGE SOLUTION

HARDWARE: USLISTPRICB: (AS of 5/89)

Hewlett-Packard Vectra QS/16
16 megahertz 80386 based CPU
40 megabyteharddisk,.VGAadapter
5.25 ..• inch· floppy· disk drive
1 Meqabytemainmemory

1 Megabyte Expanded Memory (LIM 4.0)
MS-DOS ·3.3
VGAcolormonitor
Hewlett-Packard·Mouse

$5,495.00

650.00
120.00
695.00
155.00

Hewlett-Packard Laserjet Series II 2,695.00
2.·· Megabytes«LaserjetMemory ·Board 995.00
Type •. Director •Font Generation Software 225.00
HPScanjet Plus ScaI'lnerand Interface 2,190.00
OCR. Systems ReadRightOCRsoftware 595.00

SOFTWARE:

Wordprocessing Software:
WordPerfect. 5.0

Desktop .. Publishing.Software:
Aldus·j?agemaker
Microsoftwindows/286
pC····Paintbrush

Graphics··Software:
Hewlett....PackardGraphics Gallery

495.00

795.00
150.00
149.00

495.00

TOTAL: $15,8".00
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THB HIGH-BBD SOLUTION

A DTP system capable of generating the highest quality
documents such as trade journals, publications for clients,
data sheets and price lists, and incorporating merged images
must have flexibility on the software side and tQP
performance on the hardware side.

An 80386-based, 20 or 25 megahertz cached memory system with
four megabytes of expanded memory and over 100 megabytes of
disk storage, along with the requisite parallel port, mouse
and both a 5 1/4 and 3 1/2 disk drive will address this
market. Of course, premium performance carries a premium
price tag compared to the entry-level and mid-range systems.

There are many other hardware options available at this
price level. The ability to see an entire 8 1/2 x 11 DTP
document without scrolling will aid productivity. Monitors
that show two 8 1/2 x 11 pages are available and range in
price from $1,800.00 to $2,500.00. Monitors from NEC
(Monograph System, 16 inch monochrome screen, 1024x1024
resolution or Multisync XL, 20 inch, color screen, 1024x768
resolution) or Micro Display Systems (Genius that shows one
8 1/2 x 11 screens at 736 x 1008 resolution or two 8/12 x 11
screens at 1280 x 1024 resolution) are excellent examples of
the high end monitor market for desktop pUblishing power
users. Hewlett-Packard offers a 16 or 20 inch color display
with VGA (640x480) and mUltiscanning, high resolution
capabilities to 1280x1024. A VGA or EGA solution with a 14
inch monitor is an acceptable and less expensive alternative
at this performance level.

There are many printing options when your budget is not
limited. A superior solution includes a Hewlett-Packard
Laserjet Series II with four megabytes of memory. The
Laserjet Series II is the de-facto industry standard laser
printer with an installed base far exceeding one million
units. The expanded memory can be used to store soft fonts
from font generation software or graphics.

At this price level, there are alternatives to using Printer
Control Language (PCL) from Hewlett-Packard. PC Publisher
Kit ($1,995.00) from Imagen Corporation provides a platform
that emulates mUltiple font cartridges, adds two megabytes
of memory to the Laserjet and provides the user with the
ability to create over 20 different fonts in any point size.
The Publisher Kit also lets you use PCL, HP-GL
(Hewlett-Packard's graphic language), Postscript from Adobe
Systems and DDL. DDL is Imagen's document description
language which has been shown in benchmark tests to be the
fastest printer language available for the Laserjet printer.
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Another alternative is Jetscript ($2,795.00) from QMS
Corporation. Jetscript provides the Laserjet Series II with
Adobe Systems Postscript capability by using an interface
board in the optional accessory slot on the Laserjet Series
II and a full length AT •. type board with four megabytes of
memory. Postscript compatibility is an important
enhancement for high-end DTP users and is one of the most
popular options at this price level.

Software requirements for a high-end DTP solution are
similar to the mid-range level. Full featured word
processors and graphics software which produce. files that
will be incorporated. into DTP software are not the most
vital elements of a successful DTPworkstation. Performance
expectations will be met using the fastest hardware and best
DTP software solution for your needs - not by debating which
word processor works best in the word processing
environment.

Aldus Pagemaker and Ventura Publisher can compete
successfully in all price and performance categories. There
are some DTP software packages that address only the
high-end.market. Superpage II ($7000.00) from Bestinfo,
Incorporated supports 20 professional typesetters (over 2400
dots per inch) and any postscript device. IBM Interleaf
Publisher ($2,495.00) has recently been ported from the
mainframe environment to the PC environment. Interleaf
Publisher is produced by Interleaf, Incorporated and
marketed exclusively by IBM. Interleaf is different from
most DTP software because it is designed to act asa word
processor, charting program, graphic generation and page
formatter package. Interleaf requires 6 megabytes of RAM. on
your personal. computer, over 25 megabytes of hard disk
storage and operates only on an 80386 based personal
computer. There are add-on products (e.g. Profess·ional
Extension, $595.00) to Ventura Publisher thatallowlt to
compete with the immense power and capabilities of Interleaf
Publisher.

As a general guideline, choose Pagemaker or Ventura when you
plan.to use your personal computer for· other tasks such as
spreadsheets, word processing and data communications •• ··.DTP
users dedicated only to DTP tasks can learn to function
professionally in the. high-end. software market such as
Interleaf.Regardlessof the software you choose, it is not
possible to have a successful DTPworkstationby making a
casual. commitment to ... learning DTP software •. Be prepared to
read the manual!
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The following chart represents a sample high-end desktop
publishing workstation:

TBB BIGB-BKD SOLUTIO.

BARD.ARB:

Hewlett-Packard RS/25C
25 megahertz 80386 based CPU
Memory caching
VGA adapter card
155 megabyte hard disk, 17ms
5.25 inch floppy disk drive
4 megabytes RAM memory

MS-DOS 3.3
VGA color monitor
Hewlett-Packard Mouse

US LIST PRICB: (As of 5/89)

$13,295.00

access speed

120.00
695.00
155.00

Hewlett-Packard Laserjet Series II 2,695.00

QMS Jetscript Accessory Board 2,795.00

HP Scanjet Plus Scanner and Interface 2,190.00

SOI'TWARB:

Word Processing Software:
WordPerfect 5.0

Desktop Publishing Software:
Choice of:

Aldus Pagemaker
Microsoft Windows/286

-or-
ventura Publisher

PC Paintbrush

Graphics Software:
Hewlett-Packard Graphics Gallery

Paqemaker Solution:

ventura Solution:

495.00

795.00
150.00

895.00

149.00

495.00

$24,029.00

$23,979.00
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III. SAMPLB INSTALLATION SOLUTIONS

Configuring and installing the hardware and software
components of a desktop pUblishing. system is a task that
requires the user to have a.basic.understanding·ofMS-DOS
commands and a· good knowledge of·. the equipment that resides
under the cover· of the···· target personal computer . Hardware
devices such as video monitor, mouse type,. memory boards and
printers will dictate how DTP software must be installed.

The following is a scenario· that describesthe.stepS.aDTP
user needs· to understand in· order to successfully install
desktop pUblishing components. ADTP solution incorporating
Microsoft Windows/286.Version·2.1 and Aldus Pagemaker 3.0
has been chosen as an illustration to acquaint the reader
with the steps necessary.to.begindesktop pUblishinej.

MICROSOFT •.. WIBDOWS/286

Microsoft Windows/286 is a graphical interface that·. allows a
user to work in a."window" environment.as an extension of
the MS-OOSoperating system. Windows/286is·aproductivity
tool that·allows the user to work with different softwa.re
pr6gramssimultaneously and cut and ·paste<data between··. these
applications. The drop-down menus. and . icons.. provide a
consistent user interface for all Windows applications. The
ability to suspend an application with. a click of a mouse
and switch . to. another •program is a powerful.·. ·featureof. the
Windows .. ·environment. Windows/286 will· work very •efficiently
onapersonalcomputeriwith 640 Kbytes of RAM. For increased
performance,· it· is highly recommended to work with one or
two. megabytes of LIM 4.0 expanded .memory and· give this
memory .tothe.· Windows/286 SMARTDrive disk· caching program.

The 51/4. inch·.floppy.distribution ofWindows/286 version
2.1 software is. distributed on·13 disks as follows:

setup disk, Build disk, Displays 1, Displays 2, Fonts 1,
Fonts 2 (Font files for printers and graphic adapters),
Desktop Applications (contains ·the Windows applications),
Microsoft Windows write (Contains the Windows write
program), Additional Drivers, utilities 1, utilities 2,
utilities 3, •.· utilities ··4 (Printer··device drivers)

The installation program is found on the setup disk and
prompts the user to place the> correct disk in the target
drive when needed. Windows/286 ... should take a·· user no more
than 15 minutes to· install .and will occupy more than 1.5
megabytes of· hard··..•. disk .. storage.
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The installation program has 20 different screens and asks
the user the following questions:

o What kind of display do you have.
o What kind of pointing device (mouse) 'do you have.,
o What additional memory you have, if any.
o What kind of printer(s) you have, if any.
o What port your printer is connected to.

In order to install the Windows/286 program successfully,
the installation program must be run to completion. The
install process is initiated by placing the windows/286 disk
labeled "Setup" in the "A:" disk drive, and with an "A:"
prompt, type "SETUP". The installation program will create
and place the Windows/286 software in a directory named
"C:\WINDOWS". The second screen allows you to change this
default directory if desired. If you upgrade your desktop
pUblishing hardware, modify your existing hardware or add
new devices, the setup program must be run again to
completion.

If you are using a Hewlett-Packard Laserjet Series II as
your DTP printer, read the "READMEHP.TXT" file on the
utilities 4 disk. This ASCII file contains valuable
information on confiquration of your PCL printer. If you are
using a postscript printer, read the READMEPS.TXT file.

Your printer is installed into the Windows environment after
completion of the SETUP program but is not operational at
this point. In order to use the printer you must confiqure
it with the Windows/286 "Control Panel". Using your mouse,
click on the "CONTROL.EXE" file in your Windows sUbdirectory
and pull down the Setup menu. Choose the Connections option
and highlight the PCL/Laserjet option. Using the mouse,
click on the desired output port and exit the menu by
clicking on the "OK" button. Next, select the Printer
option (under the Setup command) and ,make sure the PCL
Laserjet option is highlighted. To get to the actual
configuration menu, click the OK button. This menu allows
you to 'set various attributes of the Laserjet including
model type, RAM memory, default orientation, dots per inch,
and hard cartridges. It is possible to select two hard
cartridges by holding the shift key when clicking the mouse
on your second hard cartridge choice.

windows/286 Version 2.1 comes with version 3.1 of the
HPPCL.DRV printer driver file. Under the Printer menu, this
version of the Laserjet driver has a Fonts option below the
OK and cancel button. This option will allow easy
installation of soft fonts into your Windows WIN.INI file
that were created by your font generation software.
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The installation program will alter your CONFIG.SYS.file and
AUTOEXEC.BAT file. The CONFIG.SYS should contain the
following entries' after installation is complete:

FILES=99
BUFFERS=10

The FILES command specifies a range from eight to 255 file
handles ., that can be opened concurrently. '" Each ,ha.ndle , over
eight increases the size of MS-DOS by'. 48' bytes. ·Setting
FlLES=99 will allow enough files to be opened concurrently
to operate within a Windows/286·environment successfully and
will·.consume just over 4K of 'main memory.

The BUFFERS .,. coinmand,specifies' the number .of disk buffers ahd
can range between 1 and 99. Setting BUFFERS to a higher
number will" increase performance 'with applications ,that do
random read and writes to the hard disk. As data is read
from the hard disk, it is stored ina buffer. The larg,er.the
buffer,<tbe higher. the chance that .. data, requested, by ,..the
application will be ina memory buffer. and not have to be
read from the disk. For applications that perform
sequential reads and writes to a disk, no performance gain
will be realized by having a larger ,.' bUffer e;ize. Each
additional buffer will. increase theresident.s;ize.of MS-DOS
by 512 bytes or more depending on the size of. the hard disk.
Main memo.ry can be substantially. reduced by.'. specifying' •• a
large,number·.·.ofbuffers~ setting BUFFERS=10 reduces main
memory, by5 Kbytes> (The·, pagemaker 3.0 installation program
will increase the BUFFER command to 30, consuming 15 Kbytes
of main memory) .

If your."computer has LIM .4.0 ,expanded,.,memory, the following
line should be added to your CONFIG.SYS file:

DEVICE=SMARTDRV.SYS xxxx

Wherexxxx ==expandedmemory size, i.e. 2048 for 2 megabytes
of expanded. memory. This line must appear after the
expanded memory manager device ••'driver, has '., been loaded ••.. in the
CONFIG.SYS· ·file.

If your co,mpl.lter has extended memory, the following line
should'be added to your CONFIG.SYS file:

DEVICE=SMARTDRV.SYS (This ,will give S~TJ:)rive'all the
available extended memory in your personal computer.)

SMARTDrive is a disk caching utility that comes with
Windows/286 that was desiglled to work with expanded or
extended memory. The amoun.t of time,' ,required to,' read, data
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from your hard disk will be reduced by using the SMARTDrive
program. Windows/286 and SMARTDrive compete for expanded
memory. SMARTDrive will release expanded memory when
requested by Windows/286.

Your updated AUTOEXEC.BAT file will contain an MS-DOS path
statement and SET TEMP statement.

PATH=C:\WINDOWS
SET TEMP C:\WINDOWS

If a program, batch file or command is executed but is not
in the default directory, MS-DOS will search the directories
specified by the PATH statement. The SET TEMP command
specifies the directory to which MS-DOS will write temporary
files that are created by application programs.

The WIN.INI file for Windows/286 is similar to the
CONFIG.SYS file for MS-DOS. When Windows/286 is executed,
the settings in the WIN.INI file are checked. Installation
selections and CONTROL.EXE selections dictate the
Windows environment parameters.

If you have a minimum of two megabytes of expanded memory in
your computer, change the ~'SWAPDISK=" line in the WIN. INI
file to "SWAPDISK=C: Ie" to obtain the benefits of swapping
main memory to fast expanded memory. This option tells
Windows/286 to swap to expanded memory first if available,
followed by the drive specified in the AUTOEXEC.BAT "SET
TEMP=" command followed by the root directory "C:".

Since Windows/286 is the environment that Aldus Pagemaker
3.0 uses, it is vital that the CONFIG.SYS, AUTOEXEC.BAT,
WIN.INI and the Control Panel are all configured properly.

ALDUS PAGBJlADR 3.0

Windows/286 must be properly installed on your computer
prior to installing Aldus Pagemaker. As a precaution, it is
highly recommended to make backup copies of your CONFIG.SYS,
AUTOEXEC.BAT and WIN.INI files prior to installing Pagemaker
3.0. Keep a copy of these files by issuing the following
commands from your root MS-DOS directory:

COPY CONFIG.SYS CONFIG.SAV
COPY AUTOEXEC.BAT AUTOEXEC.SAV
COpy C:\WINDOWS\WIN.INI C:\WINDOWS\WIN.SAV

The 5 1/4 inch version of Aldus Pagemaker·3.0 is distributed
on five disks as follows:
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Install/Program/Dictionary disk, Getting started
Drivers/Filters/Templates disk, Fontware Installation
Fontware Typefaces disk

disk,
disk,

The installation program is found on the
Install/Program/Dictionary disk. Pagemaker requires less
than 15 minutes to install and consumes one megabyte of hard
disk storage. The installation program has 19 different
screens and will complete the following tasks:

o copy all required Pagemaker 3.0 files to "C:\PM"

o copy the desired import filters that determine which file
formats can be imported into the Pagemaker 3.0 program

o copy the desired Pagemaker 3.0 templates .for standard
forms and newsletters to a separate SUbdirectory

o copy the tutorial files to a separate SUb-directory

The installation process is initiated by placing the Install
disk in the "A:" drive and with an "A:" prompt, type
"INSTALL". The Pagemaker install program will automatically
update your CONFIG.SYS file and AUTOEXEC.BAT file. The PATH
and TEMP statements will be altered as follows:

PATH C:\WINDOWSiC:\PM
SET TEMP=C:\PM

The CONFIG.SYS file should be updated as follows for optimum
performance:

BUFFERS=30

Pagemaker performance is dependent on the following factors:

o how much and what type of memory is in your computer

o the access speed of your hard disk

o the CPU speed of the computer

Purchasing LIM 4.0 expanded memory is the best option
available to improve the performance of desktop publishing
software. Pagemaker 3.0 and Windows/286 requires at least
550 Kbytes of main memory. If you intend to use many
different device drivers, memory-resident programs orLAN
software, consider creating different versions of your
AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files. A DTP version of these
files will load only the device drivers required for your
DTP hardware and software such as an image scanner.
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SOFTWARE INSTALLATION TIMB REQUIREMENTS

Installation programs common to all components of MS-DOS and
DTP software provide the user w~th an easy metnod of
installing programs. There are no industry standards that
dictate the format to initiate these procedures. Most
programs will automatically update important system files
such as CONFIG.SYS, AUTOEXEC.BAT and WIN.INI. Before using
your software, check these files and be sure to re-boot your
computer so that any changes will be reflected in your
operating environment.

The following chart represents the MS-DOS commands that must
be run in order to begin the software installation process:

APPLICATION

WordPerfect- 5.0
Windows/286
Gallery Collection
Pagemaker.3.0
Ventura Publisher
Scanning Gallery Plus
ReadRight

Type Director
Bitstream Fontware
QMS Jetscript

MS-DOS COMMAND

Copy *.*
Setup
Setup Gallery
Install
Vpprep
Sjsetup
Setup C:\RR
Setup2 C:\RR
Install
Fontware
Jetinstl

disk LABEL

All disks
Setup
Setup Master
Install
Application ··disk #1
Installation
disk 1
disk 2
Type Director 1
Installation
Installation disk

Use the following chart as a general guideline to help set
expectations regarding the time that is required to install
and fine tune a desktop pUblishing workstation.

SOFTWARE

ESTIMATED TIME TO
INSTALL SOFTWARE

(MINUTES)

ESTIMATED TIME TO
FINE·· TUNE SOFTWARE

(MINUTES)

Windows/286
Pagemaker 3.0
Scanning Gallery Plus
Wordperfect 5.0
Gallery Collection
PC Paintbrush
ReadRight
Jetscript
Soft font generation
(Depends on point size

15
15
10
10

5
5
5

60
60+

and symbol

15
10
o

10
o
o
o
o
5

set selected)

TOTAL: +/- 3·.Hours +/- 3/4 Hour
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IV. PREREQUISITBS FOR A SUCCBSSFUL IMPLBMENTATION

Installing the software and hardware components of a DTP
workstation does not complete the process required for a
successful DTP installation. It is vital that the DTP user
understand the basic rules of typesetting. DTP software
gives a user the tools to create documents but it is up to
the user to learn and understand how to use these tools to
generate professional looking documents.

DTP classes are available at local universities, computer
dealers and computer schools. These classes teach· users the
basics of the DTP software package. Before attending these
one or two day classes, experiment with the software and
complete the tutorials that are included with the package.

There are many books available in local bookstores that will
teach a user how to use various DTP software packages and
how to produce professional looking documents. Two books
that present the user with an excellent overview of the
principles of basic dssign, typesetting and page layout
techniques are:

Instant Pagemaker (IBM Version 3.0) by Kate Hatsy Thompson,
Peter Randall and steven J.Bennett, $39.95

Instant Ventura Publisher, by Tony Pompili, Kate Hatsy
Thompson, steven J. Bennett, $39.95

These books provide the user with "templates" which are
example DTP files designed by a professional. New DTP users
can 'use these templates to produce their first DTP output
and experiment as they gain more experience. Use of
templates (numerous examples are included with the book and
come standard with Pagemaker 3.0 and Ventura Publisher 2.0)
allows a beginner to produce professionally designed
documents by just adding text and graphics.

The following represents an overview of current literature
available in bookstores today:

XBROX VENTURA PUBLISHBR:
Mastering Ventura, Matthew Holtz, $22.95

Inside Xerox Ventura Publisher - A Guide To Desktop
PUblishing, James Cavvoto and Jesse Berst, $27.95

Publishing Power with Ventura, Martha Lubow and Jesse
Berst, $27.95

Using Ventura Publisher, Linda Mercer, $24.95
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ALDUS PAGBKAKBR:

Mastering Pagemaker On The IBM PC, Antonia Jolles, $22.95

using Pagemaker On The IBM, Diane Burns and S. Venit, $24.95

Using Aldus Pagemaker 3.0, Douglas Kramer and Roger Parker,
$27.95

URDBRSTANDING DBSKTOP PUBLISHING PRIBCIPLB8:

The Aldus Guide To Basic Design, Roger C. Parker, $6.95.

Design Principles For Desktop Publishing, Tom Lichty, $19.95

Design For Desktop Publishing, John Miles, $16.95

Looking Good In Print - A Guide To Basic Design For Desktop
Publishing, Roger Parker, $23.95

Pocket Pal, Michael Bruno (This handbook is considered the
publishers "bible")

HBWLBTT-PACKARD LASBRJBT:

Laserjet Unlimited, Ted Mace and Michael Gardner, $24.95.

Laserjet Companion, The Cobb Group, $24.95.

DTP AND PUBLISHING KAGAIZBBS

Publish!., PCW communications Incorporated, San Fransisco,
California, monthly

Personal Computing, VNU Business Publications, Incorporated,
Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey, monthly

PC Magazine,Ziff-Davis Publishing Company, New York, New
York, monthly

PC Publishing, Hunter Publications, Des Plains, Illinois,
monthly

Personal Publishing,
Illinois, monthly

Renegade Publications, Itasca,

Print: Americas Graphic Design Magazine, RC Publications,
New York, New York, Bi-monthly

~ Seybold Report On Desktop Publishing, Seybold
Publications, Incorporated·, Media, Pennsylvania
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Many users of desktop pUblishing software participate in
professional organizations that promote sharing of
information and best practices. The following represents
various users groups that distribute information for the
desktop pUblishing user community.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING USERS GROUPS:

Ventura Publisher Users Group
16160 Caputo Drive
Morgan Hill, California 95037

Aldus Pagemaker Users Group
Aldus Corporation
411 First Avenue South, suite 200
Seattle, Washington 98104

National Association of. Desktop PUblishing
P.o. Box 508 Kenmore station
Boston, Massachusetts 02215-9998
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v. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The introduction, acceptance and versatility of pUblishing
software has changed the methods that companies use to
produce typeset documentation. The future of the desktop
pUblishing environment will be influenced by the following
factors:

o Faster microprocessors:
Currently running on 32 bit platforms, future software will
enjoy the speed of 64 bit microprocessors.

o Hiqher resolution scanners:
Currently output resolution of 300 dots per inch is
standard. The future will see resolutions of 1500 dots per
inch or more.

o Faster, less expensive, hiqher resolution desktop laser
printers that will simulate halftones and qray scale

Current output resolution of 300 dots per inch has
revolutionized the way companies produce documents. In the
future, printer engines will approach typesetting standards
and will print 1,200 to 1,500 dots per inch.

o New inkjet technoloqy
Low cost inkjet printers will approach the standards of
todays laser printers. Future inkjet printers will produce
near-typeset quality color output (300x300 dpi) on plain
paper and will support grayscale.

o Enhancements to existinq publishinq software
Software companies will continue to produce and refine their
programs according to industry standard platforms and
environments.

o Improvements with Artificial Intelliqence
Software that understands the complexities of the printing
process will change the way workers complete composition and
printing tasks.

Today, a company can successfully implement a desktop
pUblishing workstation as long as expectations are set
correctly regarding hardware performance, software
ease-of-use, installation procedures and printer language
capability. After the hardware and software is installed,
the user must learn to to design effective documents.

The future of the desktop pUblishing industry is exciting
and will continue to grow. The best way to experience this
technology is to purchase solutions available today for your
current needs and eagerly await the technology of tomorrow.
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PC Integration and Networking
Steve·Martin

Hewlett-Packard Company
3404 East Harmony Road

Fort Collins, Colorado 80525

Personal computers have· become a· strategic .resource across corporate-wide
environments, from business-office to manufacturing to engineering .departments.
As. PC's become more. predominant, so does the need to successfully integrate
them into·a corporation's information system; .companies need a PC networking
strategy that complements their overall system integration requirements.

This. paper explores PC networking and integration alternatives. It highlights
company benefits of implementing a comprehensive, .unified PC. networking
solution, and .reviews HP's standards-based, multi-vendor PC networking strategy.
HP products, from PC LAN implementations to PC-mini integration, are discussed
in the context of a corporate-wide Cooperative Computing Environment.

HP OfficeShare Family of Networking Software
for PC Integration

Scalable Family of Servers

Introduction

Wide Range of Hosts

AT~ Mlcfoa-l MlcfOo-!.
OSI2Uw ......... ~
•. DClSUNt O$flUMr

Extensive Choice of User Hardware

Choice of Unit.

*St.tAN 10 for MCA
* St.tAN 10 for AT
*TIirtAN
*NDlS9lpport
*St.tANIorAT

PC Integration is the total and seamless inte~ration of the services, capacity, data
and .. applications residing on all computers> .Interconnected throughout· an· entire
company. PC users musthave easy access to PC and host computing power as well
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as to PC and host data. Full PC integration provides users with easy and cost
efficient access to all computing power and data that they need to do their jobs
effectively.

Personal computers have become common in the workplace because they offer
increased productivity with specialized applications, user independence, and
desktop power. As a result of technological progress, PCs are now found on the
desks of all employees from executives to programmers to clerical personnel.
Companies are recognizing that further increases in productivity require increased
communication between their desktop PCs and departmental computers and
corporate mainframes and now face the challenge of integratin~ these PCs into the
larger information systems of their or~anizations. The integratIon of PCs provides
opportunities for tremendous productIVity, quality and cost benefits from increased
communication, network services, and the central administration of assets
(inclu~ing computing hardware, peripherals, applications, data, and technical
expertIse).

The Benefits of PC Integration

An HP AdvanceNet LAN is the most effective method of achieving PC integration
because it .enables the PC to become the entry point into an entire corporate
computing environment at any level, including the local workgroup, department,
site, or corporate processing. Rather than connecting PCs to departmental
computers as terminals, or to other PCs using a PC-only LAN with pOInt-to-point
connections to a departmental computer, an HP AdvanceNetLAN integrates
every PC with all otlier computers on the network, from other PCs to corporate
mainframes.

An HP AdvanceNet LAN for PC integration allows scalable growth from an
individual PC all the way up to a corporate mainframe. It enables companies to
add users and servers when and where they are needed.

Total PC Integration can provide users with the benefits of lower cost, increased
productivity, cooperative computing and multi-vendor integration.

Cost

The price/performance ratio is generally better with a LAN than with point-to
point connections. A LAN provides better file transfer speed with only a little
more HP 3000 processing overhead. Also, users don't degrade each others'
individual performance because they each have their own processing power. An
industry move is on to take advanta~e of this distributed computing environment
by developing distributed applicatIons that minimize data transfer between
processes, e.g., concentrated database access. Because the price per PC MIP is
coming down faster than that of minicomputers, it is easy and cost effective for
users to add more PCs to a network to get·more processing power.
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A LAN is also the· most cost effective method for integrating PCs with HP 3000s,
other.PCs, and minicomputers. The initial incremental cost· of LAN connections
compared to point-to-point connections is attractive when considering the
additional functionality, .connectivity, and scalability a LAN provides. . A LAN
protects users' investments in new and existing PCs, peripherals, software and data,
and paves the way for .their use of future LAN functionality· including new
distributed applications.

The functionality provided .• over an HP AdvanceNetLAN is· superior to point-to
point connections because RS-232 links cannot provide the inter-connectivity,
services, and scalability of aLAN.

Productivity

PC Integration increases productivity in several ways - through multi-system and
multi-vendor connectivity, through a wider· and more appropriate.· selection of
applications and through the use of APls to develop cooperative computing
applications.

HP's LAN Manager offering supports OS/2 servers and· both DOS ·and. OS/2
clients. The use of OS/2 allows a number of productivity enhancing capabilities
including.software access to more than the. 640K of.memory allowed by DOS and
support of multi-tasking capability.

PC users have seamless access to ARPA·services, NS services and OfficeShare PC,
HP 3000 and HP 9000 (LAN Manager/X) servers without havin~ to· reboot. This
means increased productivity through multi-system communIcations with no
gateways and without rebooting.

~J;¢ffutd::;~ti~~s~dcr~~o~:;ftllt~o'::d:{ .~h~~~e~·.agr~rsO~~l~?~~
Named Pipes and Mail Slots..• APIs allow companies and.third.parties to develop
cooperative computing. applications that meet the •specific needs of individual
companies.

Cooperative Computing

AnHPAdvanceNetLANenablesusers to develop their own orJouse third-party
developed distributed applications across multIple. CPUs with·· one consistent
network user interface. This cooperative· computing·. is the next big step in
application development to meet specific user needs.

Cooperative computing means that each machine does what is designed for:

• PCs are used for word processing, graphics, application development and
decision support
• Hosts are used for centralized applications, database and networking
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• and most importantly, programs can run cooperatively between the PCs
and the systems on the network for optimal overall system performance

Multi-Vendor Integration

An HP AdvanceNet LAN provides inter-connectivity with shared data and
resources residing on multiple CPUs and allows multi-vendor connectivity via
terminal access and file transfer. Host systems that can be accessed include: HP
1000, HP 3000, HP 3000, DEC VAX and UNIX systems.

HP solutions are standards-based allowing excellent multi-vendor connectivity.
HP LAN Manager provides full TCPlIP support allowing full ARPA services
support (FrP, Telnet and Sockets). As a result, users' can easily connect to multi
vendor environments in CIM, Engineering or Business Office.

PC Integration Alternatives

This section discusses alternatives in the following areas of PC integration:

• network cabling
• network links (the PC interfaces on that cabling)
• network services software
• application software and
• server selection

Network Cabling

The wiring infrastructure of a building or campus is the foundation upon which a
well-conceived network design rests. If this foundation· is inadequate, it will be
impossible to build an effective, flexible and manageable network solution.

Every business environment has. its own unique needs, characteristics and
computing automation programs. The network must be versatile to meet the wide
range of information needs in your organization. It must be flexible so it can grow
as those needs change. The network must provide connections to many vendors'
systems to protect user investment, and solve complex communication problems.
Users need to be connected together in logical workgroups to share data and
resources. Workgroups then must be connected to a site backbone to provide
facility-wide communication. The office wiring system must be well defined and
limited to a uniform medium to eliminate costly rewiring for computer moves,
adds or changes.

Although the cost of network user interface hardware and software has been
decreasing significantly, the cost of network cabling has remained relatively
constant. Since building wiring has a life span that is two to six times greater than
the equipment it connects, the choice of WIring media is one of the most important
long-term decisions an MIS manager can make.
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Hp·has developed a complete set of communications wiring ~idelines, products,
and services, called HP SiteWire, to help users with their WIring decisions. HP
SiteWire adheres to an open, proven multi-vendor wiring foundation that follows
the· guidelines of an emerging industrystandard,EIA (Electronic Industries
Association). TR-41.8.• Adherence to·standards ensures that· the wiring system will
provide mufti-vendor compatibility and lasting value.

HP'swiring architecture addresses the needs of any physical environment and also
provides away to implement·networks in a controlled, step-by-step manner. ·The
wiring architecture is based upon a distributed star topology compatible with
existing telecommunication systems- providing easy network Gable administration,
flexible growth, simplified network management and reduced cost of adding and
moving network users.

The architecture. includes the use of a thin or thick. coaxial backbone cable with
sub-nets of unshielded twisted pair or coaxial cabling. With support of unshielded
twisted pair wiring, the wiring system that once supported only the phone system
can now be used to also support data applications.

There are many benefits to the use ofunshielded twisted pair wiring over shielded
twisted pair and coaxial cable. Unshielded twisted pair cable costs less and is
easier to install. .. Unshielded cables offer much more flexibility. They are ofsmall
cross-section, making· installation·. easier .and requiring less space inducts and
satellite closets.• They also currently support high-speed data transfer. In addition,
the existing unshielded twisted pair voice system in a building .may also be able to
support data as well as voice·communication, virtually eliminating the large cabling
cost component of a IAN.

When auser.wantS to utilize an existingu.nshielded twisted ·pairwirmg system
whose condition is unknown,HP offers a unique service,. called Hp· WireTest,
which provides. users with an evaluation of· the suitability of their existing
unshielded twisted pair wiring for a StarIAN network.

Network Links

A network link is the interfacebywhichaPCis connected to the network cabling.
The network.Unks are sold.separately from. the services. .Network services software
can be used· over· any .of the. network links, .. offeringan extremely flexible. and
scalable architecture. Every link can be integrated into a single, enterprise-wide
HP AdvanceNet IAN to provide all users with the access and· services they need.

HP offers four network links. HP StarLAN 10 and StarLAN·allow users to use
existing telephone wiring to support. their office .data communication needs. HP
ThinLA.N is a.vailable. for those users who have coaxial cable a.lready installed, and
theHP SERIAL Network link· provides ·a remote, asynchronous (point-to-point)
link to network services on an HP 3000.
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1. HP StarIAN 10 - StarIAN 10 is a ·10 Mbps IAN link, using unshielded
twisted pair wiring, for UP Vectra, IBM PC/XT/AT, IBM PS/2 Models 25
and 30 personal computers and for MCA Backplanes, and HP
minicomputers. UP StarIAN 10 allows users to use high-speed applications
and workstations, such as 80386 processor-based personal computers,
without the need to install new building wiring in many cases. It is a flexible
network solution for intewating PCs and minicomputers iil complete office
automation solutions. It IS especially useful in. bUSIness office environments
that require a large number of nodes and experience heavy network traffic.

2. HP ThinIAN - UP ThinLAN is a 10 Mbps thin coaxial cable IAN link,
supporting UP Vectra, IBM PC/XT/ AT, IBM PS/2 Models 25 and 30, and
UP Touchscreen PCs, as well as HP minicomputers. It is especially useful
where coaxial cable is already installed, or in engineering and
manufacturing environments.

3. HP SERIAL Network - The HP SERIAL Network link provides an
asynchronous connection to HP 3000 computers for UP Vectra PCs, UP
Touchscreen PCs, IBM PC/XT/AT, and IBM PS/2 Models 25, 30, 50, 60
and 80. This connection allows remote PC access to shared peripherals and
PC files residing on HP 3000 servers, distributed applications, terminal
emulation, and network file transfer .(NFl). UP Vectra and IBM PCs can
also make this connection via back-to-back UP 2334A multiplexers over an
X.25 network.

4. HP StarIAN - HP StarIAN is a 1 Mbps IAN link using unshielded
twisted pair wiring. This wiring often already exists, running parallel with
the facIlities' telephone. wiring. The link supports UP Vectra, IBMJ'M
PC/XTM/ATM, IBM PS/2™ Models 25 and 30 personal computers, and
the Micro 3000 and HP 3000 Series 37. Personal computers ona StarIAN
network can communicate with other PCs and minicomputers that are on
StarIAN 10, ThinLAN or ThickIAN networks via a StarIAN bridge.

NDIS Support

UP's IAN Manager products .support the· NDIS (Network Driver Interface
Standard) specification, a growing defacto standard for network interface cards.
This allows users to select from a wide variety of UP and third-party network
interface cards.

Mixed Link Networks

IBM, AT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines
Corporation.

PS/2, XT are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
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As specified by HP SiteWire guidelines, ThinLAN or Thickl.,AN coaxial cable can
be used as a backbone fora site-wide LAN. HP StarLAN 10, StarLAN, and
ThinLAN sub-networks can be attached to a backbone cable to increase distances,
the number of network nodes, and to provide intercommunication for all of the
computers on these LANs..

HP's support of all these links provides users with complete flexibility to meet
specific and multiple connectivity needs for the least cost.

Networking Software

LAN Manager

In 1989, HP announced new OfficeSharenetworkingproductsbased on Microsoft
OSj2LANManager,. giving PC users increased capabilities to share applications
and resources across MS-DOS, MS-OS/2 and. UNIX operating systems in
multivendor networks. The new announcements enhance HP's strength in full PC
integration into a site-wide. (or company-wide) network.

With. LAN. Manager from HP, PC users have access to a family of servers 
OfficeShare DOS servers, LAN ManagerOS/2 servers, HP9000 LAN ManagerjX
andHP 3000 Business System Plus Servers..·.PC users also· have access toHP NS
and ARPA services. These servers and services can be· accessed without·the need
for gateways and with one common user interface.

HP's ·LAN. Manager •offering· supports integrated ·NSand ••·.ARPA (telnet and ftp)
Services· by including an industry. standard TCPjIP .··transport.· •. This··provides PC
users a complete, integrated set of services.

The HPLAN Manager for OSj2 software provides the following capabilities:

1. Peripheral Sharing enabling users to enhance communication,
increase productivity, and reduce costs by sharing files and
peripheral devices such as discs, printers, and plotters.

2. Complete Microsoft OS/2 support including the ability to use more
than 640K memory on clients and servers.

3. A higher-performance, non-dedicated server which takes .advantage
of large memory.support and the protected mode o.eerationofthe
OS/2 operating system. · (This is the feature ofOS/2 that allows
multi-tasking). The LAN Manager server software runs on a PC
running the OS/2 operating system... Additionally,.users can access
existing OfficeShare and BSP servers and the new LAN Manager/X
server.

4. User-based security system with lo~on and server-based password
control, group names and audit traIling.
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5. Advanced network administration tools including full screen
interface and remote server control (subject to user permission
level).

6. User-to-user message facility.

7. Comprehensive print spooler capabilities include routing of print
jobs to the first available printer, notification of print job completion
and priority control.

8. Remote program execution enabling qualified users to run programs
on a remote server.

9. Remote interprocess communication allowing the creation of truly
distributed networking application software using LAN Manager
APIs such as Named Pipes, Mail Slots and NetBIOS. Open
architecture enables customization of features by networking
suppliers.

Use of LAN Manager provides users with increased productivity through an
industry-standard, high performance, non-dedicated server, increased flexibility
through an expanded range of servers, less training required as a result of having
one user interface to HP's entire family of servers, easier administration through
more powerful network administration tools, secure data through powerful user
based security and protected investment because of backwards compatibility

The new LAN Manager server software for OS/2 joins UP LAN Manager/X
(LAN Manager on UNIX) software for UNIX-based HP 9000 computer servers.
Together, they allow developers to build integrated OS/2 and UNIX distributed
applications, and provide l;lsers a. scalable .gr~wth path from low-end to high-end
LAN servers. When combIned WIth the eXIstIng OfficeShare DOS server and BSP
(Business System Plus) HP 3000 server, the LAN Manager servers.(on UNIX and
OS/2) complete HP's broad family of servers. HP is the only vendor to have a
complete OS/2 and UNIX LAN Manager solution.

The LAN Manager version of OfficeShare is backwards compatible with existing
products (existing OfficeShare users are able to talk to LAN Manager servers and
LAN Manager users are able to talk to existing OfficeShare servers).

Like all HP AdvanceNet products, OfficeShare is based on the International
Standards Or~anization OSI networking model. OfficeShare provides
compatibility WIth IEEE 802.3 industry standards, and employs de facto standards
such as MicrosoftTM Networks, allowing applications wrttten to the MS-NetTM
interface to function on the network. This support of industry standards protects
your investment and ensures the widest selection of growth options available. The

Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft, Inc.

MS-Net, MS-DOS are registered trademarks of Microsoft, Inc.
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OfficeShare products also provide a single, consistent PC user interface to all
network servIces, providing easy user integration into an enterprise-wide LAN.

Applications

With well-implemented PC Integration, users can rona wide variety of
applications from their PCs:

PC A1?plications - Thousands of PC-Based applications are available from a
multitude of vendors to meet a variety of general and specific user needs.
Applications are available for both DOS and OS/2. operating systems,. depending
on the needs of each user. OS/2 applications can be more powerful because OS/2
has released the 640K memory limit and supports multi-tasking. Most. of these
applications can be used over a network.

Host-based awlications- Host-based applications are available from system
vendors, third-party developers or can be developed within the user organization
to meet very specific needs. There are also thousands of these host-based (mini
computer and mainframe) applications available to meet almost all needs. Access
to these applications usin~ terminal emulation is easily available over a well
implemented PC integration system.

Cooperative Processin& - An HP AdvanceNet LAN enables users to develop their
own or to use third-party-developed distributed applications across multiple CPUs
with one consistent network user interface. This is· referred to as cooperative
computing and is the next big advancement in bringing more powerful applications
to the desktop.

Cooperative processing means that each machine does what is designed for:

• PCs are used for word processing, graphics, application development and
decision support.
• Hosts are used for centralized applications, database and networking
• and most importantly, programs can run cooperatively between thePCs
and the systems on the network for optimal overall system performance

Apglication Programming Interfaces (APIs) - In developing their applications, PC
So tware developers have a choice of APIs. For PC to PC communications they
can select NetBIOS or Named Pipes / Mail Slots. For PC to Mini communications
they can select NetBIOS, Sockets, HPNetIPC (DOS Only) or Named Pipes / Mail
Slots.

As a result, developers can build distributed applications that combine the power
of DOS, OS/2 and UNIX operatin~ systems. They can use the LAN Manager
APIs to develop customized applications or to access many other applications that
use LAN Mana~er APls. Because LAN Manager is becoming a defacto industry
standard, a sigmficant number of applications are already being written to utilize
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it. In addition, other APIs are available including NetBIOS, NetIPC (DOS Only)
and Berkeley Sockets.

Server alternatives

HP offers as range of servers:
• DOS-Based PC Servers
• OS/2 PC IAN Manager Servers
• HP 3000 (Business Systems Plus) Servers
• HP 9000 lANManagerIX Servers

Each of these is designed to fit· a specific type of user need. If appropriate, a
mixed-server environment can be used. This is extremely useful where user needs
vary significantly·within one organization.

Since HP solutions are scalable, HP users can purchase a solution that fits their
current needs and be confident that their investment is protected as their needs
change or their organizations grow.

What to do today to achieve PC Integration

PC inte~ration is the next big step in unleashing the power of employees at all
levels - It gives users easy access to all of the data and all of the computing power
that they need to effectively do their jobs. This section addresses what can be done
today to ensure that future developments in PC Integration are available to you.

Focus on standards - Standards are the key to remaining open to new
developments in PC Integration. HP is committed to standards. Our strategy is
built on adherence to both .internationally accepted standards and defacto
standards such as SNA. HP also is working to drive standards by working closely
with every significant standards or~anization in the industry to establish standards
which will benefit users worldWIde. Examples of this participation include:
founding member of Open Software Foundation, founding member of COS,
driver of the StarIAN 10 standard, Member of X/OPEN, Co-Chair of IEEE
POSIX Committee, Member of OSI, etc.

HP supJ?orts standards in wiring, networking protocols, networking services and
applicatIons. IAN Manager is becoming a defacto standard. This means more
software, more connectivity and more choices for users. As a result, users can
easily connect to multi-vendor environments in CIM, Engineering or Business
Offices. HP also provides methods of integrating non-industry-standard networks,
such as Novell, into an industry-standard departmental, site or corporate-wide
network.

Select the awropriate server for your needs - HP offers a scalable family of servers
to fit the needs of almost all users. A company can select either a PC server, an
HP 9000 server or an HP 3000 server that fits their current needs and be confident
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that their' investment is protected as their needs change or their organizations
grow. They can also be confident that future developments in PC integration can
be incorporated into the systems that they implement today.

Conclusion

PC integration goes beyond just the physical connection of PCs to departmental
computers. It is the seamless integration of the services and capacity, data, and
apphcations residing on all computers· interconnected throughout an entire
company. This integration is the basis for further productivity gains at the desktop.

HP AdvanceNet inte~rates PC users into scalable, low-cost networks that provide
enhanced PC-to-mim integration, multi-vendor communication, and PC-to-PC
communications, for increased productivity, improved quality, and .lower overall
costs.

PC integration is a key part of HP AdvanceNet, Hewlett-Packard's long-term
strategy for providing high-quality networking solutions for HP and non-HP
computers. This strategy is based on the International Standards Organization
OSI networking model and includes compatibility with industry standards, such as
IEEE 802.3, and de facto standards such as LAN Manager, to ensure lasting value.
HP AdvanceNet signifies a commitment by Hewlett-Packard to provide powerful
and easy-to-use networks with a well-supported growth path.
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Cooperative Processing: Putting a NewWave Interface In Front Of An HP 3000

By David Johnson

Johnson Computer Software Team Limited

3080 Yonge Street

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4N 3N1

Telephone: (416) 487 3631

The kind of interface that can be developed on terminals connected to a host computer is

inherently limited by the technology. With the advent of graphic interfaces on PCs we became

acutely aware of these limitations. In fact, as a software development shop, we have come to

realize that the user interface of a system is of fundamental importance. This point of view has

led us to our current exploration of putting a NewWave interface in front of HP3000 based

applications. That is, the user has a PC connected to the host and interacts with the system

through the NewWave office. Our emphasis on the importance of the user interface led us to

undertake the developement of applications with the "front end" on a PC and the "backend" on

an HP3000.

The interaction with the user, in simple terms, takes place via the PC and the data is, in

general, managed in an IMAGE database on the host. What's involved and is it worth it? We

believe that the overwhelming acceptance of PCs in the market place is in large part due to the

comparative ease of use of PC applications contrasted to traditional mini or mainframe

applications. This point of view is further reinforced by the evident acceptance of the

MacIntosh. If, on the other hand, you don't believe the user interface is all that important, keep

reading - what follows may· be a good argument to stay clear of this approach.

What is involved is a lot of hard work and a lot of learning. While we don't yet have enough

experience to Quantify any results, we believe the resulting systems will be much superior to
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conventional screen driven ones and that once the learning curve levels off, there may not be

much of a penalty in the development effort required.

Of course, the type of application and the intended user is important to consider. A heads down

data entry application to be operated by keypunchers might actually suffer from an overly

sophisticated interface. However analysis tools intended to be operated by senior management

may not be acceptable with anything less than the kind of approach we are talking about.

In general, the approach we have taken is based on the dual premise that PCs (single user,

multi-tasking workstations) are best suited for interaction with users, while more sophisticated

mini/mainframe or "midframe" host computers are better at storage and retrieval of corporate

data. Specifically, we chose the IBM PC running MS-DOS with Windows/NewWave as the

workstation. The PC has found undeniable acceptance in the market place and Windows

provides enough multi-tasking to satisfy the basic needs. Often all that is required is rapid and

convenient context switching. Moreover, Windows is the entry in to Presentation Manager if and

when OS/2 catches on. The host computer, of course, means an HP3000 to us. The glue that

binds is Cooperative Services.

Put another way, what we are setting out to do is to write the interactive part of an HP3000

system on MS-DOS PCs. Basically this involves MS-DOS PCs (an 80286 or better), Windows,
~;

NewWave, "C", and Cooperative Services.

For the user interface we have chosen Windows, and, by extension, NewWave. The first thing

we determined was that it would be easier to develop our first application as a Windows

application and then start adding to it to make it a NewWave application rather then attempting

a full blown NewWave application at the outset. The PC program establishes a connection to the

host using Cooperative Services. Access to data on the host is by Cooperative Services intrinsics,

either by file intrinsics (FOPEN, FREAD, etc.) or by database calls (DBOPEN, DBFIND, etc.)

in almost the same way as a program on the HP3000 would access it. Manipulation of the data
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is done either directly on the PC or with subroutines on the host (residing in an SL on the

HP3000). Further processing on the host can be controlled from the PC by creating remote

procedures, or processes, on the host. This approach introduces a variety of new hardware,

software and new concepts for system designers, programmers, system coordinators and ·support

functions.

The first task faced by the system designer is to understand the implications of the new

interface provided by Windows/NewWave and new system architecture, a PC, a processor in its

own. right connected to the host. There is an. enormous difference between this and a 24 line 80

column ASCII terminal connected serially to an HP3000 port. The interface environment is so

rich compared to an ASCII terminal that it takes some time getting used to it.

Just learning the terminology takes a bit of time - the difference between a modal and a

modeless dialogue box wasn't too difficult, but we found it took a second reading to understand

semi-modal dialogue boxes. Then there's scroll bars, push buttons, radio buttons, child windows,

pop-up windows, edit boxes, etc., all of which require time to understand where and how they

are used.

It is here that the system designer finds the first major "constraint" on his/her new found

freedom in the HP manual "HP NewWave environment User Interface Design Rules".

These are not guide-lines, these are rules. The designer must recognize the necessity of having

these rules and the value of adhering to them. For a discussion of the importance of adhering

to these rules, see the first chapter of the manual.

While these rules impose what is really· a discipline,. not a limitation, on the system designer,

they require time and thought. The designer must be familiar with the Microsoft Windows

Application Style Guide and we recommend spending time·with·the Dialogue Box Editor. At·the

very least, the system designer should have a PC on hand to experiment with existing

applications while reading these documents. We discovered a real advantage in having the system
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designers familiar with the Dialogue Box Editor; because so much of the user interaction is with

dialogue boxes, there is a real opportunity to distribute the development process. That is, the

system designers can create the dialogue boxes as part of the system design given to the

programmer. The· system designer is Ifforced" to think through more of the details and the

programmer is relieved of the somewhat time consuming task of designing and laying out

dialogue boxes. Moreover it needn't be either the designer or the programmer who spends a lot

of time laying out or tidying up the boxes. Any non-technical person on the development team,

such as a technical writer, can be assigned the task of making the boxes conform to the design

rules. All that is required is reasonable hand-eye coordination (you must use the mouse), a good

knowledge of the interface design rules, and the ability to do mental arithmetic (any placement

of items in dialogue boxes are done in dialogue boxes units).

The next challenge we faced was to determine which information should be stored on the PC

and which on the host and where it should be processed. The rule of thumb for storage is

personal data belongs on the PC and corporate or shared data belongs on the host. We have

avoided keeping copies of the host resident data on the PC regardless of how tempting this may

seem. The problem of where and even how to process host based information is more difficult.

Given an application that reads a file (or a dataset) on the host, displays the information for the

user to browse through and update: is it better to start by downloading all the information to

memory or a file on the PC and then upload when the user is finished? Or is it better to read

from the host whenever information is required and update to .the host whenever the user makes

a change? The answer is usually somewhere in between and depends upon the typical volume of

data, volatility of the data (Le. are the users going to make a lot of changes to what they get)

and the type of the connection between the PC and the host. One thing to note is that while

Cooperative Services provides all the IMAGE intrinsics, it does not provide all the file

intrinsics. A sorely missed one is FPOINT.
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Another thing to realize is that in the non pre-emptive multi-tasking environment of Windows,

once the PC program issues an FREAD (or any other file or IMAGE intrinsic) all processing on

the PC stops until the read is complete. Our experience thus far is that there are significant

overheads in terms of CPU usage on the host when processing Cooperative Services calls. It is,

therefore, desirable to structure the application so calls to the host are associated with a change

in context on the screen rather than when a user is working in a Window. Or they should be

concentrated so that the pauses to collect data from the host occur as infrequently as possible. If

the application needs to move a relatively large number of records from the host to the PC, it is

better to write a simple procedure on the host to collect a number of records and pass them to

the PC with a single Cooperative Services call.

Programmers used to developing.code on the HP3000 also have a lot of new things to learn.

MS-DOS is not nearly as rich and robust as MPE and can be frustrating. Unless their PCs are

on aLAN, the programmers even have to remember to do their own backup. However, while

switching from MPE to any other operating system means learning a whole new set of

idiosyncrasies MS-DOS hardly presents a major challenge.

Switching to a new language (we use Pascal on the HP3000) isa greater challenge but should by

no· means daunt a competent .programmer. To· develop the kind of applications we. are talking

about, the· only language to really consider using on the PC is "C". In general this will thrill

programmers used to working in other languages on the HP3000. Objectively, it means not only

learning a new language but also a new development environment - compiler, editors, libraries,

etc. Careful thought should be given to which editor is chosen. Subjectively, it means being

aware of the need for self-discipline in writing code. While Pascal, by its nature, forces a

programmer to write "structured programs", "C" imposes no such discipline. As one "C" compiler

manual admonishes "with freedom comes responsibility". This leads to one of the biggest changes

with which developers have to cope. On the HP3000,programmers can do a lot of sharing either

at the source. code level,. e.g., with include. files t or. at the object code level via SLs. Source
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code, data dictionaries are all centrally located. However when more than one programmer goes

to work on a PC the whole problem of compatibility and consistency becomes an extremely

important one to deal with before too much actual programming takes place.

The big payoff is programmer productivity. The development environment is generally much

better than that provided by the HP3000 and it is fast. Lavish use of the CPU to recompile a

program to add debugging statements is virtually free; this is not something you do without

careful thought when a large Pascal compile can take 15 minutes on a series 37. The difference

can be a few seconds versus 15 minutes. Another payoff, while more difficult to quantify and

very important to a shop like ours, is the issue of keeping programmers sufficiently challenged.

Give programmers their own PCs and the "C" language to work with to develop software that is

really exciting. There will be a very positive effect on productivity and tenure.

Cooperative Services is the next technical challenge, but for experienced HP3000 programmers it

is the least formidable of all the new pieces. There are some surprises beyond the

aforementioned dearth of intrinsics. Debugging RPCs is one that brought us up short: the first

time a remote procedure fails one is left with a PC no longer connected to the host! No error

messages, no indications of what happened, just a PC that must be rebooted. One method we

use is to do TELLOPS to the console for debugging messages. Another is to write drivers on the

HP3000 and do the debugging all on the host.

Error handling in general in RPCs requires a little more work then in "classical" applications;

one cannot just blurt out a DBEXPLAINto $STDLIST. All in all, pretty straight forward stuff

although it would probably be the most challenging piece for programmers used to developing

PC applications and unfamiliar with the HP3000.

The really big challenges are Windows and NewWave. There are over 450 Windows calls which

gives an accurate indication of the size of the learning exercise. The books· on Windows

programming - all of which seem to be 1-2 inches thick - all admit it is difficult. (The book
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we relied on the most, based on HP recommendation at the NewWave training course, is

"Programming Window~" by Charles Petzold.)

In learning to program Windows applications, everything is a challenge. Windows programs are

aU message driven so they require a different structure from classic programs on the HP3000.

Just to get the first application running, one needs, in addition to source code, a resource file, a

make file, an icon file, a header file and a module definition file. It is also necessary to learn to

use the icon editor and dialogue box editor and to understand the compiler libraries.

Planning for "hot links", agent interaction, computer based training and context sensitive help in

New Wave requires careful structural planning. There is aJengthy discussion of this topic in the

NewWave manual.

Debugging. Windows programs can be formidable. The first time a program stops and all that

can be done is .reboot· the system, one realizes MPE has certain advantages over MS-DOS.' One

cannot do a break and look at the process with a monitoring utility - one just stares at a

motionless screen. There are-debugging .utilities such as Spy and SYMDEB, and, although we

have an extra monitor hooked up toourPCs to use them, we've relied mainly on inserting

debugging messages and staring at the code.

Familiarity with and confidence in Windows are the two most irnportantassets a programmer

can develop. Once over the initial hurdles, application development can be quite expeditious.

Programming of on-line applications on the HP3000 generally requires a lot of effort and

attention to collecting information from the user, such as "enter the customer number",

providing a list of valid customer numbers, confirming by displaying the name, etc. Windows

provides a set of standard. features for this type of interaction' and, is far more effective than

what can be done with a screen on the host.
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Thus far most of our efforts have been devoted to developing Windows applications, not full

blown NewWave ones. Our strategy has been to develop our first application without the

additional overheads of NewWave and· then, once this was proven feasible, to. stage in the

NewWave functionality. This is a reasonable thing to do since there is a continuum to making

an application a NewWave application from simply encapsulating a Windows application to

adding all the possible features such as context sensitive help and the hooks for hot links. It also

has some advantage of spreading the learning curve. NewWave functionality and programming

add just that much more on top of what the system designer has to learn. The estimates we have

heard suggest that there is approximately 30% more effort required to develop a full NewWave

application over and above what it takes for a Windows application.

Still there are some advantages that should make this incremental effort worthwhile. Context

sensitive help and the computer based training can, in certain environments, more than pay for

themselves. What really appealed to us was finding NewWave could assume some significant

responsibilities where we had previously devoted a lot of development resource in screen based

applications. For example, in some of our software packages, users have the facility to request

jobs to run overnight. The request often involves providing many parameters and the user may

require several very similar jobs. On the HP3000, we built special mechanisms to allow the user

to create, file, copy, edit and delete report requests. If this functionality is moved to the PC as

a NewWave program, the programming effort is significantly less to provide the user with the

ability to edit the parameters and let NewWave do the filing, copying, naming etc. in a manner

the user can grasp at a much more intuitive level.

While we haven't got there yet, we suspect the use of the agent will open up a whole new set of

possibilities under the control of the user.

Overall, we judge our investment of time, energy and money in developing software using this

approach to be worthwhile. It represents a major investment, particularly for a small shop like
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ours, but the extremely positive user acceptance points to future successes. It also appears that

once the initial investment is made, there is little penalty to be paid in terms of development

effort, particularly when increases in functionality are factored into the equation.

More and more people havePCs on their desks and are becoming accustomed to this style of

interface. Accessing host data using terminal emulation. software will become less and less

acceptable. Putting a Windows/NewWave style interface in front of the host may, in fact, be the

only way to meet continually evolving user expectations.
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The HPVectra
GlaxoPharmaceuticals Workhorse in Production

RA Pearson
Systems Manager, Information Management Division

Glaxo Pharmaceuticals Limited
891/995 Greenford Road

Greenford,Middlesex
England. UB6 OHE

Telephone: 01 422 3434

INTRODUCTION

Glaxo. Pharmaceuticals is .a subsidiary of the world's second. largest pharma
ceutical company,GLAXO.ltisresponsible. for manufacturing and marketing in
the U.. K., and for manufacturing products for certain overseas markets. Some
three years .ago, three major.·manufaeturing ... centres were authorised·· and
modern computing facilities were requested. 'This paper will concentrate on the
technical and managerial aspects of. progressing these projects and on the
reasons for building the system we did. It will not endeavour.to justify the system
itself although some preamble is provided to give some contextual framework.

OUTLINE OF REQUIREMENTS

The. standard personnel, accounting, mailing, etc. systems were. supplied as
packages from the Information Management Division. The ·.main new
requirement was for assistance in the actual production areas .. where tablets,
vials, •and inhaled products are manufactured and packaged.

Good Pharmaceutical· Manufacturing •• Practice (GPMP)requires that •detailed
records. bekept.of the those events in production that impact on product quality.
In the past several pages of records have been kept for every production ·.batch.
There were four major reasons why a move to electronic records was desirable:-

1. Paper records are labour intensive to compile,

2. Once collected paper records are·•. diffi.cult .to .. recalland search through,

3. For a variety of purposes certain aspects of the production records are needed
for use in·the company data bases and keying the data is costly,

4. Paper is looked upon as a contaminating (dirty) substance to have in a clean en
vironment.
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The customer stated that such systems should be capable·of:-

1. Recording resource usage - labour, materials, machines,

2. Recording line ev~nts - automatically or by manual means,

3. Recording exception conditions - automatically or by manual means,

4. Making use of data already in electronic form, including data already available
in HP3000 databases,

5. Having, for 90% of transactions, less than a one second response,

6. Interfacing to avariety of devices such as barcode and magnetic stripe readers,
special displays, programmable logic controllers (PLCs), counters, and allowing
digital and analogue signals to provide input and output,

7. Being easily and quickly extended without too much cost and hassle,

8. Being robust to the extent that there are few breakdowns and in the event of
a breakdown loss of production is kept to a minimum,

9. Allowing maximum flexibility of operation in manufacturing,

10. Maintain data integrity across the company as a whole.

In other words the customer wanted everything! And why not if he is paying the
bill!

OPTIONS CONSIDERED

After mapping the logic of the system with data flow diagrams, and getting some
idea from our customers of the likely volumes of data, two approaches presented
themselves:-

1. To have the traditional central computer with terminals,

2. To have distributed computer power making use ofthe P.C. which, at that time,
was coming into its own and down in priceI
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Central Computer:

This was the obvious choice - we had built many systems in this way and our
customers were used to them. However,.there were always the grumbles - the
computer.is going slow; the computer is down again; why can't we have those
graphics we have seen on Tomorrow's World? Our development staff too had
their moans - ·you have to wait an hour to get a compilation donel. If a Central
Computer meant just one computer that was attractive, but experience showed us
that we always needed more than one - we have currently 17 HP3000s on. four
sites throughout England exchanging and sharing data over fast communication
links. There were too the problems of interfacing sensors, counters, instruments,
PLCs, etc.. This would certainly require at least one more computer. HP
suggested the HP9000, and this was new territory for us.

Distributed Computers:

Justa tentative idea initially, but soon· the attractions became evident. Cost
savings (about +80,000 per manufacturing centre), robustness, extendibility,
resilience, customer acceptance - in fact this approach could meet most of the
requirements given to us. There was a question of response but it was
considered that a good design philosophy could overcome the problems here,
and a fast response for machine control purposes could and should be met with
PLCs. After some initial sizing and experiments to establish feasibility and work
involved, a decision was'made to go ahead.

GENERAL INFORMATION FLOWS

Quantities Produced

Performance

Resource Usage

Exception Reports

i---- ------- ------
I I

I HP3000 I
I ..

: NETWORK!
I I
I t
~------_ - 1 Schedules

Operating
Procedures

Operating
Standards

BIII..ol Materials

Fig 1
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

Fig. 1'shows Information Flows from established company databases resident on
an HP3000 network to the systems in production. All the information requiredto
make the products scheduled for a series of workstations is collected together
and transmitted. Subsequently when the products have been, made all data
collected is sent up to the, HP3000, for batch/sleeper programs to update the
company's databases. In general, this routine is followed ',once a day but is
sometimes more or less frequent depending on requirements.

OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM
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_ System
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Work
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Fig 2

In Fig. ,2 we see the logical relationship of the Vectrasthat make up thE3 systeJTl. In
gener.al, .,'an area of production comprises a series of workstations, normally
one for, , eaqh, production unit, reporting to and receiving instructions from .. a
Supervi~ory iworkstation. There is ,a ,need too, for Server c()mputers, and MO
typical onesaresho'f'n. The Container Server would hold information on all
containers that can be brought to '. a workstation. The System Director shown
is the, name we'give to the computer that. is used to manage the network. More
will be said of these Servers later.
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LAN

AREA 1 IN MORE DETAIL
r············_········································ ~............................•...............•._ ..
. Area 1
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I
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PLCs ! Digital Inputs
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etc ! Test Equipment
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Fig 3

A little more on hardware can be seen in Fig. 3. A variety of inputjoutputdevices
are used in production and a sample collection ofsuch devices is shown. These
are connected directly into the network. Typically the barcode reader is used to
identify containers of materials being brought to a production line. An increasing
important device is the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) that is frequently
supplied with a machine· as part of its control mechanism. This device will have
its controlling parameters set depending on the product being made. Thus there
is the possibility of sending data to it automatically. In a similar way it can report
faults to the outside world.

A few words about the LAN itself. It consists of up to 250 nodes connected
by up to 3 Km of co-axial cable. Computers are attached via the serial port, and
there can be up to 13 computers per node. Analogue· and· digital signals are
interfaced using an appropriate card. A mix of cards can be put in the node
according to requirements. Each serial commmunications card has a buffer
of 1016 characters. Transmission over the co-axial cable is at 375 Kbaud.
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Fig. 4 shows the information flow from the HP300Q to the various workstations
- the data travels via the Supervisory workstation which retains all the information
for the computers reporting to it. Thus the individual workstation "knows" what
it has to do; the Supervisoryworkstation "knows" what all its sub-ordinates have
to do. Note too, devices are capable of receiving data.

PRIMING THE· VECTRAS WITH DATA
Schedules

~
operatlng

Standards etcf·············· ..·· ·..····················..······· · ' :
i Area 1 ,....-----_=_____. !

I Supervisory I
I Workstation Workstation Nl
: Schedules 1
i Operating 1
! tandards etc i

Fig 4

Data is collected as illustrated in Fig. 5; devices can talk with the workstations;
the workstations talk to their supervisor; and the supervisor may talk
occasionally to the company databases. All this in virtual real time. In effect, all data
captured by the workstation is transmitted to its Supervisory workstation. This
is useful for recovery in the unlikely event of a Vectra failure. Fig. 6 shows that
if Workstation 1 had failed and was replaced by a working Vectra, all the records
up to the point of failure were stored in the Supervisory Vectra and can be
transmitted to the new/repaired computer. Our. strategy is· to have a working
computer available ready for substitution but it has not been necessary yet to
invoke this procedure.
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RECOVERY FROM WORKSTATION FAILURE
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To illustrate how the data· flows. in practice,. let us examine the transaction in
Fig. 7 - not quite typical, as this one is more complex than most. It is required
to identify materials needed for the production of a product. The workstation
computer holds the Bill of Materials (the formulation); the container Vectra holds
the information on all containers in the manufacturing centre. Typically there are
the five steps as shown. A man will read the barcode of the container arriving
at the point of production with a barcode reader attached to a small· hand-held
portable computer. The computer is then connected into the network at the
nearestconvenient point and the barcode number is sent to the workstation. This
then requests the container .computer for information on· this barcode
(container) and on receiving the reply will check the validity ·of the materials
against the Bill of Materials it holds for the product being manufactured. The
workstation will then send the "sentence" (material is OK/not OK) to the
portable computer for the man to read and take the appropriate action. Such a
transactio~ involves three computers and the network.

WORKSTATION 1 - VALIDATION OF MATERIALS

Supervisory

LAN

Fig?
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Backup and Recovery Strategies:

Our experience had shown that, by a long way, the most vulnerable part of a P.C.
is its disc drive, and so we directed our attention to this. Four possible strategies
were considered:

1. Keep alog oftransactions on the P.C., andrecover by running the log file against
the dumped file. As the log file and (for speed ofrecovery) the dumped file would
be on the same drive as the files themselves, all files would be vulnerable when the
drive failed. This strategy is not used.

2. Have twin disc drives on the same Vectra, and Usimultaneously" write to both
files. The system can continue working by reading the non-faulty drive. The faulty
drive is replaced as soon as convenient. This approach is. used where there are
large files to recover, or where the extra cost could be justified. The container
computer was such a candidate, as recovery over a network would not be quick
enough, and it could slow down other users of the system.

3. Having battery backed up RAM. These are relatively expensive and do not have
a large capacity. We do use this in one critical area - in fact we use two which are
written to "simultaneously" as in example 2 above.

4. Sending a copy of all data collected over the network to another computer,
and recover by sending the data back again. This is more complex to put in
place, but has the benefit of having the data on two entirely different computers.
This method is frequently used as it can, in addition, be used to communicate to
other users of the network, as in the supervisory/workstation scenario already
talked about.

In the eventofaPower Failure, recovery is as above although certain applications,
like the System Director described below, do have a· battery backup unit which
allows us to close down the system gracefully if the Power Failure is likely to be
of an extehded duration. The network and the application programs are designed
to automatically recover after a Power Failure.

The System Director

At an early stage of development it was recognised that it was necessary to have
a means of managing the network. When there was a Vectra or network failure
this had to be known about quickly and good diagnostics to pin-point the problem
were essential. The System Director is a Vectra,like any ofthe others connected
to the network, providing this service. ·It is resident in the HP3000 computer room
which is manned 24 hours a day and 6 days a week. Any network changes can
be entered into the system via the System .Director; problems detected are
automatically time-stamped and logged by the System Director and subsequently
sent to anHP3000 database. This is an importantfeature as far as our industry is
concerned - this way we can quickly and accurately associate the "state"of the
networked system with the prodUcts we were making at the time.
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As the programs running on workstations can affect the quality of· our products
it is essential to know and record the version of every program. Our internal
standard says that the first thing a program will. do ··is to send it's version number
to the System Director. The System Director logs this··. automatically for··subse
quently incorporating into the HP3000 database.

The System Director· has within ·it a polling schedule for every Vectra on the
network, (and for·other devices tool and will send· a message to theVectras
according to the schedule. If the Vectra does not respond within a specified time,
(normally one second) the System Director will alarm the operators.

From the System Director it is possible to "down" and subsequently "up" a part
of the network which may be required for maintenance or for upgrade. As
mentioned above, complete event logs ·are automatically produced. Similarly
any undeliverable messages are logged to the System Director.

At least once a day the System Directorwill send the date/time to all the Vectras it
knows about, so that all Vectras will tell the same time within about a second.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED WITH SOLUTIONS

When we started building the system the HP Vectra was notaround and so we were
using the HP150. I will grit my teeth and say no more about that.

The programming staff seemed to have forgotten some basic data processing
principles. When a file (or record) is sent from A to B there should ·be some check
for correctness of transmission - e.g. checksums; record counts. Education was
the answer.

The system should respond to the customer needs. Programmers have a
tendency to look at the technical correctness rather' than concentrate on· the
waiting customer. Programs should be made to respond to the customer first, and
housekeeping should be a second priority. In one particular case, staff using ID
cards to identify themselves were getting response times in excess of 10
seconds. After re-writing a module of the program response times were reduced
to less than a second, our design goal, - even at peak 'times.

One possible difficulty .known from the. outset was the lack of a multi-tasking
Operating System. The production workstation . can get information from the
keyboard or from its serial communications port at any time and in particular at the
same time. Itmust serve both and not lose any messages. ·It was decided that
top-priority should be given to servicing the communications port, so programs are
written·such that the port is· always· polled. The 1K buffer capability of the node
provides sufficientleaway here but as an extra precaution the sending Vectra
always asks the receivingVectra if it is in a position to receive a message. Using
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this strategy no problems have been experienced in losing· messages, and
response has been within our target. Although there are multi-tasking Operating
Systems available today, the cost to implement on a Vectra is considered too
high- unless somebody out there knows differentlyI

A major problem was .documentation -. some ·•. programmers think ·.that .·it •is
completely unnecessaryl •Potentiallythere are a largevariety ofmessagesthat can
besentto any machine - which in effect means sent to any program. The uses
and •. formats of the messages needed to be held and communicated to the
programming teams. To do this we invented the term "Transaction Map" which
in effectdescribes for a particular transaction which programs were·involved in the
transaction and which programs they "spoke" to, and "how they spoke" to
each .. other. Fig. 8 shows the •Transaction Map for receiving Materials onto a
production.Line·which we have already discussed. These are very like the "Entity
Life Histories" that can be found in some CASE products.

TRANSACTION. IMP

Receiving· lfaterials .·ontoa. Production Line

Sequence
Number

10
20
30
40
50
SO
60
70
70
80

Fro. Device
Role

LHON
PBCR
PBCR
LHON
CTST
CTST
LMON
LMON
LMON
LHON

To Device .ss
Role Code

PBCR AE
LMON AF
LKON LH
CTST BE
LMON 81
LMON B!
CTST Bit
PBCR LV
PBCR LF
LSUP DU

Description

Enquiry requesting a reply
Reply to enquiry
Container barcode from PBCR
Request for container data
All data about container
Container .system .err message
Delete container local/backup
Container OK/not OK message
Cannot access container .. file
Materia.l .usage

Device Role
Programs

Device Role
Programs

Device Role
Programs

Device Role
Programs

LHON
T560 T565

PBCR
1406

CIST
T403

LSUP
T564

Line Monitor Computer (Workstation)

Portable Computer with Barcode Reader

Container Store Computer

Line Supervisor Computer .• (Supervisory
'Workstation)

FigS

Two different programs may have the capability of carrying out. the same
transaction - for example,' in Fig. 8 program T560 and T565 are used in different
parts of the factory but.both are capable of receiving materials onto a production
line. Their "role" in this respect is the same, so our documentation must be
capable of reflecting this.
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We had problems associated with picking up data from sensors. The input was
supposed to be + 24v + / - 1Ov; in reality there were frequent spikes of + 100vand
occasional onesof +300v. This generated noise·on the LAN causing throughput
degradation on the LAN although the system did continue to work. Suppressors
were fitted, butour engineers recognised they could have been a bit more clever
as regards the wiring. Therewere other problemstoowith respectto otherdevices
but it would take another paper to do these justice. However, all's well that ends
weill

LESSONS WE HAVE LEARNED

Documentation would certainly be up front today. The concept of "Transaction
Maps" we now know and understand. Mapping the basic functions (like
Receiving MaterialsontoaProduction Lineas shown above) enablesone to design
the system so that you only need to decide at the implementation stage where
to run. the function. This will be especially true as. and when we move to a viable
multi-tasking environment for the P.C.. For example, all the functions/programs
could run on one machine, or run on several machines as we have done. For both
implementations the documentation would be the same; for individual implemen
tations it is only the addressing of messages that changes.

The various programs were developed on a multi-site basis. Good "up front"
documentation would have helped here, but if there was a choice, a central
development team would be more effective by creating the "learned and cohe
sive" unit that is required.

We have encountered more compiler errors than we anticipated. Things are
getting better in this area now we have moved to Microsoft Pascal Version 4.0.

It would have been worthwhile putting more effort into the use of data generators
early on. We had written some programsto. simulate responses to messages and
to generate unsolicited messages, but these could have been made more useful
thereby saving coding time.
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A reliable network is essential. Initially we had problems with the network and
as we had already found compiler errors we didn't know where to look for the
errors.

If you are using sensors, do talk to your engineers - there is .nothing better than
talking, reviewing, meeting, and talking again. Itwill saveyou timeand money in the
long run.

We chose Microsoft Pascal. Today we would choose C+ +.

AND THE RESULTS - HOW SUCCESSFUL HAVE WE BEEN?

Do·turn up at session 3601 and find out.
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TELEPHONE TRANSACTION PROCESSING

David w. stover, CDP _
Telephone·. Employees Credit Union

123 South Marengo Avenue
Post Office Box 7058

Pasadena, CA 91109-7058
(818)795-8181

SUMMARY

Telephone Transaction Processing is not a·. new· concept; the
technology has been around fora longtime. But until the
application was placed on the Personal Computer, it was
often too expensive for all but the largest companies. This
paper discusses the. approach. taken by Telephone Employees
Credit Union (TECU) to develop a system that would be fea
ture·· rich· and yet.· cost. effective, improve •. ·· member (customer)
service, be "easy to do business with", and utilize existing
hardware and staff· expertise. At the presentation, trans
parencieswillbe shown (and included in <the handouts) to
more. fully explain the PC integration. to the host·· and PBX,
and a phone call will be placed to demonstrate how the
system was designed to respond to both new and experienced
users.

TELLER#PHONE

Recognizing the Need

priortoa search for an Automated voice Response System
(AVRS), TECUprojected that the growing popUlarity of doing
banking business by phone would require an increase in
personnel·from the·then 26 live •. telephone operators ••· (we call
them Information specialists) to.· more than 50 in less than
five years. These highly trained Information Specialists
provide members with a wide range of information about TECU
products and services, information specific to a member's
own account, and many banking transactions·over·the phone.
Examples of transactions are: making an advance from a
line-o·f-credit to a checking account, making a payment .on a
loan, verifying account balances and activity such as when
deposits were received and checks cleared, and sending a
check to the member. This service has received much praise
from members·· for being fast, efficient,· and courteous. How
ever, because the service is very labor intensive, manage
ment sought. to·.· automate the "easy" transactions· (such as
balance ·inquiries) and thus delay or·. preclude· the hiring of
additional Information Specialists,. and provide extended
hours of service.
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Defining the Requirements

After exploring the many features of several Automated Voice
Response Systems with several vendors, TECU management
prepared a Request for Bid which specified the requirements,
including the following:

1) Allow members to call a local branch number and
access a centrally located AVRS (via foreign exchange
network) •

2) Allow members to obtain a wide range of information,
including account, loan/saving rates, marketing, etc.

3) Allow members to initiate many on-line real-time
inquiries and monetary transactions.

4) Allow a switch-hook transfer out of the AVRS to an
Information Specialist upon user request or error.

5) Allow switch-hook transfers into AVRS from anywhere
within TECU's 10 branches or headquarters office.

6) Make the AVRS "transparent" to non-user members so
that those who prefer talking to a live person are
not aware of the AVRU's presence.

7) Keep AVRS interaction with the mainframe CIF data
bases to a minimum.

8) Provide extended service hours, seven days per week.

Selecting a Vendor

rnterVoice, a company headquartered in Texas, was selected
as the vendor because, among other things, their AVRS was
price/performance competitive, was PC-based with a modular
growth path, included professionally recorded voice words
and phrases, met all of TECU's requirements, and they had a
long list of satisfied customers.

Designing the Dialogue

Perhaps the most difficult part of the entire AVRS project
was designing the user specification, which included the
dialogue. This is the detailed document which describes
exactly how the unit will interact with a member, all the
menu options, the error codes, etc. It is a difficult and
tedious task, but if done well, makes the difference between
just a mediocre system or one that is user-friendly and
efficient. The best approach is top-down, or looking at all
of the possible transactions as being a part of a logical
group of menus. Sub-menu layers must be limited, else the
uninitiated user will become totally lost in the maze; if
frustrated by the system, people will tend not to use it.
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One of the features which we feel is important to the suc
cess of our system is the ease of access for the uninitiated
caller. Rather than requiring a separate number be dialed
to reach the AVRS, we decided to place all of our incoming
calls from outlying branches directly into the AVRS (with
the use of foreign exchange lines into a Northern Telecom
SL-l PBX). Once there, the caller hears the message "This
is the Credit Union, please stay on the line ••• " followed
by a··3-second pause, after which the call is transferred to
the live operator queue. We then teach the caller that if
they wish to use the AVRS, then to press the "#" key on
their telephone key-pad during or just after this initial
message, which aborts the impending transfer and instead
puts them into the AVRS main menu. with no new phone number
for members to learn (or for us to pUblish), the usage of
the system was an overnight success. And, for the caller
with a rotary dial or someone who would never use such a
system, they are not offended by being asked to press a
certain key to speak with a live operator.

The Gradual "roll-out"

After a pilot program involving several hundred members,we
were ready to introduce the system to all of our 90,000mem
bers. However, we discovered during the pilot that first
time users tend to "tryout" every possible transaction,
thus causing a very long holding-time per call. Non-users
being.transferred to live operators would free the ports
quickly; but new users could tie ports up for long periods,
thus invalidating all those nice queuing theory models.
Rather than adding a large amount of capacity that would
later go unused, we decided to introduce the AVRS to members
slowly to avoid a big rush of·new users.

We introduced the service at·· the rate of 5, 000 members per
week,thus requiring about 4 months to notify the entire
membership •.. This seemed to work well, giving us a good mix
of new and experienced users, allowing us to provide good
service and seldom running out of ports. Introductory
marketing kits were mailed to each member, explaining how
to "get into" theAVRS, and about menus, passwords, and
transactions.

One Year Later

As the AVRS. processes more and more of the.mundane inquiries
and simple transactions, .live operator time becomes more
readily available to work· on difficult tasks such as custo
mer problems , · loans. by phone, •and innovative cross-selling.
There has be.en no growth in the number of live operator
transactions, and ··no increase in the. number of employees in
this area. However, the AVRS now processes an average of
35,000 transactions per week, and has been expanded from the
original 8 ports to 24 ports. The AVRS has helped the
Credit Union provide better member service, to be perceived
as an innovator, and to maintain and build our market share
in.acompetitive. banking environment.
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Sharing resources among mini and micro computers

Introduction

Today we are witnessing important changes in oomputer teonology,

not only in computer size, today's oomputers are smaller than five year ago,

ohanges also given in the power of the oomputer itself, the micro-oomputer

power has inoreased so muoh that words like personal computer or micro

computer dont fit with the real oapability of the oomputer.

The first of these chang~wal given in 1984 with the first 16 bits based

oomputer, PC AT model, of .course the software running in this oomputer

couldn't complety use thehardwarecapabitities, but little by •••• litttle the

software running in a PC AT or 80281-based computer was taking more

control of the hardware capabilities.

Today the problem is not complety solved but most software oan use

all the address'mode of a.80286 process.

The advantages of this prooessor are: more address oapability given a

major control in memory and hard drives.

Prooessorslike 80386.· begin to be used in the computer world today,

without a real sC?ftwarethat oan take all the prooesor advantages.··ln ··2·or3

years all the software will be capable of using mQrethan 16 Mbytes in RAM

and, hard disc with more space.



If we talk about speed in a 386 based micro-computers the panorama

is:

* Capabilities in memory management that can compete with the

smallest in some mini-computers families

It Speed enough to be used as servers in LANs

It Hard disc to storage all the'lan users information

When we make a conneotiono1· ·severaJ micro-oomputers in a LAN

some minicomputer I s1eaturescanbe used .without lacking velocity.

A mini-computeroonnected withmioro-computer 80286 based and

80386 based can work linked in two ways:

1.- Micro-computers as minl-computer's workstation

2.- A LAN connected with the mini-computer using the Ian serves.as a

font-end to the mini-computer.

It I s clear that we win power and performance with the conecction

because the capabilities of process in each kind of·computer is enhaced with

the other end.

This is today's panorama in the computer .arena .when we talk ·about

connectivity.



USER VIEW

When we present this panorama the user will make two important

questions that have to be solved before making any connection.

There is an anawerto be made to our computer's experts in

connectivity :

Wllat I can do J[ I have , llIIDi-colll/luterand my users wants to sl1are

resouces among their work-st,tion (PC1JI.sed) andtile minicomputer?

AND

W11atkind ofresources can theysl1are ?

The first answer, the easy one, in this case is : Basicly we can share

files, printers, disc drives and any other hardware connected to the server or

connected to the mini.

The seoond answer, the hard one, is : We can also share information

between the equipment, taking advantage of each kind of equipment.



From the micro-computers the resources to be shared are:

* Monitor

* Keybord

* Drives, hard drive and floppy dlrive

* RAM memory

* Microcomputer CPU

* Microoomputer co-prooesor If Irs present.

* Another micro-computer hardware just like mouses and scanners.

From minicomputers the resources to be shared are:

* Hard drive

* RAM memory

* Mini - computer CPU

* Tape unit

* High - speed printers and plotters

* Huge data bases

Working with these two equipment linked together the computer

process and performance in all the system oan be enhanced and made

much eficcient than of a minicomputer with .dumb terminal or a micro

computers stands alone.



The advantage of sharing resources cannot finish with the computer's

hardware, if we only share hardware. and not software we are not winning

anything, because our intelligent terminal, in this case a micro-computer, Is

working in the same way that a dumb terminal, with the clear lose of power

in the micro-computer.

To make the sUbjet cleaver 11 m going to show the process in a dumb

terminal connected with a mini-computer and the process of a micro

computer linked with amini-computer :

-The dumb termlnalls behavior· is in this order of process.:

a) In the terminal the user writes a command

b) The command is sent to the computer, letter by letter, the user gets a

background answer given by the computer in· .each letter displayed. in the

terminal

The CPU in the minicomputer ilslnterrupted with each keys1roke given

by the user making an overhead time in the process.

oJ When the user· hits (RETURN] the .computer .processls the

command

d) The ,user will wait until the computer processes this command -and

sends the answer to the user.



The· next sketch is a ilustration of this process:

With an intelligent terminal the process ~change sUbstancial1y in the

next order:

a) In the terminal the user writes a command

b) The command begins to be formed letter by letter in the micro

computer

0) When the user hits (RETURN] the micro-computer processes the

command, and if il is avalid commandil·is transmmited to the computer, .if· it

is not a valid command the user. is informed without disturbing the main

processor.

d) When the computer .processes the command the·· user gets an

answer.

In the next sketch we can see the difference in the process



In bussiness aplications there is.anexistance of too many little tasks

one just like fields validation or display management or keyboard atendence,

all these tasks can be done by an intelligent terminal, letting to the

minicomputer free of all this task.

If the .main processor can be used··without wasting overhead time

attending dumb terminals , the processor wins time to use in the task

involved with theprooess of Information.

This team-work style is of great advantage in offices were the main

work is based on huge data-bases shared by all the users, usually in this type

of office the user has an overhead time when the mlni-computr attend each

keystroke given by the user or refreshes the monitor.

A solution to win time and pertormance is replacing all the dumb

terminals in the system for mini-computers.

At once the user will have more computer facilitied sharing hadware.

The next st.P is developing applications that share the process time in

each computer.



INTERNAL WORK

POWERHOUSE is aplallorm· to develop applications where the

prooess time is shared In each oomputer.

Micro-powerhouse Is.a subset· 01. powerhouse running in a HP 3000,

with this subset we have all the tools needed·to make software linked in this

two kinds of oomputers.

The software running in the workstation ( 80286 based miorooomputer

) will make all the validations in fields, when the user finishes with the

transaotion the workstation sends the transaotion to the minioomputer and the

user is free to make another transaotion or wait lor the answer.

The steps to make this link are:

a) The form is oaptured in the worksation

b) All data is transmmited to the mini-oomputer

c) The transaction is processed·by the mini-computer

d) An answer is given to the user when the prooessor finishes with the

transaotion.



All this steps are invisible tolheuser given a better time of prooessing.

The workstation task are :

It Validate fields

* Windowing

* Menu management

* Hardware administration like keyboard, monitor, mouse

* Aoess to a local printer using it as a slave printer.

To the user the process will be real fast because· it .is· done··in ·the

workstation CPU until the moment to change the data base.

When the user is filling a form to process. data in·the minicomputer, the

procoe!! involucred with the form by itself is done in the workstation laster

that making all thi.s process inthe minicomputers.

In a workstation· filling a form with 20 fields can be done in 3 min.

Filling the same form working with a dumb.terminal .can take as long a! ·10

min.



The mini computer is used to keep data integrity in huge data bases

accepting all the transaction from the user.

The mini-computer task are:

a) Transaction vality

b) Data base integrity

0) Share hardware resouroes

d) Data security

Putting togheter this team we will gain time and obtain an exoellent

performance in the system

connections

At the Universidad Anahuac and other schools related to the university

we have 2types of instalations :

1) An HP 3000 with workstation, 80286 microcomputers, linked like

terminalS and running powerhouse applioations.



2) Astar-Ian using the server like afront-end to the HP 3000

In this mode the worksation is running an inteligent terminal emulation

with capabilities of printing and saving data in the workstation •

Using ·an environment like WINDOWS ·we can obtain a good

performance in the system, OS/2 is our next try in conneotion to use the multi

task capability in the workstation.





Distributed Processing:
Getting Users and PC's into the Act

Don Grady
Infocentre
One Penn Plaza
Suite 1620
New York, NY 10119
(212) >563-2145

While speaking at a local users group meeting in.upstate New
York, I asked members of the audience what they used· their PC's
for. One· member· raised his hand and growled, "We· use them to
heat the room." The audience laughed and several people nodded
their heads. ·in agreement.

It seems that the.demand for personalized computing has, in the
minds of the mini computer community, exceeded its usefulness.
other. than spreadsheets, word processing and DBase-type
applications, many PC's are>used.for little.more.than terminal
emulators. (A user once asked me·what kind of configuration I
would use if I wanted to "network" individuals into a
"centralized server" that would allow "shared accessing and
updating" ofin~ormation. I.suqgested he hang a few terminals
off of an HP3000.) The point is, once we get past the jargon,
PCs are still quite often used as .. terminals or standalone
processors. And MIS managers are justifiably angry that DP
dollars have been . spf3nt on. a few. high .priced "per.sonal n
computers rather than on resources which could benefit the
general· processing community.

The problem is not that PC's aren't valuable to us, or that we
have no use for them. Our frustration is, in part, caused by
our acceptance of the PC, or at least the PC's power. The
implicit question is "Why can't we use all of this computing
power to create a more efficient processing environment?" Our
focus will be on three ways in which we may answer this
question:

allowing users to download data from minicomputer to PC
porting standalone applications between minicomputer and PC
distributing processing across minicomputer and PC
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I. PC Downloadinq -

A. The First Staqe -- Transferrinq Files

When PC's began to qain increased acceptance in the early
1980s, the need to share data amonq machines became apparent.
All PC's allowed users to port data from PC to PC via floppy
disc, but data stored on mini or mainframe discs--data
qenerated by the day-to-day activity of runninq the business-
was inaccessible. Proqrams were eventually developed that
allowed PC's to link to the host and transfer files up (to
host) or down (to local PC). This was qreatfor data stored in
flat file format, but other than word processinq files or
source proqrams, most information was inaccessible to users
since it was locked safely away in aprivileqed file of an
IMAGE dataset. To qet at data, a proqram had to be written
that would open and read a dataset, create an MPE file, and
then download it to a PC. (Uploadinq required the reverse
process: readinq an uploaded file and proqramaticaly "puttinq"
or updatinq records in a dataset. Since users could not, for
the most part, write these proqrams, and since proqrammers were
unable to respond to the volume of requests from each user,
downloadinq and uploadinq were limited to those processes which
were repetitive and clearly defined (such as extractinq data to
be merqed with word processinq proqrams.)

To become valuable to the PC user, a proqram would have to
be written to allow flexibility of extraction. The proqrammer
had to be taken out of the loop so that users could freely
manipulate data and customize the files that he would
ultimately download to his PC.
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B•. Ad·hoc Report writers·to·the rescue

Several utilities--Query being the most common--were available
to users as a means of accessing data. But although data could
be manipulated, •there were .severalproblemsL a user had to have
a good understanding·· of how IMAGE·· stored information so that
appropriate sets could be joined and read efficiently; he had
to know what data was located in what fields, sometimes needing
to inquire within afield (as in arrays or compound items) and
most importantly, he had.· to devote •• time ·to write. .and debug
code. Finally, even if the utility provided the ability to
create records in an· MPE-like format, that format· had to be
further modified so that it would be acceptable to the PC's
program. Even experienced programmers· found it an effort to
customize file formats for PC programs•. To successfully allow
users to<downloaddata, a report writer must .• be friendly·· enough
to perform complex database functions .... simply . and
understandably, it must recognize •.• differences.inpc formats, it
must.not rely on the user to·write code,·and finally, it should
download the data automatically as part of·thefile creation
process.

The solution<tothe above problem requires three components:

1) a sophisticated dictionary for database ···redefining
2) a flexible reporting facility for accessing data
3) a download utility

The primary purpose of a <dictionary in this case is to redefine
the database so that it is meaningful to the user. This requires
several levels of ... redefinition:

- At the item level •••·aliases· should be assigned to items so
that they •• are •• more .• meaninqful to the· users.

- SUb items. for.eompound·.·flelds··or· arrays •.••• should be assigned
so<that···each oneappears~othe\1ser,··as •• a.·sePiS.rate item
rather than as a .position or .... occurrence within an item.

- Temporary. variabl~s··and ••·•• mabros<can be.·.a.dded •...• so. ·'that
repetitious or complex programming logic .can be·storedin
the·dietionary.
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- At the set level, aliases can be assiqnedforsets or files
to make them more meaninqful to the user.

- At the qroup level, sets, files, or databases can be joined
so that a user is presented with a concise listinq of items
that are extracted in the most efficient manner.

At the reportinq level, users need to be able to create
downloadable data in much the same manner as they would
qenerate reports. The primary difference is the format of the'
output which isqoverned by the PC proqram. The download
utility must recoqnizetherequired delimiters and input them
automatically, and since these delimiters are different from
proqram to proqram, users must be able to customize them.
Users must also be able to do proqramatic functions such as
creatinq temporary variables, sortinq, control break
processinq, and conditional loqic. For the proqrammer to be
taken out of the loop, it is important that users be able to do
the kinds of processinq that proqrammers do.

Finally, a download utility or process should be incorporated
into the software. Parameters in the host proqram establish
the download utility to be run and automatically transfer the
data from one disc to another.

An example of how the above process might work is as follows:

A sales manaqer would like to compute the commission for
his· sales reps which he does at the end of every month on
a spread sheet proqram. Usinq an emulation packaqe on his
PC, he loqs on to the HP3000 and runs his ad hoc report
writer and qenerates a report, sorted by sales rep, that
displays the products he sold, the price, an extension and
total. Once satisfied that he has the desired data, he
qenerates the report in a delimited format that is
automatically downloaded to his pc. He may then massaqe
the data (add bonuses, subtract exclusions, perform "what
if" calCUlations) with processes more easily done on the
pc. without a programmer's assistance, the user has
customized data .. for his PCilnd done so without having to
learn a new language or software package. And although
the pc and HP are performing very different processes,
they are "networked" in a loose sense of the word since
they are shar~ng common files and similar data.
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II. Portable Applications

In the previously mentioned example, a file is transferred from
one disc to another so that common data can be shared by
different proqramminq processes: one machine performs a batch
process from a database, the other performs a spreadsheet
function. Suppose, however, we needed to perform similar
functions on either machine. Specifically, not simply
transferrinq a data file, but an application: DBMS and proqram
code. We could provide similar benefits as in the previous
example--familiar proqrams on either machine, ease of use,
common data--but now the PC is processing like the
minicomputer. In short, processes that were previously only
performed on the HP can now be offloaded to other CPU's. This
can be beneficial in two ways: savinq resources while
developinq applications; savinq resources while runninq
applications.

In the first case, those shops that develop and process on the
same machine know the effect of running database utilities and
compilers durinq the workinq day. Performance in minimized.
Those of us lucky enouqh to work in environments with separate
development machines realize the performance benefits to both
users and developers by splitting the tasks. To further
optimize the process, we can use each PC as an individual
development station dedicatinq all of its resources to
compiling and testinq databases and source code. Completed
applications can then be ported up to the HP and
compiled/created once to put it into production.

More important are the resources that can be saved by movinq
the production process to the PC. If we can perform
minicomputer processes on the PC, we buy ourselves more
computinq resources for the other HP 3000 users and dedicate
all 640K or more of our PC to one process. The performance
increases at the PC level are dramatic.

To offload processing in this way is currently being done and
should be optimized by lookinq for the followinq:

1) Compatible Database Management System. Developers should
never have to do duplicate work. Once a DBMS is developed on
either mini or PC it should be portable to the other machine
without the need for modification.
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2) Powerful DBMS -Relational DBMS's on the PC do not provide
fast retrieval or allow for complex IMAGE data handling: IMAGE
provides for complex applications but does not allow for
friendly relational access. Ideally we would want the power of
IMAGE with the relational features of popular PC Databases.
(see Speedbase from Infocentre for the best-of-both-worlds in
PC databases).

3) Compatible source code. As we said, duplicate proqramming
should be avoided. Source code that can run, unchanged, under
MS DOS orMPE is a must.

Applications for this type of processing are quite common:
sales reps who maintain a subset of corporate data -- customers
and prospects for their specific area -- on a portable PC:
point of sale systems that emulate corporate order processing
at small, single-user branches: manufacturing plants that
collect labor data on the shop floor away from the host's
location. Building on our previous example of the sales
manager, we can now have a scenario where a similar process is
run to generate commission data, except that now the processing
is done on the PC rather than the HP3000. The end result is
that where once the HP did most of the running and then relayed
the data to the PC, the PC can now run two legs of the race and
allow the HP to perform its functions faster and with less
effort.

III. Distributing Processing Across PC's

Up to this point, we have been dealing with either-or
situations: either the HP is processing or the PC is
processing. In a true distributed environment, this is not the
most desirable situation. optimally, we would like processing
to be a cooperative effort with the computers controlling their
resources without user intervention.

Instead of being like a race where one runner runs a leg than
stops while the next one runs, cooperative processing is like
racing a two-seater bicycle. Sometimes one pedals harder than
the other but the overall work is shared and the end result is
faster performance.
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An example of a cooperative environment would be the following:
An order entry clerk places orders on a PC which has a subset
of customers stored on its hard disc. The entire customer
database is located on a disc controlled by the HP3000. When
placing an order, the PC looks first to the local database for
the customer record. Not finding it, the HP3000 database is
searched, the record found, and then retrieved and stored on
the PC for subsequent orders.

What has happened here? The processing of the order
"putting" the order header, calculating the order number
initializing fields, checking edit masks--is done on the PC.
The DBGET is done on the HP3000. Transparent to the user, the
program has decided whereto get the data. (And it just so
happens, that in this example the PC is pedalling harder!)
This is the optimum situation. Many installations have
sUbstantially more aggregate processing power with their PC's
than on their HP3000. By tapping that power, we distribute the
workload and create a more efficient environment across all
machines.

Distributed Processing Concepts

How do we go about establishing this kind of environment?

[One solution is Infocentre's Speednet product. Speednet is a
unique program that allows IMAGE on the HP3000 to process
concurrently with Speedbase (IMAGE-like PC Database). The
following concepts are derived fromSpeednet.]

- Establishing sessions.

To begin, a session must be established on the HP3000. This
may be done in two ways: Session mode and dedicated mode. In
session mode, the user runs a terminal emulation package and
logs on to the HP3000. In this case, users control access to
the HP3000. In dedicated mode a system manager streams a job
which establishes the network by dedicating ports to the
process.
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- Directing traffic.

Control of where the data comes from (PC or HP) is done in the
PC's database. A line of code in the schema specifies whether
data is Remote or Local. No coding is required at the
applications source code level. Because the network is
established in the schema code, the network is independent of
anyone programming language and it may be used with existing
HP3000 IMAGE databases without changing these databases.

- Aging Data - static vs Dynamic Data

Just as disc caching stores frequently-used data closer to he
CPU, data in the network may be stored and aged on the PC for
specified lengths of time to facilitate access rather than
forcing an IO to the HP3000 for each record. Database
developers may wish to redesign their PC databases so that some
items which change frequently (dynamic) are accessed from the
HP3000 in a real time manner, while data that changes
infrequently (static) is aged on the PC for a specified period.
The developers can minimize IO's to the HP by aging as many
fields as possible and accessing dynamic fields only when
necessary.

Uploading/Downloading/Updating

In this distributed environment, downloading and uploading is
done more smoothly and efficiently. Unlike the two-step process
described in section I, where one program is used to extract and
format a file, another is used to download it, downloading (and
uploading!) is done in one step in much the same way as a
program might move data from one set to another on the HP3000.
The only difference is that one set is defined as local in our
schema and resides on the PC, the other as remote and resides
on theHP. When creating a record in a remote dataset, we are,
in effect, uploading; when reading a remote set and writing to
a local one, we are downloading.

Similarly, updating is done by moving a value to a field
specified as REMOTE.
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To illustrate with an example, we'll refer to our sales manager
who has adjusted his salesman's commission records on his PC
locally and now would like to write a summary record in his
commission file and also update the balance of total sales for
each salesman. Both commission and salesman file are located on
the host. One program would read the PC data, summarize it, and
finally upload to and update the datasets specified as remote.
programmatically, this is a typical process. The uniqueness
lies in the fact that it occurs across different discs with
different CPUs.

Conclusion

We began by describing how disgruntled many HIS people are over
the underutilization of PC's. Where should the HIS
professional take his company? T~e answer, obviously, is that
he should take them where they need to go. But more
importantly, he should have the vision to invest in solutions
that will take them where they want to be. Today's PC solution
should be compatible with large mini/mainframe systems.
Portability of data and applications rather than specific
product features are the criteria by which to jUdge a software
selection. And although today's PC's may be "heating the room,"
the technology exists to integrate them with the HP3000,
initially with report writers that download, but ultimately,
with other PC's that will share the processing load. This is
the goal for the future.

At a seminar in a predominately rural area, I was being
severely tested by an attendee with some very detailed
questions on distributed processing. I assumed some complex
network was being used by which a myriad of PC's were
dynamically processing across multiple platforms and operating
systems. I asked, "What is your current configuration?"
"Well," he answered, "we've just installed Reflections on our
Vectra •••• " Exasperated, I asked why, given his simple
environment, he was so interested in such highly progressive
technology. "Son," he said, "out here we plant seeds, not
flowers." And that succinctly expresses the focus of today's
MIS manager: planting software solutions that will allow us to
reap benefits with today's technology but that will also grow
into solutions for tomorrow. In evaluating software, we should
concentrate on solutions that integrate PC's and minicomputer.
Anything less simply has no future.
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Enhancing System Resources by using Personal Computers
Leroy Friesenhahn
Blanket Resources
12337 Jones Road

Suite 408
Houston, Texas 77070

(713) 469-0869

The personal computer (PC) has touched our lives in many ways since its introduction in the early 1970s.
With the power of the PC rivaling the HP3000 Series II and III ofyesterday and the availablity of "user friendly
software". the PC stands ready to improve our personal and organizational productivity in numerous ways.

In the past. improving system performance was approached in one of two ways: Purchase a larger computer
or eliminate the number of users using the HP3000system at a given time. The first alternative proves to be
very costly and one that many organizations cannot afford. The second option. reducing the number of users
using the system at a given time. may cost less to implement. but usually cost the conlpany more in poor
information processing. A better method of improving system perfonnance is to transfer task from the
HP3000 to the PC. This method eliminates the number of active users using the system at a given time. thereby
improving system performance and users productivity.

With the CRT firmly established as the accepted tool thru which the company's information is viewed and
processed. the PC is a better alternative with many enhancements not found on standard terminals. The price
of a PC is very competitive with that of a new block mode terminal.

,A terminal emulation program, such as Reflection from Walker. Richer & Quinn. enables a PC to function
as a sophisticated terminal with many features not found on block mode terminals. These features l~n reduce
the load placed on the system and thereby improve system performance.

Type Ahead is a feature of Reflection that provides the user 'with the capability to type in a series of replies
before the system is ready to receive them. The keystrokes are stored within the PC until the HP3000 is ready
to receive them. As the system request additional input. the PC responds with the ne~t response. This all~'S

the user to continue with other tasks while waiting for the system to C'ompleteits assigned task.

The PC. thru the terminal emulation. can store its display memory. Transferring the information froln
display nlemory to a PC file allows the user to sign off from the HP3000 computer and view the information
with a simple PC editor. This feature allows information listed to the screen to be reviewed without the
necessity of the HP3000 computer being on line. The file can be printed with a printer attached to the PC:
Sensitive information canbe printed without sending it to the system printer. Remote site can save considerable
money on long distance charges by displaying the informationto the PC scree~ disconnecting from the main
HP3000. and saving the information to a PC file for viewing throughout the day. Once the information has
been saved to a PC disk file. it can be rewritten to the screen for viewing. From within Reflection after the
information has been displayed. the procedure for saving the PC display memory is as follows:

Press Alt Y (Display the Command Line Prompt)
SAVMEM (Saves display memol)' to file SAVMEM)

The information has been transferred from the display to a file c-alled SAVMEM.
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File Transfer is another important function provided with the terminal emulation software. File Transfer
allows for ASCII or Binary files to be copied to or from the PC. This process allows programs on the PC to
view. manipulate, and print reports from data stored on the HP3000 computer. PC editors, word processing
or spreadsheet software can use this data to produce documents without burdening the HP3000 computer.
This eliminates the need for the main computer to execute word processing~ spreadsheet. or additional report
programs which reduce system requirements. From within Retlection.. the follo\\ing commands are used in
executing a file transfer.

Press Alt Y (To display the command prompt)

RECEIVE C:MYFILE.TXT FROM MA.INFIL.PUB
(To receive a file from the Host)

File MAINFIL.PUB on the HP3000 is transferred to the PC and named MYFILE.TXT

or

SEND C:MYFILE.TXT TO MAINFIL.PUB
(To transmit a PC file to the Host)

File MYFILE.TXTon the PC is transferred to the HP3000 and named MAINFIL in group
PUB

With more information being stored on the PC. a means of recovering the data should a PC catastrophe
occur is essential. Backing up the PC to the HP3000 is a perfect solution. This operation eliminates the need
for expensive PC tape. backup units, or enormous quantities of floppy diskettes. The operation can be set to
perform automatically at night. This saves the user time and data. Most users would rather take a chance that
their PC sys~em will not fail than spend valuable time during the day to backup up their hard drive. The
following is a simple program used to backup a PC to the HP3000 during non-working hours. The user is only
required to type in "BACKUplI at the lIell prompt before leaving for the day. The PC will wait until a
predetermined time and begin the backup process. The program is stored in a file called "HPSAVE.BAT'.

File: HPSAVE.BAT

Rl MONO.CFG BACKUP.CMD

The batch file invokes the backup command file

File: BACKUP.CMD
WAIT UNTIL 2300 :start backup at 11:00pm
PTRANSMIT II" ~get colon prompt

TRANSMIT "HELLO MANAGER.PC AM" :log on
WAIT FOR ": AQ" :wait for go ahead
BACKUP C: *.* /S IC :backup command
IF ERROR-CODE> 0 :report error

TRANSMIT "BYE A Mil
DISPLAY "A [H A[JError in Backup. "
STOP

ENDIF
TRA1~SMIT"BYEMil :ok, sign off

EXIT

By using a PC with a terminal enlulation program. a PC program and a HP3000 application can be executed
nearly simultaneously. Flipping between sessions is as simple as pressing the Alt-Right Shift Key.
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Developing new or maintaining existing software is an excellent example of using the PC and HP3000 together.
Begin by starting a session on the HP3000. Using the file transfer facility. the source code is down loaded to
the PC. A PC editor is used to modify the code. After editing, the program is transferred back to the HP3000.
The program is then compiled on the HP3000. If errors occurduring the compile. the program can be edited
on the PC and the errors viewed on the HP3000 bv switching between the PC editor and HP3000 session with
the simple pressing of two keys. The HP3000 no lo~gersupp;rts the overhead of an editor and the programmer
can·continue to be productive while the compile or test is being performed on the HP3000 computer. During
the time the programmer is making changes to the program, the connection between the PC and the HP3000
can be dropped. This saves on telephone charges if a dial up line is being used.

The PC is capable of exchanging information with the HP3000 system but only thru ASCII or Binary file
transfers. The majority of information stored on the system is in anIMAGE database. The following is a
procedure written to transfer information from an image database through query to an ASCII file. .Down load
the file to a PC for use by a PC spreadsheet program. The user exec.utes the file called GETDATA which calls
the file GETINFO.CMD through Ret1ection. This procedure sends the commands to invoke a query procedure
to retrieveinformation from an image database and store. it in a delimited file. HP's Editor is used to change
the .,?" delimited to a "." delimited fil~ for use by popular spreadsheetprograms. U

File: GETDATA.BAT

Rl MONO.CFG GETPAY1.CMD :invokes the file GETPAY1.CMO

File: GETPA Yl.CMD

QUIET COMMAND ON
PTRANSMIT Ill' :gets colon prompt

TRANSMIT "HELLO ART.MA~MASAM" ;logs on HP3000
WAIT ": A Q" :waits for reply
TRANSMIT "PURGE QSLIST A

~1" :purge existing file
\VAIT FOR ":"

TRANSMIT "FILE QSLIST;DEV=DISC:REC=-120..F.ASCII:NOCCTL AM"
WAIT FOR ":"

TRANSMIT "RUN.QUERY.PUB.syS A Mil ;run query
WAIT FOR""
PTRA~SMIT"DEFINE"
WAIT FOR " II

PTRANSMIT "MANDB.DATAB/\SE"
WAITFOR" "
PTRANSMIT "ASK"
WAIT FOR " "
PTRA~SMIT"5"

W.AITFOR" "
PTRANSMIT IIIMII
WAIT FOR" "
PTRA.~SMIT IIDATA.SPECIAL"
WAIT FOR H

"

PTRA'tSMIT "TERM"
WAITFOR""

TRANSMIT "XEQ IM1.SPECIAL A Mil ;execute query procedure
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WAITFOR":"
TRANSMIT "EDITOR A Mil :invokes HP editor
WAITFOR"l'
TRANSMIT "T QSLIST.SPECIAL AM"
WAIT FOR "/'
TRANSMIT "CHANGEQ #?# TO #""# IN ALL AM" ;change ? to "
WAITFOR"!,
TRANSMIT "CHANGEQ #*# TO # # IN ALL AM"
WAIT FOR"!,
TRANSMIT "K AM" :save file

WAIT FOR "OLD?"
TRANSMIT "Y AM"
WAIT FOR"!'
TRANSMIT "EXIT AM"
WAIT FOR ":" ;after reply transfer file
RECEIVE "e: ACCTNG TRAN.PRN" FRO~ "QSLIST.SPECIAL" I\SCII

TRANSMIT "BYE AM"
QUIET COMMAND OFF

EXIT

Query Procedure File: IMl

FIND ITNO NE " "
OUTPUT = LP
REPORT NOPAGE
D1,"?",1 :surround fields with?
Dl.IThO.19
D1."? ?".22
Dl.DESC.52
D1."? "~54

D1.LPPLLH.65.El
El."ZZZZZZ.99"

END

Although the above process will save a system's resources and transfer data from an image database to a
file on a PC. a product called "Information Access" from HP is available to perform the tedious task of
developing a Query procedure for down loading data into many different PC formats. The following highlights
the process of selecting. retrieving. down loading information.
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Renate Tables

HP AcMss
U5e Enter to Select 1 to 3 Tables ..d Select Choosl!' ColWlos

: Bill-To Cust
i SVS-IHRCE

IShip-to Cust
SYS-JttAGE

lProduct Type
iSYS-ltlR9E

I

: Oenera1 Ledger
; SIS-UNI

i Account Receiuab18
i SYS-IHRQI

; Sales OrdltT' I iSales-Line
;..;18;;.;¥~S-....:J~H:;.;;;RQ;:.::;I:'-__---J. ;..;/S;;.;'lS~-....;I~MA;.;;;C:;.;;;I:.-__---,

j RlR-Line ltettS I I tax eode
...,;1S;",,;,YS_.-...I...f'IA_Q_E , ...1S_YS_-_l_t'lR_GE_· _

"'---_I l,---~__----'

tabl. Description: Bill-to Cus.tOMCilr

1 :Choose 121 ReMote /3! Delete! 4~.
fCOI ....ns . table • : I table ... ~

sr---lS;Oiher !7~8Ittajn iL.---J !Ke~ . j. L..-.--l .Menu

After logging on to the HP3000and executing Infolmation Access select the desired dataset.

....ote TtJble,.

HP Raoe5S

U58 Enter to ..elect the COlUMnS. or lnteY'ltSt then choose Def lne

i B i 11-To Hul'llbeY'

ILine 2

!Telephone HurlbeI"

Bill-to Cu~..to~Y"

IClKtOMer· type

ILirw 3

IHOI...

ILine 4

J..
: Urw t

i Line 5
;

5 ReflOt. i. 61. 9tt18ct 17 i ....lp . :8( "'•.in .. j
fable1.> I . I All . L.-.....-J""ou !

Selectthe desired dataset followed by the fields from the selected dataset.
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HP AGee.s
8lPtiing 1II!cord1 .......
o.....tion II~ COlmlet.

ReiUlt (? Ieos)

Bill-To......... lIMe

t Sec to CIa

O -----. D -----,1,' 2! ;3 j .. j i
I I I I ;; l.-.-----I .

Gather the selected records for further proccessing.

HP Aooess
III th (&01"'0 II Look} 0". press the cursor kev to see lION data.

RESULT c 483 I!ec'!')

Bill-To I'lurlber
t....
111't
11182
t..e3
t..15
1..17
21111.8"
Z3ee7
_13....,
85866

"
"~,.Co
SUNU t Data Corp
SlRllt Info.....tiqn COY".
Jet 1.101\1 EnteY'Pris.
Undlrrground Inc:.
JP CcOstruotiun
StAJeN
Eleo11"Onio TeotlnolOlN
to-.uter BPsltn
Data ttastpn
D.~i;n F.ft9lllHl'li Inc .
CI"QN1 Inc.

t.lephone
( 512.tt-13-9898
(5121625-~
cSI2.J6Z>__1
( 214)123-2233
( 713)3-1$-9191
( 714 .76-8191
ell" 12'G-87S3
1314>85"-1111
14t41123-a43<4
(512 )353-7541
c5'5l54.:i....'
( 714l8501-9338

------'. ~,...----..,~1 jOU1Put 12: Due'" 3 '. HerIn. : 4 RetIote ;
~ :lIesult ~ labl(l~'

Display the records selected. Additional selecting can be performed.
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OuUlut tab Ie

Hl'ReeKs
Hi9htli9ht the desiJ"ed oolPut oPtion. then ohoO'Se Peri'or" OUtput

fIILDIHFO

!~!Local Table
jECM
;LQCitl hbl.

. VisiCal llif
: Local rillt

: Per
:Local lab Ie

i Quoted IIfISCI I' Lotus WKS
~!Lo_c_a_l_r_il_t>__---" ; Local lU.

I
;n:BaH
\local Tabl.

lHP Aooess
iJIMoteo Tab I@

iASCII
\Rettote file

I

iVisiC41lI DrF
;ReMte File I~' ::::::l...:.,.e '_--Ji

I

Select Output File Format

5 Displ.., :6: !7r;;;--laltlain i
tab It' . ,--' ' --:;~ l1enu I

t I••
2 t8881
3 18l!l1l3
'" .88'S5 teet7
6 211.
7 21114
8 23117
9 ..,113
tit 48118
11 088S1
12 85866

Load Data into a PC spreadsheet
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Users of Electronic Mail can improve system performance by creating documents on the PC and then
transferring them to the HP3000 for mailing. Advance Mail from HP performs this task well. Word processing
can be done much more efficiently on a PC than on the HP3000. Documents can be transferred to the
company's computer for use by other individuals within the organization.

Additional work is being done in moving programs from the HP3000 to the PC. A product called Process
to Process Link (PPL) fronl Walker. Richter & Quinn Inc. addresses this approach. PPL is a tool designed to
assist programmers in writing applications on the PC while using data on the HP3000. This process uses a
device driver on the PC to communicate with the HP3000 thru IPC files. Retlection is used to est.ablished and
handle communications between the HP3000 and the PC. This approach allow the PC to handle the screen
handling and calculatioq portion of applications ,,:hile maintaining the data on the HP3000 for all users to
access.

The latest technique for improving performance of the HP3000 computer system is the use of 4GL languages.
One of these products is called Synergist from Gateway Systems Corporation. Synergist removes many of the
tasks from the central computer and places them on the PC. Users of terminals executing in <"haracter DIode
are constantly calling upon the system to service their requests. Requests consist of getting and saving each
character entered. interpreting input strings. executing application code. and maintaining database information.
Programs using VPLUS for block mode display uses system resources in painting the screeJ1~ moving the cursor
and reading the input data for processing. Synergisfs applications remove these data handling tasks from the
HP3000 to the PC. All screens and execution code. developed with the Synergst. reside on the PC and are
executed by the PC. The HP3000 functions as a file server handling request for cia ta from the PC and upda ting
the database with information transmitted from the PC. If the database being accessed by the user is small
enough or is exclusively used by an individual it may be stored on the PC. An examination of a typical user
session illustrates the advantages of this approach.

A user logs on to the I-lost from the PC. The Synergist application is started by the user. The program
verifies with the Host that the program being executed on the PC is the ('urrent version. The date stamp of the
code residing on the Host is compared to the date stamp of the program on the PC. If the program on the
Host indicates a larerversion. the program is transferred from the Host to the PC. This insures that program
updates are applied without rel1uiring a copy to be manually placed on the PC.

The Synergist application begins execution on the PC. All screens and program codes are stored on the
PC. Program execution is controlled by the PC. When information stored on the HP3000 is needed a request
is sent to the Host. The lIost accepts the request and searches for the requested infornlation. The information
or an error code. if the request can not be successfully completed is retunled to the PC. The PC will process
the information and continue to execute. generating additional requests as needed. Information added or
updated on the PC is sent to be added or updated on the Host.

To reduce the overhead required by the HP3000. only information that is requested is transmitted to the
PC and only information that is changed and updated on the HP3000 is transmitted from the PC to the Host.
Keeping data transmission to a minimum between the Host and the PC results in excellent response even on
dial up telephone lines.

Except. for database creation and application testin& all programlning is done on the PC. Applications can
be designed to execute as stand alone programs on the PC, stand alone data collection programs with periodic
transfer to the Host~ or programs that run interactively with the HP3000. Synergist applications give the
appearance of a block mode display. VPLUS or block mode applications only verify the data on the screen
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after an enter has been pressed. Data entry errors are not highlighted as the data is entered. With this
approach. the user is required to tab back to the fields in error and correct it before trying again. Synergisfs
applications allow for verification of data as it is entered at each field giving the user instant notification of an
error. The speed of a Synergist application is based primarily on the speed of the PC. The Host is only involved
on initial program execution and database requests~ thereby reducing even more overhead in current applica
tions.

With the introduction of 386 and 486 microprocessors, pes will provide additional ways to improve system
performance without large investment in central c.ornputer hardware. New methods of linking the HP3000
with PC are only beginning to be developed. These new method'} will mc-rease productivity ina cost effective
manner.
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pes. Makine Users More Productive While Reducioe Mainframe Load

Russell T. Bradford

Bradford Business Systems, Inc.
25301 Cabot Road, Suite 201

Laguna Hills, CA 92653, (714) 859-4428

Much has been said and written concerning the use and virtues ofPCs in the pastdecade. While millions
ofPCs have been sold, they tend to be terribly under-utilized and are yet to approach their full potential.
The majority ofPCs today are either being used for word processing, spreadsheets, or are in the hands
of users that perform such mundane tasks as balancing their checkbooks, preparing taxes, and filing
recipes. An increasing number are. also becoming the entree into computers for small businesses.
However, PCs have yet to take holdin the area ofcooperative processing, where the largestpotential use
lies.

Cooperative processing is the sharing of the computational load between two or more processors, with
each performing the tasks at which it is best suited. A cooperative applicationsuch as orderentry would
allow aPC to handle the capture of the order information. This allows a larger host processor to provide
customerinformation, checkinventory, andprocess the orderonce ithas beensubmitted. Inacooperative
environment such as this, the flow ofinformation mightbe: a) Customerphones in order. b).Orderproc
essing person enters the customer name into their PC which in tum checks a local database ofcustomer
names. This provides the order processor with the customer number and an address. All the other
customer information such as account balance, order history, etc. remains on the host system. c) The line
items are entered, with the PC verifying the product entries against a local data base that contains little
more than partnumbers, units, and a description. The full inventory remains on the host system.d) Once
all the line items are entered into the PC, the order is stored in a local PC data base for later transmittal
to the host system as a batch with all other orders captured during this cycle. For orders that require an
immediate status on availability, the order could optionally be transmitted to the host immediately with
the status of each line item being returned.

In such an environment, the hostprocessorbecomesprimarily a batchprocessor and at times a file server
for the PC. The PC can be highly responsive while providing a high.degree of flexibility. As part of this
flexibility, we have achieved full off line capability for each PC data entry station, so that the stations
can be disbursed to smaller offices at little, if any additional cost per office. Another advantage to using
PCs as front ends is the ability to program them in their entirety, allowing for 100% validation ofeach
keystroke as it is pressed. This serves to increase productivity by reducing error rate.
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Why Cooperative Processing?

The advantages are simple. a) By implementing cooperative processing, you canreduce the loadonyour
main computer system by virtually removing the interactive processing. b) Order entry and other user
intensive applications like spreadsheets, graphics, word processing, and program development receive
the benefits of the more sophisticated PC environment. c) Speed. PCs can often handle interactive
applications far faster than most shared central systems since there is no contention for resources on a
PC. d) Applications can bereadily decentralized, allowing thecomputing to follow people whereverthey
go. e) Growth. Without cooperative processing, we need to evaluate the impact of adding another
terminal to our system in terms of machine load, port capacity, and response time. With cooperative
processing, the evaluation process comes down to the rather simple calculation of whether the current
system can handle the increased data and whether there is enough time left in the processing cycle to
upload the additional data from the new station(s).

How?

The "how" ofcooperative processing turns into several questions. How do I get started? How do I know
what to distribute? How do I implement it?

Getting started is relatively simple. First, take small steps and start with the easiest items such as word
processing and text editing (program development).

Word processing comes in all shapes and flavors and simply pushing a secretary's terminal offher desk
and replacing it with a PC just won't do. There are. the minor· matters of compatibility, training and
features. Many host based word processing systems have features that just aren't available on their PC
counterparts. For example, procedures can be created to allow reading and writing of Image data bases
and keyed files for complex merging operations such as quotations, dunning letters, and other items that
require the use ofexisting data. Providing this on the PC level would be a large chore as it would require
much in the way of custom programming. In cases such as this, a hybrid approach might be required,
using the PC for typing and editing the textofthe documents thatneed to access the data files and leaving
the actual processing to the host system. Documents that needn't access data such as letters and reports
could be handled in their entirety on the PC.

Text editing and program development can be quite a load on a host system, especially if the tools used
arenot terribly efficient. With afew new products, the programmerandotherscan performall textediting
on aPC, completely removing this load from the host. While many don't perceive text editing as much
of a load, the facts from hundreds of performance tests indicate otherwise. Text editing is very disk
intensive, especially for large source files and doubly so if the text editor isn't too concerned with how
m~ch disk I/O is performed. In the course ofa day, a programmer might edit as many as ten source files,
five times each. If these source files are each only 2,000 lines long and he scans through them looking
for data five times each, we would have 10 X «2000 X 5 X 2) + (2000 X 5» or 300,000 liDs per day,
let alone the amounts of CPU that get chewed up during this process. Many programmers impose a
heavier load than this and ifyou multiply this figure by the number ofprogrammers, the results become
quite significant indeed.
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Using a PC based editor that automatically retrieves files off the host and puts them back without
involving the programmer will actually increase programmer productivity by allowing the editing
sessions themselves to go much faster. This will make up completely for any additional delay imposed
by adownload. Equally important,new products mask the download by performing much ofthe transfer
in the background while the user is already editing the frrst part of the file. The upload requires that only
the changes be sent back to the host, so even this aspect ofthe transfer becomes arather insignificantpart
of the whole process.

An additional benefit of off loading programmers to PCs is to get them started towards a better
understanding of cooperative processing. By using cooperative processing on a day to day basis,
programmers will become acquainted with it and later will be betterable to take steps to further integrate
PCs into their computing environment. In other words, programmers will become proficient with PCs
through use. Additionally, programmers will become familiar with aprimary tool, the text editor, which
they will need in creating PC applications that serve as the basis for the PC end of the cooperative
processed applications.

Once you have offloaded word processing and program development, other areas such as graphics and
spreadsheets can be approached. Both graphics programs and spreadsheet programs are rarely autono
mous in that they often get their data from other files or databases. In the process of off loading these
programs, you will need to formulate new schemes.for handling the extraction and download of this
information in a form that is palatable for the receiving application. There are several vendors that offer
a variety of solutions to this task which might just tum this procedure into little more than purchasing
the right software packages and providing some new training to the users.

Training

Training is far too oftenoverlooked in the process of making the transition to pes and as such, is often
a key reason for failed or stalled attempts to implement cooperative processing. The steps we have
mentioned so far are the easy ones, yet in the areas ofword processing, spreadsheets and graphics, often
the users are eitherclericalorcomputerilliterateexecutives whofind theprospectofchangingtasks more
than alittledisquieting. Ifthese early steps towardcooperativeprocessingfail, its truepotentialwillnever
be realized so training on these early, relatively easy tasks is all the more important. Selecting PC
applications that require less training than others is no substitute for actually doing the training, yet this
can serve to cut the training time dramatically.

Determining Which Applications Should Cooperate

What we are referringto is breaking an application into two distinctpieces; data capture and processing.
The applications that are best suited to cooperative processing are those that have complex data entry
requirements. Ourorderentry example is ideal in that entering an order is rarely as simple as responding
to a few questions..Moreover, it is a complexinteraction ofentry and validation. Each field entered by
the operator mustpass severalchecks, many ofwhich require a degree oflook up in a file or table. When
the volume ofthese look up tables and files can be reduced to a size that is reasonable in terms of both
cost and volume to fit on a PC, your application is a candidate for cooperative processing.
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The Goals of Cooperative Processing

Ofcourse we wish to off load the host system, but at the same time we wish to increase productivity and
speedup the transaction which provides better service to the customer and maximizes the investment in
personnel. As part of the goal of increased productivity, we would create a consistent and easy to use
interface that would flow from one application to another. Our overall objective would be to make every
application on our computer workin a fashion similar to every other application. This provides an easy
transition from one to the next, allowing a user to move from word processing, to text editing, to data
entry, to spreadsheets, with a minimum amount of training required.

Consistent User Interface

We mentioned a consistent user interface as one of the goals. This interface becomes the window to all
computing that our users see. Simply stating that a PC should be the interface isn't enough, rather a
standard method of performing all forms of entry must be chosen. It appears that Windows in various
forms,has become the common interface that will be available on just about all hardware, including
micros, UNIX based systems, DEC Vax Systems, and most if not all new IBM systems. A notable
exception to date is Hewlett-Packard who as of this writing, hasn't announced plans to provide X
Windows on the HP-3000, although they do provide X- Windows on the HP-9000 systems.

Windows

Windows ingeneral is an interface conceptwhich has been around for quite some time. Mostpeople have
seen and possibly used an Apple Macintosh, which uses windows as its only form of interface with the
user. This interface is the primary reason for the remarkable success ofthe Apple Macintosh and can also
prove successful for your application.

Windows provides a consistent means ofdealing with various forms of text and data entry. Much as we
have become accustomed to filling out printed forms by filling in blanks, checking boxes and choosing
from lists, windows provides similar electronic forms. Additionally, windows provides a means by
which a user can quickly scan lists ofinformation and choose from that list simply by pointing to the item
or items desired.

Windows are logical and intuitive.Fromlooking ata screenfilled with "widgets" thatallow oneto choose
from lists, select items, check boxes and ful in blanks, a user can quickly become familiar with a new
application once the initial windowing concepts have been learned.

Windows are popping up everywhere. On the mM-pc running DOS, Microsoft Windows is available.
Under OS2, Presentation Manager is available and on virtually every Unix based computer system and
a fewproprietary operating systems, X-Windows ora derivative is available. What this means is that after
years of competing at the expense of the user, hardware vendors have cooperated to the extent of
providing a mechanism for allowing applications to·behave in a friendly manner with a common look
and feel that is basically independent ofhardware. Windows is truly the wave of the future.
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On the other hand, the down side to using windows is the fairly substantial costofpurchasing a windows
development kit. Moreover, programming windows is not only very different than writing a vanilla
flavored Cobol application, but it is also more difficult and requires new training for all but the truly
brave. The results are usually worth the effort, but these points must be considered before taking the
plunge into windows.

OK. So we plan to use some form ofwindowing software to front end our PC portion of the application~

Now what do we do? First, sit down with your users and determine what they need and want. Find out
where errors are currently being introduced and rectify existing problem areas. Next, show a few key
users what "widgets" look like and let them design their own input forms, with your help. After all, they
are the ones who will be using them.

You still have a few decisions to make. You will want to standardize on a data base system that runs on
the PC. Afew outfits offer an Image look alike ofsorts and perhaps this will do. You also have powerful
data bases such as Oracle which run on both the HP-3000 and PCs and this may be an alternative. Other
data base systems such as DBASE, RBASE, andParadox also provide a high degree ofcapability which
could readily serve your needs. Many of these systems are really, fourth generation languages which
might allow youto write the entire application within them. Notall ofthese packages provide a windows
interface, although it would be anticipated that they will make that move in the near future.

You alsoneed to decide whichoperating systemyou want to useon thePCs. Yourbasicchoices areDOS,
OS/2 andUnix. All have their advantages anddisadvantages. Unix is a multi usersystem andmost likely
wouldn'tbeused unlessyou haveUnix onyourhostandwantedcompatibilityorplan toconnectmultiple
workstations to the PC. OS2 is a very powerful operating system which allows for multi tasking and
concurrent processing. OS2 comes standard with Presentation Manager and stands to playa prominent
role inIBM's future plans. OS2 is somewhatmore expensive thanDOS andrequires a far more powerful
computer on which to run. DOS will be around for awhile and will most likely serve the needs of most
users, although it lacks much of the flexibility that OS2 provides.

The OS2 advantage might come into practical application in situations where a user would be required
tojump from one application to another, without the need toclosedownone and start the other. Although
this capability exists using MS Windows under DOS, the OS2 system was originally designed with this
capability in mind,and would offer a larger degree of flexibility.

Once the pieces have been chosen, next comes the task ofdividing your application into its host and PC
parts. The ideal solution would normally be to have all data entry functions handled autonomously by
the PC, allowing the host to gather the data one or more times a day by polling the PC. Some applica
tions would require interaction with the host, allowing the PC to do most of the work, while still using
the host for portions that can't be satisfied on .the PC. In our order entry example, we might have the
capability to report the delivery times andavailability ofitems from inventory which mightrequire ahost
inquiry to retrieve the most current information, while placing a hold on those items the, customer is
requesting. This normally would be the exception, not the rule.

You will nowcreate thenecessary databasestructure. Don'tforget to setupprocedures for updatingyour
PC resident database from the host as information changes, probably on a daily or weekly basis, and
create the data entry application to create one or more data files to be uploaded to the host for batch
processing.
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Tools

A multitude of tools are available for creating such an application. Our order entry application might
require a texteditor, a fue transferprogram, adata base system, and possibly some type ofdataextraction
system for the host files, among other facilities that may be necessary. To drop a few names ofproducts
that you may wish to investigate:

SpeedEdit
Reflection
Sessions
Advancelink
SpeedWare
Powerhouse
Oracle
DBASE-IV
HP Coop Services
HPNewWave
Data Express

Full Screen Editor for OOS, OS2, UNIX, & MPE
Terminal emulator, file transfer
Terminal emulator, file transfer
Terminal emulator, file transfer
4th GL for MPE & PCs
4th GL for MPE & PCs
Data Base System for MPE, UNIX, and Pes
Data base Systems for Pes
Cooperative Services for the HP-3000
Windowing System for PCs
Data extraction system

Integrating these products can be straight forward or terribly frustrating, depending on your application
and approach. Getting programmers used to dealing with cooperative processing is a frrst step. Moving
clerical users off-line as much. as possible is another early step. Organizing your needs, wants, and
priorities is essential.

Do the Benefits Outweigh the Costs and Headaches?

Like most things, the question ofvalue is relative~ The benefits ofcooperative processing are many and
persuasive, but they come with a cost. Initially, you spend a bunch on hardware in the form ofPCs, and
ramp up time for programmers will be costly in terms oftraining and the initial reduction in productivity.
In the long haul however, costs may actually lean in favor ofcooperativeprocessing. It wouldseemlikely
that upgrades to minis and mainframes would be fewer andfurther between. Software most likely would
need less maintenance in terms of the human interface, since that is handled at arms length by the
windowing system. As new devices and peripherals become available, the windowing software will
handle it, and the application should be relatively isolated. User training time will be substantially re
duced, and hopefully, productivity of the end users would increase dramatically. Utilization ofmodem
software offerings may just be practical for the average user, allowing less skilled personnel to perform
functions they otherwise might shy away from. A whole new world of spreadsheets, word processing,
electronic fuing, electronic mail, calendar scheduling, and much more would open up to just about any
PC user~ This becomes true since the interface to all ofthese products would be identical, allowing users
to choose from drop down menus, push buttons, check boxes, etc.
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Summary

Cooperative processing promises to offload host system work to machines which are better suited to the
taskofinterfacing with humans. The user stands to benefitfrom increasedproductivity, reduced learning
times, and a more appealing interaction with the computing environment Much stands to be gained in
destroying the barrierperceived between the user and the machine by a more inviting and intuitive user
interface. The differences between various computermanufacturers willbe minimized, thus openingem
ployment opportunities for both employer and employee. Additionally, this masking of differences in
hardware will also give the purchasers ofcomputer systems more options when purchasing new systems
and might promise to drive hardware costs down due to increased competition.

Cooperative processing isn't cheap and isn't entirely simple to implement, but the benefits seem to
indicate that cooperative processing is the direction computing is headed, and soon.
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DATA SYNCHRONIZATION

Larry Kingsbury
Gateway Systems Corporation

2400 Science Parkway
Okemos, Michigan 48864

(517)349-7740

INTRODUCTION

Thanks to recent advances in the use of distributed databases, a single piece of data
may now exist indatabaseson more than one computer. Similar or identical databases
may exist on a local mainframe computer, a departmental workstation, desk top PCs,
portable computers, or any combination of these machines.

For example, a sales force application stores information ina mini- or mainframe
computer database at the company's home office. Company sales representatives store
similar data in the databases of their laptop computers. On a regular basis, perhaps
each evening, the sales reps dial into the home office database. The host computer
downloads· new information, like product pricing changes, to the laptop computer.
During the same interchange, the safes rep uploads data entered that day (such as new
customer orders), to the host computer.

SincemuHipleusersmay be· viewing or modifying copies of the samedata,.eventually,
those. changes need to be synchronized.. Synchronizing data consists of two processes.
First, you must reconcile changes made to different copies of the data in one copy of
the data (usually the owner). Second, you need to re-distribute the newly-reconciled
data to all machines that use it.

The challenge in· a distributed database environment therefore is to. reconcile the
information at all locations, and to distribute the most recent version of the data to all
machines. There are many ways to accomplish this process, each of which has pros and
cons for both the programmer and the user. This paper discusses the range of
synchronization possibilities and analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of each.
It also discusses the frequency with which reconciliation and re-distribution should
occur.

Distributed database systems commonly involve a. host. mainframe or. mini-computer
connected (continually or intermittently) to several PCs. Most of the examples in this
paper describe a host and PC distribution system.

DATA OWNERSHIP

Before your organization can begin to implementadistributed database system, they
must make some preliminary decisions.. They must considerthefoHowing questions.

• Who will use the data?
• Will users need to change the data, or only view it?
• On which computers will the users need to access the data?

Based on the answers to these questions, your company can determine which computer
should "own" the data. The computer that owns the data is the primary source of the
information and the machine on which you reconcile the data.

Data· Synchronization
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SINGLE OWNER OF A DATABASE

A distributed database system in which only one computer owns the information is the
easiest to implement and maintain. In such a system, you designate one of the
computers on which a database resides as the owner of the data. When users want to
access that same data on a different computer, they make a copy of the owner database
and use it on their computer(s).The copy of the data is retrieve-only; the only
computer on which users may change the data is the one that owns the data. This
method is well-suited for data which does not often change, such as a mailing list.

The primary advantage of a system in which only one computer owns the data is that
it is simple to maintain. To synchronize data on all the machines that are using it, you
simply re-copy the data from the machine that owns it to the other machine(s).
Although machines that do not own the data may not change it, in many cases the
ability to update is not necessary.

MULTIPLE OWNERS WITHIN A DATABASE

It is also possible to have multiple machines each own different~ of a single
database. (It is not possible to have more than one owner for a single piece of data.)
You can divide the data at the file, record, or field level. You still may change
information only on the computer that owns it. However, each user may change their
individual data. This variation is useful when each user maint~ins a certain portion
of a file or database. For example, 10 sales representatives are each assigned a territory
made up of S states. The customer records for all clients in Michigan, Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio,and Wisconsin would be owned by the laptop computer used by the sales person
who represents that territory.

A multiple ownership system allows more flexibility than a single ownership system,
because more than one user can modify data. You synchronize a multiple owner system
like a single ownership system: simply re-copy the data from the machine that owns it
to the other machines that need it (for example,from host to PC). This process is more
complex however in a multiple ownership setting.

There are disadvantages to multiple ownership of data. Machines that do not own the
data are still not able to change the data. Additionally, record deletes may create a
dilemma. For example, a problem could occur when one machine owns the customer
records, and another. machine owns order records. If you delete a customer record,
there is no way to delete automatically any corresponding order records.

CHANGING DATA AT MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

A real disadvantage of both single and multiple ownership of data as described above
is that you may have several users who all need to be able to change the same data. For
example, you might want all of your sales reps to be able to take orders for a product
and modify the quantity on hand accordingly.
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It is possible to allow multiple users to update data. Users on machines which do not
own the data modify their copy of the information. Users send the changes to the
owner machine, and the owner machine either. accepts or rejects the change. If the
owner machine rejects a modification, appropriate action, such as notifying the user
who submitted it, must be taken. The owner machine updates its data according to
changes that it accepts. The newly-reconciled data must then be re-distributed from
the owner to all other users.

Of course, the advantage of this type of system is that all users can change the data.
The primary disadvantage is that you must develop a method of handling (or backing
out of) changes that you cannot reconciled.

FREQUENCY OF RECONCILIATION AND DISTRIBUTION

No matter. what type of ownership your company determines to use, you must also
address the question. of how often to reconcile and re-distribute the data.
Reconciliation and re-distribution need not occur at the same time.

For example, a real estate company has several branch offices in one state. Both the
branch offices and the main office use the same listings database. Each evening" the
branch office PCs dial into the main office'shostcornputer. The branch offices upload
any changes they have made in the listings database to the main office computer. Then
the PCs disconnect. The host computer reconciles the changes. Once the host computer
makes the changes received from ill branch offices, it re-dials each branch office, and
downloads the newly-reconciled data to each PC. In this way, each branch office has
the most current information available for the entire state.

As with the decision about data ownership, the, frequency. of reconciliation and
distribution will hinge on an individual site's needs. Depending on the data and how
you use it, your organization may choose one of the frequencies described below.

1. If the information is extremely static, users may never need to get.anew copy
of the data. This approach is used typically with historical data, but may also
work in other situations.

2. If the information is not likely to change, a company might decide to let users
get a new copy of the data when they think they need it.

If the information changes at predictable.·intervals, users 'may get a new copy
of the data periodicaUy, when they expect changes have occurred. This might
be yearly (e.g., salary figures), monthly (accounts receivable), weekly, or daily.

4. Periodic updates of the data are also possible. This is similar to the method
described above (number three).• However,' instead' of the userobtaining a new
copy of all information, <only those pieces of data that have .changed are
downloaded. Here again, you must remember that a deleted record may have
othc;r,records dependent on it that must be updated or deleted correspondingly.
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s. There are software products available that will alert all users that a change has
occurred to a piece of data as soon as it happens. (Hewlett Packard offers a
product like this, called Silhouette.) This method, however, assumes that all
users are connected all the time. What if a user is not connected when changes
occur (e.g., they've gone on vacation or are out sick for a day)? What if the link
is down? Your system must record all changes so that absent users can
incorporate them upon their return.

The frequencies described above refer to users dialing in or in some other way
connecting to another machine to receive revised data. However, you can make this
process occur automatically. You can mark the data with a timestamp indicating when
it was distributed to the machine. When a user initiates an application that accesses the
data, the program checks the timestamp. If the timestamp shows that the data has
expired (i.e., exceeded the frequency of distribution that you have selected), the
program dials the host computer, and new data is downloaded. This could occur every
week, every day, or every hour -- whatever frequency is correct for your organization's
needs.

LEVELS OF DATA RECONCILIATION AND DISTRIBUTION

In addition to selecting a frequency for synchronization, an organization must choose
at what level to perform reconciliation and distribution. The following levels are all
possible choices:

• database
• file/set/table
• record/row
• field/column

The smaller the portion of data you distribute, the more complex the procedure is apt
to be. However, it may take fewer resources to perform the distribution, since there's
apt to be less data involved.

Database-level distribution is a fairly easy operation to perform. If a user has made
a change anywhere within the database, the entire set of files is simply re-distributed
to all machines, following reconciliation.

File-level distribution is slightly more complicated. Files which have had changes are
simply re-distributed to all users following reconciliation. However, there may be
dependencies between files that direct that other files also need to be re-distributed.
If, for example, a change has occurred to adetail file, both the detail and its master
may need to be re-distributed.

Record-level distribution is the next degree of complexity. For each record, you must
keep some indication of whether a change has occurred. This may be just a flag or a
timestamp. Again though, deleted records may require special consideration. If your
company uses other programs which will not recognize the delete flag, it may be
necessary to maintain deleted records in a separate file.
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Field-level distribution is similar to record-level distribution. However, instead of
keeping a history for each record, you must note whether each field. has changed.
Maintaining a flag or timestamp for each field may require more than a reasonable
amount of space. In many instances it is preferable to maintain an image of the entire
record ash appeared when the most recent distribution occurred. When it's time to
perform the next distribution, the old record image is compared to the current record.
Any fields that have been modified are then re-distributed.

COMBINING SYNCHRONIZATION METHODS

It is very likely that your organization will use a combination of the techniques
described in this paper to synchronize your distributed database system. For example,
your may synchronize different databases, files, records, or even fields at different
frequencies. Likewise, not all data may need the same level of synchronization. And,
you may choose to reconcile data at one level, but re-distribute it at another level.

Take for example the sales force application described at the beginning of this paper.
This application maintains information on the mini-computer at the company's home
office. Sales representatives store similar data in the databases of their laptop
computers.

Both the host. and laptop computers maintain customer records in the CUSTOMER
file. The host owns most CUSTOMER fields, but both the host and the PC use them.
The PC owns a few fields (customer contact, comments about most recent sales call,
etc.). Each evening, when the sales rep dials into the home office database, the PC
uploads changes to the bost-owned data to the host. The host reconciles those changes
with its database. The CUSTOMER fields that are owned by the PC are never used on
the host, but they are archived on there. Therefore, any CUSTOMER fields owned by
the PC that have changed are also transferred to the host. This is an example of a file
whose ownership is shared. The data is reconciled and distributed at the field level,
on a daily basis.

Once a sale has been completed, the sales record is transferred from the CURRENT
SALES file to the SALES HISTORY file. The host owns the entire SALES HISTORY
file. If sales reps need to review information in the SALES HISTORY file, they
download the file to the laptop. They have retrieve-only access to the file. This
portion of.the sales force application is an example of single ownership of a database.
Distribution occurs at the file level, when the user (the sales rep) deems it necessary.
Reconciliation is not required.

CONCLUSION

The examples above are just two ways in which a single application could use multiple
levels of reconciliation and distribution, with synchronization occurring at varying
frequencies. The whole process easily can become complex when you must. employ
several techniques within one system. It is this complexity that makes synchronizing
distributed databases a challenge.
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INTRODUCTION

pes Shipped and Installed
In 1986, Dataquest completed a
study that predicted that by 1989,
PCswould comprise approximately
43 percent of all business office
automation devices (keeping in
mind that 21 percent of all offices
are not automated).

This prediction has become fact. In
1988, Hewlett Packard reported that
business purchases of personal
computers in the United States had
increased steadily from 1985 to 1987
(see figure 1). Furthermore, in
1988, 90% of all CPU processing
(measured in millions of
instructions per second -- MIPS),
occurred on ~ersonal computers and
workstations.'
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Personal computers provide much mOre cost-effective processing than a mini or
mainframe computer can, which may be one reason for the increase in their use.
Processing on a host computer can actually be 30 to 100 times more expensive than
on a PC.

As personal computers become increasingly common, .businesses face new data
processing challenges and decisions. One such challenge is to effectively utilize a
mixture of PCs, terminals, and mini or mainframe computers.

In meeting this challenge, data processing managers must decide whether it would
be to their advantage to offload the processing of business applications from the
mini or mainframe computer (the "host") to personal computers. .If you do decide to
distribute application processing, a. second question must beco.nsidered-- should you
also distributetheapplicationdat.abase?Youmust decide if you want the database
to reside: . 1.) on the PC along with the application, 2.) on the host computer, or 3.)
on both the host computer and the PC.

George Schussel, Database and Cooperative Processing Symposium, Spring, 1989.
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The decisions about whereto process applications and where to maintain the
database must be made in tandem. Both decisions must be based on where and how
you will use the data, and the decisions are dependent on each other.

This paper discusses the advantages of distributing your application processing and
databases. It examines the process of developing a distributed application, and talks
about methods of distributing the application. Finally, it describes the ways in
which you can distribute your database.

DISTRIBUTING APPLICATION PROCESSING AND DATABASES -- THE GOAL

There are many arguments for choosing to distribute application processing and
databases. Some or all of the reasons may apply to your company. Your goals may
include one or more of the following:

• Reducing the cost of processing transactions.

• Improving both programmer and end-user productivity.

• Providing your company with strategic flexibility. The ability to port
applications to all current platforms and also to future planned or
unplanned platforms can give that flexibility.

• Producing a high-quality user interface.

• Implementing on-line transaction processing.

• Improving application performance.

• Providing consistency of presentation and use in your applications,
regardless of the machine on which they are processed.

• Accessing programs and data that vary according to user and therefore
must be stored locally.

• Being able to easily port an application from one machine to another,
without extensive coding changes, thus increasing programmer
productivity.

• Making full use of PC power.

• Offloading the processing burden of your host computer.

• Achieving Standard Application Architecture (SAA). In an SAA
environment, the goal is to implement applications which utilize a
common user-access interface, support common communications, are built
with a common programming interface, and run in one or more
environments.
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DISTRIBUTING APPLICATION PROCESSING TO PERSONAL COMPUTERS

AdvaDtaaes

The importance of fully utilizing your personal computers cannot be over
emphasized, for many reasons. The most important of these reasons is that PCs are
an economical source of processing power. In an article in Datamation, Dr. George
Schussel, a specialist in software productivity tools, said:

"The cost of processing logic on workstations is only about one tenth of the cost of
executing the same instructions on a minicomputer. Likewise, processing an
application on a minicomputer costs only one third 0/ what it costs on a main/rame.,,2

One measure of processing power is the number of instructions executed by a
computer device in a given period of time. This is called MIPS -- millions of
instructions per second. Dividing the cost of a device by its MIPS rating provides a
measure of its cost effectiveness.

In a 1987 study, Digital Consulting Incorporated compared the cost-per-MIPS of PCs,
micro-computers, mini-computers, and mainframes. Figure 2 shows their results,
demonstrating that PCs provide the greatest processing power for the least amount
of money.

Cost of One Million Instructions Per Second
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Source: Digital Consulting. Inc.• 1987

2George Schussel, "Application Development," Datamation, November 16, 1987,
p. G-19•.
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BecausePCs are the least expensive way to obtain processing powert it follows that
they are well-suited for performing your most CPU-intensive tasks. These tasks
include:

Screen presentation
Windowing
Cursor movement

•••
•••

Calculation processing
Performing logic
Editing the user's field
entry

Processing applications on the PC also provides many benefits for your users. For
examplet most users are more comfortable with an easy-to-use PC interface than
they are with the look and feel of a host-resident application. The PC interface is
usually more attractivet and you can provide users with many special features like
windowingt functionkeyst etc.

Besides the appearance of PC-residentapplicationst users will also appreciate being
able to access popular tools such as word processing and spreadsheets.

Users will also find that applications on the PC are faster to use. Because only one
user is accessing the CPUt processing time is faster than on the host. Additionally,
little or no datacom is needed, which speeds up response time. Quicker processing
and speedy responses lead to increased user efficiency and productivity.

It's likely that each of your end users will need access to materials that are
customized for their individual purposes. This could be:

• Database information. End users may need to maintain information that only
they will find usefult or that they want to remain confidential. For example, a
sales representative might keep notes about the results of each sales call.

• Software packages. End users may also need to use an collection of software
specifically suited to their job function -- spreadsheetst payroll packagest word
processing, or other business applications for example.

It is beneficial to maintain this individualized data and software locally, on the
user's PC. You won't waste valuable host storage space storing information that will
only be utilized by one or two users.

Disadvantages

Of courset there are disadvantages to processing an application on a personal
computer too.

To begin witht users need to share information. For example, an order entry
department and an accounting department will both need to use data about
customers. The danger in using PCs is that it is all too easy for each department (or
even each machine) to use a different storage format or database. When different
departments access the data using different tools, they may no longer be able to
share the data.

Database managers invariably prefer the security and integrity of a centralized
database to individual PC databases. On a host computer you can deny access to for
unauthorized personnel at the application level, the file level, the field level, or by
terminal. This is generally not available on the PC.
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Another disadvantage is that high performance database management systems are
not available for the personal computer. Although larger PC disks (e.g., 300
megabytes) are becoming increasingly common, PC system performance may be very
slow when the database is very large. Additionally, it is very difficult to perform
routine maintenance on a disk that size. Even a task as simple as a routine back-up
can become a complex issue.

DEVELOPING AN APPLICATION THAT WILL BE PROCESSED ON THE PC

When you are ready to develop a distributed processing application, it is only logical
that you should build your it on the PC, since that is where it will be processed.

Developing on the PC has all the same advantages that processing on the PC has -
cheap processing power that is well-suited for CPU-intensive tasks, speed,
offloading of the host computer, access to PC tools, etc. Additionally, when you
develop an application on the machine where it will run, you get an accurate idea of
how it will look to your end users.

One important consideration when creating a distributed processing application is
what development tool to use. You might choose a 3GL, 4GL, CASE tool, etc. Any
of these tools can be employed successfully, but keep in mind that a distributed
application needs to be able to communicate with both the host and personal
computers. Before you can even begin to coordinate data requests, you will need to
be sure that you can establish a protocol and perform the handshake between the PC
and the host computer.

If you are using a 3GL, some companies (including Hewlett Packard, for the HP
3000) provide datacom routines that you can incorporate into your programs to
perform the necessary communications.

A 4GL or CASE tool is more apt to have built in "hooks" for performing datacom.
The important thing to remember with these tools is that some are really intended to
be used for building distributed applications, and some are not.

With either a 3GL, a 4GL, or a CASE tool, you might also choose to use a tool such
Walker, Richer and Quinn's Process to Process Link (PPL) to establish data
communications between the host and personal computers.

Many other differences exist among these advanced tools as well. For example,
some may include a proprietary database, others do not. Be sure to check out an
advanced development tool completely to be sure that it fits your needs.

DISTRIBUTING THE APPLICATION

The biggest challenge in a distributed application environment is the actual
distribution process. This process must automatically reconcile the information at
all locations, and distribute the most recent version of the data to all machines.

The distribution process should occur from a centralized distribution point, to
ensure security and consistency. Generally, the distribution point should be on the
host computer, to provide maximum protection. Workstations may connect to the
host directly on an asynchronous line or via a modem. When a user initiates an
application on the PC, distribution, if necessary, should occur automatically.
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The distribution process must be able to discern what pieces of the application exist
on the PC, and wha~pieces need to be downloaded. For example, if a PC has an
out-of-date version of one form, that form should be downloaded. If the PC has
nothing, than everything should be downloaded.

The distribution process should also include a security system that will ensure that
users and machines can access only those portions of the application that they are
authorized to use. Users should be authorized based both on their identity and the
PC they are using. You should be able to limit user access at the form level, and on
a field by field basis if necessary.

Differing host and PC data formats can complicate the distribution process. During
distribution you may need to convert the data from one format to another.

Your organization must choose at what level to perform distribution. The following
levels are all possible choices:

• database
• file/set/table
• record/row
• field/column

Often, the smaller the portion of data you distribute, the more complex the
procedure is apt to be. At the same time, it may take fewer resources to distribute
small portions of information, since there's less data involved.

When you distribute at the database-level, you simply re-distribute the entire set of
files any time a user makes a change anywhere within the database.

When you distribute at the file-level, only those files which have been changed are
re-distributed to all users. There may be dependencies between files that direct that
other files also need to be re-distributed. If, for example, a change has occurred to
a detail file, both the detail and its master may need to be re-distributed.

When you distribute at the record-level, you must maintain some indication of
whether a change has occurred for each record. This may be simply a flag or a
timestamp. When the distribution occurs, you check the flag or timestampt and send
out only those records that have changed.

When you distribute at the field-level, you must track whether each field has
changed. Again, this might be a flag or a timestamp. If you find that maintaining
a flag or timestamp for each field uses too much space, you might instead keep a
copy of the entire record as it appeared when the most recent distribution occurred.
When it's time to perform the next distribution, compare the copy of the old record
to the current record, and re-distribute only those fields that do not match.
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DATABASE LOCATION

There are many database distribution configurations to choose from, depending on
your particular needs. You can:

l. Maintain your database on the host computer, while processing
applications onPCs.

2. Maintain the database on PCs (networked or stand-alone), and process
applications there also.

3. Maintain similar or identical databases on PCs and on the host computer.
Users will run the application on PCs, accessing the PC databases. At
pre-determined times, or on an as-needed basis, users connect their PCs to
the host, and the two databases are synchronized.

4. Maintain databases on both the host and the personal computers. A single
application can access both databases.

It is quite possible that a business might use more than one of the configurations
described above. In fact, a single organization could use all four of the
configurations. An example of such an organization is a company that has a main
office on the west coast, a telemarketing office on the east coast, and sales
representative offices in several states.

At the main office, this sample company uses cooperative processing (configuration
number one from the list above). Account managers, working on their desktop PCs,
are able to access information about all of the company's clients. They are also able
to audit account activity for the sales reps.

The sales reps use stand-alone PC processing (configuration number two, above).
Each representative has a laptop computer on which he or she maintains
information about clients. Some of this information is maintained only by the sales
rep -- notes about sales calls, contact names, etc. Some of the information, like
current billing status, is also maintained on the host computer at the company's
main office. On a regular basis (perhaps each night), t!te sales rep dials into the
main office computer (configuration number three from the list above). While the
two computers are connected, any new host data about clients is downloaded to the
sales rep's PC. Information from the sales rep's PC (sales made that day, etc.) may
be uploaded to the host computer. The sales representative may connect to the main
office computer at non-scheduled times also, e.g. to check current prices as
maintained on the host.

Sales representatives might also use configuration number four (a single application
that accesses both host and PC databases). While making a sales call, the rep might
wish to check inventory levels for a product the client wants to purchase. The sales
rep dials into the home office computer, and runs an application that checks
inventory levels. That application might also check· any orders that the sales rep has
entered in the PC database, and deduct orders for the product in question from the
total inventory, before returning information about quantity available.
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CONCLUSION

Choosing to distribute application processing and databases dictates that your
company must also make many related decisions. You must determine what tool to
use for developing distributed applications, and at what levels to provide security
and perform the distribution. Finally, you must select the appropriate location for
the database(s).

The process of distributing applications and their databases can be very complex,
and must be tailored to meet the needs of your company. However, distributed
processing has many compensatory advantages. These include increasing
productivity, offloading the processing burden from your host computer to personal
computers, optimizing PCs as a resource, and providing your company with
increased strategic flexibility.
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PUSH-BUTTON REPORTING TOWARD A PAPBR-LBSS BUSINESS SUPPORT
BNVIRONHBNT

Garry S. Orsolini
Hewlett-Packard

8010 Foothills Boulevard
Roseville, CA 95678-6502,

This paper will describe how the Information Systems Group (ISG)
of Hewlett Packard has developed push-button integrated business
solutions. ISG developed this Executive Insight capability out
of their own need for critical business information that is
timely, easy to access, and easy to understand. The solution
was designed with a focus on information presentation and
information access. The information presentation consists of
graphical metric displays of key business data, delivered daily
to management's personal computers, invoked with the push of a
button. The information access component provides business and
support analysts with immediate ad hoc PC access to all detail
data, from which the presentation summary graphics are comprised.

ISG develops and sells office system software that integrates
the personal computer with the HP3000 mini-computing
environment. ISG is comprised of three divisions in the united
states and one division in Great Britain. The ISG executive
management team is focused on a common goal: to provide
customers with fully integrated solutions to their information
needs.

Bob Frankenberg, General Manager of ISG, had determined that
order volume was the group's single key indicator of success.
Additionally, the ability to analyze order data quickly was
critical to the successful management of the business. The
following chart summarizes the ISG business goals and critical
success factors:

Hewlett-Packard
Information Systems Group

Business
Goals

• Improve order performance on
current products

• Make NewWave successful

• Make MSS market segment
successful

• Improve the workplace

Executive Insight

Critical Success Factors
(WWhat must go rightW)

• Excellent people motivated to
succeed

• Investments in the right applications

• Produce quality software and sen
in high volume

• Manage costs
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Prior to the development of the Executive Insight integrated
solution, ISG order reporting was done via a batch system where
printed reports were distributed three days following the close
of the prior month's activities. Throughout the month, periodic
verbal updates were given to the management team via the phone.
The major deficiencies in this system were:

* order information was not organized or focused on key
business issues.

* the information provided was not timely.
* the decision maker could not review and analyze the order

data easily.
* the distribution of information was awkward.

Sensing that the existing batch reporting system was inadequate,
Bob requested that a better solution be designed. If a system's
solution could not be implemented quickly, he was prepared to
place an additional business analyst in three of the four ISG
operating divisions. A major deficiency in the existing order
system was its inability to easily track orders for ISG's
software products that had been localized into the native
language of a country. Products were being localized, in mass,
costing on average $100,000. Localization was being done
without the ability to monitor returns (orders) on each
localization investment. This meant that key business decisions
were being made based upon opinion, not data/information. Thus,
without accurate, distributed, world-wide order data, ISG
management was spending considerable time and money traveling to
each of the four operating divisions. The management team was
concerned that considerable time was consumed debating order
data and its validity.

To address the above needs, Executive Insight was developed
initially as the Business Information Center (BIC). The BIC
system was constructed as a prototype to quickly test the
viability of building a value-added Turbo Image database
leveraged from the existing batch transaction-based order
system. The original idea was to build a business support
system that was optimized to meet the needs of the ISG
management team and ISG business analysts. Instead of being
data or transaction oriented, BIC was designed to be information
oriented by representing the data in human terms. Typically,
codes and abbreviations are used heavily in transaction-based
systems. Within BIC, sUbject oriented literals were included
along with their respective codes. Additionally, wherever
possible, BIC was designed to provide an easy vehicle for
extracting and converting business information into graphs. The
following illustration highlights the key differences between
transaction-based and information oriented systems:
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Information Access

Order

O
MRP

. Process

Ship.

O· Invoice.
ETC.

l1li Closure
81 Data oriented
III Transaction terms
81 Custom solutions
l1li Process flow, time fixed

ISG I Office Systems Division

.. Open-ended, Recurring

.. Information Oriented

.. Human terms
II Generalized by Industry
.. Ad Hoe
.. Context sensitive

The heart ofBIC is .the Business-Master. The· •Business-Master is
simply a matrix or table (Image.Master Dataset) used for
associating business attributes.to·each of .the ISG software
products. The following table gives an example of. a few of the
business attributes:

Product Number

37859A
365258
378598
32556A
32323A
32445C

Product Name

HPDesk
Gallery
HPDesk
Advmail

Info Access
Symphony

Business Group

Communication
Graphics

Communication
Communication
Data Access
Spreadsheet

Oper. System

MPE
DOS
MPE
DOS
DOS
DOS

local language

English
English
German
French
Dutch
English

with the above table, the BIC value-added environment can
facilitate PC ad hoc requests for.information organized along
the business need.
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HP 3boo

BIC is information oriented, aligned with business needs:

* product categories and attributes

* customer profiles and SIC information

* geography - office, area, region, and field operation

InformationM _..
~ ..~.... Direct PC Access to BIC database

~ for ad hoc queries and reporting

ISG I Office Systems Division

For example, if the analyst wanted to know all orders for
HPDESK, they could simply use the HPDESK product name in their
request without having to know product numbers (in fact
there are over 150 differen~ product numbers and options
associated with HPDESK). Another example would be to use the
localized language attribute to categorize orders by each
language version sold. Thus, it is easy to see that with
matrix data, an analysis can be done on multiple dimensions.

It is through the Business-Master and other value-added tables
that BIC is able to deliver management oriented, human like
information to the knowledge worker and management team. Most
of the transaction-based data is represented by codes and is not
generally decipherable to a user without a user-guide. For
example, the office code "1036" is a key data element in the
detail order record of the transaction-based system. The BIC
system carries the code "1036" as well as the information that
"1036" is the Orlando sales office in the Atlanta area, located
in the Southern Region of the united states field operation.

The BIC system demonstrates one way in which ISG leveraged their
investment in existing transaction-based systems. The result is
a value-added, information oriented, business support system.
BIC provides ad hoc detailed information, as described above, as
well as summarized graphic metric displays, available daily on
the PC at the push of a button.
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with the sUbject or information orientedBIC database in place,
the next logical step was to develop an automated process for
summarizing the data and converting the actuals (dollars)alonq
with targets (quota) into time series, bar, and pie charts. At
the time of development it was decided that the graphs would be
pre-processed daily, based upon what the management team wanted
to see. This would keep the solution on management's desk as
"simple as pushing a single button." This is essentially a
merger of our 20th century •• vendingmachine mentality. with
information as the commodity ••• and thus a possible explanation
for its popUlarity. Accordingly, it might be paraphrased as,
"I've paid my money, I've pressed the button, and now (and I
mean immediately), I want the.goods!"

Executive Insight graphic reporting enables the ISG management
team to examine daily how the ISG office system software is
selling world-wide. This is accomplished simply by glancing at
a series of line, bar, and pie charts. Total ISGworld-wide
orders are first displayed, followed by each of the four
operating divisions.

Jan89 WWPL-85 A: K Q: K$
MTD Target vs. Actual Orders

K$

TARGET ACTUAL

...•.....................•.............•........•...

TU W TH F M TU W TH F M· TU W TH F M TU W

Information Systems Group
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The next qraph shows how each of the ISG major dollar
contributinq products is doinq on a daily basis, actual dollars
plotted aqainst tarqet.

January FY89
MTD Quota vs. Actual Orders

OSO

TARGET-
PSO

ACTUAL
w·:·:·:·:·:·:·.··,·:

opo

IA AP BSP BSP/HW GALL SPAO VECOF NW DESK WROPC AOV

ISG - Major Products

BSP =All RESOURCE. IA. VECOF. DESK include BSP portion.

A qeoqraphical perspective shows how each reqion is performinq
(daily actual against target), selling office system software
throughout the united states, Europe, and Intercon.

PL-85 Jan FY89 US Regions
MTD Target vs. Actual Orders

TARGET
( ' , ACTUAL

~

EASTERN MIDWEST NEELY OTHER OOM SOUTH

Executive Insiqht

Information Systems Group
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Additional graphs give the ISG management team a perspective of
the proportionate share of orders for localized language
versions of ISG products. This is done via the local language
business attribut.ethat is established throug,h the Business-Master
relationship. 'In the following pie chart, the HPDESK Manager
product group is illustrated by language version sales:

HPDesk
Localization YTO

FRENCH 5.4%

DUTCH 4.9%

GERMAN 3.9%

FiNNISH 2.2%

ASIAN 1.6%

DANISH 1.0%

NORWEGIAN 0.3%

ITALIAN 0.3%

SPANISH 0.2%

SWEDISHO.1%

Sample data

The above Executive Insight order graphs are made available at
"the push of a button," ona daily basis, to over 150 ISG
managers 'and business analysts throughout the world.

Now we can look in more detail at how Executive Insight provides
push-button reporting on a daily basis. As indicated above, BlC
as a·buf;iness support solution, is comprised of a Turbo Image
database containing the Business-Master and additional
value-added,. matrix data. A single· detail •• ,data ,.set(with
associated keyed automatic masters) contains monthly and
year-to-date dollar and unit data'by product, customer,
geography,. channel., ,'and many other dimensions., The order data
is det,ail oriented, and summarized ,by dollars and units when the
product, customer,' and,geography'are unique. This technique
facilitated t.heinclusionof detailed data in a summary
information database. When the value-added matrix data of the
Business Master is linked to the summarized detail order
records, the result is quick and easy answers to business
questions concerning ISG software orders.

The process for generatin~the Executive Insight graphs is
completely automated. Once the. daily. detail ISG order records
have been loaded into the BIC database, the following three
steps are executed:
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Business Information
Center

How It Works

R••ourc.
;' Sharing 2. RESOURCE SHARING stores this data on a shared disc.

4~ BUSINESS MANAGERS can then display

;' the graphics by pushing one PAM button.

Behind the scenes.u( Gallery I
;' 3. GRAPHICS GAlleRY in Batch mode creates the

graphics and stores them back on the shared disc.

Information
;' Acee.. 1. INFORMATION ACCESS strips the necessary datarr:r:n from your apPlicatio,n databaselfiles in Batch mode.

L.C:C.lJ-e Application Databases or MPE/KSAM files

Information Systems Group

Information Access is executed in batch mode on the HP3000 and
the data is easily stripped and grouped based upon the business
attributes assigned via the Business-Master. Each cut of the
data is saved in either ASCII or DIF format on the HP3000 in
MPE format. The second step is to convert the MPE data files to
DOS data files in the format filename. GPD. This can be done in
the same batch JCL using the DiscManager COpy command within
Resource Sharing. Once the newly stripped data files have been
stored on ·the virtual disc in DOS format using DiscManager, the
third step that creates the graphs is initiated. The creation of
the graphs is accomplished by running Charting Gallery in batch
mode on the PC using command files. The command file interface
to Gallery 3.0 allows you to merge data files (.GPD) with chart
files (.GPH) and save the graph as a picture file (.GAL). Most
all the interactive features of Charting Gallery have been
replicated in batch/command mode. Especially useful is the
ability to update the title, SUbtitle, footnote, and X/Y axis
within the Charting Gallery command files. As each graph is
created, it is saved on the virtual disc for access by anyone
connected to the local area network. The above three steps are
fully automated and execute in succession across the HP3000 and
PC environments on a daily cycle. Next (as illustrated in the
4th and last step above), the management team can review the
Executive Insight graphs at anytime by simply pressing a PAM
label entitled "ISG Order Graphs". The PAM label will invoke a
DOS .BAT file that executes Drawing Gallery with an "info"
string that links to the command file containing the file names
of the graphs to be displayed.
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Page-Down and Page-Up will allow you to review the graphs in
forward and reverse. order respectively. The.ESC key is used to
exit the review process.

To determine the overall impact that Executive Insight had on
the Information Systems Group, a joint study was conducted by
Hewlett Packard and Arthur Young. The following illustration
categories the benefits achieved through BIC in terms of
dollars saved or costs avoided, increased effectiveness or
productivity enhancements, .and added-value to the organization:

BIC Benefits Analysis

The Dollar Benefits The Effectiveness Benefits The Added Value Benefits

I Dolla,. \
••Personnel cost avoidance for

professionals saving $300K

• Clean up localization cost
savings $1M

- Travel expense reduction of $45K

• Total productivity savings:
$453,600.00

_ Improved timeliness of data...

daily vs. weekly or monthly

_ Improved accuracy in

forecasting

- Fewer order errors

• Improve teamwork and cohesion
of workgroups and divisions

- Improved problem resolution

• Improved responsiveness to

market situations

- Ability to identify market trends
and invest in the right applications

_Allows users to better understand

the business

The Executive Insight BIC system has enabled ISGto save
$1.345 million in operating costs and gain an additional
$453,000 in productivity savings annually. In the less tangible
area of added value or behavioralenhancements,BIC has played
an interesting role within ISG. Starting with the fact that
order volume. is ISG single key indicator of success. It is
extremely important to make order performance visible to the
entire organization. Displaying daily order graphs on the desks
of management, business analysts, engineers, and marketing
analysts, is an effective way of communicating the "rules of the
game". And more importantly, each day the ISG team knows what
the score is.
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Executive Insight reporting has provided an integrated business
support environment for tracking and analyzing sales of
world-wide office system software. A few of the major aspects
of its success are listed below:

SIC
Attributes of Success

• The system is tied to ISG's critical
business needs and objectives

• Management support

• Timely and accurate business data

• The BIC output relates to how ISG
does business and makes for easy
access and enhanced understanding
of data

• Push Button Reporting, Ad-hoc
inquiry, automated reporting

In the -final analysis, Executive Insight push-button reporting,
is simply one way of focusing the organization on those issues
of critical importance to ISG. It is an integrated tool or
vehicle for communicating to all members of the organization,
where we have been, where we are today, and where we need to be
tomorrow in order to realize our business goals and objectives.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR HP'S TERMINAL EMULATION STRATEGY

Nicola S. Cowburn

Hewlett-Packard
Office Productivity Division

Nine Mile Ride
Wokingham, Berkshire RGII 3LL

England

INTRODUCTION

Whi 1e the trend is towards more computer power on the desk top, and
local information processing, and towards more architectures like
Hew1ett-Packard's Distributed Application Architecture (DAA) ,
centralized databases will continue to play a significant role,
requiring some form of terminal access. Booking systems such as those
used by national and international airlines and car rental companies are
good examples of a requirement that cannot be fully met by Local Area
Network (LAN) connected workstat ions. Organi zat ions wi 11 cont i nue to
maintain central ized data resources, storing data within purely host
driven applications. The personal computer will increasingly be used for
the manipulation and presentation of data. Terminal emulation
app1icat ions wi 11 be used as servant app1icati ons, acti ng as a tube
between the host computer and the PC, through which data can be
transferred. Terminal emulation will therefore remain an important
component of the integrated office for the rest of this decade, and well
into the next.

Terminal emulation will be an important tool for the success of
Hew1ett-Packard's Co-operative Computing Environment. As organizations
move towards CCE and DAA they will still need to provide user access to
their existing HP systems and applications, as well as those of other
non-conformant supp1 iers. They wi 11 a1 so cont i nue to want access to
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independent information services, like the Dow Jones share index, which
will not initially offer their services in a DAA compatible form.

HP's terminal emulation strategy is derived from its Organization
Communication vision, which focuses on providing:

effective, efficient communication, independent of location;

systems bui 1t on a sol id base of agreed standards such as the OSI
standards, X.25, Unix etc;

a consistent window to the world.

HOW DOES TERMINAL EMULATION FIT INTO THE BIG PICTURE?

The concept of tl bui1ding blocks" provides a suitable analogy for the
type of information software products that HP expects will be required
by target customers in the next decade.

The need for customized unstructured information systems is being driven
forward by end users' demands for access to more information sources or
information warehouses and more individual information
presentation/analysis profiles. This need will be met by modular
software "building bricks" based on industry standard connection
interfaces, which allow solutions to more closely match individual
knowledge workers' requirements; and they will be relatively simple to
put together without excessive custom ""glue". Generic product modules,
such as Terminal Emulation, Electronic Mail, Filing, Graphics and
Spreadsheets, wi 11 be the foundat ion bui 1ding bri cks for such systems.
These will then be marketed as individual packs, or in collections of
solution packages, which best meet the needs of individual departments.
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SpSht Graph WP IFiling I

Terminal Emulation

Host Based Applications

These generic bricks will also be integrated by third parties into
highly customized software solutions which will be designed to meet the
information processing needs of vertical markets. In these applications,
the software building bricks will, in many cases, be transparent to the
end user. This highlights the importance of NewWave and a NewWave
terminal emulation solution in providing the transparency, the ease of
use and the automation that is a prerequisite tothi's packaging
strategy.

WHAT IS HP'S TERMINAL EMULATION STRATEGY?

HP's terminal emulation strategy encompasses the spirit of the
Organization Communications vision and can be expressed in the following
way:

HP intends to become a world leading supplier of terminal emulation
software.
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A breakdown of this mission statement into key phrases helps to
understand its full meaning:

"••• World" - HP will serve the world market, offering local language
versions of terminal emulation products, which meet local country legal
and methodology requirements and capitalizing on its world-wide channels
of distribution. Hp/s goal is to satisfy the data communication needs of
its target markets through a tighter PC/host integration solution.

"Leading Supplier" - As a leader, HP will set standards in terminal
emulation. HP is a key industry player in the development, adoption and
app1icat i on of new technology; ei ther through interna1 development or
through partnerships with third party vendors. Hp/s terminal emulation
goal is to take full advantage of these technologies, and to provide
tighter integration both within and between technologies.

"Terminal Emulation Software" - HP aims to supply terminal emulation,
file transfer and command language capabilities in the form of products
which run on industry standard platforms such as MS-DOS, OS/2 and
Un ix/X, and wh ich allow connect ions to all the major vendors I host
computers.

The key elements of Hp/s terminal emulation strategy are as follows:

1. Multi-Vendor Connectivity

Multiple End User Platforms

MS-DOS

Non-Windows

The market for MS-DOS terminal emulation has been the largest sector of
the terminal emulation market over the last five to ten years, and will
continue to be so for some years to come. Hp/s strategy is to continue
to support customers with investments on this platform.
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HP NewWave

HP NewWave is a PC software environment which currently runs together
with Microsoft Windows/286 and MS-DOS, and in the future will be
available on the OS/2 and Unix platforms. It is not an application or an
operat ing system, but it extends the capabi 1i ties of both. HP NewWave
provides a consistent graphical user interface and adds object
management and system wide services to personal computers.

HP is heavily committed to NewWave, and the terminal emulators offered
by HP for use in this environment will take full advantage of its object
orientated, task and agent facilities.

Microsoft Windows

Microsoft Windows has become accepted as the standard user interface for
the IBM PC and compatibles. The use of terminal emulation under the
Microsoft Windows environment offers a number of exciting opportunities
for increasing the usability of the system and in turn the productivity
of the user.

The benefits of using MS-Windows based terminal emulation include the
use of copy/cut and paste, which allows the user to quickly and easily
include an HP DeskManager electronic mail message, for example, into a
Windows-based word processing document simply by copying/cutting to the
cl ipboard then pasting it, or vice versa. It would al so be possible
using a terminal emulator to run several host applications on different
host computers simultaneously, each viewed through a separate emulator
window on the user's screen. Background processing is a natural
by-product of 'operating in a windowing environment; files could be
transferred in background whi 1st the user works on another PC or host
based application.

HP's strategy is to continue to develop terminal emulation solutions
within the Microsoft Windows environment.
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OS/2

OS/2 is expected to supercede MS-DOS as one of the domi nant operati ng
systems on the desktop. HP's strategy of providing a common user
interface and functionality across all the popular platforms will ease
the migration of users from Microsoft Windows.

X/UNIX

Unix, in combination with the X Windows graphical user interface (GUI)
is another highly acclaimed end user platform of the future.

X Wi ndows is a platform whi ch is now endorsed by most of the major
computer vendors in the market-place today, and commercial
implementations are just beginning to emerge. Perhaps of more
significance is the announcement by the Open Software Foundation (OSF)
that it has adopted X Wi ndows technology as the bas is for the user
environment component (UEC) of its open operating environment. In
addition, DEC's commitment to DEC Windows and the signing up of
independent software vendors to undertake development on this platform
will probably increase the rate of diffusion of X technology into the
market. As the cost per Xworkstation decreases, the commercial adoption
of X technology will, no doubt increase.

HP will be represented in this multi-vendor, multi-platform environment,
and its terminal emulation strategy will extend to incorporate support
for the Unix and XWindows platforms.

APPLE MACINTOSH

While the Apple Macintosh might not be considered an industry standard,
and support for this platform is not HP strategic, HP does recognize the
need for some of its customers to connect the Apple Macintosh into their
wider computer systems.

HP will facilitate this integration by extending its terminal emulation
strategy to incorporate support for the Apple Macintosh workstation.
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MUltiple Hosts

HP is committed to providing a Co-operative Computing Environment (CCE)
in which a user at a single workstation can easily access the
applications and data he/she needs, wherever it is located.

. HP's terminal emulation strategy supports the CCE concept by allowing
access to a variety of HP and non-HP computers (for example HP 3000, HP
9000, HP 1000, DEC Vax) as well as to public information services such
as Dow Jones and Compuserve.

Multiple Connections

HP's customers employ a wi de range of data commun icat ions technology,
and the terminal emulation strategy is therefore to allow workstation to
host connections through at least the following:

Serial/RS-232/422
X.25
Telnet
HP Local Area Networks
Other Vendor's Local Area Networks

2. Consistent Graphical User Interface (GUI) Across Platforms

Whether your workstation of choice is an IBM compatible PC, Apple
Macintosh, Unix or X workstation, HP's strategy is to provide a
consistent window to the world.

Until recently, applications developers have been provided with
virtually a single target in the form of MS-DOS running on IBM
compatible personal computers. However, when looking at the field of
emerging windowing technologies there are far more opportunities to be
considered. For the IBM PC compatible platforms there are Microsoft
Windows, Hewlett-Packard's NewWave and Microsoft/IBM's Presentation
Manager. In addition, business use of the windowing Apple Macintosh, is
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i ncreas ing, and interest in app1icat ions developed under X Wi ndows is
rising.

Agrowing number of PC users, seeking greater ease ~f use~ increased
productivity, lower training costs and increased cost effectiveness from
their personal computers, are now looking to graphically driven
windowing environments to meet their needs. These users typically expect
to have a terminal emulation solution which not only operates in, but
which aesthetically matches these environments.

HP is committed to providing terminal emulation solutions which support
all of the aforementioned windowing environments and which provide a
consistent windowing interface across platforms. The major contribution
made by such consistency is to minimise support and retraining costs,
and to reduce user error through the provision of intuitive and easy to
use terminal emulation, consistent across all platforms.

In addition, support of industry standard platforms, combined with a
consistent user interface across those platforms, will serve as an aid
to migration from host computer to host computer, or from workstation to
workstation, thus reinforcing the concept of a co-operative computing
environment.

Leadership for HP will be achieved through leadership in the market for
the user interface to all forms of electronic communication.

3. Tighter Integration Between the Workstation of Choice and the Host

By taking advantage of the capabi 1it ies prov ided by such windowi ng
environments, a new generation of more powerful terminal emulators can
be offered. Integration will be facilitated by the provision and use of
powerful command languages, inter-program communication and also, within
the HP NewWave environment, the HP NewWave agent facility. The terminal
emulators of the future will make the exchange of data between
applications much tighter and simpler than it is with those currently
available.
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Another powerful integration facility which HP intends to provida~ith

future terminal emulation tools is known as Dynamic Data Exchange (DOE)
and will enable the user to control any given procedure from anyone of
a number of applications.

Example 1

Scenario: Kathy is a product manager who receives an electronic mail
message in her intray on the first morning of every month, which shows a
summary of theprevi ous month's orders. The. order figures have been
extracted from a database using Information Access, and are then sent on
to Kathy· us i ng a batch job set up by. her MIS department. Kathy has no
need to know how the figures were collated or where the figures ·have
come .from. Kathy must.· then issue. an Order •Summary Report to her
co11 eagues and management with in two worki ng days of the end of each
month.

Kathy needs to incorporate the month summary data from the. HP
DeskManager message into the Order Summary Report as.quick1y as
possib1 e, without· having to re-enter the figures, so that she can
distribute the Report.

Solution: Using a Windowing terminal emulator, the menu items offered
could be customized to include options to "copy item to desktop", "move
message to MS-Word", or "copy item/message". Kathy could sel ect such a
command file defined option simply by double clicking on the menu item.
The command file would automatically start MS-Word (which appears as an
icon .on the screen), open. the. DOE channel, start·1 ogg i ng to DOE ,r.ead
the item,stop logging to DOE and. then close the DOE channel. Kathy
could then edit the MS-Word quick1y<and easily, enabling her . to
distribute.the report.in a timely fashion.

In thi s exampl e, Kathy has been abl e to transparently integrate host
based data into a PC word processing app] ication, achieving
inter-program communication by means of the terminal emulator's
soph i st icated. command 1anguage to control the da.ta exchange.
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Example 2:

Scenario: Barbara is secretary to aPersonne1 Manager, and uses HP
DeskManager to mail documents and messages to employees around the
company. Her word processor of choice is Microsoft Write. Barbara would
like to create an MS-Write document relating to commissi'on structures,
and then send it to all members of a pre-defined sales force
distribution list.

Solution: MIS could write a number of script files to modify a
particular function within HP DeskManager. From within HP DeskManager,
Barbara could then type "create" and would be prompted with a number of
format options, one of which could be MS-Write. On completion of the
MS-Write document, HP DeskManager would initiate a hostcontrol script
which would take control of the terminal emulator. The terminal emulator
would then be used as an agent to execute the HPDeskManager .script. The
script may use a facility such as DDE to define the parameters and send
the MS-Write document on to all those on the distribution list. This
process would, of course, be transparent to the user.

In this example, Barbara has been able to create and mail a PC word
processing document from within a host based application using a simple
three step procedure (initiate creation, create document, request
mailing).

Example 3:

Scenario: John is an Accountant who uses Microsoft Excel to manipulate
and work on his company' s sal es and expense re1ated data. John must
access sales data on a host database and incorporate these 1nto his
spreadsheets before he can make calculations and decisions based on the
latest available data.

Solution: Excel's macro 1anguage could be used to define extra menu
entries, such as "Sales". Once an Excel macro had been written for John
by his MIS department, he would be able to start Excel and double click
on "Sal es" if he wanted to update his spreadsheet wi th the 1atest
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available sales data. The macro would display a dialogue box in .which
Johncou1d enter the product numbers and regions that he wanted to
incorporate into·· his spreadsheet. Excel would . then become tconized as
the macro conti nued in . background mode. The terminal emul atorwoul d
appear as an icon at the bottom of the screen as Excel' s macro started
it for the purpose of accessing the database. Through DOE, Excel would
control the procedure ·followed by· the terminal emulator. ·As· soon as the
s.ales figures had been extracted from the database and downloaded into
Excel,· ···a dialogue box would appear· to flag completion of the· data
exchange. John could·· then double c1ickon .the "OK" box as soon as he
wanted to rev iew or edit the document. Duri ng background execut ion of
the Excel macro, John would be free to work on any other application in
a different window.

Inthts example,Johnwas able to retrieve the latest sales figures from
the database from within.hisspreadsheetwithout knowing where they were
stored or how to access them using the retrieval appl i.cation (for
example, Information Access).

HP.NewWave allows even greater integration·and.automation.

In Kathy's case, the HP NewWave agent could·be programmed to transfer
the monthly sales summary figures from the HP DeskManager message to the
Monthly Order Summary Report on the first day of the subsequent month.
Kathy would be able to edit the report and distribute it without first
having<to<initiate the data transfer. If the report did not require
edtting, the Agent's task could <be taken one step further, including the
automatic mailing or printing of the report.

In John/scase, the HPNewWaveagent cOllld beprogrammf!d to transfer the
latest sales figures from the database on the host. computer to· the .Excel
spreadsheet every night, overnight, so that every morning his
spreadsheet would reflect the latest position against quota, and against
meeting the company's financial objectives.

Users working within the HP NewWave environment could use the HP NewWave
Agent facility to record each step of a process and perform a task, in
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conjuncti on wi th the termi na1 emul ator or any other host based or PC
application, at scheduled times. The ability to record agent tasks
enab1es even the most unsoph ist icated user of HP NewWave to automate
many co-operative host/workstation procedures, without the assistance of
MIS/OP staff.

In short, HP's strategy ;-s based around tightening PC/host integration
with the objective of encouraging and facilitating a Co-operative
computing environment (CCE) in which there is automation of transparent
data interchange and exchange between different app1icat ions on
different host computers and workstations, with 1ittle or no
intervention by the user.

4. Supportability

Of key importance to users of PC/host applications is the need to reduce
costs and increase the individual's productivity both individually and
as a member of the workgroup.

Inherent in the technologies and platforms and user interfaces already
discussed is an intuitive quality, which enables users to quickly and
easily learn and use any products developed under those appl ications.
Whether an appl ication is developed by Microsoft, DEC, IBM, HP or any
third party software vendor, the learning curve of the user working in
the Windowing environments will be much shorter than ever before.

The implications of this are encouraging in terms of both user
productivity and supportability. Users will require minimum training and
on-going support of their day to day activities.

In addition, a number of companies are adopting Microsoft Windows as an
interim steppi ng stone towards OS/2. HP's strategy of consi stency of
interface will go a long way towards easing the migration of users from
host to host, workstation to workstation, and platform to platform.
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SUMMARY

HP is committed to the development and extension of its. terminal
emulation strategy to meet the needs of users in a Co-operative
Computing Environment (CCE). Customer organizations turning to CCE and
OM will still need to access their existing HP systems and applications
as well as those of other supp1iers . Termi na1 ernul at ion wi 11 therefore
remain as an important tool for the support of CCE, which will be
facil itated through the support of multiple end user platforms, hosts
and connections.

Many hybrid appl ications can be developed through the use of purpose
built applications such as HP NewWaveMail for HP OeskManager
integration, Information Access for database queries under Agent
control, and Business Systems Plus (BSP) for automatic updates of
workstat ion software. However, a termi na1 ernul ator wi th these
capabilities provides a general purpose tool for system builders, not
requiring low level programming expertise of environments like HP
NewWave, and not restricted to particular host computer systems or
network connection types. Complex hybrids can be developed quickly to
meet the specific needs of individual users and work groups, so that the
terminal emulator becomes a customizable pipe between the central host
computer and the workstation.

Support of a variety of end user platforms, combined with consistency of
interface across those platforms, will serve as an aid to migration from
host computer to host computer, and from workstation toworkstat ion,
which supports the concept of CCE and has worthwhile impl ications for
supportability and cost reduction.

Operating System/2tm, OS/2 and Presentation Managertm are trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation and International Business Machines Corporation.

MicrosoftR, MS-DOSR and WindowsR are U.S. registered trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation.
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The X Window Systemtm is a trademark of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

UHIXR is a registered trademark of AT&T in the u.s. and other countries.

Macintosh isa registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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PC Software Distribution in a Network Environment

Jon·Bostrom
Hewlett-Packard
8010 Foothills Blvd.
Roseville, CA 95678

Managing application •software on Personal computers ·.isone of the
biggest challenges facing system administrators today. Most
administrators are used t.o working with a central computer system
that contains .. aTlof their application software. This makes
installing new software, updating existing software and
maintaining versioncontrol·relatively easy. Personal Computers
have added a level ofcomplicationby·creating<anenvironment in
which •.• tools that are being used to run the business cannot be
controlled. PC ·.users like the .power and theflexibilitythatPCs
have to offer, however they usually do not have the expertise or
initiative to manage their PC as a business asset. The result is
an administrator with the time consuming task of walking from PC
to . PC and installing software each .timeanew application is
acquired or an existing application requires·updating.

Business System Plus (BSP) addresses this problem by automatically
installing and updating the BSPPC applications directly from·the
HP 3000. Both the. administrator and the·· PC user benefit from this
approach because it builds .a.morestable environment, provides the
user. with the correct software when it is needed, and allows the
administrator to more effectively utilize their time.

The PC applications that.· are currently distributed by BSP focus on
electronic mail,.PC and HP 3000 database access, simple word
processing and spreadsheet functions. If your business requires
additional functionality you may decide to acquire additional PC
software. This paper will· describe the techniques that will allow
you to design your own software dis.tributlon process.
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Requirements

Software Distribution requires that Business System Plus be
installed on the HP 3000 and PCs on your Local Area Network.

Technical overview

BSP allows the customer to create shared discs on the HP 3000.
These discs are viewed by MS-DOS as additional disc drives on the
pc. DOS files can be copied to or from these discs by anyone on
the network just as if they were hard or flexible discs.
Installation of pc software is normally done using the flexible
discs provided by the software manufacturer. Some type of
installation process is usually provided with the software to
facilitate copying the files from the flexible discs to the users
hard disc. The Software Distribution concept uses the shared disc
of the HP 3000 instead of the source disc provided by the
manufacturer as the installation vehicle.

Basic Process Flow

1) The system administrator loads the pc application files from
the original flexible discs to the HP 3000 shared disc.

2) A batch file is started on the pc that makes a connection to
the correct shared disc and installs the software.

HP3000 •

[[]]J B· I y.]
1

NETWORK
SHARED INSTALL

DISK
LAN DISK
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The Dis~ribution Process

This paper will give you some basic information about application
distribution. It will describe several techniques that will help
you distribute your applications and point out the potential
problems along the way.

There are two basic types of distribution processes. One uses the
installation process supplied by the manufacturer. The other uses
standard MS-DOS file copying commands. Each type has pros and
cons involved in setting up a solid distribution process.

Creating a very simple distribution process with a friendly
application is quite easy. Creating a distribution process that
distributes multiple applications with version control,
configuration information and PAM installation for friendly
applications is tougher but still reasonable. To accomplish the
same task with unfriendly applications is still more difficult.
Creating a distribution process with an ugly application is
extremely difficult and beyond the scope of this paper.

Applica~ions defined

Friendly Application

A friendly application is one that will install neatly into a set
of subdirectories, doesn't.modify system files like CONFIG.SYS or
AUTOEXEC.BAT, doesn't have hidden files or copy protection, and
doesn't require specific configuration information. There are a
number of these around and it is quite simple to design a
distribution· process for them.

unfriendly Application

There are many symptoms of unfriendly applications. Here are a
few: The manufacturer's install process will not work from a
shared disc. The application requires modification of CONFIG.SYS
or AUTOEXEC.BAT. The applica.tion uses hidden· files. (hidden files
are harder to copy). The application requires specific
configuration information about a user's PC, e.g., monitor type,
system typ~, printer type etc. Unfriendly applications can be
distributed but they require additional thought· and preparation to
be successfully implemented.

Ugly Application

Copy protection is the most common cause of an ugly application.
There are a number of installation processes that do strange
things to your PC hard disc or to the installation source disc,
this could pro~ibit a successful distribution process. If you
have this type of application you might want to contact the vendor
about a right to copy version with site licensing that removes the
copy protection.
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Right To Copy

******* WARNING ******

The intent of this paper is to explain useful techniques not to
encourage unauthorized software use. Hewlett-Packard does not and
can not authorize you to copy any material without the specific
permission of the manufacturer.

******* WARNING *******

Choosing a Distribution Process

There are several types of distribution processes:

Type 1 uses the manufacturer's installation process.

Type 2 and 3 use the MS-DOS copy function.

All processes use HP 3000 shared disc and some additional MS-DOS
batch files.

Type 1

This type follows the installation process of the manufacturer but
uses shared disc on the HP 3000 instead of flexible discs to
install the application. To implement this type of distribution
process the administrator creates a shared disc on the HP 3000 and
copies the manufacturers install disc "as-is" to the shared disc.
To install, the PC user makes a connection to the shared disc and
follows the manufacturer's installation installation and
configuration just as if they were installing from a flexible
disc.

This type of distribution provides a clean, standard installation.
The possible problems with type 1 are.

The administrator loses some control during the install process
because the manufacturer's install process takes over.

If you are distributing several applications, the "look and £eel"
of each installation process will be different.

The manufacturer's install process may not work from shared disc.

The user must perform whatever configuration needs to be done and
must reply to the install process to such questions as.

"What is you monitor type?"
"What kind of printer do you have?"
"Should I modify your CONFIG.SYS?"
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Type 2

The type 2 and type 3 processes differ from type 1 in that they
fully install and configure the application on 1 PC and then use
the file sharing capability of BSP to copy the "fully installed"
application to the PC user's hard disc.

To implement type 2, the administrator goes through the normal
manufacturer's installation process but defines the destination of
the new software as the HP 3000 shared disc instead of their hard
disc. Once the application is fully installed on the shared disc,
the administrator will follow the manufacturer supplied
instructions to configure the application for basic printer and
monitor information (i.e., laserjet on LPTl and EGA monitor).
There may be several types of basic configurations that need to be
supported. In this case the administrator can install the
application again to a second shared disc and create a second
configuration. .

Once the configuration is complete the administrator must create a
DOS batch file that will perform the actual distribution. This
batch file will build the directory structure on the user's PC and
use the MS-DOS copy function to move the files from shared disc to
the users hard disc. Once the distribution batch file is ready,
any PC user on the network can start it and receive the
applications already configured and ready to run.

Type 3

This type of process is very similar to type 2 but provides for
the case in which the manufacturer install process will not
install to a shared disc. In this case the administrator follows
the install directions of the manufacturer and installs and
configures the software on their PC hard disc.

When the application is fUlly installed and configured on the hard
disc the administrator will·create an HP 3000 shared disc, create
a sUbdirectory structure on the shared disc that is identical to
that created by the manufacturer's install process on the hard
disc, and then copy the files from hard disc to shared disc. If
the administrator needs to support several basic configurations
they can repeat the installation process for each basic
configuration.

Once the application is copied to the HP 3000 shared disc the
distribution process is the same as type 2.

This type of distribution is slightly more work to set up but it
allows the administrator more control in the distribution process.
It also provides a common look to the process no matter what
applications are installed. The PC user is generally freed from
performing the basic configuration and having to interact with a
manufacturer's install process. The drawbacks to the type 2 and 3
process are:
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Less flexibility in the configuration process.

Lack of a "pretty install front end".

Any changes that would be made to system files by the normal
install process, must instead be made by the distribution batch
file.

Example of a Type 1 process

The steps that follow will create a very
process. Following this discussion, will
further automate and enhance the process.

Type 1 setup

simple distribution
be several ways to

Scenario You have just purchased "Super-BucklS from the Boy-Oh-Boy
software company. This application comes on two 5-1/4" discs.
The discs look like this:

Disc 1

Disc 2

Root\
\SB.EXE
\SB.OVL
\SB.ASM
\SB •• n
\INSTALL.BAT
\SBDISC.ONE
\DATA-DIR\

\SBDATA.ONE
\SBDATA.TWO
\SBDATA •• n

Root\
\SB.KKL
\SB.DDM
\SB.QRS
\SB •• n
\SBDISC.TWO
\ADDON-DIR\

\ADD.ONE
\ADD.TWO
\ADD •• n

Note the files on each disc named SBDISC.ONE and SBDISC.TWO.
These files are used by the application to insure that the correct
discs are present during installation. This procedure lends
itself well to Software Distribution. Not all processes will be
quite as friendly. You may find that type 1 will not work with a
particular application, If so, try type 2 or 3.
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The supplied installation instructions for "Super-Buck" read as
follows:

1) Place the supplied disc in drive A:
2) Change to the A: drive with the dos command A:
3) At the A:> prompt type INSTALL?: where?= the letter
of the drive you wish to have the application installed on.

steps to Create a Distribution Process

1) Create an account on the HP 3000 called DISTRIB user= MGR

2) Create a group calledSUPBUCK

3) UsingRESMGR, the HP 3000 Resource Sharing admin utility,
create a shared disc in the PUB group of the new account and share
it with the shortname DISTRIB (If you are not familiar with RESMGR
please consult your Business System Plus' Admin Guide PIN
32510-90003). Create another shared disc in the SUPBUCK group and
share it with the shortname SUPBUCK.

4) Make sure you have the server configured on your PC and then
load the LAN software on your PC (USRLOAD).

5) In the directory where your LAN software resides, type
USE X: \\(your server name)\DISTRIB
USE Y: \\(your server name)\SUPBUCK

NOTE: Make sure your CONFIG.SYS has the line LASTDRIVE=Z

This will connect your X: drive to the shared disc DISTRIB and
your Y: drive to the shared disc SUPBUCK.

6) Place the manufacturer's disc in drive A:

7) Look at the directory structure on the supplied disc with a
utility such as the MS-DOS supplied utility TREE. COM so you can
duplicate it on the shared disc.

8) Point to the SUPBUCK shared disc

9) Copy the files from the flexible disc

10) Create the SUbdirectory structure

11) Change to the SUbdirectory

12) Copy the files from the flexible disc

Y:

COPY A:\*.*

MD \DATA-DIR

CD \DATA-DIR

COPY A:\DATA-DIR\*.*

13) Repeat the process for DISC 2.

NOTE: If you have version 3.2 or greater of MS-DOS steps, 6/11 can
be replaced by the following
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6) Point to the SUPBUCK shared disc

7) Copy the directory structure and the files

8) Repeat the process for DISC 2.

Y:

XCOPY A: Y: IS IE

NOTE: This type of process will not work if the same file name
exists in the same directory on several discs. If you run into
this situation you might try a type 2 or type 3 process.

PC User Steps to Install an Application

Your application is now ready for distribution. The PC user must
perform the following steps (the user must have the LAN loaded and
have this server configured).

1) Connect to shared disc USE A: \\(your server name)\SUPBUCK

NOTE: I have used the A: drive to point to shared disc so that the
install process matches the manufacture supplied documentation.
It is acceptable to redefine a flexible disc designator as a LAN
shared disc.

2) Point to shared disc

3) start manufacturer's install

A:

INSTALL C:

The manufacturer's install process will now install the
application.

4) Delete connection to shared disc USE A: ID

Automatinq the PC User Task

These user steps could be automated by creating a batch file for
your users called C:\startdis.bat. This batch file would contain
the same commands that the user would type. You could then create
a PAM label called Software Distribution. The PAM label would
point to C:\STARTDIS.BAT.
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C:\STARTDIS.BAT

ECHO OFF
CLS
ECHO **** Distribution Process Starting ***
CD \(your LAN directory)
USE A: \\(your server name)\SUPBUCK
A:
CD \
COMMAND /C A:\INSTALL C:
CD \(your LAN directory)
USE A: /D
CLS
ECHO ***** Distribution Process Complete ***

NOTE: In line 5 of the batch file the A: drive is assigned to the
shared disc SUPBUCK. The A: designator is used in case the
install process is hard coded to the A: drive.

NOTE: In line 7 of the batch file the COMMAND instruction with the
/C parameter allows you to use a second process as a subroutine.
When the second process terminates, it returns control to the
first batch file. (in MS-DOS 3.3 you can use the CALL
instruction).

Enhancinq The Process (Download Control)

We need to be able to insure that an application is loaded only
once to any PC. To accomplish this we will create a new
SUbdirectory on each users PC called \HISTORY. Thissubdirectory
will start off with one file in it called HISTORY. BSP.
HISTORY.BSP will contain an ASCII string with a brief explanation
of the purpose of the SUbdirectory.

NOTE: Remember your X: drive is currently pointing to the shared
disc DISTRIB

Here is an example of the master history file:

X: \HISTORY.BSP

*----------------------------------------------------------------** BSP DISTRIBUTION HISTORY FILE *
* ** The HISTORY SUbdirectory on your hard disc is user by the *
* System Administrator to control the distribution of new *
* software to your PC. *
* ** !!!! DO NOT MAKE ANY CHANGES TO FILES IN THIS DIRECTORY !!!! *
* ** Call xxxx for questions *
*----------------------------------------------------------------*
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The install process will check to see if the X:\HISTORY.BSP file
exists. If the file does exist the HISTORY sUbdirectory is OK and
the installation can continue. Each time the BSP Administrator
creates a new distribution process a new file will be added to the
HISTORY sUbdirectory to uniquely identify the new application. A
date code can be used to name this file, it will be placed in the
history sUbdirectory by the install process.

Here is an example of the application history file:

X:\11-20-88.BSP

*----------------------------------------------------------------*
* BSP Distribution file *
* 11-20-88.BSP *
* This file was created by the install process that distributed *
* SuperBuck(R) version X.01.02. *

* ** This distribution process was initiated on November 20th 1988 *
* by the BSP Administrator John Doe. *

* ** Please contact the MIS dept at xxxx for any questions. *
*----------------------------------------------------------------*

The distribution batch file can check for the existence of this
file with the command:

IF EXIST C:\HISTORY\11-20-88.BSP GOTO EXIT

If the file is present on the user's hard disc, the batch file
will terminate. If the history file is not present on the disc
the batch file will continue with the installation and at the end
of the installation will copy the file 11-20-88.BSP to the
C:\HISTORY SUbdirectory.

Take a look at the batch file created in the previous example with
. the addition of this control logic.

NOTE: changed or new lines are marked with an asterisk n*n

C: \STARTDIS. BAT

ECHO OFF
CLS
ECHO **** Distribution Process starting ***
CD \(your LAN directory)

*USE X: \\(your server name)\DISTRIB
CD \

*COMMANO IC X:\DISTRIB.BAT
CD \(your LAN directory)

*USE X: 10
CLS
ECHO ***** Distribution Process Complete ***
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NOTE: In line 7 instead of starting the install process directly,
a batch file is started from the OISTRIB shared disc. This is
done to allow more control in'supporting mUltiple applications and
installation verification. Here is that file:

X:\DISTRIB.BAT

ECHO OFF
C:
CO·\

*IF EXIST C:\HISTORY\11-20-88.BSP GOTO EXIT
*CO \(your LAN directory)
*USEA: \\(your server name)\SUPBUCK

A:
COMMANO IC INSTALL C:
C:

*Co \HISTORY
*COPYX:\11-20-88.BSP
'/tCD \(your LAN directory)
*USE A: 10
*:EXIT

NOTE: The USE for the A: drive has been moved into this file so
that theSTARTOIS.BATfile on the user's PC can be as generic as
possible. This will make it easier to support multiple
applications.

If the user's PC does not have a HISTORY sUbdirectory, add the
logic to the batch file to make sure that the user has the HISTORY
subdir in place.

X:\DISTRIB.BAT

ECHO OFF
*C:
*CO \
*IF EXIST C:\HISTORY\HISTORY.BSPGOTO START
*MO HISTORY
*CO \HISTORY
*COPY X:\HISTORY.BSP
*ATTRIB HISTORY.BSP +R
*:START

C:
CO \
IF EXIST C:\HISTORY\11-20-88.BSP GOTO EXIT
CO·\(your LAN· directory)
USE A: \\{your server name)\SUPBUCK
A: .
COMMAND IC INSTALL C:
C:
CD \HISTORY
COPY X:\11-20-88.BSP
CD \(your LAN directory)
USE A: /D
:EXIT
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Notice that the batch file checks for the existence of the history
file. If the file does not exist, it will be copied from the
shared disc and then set to read only so that the user can not
accidentally erase it. Once the HISTORY file is on the hard disc
the install can continue.

Automate the Process

The next enhancement is the full automation of the process so that
the user does not need to start a batch file or press a PAM button
to start the process.

As part of the PC start-up process, a file called C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT
is run by MS-DOS. This file can contain any valid MS-DOS batch
commands. The Administrator can add commands to the autoexec.bat
file so that each time a user starts their PC it will check for
new software to download. If you add this to a user's PC it will
add about 15 seconds to their start-up time if there are no
applications to download. If there are applications to download,
the time will depend on the size of the application.

C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT

ECHO OFF
PATH C:\iC:\UTILiC:\DOSiC:\WP
PROMPT $p$g
CD \(your LAN directory)
USRLOAD fA
CD \

*\STARTDIS.BAT

creatinq a PAM Label

To add a PAM label to a downloaded application use the program
that is supplied with PAM. MNGEPAM.EXE can be called from the
DISTRIB.BAT file to create a PAM label. The following lines are
an example of the process:

C:
CD \
MNGEPAM ADD SUPER\BUCK C:\SUPBUCK SBUCK.EXE

The syntax for MNGEPAM.EXE is

MNGPAM "action" "label word l"\"label word 2" "path" "run command"
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AddinqAnot;her Applicat;ion (t;ype 2)

This next section will discuss the changes necessary to distribute
more than 1 application.

with one application set up for distribution your HP 3000 will
have the following shared discs

DISTRIB
SUPBUCK

lused to store distribution control information
lused to sore the install files for Super Buck

Add a type 2 application called GWhiz to the distribution process.

GWHIZ comes on two flexible discs and has the following
installation instructions:

Place disc 1 in the A: drive, change to the A: drive and type
SETUP followed by the drive designator and path to install in ie.
SETUP C:\GWHIZ

GWHIZ SETUP will create the directory· ·if it does not exist and
will. also create a sUbdirectory called GDATA... GWHIZ will then
install into that disc and· prompt you for the second disc.

st;eps to Hodify t;he Dist;ribution Process for.-. Second Application

1) Create a group called GWHIZ in the account DISTRIB.

2) Using RESMGR create a shared disc in the GWHIZgroup of the
DISTRIB account and share it with the shortname GWHIZ (If you are
not familiar with·RESMGR consult your BSPAdm.in Guide).

3) Make sure you have the server configured on your PC and then
load the LAN software on your PC (USRLOAD).

4). In the directory where your LAN software resides, .type:
USEX:\\(yourserver name)\DISTRIB
USE Y: \\(your server name)\GWHIZ

This will connect your X: drive to the shared disc DISTRIB and
your Y: drive to the shared disc GWHIZ.

5) Install the Desired application to your Y: disc by following
the instructions provided by the manufacturer:

SETUP Y:\GWHIZ
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6) Note the directory structure in which the application was
installed on the Y: drive

\GWHIZ\
\GFILE1
\GFILE2
\GFILE •• N
\GDATA\

\GDFILE1
\GDFILE2
\GDFILE ••• N

NOTE: If the install process made changes to any other files on
your disc such as CONFIG.SYS or AUTOEXEC.BAT, update those files
on your user's PCs. Make backup copies of both of these files
before installing the application and compare them after
installation to verify any changes.

7) Create a history file for this application similar to the one
created for Super-Buck but with a different date code.

Here is an example of the application history file

X:\11-21-88.BSP

*----------------------------------------------------------------** BSP Distribution file *
* 11-21-88.BSP *
* This file was created by the install process that distributed *
* GWHIZ(R) version B.99.99 *
* ** This distribution process was initiated on November 21th 1988 *
* by the BSP Administrator John Doe. *
* ** Please contact the MIS dept at 4430 for any questions. *
*----------------------------------------------------------------*
8) Next modify the X:\DISTRIB.BAT file to support this second
application.
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X:\DISTRIB .. BAT

ECHO OFF
C:
CD \
IF EXIST C:\HISTORY\HISTORY.BSP GOTO START
MD HISTORY
CD \HISTORY
COpy X:\HISTORY.BSP
ATTRIB HISTORY.BSP +R
: START

*:APPLIC 1
C: -
CD \

*IF EXIST C:\HISTORY\11-20-88.BSP GOTO APPLIC_2
CD \(your LAN directory)
USE A: \\(your server name)\SUPBUCK
A:
COMMAND /C INSTALL C:
C:
CD \
MNGEPAM ADD SUPER\BUCK MTD C:\SUPBUCK SBUCK.EXE
CD \HISTORY
COPY X:\11-20-88.BSP
CD \(your LAN directory)
USE A: /D

*:APPLIC·2
*IFEXIST C:\HISTORY\11-21-88.BSP GOTO EXIT
*C:
*CD \(your LAN directory)
*USE.A: \,(your server name)\GWHIZ
*CD\
*MD GWHIZ
*CD \GWHIZ
*COPY •.• A: \GWHIZ\* • *
*MD·· GDATA
*CD GDATA
*COPY.A:\GWHIZ\GDATA\*.*
*CD \
*MNGEPAM ADD GEE\WHIZ MTD C:\GWHIZ GWHIZ.EXE
*CD. \HISTORY
*COPY X:\11-21"'88.BSP
*CD \(your LAN directory)
*USE A: /D

: EXIT

The changes made to the DISTRIB.BATfilewillconnect to theGWHIZ
shared disc, create the proper directory structure on the user's
PC and then copy the. file into the proper directories. The major
difference between the first and second application in the
X.:\DISTRIB.BAT file are that the first application uses the
manufacturer's INSTALL process to get the files from shared disc
to the user's pc. The second application just makes directories
and copies files using MS-DOS commands.
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copies the application files to hard disc.
starts the distribution process.
automatically starts the at boot time.

Adding a Type 3 Application

To add a type 3 application, follow the same steps as for type 2
but install to your PC hard disc, look at the directory structure
that was created, build the identical structure on a shared disc
and copy the files there. Follow the rest of the type 2 process.

Batch files:
X:\OISTRIB.BAT
C: \STARTOIS. BAT
C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT

History files
X:\HISTORY.BSP I used to check on existence of history subdir.
1 file for each application to be distributed.
11-20-88.BSP I contains application name and version number.

IMPORTANT IIIII Once you have created your distribution process
~ou should TEST IT on a PC similar to those of your PC user's To
1nsure that the process works well. If you are loading several
different configurations you should make sure that each works when
downloaded.

Installation Verification utility.

When you create a distribution process you need to know all of the
files that the installation process added or modified. For
example: Was CONFIG.SYS updated? Was a line added to
AUTOEXEC.BAT? Were any hidden or system files added or modified?
Where were all of the application files placed? To help you with
these questions a verification utility has been created. This
utility can be run just before a hard disc installation and run
again just after the installation is complete. The utility will
tell you just what files were added to the PC hardisc and if any
files were updated. The utility consists of several FREEWARE
utilities and some MSOOS batch files. Hewlett-Packard does not
support this utility and is not responsible for its use or the
results of its use in any way. This utility cannot be sold but
can be distributed free of charge.

To receive a copy of the utility and the supporting docu~entation,

contact your Application Engineer. The A.E. can rece1ve a copy
by sending an HPOESK message to Software Manager-OSO/hpd500/51.

A well thought out software distribution process can provide
substantial benifits to your business by freeing both PC users and
administrators from the tedious task of manually managing PC
software. When combined with the other benifits of a Business
System Plus solution such as printer sharing, file sharing,
electronic mail and database access, the result is an organization
that can concentrate on it's business objectives.

The distribution of applications as described in this document
uses standard features of MS-OOS(R) and is not Warranted by
Hewlett-Packard in any manner.
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What is New Wave? Why has there been so much discussion about this
product? What does it do? How is it going to affect my business? Will it
have a major affect on the development strategies of our data processing
department in the future?

These are often the questions we hear when the topic of New Wave is being
discussed. There seems to be confusion as to what the product is· and how
to use it. The general consensus <is that New Wave is a unique product
which has a promising future , and that it is a product which will have a
significant affect on the future trends within Information Systems.

In ..order · to .develop· an understanding and an ·.appreciation • for.·· Hewlett
Packard's New Wave product, we believe. it is important to take a step back
and take a look at the trends within Information Systems in the 60's, 70's,
80' s .and into the future. Over time, there •. have. been. significant. changes
ina number of areas within the data processing envirOnment. The most
obvious changes have been the reduction in physical.size of. computers, the
increase in processing speed of CPUs, as well as an ever increasing ability
to communicate with each other. In addition to these, however, there have
also .been .significant changes in end-user . expectations due toa. greatly
increased • understanding .of· •the computer's.· power. The. following brief
summaries of the past couple of decades will help US see how these changes
have evolved and where they are leading.

'!be 60's

Data processing in the 1960's consisted of • large centralized. mainframe
computers. Data was processed in batch routines in which response time was
measured in hours and days. These machines were large processing islands
which had virtually no system connectivity or conununicationcapabilities.
They were typically locked away behind closed doors with strict
environmental controls. Therefore,. users had no interaction with the
system. Users receivedweekly or.monthly reports produced by these batch
systems, but they had nohandson.interaction or real understanding of how
the computer worked. Without this. hands on experience, it made it
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difficult for the users to understand how to utilize the power of the
computer to help them do their jobs.

'1tle 10's

On-line systems were introduced in the 1970's. Computers began to get more
powerful; but, the typical on-line response time was still in the 5 to 10
second range. Communication between machines, especially machines made by
different vendors, was practically non-existent. Computers were still kept
in separate environmentally controlled rooms in which users were not
allowed. However, the introduction of minicomputers brought the computer
out into the user environment, which allowed users to become more familiar
with the operations of the computer. Although users were still
unsophisticated in their computer knowledge at this point, they were
increasing their comfort level and beginning to recognize the potential of
the computer.

'1tle 80's

On-line and real time systems with 1 to 5 second response times are very
common place. Computers have· continued to get more and more powerful while
shrinking in physical size. Most companies own hardware and software from
a number of different vendors. Typically the different vendor's hardware
systems operate separately from each other. There is some communication
between separate vendor's hardware, but it is predominately batch in
nature. Significant improvements have been made towards the development of
easier to use software. On-line applications utilize menu-driven systems
with on-line help capabilities. NUmerous organizations and commdttees have
been formed to develop standards for every aspect of data processing
ranging from hardware communications to user interface consistency for
software applications.

The introduction of the microcomputer has made a major impact on the
business world. The enormous amounts of microcomputer software which has
flooded the market has stimulated users' minds in regards to the types of
tasks which can be performed on a computer. Users are becoming more and
more sophisticated in their computer knowledge, often times developing
thei r own software to perform requi red tasks. They are expecting more
information on a more timely basis. They also have become a major
influence on the direction in which automated systems are headed.

'Jhe Future

By following the trends of the past three decades, it appears that soon
there will be on-line and real time systems with virtual real time response
capabilities. There will still be uses for mainframes, minicomputers, and
microcomputers; however, portable/laptops will become a major factor in the
computer environment. They will become small enough and light enough that
they will become an invaluable tool upon which we will perform innumerable
tasks. We will continue to have multi-vendor hardware and software
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environments; but, emerging industry standards for operating systems,
software, and communications will enable these systems to operate with full
data integration. Companies will not only be concerned with sharing
information between internal computer systems, but there will be increased
communications beyond company boundaries. Connectivity and integration of
systems will become a key consideration and. a requirement when purchasing
hardware and software; therefore, vendors will practically be forced to
adhere to industry standards.

The biggest change however, may be in regards to the users' expectations.
Users will be demanding higher levels of functionality, integration and
consistency in their. systems. They will not want to re-learn new software
packages each time they want to perform anew task. More emphasis will be
placed on the task to be performed and less on the specific details and
intricacies associated with each piece of hardware or software required to
perform the task. For example, it is not uncommon for a user today to use
three or four different software packages (sometimes on different hardware
platforms) in order to accomplish a specific task. one package may require
the user to press Function Key 8 to exit from the screen, another may use
the Escape Key to exit, while another may use the Tab Key. The user should
not have to learn and remember these types of minor intricacies in order to
perform a task, nor should they even have to concern themselves with which
software package or which hardware platform they are using. In the future,
the user's primary concern will be task oriented. The computer user of the
future will ~ot need to become a para-professional in data processing, as
is practically required in today's environment, to be able to pass data
between separate software packages and hardware platforms. The development
of seamless and consistent interfaces will allow users to perform complex
integration activities with minimal effort.

Upon review of the trends over the past couple of decades, it is obvious
that there will continue to be significant improvements in computer
hardware which will allow computers to become smaller yet increasingly more
powerful. There is also an indication that there will be even more drastic
change~ in software, and this is where New Wave will have a major effect on
the market place. The trends of the past point towards systems which will
place emphasis on the following characteristics:

• Ease of Use
• Consistent User Interface
• Information Sharing
• Highly Functional
• Seamless Integration

Let's take a look at each one of these characteristics and evaluate how New
Wave applications will provide each feature and the affect it will have on
the end-user.
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Ease of Use

In today's computer environment, "user friendly" and "easy to use" are two
phrases which are used so often to describe software systems that they
practically have no meaning anymore. There has been a major thrust in the
80's to develop "user friendly" and "easy to use" systems. What do these
vague phrases actually mean?

"Easy to use" systems in the 80' s basically consists of the following
features:

• Menu Driven,
• On-line Help,
• Function Key Utilization,
• Pop-up Search Windows, and
• Polite;Descriptive Error Messages.

software developers have greatly improved the "ease of use" of applications
over the past decade by utilizing these types of features. However, the
users of the future are going to demand even easier to use systems which
utilize graphics, colors and windows to provide a consistent working
environment.

Alt.hough it is difficult to convince everyone of this, the graphical
interface operating system, most commonly associated with the Apple
Macintosh computers, provides the most "user friendly" , easy to use
software environment. Exhibit 1 presents figures from a Macintosh Benefits
Study, performed by an independent third party (Peat Marwick Main & Co,
1987), which showed significant productivity improvements due to the ease
of use of the Macintosh environment. Macintosh's use of icons, folders,
pull down menus, and windows allows the user to become more task oriented
and less concerned about the syntax required to run a specific software
application. This design ties into the real world office environment;
therefore, reducing the learning time required and allowing the user to
feel comfortable with the system much more quickly than in OOS or any other
command driven operating system environment. The easier it is for users to
learn to use new software products, the more they will branch out and use
new packages, thereby greatly increasing their productivity and
effectiveness.

Exhibi t 1: Macintosh Benefits Study

C!J
same 2).... higher ~:\\:.:

1,' quality .... " quality 122:' )[!\~~~\?\
~ ,~ --. ·:·:/:l:~\~::;:\;:~~~::tr.;·

160 hours 104 hours 122 hours
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New Wave allows users to use this type of icon driven system on OOS
computers with DOS applications, as well as, MPE applications on Hewlett
Packard computers. Applications may be encapsulated (i.e. built in) into
the New Wave environment at varying levels. At the lowest level, a·DOS or
MPE application may be attached to an icon which simply allows the user,
using a mouse input device, to point to the icon and to "click-on-it" (i.e.
select it). For example, just like on a Macintosh, if a user wants to run
the Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet Application, he simply points to the icon
which represents Excel and "clicks-on-it". It is not necessary for the
user to learn or memorize a string of commands to run the application.

At .a slightly higher level of encapsulation, it is possible to. link
applications to specific data and have them represented by an individual
icon. For example, a user could create a Monthly Sales Analysis
Spreadsheet using Excel which he will use with different sales figures each
month. Using New Wave, it would be possible for this user to create the
Monthly Sales Analysis Spreadsheet and then link it to Excel .and to an
icon. At the end of each month, this user would "click-on" the Sales
Analysis icon, and not only would it run the Excel software, but it would
also pull in the Monthly Sales Analysis Spreadsheet. This type of
application. and data linking allows the user to concentrate more on the
task of producing the Monthly Sales Analysis Report instead of which
software package to use and which sub-directory the data is stored in.

The previous two examples of encapsulation referenced Microsoft's Excel,
which is a DOS application. These types of capabilities are possible with
any DOS application which is Microsoft Windows .compatible. However, part
of the power and attraction of New Wave is that HP3000 applications and
data stored on an HP3000 can be accessed in the exact same way. An icon
can be created which takes the user directly into an application on an
HP3000 when "clicked-on".

With this level of integration it will be easier for the user to become
task oriented and less concerned with the technical details, even to the
point where the user will not care whether the software is running on a DOS
machine or an HP3000.

Consistent User Interface

The concept of a consistent user interface is probably the most difficult
concept to grasp simply because it does .not exist in today's computer
environment. It is hard to imagine all applications operating in a
consistent manner even when they are all on the same hardware platform. It
is even more difficult to imagine that there could be consistency when the
software is operating on different hardware platforms. However, New Wave
provides an environment in which this type of consistency can be developed.

Up to this point we have discussed a couple levels of encapsulation which
makes the process of starting applications and linking those applications
to specific data consistent. However, as we all know, each application has
its own personality and intricacies. As we discussed earlier, one
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application may require the user to press the Fa function key to exit,
while another may use the Escape or the Tab key.

By encapsulating programs at a deeper level, New Wave provides the
capability to develop consistent up front user interfaces utilizing pull
down menus. This up front interface can be used on all applications, the
DOS as well as the MPE V or MPXL. For example, the user will not have to
be concerned whether to press the FB, Escape, or Tab key. He will simply
select "Exit" from the pull down menu, and New Wave will perform the exit.

Exhibit 2 provides a simplified pictorial representation of the New Wave
environment. In this diagram, we can see that Microsoft Windows envelops
all of the applications as well as the MS-DOS operating system. New Wave
then envelops Microsoft Windows as well as the applications and the MS-DOS
operating system. Any tasks which are to be performed by the applications
must, at some point, pass through the New Wave buffer. Therefore, New Wave
has the ability to modify many aspects of the software at that point. New
features, such as a cut-and-paste capability or user defined help screens
may be added; data may be linked to another application; or any number of
activities may be performed to alter the appearance of the original
software application. By performing these types of activities on all of
the software applications, New Wave is able to create a more consistent
interface which allows the user to learn new software packages much more
quickly and become more efficient at performing tasks. '

Exhibi t 2: '!be New Wave umbrella

HPNewWave

Microsoft Windows

MS-DOS

Another way to enV1Slon the New Wave environment is to recognize the fact
that the user never has di rectcontact with the software applications.
Every command that the user performs must pass through the New Wave buffer,
and every screen or message sent to a user's workstation from a software
application must also pass through the New Wave buffer. Exhibi t 3
illustrates this concept. With this in mind, it becomes more clear how New
Wave can have such a significant effect on developing consistent user
interfaces.
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Exhibit 3: '!be New Wave Interface Buffer

Information Sharing

Many software applications today are able to utilize data which has been
created by another application and occasionally on a different hardware
platform. However, this is not always a simple process. It is often times
difficult for a Data Processing professional to accomplish these tasks;
therefore, it seems unfair to expect an end-user to be able to perform such
a task. As a result, only the most advanced end-users even attempt to
share information between applications. Most users would prefer to enter
data two or three times before they would attempt to tackle the task of
passing data between applications.

By utilizing "Agents" within the New Wave environment, a user can
"click-on" an icon which would extract sales figures from an IMAGE database
on a HP3000 and pass that data directly to an Excel Monthly Sales Analysis
Spreadsheet. After the Excel spreadsheet. has manipulated the data, it
could then pass the data to a graphics package to create a Sales Analysis
by Product Line bar chart. In this example, New Wave is not only passing
data between OOS applications, but it is also using data created by an
HP3000 application.
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Agents, which make this possible, are system wide macros which allow you to
record the steps or commands being performed. What is unique about Agents
is that they also record the commands performed within the application so
that macros do not need to be. developed wi thin each of the separate
applications. As we saw in Exhibits 2 and 3, the fact that the
applications are running under the umbrella of the New Wave environment,
enables New Wave to record the commands performed in any of the
applications. After the commands associated with a specific task are
recorded, they may be attached to an icon. The commands associated with
this Agent process are stored in a modifiable file; therefore, adjustments
can be made to the Agent process without re-recording the entire process
from the beginning.

In addition to Agents, "Hot Links" is another New Wave feature which will
greatly increase the end-user's ability to share information between
applications. When using Hot Links, the data is not duplicated as it is
passed from application to application. It is stored in one central
location and all of the applications which use that data access this one
central location. Therefore, as the data is changed in a spreadsheet, all
graphics, . word processing, desktop publishing and other spreadsheet
applications which are linked to that data will automatically reflect these
changes. Exhibi t 4 presents an illustration of how Hot Links may be
defined. As the figures in the spreadsheet are changed, the chart
associated with that data automatically is changed, and the copy of the
chart within the desktop publishing document also reflects these changes.

Exhibit 4: Hot Links

By using a combination of Agents and Hot Links, users will be able to
automate repetitive types of tasks, such as monthly sales reports, which
could be taking days to produce currently. This will allow users to be
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much more efficient and effective at their jobs, which has been the primary
goal of computer systems for years.

Highly Functional

Users want to be able to use their comp~ter to accomplish a wide variety of
tasks. They want to be able to design spreadsheets, type a letter,
generate charts, maintain their inventory, create overheads for a
presentation, send a mail message to their co-workers, print payroll
checks, etc .•• As far as they are concerned, they would like to be able to
do all of these tasks using just one software package. Wouldn't it be
great if there was just one package that was "all things to all people"?
We all know that there is no such package; however, we are now able to
provide the next best thing. Using New Wave ,we can design and develop
systems which have all of the required functionality by purchasing
spreadsheet, graphics, word processing, electronic mail, database, and
numerous other software applications and then integrating all of these
different applications together under a common interface to make it appear
as if it were one highly functional software package. Once again, Exhibit
2 illustrates this idea.

Seamless Integration

We believe that. the challenge for Data Processing and Information Systems
Departments in the future will be to become system integrators. They will
need to use products like New Wave to utilize the strengths of existing
applications both in the OOS environment, as well as MPE and others. The
challenge is to create a system where the interface between applications
and the process of sharing data is so seamless that the user does not know
that it is happening. To the user, it should all appear as if it were one
software application running on one computer, although in reality it may be
numerous applications running on multiple hardware platforms.

The goal is to develop systems, like the one presented in Exhibit 5, in
which a user could sit down at any workstation and access data off of an
IBM, DEC, or HP system without any conscious realization that the data
being used is not stored right there at the workstation.

Exhibit 5:
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PC, Macintosh and 1IP3000 Integration

In our work with New Wave, we have found the similarities between the New
Wave environment and the Macintosh environment to be a definite strength•.
There are a number of companies who have both DOS computers and Macintosh
computers. Within these office environments, it is important for users to
be able to share information and to communicate with one another; however
in most· cases, this in not happening. The Macintosh users share some
things with other Macintosh users, and the DOS users share some things with
the other DOS users. The DOS users will not use the Macintosh because they
are not familiar with the mouse and the .concept of windows, and the
Macintosh users will not use the DOS machines because they are spoiled by
their mouse and windows (as you can tell, we are biased towards the mouse
and windows).

To give an example of the type of things that can be accomplished using New
Wave and other integration tools, we would like to describe a project in
which we utilized New Wave. First, we connected an HP vectra and an Apple
Macintosh SE to an HP3000 Series 42. Using. 'I'ymlab' s Business Sessions
software, we were able to emulate an HP3000 terminal on both computers.
For those of you who are not familiar with Business Sessions, it is an
emulation package which is compatible with the Macintosh and with
Microsoft's Windows on the pc. It provides windowing and mouse
capabilities while emulating an HP3000 terminal (i.e. the mouse can be used
to point-and-click on function keys, the window can be re-sized or moved,
the user can jump in and out of terminal emulation mode into other
applications, etc ••• ).

We then used BP's Deskmanager on the HP3000 to serve as the network
transportation device. Files were transported from workstation to
workstation by attaching them to mail messages within Deskmanager. On the
HP Vectra, we were using New Wave, Microsoft's Windows, Microsoft's Excel,
Microsoft's Word, and HP's Advance Mail. On the MacintoshSE we were also
using Microsoft Excel and Word as well as the recording capabilities
available on the standard Macintosh operation system.

Using these standard off-the-shelf software applications, we were able to
create a user interface which was consistent enough that the user could sit
down at either the Macintosh or the vectra and accomplish tasks without
being concerned with which. computer they were working on.

We created Excel spreadsheets and MS Word documents on the Macintosh,
transferred them to the HP3000 ,attached them to a HP Deskmanager mail
message, mailed them to the Vectra user, read that users mail through
Advance Mail on the vectra, modified the spreadsheet and document on the
vectra using Excel and MS Word, mailed them back to the Macintosh user on
the HP3000, read the Macintosh user's mail and transferred the spreadsheet
and document down to the Macintosh, and then printed them on a Macintosh
LaserWriter plus. All of this was done by encapsulating software
applications, which already exist in the market place, into the New Wave
environment.
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By utilizing New Wave, we have been able to; create easy to use systems
which have a consistent user interface and share information between
applications, as well as provide a seamless interface between the multiple
hardware platforms, thereby providing the user with a wide range of
functionality. Some of the concepts presented within this document may
have seemed rather utopian in nature, but these types of capabilities are
here today. System integration between pes, Macintoshes and BPs as well as
other systems is not only what users will come to expect, it is what they
will be demanding soon.
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The HP NewWaveEnvironment and MIS/DP

Bradley V. Husick
Hewlett Packard - Personal Software Division

3410 Central Expressway
Santa Clara,CaIiforma

. 95051

The goal of this presentation is to familiarize you with HPNewWave, its unique
contribution to your computing •.• environment, and the relationship· of the end user
aspects of HP NewWave to the MIS/DP department and director.

First, what is HP NewWave, and why was it developed?
Today, .HP NewWave is a PC software environment which works together with
Microsoft Windows/286 and MS-DOS. Users add their choice of applications (MS
DOS,MS Windows, or NewWave) to make. asolution. In the future,HP NewWave
will be available for OS/2 and UNIX workstations. ·The development of HP
NewWave resulted from research which identified four main business problems
associated with .computers:

Why Did HPDevelop HP NewWave?

To Solve Four Major Business Problems:

• Computers are too hard to learn and use

• Bringing information together from different
sources and formats is too difficult

• Repetitive tasks should be automated

• Investments in hardware, software, and training
need to have a longer useful life

rliiJI HEWLETT
~a PACKARO
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HP NewWave addresses each of these four business problems:

HP NewWave Solves Business Problems

Four Key Benefits:

• Easy to learn and easy to use

• Integration

• Task automation

• P'rotected investment

FhQ'l HEWLETT
~a PACKARD

Let's examine each of these design goals and implementations in tum, and how MIS
can benefit from these accomplishments.

1. Easy to Learn and Easy to Use

The MIS department often·has time constraints in training end users. Each new
application in DOS systems requires particular, customized training. The consistent
and predictable graphical user interface makes HP NewWave and NewWave
applications very intuitive. The fully interactive computer-based training in HP
NewWave eliminates the need for classroom training. CBT lessons begin with the
basics of using a windowing environment, and continue through more advanced uses
of HP NewWave. The on-line help facility allows users to point to an item in HP
NewWave and receive information about the item in a pop-up window. This help
information is cross-referenced in a hypertext style, which allows ... users to see the
information that they need quickly.
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HPNewWave also allows users to context-switch between applications. For
exam.ple,a user could have a word processor, spreadsheet,· database, and· terminal
emulator open all at the same· time, and switch from one to another by pressing
ALT-TAB. This makes the one application.active, putting. all of. the others· on
standby. Moving information from one place to another in this system is quick and
easy.

2. Integration

Users often ••experience difficulty in accessing information which .resides on a
network. .•• Upper management wants the easiest possible access. to information
without having to become computer experts. The combination of intuitive terminal
emulation software and Agent technology can allow "pushbutton" access to
information.

Once that information is downloaded to the PC,. the task· of presenting· it in an
understandable manner· can be .monumental. HPNewWave allows ·•. users·. to
mampulate,Jink and combine information from. multiple sources.• This high level of
integration allows us~rs to•create a "compound document".by ·simply selecting items
with a mouse and dropping them into a document.. For example, to include a graph
or a spreadsheet in a word processing document, a user can simply pick up the graph
data and drop it into the document window.HPNewWave also allows the user to
edit items in the compound document by selecting them with the mouse.. This single
step process .greatly reduces the effort required· to· assemble and manage •different
types· of information. .. lEIP NewWave accommodates. many· types of information
today. In the future, as independent developers make new types of data (like voice
or video) available, these and others can all be added toHPNewWave without
changing the environment itself or.individual applications.

3. Task Automation

With. HP NewWave Agents, a user can. ·automate repetitive tasks such as the
generation of standard monthly reports or· the retrieval .of information·· over a
network without human intervention. When users perform such a task, they can set
the HP NewWave Agent to record their actions. HP NewWave can be set to
automatically perform any task that has been recorded at user request or scheduled
by time and date.
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The MIS/DP director is under constant pressure to justify the investment that the
company has made in computer and information systems. Reporting information to
management on a regular basis today is a time-consuming task. The complexity of
these status or cost/usage reports often causes delays. The HP NewWave Agent
technology can be used to overcome this problem. For example, MIS/DP personnel
can compose a Agent tasks which assemble information on user, host, and job
statistics, and generate graphs and reports for management. The Agent tasks are
fully editable and the task language is completely documented.

User productivity can be increased with the HP NewWave Agent. Simple repetitive
tasks can be recorded and played-back by end users. More complex tasks will be the
domain ofthe ~lIS/DPmanager. One example of this type of task was shown in the
early demonstrations of HP NewWave. The job at hand was to prepare a monthly
sales report for management. The Agent task which was written to accomplish this
started by launching Information Access/PC and downloading data from a sales
database on an HP3000. These data were then assembled in a Lotus 1-2-3
spreadsheet on the PC. Graphs of the sales for the month were created with the
data, and combined with text into a compound document report. This .entire task
was accomplished by the· HP NewWave Agent, without the need for user
intervention.

Another aspect of automation in HP NewWave is the linking of information
throughout the PC. For example, a graph in one document can be included in other
documents so that a ·change is ·reflected in all places automatically, saving valuable
time for users. This is p~rticularly useful for standard document or report·formats.

4. Protected Investment

HP NewWave runs on industry standard hardware (80286 and 80386 PCs, expansion
cards, displays, etc.) and industry standard software (MS-DOS, Microsoft
Windows/286, and application software). Users can continue to use their favorite
MS-DOS and Microsoft Windows software in the HP NewWave environment,
saving on retraining costs and wasted time.
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Under development are OS/2 and UNIX implementations of HP NewWave:

~

~

MS Windows
MS-DOS

Presentation
Manager

OS/2

OSF / Motif
UNIX

rh"~HEWLETT
~1I PACKARD

The. MS-DOS / Microsoft Windows implementation of HP NewWave started with
the Develo~erKitwhichbeganshippingin~archof1988.The End User release of
HPNewWave is scheduled to be released· in the second half of 1989.

The OS/2/ Presentation Manager,and UNIX I OSF Motif implementations of HP
NewWave are. under development. As the products are more clearly defined,
realistic schedules will be announced. Martin Johnson, of HP-OPD, is presenting a
paper during this Interex conference which addresses the UNIX strategies relating
to HP.NewWave.
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Summary
In conclusion, HP NewWave can provide real benefits to end users and MIS/DP
personnel. The easy to learn and use design of HP NewWave can increase
productivity and reduce training costs. Integrating information from different
sources and formats is made easier, and repetitive task automation allows users to
concentrate on their work, not on their computers. In addition, investments that
companies have made in hardware and software are protected with HP NewWave.

HPNewWave...more than a graphical user interface

Behind the Interface... Benefits

Object Management Integration
Compound Documents

Information Unks

Agents Task Automation

On-Line Help Ease of Use

Computer-Based Training Ease of Learning

r~;;w HEWLETT
~f'" PACKARD
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IMPLEMENTING NEWWAVE IN EXISTING HP 3000 NETWORKS

Alison McCallum-Varey

OPD Product Marketing

Introduction

New Wave Window to the World

rNt;w \tVave providt;s
transpart;nt CO' rrmu ni~atio n
across tht; nt;tw'O'rk.r

One the goals of Hewlett Packard's NewWave environment is to give NewWave
users a transparent means of communicating across the network. Making the
communication transparent means that the NewWave user does not have to be
concerned with the mechanics of distributing information across the network.
All he or she has to do is send the information and the system takes care of
its transmission across the network and its delivery to the recipient.

Ideally, all users on a system would get the benefit of transparent
communications by implementing NewWave. In the real world, however, we
acknowledge that existing customer investments in current wave software and
hardware will mean that NewWave implementation may be more gradual. Not all
users will be upgraded to NewWave at once.

Recognizing the need to accommodate mixed environments, NewWave has been
developed not only to provide transparent access when communicating with other
NewWave users but with the existing environment. This paper has been written
to describe how transparent communications has been achieved between NewWave
and existing systems. It will focus on the following three areas:-
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U:s« to U:s«

Ext«neJ ~twork:s

HPUX and XM>O

1. Communication between NewWave and non-NewWave users.

2. Communication across the HP 3000 network

3. Communication to other networks including HP-UX and X.400.

Communication Between NewWave and non-NewWave users

In looking at how transparent communication can be achieved, it is first
necessary to identify who is going to be communicating with whom and what are
they going to communicate. Once this is identified, it is then possible to
discuss how this can be achieved transparently.
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Who communicates?

Tennin81 HP Desk us«

PC AdwnoeMail user

New Wave PC
Users

In any existing HP 3000 environment there are likely to be different types of
users. Our customers typically have a mixture of terminals and PCs. There are
two particular types of current wave users with whom a NewWave user will
communicate.

1. Terminal users who use HP DeskManager to communicate (this includes PC
users who use terminal emulation to access HP DeskManager.

2. PC users who use AdvanceMail.

The current wave users will already be able to send, receive and manipulate
d~cuments created in a wide variety of formats. Key to successful
implementation of NewWave into this environment is ensuring that if the
NewWave user sends ·a document to a current wave user, he/she will be able to
manipulate the received item and likewise the NewWave user can do the same to
documents received from current wave users.
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Looked at as a matrix here are the capabilities which every user will have.
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Giving users communication capabilities means not just allowing them to send
simple text messages but giving them ability to send any type of document and
ensuring that the recipient can manipulate it. The types of documents which
NewWave and current wave users can exchange are as follows:
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Text

Text is the most common form in which information is distributed. Text is the
simplest document type and contains no special formatting.

Word Processing Documents

There are very large number of word processors available, providing many
formatting and DTP-like capabilities. As well as HP word processors such as
Executive Memomaker and AdvanceWrite, HP will allow for the ·integration of
third party word processors into NewWave - Word Perfect and MS-Word are two
examples.

Spreadsheets

For users who need to manipulate financial or statistical data, a spreadsheet
is a must. The two most popular PC based spreadsheets available are Lotus
1-2-3 and Excel.

Graphics

Graphs and illustrations are an increasingly important data form that users
want to share with others~ either as part of a WP document~r as separate
items. HP has its own graphics package Graphics Gallery which will be
encapsulated in NewWave.

Image

Anyone who has a scanner can turn printed matter into electronic form and then
send it around the network.

Voice

Voice annotation of messages is an exciting feature of NewWave.

Compound Objects

Many current wave applications can create the documents above without needing
NewWave. However one of the key features of NewWave is that it can create
compound objects from individual objects. It is possible to create "hot links"
between individual objects so that if changes are made to one object,the
changes are reflected in the other elements of the compound object - for
example a spreadsheet could update a graphic and they could both be
automatically amended inside a WP document.

This type of object is only found inside NewWave.

Packages

If an HP DeskManager user wants to group documents then the current wave
option is to create a package which contains the collection of documents. No
links are established between the items.

What happens when the recipient gets the information
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The process of communicating information has two parts - the sending of the
information and the receipt of that information. The information is useless if
it cannot be manipulated by the recipient. There are three ways a recipient
will want to be manipulate the message in this order of importance:

1. Read the message or parts of it.

2. Print the message or parts of it.

3. Edit the message or parts of it.

The recipient may want to do other things such as delete, reply,file or
forward messages but these forms of manipulation would tend to follow on from
the three major activities of reading, printing and editing.

How does th;s worle ;n my ex;st;ng env;ronment?

To summarize, there are a number of conditions which have to be met to make
possible the coexistence of NewWave and Current Wave users on the same system.

1. NewWave users have to be able to send any document type available in
NewWave to other users on the system whether they are NewWave users,
AdvanceMail users or HP DeskManager users. This includes compound documents.

2. The recipient needs to be able to manipulate the incoming information at
the very least read and print it and, where the tools are available, to edit
it as well.

It is important to understand that although ideally every user should be able
to do whatever they choose with every document they receive, in practice there
are some limitations to this which relate to the available software and
hardware in any particular environment.

What HP have tried to implement is to give all non-NewWave users at least the
capability of reading and/or printing documents they receive taking account of
their environment. Where possible users will also be able to edit the
documents.

Browsers and Converters

There are three methods of manipulating NewWave documents in HP DeskManager
and AdvanceMail which enable users to gain the optimum access to them.

The first of these is what is called a Browser. It lets ~ user either read or
print a document. It is simply a means of displaying the document contents but
does not make any changes to it. A browsed document cannot not necessarily be
edited. This method is highly useful in environments where the application
which created the document is not available.

The second method of manipulating the document is called a Converter. This
takes the document, opens it up and changes the contents to a new format
whilst retaining as many of the original characteristics as possible. Given
the large number of applications, all using different formats it is not always
feasible to provide a converter for every combination. What Hewlett Packard
have attempted to do is cover the primary converters and provided a mechanism
for the introduction of new converters as they become available.
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The third method is by using an available application. This is essential for
editing documents. With the exception of text for which an editor exists in
each of the products, many of the host and PC applications are optional extras
and therefore would have to be purchased and installed separately.

The Overall Picture

The illustration belows shows the different combination of options available
to users in the different environments who receive items from NewWave.
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The NewWave environment has grown out of the eXisting environment which means
it has capabilities not available in the current environment. Only when all
users upgrade to NewWave will all the capabilities become available. In the
meantime the aim has been to provide them with as many of their existing
capabilities as possible and even added some. As NewWave develops, it may be
that" new capabilities will become available in the HP DeskManager and
AdvanceMail environments. Both have the capability to add new browsers and new
converters to make the receipt of information as transparent as possible.
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Rece;v;ng Documents ;n NewWave
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Thus far, discussion has revolved around the NewWave user sending information
to current wave users. However,the NewWave user will need to receive
information as well as distribute it. Inside NewWave it is more
straightforward. A NewWave user can receive any item from a non-NewWave user
and it will be included in NewWave in one of two ways - either as an object or
put into a file container for importing to an application.

Converters

The NewWave user can specify any conversions he/she wishes to have made to the
documents before they are downloaded to the PC from the host. This converter
mechanism uses converters available on the HP 3000 and can be invoked for many
existing applications.

Browsers

Browsers are used for reading and printing items where the application is not
easily accessible. Because applications are more fully integrated into
NewWave, they can be invoked more easily than in current environment and
therefore NewWave objects are always manipulated using the application.

From a user's point of view this may appear to be quite a complex set of rules
and cross references. However the end result is that far from it being complex
to use, it is actually straightforward. That is because the user does not see
any of these inner workings, all the converting and browsing is done behind
the scenes - invisible or to use the words of the introduction - Transparent.
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2. Communications across the HP 3000 network

Communication across the HPSOOCN»twork

Offlc::~haro
LJ.N

No c::har'\1o f(;f NH \'A\vo - U~~ ~xhtl~ c::onnoc::tlon mothoo<l~

ara<l mlnlml~ <lataC::¢fI'lms IrH~ ItlQnt.

In the first section, the emphasis was on how transparent user to user
communication is achieved. A second· aspect to this transparency is New Wave.'s
desire to make access to the network itself transparent. That. is·to say, .users
do not have to be concerned with the·whys and wherefores of data.communication
links. All the NewWave user needs to do is send messages and the underlying
data communications methods, with help from the system manager, do.therest.

In terms of implementing NewWave·in an existingHP 3000 environment, there are
no special requirements for data communication links. NewWavehas the same
underlying data communication library as was used with AdvanceMail. This means
that if you have been using AdvanceMail, then the same connection methods can
be used. Those methods are as follows:

LAN Connections

Using OfficeShare plus LAN/Link 3000, users can connect via their standard LAN
connection.

Serial Connections

For direct connections~ the user simply configures their logon and passwords
(both are encrypted for security).

For remote connections such as X.25 or modem, the system manager may have to
write command files to negotiate the logon procedures required by these data
communication methods. If these have already been written for AdvanceMail then
they should work with NewWave Mail.

For those customers. who have not implemented AdvanceMail but already have HP
DeskManager, then they will have to set up the connections. However, the
appropriate software will already· be in place on the HP 3000 so there will be
no extra expenditure on HP3000 software to implement NewWave Mail.
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3. Communication to external networks.

New Wave connection to ext.mal network.

XAOO

PROFS
~

NwW..~

Unlx ......11
.,."".

NewWave again makes use of the existing mechanisms to provide communication to
external services outside of the HP 3000 network. At first release this will
done via HP DeskManager's transport mechanism. The NewWave user simply sends
his/her message to the recipients, HP DeskManager takes care of the routing of
the messages. Depending on what is configured, HP Desk can send messages to a
variety of destinations.

It also depends on what can be sent to the different systems, what kind of
information can be distributed from NewWave - some can only receive text
whereas others can receive binary files and therefore PC files.
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Telex (Not available in the US)

NewWave users can send.telexes out to the telex network viaHP DeskManager and
HP Telex. Similarly, a NewWave user can receive telexes via the same route.

Text is the only form of information that can be sent to the telex network.

PROFS and DISOSS

By means of HP.OfficeConnect.to PROFS and DISOSS products, NewWaveusers.can
send messages to the IBM environment. links to PROFS are limited to text but
PC binary files can be sent to DISOSS.

X.400

NewWave users can send to X.400 via HP DeskManager and OfficeConnect to X.400.
Infuture,access toX .. 400will .be available in NewWave via HP's new mailing
product for the Hp... UX environment - project name Genesis.

X.400 tscurreritly limited to sending text but .asprotocols.are defined,other
file types will certainly be permitted.

Unix Mail

Simple text messages can be sent to Unix Mail users from NewWave.

Genesis

Aswell as being able to connect directly to an HP-UX host running Genesis
from NewWave, it will also be possible to connect via HP DeskManager to send
text and PC files between the two systems.
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Conversions

Any conversions of items going to external systems will be done at the gateway
so the NewWave user does not have to be concerned about having documents in
the right format - it will be converted or if not suitable to be sent returned
to the sender.

SUDlDary

Smooth migration pa1hs f« us« frem
eurr~t waV<i to Nw\liaV<i

Us« <ixJ:dlng <lataeomll1lnleatloos m<itho<ls
an<l mlnlmlz.lmpl~~tatlon 9ff«bS

In designing NewWave it was vital not just to provide transparent
communications capabilities within the NewWave environment, but to ensure that
those capabilities would extend into the wider network so that NewWave could
be implemented in eXisting systems without customers having to upgrade all of
their users to NewWave immediately.

In order to make the progression from current wave to NewWave as smooth as
possible, the converter and browser mechanisms to allow exchange of
information between New and current wave are available both to use. As
customers move users from one environment to the other, they are not being cut
off one another but can maintain same the communication capabilities as they
had before plus the enhanced NewWave environment.

In already established systems, a major concern of any additions to the system
is how much it is going to cost and how long it will take to implement. From
the point of view of data communication links, NewWave can take advantage of
what already exists and therefore where the work has already been done to
connect PCs into the host, no additional effort is needed. Users can start
getting the benefits of NewWave quickly and painlessly.

The combination of these three elements mean that whether you choose to
upgrade all your users to NewWave at once or make it a gradual process, your
existing system can adapt with the minimum time and effort.
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IRTRODUCTIOR

since . the ... first documented computer crime case in 1958, 1

computer crime has come a long way. Today, we are'dealingwith

what The New York Times aptly calls .lIthe letter bomb of the

computer age: computer viruses."2 with electronic mail, viruses

have become more than the letter bomb of the 80's: they have become

a .global threat3• Dr. Harold.J. Highland, noted author and editor

of Computers & Security, summed it up succinctly when he said: "We

ain't seen nothing yett,,4

Viruses have.infected networks and PC's. The· latest, entry

into the virus fray is the Cornell Virus, which ina less thana

day infected .thousands of· mainframe computers throughout • the

world. 5 Viruses restricted to PC's have •. also done. so ona global

scale. The Pakistani "Brain" virus, for example, infected an

untold number of PC's as it traveled throughout the world wreaking

havoc. 6

1DonnB.parker, Crime By computer, (New York, NY: Charles
Scribners & Sons), ·'1976, p. 34.

2"LetterBombof the Computer Age, II New York Times, 5 November
1988,p. 16.

3Bernard P. Zajac, Jr. "Computer Viruses: The New Global
Threat," The Computer Law and Security Report,.May-June 198.8, p.
3.

4PhilipElmer-Dewitt, "Invasion of the Data snatchers!," Time,
26 september 1988, p. 64.

Jim Ritter and Michael Gillis, "Computer 'bug' Bytes
colle~es," Chicago Sun-Times, p. 1.

Katherine M. Hafner I "Is Your computer Secure?," Business
Week, 1 August·1988, p. 67.
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The Bis~ory of Co.pu~er Viruses

computer viruses are not a new phenomenon. They are just an

old trick with a new twist: a computer trojan horse program that

has the ability to reproduce.

Viruses are said to be the offspring of Frederick· B. Cohen.

Who, for his doctoral dissertation for the University of Southern

California, created a virus in an effort to find a way to defend

against self replicating programs. Cohen, now a professor at the

University of Cincinnati, found they are next to impossible to

defend against. Using two DEC VAX computers and a Univac 1108,

Cohen found that a virus could spread throughout a computer in a

matter of minutes!7 This was recently reaffirmed by the Cornell

Virus, which infected and halted computers in a matter ·of minutes

worldwide. 8

Cohen's work with viruses was first made pUblic at the 1984

National Computer Security Conference. A few years later, Rudiger

Dierstein of the Deutsche Forschungs und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft

und Raumfahrt e. V. (DFVLR), introduced the concept of viruses to

7Bernard P. Zajac, Jr., "Computer Viruses: The New Global
Threat," The Computer Law and Security Report, May-June 1988, p.
3.

~ichael Alexander, "Virus Ravages Thousands of System, "
Computer World, 7 November 1988, p. 1.
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the European press in "computer Viruses: A Secret Threat," a paper

presented at the 1986 meeting of Securicom in Paris, France.

since ·1984, viruses have evolved into really two distinct

types: Active and Passive. The active virus is a virus that

damages or destroys systems. The Lehigh or Pakistani viruses are

good examples of "active" viruses:" both destroyed systems. The

passive virus, on the other hand, sits in the background and adds

trapdoors or gathers information --- by far the most dangerous.

The Cornell virus is a good example of a passive virus, its purpose

was to gather passwords on attacked systems. However, a "bug" in

the virus turned it into an active virus by mass producing itself

and halting the infected systems.

Bow computer Viruses Work

To study how viruses work, let's look at a simple virus: the

Lehigh Virus, named after Lehigh University in Bethlehem,

Pennsylvania, where it was first discovered.

This virus hid! in a perfect place, the COMMAND. COM file.

Perfect, because this file is executed every time something is

entered at the keyboard. It is here that the DOS commands such as

RENAME, DIR, and DEL are located.
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According to the Lehigh University Computing Center, the virus

actually hid in the stack space .area of the COMMAND.COM file, which

was why the COMMAND.COM's file size didn't change after it was

infected. With some viruses file size is one way to detect a virus

on your system -~ not so with this one.

Once the virus was in place, whenever a user typed a DOS

command, the virus would check to see if there was a non-infected

COMMAND. COM file on the system. If so, it infected it and

incremented a counter that kept track of how many other disks it

had infected. The virus would then execute the user's DOS command.

All this, unbeknownst to the user. From the users perspective, the

computer just executed the DOS command and nothing more.

The virus continued this process of infecting computers and/or

qisks until the infection counter hit four; then it would totally

erase the hard dISk, inclUding the boot sector and FAT (File

Allocation Table) space -- an effective way of covering its tracks

and rendering the computer totally useless.

Fortunately, this virus did leave a couple of telltale signs:

the date on the COMMAND. COM file changed when it was infected --

you knew at least when you got hit; and the drive that contained

the disk being infected would activate its write light when it was

replicating itself --- you could see the virus infecting the disk.
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To illustrate how simple viruses are, here is a simple PASCAL

program for a virus. It does not include details for the

subroutines or variable declarations, but it does demonstrate how

simple virus structures are:

BEGIN {Virus Logic}
PERFORM check-if-infected;
IF not-infected

THEN PERFORM infect-computer:
IF trip-condition = true

THEN PERFORM destroy-disk:
END {Virus Logic}

***** Normal Program Would Follow Here *****

Note, the first thing the virus does is that it checks to see

if it needs to infect the computer. If so, it infects the computer

and moves on to the next command. If not, it skips the infection

process and executes the next command, which is to determine if the

trip condition is true. The trip condition is when the virus

should reveal itself and do what it was designed to do. This could

be a number of things from transferring money to erasing hard

disks. This condition could be just about anything: a date or a

counter. As in the Lehigh University virus, for example, it was

a specific condition --- it had to have infected four other

computers. Other viruses, the Hebrew University and MAC viruses

looked for a specific date.
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viruses can also be very sophisticated. The Cornell virus

used a multi approach to attaching other computers: it used a known

bug in the Unix Sendmail utility, it searched for passwords and had

on onboard decryption routine, and had a method of finding what

other computers were on the network. 9 This program was some 50,000

lines lonq.10

Some other techniques viruses use include "husking," in which

the virus moves the contents of the target program to another

location on disk and then inserts itself into the original file

location. When the user tries to read the original file, he sees

the original program because the virus points to th~ displaced

program and displays it; not the real contents of the "husked"

file. The Brain virus is a good example of this. 11

However, the ease with which viruses can be created cannot be

understated. Dr. Harold J. Highland, developed a demo virus just

using the DOS batch file (BAT) commands in an AUTOEXEC.BAT file!

9Michael Alexander, "Anatomy of a Virus," Computer World, 7
November 1988, p. 157.

10Ibid., p. 157.
11 Dr • Harold J. Highland, "The BRAIN Virus: Fact and Fantasy,"

Computers & Security, August 1988, p. 368.
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Prevention

Viruses are extraordinarily simple to make. But how do we

prevent them? Unfortunately, once a computer has been infected,

it can be too late. The best way to prevent viruses: practice

safe computing! Some examples include:

o DON'T USE UNKNOWN SOFTWARE Including
"shareware" SOftware, software from bulletin
board services (BBS), or bootlegged software.
Use only software from a KNOWN vendor in a
sealed container!

o CENTRALIZE SOFTWARE PURCHASING OR HAVE AN
"APPROVED" VENDOR LIST -- This prevents and
deters the purchasing of unknown software.

o USE A WRITE TAB ON "SUSPECT" DISKS -- This is
one way to detect the Lehigh Virus and it
prevents further contamination. When the
Lehigh Virus tried to infect a non-infected
disk with a write tab, the computer responded
with a "WRITE PROTECT ERROR."

o INSTRUCT EMPLOYEES ON THE DANGERS OF VIRUSES
-- instruct them not to unload ANY unknown
software to any company computer--= Viruses
cannot spread if th~y are not given an
opportunity!

o IDEALLY, DECOMPILE NEW PROGRAMS, CHECKING FOR
SUSPECT DOS CALLS BEFORE RUNNING -- If a
program says it. reads switches or calculates
something, it better not contain DOS write
calls!

o MAKE ALL •EXE AND • COM FILES ON PC's READ ONLY
-- There are several utilities on the market
that can set the attribute bit to READ ONLY.
This will prevent any unauthorized access.
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o WHEN USING "SWAP .TAPES , " RECOMPILE THE SOURCE
PROGRAMS YOURSELF AFTER CHECKING THE CODE -
The source may say one thing and the object
another.

o CHANGE COMMON SYSTEM PASSWORDS! -- The recent
Cornell Virus got in via known holes in Unix
and it tried common passwords to get into
other systems.

Currently, there are several commercial vaccination packages

now available for the PC. However, they do not protect against

ALL viruses: they mearly protect against some viral techniques we

know of. Additionally, many of these viral filters work fine on

an IBM clone, but they DO NOT work on a true blue IBM PC! It seems

many of the filters were developed on clones and not the real

thing.

Recently, ABC Rail Corporation participated in a study of

computer virus filters for Computers & Security. As part of the

testing process the filters were given directly to the end user to

see: how easy they were to install; how "user friendly" they were;

and how effective they were.

None of the virus filters that were reviewed were really

acceptable. If they were effective, they were too hard for the

user to use. Or, if they were very user friendly, they were not

very effective. Which is really the old security problem: the more

secure something becomes, the harder it is to use it. And the
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harder something is to use, the less productive it is.

When the famed Apple virus hit, Apple released a free program

called virus Rx available from dealers that checked Macintosh

computers for viruses by looking for "suspect" code in the system.

There are now many anti-virus programs on Bulletin Board Services

across the united states; however, extreme caution should be

exercised when downloading anything from a BBS!

The only way to really protect against viruses is to not

expose your system to any suspect software. This approach is fine

for PC's, but what about large networks? Many companies have large

Management Information Systems (MIS) departments to gather~

condense and report information to top management so they can make

informed business decisions. For many companies, this "information

gathering" network can be global: Barclays and the Continental Bank

of Illinois, for example, have international networks. Can these

networks be protected against virus? Yes, just as easily as PC's!

There are many ways to secure large networks today with

hardware and software, but, as in any security program, the weakest

link is really one thing: people.

People are your greatest security asset and they are your

greatest security liability. Educating people to the dangers of
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viruses will help curtail the uploading of suspect software on

systems. So will enacting policies such as specifically

prohibiting any foreign software from being loaded; centralizing

software purchases to one department or developing an "approved

vendors" list.
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Detection

We have seen just how easy it is to create a virus and how to

prevent viruses but how do you detect for one? Unfortunately, with

the really good viruses, once you've detected it --- it's too late!

However, there are a few methods available; some scientific and a

some. not so scientific. Some of the "not so scientific" methods

include:

o SETTING YOUR SYSTEM CLOCK TO THE FUTURE and
then seeing if files disappear --- not the
most elegant method, but effective.

o LOOKING FOR "STRANGE ·FILES" ON YOUR SYSTEM 
The "Cornell Virus," for example, had files
named xNNNNNNN, where the N' s .appear to be
random numbers.

o NOTING STRANGE OR DIFFERENTLOGONS - When on
a network, note if you see logons for
communication programs· at odd times • For
example, a electronic mail truck delivering
mail at a.n odd time.

Some of the more scientific methods for virus detection include:

o HAVING MEMORY RESIDENT PROGRAM CHECK DISK
CALLS .... Many so called "virus filters" consist
of a module that resides in memory that checks
for certain types of disk calls or intrinsics.

o CHECK FILES SIZES AGAINST A PREVIOUSLY
ESTABLISHEDTABLE-Thiswilllet you know if
a virus has infected a file and increase its
size. NOTE: This is NOTa fool proof method.
Some viruses infect files and do not increase
or decrease the host file's size.
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o USING UTILITIES OR PROGRAMS SEARCH ALL FILES
PROGRAM FILES FOR "STRANGE TEXT" Many
viruses print messaqes such as "Ha Gotcha!"
and the like. Usinq many utilities available
today, you can scan entire systems lookinq for
key phrases identifyinq "suspect" proqrams ..

These are just some of the techniques that can be used to

locate some viruses. However, they will not flush out all viruses

-- the real creative viruses may never be found until its too late.

What If You AreA victim?

What if it is too late and you are a victim of a computer

virus attack, what do you do? This depends on how you were

infected and what was infected. If your system is on a network

you need to pull your system immediately off the network to prevent

further damaqe or recontamination. Then you need to isolate the

virus, see how it works, and take corrective action.

If you catch the virus early enouqh, you probably can use your

backup tapes for a reload/restore, provided THEY HAVE NOT BEEN

INFECTED. However, before the reload, the system (CPU) should be

powered down to make sure nothinq is stayinq in hiqh (RAM) memory.

A reload/restore is recommended because durinq a reload, most

systems fully reinitialize all the disk packs.

The same technique would apply to an infected PC. However,
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the "reload/restore option" becomes a little more problematic, as

most PC users do not make regular backups as do most·· MIS

departments. As ·a result, chances are that data will be lost.

Before the reload/reload, it is suggested that a lowlevel format

be performed prior to the standard format on the hard drive. This

will more effectively "sanitize" the machine. Additiona.lly, you

should execute the DOS SYS command to overwrite and restore the

boot sector, since some viruses reside there.

Many PC' s today have on-boa.rd batteries to keep the· CMOS· memory

alive. When powering the PC down, you should remove ·the batteries

to .also .• clear the CMOS memory, as there have been reports· of

viruses hiding in CMOS.

After the PC has been sanitized, you can. reload from non-.

infected backups, should you have such a thing. But most often

you will probably have.togo back to the original software disks,

including the operating system.

Legal Recourse '1'0 Viruses

Once you have your system back on •its feet· and operating, most

probably you have spent a lot of time and money to do it. Your

system has been unavailable and your users inconvenienced. What

recourse do you have, legally? One software manufacture recently

said, "You, as a user have a recourse, you just sue. them [the
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software manufacture]!"12 Interesting, but can you? The answer is

"technically yes," but you will be blazing new legal ground. There

is not much case law in this area.

Kirk W. Tabbey, head of the Washtenaw County (Mich.) Computer

Crime Task Force, and an assistant prosecuting attorney in Ann

Arbor, Michigan said, "YOU'll always have a criminal case if you

can find the person who did it [created the virus] because a virus

is a malicious act. Surreptitiously inserting a virus in a program

is, in itself a malicious act, therefore a crime.,,13 Currently,

there is federal law which specifically deals with computer

crime14 • Representative Wally Herger (R-Calf) recently introduced

the "Computer Virus Eradication Act of 1989 (H.R. 55) that calls

for sanctions, both civil and criminal against computer viruses.

But, this action is against an individual or individuals who

created and/or inserted the virus. What about a the person who

sold you the software or the software manufacturer? Can the they

held liable? If so, what damages can be recovered?

It seems you can recover damages, but it is not a simple

matter. James J. Ayres, an attorney with the Chicago firm of

Magee, Collins and Lodge, and a part-time faculty member of DePaul

12Bernard P. zajac, Jr., "Legal Options to Computer Viruses,"
Computers' Security, February 1989, p. 25.

i3Ib o d14 1.., p. 25.
18 U.S.C. § 1030.
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University's College of Law, points out that recovery can be

"approached in several different ways: it could be a pure' contract

law case between two or more parties; a Uniform Commercial Code

case between buyer and seller; or a tort liability case. And

within tort liability,· it could either be a straight tort or a

negligent tort, depending on the facts of the case. Or a cause of

action' under the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986'5

could be initiated'6 •

Ayres noted, "I think you would be hard pressed to argue that

any commercially available software that . comes in a· box is a

service." He· said, "customized software is more. up the spectrum of

service." Ayres said·courtshave held that information can be a

product. If·· software is. a good' or • product then'•. the Uniform

Commercial Code17 has provisions for certain .• warranties.

The manufacture or pUblisher· of the software has a certain

responsibility to make· sure the · product is "virus free . "Ayres

points out,"Did the publisher know or should have [helknown" the

software· contained a. virus? If so, then they are ··probably

negligent. Explained Tabby, "If they can come into court and they

can prove that they are ' state-of-the-art' for checking for

"18 u.s.c. § 2510.
16Bernard P. Zajac, Jr., "Legal Options To Computer Viruses,"

Computers & Security, (To Be Published).
IIU • C • C • §§2-312 -318.
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viruses, and they missed this one. It'd be pretty tough, not only

to hold them strictly liable, bit it'd would be pretty tough to

hold them liable at all!"

As you can see, if you were the victim of a virus, you could

have several options: go after the person who sold you the

software, go after the publisher/manufacturer of the software, and

if you know who inserted or created the virus the virus, criminally

go after that person or persons.

Criminally charging someone for a virus or a computer crime

is not new; as many convicted hackers know, it has been done and

there is a body of supporting case law. However, civilly charging

someone is new. The courts have yet to really address this.

As viruses become more virulent and prevalent, apprehension

of the perpetrator becomes harder, victims, both corporate and

individuals, will start looking to software manufacturers and

vendors for: one, a higher level of assurance that the software is

"virus free" and two, recovery for damages should they become a

victim.
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Swm.ary

This paper shows that given enouqh hardware and software, we

can protect most systems. However, we must remember that with

every level of security we add, we suffer a decrease in the

productivity of our users. It can't take them 10 minutes to log

on. That is of course, unless our organizations are handling

classified information.

with proper safeguards we can protect against MOST viruses.

But as people create anti-virus programs and procedures others will

come up with methods to beat them!

People are your great asset and they can be your greatest

threat in any security plan, be it private industry or military.

You can put all the hardware and procedures in place, but if your

people don't endorse the security plan you can be compromised.

These are only a few of the things you can do to protect

yourself from viruses. Viruses do not magically appear on systems,

they. are let in!

Viruses infect systems only when people let them.
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Pield Service Aulo••lioo; Benefits IDd Pitfalls

By Asher F. Tunik - Computer Task Group Inc. (CTG)
One Commerce Center, Suite 1000
12th and Orange Streets
Wilmington, DE 19801

I. Introduction.

Automated systems have become common in most of the industries,
providing variet.y of solutions in many different application areas. Accounts
Receivable, General Ledger, Order Processing, Payroll, Inventory Control and
Production Control automated systems were used since the dawn of the
computer era. Then came an idea of automating the sales force. Quite a few
sales force automation systems are currently available on the market.

For many years sales people had to rely heavHy upondetaiJed record
keeping either in their note books or in paper files to ensure that sales did
not raU between the cracks. With introduction of an automated system it
became unnecessary to keep paper files any more. Additionally management
can. measure effeetivenessof marketing campaigns, telemarketing efforts
and their sales force as awhoJe.

Just like a sales force, a service force has to rely heavily upon detailed
record keeping. Service.Representatives must know their customer base,
what equipment each customer has. which machines are under a
maintenance agreement and which are billable. If the same customer has
equipment that is under maintenance agreement and some other pieces that
are billable. the whole issue becomes even more difficult to resolve. Which
Preventative Maintenance should be billed for, which one was already billed
for (as part of a Maintenance Agreement), what parts are billable, in which
case labor is covered? Add some machines under warranty, and the
problems become even more complicated.

This presentation will discuss methodology and basic features that should be
, part of aField Service Automation System.
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II. You vaat to auto.ate?l... Wbat viii co•• out of it?

BeCore you start with any project. it is usually a good idea to figure out
where do you "W"ant to end up with it. Identify what your dellverables would
be and vlhen they will be delivered.

) Work with your service managers. Explain to them what your goals
are. and how you can help their business grow. Encourage $ervice
managers to work with you at least during defining the initial
system proposal.

:- Define and qualify what service means to your customers.
Automated Service Administration Package is a tool. which will
enable the service organization to provide the exceptional service
to your customers and therefore must be able to satisfy not only
requirements of your business, but also the requirements and
expectations of your customers.

) Set (or identify) specific guidelines for the service organization.
These goals should be specific and measurable. and they should
be based on customer research. Every point of customer contact
should be included - telephone calls. letters and complaint
handling as well as the delivery of service. Consider guidelines
for speedyresponces. for renewal of contracts. for contract
quotations... .
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III. ReasoDs to auto.ate..

Some of the major benefits of automating the service force are as follows:

o Turn the service organization from cost center into profit center.

,Service organization does not have to be an overhead cost.
It can be profitable' But. in order to make it profitable. the
service organization will need proper tools in place.

o Provide a tool for the service representatives. so they can. determine
which machines are under a maintenance .agreement. which machines are
billable and which are under a warranty.

Such a tool will increase the accuracy of billings. customers will
receive invoices faster. and invoices will be more accurate. For
that reason service organizations will be able to s.ave some expenses
on labor (research each individual case, example: is labor billable or
not? and if it is at what rate? l and customers will not dispute
invoices. so there will be a decrease in volume of .credit problems
(example: you have billed me for the parts and 1 am covered under a
maintenance agreement).

o Provide a tool for the management to gain better control. not only over
the service organization. but over the entire business.

Management will be .able to calculate Maintenance Agreement
profitability by product line. by each model within the product line
and have better idea about reliability of certain instruments. Also
such a systemwiUprovide a manager with better understanding how
the resources are distributed within the organization. who are the
star performers and provide him or her with a tool for strategic
planning.

o Provide an interface to the other automated applications in place.

Service representatives get to travel to the customer's site. If a
certain machine moves (usually because its owner was transferred)
the service rep can obtain up-to-date information about machine and
its owner·s.··Jocation. Such a change .can tben trigger an. update in the
customer file. which in turn could lead to the new equipment sales
and. eventually more maintenance agreement sales.
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o Allow more comprehensive and detailed analysis of the available market.

Since new system interfaces with all other automated systems.
information will be available. about who is buying new machines.
Upon expiration or the warranty period, these people will become
potential customers for sale of a maintenance agreement. Also if life
expectancy for a certain machine is 7-8 years, the sales force can
approach the customer and potentially get a new sale. System will
provide information about each product line. which product lines are
more profit.able than others and also provide information. why some
product lines are more profitable than the others.

o Provide a method to standardize the approach to service administration.
so that personnel turnover can be easily managed.

If all the information t.hat a rep might. need to know is on scraps
of paper. it would be very hard to provide someone neW' with the
information he or she needs to get the job done. However, if all the
information is maintained in a standardized fashion inside of a
computer, it is becoming just a question about how to train the
"new kid on the block" to use·the system.

o Provide means to renew contracts easily and accurately.

Renewal letters can be generated automatically, just by "pressing
a button". They will be more unified, and have more accurate
information about machines that need to renew (or buy) a
maintenance agreement. Along with renewalletters. proforma
maintenance agreements can be generated. which at the later date
will either became active or will be deleted Crom the system (in
,,,hich case machines will become billablel.

o Relieve the service organizat.on from cumbersome paperwork allowing
more time to do what they do best - service equipment.

o Provide means of generating quotations for customers.

IV. MethodolOlY of Auto••tion.

AcentraJized IMAGE database will be needed to store the information.
Having a centralized database will allow easier interface with the other
major systems. Service Automation System will be able to interface with the
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Inventory Cont.rol and Accounts Receivable (every time a certain part is
used, system will "automatically" lower available inventory, not only for a
tech but also for the whole available inventory). Every time that a customer
gets invoiced, Accounts Receivable gets notified, that it should be expecting
some income coming in.

Every Service Rep in the field will get a portable PC, with an internal modem
and software that allows to display, change and enter information about
their cUent into the portable PC. Every night the Rep will have to diaJ into
the host computer (using a little imagination that process can even be
automated, so it does not require any human intervention). During that logon
session information that was changed by the Service Rep about his/her
customers will be uploaded into the mainframe, and any information that
was changed by the central office will be downloaded into the portable PC.
Information will be traveling back and forth in so called delta-packets.

Therefore, in order to have a successful logon session, each Service Rep will
have to run a batch process on his/her portable PC in order to generate a
delta-packet for upload. That batch process should run after aU the daily
transactions are entered into the PC. Similarly, at the end of the working day
a batch process is needed to generate download delta-packets for each tech
on.a host computer.

Using commercially available communication packages and MS-DOS on the
portable, it is possible to put the process of generating an upload delta
packet into the batch file. Once delta-packet is generated the same batch
process can evoke the communications software, Jogon into the host
computer and perform the swap ofinformation. The same batch process then
can apply the download delta-packet to the information in the PC. Similar
batch process will have to run on the host computer side. in order to apply
uploaded delta-packets to the centralized database.

So, in essence, at night, whUe the service rep is sound asleep, his portable
will make make sure to upload his daHyprocess along with aU the generated
biUings and· download all the jnformation that·has been changed since the
last time of information exchange. Hardest part on the service reps part will
be remembering to connect his portable into the phone line when he is done
with the days work. Trick is to move only the data that have changed during
the period from last information exchange.

Such a system will cut down on paper work. Field service report bas to be
fiIJed up once (on a PC. by a service rep). there is almost no lead time for
generating an invoice. Service Rep will have all the needed info on his
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port.able to generate an invoice. and to figure out correct billings. The
centralized system will have all the needed info for forecasting and other
management functions l plus the ability to interface with every major sxstem
within the organization.
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Field Service Automation: Benefits & Pitfalls
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V. Approach to auto.ation.

As with· any other system, the software functionality should be the primary
reason as to how it is put together. The functionality of the service tracking
data is quite different from most other systems that contrive corporate MIS.
Service data contains information about productivity, about different
markets, about profitability and reliability of certain product lines. It also
contains sales leads and· might even have a clues for new development.

Before implementing such a system. make sure that all the bases have been
covered and you have a good understanding as to what the system should do
in order to satisfy user's requirements and to fit into the "BIG" MIS picture.

The functionality that needs to be present in service force automation
software is going to vary from organization to organization. There are some
basic piece8 tbat must be present in all implementations independent of
organization. Most important the system must be easy for the service rep to
use and fit into the "way" the business is handled. So before you start
implementing such a system. it could be advisable to take a few field trips. If
the system is easy for the service rep to use and data flows from portable
Pes to the host computer and back, better service will be provided to the
customer and more accurate overall data will be available for the
management to make decisions.

Some additional features/functions that should be present in the Field
Service Automation System are:

- Ability to generate customer lists tor export to the other systems
within the corporate MIS

- Ability to look at the data in a variety of different ways

- Ability to generate good usefUl reports

- Ability to share information. so in case one of the reps visits
an account for which another rep is responsible for, he/she can
get information about that particular account easily

- Ability to interface with other existing data processing
applications (Accounts Receivable. Inventory Control, Production
Control)
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Field Service Automation: Benefits & Pitfalls
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These are just a few or the major requirement.s that. the Service Force
Automation System should satisfy. There could be many more things which
could be of importance to your own shop (examples would be: audit trails.
data dictionary maintenance, documentation. security of the proprietary
data. Bill of Material or Indented Part List. Technical Data. Quality Control
Data.). Therefore fleIibility and ease of use in the service automation project
are of the primary importance.

VI. You autolDated your Service orlanizatioo... Tlleo wllat71

Customer service entails doing what it takes to ensure that your customers
will have a positive experience with your product or service. It includes
effectively dealing with the problems and complaints that arise in any
business. particularly in the service business.

While customer service is important in any business, it is particularly critical
to a service business. In such a business. the product is intangible and it. is
difficult. for customers to know what the service will be like until it is
delivered. Poor customer service hurts a business in two ways. It causes a
loss of current customers and reduces opportunities for sales to new
customers.

There are many tasks to be accomplished to make superior customer service
a reality. Such service requires hard work and constant commitment from all
leveJs of the organization starting with top managers and ending with
contract coordinators. Automated Service Administration System must
satisfy aU of those requirements.

}Set specific guidelines and goals for tbe service organization.
Tbese goals should be specific and measurable, and tbey should be
based on customer research. Bvery point of customer contact
should be included - telepbone calls, letters and complaint handling
a8 weJl 18 the delivery of service. Consider such goals as speedy
responses, frequent customer contact and reductions in tbe number
of complaints. Automated Service Administration System must
provide you with the means of achieving tbese goals. by enabling
your organization to store and easily access data.

,. Develop an ongoing staff communication and motivation program to
ensure tbeir support. Recognize that starf support is one of tbe most
critical aspect.8 or maintaining superior customer service. Data
processing personnel tbat is assigned to maintain tbe Automated
Service Administration System must also have tbeir goals set
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in order to provide the Service Organization with the. ongoing
support with the problems when they arise.

Providing exceptional customer service will not only enable your
organization to sell more maintenance agreements and more service. it will
also enable you to sell more machines (or whatever your final product is)
thus increasing your market share.

VI. Conclusion

Those organizations that provide service should seriously consider
automating their service foreenow. While most of the other major functional
areas man organization have been automated for a long time, service stayed
mainly a manual or semi-manual task. The ability to get a handle on the
service information will provide management and service reps with a
powerful tool, which in turn will assure competitiveness of the
organization in t.he ever changing market-place.
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ABS'IRACI

Technology in the business environment used to mean automation .of existing
business methods and processes. .This provided those. processes· with faster
throughput and sometimes extended· capabilities. But focusing on minimizing
the disruption caused by automation .often. limited the benefits· provided. For
exam.ple~ the·promised "people savings" •• and "paper-less·.office" were often never
realized.

Today's more competitive business environment requires. that the. MIS function
deliver business solutions, advantages, and real cost savings; in a timely
fashion.

This paper addresses ·this new ·role for information technologies. A .role in
which the way MIS services have traditionally been provided is altered, and is
now aimed at redesigning the business processes of the organization. Through
an examination of the key areas of MIS Oanguages, tools, processing platforms
and power, people, and methods), this paper will. identify changes that are
crucial· to successfully· deliver information resources in the future, and the
impact of. these. changes.
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THERE IS ONE TIlING THAT IS CONSTANT IN THIS FIELD:

CHANGE

****************************************************************************

The pace of technological change is accelerating, not slowing down or remaining
constant. Information technology professionals will likely be the people expected
to be in the know about changes and how new technologies can be applied.

The implication is that, in the future, executives who know less detailed
information about technology and its applications will be called upon to make
crucial information decisions. that could impact the competitive position of the
corporation. More and more, executives will need to depend on technical
experts to make recommendations and critical purchase decisions.

It is not enough to be a good manager, good planner, and service-oriented. A
chief infonnation officer or MIS director needs to decide the when, as well as the
what in strategic purchasing and positioning of hardware and software.
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WHERE HAVE WE COME FROM?

• AUTOMATING EXISTING BUSINESS PROCESSES

• DOING THE SAME THINGS FASTER

****************************************************************************

Typically, the first applications oftechnology within a company is aimed at
replacing the current manual system with an automated system;· to do the work

faster, more accurately, and to make information more· available.
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TYPICALLY:

• COMPUTERIZE ACCOUNTING AND ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS
• THENMOVE TO OPERATIONS
************************************************************••*••••*.**••••••

The first functions to be automated in a company are typically accounting and
administration (human resources, payroll, etc.) These are cost areas and if they
can be done faster and with less people, they result in lower costs. These
functional areas are fairly stable, transactions have a limited number of
alternatives, and there are often many software packages to choose from on any
hardware platform.

Once these easy areas are handled, the next area that often gets addressed is the
operations side of a business. The operations side is often more complex and
needs more customization; however, since it is usually organized to handle a
large volume of transactions, information systems benefits can result in
adequate paybacks. Again, there are typically several software packages to
choose from on different computer lines, but often less choices available than for
accounting packages, and often a particular platform will be stronger in a
particular operations area.

So now that you have handled the easier systems: there appears (hopefully) to
have been positive benefits from the implementation of computer systems
resulting in cost savings or at least cost increase reductions, the staff are a little
less overworked, and some reports get out faster than before.

It may appear there are potential benefits to computerizing other areas of the
company, but those areas require more applications flexibility, the users are less
technically sophisticated, and may be less patient with the process necessary for
implementing technology. Against these pitfalls, the potential benefits may
appear to be greater than for past functional areas -- particularly, if the people
impacted by the change are managers and executives (higher cost of personnel,
so a small benefit has a larger $ impact), or customer service or new products
and services become available as a result.
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NOW:

• MOVING TO THE SALES AND MARKETING FUNCTIONS

• WORKING ON IMPROVING CUSTOMER SERVICE

• ASKED TO SHORTEN DESIGN LEAD TIMES AND PRODUCTION CYCLES

****************************************************************************

Currently, many companies are implementing· sales and marketing systems.
These systems typically require. more computing power, more communications
abilities, and lots of flexibility (e.g., reporting formats, graphics). This is. often a
functional area in a company that requires total. customization since ·each
company does it differently, or so they say. Several manufacturers approach
this· business area with b~sic modules that serve as the backbone to a sales and
marketing system. In addition, they require that. the· custom. work development
be done by either in-house programmers or software consultants.

Another current focus in the information technology field is directed at
improving customer service. Executives have become concemed with the costs of
the MIS function and expect a payback either in dollars or in improved (faster,
better) service levels to the customer. Huge investments have been made in
airline reservation systems, express package status tracking, and ATM
networks to improve customer service and, if possible, to differentiate a company.

Information executives are being asked to provide real benefits of shortened
product design lead times and shortened production cycles, especially in
manufacturing industries, to improve the competitive nature of the firm. This
is particularly critical for U.S. companies, given the lower labor costs and the
competitive nature in other countries (particularly Asia).
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MIS was often concerned with making new systems fit..in with the way· the
company had conducted business in the past,. therefore resulting in as little
disruption as possible. Operating guidelines such as these limit the potential
benefits of implementing new technologies and often speed up the company
processes, but do not result in substantial operating efficiencies.

Business ·conditions have changed radically over the past thirty years.
International competition and improved global communications and
transportation have led to a more global economy and ~ more competitive
business environment.

In addition, the promised savings in people and paper have. often never been
realized. Executives are now scrutinizing computer projects more carefully and
are more skeptical of the promised benefits.

This new environment requires that the MIS function deliver business
solutions, advantages, and real cost savings; in a timely fashion.
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THE NEW ROLE FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, IS TO

FUNDAMENTALLY REDESIGN ORALTER THE BUSINESS PROCESSES.

HOW?

• REDESIGN BUSINESS PROCESSES IN·ALIGNMENTWITH THE
BUSINESS STRATEGY.

• DEVELOP FLEXIBLE, MODULAR SYSTEMS RAPIDLY.

• INCORPORATE APPROPRIATE NEW TECHNOLOGIES WITH OLDER
ONES.

****************************************************************************

It has become critical for information technology professionals to develop an
understanding of the business and the critical success factors of that business in
order to effectively apply technology solutions. In order to provide a competitive
advantage or to stay competitive with industry leaders, IT prpfessionals must
stay abreast of corporate strategies and align the technology function objectives
with the overall business objectives.

Executives will be less likely in the future to accept one- or two-year application
backlogs, or long term implementation schedules. Systems must be flexible
enough to keep up with the fast changing needs of the business.

As new technologies are developed, the timing element for implementation is
crucial. Information professionals are expected to know when the time is right
to take advantage of new technology, and how to merge its use with existing
systems. This will require IT professionals to strategically plan and anticipate
new developments. Current systems development either in modular fashion or
through the insertion of "hooks" can be made ready for future use without major
redevelopment.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES

• RELATIONAL DATABASES

• CD-ROM, WORM, AND DATDEVICES

• SCANNERS

• OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION(OCR) DEVICES

• ELECTRONIC DATA INTERFACE(EDI)

• BAR-CODING

• DESKTOP PUBLISHING

• NETWORKING

• DISTRIBUTED DATABASES

• IMAGE PROCESSING

• ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
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LEVERAGE THE BENEFITS:

• ELECTRONIC MAIL

• AUTOMATIC MEETING SCHEDULING

• BUSINESS CONTACT SYSTEMS

****************************************************************************

There is an enormous capacity of'computer processing power on the desktops of
American businesses. For the most part, that power is being under utilized. As
desktop workstations are networked, additional benefits become available
besides the separate applications advantages for which the PC's were originally
purchased. Through the use of electronic mail, companies are finding they can
reduce phone, travel, and express courier costs and enhance internal business
communications. Other applications become easy to implement and can provide
additional benefits once a network and desktop machine have been installed.
Some of these applications include automatic meeting scheduling for employees,
client contact tracking systems, automatic dialing systems, internal forms
replacement, etc.

Once you have invested in a technology, look to see if you are getting the full
value. Are there opportunities to leverage that investment?
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KEY ARENAS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

• LANGUAGES

• TOOLS

• PROCESSING POWERIPLATFORM

• PEOPLE

• METHODS
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LANGUAGES

The flexibility and quick response required for redesigning the business systems
will require fourth and fifth generation languages.

Languages and related language development environments with modular
coding (for reusability of code), easier maintenance, and power will take the
lead.

Languages that work in the DOS and UNIX environments will begin to
dominate the microcomputer and minicomputer markets. Take a look at the
leading edge software applications and the various operating systems they are
being developed for.
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• Tools to organize data into information will become more important.

• Tools that allow data to be shared across systems will gain market share.

• Tools that make information available in any format from any program will
be needed to integrate data from different systems and sources.

• Tools to insure the accuracy of information will become more critical as
more and more information is stored in systems and becomes available.

[Code Generators, CASE tools, Database Add-on tools, Application Prototypers,
Auto-Documentorsl
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PROCESSING PQWERIPLATFQRM

• We will need more processing power in the future and will need to obtain it
(but it will be cheaper and provide more value).

• The future platform is going to be a desktop.microcomputer (or commercial
workstation).

the most cost-effective platform for delivering highly variable processing
power needs locally without impacting other information users.

can adapt faster an.d put to use new technologies,and can talk with all
other .systems.
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• Stronger people skills - for delivering business solutions will be needed.

• Expertise in new technologies will become more critical.

• Expertise in industries will be required to grasp the critical success
factors and alig~ information function strategies with business
strategies.

• Less "lone-wolf' and more "team-worker" type attitudes will be required
as system complexity and size increase to meet business needs. Separate
systems will be a thing of the past. Integration needs will require systems
and people to work closer together.

• As complexity and scope increase, we will see a shift to contracting for the
expertise instead of hiring industry and tool expertise.
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MElHODS

• Information ··Engineering

• Apply new technology

• Education

• Better Cost Justification

• Strategic planning

• Integration of equipment and software
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UOWIQ GETTHERE

1. Move to personal computers and educate yourself and your staff about
PC's.

2. Find out what new technologies are of interest to people and require them
to keep up-to-date on those areas and to educate others - through topic
papers, seminars, industry journals, etc.

3. Attend seminars and conferences, find out:

what is new,

what works,
what it can do,
what it costs,

where are things headed, and

how does it pertain to your company's business.

4. Doa study (either formal or informal) within your company as to what the

current and anticipated business problems are and what executives are
willing to pay to solve a particular business problem (or what it costs the
company to not have solved it).

5. Talk with other MIS executives, how are they solving their companies

business problems?

6. Talk with experts and find out what they recommend.

7. Test out new uses of technology within the MIS area.
make the projects useful, cost-effective, a learning experience for people.
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As the 1990's approach, subtle shifts are taking place that will

have profound effects on the way we all see our roles as

managers of information processing. In·•. stark contrast to earlier

years where CPU speed, application sophistication and benchmarks

of performance were the standards with •• which we measured our

contributions, we've begun to see an increasing··.···emphasis on the

true··pu.rpose.ofcomputing: now· that we have stored· ·and analyzed

the data in heretofore unimaginable proportions, how· do we get

the data of interest to the people that need it WHEN they need

it?

The concept of an Executive Information System (EIS) has

actually been in existence for almost a decade in academic

circles. with the increasing interest in providing decision-

support. systems to management, EI.systemsare.nowbeing analyzed

for their practicality in todayts computing environment.

An EI system can be the informational nerve center for·. an

or.ganization. By providing an effective mechanism for

information development ·and·· dissemination, an organization can

achieve the increased operational efficiencies that has been the
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promise of decision support systems. So just what is an EIS?

David Friend, in an article entitled "The Three Pillars of EIS",

has defined an EIS as a system intended to provide "easy access

to individually specified mainframe information that can be

interrogated and manipulated by nontechnical end users." To

elaborate, a successful EIS will accomplish the following

objectives for your organization:

1. Provide the right information to the right people at

the right time and in the right format to facilitate

timely decisions.

2. Provide an effective mechanism for information exchange

between managers and subordinates and between

departments.

3. Maximize the most important organization resource:

time. Time of executives, information providers and

data collectors.

4. Provide this information at an investment that is

significantly below the value of the information.

An EIS should provide instant, ad hoc retrieval, with the

ability to add new reports and screens quickly and easily. It

should provide summarized information, tailored to each executive

user or information provider. It should contain seamless

interfaces to standard tools such as Lotus 1-2-3 for

informational analysis. And it should utilize an inviting

personal computer based interface using color screens, on-line
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help, menus and pop up windows.

So how can we create an effective EIS, using software and

hardware tools existing today? It can be done, but first, let's

put aside some assumptions:

1. EIS is actually a misnomer. It implies that "executives"

will use the system we devise to access information. They

won't. But their assistants and analysts--the "information

providers"--will. The EIS must be designed with the

informational needs of these information providers and top

executives in mind.

2. An EIS does not have to incorporate artificial intellig~nce

techniques or a natural lanquage. At some point in the

future, we may devise a system capable of utilizing AI and

natural language in· such a way that our requests cannot be

misinterpreted by an unfailingly logical computer. But in

This is the current user

truth, what users want today is a straightforward way to

instruct the system to extract the data of interest. PC

windows and menu systems have gained enormous popUlarity

for precisely this reason.

interface for today's EI system.

3 • An EIS does not require a relational database management

system, nor is the relational database a partiCUlarly good

platform for the EIS functionality. The current relational

DBMS's do not contain a sUfficiently flexibile retrieval

mechanism to handle the data retrieval speed necessary to
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support an EIS.

4. An ·EIS does not require extravagant new software systems.

What it does require isa PC, user-friendly PC reporting and

analysis tools (such as Lotus 1-2-3, DBase or Excel) and an

instant and seamless retrieval mechanism on the corporate

database.

Dynamic Information Systems Corporation: A Case study

Dynamic Information Systems corporation (DISC) is a Denver-based

software firm providing database tools and user interfaces for

the Hewlett Packard 3000 line of minicomputers. The corporation

has grown rapidly, doubling in size in each of the past five

years. with over 60 employees in five offices, the company has

reached a "critical mass" of informational needs where word-of-

mouth, memos and meetings no longer suffice to provide the

information to the senior executives for decision-making. The

company recognized a need to provide effective and timely

information to the "information users" and primary decision

makers. Using existing Hewlett Packard hardware and software,

their own OMNIDEX DBMS and other available third party PC

hardware and software, the company is developing a complete

Executive Information System.

When analyzing the informational needs of the executives, DISC

evaluated the needs of those that would be using the system

extensively. We concluded that the analysts that need to access
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data to provide information for decision making usually have a

few characteristics in common. They want data in a form they can

use. They want it in a way they can understand and interpret.

And they want it IMMEDIATELY. A PC equipped with Lotus 1-2-3 can

provide the first. An effective interface product such as Walker

Richer & Quinn's Reflection and DISC's OMNIVIEW that utilize the

power of the PC and its extensive help system, color graphics and

menu/command combination can provide the second. And a DBMS

product such as OMNIDEX can provide the instant and flexible data

retrieval needed to make an EI system practical. other products

that can give your EIS more functionality include a good

production report writer product such as QUIZ or Reactor, a 9600

baud modem to give your EIS (and your executives/analysts)

portability, and a PC graphics package to give the numbers

"life."

Specifically, DISC has incorporated the following tools in

building its EIS:

HARDWARE
HP3000 (Spectrum 925) as a database and communication server
Telemon Network engine for accessing outside information bureaus

and dialing into customer systems
Fax system
Compaq and Vectra PC's with color screens

(80286 and 80386 processors)
HP color printers and plotters for presentation graphics
HP Laserjet printers for word processing and desktop pUblishing
HP Scanner (scanjet)for scanning external documents for indexing

into the corporate correspondence tracking system
Compaq portable PC's
2400 and 9600 baud modems for remote dial access by field sales

reps
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SOFTWARE
Accounting system

. (Multiview was chosen because of the.Cognos dictionary which
can be used with OMNIQUIZand OMNIVIEW

OMNIDEX-based systems:
Sales lead tracking system
Technical support tracking system
Production tape cutting system
Corporate communications tracking system

Electronic mail (Xpress by Robelle) used by every employee in
the organization

PC-to-mainframe communication software (Reflection by WRQ)
Company-wide Roll-o-dex using an OMNIDEX indexing eliminated

manual roll-o-dexes
OMNIVIEW (Lotus 1-2-3/HP link) can be used as a casual end-user

interface or a programming language to develop a graphics
based financial reporting system

Spreadsheet analysis (Lotus, Quattro and Excel)
Desktop pUblishing (Ventura)
PC word processing (Word Perfect and Word)

Equipped with these existing tools, DISC has built the key

components of a functioning EIS system capable of providing data

instantly to executives. Automatic exception reporting. Sales

summaries. BUdget preparation. Product cost analysis. On-line

customer support. Automatic mailing lists. Users at all levels

of the organization can now get the reports they need without

usurping costly DP resources for every analysis.
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Introduction

The use of PCs and laser printers to replace pre-printed business forms is now an
accepted practice, just as it has been on HP3000s and high end laser printers for a
number of years. The simple replacement of existing pre-printed forms by electronic
forms only begins to take advantage of this technology however. This paper will
discuss several ways to expand electronic forms technology. MIS managers should
begin to think of new and creative ways to use laser printers to perform data
processing tasks that previously couldn't be done using continuous feed pre-printed
forms and impact printers.

Applications that are written to work in conjunction with pre-printed forms are a
major source of program maintenance expenditure in any MIS shop. If a form
changes, even slightly, a progammer must go in and modify the code to adjust the
overlay mask to the new format. This is a result of the fact that the order and the
position of each data element is stored in the coded logic or the data maps of the
program. This problem can be partially or completely avoided using electronic forms.

The data generated for pre-printed forms and impact printers is order and position
dependent because impact printers print only one character at a time. Laser printers
like the· HP LaserJet are full page buffer devices. The image of the entire page is
stored in printer memory, form and data, before anything is physically printed. This
allows for other, more "intelligent" forms of data. Data files may be position
independent, order independent, or both. This assumes, of course, that appropria,te
data merge software exists that takes advantage of these data types.

If the position of the data fields are somehow stored with the electronic form image
itself, then the data file would simply have to be in the correct order. The data merge
software would process the data one ''piece'' at a time and fill in the blanks
sequentially. Each piece of data would simply be separated from the next by a known
delimiter.. In the PC world,.comma delimited files, with ASCII strings enclosed in
double quotes (") are common. Any database application has some sort of data export
facility that can create such a file. On an HP3000, QUERY can be used to create a file
where carriage return and line feed become the delimiter. The problem with this
method is that if the form .changes such that the order of the fields changes, the code
to generate the data file must still be modified. The data file is order dependent.

Since the entire page is stored in the printer at one time, there is no need to send the
data to the printer in the correct order if each piece of data could be tagged with its
coordinate address. A file of the form: .

X coordinate, Y coordinate, data

would achieve this purpose. The data merge software would simply have to position
each data element at the given XY address. This method has a serious flaw also. If
the position of a field on the form changes, the code to generate the data file must be
changed. The data file is position dependent.
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Is there a method that is both order and position· independent? A modification to the
position independent example above will do. In additIon to storing a field's position
with the electronic form, assign each field a unique name. A data file of the Corm:

field name, data

could be used. This of course implies that the data merge software has the
intelligence to correctly interpret a data file of this nature and the forms design
software allows you to specify where fields should be on the form and assign them
names. The only time that the pro~am that generates this data file will have to be
modified is if a form modification adds or deletes a field. The.actual code. changes are
much simpler. To delete a field, the code to generate that particular piece of data is
simply deleted. Code for a new field.can be added anywhere, since the order of the
data is immaterial.

Once you have achieved this new indepentent mode of data generation, several other
even more interesting ideas can be considered. Five areas will be discussed: complex
multi-part forms, variable two page forms, selective multi-page forms, duplex forms
and dynamic data-driven forms. All of these new techniques are possible because,
when using electronic forms, the shape of the form template and the order in which
successive templates are printed can be determined at processing time depending on
the nature of the data.

Complex Multi-part Forms

Conventional pre-printed multi-part forms have two limitations.

With pre-printed forms, only a limited number of parts are possible because of the
nature of impact printer technology. Once a multiple part form exceeds five or six
parts, the bottom layers of the form become more and more unreadable, and the
total thickness of all the parts makes printer jams more and more likely to occur.
Electronic forms overcome both of these problems. Since each part is printed
separately an unlimited number of parts can be printed. The forms fill-in software
can take one set of data and ensure that it is re-printed correctly on all parts,
whether the number of parts is two or twenty-two. Every part will .be equally
readable because each one is an original. Since each page is fed separately, no
jamming problems can occur.

Pre-printed multi-part forms also demand that the data fields on all parts must be in
exactly the same spot and be printed in exactly the same font on every· part.
Electronic forms eliminate these restrictions and allow the designer to make each
part suit its function. The following purchase order example will illustrate these
points.

The purchase order has four parts, the file copy, the vendor copy, the accounting
copy and the receiver's copy. The file copy is shown in figure 1, with all data filled in.

The vendor copy is identical to the file copy except that the PO number is bar-coded,
along with the purchaser's customer code for this particular vendor (see figure 2).
More and more vendors are requiring that this sort of data be bar-coded to ease their
data processing procedures. An electronic forms fill-in program should be able to
write data in all the common bar code formats as well as in text fonts. The boxes for
vendor and customer codes are larger to accomodate the larger area required for
bar-coded data.
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998-034

o,:,::;::::Customero,Code:,','::::::::

FOB DestinationNet

Master Widget Corp.

MegaCorp Inc.
123 Main street
Anytown, CA
90123

Date

March 11,1989

WID001 Extra Small Widget Case 3 21.00 63.00

WID002 Small widget Case 3 31 .. 00 93.00

WID003 Medium Widget Case 3 41.00 123.00

279.00

FILE COpy
Figure 1

Part 1ofPurchase Order: File Copy
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Master widget Corp.

Figure 2
Purchase Order: Vendor Copy - Vendor Code and Customer Code In 3-of-9 Barcode

The accounting copy requires an additional column on the right hand side of the page
for the accountants comments and/or notes. Information such as check number,
back-orders, short shipment amounts, and other useful information will be recorded
here after the shipment is received. To accomodate this extra column all of the other
columns must become narrower. The data on parts 1 and 2 is in 10 pitch courier. On
the accounting copy (see figure 3) the data will be printed in 12 pitch courier, making
each column 83% of its former width and allowing room for the blank "Accountant's
Comments" column.

WID001 Extra Small Widget

WID002 Small Widget

WID003 Medium Widget

Case

Case

Case

3

3

3

21.00

31.00

41.00

63.00

93.00

123.00

Figure 3
Purchase Order: Accounting Copy - Extra column for accountant's comments

The fourth part, the receiver's copy has even more changes. The receiver shouldn't
know what quantities of each item were ordered.. He/she must do a physical count
of the actual shipment. The "Quantity", "Unit Price" and "Item Total" data is
removed and is replaced by "Quantity Received" and "Receiver's Comments" data
(see figure 4). With pre-printed forms the dropping of data is accomplished by using
specially cut (and expensive) carbons, or by having large black (and therefore
unusable) areas where the. data would normally appear.

WIDOOl Extra Small Widget

WID002 Small Widget

WID003 Medium Widget

Case

Case

Case

Figure 4
Purchase Order: Receiver's Copy - Data Is -Blacked-Out
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It should be noted here that the data merge capabilities of the electronic form
processor must be.able to handle the output of data in multiple. fonts, of suppressing
data that mustn't appear on a particular part and oftaking one setof data and having
it appear correctly on all parts.

Variable Two Page Forms

Variable two .page forms are a special way of handling situations where there is a
fIXed amount of header data for a form and where the the amount of detail data may
vary from. 1 to many pages.• A standard. company stock taking report is· a good
example. Small branches of a company may carry only a few items. in stock, relying
on quick delivery of other items from a nearby lar~er branch to meet customer
demand. Larger branches· and· the. main stores will ..carrY. progressively larger
numbers of items. The first page of the stock report is shown in figure 5.

Address 123 Main street

WEEKLY STOCK REPORT

I\-OCatlon Numbetl__o02-123

Anytown, TN

34567-1234, USA

PP-0002 Size 2 Widget Box 50 14 98 0

PP-0003 Size 3 Widget Box 50 53 13 100

PP-0004 Size 4 widget Box 50 78 52 0

PP-0005 Size 5 Widget Box 50 102 78 0

PP-0006 Size 6 Widget Box 50 57 34 50

PP-0007 Size 7 Widget Box 40 99 62 0

PP-0008 Size 8 Widget Box 30 109 88 0

Figure 5
Weekly Stock Report ~ Header and Detail Lines
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The top half of the page is taken up with flXed header information and sign-off areas
for the store's clerk and the store's manager. The bottom half consists of detail lines.
For a small store this one pa«e may be adequate. But what about larger branches
with many more items than wdl fit on one page.

With pre-printed forms the top half of the second page would be left blank, with
more detail lines filled in on the bottom half. This would be repeated for the third
page, fourth page, etc. until all data was processed. The top half of the page· is
wasted. With electronic forms the second page can contain only detail lines (see
figure 6).

Location NumberINN-002-123 For Week EndingIMarch 12/89 I
> ;''::<.;::: :{r:J~r~: >::0.1~~:·! :~~i"J;:~. .......::>:>III

PP-0009 size 9 Widget Box 30 54 34 0

PP-0010 Size 10 Widget Box 30 29 77 0

PP-0011 Size 11 Widget Box 30 18 54 0

PP-0012 Size 12 Widget Box 30. 46 26 60

PP-0013 Size 13 Widget Box 30 78 51 0

PP-0014 Size 14 Widget Box 20 29 14 40

PP-0015 Size 15 Widget Box 20 17 37 0

F/gure6
Stock Report - Details Only Second Page

This "details only" page can be repeated the number of times necessary to print all
detail information. This process uses half the paper of the pre-printed method and
allows all branches, large or small to use an identical format.
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This method could not be used with continuous feed pre-printed forms because there
is no w.a.y ofknowing how many "details only" pages will be needed until p.rint time. It
could be anywhere from 0 to 100 or more depending on location. Once again the
electronic forms data merge software •must be intelligent enough to handle. the
complexities of this situation.

Selective Multi-page Forms

Selective multi-page.· forms .are very common in the insurance and.• banking
industries. An insurance policy or.a .loan agreement has .several sections, with·one or
more forms involved in each section. Depending on the. options a client chooses, a
subset of all the forms will be printed. This.sort of application is not possible with
pre-printed forms· because the order in which the forms print. and the actual
selection offorms is driven by the·data.

Forinstance client A may buy options one, three and six of a standard insurance
policy,while clientB will buy options two, three and five {see figure .7). The
electronic forms processing software .must be able .to store. all the forms together.as
one document and then select the correct forms templates based on the data.

Client A

Policy

Header

Page

Form 1a Form 1b Form3a Form3b

Form6a Form6b

Client B

Policy

Header

Page

Form 2 Form3a Form3b

FormS [BIEJ
Figure 7

Two different subsets of the policy forms for different clients.
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In each of the three preceeding examples all of the forms should be stored as macros
in the memory of the LaserJet printer. This will greatly increase the throughput
rate when multiple sets of data are being processed. Of course, the electronic forms
processing software must have the sophistication required to load and later access
these form macros correctly.

Duplex Forms

A duplex form is one that has information on both sides of the pa~e.With pre-printed
forms, a form can have template (ie. fIXed) information on·both SIdes of the ~age, but
data may only be filled in on one side. Impact printer technology does not allow data
to be filled in simultaneously on both sides at once.

With electronic forms and duplex LaserJet printers like the HP LaserJet lID and
HP LaserJet 2000 this· restriction is removed. Forms can be designed to have data
filled in on both sides of the page reducing the amount of paper used. This reduces
paper costs, as well as postage and filing costs. The electronics forms processing
software must be able to take advantage of the duplexing feature of these printers.

This feature could be successfully combined with variable two page forms or selective
multi-page forms, making either of these advanced techniques even more attractive.

Dynamic Data-Driven Forms

The last extention to normal pre-printed forms technology is dynamic data-driven
forms. Here not only the data, but the shape of the form template itself is variable.
An auto insurance accident report is a good example. The report has several sections,
the claim's adjuster identification section, the accident scene description section, the
vehicles involved section, the injured persons section and the police officers report
section. The problem is that though the first two and the last sections are always of a
standard size, the third and fourth sections may vary from a single vehicle and
person to many vehicles and people. On a standard pre-printed form enough room is
left for a fixed number of vehicles and people. If this fIXed number is exceeded then
additional pages of information must be appended to the form listing the additional
vehicles and people involved. These pages are out of sequences, probably not in the
correct format and easily lost.

Dynamic forms solve this problem by actually constructing the forms template at
print time based on the data. Each part of the form is stored in printer memory as a
separate macro. Unlike the macros used in the first four applications, these form
piece macros use the LaserJet's relative addressing feature rather than the more
common absolute addressing used in full page templates. Figure 8 contains the
forms pieces required for our auto insurance example.

Advanced Electronic Forms Processing Techniques on the Hewlett-Packard LaserJet
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Auto
Insurance

Accident
Report

A MaxiSure Company

Accident ..Scene Description .1# of Vehicles I#of People

What Happened

IRoad ConditIons

IDate of Accident

Vehicle •.••1Plate Number I State IOrNer

Description of Damage

Injured Person Ivehiele *1 Name

Description of Injuries

Police Officer's Report State

.1 DrMtr's licencltNumber

Figure 8
The six template pieces·for an Insurance AccidentReport.

The last piece is simplya line that will clean up the bottom ofpages.

Advanced Electronic Forms Processing Techniques on the Hewlett-Packard LaserJet
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The form processing software must be capable of determining which form piece is
required for the next piece of data, and whether or not there is room on the page for
that picce. If there is room, the template macro is executed, then the data for that
template piece is filled in. After processing each piece and its corresponding data the
printers cursor position is set to the bottom left corner of the completed part of the
form, ready to process the next piece. .

If there is no room for the next piece of the form the page is ejected and a new page
is started. There may be standard bottom of page and top of page pieces that are
always processed just before the current pa~e is eJected and just after the new page
is started. These pieces would give the form 'clean' edges.

Figures 9 and 10 show two different results based on different data sets. Figure 9 is a
form for a single vehicle accident with 3 people injured. Figure 10 is for a four vehicle
accident with no injuries.

Conclusions

The five examples given here are all extensions over what can normally be done
using pre-printed forms. What does this mean to today's MIS manager? Many of the
processes that are currently taken for granted must be re-examined in the light of
this new technology. The 'We've always done it this way!" philosophy will no longer
do. When thinking of converting from pre-printed forms methods to electronic forms
methods the MIS manager can go beyond simple pre-printed forms replacement and
take advantage of these more advanced techniques. Applications that before· could
simply not be done using pre-printed forms are now possible using electronic forms.

Advanced Electronic Forms Processing Techniques on the Hewlett-PackardlaserJet
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Auto

Insurance

Accident
Report

A MaxiSure Company

Claim Adjustor 110 Number , Signature

Name

1

Accident Scene Description.1 II of Vehicles 'II of People , Road Conditions

What Happened

, Date of Accident

Vehicle IPlate Number I State I Driver , Driver's licence Number 'State ,vehiCle /I

Description of Damage

Injured Person IvehiClell1 Name IAddress

Description of Injuries

Injured Person ,vehiCle III Name IAddress

Description of Injuries

Injured PerSOnlVehiClell1 Name IAddress

Description of Injuries

Police Officer's Report I State IBadge Number , Unit Number IReportOate IFile Number

Figure 9
An Insurance Accident Report.

A one vehicle accident with 3 people injured.
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Auto
Insurance

Accident
Report

A MaxiS~reCompany

Claim Adjustor I10 Number ISignature

Name I
Accident Scene Description 1# ofVehicles I#of People I Road Conditions

What Happened

I Date of Accident

Vehicle IPlate Number IState I Driver I Driver's licence Number I State Ivehicle:#

Description of Damage

Vehicle I Plate Number IState I Driver fDriver's licence Number IState Ivehicle:#

Description of Damage

Vehicle I Plate Number IState IDriver IDriver's licence Number IState Ivehicle:#

I Description of Damage
I

Vehicle I Plate Number IState IDriver IDriver's licence Number IState Ivehicle:#

Description of Damage

Police Officer's Report IState IBadge Number IUnit Number IReport Date I FiteNumber

Figure 10
An Insurance Accident Report.

A four vehicle accident with no InJuries.
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Sales Force Automation: Today

Michael Barry
Gateway Systems Corporation

2400 Science Parkway
Okemos, MI 48864

(517) 349-7740

Technological advances in the personal computer field are making sales force
automation (SFA) an accepted tool in field sales force management. Many
companies have provided laptop and desktop computers, as well as specialized
software, to their field· representatives. Others are debating where and how to
start the search for a sales force· automation system.

This paper will discuss some of the main reasons to automate, and look at some
of the major U.S. corporations that have done so. I'll also be taking you
through a needs analysis to help you decide what your company should be
looking for when choosing sales force automation software and hardware.

Advantages

The first question to ask when deliberating the move to Sales Force Automation
is "Why automate?" In a 1988 survey by Sales and Marketing Management
Magazine1, twenty-four top sales force executives responded to questions about
their automation situation. Eighteen companies (75%) said they had already
equipped their sales reps with computers, two others were in pilot programs, and
two more were conducting feasibility studies.

The twenty-four companies surveyed had been chosen by their peers as having
the top sales force in their respective industries2• Many of them attributed their
success to the return on investment and intangible benefits their sales force
automation systems provided.

There are five important advantages to sales force automation.

-Shorter sales cycle
-Higher employee morale
-Improved internal communications
-Increased customer service
-Increased sales productivity.

1 Thayer Taylor, "How the Best Sales Forces Use PCs and Laptops", Sales
and Marketing Management Magazine, April, 1988, p.64-74.

2 Sales and Marketing Management Magazine, Annual Survey, June, 1987.
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When a company performs a cost justification for their SF.A program, it usually
includes at least one of these categories.

Shorter Sales Cycle

A McGraw-Hill study has estimated that by 1994 the average cost of each sales
call will be over $500. Shortening the sales cycle means decreased business
costs and less time for external influences to impact the deal. After automating
their sales force, Stephen Korbecki at Inland Steel found, "They [field
representatives] are able to make better decisions because the PC delivers
information more quickly, and this is especially important when it concerns the
bottom line on costs and prices."3 The more information the sales rep, has
available during the initial call, the fewer times they will have to return to the
client. A shorter sales' cycle lowers company expenses, and in many cases will
increase revenue since deals will close faster.

Higher Employee Morale

Hewlett-Packard pioneered a study of sales force automation productivity in
1986, using a test and control group. An intangible but obvious result of their
automation effort was the increase in employee morale. Their test group sales
reps felt their confidence and sense of professionalism grew due to an increase
in their motivation.

Many companies express concern about how their salespeople will deal with
automation, but, Pepsi-Cola found their sales representatives reacted positively.
"The salespeople are so excited over having data in a manageable form that
they've' taken to the program quite rapidly," said Kim Kelly of Pepsi Cola4•

A key result of higher employee morale is lower sales rep turnover. The cost
of losing a salesperson includes search and training expenses, and loss of
business in the territory. This alone may justify the cost of, a sales force
automation system for some companies.

Improved Internal Communications

Communications were also a key in the HP study. Their daily internal meeting
time dropped from 13% of the rep's day to only 7%. Rick Tancreto of Black
and Decker found that their automation program brought the same results.
"When a district manager wants to send details of a new promotion to the sales
force, he puts a message in our mainframe. The next time the rep logs on,

3 Taylor, p.66

4 Taylor, p. 74
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he's told there is a message waiting."1 Rather than wasting time with a sales
meeting, the information goes direcdy to the rep who reads it between sales
calls.

Customer Contact TIme

One of the biggest changes noted during the HP's pilot program was the
increase in customer contact time. With a sales force automation system, their
reps spent less time on internal meetings and travel (improved internal
communications and shorter sales cycle), and were able to increase time spent
with customers and prospects. Before automation, the reps spent 26% of their
day calling on clients. After automating, they were able to increase the contact
time to 33% of their day. . As of May, 1988, that figure had reached 36%.6

Frederick Stephens of Gillette, also feels that increased. contact time is
important. "Making salespeople more knowledgeable about their accounts and
the people they deal with is a critical issue if you want to become a preferred
vendor."'

Increased time with the clients gives the salesperson a better understanding of
the needs and wants of the people they service. I t also lets them address any
objections that may arise before they become.critical.

Increased Sales Productivity

Finally, Hewlett-Packard and other companies have found that sales force
automati~n increases sales productivity. HP figured a twenty-five percent
increase in selling time produced an 8to 13% gain in orders. Their
automation program actually yi~lded a 27% increase in selling time, and sales
rose accordingly. A good sales force automation system will also increase sales
productivity by aiding the. sales rep to. determine the best prospects with the
greatest sales potential.

Now that you've seen the benefits of having a good sales force automation
program, let's look at some of the steps you should follow to make sure your
system yields similar positive results.

5 Taylor, p.67

6 Thayer Taylor, "Improving Sales Force Automation", Sales and
Marketing Management Magazine, May 1988, page 72.

7 Taylor, p. 66
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Preparing to Automate

Needs Analysis

Initially you may think only your sales reps will be using your sales force
automation system. Companies with mature SFA programs, however, find that
nearly everyone can and will benefit from it. Marketing, customer service,
telemarketing, R&D, and training can all use the information gathered by the
field representative. That is why it's important to assemble a planning
committee made up of all potential users from throughout your company.

The committee must include sales reps, staff personnel, corporate field
managers, and any others who need the information a good sales force
automation package will provide. Everyone on the project team will have a
fresh perspective of what they want the system to do, and you'll find the system
becomes much more·than the electronic mail and calendar tool you imagined.

The first task of the committee is to conduct a needs analysis. It should cover
your company needs, your hardware needs, and your software needs.

The company needs analysis starts by identifying all the options the corporate
system should provide. Then making the decision of which to implement first.
This initial list should be short, three to five applications, and reflect both the
corporate and individual's needs.

Once the initial applications have been chosen, how will you use them? Will
your sales managers want to access mainframe data to aid them in setting
individual and corporate .sales goals? Will your telemarketers· benefit from
networking their computers and using a corporate-wide account management
program? Should your sales reps send and receive sales and account
information using corporate and personal databases? Can your shipping
department decrease turnaround time if the orders come directly to the
corporate warehouse from the field sales reps?

To view all your options, construct a matrix of users and databases for each
application. List your initial applications, who will be using them, and on
which machine. Decide where to store the data (PC or host database)
depending on the user. The results will graphically demonstrate some of the
functionality required of your system, like data transfer and synchronization,
and the need for both PC and host databases. This information is crucial to
correctly planning how your users will get the most out of your SFA system.

With the first applications committed to paper, your project planners must now
decide which additional applications to add after the initial ones are working
to everyone's satisfaction. This· is important because you will be looking for
software and hardware that are compatible with initial and future applications.
Bad planning could lead to an expensive hardware or software. upgrade as the
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system evolves. This step also helps identify· the need· for custom or pre
packaged software by indicating which future modules are required.

Many companies do an inadequate job of performing .,the corporate needs
analysis. It is crucial, however, to the success of your sales force automation
search. It pinpoints your applications, users, and databases, and initiates your
hardware and software searches.

Software Needs

After defining the company needs, it's· time to find the software. The software
decision comes first so parameters are in place for the hardware decision.
You will find that your software options come down to pre-packaged or custom
systems.

Pre-packaged systems generally offer a cost savings in purchase price and are
easy to install if they are compatible with your hardware and require little or
no modification. Pre-packaged programs may severely limit your flexibility,
however, when it comes to integrating the company's data presentation design
or unique processing rules. New applications may also be difficult to .integrate
with the pre-packaged software as the system expands.

Many companies prefer to go with the flexibility and control of custom software.
Custom software allows your programmers to develop applications specific to
your company. These applications are easier to introduce to your users
because the forms exactly fit their needs.

Good custom systems also provide communication between the host and PC
databases for information exchange. This assures each user that the data they
are using to answer customer questions is the most current. information
available.

Custom software eliminates many of the problems sometimes caused by adding
new applications, too. The right software design should allow you· to expand
your sales force automation system in the future without any hardware or
software compatibility problems.

Making the correct software decision is vital. Many software vendors qualify
or eliminate themselves with a telephone call and brief questionnaire. This
reduces your organization's sales force automation system evaluation cost and
decreases your implementation time lag.

As with any system, a poor implementation of SFA software is expensive and
of little benefit to the organization. A successfully implemented sales force
automation system, however, benefits the entire company and pays large
dividends. With the right software you should expect PC and host
synchronization, company specific applications, user-friendly forms, and
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compatible software and. hardware for all your applications. Don't settle for
less!

Hardware Needs

After making the software decision, you can evaluate the hardware. Some
companies already enjoying the· benefits of sales force automation say their
hardware decisions were the easiest part of the entire process8• By now you
know how you will use your PCs and host(s) for each application. From there
you may choose your hardware accordingly.

The host decision may be a little more involved than the PC one. You can
measure the advantages and. disadvantages of using an existing host or
purchasing a new one by considering hardware and software compatibility, the
increased data load, and your need for data centralization. Decide when the
system will be accessed, for how long, and for what purposes. Also, how many
concurrent users will it support? Much of the host hardware decision is
mathematical and based on company expectations for performance.

The same companies which felt hardware decisions were the easiest to make
also see laptops as the PC of the future'. The memory and storage capabilities
are as extensive as a desktop PC, and the laptops allow the sales reps to work
anywhere they have the time, need, or inclination to do so. Other
considerations are memory and speed requirements, power sources, and screen
types. Prices for the classes of computers are very similar and make your
decision a relatively easy one.

Conclusion

It pays to perform a careful company needs analysis before you begin
investigating sales force automation packages. Your planning group will be
aware of exactly what to look for in a system and what questions to ask. It
also aids the vendors you deal with by allowing them to demonstrate how their
product meets your needs.

Sales force automation holds a great potential for many organizations, but only
when correctly implemented and managed. Many companies have already
installed sales force software systems and provided their sales representatives
with computers. The returns have been remarkable, with full returns on
investment often occurring during the first year of operation.

8 Taylor, p. 74

9 Taylor, p. 65
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The .ultimate decision. of how ·and when to automate is up to each company.
The ones who are the most well-informed and able to make the most
knowledgeable decisions, however, will be the ones to use their sales force
automation systems to their fullest potential and be the most pleased with the
profitable results.
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Why Automate?
22 Top u.s. Sales Forces

118 have SFA programs I

I \

2 have
pilot

programs

2

are conducting
feasibility studies

Gateway Systems Corporation

"Sales force automation is growing in a big way-at least among marketers rated
by their peers to have the top sales forces in their respective industries. Eighteen

of the top 24 companies (75%) participating in a Sales and Marketing Management
survey have already put computers in the hands of their sales representatives. Two
others have pilot programs and two others are conducting feasibility studies."

Reprinted by permission of Sales and Marketing Management Magazine,

Copyright: APf/f 1988.



Top Twenty Four

Armstrong World Industries
AT&T Microelectronics
Bergen- Brunswig
Black and Decker
Coca-Cola
Cooper Tire and Rubber
Du Pont Chemicals & Pigments
Eastman Kodak
Fleetwood Enterprises
Georgia-Pacific
Gillette
IBM

Inland Steel
Johnson & Johnson
Kimberly-Clark
Liz Claiborne
Merck & Co.
Motorola Communications
Northwestern Mutual
Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Pepsi-Cola
Textron
United Air\lines
Xerox

• Sales Force Automated • Pilot and Feasibility Studies ••. Not Sales Force Automated

Gateway Systems Corporation



Five Major Advantages of SFA
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Shorter Sales Cycle
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Increased Customer
Service

Increased Sales
Productivity
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Shorter Sales Cycle

1111111111I Ii 111I1I1I111111 Ii III It IIIIllllllllllln 1I111I

Goods and Services
(All figures in 1983 dollars)

1942 1973 1983 1994

Average Cost Per Sales Call
SOURCE: McG,~w - Hill RtJ$(J~fCh

"They [field sales representatives] are able to make better decisions because
the PC delivers information more quickly, and this is especially important when
it concerns the bottom line oncosts and prices."

Stephen Korbeck/: General Sales Manager, Inland Steel

Gateway Systems Corporation



Improved Internal
Communications

DailY; Inter al M~eting Time:
· .· .· .· .· .· .·············:············r············ ·············r············ ·············r············

.................................................................................................

.............. : : ; :- : : ..

Percentage of

Day I . . . . .
200/0 ~ 1)~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ .

10%1:-:-::::::::.:::::-::::::: -::::::::::::.:::::::::::: ::_:::::::::
Before SFA After SFA

HP Sales Productivity Stur:ty

"When a district manager wants to send the details of a new promotion to the
sales force, he puts the message in our mainframe. The next time a rep logs
on, he's told there's a message waiting."

Rick Tancreto, Director of Sales Administration, Black and Decker
Gateway Systems Corporation



Increased Customer Service

Daily Custorner Contact Time

,:::·:::::.:·.r::::::::·.L:::::·:.::L:1H:::::I:::::::::]::::::::::1:::::::::::
After :SFA: : 33%:· : :
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HP Sale$ ProductNity Study

10% 20% 40%

Percentage of Day

"Making salespeople more knowledgable about their accounts and the people they
deal with is a critical issue if you want to become a preferred vendor."

Frederick H.Stephens Jr., Vlce.President of Business Relations, Gillette

Gateway Systems Corporation



Higher Employee Morale

Confidence

Professional Image

Internal Travel
Meetings Time

D~
- 6%

Customer
SatIsfactlon

Answers on
the Spot

fi
SR

Motivation

+ 10%

D
Order

Performance

+ 7%

SR Sales Time

HP Sales Productivity Study

"The salespeople are so excited over having data in manageable form that
they've taken to the program quite rapidly.

Kim Kelley, Pepsi-Cola

Gateway Systems Corporation



Increased Sales Productivity

Before SFA ~ After SFA

Pers/Office

HP $6/9$ PlOductivity Study

Travel 15%

.Meetings

13%

ISales Administration

31%

Meetings
7%

Sales
Administration

31%

•A twenty-five percent increase in selling time produces, on average, an eight

percent gain in orders,· and, in some cases, as much as thirteen percent.·

Benjamin J. Menold, Field Productivity Manager, Hewlett-Packard
Gateway Systems Corporation





Analyzing Sales Force

Automation Needs

1 2 3
Company Needs Hardware Needs Software Needs
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I SFA I
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Company Needs
Company Structure and Resources

Headquarters

Personnel Equipment

Management PCs
Support Host

Field Office
Personnel

Sales Reps

Equipment
Some Desktop PCs

Telemarketing
Office
Personnel

Telem·arketers

Equipment

PCs
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Company Needs
Sales Force Applications

~I Order Entry

II: .., :11 Ac~~ntActiVity

~ Mail

FTl.~. CatastrophicLZJ Recovery

Data
Transfer

[I] Forecasting

I~= I Shipping

I_I Scheduling

I_I Strategy

LIl Target

~

Choose 5
to implement

o
[(]

: Account
: . Management

~ Account
~ Activity

~ Mail

I_I Order Entry

~
Personal
Productivity

. Solutions



Company Needs
Analysis of Application Users and Databases

Five Applications Who will input To which Who will use From which Who will analyze From which
to be used the data? database? the data? database? the data? database?

[I] Account Telemarketing Host Management PC, Host Management Host
.a. Management Sales Rep Sales Rep

II: " :11 Account
Telemarketing Telemarketing

Activity Sales Rep PC Sales Rep PC Management Host

~~i
Sales Rep Sales Rep

Management Host, PC
Management PC, Host NA NA

Support Support

Telemarketing Telemarketing

~ Order Entry
Telemarketing PC Support Host Management Host
Sales Rep

~Personal\ ProductNity Sales Rep PC Sales Rep PC Sales Rep PC
Solutions

Gateway Systems Corporation



Company Needs
Conclusions

• Must be flexible enough to handle current and future applications

• Data will reside on PC and· host

• Data will be transferred between PC and host

• Security system to screen out invalid users

Gateway Systems Corporation



Analyzing Sales Force

Automation Needs

1 2 3
Company Needs Hardwar.e Needs Software Needs
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Hardware Needs
Personal Computers

• 286 or 386 microprocessor

• 20 or 40 megabyte disk

• 1200 or· 2400 baud modem

• Battery operated or not

• laptop or desktop

"The desktop ties the salesperson to· a facility. You want him to be able to do

what has to be done wherever he may be."

Ralph KreIde/, Owens-Corning Aberg/as
Gateway Systems Corporation



Hardware Needs
Host Computer

Considerations:

• Compatibility

• Increased data load

• Data centralization

• Existing or new host

-Buying hardware is probably one of the easiest choices you have to make."

Ron Greenwell, Motorola
Gateway Systems Corporation



Hardware Needs
Conclusions

-Host and PC must be able to communicate

• Must/be able to transfer information between
them

- $y§tem must be flexible for future.additions
of.new applications

- Need a security system

- Must.support mul t i.plei users ..and.muItipie
databases

Gateway Systems Corporation



Analyzing Sales Force
Automation Needs

1 2 3
Company Needs Hardware Needs Software Needs
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Performance

Sof.twarrreOpt ~ons

Stand-Alone PC vs .. Fully Integrated

Investment

Rep's Laptop
or Desktop only

$200-$600
per.· PC

Will operate
independently or
communicate with other
c'ompany computers

50%-150% of

hardware cost

-. GatewaySystemsCorporatipn
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Gateway Systems Corporation

Examples

Territory Management

Custom Profile

Call Planning

Call Reporting

Prospect Information

Contact Information

Account Activity

Product Information

Competitive Information

Order Information

Sales Projections

Calendar

Expense Reports

Electronic Mail

Data Transfer (Error Detection and Correction)

Sales Aids (Spreadsheet, Word Processing, etc)

Sales Management Information

Future Development (CD videotext, CST, etc)

Pre-packaged
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Sales Force· Automation· Decision

~
~-~

Custom
Software

r::t>Security

Handleo ,All Applications

o 0 \Compatibilit~

E::3) Data. on host and PC
Multiple Users

o
Flexibility) 0 • 0

o 0o 0°0

Problems Solution
Gateway Systems Corporation





The Desktop Computing Network
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The Desktop Computing Network:

Bringing The Power of the PC and Networking Flexibility

to

Today's Knowledge Workforce

Today's organizations increasingly are made up of larger
percentages of "knowledge workers," individuals who need access to
personal productivity applications, the ability to communicate efficiently
with other staff, the ability to access information bases - all at a cost
which equates. to the payback in increased performance.

There are a variety of traditional methods to· deliver this support,
including host-based networks, PCs, and PC/LANs.Unfortunately,
none of these are ideal for all types of·users for a number of reasons,
which results in some potential users lacking access to various on-line
system support.

The following discussion will address a new approach to satisfying
these user requirements, which I will call the "Desktop Computing
Network," an architectural concept with significant new benefits to· both
users and providers of departmental and enterprise-wide networking
and processing services.

The Desktop Computing Network 3934-1
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Historical Development:

The decade of the 1980's brought about a fundamental change in
the computing architectures of large organizations, as chip and memory
technology made it economically feasible to omoad processing tasks
from the traditional central mainframe and minicomputers to intelligent
desktop workstations. Hardware cost/performance begot DOS
applications software; availability of DOS software drove increased
hardware sales! While this has been a. happy series of events for both
users and suppliers, a perplexing question remains: "Why hasn't this
revolution been even more successful?"

Studies by FOCUS and others show that while 20 percent of our
"knowledge workers" (people who would benefit· from automated
database access or information processing) now have some form of
intelligent workstation on their desktop (about the same as those having
host-based terminals), the remaining 60 percent have neither. This
potential market continues to elude the·PC market suppliers, leaving 6
out of 10 of our workforce still resorting exclusively to the telephone and
the pencil!
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Continuing Problems:

The factors slowing implementation of desktop processing are
many, but certainly include:

o Complexity - PCs still require enough technical knowhow
(configuration, operating system commands, file backups, security)
to discourage some users and increase training costs.

o Evolution - The speed of technology change and unclear upgrade
paths. increase risks and delays implementation.decisions.

o Security - Release of mission-critical databases from centralized
management is often inappropriate.

o Cost .• - While the decline in "relative" cost vs. performance over· the
past few years was dramatic, many desktops can still not justify the
total cost of dedicated PC availability (equipment, peripherals,
software, service, training).
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The Operating Environment:

Let's review the. typical "operating environment" .in most
organizations today. While no two are alike, a walk-thru would likely
find desktops with:

o Non-intelligent terminals attached to one or more host-based systems
using direct-connect or contention-based networks (switched or LAN
based).

o PCs, both standalone and LAN networked. Possible gateway access
to other resources.

o Single-purpose terminals (such as dedicated Word Processors).

o Desktops with no keyboard display, or desktops with devices for
multiple applications.

StatT with sufficient rank· or job functions to· clearly justify the
hardware and support costs already have PCs, most of which are
periodically upgraded to track the cost curve downward. Some other
users obtain PC access as the result of "power-user" upgrades, and still
others time-share machines using variations of "sneaker-net" schemes.
The remainer have not yet justified access due to any number of the
above delay factors, or because their need for usage is only occasional.

So with the dichotomy of acknowledged user need but yet
insufficient purchase justification, is there anyone moving to solve the
problem?

The answer appears to be yes, given recent availability of the
"clustered processors" and the "computing network" and their increasing
market acceptance. What are these products and how do they solve the
user "access-gap"?
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Clustered Processor:

The basic premise is that most .computing resources, even
microprocessor-based hardware, should be shared on a demand basis.
Reduce the fIXed cost per. desktop to the minimum. (essentially a
keyboard and screen) and place all hardware, software and peripherals
in a common pool! While not always the appropriate solution for a full
time "power" user, the same total dollar expenditure for an organization
may allow· each individual user access to· a much better processing
resource for the partial.daily period PC applications·are typically used.
Further, the administration can be omoaded. from non-technical
knowledge users to centralized support staff, giving greater overall
efficiency.and reliability. As ·only low-speed keystrokes and screen
painting information flows between· the centralized· processing and the
desktop, the need for high-speed LAN transport to every desk (with its
associated cost) can be eliminated.

Implementation of this concept has appeared· this year in a variety
of solutions:

- Add-on processors and monitors for PC bus expansion slots now
allow several·users to share hard-disk files,· software, and common
PC hardware.

Higher performance microprocessors and multi-user operating
systems allow additional user sharing of available processor cycles.

- Add-on processors to central hosts allow occasional access to DOS
applications from. terminal devices.
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The Computing Network:

The above solutions are now addressing the need to expand DOS
application availability at the small workgroup, departmental level.
Where users are in a confined work area and technical support is
provided. to each departmental grouping, the above solutions are
growing in popularity.

The design architecture of Computing Networks, however, follows
the basic principles of traditional LAN technology, with the exception
that the physical collocation of processing modules, servers, gateways
and bridges permits exceptional information transport rates among all
subsystem. elements. Rather than requiring serial bus transport over
cable with its significant packetizing and control overhead, high-speed
parallel busses virtually eliminate the negative etJect of transport bus
loading seen on large LAN networks.

Taking full advantage of sophisticated Network Operating Systems
such as Novell's Advanced NetWare, multi-drive servers can provide
gigabyte storage with full fault-protection redundancy, as well as bridge
sub-LANs or individual intelligent workstations. New storage
techno.logy,such as CD-ROM readers, are also directly supported.
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Computing Network Architectu~e:

The following/ elements would make up.· the· typical Computing
Network Architecture:

1. Desktop: Most/popular ASCII-type display devices can be
supported, including .HP block-mode devices and Hercules graphics
terminals· (even IBM Display tubes.and<Macintosh machines using
their terminal emulation modes). Local printing is available from
the terminal if a prillterinterface. is .available. PCTerm ·style
terminals ·can be used to get full. 25-line display and PC-style
keyboard. Desktops with PCs are also· supported on. the same
system using terminal emulations (e.g. when users wish to access
remote netWork files or applications).

2. Connectivity: Rather than wiring every desktop to support high
bandwidth transfers, a 19.2 Kbps path over existing twisted pair is
normally used. Networking products such as short-haul modems,
efficient multiplexers, and even voice/dataline sharing equipment
support. inexpensive connectivity.

3. Communications Bus: This bus and its intelligent controller
provide end-to-end connectivity paths upon user request. The same
desktop device may select a pathio one or more local host
computers, to.a wide-area network, or to an application processor
with.in the Computing Network (the distance between the desktop
and· •the processor· is. not restricted). Should. all application
processors be in use, the network provides prioritized· queueing for
the next available resource.

4. Application Processor: Once assigned, each user has dedicated use
of the full power and memory of each processor. Menus .allow
application selection, and loading is automatic. All network servers
and resources are available. Upon session completion, logout clears
the memory and returns the processor to the pool for reassignment.
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5. Processing Bus: All data transport between the processors,
peripherals and servers is via high-speed parallel bussing, which
increases performance over distributed cable-based LAN transport
schemes. Systems include a master File Processor (which runs the
operating system and File Server functions), Server disk(s), I/O
Servers (for shared printers or modem pools), and Gateway servers.
The Processing Bus allows bridging to other nodes or to network
pes. Peripherals such as Floppy Disk Drives, Tape Streamers (for
automatic Hard Disk backup) and management consoles are
included in the system design.
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User Advantages:

This .•architecture can have benefits. to •• both end users and. system
management:

Users ... •with .terminals .. can. be. given access· ·.to DOS applications
without. changing the.desktop device {or adding a seconddevice),and
without rewiring for LAN ·transport. speeds. With minimal training,
users.can·..·• menu-select· the desired •·.• application ... for. automatic .Ioading,
and terminate with a simple logout at completion.

Users are freed· frOID the .Iogistics of· configuring desktop .. PCs,
getting applications.l1lnning, backing up data flies and·protecting .. data
and.··softwBre. on floppies•....•.. They can i select·. any available application
package and share· files with all other users.

It .. islikely •. users •. of> Computing ..•• •• Nelworks were ••.•. not .able.·..• to
previously justify a personal PC and the associated cost because ofonly
oecasionalneed. or otberreasons.However, the.small •• incremental .. cost
of each additional new user •. will now.ma.keaccess justification •• for •all
statJ>quite easy.
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Management Advantages:

The management of PCs, PC-based databases, networking and
overall costs is more and more becoming the concern of finance staff,
IS management and operations std (as opposed to only the local
department people). Taking a top-down view, delivery of DOS
applications via a Computing Network'should be considered when one
or more of the following circumstances exists:

o Need for centralized control ofPC applications software (e.g. revision
level control, file exchange, document standardization, sharing of
packages, virus prevention, etc.).

o Access and data base security is essential (e.g. centralized
management· of who gets to what, and who can extract protected
files).

o Users have existing terminals (may be optimum for host-based
applications).

o Large population of occasional users (may be senior staff who don't
want training, or· those who want to do an occasional spreadsheet).

o Remote access to LAN functionality needed (DOS application plus
LAN networking with geographic limits).

o Users have low PC literacy (unless usage will be frequent or
continuous, reduction of users' need for literacy has high payback).

o Shared access to database files (including CD-ROM)

o Potential for mainframe omoad (if the life of a host processor can
be extended by omoading highly interactive users- e.g. E-MAIL - cost
savings are likely).

o Need for low per-user cost (it may be advantageous to spread
available budget to more users· with this low per-user cost
architecture).
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Application Examples:

This architecture will support the bulk of the current DOS
applications. available, limited only by the •characteristics of the display
device (e.g. character-mode tubes cannot display bit-mapped.graphics).
Popular Word··Processing .packages,.· spreadsheets. (including.Lotus 1
2-3),and •database packages and .other ·office-support software are
highly.·compatible.

In addition,· most well-behaved ..• custom or .vertical applications
would be supported under .the·DOS.~nvironmeRt.

Applications "Which are uniquely·attractive· include:

o LAN-based E-MAIL •packages. Inexpensive application packages
can now·support bothPCs and terminals in sophisticated E-~L
networking (both .Iocal and multi-site, .•• enterprise-wide). This
provides the potential to omoad this pon-intensiveapplication.from
mainframE·systems.

o Distributed LAN Networking: .PC networking applications.which
previously were restricted to departmentalsize environments can now
support users at unrestricted distancesbetween.desktops. For
example, .inexpensive. database sharing is now possible at low. per
user cost regardless of physicallocation.ofuser and processing node.

o CD-ROM Utility. By combining the centralized application
processors .•• with .•.. ·Iocally .attached .• •CD.ROM •... readers, ·easy····.·remote
access to the new CD..ROM information libraries is possible forlarge
numbers·of network users.

o Virus Isolation: Astbese networks can be configured with diskless
workstations and terminals, it ••. is possible to isolate •. all·· software
loading to the control of the ·system •. administrator only•.... This can
provide minimal exposure to·external influences in critical systems.
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The Innovation Evolution:

The Computing Network is a product that is available in the
marketplace today, and vendors are continually enhancing the variety
of environments which can be· supported. They are expanding support
to wider variety ofexisting terminals, providing configurations for small
and large user populations, integrating popular operating systems, and
offering flexible options for tailoring processing power and networking.

While the Computing Network doesn't solve every user or every
network need, it appears to be a logical complement to extend the
benefits of personal productivity software further down in the
organization. It answers many of the problems which have prevented
pes from reaching more user desktops.

So it appears the trend toward universal access to personal
productivity tools continues:

o The "Innovators" showed us the feasibility of desktop processing via
microcomputers.

o "Early adopters" of microcomputer hardware created the market for
DOS applications software.

o The proliferation of DOS applications attracted the technology
"Followers" which drove PCs into mainstream business.

o Networking made the PC truly viable as a workgroup system.

o Clustered Processors are now reducing cost and complexity of
departmental systems.

o Computing Networks are making universal access to DOS
applications an economic reality in the large organization.
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The 1990's will likely see Computing Networks architecture
becoming a mainstream solution to large user groups needing both
universal access to all resources from one user interface, including those
applications· previously requiring intelligent desktop .workstations.
While not the answer to every application, it will attract the attention
of the large but.yet still unserved market of potential DOS users.
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The Desktop Computing Network:

Bringing the Power of the PC
and- Networking Flexibility

to

Today's Knowledge Workforce

Edward S. Milbury

GandalfTechnologies Inc.
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Factors ·Delaying PC Implementation

o Complexity

- Training
- Non-Productive Time
- Maintenance
- Skill Retention
- User Reluctance

o Evolution

- Technology Changes
- .. System Maintenance
- Upgrade Paths

o Security

- Database Management
- Physical Security
- Access Control

o Cost

- Hardware Cost Down
- SkinWare Costs Up
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The Operating Environment

o Host-based Terminals

o Stand-Alone PCs

o Networked PCs/Departmental LANs

o Dedicated. Processors

o Empty Desktops
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Clustered Processors

Premise: Computing Resources Should Be Shared

Only User Keyboard/Display Is Dedicated

Processor/Software/Peripheral/
Networking Shared

Payback: Less Idle Resources

Centralized Support

Low-bandwidth Pipes to Deslftop

Examples: PC Add-On Processors/Monitors

PC Time-Slice Operating Systems

Host Add-On Systems for DOS Applications
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The Computing Network

Basic Architecture Principle:

Collocation of Processors, Servers, Gateways,
High Speed Buses, Memory, Management Tools

Node Access from Networked Terminals
(Local, Short-Haul, Modem, MUX,
Data-Over-Voice)

Shared Access/Dedicated Sessions

Full LAN Operating System Support
(Management, Fault Tolerance, Diagnosis)

Central Management, Software Selection,
Resource Allocation, and Security
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User Advantages

o Single Display

o Menu Selection of Application

o No Hardware Management

o No Software Loading

o No File Backups

o No Disk Protection

o Shared Files and Software

o Reduced Training

o Economic Justification
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Management Advantages

o Centralized Application

o System Security

o Use of Existing Installed Equipment

o Broader Access to DOS Applications

o Simplified Training

o Sharing of Software, Files and Peripherals

o Low Per-User Cost
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Application Examples

o Defacto Standard Office Support
(WP, Lotus 1-2-3, DBase IV)

o Vertical Applications

o E-MAIL

o Distributed Access

o CD-ROM Sharing

o Virus Isolation
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Innovation Evolution

o Desktop Processing Feasibility

o Large DOS Application market

o Application availability drove business usage

o Networking •enabled group productivity

o Clustered processors· reduced.desktop cost

o COMPUTING NE1WORKS are making true
universal access to end user applications
practical
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Competitive Leverage: Using Information Services

Pete ... Koester

Hewlett-Packard Company

100 Mayfield Avenue

Mountain View, CA 94043

Xntroduction

Through the course of this talk, I will layout a series of concepts

related to developing information services.from a strategic

perspective. We will begin with a discussion of why investing in

information services isa low risk way of expanding your business.

Then we will move into the·best.ways to start developing information

services in your company, structurally. A quick tour of three

illustrative business scenarios will follow in a discussion of

product life cycle considerations. We will wrap up with a few

salient points about the changing relationship between customers and

vendors.

Some .of these concepts carry.· over from traditional product marketing

strategy; many of them do not. You, as the current and future

champions of information services, speak with great accuracy about
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Online via Modem

Floppy Diskette

the needs of customers and their applications. However, from the

perspective of upper management within your corporation, a broad

strategic framework for selling the concept of information

services is needed. This presentation is intended to introduce you

to some of language and thinking that you can successfully use to

develop information services in your company.

Information Services: A Definition

For the purposes of this presentation, an information service is

defined as,"a value-added means of delivering information to

end-users". The information may currently be unavailable to the

end-user, but generally it is delivered in some form within your

organization. The end-user may be the companies' ultimate customer

or internal users that support the customers' business.

Information services which add value usually do so through a

combination of a user interface software and electronic media.

Examples

Software

* Full-Text Search *
* Field Search *

* Hypertext *
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Broadeninq 'the Bas. Business

We hear more and more about acquisitions and mergers in the press

every day. Often these investment activities involve companies

buying into areas unrelated to their current lines of business.

Numerous studies show·that·sueh use of company· resources,. more often

than not t are unsuecessful1and result in early divestment.

Companies are generally more successful by growing through product

line extension or growth into closely related businesses.

Examples

* Marriott offers lower cost, lower service hotels; a

product line extension.

* American <Express offers a charge card in addition to its

credit card; entering a closely related business.

Informa'tion ..•. service.:· •. S'ticJtinq .'toYour· Kni't'tinq

The great lesson to learn from the unsuccessfull use of capital

outsid~your<base ·of .business, is to· find·. creative ways to grow

within your area of expertise. Investment here is far more <likely

to yield long-term success and stave off competitors. By examining

the ··critical··.·inforna.tionlinkagesin your company and developing
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better distribution methods and tools, you can make a big difference

in the productivity of your workers and your customer's workers.

Why its Impor~aD~

studies of work patterns all show that skilled labor will become

increasingly scarce. In addition, labor is the most difficult

component of total costs to reduce for most industries. An important

goal for any organization in the 1990's is efficient use of skilled

labor.

The workforce increasingly will consist not of assemblers and office

clerks, but of knowledge workers. Like traditional workers, these

knowledge workers need tools appropriate to the task at hand. Office

knowledge workers require access to company financial reports,

inventory levels, sales, etc. Technical knowledge workers need data

on operating requirements,workarounds and methodologies.

Not only internal users need this information. Increasingly, the

difference between vendors of products will not be measured in

millions of instructions per second or the lowest amount of

breakage. There will belittle or no differentiation in measures of
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this type as technology outruns traditional measures of performance.

A possible means to distinguish your company's products, is to

,differentiate the "augmented product"; the entire collection of

goods and services the customer perceives as the total product. A

critical component of the augmented product is the quality of

support materials you provide and the value they deliver to your

customer. By marrying an appropriate interface to needed information

for each set of knowledge workers, you can create a distinction in

the market for your product.

Implementation at the corporate Level

The cost and process of developing information services is a

non-trivial task, typically requiring cooperation from several

operating groups. Information streams within your company must be

merged and standard formats for the information's presentation

chosen.·. Synergies· and the strategic nature of an investment in

information services are most easily recognized at the corporate

level. Additionally, a champion in. the organization should be tapped

for the purpose of.developing the necessary linkages.' The champion

must have the support of uppermanagementand.have the ability to

evaluate the importance of various information sources.
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Differen1:ia1:ioJl a1:·1:he Business Uni1: Level

Each strategic business unit(SBU) in your organization has the

potential to use information services in a different way. One

division's customers might be very familiar with online information

systems. Another might have no experience at all with such syst$ms

and rely on a direct link to customer service representatives. For a

financial application, a field oriented interface with numeric

screening might be important. For another, keyword search with

boolean operators might be appropriate. For packaging the product,

the SBU which actually runs the business should make the critical

decisions.

priori1:izing Your Bfforts

One of the critical tasks you will face in getting an information

product off the ground is determining what information should be

included and in what .order. Generally, you will have window in which

information can be added after product release, but acceptance of

your product, like any first impression, will ultimately determine

its success. I recommend··that you create a weighting scheme to help

you determine the criticality and priority of information sources

using internal and customer feedback. Rate the importance of the

information against its relative accessibility for your product.
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Information Priority Table (To be included in the presentation)

capitali~~nq on yoursuooess

Once sources have been identified, and a plan for implementation of

standards and systems for merging information streams developed, you

must make critical product line decisions. These decisions should be

made using good product line logic. Are you best to sell and package

the information or should your distributor? Do you want to stabilize

a sensitive part of your product line by making the information

service a no charge feature of an existing product? What is the

message you want to deliver to the market with the introduction of

your information service?

The following three case studies will give us a chance at looking at

the packaging of an information services product under different

stages of the product life cycle.

CASE STUDZES(To be included in the presentation)

Case #1

Case #2

Case #3
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suprise. I~s ~h. Infor••~ion Age

Companies that bUy airliners now require that their specifications,

parts lists, etc. be delivered on CD ROM optical discs. Why? .

Certainly not to make the manufacturer more efficient. They require

this service because they have recognized the value of their own

knowledge workers. How far away are your customers from requiring

all the information about your product reside in an easily

accessible electronic format? Would it make a difference right now

if they could? Would it make a difference in your relationships with

your customers if they could?

The Technology Trap

A common query I often hear about developing information

services. regards the next generation of technology. What about the

next generation of optical disc technology? Expertise in developing

information services is not dependent on the delivery platform, or

media as it is sometimes called. A few years ago, a company that

developed information services on floppy diskettes or Bernoulli

cartridges was far ahead of the competition in developing the next

generation of product. Today a company which invests in merging its

information streams to deliver a CD ROM product will be in a much
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stronger relative position than its inactive competitors to produce

a next generation of media product. Media is relatively cheap;

developing the infrastructure is expensive. Do not get trapped into

thinking that you will be investing in a process with a limited

life-span based on the technology.

Throwinq the Keys Away on Your Customers

The point of developing information services and positioning your

company to deliver a higher value augmented product is simple. In

the competitive. marketplace, the nature of the relationship between

the vendor and customer is changing. You, as the vendor will be

counted on to help your customer be more competitive, cut costs and

develop better methods. Companies which accomplish these goals will

effectively, "lock in", their customers to an ongoing relationship.

That is competitive leverage.
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Optical Storage -- Finding a Home
Connie Doster

Hewlett-Packard
700 7lst Ave.

Greeley, CO 80634

- Computer Industry Trends
- MO Technology - A Short Tutorial
- Positioning for Success
- The Main Applications

Good day. My name is Connie Doster. I represent Hewlett-Packard,
and I am an Optical Product Marketing Manager at Greeley Storage
Division in Greeley, Colorado.

The title of my talk today is "Optical Storage -- Finding a Home", to
which many people may be tempted to sigh, "At last!"

I'll begin with a short tutorial on Magneto-Optical Technology, since
I believe that it will help you understand our conclusions about
positioning. As part of the tutorial, I'll show some cost and
performance comparisons with existing technologies. Next, I'll
discuss some of the major trends in the computer industry which are
relevant to the topic of optical storage. Then, I'll step through
the positioning that HP is using with the introduction of optical
products, and finally I'll highlight the main applications that
Optical will be used for.

Unique Features of Optical recording

- Low cost/Mbyte
- High track density
- Greater flying height
- Removable media
- Durable Media

So, to get started, let's get into some of the details of optical
recording. The most promising benefit of optical recording is a cost
per megabyte much lower than today's magnetic disk drives. Fixed
hard disks today cost from $30 to $15 per ..mbyte depending on the
performance and capacity of the drive, while rewritable optical will
cost between $10 and $1 per mbyte depending on whether you need 600
Mbytes or 60 Gbytes of storage capacity.

Because data is recorded via a laser, as opposed to a magnetic head,
optical disks can store 10 to 20 times as much data as a magnetic
disk on a given unit of .area because of the higher track densities.
In fact, optical track densities are roughly equivalent to their bit
densities. This is due to the ability of the laser to focus down on
a very small area on the media.
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I'm going to switch slides here briefly to discuss the point about
greater flying heights,and then I'll get back.

Unlike magnetic disc drives where the read/write head is flying
several microns above the surface of the media, an optical drive's
head resides up to four thousand times higher thus eliminating the
possibility of a head crash. On the scale of this particular slide,
an MO head flies about 7 or 8 feet off the surface of the disk.

Unique Features of Optical recording

- Low cost/Mbyte
- High track density
- Greater Flying height
- Removable media
- Durable Media

In turn, this greater flying height also allows the media to be
removable, thus providing the opportunity for unlimited storage,
security of data, and transportability of information.

The media itself is very durable, withstanding fingerprints and even
minor scratches on its surface. They are not susceptible to damage
from magnetic interference, radiation, heat, or common office
mishandling. Writable media is further protected with a hard plastic
cartridge. The projected life expectancy of the media is easily in
excess of 10 years. If information needs to be stored that long (or
longer) on 1/2" tapes, they must bere"tensioned periodically. A
major advantage of optical media is that no user intervention is
required to maintain the integrity of the·data.
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The combination of removability and durability in turn yields perhaps
the most profound benefit of all, namely that it's possible to design
a robotic mechanism which can automatically load and unload disk
cartridges from a storage compartment to one or more optical disk
drives. These devices<, known -as autochangers, or jukeboxes, will
provide immense storage capacities at very affordable prices.

Jukeboxes are in use <already In tape cartridge based configurations,
as well as in large format WORM devices.

Rewriteable Optical Technologies
- MO
- Dye Polymer
- Phase Change

There are several types of rewriteable
investigation; including, .agneto~optical (MO) ,
phase·change.

technologies under
dye polYJller, and

MO is considered to be the most.advanced of the erasable techniques
and the most reliable. MO media can be erased and written-over
repeatedly,similar. to •• hard discs. Retention. in excess of 10 years
is a fairly common specification. I 'mgoing .• to ••• come·. back to MO in
more detail, but let me first cover the other two briefly.

Dye-Polymer technology uses a translucent plastic disk with a colored
layer which absorbs heat from the drive's laser beam. A bUDlp is
created on the area heated by the laser. Reading a Dye-PolYJller disk
is·· similar to reading a CD .. ROM - - the bumps reflect light differently
than the flat areas in between. One significant drawback is that the
media wears .out after 1,000 to 10,000 .• write cycles.

Phase-Change technology uses a plastic disk with a special metal
layer. Heat generated by the drive's.laser changes the molecular
structure of spots on tlle metal layer froman.&morphous state to a
crystalline state, and back again. To read, differences in the
brightness of the reflected light from the amorphous spots and
crystalline spots are detected. As with Dye-Polymer technology, the
Phase-Change disk will not endure many rewrite cycles.

These· technical issues may be restated in due time, but MO is clearly
in a more advanced.state at present.
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I'm going to go into a little more detail on Magneto Optical
Technology, variously known as Thermal Magneto Optical, or TKO, or
simply MO. KO is basically a magnetic recording technique which uses
optics for an assist. The actual recording layer which holds the
recorded information has a very high magnetic resistance. As you can
tell from the picture, the media is double sided, but must be
physically turned over to write on the back side.

MO .... MO ....

N

N
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The magnetic field required to alter the bit direction varies greatly
with temperature. At room temperature, the magnetic field required
presence of a normal magnetic field is to heat up a small spot on the
surface disk to its "Curie point". At this high temperature, the
film's magnetic properties change, allowing the drive magnet to alter
the magnetic polarity of the bit. The direction of the magnet's
polarity determines whether the bit is a 0 or a 1.
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Intoday's optical disk products, the recording process requires two
steps :an erase pass ,and a write pass. The ft.erase pass" sets all
the bits on the area to be written to a known state. To do this, the
magnetic field is set to recordallzeros,and.the>laserindividually
heats up each spot as. the disk rotates. For the subsequent write
pass, •the magnetic field is· set to record ones, and the laser is
turned. on as each appropriate area rotates under the beam; when those
bits which are. meant to be left as zeros pass under the beam, the
laser is left off, and the bits are therefore left unchanged. The
reason that two passes are required is that the writing magnet is
large enough that its magnetic field can't be reversed in time for
each bit that passes by.-- its polarity is changed once per disk
rotation. Therefore, random writes require 2 disk·rotations·to
complete. Writes on new or erased .disks, which are known by .the. host
computer to contain alIOs, could be performed in one disk rotation.
This two step process).is automatically handled by the disk drive
controller.

To read data, MO drives take advantage of a physical law known as the
Kerr Effect, which basically says. that the magnetic field affects the
polarity of reflected light. You detect the light's polarity, and
you .know which way the ma.gnetic field was set.

5.25" Rewriteable Optical Standards

Format Standardization Efforts:
- Physical Cartridge Dimensions

Cartridge format defined - ISO Draft Standard
Same as 5.25"lJORM Cartridge

- Physical.· Media Format
Agreement reached on all technical issues for Continuous
Composite format· in ANSI (X3Bll) and ISO committees (January '89)
Manufacturers supporting Continuous Composite:
Hewlett-Packard, Hitachi, Maxtor, Olyntpus/Ricoh, PhilIps/DuPont
Optical, • Sony ,. 3M

-Manufacturers supporting Sampled Servo:
LMS, •Pioneer

-Manufacturerssupportlng.. proprietary .formats :
Canon, •... Maxtor

While I'm on the subject of MO technology, l'm>gofng to discuss
standardization, because I believe that the wide acceptance of
standards will be a primary factor in determining the acceptance of
optical technology in. the industry.

With solid standard, data interchange is made.possilble, and,
because of high production quantities and competition, the media will
cost less than non-standard media. A standard will also assure that
drives will be available to.read your. data 10 years from now.
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The "Continuous Composite" format which defines the tracking,
sectoring and data format for MO is supported by most companies that
are developing Rewritab1e-Optica1 products. Supporting companies
include Hewlett-Packard, Maxtor, 01ympusjRicoh, Sony, and Hitachi.
In addition, there are a number of media companies providing CC
media, including Sony, 3M, Philips. Dupont Optical, Daihatsu and
others. In fact, all currently announced rewritab1e optical
mechanisms either support Continuous Composite or are a proprietary
format (such as Canon).

Some manufacturers also support "Sampled Servo," which is another
format being considered for MO~ We support the Continuous Composite
format because it's easier to adapt for future improvement, it has
the widest support, and will be in large scale production first.

Hewlett-Packard has actively participated in the ANSI 5 1/4" MO
committee, and actively participates in the ISO committee, developing
the standards along with the other recognized industry leaders.

So up to this point we've talked about the advantages of optical
technology, why we've chosen Magneto-Optical over other technologies,
a little about how MO works, and about format standards. Next I'd
like to focus on performance and cost trade-offs in comparison with
hard disks and tapes.

Performance Considerations
- Access Time - Lots of short transfers
- Track to track time - Data locality
- Transfer rate - large sequential file transfers

Disk performance is a complex issue, and many parameters affect it.
ACC$SS time is often looked at, alone, as the most important
performance point "How long does it take, on average, to access
the file?" If you're shopping for an "access-intensive" system disk,
this is an important specification. One consideration of MO
technology todeay is that the average access time is 2-6 times longer
than high performance hard disks. While hard disks are pushing under
20 milliseconds access, announced MO mechanisms have access times in
the 40-100 msrange. This is because of the complexity and resulting
mass of the optical heads.

Consider, also, the degree of "locality" that your files will have -
Your frequently-accessed files may be close to each other on the disk
sothattrack·-to~trackseek performance is the key issue.
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When retrieving large files, access time·becomes less important -
once the drive has located the beginning of the file, transfer rate
becomes the important performance point- "How fast can it transfer
the data into computer memory?" When storing many files
sequentially, access time is not an issue at all. Sustained
throughput·and frequency of·media changes·are·the concerns. Transfer
rate of MO optical disks is reasonably· close to that of magnetic
winchesters.

Comparative Performance Evaluation - Random Access

When comparing optical to a hard disk, performance is the major
disadvantage. Seek time is fairly .long for average transactions .. over
the entire surface. However,shortstroke seeks over a fairly small
area are reasonably close· to hard disk. performance specifications.
Looking at the throughput side of the performance equation, reading
is accomplished about as fast as a hard disk, but writing ishaIf as
fast since two passes are required.

The slide here compares 1/0s. per second for various disk· drives .• -. a
measure which·takes into account both access time and throughput.
The optical disk is shown. as .. a •range between the .• "best case It of
reading in· a highly localized data· segment (short ·.stroke read), and
the Itworstcase" of writing in random locations (average>write). You
can see that with applications requiring high performance, the 795x
disks are the clear winners. For access intensive applications (1
Kbyterecords) the optical drive's worst case performance.·· is .• about 5
times slower . than the· hard drive. But .. for average UNIX transactions
(8 Kbyte records):

-Rewritableoptical is 3 times slower than a hard disk,and3 times
faster •..•. than a floppy-with· worst case performance.

Rewritable optical is only 20% slower thana hard disk with best
case performance.

- Average write is 17% slower than average read. This is because
most of the time is being occupied by seek time and overhead.

For very large files (100 Kbytes), such as images,
throughput helps reduce the peformance penalty. Here
performance is approaching hard diskcapabilities.
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Comparative Performance Evaluation - Backup

When comparing optical to a tape drive, however, performance looks
great. For fast backup with convenient file access, rewritab1e
optical can't hardly be beaten. This slide shows both the quoted
transfer rate for "each product and also the effective "backup rate."
This backup rate is calculated by adding the time required for
rewinding, changing media, loading and unloading media each time a
piece of media is filled up. 1/2" tapes boast fast transfer rates,
but their limited capacity per reel, rewind and loading times cut the
effective backup rate significantly. Here Rewritab1e-Optica1 is:

- 10 times faster than the 9144A 1/4" cartridge tape

- 3 times faster than 1600 ,bpi 1/2" tape

- About the same as 6250 bpi 1/2" tape.

Comparative Cost Evaluation - One Drive + Required Media

In an attempt to compare the differing technologies fairly, we have
compared cost by adding up the whole solution the cost of the
drive, along with as many pieces of media (or as many fixed drives)
required to satisfy a particular storage need.

Here we find that rewritab1e optical is 1/3 to 1/30 the cost of hard
disks, depending on capacity. At 650 Mbytes it's about 2.5 times
more than 1/4" tape, and 10% less than hard disks, but at 3000
Mbytes, optical is 2 times more than tape and 10 times less expensive
than hard disks. It's worth pointing out that on any of these
technologies, it becomes rapidly impractical to backup more than 5000
megabytes unless you're using an autochanger.

Storage Choices

Rewritab1e-Optica1 storage is the choice for storing less frequently
used data requiring low cost and high convenience.

Rewritab1e autochangers allow capabilities not available with any
other technology. They offer vastly expanded capacity which can be
used to keep infrequently-used information online. Convenient access
is not sacrificed as' it is with tape.

Hard disks win where high performance is the top priority. The need
for short access times justifies the higher cost per megabyte.

WORM is the solution for legal archive security because you can't
alter the data (without detection) once it's been written.
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Tape drives win as the most cost ..effective way to store sequential
information" clearly the winners for simple hard disk backups.
Because the per-unit media cost is low, tape will win when small
quantity data-interchange is needed.

Direct •. AcC8SS Secondary Storage
..............................

PRIMARY STORAGE

* HIGH PERFORMANCE
HARD DISKS
-~:A-."MSIC
-CClIt: __--.

SECONDARY sTOfWaE ........
* SEQUENTIAL TAPE DRIVE
-~:A-."'''''

-CClIt:IO.~

Greeley Storage Division
CJIIREDASS .....

Positioning for·Successs
- Primary Storage
- Secondary Storage
- Direct Access Secondary Storage.

N." .......
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* IEWAn'ABLE IOPTICH..
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-CClIt:~""_......
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Giventheperformanee· and cost characteristics of this> technology , ····as
well as. the. previously unmet user needs discussed earlier,
Hewlett-Packard believes that optical storage is a perfect fit for a
riewlayerin·thestoragehierarchy.

Traditionally, mass storage solutions have fallen into one of two
categories--·Primary·and Secondary storage.

Primary storage is typically one or'more<fixed .• magnetie hard· disks..
It's fast, random-access storage with moderately high capacity
used as the online system disk.

Primary storage is used to store applications, heavily accessed
databases .or files the. user. is ".. currently working .. on and •.. using
ext~nsively. .It 'salso \1sedin ··applications needing virtual memory,
fast data processing, report generation,"and c.omplex calculations.

Secondary storage has consisted of one or more offline storage
devices usually a l/4"or 1/2" tape dr.ive, or flexible disk on.
smaller systems. It's used primarily to backup the system disks.
These devices are also used for<· logging transactions, distributing
software, archiving historical data, and exchanging data between
systems.
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The main gaps between Primary and Secondary storage are access time
and cost per megabyte. Average access time for hard disks is
measured in tens of milliseconds. Access time for information on
tapes is measured in tens of seconds for a mounted tape, minutes to
hours for a tape in the library. The cost of magnetic disc storage
is about $15 to $30, while tape storage costs 30 to 40 cents per
megabyte.

Rewritable-Optical will fill this gap. With an average access time
in the .1 to 10 second range, and a cost of 20 to 40 cents per
megabyte, optical drives will create a new layer in the storage
hierarchy.

Studies of hard disk storage have shown a couple trends:

- A large portion of data stored on hard disks is static
deal of data isn't used for long periods of time

a great

Users are reluctant to remove data from their disks because of the
inconvenience of selecting the files to be removed, and the added
inconvenience of retrieving the files from tape.

Rewritable-Optical
inconveniences:

libraries will provide a solution to these

- Because of the tremendous cost advantage of Rewri tabIe Optical
disks over hard disks (pennies versus dollars per megabyte), data can
be kept in a library where it will be inexpensive, yet still easy to
retrieve.

The job of managing hard disk space can be automated -- older,
static files can be migrated to inexpensive storage while the system
is running.

Using file server technology, these benefits can be brought tope
and workstation networks.

- The autochanger will allow these applications to be
to the user- it will eliminate the need for
intervention and will "manage" the disks.

"transparent"
user/operator

Direct Access Secondary Storage, or DASS, will offer exciting new
possibilities in three major areas -- archival storage, unattended
backup ,and document ( image) ···storage . Whether the system uses an
autochanger multi-disk system, or the stand-alone optical drive,· the
applications are basically· the same. A small system may initially
work effectively with a stand-alone drive and a few disk cartridges.
A large.< system will need an autochanger,capable of keeping track of
files on many .disks.· and· swapping dis.ksautomatically.

The following applications summarize the' particular solutions offered
by •. DASS.
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the "information
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convenient and

Archival/Historical Data Storage

DASS could replace tape as a more convenient and reliable archival
data storage medium. Whether data is archived for a week, a year, or
ten years, it can be accessed and updated easily.

From the user's point of view, archived or historical data is as
accessible as if it were still on the primary storage disk with
somewhat slower response time.

DASS provides a way to compare and process information collected over
a long period of time. Simulations could be performed and saved for
further analysis. All revisions could be kept, allowing change
control. Because the media is removable, applications requiring data
security can become more convenient. Since the media is compact,
sending information off-site for disaster recovery is not as
cumbersome as it is for 1/2" tapes.

ThelO-year minimum life of the disk means no worry over data safety.
Users can retrieve the files any time, without operator intervention.
Operators will not need to re-tension tapes to keep the archived
files readable.

I'm reminded of a conversation I had recently with the head of a
large data center. Like many MIS managers, he constantly has to
delete old data sets to make room for newer ones. Inevitably,
whenever he gets done restructuring his data bases by deleting
year-old data, the president of the company comes by and wants to run
a report comparing current information to older data to examine
trends, whether it's inventory management, or payroll expenditures,
or whatever. So the DP department has to roll off the. current data,
reload their archive tapes, run the reports, delete the old
information, and reload their current information, and start allover
again. With a DASS device, a computer system could potentially
access the old information directly, because it would be cost
effective to keep it online.

Unattended Backup

System backup and recovery can be fully automated with an optical
library, eliminating the need and cost of an operator. Networks of
pes and workstations could be backed up at a central system
overnight, between shifts, or as a continuous background activity.

The ability to perform backups without operator intervention will
greatly increase the reliability of a system -- a large percentage of
unplanned downtime is used to recover from human errors.

Document Storage

Optical libraries will be ideal for managing
explosion" of image/text documents, making access to
the office, manufacturing, and lab environments
efficient.
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As document storage becomes more demanding, combining text with
scanned images, storage requirements increase dramatically. Printing
and scanning devices with higher resolution and color will add to the
storage demands. A printed page of text takes about 2K bytes. A
scanned image might run a megabyte or so. A full-color image with
reasonable resolution can take upwards of 20 megabytes. As voice
data becomes more common in the office environment, storage
requirements will take yet another quantum leap.

Insurance records can be stored locally, available for convenient
retrieval. Technical writers could have a huge historical library of
text and graphics, ready to incorporate into new documents.

Optical storage, because of its unique attributes, will quickly find
a home in the computer industry as a low cost way to keep old
information online. Its superior convenience features compared to
ape will justify its use in many applications, especially historical
archives, unattended backup, and document management.

It is not a replacement technology.
technology, which allows users to keep
online, available, and therefore useful.

Optical Storage -- Finding a Home

- Computer Industry Trends
- MO Technology - A Short Tutorial
- Positioning for Success
- the Main Applications

Rather,
more of

it is an enabling
their information

In closing, I hope I've convinced you that optical storage has indeed
found a home. It is no longer an answer looking for a question;
rather it's an excellent match for many of the major trends taking
place in the computer industry today.
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CPU, Memory, or Disc?
The Basics of Performance Analysis

Jason M. Goertz
Mattedor Computer Services

Bellevue, Washington
206-746-0212

Introduction

Virtually every HP 3000 (and its associated System Manager) has experienced either long term or
temporary problems with system performance. When this happens, what can be done? Why does
it occur at all? How can we as system managers determine the cause and fix it?

TIlis paper is intended for people who are novices at performance analysis. I will attempt to
describe the .basic theory of this sometimes arcane field in such a way that a beginner can
understand the fundamental principals involved. This will lay the groundwork to. understanding the
HP 3000 performance characteristics and, more importantly, characterize your HP 3000 performance.
Along the way, we will visit some of the tools that are available to make this job easier. I'll discuss
how to interpret what these tools tell you.

The Three Basic Resources

The very first thing to realize when discussing performance analysis is that the computer system is
a finite resource with limited physical properties. These properties are dictated by the laws of
physics, which at this writing are yet to be changed or transmuted. In other words, it is important
to realize that the computer system has a finite capacity for work, and the users' expectations must
be set with· this fact firmly in mind. I have gone into more than one performance analysis only to
discover that the thing I had to adjust was not the computer or the application, but the user. Once
the limitations of the computer are realized and accepted, the process of analyzing and adjusting
the performance of the system is much easier to accomplish.

The computer system consists of three primary resources: CPU, Memory, and DISC 10. For the
purposes of this discussion, the three will be defined as follows:

CPU Central Processing Unit cycles. This is the part of the computer that actually
performs arithmetic and logical operations. It is here that calculations are
performed, data is edited, etc. Useful work is accomplished in this portion of
the system.

Memory - Real semiconductor RAM memory. It is here that the data and code being used by the
programs is stored. Due to the manner in which all computers in use today operate,
data and code must be in real memory in order to be acted upon by the CPU. Note
that we are not discussing the speed at which the memory is accessed, an important
factor when discussing microcomputers. When talking about performance of an HP
3000 computer, the size of the memory and how it is managed is much more important.

DISC 10 - This represents the speed at which data can be brought into (and written out ot) real
memory. This is very important, since most data processing commonly performed today
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Figure 1. Relationship of. Requests to
Availability of System Resources.
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(especially on HP 3000's) depends heavily upon disc storage technology. Several things
contribute to this figure, the most common being the number of effective disc 10's per
second possible by the system.

These three resources are the ones which every application in the world must have available in order
to run. Each application uses them in varying amounts, adding to the complication of analyzing
their interactions. For example, a CAD· (Computer Aided Design) application will generally use a
great deal of CPU, since many calculations must be performed to do the graphics manipulations
common in these applications. Likewise, a great deal of memory is used by CAD. A "typical" HP
3000 business application tends to go heavier on the disc 10 than on the memory, since most of
what these applications do is store and report data to and from disc structures. It is important to
not only understand what the computer is capable of, but exactly what the software is requiring of
the hardware in order to accomplish the goals set forth by the users.

To make analyzing the performance of these three resources a bit more difficult is the fact that the
three resources are interdependent. It takes CPU to perform a disc 10, and it takes disc 10 to
manage the real memory resource. It is precisely this interdependence that takes performance
analysis from a science to somewhat of an art. In mathematical terms, there are more variables than
equations, which makes the problem impossible to solve. In other words, it is often difficult or
futile to exactly quantify the interdependencies of the three resources (equations), which makes
solving for the unknown quantity (variable) sometimes a matter of wetting the finger and sticking
it into the wind. Before delving into the technicalities of CPU, Memory and Disc, it is important
to keep in mind that "bad performance" is a very subjective thing. Let's digress for a moment and
discuss this fact.

Perceptions

Each of the
three primary
system resourc-
es is finite in
quantity. Fig
ure 1 shows
this relation
Ship. Very
simply put,
performance
problems arise
when the soft
ware load on
the system
requires more
of one of the
resources than
is available. It
is important
to note that on
modern multi-processing systems an additional dimension must be discussed, that being time. In
other words, a given amount of work can always be performed by the system, but what differentiates
a "fast" system and a "slow" system is the time frame in which that workload is performed. Dayend
processing that takes 14 hours is unacceptable. The time element also varies by the business
demands of the company. For example, monthend processing that takes 4 days may be perfectly
acceptable to some businesses, but not others.
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All· of this leads up to the fact that the definition of "good" or "bad" system performance ultimately
relies upon factors totally outside the realm of the machine and the software. With this in mind,
I would like to offer the following as the definition of "bad performance":

Poor system performance is when a computer system does ·not perform its workload in the
time frame that its human operators and managers perceive it should.

A key word in this definition is perceive. .Many times bad performance is only perceived, based
upon an individual's expectations. The following scenario will show how this .can occur.

XYZ corporation decides that it needs an HP 3000 to do its business computing. It buys one, and
in a very wise move, decides to bring the applications online one at a time, spreading out the work
necessary by the. DP staff and lessening the impact on the end user community. The machine is
brought in and the first application, Accounts Receivable, is implemented. (XYZ corp has a lot of
problems collecting bills, and this was decided to be the highest priority application). The two
people who do data entry in AR are very happy with the system, and since they and the DP staff
are the only ones on the machine, response time is instantaneous. The AR clerks go merrily on
with their jobs, accepting one/tenth of a second response time as "normal".

As the months pass, the other two applications are brought up on the same day. The first is the
warehousing application, which involves 70 terminals scattered among 3. sites. Additionally,
Accounts Payable is brought up on the same day, again with two clerks, who sit right next to the
two AR clerks. When all this is brought up, the response time goes to 2 seconds. For this many
terminals, this is a very good figure. The DP staff was conscious of performance from the outset,
and worked hard at making sure the application was efficient. The AP clerks see the two second
response time and accept this as "normal". However, the AR clerks, who have lived with no
response time for months, find this new creeping pace of the machine almost unbearable. The four
clerks. sit side by side, see the. exact same response time, and two find it acceptable and two do not.

The key here is that the AR clerks' expectations were set early on in the process. They were still
able to get their work done, but the "slow" response times sent them up a wall.

Going a bit further with this scenario, the system performed fine until the first .crunch hit, and every
one of those 70 terminals was banging away trying to get product out the door. Response times
went up to 15 seconds. The system got so bogged .down, in fact, that shipments from the
warehouses couldn't get out in. time, missing shipping windows necessary for the marketability of
the product. Because of this, hundreds of thousands of dollars of product were of less use, or no
use,' to XYZ's customers. In this case, the machine· was not performing well enough to meet the
business needs of XYZ. Notice that this occurs only rarely, just during a crunch.

In the second case, the machine truly does not perform as well as it must to meet the needs of the
company. It is possible to have perceived performance problems as well as actual performance
problems.

The bottom line of this whole discussion is that acceptable system performance must be defined
before successful performance analysis/tuning can .be done. This definition of acceptable system
performance must cOnsist of both a quantification of the workload desired and. the time frame in
which it must be performed by the system. The time frame used for this quantification can vary
depending upon the type of workload. Batch work typically· is measured in a certain number of
transactions or reports running in a given amount of wall time. For example, "all 7 dayend jobs
must run in 10 hours or less". Online performance is usually measured in transactions per hour,
or specified with a certain response time.1 A good definition of online performance might be "the

1. Response time - The time from the completion of one terminal read until the machine is ready to
accept more input. For example, the time from when the ENTER key is pressed on a VPLUS screen until
the screen is cleared and another screen of data can be keyed.
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application must be able to process 2000 transactions an hour" or."the application must process a
transaction with half second response time". Using this terminology, it is possible to establish a
performance goal for an application quite nicely.

Steps in Performance Analysis

Now that we have discussed the objective versus subjective aspects of performance analysis, we will
now get to the meat of the subject and discuss how performance analysis is done.

The analysis of an HP 3OOO's performance typically follows some set steps. While each analysis is
a bit different, the following description usually applies· to them all to some degree or other:

1. The performance goal is set or specific questions regarding system performance· are
asked.

2. The current performance level of the system is measured.

3. If the current level does not match the desired level (a forgone conclusion, or the
analysis wouldn't have been needed to begin with), the performance problem is found
and adjusted.

4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the performance is at an acceptable level. If the level
cannot be modified enough, then 1 (the expectation of the users) is adjusted.

Virtually all the papers and discussions of performance done up to now have always centered on
2 and 3. This paper will focus on them as well, but the importance of doing steps 1 and 4 cannot
be overlooked. As with any endeavor, a goal must be defined, or there is nothing to shoot for. In
addition, it is critical to realize that the analysis may come to an impasse, and the expectation
must be reset Sometimes this is simply caused by the fact that the system cannot physically do
what is needed or expected. Sometimes it is caused by the user not having deep enough pockets
to invest in the hardware and/or software to solve the problem. In either case, the performance
analysis is a failure if 4· is not executed when necessary.

The remainder of the paper will center on the steps 2 and 3 above, with emphasis being given on
the basics of these points. The reader is urged to find other sources, including qualified
performance consultants, if more detail is desired. It is NOT the intent of this paper to train a
performance consultant. What is the intent is to make the reader familiar enough with the subject
to at least ask the proper questions.

Measurement

The first thing you must do to determine if the system is operating with performance limits is to
measure its current performance. The way the system is measured is dictated by the goal of the
performance. Simply put, the best way to determine if the system is performing well is to set up
a standard set of tests which can be repeated, and measure the time they take to complete. If the
performance goal is t<\, have the dayend batch jobs run in 4 hours, then data must be gathered on
that mix of jobs and see if they run in 4 hours. This may seem trivial, but this escapes many
people. Such a test is generally called a benchmark2•

The steps in performing a benchmark are as follows:

2This term probably derives from the days with technicians (working at a "bench") would. write down
figures on the bench ("mark" the "bench") d(,;."ived from measurements.
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1. Determine what*job mix will measure the desired performance characteristics. If online
response time is the hallmark of the desired performance goal, setting up a batch job
is not the correct thing to do. Jobs are usually easier to measure than online
performance, since they can be run more easily.

2. Make sure the benchmark is repeatable. While virtually no benchmark is absolutely
repeatable, some margin for error is generally acceptable. Repeatability implies that
all the variables are held constant. For example, no other work can be on the system,
as this will take system resources from the benchmark. The data should be the same
for each run, and so on.

3. Perform the benchmark some number of times. Good scientific method dictates that
at least three runs be done and averaged. This is not· always possible, so do as many
as is feasible. For something like the dayend processing example above, each night's
run could be considered a benchmark.

4. Keep careful track of the results. This may be done by simply saving the $STDLIST's
from the runs. In any event, keep a record of the pertinent data of each run.

This benchmark setup should be saved so that when step 3 of the performance analysis is done, the
benchmark can be repeated to determine if any tweaking helped.

As you may be guessing ·by now, doing performance analysis in. this rigorous manner is time
consuming. In most cases, the current work load that your system is already performing serves as
the benchmark. Formal benchmarks are usually only done under formal circumstances, such as
when a vendor is trying to sell more hardware, or a comparison is being made for others to study.
The type of benchmarks we as system managers are interested in do not need to be designed and
built to the smallest degree.

As mentioned, benchmarking batch jobs is relatively easy. Just stream the job, and check the
elapsed time. If other factors of the application's performance must be measured (ie,number of
disc io's, etc) then this gets a bit more complex, and will be covered in a minute. Tobenchmark
online performance, however, is a bit trickier. To repeatedly benchmark a set of online transactions
is difficult, since entering them in a repeatable fashion requires a human being (or worse, human
beings) to behave in a perfectly repeatable fashion. Some tools do exist to simulate human beings
entering data into terminals. HP for years has used one called TEPE (Terminal Emulator and
Performance Evaluator). TEPE was very user hostile and setting up the scripts was very difficult.
A newer tool which has come out of HP's Roseville division is called Wrangler, and is apparently
easier to use and setup. I have not used it, so I can't say for sure. In any event, neither of these
tools is available to the general public (read: you or I) and won't be considered here. Telemon, the
company who builds the Type Ahead Engine has a derivative of the TAB called AUTOMAN. It
works with software on the HP 3000 and can record a set of keystrokes and play them back with
the same pauses (and mistakes) as when the transactions were entered. I have used this on one
occasion, and it works quite well. It is not trivial to set up (as with most sophisticated devices) and
uses two ports on the machine. One port for the normal connection to the system, the other for
the software running to gather the logfile of keystrokes. Most users of small shops cannot afford
this. However, it is really the only option available to the normal user, and definitely recommended
to those who are serious about benchmarking online performance.

In summary, there really isn't a good way to measure online response. The best way is to put code
into the application to take timings of how long different events take. Most application
programmers do not think about performance, and so this is almost never done. A product by
Mattedor Computer. Services of Bellevue, WaShington called IOSPY will measure response. times
by looking at the 10 entries in the system. This generally will suffice, but instrumenting the
application is a superior method if it can be accomplished.
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Performance Tools and Peeking at the ~ystem

If the application does not perform as desired and tuning is necessary, the obvious question is
"What do I adjust?". This question is .not easily answered. Since software is, by its nature,
ephemeral, it cannot be examined by our five senses. We must extend those senses inside the
machine to get some idea of what is going on inside. We do this by using anyone of a number of
tools that exist for this purpose.

Most of the tools that exists on the HP 3000 for general performance analysis rely heavily upon a
portion of MPE called the Measurement Interface, or MI for short. This consists of a set of
procedures and inUne code buried at various portions of the system software. The procedures are
called to arm the interface, and various data segments are· built which the inUne code uses as
counters and timers. As an event occurs, the code in MPE dealing with that events goes out to
these various data segments and increments the proper counter to reflect that event completing.
If a timer is required for that event, then the time is extracted from the system and updated. The
program using this data is responsible for extracting this collected data from the MI tables,
processing it and formatting it as it wishes, then presenting it to the User. The MI collects a great
deal of data on various aspects of the system, the primary resources being (you guessed it) CPU,
Memory and Disc.

There are several tools which allow the monitoring of these resources. The original one is called
OPT (for Online Performance Tool) from HP. It has been around for about 10 years. Other third
party vendors have also built their own OPT-like tools. Carolian has SYSVIEW, which offers the
same basic functionality as OPT but without the nice graphiCS interface. Another is PROBE,I3OO()3
from Strategic Systems Incorporated of Seattle. It offers all of the important functionality of OPT
plus a few ideas in the data presentation that OPT does not have. The newest addition to this line
of products is called. CIA (for CPU/IO Analyzer) from Facer Information Design in Australia,
marketed in the US by Tres Associates of Austin Texas. The screens in CIA are not as dense and
complicated as those in the other two products, and has a good presentation of the fundamental
performance data needed for system analysis. The screen layouts used in the remainder of the paper
are recreations of those from CIA.

While I will at times in this paper be comparing and contrasting the products, this should not be
construed as a product review or endorsement for any of the four. All have their advantages and
disadvantages, just like any class of products. If your are interested in more information on the
three, contact the individual vendors for demos. I chose CIA for this paper simply because I felt
the screens lend themselves better to this particular discussion than the others.

All of these tools offer display contexts which present data relating to one of the three resources.
OPT, PROBE and SYSVIEW separate the CPU, Memory and 10 contexts to different screens.
Thus, the CPU context would offer data regarding the CPU usage, Memory context for memory,
etc. All the tools also have a global screen, which combines the some data from the other screens.
Refer to Figure 2 for a sample CIA Initial screen. This is always the first one presented to the
user, to allow him or her an idea of what is going on with the entire system. CIA has one unique
feature which can be seen on this screen. The global CPU and Disc activity is always presented at
the top of the screen, allowing a better comparison between the individual process data and the
overall performance of the system.

It is important to realize that using these tools involves two things. First, you must understand
what the data displayed means. Second, you must know how to interpret the data. This is the
more difficult part. As mentioned before, since the interactions of the various parts of the system
are difficult or impossible to precisely quantify, it takes some experience and knowledge to know
whether the data displayed is significant or not. I will attempt to give some guidelines. In general,

3. OPT, copyright Hewlett-Packard Co. SYSVIEW, copyright Carolian. PROBE, copyright Strategic
Systems Inc. CIA, copyright Facer Information Design.
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The CPU bar represents a
breakdown of how the CPU··is
spending its time... Essentially,
the CPU spends· some of its
time doing overhead functions,
such as dispatching processes,
managing memory, completing
IO's, etc. The goal is to maxi
mize the time the CPU spends
on user processes (useful.work
as far as we're concerned) and Figure 2. Sample CIA Initial Screen.
minimize the time it spends
doing overhead..• The unit of measurements is always expressed. as •percentages, with each type. of
function being assigned its own abbreviation. Refer again to. the top of Figure 2 for a sample CPU
bar. The abbreviations and the definitions for the various CPU states are as follows:

CPU

thedocumentation accompany
ing the tools gives guidelines
for their interpretation.

B - CPU Busy. Percentage of time spent doing useful· work for processes.

I - CPU Idle. Percentage of time the CPU bas. nothing. to do.

CPU Paused for Disc 10. Percentage of time the CPU was paused waiting for disc 10
to complete,·and nothing else was ready to run.

M - CPU spent on· Memory Management activity. Percentage of· time the CPU was
swapping in processes, performing global and•local. garbage collection, etc.

o - CPU spent on overhead functions. Due·· to the.way the system software is structured,
this number is not directly measurable. In reality, this number is derived by subtracting
the sum of the others from 100.

v - . CPU time spent waiting for Memory Management (Virtual) 10.

The MI actually measures many more separate types of CPU activity. The above list represents a
composite, and are the activities normally displayed on the global screen. The ones listed above are
usually all that is really necessary to track, unless there isa very odd or sPecific problem.

The goal is to· have CPU busy be as high as possible, with. the others being as low as possible. Any
amount of CPU on Memory Manager usually indicates· some sort of memory problems, although
this is .. easier to·determine from the other contexts. ·A high overhead figure· can indicate a great deal
of disc caching, disc 10 or terminal 10 activity. Paused for disc will be high on a disc bound
system. With disc caching, it is rare to see paused for disc. Idle time, of course, represents excess
CPU capacity.

In summary, the CPU figures break down· how the CPU spends its time. Higbpercentages of either
Memory Management or Paused for disc can indicate problems in these areas..· If the Busy figure
is high and the workload is still not being accomplished in the time frame necessary, then faster or
multiple CPU's are warranted.
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Memory

There are three different aspects of memory that can be observed with a OPT and PROBE. The
first is how much memory is present in the. system, and how much of that memory is occupied by
what types of objects. The second is a breakdown of the types and number of Memory Manage
ment events are executed by the system. The third is to compare the ratio of launches to swaps.
All of this data is available on the Memory contexts in PROBE, OPT and SYSVIEW.

Examination of the types of objects and how much of memory they take up is useful in getting an
idea of what type of object is being accessed the most. If most of memory is filled with code seg
ments, then it is these code segments that are being accessed the most. Generally, the objects· are
broken down as follows:

Resident MPE

Code Segments

Stacks

Data Segments

Disc Cache
Domains

Memory taken up by MPE_data structures (tables) and code segments
which must be present in memory at all times. This can be reduced
by reducing table sizes. At one time this took up a significant portion
of memory. With the larger memory sizes we have today (4 Megabytes
and above), this is of less concern.

Objects which contain executable machine code. Since code is sharable
on the HP 3000, this usually is not a great concern.

Data segments used as stacks by the system. These are specially
formatted areas, one assigned to each process.

Data segments which are not specially formatted. Many things can· be
contained in these XDS's (eXtra Data Segments), such as non-resident
system tables, file system control blocks, Image control blocks, etc.

Areas of memory used by disc caching as its buffers.

The useful thing to be gleaned from this display is what type of object dominates memory, and thus
what part of the system is being used the most. Usually this will be the cache domains, as they tend
to fill all available memory. "'

To understand the second aspect of MM activity, the Memory Manager events, it is necessary to un
derstand how the Memory Manager performs its job, and to understand its goals.

First and foremost, the Memory Manager exists for one thing: To manage the real memory re
source. This involves allocating space for objects (data and code segments, cache domains) and
making those objects present in memory. It will try do to this in the most efficient way possible.
The Memory Manager will go through a set procedure, and at each step check to see if the object
it is trying to bring into memory is in. If not, it tries the next step in its procedure. The sequence
of steps is designed to impact the system as little as possible. As each of the different things is
tried, the overhead on the system increases. It is the relative frequency of these different Memory
Manager actions which is measured by the MI, and reported by PROBE. The different events are
listed below, in order of increasing impact on the system.

IMI - This indicates the segment was already being brought in on behalf of someone else.
This is done for segments that more than one process would access, such as a file
control block. In essence, the Memory Manager doesn't have to do anything at all.

Overlay
Candidate- Recovering an Overlay Candidate involves, literally, flipping of a single bit. ROC (Re

coverable Overlay Candidates) are created by the Memory Manager because these
objects have not been accessed in a while, and the MM figures that this area of memory
might be used soon. If however, the segment is referenced, the ROC bit is flipped and
the segment is made "present" in memory.
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Found
Free

Deferral/
GiveUps~

This is done when the segment is indeed not in memory, so has to be swap
ped in. However, the Memory Manager finds a free area of memory to bring
it into, and Space merely hastopostadiscJO to swap it in.· .The disc 10 im
poses some load on the system,but the fact that an area of memory already
existed •. makes •theimpact lower.

1lledifference.between thesetwowoul~requifeamuch more in-depth understanding
Of the MetnoryManagetnentalgonthms. Sufficell to say that these indicate that the
memory load ",as such thatthe Memory Manager gave up rather than try to bring the
requested segntentinto .memory,usually because .itdetermined that it would. have to
kick. something else. out that Was being. referenced·. often. If this figure is high, then
memory problems •are definitely in<iiqited.

... I •• ••• -• .. •••- .. 1!D - II • •II I.. • ••
I- - II

• • -• I •• •.. • .-••• ..
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In general, the •higher the percentage ofthe lower impaetaCti()~, the better the.memory·situation.
High •numbers •. of·.Give Ups in4icatea metn0ryiproblem.

The last face~ ofiltlemoryisa
derived<number.1lle ratiqqf
launches to swaps is ••. aigOOd,
simple barometer of. memory
actioIl.. A launch. is merely the
dispatch of a process, or allow
ing a process to have the ·.CPU
for its time slice.. Normally,
this is. never more than 300
milliseconds, and is usually less,
due to the nature of processes
on HP 3000's. They tend .to
give up theCPUivoluntarily
while waiting fOf.some eventto
occur, usually an 10. A swap
is a memory management term
used to indicate one or more
objects (ie, segments) had to be
brought into memory. for. a Figure 3. Sample CIA GlobalsScreen
process to run. If the. ratio of
swaps to launchesis high,then
memory problems exist. Take the worst case, the number Ofswaps andJaunches is the same. This
means 11lat lOQ%oLthe launches requires a swap.. Put another way, every time a process is given
theCPU,one.or more objects. it needs is not in memory. -This definitely. indicates a memory
problem. A good rule of thumb is that this ratio should be about 10-20% at the outside,after the
system has reached a steady state. It is normal to see a burst of swaps when programs are being
run, for example.. It is important to make sure all the programs are running, data bases open, etc,
before taking any serious measurements.

All of this discussion is well and good, but frankly, most of the items discussed above are not very
useful to •the average system manager. They all are really just used to determine if a memory
problem exists. The CIA Global screen (Figure 3, page 9) shows the key items and automatically
flags those it feels are a problem area. ·In the screen.shown, CIA has flagged IMPEDED processes
and CACHE reads as problems areas. Indeed, the workload that is represented here was such that
these types of problems would be produced. A word of prudence should be noted here. Currently,
the criteria for flagging these •lines. as problems is hardcoded into the CIA program. As the.• CIA
manual warns, .these should be factored in with the workload,. CPU speed and other aspects of the
machine, and. possibly ignored for certain system loads. However, it does give a good starting point
for the performance analysis.
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DISC

The final primary system re
source is Disc 10. The relative
10 rates are important when
considering whether 10 is the
bottleneck. Generally. disc 10
rates of 35 to 45 10·s/second
per disc can be expected. This
will vary with the CPU model
and IMB/GIC configuration.
If the disc 10 rates shown by
this screen are consistently
high. then more
d~/IMB·s/GIC·smight be war
ranted. Figure 4 shows CIA·s
display of this data.

Since the advent of disc cach
ing. physical disc 10 is never a
bottleneck on a cached system. Figure 4. Sample CIA Device Screen.
This is because the system
generates several logical 10's
(performed as a memory to memory move by the CPU) for every physical disc 10. Simply put. the
current CPU's are not fast enough to generate enough logical 10's to saturate the physical 10
channel. Logical rates of several hundred 10's/second would have to be performed to reach this
point. and even the Series 70 doesn't have that much power.

Because of the importance of caching on a modem HP 3000. PROBE has a special screen devoted
to caching data. The MPE command :SHOWCACHE provides some data. and Figure 5 (page 11)
shows an example of the output of this command. In addition to the data shown by
:SHOWCACHE. PROBE does some other calculations which make the data easier to digest.
Specifically. the read hit/write miss figures show how well caching is doing.

The fact that caching is very prevalent today brings us to an interesting note. Since the advent of
disc caching. the systems have essentially become purely CPU bound. In fact. if disc caching is
working perfectly (ie. we never have to wait for a disc 10). then the system is CPU bound.
Assuming adequate memory (another fairly recent phenomenon. the current price of memory chips
not withstanding) the system bottleneck is purely CPU. While this might sound bad, it is not so
in the long run. Building faster CPU's is much easier than building faster discs. Disc drives are
bound by some very nasty laws of physics having to do with physical movement of the heads.
rotation of the disc, etc. CPU's. on the other hand. can be built to incredible speeds. limited
primarily by the cost of the machine and. ultimately. by the speed of light. Hp·s whole philosophy
of the Spectrum line is based upon the principles of building simpler. potentially blazing CPU's.
Unfortunately. the system software is chewing up more of that resource. but eventually this should
even out.

Tweaking

Assuming we have read the various displays in CIA (or OPT. PROBE. etc). what do we do then?
This. of course. is the million dollar question. Ideally. we look at the displays. determine the
bottleneck. then either modify the application to use less of that resource. or add more of that
resource to the system. ·If memory is a problem. then we might be able to modify the application
to use a smaller stack. or we can add more memory. The same with CPU. In general. it is easier
(and usually less expensive) to throw hardware at the problem than to modify the application. This
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Figure S. Sample :$HOWCACHEDisplay

stages of tuning.

is simply because most perfor
mance problems necessitate a
re-design of the application, not
modification after the fact.
Very simply, this is because few
people consider performance
goals·· when designing an ap
plication, one of my .favorite

.soapbox·· subjects. Anyway, it
sometimes is possible to. get
noticeable gains in performance
by .tweaking a few things in the
application. The 80/20 rule
applies here: 80% of the per
formance gainisachieve<l by
20% •of your. effort. In other
words, some good gains can be
made by a little effort, but any
more gains require finer tuning
and more effort.. Usually the
gains are smaller in the later

It is beyond the scope olthis paper to deal with aU of the"tricks" regarding the tuning of a system
and application. A very good book exists that is chock full of ideas.. Taming the HP3()()()4 by Robert
Lund· does an excellent job of giving very practical hints. on performance. Not only practical, but
numerous. This book is full of good ideas in many areas. Implementing anyone or two. of them
will more than justify the cost of the book. He also presents a primer on analysis, covering much
the same ground as this. paper.

Some Other .Notes

Most of the tools mentioned offer some other capabilities besides online reporting. Most can print
reports to· the line. printer at periodic intetvals. Using this method, a batch job can be run which
logs performance data all the time, giving the system manager some long term data by which to
monitor the. system.

Along those same lines. is batch logging capability. Some. of the tools log the raw. performance
data captured from the MI to a disc file,· and a set of tools is shipped with it to report the data.
The raw logfile is extracted in some manner (to flat files or an IMAGE data base) and some form
of graphic interface is provided. PROBE allows character graphs to be drawn, or offers an interface
to different graphics packages. CIA offers the ability to download data to a PC and then use the
user's favorite> graphics package for the reporting. The graphS produce are often comparable to
those provided with HP's HPTREND facility.

Where Else Can We Go

As with many specific, specialized areas of computers, performance analysis· is an area where
experience counts. If a system manager feels he or she cannot adequately analyze the performance
of their system, many avenues exist to help with this.

4. Robert A Lund, Performance Press, P.O. Box 151 Albany, Oregon 97321. Copyright 1987, ISBN 0
945325-01-0.
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The largest avenue, of course, is Hewlett-Packard. Every HP office (or at least area) has trained
performance specialists who can look at your system and determine the bottlenecks. HP has several
"pre-packaged" performance analysis products, such as HPTREND and HPSNAPSHOT.

Many sites, however, feel that there can be a conflict of interest·by having HP do the analysis. The
feeling is that they will just find that more hardware is needed, then use the analysis as an
opportunity to sell more iron. Sometimes this is warranted. Many times as an HP Performance
Specialist I was called in when it was a forgone conclusion that hardware was going to be purchased.
I was to just answer the questions "What and how much?". Some sites will want an independent
opinion, and that is where an independent performance consultant can be brought in.· Generally,
these people are ex-HP SE's who were trained in performance analysis, and can give a good
appraisal of the system. Usually they are cheaper than HP, and/or can give a much more
customized report, answering specific questions. (The amount of flexibility exhibited by HP in their
analyses is usually dependent upon the individual performance analyst and his or her management.)
Appendix A lists some of the independents. This is by no means a complete list, and only reflects
those with whom I have personal knowledge.

HP and these independents will also teach performance analysis. HP's teaching is in the form of
a class that is sold with OPT/3000. Strategic Systems has a course which has been taught several
times. The other consultants can generally be hired at consulting rates to teach members of the DP
staff about the use of tools, interpretation, etc.

Conclusion

Performance analysis and tuning is an iterative process where a system bottleneck is identified,
C<?rrected, and the system re-measured. Much experience is needed, generally, to find the correct
bottleneck and fix it. However, tools, books, and training exist to allow the system manager some
amount of independence. in analyzing and correcting his or her own system, and thus gain much
better use of their HP 3000 computer system.
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Appendix A

West Coast Companies Offering
Performance Analysis Services

Allegro Consultants, Inc.
2055 Woodside Road, Suite 170
Redwood City, CA 94061
415-369-2303

Hewlett-Packard
Local sales offices
Contact your Sales Rep· for Information

Mattedor Computer Services
5105 Highland Drive
Bellewe, WA 98006
206-746-8123

Robert Lund· & Associates
34130 Parkwoods Dr. NE
-Albany, OR 97321
503-327~3800

Strategic Systems, •Inc.
10502· 11th Ave. NE
Seattle, WA 98125-7506
206-525-3309

Also: Contact SIGCONSULT via INTEREX.
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MPE Performance Tools • A Chronology

By Mark Michael, MCS 3, CSS/HP Technical Support
Hughes Aircraft Company
Communications and Data

Processing Division
P.O. Box 9399, C07/2063

Long Beach, CA 90810-0399
(213) 816-6017

The following is meant to· be a meaningful blend of my experiences and knowledge
on the subject of performance tools, acquired over the more than ten years that I have been
working with HP3000 computer systems. The opinions offered within are my own, and

~ should be considered as such.

One area of·systems software for which the HP3000 community has been given the
"Rodney Dangerfield treatment"l for many years has been in the area of performance
measurement. Recently, there has been a major expansion of products and services made
available that purport to satisfy the thirst of the HP3000 community for performance tools.
In this paper, I intend· to provide a summary (from a personal perspective) of the
development of the better-known products and services in this area.

First, let me provide a definition or tw02. What do I mean by "computer system
performance"?

In a computer system,
PERFORMANCE is judged
by the computer's ability

to complete requested
work without

unreasonable delay.

In other words, your HP3000 provides what you consider good performance if, as
the system manager, you receive an acceptably low number of complaints about system
response. This defmition is entirely subjective in its content, but it reflects reality and lends
itself well to. threshold-type measurements which can be numerically analyzed. For
example, you may conclude, via a perfonnance tool, that there is a correlation between a
substantially higher number of user complaints and when measured response time on your'
system exceeds a three-second average.

1"1 tell ya, I don't get no respCctl" (with apologies to Mr. Dangerfield).
2Although, this paper is not meant to be a performance primer.
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What do I mean by "perfonnance tool"?

A PERFORMANCE TOOL is a set of
programs used to record, analyze
or forecast system performance.

I perceive two types of performance tools as being useful for computers doing
actual workl :

BOTTLENECK-FINDING (what's wrong
right now) is different from CAPACITY
PLANNING (what's going to go wrongn

months from now).

Obviously, it is better to prevent bottlenecks before they occur, rather than wait for
them to catch you unawares. It's better for n to be greater than 6 months, rather than 1 day;
this allows you time to complete the acquisition of an upgrade, or take some other
corrective action, in a more orderly (and less panic-stricken) fashion.

What attributes do- I look for in a resource measurement?

o It should provide a threshold-based measurement where appropriate (Le.,
90% CPU utilization, or 2.8-second response time versus 3-second
maximum acceptable response time), or a population count where
appropriate (such as terminal, disc, tape or printer I/O operations per second
or per shift).

o It should be measurable via a well-known (ideally, supported)
programmatic interface. The MPE VIE Measurement Interface qualifies, but
just barely (more on that later).

o The data for a given week/month/quarter should be comparable to previous
weeks/months/quarters, thus requiring a well-understood method for
indexing results prior to and after a system upgrade. I prefer to keep the
current month on the "hundredth percentile", and index any historical data
downward (using a coefficient of relative throughput). This requires less
explanation to the uninitiated ("We're at 70 percent and will run out in about
5 months", versus "The current value of 235 was derived by .... It).

o A sampling of data points over time should be open to usage of statistical
methods for extrapolation without serious distortion for the time period
required for taking corrective action.

o The resource should be one that identifies a risk to system performance if it
is exhausted, and for which corrective action can be taken.

1As opposed to benchmark systems, an entirely different area for discussion.
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What principal resources do I think: a performance tool should report on, assuming
the limitations of the MPE VIE Measurement Interface, log flies, etc.?

CPU UTILIZATION

o Percent utilized (time busy [not paused] versus elapsed time) over a
period of time (such as a work shift), or

o CPU busy·hours during the total period of hours elapsed (such as
hours CPU busy during day shift, Monday through Friday, plus
Saturday from 8 AM to 12 noon).

In both instances, the measurement is usually expressed as a threshold-style
measurement (how soon until I'm out of gas), and both require indexing of each
month to correct for past and planned upgrades. I prefer indexed percentages, with
the current month's available capacity equal to 100. I usually recommend that an
upgrade be ordered for delivery prior to a given CPU exceeding 80 percent
utilization for a projected month (assuming that no further modeling of growth in
CPU resource requirements is available).

DISC SPACE UTILIZATION

I have found that a measurement of percent utilized for all disc drives on a
system is a good "trip-wire" measurement to warn of impending problems. Further
tuning, file placement, etc., requires more detail than most people can digest
quickly when attempting (in 5 seconds or less) to detennine if any problem exists
yet.

Device-level breakouts, as well as trends by application are also useful in
determining the course of corrective action to take, where application disc usage can
be defined without severe additional overhead. For example, ifdisc space usage by
applications on a system can be broken out at the group level, then the existing
MPE :REPORT command provides a supported source of raw data for reporting.

This measurement is usually expressed· as a threshold-style measurement
(how soon until I'm out of gas), and requires indexing of each month to correct for
past and planned upgrades. Again, I usually recommend that corrective action
begin when capacity is expected to exceed 80 percent within 6 months (depending
on the volatility of usage on the system).

RESPONSE TIME

A generally accepted definition might be: elapsed time minus think: time
divided by the total number of terminal reads for the sample to be analyzed. This
information is available for each process from the MPE Measurement Interface.

Many service-level agreements require that certain response-time thresholds
never be exceeded. Thus, a threshold-style measurement is in order, without
indexing of data. Most products available for MPE systems today do not include,
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as part of their analysis or reporting facility, the ability to provide configurable
"confidence intervals". Such a facility would provide graphical support for a
service-level agreement which specifies that 95 percent of all transactions would
occur in n seconds or less l

TERMINAL ACTIVITY

The MPEMeasurement Interface provides a count of terminal I/O's for each
process for its lifetime. It turns out that the count provided is fairly representative
of the actual number; for example, a VPLUS program has a single terminal I/O
counted for each combination of VSHOWFORM and VREADFIELDS, with the
Measurement Interface handling the variations in the number of handshakes that
occur between the tenninal and the HP3000.

Are there any resources for which there is no straightforward method of
reponing?

REAL MEMORY DEMAND VERSUS SUPPLY

Although a considerable number of counters are available from the MPE
Measurement Interface, it is not clear how to best utilize them to answer the
following fundamental questions:

o Is my HP3000 computer running short on real memory?

o How much more do I need, if any?

DISC I/O THROUGHPUT

The counters available from the MPE Measurement Interface for disc I/O are
in I/O's per second; a lot of averaging must be swallowed for this measurement to
be useful. Another set of counters are for the number of entries found on the Disc
Request Queue for a given disc drive at a given time; this allows for a measurement
that is less dependent during interpretation on knowing the type of disc drive(s)
being measured and the distribution of disc I/O's being performed by address or
length.

The measurement I would like to have would be device utilization as a
percentage of the theoretical maximum throughput, based on the throughput of the
slowest device in the path between the CPU's memory and the data on disc; given
the high volatility of activity from millisecond to millisecond for a given path as
described, it is unlikely that the achievable maximum will exceed 35 percent of the
theoretical maximum.

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE?

Many people will stop at this point, thinking that simple linear projections of
future activity is enough to catch any potential performance problem. This would
be true, if you never intended to add a single enhancement, new application, new

1The choice of 95 percent is not a coincidence, since it can be easily computed using the second standard
deviation. But, is it attainable? Therein, I may be letting the amateur statistician in me get carried
away....
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user or any other externally-induced variation. System performance trends would
be based solely on doing the same thing from month to month. Linear projections
("last month was 30 percent, this month was 40 percent, next month will be 50
percent") have their place, where no other source of information is available.
However, there is a requirement to know something of the business activities that
your computer system supports. With such knowledge, you can make an attempt at
forecasting your requirements in a way that simple linear projections can never
satisfy.

A number of useful papers on this subject have been presented over the last
several years, many by HP performance specialists from both the factory and the
field. As an example, the idea of paying attention to the underlying business trends
for capacity forecasting came from Tony Engberg of HP's Performance
Technology laboratory. His papers on modeling have been extremely informative.

One other warning. The MPE VIE Measurement Interface is officially
undocumented, unsupported and requires Privileged Mode to access it. Although it
hasn't moved much, this is a point of concern and sets an uncomfortable precedent
for MPE/XL Measurement Interface access.

With the above definitions, expositions and cautionary notes in mind, let's
begin by turning the clock back to 1979. The dates given in the headings below are
largely when I fIrst saw the product, and may not accurately reflect when they were
formally announced or shipped.

THE NEOLITHIC ERA (PRE-MPE IV)

Fresh in my new position as system manager of Beckman Instruments'
development HP3000 Series III (remember those?), I went back-to-back to the "A
Programmer's Intro" and "System Managers'" (SM) courses at Hewlett-Packard's
Fullerton office. In both courses,· some time was devoted to contributed library
tools, including OVERLORD, SOO (Son of OVERLORD), SILO (Son-in-law of
OVERLORD), TUNER and others. I did some further exploration of system
performance after the classes. Usage of these tools led to my frrst system failure.

With this rude introduction to Privileged-Mode (PM) programming side
effects, I determined to find out what we could safely measure, how we could
measure it, what we could do about it, and how much it would cost (both to
measure and to fix). With MPE III, there wasn't much that we could reliably
obtain. HP SE's had two tools that were used sparingly to measure system
performance:

o RTM, a menu-driven tool. capable of measuring global system
resource usage. It was notorious for causing system failures from
MIT to MIT, and was the predecessor to OPT/3000,

o SAMPLER, a product that originally involved both hardware and
software.. A board containing a second system clock was installed
into a Series ITI. This second clock allowed the interruption of the
system in a fashion analogous to a device;· the "driver" for the
second clock scanned through system tables when the second clock
interrupted the system. .Although it was too expensive to use
continuously, SAMPLER did provide information about program
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segment usage and instruction counts far beyond any other tool
available at the time. SAMPLER was the predecessor to APS/3000.

MPE IV

Our department at Beckman Instruments had been privy to information
about a new family of HP3000 computer systems under development at HP,
known as the "Integrated Computer Family" (ICF).. The frrst member of this family
to be introduced would be code-named "Grizzly". The operating system kernel for
the new systems was to be rewritten to include better dispatching and memory
management. A key feature of the new operating system was the inclusion of a
vastly improved memory management scheme, as well as a better dispatching
mechanism. The code for both of these functions operated as part of the device
driver for the system clock (thus ensuring a regular, consistent and sharable access
to the system at less-than-a-second intervals).

SAMPLER was recoded to eliminate the requirement for hardware; it now
simply added itself to the "shared clock interface" queue, along with the
dispatcher/memory manager code. And, RTM changed too....

Upon receipt of our fIrst HP3000/44 ("Grizzly") system, our HP support
engineers used SOFfWARE.CREATOR to install the operating system. Under
this mechanism, your system had to have enough disc space to allow all HP
supplied software to fit on your system; the SE then deleted the products you didn't
want. When prompted for a product called "OPT/3000", we all scratched our heads
and figured, "what the heck - let's see what it is". When we ran OPT.PUB.SYS,
we all became so excited, we showed it to my management. I was enrolled in HP's
new Performance Optimization course that day. This appeared to be what we had
been waiting a long time for.

It turned out. that the MPE IV lab had anticipated the need to do a lot of
tuning in order for MPE IV to properly execute. The previous mechanism in use
for measuring· how completely a given operating system was traveled, and how
well it performed was known as MMSTAT. This usually required additional
source code statements calling MMSTAT routines, resulting in a completely
different set of obj~ct code than what was released to the public. To short-circuit
this process, the MPE IV kernel included a "Measurement Interface" (MI), which
consolidated much of the infonnation that RTM had to work very hard atobtaining.

All was not completely well, however. Although MPE IV allowed a
significant perfonnance improvement over MPE ill, the improvement was primarily
due to the elimination of some rather inefficient memory-management and file
system buffering code. Systems that apparently were CPU-bound were now
spending most of their time waiting for disc I/O. And, ...

... almost ALL of the PM utilities such as SOO and TUNER now both lied
and frequently caused system failures! Without OPT/3000, most HP3000 users
were now "blind" as to what may have been causing poor system perfonnance.

OPT AND MPEDCP (1982)

OPT/3000· provided a supported mechanism for studying the following
global resources:
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o Global CPU Utilization, and CPU states

o Global Memory allocation by type of segment

o Global disc I/O by disc drive logical device number (LDEV)

o Global tape and printer activity by tape/printer LDEV

Originally, OPT did not provide any visibility to process-level data.
However, we were able to confmn by benchmark that the global CPU numbers
were within acceptable limits. With the Series III, we were able to hook up a
Tesdata hardware performance monitor to a pin on one of the CPU boards, which
allowed us to validate the overall CPU busy number.

There was a problem with using OPT in that environment. For example, a
user would call up and say that he/she had a problem with perfonnance on a Series
III in, say, Paris. We would connect via dial DS and spend most. of a day
transferring OPT to that system. Then, usually the following day, we would ask
the site to reproduce the problem. More often than not, the CPU was saturated.
We had no supported way to detennine what program may have been saturating the
CPU, since OPT didn't tell us that at that time. Given. the expense involved in
upgrading the CPU, we had a tough time selling global-only data to management.

Additionally, much of OPTs functionality was carried over from the RTM
tool; a large amount of its functionality was spent on diagnosing MPE III
performance problems. For example, there was a section of memory utilization
display code in OPT for displaying information about memory segments too small
to represent graphically; it turned out that the MPE IV memory manager had been
optimized to never create any segments below that limit, anyway.

At this point, two things happened that helped a great deal. First, enough
infonnation began to leak out of HP's labs to allow the improvement of contributed
utilities (at least to the point where they no longer caused system failures and could
be made to be reasonably truthful), as well as the initial development of third-party
products for performance measurement. Second, HP's field personnel developed
MPEDCP as a "snapshot" tool, measuring and reporting on just about everything
that happened on the system - for one hour.

MPEDCP utilized global, device and process-level MI data and produced an
exhaustive report. For a time during the early 1980's, Beckman had HP run
several MPEDCP runs per year, spread around a network of several dozen HP3000
systems. MPEDCP had some limitations, in that it didn't "trend" any of its data
based on performance history, and it wasn't available as a purchased product. It
did mark the fIrst time, however, that we had a tool available to ensure a fairly
accurate resolution of performance bottlenecks at the process level as they
happened.

Hewlett-Packard began using MPEDCP internally in developing
benchmarks.. This increased HP's dependence on useful, accurate. snapshot-style
performance tools.
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SYSVIEW (1983)

Although a number of contributed programs were now available for usage
in bottleneck-;fmding, only OPT/3000's logging facility was available for ongoing,
continuous performance measurement. Also, no supported product was available
for inspection of process-level activity.

In 1983, I became aware of a product from CaroHan Systems International
called SYSVIEW. This product's claim to fame was as a "supported
OVERLORD", or "OPT plus a lot more". It used the MI to display (and optionally,
log to disc) data about global CPU, memory, disc I/O, free space and response time
(!). It also included process-level information for the fIrst time, allowing us to see
which processes were hogging a given system.

SYSVIEW included more of the information we wanted, but still required a
lot of jumping from screen to screen in order to study a process' activity within a
global context. Its logging facility would allow for ongoing monitoring of system
activity, once disc space became cheap enough to allow for the large volumes of
data anticipated.

After moving to Hughes Aircraft Company in mid-1984, I was asked to put
together an internal paper describing the set ofperfonnance tools we would need to
service our internal customers. During this time, Hewlett-Packard released MPE
VIE, and our department had its hands full with system updates. In addition, the
MI moved again, causing many contributed programs and third-party products to
behave erratically. By mid-1985,when we returned to the subject of system
perfonnance, we were pretty sure what we wanted.

HPTREND, HPSNAPSHOT, HPCAPPLAN (1985/1986)

Hewlett-Packard laid a bombshell on us at our Hughes-internal HP3000
users' group meeting in mid-1985. One of their speakers discussed three new
products, intended for introduction within a few months, that taken together would
provide us with substantially what we wanted (or, so it frrst appeared). The three
products were:

o HPTREND, which had a collector job running continuously on a
measured system, and periodically shipped its data back to HP for
further reduction and analysis,

o HPSNAPSHOT, a descendant of MPEDCP (via the System
Perfonnance Evaluation Project, or SPEP, tools set), costing $5000
for the fIrst analysis,

o HPCAPPLAN, a product which would take HPSnapshot data and use
it as input to a workload modelling facility. In theory, this product
would allow us to play "what if' games once we had a clear enough
idea of what would be included in the projected workload.

We began a formal project for selection of performance tools and the
development of a capacity planning service. Our fIrst activity was to set up a
meeting with an HP team working on HPTrend at the factory. We needed to begin
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an iterative process of design refinement which could lead to a product providing
what our management was looking for.

Unfortunately, the people responsible for HPTrend at lIP decided that they
were unable to participate. in developing any enhancements along the lines we had
suggested. They cancelled the initial meeting and declined to further participate,
even though we had included a right of first refusal for Hewlett-Packard in our
project plan (after all, they wrote the operating. system, so they would be best
positioned to.supply a supported product). ·We then turned to the third-party market
to solicit further participation.

SYSPLAN • HUGHES C&DP MAJOR PROJECT (1986)

We .prototyped •• a performance . measurement system, using CaroHan
Systems' SYSVIEW for data collection and Cognos' POWERHOUSE for reporting.
Our requirements •analysis included sending the prototype reports and charts around
to various managers involved in· approval of system upgrades. After considering
their feedback, we determined that the new product would have to:

1. Automatically collect data ·continuously on global and. process-level
system activity.. The ten-minute. sweep approach llsedby Sysview
would allow too much process-level data togo unaccounted for (we
failed to record data for processes whose· entire lifetime fell between
sweeps); we needed data collected at process termination, too.

2. Make available statistical data capable of interpretation according to the
guidelines discussed earlier in this.paper.

3. Allow for automatic retrieval ofperformance data from remote systems
to a central admillistrative site.

4. Satisfy internal and external (i.e., US Air Force Program Office,·etc.)
audit requirements.

Providechans.and reports that had our management's ·a.pproval.

6. Provided genuinely usefulinfonnation.

After distributing a Request for Proposal and entertaining bids, Hughes
Aircraft Company's Communications and Data Processing organization selected
Carollan Systems International to write the product, initially to our specifications.
During 1986, the first release of SYSPLAN was developed. We implemented the
frrst production version on more than two dozen systems during late 1986 and into
1987.

SYSPLAN is driven by theMI, plus some other miscellaneous data (such as
disc free space maps, for calculation of disc space.usage). It contains three major
modules:

o COLLECTOR, which runs as a batch job on the system and logs
performance data continuously to disc.
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o REDUCER, which runs periodically, statistically reducing the raw
data down to cumulative, hourly, nonnalized global and process
level data.

o REPORTER, which provides written reports and DSG charts in
conformance with the fonnat approved by Hughes management

Once the fust release of the product was in place and Hughes management
had their first real visibility into HP3000 system performance, their reporting
requirements changed so much that our department ended up writing a backend
interface for Sysplan into a non-DSG graphics environment. This backend is
written in Powerhouse, and provides the charts seen in Figures x through y.

Sysplan gives us everything we had seen in Sysview, plus the process
termination· data we found we could not do without, plus built-in statistical
reduction of· the data. This statistical reduction includes both global data, plus
application-level data, where applications are defined as collections of identified
processes.

Nothing is perfect. We found that, until the Spring 1989 release of
Sysplan, its reducer took far more resources than we had anticipated (the current
version of the product, available as of this writing, takes a fraction of the time to do
the same work as earlier versions). Also, statistical reduction data was accumulated
on a monthly calendar that did not confonn to the Hughes fiscal calendar,
complicating our interpretation of the data for those systems having regular,
monthly activity variations. We found that DSG graphics were too slow and CPU
intensive to be practical on a large scale. Also, once we began to use Sysplan, we
realized that we hadn't insisted on the ability to include disc-paused states in our
CPU utilization graphs. In spite of these drawbacks, we have found it quite useful,
and charts using data derived from Sysplan have been used successfully (and
accurately) to justify system upgrades in a number of instances.

Since that time, Sysplan's further development has been influenced by
several other HP Major Accounts who also have invested a·significant amount of
time, effort and money in acquiring and using capacity planning tools.

Of course, measurement and trending still will not predict changes in system
performance without additional analytic modelling, simulation or other forms of
analysis....

PROBE/3000 (1988)

As time passed, other competitors became welcome additions to the choice
of tools available for bottleneck-finding. Strategic Systems, Inc. introduced
PROBE/3000. It included much of the same information as Sysview, but presented
in a fonn that was superior in many respects to either OPT or Sysview.

The Probe/3000 user interface is function-key driven. Its initial display
takes many of the concepts that went into OPT (in 1981 and earlier) and Sysview
(in 1982) and builds on them. I found that, in the version of Probe that I reviewed
in mid-1988, I rarely needed to go beyond the main display in order to locate and
diagnose a system bottleneck.
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Probe/3000 also includes additional functions not found in other products.
For example, a global "DBUTIL SHOW"-like·capability for examining database
usage is included.

Again,.· nothing is perfect. .•. I found that SSI'sitrst attempt at a statistical
reduction· and. reporting .. facility· was too rough to.be· useful.. In. the mid-1988
version I reviewed, the manual did not include any examples of its operation, and
the reporting programs blew up on Pascal I/O library errors when I attempted to use
them.

Even at that, Probe was and is today an excellent bottleneck-finding tool. I
lookforward to improvements in their product as competition heats up. As of the
date of submittal of this paper, I have not yetbeen able totest the MPE/XL. version
of Probe, but hope to have completed testing prior to presentation •of this paper.
Also,. in all fairness, I intend to review the MPEVIE.versionofProbe again, testing
the revisions made to its trending facility.

(1988)

Facer Information Systems has made available a product called CIA (which
standsfor .cPU and yo Analyser). It includes an interactive bottleneck-finding
program, plus•a background facility for continuous performance measurement. The
data collected from this facility. can he used. to generate one or more of a series of
analytical reports or histogramS..• I intend toperfonn a Illore exhaustive analysis of
this product during the interval from submission of this paper until its presentation.

HPGLANCE (1989)

Hewlett-Packard dropped another· bombshell with the introduction of
HPGlance.·.This product provides many ofthe. first-level bottleneck-finding-at-a
glance displays found in preceding products. It. appears to be enough for interactive
troubleshootings.. lt is available now for both MPEV/E and MPE/XL. It is
supplied by the operating systems vendor (which, for.better or for worse, may give
their support. staff prior knowledge .of MI ... changes). •It also is priced very
aggressively. I find a lot in HPGlance.to recommend it.

The one drawback. with HPGlance for. some people is what others may
consider a principal strength: itis provided by HP. On the one hand, the HPGlance
development and supportstaff may have better access to information about the MI,
and may be. in a position. to influence changes in MI design. On the other hand,
since the hardware, software and measurement tools ate all supplied byHP, some
people mar find it more •diffIcult to getjustification for upgrades past their
management when using this. topl. •After all,. who is validating the numbers but the
company from which we. would be buying the system upgrade?

LASERRX (1989)

Without any prior waming to us, after.we. had attempted to work with HP
during .1985 and 1986, HPin late 1988 introduced a product called LASERRX.
This product purports to fulfIll the intended .. function of what we had tried to. get in
1985. The product includes a number of innovations relative to competitive
offerings, but at a price (literally).
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LaserRX performs continuous collection of data in-a fashion that is
analogous to (but a bit more primitive than) Sysplan. A periodic sweep of the MI
tables is performed; but, instead of writing that data to disc for later analysis, the
data is reduced continuously, too. The best analogy I have heard is that Sysplan's
Reducer is like a square chunk of fudge candy, while LaserRX's patented reduction
facility is like a thin layer of fudge cake frosting. Both end up using about the same
amount of ingredients/resources; one appears to be "bigger" in usage than the other,
depending on your viewpoint. The application definition facility in Sysplan is more
comprehensive, and reduction can be re-run in Sysplan, while (as of this writing),
it can't be re-run in LaserRX (they're supposed to be working on this).

Presentation of performance data occurs on a 286/386 PC equipped with a
CD-ROM drive, Microsoft Windows and a hi-res color monitor (VGA preferable,
EGA is ok). Considerable flexibility is available in modes ofpresentation; data can
be graphed in multiple, overlapping windows and compared visually. A limited
amount of calendar configuration is available (weekends can be excluded, as they
can in other competitive products). Additional resources can be reported, including
(finally!) disc I/O device utilization as a percentage (rather than the somewhat
artificial"I/Q's per second").

The existing version of LaserRX does have some "release 1.0"..;type
deficiencies:
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No trending facility is included natively in LaserRX. This can
probably be done by exporting to either Lotus 1-2-3 or Microsoft
Excel. As of this writing, I am attempting this, and should have
results by the time of presentation.

If I am incorrect in my assumptions about the structure of an
application when I define it in SCOPE (the LaserRX collector), I
can't go back and re-reduce the data. This greatly impedes any
iterative refining process that would otherwise be used to better
understand current usage of the system being monitored.

There is no fully configurable calendar (company fiscal calendar,
company holidays, split shifts, etc.). The only way around this is to
take the low-level detail data and produce your own charts (as we
did with Sysplan).

If I don't have a properly configured PC on hand, the initial expense
of setting up LaserRX could be substantial. It turned out that I had
such a PC available (a Vectra ES/12 with HP LaserROM CD-ROM
drive, plus Windows/286 2.1). Some people may consider this to
be an advantage, where they have multiple HP3000 systems and
would prefer not to incur any additional system load on any of those
HP3000 systems in order to generate their reports.

The SCOPE collector doesn't have any mechanism to switch log
files. This is an elementary oversight, which precludes backing up
the log file data properly without bringing down SCOPE (an
unacceptable situation). We found during testing that we lost the
fIrst few days ofa month-long collection, due to SCOPE "wrapping
around" inside its log file without telling us. This one has to be
fixed before SCOPE can be trusted as a collection mechanism.
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All things considered, LaserRX is.a formidable entry into the' capacity
planning'segment of the performance tools market. LasetRX and Glance are the
frrst ofa series of products that HP intends to make available during 1989 and 1990
for performance,management

MPE!XL - THE ANSWER 1842 (1989-?)

Many of the readers of this paper will be acquainted with Douglas Adams'
THE HITCHIKER'S GmDETO THE GALAXY series.. In it, a race of people on a
distant planet in. the dim past had asked a super-supercomputer for "the answer to
life, the, universe and .' everything". After millions· of years of processing, it
responded "Forty-two". When they asked, "what was the question"', the computer
said simply, "I forgot - you didn't ask me to remember the question".1

The moral of that story as I see it has to be, "ask your questions carefully,
remember to take good notes,. and don't trust alien computer systems".2

The HP Precision Architecture MPE/XLoperating system has put
performance monitoring of HP3000 computers back to the equivalent of "Neolithic"
times.• Notonly are we no longer able to get the answers we can obtain from ·the
nearly-supportedMPE VIE MI, we can't be sure our questions make any.sense
anymore. The tools should evolve much faster this time than last. Ofcourse, not
only has,.the data available to collect changed, but many of the assumptions about
system behavior also must change. The type of· system activity considered
necessary to provide optimum response time and batch throughput is still not well
understood (as ofMPE/XL 1.1) in all ~ases. A graphic illustration of this was the
large number of papers on performance and internals atSeRUa '89 (all presented
by non-HP employees with one or two stellar exceptions, all well-attended), but
few takers for panel members at the. MPE/XL-specific roundtables (there were a .
few brave souls)., How will we fmd our way out of this wilderness?

The last time, lIP made available the requisite source code for the operating
system and anonymously contributed utilities which illustrated mostly correctways
of accessing the performance datafound within the bowels ofMPE.• This time, the
pickings are slimmer" with the predictable result that it, is taking far longer for
performance,tools to appear than most MPE/XL customers think that it should.

HP, to its credit, is working on a number of tools. Also, to HP's credit,
when faced with a performance/uptime crisis with MPE/XL 1.0 beta sites, HP's
management put everything else on hold and assigned the best people they could get
out of every lab to fixing MPE/XL l.x.This process put the aforementioned tools
(and even the underlying MPE/XL MI code development) on hold, wreaking some
minor havoc with introduction schedules.

Fixing the near-term problem will probably involve fuller disclosure by HP
of how HPGlance/XL and HPLaserRX/XL intend to obtain their data. Also,
consideration of inclusion of the MPE/XL MI in the, HP Architected Interface
Facility (AIF) project is now underway. The good part ,of that is that the .AIF
would provide a supported MI (for the first time!). The bad part is that this may
mean that access to the underlying raw data will be pennanently restricted (if this

1Does anyone remember what the question was?
2With apologies to Mr. Adams.
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had happened in the late Seventies and early Eighties, Adager, DBGENERAL,
Sysview, Probe, CIA, Silhouette [now sold by HP], SpeedEdit, Network Engines,
NetBase and a host of other products [using PM or system ta1?les, ·or both]· would
not exist). IBM has tried for many years to enforce such a policy with their
operating system products, sucessfu11y with System/3X.and AS/4OO systems, less
successfully with System/370 operating systems. We should all consider what
advantages and disadvantages there are for Hewlett-Packard to imitate IBM in this
respect.

My modest suggestion is to do both - AlP and tables, plus one more thing.
Please, HP and the third parties, develop and utilize an AlP; I'll sleep better nights,
knowing that the production computers don't have any non-supported PM code
running anywhere. on them. Please, HP, allow me as system manager to set the
level of privilege available to non-kernel programs at the time I boot the system
("production" boot versus "beta" boot). Please, HP, allow third parties access to
the low-level data; the AlP won't include everything we may find we later need (the
AIF project, by definition, must have as its result a constantly evolving product for
it to be successful). And, finally, Interex, please serve as some kind of an honest
broker in this regard, perhaps even registering Interex as an AlP "vendor" in order
to facilitate access to AlP documentation on behalf of the rest of us.
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System Performance

Developing A Strategy

By Laurie Facer
FACER INFORMATION DESIGN
PO Box 270 Epping, Australia .2121

Phone: 0116124843979· Fax: 0116124845709

There comes·a point in every System. Manager's lifetime when he feels that he should "really do
something about system performance". However, the reality of the situation is that controlling system
performance is more easily said than done.

Good system performance. ona given.CPU is not achieved by the implementation of one simple
idea. In reality, the system performance experienced on a machine at any one time is the accumulation
of many decisions made over time and often made in isolation to .each other.

The .multiplicity of factors involved in controlling system performance, does not diminish the fact
that system performance is crucial to the success ofany DP installation and ultimately the organization
itself.

WhyA.Strategy?

The starting point in tackling system performance is the recognition that system performance is not
the result of anyone decision. Rather it evolves over time and is the result of many decisions.

'I'he •. operating environment of. the HP3000 .is extremely dynamic. There are many variables that
make up the total environment and, indeed, thatenvironment changes continuously. The environment
is dynamic in two ways.Firstly,given a particular environment structure, the interaction ofprocesses
within that structure changes constantly .and secondly, the environment structure itself. changes over
time.

Let me give an example. A machine that has exactly the same •. file structure .and data on.two. days
may behave differently on each day. The reasons for this are manifold - different pattern in logon
times, two programs run together on one day but not the next, somebody decides to do a KSAM
generic search, etc. .

The structural environment has remained unchanged, but performance has varied markedly.

Of course the structure of the environment itself is constantly .changingwith the addition ()f new
hardware, the introduction of new systems, converting an IMAGE database system to an OMNIDEX
database system, etc.
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Another complexity in system performance is the inability to find many absolute rules that will
always ensure good performance. One rule may work beautifully for one installation, but have horrific
results for another. These rules even change on the same machine, depending on what is happening at
the time.

For example, very large blocking factors may be fantastic for overnight batch processing, but kill the
system during the day for data entry and online reporting.

To further add to our problems, system performance is not obtained by just concentrating on one
variable. System performance is controlling many variables.

Obtaining the most from your HP3000 is a balancing act - everything must be kept in balance so that
bottlenecks are not created. If bottlene.cks do occur, then waiting occurs, and poor responsiveness
results.

The number of variables to determine that balance are enormous - files balanced across discs,
on-line processing versus batch processing, memory size, code segmentation, blocking factors - and the
list never seems to end. Just to think about where to start gives one a headache. And just after you have
it all sorted out, you go to a user group meeting and somebody tells you something that totally
contradicts the thing you just spent three weeks in implementing.

So, when tackling system tuning we are faced with three basic problems:

a) Dynamic Environment - moving target syndrome.

b) Absence of many absolutes - the theory of system performance relativity "Everything is relative
to everything else".

c) Unlimited factors - how long is a piece of string syndrome.

Given these problems, obtaining system performance is not just a matter of twigging a few bits - it is
a continuous operation that needs constant management. If the system manager is to obtain control
over system performance, he needs to first develop and then implement a clearly defined strategy.

The Strategy - A Plan OfAction

In developing a System Performance Strategy, three tasks need to be performed:

a) System Performance Goals set.

b) Action Plans detailed.

c) Resource requirements defined.

I need to emphasise at this point that system performance is a project just like any other software
project. The size of that project depends on how far you want to go in controlling system performance.
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There are no "go fast" buttons on the HP3000. As stated earlier, system peformance is the final
result of many decisions. The better control you have over the decision making process, the better your
system performance will be.

Unfortunately, many system managers are not in the position to exercise total control over the
system. This fact needs to be recognised in the strategy and goals set accordingly.

System Performance Goals

Before goals can be set a definition of system performance must be formulated. The definition that I
propose comes from Neville Silverman, the author of the system performance product, CIA.

Neville proposes the following "System Tuning Definition":

At the process level:

Minimization of CPU usage.

Minimization of Disc I/O usage.

At.the Global Level:

Minimization of on-line Process response time

Maximization ofGlobal Process CPU usage.

Minimization of Queue lengths on each Disc drive.

Minimization of Memory Manager activity.

Minimization of Dispatcher activity.

At the Process level we are looking to minimize the resources required by each process to perform
their allocated function. This implies control over decisions. made at the programming and system
design level.

At the Global level we are looking to maximize the "effective" use·of resources and minimise the
overhead in·using those resources. We are also looking to minimize bottlenecks such as.queueing on
disc drives.

You may wish to construct your own definition of system performance, but I believe the above
definition to be a good starting point.

Having obtained a definition of system performance, the next step is to construct a series of goals.
These goals should be set in such a way that their achievement can be measured. To be able to this you
may require one or more system performance measurement·.tools. Preferably, the purchase decision
for that tool will be made after you have defined your system performance strategy.
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The goals that you set should be tailored to your organizations particular requirements. I will
propose four simple goals for a fictitious installation.

Goal I

Session Response Time is to average less than three seconds between 9 am and 5 pm Monday
through Friday.

Goal II

Overnight production will complete by 6 am Monday through Friday and 5 pm Sunday on
weekends.

Goal III

"A" priority reports will be completed one hour after requested.

"B" priority reports will be completed four hours after requested.

"c" priority reports will be ready for distribution 6 am next day.

Goal IV

Client Account Enquiry - Will take less than 4 seconds to enquire on a client's account at any
time.

Bank Reconcilliation - Will be completed at 4 pm Monday through Friday.

Unmatched Deposits Report - Will always complete within 5 minutes of start.

My first three goals are general goals representing the processing standards that are expected from
my installation. The fourth goal is specific to the requirements expected from specific applications.
These are the goals by which I will rate my system performance.

Developing A Strategy

Once the goals have been defined, a strategy for attaining those goals needs to be developed. The
strategy that I would recommend has five components:

1) A System Performance Monitoring System that reports progress in goal attainment - Goal
Reporting.

2) A System Performance Monitoring System that provides enough data on system activity to
allow the capture of system performance culprits - Activity Reporting.
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3) The definition of areas of system performance that most urgently need attention.

4) The creation of projects to tackle the renegade system performance areas.

5) Performance review procedures for new programs and systems.

The Goal Reporting system highlights· the system's performance against the stated goals. Only if
there is a deviation from these goals, need any action be taken.

If action does need ·to be taken, activity reports must. be available to allow detailed examination of
system activity. These reports should be able to be turned on or off depending on the need for
troubleshooting.

Once you have gained control over system performance, the need for projects to examine system
performance problems win be greatly diminished. If, however, you are faced with a badly performing
system, you will need to tackle one thing at a time and progressively gain control over performance.

To maintain control over system performance, a set of performance review procedures is essential.
You have just spent a lot of time .and, perhaps, money to get better system performance. The
procedures you implemented to gain that performance need to be propagated in new programs and
system designs.

Goal Reporting

For Goal Reporting, I will concentrate on just one of our objectives - Session Response times. This
goal is generic to a well performing system and is the most applicable to the vast majority of HP3000
installations.

Goal I stated that our system is required to have a Session Response time that averages less than
three seconds between 9 am and 5 pm Monday through Friday. To determine if this goal is being
fulfilled, we need to be able to measure Session Response times. The problem with this is defining
what a response time is.

Superficially, response time is the time it takes to receive a response after hitting a key to send data.
But in reality, life is a lot more complicated than that.

For example, if an HP3000 was only running one process, the response time using 9600 Baud would
be faster than a response time using 1200 Baud. Sometimes it is hard to know what is a request for
something to be done and when the task is complete. V/3000 sends characters down during machine
"think" time - these should not be mistaken for user data transmission.

A further example of difficulty in measuring response times is highlighted by HPWORD and online
QUERY reports. HPWORD is continously transmitting and receiving characters. We need less than
three seconds response time for that. However, if someone requests an online serial read from
QUERY, it is a bit unrealistic to expect a three second response time for that process.
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Response time will vary widely by the minute, as the exact functions that the machine will be
performing at anyone time is totally unpredictable.

There are products available that will measure device response times, eg, TMS from Orbit, and
these are very handy for measuring responses of particular devices.

Another approach that can be taken is the one similar to that taken by CIA's Session Reponse Time
Report.

This report shows, for sessions divided into "c" and "D" queues, the average response times for
specified time intervals for all active session processes. Just as importantly, it shows the wait times that
processes experienced for system resources. The response time provided by this report is the total wait
time divided by the number of Terminal Faults.

Recognising that not all processes can be treated equally, a third column is provided showing
response times for individual processes nominated by the system manager.

This report has three major advantages:

a) Individual processes can be excluded from overall figures and examined separately.

b) The response time is a good approximation of wait times for processes and ignores
transmission rates.

c) The wait times highlight the areas causing most delays.

This, or a similar report, can provide our benchmark for determining how Goal I is being achieved.

As stated before, system response times are the result of the sum of the individual parts. Having
established the benchmark report for overall performance, the next step is to monitor the individual
parts. This is done through the activity reports.

Activity Reports

It is convenient to group system activities under three general headings:

Global Activity

Disc Activity

Process Activity

Global Activity

Global activity can be divided into three major parts:
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CPU Activity

Memory Manager Activity

Dispatcher Activity

According to our System Tuning definition, we want to maximize efficient CPU utilisation, minimize
Memory Manager activity and minimize Dispatcher activity.

The CPU is where the work gets done. The. objective should be to maximize the time CPU spends
on working for processes and minimize the time spent on performing other tasks.

For convenience, most performance analysis products divide the work performed by CPU under the
following or similar headings:

B -Busy

P - Pending I/O

C-Caching

M .. Memory Manager

I - Idle

v -Virtual Memory

o -Dispatcher and overhead

A machine under stress will see low Busy percentages and high percentages in other areas. To gauge
bottlenecks in a system, the CPU busy state is a good place to start. High percentage levels for each
state defined above points to the following problems:

B .. Processes are obtaining a high work rate from CPU. The higher percentage time spent in this
state the better.

P - CPU is pausing a lot and wating for 110. Ifyou have a lot ofprocesses running and you are
obtaining high "P" percentages, then your machine is incurring I/O bottlenecks.

C - Caching percentages will be high if the system is spending a lot of time managing disc caching.
Ifyou have constantly high "C" percentage•and low "P" percentages with many processes running,
you may need to rethink your disc caching strategy.
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M - When memory is scarce, Memory Manager works overtime. High memory activity can also
point to bad program segmentation.

v -Similary, when "V" is high, this indicates a lack of memory, as transfers to and from virtual
memory are made necessary.

o -Overhead represents the CPU utilisation of Dispatcher. Dispatcher controls entry into the
CPU. If it is constantly high, your machine is under stress.

Ifwe look at CPU busy states, along with Dispatcher activity, we have a very powerful indicator as to
how things are performing.

The CIA product represents Dispatcher activity through "launch" rates. A launch rate is the number
of times that Dispatcher launches a process into CPU. IfDispatcher has high launch rates, it means that
the available resources are having a hard time keeping up with processing demands.

Earlier, I stated the theory of system performance relativity, that is, everything is dependent on
everything else. The above indicators are a classic example of the application of that theory. You
cannot run a system performance analysis tool, see a high memory percentage and then assume you
have memory problems. You must look at the CPU busy states and the launch rates relative to each
other and your benchmark report - the Session Response Time report. To do this, you must be able to
cross reference by time of day and be able to look at the day in its entirety.

If response times are high, launch rates high and the busy state of CPU is low, obviously you have a
machine that cannot cope with processing demands.

If, on the other hand, you have low session response times and your launch rates are low with CPU
spending most of its time in the "busy" state, your machine is coping very well.

Disc Activity

In monitoring disc activity, there are two areas that need attention:

Disc queue lengths

Relative work rates of each disc

Disc queue lengths point to the inability of a disc to cope with transaction volumes. If queues are
continuously sitting at a length of six or greater, then that disc is under stress. If the system disc is
continuously sitting atqueue lengths of six or greater, then the whole system is under stress.

It is absolutely critical that the queue lengths on system disc be kept low. MPE keeps its tables and
directory on system disc. If you open a file on disc 2, MPE has to go to the system disc to look up the
directory before going to· disc 2. If there is excessive queueing on the system· disc, then access cannot
take place on disc 2.
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It is also important to maintain balance across discs. Those discs with extensive queues could have
those queues reduced by shifting active fues to the discs with lower or no queues.

It is imperative then that you have an activity report showing the queue lengths on each disc over
Periods of time. When using this report trends can be highlighted and corrective action taken.

Process Activity

To obtain total control over system performance, the system manager needs as much information on
process activity as possible.

The process information required includes when the processes ran and the resources they required
during their execution time. This detailed process information can then be crossed checked against the
global and disc reports to give a full picture of machine activity and how well the machine coped with
that activity.

Defining Problem Areas and Projects

Once the system performance monitoring system is in place, system performance problem areas can
be defined and projects to tackle those areas established.

I stated earlier that system performance rules are rarely absolute. Having said that, I will outline
several reasons for poor system performance and give the symptoms to look for. If you have a poorly
performing machine, you need to start somewhere, and what follows is a list of some ofthe areas to
start looking. I will give these examples in the form of cases.

Case I - Too manyprocesses running simultaneously.

This is a relative easy one to pick. When there are too many processes screaming for attention,
Dispatcher works overtime. Firstly, you will notice very high launch rates and associated with this will
be very high pre-emption rates. This is the result of high levels of faulting (loss of access) in the CPU as
MPE tries to resolve the imbalance between available resources and process requirements.

You will also notice that the CPU busy state will be low and the other CPU states (particularly
overhead) will be high.

Obviously session response times will be poor. You will also notice that CPU faulting rates will be
high and in particular preempt rates will be very high.

To resolve this situation, besides making all processes more efficient, you have two major options.

The first option is to upgrade the CPU. Leave things as they are and upgrade. This is an expensive
option and is great provided that the system load does not keep growing. Sooner or later you are going
to either run out of CPU upgrades or money.

The second option is to spread the work load. Ifyou have heavy workloads during the day, but light
workloads during the evening, you have the ideal opportunity to ease the daytime workloads by running
at night. I strongly urge all installations to look at this option. The night hours are often full ofunused
processing power.
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Workloads can also be spread by ensuring that the job limit is not high. If there are more than say
three jobs running concurrently with sessions, then this will cause stress. Remember. that jobs do not
wait for terminal faults. They will take all the resources they can until they are impeded or pre-empted
by a higher priority process. Pre-empts cause dispatcher a lot of work and will impact session response
times.

Case II - Lack ofMemory

Under these circumstances, Memory Manager works overtime. You will see the CPU spending a lot
of time on memory, virtual memory will be high, and, ifyou have caching, CPU time spent on caching
will also be high. Again the busy state will be low.

Also, pay attention to memory allocation rates and the memory cycle time.

Memory allocation is the rate per second that attempts are made to find space in Memory and to
make an absent segment (i.e. in Virtual Memory on disc) present. The Memory Cycle rate is the rate
per second that Memory Manager went completely through Memory. Each cycle will endeavor to force
out Memory segments that should really remain in Memory.

The simplest and most effective solution to this problem is to increase your memory. However, the
problem can be eased by ensuring a good balance of workloads and if you have disc caching on, then
tum it off (either for all discs or for selective discs). The dynamics of caching are such that the only
effective way to control disc caching is to have it managed it automatically. The product CIA provides
this facility.

Case III - I/O Bound System.

I/O is potentially your worst enemy for system performance. It is the slowest part of the machine and
is all important for any processing.

An I/O bound system will show the CPU with a high percentage of time waiting for "Pending" I/O.

Most noticeably, you will see a high I/O rate for disc drives and extensive queueing on each disc.

The remedies for I/O bottlenecks seem to be endless. Make sure that the workloads on each disc are
well balanced by moving active files across discs. Ensure that there are no active files on the system
disc. Review blocking factors on files. Review file structures for efficient access to records and ensure
that programs are efficiently using disc accesses.

There is enough to be done in the I/O area to ensure several projects. It is also important to
constantly review I/O variables in new systems and programs.

Case W - Some Processes Are Very Inefficient

Weeding out the inefficient processes is a very important part of system performance. You need to
be able to identify the culprits so that they can be corrected or at least recognised and rescheduled for
less busy times of the day.

Ifwe go back to the System Tuning Definition, there are two things thatwe require processes to do:

Minimize CPU usage
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Minimize Disc I/O

The method I suggest for tracking down the most harmful processes is as follows:

Look atthe Session Response Time Report forthe worst periodsofresponse time. Ifyouare
using a report such as .CIA's Process Level Statistics Report, list all the programs that were
running during the bad response time period.

Highlight those proc~duresthathave a high CPU second time in relation to run minutes and that
have a large numberof sectors moved. These are the processes that are chewingup CPU.and I/O.

Each program then needs to be individually evaluated to determine if:

1) They should be running at these times of day

2) Ifthey can be made more efficient

An alternative approach .is. to look at the Process Level Statistics Report for the entire day and
highlight those processes. that use the most CPU and shift •• the. most. sectors. of •disc.. Making· these
processes. more efficient could help system performance overall, not just at particular times of day.

Defining Resource Requirements

If you have a badly performing•system, it is going to cost money •to·.correct it. Either a hardware
upgrade will be required, or resources will need. to be allocated to .review existing. programs and
systems.

Hardware upgrades are solutions that yield quick results. Unfortunately, they may notbe the best
solution. Software evaluation is the best long term solution,but it takes time.

Ifyoll undertake software review and evaluation you will ensure maximum utilisation of hardware
resources ••• and have. greater control·over your system. The. potential benefits of· this approach are
substantial,but you. must be prepared to spend time and effort.

There are fOUf prerequisites for undertaking a successful system performance review of software.

Firstly, like all successful software projects, you must have management on side. You will be making
recommendations that may cause disruption to current procedures and· require investment in new
systems.

For example, the. installation that is suffering from ppor process scheduling will need to reschedule
resource hungry processes to "out-of-hours" processing. This means shifting those reports that do
endless serial reads during the day to processing overnight. It may be hard to convince some users that
they cannot expect to get their reports until the next day.
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That same installation may need to invest in a good job scheduling and dispatching system and a
product like Omnidex to eradicate serial reads. To make such an investment, management needs to be
onside and to understand the goals being sought.

The second prerequisite is technical knowledge. It is no good trying to make a system perform better
if nobody has the technical competence to do so. But if you are a system manager of a small shop who
has little technical expertise, do not dispair. Technical expertise can be obtained from several sources.

Ifyou have a good system performance monitoring system in place and a strategy for tackling system
performance, you can harness the knowledge from others and obtain knowledge from experimentation.
The whole point of a system performance monitoring system is to reveal what the system is doing. This
information obtained on your machine can be utilised in discussions with· third party vendors, HP
System Engineers, and consultants. You are no longer at the mercy of a lot of "maybe it is because ofs"
and "it probably would be better ifs". You can provide figures that can be evaluated and you can
experiment with suggestions and measure the results. You have an ideal learning environment.

The third prerequisite is to have the ability to change your operational environment. Many system
managers feel that because they are dependent on a third party supplier and cannot write programs
themselves, that there is little they can do about the performance of the software. This is not the case.
There are many changes that can be made to improve system performance that do not require one line
of code to be changed. This is particularly so in the area of I/O. Master sets in databases can be given
more efficient capacities, detail datasets can be better reorganized, blocking factors on files can be
made more efficient, files can be better spread over discs, and the list goes on.

There is a lot of literature on ways to improve system performance. Set yourself a project of
improving I/O and armed with this system performance material and your system performance
monitoring system, clean up existing I/O bottlenecks.

Also, tell your third party supplier that you have performance problems and then show them the
reports from your system performance monitoring system - it might help them to "concentrate their
mind~" if they know that someone is watching.

The last prerequisite required to successfully review software for system performance is the ability
to be able to establish software review and implementation procedures. Obtaining good system
performance is a constant battle. There are operational procedures that must be performed on a
regular basis, programmers and systems analysts must be aware of the repercussions of their programs
and system designs, and users must be able to communicate expected increases in transactions.

The system manager's work is never done.

System Performance Monitoring System

So far I have outlined the elements in developing a system performanc;:e strategy. An essential part
of that strategy is putting a system performance monitoring system into place.

As well as providing the information necessary to develop and implement a system performance
strategy, the system performance monitoring system has two additional major functions:
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1) Communicate system performance progress to management

2) Facilitate capacity planning

Communicating System Performance

System managers invariably find that the two hardest things to sell to management are· system
upgrades and utility software.

H there is a system performance. strategy in place and the system performance monitoring system is
reporting goal achievement, then management will be better. able. to relate to the system managers
requests.

The requests are no longer - ''we must buy this upgrade product because· we have performance
problems". Rather the request can be presented asa well-defined need and solution.

Managementcan now be approachedwith the proposition - ."As can be seenby the CPU graphs and
the Disc Analysis graphs, we need to purchase this software to overcome an I/O bottleneck. This .should
reduce our current response times from 5 seconds during the day to less than 3 seconds".

Management will be much more receptive to a request that shows potential savings.

Capacity Planning

Capacity planning is simply an extension of system performance monitoring.

When undertaking capacity planning, there are two things that you need to know:

1) What will be the growth rates of my current systems

2) What new systems will I need to carry

In looking at system growth rates it is essential to weed out· the important from the unimportant.
Using the process analysis reports,. it is easy to construct a report. that shows the most resource hungry
systems ouyour machine.

Once you have isolated those processes, the next step is to see how well you are performing against
your system performance goals. This gives. you a tolerance factor. You can then make assumptions
about growth rates for each system and see the possible extra workloads that will be placed on the
system.

For example, if the accounts system takes up 50% of processing requirements and this system were
to increase by 20%, then if we are sitting on the response time goal, we will be pushed over our goal
targets.
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On the other hand, if we are well below our response time goal, and the system accounted for 20%
of the system resources, then a 20% growth rate can be easily accomodated.

For new systems, it is best if you can approximate that system to existing systems, and then
extrapolate on the existing system.

Capacity planning is a very imprecise science, but at least we now have the performance information
that will allow us to make educated guesses.

In Summary

Developing a system performance strategy is essential in gaining. control over an installation. If the
performance of a machine cannot be defined then basic decisions on hardware upgrades, software
purchases, etc, just become a shot in the dark.

There are three elements to developing a system performance strategy:

1) Putting in place a System Performance Monitoring System

2) Formulation of system performance goals

3) Implementation of system performance projects

The first is required to measure progress and obtain information for sound decision making.

The second is required to obtain a clear communication of system performance objectives.

The third is required to enable system performance to be tackled in a rational and rewarding
manner over time.
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INTRODUCTION

A monumental volume ofmaterial has been presented.and published over the years
in an attempt to help the users of HP3000 computer systemsrnaximizethe
performance of their systems.•• This·. material has· generally focused. on specific
aspects of performance within the HP3000 environment and has provided tips,
guidelines·and ·rules of thumb. for tuning upthe. system for maximum performance.
In spite the magnitude ofthis material and the degree to which itis repeated from one
source to the next, human· nature has prevailed ..and. many .if not· most of the
suggestions have gone unheeded. To alarge degree, this apparentapathyhas been
due. to •the. conflicting demands on. the. time of those within the organization best
equipped to •• practice.•. the art of performance•management. . . Even .. when .. the
suggestions are heeded, the. tuning of the.system.is then often neglected until the
perforrnanceof the system becomes a problem .again or the practitioners of the
tuning reads an article thatmotivates them to further review and action.

This paper·presents a .number· of. ideas that· can help·automate the. tuning of the
system or at the very leastminimizethe effort required to keep the system in tune.
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CONSOLE OPERATIONS

Wheneverwe have procedures that require human intervention, we havethe potential
for delays due to the human factor. In many of these instances, it is not only the
process requesting or requiring the manual intervention, but the complete system.
While the effectofdelays in human intervention is often overlooked when studying the
performance of the system, they do indeed cause degradations in performance and
are therefore a target for optimization.

SYSTEM UPTIME
The worst possible performance problem occurs when the system is not available.
In these cases, the question is notwhen will the system get faster but rather when will
the system even be available for use. The causes of system unavailability are
probably infinite but a very few account for the majority of the actual occurrences.
The following constitute some of the ones that can be addressed in a practical way:

System Failures. When these occur, the system becomes unavailable until
someone intervenes and re-starts the system. Correcting the actual cause of the
system failure is beyond the scope of this paper but recovering as quickly as
possible after a system failure would be a noticeable performance increase.
While some shops staff the computer room with an operator, many HP3000
installations manage very well without a dedicated operator. It is not unusual to
find HP3000 sites where the nightly batch streams are submitted on the way out
of the door and the system is left to run unattended throughout the night. In these
cases, the occurrence of a system failure may go undetected for long periods of
time. It continually amazes me how long an interactive system can be .down
before the event is reported. By automating the notification of system failures as
well as extended power failures, we can reduce the occurrences of coming in the
next morning only to find that the nightly batch processing stopped just after we
walked out. Several vendors provide hardware solutions to this type of problem
including Telemon (Console·Engine) and Design/3000 (CaIiBack/3000).

System Backup. Even though the system is still functioning, there are procedures
required as part of the management of the system that preclude access to certain
functions within the system while they are being performed. The most obvious of
these is system backup. While backup is a necessity of our environment, it
usually requires exclusive access to the files on the system while it is processing.
A number of tools exist that attempt to minimize the period when the files within
the system are unavailable. In most cases, these tools employ a smarter
algorithm and data compression in combination with free disc space to store the
backup prior to writing it out to the archive medium. Tools such as BackPack
(Tymlabs), HiBack (HiComp), Backup/3000 (Orbit) and Online Backup (Orbit)
attempt to minimize the impact of backup on the availability of the system.

OUTSTANDING REQUESTS FOR AN OPERATOR REPLY
In many cases, a request for an operator reply can go unacknowledged for some
period of time. If the program making the request is part of the critical path for
processing, the delay can directly affect the performance of the system. In the case
of tape, simply configuring the device as an "autoreply" device can sometimes
eliminate this delay. Of course, this is limited to a single tape mounted on each tape
device and is prone to errors should another tape be mounted when the autoreply is
satisfied.

AUTOMATING THE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT FUNCTION
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DISC CACHING

Although. disc caching will normally improve. disc subsystem performance on the
"classic" HP3000architecture, there isample.opportunitytoimprove the benefits of
disccaching byadjustingthe available param~ters ..Dependingupon the current load
on the system. the availabiHty.of excess main memoryand··thetypes of·accessing
being performed, it is advantageous. to adjust the fetch •quantums and. in some
circumstances actually disable caching altogether on one ormore ofthe disc drives.
While rule of thumb guidelines exist for this tuning, in order to apply them effectively
you must knowwhat is happening within the system at the curr~nt moment. Most of
us do·.not have the tim.eto constantly monitor the system and we therefore either
ignore the tuning··of disc caching or we tune forthe.general·case.

Tuning for the general case. If we don't have any better input to the tuning
process, we can usually improve the performance of the disc caching software
by using the availableMPE commandto set the random fetch quantum tosome
higherthan defaultnumberand then monitoritwiththe showcachecommand for
a while to see if we can improve it a bit more... Generally speaking, setting the
random fetch quantumto approximately 60sectors("cachecorltrol random =60")
is a good compromise setting.

Customizing generalizedtunlng.•. Ifwe can somehow determine that the caching
parameters should be set depending upon the timeofdaY,then we can set up.a
series of batch .jobs that ·can be streamed at fixed times·of the day·. (using the
II;AT="parameter. of the stream command) and •• have the jobs re-stream
themselves. Of course, ifwe have accessto one ofthe job scheduling packages,
we can be more elaborate in ourspecificationofwhen to adjust(eg. afteracertain
job has·completed).

Continuous monitoring and adjustment. •Since conditions within the system can
change almostunpredictably, the bestmethod for managing disc caching is to
use software that continuously monitors the system and caching effectiveness
andappliesthegenerally.acceptedrules for tuning the caching throughout the
processing day. .Acontributed program (DCO, disc cache optimizer) is
sometimes available through theSEfield service organization and does a fairly
goodJobof dynamically tuning the disc caching subsystem.·.Severalthird-party
products exist thatas part of theirfunction will tune disc caching to some extent.
These productsincludeGofaster (StrategicSystems Inc.land KLA/Express (KLA
Associates).
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DISC FREESPACE

The availability of disc freespace can affect performance in two general ways. In the
first place, a shortage of freespace orvery fragmented freespace on a disc drive can
cause the system to perform sluggishly when performing any disc space
management (especially on Idev#1). In the second instance, having insufficientdisc
freespace or freespace that is in small fragments can cause a program to abort
simply because it cannot get the space that it needs to continue processing.

Deleting unused space. Most computer systems tend to collect disc files that are
really not required to be available on-line. For the most part, this occurs simply
because someone forgets to purge the file when they are finished with it. In other
cases, the files may be historical and could easily be stored to tape and then
deleted. Still other files appear on the system as a result of program aborts
leaving intermediate workfiles.

The reports produced by regularly streaming a job that runs freeS will act
as an stimulus to at least think about the subject. It will also provide a
historical trail of how disc freespace varies over time.

You can automate the archiving and purging of system logfiles by
instituting a procedure that is carried out at regular intervals and involves
storing the log###@.pub.sys files and then purging them.

You can make a habit of purging all k###@ files (editor work files) at
regular intervals. The contributed library contains at least one program
aimed at automating this procedure.

Using the "store" command with the appropriate date specifications, you
can store all files not accessed since a certain date and then purge them
from the system. If someone subsequently needs the file, it is available
from tape and the user is gently reminded that they should be managing
the file themselves and keeping it off of the system when not required. The
MPEXtools from VESOFT are particularly helpful in this type of disc space
management. Afairly recent addition to the available softwarethat is aimed
directly at automating these types of procedures is DiscMaster (Unison)
which allows you to specify your criteria for when to compress, when to
archive and when to trim disc files to reduce wasted space at the end of the
last extent.

Balancing freespace across the available disc devices. In most cases, it is more
convenient and easier to manage a system when disc freespace is relatively
evenly distributed amongst the available disc devices. For those systems that
containdiscdevicesofvarying storagecapacities, the defaultdeviceconfiguration
will cause the smaller discs to fill up faster than the larger discs. To make the
balancing more automatic, you should use the sysdump facilities to perform
"device class" changes and for the device class "disc" specify Idevs in proportion
to their storage capacity. For example, a system with two 7925 disc drives
(120MB each, Idevs 1&2) and two 7933 disc drives (404MB each, Idevs 3&4)
should specify the device class disc to be "1,2,3,3,3,4,4,4" in order to distribute
newfile space proportional to the capacities of the devices. The same technique
can be used for other device classes that you frequently use (eg. spool).
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Defragmenting disc space. Most HP3000 installations would benefit by regularly
compacting the freespace on the disc drives. As long as the situation has not
been allowed to deteriorate drastically and there is sufficient volume of disc
freespace on the drive, the VINIT subsystem supplied with MPE can be used to
condense a disc drive utilizing the Ilcondll command. This can be setup into a
batch jobstream (Il:runpvinit.pub.sysll gets you the vinit subsystem) and on a
regular basis, you can defragment your disc drives. You might schedule one or
two disc drives per night or do them all every weekend depending upon how
quickly the discs become fragmented again as well as how available processing
time is. When freespace on a disc drops below a certain value (about 10%), the
disc freespace usually becomes very fragmented and the effectiveness of the
"vinit cond" function ·is severely reduced. In this case, the only alternative is to
move some files from this device to another and i:;,en try again. If this still doesn't
work, the final alternative is to Ilreload" your files.

IMAGE SET CAPACITY

When it comes to performance tuning, the subject of the Image subsystem has
received perhaps more attention than any other single area. This is only logical since
Image represents the primary data management tool for most HP3000 users. In
addition, because data is concentrated into databases that are then shared by many
users, the database becomes a natural focus for. efforts that will be leveraged
amongst many of the applications and users thus maximizing the tuning effort. While
there are many particular aspects that can be addressed, the managementofdataset
capacities is one that can be automated to some extent with little or no difficulty.

Exceeding the capacity of the dataset. When a dataset is full, attempts to add
entries to it cause errors which usually force the programs to terminate
abnormally. This can be looked at as severe performance degradation. The
solution, of course, is to increase the capacity of the dataset which is fairly time
consuming and if a set fills up in the middle of the day, can be a·majordisruption
of services. What we would really like to do is detect and correct this trend before
it becomes a problem.

Monitoring capacities with Query. The simplest technique is to schedule a
job to be run regularly that simply uses query.pub.sys to perform a "form
sets" listing for the database. This provides a concise and easily collected
printout that can quickly be reviewed for pending problems.

Using Howmessy (RobeJle) to monitordatabasecapacities. This program,
which is available to Robelle customers or the contributed library version
(dbloadng) which performs the same functions but at a considerably
reduced speed, provides a great deal more insight into the status of the
database an~ it's internal organization. Scheduling a batch job to run this
program at regUlar intervals will provide you with an excellent tool for
qUickly reviewing the state of your database.

AUTOMATING THE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT FUNCTION
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Automating capacity management using supported tools. Many of the
popular database management tools provide afunction to review dataset
capacities and automatically adjust them according to simple rules
specified by you. Generally, these rules include the sets you wish to
manage combined with the upper and lower limits for dataset.percent
fullness before a capacity adjustment is invoked. These tools include
DBGenrl (Bradmark), Flexibase (Proactive) and DBTune (HiComp).

Master dataset synonym chains. As records are added into master datasets, the
algorithms used to locate the record based upon the value of the key can begin
to deteriorate and cause collisions to occur. When these collisions happen, the
subsequent records that would normally be placed at the same disc location are
linked together into synonym chains and located as close to the primary location
as possible. This means that when we later access these records using the key
value, we may be unknowingly traversing.a linked list of records with it's reduced
efficiency. In addition, as the dataset fills up, it becomes less and less likely that
synonyms will be located near the primary location. The report produced by
Howmessy (or dbloadng) will highlight the percentage of entries that are
synonyms, the length of synonym chains and the maximum distance that may be
required to be searched in order to find a free space to place a new synonym.
The techniques discussed in. the preceding capacity management section are
equally relevant to correcting synonym problems. In general, a master dataset
will not begin to exhibit synonym problems until it is about 75% full although there
are of course many exceptions to this general rule of thumb.

Changing dataset capacities. A variety of methods are available for changing
dataset capacities. In most cases, they are very time consuming and require
exclusive accessto the databasewhile they are being performed. Forthis reason,
the goal of dataset capacity management should be to detect the need early
enough to schedule the correction into atime when it is the least disruptive. While
you can simply use dbunload, a change of the capacity in the schema, a rebuild
using dbutil and dbload to perform capacity changes, this method requires that
you unload and reload all datasets when it is usually one or two datasets that need
adjustment. This reason alone should justify acquiring one of the supported
utilities that allows a single dataset to be managed. The supported tools include
Adager (Adager), DBGenrl (Bradmark), DBMgr (DISC), DBTune (HiComp) and
Flexibase (Proactive).
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IMAGE DETAIL SET ORGANIZATION

Just as capacity management of Image databases is an important tool for globally
optimizingthe performance ofmostHP3000 computersystems, sotoo is the practice
of periodically re-organizing the data within detail datasets. Overtime, older entries
are usually deleted from datasets and new entries are added. Since Image tries to
re-use deleted space within. a dataset before it .. assigns new entries to previously
unused areas of the dataset, records chained together on a common key value tend
to be widely distributed within the dataset. When we subsequently read up or down
a· chain, the· probability of related entries being physically ·adjacent on the disc
medium decreases with time. By periodically reviewing the internal state of our
datasets and where necessary re-organizing the entries to improve physical
placement we can.sometimes gain substantial improvements in performance. Like
most other good ideas, this one tends to slip to the bottom of our to do list until we
are forced to address severe performanceproblems. By implementing aprocedure
of first determining the timeframes in which individual datasets become disorganized
and then setting up scheduled procedures to repack the datasets during more
convenienttime·periods, we can keep our databases performing at higher efficiency
levels.

Detecting the problem. Programs such as Howmessy (Robelie) and DBLOADNG
(contributed library) will provide statistics that reflect the state of· individual
datasets. The··key indicators are "Ineff Ptrs" and "Elongation" which highlight
chains in which the related entries are not physically adjacent on the disc. Since
many detail datasets have multiple chains with which they can be accessed, we
can really only pack the entries for one chain per dataset. This means that we
must look for chains with.longer average lengths combined with our·knowledge
that the chain is frequently used.

Correcting the problem. In order to re-pack the relatedentries for adetail dataset,
we must logically unload the. dataset in sequence by one of it's chains and then
reload it. This can be done using dbunload, dbutil (erase) and deload although
just as capacitv management using this technique requires all sets to be
processed; so dr ~<) chain reorganization. Again, the preferable method is to use
one of the supported database maintenance utilities such.as Adager (Adager),
DBGenrl (Bradmark), DBMgr. (DISC), DBTune (HiComp) and Flexibase
(Proactive). Once you have determined the datasets that will benefit from this
activity and can estimate the frequency with which it should be carried out, you
can schedule individual jobs to perform the re-packing on a regular basis.
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JOB SCHEDULING

Most HP3000 shops run some batch work. In fact, batch processing is a significant
part of the total loading on many systems. Since batch processing is by it's very
nature not time critical in the same way as interactive response is, the existence of
batch oriented workload provides us with a portion of our processing workload over
which we can exert some control. There are several objectives that batch processing
allows us to address including:

Workload· balancing. One of the generalized techniques for performance
improvement is to spread· the load out so that some of the workload that is
normally done during a peak processing period can be deferred until some time
when the system is less utilized. Batch workload lends itself very nicely to these
attempts at levelling out the workload. By adjusting the limit on the number of
concurrent batch jobs, we can keep them from impacting the system during the
severe peak processing periods of the day and then allow them to run during the
periods of the processing day when the system is normally less utilized. The
simple technique of scheduling jobs using the· "AT=" parameter of the stream
command allows us to determine when a job will be submitted to the system. By
using this technique to submit a job (with ;hipri) that uses the limits command to
adjusts the number of concurrent batch jobs, we can implement a plan to
minimize batch processing in the 9:00Am through 11 :30AM peak interactive
processing period and defer the batch processing to lunch time.

Keeping the system busy. In many cases, when an operator is forced to get
involved in making decisions about such things as what to run next, the system
is often left relatively idle for the duration of the operator think time. In addition, the
operator is sometimes not readily available when the decision must be made and
the delays are consequently compounded. By minimizing the requirements for
human intervention and the use of job scheduling software, these types of delays
can be avoided. When the jobs have little or no inter-dependencies, the use ofthe
limit command in conjunction with the ";AT=" parameter of the stream command
can prove sufficient for keeping the system working. As the number of job inter
dependencies and complexity increases, supported software tools that provide
more extensive· control over the scheduling of batch jobs such as .MAESTRO
(Unison), JMS (Design/3000) and DCS (Operation Control Systems) may make
good business sense.

Automating recoveries from program aborts. One of the primary reasons for
human intervention in many batch processing environments is simply to handle
the case of program aborts and the attendant recovery procedures. In many
cases, these procedures have been comprehensively defined and could be
included either as conditional logic within the jobstreams themselves or through
the more comprehensive facilities of one of the supported job scheduler
packages.
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PRIORITY

A multi-user operating system such as MPE can really only service more than one
requirement for processing resources at asingle time. Because of this, an algorithm
has been devised that attempts to distribute the available resources according to the
relative "priority" that is assigned to each of the competing tasks. To achieve this
prioritization, the various users of the system have been grouped intowhat amounts
to four distinct entities identified as the linear, CS, DS and ES scheduling queues.
These scheduling queues are then assigned ranges of priorities so that conflicts can
be resolved based upon both th~ generic queue that aprocess is assigned to as well
as the specific priority within the range that is currently assigned. By·default, we
reward "good" interactive users (CS subqueue) at the expense of 'Ibad" batch users
(DS and ES subqueues). Since it is normally advantageous to provide optimum
service to interactive users, this scheme is generally agood one. The MPE operating
system also gives us the ability to reconfigure the priorities of these queuesto suit our
specific circumstances. In order to customize the system to our current processing
objectives, we can do the following:

Schedule jobs to adjusttheTUNE command. Depending upon ourobjectives, we
can configure the TUNE command to allow cpu intensive interactive processes
to sink in priority below those of our batch jobs or we can give higher priority to
our batch processing. In addition, we can exercise some control over howquickly
a particular job sinks within the priority range for the assigned queue. This gives
us some degree of control over the workload. By identifying at which times of the
day we wish to set the tuning parameters to certain settings, we can automate
these actions using batch jobstreams (containing our tune command)· that are
submitted at the appropriate time using either the ;AT= parameter of the stream
command or one of the available job scheduling systems.

Use a IIPerformance Manager" software facility. If we are interested in a finer
control over the way particular processes are prioritized, we can use one of the
third party software packages that have been designed with this in mind. These
packages allow you to define such things as additional subqueues as well as
identify which processes will be qssignedto which subqueues based upon the
program file that they arerunning and / or the logon identity of the user. With this
degree of control, you are able to specify IIgoodll and "badll processing loads at
a much finer detail. Of course, the parameters within these systems can be
adjusted depending upon the time of day as an aid in adjusting your specific
processing objectives throughout the processing day. The tools available for this
type of control include Gofaster (Strategic) and KLA/Express (KLA Assoc.).
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TOOLS MENTIONED

Adager

BackPack

Backup/3000

CallBack

Console Engine

DBGenri

DBMgr

DBTune

DCO

DiscMaster

Flexibase

GoFaster

PO Box 2358
Sun Valley, 10 83353
(800) LDD-REGO

Tymlabs Corporation
811 Barton Springs Road
Austin, TX 78704
(512) 478-0611

Orbit Software
319 Diablo Rd., Suite 218
Danville, CA 94526
(415) 837-4143

Design/3000 Inc.
860 Lancaster Dr. SE
PO Box 13086
Salem, OR 97309-1086

Telemon
492 Ninth Street, Suite 310
Oakland, CA 94607-4098
(800) 622-0630
(916) 622-0630
(503) 585-0512

Bradmark Computer Systems Inc.
4265 San Felipe Avenue
Houston, TX 77027
(713) 621-2808

Dynamic Information Systems Corp.
910 Fifteenth Street, Suite 640
Denver, CO 80202
(303) 893-0335

Hi-Comp Hinrichs GmbH
Eichenlohweg 24
2000 Hamburg 60
West Germany
49-40-630-40-11

sometimes distributed as part of TELESUP account

Unison Software Inc.
415 Clyde Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 968-7511

Proactive Systems Ltd.
Central Court, Knoll Rise
Orpington, Kent BR6 OJA
England
0689-77933

Strategic Systems Inc.
11050 5th Avenue NE, Suite 101
Seattle, WA 98125
(206) 362-2231
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TOOLS MENTIONED continued

HiBack

Howmessy

JMS

KLA/Express

Maestro

MPEX

OCS

Online Backup

Hi-Comp Hinrichs GmbH
Eichenlohweg 24
2000 Hamburg 60
West Germany
49-40-630-40-11

Robelle Consulting Ltd.
8648 Armstrong Road
RR#6
Langley, British Columbia
Canada V3A 4P9
(604) 888-3666

Design/3000 Inc.
860 Lancaster Dr. SE
PO Box 13086
Salem, OR 97309-1086
(503) 585-0512

KLA Express
Clearwater, FL
(813) 784-5976

Unison Software Inc.
415 Clyde Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 968-7511

VESOFT
1135 S. Beverly Drive
Los Angeles, CA· 90035
(213) 282-0420

Operations Control Systems
560 San Antonio Road
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(415) 493-4122

Orbit Software
319 Diablo Rd., Suite 218
Danville, CA 94526
(415) 837-4143
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HOW TO ANALYZE DATABASE PERFORMANCE

RandySafier
Proactive ..Systems

1411 S. Woodward, Suite 201
Bloomfield Hills, ML 48013

(313) 333..7200

Abstract

This. paper •discusses the parameters .. that .affect the. user •. response .• time. •and
throughput of IMAGE data bases.. Procedures and .. tools available· for obtaining
the . necessary . diagnostic .information are reviewed. . Guidelines. for. optimizing
performance are proposed· and .ways •to implement· the necessary •. changes. are
discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper is about getting the best performance out of your data bases.
Performance problems often arise in IMAGE data bases. Often a resolution of the
problem is critical for on-going operation of your application systems. But there can
also be inefficiencies hidden inside your data bases which are taking a toll on
performance without you being aware of them. They simply sit there eating up some
of your expensive resources. What I want to discuss is attacking these two types of
problems with the minimum expenditure of effort; staff time and money. The
proposal is that we can use the principle of an Expert System to achieve this.

Performance monitoring and improvement is an ideal candidate for an expert
system. There is an abundance of knowledge about IMAGE data bases anq their
performance characteristics in the literature. If you look through any of the Interex
Conference Proceedings you are likely to find discussions on various aspects of
IMAGE Databases and I have brought together some of these in a bibliography at
the end of this paper. It is not that knowledge is unavailable, there is quite a lot of it.
It is not that it is difficult to understand, but that it is difficult to retain all the
knowledge. An expert on IMAGE data bases may have no problem with the
quantity of knowledge but for someone who is designing and writing systems, or
managing a Data Processing Department, it is almost impossible to remember every
little quirk, every little rule that you must or musn't follow when you design a data
base. It is also difficult to find enough time to regularly monitor all the parameters
that affect operational performance.

Firstly we need a system foi measuring the appropriate parameters - looking at all
the sets and the structure of a data base. Secondly we could use those parameters
with a rule-based system to come up with recommendations about what should be
changed. And then we can actually implement those recommendations (although at
that point some manual intervention may be necessary).

In the rest of this paper there are four areas I will cover:

1) I will analyse what we mean by performance and what .it is that affects
performance.

2) I will look at the measurement of the various parameters relevant to IMAGE data
bases, and which ones are applicable and useful.

3) I will look at what rules we can actually adopt by comparing parameters with
norms, or by looking at parameters in conjunction with each other, to try and decide
what changes could usefully be made to a data base.

4) I will look at the consequences of actually implementing some of those
recommended changes.
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PERFORMANCE
What are the primary factors that affect performance? In relation to IMAGE data
bases, performance depends on four main factors:

a) The structure of the data base (i.e. the design of it and the surrounding
application).

b) The content of the data base (i.e. the data it contains).

c) The location of the data base.

d) The software used to access the data base.

The prime constraint on the above is disc I/O. Most commercial applications are
limited by disc performance rather than cpu speed. We immediately should make a
distinction between physical disc I/Os and logical disc I/Os. We all are aware of the
principle of caching- that when a disc I/O is made more data is brought in to main
memory than was requested, on the basis that if the next call asks for the next serial
piece of data then it will already be in main memory and that will avoid having to do
another physical I/O. Requesting a disc access and finding the data in main
memory would then be a logical I/O, and that leads us on to the first way of
improving performance - if we can translate these physical I/O calls into logical I/O
calls we are going to save o~rselves a lot of time waiting for th~ disc.

But even on non-cached machines the same thing is happening in that the logical
records (entries in IMAGE) are blocked together so that when we ask for a physical
I/O we get a series of consecutive entries coming into main memory. Of course
both of these systems are of most help if the actual entries we want are indeed
consecutive, and anything we can do to make them consecutive will therefore help.
Having made those two points we have already laid the foundation for most of the
improvements that can be made. We want to make sure that when we ask for a
physical I/O we get the maximum return on it - both by making sure that we get the
maximum number of logical pieces of information as we can, and also by previously
making sure that the logical information is in a consecutive form (or as near as
possible).

Other means to reduce physical disc I/O are locating sets on different disc drives (to
minimise head movement), using deferred I/O, by changing the hardware
conf'iguration or application design, and so on. But most of these lay outside of
what we can actually control within the IMAGE data base. And also on the end of
that list we should add the overhead that can occur if we have insufficient main
memory, or things are not organised in a very suitable way, so that there is a lot of
swapping of data and code segments occuring.
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FIGURE 2
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PERFORMANCE IN MASTER SETS
So let's return to our theme of getting the maximum possible return of logical I/Os
for each physical I/O and see how that is effected on an IMAGE data base. We first
need to review the structure of the IMAGE data base. Let's look at the structure of a
Master Set (and that includes Automatic Master Sets) and the problems that can
happen. The set can be thought of as a contiguous strip of disc divided up into
Blocks (see FiQure 3), and the Block would correspond in normal. circumstances to
what is read with one physical I/O. Within that Block there can be several potential
entries, as defined by the Blocking Factor,· and if you are working on a cached
machine you will be reading in a multiple of Blocks so you may in that case be
getting in perhaps 30 or more Blocks with one physical read. Now the whole point
about Master Sets is that each entry is accessed by the use of a Search Item which
makes it unique and the position in the Set where the entry is to be found is
determined by applying an algorithm to that unique key.

If our Search Items are reasonably random and the algorithm is doing a good job
then we would expect our entries as we put them into the Set to be fairly randomly
scattered throughout the length of the Set. If the data base is getting fairly full it is
possible that when we want to put another entry into the position which is
calculated from it's Search Item that it will already be occupied by an entry which
has previously been put there. In that case what IMAGE does for us is find another
vacant slot as close as it can, hopefully within the same Block as the first (known as
the Primary) entry. The new entry that we have just put in is then called a
Secondary. Now IMAGE keeps pointers attached to all these entries so that if we
want to find the one that went into a Seconda~ position, the algorithm tells us the
position that it should occupy and we find that it s in fact occupied by another entry.
That entry then will be able to point us along to the Secondary. It could be a long
chain of Secondaries until we find the particular Secondary that we are looking for, if
indeed it's in the set at all, and then if it isn't we will find the end of chain.

So, this structure gives us our first opportunities for increasing efficiency. If the set
is becoming very full up then we are exponentially more likely to find that any new
entries we add will try to go to positions already occupied by Primaries. So we will
be getting longer and longer Secondary (also called Synonym) chains. Another
possibility for long Synonym chains is that the algorithm may not be very suitable for
the type of data of the .Search Item that we are using and that it is not producing a
very random pattern. In other words entries will be ··clusteredll together through
that Set and that also can raise the possibilty of high numbers of Secondaries, and
longer Synonym chains. Now we have already said that IMAGE will put those
Secondaries as close as possible to the Primary entry and if they are in the same
Block as the Primary then we only require extra logical I/Os to find it and not extra
physical 1/05. So a high proportion of Secondaries doesn't necessarily matter,
particularly if we have a large Blocking Factor. What we can say is that Secondaries
are really only a problem where they occur frequently outside of the Block
containing the Primary. .
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However, it's not only reading along the Synonym·chains that we need to consider.
We also need to consider what happens if a new entry is to be put into the. Set and
what would happen if it was directed towards not only a position that was already
occupied by a· Primary but also that all the other potential entries in that block.·and
succeeding blocks had·been filled up. This could occur either because the Capacity
has nearly.been used up or because the entries are clustering together in one part
of the Set. Now in either of those two cases,the HP3000 is going to have to do a
lot of physical I/Os in order to find a vacant slot to put that new entry into. In some
ways that might sound like a far-fetched prOblem butthere is one specific quirk in
IMAGE which can and does cause it to happen. If the Search Item of that entry is of
8. character data type such as type X,U or Z then randomised hashing will ·usually
produce a good spread of the entries across the Set. If however, the data type is of
a numeric type (that's type R, I or J) then a different algorithm is used. What
happens is·that the numeric value is. simply taken, modulo the •Capacity, to be the
Set position for that entry. Now if the Search Item value never exceeds the Capacity
that will be fine because every entry by definition would have a unique position and
that would work. even better than the randomised hashing technique.. ·• If the Search
Items are frequently greater than the Capacity, then by taking a modulus, we can
get a lot of repetition in terms of the·entry position into which that entry is.to be put.

One further problem that is· frequently encountered with numeric data types for
Search Items is· the IIFour-word Search Item". In the case of a Four-word Search
Item only the upper thirty-two bits are used by the algorithm to •locate•theentries<in
the Set. Now this means that unless. the values of the Search Items are more than a
certain amount then all the·~ntry.positions are.90in9 to be returned as zero giving
you just one long Synonym chain. That is somethingwelve actually seen on a users
data base resulting in a Synonym chain of two thousand entries. The strange·thing
about it is that IMAGE will run quite happily. When you ask it to do a· DBGET it will
find the entry for you. It will take a little while, but it will· do it and when you ask it to
doaDBPUT,itwilido it but again it will take some time.. And you may well find that
end-users grow accustomed to it. They don't ask any questions,they just think that
the computer takes· a long time· to find things.. It's only when something else
changes that the problem can cometa light. So here is one of our golden rules:

Don't assume .that everything's fine just because the problem hasn't surfaced!

There may well be gross.inefficiencies hanging around·your databases .consuming
resources and waiting for the day when they can turn into a critical problem.

One. possibility fo.r improving the.performance of a Master set would be to increase
its Blocking Factor.• That is to say, increase the size of the Blocks allowing more
entries to be packed into them. In some cases.that may well be of some help.
However, there are two or three things we·need to consider before doing that. First
of all the size oltha Buffers that IMAGE uses to hold these Blocks in main memory
has to be the same for all the Sets in the data.base. So we need to decide on the
Buffer's size and then change the Blocking Factors of all the Sets, the Masters and
Details, to bring the. Blocksize uP •.asclose as possible to the chosen •. Buffer size.
Now that's good because it makes sura that we make absolute maximum use of all
the physical·I/Os and of. the memory space that weare using to store the results of
those physical 1/05.
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However, increasing the Blocking Factor may not show much improvement because
cached reads are bringing into main memory a consecutive series of Blocks in any
case for each I/O. Also, in a machine with a shortage of memory, larger block sizes
mean more memory usage and potentially more swapping of segments. However
on many non-cached machines, there certainly will be some improvement by
increasng and optimizing the Buffer sizes of all the Sets. Later in this paper I will
discuss how Blocking Factors and Buffers interact and thus affect performance.

To recap then for Master Sets we· should look at:

a) The Number of Secondaries.

b) The Percentage Full.

c} The Clustering of Entries.

d) The Block size and Blocking Factor.

e) The Search Item type.

FIGURE 3

MASTER SET. STRUCTURE

: : ! : : ! : : : !
:X : :X ! :X :X :X : :X : :X 1 :X :X : :X !

! :' : : : ! !

BLOCK 1 BLOCK 2 BLOCK 3

DETAIL SET STRUCTURE

BLOCK 4

+--------------+
1 DELETE CHAIN 1
+--------------+

1
1
1--------------+--------------------+--------+
1 1 1 1

! : : : : ! : : : : ! .. : : ! : : : : 1 : :
1 X: X: X: X: 01 X: X: 0: X: 01 X: X: X: X: X! X: 0: X: X: 'OJ X: X:
1 : : : : 1 : !..! !

1 1 1
BLOCK 1 1 BLOCK 2 1 SLOel< 3 1 BLOCK 4

1 1 I I 1 1
1--------------+-----------+--+--------------+ 1
1 1
1 1
1 HIGHWATER MARl<

+--------------+
I SEARCH' ITEM 1
1 CHAIN I
+--------------+
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PERFORMANCE IN DETAIL SETS
Let's move on to look at the structure of a Detail Set. A Detail Set has a very
different structure consisting as it does of chains of entries which are linked together
by pointers (see Figure 3). All the entries in anyone chain have a common Search
Item value which is also shared by an entry in a Master Set. Indeed they can be
linked in entirely different and seperate chains to other Master entries where that
chain would contain a common value in a different data item. Entries are generally
added to the end of a Set until such time as deletions take place and any holes left
over by these deletions are linked together into what is known as the Delete Chain.
The beginning and end of the Delete Chain are stored in the user label of the Set so
that entries can be re-used and the available entries can be found without the need
of a serial read. . ,

Let's take first of all serial access to the Detail Set. That is going to take the
minimum of physical I/Os when all the .entries are .packed together and none are
deleted. The more deleted entries there are .the longer will be the necessary
physical reads to get to what is called the Highwater Mark (ie the logical end of the
Set).

The other sort of read is the chained read where we are picking up each of the
entries in a chain which is related to a particular Master entry. That's going to be at
its most efficient if all the entries in that chain are placed contiguously in the Set, and
conversely its going to be i£lefficient if consecutive entries on that logical chain are
dotted all over the Set, particularly when the next entry is not in the same Block as
the previous entry. Again the arguments that I used when talking about the Master
Set and the Blocking Factor·and the Block Length equally apply to the Detail Set.
We can get more logical entries in larger Blocks subject to not restricting. the
number of Buffers available, and the amount of available main memory.

There is an approach that is fundamental to improving the performance of both the
serial· and chained read on the Detail Set and that is to take the entries out, sort
them into order of their chains and then put them back in. That process is called
Re-packing. It helps in two ways, first it means that in a chained read every time you
read a Block of entries, you'll automatically get the next series of logical entries in
the correct sequence; and secondly by removing the Delete Chain. entries are
completely packed together, reducing the number of physical I/Os necessary to get
right through the Set from the beginning to the Highwater Mark ina serial read.

Another feature of IMAGE structure which is often used on Detail Sets is the sorted
chain in which the particular entries which go to make up the chain are sorted on
the value of a particular item. This places an overhead only on DBPUTs and
DBDELETEs, but it can be a very substantial overhead if the chains are long
because the DBPUT will need to read through the chain. In fact it reads backwards
from the·end of the chain to find the appropriate point in that chain to put the new
entry into. People are fairly wary of using sorted chains, probably with good reason,
but they do have good uses provided there are not too many entries on a chain or
providing that the entry length is quite small and the Blocking Factor is reasonably
large, or provided that the entries are added in more or less sorted order. In those
cases the OapUT overhead will be minimised.
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For Detail Sets then, we should look at:

a) The Messiness of the Primary Path.

b) The Number of Deleted Entries.

c) The Percentage Full.

d) The Block size and Blocking Factor.

e) The Number of Sorted Chains.

BLOCKING, BUFFER SIZES AND BUFFSPECS
The thing we should be aware of with Buffer sizes is that there is a limited space
available in main memory for storing these Buffers. That space is 32K words less
about 6K depending on the actual nature of your Database (see the IMAGE manual
or the IMAGE Handbook for the exact details). In order for IMAGE to work efficiently
in terms of putting new entries or deleting entries, a certain number of Buffers are
required to support that operation. It depends on the number of paths affecting the
set into which an entry is being put or deleted from (again the IMAGE Manual gives
the relevant calculations). For any particular data base, this figure of the minimum
.required number of Buffers can easily be calculated. It is considered as a minimum
because if the data base has less than this number of Buffers then on certain
DBPUTs some of the Buffers will have to be flushed and re-used in order to
complete the DBPUT - and obviously your programs will have to wait while this is
done.

The number of Buffers for a specific Database can be defined by running DBUTIL
and setting the IIBuffspecs". These specify the number of Buffers IMAGE should
use for a range of users; eg 8 for up to 4 users, 10 up to 6 users and so on. Another
performance factor comes into· play here - when the number of users of the
Database changes and IMAGE has to change the number of Buffers it has to lock all
access to that Database until the operation is.complete. For a Database with a
dynamic number of users this could give lumpy response times. We would
recommend setting the same number of Buffers for all numbers of users unless your
environment requires different numbers of Buffers at different times. It is difficult to
find any knowledgeable discussion on how IMAGE uses it's Buffers and so it is not
easy to recommend what the maximum number of Buffers should be - perhaps as a
rule of thumb one could specify twice the minimum number for all users~ This is an
area I would like to see explored further in later papers.
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Having set.10 the Database at least ~le minimum number of Buffers required this
can then be used to calculate the potential maximum size that each Buffer can be.
The Buffers are contained in main memory in an Extra Data Segment which has a
maximum size of 32K words. Some of this 32K is taken up by other IMAGE data but
in TurbolMAGE there is a well defined maximum space available for Buffers. In this
case it is a simple matter to divide that space· by the maximum number of Buffers
specified in the Database's Buffspecs to obtain the potential size of each Buffer. As
we have said, all Buffers are of the same size and by comparing each Set's Blocking
Factor to this Buffer size we could potentially increase throughput by increasing.the
number of entries· in each physical I/O. Balanced against this we must recognize
that we are increasing main memory usage by increasing TurboiMAGE's Buffers.
However Turbo's memory requirements are significantly higher than IMAGE anyway
because of it's increased number and size of Extra Data Segments. The Buffers are
located in only one Extra Data Segment per database and so this increase should
be relatively insignificant on all but heavily memory-constricted machines.

LOCKING AND TRANSACTION LOGGING
That concludes the discussion on the relevant structure of IMAGE so that now we
can build up parameters with which we can measure efficiencies or. inefficiencies
within that structure. No discussion of performance however is complete without
mentioning Locking and Logging. There's one golden rule of what· not to do with
locking and that is to have a keyboard input after a Database Lock but before the
Unlock. That is the quickest and most effective way to halt an IMAGE Database,
particularly if the operator goes off to lunch before pressing carriage-return. Other
than to say that locking should be coordinated, ie everyone should be·doing it the
same way in an installation, the rest of locking theory is outside the scope of this
paper.

The idea that performance will be degraded by turning on transaction logging is
really something of a myth. Figures that we have seen and our own experience will
indicate that it's virtually unnoticable that transaction logging is operating. That
doesn't however go for ILA. If you want the additional convenience and security
that ILR will give you, you will reduce the· speed of your transactions to disc by
about half. Although of course· there are no overheads there for read intensive
software.

MONITORING PERFORMANCE
How do you determine whether any of the above problems are present in your data
bases? There are a number of pieces of software around which will read through
sets or entire data bases and give you a certain amount of statistical information,
including the parameters we· have touched on already. Probably the most well
known are DBLOADNG or HOWMESSY with the former being in the Contributed
Library. Our own experience comes from the FLEXIBASE product which we
produce and which contains the DIAGNOSE module in it. This goes one stage
further in that it not only gives you the parameters, it will also analyse the figures
and make recommendations as to what should be done to improve performance.
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In running through these parameters I'm going to pick out the salient ones;
obviously basic information is given such as the name of the Search Item, its type,
what is the Primary Search Item, the number of items in the set, the entry length and
the number of paths and so on. These figures are easy to obtain from many
sources such as QUERY and together with the Capacity and the Block Length, they
are fundamental to making any decision about the set. Let's. take the Master Sets
first. Apart from the Percentage Full, which is a very important statistic, information
is given on the average length of the Secondary chain. A Primary with no
Secondaries is considered to· have a chain length of one. Now the most important
statistic that comes out within DIAGNOSE for a Master Set is called the Percentage
Inefficient and we define it in this way:

Percentage Inefficient = The number of Secondaries in the set which are located in a
different Block to that of the Primary, as a percentage of the total number of entries
in the set.

This is the prime indicator of any inefficiency in the set because it tells us how many
extra physical 1/05 we are going to have to make to read the entries. We should
bear in mind that on a cached machine, the situation won't be quite that bad
because it's likely that the position of the Secondary is in a fairly close block and
therefore likely to be in the same Cache Domain.

The other statistic that needs to be looked at in conjunction with the inefficiency is
the "Clustering Factor". This is concerned with the distribution of entries throughout
the set. If they are clustered together we can· get problems because we are going to
have an increased number of Secondaries, and because in order to find a position
for a new Secondary we are going to increase the number of I/Os necessary. The
Clustering Factor is a general measurement of the amount of clustering in the set
overall.

Now for a Detail Set it is important to know the Number of Deleted Entries, that is the
number of holes in the set. But even more important for Detail Sets is the
Percentage Messy. If all the entries are contiguously loaded in the right order for
each of the chains then we would say that it· was Zero Percent Messy. So a
perfectly Repacked Detail Set would have Zero Percent Messy. The higher the
percentage figure, the longer and more inefficient would be the chained access
along the Primary Path and it is important to note that in DIAGNOSE it is only a
measure along the Primary Path. In this context the Primary Path should· be the
most commonly used access path with the longest chain lengths. Repacking along
this Path would then return the most benefit. Parameters mentioned in other pieces
of software or in the literature are the Expected Number of Blocks, the Average
Number of Blocks and Elongation etc. We went specifically for a single figure which
is concerned with the actual performance criteria, that's to say the number of
Primary Path chain pointers which potentially make extra physical disc I/Os.
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With a cached machine there is more that can be said on this subject. Thus far in
the literature a chain is considered to be Messy if it contains non-contiguous entries,
particularly if they point to other Blocks. In a non-cached environment, chained
access down this Path would consume more disc I/Os than needed because the
extra Blocks would have to be read in from disc causing extra physical I/Os.
However on a cached machine there is a much greater chance that the other Blocks
will have been read into already existing Cache Domains, reSUlting then in logical
rather than physical I/Os. DIAGNOSE examines this possibility by quoting two
further Messiness Percentages - the Percentage Messy for 16 Sector Cache
Domains and the Percentage Messy for 96 Sector Cache Domains. These two
figures extend the sizes of the "block" used to measure Messiness to incorporate
the highest and lowest Cache Domain sizes. By comparing these three figures we
can get a feel for how well Caching will eliminate the extra disc I/Os caused by
Messy Detail chains. They also give a qualitative feel for the extent of a Set's
Messiness - a high Percentage Messy which reduces rapidly when measured at
16K and then disappears at 96K gives a good picture of the way in which that Set is
actually Messy.

FIGURE 4

PARAMETERS AFFECTING PERFORMANCE

MASTER SETS:

PERCENTAGE FULL

PERCENTAGE OF SECONDARIES

CLUSTERING

BLOCKING FACTOR

BLOCK·SIZES

NUMBER OF BUFFERS/BUFFSPECS

SEARCH ITEM TYPES

DETAIL SETS:

PERCENTAGE FULL

PERCENTAGE OF DELETED ENTRIES (HOLES)

PERCENTAGE MESSY

BLOCKING FACTOR

BLOCK SIZES

NUMBER OF BUFFERS/BUFFSPECS

SORTED CHAIN"S
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THE RULE-BASED SYSTEM
It is possible for the software to go on another step and apply rules to examine
those parameters in order to make recommendations (see Figure 5). The
DIAGNOSE module of FLEXIBASE does this and therefore saves you the effort of
analysing the data yourself. Currently in the DIAGNOSE module we can produce a
dozen or so different recommendations, all of which are based on their own set of
rules. One possible recommendation is "No Action at this time", which is, of course,
the most. desired one as it tells us· that· everything is alright and that none of the
parameters are pointing strongly to any particular problem.

Let's take a recommended Capacity Change as a simple example. Of course it isn't
as easy as saying that if the Capacity is more than such a value then there should
be an increase. The rule for a Master Set actually reads:-

If the Master set Capacity is greater than 20 and the Set is more than 80% full,
unless it's less than 90% full and less than 5% inefficient entries, then
recommend new Capacity as the nearest prime number to give 75% full, as long
as the Capacity increase would be greater than 1.

Now that is a bit of a mouthful but it does build a number of important constraints
into the basic "bump up the Capacity if it's more than 80% full". It is concerned both
with the absolute number of entries and also with the inefficiency. In other words, if
the inefficiency is still low then the set is allowed to be more full before a
recommendation will occur... Other rules might recommend .Capacity Changes for
different reasons, for example to reduce the Secondary inefficiency.

Other recommendations are concerned with optimising the Buffer Usage by
increasing Blocking Factors, Repacking along the Primary Path if a certain
Percentage Messy is reached for Detail sets and changing the type of the Search
Item if we're in one of those Numeric Key problems. See Figure 6 for an example of
a DIAGNOSE report. Sometimes one notices a situation where there is a Primary
Path with a maximum chain length of one (that's a one to one relationship between
the Master and the Detail). It is quite pointless to make that the Primary Path,
assuming there are other paths of course, as the only point of a Primary Path is in
Repacking the set and no possible· improvement can be made on a chain length of
one. DIAGNOSE would recommend that you change that.

Structural damage can be detected also. Even though the software only does serial
reads of sets, it can detect broken chains. That's because, in line with a paper that
came out in 1987 by an Australian S.E. (see "Diogenes" in Bibliography), it is
possible to detect broken chains by producing a hashed total of the forward and
backward pointers. Also by totalling the number of entries and comparing that with
the chain length totals in a Master set, missing Chain Heads can be detected in
most cases. Other checks are also performed.
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FIGURES

RECOMMENDATIONS

CHANGE CAPACITY (MORE THAN ONE REASON)

CHANGE BLOCKING FACTOR

CHANGE BLOCI<MAX

CHANGE MINIMUM NUMBER OF BUFFERS

CHANGE SEARCH ITEM, TYPE

CHANGE PRIMARY PATH

REVIEW NEED FOR SORTED PATH(S)

REVIEW NEED FOR ORDINARY PATH

CHANGE NON-PRIME CAPACITIES (CONDITIONAL)

REPAIR STRUCTURAL DAMAGE

REPACK DETAIL SET ALONG PRIMARY PATH

NO ACTION
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FIGURE 6

SAMPLE DIAGNOSE FUNCTION OUTPUT

<><> DIAGNOSE/3000 <><> Version C.04.03 (THU, OCT 29, 1987, 10:51 A~)

No Logid
Database Created SUN, JUN 21 L 1987
Database has never been DBSTOR~D

DATABASE STATISTICS AND DIAGNOSIS FOR DMISC.DIRECT.HQ

Global Statistics:
Image Level C \ - (TurboIMAGE)
Global Buffer Length (words) 549
Nl.IIt>er of Sets 11
NurCer of Iterns 38

Page: 1

... - - .. _•....••.•. - .••• _... DIAGNOSIS COMPLETE .•.•...••••..••..•• _•••...•
(THU, OCT 29, 1987, 10:52 AM)

178
2

367
30

108
3

409
38
o

.0%
o
1

Type Z6
Entry Length (words)
Blocking Factor
Block Length (words)
Total Nunber of Blocks

RECOMMENDED
CHANGES

9) Set (Manual) ADDRESSES:
Search Item - ENTRY· Type Z6
Number of Items 8 Entry Length (words) 175
Number of Paths 0 Blocking Factor 2
Capacity 113 Btock Length (words) 361
NUnber of Entries 35 Total Nunber of Blocks 57
Percentage Full 31.0% Clustering Factor .01
Percentage Secondaries 8.6% Average Secondary Chain 1.09
Percentage Inefficient 2.9% Logical Device NUmber 1

RECOMMEND - Increase BLOCKING FACTOR to 3 to optimize buffer usage

10) Set (Manual) NOTES:
Search Item - ENTRY
NUTi>er of I terns 2
Number of Paths 0
Cap.ac i ty 59
Nt.inber of Entri es 0

RECOMMEND • No action at this time

11) Set (Detail) DETAILS:
Primary Search Item· KEY2 Type X16
Number of Items 13 Entry Length (words)
Nunber of Paths 7 Blocking factor
Capacity 114 Block Length (words)
Nt.inber of Entries 36 Total NlI1'ber of Blocks
Percentage Full 31.6% Number of Deleted Entries
Percentage Messy 100.0% Percentage Deleted
% Messy - 16 Sector Cache 33.3% Number of Sorted Paths
% Messy· 96 Sector Cache .0% Logical Device Nunber

Chain Lengths
Path Search-Item Type Master-Set Average Max Min
1 KEY1 X16 KEY1 1.3 9 1
2 IKEY2 X16 KEY2 1.1 3 1
3 KEY3 X4 KEY3 1.3 9 1
4 KEY4 X4 KEY4 1.2 3 1
5 KEYS X4 KEY5 1.4 9 1
6 KEY6 X4 KEY6 1.1 3 1
7 ENTRY Z6 ENTRY 1.0 1 1

RECOMMEND • REPACK set along Primary Path
RECOMMEND • Change Primary Path from KEY2 to KEY5
RECOMMEND • Increase BLOCKING FACTOR to 4 to optimize buffer usage
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IMPLEMENTING THE RECOMMENDATIONS
Those· are ·the rules for producing the recommendations. Now to move on to the
next stage.which is to actually .implement those recommendations.·. Some. people
have. asked for automaticimplementation .. of those •recommendations. We have
always· held out against that because· we feel that at this. point we require some
manual intervention for several reasons.

Firstly there will be circumstances, either because ofthe way the data base is being
used, or the particular environment that it's being used in, that mitigate against the
recommendation. For. example, maybe there is.a shortage of memory or disc which
would prevent increasing capacities, or maybe a particular Path· or Set is accessed
so rarely that there. really is no point in reorganising it. In these cases there really
does. need to be someone who says >"Well,· we'll look at the recommendation and
either accept it or reject it because of circumstances that the software doesn't know
about"·.

Secondly, implementing some of. these· recommendations can require long run
times. Most installations run under pressure and any additional work such as
Capacity Changes, Blocking Factor Changes or Repacks need to be scheduled.

We feel the third reason .against an automatic system. is that if software like
DIAGNOSE is run regularly (e.g. once a month) .on a database then. there. really
'N0n't be many •recommendations and therefore the •. demand on the. Database
Administrator's time will not be that great. From a scheduling point of view, it is
quite .impodant to.•.. be ··aware •. of the .relative .• run times .• afthe •various types of
recommendations that.need· to be ··impleme"ted..•.• DetailCapacity Changes for
example can be done extremely quickly because they.can employ fast techniques.
However, a.master Capacity Change.can only be done by taking.all the· entries out
of the old set, purging the old set, building a new empty set and putting back the
entries into it (although. in mCiny cases .actual DBPUTs .can. be avoided).
FLEXIBASE, and. also a few other products. are capable ofJmplementing these
changes. Blocking FactorChanges,Search·ltem Changes and Path. Changes will
all require some sort of an unload/reload of that set. Some changes can be very
simple, such as the Primary Path Change which is simply a change to the. Root File
and can be implemented almost instantaneously.
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Repacking a Detail Set is an interesting challenge because the problem which you
are trying to solve (the very long chained read times or the long DBPUT times due to
sorted chains) are going to be the things which also slow down the ·Repack if the
Repack uses standard DBPUTs. We tackled this problem last year by bringing out a
new Repacking module which doesn't use DBPUT at all but instead builds ·on the
structure which is already being used by DBPUT. It goes in and basically reorders
pointers and resequences entries and it has paid off handsomely. For example,
there was one set of several tens of thousands of entries which had three sorted
paths and a Repack on that set used to take by the DBPUT method. around 8 hours
and it now runs in about 25 minutes. More than that; because it is actually building
on what's already been done by DBPUT, if the Percentage Messy is quite small then
there is really very .little physical work for the .Repack module to do. A Repack
based on DBPUTs might run 30 percent faster if the Percentage Messy was very
small, but the new Repack would probably run 5 times as fast if the Percentage
Messy is very small. This means that it is quite feasable and desirable to do very
frequent Repacks because not only do they not take very long but they keep the
good performance on chained reads ongoing.

CONCLUSION
The main thrust of this paper has been to show that Database Performance can be
improved more effectively by the use of an Expert System approach. The goal of
any Database Administrator or System Manager in this respect should be to obtain
the best performance from his or her system so as to satisfy user's demands while
cultivating an aura of effortless competance. A regularly run system which can spot
hidden inefficiencies or potential catastrophies (such as DATASET FULL right in the
middle of a four hour overnight batch run), coupled with adequate software tools to
implement it's recommmendations, will prove invaluable to every compute~ site
which uses IMAGE data bases. The Expert General Knowledge coded into the
software tools by their creators together with the Expert Local Knowledge of the
Database Administrator or System Manager, when combined, enable data bases to
be more efficient and provide users with greater performance.
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Making It Fly -Optimizing Applications fOf. MPEXl
Sid Smith

Hewlett-Packard Company
9255 SW Pioneer Ct.
Wilsonville, OR 97070

Introduction

The introduction of the Series 900 Precision Architecture systems by Hewlett-Packard has
provided an opportunity for users of HPsystems to dramatically increase the number of users
and the application.workloads. on •their. systems.•.•. Many. users have discovered significant
boosts inapplication throughput simply by restoring their application outo a Series 900 system
from an MPE V system. Others have improved throughput even more by recompiling their
code to use the Native nlachine instructions on the HPPAsystem. And some have gone so
far as to modify their code to take advantage of the new architecture and reap even greater
throughput benefits.

This paper will first discuss the basic concepts of MPE XL and HP Precision Architecture
as applied to system performance, and then provide tips on how to optimize the performance
of your application using the basic concepts.• The paperwiU concentrate on those components
of HPPA that.the application programmer has some control over: the hardware architecture
will not be discussed in any detail. As appropriate, results of tests performed on an HPPA
system wiUbe provided to substantiate the optimization tips.

MPE .XL and HP. Precision Architecture Basic Concepts

U It looks the· san1e

To the user of. HP 3000 systems,· nothing has really changed. \VeIl, maybe response time is
a bit better, and reports arc available sooner.. But it looks the same., doesn't it?

The guts of the Series 900 systenls is totally different from the HP "Classic" systems: the
hardware design allows for 64-bit addressing, versus ·16 bit addressing on Classic systems;
support for multiple processors is provided; a reduced number of hardware instructions is
implemented (RISC); the operating system was totally rewritten; and a host of other design
features were implemented. The overall design or· HP Precision Architecture allows for few
parts, greater reliability,and much improved performance over the Classic 3000 systems. The
improved performance is derived. from· a few· key features of the hardware and operating
system: Reduced. Instruction Set Computing (RISC),intelligent pre-fetching of data,
gathered writes, and mapped I/O.

The RlSCconcept

Much has been said on the subject of RISC, lately most of it positive as the rest oCthe industry
attempts to catch up toHP. Since the subjectof this paper is performance, IwiU let others
speak on the intricacies of RISC. However, a brief explanation of why a RISC system is
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generally faster than a complex instruction machine is in order.

RISC is based on an 80-20 rule: 80% of all instructions executed on a computer are done by
20% of the total number of instructions available. A RISC system limits the number of
instructions to a subset of thos~ on a complex instruction system. Each instruction (with a
few exceptions) should be able to execute in one cycle, as opposed to several cycles on a
complex system. Because there are fewer instructions, intelligent compilers were built to
better utilize the general purpose registers and the reduced instruction set. The intelligent
compilers are able to reduce the total number of instructions required for a task to about the
same number of instructions required for a complex system. The net result is: roughly the
same number of instructions, each instruction executing several times faster equates to faster
execution of user progranlS. While this explanation of RISC has been greatly simplified, it
should provide the reader with a basic understanding.

In order to take full advantage of the HPPA architecture, the program must be compiled with
one of the Native Mode compilers. Each NM compiler offers various levels of code
optimization. Optimization level 0 provides no additional optimization beyond the minimum
done by the application. Level I optimization provides some additional code optimization,
and level 2 provides the most optimization. Various levels of optimization are supplied to
allow the programmer to effectively debug the code before fully optimizing it. Each level
of optimization makes certain assumptions about data alignment and placement to optimize
register usage and reduce code, but in so doing adds complexity to the debugging process.
In some cases, level 2 optimization can reduce the amount of code executed by 5% or more.

If the user is unable to compile the code into native mode, the program will still run using
the MPE V instructions. The MPE V instructions are emulated by actually executing MPE
XL instructions. To inlprove performance of compatibility mode code, an Object Code
Translator (OCT) is used. OCT produces a much enlarged program file and performs
optimization of the enlulated code. \Vhen executed, a program that has "been aCTed" will
still run emulated MPE V code, but will run 10-200/ofaster than the original CM code because
of the optimization done by OCT.

Intelligent Pre-Fetching ofData

Data on MPE V systems is stored on disc in logical blocks. The user specifies the blocking
factor when the file is built, then data is read from and written to disc in logical blocks.
Depending on the blocking factor, anywhere from I to several records are retrieved with each
physical read and placed into a intermediate buffer area in memory. The MPE file system
then de-blocks the data and transfers it one record at a time to the user stack. In order to
reduce the number of physical I/Os, disc caching software was introduced several years ago.
The disc caching software will read up to 96 sectors (256 bytes each) of a file into an area
of memory referred to as a cache domain. While disc caching can substantially reduce the
I/O load on a system, it can also dramatically increase the CPU load by having to manage
all the cache domains.

On MPE XL, data is stored in 4096-byte pages. The user can still specify a blocking factor,
but the system ignores the blocking factor in favor of accessing the file in physical page
increments. Because data is always accessed in pages, main memory is divided up into pages
of equal size, thereby reducing the overhead required to manage memory. Load and Store
instructions are used to read or write data to disc and buffers are no longer used. Data is
simply moved one or more pages at a time from disc to memory, and then to the user's stack
(one record at a time). The CPU overhead required to manage user data is much less than
on an MPE V system.

When the user uses the MPE XL file system or Turbolmage, the operating system evaluates
the address of each record requested. If data is being read sequentially, regardless of the
intrinsic used to perform the read, the operating system will request multiple pages of the
file to be read into memory. Figure·l shows the number of physical· reads required to
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Figure.!

sequentially read 30,000 records from a file. The efficiency of the pre-fetch algorithm results
in a.n average read hit-rate of 90% or higher on most MPE XL systems. The number of
physical reads on an MPE XL system is less than on an MPE V system and the CPU overhead
required to manage the I/O is considerably less.

Mapped 110 versus· File System I/O
Write/Head 30.000 records to MPE Flat File

Mapped Mapped Fie Sys Fie Sys
Write Read fWRITE FREAD

I.··.··.··.··.··.··, ~ ~ ~

Number of ReadsJWrites1500,--------------------..,

500

Gathered Writes

MPE XL further reduces physical I/O by not physically posting data to disc. until one of
several situations occurs: the file is closed, the.· program calls FCONTROL(6), the system
Transaction Manager is used and· a Transaction Manager Checkpoint occurs, the memory
occupied by the data is required by another process, or the FLOCK/FUNLOCK intrinsics
are used. By waiting to post data., the system memory manager is able to use some intelligence
by>gathering all contiguous pages and performing one physical write. Figure I shows that
it took only 430 physical writes to post 30,000 256-byte records. ·In other words, each physical
write .posted an average. of 4 pages of the file.

Mapped/fO

The concept of mapped I/O is a bit more difficult than the other concepts previously
discussed. Very basically,every byte of data in memory and on disc has an associated address,
called a virtual address (virtual, because it is not a real., physical address). When the user
accesses a file through the file system, the file system checks for EOF, increments the record
pointer, does pre-fetching if appropriate., updates the file label., etc. The end result of a file
system read or write is a request of the memory manager to retrieve or post one page of data
at a specified virtual address.

MPE XL allows the userto bypass the overhead of the file system and communicate directly
with the memory manager by supplying the virtual address within the program. Figure 4
shows the CPU time required to read and write 30,000 record to a file using the· file system
and mapped access. Note that while the CPU time for mapped I/O is less than the file system,
the wall time was more due to the pre-fetching and gathered writes used by the file system.

Accessing a file mapped is best when access is random. A typically excellent use of mapped
I/O is. a large table that might be accessed through an extra data segment on MPE· v.

Optimizing Your Application
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Native Mode or Compatibility Mode?

When possible, you should always be ready to compile your code into native mode. How's
that for an answer? Actually, there are circumstances when code should be left in
compatibility mode.

\Vhen subroutines (systenl or user) are still in compatibility mode, such as KSAM (atthe time
of this writing), the overhead of "switching" between NM an CM can be great enough to
eliminate the advantages of the NM compiler. A switch occurs when code is executing in
one mode and a subroutine in the other mode is called. Parameters must be passed from the
main routine to the subroutine. The NM stack is able to access the CM stack, but the CM
stack does not even know of the existence of the NM stack. Consequently, a CM program
calling a NM routine can pass the address of the parameter, while a NM routine calling a
CM routine must pass the entire parameter. The more parameters there are, the greater the
overhead of switching froIll NM to CM there is. The following graph (figure 2) shows the
wall time, CPU tinle and nunlber of switches for a program reading and writing 10,000
records to a KSAt\1 file.

In general, unless your program exclusively calls eM subroutines, it should be moved to
native mode. For example, an application that uses TurboImage data bases, but calls a CM
subroutine to parse the user requests should most likely be moved to NM. Ideally, the
subroutine should be nloved to NM, or (better still)· moved inline into the main program.

\Vhen a program renlains in compatibility mode, it should always be Object Code Trans
lated. The OCT will provide 10-200/0 improved performance with no loss of functional
ity.

Figure 2 Native Mode vs Compatibility Mode
Write/Read 10.000 records to KSAM file

Na tNe Compatibil
Mode Mode

r.·-.·-.··.·-.·-.l ~

Seconds150r-----------------------.
121

100

50
52 50

WRITE Wall Time WRITE CPU Switche$ 1* 1000 READ Wall

Interprocess Communication

READ CPU

An application that requires some form of interprocess communication provides a dilemma
for the performance specialist. The code for message files is still in compatibility mode, but
will be moved to native mode in the future. Figure 3 shows the wall and CPU time required
to send an 80-byte record from one process to another using message files, an extra data
segment, and a mapped file. An application currently designed to use message files should
not have to change, unless an immediate gain in throughput is required. The user code must
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become more complex when using a mapped file to coordinate process synchronization. In
my test, each process suspended when reading or writing to the mapped file and was re
activated by the other process when the record was read or written. In no case should extra
data segments be used for interprocess communication. A set of contributed routines is
available to map XDS calls into mapped file access.

Figure 3 Mapped vs XDS vs Message Files
Interprocess Communication

Message Mapped
File XDS I/O
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Inno case should an extra data segment be used for table access. The best performance will
be realized when the table is small enough to be read directly from disc into the user stack
(remember, no stack limitations with MPE XL) and accessed as an array. If the table is too
large to spend tinle reading into memory, it should be accessed as a mapped file. Access to
a file as mapped is achieved through the HPFOPEN intrinsic and a type of variable· called
a pointer. Since pointers are only available in the PASCAL and C programming languages,
the COBOL progranlnler must use a subroutine written in PASCAL or C (see figure 6 for
sample code).

Which optimization level to use?

The answer to this question is simple: use the highest level of optimization possible (COBOL
only allows 0 and I) in which your program still works. Remember, the optimization process
must make certain assumptions about data alignment and procedure calling to be most
efficient. If the assunlptions are incorrect, the results can be unpredictable. Code should
always be tested both before and after optimization for reliability.

Quantifying the performance gain from various optimization levels is more difficult. In
general, the system will be executing user code between 10% and 20% of the time and system
code the remaining time (TurboImage, file system, memory manager, etc.). Fourth generation
languages typically spend more time in user code than third generation languages, and CPU
intensive applications such as spreadsheets or modeling packages may spend even more time
in user code. The more time spent in user code, the greater the benefit to be gained from
higher optimization levels.

To illustrate, imagine that you have the .means to reduce the number of steps required to
prepare a meal. The total time required to prepare the meal will be the sum of your time
plus cooking time. If cooking time represents 80% of the total time, reducing your time will
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have little effect on the overall preparation time. However, if cooking time represents only
20% of the total. time, optimizing your steps can greatly reduce the overall preparation time.
So it is with code optimization on MPE XL: the more time spent in user code, the greater
the performance gain through code optimization. .

AccessingMPE Flat files

There are two rules when accessing flat files:

1. If accessing the file sequentially, use the MPE file system to access the file
(FREAD/F\VRITE).

2. If accessing the file randomly, access the file mapped by· using HPFOPEN and
pointers.

The ability of the file system to do pre-fetching and gathered writes can improve the
throughput by decreasing the physical I/O. When pre-fetching and gathered writes is not an
issue, as with randonl access, using mapped access can improve throughput by decreasing the
CPU time required to access the data.

\Vhen building a flat file, don't worry about blocking factors, except as it applies to disc space
utilization. MPE XL does not use the blocking factor when accessing the file. Flat files
should be built with the default (* = unlimited) number of extents. If a number of extents
must be specified due to disc space limitations, specifying 1 (one) extent will provide the best
performance. Specifying 32 extents can decrease the throughput when writing to a file
sequentially.

Figure 4 Mapped I/O versus File System I/O
Write/Read 30.000 records to MPE Flat File

Mapped Mapped Fie Sys Fie Sys
Write Read fWRITE FREAD

1.··.··.··.··.··.··1 ~ ~ ~

Seconds
40r---------------~:::-----_

Wall Time cPU Time "10 Paused 110

In tests we have run, disc fragmentation has not proven to be. a detriment to transaction
throughput. Disc fragmentation is only an issue when contiguous space is required. by a
program, or by the system when updating to a new release of the operating system. Packing
discs will not improve system performance.
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Turbo/mage Perfonnance Optimization

TurboImage Buffers

By the time most people are reading this paper, Release 2.0 of MPE XL will either be available
or soon available. Release 2.0 will contain enhancements to TurboImage that will eliminate
the buffer area, except for the· header area. Data will be accessed by mapped I/O. Pre
fetching will be done by the memory manager and gathered writes will be allowed through
the system transaction manager. In other words, don't be concerned with buffer
specifications.

Intrinsic Level Recovery and Autodefer

There is no situation in which ILR should be used. Figure 5 shows the relative performance
of adding records to a stand-alone master data set when ILR or autodefer are enabled.

Turbolmage uses the system transaction manager to ensure data integrity. The transaction
manager maintains inlages of each transaction that modifies data in a disc log file. The disc
log file is updated at least every second (usually more often on a busy system). In the event
of a system interruption, the operating system will automatically recover any transactions that
were not conlpletely posted to the data base. Intrinsic level integrity is maintained, but logical
consistency is not. Image transaction logging must be used if a logical consistency is required

Figure 5 Turbolmage OSPUT Performance
Stand-Alone Master

Standard ILR AlITOOEFER
Turbolmage Enabled Enabled
I.··.··.··.··.··.·j rz:zzzz:a ~

Seconds
400..--------------------__.
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300

200

100 -

for your application.

Wall Time

Series 925LX with 40MB

7500 reCOfd. written

CPU Time

The rules for autodefer remainas they were with MPE V. If the application can be restarted
from the beginning (this assumes you have stored the data base), and the application is
DBPUT and DBDELETE intensive, then enabling AUTODEFER with DBUTIL can improve
the transaction throughput. The downside, of course, is the lack of data integrity in the event
of a system interruption. It is unknown at this time what the performance of autodefer will
be on· Release 2.0 of MPE XL.
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Summary

Because most applications use TurboImage exclusively, application optimization will be a
simple matter of recompiling into native mode. For those users with a more adventurous
spirit, time spent optimizing the appli~ationfor MPE XL can provide many fun-filled hours
of entertainment. I encourage any of these adventurous people to experiment, and to work
with those features of MPE XL and HPPA that make the system unique in the industry.

Making your application fly on MPE XL can be easier than you previously believed.

Figure 6 - Accessing a file mapped from COBOL

HPFOPEN Variables:

See the MPE XL Intrinsics manual for additional infor:,mation on the HPFOPEN call.

01 FILENUMBER
01 STATUS-PARt-.1.

05 STATUS-INFO
05 SUBSYSTEM

01 FILE-NAME-OPT
01 FILE-NAME
01 ACCESS-TYPE-OPTION
01 ACCESS-TYPE
01 LONG-~1APPED-OPTION

01 LONG-POINTER
01 DOt-.1AIN-OPTION
01 DOt-.1AIN

PIC 9(9) COMPo

PIC 9(4) CaMP.
PIC 9(4) CaMP.
PIC 9(9) CaMP VALUE 2.
PIC X(lO) VALUE "&TESTFILE&".
PIC 9(9) CaMP VALUE II.
PIC 9(9) CaMP VALUE 1. "{\Vrite access}
PIC 9(9) COMP VALUE 21. {18 for SHORT}
PIC 9(18) COMPo { 9(9) For SHORT}
PIC 9(9) COMP VALUE 3.
PIC 9(9) COMP VALUE O. {New File}

Pointer variable used for adding or subtracting to the value of the pointer address of
LONG-POINTER:

01 POINTER-VAR PIC S9(l8) COMPo

Open the NE\V file for mapped write access:

CALL INTRINSIC "HPFOPEN" USING FILENUMBER, STATUS-PARM,
FILE-NAt-.1E-OPT, FILE-NAME, DOMAIN-OPTION, DOMAIN,
ACCESS-TYPE-OPTION, ACCESS-TYPE, LONG-~1APPED-OPTION,
LONG-POINTER.

IF STATUS-INFO <> 0 THEN
DISPLAY "HPFOPEN ERROR, INFO = ", INFO
CALL INTRINSIC "QUIT" USING I.

Copy the pointer returned from HPFOPEN to our variable:

MOVE LONG-POINTER TO POINTER-VAR.

Write to file using· mapped access:

CALL "MAPPED-IO" USING POINTER-VAR, BUFFER-AREA.
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Figure 6 - continued

Increment pointer to write next record:

COMPUTE POINTER-VAR = POINTER-VAR + RECORD-LENGTH.

At the end of progranl, mark the EOF of the file, and close the file:

CALL INTRINSIC "FPOINT" USING FILE-NUMBER, LAST-REC-NUM.
CALL INTRINSIC "FCONTROL" USING FILE-NUMBER, 6, CTL-CDE.

{ FCONTROL '6' forces all data to be flushed to disc
and forces posting of the file label}

CALL INTRINSIC "FCLOSE" USING FILE-NUMBER, ·1, O.

PASCAL Subroutine "~1APPED-IO":

$STANDARD LEVEL 'EXT MODCAL'$ {Use MPE XL extensions}
$SUBPROGRAM$ -

progranl dummy_ nanle;

type

Record_Type = PACKED ARRAY [1 ..80] of CHAR;

PROCEDURE mapped io (VAR Long. Pointer: GLOBALANYPTR;
V ARThe_Record : Record_Type);

VAR

Pointer_to_Record : A$EXTNADDR$ Record_Type;

{ ~10st of this will be totally confusing for those not conversant with PASCAL. The
'$EXTNADDR' above is only necessary if you are using the LONG mapped option
(extended addressing). The'''' symbol specifies a pointer type. }

BEGIN

{ Copy the GLOBALANYPTR (a special type in PASCAL) to a 'typed' pointer so that
it can later be dereferenced (don't worry about what this means) }

{ \Vrite record to file with mapped access}

Pointer_to_RecordA := The_Record;

END;
BEGIN {Main}
END.
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HP3000 system Performance
Real customers/Real Solutions

by James A Hepler
Hewlett-Packard
Novi, Hichiqan

System Performance and Resource utilization is a growiJolg
concern in the industry and across the HP3000 user commun1
ty. As a Performance Specialist for the past five years and
an Account SE for seven years before that, I have helped
many customers identify and resolve performance problems in
the real world. It is the purpose of this paper to provide
case studies of how customers resolved performance problems
on their systems in many cases without major costs so that
other HP3000 customers may·be made aware of some of the pos
sible problems contributing to degradations in system per
formance. All of these situations described herein actually
happened to Real Customers and a Real Solution was found to
resolve their problem.

Case 1: The system is slower than it used to be after .a
major conversion from another vendors system which no longer
met the customer's growth needs.

This customer hired an outside consultant to assist them in
a conversion from a small system to an HP3000 Series 37 with
a single disc drive. The conversion was necessary, because
the existing system was already overburdened and could not
be upgraded. The HP3000 hardware configuration was recom~

mended by another third party. The application used indexed
file methods and a major new application was to be added.
RPG and KSAM were selected by the customer since the ap
plications already existing were in RPG with ISAM.

The conversion of existing applications went smoothly and
performance was acceptable until the new application was
written and put into production. Suddenly on-line response
degraded to an average response time of 17 seconds where it
had been 6 seconds before. The 6 second response had been
acceptable since it was much faster than the previous system
had given.

An examination of the utilization of various resources on
the system showed two obvious bottlenecks - CPU and Disc 1/
o. The CPU was almost consistently 80% or more Busy and the
single disc consistently did more than 70,000 Physical I/Os
per hour. It was determined using modeling tools that if
the I/O bottleneck was removed, the CPU would become busier.
Approximately 63% of the I/Os· were reads. 46,000 of the
70,0001/08 were from the new application and about half of
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the CPU time being used was also from that application.
There was no doubt where the source of the problem was.

The application was an unusual one which read information
from a foreign device on an asynchronous port almost con
tinuously and then posted data to a KSAM file which was es
sentially a logfile of data transmissions. There was an
inherent problem in that many records needed to' be logged,
but the biggest problem was that many records were being
logged even when no data was received from the device.

Since 24,000 I/Os per hour were from the converted applica
tions and 46,000 I/Os per hour were from the new applica
tion, it was decided to acquire a second drive to spread the
load. The 70,000 I/Os per hour is about 19.44 per second or
more than the rated value of most HP disc drives. Clearly
the I/O problem was the most serious since it would be im
possible to increase the speed of the I/O being done without
replacing the disc drives with faster drives. The disc
hardware cannot access the data any faster than it already
is accessing it. A second disc drive was added and a Reload
performed.

At the same time, the application was rewritten to more in
telligently post log records especially when no data was
actually transmitted. There was also a restructuring of the
data key (index) so that there were fewer duplicates allow
ing a more efficient internal structure for KSAM. (See B
tree discussion in HP documentation.)

The net impact of these changes was to reduce the amount of
Disc I/O from the 46,000 per hour previously to about 18,000
per hour - a significant improvement. Also, most of 'the 1/
as which were eliminated were writes to disc which would
have a substantial benefit in supporting a move to MPE Disc
Caching.

At this point there was about a 50% improvement in response
time for the on-line applications, but more improvement was
desired since there was to be some growth within six months.
The system utilization was reexamined and the average CPU
Busy was now in the 80-85% range at peaks with higher values
reached with batch reporting jobs executing. The Disc I/O
was relatively balanced among the two drives, but user pro
grams tended to be Paused for I/O still. There was still a
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very favorable read/write ratio with almost7S% reads· on
average.

with a favorable read/write ratio like this, it is normal to
turn. on MPE Disc Caching. as. a way of reducing .the physical
I/O and thus reduce the wait time far I/O and improve
response time and thruput. However, the real world <is not
always that simple. This customer did not have disc caching
software on their series 37 and also •. did not have sufficient
excess.memory or·Cputime available to allowdisc·caching.to
function properly anyway. A CPU Upgrade .• was .needed to •• allow
the .advantages of disc caching just outlined.

A. remarketed.· Series ·S2.was.acquired •. with sufficient memory
to supportMPE Disc Caching. with MPEDisc Caching turned
on, and. the increased memory availability for disc caching,
the .. physical disc I/O was decreased to where the I/O delays
experienced on <the Series 37 were almost gone. The.excess
memory.had .another unforeseen.affect.in·that·the KSAM Extra
Data Segments tended to. stay >inMainMemory all the time
speeding .up th~ access ••. time even· more. This was. exhibited
as a reduction in Memory Manager overhead.

It was helpful to have a faster CPU as well. The net impact
was that the average online response time was now about four
seconds and that the. online users added.did not change/this
average response timesignificantlyoverthe<six months of
growth which followed. About 40%. more simultaneous users
were added. Incidentally , the.·.. new application ·.also func
tioned admirably well even after the growth.

Summary: This.case exhibited three separate but interrelated
problems. The. first was that the "new"application· was.· in
efficiently written. The second was the excessive.amount of
disc I/O • for one drive. The third was that. a •• CPU .upgrade
was needed mainly to be able to implement MPE Disc· Caching,
but also to sustain expected growth. Upon correcting these
problems, system throughput and response time improved
dramatically.

MPE V to MPE XL: lfthis Series 52 customer ever migrates. to
the ··MPE .XL environment, they. should ·.be ·able to expect the
same kind of excellent response.and throughput they are now
experiencing even in compatibility mode with RPG assuming a
suitable hardware configuration is chosen for the migration.
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The "new" application (asynchronous device access) should be
reviewed or tested with the distributed terminal controller
under MPE XL to be sure it still functions properly.

Of course since MPE'· Disc caching was part of the solution to
this customer's problem the question should be asked, how is
this need fulfilled in the MPE XL environment? The answer
is simple - the MPE XL I/O system does not need disc cach
ing, but does a much better job of utilizing memory and CPU
speed to eliminate even more physical disc I/O than MPE Disc
Caching did in the past.

Case 2: Customer did a complete Reload over the weekend to
reduce disc fragmentation and now their users are complain
ing about poor response times and certain batch jobs seem to
be hung.

This customer had a Series 58 with a Turbolmage application
using nine different data bases all open by the major on
line application. Since no coding changes had taken place,
the problem must have to do with file placement as a result
of the System Reload.

It was discovered that almost all I/O on the system was
taking place on logical devices 3 and 5. Disc Caching was
enabled but the physical I/O rates were 16 and 18 I/Os per
second respectively. The queues were very long on 3 and 5
also with a length greater than four 26% of the time on ldev
3 and 18% of the time on ldev 5.

File accesses were examined showing that the Reload had re
distributed the files in a perfectly terrible manner. Prior
to the Reload, files and therefore the physical disc I/O had
been distributed approximately evenly across all disc
drives. SUbsequent to the Reload, the 5 most commonly ac
cessed files were now on drives 3 and 5.

To compound the problem further, the locality of the files
was also poor. The affect of this was to cause longer and
more frequent head movements increasing the length of time
to do a physical access on the average. The disc drives
were doing the legendary "HP Rhumba" caused by the excessive
head bounce.
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The analysis of the individual .file accesses showed that by
purely bad luck, the reload had. caused certain Master data
sets to be located near the internal areas of ldev 3 and the
Detail. data se.ts they were. linked to (for most accesses) was
physically .locatedat the beginning of Idev3. This·caused
the exaggerated head movement resulting in the· longer.· ·queue
lengths on ldev3. A similar problem occurred with. files on
IdevS.

Temporarily, the Master Data Sets were Stored to tape and
Restored to ldevs 2 and 4. Thisgaye acceptable. performance
for the remainder of the week. Following the system backup
on Friday evening, a Relqad accounts was done with selective
Restores of the 6 most accessed files. first followed by the
rest of the system files spread at random. The selective
restores were< done. in such a way to balance as. equally as
possible the ... physical disc I/O. This effort was successful
Gind the. system performed similar. to the way. it had prior to
the disastrous reloado.f the previous weekend.

Summary: Physical disc I/O imbalance can cause serious deg
radation. as this customer discovered by innocently •. doing ..• a
Reload.. For this .•• reason. it •.• is important. to ascertain.· •.• the
most com:m.only access.ed files. and·•. distribute· them appropri
ately across the .available drives. There may be other fac
tors affecting this such as file .size, .•• chain lengths within
a . databa.se, block sizes, controller ..•.. contention, type •..of
disc, etc. These other factors are harder to quantify than
the .. l."aw. amount .of physical IjOper •file. . In other words it
is.easierfor the customer to determine this and control it
himself than .·.the> other factors • Most of. the<timethis is
all that is needed to receive optimum performance .from the
disc drives on an HP3000.

MPE .V.toMPE XL: The .·disc access· situation. on MPE. XL is much
different because of the.major.improvements.to the. I/O sys
tem to take advantage of Precision Architecture. The
probability of a physical disc I/O bottleneck being created
under the MPEXL environment is much less than it is under
MPE V. There ..have been. very ••• few. ·cases. to •date .. whe.re this
has been aprgblem, but it is .possible and should be con
sidered .if •.• there is a.· Performance problem underMPEXL. It
is probably not a migration issue to be concerned with and
in •fact chances are· that whatever your disc· I/O situation
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under MPE V it will be improved under MPE XL with sufficient
Memory and CPU availability.

Case 3: An interactive application using a fourth generation
language to access a TurboImage data base normally has a 2-4
second response time, but occasionally takes over a minute,
even in a stand alone (single user) environment. This sys
tem is a Series 58. The application has logic which calcu
lates certain chemical factors in a substance manufactured
and then ascertains whether or not the compound is hazardous
to human health or the environment.

After many unsuccessful attempts at finding flaws in the
complex logic of the application, it was decided to approach
the problem from the other direction. Perhaps by reviewing
the accesses of the data, we could determine what the prob
lem was. PROFILER was used to trace the TurboImage ac
cesses. Eureka! ! It turned out that normally there were
only 4-5 DBGETs per transaction, but that the occasional
problem showed as many as 85 DBGETs!! The question was why?

The program logic seemed to be fairly straight forward, and
the 85 DBGETs were tracked back to one simple statement of
fourth generation code which was essentially a read of the
data base. However, the internal logic of the fourth
generation language in interpreting that simple read some
times caused 85 DBGETs and sometimes only 4-5.

Further research on the internals of the fourth generation
language showed that if given criteria for finding a record
which included more than one key, it would make a decision
as to which chain to read along to find the correct record.
Our program logic for establishing which key value to look
for many times came up with only one possible key, but
several other non-key criteria. The fourth Generation lan
guage would then only be able to read that one key or read
serially.

An examination of the key structure of the data base showed
that certain key values had very long (as long as 500 on one
chain) chains because the key value was too common. The key
in question was not the primary path and therefore tended to
be physically fragmented as well which added to the access
time when there was a problem. To further compound the
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problem,.· the program logic was rather convoluted in deter
mining whether this .was now the .• correct record • needed after
each DBGET, . and· .sometimes· required reading a .chain in an
other data set to make that decision.

There was a very. elegant solution to this problem. It
turned out that we could shorten the length of the long
chains by a factor of ten by adding a word of data which was
already available to the key that· was •causing· the problem.
This was done, causing the lonqresponse time to .. be reduced
to about 8 tolO seconds which was considered acceptable.

Summary: While the real problem here was . the long chain
length, •.•·.the •difficulty in •• finding the. problem was .because
the simple coding which is the advantage of using . fourth
generation languages can sometimes .make.a problem in. logic
difficult. to .. find, .because the internal ..•• processing of the
fourthgeneration<languagemay. not ·.always be obvious. Many
fourth generation language manuals now have logical· flow
charts showing the internals of their I/O logic in particu
lar. (see TRANSACT documentationforex9tnples.)

MPE.V to MPE. XL: Other than the possibilities of larger data
bases and more users onMPE XL systems,thereis>nomigra
tion issue here assuming the fourth generation· language is
available. for both environments.

Case 4: An application which used a fourth generation. lan
guage (TRANSACT) to· •access .. a . remote Turbolmage .•. data .base
through a leased line at 4800.· baudusing<DS/3000takes three
minutes to delete a.single record. The CPU was a Series 70
atthe·localend and a Series 68 at. the remote end.

The programmer had· tracked .the .• problem. to the ..• DELETE state
ment in the TRANSACT program, but couldn't figure out why it
took three minutes to execute·thatone TRANSACT statement.

ADS trace sh()wedthat the single DELETE statement created a
remote DBOPEN followed. by a series .of remoteD:eGETs. Fol
lowing .each. DBGET, .. the •.• record ·found was •. returned to the·•••• lo
cal system to .allow the local TRANSACT. program to determine
if this was the correct record to delete. If it was not,
another remote DBGET was issued. It turned . out that the
DBGET issued was a chained DBGET and that the average number
of· DBGETsissuedwas around 85 for .each DELETE statement.
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Two minutes and 20 seconds of the 3 minutes delay was caused
by data communications delays and turnarounds due to BiSynch
communications. The rest of the response was because of the
chain length, etc.

This problem was fixed by creating a son process on the
remote system to do the delete rather than doing it through
the Remote Data Base Access facility of TurboImage. This
eliminated the costly line delays and reduced the time of
this transaction to about 30 seconds which the customer was
willing to accept in their environment.

Summary: Both Case 3 and Case 4 are examples where the ad
vantage of a fourth generation language made a problem anal
ysis take a different path than most programmers are used
to. There is an important message here to not overlook the
possibility that the many things a fourth generation lan
guage does for the programmer may make problem analysis more
interesting.

A second message here is that data communications delays are
many times overlooked as part of a performance problem.
This may be true no matter what the protocol or communica
tions environment may be.

MPE V to MPE XL: There is not a direct migration issue here
other than changes in the environment under MPE XL may alter
existing data communications delays and perhaps shorten
them. The fourth generation issues previously mentioned in
Case 3 may be at issue here also.

Case 5: Customer has a Series 70 under MPE V with an online
TurboImage application. There has been much growth over the
last year and response time has gradually degraded to an
unacceptable level. The application is written in COBOLII.

The system never shows more than about 65% CPU Busy and
there are no disc I/O bottlenecks visible. The main cause
of delay is Impedes. Further examination of the data base
locking strategies and queues reveals no problems. The Im
pedes are on the Global Data Base Control Block.

Using modeling tools, we see that adding more users just
makes the problem worse and that the CPU will never be
busier because the Impedes keep users from getting to the
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cpu. If the Impede is removed, the cpu will eventually be
come saturated.

Part of the reason for the Impede is that the application
opens the data base twice" for each user causing more access
paths to the data base. This is necessary the way the data
base. ·is designed and was not a problem until the number of
users reached. around 45.

since this was an application fr.om >a third party, . the sup
plier began a major redesign of the data base structure. in
order to meet the needs. of their growing customer base.
This redesign allowed· each .. user •. to Qnly .open . the data ·base
once andto.actually access the data faster.

Summary: This·· is a perfect example of .data .base. contention
on. the control block.. There can also be similar. problems
such. as contention on the Buffers of the data .base •or .• files
which can severely limit access to data once a·certain num
ber of accessors is reached. More on that in a later study.

MPE V.tOMPE.XL:.This.c()uld bea complicated migration issue
because. of major changes made·· to TurboImage .• in •theMPE XL
environment. This situation will continue· to· evolve with
future release of MPE XL. There is the. potential .issue.of
more users accessing the database under MPE XL, but the
customer in this case·study.moved to the MPEXL environment
and continued to grow without •• ever· running into another con
tention problem. The important thing for now is that the
improvements in TurboImage XL have helped remove this
limitation.

Case 6: Several months after migrating ..·from·a .saturated
Series 70 to a Series. 950, Performance seems to be worse at
times, especially when certain batch jobs. are executing.
The major applications are TurboImagewrittenin COBOLII
with some third party fourth generation •• tools used for re
port generation in·batch.jobs.

Examination of·the.Wait·Reasons showed·what·turned out to be
contention. for data base. buffers. The buffer settings were
at the defaults of8(lj2),9(3j4), etc which didn't seem to
bea problem on the series 70. The application however does
cause. many opens and closes of the··.data base at times rather
than keeping it open at·all times for a particular process.
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However this is probably not contributing greatly to the
problem since there are usually at least 25 users in the
data base at any given time. The real problem is that there
are just not enough data base buffers available since there
are only 17 configured.

DBUTIL was used to increase the number of buffers to 200 for
any number of users. (See DBUTIL in HP Documentation.) Im
mediately performance was noticeably improved. There was
much less waiting for buffer availability and Image Overhead
was decreased.

Summary: Under MPE V the Data Segment Size limitation also
limited the number of buffers which could be configured for
a Turbolmage Data base since they all had to fit in one Seg
ment. Under MPE XL this limitation has been removed. There
is no reason to keep the data base buffers configured small
under MPE XL because of the increased memory sizes under
Precision Architecture.

MPE V to MPE XL: Always reconfigure the Turbolmage Buffers
as part of the migration. There is no reason not to. A
value of 200 is a good place to start~

Case 7: The customer added Main Memory to their Series III
and Performance actually got worse. Unbelievable!.

The customer had needed additional memory for quite awhile
and had drastically changed his TUNE parameters in an effort
to give his on line users better response time and had been
moderately successful. Because DQ (batch) jobs very seldom
were able to get their segments into memory before being
preempted, they never really got to execute and use CPU
time. They just caused the Memory Manager to thrash and
either Giveup or the DQ process would be preempted by a
higher priority process.

After Main Memory was added, the DQ processes were able to
be ready to execute when they arrived at the CPU and were
able to process more and in some cases lock up the data bas
es and a KSAM file which the on line users sometimes ac
cessed as well. This was caused partially because the DQ
processes were CPU intensive and the DQ quantum had been
increased toa large number (2000). This meant that now
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that the DQ process was in memory he was able to lock cer
tain data structures until his quantum expired, and then
sometimes got reprioritized at a CQ level because a CQ pro
cess was waiting for him to release his lock. The applica
tion should not have allowed the DQ process to lockstruc
tures needed by the CQ.

other cases had the DQ processes just using the CPU for
their whole time slice and the CQ users waited for the CPU
as a result.

Resetting the TUNE parameters corrected a lot of this prob
lem, but·a review of the locking strategy was also done. A
batch job should not lock out an on line user.

Summary: It is possible to cause extra system overhead and
other scheduling problems by inappropriate settings with the
TUNE. command.

MPE V to MPE XL: This is a very complicated issue for migra
tion because of the many changes in the MPE XL environment.
The next case will discuss this further.

Case 8: A customer has a Series 950 under MPE XL using NS to
a Series 70 under MPE V doing Remote Data Base Access, Vir
tual Terminal Access, and Remote File Transfer, etc. There
are. sporadic instances of poor on line response times and
some cases where one batch job monopolizes the DQ and some
times the whole CPU.

The TUNE parameters of this system are at the defaults.

The history of this .case study is very long and involved.
The problem eventually was narrowed down to a variety of
priority problems under MPE XL. Many of them were related
to NS and were difficult to detect. Many were as a result
of other situations within MPE XL.

There have been and still are many discussions going on as
to the whys and wherefores of priority problems under MPEXL
and there have been many bugs fixed by the erstwhile HP lab
engineers and many more will have been fixed before this is
read by the pUblic. One theory that has been espoused is
that the improvements in the I/O system underMPE XL have
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allowed priority boosting that was needed with MPE V to be
come a problem because it is not needed under MPE XL.

In other words, the priority boosting under MPE V was not a
problem under MPE V because during the delays to complete II
o other processes were able to execute. The IIO on MPE XL
being so much faster does not have these delays and certain
processes can now hog the cpu. Whatever the background of
these types of problems is is not important. The solution
to these problems is important.

There are several scenarios of priority problems which can
impact a MPE XL system. One scenario has a system process
executing on behalf of a user doing a remote file transfer
monopolizing the cpu gradually eventually locking out other
processes until it is done with the transfer. The problem
is caused by the process not decaying properly within it's
queue and in the case of a batch job in the DQ, it sometimes
gets relaunched at the top of the CQ where it should not be.

This can result where a batch job in DQ does a REMOTE HELLO.
The result of this is a remote session in CQ and if a remote
file transfer takes place, a local process will be started
in CQ on behalf of the user to do the transfer. This may
create some problems since a batch job is now functioning in
the CQ instead of" the DQ where it was intended. This can be
avoided by adding the PRI=DS parameter to the REMOTE HELLO.
This will cause the local process to also be in the DQ.
(Note: if you want a file transfer to dominate the CQ you
are on your own!)

There are other similar problems that have occurred on a
variety of customer systems. Some DQ processes will monopo
lize the DQ. This can be eliminated by flattening (setting
base and limit to the same value) the DQ~ This customer
found that flattening the DQ to the value of the CQ limit
caused the entire system to run more smoothly.

While many of these priority problems have already disap
peared and more will, the flattening action has worked
around many of them. (see TUNE Command in HP documentation)

The other factor which may be affected by the System
Manager/Operator is the Quantum .. or minimum or maximum amount
of cpu time available to a process each time it arrives at
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the cpu. There have been many cases where too large or too
small a value have caused excessive dispatcher activity or
other forms of sporadic response times. (see Case 7)

More often making this value too small is the problem which
emerges. Typically as a system gets busier and on line
response time begins to increase, the system manager attacks
the DQ to "help" the online users and this will sometimes
help, but sometimes extra overhead is introduced which can
make the problem worse.

There is no doubt that use of the TUNE command is an op
timization and that it is very easy to alter the performance
of a system for better or for worse so caution is urged.
Also, once a change is made, give it time to 'settle in'
before making a second change. There may be certain pro
cesses that need to clear out before the new TUNE command
becomes completely active.

This customer's Series 950 had 110 interactive users with an
eight job limit set. There were certain batch jobs such as
a third party spooler, a job scheduler, and an asynchronous
device driver which were active at all times. The queues
were set as follows:

CQ 200,200,152,200
DQ 200,200,160,200
EQ 200,200,201,220

The EQ was seldom used. The overlap in the DQcaused CQ
processes that decayed enough to have to wait for batch
jobs. On a normal system this may not be a problem and in
fact may be desirable at times. However, in this case there
was a problem.

The application used a fourth generation language to access
a Turbolmage data base and also used VPLUS. Some Network
File Transfer, Remote Data Base Access, and virtual Terminal
activity was common.

The system was typically 99% CPU Busy with no individual
process using more than 6% of the CPU in any given minute.
One part of the interactive process created a son process in
DQ to do a 'large' inquiry occasionally. These processes
and other batch processes very seldom got CPU time. On line
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response time was very sporadic with intermittent delays ... of
as long as a minute. Many CQ processes had decayed to below
the DQ base.

The TUNE command was used to reset to:

CQ 200,500,152,200
DQ 1000,1000,200,200
EQ 1000,1000,201,220

The DQ was flattened to the limit of the CQ which forced a
normal round robin action within the queue and with any CQ
processes that had decayed to the limit. The increased CPU
values allowed processes that arrived at the CPU to process
to completion more often or until they did I/O or were
preempted.

The impact to the system performance for this customer was
dramatic. It was as if we had changed gears and replaced
old worn out spark plugs. Our 'engine' was now firing on
all cylinders and running smoothly.

CQ processes no longer decayed to where they waited for DQ
processes. DQ processes no longer waited for other DQ CPU
hogs. Dispatcher overhead was greatly reduced as a result.
The average CPU bUSy dropped from 99% to a more reasonable
80-85% range. This system was still very busy, but the
thrashing caused by improper TUNEing and the aforementioned
priority problems had been removed.

Summary: Many customers have benefited from flattening the
DQ to the limit of the CQ. While it may not benefit all
customers, it is a simple thing to try to see if it will
help. Also, do not set the CPU -min-max too small or too
large!

MPE V to MPE XL: As stated before, the CPU size and other
operating parameters contribute to the determination of the
proper optimum values for the TUNE parameters. The migra
tion issue is that the parameters will probably be set dif
ferently under MPE XL then they were under MPE V.
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Epilogue: All of these customers were successful in finding
a solution to their performance problems. These brief case
studies may give you some ideas of the types of factors af
fecting system performance. It is recommended that the con
cepts be your guide rather than these specific instances as
every system has a different situation and different oppor
tunities for tuning for performance.

It· is my hope that you will carefully consider the cases
here where customers found a solution without buying hard
ware. There have been cases where a system upgrade was pur
chased with no change in performance which is an event we
all would like to avoid. Many times there is something just
as effective with a lot smaller price tag. Good Hunting!!
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Introduction

"Distributed data bases are the most significant development in the commercial
data base world since the first genuine relational systems" (Chris Date at Large
Data Base Conference).

"Distributed DBMS: in search of wonder glue" (title of article in Datamation by
E.D. Myers).

The above are a couple of recent quotations that show the current level of interest
in distributed data bases, ie. data bases that can spread over more than one
computer.

The Problem
If you manage the data processing facilities of any medium to large organisation (ic.
with more than one office location) then you have the problem of designing the
computer facilities to meet the different application needs of the users at each
location at minimal cost.

In the stone age of computing the answer was simple" buy a large IBM mainframe,
put it in head office, place dumb terminals in all appropriate locations linked back
to the central system and everyone will be happy" except maybe your finance vice
president but you can always think of some technical reasons he won't understand
for not doing it any other way. Managerially this is great .. all your data processing
staff and facilities are in one location so they are easy to control and you can build a
center of expertise. All the applications can easily interact as they are on the same
computer. Someone will mention Groschs Law (the power of a computer goes up
with square of its cost) so there must be big economies of scale etc, etc. Your
friendly IBM or HP salesman (if you are considering a 950) will always back you up

. on this kind of proposal.

Unfortunately the economies of scale no longer apply .. multiple small computers
can give you more "effective" throughput at less cost than a single large system, e.g.
how many Micro3000s can you buy for the cost of a Model 70. With a single large
system you are placing all your eggs in one basket - you are very vulnerable to
computer failure or "acts of god". In addition it totally ignores the communication
costs.

The prices of computers are dropping much more rapidly than the cost of
telecommunication links. In addition if you look at almost all real situations where
locations are spread geographically the communication costs are a very high
proportion of the project budget (particularly if you capitalise the on-going costs).
For the reasons given above no PTr has ever proposed a centralised telephone
switching system!
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However it is' very easy to go to the other extreme. This was proposed at a board
meeting I •once attended - "Why don't·· we ditch our expensive· centralised
minicomputer andbuy50PCs to spread around". I don't think I need to explain the
problems this would have created a few' years ago in trying to share. data. between
applications/programs.The.cost of this solution.in terms of the chaos, additional
clerical procedures and management time must also be very high.

So there has to be some optimaimid point between .total centralisation· .and. total
decentralisation for any organisation which minimises the costs and yet supports the
application needs. There are always many possible solutions and the options are
increasing all the time so it is usually necessary to cost out a few alternatives to see
which is most economic.

Total Cost •.• t

Low staff costs
High computer costs
High communication costs
High risk insurance costs

High staff costs
Low computer costs
High communication costs
Low risk insurance costs

Totally centralised

Distributed Systems

Totally Decentralised

OK so we have settled on a distributed system. of some kind.. These are
characterised by:

- They comprise more than one computer (or processing unit).

- The computers are interconnected (even if only occasionally).

- Significant interaction takes place between computers.

- A single system image in the user interface is preferable.

- Many design alternatives are available.
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Note that the logical mapping of application system needs onto physical systems is
constrained by technological capability and cost. The latter are changing rapidly.
However the mapping is likely to be approached by looking at the clusters of
processing (both machine and human) and the dependency between processes. The
resulting analysis may well come up with the same labels·as we conventionally use,
e.g. inventory control is an application characterised by the processing of stock
records. The 'degree of interaction, volumes of data flows, required fault tolerance,
organisational impact and other such factors can affect how these clusters are
perceived.

Partitioning between processing in a network is usually based on a mixture of
locational division and functional division. Geography has a large impact on the
communication cost so applications are often grouped together and run at one site
(this is the "branch computer" scenario where all functions for a location are run on
one computer at the location with the same system being replicated ar each branch).
Alternatively the network may be split functionally to accord with managerial
structure, e.g. finance department have their own computer and associated network;
production have a different network with possibly different computer equipment.

The concept of vertical and horizontal partitioning is relevant here.

Single System Image

As regards single system iJIlage it would certainly be ideal to provide data and
service location transparency, Le. the user could call upon services or data anywhere
in the network using the same commands and without knowing where the data or
processing was located. This can be made easier if you have:

Homogeneous Transparency - all nodes in ~he network run the same computers
with the same operating system and data base management system.

However in real life most users have a mix of equipment so it would also be nice to
have:

Heterogeneous Transparency - where different nodes run different DBMSs.
Obviously this is much more difficult to achieve but progress is being made towards
this possibility with the OSI standard, the increasing similarity of relational data
bases, the possible standardisation on SQL as the data base access language, etc.
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Replication

In an ideal world you wouldn't have replication. of data in a·network(ie. multiple
copies of the same data). One of the early selling •points for •. IMAGE and •. other
DBMSs was the ability to avoid data redundancy. However if you look at any
operational data base it usually still has it - not. necessarily because of poor design
but because you need· to optimise data retrieval.

In networks you need it for the same reason. For example, to.retrieve a record from
a local computer is going. to be much faster than. from a remote system - if the ratio
of enquiry to update is high then it can be more cost effective· to hold multiple
copies (the comms traffic can be minimised and hence the cost). You may also find
it more economic to balance .the. workload over multiple locations by having
replication. In addition you need multiple copies for reasons of back-up and
redundancy.. Unfortunately data networks. (particularly international ones) are not
very reliable. and even •• the· best.· computers (eg. HP3000) are going to be down
occasionally.

Rule ofthumb: do not design any large network on the principal that all of it will be
there. Because ..failureprobabilities are multiplicative, even a 99% up time for any
one node means· a high.probability of partial system failure on the. network as. a
whole if you have more than a few nodes or links.

Replication is therefore useful but·synchronisation and recovery (eg. rollback)· on
failure must then be considered.

In •. addition .• if· you have· r6plication you need. data. replication. transparency plus
preferably query optimisation. There is not much. point in having a local copy of the
data if your end-user report writer chooses by default to take data from the remote
system.
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Network Structure

Distributed processing networks fall into basically three structures: hierarchic,
anar~hic and single connection.

Hierarchic

Anarchic D

Single Connection
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The State of the Art
Well lets see how HP products such as IMAGE and DS/NS match up to the above
requirements and also look at other products.

Now IMAGE was· designed on the principle that· a data base was· a single logical
unit. There stiHisn't a multiple data base recovery option on the same computer let
alone on a distributed system. The ability to access and update a data base on
another node in the network is provided but you need to know where· it is (you can
provide limited location transparency by. simply using log-on file equates). If the
remote data base or. link is out of action then. your local application aborts. In
addition if you have more than. a few remote "sessions" then your computer
processor load is excessive.

You have data .replication with SILHOUETIE,typicallyawhole data base,. and
with BACKCHAT where you can also selectspecific data sets or even records.

You certainly don't have hetergeneous transparency .(you can't link a TurboIMAGE
data base on.HP to.an IBM orOEC data.base for example).

However things are progressing.•There is HP Net •Delivery which at .least gives you
callable intrinsics to help y()u pass data around a networkin "batch" mode even if
you need.to .• do a lot. of ad-hoc programming.. There. is. Speednet from Infocentre
which attempts to map an IMAGE data base (with local replication) onto PCs plus
Datasofts MIRAGE.

There is HP SQL which is a more industry standard form of data base even if it may
not be· ideal in the short term· for high volume, transaction processing, commercial
systems.

Lets have a look at other suppliers. The two major relational data base suppliers are
Relational Technology (with Ingres) and Oracle Corporation (with Oracle). Both
runon.a variety ofDEC,·IBMandHP-UX hardware- Oracle is also being ported to
the···HP3000.

Ingres Star has the following implementation schedule· for ·distributed. DBMS
functions:

Phase 1 (available· now) - Location •. transparency, multi-site read (single site
update).

Phase 2 - Multi site update, data replication.

Phase 3 - Gateways to non SQL systems (eg.IMS)
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Oracle are developing SQL*STAR, Tandem have ENCOMPASS and HP are doing
some r&d on relational distributed data bases (but don't hold your breath waiting
for the resulting product).

As you can see the main thrust in distributed data base development is on relational
data bases. This is for one main reason - they are simpler and more industry
standard than most network data bases (eg. limited data types) and they do not have
the problems of embedded pointers (simple tables are easier to replicate).

The Proposed Solutions
To cope with the problems of data .location transparency, query optimisation, etc,
most academics in this field propose a global data dictionary which holds
information on the location and content of each data base (plus its type if one is
aiming for heterogeneity). This has to be replicated on each node (or a sub
dictionary maintained of those parts relevant to each node).

To handle the problem of transaction atomicity (ie. how to ensure consistency and
recovery on failure when a transaction can initiate multiple updates on multiple
nodes) there are three possible methods:

1. Two stage commit. Effectively the local system asks for a lock on each remote
system - if it is given then the transaction is applied and then each commit checked 
if anyone node hasn't processed the transaction then it is rolled out on all the
others (obviously automatiQ deadlock avoidance is also required in this case). This
is currently the favoured technique but bearing in mind the amount of
communication that takes place for a single update I wonder if any commercial
system with other than very low data volumes could function using this method. It
also assumes that all-the network is operational which as already pointed out is a big
"if".

2. Time stamping with inconsistency checking. In this case records are allocated a
time stamp so that they can be serialised when applied to a remote data base (or if a
later transaction is discovered as being applied to the remote data base before the
local one then it is rolled out). A variant of this technique is used in our
BACKCHAT product where it is possible to turn on a check that the remote record
being updated is still consistent with how it appeared to the local updating process 
if it is the update is applied - othelWise exception processing routines are entered.
This method can cope with time delays between local and remote systems (due to
communication time or temporary node/comms failures).

3. A pragmatic approach where the data base software imposes no limitations but
the application design has to be done to avoid conflicts - this is not as difficult as it
may seem in practice (this is what has to be done in most clerical systems for
example).
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The Route We Took

We had the problem a couple of years ago of meeting the data replication
requirement for a particular application to be based on IMAGE data bases running
on multiple HP3000s. The approach we. took was to use the IMAGE logging
mechanism· to collect information on.local updates and by passing them around a
network. perform the remote processing. The resulting •. product is· called
BACKCHAT and it has been used to ·meet many different distributed systems
requirements.

We have also recently added a module called BACKBONE provide data location
transparency. In this case IMAGE calls are intercepted and routed automatically to
a remote system using NetlPCas the communication method. A "global data
dictionary" is used to hold configuration information. and.enable easy switching·of
routings. ·In neither case. do application programs need to.be changed. In practice
these •• two technologies •.. are to .•.• a. certain· extent· •interchangeable ••.·but •• tbey. have
different. operating characteristics and degrees ·of fault tolerance so that one or the
other, or a combination, is selected to best meet the users needs.

It is very easy to buildthe following kind ofappHcation using these techniques:

HP3000

} ._.• St~~:~ Set __. {

~~~:n{

H":woo

ll!l!!
READ/WRITE USERS

tllll!
RItADIWRITE USERS

In the above diagram a part of the data base is replicated over both systems. Users
on •both computers can. update the. same data. Recovety is automatic whenever· or
wherever a failure occurs.

On each node in the.network (which is independently configured and th~refore can
be totally anarchic) is a configuration file which contains information on. the
"shared" (or "replicated") data bases/sets, the incoming/outgoing communication
paths and processes, etc. Each node uses IMAGE in the normal way - no special
programming is required.
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Examples

The following are examples of the kind of application solved by this approach:

1. FM Insurance
REQUIREMENT: to share data and spread processing over 4 HP3000s based in
different countries around the world.

Because their clients are multi-national companies it is necessary for different
offices of FM! to share information ~ for example the same client account number
must be used irrespective of where a new policy is created (only by such means can
total risk and loss rates for particular clients be easily summarised). Therefore a lot
of common reference information needs to be maintained even though changes
such as new accounts or uninsured risks can arise in any of the locations. However
both for legal reasons and because much of the processing and file storage
requirements were specific to local offices, a centralised approach was not
considered feasible. The D8/3000 communication software could be used to transfer
information... but it hardly solved the above application requirement. Moreover
with only minimal dp staff being present at the central site and none elsewhere, the
system had to be robust and capable of maintaining system data integrity
irrespective of the processqr link failures that commonly occur in a multi-machine
communications network. The system also needed to provide automatic
consolidation of data entered in each branch office into a central management
information data base.

As a result of discussions between FM and Proactive Systems, extensive
enhancements were made to BACKCHAT to support the above needs. For example
the ability to replicate a data base with updates being entered on either copy was
implemented (plus, of course, a way of stopping transactions echoing backwards and
forwards for ever). In addition, because only certain information needed to be
shared (with other information being maintained solely by a particular location) it
was necessary to be able to select a subset of the. data bases for replication - a
selection by data set was used as a convienient way to split the application.

Note that because BACKCHAT accumulates transactions in its buffer files when a
line failure occurs and will automatically catch up when the line is restored,
operational recovery is straight fOlWard. Also if a computer at one branch fails then
this has minimal impact on the computers in the other locations.
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Original Configuration

180 Data sets at each location
50 "Shared" data sets

London

Model 68
HP3000

Model 42
HP3000

Paris

Model 37
HP3000

frankfurt
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2. Epson America

REQUIREMENT: to spread workload and provide fault tolerance over multiple
locally-connected Model 70s.

In this case for managerial reasons it was chosen to centralise the computer
installation and support services. However to provide redundancy and because of
the limitation on the power of anyone HP3000 computer it was decided to spread
the workload over several Model 70s. This. involved both replication of a complete
data base and selected replication of certain "reference" data sets (i.e. those that
contain semi-static data referenced by many systems). However the latter can be
updated on more than one of the computers so the system provides transparency of
data location.

Configuration

Replicated data base

Replicated data sets

Product Master
Prtce Deta11

. Component Detai 1
Vendor Detail
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Conclusion
I hope that I have covered some of the basics of distributed systems which is a very
large topic if you wish to study it further. Also hopefully I.nave shown you how it is
possible to build distributed systems based around IMAGE pending the arrival of
other solutions based on SQL. It is certainly now practical to build high
performance, distributed, transaction processing systems that embody data
replication and data location transparency without writing a lot of application
specific code.
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MPE XL Switch Subsystem

by

R. Gregory Stephens
Hewlett-Packard Company

This paper addresses the subject of the MPE XL Switch Subsystem. The Switch Subsystem is that
portion of the MPE XL operating system which allows a Native Mode program to call a procedure
that resides in Compatibility Mode. It also allows a Compatibility Mode program to call a procedure
that resides in Native Mode. At first this may sound like a rather esoteric feature. However, in
situations where migration of an application to Native Mode is not a simple recompilation, the Switch
Subsystem can provide a means of getting increased performance for incremental migration.

This paper will address several important aspects of using the Switch Subsystem, but it is by no means
a substitute for the MPEXL Switch Programming Guide (pin 32650-60030). In addition, it will not
cover the subject in the depth that the accompanying presentation will. To be more specific, the
paper will discuss a strategy for using the switch subsystem and writing switch stubs as well as
addressing some of the potential pitfalls to watch for in writing switch stub routines. It does not
provide a complete tutorial on how to write switch stubs nor how to use each of the switch intrinsics
and their parameters (although the presentation will cover these subjects in more detail).

Compatibility Mode and Native Mode Addressing

There is a fundamental technical reason that we need the Switch Subsystem and that is the fact that
addressing of data structures is completely different in Native Mode versus Compatibility Mode.

To provide object code compatibility between the Stack Architecture based MPE V HP 3000's and
the new HP Precision Architecture MPE XL HP 3000's, the 'stack-3000' addressing used by the
instructions in MPE V programs had to be supported on HPPA machines. This means that
Compatibility Mode addressing has to be the same as the addressing on MPE V systems. •So, in
Compatibility Mode, the stack is still a 16 bit data structure that is addressed via registers like DL,
DB, Q, S, and Z. Compatibility Mode programs are still segmented into 16k-word segments that are
addressed via the P, PB,and PL registers.

In Native Mode the full features of the HP Precision Architecture are exposed. 32 and 64 bit
addressing can be performed and the Native Mode stack and heap together, can theoretically be up
to 1Gb. Code and data addressing conventions are also completely different from Compatibility
Mode.

If the goal is to allow a Native Mode program to call a Compatibility Mode procedure, we have, by
definition, a challenging problem of differing code and data addressing conventions to overcome.
In Compatibility Mode, instructions still reference a 16 bit stack which is an entirely different data
structure from the 32 bit Native Mode stack that is accessed by Native Mode code.

Phased Migration

Migration fromMPE V to MPE XL offers a number of choices to the application developer. The
first step in migrating to the 900 Series HP 3000 systems in most every situation is to restore an
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application and run it in Compatibility Mode with little or no changes to non-privileged mode
programs. Even in situations where long-term execution of an application in Compatibility Mode
may not be desired, simply running an applicatIon in Compatibility Mode requires no recompilation
and makes this a natural first step to establish that the software and hardware configuration required
to execute the application is in place before proceeding.

Having tested an application in Compatibility Mode, the next step is to determine which portions of
the application should be recompiled into Native Mode. This may include all pieces of an
application, none of the application, or any combination in between. (For those portions remaining
in Compatibility Mode (CM), the Object Code Translator (OCT) provides. a simple means of
improving CPU performance of programs and SL's that will remain· in CM.)

For programs that we want to be able to take advantage of NM performance or features. (such as
mapped files) we have to look closely at the language that they are written in and any dependencies
that these programs may have on other code. The first question is whether or not the program itself
was written in a language that is supported in Native Mode (as of this writing, Feb 1989, COBOL II,
Pascal, Fortran 77, RPG, and HP C Native Mode compilers are all available from Hewlett-Packard,
with HP Business Basic planned for the future release. A Native Mode SPL compiler is available
from Software Research Northwest).

If the program is written in a language that is supported in Native Mode, the next question is
concerning dependencies that the program may have on other code. This may be procedure libraries
that reside in RL's or SL's which the program is dependent upon. If so, we then have to look at the
language this code is written in and the availability of source code for the procedures. We must also
determine which other programs are dependent upon this procedure library or SL.

In many situations, the library routines have been written in SPL or they were supplied by another
party and source code is not available. In these situations, the Switch Subsystem can act as the
mediator between the code that you migrate to Native Mode and the code that remains in
Compatibility Mode. Switch can also provide flexibility when migrating code from CM to NM by
allowing the code to be migrated to NM in stages. When a number of programs are dependent upon
the same library routines, a set of switch stubs allows these programs to continue to call the library
routines from either mode as programs are migrated over time to NM.

Switch Intrinsics

The Switch Subsystem is called via 3 intrinsics. The 'HPSWITCHTOCM' intrinsic is used for Native
Mode to Compatibility Mode switch calls. The 'HPSWTONMNAME' and 'HPSWTONMPLABEL'
intrinsics make the Compatibility Mode to Native Mode procedure calls.

At this point it is worth emphasizing that switch calls are made on a procedure basis. If you are using
the process handling intrinsics (CREATEPROCESS, CREATE, ACTIVATE, etc.) to spawn a son
process and the process to be spawned is a program in a mode other than the currently executing
mode, the switch subsystem is not needed since the creation of a process is essentially the same
whether you type the :RUN command or use the process handling intrinsics. In both cases the MPE
XL loader is invoked and it will determine which environment (CM or NM) the program needs to
be loaded.

Call by Name or PLABEL

There are two ways to invoke a procedure on MPE V systems. The first and most obvious way is to
call the procedure by its name. For instance, .if we have a procedure called
"JULIAN'TO'GREGORIAN'DATE" and we want to call it via our COBOL program we would write
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a statement such as:

CALL "JULIAN'TO'GREGORIAN'DATE" USING JULIAN-DATE-FIELD,
GIVING GREGORIAN-DATE-FIELD,

STATUS.

There is another, less known way to invoke a procedure and that is to dynamically load and invoke
the procedure by its PLABEL (or Procedure Address). To dynamically load and invoke this
procedure on MPE V in SPL first requires a call to the LOADPROC intrinsic. This intrinsic loads
the procedure into MPE's system tables and returns the PLABEL for that procedure.

The next step is to push all of the parameters onto the stack, push the PLABEL onto the stack and
perform a PCAL 0 instruction which will take the PLABEL off the top of the stack and call that
procedure.

This dynamic procedure calling is fine, but who cares? On MPE V the answer to that question was
'Not many people'. Its primary use was to allow you to determine, at run-time instead of compile
time, which procedure you want to call.

The reason it is relevant to a discussion of Switch is that we can now use this same capability to
increase the performance of Switch calls in both directions. When a call to Switch is made using the
procedure name, Switch, by default, dynamically loads the procedure, hashes the name to create an
entry in.a hash table for that procedure, and then invokes it. This means that the initial call to the
procedure requires additional overhead, to search one or more SL's for the procedure to be called,
while repeated calls only require the name to be hashed to arrive at the callee's PLABEL.

If we are going to invoke a procedure hundreds or thousands of times within a program, we can get
even better performance by loading the procedure ourselves and saving the PLABEL. On subsequent
calls to switch we can use the PLABEL and no loading or hashing takes place.

Switching to Compatibility Mode

There is one intrinsic provided that makes the Native Mode to Compatibility Mode switch whether
we want to make the switch using the procedure name or PLABEL. This intrinsic· is
HPSWITCHTOCM. Because it requires us to pass explicit pointers (as opposed to parameters that are
passed by reference, in which case the compiler implicitly generates and uses pointers on your behalf)
it can only be called from HP Pascal/XL or HP C/XL. These are the only HP supported Native Mode
languages that allow the programmer to generate and. manipulate pointers.

To successfully use HPSWITCHTOCM requires a complete understanding of the procedure to be
called.. Some of the more obvious information that we have to supply to the switch intrinsic is the
name of the procedure, the SL search path (equivalent to the ;LIB=G/P/S parameter on the :RUN
command), the number of parameters to be passed, and whether we are calling a procedure or
function.

For each of the parameters, we must provide the length of the parameter, whether the parameter is
passed by value or reference. For parameters passed by reference we must also specify whether a
byte or word address is expected by the callee. For performance reasons, which will be discussed in
more detail during the presentation, we can specify that a reference parameter is used as input and
or output to the callee.
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Switch Stubs

If we look at the scenario mentioned earlier with a Native Mode COBOL program calling a
Compatibility Mode SPL procedure, a good approach to structuring our calls to switch is to create
a set of routines, called switch stubs. By creating our own library of Native Mode switch stub
routines that mimic the actual Compatibility Mode library routines we want to call, we maintain a
familiar structure and we isolate the switch stubs from the caller and callee code.

By taking this structured approach, we maintain flexibility. in migrating the CM library in phases.
This allows us to port the CM library to NM one routine at a time. As each routine is recompiled
in Native Mode, its corresponding switch stub is deleted from the switch stub library. The new NM
version of the routine is put in its place, while doing this we never had to modify or even recompile
the calling COBOL program. .

Switching to Native Mode

The concepts involved in switching from Compatibility Mode to Native Mode are similar to its NM
to CM counterpart when it comes to the parameters that switch requires. The primary differences
are a result of the fact that the Native Mode callee will have no problems addressing reference
parameters that are on the Compatibility Mode stack or heap since NM code has the ability to use
the full 32 bit addressing of the HPPA. As a result~ eM to NM switching does not care about byte
or word addresses or whether a reference parameter is input and/or output to the callee.

The other obvious difference is that there are two intrinsics supplied for CM to NM switches.
Switches by name are made via 'HPSWTONMNAME' and switches by PLABEL are made via the
intrinsic 'HPSWTONMPLABEL'. To initially load a Native Mode procedure and retrieve its PLABEL
we use 'HPLOADNMPROC' before we call 'HPSWTONMPLABEL'.

Advanced Switch To NM Features

One of the first performance features that may be worth taking advantage of is the switch by
PLABEL capability. To take advantage of this capability requires a call to
'HPLOADCMPROCEDURE' when making a NM-to-CM' switch call. This intrinsic loads the
procedure~ like the original 'LOADPROC' intrinsic does. It also establishes an entry in switch's hash
table as was discussed earlier. From that point on the 'HPSWITCHTOCM' intrinsic can be called
using the PLABEL option to get better CPU performance. Because we called the
'HPLOADCMPROCEDURE', instead of 'LOADPROC', it also means that switch's hash table is
loaded with an entry for this procedures PLABEL.

Because of the fundamental addressing restrictions that Compatibility Mode programs have, reference
parameters that are passed from a Native Mode program to a Compatibility Mode procedure must be
copied onto the CM Stack before the CM procedure can be invoked. On return from the CM
procedure switch will copy the reference parameter back to the Native Mode data structure (normally
the NM stack or heap) from which it came. Obviously, this could amount to a significant amount
of overhead~ imaging copying at 32k byte buffer 2 times for each call to a procedure that will be
called thousands of times in a program.

To provide better performance in these situations, the HPSWITCHTOCM intrinsic has a couple of
options. The first is the input/output copying option that was discussed earlier. For example, if a
routine you are calling with a reference parameter does not require that reference parameter as input,
you can specify it is 'output only' from the callee procedure. This tells switch not to copy the actual
reference parameter in Native Mode over to the Compatibility Mode stack, saving us CPU time.
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Another parameter which· can provide increased performance for NM to eM switch calls is the
'method' parameter of HPSWITCHTOCM. This parameter allows you to specify that the callee
routine is 'split stack callable'. The split stack feature on MPE V based HP 3000's allows a privileged
program to point the DB register away from. the stack to an extra data segment as a means of
addressing a structure without having to copy it to the stack. When the split-stack option is used in
the HPSWITCHTOCM call, it tells the Switch Subsystem that it doesn't have to copy a reference
parameters from the Native Mode data structure to the CM stack. Instead switch creates a CM
extra data segment that is 'wrapped-around' any reference parameters, switches DB to the newly
created extra data segment and then invokes the callee.

It is extremely important to note that this capability REQUIRES PRIVILEGED MODE AND A
THOROUGH UNDERSTANDING OF ADDRESSING AND THE 'STACK-3000' INSTRUCTION
SET AND ADDRESSING. It also requires that the callee routine must have been written with the
specific ability of being able to be called in split-stack mode. If you call a non-split-stack callable
routine with DB split away from the stack, the results will at the least be unpredictable and cause data
loss, program abort, or even system abort.

Switch Stub Pitfalls

One of the easiest ones to make and most difficult to duplicate is related to NM to CM switches with
the input/output option specified incorrectly.. On the surface, we might be writing a switch stub to
call our FREAD-type procedure that resides in a Compatibility Mode SL. Recognizing that we could
be reading data structures of up to 32 or 64k bytes and that our FREAD intrinsic does not need this
potentially large buffer copied as input, we might specify that the 'buffer' reference parameter is
'output-only'. By doing this when we can our FREAD procedure, we have told switch that it doesn't
have to copy the contents of our 32k byte buffer that is sitting in NMover to the CM stack. It only
has to make room· for a 32k byte buffer on the CM stack and copy that buffer from the CM stack
to the NM data structure when our eM FREAD procedure has completed.

But what happens if we call Our FREAD procedure and·. the procedure encounters some kind of
normal (or abnormal) failure like EOF? In this case switch would have allocated space for this 32k
buffer on the CM stack, called the FREAD procedure, and after completing (with errors), copied the
CM buffer back to NM.Assuming that no data was successfully read by the procedure, switch will
be copying whatever garbage was on the CM stack at the location of the 32k buffer it had allocated
to the NM stack. This is different thanhow our FREAD worked on MPE V since our FREAD would
probably have left the buffer untouched on a failure.

This mayor may not be a problem. It is a problem if the calling program assumes that the buffer
is unchanged on a failure (say EOF) condition and it accesses the buffer, which now contains
garbage, based· upon an assumption which is no longer valid!

Summary

The MPE XL Switch Subsystem can be an extremely valuable piece of a long term migration plan.
It also requires a thorough understanding of the application program and libraries.

(apr '89)
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ABSTRACT

Severalyears ago, I wrote a paper called "The Truth About Disc Files".Jn it,! tried to describe some aspectsoffiles that, I
felt, inquiring minds wanted to know -- things like extent considerations, blocking, file locking, etc. Some of those things
remained· the same under MPE!XL's .file system, but many. have substantially changed; this paper will try to describe some
of the key differences and similarities between the MPE!XL and MPE!V file systems, and explain some of their practical
implications.

HOW FilES ARE STORED --EXTENT CONSIDERATIONS

One of the key limitations of MPE!V was that you had to know a file's maximum size when you were buildingthe file. If
you guessed too•low, your programs would eventually abort with an END OF FILE error; if you guessed too high, you could
waste a lot of disc space.

Actually, technically speaking, you didn't have to know a file's true maximum size; you could always build the file with a very
large file limit, e.g.

:BUILD MYFILEiDISC=lOOOOOO

and you'd be rather certain never to overflow it. The trouble, of course, is that the file's disc space was not allocated on a
simple as-needed basis, but rather one extent at a time. Since a file by default had a maximum of 8 extents, the above
:BUILD would build a file that was split into up to 8 chunks of contiguous disc space; the very act of building the file would
allocate one chunk of this space, which would occupy 1,000,000 / 8 = 125,000 (contiguous!) sectors.. (Remember that a
sector is 256 bytes -- we used to say 128 words, but not any more; since a "word" means 2 bytes on Classics but 4 bytes on
Spectrums, I will try to use "word" as infrequently as possible in this paper.) Even if you said

:BUILD MYFILEiDISC=lOOOOOO,32

to build the file with up to 32 extents, the file would initiallybe allocated with over 31,000 sectors.• In other words, it wasn't
so much selecting the right file limit that was the problem, but rather that selecting a file limit that was too high would cause
prOhibitive consumption of disc space.

This may seem somewhat nitpicky,but it is actually quite relevant to MPE/XL. MPE/XL also requires you to specify the
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maximum size for a file. However -- and this is a big "however" -- it lets you specify a E.O' .!m::B file limit without using
huge quantities of disc space. If in MPE/XL you said

:BUILD MYFILE;DISC=1000000

the file would be allocated 2,048 sectors at a time, even if this would require it to have almost 500 extents when full. Thus,
you get the best of both worlds -- the file can grow to up to 1,000,000 records but will never have more than 2,047 sectors of
wasted disc space. You'll find thatMPE/XL often builds files (e.g. XL's built by LINKEDIT's -BUILDXL command) that
have file limits of 4,096,000 -- more than they'll ever need, but what does it matter? In fact, the highest "maximum maximum
file size" -- i.e., the highest (file limit * record size) value that you can have -- is 8,388,607 sectors.

One of the reasons why MPE/V had the 32-extent limit was that the disc addresses of all the extents were kept in the
256-byte file label. Since each disc address was 4 bytes, and a little bit less than 128 bytes were required for other file
information (e.g. file name, creator id, file code, etc.), that left room for only about 32 extent pointers.

MPE/XL didn't make the same mistake of keeping extent pointers in a single fixed-size array. Instead, each file has a
linked list of "extent descriptor blocks", each of which has 20 12-byte entries that point to the extents of the file. Thus, a
32-extent file on MPE/XL will have:

* a file label, which points to

* an extent descriptor block, which contains the disc addresses of 20 extents and also points to

* a second extent descriptor block, which contains the disc addresses of 12 extents.

Granted, this is 3 sectors (as opposed to the 1 sector, which is all that is needed for the file label on MPE/V), but think of
the flexibility -- new extents can be added to the file with no difficulty. To avoid possible performance problems with access
to files that have many extents, MPE/XL builds a special "extent descriptor B-tree" whenever you open a file; that way, it
can very quickly find the address of an extent even in a many-hundred-extent file.

All right, you've said:

:BUILD MYFILE;DISC=1000000

and now you do a : LISTF MYFILE, 2. What do you get?

ACCOUNT= VESOFTD GROUP= WORK

FILENAME CODE ------------LOGIcAL RECORD-----------
SIZE TYP EOF LIMIT RIB

---~SPACE---

SECTORS #X MX

MYFILE 128W FB o 1000000 1 00*

There are, obviously, three unusual things in this picture:

* The number of sectors allocated to the file is o. If you recall, on MPE/V, even an empty file always has at least
one sector allocated to it, and usually more. This is because on MPE/V, file labels were kept as the first sector of
the first extent of the file, so each file always had to have at least one extent allocated to it. In MPE/XL, file labels
are kept separately from the file data (in a special portion of the disc called the "file label table" -- extent descriptor
blocks are also kept there),so no data extents are allocated and thus 0 sectors are actually allocated for the data.
Of course, the file label still takes up 1 sector of space, but that doesn't get budgeted to the file in MPE/XL.
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'" The number of extents allocated to the file isO. See above paragraph.

'" The maximum number of extents for the file is "*". This means that the file was built without a maximum number
of extents (though, as we'll explain later, even if it were built with a maximum number of extents, this number still
wouldn't really. bea maximum!). For extra credit, try to guess what an "*" in the "#of extents" (as opposed to
"maximum extents") column means; we'll discuss that later.

Now, say that we write one record into this file and then do a :LISTF. We'd see:

ACCOUNT= VESOFTD GROUP= WORK

FILENAME CODE ------------LOGICAL RECORD----- ....-----
SIZE TYP EOF LIMIT RIB

----SPACE---
SECTORS #X MX

128W FB 1000000 2048 *
One 2,048-sector extent has been allocated to this file-- it will be enough for the first 2,048 records to be written into
MYFILE. When we try to write the 2,049th record,. another 2,048-sector extent will be. allocated,· and. so on. As we
mentioned before, this means that no more than 2,047 sectors in this file will ever be wasted (allocated but unused).

This is quite nice, but if each such file wastes an average of·1,000 sectors (an. average between .those that waste 0 and those
that waste all· 2,047) .and you .have 2,000 such files, we're talking about 500 megabytes ofwasted space -- about the size of
one disc drive.. Looking at it this way, saying that "at most 2,047 sectors can be wasted" is small comfort.

It would have been nice if we could build the file indicating what we'd like its extent size to be; we might then build our fIles
with huge file limits but tell MPE/XL that they are to be allocated only, say, 512 or 256 sectors ala time.

Unfortunately, this is (to the best of my knowledge) not possible. MPE/XL determines the size of the extents thatit will try
to allocate for a file using a (rather bizarre) formula based on the maximum number of sectors the file can ever contain:

MAXSECf =. (userlabelflimit"'256 + recordsize*flimit) / (16*256) * 16
(i.e. the total number ofsectors in the file's data portion, rounded up to the next multiple of 16 sectors)

If MAXSECf< = 127

If MAXSECT< =255

IfMAXSECf< =4095
If MAXSECf < =65535

IfMAXSECf> =65536

then DEFAULTEXTENTSIZE= MAXSECf rounded •• up· to the· next. highest
multiple of 16

then DEFAULTEXTENTSIZE = MAXSECT rounded down to the next lowest
multiple·of 16

then DEFAULTEXTENSIZE = 128 sectors
then DEFAULTEXTENTSIZE = (MAXSECf/32) rounded down to the next

lowest multiple of 16
then DEFAULTEXTENTSIZE = 2048 sectors

Don't ask me why this is the case ..- it just is. (It certainly.makes some. sense for extent size to vary as a function of the file
size, but I'm not sure why it varies exactly in this unusual way.)

Note, however, that one other great new feature ofMPE/XL is that ifit can't find extents of the size that it wants (e.g. there
is no empty chunk of 2048 extents), it will just allocate smaller extents. MPE/XL will Dot report an "OUT OF DISC
SPACE" condition unless there really isn't enough disc space for the file or there is enough disc space but it's reserved for
virtual (transient) memory. Disc fragmentation does not appear to harm things except that it may make files be built with
smaller extents.
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So, this all shows (among other things) that any files with a maximum of 65,536 or more sectors will have space allocated for
them in 2,048-sector chunks. Ifyou have one of those flles, how do you save the 1,()()() sectors or so that will, on the average,
be wasted?

On MPE/V, you could always "squeeze" the flle (FCLOSE it with disposition 8 or MPEX %ALTFILE;SQUEEZE), which
would set the flle's flle limit to be equal to its end of file and thus save the wasted space. Unfortunately, it would also
prevent any more records from being added to the fIle (unless you rebuild it or %ALTFILE;FLIMIT= it).

MPE/XL has a very nice alternative to this that we call "trimming". It lets you tell MPE (using a new FCLOSE disposition)
to deallocate any unused space allocated to the file without changing the file's file limit. In other words, this will save
space without making flles any less expandable; an operation such as MPEX's

%ALTFlLE @.@.@;XLTRIM

can save you hundreds of thousands of sectors (it did for us and we only have a 925LX with two disc drives). Actually,
before doing this, we ca11edPICS and asked whether there were any flles that should Dot be trimmed and they told us that
they didn't know of any; I then did the trim of all the files in the system and nothing seemed to fail. Be warned, though -
it's certainly possible that some program (probably a heavily privileged one, since normal programs have no way of knowing
whether a flle has been trimmed or not) doesn't like its flles trimmed.

How does this work? Well, say that you have a file with five 2,048-sector extents, the last of which contains only 537 actual
sectors of data. When you tell MPE to trim the flle, it will deallocate the last 1,504 sectors of the last extent, leaving it with
only 544 sectors. (544 = 537 rounded up to the next highest multiple of 16; flles are always allocated in multiples of 16
sectors.)

Now, the flle has four 2,048-sector extents and a 544-sector extent. Ifyou start adding more records to it, more 2,048-sector
extents will be allocated to it; you may then again want to trim the file.

What makes this whole process work is that MPE/XL allows you to have extents or different sizes. If, like in MPE/V, all
extents (except for the very last of the possible extents) had to be the same size, you wouldn't be able to throwaway
unallocated data because that would leave the last allocated extent with a different extent size. MPE/XL, however, is not
bothered by this -- I've often seen files with many different sizes for many different extents. The "extent descriptor blocks"
that I mentioned earlier actually contain several pieces of information for each extent:

* the disc number on which the extent resides (actually, the volume table index);

* the starting sector address of the extent;

* the size of the extent, in sectors;

* and, the sector number or the first sector or data (relative to the start or the tile) that resides in this extent.

Actually, with a structure this flexible, it's even possible for records #0 to #999 to be located in the second extent of a file
and record #1000 to #1999 to be located in the first extent! (Of course, when you read the file, the records will come out in
the right order, but internally, inside the extent descriptor blocks, the extent information will be kept out of order.)

What are the disadvantages of trimming files? To the best of my knowledge, there are very few. Trimming files will
increase disc space fragmentation, but it's not clear to me that this is a problem on MPE/XL, especially since MPE/XL
seems to handle correctly situations where it can't find extents of the size that it wants (if necessary, it just allocates more
smaller ones).

Trimming flles does cause the flle to have more extents, which may have a slightly adverse effect on performance. The flle
system usually tries to read 128 or more sectors (16,384 bytes) at a time, so if a file is all 16-sector extents (the smallest size
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possible), you will lose the advantages of these large I/Os since you'll never have 64 contiguous sectors. However, if a ftle
has, say, 512-sector extents rather .than 2,048-sector extents, this should cause minimal performance penalties (if any at all).

On the. other band, if you feel that· a trimmed flIe isn't giving you the performance you'd like, you. can .copy its data into a
new copy of the fIle,and all the extents will then be the same size •(whatever the extent-size algorithm we showed above
dictates). You can even build the new file with a higher flIe limit (to increase the extent size) and then trim the file to save
as much space from the last extent as possible. MPEX users can do this by saying

%ALTFILE filenametFLIMIT=4096000iXLTRIM

-- this will rebuild the flIe to have aUits extents be 2,048 sectors each except for the last one, which will only be as large as
necessary. This will give you the Illaximum disc space savings as well as the maximum possible extent sizes (if that's what
you want).

(Note that flIes with EOF =. FLIMIT do not require trimming; the MPE/XL me system. automatically allocates the last
extent to be just large enough to fit all the records up to the FLIMIT, even if this makes the extent smaller than the other
extents.)

In light of all this, why does MPE/XL still support the maximum number of extents parameter of the FOPEN intrinsic and
the :BUILD command?

Well, .compatibility is one reason. There are programs out there that might, for instance, •do an FGETINFO or
FFILEINFO ora ftle'smaximum number of extents--theyshould. be able to get the value specified when the flIe was
:BUILDed (:BUILt?). In fact, MPE goes so far as to return 8 a8.the maximum number of extents when you·.do.• an
FFILEINFO for a file that was built without a maximum number of extents -- all this just to make sure that the program
will get a value (though an incorrect one) that it will be able to handle.

Another reason involves moving flIes from MPE/V to MPE/XL and back. Ifyou move a fIle from MPE/VtoMPE/XL,it
will have the same "maximum extents" value that it did on MPE/V (even if itwill be ignored by MPE/XL). Then~ if you
move the file back to an MPE/V system, it will have the same. maximum-extents value that it originally had. If the
MPE/XL flIe had no maximum extents, MPE/V will select a "reasonable" value for this (based on the number of sectors
the file uses).

Finally, the maximum number of extents is used (though ina very strange way) when you build a flIe specifying both the
maximum number of extents and the number of extents to initially allocate. For instance, say that you enter

: BUILD MYFILEiDISC=100000,32,4

What do you suppose will happen? Here's what a :LISTF of the flIe will show:

ACCOUNT= VESOFTD GROUP= WORK

FILENAME CODE ------------LOGICAL RECORD----------...
SIZE TYP EOF LIMIT R/B

----SPACE...--
SECTORS "#X MX

x 128W FB o 100000 1 12512 1 32

The me was built with 1 extent of12512 sectors! MPE/XL decided thatwhat you wanted isa flIe with 4/32nd (= one
eighth) of its space allocated, so it built you one like that, although with all that space allocated as one contiguous extent.
From then on, the flIe will be allocated in normally-sized (in this case,2,048-sector) chunks. Eventually, the file will need
more than 32 extents (this flIe would, if full, needmore than 40), and MPE/XL will just blithely ignore the maximum
extents value and allocate as many as it needs. Thus,.you'll often see files with more extents than the maximum (rather
perplexingwhen you first see them).
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Incidentally, to answer the question we asked earlier: if a file has 100 or more extents, MPE/XL will show an "." in the
"number of extents" column of a :LISTF ,2 listing. Getting the actual number of extents can prove difficult; the only ways I
know of doing this are writing a program that opens the file and then calls FFILEINFO, or using MPEX's %LISTF ,2
(which always shows the actual number of extents).

Finally, remember that IMAGE databases must still be fully allocated when they are built -- I believe that IMAGE does
this not because of any file system limitation but rather for data consistency's sake; it doesn't want to run out of disc space in
the middle of a DBPUT. I have, however, heard a hot rumor that a future version ofTurboIMAGE/XL will allow a detail
dataset to be expanded when it runs out of space (so that you can initially allocate it with less space than it will eventually
need); but (or so the rumor says), each dataset can only be expanded once in its life -- once it's expanded, it better not
overflow again!

Seems bizarre, but that's what I've heard. Believe it or not.

HOW FILES ARE STORED .- BLOCKING CONSIDERATIONS

In discussions of MPE/V, much was said about blocks, blocking factors, and their effects on speed and disc space. Just
when we had all taken the time and trouble to learn all of their intricacies, MPE/XL has made them (almost) completely
irrelevant.

In MPE/XL, all physical disc I/O is done in multiples of one page, which is 4,096 bytes. This is not to be confused with the
pages that are 2,048 bytes -- yes, that's right, there are two kinds of pages, each of different size, and both of which are
called pages. One, which is 2,048 bytes long, is the unit in which the hardware sees the world; the other, which is 4,096 bytes
long, is the unit used by the operating system from the memory manager on up (including the file system).

In any event, physical I/O is done some number of 4,096-byte pages at a time (it's good that it's a 4,096-byte page because
you want to do I/Os in fairly large chunks). Since each 4,096-byte page consists of 16 256-byte sectors, a file is always
allocated, read, and written in multiples of 16 sectors at a time.

Remember that the whole point of MPE/V blocks was that a block was the unit of file transfer for this particular file. This
may have made sense in the very earliest HP 3OOOs, which often had as few as 128 Kilobytes of memory, and which couldn't
afford huge chunks of this for file buffering.

However, since on MPE/XL file transfer is always done 4,096 bytes at a time, the concept of a 'block' becomes irrelevant.
Each page has as many records in it as will fit; there are no inter-record gaps (as there used to be on MPE/V when the
block size was not a multiple of one sector). In fact, records can even straddle pages -- if your file's records are 1,000 bytes
long, then

* the first 4,096-byte page will have 4 full records and the first 96 bytes of the fifth record;

* the second 4,096-byte page will have the last 904 (1,000-96) bytes of the fifth record, the next 3 full records, and the
next 192 bytes of the ninth record;

• and so on.

There's never any space wasted in a page (except, of course, in the allocated-but-not-written portion of the last extent) --
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not because of bad blocking factors and not even because of records with odd record length. Ifyou build an ASCII file with
I-byte records, exactly 4,096 of them will fit into each 4,096-byte page.

A curious thing, incidentally, is the lengths to which MPE/XL must go to make this efficient, reasonable, straightforward
system compatible with MPE/V's baroque and inefficient mechanisms. If you read an odd-record-length file MR NOBUF,
MPE/XL will actually insert padding bytes at the end·of each record to be compatible with MPE/V; when do you an
MPE/XL :STORE;TRANSPORT of a file whose blocks (in MPE/V) wouldn't be multiples of 256 bytes, MPE/XL will
also insert padding at the end of each block to correspond to MPE/V's inefficient end-of-block padding.

The blocking factor of a file is, like the maximum number of extents of a file, specifiable but largely ignored. It's relevant
only for compatibility, for transporting files to MPE/V machines, and for NOBUF file accesses, in which a program written
for MPE/V would expect to get data in units of MPE/V blocks.

OTHER DISC SPACE CONSIDERATIONS

So, if MPE/XL can build large files without wasting space and do file blocking more efficiently and trim wasted space
without changing file limits, one question remains: Why does it use so much disc space?

There is one philosophical explanation (it's somebody or other's Law, but I forgot whose): "The amount of disc space
required will increase until it meets and exceeds the .amount of disc space available". This is actually not just a facetious
statement; as disc space use algorithms become more efficient and disc space becomes more plentiful, people will take
advantage of this by building more and more files that are larger and larger. You'll get more bang for a buck's worth of disc
space, but eventually you will exhaust it all the same.

There are, however, a few more pragmatic explanations:

* The operating system uses much more disc space than on MPE/V. The groups MPEXL.SYS and PUB.SYS use
570,000 sectors (150 megabytes!) on our 925/LX -- PUB.SYS on our MICRO/3000 uses only 100,000 sectors.

* Code -- programs and SLs -- uses a lot more space than it did before (this is actually a big part of the reason why
the operating system uses more disc space).

Why is this the case? Well, remember that all this "Reduced Instruction Set" means that it takes several RISC
instructions to do the job·of one Classic instruction. Thus, a program of 10,000 16-bit Classic instructions might be
replaced by one of 50,000 32-bit RISC instructions -- a ten-fold increase.

This is true of Native Mode code and of OcrCOMPed code. Compatibility Mode code still takes the same
amount of space as it did under MPE/V.

* Although trimming files is possible, ·to the best of my knowledge, few things in MPE do it routinely. Compatibility
mode USLs, it seems, are pretty substantial culprits (using far more space than they would if trimmed), and other
files should probably be periodically trimmed, too.
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Thus, our recommendations for saving disc space would be:

* Purge old unused files. This #1 space-saving feature from MPE/V days is still as important as ever on MPE/XL
(and will probably be for a long time to come). Discs inevitably get filled up with junk, data that· the owner no
longer uses, no longer wants, and has probably already forgotten about; not .only does it waste disc space, but it also
makes your full backups take more time and more tapes. If you periodically archive and then purge all the ftles
(except, say, IMAGE datasets) that haven't been accessed in 120 days, you will save a lot of a disc space with
minimal user complaints.

* Trim ftles (e.g. using MPEX's %ALTFILE @.@.@;XLTRIM) periodically. As I mentioned before, trimming
seems to be safe for all files in the system.

* Remember that native mode and OcrCOMPed program files are now big disc space hogs -- multiple unneeded
copies of programs (which used to be rather harmless on MPE/V) may now substantially contribute to your disc
space problems.

MAPPED FILES

Mapped files have been heralded (and correctly so) asa powerful and valuable new feature of MPE/XL. It has been
discussed in a number of places, including ch~pter·11 of HP's "Accessing Files Programmer's Guide", and also,
coincidentally, chapter 11 of SRN, Inc.'s excellent "Beyond RISC!" book. (I heartily recommend "Beyond RISC!" to
anybody who's at all interested in Spectrums -- call SRN at (206) 935-31(0).

At the RISC of beating a dead horse, I'd like to go over some of the key points of mapped files in this paper, too.

First of alt, a "Mapped File" is actually not a type of file but rather a type of file access. Almost any file can be opened as a
mapped file; once your program opens a file with the mapping option, it will be able to access the tile as if it were an array
in its own data area. Instead of accessing a file using FREAD and FWRITE (or the equivalent language constructs, such as
PASCAL's READLN or WRITELN), you'll be able to access the data of the file just as you'd access any array (or record
structure).

MPE/XL will, behind your back, realize that this isn't a "normal" array but is rather a mapped file; whenever you access a
piece of this array, MPE/XL wil~ if necessary, go out to disc to get the appropriate data. (This is actually true for your
stack, data segments, etc., as well, but it's especially important for mapped files.)

(NOT VERY IMPORTANT NOTE: Actually, the file system opens all files with mapped access for its own internal
purposes; however, when I talk about "mapped file access", I refer to file access that is mapped from the user's point of

.view.)

Let's look at what might be the perfect application for mapped files -- keeping a large array of data that must survive from
one execution of a program to another.

Say that you have a large number of payroll codes (numbered, say, from 0 to 99), each of which has various attributes (such
as code name, pay scale, tax identifier, etc.) that your program must know about. Your program has to look payroll codes
up in this file and extract the relevant data.
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Without mapped fIles, here's what your program might look like (in PASCAL):

CRUNCHED RECORD
CODE NAME: PACKED ARRAY [1 •• 20] OF CHAR;
PAY SCALE: INTEGER;
TAX=ID: INTEGER;

END;
VAR PC_REC: PAYROLL_CODE_REC;

FNUM:=FOPEN (DATAFILE, 1(* old file *»;

FREADDIR(FNUM, PC_REe, SIZEOF(PC_REC), PCODE);
IF PCODE.TAX_ID= ••• THEN

With mapped files, you'd say:

CRUNCHED RECORD
CODE NAME: PACKED ARRAY [1 •• 20] OF CHAR;
PAY SCALE: INTEGER;
TAX=ID: INTEGER;

END;
PAYROLL CODE_REC_ARRAY = ARRAY [0 •• 99] OF PAYROLL_CODE_REC;

VAR PC_FILE_PTR: APAYROLL_CODE_REC_ARRAY;

DOMAIN:=l (* old file*);
HPFOPEN (FNUM, STATUS, 2, FILENAME, 3, DOMAIN, 18, PC_FILE_PTR);

Instead of doing an FREADDIR (using PASCAL's READDIR statement), we directly access the fIle as if it were an array.
The HPFOPEN call (more about its unusual calling sequence later) indicates that the fIle is to be opened "mapped" and
that the pointer PC FILE. PTR is set to point to its.data; then, whenever we refer to PC FILE ·PTR"', we get access to the
entire fIle as an array of reCords. . --

Why would we want to use mapped files? One reason is convenience -- in a situation like this one, it's easier (and makes
more sense in light of the logic of the program) to view the file as an array rather than as a fIle. Instead of having to do a
READDIR every time we want to get a record, wejust access the record directly.

Another reason is performance. Avoiding the extra READDIRs not only makes the program smaller and cleaner, but also
saves the CPU time that would otherwise be taken by each READ, READDIR, WRITE, or WRITEDIR.Each fIle system
intrinsic (which are ultimately called READ, READDIR, WRITE, and WRITEDIR, and all the similar constructs in the
other languages) has to do a lot of work finding cOIitrol blocks, checking fIle types, etc., even before a disc I/O is actually
done. This· can take many thousands of instructions, amounting to up. to a millisecond per call (or more). Access to a
mapped fde can take as little as one instruction -- one memory access.

As we will discuss later, mapped fIle access actually has some performance penalties, too, especially when we're doing
sequential accesses to fIles that are not likely to be already in memory. It is actually quite possible with mapped file access
to lose much more on disc I/O increases than you would gain on CPU time savings. However, if you're accessing fIles that
are already likely to be in memory -- which often includes many heavily-accessed fIles -- mappedI/O can give you very large
performance gains (again, more .about this later).
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Beyond convenience and optimization, I think that there are many more very interesting things that mapped fIles can let us
do -- things that have rarely been contemplated in the past precisely because they were so difficult to do in the past. There
is one idea that I have along these lines; rve never tried it in' a production,program, but I feel that it could very well prove
quite useful. .

One of the things that mapped files can give us is shared variables. By this I don't mean "global variables" that are shared
among all the procedures in a program, but rather variables that are shared among multiple programs and processes.

For example, let's say that you have a program that runs in a job stream. The program might run for a long time, and you
may want to check on its progress -- see which phase of processing it's in, what was the last record it processed, and so on.

With mapped fIles, you can do the following:

• Keep some crucial variables -- the current processing phase, the current record being processed, etc. -- in fields of a
record structure. (This is a bit more complicated than having them all be separate variables, but not much.)

• Have the record structure be associated with a mapped file by HPFOPENing the file (with shared access) and
using the pointer that HPFOPEN returns as a pointer to the record structure.

* Have another program that you can run online that will open the mapped file and print its contents for you.

Whenever the background program modifies one of the fields of this "mapped-file-resident" data structure, the field will be
automatically updated in the file (even though this almost certainly require, on the average, far less than one disc I/O for
each field modification). Then, the online program can at any time look at the contents of the file and tell you what's going
on; and, if the batch program aborts, you'll be able to see where it was in its processing when it aborted (since the data is
saved in the permanent mapped file).

This would also be an excellent tool if you'd like to write a debugger for some interpreter program that you have. As long
as the interpreter keeps all its control variables in a "mapped-file-resident" area, then a debugger program (running in the
same session or in a different one) can look at these variables and figure out exactly what the interpreter is doing. It can
even change the variables, for instance setting some debugging flag, changing the value of a user variable, or whatever; and,
if all the important data is actually kept in this fIle, it would permit "dump analysis" in case the program aborts, and even
interruptions and restarts (since the entire state of the program would be automatically saved).

Another possible application is to have a program periodically (e.g. for every record that it processes) check a
mapped-file-resident variable and terminate cleanly if it is set. Then, if we want to terminate all the processes running this
program, we just set the variable, and all of them will stop. (Something like this could be done before with message fIles
and soft interrupts, but it would require one record to be written to the message fIle for each process accessing it.)

Of course, this could all have been done before mapped fIles -- instead of accessing the mapped-file-resident variables
directly we could just do FREADs or FWRITEs to read.or write the appropriate record from the file. However, this would
have been prohibitively expensive and clumsy -- imagine that you had to do an intrinsic call every time you wanted to access
a particular variable; it would badly slow things down and make your program much more complicated. As I said, all of the
above are relatively untested ideas, but I feel that much can be gained by doing something along those lines.

The really sad thing about mapped files -- something that I think is likely to drastically reduce their utility -- is that they can
only be accessed from PASCAL/XL, C/XL, and SPLash!. FORTRAN/XL and COBOL/XL programs cannot access
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mapped fIles, not because of any fIle system limitation, but because those languages do not support pointers. In
FORTRAN and COBOL, all variables are preallocated when you run the program or enter a procedure; to use mapped
fIles, you have to be able to assign a particular address to a variable.

Actually, if you really wanted to use mapped fIles from FORTRAN or COBOL, you could write a PASCAL, C, or SPLash!
procedure that lets you access pointers; however, this would most likely cancel any convenience advantages that mapped
fIles can give you.

A few other notes about mapped fIles -- they're all documented in various places, but they're worth repeating:

* There are two ways of opening a file for mapped access -- "long mapped" and "short mapped". Long-mapped
access lets you access any size file but requires you to use .long (64-bit) pointers; in PASCAL, they have to be
declared as $EXTNADDR$. Short-mapped access only lets you access a fIle of at most 4 megabytes; furthermore,
you may have no more than 6 megabytes' worth of short-mapped files open for each process. On the other hand,
short-mapped access lets you use 32-bit pointers, which are faster to operate with than the 64-bit ones.

* Because of the restriction on short-mapped fIle size and the fact that you can't open a fIle short-mapped if it's
already opened by somebody else without mapping, your general-purpose programs (e.g. copiers, editors, etc.)
should· probably open files· long-mapped rather· than short-mapped -- it· seems to be a more versatile, less
restrictive access method.

* You can not access RIO, CIRcular, or MSG files as mapped files; you. can access variable-record-Iength and
KSAM files, but you'll see their internal structure (i.e. what you'd see if you read a variable fIle NOBUF or a
KSAM fIle with COpy access) rather than their normal·appearance.

This may not seem to be such a big problem, and if often isn't; however,I've found that one of the most useful
features of the ·MPE fIle system is its ability to subtitute one type of file for another -- for instance, give a message
file to a program that expects input from a standard file, or a variable-record-Iength file to a program that expects
input from a fIXed-record-length file. This interchangeability will be lost for files that you open with mapped
access.

* Remember that writing· to a mapped file only writes the data; it does not increment the EOF. Even if you write
data that ends up in record 1000 of the file, if the EOF is 200 it will stay 200. You have to do an FPOINT to the
right record and then an FCONTROL mode 6 (as documented by the Accessing Files manual and by the Beyond
RISe! book) to set the EOF to the right place.

An interesting aspect of this is that the data that you write beyond the EOF will actually be written th~re and. will
remain readable the next time you open the file for mapped access.· However, it will not be readable when you
open the file normally, and will almost certainly disappear if the file. is copied, :STOREd/:RESTOREd, or
%ALTFILE;XLTRIMmed.

Thus, if you write to a mapped file and forget to adjust the EOF, your programs might very well keep working just
fine -- until the file is next :STOREd/:RE,STOREd or %ALTFILE;XLTRIM. You can get some truly bizarre bugs
this way.

Don't even dare think that this is a useful feature and try to exploit it (e.g. to have some place to put "hidden data"
that will appear not to actually be there)1 Imagine trying to maintain or manage a system on which seemingly empty
files were actually chock-full of data.
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* If you have processes share a mapped file, you may have to do appropriate locking to prevent problems (especially
ifyou have more than one person writing to the file). For instance, you might write all your programs so that they
FLOCK the file before making any updates to it; unfortunately, this will make your program more complicated -
after all, the whole point was to treat the file data just as if it were normal program variables. Furthermore, the
very fact that it's so easy to modify one of these shared variables Gust assign to it or pass it as an output parameter
to a procedure) may make it easier for you to forget to put in an FLOCK in the right place.

HOW THE FILE SYSTEM DOES I/O

One rule that we learned under MPE/V is: always do disc I/Os in as large chunks as possible. If a file has 256-byte
records, don't read it from (or write it to) disc one record at a time; read it ten records at a time, or, even better, thirty or
sixty at a time.

The reason for this was, of course, that as the transfer count (the number of words of data read or written) on a particular
disc I/O increases, the time to do the disc I/O increases much more slowly. Thus, it might take you 30 milliseconds to read
256 bytes, but 100 milliseconds to read 8192 bytes; if you were planning to read those 8192 bytes anyway (and weren't just
going to read one 256-byte record), you could read them ten times faster by reading them in one 8192-byte chunk than by
reading them in 32256-byte chunks. Furthermore, you'd incur the CPU overhead (which can be pretty substantial) of only
one FREAD call rather than of 32 FREAD calls.

On MPE/V, the file system would always do disc I/Os in units of one block. The default blocking factor (the number of
records per block) was usually not well-chosen by the operating system; for instance, any file whose record size was 65
words or more would, by default, have a blocking factor of 1. This might have made sense in the earliest HP 3000s (on
which memory was a very scarce resource), but not on 8-Megabyte series 70s, which tended to end up being quite disc
I/O-bound.

Thus, on MPE/V the recommendation was to raise the blocking factors of MPE (and KSAM) files that you frequently
accessed, especially serially; this could save you a large fraction of the file's I/Os (increasing a blocking factor from 1 to 10
could cut by 90% the number of I/Os needed to read the file).

When disc caching was introduced, this became somewhat less important, since the file system would pre-read from 16 to 96
sectors (4K bytes to 24K bytes) whenever you'd do a serial disc I/O; thus, even a file with a low blocking factor could be
read with relatively few disc I/Os. However, it still paid to have the blocking factor be high, since going to cache was still
more expensive than getting the record from the file system buffer (though not as expensive as going to disc).

Finally, beyond increasing the blocking factor, it was often a good idea to read or write the file NOBUF (so that each
FREAD returned an entire block) or MR NOBUF (so that each FREAD returned several blocks). Reading a file NOBUF
caused you to do the same number of disc I/Os (since the file system also read the file a block at a time); however, you
would save the CPU overhead of all those FREADs (which could be quite a lot). Reading a file MR NOBUF was even
better, since it let you do even fewer disc I/Os (though increasing the blocking factor to a high enough value and then using
plain NOBUF or even normal access could accomplish the same purpose).

The trouble with reading files NOBUF or MR NOBUF is that your program had to do its own "deblocking", Le. it had to,
by itself, separate each record in the block from the next -- not a very difficult task, but not a trivially easy one, either.

To summarize (again, remember that this is on MPE/V), here are the ways you might read a file of 1024 256-byte records
(depending on the file's blocking factor and access method):
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Blocking factor
1
4
16
16
16

Type of access
Normal
Normal
Normal
NOBUF
MR NOBUF (reading
8192 bytes at a time)

:# of disc I/Os
1024
256
64
64
32

:# of FREAD·calls
1024
1024
1024
64
32

OK, enough re-cap. What's new in MPE/XL?

Well, the good news is that all file system disc I/O is now done in units of several 4,096-byte pages, often 8 pages (32,768
bytes), though the number seems to vary rather unpredictably. That's a lot of data (probably close to the optimum from the
disc drive's point of view, since at some point the beneficial effects of reading larger and larger chunks of data will peter
out), and it will substantially decrease the amount of disc I/O that will be done. Of course, what makes this possible is all
those megabytes of memory that you had to buy to make your Spectrum run; they allow HP to go straight after performance
optimization without having to optimize memory usage as well (or so we hope).

This means that blocking factors are now quite irrelevant to me performance Gust as they are, as we mentioned before,
irrelevant to disc space usage)~ You may set them high or set them low, but the file transfer unit will not ch~ge.

The bad news is that each FREAD and FWRITE call still takes .a.good deal of time, about .25 or so. millise,conds running
stand-alone on my 925/LX. (This may not seem like much, but remember that not everybody gets to use a Spectrum as a
personal computer! On heavily-loaded systems, the FREADs and FWRlTEs will take even longer to execute, and will
adversely impact other users' response times.)

What can we do about all this me system CPU overhead? Well, we could access the files NOBUF or MR NOBUF -- the
MR NOBUF would now be Ileeded not so much to decrease disc I/Os.(which, at one I/O per 16,384 bytes, can't really be
decreased much furthel:) as to decrease the number of file system calls.

Alternatively, we could access these files as mapped files. Once we open the file, we could then access all the data in the
me using simple memory accesses -- when a disc I/O is required, it'll be done for us by the memory manager, but no file
system overhead will be required!

The only problem -- and this is a really big one -- is that, together with the substantial CPU time savings that mapped mes
give us, they can also substantially increase the amount or disc W that is done. While the file system accesses the disc
several4,096-byte pages at a time (my observations showed me that it usually accesses 8 pages, or 32,768 bytes, in one shot),
the memory manager (and thus mapped mes) accesses the disc only 4,096 bytes at a time..Thus,while we can totally
eliminate me system CPU overhead by using mapped files, we could at the same.time quadruple the amount of disc. I/O
that needs to be done!

Now, as it happens, this disc I/O increase only becomes an issue if the me is not already in memory; to the extent that it is
in memory (and many parts of your most heavily used.files will be), the disc I/O size is irreleVant because no disc I/O will
be needed. However, if a me is entirely or largely not in memory, you could suffer a very serious. performance penalty by
using mapped files.

To revisit our little table of the ways you can read a file of 1024 256-byte records, this time on MPE/XL(we'll assume that
the me's blocking factor is 32 -- it's quite irrelevant except for NOBUF access):

Type of access
Normal

Maximum #: of disc I/Os
8
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NOBUF 8 M
MR NOBUF (reading 16384 bytes at a time) 8 16
~~ M 0
(This assumes that the me system reads 8 4,096-byte pages at a time, something that experiments on MPE/XL version 1.2
seem to indicate.)

Of course, the actual number of disc I/Os will vary depending on how much of the file is in memory.

Stan Sieler of Allegro Consultants (co-author of Beyond RISC! and one of the foremost experts on MPE/XL and the RISC
architecture) ran some experiments that showed that a mapped read of a file that was 100% non-memory-resident took
more than 3 times the elapsed time (though only about half the CPU time) of a file-system read; a mapped read of a
l00%-memory-resident file tookless than 1/9th the elapsed and CPU time of a file-system read.

The moral of the story:

* Blocking factors are no longer relevant to performance.

* NOBUF and MR NOBUF can still be a good idea.

* Mapped file access is much faster for memory-resident files, much slower for non-memory-resident files.

* Finally (as Stan Sieler discusses in his paper, and as we'll discuss more in the "NM FILES VS. CM FILES"
chapter), KSAM access can be faster from Compatibility Mode than from Native Mooe -- it's faster still from
OCTCOMPed code.

Oh, yes, one other thing: FOPEN calls are much faster on MPE/XL than they were on MPE/V (they typically take from 25
to about 100 milliseconds running stand-alone on' our 925/U, compared to about 300 to about 500 milliseconds on a
stand-alone Micro/3000). This may not 'seem like much, but this can be very important for programs that open some files,
do a few checks, and then terminate (e.g. logon UDC security programs). These programs can now take a lot less time than
before.

eM FILES VS. NM FILES

Every so often, you'll hear people talk about "CM" (Compatibility Mode) files and "NM" (Native Mode) files. There are a
few things that are worth saying about this distinction.

The first thing that might come to mind is that a CM file is somehow accessible only from CM and an NM file only from
NM. This is not so; both kinds of files are equally accessible from both modes (and, of course, from OCTCOMPed code,
too); in fact, the access is completely transparent -- nothing behaves any differently (at least externally) from one mode to
the other.

The distinction between CM files and·NM files is purely' internal. CM files are those for which the internal file system code
is implemented in CM. KSAM files, message files, circular files, and RIO files -- the code that handles these files has
simply never been rewritten by HP in PASCAL/XL; whenever you access these files, MPE/XL will execute the CM code
that pertains to these files, even if this requires switching from NM to CM. NM files, of course, are those whose internal
code is implemented in NM -- they include all the "vanilla" files, including both fIXed and variable-record length files and
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IMAGE databases.

The main way in which this CM/NM difference manifests itself is in speed of file access. As we·.said, if you try to access a
CM fIle from NM (or an NM file from eM), the system will have to switch into the other mode in order to execute the
appropriate file system code.

In addition to the switch from, say, your NM program to the CM file handling procedures, the CM file handling procedures
will then have to switch to the NM intemalfilesystemprocedures to do the.actualfile I/O. All these switches can take a
non-trivial amount of time; for instance, it took aCM program more than 2.5 times longer to rea,da circular file than an
otherwise identical non-circular file; however, even with this, the CM program ran 20% faster than an NM program reading
the same circular file! A bizarre incident indeed -- NM code running slower than CM code.

This would not be that much of a problem if the only files that· were slower. in •• NMwere me$88ge. fIles,· circular•. fIles, and
RIO files -- after all, how much are these rather esoteric file types used in production? Unfortunately, the same thing
applies to KSAM files,.which can indeed.often.be.quite performance-criticaL My tests (and Stan Sieler's as well) showed
that KSAM fIle accesses from· NM were over 10% slower than from CM and about 20% slower than from OcrCOMPed
code.

This might very well mean that KSAM users ought not migrate. their programs to Native Mode for now (presumably, HP
will come out with an NM KSAM soon). It seems that converting to NM will slow your KSAM file accesses down by about
20% (compared to OcrCOMPed code -- if you're still1n CM, you should probably beOcrCOMPing allyour code); you'll
have to balance this against whatever performance improvement you expect to get on your other, non-KSAM-file-access
code.

HPFOPEN

A number of the new features of the MPE/XL File System (including mapped file access and a few others that we'll talk
more about shortly) have been implemented in the new HPFOPEN intrinsic, a successor to the old well-loved FOPEN.

Why a new intrinsic? Because the old FOPEN intrinsic, with its limitednulllber ofparameters (13ofthem),justdidn't have
enough room for all the data that needed to be passed..By the time MPE/XL came around,

* 14 of the 16 foptions bits and 13 of the 16 aoptioIls bits were used up;

* The "device". parameter was actually used to pass no less than 4 different values (the device, the environment fIle,
the tape density,attd the;VTERM parameter);

* The "forms message" parameter was>used to pass 3 different values (the forms message, the tape label, and the
KSAM file characteristics).

The MPE!V designers squeezed every last bit (almost) out of the FOPENintrinsic because it was designed in an inherently
non-expandable way; there was no way HP could have fit in the new parameters required to support the new features of the
MPE/XL file system.

Much like.the.CREATEPROCESS intrinsic· supplanted the CREATE intrinsicbef()re.it, HPFOPENwas.designed to be a
much more expandable (albeit, in some respects harder to use) version ofFOPEN~ The general cal1ingsequence of
HPFOPENis

HPFOPEN (FNUM, (* 32-bit integer, by reference *)
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STATUS,
ITEMNUM1,
ITEM1,

ITEMNUMn,
ITEMn);
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(* 32-bit integer, by reference *)
(* 32-bit integer, by value *)
(* by reference *)

(* 32-bit integer, by value *)
(* by reference *)

HPFOPEN takes as input a list of item numbers and item values; it returns the me number and the error status. A typical
call might be. (naturally, we hope that· you define constants for the item numbers -- 2, 3, 11, 12, 13, etc. -- and for the
possible domain, access type, exclusive state, etc. values):

LOCK:=l;
DOMAIN:=l (* old *);
ACCESS_TYPE:=4 (* input/output *);
FILENAME:='/MYFILE.MYGROUP.MYACCT/ ' ;
EXCLUSIVE:=3 (* shared *);
HPFOPEN (FNUM, STATUS, 2, FILENAME, 3, DOMAIN, 11, ACCESS_TYPE,

12, LOCK, 13, EXCLUSIVE);
IF STATUS<>O THEN

PRINTFILEINFO (0);

The same call with the FOPEN intrinsicwould be:

FILENAME:=/MYFILE.MYGROUP.MYACCT ':
FNUM:=FOPEN (FILENAME, 1, OCTAL(/344 / »:
IF CCODE<>2 (* condition code equal *) THEN

PRINTFILEINFO (0);

As you see, the HPFOPEN intrinsic call is actually rather more verbose than the FOPEN intrinsic call, and may be argued
to be harder to write, especially since you actually have to declare the variables DOMAIN, LOCK, ACCESS TYPE, and
EXCLUSIVE (since they, like all HPFOPEN item values, must be passed by reference). On the other hand, it does keep
you from having to remember what all the positional parameters are (quick -- which FOPEN parameter is the file code?).
More importantly, HPFOPEN lets you do things that FOPEN won't:

* Open a me for mapped access (items number 18 and 21).

* Open a me given the entire right-hand side of a me equation (item number 52). This way, you don't have to worry
about all the other items or any "magic numbers" -- just say something like:

FILEEQ:='%MYFILE.MYGROUP.MYACCT,OLD:ACC=INOUT:SHR:LOCK% ':
HPFOPEN (FNUM, STATUS, 52, FILEEQ):

This can be a lot cleaner than the normal HPFOPEN approach, especially if all the parameters are constant (rather
than having one be a variable, in which case you'd have to assemble the FILEEQ string using a STRWRITE or, in
C, an sprintf). Unfortunately, not all me parameters are supported with this syntax -- exceptions include mapped
mes, user labels, disallowing me equations, and several others.

Note that the value of FILEEQ started and ended with a "%"; it actually didn't matter what character it started and
ended with as long as it was the same character. Rather than rely on terminators such as blank, semicolon, or
whatever, HPFOPEN lets you specify your own string terminator as the first character in the string. In fact, almost
all the HPFOPEN items that are strings (including the mename parameter itself) must be passed this way.
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... Open a file as a new file and immediately save it as a permanent file (item number 3, value 4); •this avoids the
MPE/V headache of having an FOPEN succeed and then -- at the very end of the program -- having the FCLOSE
fail because a file with this name already exists.

... Specify, when. a file is·opened, what disposition it is to be closed with (item· number. SO). In.other words, if you
open a fIle that you know should be purged when you're done with it, you can indicate tbison the HPFOPEN call;
then, even if the program aborts before FCLOSEing the file, the file will get deleted.

... And, a few other, less important things. In the future, though, new features that are added to the file system will be
added through the HPFOPEN intrinsic, not through the already overloaded FOPEN, so this list will probably grow
with time.

One other important point: how are· you to interpret the STATUS variable that HPFOPEN returns to you? The manual
tells you that ·the.low-order 16 bits •are •• always 143 (the code indicating thatthis is ..• a File System.error) and the high-order 16
bits are values from. a .16-page table in the Intrinsics.Manual. Naturally, rather than referring the user of your program to
this manual, you really ought to format the Qlessageyourself, using the HPERRMSG intrinsic:

HPERRMSG (2, 0, 0, STATUS);

Easy enough to do, but I'll bet you that half the programs you run won't do this. If they don't and you have MPEX Version
2.2.11 or later, you can justsay

%CALCWRITEMPEXLSTATUS (statusvalue)

and get the text of the error message. Of course, both the .HPERRMSG call and the %CALC WRITEMPEXLSTATUS
will work for all"MPE/XL-standard" 32-bit status results.

Finally, a few other interesting points:

... Whenever you create a file using HPFOPENand do not specify a file limit, it will be builtwith a file limit of
8,388,607 records (not the measly little 1,023 that are the default on MPE/XL).. This maybe a good idea in theory,
but in practice ••·it means that you must close .your files with disposition 16< (the."trimming" disposition). since
otherwise your file· will be allocated in chunks of 2,048 sectors each, so you could easily have some 2,048-'sector files
with one or two·records.

... It has been said that HPFOPEN is notcallable from CM programs. HPFOPEN is indeed an NM procedure, so it
can't be called from CMprograms as simply as, say,FOPEN can be; however, using HPSwrONMNAME (or
HPLOADNMPROC and HPSwrONMPLABEL), one can relatively easily switch directly to HPFOPEN, passing
to it whatever parameters you please. You don't have to write any native mode code to do this, nor do you have to
put anything into any SLs or NLs -- it's a bit trickier than a direc.t.call, but not by all that much.

It is,· however, true that there is no (documented) way of directly manipulating virtual pointers in eM, so mapped
file access from CM is pretty much out.
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ACCESSING FILES

While internal me structure and disc space considerations have changed dramatically with MPE/XL, the rules for accessing
and sharing mes have not (except for the addition of mapped mes and the decrease in importance of NOBUF and MR
NOBUF access). There's no reason to go into them in much detail now; I'll just go through a few of the key items that are
worth repeating:

* Ifyou want to have multiple writers appending to a (non-KSAM) me, use;SHR;GMULTI;ACC=APPEND access.
Ifyou do this, you will not need to lock the me.

* If you want to have multiple writers doing any sort of writing other than appending, be sure that you lock the tile,
not just before the write but before any read done in preparation for the write. Thus, if a process needs to read a
record, calculate a new value for a field in the record, and then write the record back, it must lock before the read
and unlock after the write; otherwise, it risks the record being modified by somebody else between the read and the
write and then having this other person's modifications wiped out.

* Attempts to lock a me (or a database) when you already have a me or database locked will normally fail with an
FSERR 64. If you :PREP your program with ;CAP =MR, the attempt will succeed, but you stand the risk of
causing a deadlock (which will still require a system reboot to resolve).

If you must use ;CAP =MR, make sure that all your multiple locks are acquired in the same order -- if one
program locks me A and then me B, all programs must lock those files in that order; otherwise, if any program
locks file B and then file A, a deadlock becomes quite possible.

PROTECTING YOUR FILES AGAINST SYSTEM FAILURES

MPE/XL relies very heavily (even more so than MPE/V) on disc caching -- keeping as much disc data in memory as
possible to speed up access to it. Unlike MPE/V, which, by default, only used this cache for reads and always did the writes
to disc, MPE/XL caches writes, too; if you write a record to a file, that record might not get written to disc for an
indefinite amount of time.

This has some substantial performance advantages (since a lot of disc I/O is avoided this way), but obviously puts your files
very much at risk when the system crashes. KSAM files and IMAGE files seem to be protected by MPE/XL against loss of
data at system failure time; unfortunately, plain MPE tiles can very easily lose a lot of recently-written data when the
system crashes.

One of these forms of data loss could happen (and often did) on MPE/V -- when you're appending to an MPE file, the
EOF pointer does not get updated on disc until the file is closed or a new extent is allocated. Thus, the data· that you
append to an MPE file can get completely destroyed by a system failure because the EOF pointer did not get properly set.

The solution to this problem, just as in MPE/V, is to do FCONTROL mode 6s, which post the EOF pointer to disc, as often
as possible when you're appending to an MPE me. You might, for instance, do an FCONTROL mode 6 after every write,
which will give you almost complete safety but also slow things down substantially; or, you could keep a counter, and do
FCONTROL mode 6s every, say, five or ten records, thus minimizing your overhead while still protecting most of your data.
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Unfortunately, on MPE/XL, there's more to it than this. Any data that you write to a plain MPE file -- even if you're not
appending to it -- might get lost ina systemfalure because it may not get posted to disc until some time after you do the
writes. On MPE/V, this possibility was limited to the data thatwas in your memory buffers (usually no more than about 2
blocks' worth of data); on MPE/XL,any data written since you opened the file could conceivably be. lost.

For example, 1 ran a test with a file of 1000 records, each 256 bytes wide; I overwrote all 1000 records, kept the file opened,
and re-booted the system. When the system came backup, only the first 768 of the new records were actually in the file; the
remaining 232 records were still the old records from the time before I did my writes. ·(Note that 768 = 3*256; I'm not sure
if there's any significance to this, but I suspect that there is.)

What can you do about this? Well, the simplest solution seems to be to call the. FSETMODE intrinsic with the second
parameter set to 2. This means (according to the manual) "force your program to wait until the physical.write operation is
completed (the record is posted)", and this is what it seems to dQ. Of course, this causes each logical write to generate a
physical I/O -- a great deal of overhead --but it protects your data.

Alternatively, you can call FCONTROL mode 2 or FCONTROL mode 6 after each write or once every several writes
(FCONTROL mode 2 is faster and may work well in cases where you're not appending and thusneed not post the EOp);
this is more work for you as a programmer than just calling FSETMODE, but it may be more efficient because you can do
the FCONTROLs once every several records, thus decreasing the overhead of the extra disc I/O (but increasing the
amount of data you may lose in case of a system failure).

A FEW WORDS ABOUT PERFORMANCE TESTS

The performance guidilines I've talked about (such as "FREADs of files that aren't in memory are faster than mapped file
accesses" or "FCONTROLs mode 2 are faster than FCONTROLs mode 6") are strictly based on experience (my own or
Stan Sieler's -- see his "MPE XL and Performance: Not Incompatible" paper). This experience may be inapplicable to your
particular application, inapplicable to your version of the operating system, or perhaps just plain mistaken; I strongly
encourage you to run your own performance tests to figure out how fast various file access methods work for you.

Unfortunately, file system performance measurement on MPE/XLis substantially more difficult than on MPE/V because
of MPE/XL immense. caching capabilities.. It is almost guaranteed· that, if you run a. test twice in ... a ·row,You will. get
completely different results --the first time your data was quite likely out on disc, but the. second time it had just been read
into memory and was therefore quite probably still in memory. Unlike MPE/V, there are no :STOPCACHE commands
that you can use to make sure that this doesn't happen.

There are two key things you can do to detect possible bias due to·a file's presence in memory and to avoid such bias:

* To frnd out how much of a file is in memory, do the following:

- Go into DEBUG.

- Enter'MAP filename" to open the file as mapped; this will output a line such as:

1 MYFILE.MYGROUP.MYACCT 1234.0 Bytes = •••

- The "1234.0" in the above line is the virtual memory address of the file -- type
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=VAINFO(1234.0, "PAGES_IN_MEM") *#16,#

The value output will be the number of sectors of the me that are currently in memory (the #16 is there
because there are 16 sectors per 4,096-byte page).

- Close the me by saying 'UNMAP nil, where n is the first number output by the MAP command (in this
example, 1).

* Getting the file out of memory is a tougher proposition. My experience has been that the only way of doing this is
to cause enough memory pressure to get the me's pages to be discarded (after they have, of course, been flushed to
disc).

One way of doing this is to read a very large me into memory; SL.PUB.SYS (22 megabytes on my system),
NL.PUB.SYS (15 megabytes), and XL.PUB.SYS (6 megabytes) are good candidates. Just say:

:FILE S=SL.PUB.SYS:LOCK
:COPY *S,TESTFILE:YES
:PURGE TESTFILE

This will read all of SL.PUB.SYS into memory, which on my 925 LX is enough to flush any other mes I may
already have in memory. All you rich people out there with 128 megabytes of unused memory may need more than
just this me, but you can always tell if the flushing succeeded by using DEBUG's VAINFO function discussed
above -- if it tells you that your me has only 0 pages in memory, you know that you've flushed it out.

Given these precautions, you should be able to do your own performance tests (on an otherwise idle system, of course).
Beware, though -- at least one key test I know of yielded completely different results on MPE/XL 1.1 and 1.2 -- much of the
me system's performance characteristics seem to be quite MPE-version-dependent.

ODDS AND ENDS

Finally, a few miscellaneous futures which couldn't fit in anywhere else:

* DEBUG/XL'S MAP command makes the debugger a powerful data file editor, even more convenient than the old
DISKED on MPE/V. (Anything would be more convenient than DISKED. Do you remember how, when you
asked for it to display octal and ASCII on the same line, it would display 8 words of the data in octal and then the
first 8 bytes of the data in ASCII, completely ignoring the last 8 bytes?)

In DEBUG/XL, you can say

MAP mename WRITEACCESS

DEBUG will output for you the "me index number" (used to close the me with the UNMAP command), the
mename, the me's virtual address, and the file size, e.g.

1 MYFILE.MYGROUP.MYACCT 1237.0 Bytes = 7560

(For this example, we're assuming that you're in CM debug, so the numbers are output in octal; in NM debug, the
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output -- and default input -- would be in hex.) You can then display' and modify data with addresses 1237.0
through 1237.7557 -- all the bytes in the file; thus, you could say

DV 1237.200,10

to display the 10 (octal) 32-bit words starting with byte 200 (octal) of the file -- the MV command will let you
modify data. Note thalDV andMV expect byte addresses, not record numbers and offsets within records; you
have to do the calculation yourself (for instance, if each file's records are #256 [decimal] bytes long, record #10
occupies bytes #2560 through #2815).

The MAP command also provides you with one of the few ways to easily see (and edit) a file's user labels
(:FCOPY, for instance, doesn't let you display their contents, and neither does the :PRINT command).

When MAP gives you an address whose second word is not 0 (1237.1400, for instance, rather than 1237.0), this
means that the file has user labels (in this case, %1400/%400 = 3 labels). User label 0 starts at 1237.0, user label 1
starts at 1237.400, user label 2 starts at 1237.1000, and data record 0 starts at 1237.1400. (User labels are always
%400. = #256 bytes long.)

Thus, you can use DV and MV to modify the file's user labels; also, remember that data record 0 now starts at a
byte address other than 0 (in the example, %1400) -- keep this in mind when calculating the byte address ofa
particular byte in a particular record..Ifyour file's records are #80 (= %120) bytes long, then, say, byte 6 of record
4 will be atlocation 1237.(%1400+6*%120+4).

* If you do a :DISCFREE A (which shows you how many free space chunks· of each size there are on your· disc),
beware! You'll often see several large free chunks on LDEV 1 even though you're running out of disc space (or at
least of contiguous disc space).

On MPE/XL (unlike MPE/V), transient space (analogous to MPE/V's virtual memory) is treated as free disc
space; however, at least 17% of the system disc (or more if you configure it that way) is reserved for transient
space. Thus, you could have a huge chunk of free space on your system disc and still have it completely unusable
for new disc files because it's reserved for transient space.

:DISCFREE B tells you how much space is reserved for transient space, so. its output shouldn't be too confusing;
however, :DISCFREEA's output can be quite misleading if you don't keep the transient space issue in mind.

This should probably not be overwhelmingly important, since contiguous space is less important on MPE/XL than
on MPE/V, and you should therefore run :DISCFREE B more often than :DISCFREE A; however, I got bit by
this thing myself when I was doing research for this paper, so I .decided to mention it.

CONCLUSION

The MPE/XL file system is different from the MPE/V file system in many respects but. is also similar to it in many
respects. This paper was largely dedicated to the differences. (since. they're more interesting), but there are very many
similarities as well, largely dictated by the requirement of complete (well, almost complete) compatibility -- a requirement
that HP rigidly enforced on itself, and, I must say, very much lived up to.

Many of the old and unpleasant limitations of the MPE/V file system have been lifted; a few remain inplace (such as the
3-level directory structure and a few other, relatively minor, problems); a few new ones have probably been added, but the
user community hasn't discovered them yet and probably won't for some time. (Who would have' thought, in 1972, that
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people would be running into the 2,097,120-sector limit on file size?)

Performance and disc space are still potential problems, and will be for a long time to come -- as long as CPU power and
disc storage cost money.

I would like to thank Jason Goertz, Bob Green, Randy Medd, David Merit, Ross Scroggs, and, especially, Steve Cooper and
Stan Sieler for their reviewing the paper and for their many excellent comments and suggestions. I would also like to refer
the interested reader to Stan Sieler's "MPE XL and Performance: Not Incompatible" paper, published in the SCRUG 89
Proceedings, and, of course, to the "Beyond RISC! book" from Software Research Northwest (by S. Cooper, J. Goertz,
S. Levine, J. Mosher, S. Sieler, and J. Van Damme, edited by W. Holt).
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Introduction

Paths: .we know 'em, we love 'em; because as we are all painfully aware, the presence or absence of a
path can mean the difference between a chained read that takes several seconds and a serial read that
takes several hours.

But the· existence .. of a path for a field being searched on does not necessarily guarantee good
performance. Paths, like other IMAGE facilities, can be misassigned, underutilized, and inadequately
maintained. This article takes a closer look at IMAGE paths, and answers some common questions
about their use, benefit, cost, optimization, and maintenance.

(References to IMAGE in this article also·· apply to TurbolMAGE but not TurboIMAGE/XL, unless
otherwise noted.)

"How many paths should I have for a dataset?"

Although IMAGE permits up to 16 paths to be related to a master or detail dataset, the number of paths
that should be assigned for a particular dataset is very subjective. It is therefore always surprising to
find HP3000 shops that place restrictions on the maximum number of paths that may be configured,.as
well as published recommendations limiting the number of paths to, say, two or three. In reality, even a
single path would be inadvisable for some datasets; for others, 16 paths would be quite acceptable.

Several critical factors are involved. in determining the worthiness of each path, which makes it
impossible to give a good blanket recommendation about how many should be assigned. Really, you
should assign as many paths as you need and can afford.

A path permits access to a detail dataset by a given field by maintaining a logical relationship between
the detail dataset and a master dataset. Thus, each path for a detail set permits chained access by a
different field.



To illustrate some important concepts about paths and their use, let's look at part of an order
processing database. The INVOICE-LINES detail set has two paths, to INVOICE-MASTER and PART
MASTER, which permit chained access by INVOICE-NUMBER and PART-NUMBER; the INVOICE
HEADERS detail set has two paths,. to INVOICE-MASTER and CUSTOMER-MASTER, permitting
chained access by INVOICE-NUMBER and CUSTOMER-ID; and the INVOICE-PAYMENTS detail set has
a path to INVOICE-MASTER, permitting chained access by INVOICE-NUMBER.

Now, although the five paths shown in this example affect three detail sets and three masters, only the
detail sets benefit from their existence. Appropriately, the detail sets also suffer most of the overhead
required to maintain the chains along the paths, although a somewhat smaller price is paid when
accessing the master sets.

Before examining the costs associated with paths, let's take a closer look at what benefits may be
gained from their eXistence.

"How much does a path benefit ?"

Master sets do not benefit from paths: a master set with no paths or 16 paths can be accessed only by
its search field. Each detail set path, however, permits access by a different search field, while the
absence of a path for the field on which you are searching means a serial read (unless you are using a
non-IMAGE indexing scheme, such as KSAM, Bradmark's SUPERDEX package, or DISC's OMNIDEX
package).

A chained read along a path will almost always outperform a serial read of a detail set, although there
are circumstances in which a serial read would be as fast as, if not faster than, reading along a chain.
Of significance here is the number of chains for the path; that is, the number of unique search field
values that appear in the detail set. If there are few (and therefore long) chains, it could take as many
disk I/Os to read a chain as to read the entire dataset serially. The reasons for this involve the detail
set's blocking factor, disc caching, and chain efficiency.

Blocking factor. The dataset blocking factor represents the number of entries contained in each disk
block. Because IMAGE always reads an entire block (rather than just an entry contained in the block)
into its internal buffers, many entries may be retrieved by IMAGE with a single read.

For example, the INVOICE-LINES dataset, which has a blocking factor of 20 and contains 20,000
entries, could be serially read with 1,000 reads, as shown:

20,000
/ 20
= 1,000

entries
blocking factor
number of blocks in dataset
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Disc caching. Now. even though the dataset contains 1.000 blocks. a serial read would normally not
require 1.000 disk I/Os to accomplish. since disc caching can have a major impact on the number of
disk I/Os that would be required. Assuming that the dataset block size is 1024 words and· system disc
caching is configured with a random fetch quantum of 96 sectors. it would take only 84 disk I/Os to
serially read the dataset. as shown:

1024 block size. in words
/ 128 number of words in sector

8 number of sectors

96 random fetch quantum. in sectors

/ 8 block size. in sectors
12 number of blocks read per disk I/O

1,000 number of blocks in dataset
/ 12 number of blocks read per disk I/O

84 disk I/Os to serially read dataset

At the conservative rate of 30 disk I/Os per second, it would take just under three seconds to read the
dataset serially.

Chain efficiency.. Let's compare the above with the number of I/Os and amount of time it would take
to read a PART-NUMBER chain containing 500 entries. Taking disc caching into account, this could be
anywhere from 3 disk I/Os Oess than one second) to 500 I/Os (17 seconds) to. read the chain. Wow!
Why such a difference between these figures?

The first stati.stics represent the most efficient. chain possible: excellent entry locality and all entries
contiguous in chained order. This means that in reading chained by PART-NUMBER,.aU the line items
referencing a particular part number would follow one another physically in the dataset. In this case, all
entries are contained in 25 contiguous, sequential blocks in the dataset.

The second statistics reflect a very inefficient chain with very poor entry locality: only one entry with the
designated part number per block spread throughout the dataset, with chain .members located both
physically before and after each other. In this case, the entries are contained in 500 blocks at locations
throughout the dataset.

The second condition is probably closer to reality. as will be illustrated later.

More on disc caching. Not only is the locality of entries on a chain very significant toward the speed of
chained access, but so is the physical direction in which the chain points. Disc caching can work either
in favor of or against the chained read, depending on the relative physical locations of the entries on the
chain. Since disc caching caches in a forward direction only, it is more efficient to read a chain whose
entries physically follow one another in the dataset than one which points physically backwards or
alternately in both directions.
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Effectively, this means that serially reading a dataset using DBGETmode 2 (forward) is faster than
mode 3 (backward) because disc caching reduces the number of disk I/Os when reading forward;
however, this does not necessarily mean that DBGET mode 5 (forward chained)· is more efficient than
DBGET mode 6 (backward chained), as entries on chains very often do not follow each other physically.

These examples illustrate that a chained read along a path does not always outperform a serial read,
and that the performance in reading a chain Is highly dependent on disc caching and chain efficiency.
This suggests that some maintenance Is required to optimize the efficiency of a path, as will be
discussed later.

UWhy Should paths be not used to support batch ?"

Normally, in considering the worthiness of a path, those that are used at .non-critical times or
infrequently should be questioned. If a path is used only once a week to support end-of-week
processing, it may be unnecessary. Even if it takes much longer to read a dataset serially, if sufficient
time exists to perform this task, it may be preferable to potentially degrading online performance with
the overhead of a path if there is enough time to perform the serial read.

A serial read of a dataset can also be accomplished considerably faster by use of MR NOBUF (multi
block, unbuffered) reads, instead of than DBGET mode 2 or 3. Many sites have found Robelle's
QUERY-like SUPRTOOL product, which performs MR NOBUF reads, to be a solution for speeding up
serial reads. Some use Robelle's SPEED DEMON or Running Mate's 10MATE packages, which include
MR NOBUF procedures that replace DBGET and may be called from programs, for performing faster
serial (and even chained) DBGETs.

So if you can comfortably afford additional paths to speed batch processing, go ahead and use them.
But be sure to consider the negative performance ramifications and potential disk space utilization,
which we'll discuss now.

UHow much does a path degrade detail dataset performance?"

Generally, any performance degradation caused by a path is experienced whenever an entry is DBPUT
into or DBDELETEd from a detail dataset. Since each detail entry must be linked into a chain on every
path when added and unlinked from every path when deleted, the amount of time required to complete
a DBPUT or DBDELETE is greatly influenced by the number of paths.

(Some are under the misconception that if a search field value Is blank or null, an entry Is not chained
on that path, but In this case, a null chain is created containing all these entries. In fact, some IMAGE
users have been surprised to receive a "FULL CHAIN" error on performing a DSPUT with a null value,
having already created a chain with the· maximum of 65,535 entries on It, although TurbolMAGE
alleviates this condition by supporting much longer chains.)
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This amount of time required for a detail DBPUT or DBDELETE is determined by the number of disk
I/Os, generally, three or four I/Os per path. This number could be higher for some paths, as well as
particular entries due to various factors. including the efficiency of any sorted paths and the
performance of related master sets.

If the related master is manual, the amount of time required to locate the chain head (equivalent to a
DBGET mode 7) is endured for both DBPUT and DBDELETE. Master sets with low blocking factors and
poor primary/secondary locality could· be. problems because IMAGE could take longer to locate the
chain head. But even so. the difference in speed is usually negligible.

If the related master set is automatic and the chain head does not already exist. IMAGE internally
performs a DBPUT to create it. If the automatic master has a clustering problem--a rare condition
except with misused integer keys--the DBPUT could require many I/Os. When all detail entries are
deleted, a DBDELETE of the chain head is internally performed.

If a detail path is sorted, it could take extra I/Os to DBPUT entries, depending on·whether the entries
are added in sorted (ascending) order, such as would be the case if the sort item is the current date and
entries are added in chronological order. If entries are pre-sorted. there is no significant performance
difference between a sorted path and a non-sorted path; otherwise. IMAGE may require substantially
more time to add an entry, since it must read up the chain from the bottom to determine where to link
each entry logically, and then update the pointers on the previous and next entry on the chain.

Another condition that could adversely affect the performance of a DBPUT is if an insufficient number of
buffers are allocated for the database. IMAGE "previews" each DBPUT to make sure it can be
completed successfully. checking such factors as whether space is available in the detail set, if the
required chain heads exist in related masters and. if not--for automatic masters--if space exists to add a
new master entry. In doing so. it fills its internal buffers withal! the relevant data blocks before actually
updating them and writing them back to disk; if sufficient buffers are not available. multiple buffer
reading/writing operations must be performed. which can increase the number of I/Os significantly.
Such a buffer supply crisis would not occur for a DBDELETE. since no preview is done.

Also when weighing the performance ramifications associated with DBPUTs and DBDELETEsagainst
detail sets. be sure to consider the increase in time required for dataset maintenance. The performance
of bulk DBPUTs (such as when loading the dataset via DICTDBl, DBlOAD, DBRECOV), DBDELETEs
(such as when performing an extract/archive).· and reorganization (such as with DBGENERAL or
Adager) will be correspondingly worsened based on the number of paths.

Also rememberthat IMAGE does notpermit the value of a "critical" field 10 be changed by DBUPDATE.
so the existence of a path designates a field as a search field (and perhaps another as a sort field), and
IMAGE will·· require a DBPUT and DBDELETE to change their values (not to mention any programming
changes required).
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Aside from the performance. considerations associated with DBPUT and DBDELETE, a· secondary
potential performance problem is that the number of paths could affect the speed of serial reads, since
the disk space utilized by the chain pointers (four words for each path) could cause the dataset to
reside on more blocks and therefore require more disk I/Os to read. More on disk utilization In a
moment.

"How much does a path degrade master dataset performance?"

As stated, paths have a minimal effect on master set performance--it is in details that the price is really
paid.

Each entry In a master set contains for each path a discrete six-word area (five words for IMAGE) called
the "chain head" area in which a count of the number of detail entries.on the chain and a pointer to the
first and last detail chain entry are maintained. When a master entry is added, these values are
initialized to zero, and are updated whenever a DapUT or DBDELETE (not a DBUPDATE) to a related
detail dataset is performed.

Because the master entry is affected only as the result of activity in a related detail dataset, the price of
the path is really assumed by the detail set. The number of paths related to a master set is therefore not
terribly relevant to overall performance. There is little performance difference between a stand-alone
master dataset (with no paths) and a master dataset with 16 paths. The speed of DBPUTs and
DBDELETEs is effectively the same.

It could, however, take somewhat longer to read a master dataset serially with more paths because the
disk space used by the chain head information could cause increase the number of dataset blocks and
require more disk I/Os to read.

"How much disk space does a path require ?"

More relevant than the amount of disk space required by a path is the additional amount of disk
required, since paths may require substantial disk space but no additional disk space.

Although a master path requires six words per entry (five for IMAGE) and a detail path requires four
words per entry, figuring out the overall disk utilization for a dataset is not as simple as multiplying the
number of words required by the path by the number of paths by the dataset capacity. Because IMAGE
stores data in blocks that must be multiples of 128 words, there is almost always some unused space at
the end of each block. This means that for some datasets, a path (or even multiple paths) may not
require any more disk space than is currently used by the dataset, since sufficient unused space may
already be available.
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For example, a master dataset with one path, a data entry length of 104 words, and a block size of
1,024 words could accommodate two additional paths while requiring no additional disk space. Let's
look at the math.

Currently, the master media entry ~ength (data plus IMAGE structures) is 115 words:

104
+ 5
+ 6

115

data entry length, in words
synonym chain area, in words (occurs in each master set)
path chain head area, in words
media entry length, in words

Ba.sed on the media entry length, IMAGE can fit eight entries into a disk block of1 ,024 words, with 921
words utilized:

1024
I 115

8

115
+ 1

921

block length, in words
media entry length, in words
blocking factor (rounded down)

media entry length
bit map, in words (occurs at beginning of each block)
block utilization, in words

This results in 103 words per block unused:

1024 block length, in words
921 block utilization, in words
103 residual space in block, in words

and therefore leaves enough room in each block to accommodate two additional paths.per entry:

6 path chain head area, in words
2 number of paths
8 blocking factor

96 disk space required for two master paths, in words

As shown, no additional disk space is required by the two new paths, and the residual space per block
is almost eliminated:

103 residual space in block, in words
96 disk space required for two paths, in words

7 residual space in block, in words
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This, of course, does not mean that in other situations a path would not require· a lot of disk space.
Let's look at an example involving a detail dataset with two paths, a data entry length of 102 words, and
a block size of 1,024 words.

Currently, the detail media entry length is 110 words:

102
+ 4
+ 4

110

data entry length, in words
path 1 pointer area, in words
path 2 pointer area, in words
media entry length, in words

Based on the media entry length, IMAGE can fit nine entries into a disk block of 1,024 words, with 991
words utilized:

1024
/ 110

9

110
+ 1

991

block length, in words
media entry length, in words
blocking factor (rounded down)

media entry length
bit map, in words (occurs at beginning of each block)
block utilization, in words

This results in 33 words per block unused:

1024 block length, in words
991 block utilization, in words

33 residual space in block, in words

The residual space of 33 words does not permit any additional paths to be added, since another path
would require 36 words per block:

4 path pointer area, in words
9 blocking factor

36 ~isk space required for a detail path, in words
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Therefore, the addition of a new path would increase the media entry length to 114 words and change
the dataset characteristics as follows:

1024
I 114

8

114
+ 1

913

block length, in words
media entry length,in words
blocking factor (rounded down)

media entry length
bit map, in words·(occurs at beginning of each block)
block utilization, in words

which results in 111 words. per block unused:

1024 block length, in words
913 block utilization, in words
111 residual space in block, in words

As you can see, the more residual space per block, the less efficient the blocking, and therefore the
moreblocks--and more disk space--used by the dataset. With a capacity of 100,000, the detail set in
this example would require 44,448 sectors with two paths and· 50,000 sectors. with three paths, the
additional path costing 5,552 sectors.

Also of interest here is that the·. resulting residual space of 111 words after adding the path can
accommodate three additional paths, since they would require only 96 words in total.

These examples are extreme cases ofvery high and very low blocking efficiency using datasets that are
blocked for the maximum blocking factors rather than. disc savings.. However, they are representative
of. many IMAGE datasets and illustrate the difficulty.in determining the impact ofa path on •disc
utilization without going through the math.

"Why are some paths In the same dataset faster to access than others 1"

Normally, access by one path in a detail dataset is .more efficient than by its other paths. Additionally,
some chains along a path are more efficient to access than other chains. To understand Why, let's look
at three different path scenarios and their perforrnance implications.

Note that these examples assume that no or few deletions have been performed against the detail sets-
a very important factor, as we'll soon see.

Naturally efficient paths. Chains along some paths are naturally inclined to have good data locality.
For example, the INVOICE-NUMBER path into INVOICE-LINES (Figure 1) is naturally quite efficient
because the line Items for· each invoice are added at the same time, and, with a singlewriter,would be
contiguous; with multiple writers, they would be interspersed with line items for other invoices, but still
physically close to one another.
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Figure 1

INVOICE- PART-
NUMBER NUMBER

100 AAAA
101 BBBB
100 BBBB
100 ecce
101 HHHH

100 DODD
101 IIII
102 EEEE
101 JJJJ
100 EEEE

101 AAAA
101 DODD
102 NNNN
102 0000
100 FFFF

101 KKKK
102 FFFF
101 LLLL
102 IIII
100 GGGG

103 FFFF
102 PPPP
102 DODD
101 MMMM
103 MMMM

103 0000
101 ecce
103 DODD
102 BBBB
103 ecce

When accessing these entries, both the dataset blocking factor and disc caching are significant in
determining the performance of chained reads. .With an average of 15 line items per invoice and a
blocking factor of 20, all the line items could likely be accessed with a single read--even if fragmented
due to multiple writers, the line items for a single invoice would likely be close enough that disc caching
would take up the slack.
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Naturally inefficient paths. Chains along other paths naturally have poor locality. For example, the
PART-NUMBER path into the same INVOICE~LlNES (Figure 2) detail set· is naturally inefficient because
a given part number occurs only once for each invoice, and some part numbers may appear
infrequently.

Accessing one ofthese chains will likely require one disk flO per entry, since neither the blocking factor
nor disc caching would be sufficient to span the distance between entries. In fact, •in· this case,disc
caching. would impose an undesirable overhead since it would have to determine that the desired
datablock was not already in cache before performing another disk I/O to read the block containing the
next entry on the chain.

Single-entry-chain paths. Chains along some paths arevery short. containing an average ofonly one
detail entry, as shown in Figure 2. For example, the INVOICE-NUMBER path into the INVOICE
PAYMENTS dataset. contains·. an average of one entry per chain,sinceonly a depositor· multiple
payments against a single invoice would result inmultipleentries--both exceptional conditions.

Figure 2

INVOICE-MASTER

105
100
104
109
101
108
103
106
102
107

INVOICE-PAYMENT

100
101
102
103
104

105
106
107
108
109
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Accessing such a single-entry chains will always require one disk I/O because that's all there is to read.
In this case, the blocking factor is unimportant and, as before, disc caching is undesirable because it
creates useless overhead.

In this same category of very short chains exists a·verystrange creature: the "master-detail"--a detail
dataset that contains entries, such as customers or parts, that a purist would Insist belong in a master
dataset. After all, a master dataset is supposed to contain "entities" and a detail set "transactions", but
because a master dataset can be searched by only one field, many database designers have chosen to
create master-oriented detail sets with multiple paths.

"How do I maintain optimum performance for a path 1"

The three paths Just shown and their performance Implications are characteristic of most paths in
IMAGE databases. Each type has its own recommended prescription for maintaining optimum
performance.

As we've seen, the critical factors In the performance of chained access is minimizing disk I/Os, which
are affected by the dataset blocking factor, disc caching configuration, and entry locality--all of which
are adjustable.

Blocking factor. A dataset's blocking factor is based on the set's block size, which is dependent on
the database's BLOCKMAX. While an In-depth discussion of database blocking is beyond the scope of
this article, of concern are datasets with blocking factors that could be increased while retaining the
same dataset block size or by increasing the dataset block size to equal the database .BLOCKMAX. The
latter case could require additional disk space.

A dataset reblock is a one-time operation that may be accomplished by database restructuring utilities
(such as DBGENERAL and Adager) or by a DBUNLOAD/DBLOAD. You should read up on the subject
before reblocking any sets.

Disc caching. IMAGE benefits only by the random fetch quantum setting of system disc caching--even
when performing sequential (serial) reads. The higher the random fetch quantum, the more dataset
blocks forward in the dataset are read from disk with each I/O.
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As we've seen, disc caching sometimes imposes an undesirable overhead in chained access and in
backward serial reads.. Unfortunately, disc caching cannot be enabled or disabled for seleetedfiles;
however, it can be turned on oroff for particular disk drives. You may find it beneficial to movedatasets
which are impaired bydisc caching to a disk drive forwhich~achingisdisabled. Otherbenefitsrnay be
gained by dynamically enabling and disabling disc caching or adjusting the random fetch quantum
based on changes in IMAGE processing. .

You. should· refer to additional sources for more information about disc caching, as well •as disk
controllercaching.

Chain efficiency. This is most .important element in. maintaining optimum .• path efficiency, .since it
improves entry.locality in a dataset, and even the highest possible blocking. factor and random fetch
quantum will not help if chain entries are scattered throughout the dataset. •• It is also the· most difficult,
since it requires potentially time-consuming maintenance on a regular basis. And it has two formidable
enemies which can slowly fragment even the most efficient chains: time, and DBDELETE.

Time. is the enemy for chains whose entries are created over time,. such as.along the PART-NUMBER
path into INVOICE-LINES andCUSTOMER-ID path .into INVOICE-HEADERS. Entries· on both .these
paths mustbe forced into a beneficial order, which will deteriorate over time as new entries are added.

DBDELETE is the enemy for almost all paths, because in.a detail set, IMAGE first Jeuses alllcx:ations
made.available by deletions. before. appending. new entries. If ·thedeletions were. scattered. throughout
the dataset, thenewentrie~thatare DBPUT and take their.locations will be also.•• What's more, IMAGE
reuses the delet~locations in reverseorder,meaning that if the deletions were performed using a
forwardserial.read,.new entries.wiH be added in the opposite direction, .and chain entries· will thereby
physically precede one another in the set. As we've seen, this counteracts the beneficial. effects of disc
caching.

Fortunately, there is· a .simple· solution for these. problems: .flush· the deleted··. entries. and. physically
reorder the live entries to optimize entry locality for a path. This detail set "reorganization" or "repack"
can be accomplished by utilities such as DBGENERAL and Adager, and by a chained
DBUNLOAD/DBLOAD.

Before performing such a reorganization, though, it is desirable to get a true. picture of .how efficient.a
path is before jumping in and trying to improve its efficiency.•. Some tools that report. on th~ efficiency.of
chains are DBGENERAL, Robelle's.· HOWMESSY,and the contributed DBLOADNG.AlI •report a
composite inefficiency statistic •. for each. path, which reflects the number· of. block reads that·.were
required versus the number of reads that would be necessary if entry locality were optimal for that path.
The higher that statistic, the more can be gained from maintenance. Unfortunately, these utilities do not
take the benefits (or Penalties) of disc caching into account, but still provide a useful representation of a
path's efficiency.
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Now, don't be alarmed to see one path that is very efficient and others that are grossly inefficient: this is
normal. After all, entry locality plays the major role in determining the efficiency of a path, and it is
usually impossible to situate entries in a detail set in such a way to benefit all paths. For example,
physically ordering the entries in the INVOICE-LINES detail set based on the chains for PART-NUMBER
will speed access by part number, but will slow access by INVOICE-NUMBER by destroying entry
locality for that path.

Therefore, in reorganizing a detail set anyone path may be optimiZing but all paths from that detail set
must be considered, since what will benefit one path may harm another. Optimizing the PART
NUMBER path to INVOICE-LINES would probably.not be a good idea because it would severely
degrade retrieval by INVOICE-NUMBER, which is a more frequent and time-critical operation.

It is generally best to optimize the most frequently accessed path--unless the most frequently accessed
path has chains containing only one or very few entries. There is little or no benefit to reordering entries
for chains that contain a single entry--one disk I/O will still be required, regardless. Chains that contain
two entries would then require one instead of two disk I/Os, which is hardly enough benefit to justify not
optimizing another path, let alone the resources required for the reorganization.

Most detail set reorganization utilities enable you to specify the path by which to reorganize - the path
that will benefit most. However, a chained DBUNLOAD will always use the set's primary path; if using
this method, make sure the appropriate path is assigned as primary.

If multiple paths are accessed with the same frequency, reorganize by the one with the longest chains,
since the overall benefit will be greatest. Also, look for cases in which optimizing one path will benefit
other paths at the same time. For example, let's say the INVOICE-HEADERS dataset also contained a
path for ACCOUNT-REP, which would permit all the invoice headers for accounts handled by a
particular account rep to be retrieved. Since the same account reps would be assigned to the same
customers, optimizing the CUSTOMER-ID path would, as a byproduct, optimize the ACCOUNT-REP
path somewhat. (Incidentally, the ACCOUNT-REP path was not configured because the small number
of account reps would result in few chains, and a serial read would be more efficient than a chained
read.)

Let's look at how detail set reorganizations could optimize the three paths described earlier, with the
reorganization based on each path.

Efficiency along the "naturally efficient" INVOICE-NUMBER path could be imprOVed, since this would
cause entries for each chain to be contiguous--even if heavy deletions were done. This is the
recommended path by which to reorganize (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3

INVOICE- PART-
NUMBER NUMBER

100 AAAA
100 BBBB
100 ecce
100 DDDD
100 EEEE

100 FFFF
100 GGGG
101 BBBB
101 HHHH
101 IIII

101 JJJJ
101 AAAA
101 DDDD
101 KKKK
101 LLLL

101 MMMM
101 ecce
102 EEEE
102 NNNN
102 0000

102 FFFF
102 IIII
102 PPPP
102 DDDD
102 BBBB

103 FFFF
103 MMMM
103 0000
103 DDDD
103 ecce

Efficiency along the "naturally inefficient" PART-NUMBER path could be improved more significantly by
reordering entries along. this· path, .since making all .• the entries for each part ·number contiguous •would
dramatically reduce I/Osand cause caching to be effective. Note, however, that doing so would
seriously degrade performance on the INVOICE-NUMBER path because entry locality on •its chains
would be compromised (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4

INVOICE- PART-
NUMBER NUMBER

100 AAAA
101 AAAA
100 BBBB
101 BBBB
102 BBBB

100 ecce
101 ecce
103 ecce
100 DODD
101 DODD

102 DODD
103 DODD
100 EEEE
102 EEEE
100 FFFF

102 FFFF
103 FFFF
100 GGGG
101 HHHH
101 1111

102 1111
101 JJJJ
101 KKKK
101 LLLL
101 MMMM

103 MMMM
102 NNNN
102 0000
103 0000
102 PPPP

A reorganization of the path with "single-entry" chains would be of no benefit, since one disk I/O is
spent on each detail entry regardless. An exception to this is if detail entries are reordered in the same
sequence as the entries in the related master and are processed one-for-one (i.e. read a master, read its
detail, read a master, read its detail, etc.), since this makes efficient use of caching.
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INTRODUCTION

Many ofus at one time oranother have been involved in some form of planning effort
as part of managing an HP3000 shop. When this happens, we quickly realize that
there is a Viealth of information potentially available to us regarding the way we use
our HP3000 computer systems. The problem in many cases is either that we are
overwhelmed by the volume of that data or that wehave not been collecting the data.

With the proper information available to us, we can determine where we. have been
in the past, where we are currently and with some gazing into the crystal ball, where
we are going. Armed with this knowledge, we should be in a much better position to
make superior decisions about hardware acquisitions, new applications, staffing of
the operations area, software development, application tuning and general
performance improvement.

This paper presents many ofthe potential sources of usage data, the considerations
involved in collecting that data and the uses that the data can be put to if we chose
to collect it.

The types of usage information that we can collect include:
- utilization levels of the various system resources
- availability of disc freespace
- system resource utilizations by program file
- system resource utilizations by user logon
- file accessing frequency
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FREQUENCY OF SAMPLES

No matterwhat datawe ultimatelychose to collect and use as an aid to managing our
computer systems, we are always faced with the question of how much detail to
include in the data as well as how frequently the data sampling should occur. If we
gather too much detail, we may use large volumes of mass storage to save the data
and we may also complicate the extraction of meaningful information by
overwhelming ourselves with details. If we sample infrequently, we save mass
storage space but run the risk ofgathering information that is statistically insignificant
or misleading. On the other hand, ifwe gather our samples very frequently, we again
use more mass storage space as well as potentially· causing significant system
loading just to collect the usage.data. We must each come to our own conclusions
about how we weigh the tradeoffs between these opposing factors of mass storage
space and data collection overhead versus the granularity and detail of the
information we require.

SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION

When we think of trends and utilizations, many of us focus on the system as a single
entity. Our natural inclination is to view the system as awhole and deal with planning
on aglobal level. In doing so, we normally focus on the "Three Bears of Performancell

(CPU, main memory and disc accessing). It seems logical that if we are to collect
information that will help us manage our systems, we should be collecting data that
reflects howwe are using these basic building blocks of the system. As we delve into
the subject, we also discover that atthe global system level, there are a number of
other indicators of usage trends such as system idle time, the number of sessions
logged on, job counts and job backlogs.
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SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION - cont'd

CPU ACTIVITY

Many people equate the computer system with the CPU. When we talk about
hardware upgrades, we seem to automatically focus on the CPU eventhough it is not
always the limiting factor in the performance of our system. If we could be sure that
the CPU was being utilized at or near it's capacity and were able to measure this, we
might feel more confident in recommending achange in the CPU hardware. Ifon the
other hand, we can see that the CPU capacity is not a problem, we may avert the
embarrassment of upgrading the CPU only to find out that it made little improvement
to the system throughput as a whole.

The sources of data regarding the utilization of the CPU are varied and range from
those that require manual data collection to those that are almost totally automated.
The following are some of the sources of this CPU utilization information:

The REPORT command. By recording the connect and CPU used statistics from
this command, we can get a rough idea of which accounts and groups are using
the CPU the most. By plotting the sums of the net changes ana regular basis, we
can derive patterns on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. Although this is not an
accurate reflection of the CPU busy state, it can be used as a reliable "index" of
CPU usage.

Visual observation of the current instruction register (CIR). This option although
very crude is available to those of us who have a CPU that displays this register
visually (Series II,III,/64,/68, /70). It involvesperiodicallyobserving and recording
how "bright or solid" the Iights·are being displayed. This subjective reading can
be made at a number of fixed times during the day and recorded in some form of
log book.

Contributed monitoring tools. A number of software tools have been written and
contributed in some form to various contributed libraries or informally through
Hewlett.Packard. These tools include such programs as SOO,···S005, POD,
SURVEYOR and SCOUT. In order to collect data that reflects CPU utilization, you
must either run the program continuously in batch mode and direct the output to
aprinteror disc file orelse periodically run the program in an interactive mode and
record the data in some form of log book. Most of these tools will break the CPU
usage into anumberof components reflecting such things as userprogram busy,
system overhead and paused waiting for I/O.

Supported monitoring tools. Hewlett Packard as.well as a number of third party
software vendors sell and supportsoftware toolsthat will periodically sample the
system and report on the CPU activity broken into components reflecting the
various possible states of the CPU resource. Most of these tools will also run in
batch mode and store the data into a logfile so that it can be programmatically
reported on with a minimum of manual intervention. Some of these tools provide
the data reduction and reporting of the information·in tabular andjor·graphical
output formats.
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SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION - cont'd

The following chart (Figure 1) shows the results ofcollecting CPU activity information
over aperiod of 24 hours and then plotting the data at hourly intervals.
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Figure 1

From this chart, we can make the following observations:

During the day shift (7:00AM-4:00PM) there is very little system idle time. The
CPU has virtually no excess capacity during this period and in fact, it is fairly safe
to assume that the CPU is actually overloaded much of the time.

There is a break in the CPU loading at lunch time and then again at approximately
6:00PM. This is consistent with the pattern of business. Everyone takes off for
lunch and there is a period between the on-line workload of the daytime and the
start of nightly batch processing. This shows some opportunity to shift workload
to these time periods using techniques such as staggering. the lunch break,
running batch during the lunch break and beginning batch workload earlier in the
afternoon if possible.

From midnight until 5:00AM we can see that very little activity is on the system.
At the same time, there is a high percentage of time when the CPU is "Waiting for
1/0". This might suggest that this time period has very little utilization or that tape
handling is required and that theoperator is notvery quickto respond to requests.
We can also see that there is no time during the period when the CPU is actually
completely· idle.
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SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION - cont'd

Figure 2 shows the data collected over a period of several months and plotted at
monthly intervals.
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Figure 2

This chart gives us an indication of howthe CPU·resource has been utilized over the
pastmonths and provides some insight into what the utilization might be in the next
few months. From this chart, the following observations can be made:

There was a slump in the usage during the Nov'88 and Dec'88 periods but the
utilization levels have begun to increase again.

The general trend is an upward one that is approximately 10% every 3 months.
Using asimple linear projectionand assuming that the danger point is an average
utilization level of about 80%, we might conclude that the system will be saturated
in about Aug'89. This may very well be misleading since the critical time window
is probably the day shift on-line activity and ifwe restricted the rfata reported to the
7:00AM through 5:00PM time period, the problem wOLJld probably appearmuch
more critical.
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SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION - cont'd

Figure 3 shows essentially the same·information as Figure 2 except that the time
window has been restricted to 7:00AM-5:00PM.
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Figure 3

This chart gives us some idea of the differences between average trends for a full
24. hour time window and those restricted to the daytime hours. Comparing this
chart to the previous one (Figure 2) we can see:

For the months of Jul'88, Aug'88 Sep'88 and Oct'88 the difference between the
full 24 hour window and the 10 hour daytime window is not very significant.

As we compare the last four months, we can see that the averages are somewhat
higher for the daytimewindow and that this becomes more pronounced in the last
2 or 3 months.

We might conclude that the trend to higher loading is more pronounced in the
daytime hours and that the "critical" trend is that of CPU utilization increasing at
a significantly greater rate than the 24 hour time window would suggest.
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SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION - cont'd

MAIN MEMORY UTILIZATION

This is one ofthe more difficult characteristics to measure. Historically, main memory
has proven to be the most frustrating of the possible hardware upgrades. Often,
there is no perceived improvement in the performance of the system after.adding
main memory resources. By collecting and tracking indicators of main memory
shortages, you are in a good position to make a much better decision regarding this
system r~source.

The indicators of main memory shortage include CPU time spent executing memory
manager code as well as the statistics regarding the frequency with which the
memory manager cycles through main memory looking for space (clock cycle rate).
For those of us using the MPEjXL operating system, the presence of high paging
rates (in the thousands jsecond) combined with high clock cycle rates (greater than
O.02jsecond) is a fairly sure sign of main memory shortages. The sources of this
information include the following:

Contributed monitoring tools. Several of the contributed tools will show you the
percentage of the CPU activity devoted to the memory manager function (garbage
collection· and memory.allocation). These can be sampled on a regular basis and
plotted to provide trends.

Supported monitoring tools. Several of the tools sold by Hewlett Packard and other
third party vendors provide both· CPU activity in memory management related
functions as well as Clock Cycle rates and Paging rates (MPEjXL only).
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SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION - cont'd

Figure 4 shows the data collected over a 24.hour period reflecting the average clock
cycle rates at hourly intervals.
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Figure 4

This chart gives us an insight into. how the activities of the memory manager vary
throughout a 24 hour period. Reviewing this information shows us the following:

The peaks and valleys are much more pronounced in this chart than they were in
the CPU chart for the same time period (Figure 1).

The time period from 10:00-11 :00 as well as the hour at 14:00 show that there is
likely a shortage of main memory at these times although it is only the onset and
not very severe. This could in fact be caused by MPE caching which under some
circumstances tends to accentuate memory problems.

Outside of the interactive daily processing (6:00AM-4:00PM), there is virtually no
memory manager activity.
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SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION - cont'd

Figure 5 presents the data collected over a period ofmonths reflecting the average
clock cycle rates at monthly intervals.
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Looking at this dat~, we see a pattern similar to.that for CPU activity collected for the
same period. (Figqre 2). Again, we can conclude the following:

The general trend is an upward one although there is a slump during the Oct'88
and Nov'88 time periods.

If we accept 0.1 cycles/second as a threshold for the onset ·of main •memory
shortages when the data is averaged over long periods of time then this system
is not nearthe·point of having main memory shortages.
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SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION - cont'd

DISC SUBSYSTEM ACTIVITY

Perhaps one of the most important resources affecting the performance of an
HP3000 computer system is that of the disc subsystem. Prior to the advent of disc
caching, disc bottlenecks accounted for much of the slowness of systems. With the
introduction of MPE disc caching, CPU and memory resources have been sacrificed
in an attempt to reduce the requirement to perform physical disc accessing.

The key indicators of disc subsystem utilization include accessing rate (I/O per
second), average queue length for the drive and the balancing of access across the
available disc devices. The sources ofdata regarding disc activity range from·simple
observation to sophisticated software monitoring. The following sources provide this
data in one form or another:

Visual Observation. For those disc drives that have access lights to indicatewhen the
drive is actually accessing data, you can simply observe the flashing of the lights and
attempt to guess at the accessing rate. While this seems very crude, in fact it can
provide a siniple scale (O=idle, 1= slow, 2=medium, 3=busy, 4 =very busy) which
is all you really need. Of course it must be recorded manually at regular intervals and
then plotted.

Contributed monitoring tools. Unsupported tools such as SURVEYOR can provide
data reflecting accessing rates. This output could be routed to a printer or disc file
for subsequent data reduction and presentation.

Supported monitoring tools. Both Hewlett Packard and third party vendors sell
softWare tools that not only are capable of collecting data about disc accessing but
in most cases also provide a means to log the data into disc files for further
processing. Some of these tools go as far as reducing and presenting this data
summarized either in tabular or graphical format.
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SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION- cont'd

The following chart (Figure 6) showsa24 hour period during which disc accessing
data was collected.
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Reviewing this data, we can make the following observations:

The trends show the same patterns .as those for the CPU information over the
same time period.

Assuming that a single disc drive is capable of sustaining an accessing rate. in
the range of 20accesses!second, the ·average accessing· rates shown here
would be a source of concern if there were only one ortwo disc drives.

The majority of physical accessing is in the form of readsratherthan writes which
would suggest that disc caching (both MPE and controller) should be expected
to be quite effective.
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SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION - cont'd

Figure 7 shows disc accessing data that has been collected over a period of months
with the data averaged at monthly intervals.
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Figure 7

Looking at this data, we can make the following observations:

Like the CPU and memory manager charts, this one shows that there was a
slump in activity during the fall of the year but that the trend is generally upward.

The extended time period indicates that an overwhelming proportion of the
accessing is reads rather than writes.
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SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION .. cont'd

RESPONSE TIME

For.most ·HP3000 users, response time is the. critical key indicator of how well the
system is operating. If response times remain fairly good, thenthe management of
the system.will usually proceed. in an orderly manner.•..11 response times are poor, the
system will usually be difficultto manage andyou will likely spend a great deal ofyour
time "fire fighting".

Measuring response time is a very difficult task. Most users consider response time
to be the delay between the time they press the enter!returnkey.and the time that
they receive their "complete" response back. Any external software tools thatattempt
to measure response. time.· must face .the. decision as to .how they •. identify a
transaction. They ..· can simply consider· ·an •. terminal read completions to be
transactions in which case they.have a simple task.but will undoubtedly count more
transactions than the users since many "logical transactions" consist of multiple
terminal reads. Onthe other hand, it is possible to watch allactivity on a terminal port
and try to guess from the handshaking and delays between characters returnedto
the terminal and new data sent from the terminal when human input has been
involved inthe process although this imposes heavier loading on the system todothe
processing and data gathering.

The following sources ofresponse time can all be used to provide either a ."real"
response time or some relative index of response. time:

Timing •• responses manually. This. can be a very intimidating· experience for the
terminal operator. In my experience,itis very difficultto get reliable information this
way especially using a stopwatch. If you develop the habit of periodically walking
through the terminal user area at randomly selected times, youcan covertly observe
response. and count to yourself to get a reasonable approximation of the response
delays. As you might conclude, .this is not a very acceptable way of regularly
collecting data.

Supported software tools. As mentioned above,it is very difficult for generalized
software to determine what a transaction is.. These types of tools do however give
repeatable results and forthis reason can be used to develop "indexes" of. response
time that can. be compared relative to one another. For most appl.ications, this is
probably the most practical way to collect response time data that can be.used for
trending purposes.. Of course, you must be very careful not to present the response
times collected as "real" response times since they will not likely resemble those
measured by watching the terminal operators.

Instrumenting the· application code. Where practical, this is the best method of
measuring response time. ·It does however require planning during the design phase
or at the very .Ieast going into existing application code to insert· the ·collection
routines.
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SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION - cont'd

The following chart provides an .indication of the type of information that can be
presented from response data collected over a period of time using generalized
external collection tools. In this chart, the averaged data is presented at hourly
intervals.
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Figure 8

Looking at Figure 8, we can observe the following:

Again, the data shown here tracks the same patterns as those data reported for
the other components of system utilization during the same time period.

On average, our response "index" shows aresponse time of less than one second
most of the time. As mentioned previously, this probably bears little relationship
to the response times that you would measure if you were to physically observe
the transactions at the terminals.
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SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION - cont'd

Like the chart in Figure 8, the. following chart shows response time data collected
using generalized collection software.
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Figure.9

Looking at this chart,we can observe the following:

On average, our response "index" shows a response time of less than one
second... Again, this is probably not the ureal" response til11e experienced by the
users.

While the othermeasures of system utilization show an increasing trend for the
last few months, this chart shows that response time appears to be remaining
somewhat.constant.
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· SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION - cont'd

SYSTEM IDLE TIME

One of the more common problems of system management is the case where
suddenly one morning the overnight batch work has not completed and the online
applications cannot be started until the batch work is finished. Looking back on the
situation, it usually becomes evident that this is not a sudden occurrence but rather
a slowly approaching problem that went unnoticed until it reared it's ugly head as a
critical event.

In most cases, we require some time during our processing cycle in which the system
is essentially idle. While this may seem to be allowing the system to be wasted ran
unused processing cycle is lost forever"), it is actually a form of insurance policy. It
provides breathing room when an unexpected job must be run, when a job aborts
and we must recover and re-run or simply as abuffer against the increasing workload
that buys us time to increase our processing capacity.

While this "idle" time can be measured as a byproduct of the software monitoring
activities mentioned earlier, a simple scheme of posting the time that the last nightly
job completes is aperfectly adequate method of warning about impending problems
provided we look at the data collected on a regular basis.

JOB AND SESSION COUNTS

A statistic that is simple to collect and yet may prove to be an excellent key indicator
of how our system is being loaded is that of batch job counts and concurrent
numbers of sessions. By tracking these gross indicators of workload, we can often
see patterns of usage developing in their early stages.

The most simple measurements of job and session count can be made by recording
the current job and session numbers as part of our regular weekly backup (and of
course when we re-boot the system).

The more enlightening data regarding the number of concurrent jobs and sessions
is somewhat more difficult to capture. In most cases, it requires that a "showjob
status" be issued at regular intervals during the day and that the statistics be recorded
in some form of log. Some ofthe third-party software tools log this information as part
of their logging functions.
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DISC FREESPACE

A resource that maintains a low profile in the trending and capacity planning arenas
is that of available disc space. The performance experts will tell you in passing that
it is good to have at least 15 or 20 percent of your disc drive capacity available as
freespace so that the disc management components of MPE can work efficiently.
While .this is good .. and correct advice, it ignores the more severe performance
problem of not being .able to run an application at all simple due to not having
sufficient disc space. Just as the available lIidle" time on the system tends to creep
away over time, so too does the available disc space while at the same time, most of
us experience growing needs for space to accommodate the increase in business
volume.

A simple plan that has a very good chance of warning us about disappearing disc
space involves running FREE5.on a regular basis.and.logging the statistics in a
summarized form so that they can be plotted over time· to see trends. The
combination of "total freespace" and "largest free areall

. should be sufficient to
highlight disc usage trends. Armed with this information, we can plan for general
cleanup activities as well as the installation ofnew disc drives before they are actually
required and thus avoid a crisis situation.
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PROGRAM FILE UTILIZATION

In attempting to manage an HP3000 computer system, a vital input to any planning
activity is that of knowing which programs are being run the most and whether a
particular program is being used more or less than it once was. The knowledge that
a particular program or set of programs is being used more combined with an
understanding·of how that program affects the loading on the system can allow us
to detect dangerous trends earlier than they might show up as part of the general
utilization trends for the system. As an example, if a number of people begin to use
HP3000 based graphics software on the system, they could impose a load on the
system that increases much more rapidly than the general trends would indicate.
This might mean that instead of reaching a decision point for action 6 months from
now, you will be dragged into the decision much sooner.

This type of information also allows us to focus our tuning efforts on the programs
that make up the major portion of the processing load. By doing this, we can
maximize the effects of our work because we are improving busy programs instead
ofseldom run programs and any improvements that we make will be leveraged every
time the program runs or that part of the code executes.

The following pie chart (Figure 10) shows the "top ten" accounts from which program
files were run.

CPU USAGE BY PROGRAM ACCOUNT

SYS C17~

RELATE45 (11!IQ

liiiii~**OTHER C9~
SEClfHTY (~

VESOFT (2~

DESIGN (3~

HIGHLINE (~
ROSELLE (~

Figure 10
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The following chart (Figure .11) shows the busiest program files on the system.

Figure 11

PUB
PUB
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PUB
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SYS
RELATE45
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TM1700

140545.7
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TM1700
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SYS
SECURITY
ROBELLE
ROBELLE
SYS
SYS
TM1700
SYS
SYS
SYS
TM1700
SYS
REGO
COGNOS
COGNOS
COGNOS

CPU

314200.2
242201.8
231081.9
213456.1

179015.7

90115.2
85497.2
85144.4
75423.7
66992.7
65690.1
61522.1
60332.5
59177.3
55089.1
46077.1
44819.8
42111.6
37083.2
35726.6
25202.7
23827.4
23172.9

Data reflecting the usage of particular programs or groups of. programs can be
collected from a number of sources including the following:

MPE processtermination logfile records. Although the process termination logfile
records indeed log the termination of a process, it is necessary to match these
records to the most recent ufile closeurecord to get the name of the program that
was involved in the process. In spite of this minor programming problem, this is
an excellent source of high-level information regarding the use of the various
program files on the system. Because there is only one record logged for the
entire duration of the life of the process, this data is of little value in determining
the usage of programs with any time scale finer than 24 hours.

Contributed software monitoring tools. These tools sometimes offer a crude
method for collecting data that reflects the usage of individual programs and their
utilization_of the key resources of the system. In general, the data must be
collected manually and recorded for later analysis.

Supported software monitoring tools. Since most of these tools include a
supported data logging facility, the analysis ofprogram usage data can be almost
completely automated. Manyofthevendors include data reduction and reporting
software as part of their products thus making the job even easier.
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LOGON USER UTILIZATION

As well as knowing which programs are being used the most on your system, the
knowledge of which users are using the system is an important trend to understand.

By detecting a user or group of users who are changing their system usage habits,
you can often gain an early insight into what the future trends of the system usage will
be. When you combine this knowledge of howthey are changing their usage with an
awareness for the magnitude of the system resource loading they normally cause,
you can make a more informed estimate of how at least part of your user loading will
change.

Once you can highlight changes in user activity, you can often investigate this to
determine the reason that it is happening. In some cases, it might be that they have
off-loaded a function from the HP3000 to PCs in which case you may be faced with
requests for more or more powerful PCs, support for those .PCs or a loss of
auditability of the system that they are circumventing. In other cases, it might be
dissatisfaction with the service provided in which case you can address the concerns
before it is too late. In still other cases, it might be the first sign of a shift in the
business plan of your company which someone neglected to provide as input toyour
planning activities.

Output from the REPORT command supplied within MPE can give you a general
indication of user logon times by account and group although the actual user is not
available. In many cases, this is enough to spot general shifts in the usage of the
system. The following is a brief example of this output report:

:report Cil.Q)
ACCOUNT FI LESPACE - SECTORS CPU- SECONDS CONNECT-MINUTES

/GROUP COUNT LIMIT COUNT LIMIT COUNT LIMIT
SYS 67127 ** 346970 ** 279258 **

/CACHE 90 ** 0 ** 0 **
/CHARSETS 0 ** 0 ** 0 **
/oOC 0 ** 0 ** 0
/FIGURE 0 ** 0 0
/HIST 4986 ** 73278 0
/OPERATOR 39 ** 3070 ** 125746 **
/PUB 61985 ** 46037 ** 152852 **
/UDC 27 ** 0 0
/USL 0 ** 0 0

: report xxx.Cil
ACCOUNT FILESPACE -SECTORS CPU-SECONDS CONNECT -MINUTES

/GROUP COUNT LIMIT COUNT LIMIT COUNT LIMIT
GOFASTER 13276 ** 2033 503 **
PCBACKUP 3 ** 85842 ** 8411 **
SSI 30604 602234 ** 134129 **
SYS 67127 ** 346970 279258 **
TECH 7256 ** 0 0
TOOLBOX 656 ** 467 524 **
TREND 30036 578779 80225 **
NO GROUPS FOUND IN GROUP-SET (CIWARN 432)

USING USAGE TRENDS TO MANAGE YOUR HP3000 COMPUTER SYSTEM
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FILE ACCESSING FREQUENCY

An excellent indicator of many evolving trends in system usage can be developed
from the frequency of accessing the various data files within your systems. By
collecting this information on an on-going basis and then periodically reporting on the
busiest files, you can often spot emerging trends.

In most cases, two parallel approaches should be used. The first one is to total the
usage against each file individually and then sort and report on the busiest files.· The
number of files reported on can usually be reduced to the top 20 or so since this will
normally include the key files within your organization. The second part of this two
fold approach is to identify the files that you feel are "key indicators" in your particular
environment even though they may not be heavily used files and then track these files
separately.

The frequency of accessing particular files can helpin spotting changes inthe usage
ofspecific files which may reflect new uses forthe data contained within those files.
It also provides a focus for performance optimization since efforts directed towards
reducing physical disc file accessing can be maximized when the energy expended
is applied to the files with the highest accessing activity.

The INTEREX contributed library contains a program (FILERPT) that provides an
excellent method of reporting on file usage. It relies on the availability of file close
records collected by theMPE logging system.. The following example is a brief
example of the type of reportthat can easily be produced:

Sort on 1) # of RECORDS PROCESSED
2) # of BLOCKS PROCESSED
3) # of FCLOSES

Enter sort type (1, 2, 3):2
What percentage· should be printed? (100%) 1

BLOCKS PROCESSED Report v2.0 (C). HEWLETT·PACKARDCO' d 1980
TUE,MAY 30, 1989, 3:30 PM

FILE NAME TYPE LDEV REC COUNT BLK COUNT FCLOSE
COUNT

SORTSCR •PROD .ANA 3 12* 18,661,433. 18,661,433. 343.
SORTSCR .• PROD •FINEX 3 3* 7,128,384. 7,128,384. 223 •
SORTSCR •TECH .INT 3 11* 3,360,561. 3,360,561. 46.
ANA21 •PROD .ANA 3 12* 2,108,367. 2,108,367. 66.
ANA01 •PROD .ANA 3 11 2,058,965. 2,058,965. 112.
SORTSCR •PROD .ANAPRO 3 1* 1,814,280. 1,814,280.• 169.

,SORTSCR •PROD .FILERS 3 1* 1,624,549. 1,624,549• 638.
SORTSCR .PUB .REP 3 2* 1,615,245. 1,615,245. 58.
ANA08 •PROD .ANA 3 12 1,484,544. 1,484,545. 100.
FINEX07 •PROD .FINEX 3 3 1,215,575. 1,215,575. 51.
SORTSCR •PROD .ANAMATE 3 1* 912,386. 912,386. 11.
FINEX01 •PROD .FINEX 3 3 856,845. 856,845. 62.
INTKSAMK. TECH .INT 3 3 818,956. 818,956. 43.
FVANAUPF •PROD .ANA 3 11 789,943. 789,943. 302.
ANA28 •PROD .ANA 3 11* 620,185. 620,185. 80.
CODES02 •PROD .UTIL 3 3 620,118. 620,118. 100.
ANAMTE01.PROD .ANAMATE 3 11 506,940. 506,940. 8.
FI LERS04. PROD •FILERS 3 2 453,721. 453,721. 59.
SORTSCR •CORP .MGMT 3 11* 434,109. 434,109. 4.

.PROD .ANA 3 12* 2,969,867. 431,180. 1,283.
SORTSCR .SUZIE .FILERS 3 2* 426,527. 426,527. 45.
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THE DANGER OF USING AVERAGES

As we have already seen in·a several of the examples, data averaged over a period
of time tends to quickly filter out the peaks and valleys of the data that would be
collected if we were sampling on a moment by moment basis. Looking at data
averaged for a 15 minute window does not tell us directly what the deviation was.
Even if the average utilization level for a 15 minute period was 50%, there may be
periods of a minute or more where the system is being severely overloaded and yet
this is masked in the averaging..A good rule of thumb seems to be that if the average
exceeds 75-80%, you can be quite sure that there were periods of overload.
Unfortunately, the converse (ie.· if average utilization is less than 70% then there
probably wasn't any overloading) is not true.

Based upon these potential problems, you would be wise to take a close look at
what the deviation is for the data that is being averaged. If you are looking at data
averaged for a day, consider selecting only the data for the critical time window so
that you see the relevant trend. If you are averaging for a month, consider whether
you should be excluding weekend data as well as non-prime shift periods.

THE DANGER OF USING TRENDS

Just as it can be misleading to look at averages, blindly relying on trends based upon
averages is also a dangerous practice. In this case, generalized trends can mask
significant changes in some portion of your system utilization. When this happens,
a rapidly increasing trend in a subset of.the workload can go undetected for a period
of time and get out of control before the general trends highlight it.

For many of us, the cycle of business activity follows a pattern that repeats itself on
an annual cycle. Ifwe were to blindly act based upon trends thatwe think are present
based upon a few months data, we can often make the wrong decisions. We must
always temper the trends we see with our knowledge of the business environment in
which we operate. A sound knowledge of this is essential if we are to be successful
in our planning activities.

In order to plan for future capacity requirements, you cannot safely rely on trends in
system utilization by themselves. You must also look attrends that extent beyond the
computercentre and includethe strategic directionsofthe company inyourplanning.
Ifyour company is planning to acquire another company orto add morewarehouses,
retail stores or product lines, these decisions will undoubtedly cause increased
requirements for data processing and yet will never appear in your system usage
statistics until well after the fact.
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SUMMARY

As we have seen, the sources of trending information are quite diversified. They
range from visual observation to sophisticated software collection and reporting
tools. Data is available in some form for virtually any type of information that you
might find helpful in managing your particular HP3000 computer system(s). The
opportunities to gain better insight into howyour system is being used so thatyou are
better equipped to plan for future needs are almost endless. By collecting and using
some subset of thiswealth ofdata, every one of us can improve the functioning of our
computer systems.

When contemplating the use of trending information as an aid in the overall
management of your HP3000 computer system, you should consider the following:

Decide how much time and effort you are willing to budget for this activity.
Because the potential sources and uses of the information are almost endless,
you must budget your efforts so that you avoid becoming too absorbed in the
process to the detriment of your other activities.

Restrict the manual data collection effort to the minimum possible since a plan
that involves regular manual intervention is much more likely to fail than one that
is relatively automated.

Keep regular reporting procedures to a minimum. The objective is to do the
minimum amount of reporting that will allow you to highlight emerging problems
and then have sufficient additional raw data to go back and .investigate the
particular trend in more detail.

Identifythe "key indicatorsll that reflect the businessvolumes foryour organization
and your specific circumstances. These may be computer related such as the
usage of a program or set of programs. They may also be non-computer specific
such as order volumes or average dollar value per order.

Determine the simplest method for collecting and tracking data that reflects the
IIkey indicatorsll for your circumstances.

Determine what amount of detail you wish to collect in order to track general
system usage. This may simply be the output from the lireport" command or it
may be an elaborate trending facility utilizing automated collection and graphical
reporting capabilities.

Consider collecting more data than you currently see a need for. This is because
circumstances change and it is often useful to be able to review the raw data that
has been collected and never used. It is rather discomforting to discover some
time later that by collecting data in the past, you could have gained a much better
insight into an evolving problem. A good hedge against this dilemma is to enable
process termination and file close log records within the MPE logging system and
then periodically archive the logfiles to tape.
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with. the release of MPE XL on HPPA,. many new features. have
arrived for the· programmer. These include mapped files and a
very.large.address space. One new feature overlooked by many is
the RISC architecture. Although RISC means IIreduced complexity" ,
optimizing performance on RISC is paradoxically more complex than
on the classic HP3000. This paper asks: "what can we do·to
maximize. performance?" Some answers are presented,. and
particular attention is given to the.characteristics of mapped
files, the file system, and Native Mode versus Compatibility· Mode ..

1. Mapped Files

This section will introduce mapped files and discuss their
performance characteristics.

1.1 Mapped File Introduction

From a programmer's viewpoint, MPE XL has two basic types of
files: the ordinary, record-oriented files that have existed
since the birth of MPE, and mapped files.

A mapped file isanMPE ordinary file that is going to be
accessed via virtual memory loads. and. stores instead of via file
systemintrinsics. Instead of calling FOPEN,aprogrammer can
call·the new HPFOPEN intrinsic, and specify that a file·is to be
opened for "mapped" access. This will result in two pieces of
information being returned to the program: a file number (like
FOPEN would have returned), and a virtual memory address. The
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virtual memory address returned is the address of the first byte
of data in the file. If the address is stored in a pointer, as
shown in the following example, and the pointer is then
"de-referenced", the first byte from the file is brought into
memory.

var

HP Pascal/XL

filedata : Achar;
firstbyte : char;

SPLash!

virtual byte pointer filedata;
byte firstbyte;

hpfopen ( ••. , filedata, ••. );

firstbyte := filedata A;

hpfopen ( ..• , filedata, •.• );

firstbyte := filedata;

(0 : 79),
(0 : 79);

Note: the above example was done with HP Pascal/XL, but most of the
rest of the examples in this paper will be done in SPLash!, a
native mode version of SPL/V, which allows easy manipulation of
32 bit and 64 bit virtual addresses. Mapped file access is also
available in HP C/XL.

with the above fragment of code, let's look at fetching the first
two 80-byte records.

byte array
reeD'
reel'

move reeD' .- filedata, (80);
move reel' := filedata (80), (80);

! get first 80 bytes
! get second 80 bytes

If the file system had been used to access the first two records,
as in:

fread (fid, reeD', -80);
fread (fid, reel', -80);

then the total CPU utilized by the FREADs would be much greater
than the CPU used by the two "move" statements.

1.2 How are Mapped Files Implemented?

In MPE XL, all files are stored on disc as an array of bytes. A
file is called a "mapped file" if it happens to have been opened
by a user who requested its virtual address be returned as a
result of the HPFOPEN intrinsic. At the lowest level of MPE XL,
ALL disc files are alwa¥s opened as mapped files. Usually, we
call a file a "mapped f1le" if we intend to access its data via
virtual memory along with (or instead of via) the file system
intrinsies.
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Two aspects of disc files have changed fromMPE V to MPE XL:

1) the file label is not stored as part of the file.

2) there is no.· wasted space. between· records or between blocks.

The .first .• change is· a decade overdue. The second change is a
direct result ofthevirtual·memory system.of·HPPA.

When any disc file is opened in .MPE.· XL, a . module called. the
"Virt::ual Space.Manager"allocatesa range of virtual addresses
sufficient to cover the entire file. The. process .is called
"mapping", as in: mapping the file into virtual memory.
uMapping" provides a one-to-one. correspondence betw.een .• a virtual
memory address and a byte of disc da.ta for every byte in the
file.

If a program tries to use a virtual address that has be.en mapped
onto a file to fetch a byte ofdata.,. the followihgis done by
hardware:

1) Extract the upper 53 bits of the 64 bit virtual address,
calling it the VPN (Virtual Page Number).

2) Is the virtual page "in" memory_ (I.e.: is there a
physicalpageof·2,048 bytes· that· has been assigned to· that
VPN?)

3) If yes>, . then usin.g the bottom 11 bits (the pagenoffset")
of the original 64 bit virtual address, .indexinto the
physical> pagel. fetch the byte, and return.

4) If no,. interrupt and ask the software to bring our page
into physical memory_

5) When our page arrives· in memory, process·will be
restarted at step .. (1) above.

The. above· process canbe·phrasedin simpler manner:

If·the virtual address is in real memory, fetch the data;
otherwise do a "page fault" and swap the page into memory and
then· fetch<the byte.

Note: this description of virtual memory is simplified, and
omits features such as the Translation Lookaside<Buffer(TLB).

Thus, • to· fetch the first byte of the .•. 100threcord··.ofan 80-b¥te
record file, we can simply take the virtual address oftheflrst
byte of the file, add 8000 to it,and then fetch a byte from that
address. Sooner, or later,· the byte will appear in the register
that we asked it to be loaded into.
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The detailed workings of virtual memory are quite complex, and
beyond the scope of this paper. For now, let's just remember:

When bytes of a file are accessed via a virtual address, the
data is brought into memory as needed by the operating system
via "page faults". Once a page is in memory, its data can be
accessed at main-memory speeds. On a typical MPE XL machine,
many millions of bytes of mapped files could be in memory all
at the same time.

If anything is stored into the virtual address, the physical page
is marked dirty. Dirty pages are eventually written out to disc,
but this process might not occur for quite some time.

When we talk about a "page" in reference to the CPU hardware, we
generally mean a "physical page" of 2,048 bytes. At most other
times, "page" refers to a "logical page" (sometimes incorrectly
called a "virtual page") of 4,096 bytes. When a logical page is
brought into memory, it will occupy two consecutive physical pages.

1.3 Prefetch

"Prefetching" is the act of bringing more data from disc into
memory than was immediately requested by a user, in an attempt to
prevent a second disc read shortly after the first.

The disc caching code on MPE V had two "dials" the system manager
could twist to control the amount of data prefetched. One dial
to control the size of cache domains created for sequential disc
reads, and another to control the size of domains created for
random disc reads.

On MPE XL, the system manager has no such controls. Instead, the
prefetch size is determined (at present) by one primary factor:
what subsystem is asking for the data to be read from disc. If
the request to read data from disc is from the memory manager
(due to a page fault), one logical page is read. If the request
is from the file system, several logical pages are read.

Clearly, this has enormous performance implications. Consider a
program accessing a file of 256 byte records in a sequential
manner. Assuming the file has about 90,000 records, and assuming
that the file system requests 4 logical pages at a time, then the
memory mapped access will have 5,625 page faults versus 1,406 for
the file system accessor. (Remember: a logical page is 4,096 bytes,
and a physical page is 2,048 bytes. Unless dealing with the
lowest levels of MPE XL, we normally refer to logical pages.)

As a test of the above, a program was run that did a simple sequential
read of the file SL.PUB.SYS (89,867 records of 256 bytes). This
file takes about 22 megabytes of disc space. The following
table show the CPU and Elapsed times required to read the
file. In between each run, a separate 16 megabyte file was read
in an attempt to flush as much of the SL.PUB.SYS file data from
memory as possible (see the section: Measurement Problems).
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The following table shows the time the test program needed to read
SL.PUB.SYS. The test program was running in Native Mode.

SL.PUB.SYS sequential read (times.in·milliseconds)

CPU Elapsed Delta Access Method

19686
35398
36590
39465
48650

146298
44361
44957
46802
51949

126612
8963
8367
-7337
3299

Memory Mapped
FreadDir
Fread
FreadDir~FreadSeek

Fread & FreadSeek

The "Delta" column shows the amount of time the program was
presumably waiting for the data·to come from disc.

The "FreadDir" access method consisted of.using .the·FREADDIR
intrinsic with ascending record numbers,which •. resultsin
reading exactly the same records as the FREAD intrinsic. The
last two rows added a call to theFREADSEEK intrinsic in an
attempt to have MPE XL·prefetch data before it was· read. For
those twotests,FREADSEEK was called once every 4reads,with
a request to prefetch the. fourth. record •. following the current.

The implications:

1) Use sequential FREADDIRto sequentially read a file that is
not already in memory (see note below);

2) Don't use FREADSEEK. At least in these tests, it never seems
to help, and only costs extra CPU time.

Taking the first delta figure, 126,612, and guessing that we can
do a disc read in 22.5 milliseconds, .wegetan estimate of 5,627
disc reads,whichmatches our prediction.

If we take the delta for the FREAD test, 8,367, and using the
same estimate of 22.5 milliseconds per disc read, we see 372 disc
reads. This implies that FREAD isprefetchingin chunks of 15 or
16 logical pages, not the 4 originally assumed. ~

Note.that .with the. FREAD & FREADSE.EK test the delta was cut
in half, at the cost of greatly increased CPU time.

A second large filewastested,NL.PUB.SYS (64,275 records of 256
bytes each, 16 megabytes):

11507 74920 63413 Memory Mapped
2Z109 2~240 413~ FreadDir
23857 27364 3507 Fread
25735 28124 2389 FreadDir & FreadSeek
28887 31151 2264 Fread & FreadSeek

These results mirror thosefor.reading·SL.PUB.SYS.

CPU Elapsed Delta Access Method NL. PUB.SYS
(sequential)
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1.4 Memory Resident Data

The previous section examined the performance of mapped files
versus the file system for data that was out on disc.
Frequently, the data for a file will happen to be resident in
memory. This is the case when a file is accessed mUltiple times
ina relatively short period. This section examines the
performance of accessing file data that is already in memory.
Using the same Native Mode program (an SPL/V program compiled
with SPLash!), the file CATALOG.PUB.SYS was sequentially read.
This file has 7040 records of 80 bytes each for a total of 0.5
megabytes.

CPU Elapsed Access Method
------- -------------

181 182 Mapped File
1660 1677 FreadDir
1678 1680 Fread
1959 1976 FreadDir & FreadSeek
1977 1994 Fread & FreadSeek

The file CATALOG was read once to bring it into memory. The
time to do this is not reflected in the above table.

Note that the elapsed time is just slightly more than the CPU
time. This is because the process is never paused to wait for
disc I/O.

The implications:

1) If the file's data is likely to be in memory, use mapped
file access!

2) FREADSEEK should not be used for files where the data is in
memory already.

1.5 NM vs CM vs OCT

MPE XL can execute in any of three modes: Native Mode (executing
RISC instructions), Compatibility Mode (emulating classic HP3000
CISC instructions), and a blend of the two produced by the Object
Code Translator (OCT). Briefly, a Compatibility Mode (CM)
program can be run through the OCT to produce a hybrid program
file that contains the original CISC instructions as well as
their translation into RISC instructions. OCT'ed programs must
obey ALL the same restrictions as CM programs (e.g.: 16-bit wide
stack of 65,535 bytes). (For more information on OCT, CM, and
NM, the reader is directed to the book "Beyond RISC" from
Software Research Northwest.)

The data in the preceding tests was obtained from a Native Mode
program. This section examines the performance of the file system
when called from the three types of ~rogram code: NM, OCT, and CM.
As a reminder of what can be accompllshed by what my partner,
Steve Cooper, calls the "second migration", mapped file access is
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also shown in the table. The "secondmigration" is the process of
adapting pro9rams to take advantage of the new features in MPE XL.
The "firstmJ.grationU is the one HP talks about: porting a
program to Native Mode (which usually means· minimal changes) .•

The file CATALOG.PUB.SYS was sequentially read in the same
manners as before, with the IDENTICAL program compiled in SPL/V
(CM)! run through the Object Code Translator (OCT), and compiled
by SPLash! (NM). The following table. shows the results:

CATALOG.PUB.SYS (times in milliseconds)

CPU Elapsed Mode Access Method

181
1660
1678
1959
1977

3326
3838
4196
4850

5196
5670
6471
7473

182
1677
1680
1976
1994

3343
3854
4214
4881

5216
5690
6493
7493

NM
NM
NM
NM
NM

OCT
OCT
CM
CM

OCT
OCT
CM
CM

Mapped (requires NM)
FreadDir
Fread
FreadDir & FreadSeek
Fread & FreadSeek

FreadDir
Fread
FreadDir
Fread

FreadDir & FreadSeek
Fread & FreadSeek
FreadOir & FreadSeek
Fread & FreadSeek

The implications:

1) NM is far faster than CMorOCT.

2) Calling FREADSEEK from cM or OCT programs is even more of a
penalty than calling it from.NM programs.

3) FREADDIR is still slightly faster than FREAD~

The test program was produced from the source file "READER" with
the following commands:

CM: spl reader, $newpass, $null
prep $oldpass, reader •• em

OCT: oet¢omp reader.em, readero.em, ,·noovf

NM: splasmreader

Note that. the"noovf"optlon.on the "oeteomp".command.tells the
OCT that. the program·does·notexpect to·generate·arithmetic
overflows and to optimize .. its translation. with. that in mind.
This results in· slightly faster OCT'ed programs.
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The basic reason that the CM and OCT programs are so much slower
is that simple disc files are handled by Native Mode portions of
MPE XL. Some types of disc files are still handled by
Compatibility Mode portions of MPE XL, ported from MPE VIE. These
include message files, RIO files, Circular files, and KSAM files.

When aCM or OCT program calls the FREAD intrinsic to read a
record from an ordinary disc file, the FREAD intrinsic must
"switch" to Native Mode and call the Native Mode FREAD intrinsic.
This switch is not inexpensive. OCT programs pay the same switch
overhead as CM programs because they are still emulating the
Classic instruction set, albeit faster than the emulator. NM
programs (e.g.: HP Pascal/XL and SPLash!) are already in Native
Mode when they call FREAD, so no switch is necessary.

The next test shows the results of serially reading a KSAM file
of 1,000 SO byte records from NM, OCT, and CM programs. As in
the CATALOG test, the file was brought into memory before the
start of the test.

CPU Elapsed Mode Access Method

2475
2677
3239

2494
2696
3257

OCT
CM
NM

Fread
Fread
Fread

Note that the FREAD intrinsic returns the records in key
order, not the chronological order in which they were written.

Note that the FreadDir test was dropped. The FREADDIR
intrinsic cannot be used on KSAM files.

The mapped file test was dropped because it reads the data in
chronological order, not key order.

The implications:
If KSAM is being used heavily, don't migrate the programs
into NM until a native mode version of KSAM is available
(from HP or another vendor).

2. Memory & Disc utilization

In MPE V, stacks were limited to a maximum of 65,535 bytes. In
MPE XL, the limitation is 1 gigabyte {1,073,741,S24 bytes).
(This limit includes the CM stack & heap, the NM stack, the
NM heap, and the XRT.)

In MPE V, if any part of the stack was in memory, then the entire
stack was in memory. In MPE XL, only the logical pages recently
referenced are likely to be in memory at any time. Additionally,
only those pages that have EVER been referenced are allocated
disc storage. As more and more stack/heap pages are touched,
more and more pages are allocated on disc. This means that
having an array of 1,000,000 bytes in SPLash! (or Pascal/XL, or
any NM language) is not expensive ... until you use it. A megabyte
array will have 1 million bytes of virtual address assigned to
it, but the disc storage will range from 0 to 256 logical pages!
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Disc files are allocated storage exactly like the stack/heap:
only those pages ever touched are allocated disc sectors. (Since
extents may be allocated several logical pages at a time, some
rounding-up does occur.) This means that it is feasible to have
"sparse" files. For example, a file with 1 byte for every
possible Social Security number would have a limit of 999,999,999
bytes. If a single write is done to record 2345, then a single
extent will be allocated. A test done on MPE XL 1.1 resulted in
an extent of 2,048· sectors being allocated. This does not mean
that all future extents will be of equal size. Unfortunately,
the programmer has no control over the extent size.

3. Data Alignment

On the Classic HP3000, the natural data al~gnment was 16 bits.
with rare exceptions, 32-bit and 64-bit data could be placed at
any 16-bit boundary with impunity and no performance
ramifications.

On the HPPAHP3000s, the natural data alignment is 32 bits for
32-bit data, and (sometimes) 64-bits for 64-bit data. (The 64
bit alignment applies primarily to IEEE 64 bit floating point
numbers. )

As a result, if code is ported from a CM language to its NM
equivalent, one of two problems can result: program aborts (or
other errors) due to misaligned data; or performance slowdowns.

Most NM compilers provide a means of specifying that certain
variables are only 16-bit aligned. When this is done, then the
compilers will typically emit 3 instructions to load a 32 bit
variable instead of the 1 that w6uld have been required if the
variable was aligned on a 32-bit boundary. This is necessary
because the RISC hardware does not allow the LDW (Load 32-bit
Word) instruction to be given an address that is not a multiple
of4bytes (32 bits). Instead, 2 LDH (Load 16-bits} instructions
and one DEP (deposit) instruction must be used to build the 32
bit value in a register.

No performance data is shown here because the implications are
clear from the instruction count: 1 versus 3.

4. SORT vs HPSORT

Compatibility Mode programs that call the SORT intrinsics still
get the old sort package, running in OCT.

Native Mode programs have a choice of two intrinsicsto do
sorting: SORT and HPSORT. These two intrinsics are interfaces
to a new sort package which runs in Native Mode. The native mode
sort package lacks some of the features of the CM sort facility
(e.g.: the ability to pass procedures to do the comparison), and
has one additional wrinkle: sometimes it calls the CM sort to do
the sort!
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I~ its present incarnation, NM Sort will call CM Sort when it
gets a "difficult" sort. This includes sorts that specify an
alternate collating sequence.

Additionally, when NM Sort does stay in NM, it does NOT open a
temporary file called SORTSCR. Instead, it uses two temporary
files that are either nameless or have a name like HPSORT1 and
HPSORT2 (?), depending on the release of MPE XL. This means that
if a fairly simple sort is requested from a NM program, the
programmer cannot point the sort scratch file to a disc drive
he/she knows is separate from the input and output data.

In short, NM Sort is still evolving. Test runs should be made
before converting to NM simply to call NM sort.

5. System Performance

The overall system performance can still· be affected by proper
tuning of the C, D, and E sUbqueues via the TUNE command.

The choice of disc drives for a file can also be controlled in
the usual manner (e.g.: BUILD FOO;DEV=3). However, the number of
extents cannot be easily controlled any more. The basic choice is
one extent or many extents.

Main memory is vital to the performance of the system. Unlike
MPE V, which tended to degrade slowly, MPE XL will suffer a very
sharp drop in performance when not enough memory is available.
Economize on everything else ... and buy memory.

A 950 (and 955) will support up to 256 megabytes (128 per memory
controller). Three vendors offer memory for the machine: HP,
Kelly Computer Systems (the first to put 256 megabytes in a
user's computer), and EMC. sites with Classic HP3000s may
be interested in Kelly's RAMDISC for the 3000, which can be
traded in on HPPA memory when needed.

6. NM vs. CM : Intrinsics

In an earlier section, we determined that some types of files are
still implemented with Compatibility Mode code.

File system intrinsics are not the only ones that might actually
be implemented in CM. The ASCII, BINARY, DASCIIand DBINARY
Native Mode intrinsics currently switch to CM to do their work.
Although this may change in the future, the performance
implications are still interesting today.

Porting a program into Native Mode may reveal other intrinsics
that are still implemented in Compatibility Mode.

The following table shows the result of calling the ASCII
intrinsic a large number of times from programs written in NM,
OCT, and CM:
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CPU Elapsed Mode
-------

9051 9084 NM
11688 11728 OCT
12211 12252 CM

Although the Native Mode program was the fastest, it is by a very
narrow margin.

The ASCII/BINARY/etc. intrinsics have always been a performance
bottleneck on MPE V. They haven't changed in MPE XL. The
following table shows the results of calling the ASCII intrinsic
versus calling a "clone" of the intrinsic:

CPU Elapsed Mode Procedure

457
9009

471
9040

NM
NM

ASCII clone
ASCII intrinsic

Similar savings can be obtained for BINARY, DASCII, DBINARY, and
CTRANSLATE. Contact the author for NMOBJ files that can be used
as replacement intrinsics.

7. Measurement Problems

Measuring performance on MPE XL is extremely difficult. Unlike
MPE V, MPE XL providesnocontrol.over what disc data is (or is
hot) in memory. As a result, tests must be run mUltiple times
with best-case (or average-case) times used.

The difficulty of measuring performance is at its worst when
looking at disc I/O. The following.is a partial list of features
that would aid this type of analysis:

1) An. intrinsic that will make free all pages of memory that
are not marked memory-resident or locked.

2) An intrinsic that will force all pages that are dirty to
disc.

3) An intrinsic that would return for a virtual address
information like: size of object and number of logical
pages currently in memory.

The first feature would allow the system to be returned to a
known "blank slate" state, allowing repeatable performance
testing.

Note: an intrinsic allows the system manager/performance tuner/
software developer the ability to exercise the above functions
programmatically. This is clearly superior to simply having a
command for two reasons:

1) A command can be written by the user which simply calls the
intrinsic. The opposite is not inexpensively true.
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2) Intrinsics are not as easy to abuse by the casual user.

One valuable tool used in this paper is DEBUG. Given a virtual
address associated with a mapped file, the debugger can be used
to determine the number of logical pages that are currently in
memory. Assuming the file starts at virtual address $123.0, then
the debugger command:

= vainfo ($123.0, "pages_in_mem"), #

will report (in decimal) the number of 4,096 byte logical pages
that are currently in memory.

8. Conclusions

Obtaining optimum performance with MPE XL is more difficult than
on MPE V ... there are more things to tune, with much less
knowledge. Things to remember:

1) The amount of memory on the machine is critical;

2) Migration to Native Mode is important, but should not be
done blindly. If an application is' a heavy KSAM or message
file user, do some timing tests first.

3) The "second migration" is more important ... it means
taking advantage of the new features.

Perhaps, when MPE XL begins to stabilize, and third-party
performance tools are developed and marketed, the folklore on how
to maximize performance will begin to grow as it did under MPE V.
In the meantime, keep the faith!

NOTE: All timings in this paper were obtained running under MPE
XL 1.1. Initial testing on MPE XL 1.2 shows no major
differences.

W * A * I * T

An important postscript ... on the next page!
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Postscript

FREADSEEK has been 9iven a bad name in this article. Well, like
the "goto", it has J.ts uses. Further testing (and a lot of
thou9ht) resulted in a modification to the test program that was
readJ.ng SL.PUB.SYS with the results:

SL.PUB.SYS sequential read (times in milliseconds)

CPU Elapsed Delta Access Method
------- -------------

15273 49525 34252 Memory Mapped & FreadSeek
19686 146298 126612 Memory Mapped
35398 44361 8963 FreadDir
35903 65936 30033 FreadDir & FreadSeek
36590 44957 8367 Fread
39769 64529 24760 Fread & FreadSeek

Notice the incredible change in the "Memory Mapped & FreadSeek"
numbers. The crucial difference here is in the timing and
quantity of calls to the FREADSEEK intrinsic. Earliertesting
showed that the best case "throughput" for reading data with a
mapped file (where the data was already memory resident) was
about 3,111 bytes per millisecond. (Obtained from the
memory-resident speed of reading CATALOG.PUB.SYS (80 * 7040
bytes) in 181 milliseconds.) Clearly, the any prefetch should be
done far enough ahead of time that the data is in memory by the
time it is needed. The above calculation showed that if we
assume it takes 30 milliseconds to read data from disc, then it
must be requested 30 * 3,111 bytes before it is needed.

The test program was adjusted to prefetch 128 records ahead
(instead of 4 records ahead). The next round of timings showed a
gain, but not as much as hoped for. Then, we realized that the
prefetch was reading 8 logical pages. So, after processing 24
logical pages (100,000 bytes) the test program was prefetching 8
logical pages instead of 241 The program was modified again, to
fetch 24 logical pages at a time, resulting in the times shown
above.

Moral: prefetching via FREADSEEK is worth the time, but ONLY
after careful analysis. Failure to prefetch at the right time,
or not enough data, is worse than not prefetching at all.
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Hewlett-Packard Fiber-Optic Link
A Performance Growth Path for MPE XL Systems

MELODY ARMSTRONG
HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

P.o. BOX 39
BOISE, ID 83707

Introduction

The Hewlett-Packard Fiber-Optic Link, referred to as HP-FL, is a disk interface specifically
designed for Precision Architecture Systems. HP-FL is based on fiber-optic technology and
transmits data between the CPU 2nd the. disk drives via light pulses. With the advent of
HP-FL, HP 3000MPE XL systems now have an attractive alternative to the traditional HP-IB
disk interface (Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus).

The advantages of HP-FL relative to HP-IB .are numerous. First, up to eight. HP 7936/37FL
disks can be placed on a single HP-FL interface c.ard while .HP-.IB is limited to six HP
7936/37 .disks per HP-IB interface card. This means larger disk configurations can be
achieved with HP-FLusing· fewer CPU .1/0 slots.. Second, HP-FL supports fiber optic cable
lengths up to.500 meters while. HP-.IB supports a maximum cable length of 15 meters.
This allows·HP-FL a higher degree of configuration flexibility because disks can be placed
further away from the CPU. Third, the fiber-optic cable is immune to electromagnetic inter
ference and· does not emit radio frequency energy that might cause interference with other
equipment. Fourth, HP-FL offers an improved data transfer rate relative to HP-IB, 5
megabytes per second versus 1 megabyte per second, respectively. In conjunction with
protocol improvements, this increases the performance potential of. liP-FL. Finally, the
flexible HP-FL design provides new configuration opportunities. The fiber-optic interface is
a high-speed peripheral network for shared devices and host interconnection. Multiple
hosts as .well as multiple di.sks. can share. this peripheral network (multiple-host configura
tions are not currently supported with today's MPE XL systems). HP-FL offers a growth
path for the future anda platform for future mass storage solutions.

While many of the advantages of HP-FL are well known, one area that is not widely under
stood is the. relationship •between HP-FL and performance. From the beginning, perfor
mance has been a key design goal. The unique characteristics of HP-FLhave made it
necessary to incorporate a special feature set to ensure performance optimization. This
feature set consists of several enhanCelllents not previously available with HP-IB including
a distinct method of managing channel utilization, transaction pipelining, command queu
ing and seek reordering. These enhancements complement the increased data transfer
rate capabilities of HP-FL to maxirllize performance. Understanding the contribution each
of these features makes to performance helps clarify the relationship between HP-FL and
performance.

Hewlett-Packard Fiber-Optic Link
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Channel Utilization

The channel is defined as the communication path between the system and the disk. The
host and disks interact frequently during the processing of a· disk transaction to transfer
commands, user data and status reports. The method in ~vhich this interaction is ac
complished has a big impact on performance. This is especially true in multiple disk con
figurations where several disks may require use of the channel simultaneously.

Early HP-IB disk implementations did not always offerthe greatest efficiency in relation to
channel utilization. As a result, several enhancements have been implemented over the
years to optimize disk performance in association with channel utilization. Among these
enhancements were buffer prefill, rotational· position sensing and data transfer during seek
on a write. These improvements have optimized the interaction between the disks and the
channel and allow for greater efficiency in m'ultiple disk configurations.

Although the HP-IB channel management techniques work well given the characteristics of
the interface, they are not optimally suited for HP-FL.Unlike HP-IB, the transfer rate of the
HP-FL channel is faster than that of the disk. In order to take advantage of the increased
data transfer rate and provide maximum channel efficiency in multiple disk as well as mul
tiple host configurations, a unique approach to channel utilization has been implemented.
This method incorporates efficient resource management techniques that allow the disk
and the channel to· work independently of one another, such as 1) ensuring data will be
available to transfer by the time lhe channel is acquired, 2) negotiating with the destination
device to ensure the necessary resources are committed prior to moving data and 3) break
ing large transfers that exceed the size of .available resources into multiple data
request/transmission blocks.

Multiple Data Blocks

With the current implementation of HP-FL, transfers that exceed the size of the disk's 32
kbyte internal buffer are broken into multiple data request/ transmission blocks. Thus, the
disk is always capable of· buffering a complete data block regardless of the total size of the
transfer. If necessary, the disk's internal buffer is capable of managing two data
request/transmission blocks simultaneously. That is, data associated with one block can
be transferred from the buffer while data associated with another block is being accepted
into the buffer. This prevents delays from occurring when multiple data blocks are used.

Figure 1 illustrates the multiple data block concept employed by HP-FL.

Hewlett-Packard Fiber-Optic Link
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Figure 1. HP-FL Multiple Data Block Example

Disk reads in excess of 32 kbytes are separated .into multiple 16 kbyte data blocks. Disk
writes larger than 32 kbytes are broken into one 32 kbyte data·block and subsequent .16
kbyte data blocks. Transfers that are equal to or less than 32 kbytes are transferred as a
single data block.

The. size 'of the data request/transmission .blocks could change with future .. HP-FL im
plementations.The goal is to use block sizes that allow the disk to stay busy,. white mini
mizing the. overhead on the link. These ..,goals are currently being met with the existing
HP-FL implementation. .

If it .is necessary.to break a data .transfer into multiple data blocks, the channel is not held
throughout the entire transfer.. Instead,. the channel is released, in between, each data block
transmission. This means that each data block is treated as an independent transfer. As a
result,ilis possible for other disks orthehost to acquire use of the channel in between
data block transmissions.

Although it •• may,seem'inefficient.to anow a single data transfer to be .interrupted by another
device, this scheme actually results in the fairest possible sharing of the ,channel by' all
devices. As a single entity each device may not always achieve the highest level of ef
ficiency, but overall the efficiency of the disk network is improved.

The actual allocation of the channel is managed by hardware within the' disk controller. For
each group of disks.' attached, 'to a system interface card, .•• one' disk is designated as the
channel manager. This. is determined by the device address .andis typically device O. A
round robin priority scheme is used to allocate. channel resources. This ensures that no
host. or device is starved.

Benefits

Figure 2 illustrates how the unique channel management techniques employed by HP-FL
optimize channel utilization. This,example compares the channel interaction" that occurs
with HP-FL during the processingofa 64 kbyte read to that of HP-IB (assuming average
random seek).

Hewlett-Packard Fiber-Optic Link
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Figure 2. 64 Kbyte Read
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One of the 'TIost noticeable differences between HP-IB and HP-FL is the usage of the
channel during the data transfer. With HP-IB, the channel is requested .9 milliseconds
before ·the target address is reached. Data is read from disk and transferred across the
channel via the disk's internal buffer. The channel is held throughout the entire transfer
regardless of tota.1 transfer. size. If the transfer .rate of the disk is slower than the •Channel,
the. channel nlay be forced. to wait for the disk..• Likewise, if the transfer rate. of the channel
is slower than the disk, the disk may be forced to wait for the .. channel, .especially if the
transfer exceeds the size of the disk's internal buffer. This means the maximum transfer
rate is determined by the slowest entity, which in· this example is HP-IBat·1 ·megabyte per
second.

Incomparisofl, the HP-FL disk ensures a full data block will. be ready to transfer· by the
time. the channel is acquired, so data can bu"rst across the channel at the 5 megabyte per
second data transfer·· rate. It. accomplishes this by breaking the 64kbyte transfer into· four
16 kbyte data .request/transmission. blocks. The disk then·.· buffers the initial data block into
its internal buHer.While. dala is collecting in the buffer,thecontroller calculates how much
time is required. to complete the necessary resource negotiation with the host and how
long it will tal{e until the .last byte for that block of. data is read from disk. At the •optimal
time, the disk negotiates with the -host for required resources and bursts the buffered data
block across lhe channel at 5 megabytes per second. As soon as the data block is trans
ferred, •the channel is ·released. The process is then·· repeated for each data. block. Since
the drive's internal buffer is capable of managing two separate data blocks simultaneously,
the· disk can .begin buffering. a succeeding data block while the .initial data block is being
transferred.

Although data is transferred across the HP-FL channel at 5 megabytes per second, the time
required to read datafram disk must be factored into the total transfer time.. This means
that total transfer time is dependent upon the speed of the HP 7937 disk, which is typically
1.4 to t.89 megabytes persecondcJependingupon the number of head switches required.
Based on a transfer rate of.1,4 megabytes per second, it takes approximately 45.5 mil
liseconds to transfer 64 kbytes with HP-FL and only 12.8 milliseconds of this.· is channel
time. It takes approximately 64 milliseconds to complete the same transfer with HP-IB and
a fuU64miUiseconds of channel time is required. Not only.doesittake less time to com
pletethe data transfer. with HP-FL, but the. availability of the. channel is. increased· as well.

The·~xact transaction time savings associated with HP-FL varies from transaction to trans
action and is dependent upon the le09thof the transfer as well asJhe transaction type.:
Typically, reads experience a higher savings than writes.• This is because of the manner in
which data is transferred during writes.. Both HP-FL and HP-IB initiate the data transfer for
a write as the seek begins. Depending upon the size of the transfer and .the·length of the'
seek and latency period, HP-IB may have enough time to buffer an adequate amount of
data so the disk does not run out of data once the write begins. ·In such cases, total trans
actiontimelsmore comparable to that of HP-FL. If there is not enough time to buffer an
adequate amount of data, the HP-IB disk maybe forced to wait for the channel. In order
to. compensate for these delays, the disk induces latencies which in turn increase total
transaction time. In these situations,. HP-FL will have some transfer time advantage. Either
way, there is more channel. time consumed with HP-IB than with HP-FL.

Hewlett-Packard Fiber-Optic Link
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Transaction Pipelining

The HP 7937FL disks also. provide transaction pipelining. This is a performance enhance
ment feature that· maximizes disk throughput in I/O intensive environments by overlapping
transaction processing. In otller words, one transaction can begin before the previous one
has finished. This offers an advantage relative to HP-IB where only one transaction can be
processed at a tinle per drive.

A single HP-FL disk is capable of simultaneously managing multiple transactions. The disk
controller has the ability to buffer a maximum of 14 disk commands at a single time (com
mand queuing). This means up to 14 comnlands can be progressing through the decode
process at one tirne. Furthermore, as many as two transactions can be simultaneously in
the execution/report phase. This allows the disk actuator to be logically separated from the
I/O channel, which permits the actuator to be dispatched to the next target address regard
less of the delays associated with the channpl. This enables transactions to be continually
fed to the disk, thus reducing disk idle time and maximizing disk throughput especially
during peak I/O periods. To fully understand the impact this has on performance, a closer
look is needed.

Transaction Overlal)

A typical disk transaction is comprised of three stages: the command phase, the execution
phase and the report phase. The command phase is that portion of the disk transaction in
which the disl< controller receives and decodes a command. As soon as this is completed,
the disk transaction enters the execution phase. During this stage, the disk mechanism
performs the requested operation by mechanically positioning the heads over the desig
nated location (seek and latency) and transferring the data via the channel. As soon as the
transaction has been executed, it enters the report phase. During this phase, the disk con
troller conducts some cleanup and issues a status report to the CPU indicating successful
completion of the transaction.

The HP-FL disks overlap transactions between command and execution phase and be
tween report and execution phase. In addition, two transactions can overlap during execu
tion phase as long as the total transfer size of each transaction does not exceed 16 kbytes.
Transaction overlap allows for the masking of controller overhead during command decode
and report phase. It also nlinimizes the effect of a busy channel on transaction through
put. Following is a description of how transaction overlap is achieved during the various
phases.

Execution/Command Overlap

While the disl( mechanisnl is executing one command, the controller can accept and
decode other commands. As commands are received, they are queued and decoded one
at a time in order of receipt. The decoded commands remain in the command queue· until
the disk mechanism is finished with the previous transaction. As soon as the mechanism is
available, the controller is ready to immediately launch the next request. This enables the
controller overhead associated with command decode fora transaction to be masked by
the execution activities of the previous transaction~

Hewlett-Packard Fiber-Optic Link
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Execution/Execution Overlap

It is possible for two transactions to be in execution phase at the same time. Naturally, the
disk actuator cannot simultaneously. perform the seek·. and latency for two transactions.
Similarly, .it is not possible for data to be transferred across the channel for two transac
tions at the same time. However, one transaction can be using the disk mechanism while
another is using. the channel to transfer· data. This is only possible if the transfer size .•. of
each transaction is· less than or equal to 16 kbytes. This is necessary to ensure that disk
buffer. resources can be fuHy committed for each transfer.

Execution/Report Overlap

While the disk Gontroller is preparing to send the completion report. for one disk command,
the disk mechanism can begin executing the .nexfcommand..• This allows the controller
overhead associated with the report status for a. transaction to be masked by the execution
activities of the succeeding transaction.

MPE XL Implementation

Although the HP-FL disks have the capability of. simultaneously overlapping mUltiple disk
transactions, the MPE XL operating system limits the transaction pipeline to a depth of two.
Thi~ means a maximum of two disk transactions overlap at a given time per drive.• The sys
temmaintainsthis control based on the number •• of commands queued within the disk.• If
the disk. has. a queue depth. oflwo, the MPE. XL driver does •• not initiate another disk com
mand. until the completion report for the previous transaction is received and the queue
depth falls to one.

TheMPE XL operating system limits the pipeline •level in order to ensure that disk I/Os are
conducted in •••• the. proper sequence. The .... nature. of MPE XL applications is such that disk
writes. associated with. a specific transaction must take place in the. correct order to ensure
data integrity. Although it may appear as thoughMPE XL is not getting maximum benefit
from transaction pipelining,thelargest incremental benefit is achieved when going from a
pipeline of one· transaction· to two. Increasing the pipeline past .tV.fO can offer some in
cremental benefit, but It is less than that realized by going from one 10 two.

Benefits

Figure a illustrates how transaction pipelining compares to the traditional method .of
processing transactions. This example provides a comparison between HP-FL and HP-IB.
when a read .of 16 kbytes is immediately. followed by a write of 16 kbytes (assuming
average random seek for ·both transactions).
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Unlike HP-IB, the HP-FL disk can accept and decode the write command while the disk
mechanism is performing the seek and latency for the read (execution/ command overlap).
Although mechanical positioning cannot be initiated for the write while the disk mechanism
is executing the read, the write data can be transferred to the disk's internal buffer. (ex
ecution/execution overlap). Since the total transfer size of each transaction is 16 kbytes,
there is adequate buffer space to accom.modate the data associated with both transactions.
As soon as the disk mechanism is available, the write command is immediately launched.
While the mechanism is .busy ·performing the. seek and latency for the write, the disk con
troller prepares and issues the completion report for the read (execution/report overlap).

It takes the HP-FL disk approximately 82 milliseconds to complete the two transactions,
whereas it takes the HP-IB disk approximately 87 milliseconds. The time savings provided
by HP-FL is mainly attributed to reduced transfer time during the read transaction. There is
also a small time savings associated with • the .masking of controller overhead and the
elimination of host generation time.

The exact amount of time saved with transaction ipipelining is dependent upon a number of
factors including the· sequence. of transactions, the timing of I/Os and especially the
availability of the channel.· The previous. example is representative of an environment in
which channel availability is ideal. With multiple drives sharing the same channel, there is a
higher probability of experiencing channel contention. In such instances, the benefit of
transaction· pipelining is more noticeable. This is because the disk actuator is not depen
dent upon channel resources. As a result, channel delays· are less likely to impact disk
throughput with HP-FLthan with HP-IB.

Figure 4 illustrates the benefit .of transaction. pipelining when channel delays. are experien
ced. As in the previous example, a comparison is. shown. between HP-FL and HP-IB when
a read of 16 kbytes is immediately followed by a write of 16 kbytes (assuming average ran
dom seek for both transactions).
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If channel delays are encountered with HP-FL, there is typically enough time for those ac
tivities that require use of the channel (the command transfer, the data transfer and the
completion report) to tal<e place later in the transaction process without impacting total
transaction time. HP-IB does not offer this flexibility, because disk resources are tied to the
channel. Therefore, there is a higher likelihood that channel delays will increase transac
tion time with HP-IB.

When compared to the previous example, the channel delays experienced with HP-IB in
crease total transaction time by greater than 25 milliseconds while total transaction time is
unchanged for HP-FL. Although this example is very unfavorable toward HP-IB, it il
lustrates the benefit of HP-FL in multiple disk configurations.

Naturally, HP-FL is not completely immune to channel contention. If channel delays be
come excessive, the balance between channel and disk resources may be disrupted.
When this occurs, the transaction pipeline becomes backed up and throughput is negative
ly impacted. However, the chances of this occurring with the present HP-FL implementa
tion are negligible. The round robin channJ..:1 allocation technique used by HP-FL ensures
that channel resources are shared in the fairest possible manner. In addition, the transac
tion pipelining process has been specifically tuned for Precision Architecture systems to
provide the highest level of efficiency, especially during I/O intensive periods.

Seek Reordering

The HP 7937FL disks also have the ability to reorder "Locate and Read" and "Locate and
Write" commands. If multiple commands are queued in the command buffer, the disk con
troller reorders these commands so they execute in the most efficient order. The reorder
ing scheme is based on seek distance and the length of time a command has waited in the
queue. This method minimizes seek overhead associated with high traffic environments
while ensuring.no command is neglected. As a· result, seek reordering helps level disk
response time and increase disk throughput for burst activity.

The current MPE XL systems do not take advantage of seek reordering. The MPE XL
operating system maintains control of the I/O sequence by limiting the pipeline depth to
two. Thus, there is no opportunity for seek reordering at this time. However, seek reorder
ing can make an important contribution in multi-host· configurations where multiple sys
tems pipeline transactions Lo each disk. In this environment, seek reordering will minimize
seek time and increase the potential throughput of each HP 7937FL.

HP-FL and Physical Disl< Performanco

Hewlett-Packard uses the metric of I/Os per second· to measure disk performance. I/Os
per second is defined as the maximum number of disk transactions per second that a:
specific disk can perform at a given transfer size. Table 1 shows the disk transaction and
I/Os per second figures for t110 HP 7937H and the HP 7937FL. A transfer size of12 kbytes,
is shown because this is representative of the average MPE XL disk. I/O. Since MPE XL:
also performs a number of very large transfers, a transfer size of 64 kbytes is also shown.
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Table I. lIP 7937H and HP 79J7FL Disk Read Throughput Figures

12 kbytes 64 kbytes

HP 7937H HP 7937FL HP 7937H HP 7937Fl

Controller Overhead 1.0 ms 1.5 ms 1.0 ms 1.5ms

Seek 20.5 ms 20.5 ms 20.5 ms 20.5 ms

latency 8.3 ms 8.3 ms 8.3 ms 8.3 ms

Data Transfer Time 12.0 ms 64.0 ms

(Based on 1.0 Mbytes/s Across UP-IB)

Data Transfer Time 8.5 ms 45.5 ms

(Based on 1.4 Mbytes/s on flP 7937)

Total Access Time 41.8 ms 38.8 ms 93.8 ms 75.8 ms

I/0s Per Second (No Pipel ine) 23.9 25.7 10.7 13.2

I/0s Per Second (Full Pipeline) NIA 26.8 N/A 13.5

There is slightly more controller overhead associated with the HP 7937FL due to increased
functionality. However, the ability to pipeline transactions effectively masks controller over
head on bUSy disks. The seek and latency ~;me of the HP 7937FL is identical to that of the
HP 7937H, because the same disk mechanism is used in both. The biggest contribution
the fiber-optic Iinl<. makes to physical disk performance is the reduction in data transfer
time. This is because data transfer time is determined by the speed of the disk. As a
result, a typical 12 kbyte MPE XL disk I/O executes in approximately 7 - 11% less time '",ith
HP-FL, depending upon whether the pipeline is full or not. This increases disk throughput.
by approximately 2 to 3 I/Os per second. A 64 kbyte disk I/O executes in approximately
19% - 21 % less time with HP-FL and disk throughput is increased by nearly 3 I/Os per
second.

It is important to keep in mind that disk transaction time and I/Os per second are used to
compare the relative performance of one disk to another. These numbers represent fun
damental disk performance without taking into co'nsideration specific system attributes.
Therefore, the benefit HP-FL has on system level performance cannot be extrapolated from
these numbers.

HP-FL and MPE XL System Performance

The degree to which disk performance influences system level performance is determined
in large part by the demands of the operating system and the user applications. Over the
years, the disk I/O requirements of the classic MPE systems have evolved.' Initially, these
systems did not require a substantial amount of disk I/O. Therefore, CPU was often the
performance bottleneck. 'As the hardware end software matured and the user and applica
tion base grew, disk I/O demands increased. Today, disk I/O is frequently a performance
bottleneck for many classic MPE systems.

The knowledge gained from the classic MPE systems was incorporated into MPE XL
operating system development. As a result, one of the MPE XL design goals was to
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improve system level performance by reducing disk I/O requirements. MPE XL
accomplishes this through the use of mapped files, dynamic reads (prefetch algorithms),
delayed and gathered writes, and a feature known as transaction management. These fea
tures take advantage of the large memory configurations available with HP-PA systems to
effectively manage large amounts of data within main memory. As a result, MPE XL disk
I/O characteristics differ considerably from those of MPE V. Not only does MPE XL require
fewer disk I/Os to complete the same task, but disk I/Os tend to be larger and more bursty
in nature.

Because of the reduced disk I/O requirements of MPE XL, the impact HP-FL has on the
system level performance of today's typical MPE XL systems is small. In recent system
benchmarks, HP-FL has exhibited a 0-8% increase in system throughput over HP-IB.
Several of these benchmarks are summarized below.

On-line Interactive Apillications

The first on-line interactive benchmark was a native mode COBOL manufacturing applica
tion. This application consisted of several modules typically found in manufacturing ap
plications including purchase orders, work orders, labor processing, accounts payable,
vendor maintenance, MRP, etc. It used a character-mode screen handling facility and the'
Turbolmage data base management system. The data shown are representative of running
the benchmark at 60 effective users with HP-IB and HP-FL disks.

The second on-line interactive application t.ested was a portion of an inventory manage
ment system which maintains orders and records inventory transactions into, out of, and
within a stockroom. The majority of the software (COBOL, PASCAL) was migrated to native
mode. Some SPL code was used in compatibility mode. Measurements were taken at. 20,
30, 40 and 50 effective users with HP-IB and HP-FL disks.

Both benchmarks were conducted on an HP 3000 Series 950 running MPE XL 1.1 with 128
megabytes of main memory. The disk configurations were as follows:

Manufacturing Application

HP-IB: 6 HP 7937Hs, 3 per channel
HP-FL: 6 HP 7937FLs on 1 channel

Inventory Management Application

HP-IB: 5 HP 7937Hs on 2 channels (3:2)
HP-FL: 5 HP 7937FLs on 2 channels (3:2)

The results of the manufacturing benchmark are sum.marized in Table 2. The results of the
inventory management benchmark are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

A physioal transaction is defined as the amount of work the system does from the
point at which the use hits the enter key or RETURN key to the next prompt for data by the
system. A logioal transaotion is defined as the completion of a logical unit of work,
Le., create a work order or process a purchase order.
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An effeot'ive user is a "heads down" user who takes no breaks while using the applica
tion. Effective users may have think times which represent the time between the system
prompt and the user hitting the ENTER key (or RETURN). The think time includes the time
required to enter data into the application.

Table 2. IVIanufacluring Al)l)lication Benchmark Results

Disk

HP-IB
HP-FL

CPU, % l/Os/ Response Time Logical
Busy Pause Sec Mean S.D. Throughput

86.0 10.9 22.8 .60 2.88 2,741
89.8 7.2 23.7 .54 2.32 2,796

Disk
- Total Mbytes Transferred

Reads Writes
Disk Queue Length %

1 2+

HP-IB
HP-FL

248
255

1,967
2,045

71.0
91.2

29.0
8.8

Interactive Inventory System
Throughput

HP-FL HP-IB

15000Phvsical Transactions oer 'Hour

10000
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# of Effective Users
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O--......_ ..........._'-....._--......--i.....---~"--..----........---"

o

Figure 5.
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Figure 6.

HP-FL showed a 0-4% inlprovenlent in transaction throughput and an approximate 10%

improvement in mean response time for both on-line interactive benchmarks. The reduc
tion in response time, in conjunction with the significant reduction in disk queue lengths for
the manufacturing test, is mainly attributed to transaction pipelining. Since MPE XL
pipelines two transactions to the HP-FL disks, a great deal of disk request queuing is off
loaded from the system to the disk. This serves to reduce system level disk queue lengths.
Transaction pipelining also helps even out response times during peak I/O periods.

It is important to note that memory size has an impact on the disk I/O rate of· a. system.
Both on-line interactive benchll1arks were conducted with large memory configurations. If
a smaller memory size had been tested, the disk I/O rate may have been higher.

Batch Applications

Five different batch benchmarks were conducted as outlined below:

Benchmark 1

Native mode COBOL program which loads 50,000 records into a sequential flat file and
then reads the entire file. This is ·done five times per job and four jobs are run
simultaneously.
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Benchmark 2

Single multi-part reporting job that extracts data from a large inventory data base using
Robelle's SUPRTOOL. The job then processes and produces several reports based on
the extracted item and purchase order data. Some COBOL programs are also used
throughout the job. The COBOL and 'SUPRTOOL code is. in compatibility mode.

Benchmark 3

Heavy reporting environment in which Business Report Writer XL is used to produce
ten different financial reports from a Turbolmage data base.

Benchmark 4

COBOL program that serially reads 570,000 entries of a Turbolmage data set, and then
serially reads 570,000 entries from a sequential MPE file.

Benchnlark 5

Business Report Writer XL application that makes complex selections from a
Turbolmage data base. All entries which match a given selection criteria are sorted and
reported into an output file.

All benchmarks were conducted on an HP 3000 Series 950 with the following
configurations:

Benchmark 1 and 2

MPE XL (Release 1.1)
128 megabytes of main memory
HP-IB: 8 7937H drives, 4 per channel
HP-FL: 8 7937FL drives on 1 channel

Benchmark 3, 4 and 5

MPE XL (Release 1.1)
64 megabytes of main memory
HP-IB: 5 7937H drives on 2 channels (3:2)
HP-FL: 5 7937FL drives on 1 channel
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The results of benchmark 1 and 2 are shown in Table 3. The results of benchmark 3 are
summarized in Figure 7, while the results of benchmark 4 and Sare depicted in Table 4.

Table 3. COBOL I/O and SlJPRTOOL/COBOL Batch Report Results

CPU % 1/051 Elapsed Time
Test Disk Busy Pause Sec CPU Wall

HP-IB 97.2 1.7 12.7 5475 10m
HP-FL 96.3 0.2 10.1 5475 10m

2 HP-IB 45.6 49.4 18.5 18965 69m
2 t-IP-FL 54.5 44.9 19.8 66m

Tota 1.· Mbytes Transferred Disk Queue Length %
Reads Writes 1 2+

HP-IB 299 47.8 52.2
HP-FL 303 86.2 13.8

2 HP-IB 692 207 94.7 5.3
2 HP-FL 712 242 95.0 5.0

The performance of HP-FL and HP-IB in the first benchmark was very similar. HP-FL did
provide a significant reduction inqisk queue lengths,. indicating .the offloading of queuing
from the systern to the disk level. .

In the second benchmark,. HP-FL showed a 4.5% improvement in elapsed wall time. The
system experienced a high percentage of pause for disk, primarily because the majority of
code used for this benchmarl< runs in compatibility mode. Higher I/O levels would be
achieved if the application was converted to native mode.
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HP-IB versus' HP-FL Performance withBRW/XL
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Figure 7.

Execution CPU

The third benchmark showed, on the average, a 7% improvement in elapsed time for the
HP-FL disk drives, whereas total CPU usage was nearly equivalent for both HP-IB and
HP-FL. The total CPU utilization was 77% CPU busy with HP-IB and 83% CPU busy with
HP-FL.

Table 4. (:OBOL and BRW Select Batch Result')

Test Disk CPU Elapsed

4 COBOL/T-Image HP-IB 30Bs 5m
4 COBOL/T-Image HP-FL 304s 5m

4 COBOL/MPE File HP-IB 116s 4m
4 COBOL/MPE File HP-FL 115s 4m

5 BRW Select HP-IB 549s 699s
5 BRW Select HP-FL 532s 645s

The performance of HP-IB and HP-FL was virtually identical in the fourth benchmark. The
application used for this benchmark was riot very I/O intensive. In the fifth benchmark,
HP-FL exhibited a 8% improvement in elapsed wall time relative to HP-IB.
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Benchmark. Summary

The exact performance benefit derived from HP-FL is dependent· upon the level. of disk I/O
generated by the application. These benchmarks •• did not generate significantly high I/O
rates on the. Series 950. Due to the success of the MPE XL operating system at reducing
disk I/O, it is.very difficult La. find ·an application for which disk I/O .is currently a perfor
mancebottleneck. Since the I/O system was not saturated, the full performance potential
of HP-FL is not represented in these benchmarks. These tests do, however, give an indica
tion of the impact HP-FLhas on the system levelperforrnanceof today's MPE XL systems.

To better illustrate the full performance potentiatof HP-FL,Figure8 provides a comparison
between .the raw I/O capability of a single HR-IBdrive and a single HP-FLdrive.· The data
shown·· are· representative of raw disk performance in an environment in which 1/05 are
generated at a rapid rate with very little system overhead.

Hp....F·Lvs. ·HP-IB
Raw.1/0-1·Disk· -50%•Random Seek

Kbytes .Transferred per Second (fhQusands)
1.3 ----------------------......
1.2

4 8 16 32 64 128 256

I/O Size (Kbyle)

~ --+--
HP-IB Disk HP-FL .Disk

Figure 8.

It is evident that HP-FL offers a substantial performance advantage as the transfer size in
creases. At a transfer size of 8 kbytes and less there is only asmalf performance advant
age over HP-tB. However, as the transfer size becomes larger, HP-FL outperforms. HP-IB
by a wider margin. This indicates that the biggest performance advantage with HP-FL is in
environments where. a substantial· amount of disk I/O takes place and the majority of data
transfers. are large (greater than 8 kbytes).
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Although Figure 8 gives a better indication of the performance potential of HP-FL, it is still a
non-optimal view because the impact of better channel utilization is not fully represented.
As more disks are placed on a single channel, the difference between HP-IB and HP-FL
becomes even moredrarnatic. The HP-IB channe(is already approaching its maximum
burst rate while the HP-FL channel has 75% of its bandwidth remaining. This additional
bandwidth will allow larger disk subsystems to increase their performance edge.

It is important to keep in mind that the MPE XL systems are just at the beginning of their
life cycle. As the operating system matures and processing power increases, disk I/O
demands are expected, to increase. It is anticipated that increases will be seen in system
I/O size as well as I/O traffic. This will place 'greater demands on the disk interface. HP-FL
is the system interconnect that will meet the growing performance needs of these systems.

Summary

The Hewlett-Pacl<ard Fiber-Oplic Link has clearly been designed to meet the growing per
formance needs of the HP-PA systems. All of the enhancements incorporated into the in
terface including increased transfer bandwidth, efficient channel utilization techniques,
transaction pipelining and seek reordering work together to optimize performance. The
unique characteristics of HP-FL make it an excellent solution for I/O intensive applications
that perform large transfers.

The impact HP-FL has on the system level performance of today's MPE XL systems is typi
cally small. This is not because of HP-FL performance limitations, but rather the excellent
job MPE XL doesreducing disk I/O. As the MPE XL systems evolve and disk I/O demands
increase, the need for HP-FL will increase and the benefits will become more apparent. In
combination with the numerous other advantages including large disk configurations, long
cable lengths, few environmental concerns and new configuration opportunities, HP-FL is
well positioned to meet the increasing storage needs of MPE XL systems.
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HP's X.25 Private Packet Network - statistical Reporting

Lisa Maldonado
Hewlett Packard Company

20DOS. Park Place
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

Networking, the buzz word of the 80's. Technological
developments in the area ·of.networking have skyrocketed over
the past few years. For the international corporate. world,
distributed processing and shared resources are a
requirement for optimum productivity and increased profit.
The ··network becomes the "backbone", the artery by· which all
information and communication flows within a corporation's
body. No matter what ·.typeof. information is passed, what
method or protocol is used, all networks must.provide
management.and reporting capabilities. More specifically,
these networks must provide for configuration and security
changes, monitoring and tuning facilities, accounting or
usage statistics gathering, and have expedient problem
detection capabilities all functions of a network
management process.

If a network is to be managed effectively, it must provide a
continuous .record, of all network activities, that can be
accessed and reviewed. Hewlett Packard's Private Packet
Network is one netw.ork which provides this functionality.
The accumulation .of this •. data,.·· and .• subsequent reporting of
it, provides one of the prime. tools· for continuing decision
making during the management process. Statistical reporting
of network backbone utilization, error conditions, and
individual access link usage gives the manager information
necessary for growth planning, preventive maintenance,
documentation,and·trend analysis.

HP PPN uses X.25 ·packet s;witching technology, designed to
provide highly reliable packet transmission and
instantaneous call re-routing capabilities. The.Hewlett
Packard Private Packet Network· management and control system
allows on-line configuration management and network
monitoring, including. a process which records information
such as network traffic, component activity, and link error
data.

As important as the ·•• real-timedisplay of information is in
a Network Management System, the record of the network's
configuration and it's activities are equally important.
The HPPPNNetwork Control System, running on a HP 9000,
uses two types of file structures for data storage. The
first is a relational database management system. The
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second employs basic system file structures for circular
logfiles. The "databases store all of the network
configuration information, comprised of database tables for
each network component characteristic. For example, one
table contains information pertaining to network addresses.
Another contains X.25 frame and packet level parameters, and
so on. The logfiles store historical accounting, security,
statistical, and error information generated by the network
on a periodic, configurable basis.

Wide area networks are not static entities. As new parts
are deployed and existing pieces are modified it becomes
extremely important to Network Managers to have up-to-date
documentation reflecting the network's configuration. At
Hewlett Packard, in working with our own internal Private
Packet Network, we developed a procedure, accessing the
Configuration Database to produce a current network
configuration document. The configuration manual contains
these elements:

NCP parameters
Operator types
Event type definitions
Node definition table
Supervisory Network Control tables
Backbone Link profile table
Foreign network definitions
Specific Node definitions

Node equipment configurations
Cluster operational values
Load Level groups
X.25 Interface profiles

X.121 Address correlations

This report provides a tremendous resource for all network
support personnel, including Network Managers, Operators,
and Engineers The Network Configuration Manual is a
report that can be produced using the database information
available.

The second type of data structure employed by HP PPN is the
historical logfile. There are seven types of logfiles
stored at the Network Communications Processor. (NCP). They
are:

Call Record Log Call records are written when a call
is initiated, at configurable time
intervals while the call is active,
and when the call is completed. It
includes X.121 addresses, start and
stop time, characters transmitted,
and call route.
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Event Log - Various components, including the
NCP, generate network events which
are written in this logfile. They
are also printed for a hard-copy
record of network activity. This
file records events such as a status
change of components, access lines
or backbone links.

System statistics. Log - Network components transmit
statistics records at configurable
time .intervals-usually every hour.
components recording information ··are
the Network Communications
Processor, .. Packet. . Switching
Clusters, and the Auxiliary Service
Processor. Link level and physical
level errors, nutnber of frames
transmitted, and data packet sizes
are some of the information
recorded.

Pad statistics Log

Error Log

Trace Log

Operator Log

- Thislogfile cQntains·responses· from
statistics poll requests to the
HP2334/5multiplexor, from the
master NCP. It.keeps a record of
whether or not a given mux was
responding, including a timestamp

- Hardware and software errors
detected· by the·· NCP are contained> in
this fil·e. The error log only
records information about the NCP.

- This···file contains· information .about
software modules within the Network
Control System. This logfile is
used in conjunction. with the Error
Log, by HP personnel, for problem
resolution.

- This logfile contains both Network
Operations Console (NOe) commands
and NCP •• console commands. Commands
Which modify the configuration or
status are logged. This file
provides an audit trail of network
changes.
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The logfiles used for Management Reporting are the call
record log, the event log, and the statistics log.

The CALL RECORD LOG ...

contains a plethora of information for all calls in the
network, including user and control systems calls. This
provides the Network Manager information necessary to get a
true picture of network usage. The call record provides
call volume information, expressed in characters sent and
received, between two ports. This data is the basis for
providing meaningful reporting of traffic between two
systems or users. Also, in each call record the route
(which backbone facilities are used) that each call takes
from source to destination is given. This data contributes
to the calculation of bandwidth used on each backbone link.

An example of statistical information derived from the call
record is the Hourly Backbone Link Utilization report". A
detail report would provide a daily usage for a -given
backbone link, showing hourly call volume, as expressed in
characters sent and received, for a 24 hour period;
percentage of configured bandwidth is also given. This is
calculated by dividing the number of characters transmitted
by the capacity of the line:

(Baud/8 X seconds per hour X minutes per hour)

Example: 9600/8 x 60 x 60 4,320K char. capacity per hour.

Many variations ot detail reports can be written. However,
graphical representation makes it a bit more effective:

HOURLY BACKBONE LINK UTILIZATION
ATL-JFK
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This display of information allows the Network Manager to
quickly pinpoint time periods in which the amount of traffic
may be exceeding a backbone link's optimum capacity.

Another key graphical representation of information derived
from the call record data might show a comparison of total
traffic over all backbone segments:
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In this graph, you would quickly see that some backbone
links ..• are Inoreheavily utilized than .others.. .. You might
question if perhaps calls could bere-routed for a more even
distribution of call load. This graph highlights an uneven
distribution among mUltiple links. The ability of a
reportingsystemto·present both detail and graphical call
record .. data provides. the. tool for revealing potential
problems, allowing changes to be made before the network
performance is affected.

Traffic flow through an access link can be reported using
data. from the source and destination ports. End user
accounting inf'ormation can also be ··derived from the call
record data. A company can choose to bill users based on
total connect time, using start· and end time,·· percent of
bandwidth utilized, or . total . characters. . transmitted.
(Public Data Networks currently use. their equivalent of the
call record for billing their customers •• ) Similarly,
companies who have private networks, such as Hewlett
Packard,choose tobilltheirinternal>"customers."as . well.
Therefore,·forthose HPPPN customers for whom billing is.an
issue,· the call record log provides ample·. data· necessary for
full reporting of usage for accounting charge-backs.

Hp·PPN X.25 Statistical Reporting
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An example of usage data derived from an access link is
shown in this Total Frames Transmitted graph:

TOTAL FRAMES TRANSMITTED BY USER1
04/10/89
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The EVENT LOG •..

Records all significant network activity, as it occurs, and
stores it at the NCP. Each network component is polled for
status, and an event occurs when that status changes. Some
events are more severe than others and require immediate
attention. These events trigger an alarm on the Network
Operator's Console (NOC) so that expedient trouble-shooting
may begin. In a real-time situation the event provides the
trigger for real-time action. In a static mode the event
can trigger action of another kind. One example of an event
to be monitored, over time, is what HP PPN calls a "Cluster
Restart". This event, if it occurred once or twice does not
constitute a problem. But, if through a weekly report of
cluster events, for instance, you see that this component is
getting many "cluster restart" messages per day, you would
be able to identify that the cluster is having a problem.
Network Managers also want to know how many times a
component has gone down, and for how long. In the case of a
backbone link this can be particularly important because
these links are usually provided by a telephone company
vendor. A large network may have several different line
vendors. Therefore, a backbone link downtime summary could
highlight which vendor's lines are having the most problems.

HP PPN X.25 Statistical Reporting
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This graph shows a monthly summary of total downtime hours
for a given backbone link:

Backbone Link Event Summary
Backbone ATL-LAX

Total
Down Time--

. . • I • .1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 2920 31

Day of Month
October 1988

The SYSTEM STATISTICS LOG •.•

contains the most diverse data of all the logfiles.
statistics information is transmitted from each Packet
switching Cluster (PSC) , providing information about the
Line Interface Module (LIM).. The Network Control System
components, the Auxiliary Service Processor,and the Network
Control Processor also report statistical information. The
LIM statistics record is the one on which we will
concentrate. Both physical level and link level statistics
are given about each port on the LIM, including items such
as number of CRC errors incurred, loss of carrier detected,
and number of rejects transmitted. These types of errors
are the ones that can cause degradation of network
performance and should be reported regularly. statistics
are given for each port and they are further identified as
backbone link or access link ports. A report that can be
derived from this data is a Backbone Link Error Summary
Report, showing the number of each physical and link level
error reported in each hour of the day. For example,
excessive CRC errors can slow down a user's response time
because data frames require re-transmission when an error
occurs. When a link is identified as having a hi.gh error
rate, the Network Manager may infer that user calls should
be re-routed through an alternate link or port, until the
cause of theCRC errors can be corrected.

HP PPN X.25 statistical Reporting
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For example, a high CRC error rate link can be graphically
displayed like this:

BACKBONE LINK ERROR REPORT
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In addition to providing error counts, the statistics Log
also provides port,usage information. Where the Call Record
Log provides the number of data bytesl characters
transferred, the statistics Log records the number of frames
transmitted and a count of the X.25 data packets within
specific size ranges. The count of frames sent and received
identifies those ports that are most heavily used; an uneven
distribution of user traffic can be determined from this.
An average character count, within data packet size, can
display what type of data, batch or interactive, is
typically being transmitted by which user groups. An
inference that the Network Manager can make is at what time
of day the larger packets, batch traffic, are being
transmitted, possibly impacting the flow of interactive
traffic between users.

HP PPN provides for transfer of logfile data to an external
CPU for offline processing. This connection is via a Local
Area Network. There are many ways that user defined reports
can be created. statistics packages are 'available which can
use the log data as input and produce summary, as well as
detail, reports. Many of these packages provide attractive
graphics presentation, for ease of management review.
Fourth Generation Languages, such as HP BRW and the RAPID
products, provide a versatile method of report writing,
providing for timely modification. They can also create
output files which easily become input to graphics
applications. Or, for Network Managers who need detailed,
numerical statistics, COBOL or PASCAL may be a more
appropriate reporting tool.

HP PPN X.25 statistical Reporting
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Effective reporting, as shown, can provide usage and error
statistics and documentation essential to quality Network
Management. Intelligent decisions can then be made
regarding future configurations and hardware acquisitions.
Potential network problems can be avoided. Hewlett
Packard's Private Packet Network provides a record of
network activity, giving the manager the tools for
configuration- and security changes, network performance
tuning, accounting data, and problem resolution.

HP PPN X.25 statistical Reporting
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Introduction to Capacity Planning

Dr. Arnold o. Allen
Performance Technology Center

Hewlett-Packard
Roseville, California

April 27, 1989

"l don't know what you mean by 'glory,' " Alice said.
Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously. "Of course you don't-til [tell you.

I meant 'there's a nice knock-down argument for you!' "
"But 'glory' doesn't mean 'a nice knock-down argument,.' " Alice objected.
"When I use a word, " Humpty Dumpty said, in a rather scornful tone, "it

means just what I choose it to mean-neither more nor less."
"The question is," said Alice, "whether. you can make words mean so many

different things."
"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master-that's all."

Lewis Carroll
Through The Looking Glass

In his classic paper Denning [7] Peter Denning claimed that, "We demand good
performance but we do not have clear notions of what good performance is,
or how to tell when it has been· achieved." He said that the approach was
SDRAWKCAB (backwards). A great deal of progress has been made since 1973.
Many new tools have been developed to assist in performance management and
capacity planning. Not only .do we· now have a much better understanding
of what good performance means but Information Systems at some companies
spell out in a Service Level Agreement a performance level that will be provided.
Deer[11] describes Service Level Agreements as follows:

Service level agreements are contracts between· data processing and
the end user that establish mutual responsibilities. for service to be
provided. Data processing is responsible for providing the following:

• The agreed-upon service (response time, availability, etc.)

• The measurement and reporting of the service provided.

To receive the contracted service,
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the end user agrees to certain volumes and mix of work. For example,
a user would agree to:

• Provide input by a specific time of day

• Limit the number of terminals active at anyone time

• Not exceed a given load level during a specific interval of time

If these and other stipulations are exceeded or not met, then service
cannot be guaranteed and many, in fact, be degraded.

Capacity planning should not be confused with performance evaluation, perfor
mance management, or tuning. Performance management is sometimes used
as a euphemism for tuning (by true believers in the theory enunciated above
by Humpty Dumpty) but more often as an entity that includes capacity plan
ning as a subset. Tony Engberg, the Managing Performance columnist for The
HP Chronicle (see Engberg [12]) uses Performance Management as an umbrella
term to include all aspects of computer performance.1 He says:

Performance management covers a significant portion of the world
of performance. It is defined by the set of knowledge and techniques
required to maintain and predict system performance levels within
the context ·of your entity. This a broad statement, for the "system"
could be a network incorporating the machines of multiple vendors,
and your "entity" might range from a small business to a depart
ment within a large company to the capacity planning function of a
corporation.

Performance management can be broken into four categories:
system management and operations, diagnosis, application optimiza
tion (including design and tuning) and capacity planning. Each is
easily defined, at least intuitively. System management and opera
tions encompass such areas as system tuning, optimal utilization and
scheduling of existing resources, performance contracts (e. g., user
response time contracts, resource utilization tracking and billing)
and load balancing (across devices, SPUs or systems).

Diagnosis deals with the evaluation of the causes of performance
problems, such as degraded response time or fluctuations in through
put.

Application optimization embraces system performance engineer
ing (SPE) and tuning. An "application" can be considered equiva
lent to a "system"; concentration upon the design side of application

lTony Engberg is also the manager of the PerfonnanceTechnology Center for Hewlett
Packard in Roseville, California.
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optimization is the single most effective means available for decreas
ing the time spent in reacting to performance problems.

Finally, capacity planning (CP) takes in the predictive side of
system performance management. CP can be subdivided into. two
parts: one that focuses on the effects of changes to the current hard
ware and/or applications workloads, and one that attempts to pre
dict what will be needed in the way of hardware and/or software
in order to maintain acceptable performance levels as the business
evolves.

My favorite definition of capacity planning is that given by N. C. Vince [10]. He
says:

Capacity planning is a .means whereby one can.achieve· meaning
ful forward estimates of the resources needed, both hardware and
software, relative to the demand expected to be imposed by the
workload.

If you think this definition sounds· like the sort of thing an English gentleman
would say, you'd be right-Nick Vince is an English gentleman. Note that
capacity planning has to do with the future, that is, not with immediate day to
day activities but with what is going to happen in six months. or a year from
the present.

I believe there are seven aspects of a successful capacity planning program.

1. An orderly view of the system.

bottom line n.The 24th line on a typical VDU, reserved for error messages.
This convention is also used on balance sheets and other financial reports.

Stan Kelly-BootIe
The Devil's DP Dictionary

I believe we should take an orderly, planned, approach to every· endeavor and
avoid being "crisis or event driven." Just as Wayne Dyer [13] sayswe should take
responsibility for our own lives, I believe we should take responsibility for the
orderly operation of our computer facilities. To accomplish this goal a carefully
thought out plan is essential. Such a plan must have checkpoints and controls.

2. A statement of current workload.

"Cheshire Puss, " she began, rather timidly, as she did not at all know whether it
would like the name: however, it only grinned a little wider. "Come, it's pleased
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so far, " thought Alice, and she went on. Would you tell me, please, which way
I ought to go from here?" ..

"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to," said the Cat.
I don't much care where-" said Alice.
The it doesn't matter which way you go," said the Cat.
"-so long as I get somewhere, " Alice added as an explanation.
"Oh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat, "if you only walk long enough."

Lewis Carroll
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

Before we can plan for the future we must understand clearly where we are
today. As part of this effort workunits and workloads must be carefully defined
in terms that are meaningful both to the end· user and the capacity planner.
Bronner [14] says

A workunit is defined as an externally generated fixed quantity of
work to be accomplished by the computing system (e. g., 1 batch job,
1 inquiry, 1 command). The workload is the number of workunits
processed by the system during a specific period of time (e. g., 100
batch jobs/hour, 10 transactions/second, 2 commands/second). In
any given installation it may be possible to define several types of
workunits.

As Ferrari et al.[9] point out, the problem of workload characterization is one of
the most difficult parts of successful capacity planning. Fortunately, tools and
techniques for measuring and characterizing workloads are improving.

3. A measurement of present performance and resource
consumption.

When you can measure what you are speaking about and express it in numbers
you know something about it; but when you cannot express it in numbers, your
knowledge is of a meager and unsatisfactory kind.

Lord I<elvin

Devising a measurement strategy for assessing the actual performance and uti
lization of a computer system and its components is an important part of ca
pacity planning. Users of Hewlett-Packard MPE V systems may use
HP GLANCE/V [20], OPT/300 [21] or HP LaserRX [19] to measure the per
formance of their systems. Users of Hewlett-Packard MPE·XL systems can use
GLANCE/XL or HP LaserRX to find out what is happening performance wise
with their systems. For UNIX systems see Glover et al. [22]
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4. A projection of future workload(s).

Heaven from all creatures hides the book of Fate.

Alexander Pope

One of the major goals of capacity .planning is to be able to .install upgrades
in hardware and software on a timely basis to avoid the "big surprise" of the
sudden discovery of the gross lack of system capacity.2 To avoid a sudden failure
it is necessary to project future workload(s).

5 ..•. A prediction of expected performance.

Never. make forecasts; especially. about the future.

Samuel·Goldwyn

To avoid the "big surprise" of (4), above., it is necessary to predict how the
current system will perform with the predicted workload so it can be determined
when upgrades to the system are necessary. The discipline necessary for making
such predictions ismodeling.

6.. An evaluation of future configurations.

kludge .n.&.v.trans., also called kluge [Yiddish klug "smart."] tn. The
programmers'vaseline. 2n. A step ina STEPWISE REFINEMENT.3n.
[From JARGON FILE] Somethingthat works for the wrong reason. 4 v.trans.
To evade the main issue by applying a kludge (to·a·problem). See also BUG;
ONE-LINE PATCH; PTF.

Stan Kelly-Bootie
The Devil's DPDictionary

For.sllccessful capacity planning jt. necessary to be. able· to perform aperfor
manceevaluation ofpossible computer system configurations with the projected
workload. This is another capacity planning •function. that requires modeling
technology. Boyse and Warn [6] provide one of the. first documentations of the
successful use of analytic. queueingtheory models to evaluate the possible config
uration changesto a computer system. They.were able to evaluate configuration
changes such as larger memory, faster I/O devices, and faster CPUs.

2Some would emulate Vince Lombardi's statement that "Winning is the only thing" to
conclude. that this is· the only reason for· doing· capacity planning.
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7. An ongoing management process.

Son, no matter how far you travel, or how smart you get, always remember this:
Someday, somewhere, a guy is going to come to you and show you a nice brand
new deck of cards on which the seal is not yet broken, and this guy is going to
offer to bet you that the Jack of Spades will jump out of this deck and squirt
cider in your ear. But, son, do not bet this man, for as sure as you do, you are
going to· get an ear full of cider.

Damon Runyon

A philosophy that we strongly urge at the Hewlett-Packard Performance Tech
nology Center is to "I(eep on tracking." It is important to document all as
sumptions made in performance predictions. It is also important to regularly
compare predictions to actuality and account for deviations. In this way we can
improve our performance predictions-or find someone e,lse to blame in case of
failure. The key entity that is needed is a performance data base. Users of
Hewlett-Packard MPE/V or MPE/XL systems can use HP LaserRX.
Figure 1 illustrates the ongoing process of computer capacity planning. The
box labeled "Performance" illustrates the fact that we need to measure and
analyze our system on a regular basis to determine what is happening and how
performance and the workload is changing over time. (John Cunneen, a for
mer colleague, called the methodology I am describing UMPV for Understand,
Model, Predict, and Validate.) Certainly measurement and simple analysis is
part of the understanding of a system but some kind of model is usually required
to gain the level of understanding necessary for capacity planning. Of course
we need not only to measure the performance of our systems but also to keep a
data base of the history of each system.
The box labeled "Service Levels" reminds us that service levels are important.
There' has been some controversy over the alleged need for subsecond response
time for interactive systems. The August 1988 issue ofEDP Performance Review
provides a good review of this subject. The compleat capacity planner ,viII
consider the needs and desires of the users in planning service level requirements.
The users also need to be consulted to obtain growth projections and to provide
feedback on how well the computer system(s) are satisfying their needs.
The service level requirements, together with data. from the capacity planning
data base are needed to drive the modeling effort. Modeling is such fun that
we sometimes need to remind ourselves that it is not an end in itself but only
a tool to use for the capacity planning effort. As outlined by Lazowska et
al. [5], the first step in a modeling study is to validate the model. This is
usually accomplished by:' (1) Using the measured parameters from the actual
computer system as parameters to set up the model. (2) Running the model and
comparing the performance metrics from the model to those from the measured
system. The model is considered validated if the results are' sufficiently close.
Lazowska et al. [5] state that device utilizations should agree within 5 to 10
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percent while the response time discrepancy should not exceed 30 percent if
queueing theory models are used for the modeling effort. Once the model has
been validated it.· can be used to predict system performance with different
configurations and workloads. We will· discuss modeling in more detail· below.
The "Management Decisions"box indicates some of the managernent· decisions
that can be made based on the use of the model. Thus decisions can be made
on what growth projections to use, what configurations to investigate, and what
service requirements must be met.
As we show in Figure 2, there .is a spectrum of modeling techniques available
for modeling computer systems! The simpler ones, such as rules of thumb,are
easy to apply and require few. resources.. The complexity and. resource require
ments increase dramatically and nonlinearly from left to right. The rightmost
technique, benchmarking, is extremely costly as well as very difficult to ap
ply. ·.However computermanufacturers..must perform benchmark modeling as
must some government agencies. For more about benchmarking see my paper
Allen.[3].
Almost everyone who uses complex modeling techniques such as queueing theory
Inodeling and simulation uses rules of thumb as well.· The best rules of thumb,
of course, are ones that are developed at a particular installation by exercising a
more sophisticated modeling technique. Some rules of thumb which have obvious
applications to computer system performance evaluation are listed below.
Almost everyone involved with computers knows that Murphy's law in one or
more of its forms applies. We state some of the most common versions.

MURPHY'S LAWS

In any field of scientific endeavor anything .that can go wrong .will go
wrong.

2. Left to themselves,things always go from bad to worse.

3. If there is .• the possibility ofseveral things ·going wrong, •• the one that will
go wrong.istheone .that •will do the most.damage.

4. Nature always sides with the hidden flaw.

Mother nature is a bitch.

6. If everything seems. to be·goingwell,·you.have obviously overlook~d some
thing.

Anyone .. whohas. used· a. computer·has. probably verified all of the above versions
of Murphy's law and will agree with the o 'Flaherty's Corollary,as weI!,.

O'FLAHERTY'SCOROLLARY: MURPHY WAS AN OPTIMIST
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The message we should get from studying Murphy's law is that we must be on
the lookout for all the things that can go wrong in a computer system.
A truism due to Dr. Tom Bell that is often overlooked is that "all CPUs wait
at the same speed."
A more conventional collection of rules of thumb are provided by Harry Zim
mer [17]. Among them are:

1. The maximum number of active users on a system at anyone time is equal
to the number of user-id's divided by two.

2. Personal Computers are assumed to behave as terminals, but will conSUlue
25% more than terminal in CPU utilization.

Linear projection is a very intuitive method of modeling. We all tend to think
linearly. Many believe that they 'Yould be twice as happy if they had twice as
much money. This is refuted by another who claims money does not make people
happy. As proof he notes that a person with 9 million dollars is no happier than
one with only 8 million. Daniel Seligman, a columnist for Fortune Magazine,
claims is has been proven conclusively that money does increase happiness but
that the formula is not

H =!( X M,

but rather
H =!( X M l / 3 ,

where H is happiness, !{ is a constant and M is the amount of money that
someone has.
A true linearist who is studying an interactive system with 100 users and mea
sures the CPU utilization as 50% would immediately conclude that 200 users
could be supported. The only problem with this is that the response time \vith
200 active users may lead to posthumous responses in many cases. However,
linear extrapolation is not all bad. In fact a very large con1puter company,
sometimes called Big Blue, has a capacity planning methodology called USAGE
(for Understanding Your Application and Growth Environment) described by
Cooper [8] which is, essentially, linear projection. Rules of thumb are used to
ensure that response times do not get too far out of line.
Another very useful modeling technique is the back of the envelope method.
For example, to see if a proposed computer system will handle the estimated
I/O requirements, one merely estimates the I/O capacity of the new system
by simple estimates. This important modeling technique is discussed in some
detail in Allen [4], Paulos [15], and Harte [16]. My examples are all computer
capacity related while Paulos discusses important real-life situations such as the
probability of contracting AIDS or being on a hijacked airliner. Harte discusses
environmental issues.
As we mentioned above, benchmarking is so difficult that it is not recommended
for most computer installations. That means that simulation and queueing
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theory modeling are the modeling techniques most· used by most installations
that have a serious modeling effort. In Figure 3 we indicate the tradeoffs in
the two techniques. Most current modeling packages use analytic· queueing
theory models .• Fora more detailed discussion of the tradeoffs and of simulation
modeling see my self-study course Allen [2]~

Bronner [14] advocates the use of simple single-server queueing models to model
the bottleneck areas. of a computer·system. The model. most often used in. these
kinds of studies is the MIMI1 queueing model which was developed by A. 1(.
Erlang in 1917 to study telephone systems (Erlang worked for a telephone com
pany in Copenhagen, Denmark). This modeland others developed by Erlang
have been used successfully by telephone companies for years and by computer
modelers for twenty years. Let us consider a simple queueing theory model.

In Figure 4 we illustrate the key elements of aqueueing3 system. A queueing
systemis a system with a service facility and customers .who need theservice that
is provided by the facility.• The "customers" in the queueing systems which are
of interest to us includeinteractive requests for service,· I/O requests, requests
by jobs for CPU service, etc. In the service facility a "server" is an entity that
can service a customer request. Thus a server could be a disc drive, a CPU, or
the whole computer system. We assume there are one or more identical servers
in the service. facility.• If all.the servers are busy when a customer arrives, the
customer must join a queue (waiting line) until a server is available.
Some key elementsofa queueing system which have an impact upon the per
formance of the system include:

• the population or source of potential customers

• the arrival pattern ofcustomers into the system

• the service pattern of the servers

• the number of servers

• the queue discipline

As mentioned above, the most widely used queueing model is the MIMI1 model.
The notation for this model is due to David Kendall, the British queueing
theorist .. It means that the time between successive arrivals ofcustomersfollows
an exponential distribution (the probability. distribution that queueing theory
thrives on), as does the service time of the single server (married servers are
not .allowed in Kendall's systems). The exponential distribution has pleasant
mathematical properties and is ubiquitous in that· mythical. place often. called
the "real world."

3 Queueing is the only word in the. English language with five vowels in a row. Queueing
theory aficionados deeply resent the cretins who use the obscene spelling "queuing" for this
beautiful word.
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The primary equat.ions of the M/M/l model are:

p= AWS ,

where p is the server utilization or fraction of time the server is busy, A is the
average customer arrival rate, and Ws is the average service time. The average
time a customer spends in the queue waiting for service is given by

Wq = pWs .
1-p

The average time a customer spends in the queueing system (= Wq + Ws ) is
given by

W= Ws .
1-p

We are ready to consider an example of the use of this model. Suppose
the analysts at Weirdo Engineers have modeled a bottleneck I/O system as
an M / M /1 queueing system. They anticipate that, within three months, the
system must support 1,200 I/O requests per minute with an average service
time of 30 milliseconds. Then

A = 1200 =20 I/O requests per second,
60

and thus
p =A x Ws =20 x 0.03 = 0.6.

Therefore

W = 1
Ws = 75 milliseconds.
-p

Clearly, this load would be too high. Either a faster I/O system is needed or
two of them is required.

In my talk I will give other examples of the use of queueing theory models
and an example of a back of the envelope study.
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Advantages

Can model to arbitrary level of detail
Can model extremely complex situa-

tions that are analytically
intractable

Provides estimates of distributions
Can study transient behavior of

system

Disadvantages

Requires computer for even simple
model

Difficult to .program
Difficult to validate
Requires statistical depth to design

experiments and interpret results.
Requires heavy computer and person

nel resources

Pros and Cons· of Simulation Modeling

Advanfages

Simple models can be calculated. on
programmable calculator

Easy to set up model of computer
system

Product form models computed very
fast

Many non product form models can
be approximated

Disadvantages'

Cannot model logical decisions
Can only approximate complex

systems
Cannot directly model scheduling
Cannot directly model simultaneous

resource possession
Cannot model some types of priorities

Pros and Cons of Analytic Queueing Theory Modeling

FIGURE 3. Tradoffs in modeling techniques
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In all the papers we've read about computer security, two points
are stated over and over again:

1- The human element is the weakest link in computer security.
2- Most threats are internal.

To illustrate these points, we want to share with you a
vulnerability that might exist on your system. When you install the
HPOFFICE products, you include the account password, and a user
password in some files that reside in the HPOFFICE account. Then
you stream a job that compiles these files. One of these files is
the standard message catalog for HPDRAW, SMCS108A.HPDRAW.HPOFFICE.
The job file that compiles SMCS108A.HPDRAW.HPOFFICE is
JMCJ108A. HPDRAW. HPOFFICE. For more information, see the
COMMUNICATOR for UB-DELTA-2 pages 5-6 to 5-15.

* step 1 - Log on to the system as an average user with AB, lA, ND,

and SF capabilities.

*. step 2 - :LISTF @.HPDRAW.HPOFFICE,2

ACCOUNT= HPOFFICE GROUP= HPDRAW

------------LOGICALFILENAME CODE
----SPACE----

SIZE TYP EOF

RECORD-----------

LIMIT RIB SECTORS #X

SMCS108A 72B FA 4596 4596 32 1305 13

* Step 3 - Using your .favorite editor, text in the file.

:QEDIT

QEDIT. Copyright Robelle Consulting Ltd.·· 1977-1988. Type? for
help. (Version 3 .7)

IT SMCS108A.HPDRAW.HPOFFICE
QEDITSCR
4596 lines in file
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* step 4 - Search for the word "HPOFFICE"

IF "HPOFFICE"
4250 452 HPOFFICE ROSTER

* Step 5 - List the lines

x

IL42391
4239

4240

4241

4242 $
4243 $
4244 $
4245 $
4246 $
4247 $
4248
4249
4250
4251 $

$ The following names indicates the user, group and
account
$ where all the background jobs will be logging on to.
The name
$ starts at column 1 and the corresponding password
starts at

Column 11.
450 - User name and password
451 - Group name and password
452 - Account name and password

123456789012345678901234567890123456
450 MGR DRAWING X
451 PUB PUB X
452 HPOFFICE ROSTER X

There you go! The password for the HPOFFICE account is ROSTER and
the password for MGR.HPOFFICE is DRAWING. Now you can log on to the
system as MGR.HPOFFICE and have OP capability. (See Fiqu.re 1)

To explain"why you were able to read the file, see Figure 1 for
account and group access control settings. For some reason, HP
decided to set the account security to (R,W,A,L,X,S : ANY).

The human factor involved in this vulnerability is that the system
manager neglected to do two things:

1- Eliminate the passwords from these files when the installation
procedure is complete.

2- Change the user from MGR.HPOFFICE to GRAPHICS.HPOFFICE. The user
GRAPHICS does not have OP capability.

* Step 6 - An average user logs on as MGR.HPOFFICE and causes some
harm to the system.

Another way to achieve the same result, is to look for the compiled
file which resides in the group PUB.SYS. This file is
C01C108A.PUB.SYS. Issue the following FCOPY command:

:FCOPY FROM=C01C108A.PUB.SYSiTO=iCHARiSUBSET=491:491
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HP32212A.03.23 FILE COPIER (C) HEWLETT-PACKARD CO. 1984
C01C108A.PUB.SYS RECORD 491 (%753, t1EB)

00000: XHARDWARE
00044: XMGR DRAWING
00110: XHPOFFICE ROSTER
00154: XO No KKA error File code
1 RECORD PROCESSED *** 0 ERRORS
End of Subsystem.

XGALLERY
XPUB PUB

Xl

As you can. see the passwords are stored in record 491 of the file.

To prevent anyone from logging onto the system as
GRAPHICS.HPOFFICE, you have to install one security feature,
personal passwords, on all users of the HPOFFICE account. Such a
feature is available in third party security packages such as
security/3000, or OCS/Private, or SMASH.

This is but one example of potential vulnerabilities in a
"standard" HP environment. To effectively secure the computing
environment at your site, you have to develop a security plan. This.
plan should:

1- determine what needs to be secured.
2- strike a balance between securing the system, yet keep it
accessible to the user community. That is to say, you don't install
five passwords for a single user and expect the user to remember
them all.
3- estimate the cost of implementing effective security relative
to the worth of what you're trying to secure., In other words, you
wouldn't spend ten thousand dollars to secure a PC that costs two
thousand dollars.

The following issues are just some of ·the major concerns that a
comprehensive plan should address:

01- Hardware security.
02- Special forms security.
03- Communications security.
04- Change CATALOG.PUB.SYS.
05- Job security.
06- Tape security.
07- Database security
08- Contingency planning.
09- Encryption.
10- Enhancing MPE security.
11- Third party packages.

1- Hardware Security:

Keep your HP/3000 equipment in a secured area.
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Maintain a list of all the people who have access to the
computer room.
Install fire alarm and extinguishing systems.
Keep two or three hand-carried fire extinguishers in the
computer room in case of small containable fires.
Install sensors under the raised floor to sense for water or
flooding.
Install a sensaphone that monitors the computer room for power
interruptions, loud noise (i.e fire alarms), and overheating
conditions. If any of these conditions occur, the sensaphone
can dial any telephone number and leave a voice message
describing the nature of the problem. The sensaphone can be
purchased from RADIO SHACK.
Install CALLBACK/3000 which has a similar function as the
sensaphone. You can get CALLBACK/3000 from DESIGN/3000, INC.
CALLBACK has 'the added capability of monitoring the successful
completion or abnormal termination of any job.
Install alarm systems on all doors that lead to the computer
room.
Ask the police or the security officers in your organization
to conduct random checks on the computer room during off
hours.
Periodically test all your alarm systems.
Ask the Fire Marshall to inspect your computer room for fire
hazards.
Keep your computer room clean.
Make it a company policy that operators are not allowed to
eat, drink, or smoke in the computer room.
Lock all power closets that channel electricity to the
computer room.
Invest in some locks to fasten the terminals and PCs to the
desks. This makes PC theft more difficult.
Maintain an accurate inventory list of all the hardware you
have in every building. This list becomes useful when you have
a fire and the insurance company asks you for an estimate of
the lost equipment.
Keep this list up to date and remember that users keep moving
equipment from one place to another.
Use HPLIST or DBASE to help you track all this equipment.

2- Special Forms Security:

Keep all your forms under lock and key.
Track the usage of your forms. If you print payroll checks
make sure that you have the needed controls to ensure that no
checks are missing.
Find a paper recycling company in your area and recycle all
non-sensitive printouts. This should add some dollars to your
bUdget.
Shred all sensitive printouts that contain passwords or
private information.
Alert the user community to privacy laws •. Encourage them to
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recycle non-sensitive printouts, and shred all sensitive ones.

3- communications· Security:

Determine port connectivity. That is, which ports are

• direct connect.
• connected to modems/multiplexers.
• connected to· ··a data switch.
• the dial in ports.
• the dial out ports.

Determine user connectivity. That is, which department uses
what communication equipment? This exercise should help you
trace. the •path the intruder followed to· break into your
system.
Determine existing security features implemented on your
connnunication.. equipment.

Does the •communication equipment •.•• prompt.· the .user. ··.for a
passwOrd?
Do •.• you •• have. dialback·•• modems?
If < the dial in line drops, •..•.. is the session aborting on
your HP.system?
Do you know Who dials into. your system?
When was the last •time you changed passwords on the
communication equipment?
DO you know. all the •sites· that· DS into .your .. system?
Do you know .• all the users that out ··from •your system
to other systems?

Install ·.passwords on·. your cOmmunication .. equipment.. . Let •. the
users supply a password before they see. the colon prompt.
Buy dial back modems.
Buy modems with 2400·and 9600 baud. Usually these modems are
more expensive than the 1200 baud modems. This will eliminate
a large class of hackers.
~~h~s~~=e:~i~~:)~atif a •linedrop~,.the sesslon~saborted

Frequently change.passwords.on·communicationdevlces.
Maintain a list of who dials into your system.
:DOWN and :UPdevices as needed.
Use the :ACCEPT and :REFUSE commands ofMPE as needed.
Identify users who DS into your system.
Try to change the dial in.telephonenumber·on a regular basis
if you can.
Install TERMPASS/30000f SECURITY/3000.on the direct. connect
lines. TERMPASS/3000 forces the user to supply a password
associated with the LDEV.
Use contributed library programs suchasCOMCHECK, and SECURE.
Install LOGOFF/3000 of SECURITY/3000 or BOUNCER from the
contributed library. These programs abort all inactive
sessions.
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4- Change CATALOG.PUB.SYS:

CATALOG.PUB.SYS is the file that contains the standard MPE error
messages.

Compromise user friendliness for security.
Change all system error messages related to logging onto the
system such as

"EXPECTED HELLO, :JOB, :DATA"
"EXPECTED [SESSION,] USER.ACCT,[GRP]

to
"INVALID"

Some of the errors message that need to be changed are:
1426, 1427, 1429, 1430, 1434, 1436, 1437, 1439, 3080, 3082'
stream the MINLOGON.JOB.SECURITY to change all logon errors
in CATALOG.PUB.SYS.
The procedure to change these messages is also outlined in the
system managers manual.
Make sure that you create a COLDLOAD TAPE that contains your
modified catalog. Otherwise, when you COLDLOAD the system all
your modifications will disappear.
If you are a V-MIT user and have purchased HP MONITOR, then
use SECCONF to enable the minimum logon interface.

5- Job Sec~rity:

Issue Streams 10 only if you use jobs in your shop.
Give BA capability to those who need it.
Eliminate passwords from job streams.
Don't leave third party installation jobs in PUB.SYS.
Install STREAMX of SECURITY/3000.
Buy a job management system (See last months article on job
management systems).

6- Tape Security:

Implement a tape management system to keep track of tape usage
and life cycles.

Safeguard the following tapes:

COLDLOAD tapes.
Disc utility SUbsystem (DUS)
Memory Dump tapes.
Zero Dump tapes and Daily Dump tapes.
Database logging tapes.

Keep your old COLDLOAD tape for a period of time after your
most recent MPE update.
Don't mix old and new COLDLOAD tapes.
Validate your stores and zero dumps especially before a
reload.
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Erase tapes before discarding.
Clean your tapes on a regular basis.
use TAPETEST.PUB.TELESUP to certify your· tapes •• If ··you get
more.than 10 tape errors, then throw the tape away.
Clean the tape drives on a regular basis.
Clean the •heads of the tape drive before •every .. zero dump.
Keep the most recent zero dump at ····.an .·offsite . location in
fire/waterproof safes.
Beware<of userswithOPcapability.They can restore files
from different accounts and. groups into their own group using
the LOCAL option.
Beware of· the ··fake restOre. A fake restore is. a program ··that
simulates an MPErestore.The MPE store format is documented
in the >systems .·manager reference manual •. Get .. a. source listing
of .STAN, an.INTEREX contributed·· library •software.
Make it a departmental policy that operators are the only ones
to issue a restore.commande If. anyone. else issues a.restore
command,·thenthe operators should .not· reply to the . request.

7- Database Security:

Use Image and Turbo Image set. level .•• and item .level •security
to •. your advantage. Turbo . Image> security. is very. effective.
Enable logging on all your databases that are modified by the
users.
If you. perform database l.ogging ... to tape,··· then •ensure· that you
use good quality tapes.
If. you log transactions to disc, ensure· .that the .• 109 .file
doesn't reside ..on the same disc as your database. This should
minimize the risk in case of disk problems.
Enable ILRand Rollback recovery.
Design a recovery procedure before you find out that you have
to recover and don't know·how·to·do·it.
Use DBBEGIN and DBENDfor logical transactions •... This .... should
help keep your database·consistent at·times of recovery.
Set SUBSYSTEM to READ only or NONE depending on your
application needs.
Regularly perform capacity checks so that your programs don't
abort because of full data sets.
Run DBAUDIT/3000byROBELLEto generate audit reports from the
log files~

Run HOWMESSY/3000 by ROBELLE·oniyour databases. HOWMESSYgives
you an insight on tuning your databases.
Investigate using the VESOFT VEOPEN routine in your programs.
VEOPENallows you to .eliminate database· passwords .from •. your
program files and enfo·rces an access. control file. The. access
control· file contains restrictions by user ids, program files,
access mode, etc.
Build editing routines into your programs to ensure that all
the data entered· is good data. Remember that good data
produces information.
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8- Contingency Planning:

Develop a comprehensive and structured approach to the
possibility of disaster, then move on to other critical issues
in your shop. Don't spend lots of time working on your
disaster plan. At the same time do not be of the opinion that
disasters don't happen.
Identify threats that could cause harm to the continuity of
operations at your site. A threat is any agent with the
capability to reduce the effectiveness of the system, thereby
negating management objectives. A fire is a threat.
Define how vulnerable you are to the identified threats. A
vulnerability is the opportunity available to a hostile entity
to mount an attack. If operators smoke in the computer room
and you don't have alarm or extinguishing systems, then you're
vulnerable to the possibility of a fire in your computer room.

Define what constitutes a disaster at your site. Is one day
down time considered a disaster?
Get some insurance.
Identify critical applications.
Find a backup site in case you need to relocate your
operations to an alternate site.
write your disaster plan or bUy one and tailor it to your
installation.
Train personnel and inform users in preparation for potential
disasters.
Test your disaster plan.

9- Encryption :

Realize that there's a risk in encrypting your source code.
Lose the key and lose the source.
Keep track of your encryption keys.
Don't make the encryption program available to anyone.
Be aware of the possibility of internal personnel vengeance
or retaliation.

10- Enhancing MPE security.

We feel that MPE security has been discussed extensively. Instead
of reviewing it, we'd like to illustrate how you can enhance it.

To enhance MPE Security, there are certain basic things you can do:

Select under Miscellaneous Configuration in the SYSDUMP
dialogue, Change number of seconds to logon (MIN = 1,

MAX= 500) to 90 seconds.
Under I/O Configuration changes, Reply NO to DATA. This
prevents people from using :DATA statements to logon to the
HP system.
Don't leave :STARTSESS with passwords in SYSSTART.PUB.SYS
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without altering the security to
:ALTSEC SYSSTART.PUB.SYS;(R,W,A,L,X:CR).
Change the home group of MANAGER.SYS to a. different group than
PUB. Every user on the system can read files in PUB.SYS.
Keep PUB.SYS clean.
Use a hardcopy console.
Shred console printouts.
Secure the files JOBACCT, JOBACCTB, JOBCUDC of BULDACCT
program ( a good contributed library program that recreates
your accounting structure).
EnableMPE logging.
Make sure that· log file numbers are consecutive. Ifa file is
mlssing,····£ind out why it is' missing.
UseSCANLOG.PUB.TELESUPto report all logon failures.
Beware of· AUTPALLOCATE.·•. Consider •.. this:

program'is prepped with PM capability.
It resides in an account with PM capability.
It resides in a group with PM capability.
Allocate. the. program.:
Run the .program.· ·The. proqram··wlll··.·run.
ALTACCT and exclude the PM capability.
Run the program. The > program still runs although the
account does not· have PM capability.·.
Deallocate. the' program.
Run the program. It. does not run.

In other words, the loader is forced to satisfy the capability
requirements only if the program is removed from the
autoallocationtable. This is anMPE bug.
Lockword all MPE utilities.
Eliminate all·unnecessa.ryaccounts.
Identify all third party accounts.

These accounts··are ·readonly accounts.
The system manager should be the··. only one to update these
accounts.
Don't·add<users·into these accounts.
Monitor account/group/user capabilities and access
control ..·settings ••
Change default passwords on the account/users of these
accounts.
Make sure that no PM files are released.

Identify production accounts.
Keep· track of new users added by account managers.
Ensure all accounts/users have passwords.
Frequently change account/user passwords.
Secure all user released files.

Identify all users with SM,PM, OP capabilities using FINDCAP,
a contributed program.
Beware .of . the COMMAND intrinsic. If you .' disable a certain
command using a UDC, the user can execute the command from
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some sUbsystems. Consider the following example:

stream !FN
option LIST, NOHELP, NOBREAK
Comment not available

:RUN FCOPY.PUB.SYS
> : STREAM MYJOB

#J900

Force users directly into applications using the LOGON option
of UDCs.
Buy a menu system and isolate your users from MPE.
Beware of trojan horses. Do not load any program from outside
your shop without looking at, and recompiling, the source
code. After all, you don't know what kind of aUditing and
checking these programs are subjected to.

Use third party security packages to :
Install terminal passwords.
Install a menu system and isolate access to MPE.
Enforce unique user ids. Use session name as part of the
ide
Enforce passwords standards:

average users must have a password of at least five
characters.
The system manager should have a password that is
8 characters long.
Force users not ·to use the same passwords over and
over again.
Install password aging.

Enforce time of day, day of week, and terminal
restrictions on critical applications.
Configure the number of responses or trials the user is
allowed to attempt to logon.
Install a feature that displays the last date and time
the user logged on, and number of failures since last
logon.
Report violations to the console, system manager, and
logfiles.
Frustrate intruders by downing ports or having a delay
period if they fail to key' in the correct password.
Install personal passwords.
Install a time out feature when entering personal
passwords.
Logoff all inactive terminals.

We accumulated the above mentioned points through our years of
experience and work in the HP environment. We hope that you find
this information useful and helpful in securing your environment.
Remember that people are the weakest link and that you have to
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strike a fine balance between effective security and providing the
users with easy access to the information. If there are users in
your organization who still post their·passwords· on the terminal,
don't despair, but try to raise their level of awareness and
outline their responsibilities. The road to effective>seeurity is
along one. Happy computing.
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PASSWORD: **
LOC ATTR: %0
SECURITY--READ: ANY

WRITE: ANY
APPEND: ANY
LOCK: ANY
EXECUTE: ANY

Figure. 1

:RUN LISTDIR5.PUB.SYS

>LISTACCT HPOFFICE
********************
ACCOUNT: HPOFFICE

DISC SPACE: 184793(S)
CPU TIME: 128471(SEC)
CONNECT TIME: 333 (MIN)
DISC LIMIT: 400000(S)
CPU LIMIT: UNLIMITED
CONNECT LIMIT: UNLIMITED
MAX PRI: too
GRP INX PTR: %620
USR INX PTR: %621
CAP: AM,AL,GL,DI,OP,CV,UV,LG,NM,CS,ND,SF,IA,BA,PH,DS,MR

>LISTGROUP HPDRAW.HPOFFICE
********************
GROUP: HPDRAW.HPOFFICE

DISC SPACE: 1820(S)
CPU TIME: O(SEC)
CONNECT TIME: o(MIN)
DISC LIMIT: UNLIMITED
CPU LIMIT: UNLIMITED
CONNECT LIMIT: UNLIMITED
FILE INXPTR: %13103
MVTABX: %0
MOUNT REF CNT: 0
HOME VOL SET:
CAP: IA,BA,PH,DS,MR

>LISTUSER MGR.HPOFFICE
********************
USER: MGR.HPOFFICE

PASSWORD: **
SECURITY--READ:

WRITE:
APPEND:
LOCK:
EXECUTE:
SAVE:

PRIV VOL: NO

ANY
AL,GU
AL,GU
AL,GU
ANY
AL,GU

HOME GROUP: PUB PASSWORD: **
MAX PRI: 150 LOC ATTR: %0
LOGON CNT: 1
CAP: AM,AL,GL,DI,OP,CV,UV,LG,NM,CS,ND,SF,IA,BA,PH,DS,MR

>E

END OF PROGRAM
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Viruses --What They Are and How to Defend Against Them

Anita Doucet
Hewlett-Packard

19111 Pruneridge Avenue
Cupertino, California 95014

Abstract

As computers become more and more a part of our everyday
lives, the threat of a system catching a virus becomes
increasingly serious. The question is, how can we reduce the
chances of being infected by a virus? In all commercial
operating systems, there is a risk of being attacked by a
computer virus that must be seriously considered and planned
for by all Data Processing professionals.

This paper tries to educate you about what a virus is and the
possible defense mechanisms that they can use against one in
your computing environment. The. different types of viruses
are examined to see how they work, and how they can affect
both program files and operating system functionality. We
will look at what can be done to prevent the disclosure and
corruption of data, and how to detect a virus attack should
one penetrate your system's security. The discussion also
recommends a few security policies that you can follow to
protect your data processing investment.

What is a Virus?

Since the publicity involving the ARPAnet virus in November
1988, the user community has been more aware of computer
security in general and computer viruses in particular. For
most of us, there is often some confusion over what a virus
really is. Most people are aware that a virus can be
dangerous. Viruses can wipe data off a disk, corrupt files,
and even alter executable code on a system. A virus can be
so destructive that you may be forced to shut down your
system to keep the infection from spreading. Though these
characteristics are all associated with-viruses, which
attributes make a virus what it 1s? First let's look at the
characteristics of some programs that are often confused with
viruses.

Trojan Horses The definition of a Trojan Horse has changed
very little since the Greeks first presented their gift at
the gates of Troy. A Trojan Horse program is a piece of
software whi ch has a known, des i rabl e funct.ion. However,
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embedded within the code is an invisible function which gets
executed unknown to the user. For example, a computer user
may receive a utility program for which they have a
legitimate use. When they execute the program, the hidden
function uses their authorizations and performs services in
their name that could cause a break in the system's security.
The unsuspecting user )s unaware that they may have opened a
back door for the creator of the Trojan Horse. A back door
is a piece of software that provides a way to get access to
functionality provided by the software, without the normal
security authorizations. In this fashion a virus also bears
resemblance to a Trojan Horse.

Worms A worm is a program which has the ability to
relocate itself automatically. In most cases, a worm also
has the ability to search out and access paths to other nodes
of a system or network. It can then place copies of itself
in these locations. The copying program then invokes the
copy which then propagates itself somewhere else on the
system or network. This reproductive process can continue
until the worm program has virtuallY consumed all the disk
space and processor time. The decrease in disk space and the
increase in CPU utilization caused by the worm programs on a
system or network may eventually result in the denial of
services. This occurs because most of the systems' resources
have been taken over to produce copies of the worm, and
perform and other functions specified in the worms'
programming.

Now, if worm and Trojan Horse programs aren't real viruses,
what are? Dr. Frederick Cohen defines a computer virus as
"a program that can infect other programs by modifying them
to incl ude a poss ibl y evol ved vers ion of i tse 1 f II [1 ] . The
unique attribute of a virus is that it can attach itself to a
program or other executable code. A virus resembles a worm
because of its ability to reproduce itself. Unlike a worm,
however, a virus will not invoke itself. Once attached to a
host, a virus will simply wait until a user tries to execute
the host code.

System Infiltration

A virus can spread through any system that shares,
interprets, or retransmits information [1]. Research has
shown that the systems most vulnerable to a viral attack are
those with the greater numbers of users who have more contact
with each other [4].

For a system to become initially infected, however, requires
some form of external injection, and the injection is usually
intentional. In most cases this attack is targeted at the
masses by someone who wants pUblicity, or the thrill of
knowing how much damage they can do. The more threatening
attacks are targeted at a particular system or network,
usually because someone wants unauthorized access to, or
proprietary information from the system. The more subsystems
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and products on a system, the higher the chance of having a
back door created or exposed as a result of a viral attack.
The initial infection is most commonly created by a carrier
[2] program. A carrier program can be produced in several
variations, depending upon the intent of the creator. For
example, the carrier could be a Trojan Horse, whose hidden
function is to infect either a program, or the operating
system itself. This is usually the method used for a mass
attack, through a piece of contributed or pUblic domain
software. A carrier could also be a program whose only
purpose is to infect the system. Then, once the initial
infection occurs, the program may purge itself from the
system, thus masking the original source of the infection.

How a Virus Works

Viruses spread throughout a system or network by using the
access rights and permissions of each user that executes
infected software. These access rights can be used in a
viral attack to open up the system to unauthorized use.

The code of a virus usually consists of three pieces, a
marker (M), the reproductive routines (REP), and some extra
manipulation functions (MAN) [2]. The marker is used by the
virus' reproductive code to determine if a potential host has
already been infected. This marker keeps the virus from
wasting its time re-infecting a host. If a marker is present
in a h6~t candidate, the virus will ignore it and continue
looking for an unmarked, or uninfected host. The function of
the reproductive routines is to copy the virus and attach the
copy to the host program. The manipulation routines perform
additional functions, much like a Trojan Horse.

Most program or file level viruse~ are some va~iant of two
basic forms, overwriting and non-overwriting viruses. An
overwriting virus injects itself directly into a host by
copying itself directly over the first few words of
executable code. This usually destroys the original program
so it can no longer execute properly.

Original Host --) Executable Host

Infected Host --) 0 REP 1~I_t_a_b_l_e_H_o__s_t ......I

By placing the virus code over the front of the host program,
the virus' instructions will be executed first the next time
the program is invoked. Once the virus' reproduction and
manipulation routines have completed, the original code
following the virus tries to run. Of course, with the
first few executable statements of the host missing, the
program begins to print strange error messages, and will most
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likely abor~. This type of virus is easily detected since
the user is immediately aware that there is a problem. Of
course, by then, another program has been infected.

The second form of virus is the non-overwriting variety.
This type of infection will preserve the host program. It
does this by writing an additional move (MOV) instruction
into the host code [2]. First, the virus copies a portion of
code of similar size to itself from the front of the host
program to the end of the host. This copied code is then
followed by the new move instruction. Next, the virus code
copies itself over the start of the host program.

Original Host c==!xecutable Host

Infected Host ~ MAN 1st

After Execution Executable Host

Executable Ho8
Executable Ho8

Again, by placing the virus code into the front of the host,
the virus instructions will be executed first the next time
the program is invoked. Once the virus' reproduction
complet~s, the move instruction copies the first part of the
host program back to its original position and executes a
jump back to the original program start. The program begins
to function normally. The user is unaware that anything
unusual has occurred except perhaps a slight increase in the
host's startup time. This type of virus is virtually
undetectable except for the change in the size of the
infected program.

At first an overwriting virus appears more dangerous than a
non-overwriting. This is because the first type corrupts the
host program while the second does not. However, the non
overwriting virus has the ability to remain in the system
longer because its effects are not as immediately obvious.
This makes the second form of virus potentially more
hazardous, although it doesn't corrupt the host, it could
leave the system open to intrusion and data corruption for
years before ever being detected.

Operating system code is as susceptible to a viral attack as
any user program. In fact, system code is most likely the
real target if there is an intent to get sensitive
information or system control.

De£enses Against Viruses
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divided into two
Detection methods
presence of an
virus' spread.
stop a virus'

Defenses against virus attacks can be
categories detection and prevention.
are aimed at alerting the user to the
infection which may limit the scope of
Preventive defenaes try to inhibit or
reproduction and infection completely.

Detection Mechanisms

One indication of a possibly infected system is a noticeable
drop in the expected performance of a program or system. One
sign may be an overload or an unusually heavy use of the
network or operating system services. Though these
observations maybe signs there is an attack on the system,
there are several methods of detecting a viral infection that
are more accurate.

Prefix, Postfix, and Pattern Matching Algorithms: These
viral detection programs compare the first or last few words
o£ an executable file. If several files in a group start or
end with the identical instructions, the chances are high
that a virus has infected those files. Think back to the
description of how a virus propagates and you will understand
why this detection mechanism works. A file infected with a
virus will probably have the virus code copied into the front
of the host, and may have the additional move instruction
added to the end. However, this method won't find a virus
that has been written into source code, and the checking
programs should consider that some compilers place identical
instructions into the beginning of the compiled code.

Source Code Analyzers A code analyzer looks at the coding
style(s) that a piece of source code is written in, and tries
to classify its attributes. Like novelists, every programmer
has their own style of coding, from how far to indent code to
the conventions used in naming variables. A sophisticated
code analyzer can examine these attributes and estimate the
number of authors that wrote a particular piece of software
by examining these attributes.

This method of detection is most useful if the analyzer is
run. against the source periodically during its lifetime.
Each time the analysis is performed, the variations in coding
styles and the estimated number of authors are recorded. Any
deviation from the expected results is then investigated.
For example, if only two engineers are permitted to access a
source file, yet the analysis shows that there are three
distinct coding styles in the source, there may be reason to
believe that the file has been tampered with. The accuracy
of the analysis depends largely on the sophistication of the
analyzer. Also, this type of analyzer will only work on the
source code, and would not detect any virus code that gets
placed there by an unscrupulous author.

Length of Program/Code Another method of detecting a virus
is to keep a record of the original length of each executable
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file. At periodic intervals the current length of a program
file is checked against its expected value. If there are any
unexpected differences, the program can be isolated until it
can be inspected. A more preventive method of using a file's
length is to check it each time it is invoked. That way any
infection can be found and dealt with before the program is
run and the virus spreads further. Unfortunately, the cost
of performing this check every time a program is invoked
could be high. This would not work well in a software
environment where the size of executables often changes.

Time, Date, and Checksum Values: Time and date stamps are
used for virus detection in much the same way as the program
length. First: the time and date of the last official
modification is recorded. Each time the code is invoked, the
current value(s) are checked against the recorded ones. If
the values differ, the program is isolated until further
investigation is made. However, this method makes the
assumption that the virus does not or can not restore the
file information to reflect the original, expected values.

Auditing: This detection method requires a record to be
logged each time executable code is changed. The log records
are then periodically reviewed to determine if any unofficial
modifications have been made.

Prevention Mechanisms :

Protection methods aimed at keeping viruses off the system
entirely are commonly more expensive to implement then
detection mechanisms.

Access Control: One way to provide virus prevention is to
implement an access control model. An access control policy
places restrictions on who can have access to files on the
system and what types of functions can be performed. A virus
can only use the access permissions that are allowed to its
host. The implementation of an access control policy will
not allow the infected code to write into another executable
on the system unless its host has the necessary permissions
to do so. Though restricting the access path to executables
won't stop most viruses, it may slow the spread of many
viruses and decrease the amount of damage.

ROM: Another method of preventing a viral infection is to
put all executable programs into ROM. Though this is an
effective method of preventing a viral attack, it is also not
practical. As with any program code, there will be the need
to repair defects or implement new features and enhancement~.

Placing executable code into ROM makes replacing code too
expensive and too slow for most installations [7].

Encryption Encryption can protect the integrity of
executable code. It can also prOVide a method of detecting
the spread of a viral infection and can limit the amount of
potential damage [8]. For encryption to work, executables
must be stored on the system in the encrypted format. When
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the executable is invoked, it is run through a decryption
algorithm. If the encrypted code had been tampered with, the
deciphered executable will ba unintelligible and will fail,
preventing further viral spread or damage.

There are two key points to remember when protecting your
system with encryption. First, this method of protection
works on encrypted code. If the code is infected before the
encryption, the virus can not be detected by this method and
the virus would function as usual. Secondly, this encryption
mechanism focuses protecting the encrypted object. It
replies heavily on the underlying system security ~o ensure
that the encryption/decryption keys and functions are
protected from unauthorized access and modification.

Partitioning and Isolation Partitioning a system or
isolating the accesses of its users is more o~ a containment
of a viral attack than itis a prevention of one. As stated
earlier, the sharing, interpretation, and retransmission of
information makes a system more open and vulnerable to
attack. When the amount of contact or sharing between users
is limited, the spread or scope of an infection isalso
limited. Partitioning involves setting up boundaries between
sets or subsets of informat~on, and protecting thes~

boundaries from being crossed. The system then enforces the
policy that no user can access more that one set of
information at a time~ That way, any infection is contained
to a single set of data.

This type of isolation is often necessary for systems which
store sensitive or classified data. In a commercial
environment where we hope to benefit from the sharing of
information, however, it may not be an effective method of
protection.

The defense mechanisms listed here all incur some type of
overhead. Most reqUire additional services to be performed
that will decrease system performance. A few require
additional time for production, defect repair, or system
administration. All require the time and money to implement
and put them into effect.

Protection Policies :

There are several policies. you can implement that will lower
the risk of your system becoming the victim of a viral attack
[5] .

1. Educate your users to the damaging effects a viral attack
can have on the system as well as to themselves and the
company. Many users may not knowhow a virus appears and
be able to identify peculiarities in the systam's
operation that indicate the possibility of an infection.
The earlier a virus is detected, the less damage it can
do.

2. Don't allow system users to install untested software
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obtained from an unknown and possibly infected source.
In their paper, "An Approach to Containing Computer
Viruses", Maria Pozzo and Terence Gray propose that the
level of risk associated with a piece of software
corresponds inversely to its level of credibility. The
following table shows their ratings for various sources of
software :

Origin of Software Credibility User's Risk

User Fi les Lowest Highest
User Contributed Software II II

Software from Bulletin Board " II

Software from System Staff " II

Commercial Application S/W " II

Software from OS Vendor Highest Lowest

3. Don't connect your system to external bulletin boards
where users will want to retrieve games or utility
programs. As stated above, these sources are potentially
hazardous.

4. Store new software on a stand alone system before placing
it on a network or timeshare system. Doing this will
allow you to observe how it affects the system. If the
software is infected with a virus, the problem will become
obvious before too long, and you will have saved yourself
having to repair damage on a system that is networked or
under heavy use.

5. Keep sensitive information and important programs under
restricted access. By, placing more restrictive
permissions on these files you will help to slow the
potential damage to them, or possibly prevent it should
the virus be detected early.

6. Assign only those capabilities and permissions to users
which are necessary. Again, a virus uses the permissions
of the user executing the infected program. Allowing a
user to have management or priVileged capabilities when
they aren't necessary is a bad security policy that opens
the door for a virus to infiltrate the system faster.

7. Use and enforce security features (such as access control
and auditing) that you have available on your system to
provide a robust and secure environment.

Some of these policies may not be productive in certain
environments. However, for those who can implement them,
they should help to reduce the risk of your system becoming
infected, or reduce the damage should an attack occur.
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Conclusion

There are so many variations of viruses that defending
aga ins t them i sadiff i cu 1t proposit ion. A de f e.nset 0 one
strain may not provide any defense to another. Each viral
attack is dlfferent. and more variations are constantly belng
created, as are new detenses to combat them.

The descriptions In t.hispaper of how Vlruses work are very
basic, even primlt.lve Intheir implementation. in today"s
sophlstlcated comput.ing environment, many viruses couldbe
produced WhICh are much more elaborate, less open t.o
detection, and potentlally more destructlve then those
examined here. r'orevery new attack t.here WIll> hopetully be
a new mechanIsm t.o detendagalnst It.

Your best detense 1S t.o tlnd a comblnat.lon otdetectlon and
preventlon mechanlsms that maxlmlzethe ptotectlontor your
own envlronment. ~y Implementlng a procedural secur1ty
pOLICY that relntorces Vlrus protectlon detenses, you Wlll
have a workable SOlUtlOn to protect agaInst a vlral att.ack.
In additIon, stay~ng abreast.ot vlralattack~ agalnst your
comput.er system by readIng Journal artlcles, Wlll keep you In
a position to make a positive stand against any dangerous
viruses lurking on the horizon.
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Trusted Systems: Features and Certification
of a SecureOperatJn. System

John Maus
HewLett-Packard Company

N. 1225 Argonne Road
Spokane,W~ 99212

I. History

In October, 1967 a task force of the Defense Science Board was formed and
chartered with finding ways that cLassified infor.mation couLd be protected in
computerized systems. They issued a report entitled··Security Controls for
Computer Systems U in February of 1970. In response to recommendations in this
report the Department of Defense (DOD)·issued DOD Directive 5200.28 in 1972 as
away toestabtishunJform DO~ policy for protectfng c1assified rnfo~mation.

At that point, ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency) and other a~enc1es

began working on actual implementations of these recommendations. This research
continued through the mid-70 I s.

Then, in 1977 the DOD Computer Security Initiative was started. Concurre"ntly,
the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) began to address issues involving
building, evaluating and auditing secure computer systems. They sponsored one
workshop in 1977 and one in 1978.

Using recommendations from the second workshop, the MITRE Corporation began to
develop a set.ofcriteria to enable one to assess the degree of trust that
could be placed ina computer system t~atwasprocessing cl~ssified inform~

tion. Their work has been critiqued by many agencies, universities and computer
vendors.

In January of 1981 the Natio.naL Computer Securi ty Center (NeSC) was formed<to
expand upon this earLier work. A major goal of NCSC is to foster wide
availabi Lity of secure systems. In December of 1985 the NCSC issued a report
which has become known as the "orange book ll • It is entitled UDepartment of
Defense Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria". Copies are .8vai lable from
the Office of Standards and Products, NCSC, fort Meade, NO 2075~-6000~

Attention, Chief, Computer Security Standards. The provisions of the document
apply to aLL DOD component agencies.

Trusted Systems
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II. Objectives of the Criteria

The criteria presented in the trusted systems document were designed with three
major objectives in mind:

A. To provide guidance to manufacturers of computer equipment so that the
hardware and software developed would contain the features needed to
protect sensitive information.

B. To provide users of computer systems a means or metric for assessing the
degree of trust they could place in specific equipment.

C. Provide a basis for acquisitions of new equipment.

The document sets forth two distinct sets of requirements. The first are
specific security feature requirements. These are the requirements that must be
met by the operating systems of general purpose processors. The second are
assurance requirements. These requirements are applicable to the full range of
computer processors from dedicated to general purpose.

III. Fundamental Security Features

The basic assumption that NCSC made was that a secure computer system should
control access to information so that only properly authorized individuals or
processes couLd gain access to it. They proposed six fundamentaL requirements
from which they deveLoped a security cLassification scheme and a Large number
of detaiLed requirements. These six fundamental features are:

A. Policy
1. Security PoLicy - "There must be an explicit and weLL-defined security

policy enforced by the system".
2. Marking - "Access controL LabeLs must be associated with objects".

B. AccountabiLity
1. Identification - "IndividuaL subjects must be identified".
2. AccountabiLity "Audit information must be selectively kept and

protected so that actions affecting security can be traced to the
responsible party".

C. Assurance
1. Assurance "The computer system must contain hardware/software

mechanisms that can be independently evaLuated to provide sufficient
assurance that the system enforces" the above four requirements.

2. Continuous Protection "The trusted mechanisms that enforce these
basic requirements must be continuously protected against tampering
and/or unauthorized changes".

IV. The CLassification Scheme

NCSC created four "divisions" of trusted computer systems. The division
specifies the generaL security rating of a system. Some of the divisions are
further sub-divided into "cLasses". Each division and each cLass within a
division signifies a more secure system. The divisions and their associated
classes are as follows. They are Listed in order of increasing security
provisions:

Trusted Systems
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1. Division D - "Minimal Protection"
Any system that is evaluated but fails to meet any of the
higher requirements gets this rating.

2. Division C - "Discretionary Protection"
Systems rated within this division provide need-to-know
protection and auditability.

Class C1 - "Discretionary Security Protection"
Class C2 - "Control ted Access Protection ll

3. Division B - IIMandatory Protection l'

The concept of "sensitivity labeLIi is a key feature of
sys~em~~atedin this division.

Class 81 - IIlabeLed S~curityProtectionfl

CLass 82 - lIatructur~dProt~ctiGnli

Class 83 - "Security Domains"

4. Division A • "Verified Protection"
FormaL security verification methods are
protection mechanisms in systems with this
sive documentation is aLso required.

CLass A1 - "Verified Design"

V. Specific Security Features

used to verify
rating. Exten-

The KCSC report delineates twenty-seven specfficsecurityfeatu~es.Asthe
system s.ecuritycLass increa.ses from C1 through A1, more and more. of thes.e
features are required tob~ p~esent. TabL~ 1 shows the rela~ionshipbetwee~the
security features and the cLass rating. In other words, in order for a system
to achieve a specific class rating, it must contain aLL the features mandat
edfor th~t cLass.

These specific security features have been grouped into four categories: 1)
Security PoLicy, 2) AccountabiLity, 3) Assurance, and 4) Documentation. What
folLows i s a br i e f de s c ript i on of each securi t y feature:

1. Audit - The system must be abLe to create, maintain and protect an audit
trail of the accesses to the objects it prGtects.

2. Configuration Management - When the operating system code ismodifi~d a
system must be in place that ensures that the design specifications,
sourc~ code and documentation all agree for the version be generated.

3. Covert Channel Analysis- A covert channel is any communication path that
can be used to obtain data in such a fashion as to circumvent the
system1ssecurity features.

4. Design Documentation - Documentation from the vendor that describes the
operation and use of the security features.

S. Design Specification and Verificatio~ -Aninformal or formal model of
the security policy supported by the operating system.

6. Device labels A method of attaching a security leveL to a physicaL
d~viceso the operating system ca~ enforce constraints on it.

Trusted Systems
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Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria
Summary Chart

Security Class --> I C1 I C2 I 81 I 82 I 83 I A1 I

I. Security Policy
Discretionary Access Control
Object Reuse
Labels
Label Integrity
Exportation of Labeled Information
Exportation to Multilevel Devices
Exportation to Single-Level Devices
Labeling Human-Readable Output
Mandatory Access Control
Subject Sensitivity Labels
Device Labels

II. Accountability
Identification & Authentication
Audit
Trusted Path

III. Assurance
System Architecture
System Integrity
Security Testing
Design Specification & Verification
Covert Channel Analysis
Trusted Facility Management
Configuration Management
Trusted Recovery
Trusted Distribution

IV. Documentation
Security Features User1s Guide
Trusted Facility Manual
Test Documentation
Design Documentation

YS
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YS
NO
NO

YS
YS
YS
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YS
YS
YS
YS

YS
YS
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YS
YS
NO

YS
SA
YS
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

SA
YS
SA
SA

SA
SA
YS
YS
YS
YS
YS
YS
YS
NO
NO

YS
YS
NO

YS
SA
YS
YS
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

SA
YS
SA
YS

SA
SA
YS
YS
SA
SA
SA
SA
YS
YS
YS

SA
YS
YS

YS
SA
YS
YS
YS
YS
YS
NO
NO

SA
YS
YS
YS

YS
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

SA
YS
YS

YS
SA
YS
YS
YS
YS
SA
YS
NO

SA
YS
SA
YS

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

SA
SA
SA

SA
SA
YS
YS
YS
SA
YS
SA
YS

SA
SA
YS
YS

Legend: SA
YS

NO

Same requirement as previous lower class
Yes, required for this class (either same requirement as
previous class or enhanced requirement)
No, not required for this class

Table 1
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7. Discretionary Access Control· A method whereby access must be controlled
between named objects and named users. This control must be possible to
the level of a single user.'

8. Exportation of Labeled Information· Each I/O device must be defined as
either handling information of strictly one security level or of handling
information of multiple levels.

9. Exportation to Multilevel Devices· If a device is to handle information
of differing security levels, security level label -(called a
sensitivity label) must remain attached to the information.

10. Exportation to Single-Level devices Since this device handles only
information of a specific security level the sensitivity label is not
required to be maintained.

11. Identification and Authorization - The procedure whereby users identify
themselves to the system and it authenticates their identity.

12. label Integrity· If data is exported the exported sensitivity label must
be ident1caltot~einternat label.

13. labeling Human-Readable Output The printing .routines must label the
printed output with sensitivity labelinforma~ion~

14. Labels - The system must maintain security level information (the sensi
tivity label) for each object of data •. When importing new data the system
must receive the security level information from an authorized user.

15. Mandatory Access Control - The ~perating system must enforce~mand~tory

access control over all subjects and objects and the resulting access may
need to be determined by a combination of securityschemas.

16. Object Reuse If an item is released back to the system then current
access controls· must be·reset.

17. Security Features User's Guide· A vendor-supplied reference manual des
cribing the security features of the system.

18. Security Testing Tests must be performed to ensure the security
features work as described. Test plans are outlined for each division.

19. Subject Sensitivity labels· A terminal user must be notified during an
interactive session if his/her security level changes.

20. System Architecture The operating system must maintain an execution
domain of its own (e.g., privileged mode) and must provide process
isolation via distinct address spaces.

21. System Integrity - Hardware and/or software diagnostics must be provid
ed to ensure>theproper operation of the system.

22. Test Documentation The vendor must provide the evaluator with a test
plan describing how the system· was tested.

23. Trusted 6istributfon - A method must exist to ensure that the copy of the
operating system that is delivered to a site is identical to the master
copy.

24. Trusted Facility Management -The dutfesof~ security admini~trator must
be defined. An audit trail must be produced showing changes in the
administrator.

25. Trusted Facility Manual - A reference manual describing the role of the
system ~dministrator must be supplied.

26. Trusted Path - The communication path that a user uses to. login must be
secure.

Trusted Systems
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27. Trusted Recovery - After a system failure it must be possible to recover
the system without any security compromise.

The foregoing is not meant to be an exact description of each feature but
rather to give the general idea behind the term. As is shown in Table no
class except A1 requires the p~esence of all the features. Once a feature is
required by a class it is also required by each higher class. However, the
specifics of the feature are sometimes changed/enhanced from class to class. To
get the exact specification of a feature for a particular class please refer to
the original NCSC document.

VI_ A Specific Implementation of Class C2

With the arrival of Hewlett-Packard1s MPE V Operating System, version V-Delta-4
(G.C3.04) Hewlett-Packard customers were able to obtain an operating system
evaluated by NCSC as a Division C Class C2 Trusted Computer System. This class
requires eleven of the twenty-seven security features identified by NCSC.

In what follows we wilL see what specific MPE features impLement the required
NCSC feature. Note that some required security features are only obtained with
the proper V-Delta-4 version running in combination with the product known as
HPSecurity Monitor.

A. Security Policy
1. Discretionary Access Control - This has been implemented by means of

Access Control Definitions (ACD1s). ACDls can be associated with files
or devices by means of the :ALTSEC command. Access modes can be
granted to lists of users or down to the leveL of a single user.

2. Object Reuse If an ACD is removed from a file or device then the
normal MPE security features are used. The ACD is stored in a IIpseudo
extent ll and not in the file label. The extent location is not stored
in the extent map.

B. Accountability
1. Identification and Authorization This is provided by the :HELLO

command and passwords. The user identification is also stored as part
of the IItime stampll in logfiLe records.

2. Audit New logfile record types were implemented (record types
38-42)_ Assurance of auditabiLity is provided by an option in
HPSecurity Monitor. If the system is unable to log events then alL
users are aborted.

- MPE V can operate in privileged mode.
Diagnostics are provided to ensure the correct

hardware and firmware.
Extensive testing was done by Hewlett-Packard

the reference

C. Assurance
1. System Architecture
2. System Integrity

functioning of the
3. Security Testing

before release.
D. Documentation

1. Security features User1s Guide - This is provided by
manual IIMPE VIE Security and Accounting Structure User1s Guide ll , PIN
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Provided by He~lett-Packard to the NCSC

32033-90136.
2. Trusted Facility Manual - Same as above.
3. Test Documentation - Provided by Hewlett-Packard to the NCSC evaluation

team.
4. Design Documentation

evaluation team.

VII. Evaluation and Certification

The NCSC has established a "Commercial Product Evaluation Process" by means of
which it can evaluate and rate computer systems against the aforementioned
criteria. This evaluation process has three steps:

1) Preliminary Product Evaluation In this step the NCSC team and the
vendor open a dialogue about a proposed vendor product. After discussion,
NCSC tells the vendor what rating might be expected if the product were
formally evaluated.

2) Formal Product Evaluation - This is a formal evaluation of the product by
the NCSC team and resuLts in the product being given its security class
rating.

3) Evaluated Products List· After the formal evalua~ion the product is then
added the the official list.

The vendor has to expend a certain amount of resources to produce a product of
a certain rating. If the rating to be obtained is Lower than the one the vendor
intended, then the vendor will eith~r have ~o expend moreresourc~s or abandon
the effort. Because of the openness of the dialogue either the vendor or NCSC
can decide to stop th~ process at any point. It should be noted that the NCSC
signs a non-disclosure agreement with the vendor at the beginning of the
process.

Just because a product is on the Evaluated Products List does not mean that it
is "certified". A system can only be certified when put into to use in a
specific application environment and only after the NCSC team performs an
evaluation on the system in that environment.

VIII. The EvaLuation Process of Hewlett-Packard1s MPE V

HewLett-Packard contacted the NCSC for a product evaluation of V-Delta-4 in
ApriL of 1987. NCSC has two companies under contract to provide evaluations
besides itself. They are the MITRE Corporation or. the East Coast and the
Aerospace Corporation on the West Coast. A team from the Aerospace Corporation
was chosen to perform the evaluation.

The team acted as a consuLtant to Hewlett-Packard during this phase. They did
not see or exercise any code. They prepared an InitiaL Product Assessment
Report (IPAR) based on documentation and discussions ~ith Hewlett-Packard. The
Technical Review Board (TRB) of the NCSC reviewed the IPAR. The TRB and
HewLett-Packard agreed to go forward for a formaL evaluation. The team then
actually began to test the code and added tests of their own. HewLett-Packard
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gave the team formal training on the product during this phase.

At this point the team wrote an addendum to the IPAR stating what needed to be
tested. The IPAR was again reviewed by the TRB and the team was given the o.k.
to actually perform the tests. The team then wrote the test evaluation results.
These were reviewed by the TRB and Y-Delta-4 was awarded the C2 rating and
added to the Evaluated Products List. The IPAR was turned into a formal report
and kept by the NCSC. The time required to perform Hewlett-Packard1s evaluation
was the shortest of any vendor.

IX. Conclusion

The NCSC document "Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria" sets forth a
trusted computer system classification scheme whereby the higher the rating
given to a system the more confidence a user can have that it is properly
safeguarding sensitive information. While computer systems acquired by DOD
agencies must be rated (i.e., appear on the Evaluated Products List) for the
type of environment they will be used in, civilian companies may want to employ
rated systems as well. The use of a rated system by any civilian company will
give that company a higher degree of confidence over the protection of their
data than they would have had they employed a non-rated system. For
Hewlett-Packard customers those running the G.C3.04 version of Y-Delta-4 MPE Y
in combination with the product HPSecurity Monitor will be employing a system
evaluated at the Class C2 level.
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Manage Your Multiple Data Centers - Don't Kill the Messenger

Betsy Leight
Operations Control Systems

560 San Antonio Road
Palo Alto, California 94306

(415)493-4122

INTRODUCTION

The effi ci ency and securi ty of data process i ng operat ions is a major
concern to corporate data processing managers.

To assess their data center's performance, management often conducts a
rev i ew of the fo11 owing areas: standards and procedures, operat ional
work flow and control, schedu1 ing, data security and access control ,
equipment utilization, and environment.

If the data center management and staff understand the concerns of upper
management and the information that is needed, the operations review can
proceed more smoothly, and the results can be more benefi ci a1 to the
entire organization.

Corporate direction for data center management focuses on control issues,
automation. procedures and .. the gray area in between. The data center
manager reviews the operations and interprets corporate objectives to the
operat ions staff. Because thi s art ic1 e focuses on the concerns often
overlooked by the data center manager, it can be a useful check list for
improv ing dai 1y operat ions as well as. prepari ng for a data center
operations review.
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STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES

Data center managers shoul d veri fy that standards and procedures exi st
and are enforced. These written rules are the controls; they should
include:

* Ensure proper timing in running programs and jobstreams.

* Insert changes into production runs; enter run dates.

* Use correct data for programs; access correct data files.

* Protect data and programs from accidental or intentional
destruction.

* Specify methods of physically moving input and output.

* Schedule work and getting work rerun in the event of errors.

* Keep records of work performed and session logons.

* Determine and record sufficient resources for the work.

* Perform maintenance and general housekeeping associated with the
operation of the data center.

The data center manager shoul d ensure that formal standards exi st for
systems development and ma intenance, program and system test ing, fi le
conversion, program and system change control, library operations,
computer operations and documentation.

For each aspect of standards and procedures, your installation can
implement procedures using automation software as shown in the following
chart.
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Task Description Controlled Automated Controlled Automated
Operation Controls Automation Operation

---------------------- ---------- --------- ---------- ----------

Run Programs User Task User with User who Scheduling
Scheduler Schedules Software

Change Jobstreams User Task User with User who Job Change
Editor Edits Jobs Software

Verify Data File User Task User with User who File Scan
File Scan Scans Files Software

Monitor Jobs User Task User with User who Jobstream
Jobstream Monitors Monitor
Monitor Jobstreams Software

Control Master Files User Task User with User who File XFER
File Copy Copies files Software

OPERATIONAL WORK FLOW AND CONTROLS

The data center manager should investigate specific items in this area,
including whether:

* Enter input data from other departments completely and on time.

* Track job accounting and session logon information.

* Notify appropriate personnel in case of production processing
error.

* Document batch processing errors and logon violations.

* Accumulate error statistics.

* Follow up on all ~rrors so thjt they do not recur.

* Distribute all reports to the proper user departments.

* Establish procedures to control the distribution of sensitive
output.

* Dispose of confidential reports when they are no longer required.

The data center manager should also confirm that downtime is reported and
statistics compiled. A log of late reports and jobs should be
maintained.
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There should be a formal communications channel between data center
operations and other departments; operational tips and other advice
should be passed to all operators.

All problems encountered at the computer~ as well as any action taken to
prevent their recurrence, must be documented. Operators must also
receive feedback on reported problems.

The data center manager scrutinizes output report distribution and
disposal and determines whether:

* All reports have been distributed to the proper user departments.

* Procedures exist to control the distribution of sensitive output.

* Procedures exist for disposing of dated confidential reports.

Finally, the data center manager should ensure that jobstream run
instructions are kept up to date.

SCHEDULING

Efficient and effective scheduling is extremely important in providing a
high level of reliability and predictability to data center operations.
The data processing manager should determine whether:

* Daily processing activities are scheduled and a daily contingency
schedule is maintained.

* Actual run times are recorded for batch programs and jobstreams.

* Data is used to calculate expected run times for a given day.

* Expected run times are compared with actual execution time to
ensure that processes have not been terminated abnormally.

* Unscheduled runs are support~d by a work request or other written
authorization. Schedule deviations should be documented and
followed up on by a supervisor.

* User-submitted jobs are recorded to allow forecasting of future
schedtiles, resource requirements, and special processing
considerations.

* All jobs are submitted through or controlled by data center
operations.
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Schedul ing software enforces control s and totally automates the data
center operat ions. Manpower reduct ions can resul t depend i ng on
imple~entation. A chart on scheduling appears below:

Data base and master file information should be protected from
unauthori zed access or loss. Emp1oyees must be instructed about thei r
responsibilities concerning c~nfidential information. Management should
periodically review and update controls and security provisions relating
to data.

live production programs should be physically separated from development
programs. The staff should be prohibited from running test programs
against live files, and operations personnel should be denied access to
sensitive data ·files.

Secured file management is not 1imited to source and object control.
Data center managers should ensure that procedures have been established
for:

* Transferring programs from development to production.

* Approving program library changes.

* Testing changes to programs before transference to the
production libraries.

* Updating production documentation after changes.

To maintain security, operators should be prohibited from renaming or
transferring programs without supervisory approval. Internal labels must
be used from all data and program files.

Passwords and lockwords should be used to protect accounts, users, data
files and port access. Passwords, 1ockwords , dates and constants should
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be introduced at run time, eliminating the need to hard-code sensitive
data in jobstreams.

Data security and access control software can bring automation to the
data center; wi th automat ion you can expect a more effi cient system
operation as summarized in the chart below.

Task Description Automated Controlled Automated
Controls Automation Operation

-------------------- ---,- -------- ---------- --------------
Separate development User who User with File Librarian
and production areas moves files file mover Software

Restrict live file User who User with Protected File
access locks files 10ckwords sets to User Sets

Approval pre-step to User who User with Automated File
Production Move moves files file mover move after Approval

Project/memo notes User who User with Online dialogue
Related to Changes completes text editor requesting memo

forms software text at save time

EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION AND EFFICIENCY

Once it has been determined that the entire data processing department is
fo11 owi ng a properl y implemented set of standards and procedures, the
data center manager should review equipment utilization.

The data center manager should collect raw data from the system log files
in order to report the following information:

* How much machine time is spent on reruns?

* How can the reruns be best analyzed?

* Which jobs are especially susceptible to reruns?

With reported resource utilization information, the data center manager
should check that the full multiprogramming capability of the system is
being used. It then follows that multiple jobstreams should run
concurrently, if there are no data file bottlenecks.

The data center manager then reviews whether many jobs can be restarted
without rerunning the entire job. Jobstep tracking and restart software
should be implemented for efficient data center operations.
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ENVIRONMENT

The data center manager should review the work space to ensure that it is
adequate for the number of employees. The envi ronment shoul d be neat,
and supplies should be easy to locate.

Auxiliary items located outside the computer room, such as bursters and
de-collators, should be accessible for the flow of work in the
department. Tapes, discs and other storage media should be stored in a
closed, fire-protected, limited-access area.

RECOMMENOED COURSE OF ACTION

The data center manager should make the organi zat ion aware that the
following steps can enhance the operations review:

\

* Determi',ne whether certain jobs are especially suscept';ble to
reruns.

* Provide the data center management with as much informati·on as
possible.

* Implement software systems that leave clearly defined audit
trails.

* Keep accurate records, log files and file history information.

* Maintain formal written standards and procedures.

* Implement an effective data security system and access control
facility.

Following the data center manager's recommendations and procedures for
operations can yield an efficient, secure and automated data center.
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OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT INA MULTI-HP3000 ENVIRONMENT

Roberto Drassinower
Teresa Brzozowski

Carolian Systems IntemationalInc.
3397 American Drive, #5

Mississauga, Ontario
lAY 1T8 CANADA

This paper discusses centralization and automation in a multi-HP3000 environment. .It offers
suggestions .on how to plan for·· and· introduce network-wide operations control, thereby
making large. shops more manageable and efficient. This paper.de.als with.centralization and
automation as. two. distinct issues, considering first. where centralization. is required, .and .. only
then implementing the automation process.

INTRODUCTION: THE OPERATIONS OPTIMIZATION PROJECT

In ••.·recent. years, .... multi-system •. installations have· become more ·.common in •.. the HP3000
community. While the advantages of both distributed and •local network systems are often
obvious, the. challenges.associated .with their.managementas. one coherent unit ·.are aU too .often
underestimated. Since. each machine is typically monitored andcontroUed through its
independent console, an overaUperspectiveof network-wide operations is difficult, if not
impossible, to obtain.. ..• Yet sensitivity to global issues and centralized decision-making. are
essential to the efficient management of large scale. integrated systems.

The problem of centralized control over multiple 3000sis vastly complicated when a central
site has to support remote sites. •Often a lack ofadequate operations staff limits controlover
production and· severely impairs .the•flow of system.status information back. to head office.
Similarly, the sheer size and complexity of local multi-machine installations can also render
traditionaloperations management techniques ineffective.

The•possibilities.for streamlining.networked operations··do exist in anHP3000environment,
and provide several advantages over traditional operations procedures. A. well-planned
centralization projectwill allow you to develop the tools withwhichyollcan centralize your
information .andwhichwillgive your existing operations staffgreater control over distributed
systems· from one .location. .All of this can be achieved through.a.program. which takes. into
account important hardware, software •and .network issues, .specifically ·in the . areas of
automation, integration and compatibility.

The resulting centralization of information not only makes your operations·more efficient; it
also provides management with procedures for production. Such policies.inevitably lead to
improvements in. overall •system throughput and .•. higher· •• system utilization. . Moreover,
continually reviewing operations management systems guarantees the optimal use of existing
resources· as installations grow.

What. is .needed, and sometimes missing, ·.is a firm commitment to an··· ongoing, long-term
operations optimization project. Although. this will divert resources .• away. from satisfying
some demands of. the data processing department in the· short. term,·. failure .• to review
procedures may significantly erode its operating efficiency.and ability to service the company
in· the ·long term.·. Since the results of your labour will be a .long term solution, you can
implement. distinct •phases without incurring .prohibitive expenses,.·while at the. same time
remaining confident of a proper design and direction. In the long roD, it will be well worththe
effort.. In tackling the issue of centralizing and automating your DP shop, it is. important to
understand fully how your operations work and, more importantly, how you would like your
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shop to work. Therefore, I· would like to review some of the basic concepts about the
operations environment before continuing.

Today, HP3000s are controlled by an operator through the systems' local consoles. This
system console is the lifeline to· the HP3000, since all operations status messages pass through
it. It is a hub where all problems can be defined in two. categories: regular, day-to-day
operations messages (such as tape requests), and messages that report an error condition to
which someone should be alerted.

In this scenario, it is assumed that trained operators are constantly monitoring the console
screen so that they can respond to the requirements of the message immediately. This also
assumes that the operators are trained in a variety of areas, so that they can handle job
management issues, system security policies, internal system management, data comm, and so
on. In short, good operators have to specialize in many different areas -- they must be a jack of
all trades. Traditionally, the operators must also contend with a variety of messages which are
irrelevant to their primary tasks.

For example, if the operator is mainly concerned with executing and monitoring an
installation's production schedule, then that person will only want to view job completion and
error messages from among all activity passing through the console. He or she would not be
interested in logon messages, HPDesk messages, data comm messages and so on. The result
is an operator who must act as a human ftIter. As the site becomes more active or complex,
the operator's job becomes increasingly more difficult as critical information scrolls off a busy
console and disappears. Then the operator is faced with paging through hard-copy
$STDUSTs.

Now imagine this task in a multi-machine environment. Busy shops might need an operator
per system in order to keep operations running smoothly. Such a setup, however, makes
centralization difficult since each console is physically separate from the next. Therefore,
messages are received by operators based on the physical, rather than on the logical structure
of the operation. Because messages coming from multiple machines cannot be grouped
logically, you must have several operators monitoring separate machines, looking for and
responding to only those messages which are relevant to them. This often results in wasted
time for a number of operators since they are only concerned with a small percentage of the
total messages. In addition, this can lead to a duplication of tasks since two operators may be
performing the exact same function on totally separate machines. If, however, messages could
be grouped logically, an operator could receive all messages relevant to his or her task from all
the machines in the network. With such a setup in place, the operators' tasks could easily be
organized according to function rather than to the physical location of the machine, and such
centralization of resources and infonnation would thereby result in the optimization of your
operations practices.

THE FIRST STEP TO IMPROVEMENT

Throughout this discussion I will be making general recommendations which, when grouped
together, provide the basis for a long-tenn operations review plan. The first of these is as
fundamental as it is self-evident: Commit resources to examining existing operations practises
through a long-term operations optimization program. This must be an on-going project so
that your operations optimization can,accommodate changes in demands.

As I alluded to earlier, the most substantial obstacle this kind of project must contend with is
the difficult task of providing operations staff with both the information and control required
to efficiently oversee multiple systems. In order to overcome these obstacles, it is crucial that
you determine the nature of these needs precisely so that they can be satisfied as efficiently as
possible.
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As you may have guessed, the issues that must he confronted during· such •a study are not
unlike those a systems analyst must wrestle with when designing an order entry system. For
example, this individual would he concerned. with the kind of system access. data entry
personnel require and the content ofmanagement reports. Quite clearly, different individuals
often will require highly specific information which is of little consequence to others. On the
other ·hand, recognizing common needs is just as important to the design olan integrated
system.

In designing operations management systems, much the same is true. To tnllycentralize your
information, •operators will need access. to the .consoles·.of all systems. In addition. particular
operatotsmay only be interested ina subset ofall console messages.. For example, an. operator
charged with servicing tape drives will have a keen interest in· tape· mount requests, but will
not he so concerned about interactive users logging on and off.• A security specialist, on the
other hand,should be aware of these logons, and will also want to monitor remote users
logging on through dial-up •modems. A tape ·librarian .will. profit from· reports· regarding· the
frequency in which particular tapes &reused, and from knowing when these tapes are .needed
during the production schedule. By monitoring console messages based on function, a shop
would be better ableto optiJnizeits resources through specialization and centralized.control.

To design a proper operations management system, you will need to identify the flow of
information within your company. You should ask yourself what types of messages pass
through your console on aday~to-day basis? What kind of information flows from your users

-to· your operations staff and technical support? .•. Such analysis willhelp you toidentifytbe
information which is critical to your operations, and the person who should receive these
messages. It is only when you have ..a good understanding of your environment that.you
should move towards the type of centralized operation referred to earlier.

WHY CENTRALIZE?

For the same reasons that you want to divide console messages into logical categories for your
operators, you should aim to stnlCture your DP department in a manner that reflects the logical
structure of your installation. -•.• In multi-machine environments,machines are rarely •isolated
from· ·one another with respect to····your company'sproduction.•·Most shops network .their
machines· in order to ease the transfer.of.information. There. are usually many dependencies
among machines for production, so the independent management of each HP3000is an
inefficient way tocontrolyourDP environment.· It would be better to have centralized control
and management .of multiple systems so that all information can be easily related. The result
is that DP managers can make better management decisions and increase< overall network
uptime because they are working ina more controlled environment.

Some ofyou probably have, or are already taking steps towards centralization today. Batch
scheduling .software is >a good example·of this.. Third-party vendors such as. OCS and Unison
offer utilities which allow you to do sophisticated batch job scheduling and which give you the
ability to have cross-machine job dependencies. By knowing the status·of jobs on all of your
systems at one central site, you can tnllyruna distributed network efficiently. Whenprovided
with up-to-date information about the status of aU your systems and by having all production
scheduling ·.information routed. back to .a central site, ··youcan .schedule jobs throughout ··a
network and load balance across a number of systems. This means a maximization·of the use
of your resources by having all systems available from onecentral·location.

Centralization also has implications on system security. By having control over all consoles,
you are reducing the number of access paths to your systems; that is, fewer people need the
high level capabilities required for ·operating your machines. Secondly, since an. console
messages are centralized, itiseasierto watch for unauthorized access (i.e. logon violations can
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be grouped together for easier identification.)

Centralization· of your consoles will also allow you to centralize your·MIS staff -- both
operators and specialists. If all machines can be accessed and full console control is available
from one central location, then you don't need to have duplication of staff at remote sites.
Because commands can be issued centrally, your resources and expertise can be at one site.

TOWARDS AUTOMATION

Once centralization has been achieved, you can begin to consider automation. It is important
to note, however, that automation is a relative term. It should be viewed.as an effort to reduce
human intervention without necessarily eliminating it. So~ the real issue is not whether to
automate, but how much to automate. Significant gains in reduced intervention can be
attained without substantial costs associated with automation and, in particular, artificial
intelligence applications. It is also important to remember that automation comes with time;
until you know exactly how and what to automa~e, you should not attempt to do it.

Before implementing an automation strategy, you need to know exactly what to automate.
The key ingredient for such an analysis is information. A good way to gather this information
is to log all your operations activity -- that is, the console traffic over a period of time. Next,
analyze it to see what can be automated by considering the types of responses required for the
messages coming in. Once this has been detennined, you can design a plan and only then
begin to implement procedures. Undoubtedly, you would have gone through a similar process
in implementing a job scheduling package.

A job scheduling package is a good example of an automated process that shops "grow into"
over a period of time. In many cases, system managers start out by using the MPB :STREAM
JOBxxx;AT=time command to run jobs at night unattended. Running jobs overnight is often
the solution to completing processing without affecting performance for on-line users.
However, where job dependencies exist and jobs have to be run sequentially, using the
STREAM command may not be enough. With STREAM you would have to guess when job
A will complete so that you can stream job B to run once A has finished. If your predictions
are off, jobs could be colliding or, alternatively, you could have a lot of idle time on your
system.

At this point, a shop considers a job scheduling package to automate all overnight procedures.
Once the scheduling package is installed, it is up to you to carefully plan your production so
that processing continues properly. Typically, when people leam that the package is up and
running, they will find more and more jobs that can be scheduled into it. Anything that can be
automated will be automated over time. Most shops fmd that automating job scheduling
makes life easier for operators as there is less of a need for human intervention. The result is
an increase in overall productivity of machines and staff since available processing time has
been optimized, and your operations starrs time has been freed for other tasks.

In automating your entire operation, the process for implementation is much the same: review
what you are currently doing, analyze what can be automated, plan for implementation, and
then implement The process does not stop there,. however. Just as jobs are continually added
to a scheduling package, operations tasks should be continually evaluated as candidates for
automation. After the initial implementation, your focus becomes one of review and analysis
of tasks to be automated.

WHERE SHOULD ANALYSIS START?

Listing from your console will give you an accurate picture of what happens on a system from
an operational point of view. From a log file, you need to identify which mechanical tasks are
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possible to automate. In many cases, either HP or a third party offers a way of automating a
task to varying degrees (as in the example of batch job scheduling). Currently, there is a wide
variety of software packages that can· be purchased .. to help you automate: automatic error
detection, high-speed backup, database manipulation, spooling, performance analysis, and so
on.• An in-depth study of console activity· and your overall.operational goals will help you to
decide which products· may be· of benefit to your shop. The key ·to these tools when moving
towards· automation .• is that they are .programmable, where expert·· systems and artificial
intelligence may be.closest to complete automation.

Of .. aU the .messages· which are· sent to the system console, those •• that require· human
intervention are perhaps the most critical. These could range anywhere from· a reply to a· tape
request to correcting an error in a job to restarting a failed system. In each case, someone has
to be made aware of the situation;· otherwise, processing will not continue as planned.• Rather
than automating •. these tasks,youcould put an alert mechanism. in. place.. Depending on how
critical. each. message is, the appropriate •• reporting .mechanism· could •require a console
command to be issued, a message· to be. sent to a specialist,·· or a programmer on call to be
contacted. Through an alert mechanism, you will know how much human interaction is
necessary and where. This is invaluable information for your operations automation plan
since it can help you to determine your requirements for staffmg and software tools.

Simply stated, the rationale for analyzing your console activity is to know exactly •what to
automate and how. This helps you make sure that all bases are covered when moving to
automation. The more information you have about your console activity, the more situations
you can account for. Again, going back to the job scheduling example, if you know what the
various· types of possible errors are, then you can•set uP. a number of contingency plans to
compensate for those errors. Another example of this is the automation of procedures relating
to system failures.
Through analysis of your console activity, you will know the most common reasons for system
downtime, and you can then set up procedures to restart your system, tailoring the restart to
the type of failure.

Also remember that automation is something that should evolve as you learn more about your
system and your operation. In the early stages, the mechanism you use to alert personnel to
critical situations may simply. be a beeping message at the console. Later, it may grow to
include a voice messaging. system that automatically dials a programmer on call. To handle
the problem of loading tapes and replying to requests, some companies are going so far as to
get robots to mount tapes and then to program a reply which will execute automatically.

Even for less critical activity, it is a good idea to log information so that you can monitor the
demand for certain types of tasks. Again, this will also help your specialists complete their
jobs more efficiently. Consider the example of system performance. Both Hewlett-Packard
and CaroHan Systems are taking steps towards making it easier for users to centralize and
automate performance analysis through the creation of an interface between a performance
tool and theconsole.HP has chosen to tie OPT/3000 to their recently announced OpenView
product, thereby allowing performance-related information to come back to a central site.
CaroHan has·added a module to SYSVIEW so that the program can run in a "monitor" mode.
In this mode, information about unusual performance situations gets passed back to a central
console where a performance specialist can then monitor and respond to these messages.

IN SUMMARY

In order to manage multi-HP3000 sites effectively, centralization and automation of console
activity are necessary. In order to develop an effective operations. optimization strategy,
however, careful analysis and logging of console operations is required. It is only once your
objectives have been defmed that you can begin to implement your plan. Such long term
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planning will be well worth the effort since centralization of all your HP3000s will mean
increased control over your entire operation, optimization of both your hardware and human
resources, and greater opportunity for standardization across your organization.

Once centralization has been put in place, a plan for automation should begin. Automation
should be implemented over time so that you can automate as many different tasks as possible.
Remember that any tool you choose to help you automate should be flexible, programmable
and able to grow with you. Once again, the benefits of a well-planned automation program
will become obvious as it frees up time for your operators, allowing them to concentrate on the
tasks critical to your operation. As utilities become more and more sophisticated, you may find
it possible to program even these tasks.

Reading through any HP publication, you will fmd that there is a growing need for
standardization and efficient use of both hardware and human resources. It is this need which
is driving users and vendors alike to search for and implement solutions which can incorporate
both the control of centralization and the power of automation in their operations optimization
projects.
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Using the HP 3000:
Yhat I Wish I Had Checked Into Sooner

David L. Largent
Data Processing Manager

N. G. Gilbert Corporation
P. O. Box 1032

Muncie, IN 47308-1032
(317)284-4461

If you are like me, you tend to avoid some things in life as long as you
can. For some reason, writing a will for yourself and going to the
dentist are not on most people's priority list. This avoidance of
certain aspects of life carried over to my HP 3000 as well. And, as is
usually the case ,once I finally got around to investigating the very
thing I had been avoiding for so long, I found not only was it not too
bad an experience, but it ended up being downright useful! This paper
presents the topics I wish I had checked into sooner t.hat made my life
with the HP 3000 easier and more productlve.

IIFreeware ll
•

I will talk about two categories: the INTEREX CSL tapes, and the TELESUP
account. Neither of these are really free (few things in. life actually
are), but both are relatively inexpensive. To obtain a CSL tape, you
(or your company) must have a site membership with INTEREX. The
TELESUP account comes with HP support -- which of course is associated
with a fee. Now for some specifics.

An INTEREX Contributed Software Library (CSL) tape is a marvelous store
house of treasures. All one has to do is read through the index to find
at least. a dozen programs that can be beneficial to an installation.
INTEREX produces an updated version of this tape yearly. Tak~ the time
to investigate this!

The TELESUP account, just like the INTEREX CSL, contains many treasures.
This account is provided by Hewlett-Packard and is installed on most
systems so your HP SE and CE have access to some very useful utility
programs. Take a look; you will likely find some use for them your
self!

A few of the programs I have found useful from the INTEREX CSL tapes and
the TELESUP account include the following.

AMORT Creates loan amortization schedules.
Found in the CSL.

BACKUP Full and partial SYSDUMP manager.
Found in the CSL.

BULDACCT Re-creates the accounting structure.
Found in the CSL and the TELESUP account.

DBCHGCAP Expands/contracts IMAGE and TurboIMAGE datasets.
Found in the CSL.
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DBLOADNG Provides statistics about a data base.
Found in the CSL.

LIST General purpose ASCIIjbinary file lister.
Found in the CSL and the TELESUP account.

LOGAUDIT System logfile analyzer/lister.
Found in the·CSL and the TELESUP account.

LOGERR Analyzes/lists system logfile I/O records.
Found in the CSL and the TELESUP account.

PRIME Prime number generator for IMAGE masters.
Found in the CSL.

PSCREEN Copy screen contents to a file or printer.
Found in the CSL and the TELESUP account.

QUAD A quick "full-screen" editor.
Found in the CSL.

SYSINFO System configuration lister.
Found in the CSL and the TELESUP account.

TAPETEST Magnetic tape testing and certification.
Found in the CSL and the TELESUP account.

TUNER System table usage/capacity reporting.
Found in the CSL and the TELESUP account.

UDCLST UDC listing/re-creation program.
Found in the CSL.

VALIDATE Verify SYSDUMP/STORE tape sets.
Found in the CSL and the TELESUP account.

Games Various and sundry games of varying sophistication.
Found in the CSL.

I do not want to take the time or energy to explain how each of these
programs work, but rather want to bring them (and many more like them)
to your attention. Again, take a look at these sources of programs. I
guarantee you will find at least one program that will pay for your
access to them.

QUAD.

This is one program that I will highlight from the CSL. Are you tired
of EDIT/3000, but do not have the money to buy one of those fancy edi
tors? Give QUAD a try. It is a versatile editor whose main virtue is
the ability to text even the largest files instantaneously. As a re
sult, it is ideal for listing or searching files and for making simple
changes. However, it also has sufficient power to handle most editing
needs.

QUAD's features include (as of the January 1988 version):

* The ability to undo any or all editing changes.
* Limited full-screen editing capability.
* Maintenance of multiple versions of the file being edited.
* Fast (sometimes instantaneous) keeping of files.
* The ability to show and keep only the changes to a file.
* The ability to compile programs and execute MPE commands.
* A modify command that allows multiple changes on a single line.
* An extensive help facility.

QUAD is not a true full-screen editor, but it does come very close. And
the price is rightt Check it out.
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Loading Terminal Function Keys.

Make use of the function keys on your terminal. They can be a real
time/keystroke saver since they can provide you with one or two key
stroke execution of commands. It may seem a little intimidating at
first to load them with the information you want, but once you do it a
time or two, you will kick yourself for not learning how sooner!

There are three ways to load your terminal function keys with informa
tion: manually, programmatically, or with a UDC. Locate and read the
reference manual for your terminal to find out how to load them manually
or programmatically. To load them with a UDC, you actually need to set
up three UDCs: two UDCs that need to be defined once - - probably as
system level UDCs, and one (or more) additional UDC(s) defined that
use(s) the first two. The two system level UDCs should be defined as
(the characters <esc> should be read and typed as the escape key):

SFK Key-l;Attr-O;Headl-1t It;Head2-1t ";Length-40;&
Function-" It

Option List
Comment <esc>&f!"Attr"a!"Key"k!"Length"L!Function<esc>M<esc>A
Comment <esc>&f!"Key"k16dOL!Headl!Head2<esc>M<esc>A

**UserKeys
Option List
Comment <esc>&jB<esc>M<esc>A

**
The SFK UDC accepts the information for one function key and "loads"
that information by causing it to be displayed on the terminal with the
COMMENT command. Be careful when you type this in: upper and lowercase
makes a difference in how it will execute! The KEY parameter signifies
which function key (1 through 8). The ATTR parameter indicates what
should happen when the function key is pressed:

o (Normal) The defined string is displayed. To execute it, the
user must press the RETURN key.

1 (Local Only) The defined string is displayed; however, it can
not be executed.

2 (Transmit) The defined string is displayed and immediately
executed.

The HEADI and HEAD2 parameters provide values to be placed in the labels
on the screen (only for terminals that can "label" the function keys).
LENGTH indicates how many characters are in the function string. And
finally, the FUNCTION parameter provides the actual character string to
be "loaded" into the function key.

I have used the COMMENT command twice in this UDC because we have a
mixture of terminals and not all of them have the capability of label
ling the function keys. The first (longer) COMMENT command will work on
all the terminals and will cause all the information to be loaded except
for the function key labels on the screen. The second COMMENT command
provides the additional label information to those terminals that can
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accept it (the older model terminals just ignore it). It must be split
in two steps; if combined into one, ~he older model terminals will not
have any of the information loaded into the function keys. If all of
your terminals have the function· key labelling capability , you. may
combine them into one COMMENT. On the other·· hand, if none of your
terminals have this capability, the second COMMENT could be left out and
the HEAD1 and HEAD2 parameters could be eliminated.

The USERKEYS UDC simply causes the function key labels to be displayed
on the terminal screen (if they are not already). Again, this is ig
nored by the older model terminals, but is needed for the newer ones.
The "<esc>M<esc>A" sequence in both UDCs effectively "erases" the com
ments from the screen as the UDC executes.

Here is an example of what the third UDC might look like:

SetMainKeys
SFK I, 0," "," QUERY "" "Run QUERY. PUB. SYS"
SFK 2, 0," "," DBUTIL "" "Run DBUTIL. PUB. SYS"
SFK 3,2," ","SHOWJOB ",,"ShowJob"
SFK 4, 0, " " ,"FORMSPEC" , ,"Run FORMSPEC. PUB. SYS"
SFK 5,0," "," EDITOR"" "Editor"
SFK 6,°," "," SPOOK " , , "Run SPOOK5. PUB. SYS"
SFK 7,0," ", "SEGMENTR"" "Run SEGMENTER,PUB.SYS"
SFK 8, 0, "PrepSave", "Program", , "Preps "
UserKeys

**
You may have any number of UDCs set up like the SETMAINKEYS UDC -- each
of them causing different information to be loaded into the function
keys. With a little bit of thought and creativity, you can even develop
a "menu" system with only UDCs and your terminal function keys.

JCWs.

Job control words are very seldom understood or used by new (and often
experienced) users. A JCW is MPE' s way of permitting programs and
commands to communicate with each other within a given job or session,
and thus provides you with a tremendous amount of power to control the
"logic" of a batch job, or even a UDC. JCWs are unsigned integer vari
ables used at the operating system level with values ranging from zero
through 65,535. Each JCW has a name and can be set and/or interrogated
either by MPE commands or programs.

By testing JCWs against specific values, the user can "program" condi
tional statements that take action(s) based on the results of the test.
JCWs can be set to predetermined values to indicate completion of steps
wi thin a procedure, or they can be checked to determine if certain
events (usually errors) have occurred within MPE. Take the time to
learn about JCWs; it will be time well spent!
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PROTOS. (Fourth Generation Programming Language)

I know I won't make many friends from all of the other "camps", but for
our installation, PROTOS, from PROTOS Software Company, has proven to be
an extremely flexible and useful tool for application development. It
has the advantage of generating a complete, structured, COBOL II program
resulting in compiled code (as opposed to interpreted) which means that
the application typically runs faster than it would if developed with
other fourth generation languages. PROTOS has handled every task I have
ever needed to do. If you are looking for an application development
tool, check it out; it will probably fit your needs as well!

RUGs.

If you are not already involved in a regional users group, search one
out and become involved. Start a RUG if one does not exist in your
area. RUGs are an extremely good source of information about your
Hp· 3000. By talking withother users, you will find you are not alone,
and you can often solve each others problems! Everyone has something to
offer to (and receive from) a users group. Step forward and volunteer
to do something -- your RUG leader will be eternally grateful to you!

INTEREX Conferences.

Just like RUGs, but on a much grander scale. The quality of speakers
tends to be very high, and the amount of information that can be gleaned
in one week is tremendous. Also, having easy access to vendors in the
exhibit area makes your comparison shopping much easier. Do not pass up
these golden opportunities. This is a chance to make lots of contacts
and maybe even have a little fun!

Present a Paper at a Conference.

Hear me out on this one. Before you give me some excuse like, "I don't
know enough," let me remind you that your employer thought you knew
enough to give you a job. Virtually all of you have enough knowledge
about~ topic to teach someone else something new. In the process of
preparing for the presentation, you might even learn a little more.
Besides, it is fun and rewarding!

Write an Article.

If I can not convince you to present a paper, then at least consider
jotting down your thoughts and ideas and sending them off to one of the
publications for their consideration. It is not as difficult as it
seems. You do not have to be an "English maj or" to write an article.
All of the publications have editors that are very willing to help you
smooth out some of the rough edges of your article. This is a great way
to gain some recognition from your peers (how many people do you know
that have had something published?), receive a monetary reward from the
publisher, and get a tremendous ego boost. Who knows, you may even
become famous!
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Closing Thoughts.

So there are the areas I avoided, that I wish I had checked into sooner.
Any of them sound familiar? All of them were areas that I thought were
too complicated, or for some reason, just never quite got around to
investigating. When I did finally investigate, everyone of them re
sulted in higher productivity, provided an easier way of accomplishing
something, or....- improved my self esteem. Tell you what: You make some
(or all) of these your top priority, and I will go to the dentist ...
next year!
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Introduction

AnEDPaudit is abit like the fable "The Three Little Pigs". There is one
EDP shop made of straw by the laziest of the little pigs, which the big, bad
auditor qUickly finds insecure. Next, there's an EDP shop made of sticks,
which under most circumstances would hold up fine, but still can't withstand
an unforeseen occurrence. And lastly, there's the brick EDP shop, which the
industrious little pig took great pains to build,and aside from serving its
primary purpose, it doesn't leak, keeps out intruders, has much fewer bugs,
and for all the huffing and puffing of the big, bad auditor, it still
withstands the assault.

This paper looks at the EDP audit from the viewpoint of the auditor, as a
starting place for examining several tools and techniques, specifically within
an HP3000 environment,that can be used to address many of the ri~kareas

examined during the audit. The paper addresses primarily the review of EDP
performed in conjunction with an annual financial audit, rather than an EDP
audit conducted as an in-depth review of current systems status by a
consulting firm, though many concepts will still be relevant.

Specific programs and utilities are discussed which may already be a part of
your systems software (but which may not be activated), as well as features of
application software (but the auditor didn't specifically ask, so you didn't
mention), CSL contributions, Telesup account utility programs and some
relevant third party utilities and software packages. Also discussed are
certain easily implemented practices and techniques that can improve your
ability to provide references for implemented controls, and better
understanding on the part of the auditors of the full range of security and
controls within your systems.

This paper does not propose to address the design for a "foolproof" system of
security or EDPcontro1s, .though both areas are discu~sedin relation to an
fOP audit. Nor will every control and tool discussed herein be applicable to
every size shop, and/or situation. Every company has its own unique set of
internal policies, procedures, and mix of hardware and software and must
therefore tailor the approach{es) discussed here into some subset or expanded
set of controls, tools and practices that will adequately address those issues
and identified risks most likely to be included in an EDPaudit of a company
of your own particular size, nature and composition. Depending 'upon the
particular environment of the reader, some of the controls and solutions
presented may require additional procedures or processes in order to
sufficiently address a certain area of risk.

The EDP Audit

An EDP audit may be many things to many people. To you, it may be an annually
recurring source of migraines, or a security/controls/backup/recovery
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questionnaire that goes on forever and ever. To your boss, it may be your job
evaluation. To best understand the purpose of an EOP audit and therefore be
best prepared to survive one, it is helpful to try to view the objective of an
EOP audit from the standpoint of the~uditor.

The auditing principles and standards that are employed in reviewing manual
records remain applicable to an audit of records maintained via a computer
system; it is primarily the audit approach and testing procedures that will
differ. The EOP environment may have a sizable impact upon the amount of risk
determined to exist. The auditor therefore will need to assess the extent to
which EOP contributes to the preparation of financial statements, and to what
extent the controls present in the system may be relied upon.

Generally speaking, when the audit is conducted in conjunction with the annual
review of the financial statements, the auditors are primarily looking to
obtain a certain level of comfort with the security, automated controls and
EOP policies and procedures present in the system. The audit's objective is
not in this case to verify, with complete assurance, the accuracy or
sufficiency of the automated controls, but rather to measure the impact of EOP
upon overall and/or specific risk assessment. This type review is searching
for any lack of accountability, areas that could be suggested for improvement,
and for any gaping holes in automated controls, security, recovery, etc.

An EOP audit conducted independently from a financial audit usually has a
different objective, a specifically defined scope, and while conducted in
substantially more detail, will have been contractually arranged for the
purpose of reviewing certain areas that are of concern to client management.
The emphasis of the independent EOP audit will therefore vary from case to
case. The prevailing philosophies also appear to vary somewhat among
accounting firms as to the extent of the reliance to be placed on computerized
controls versus managerial practices and procedures.

It is worth stressing that regardless what you the System Manager/Security and
Controls Manager/Accounting Applications Manager think is the true mark of a
secure system with strong data integrity and strong controls, it may not be
the same as what the auditor thinks. Sometimes as systems personnel it may be
hard to see the value of procedures which hamper throughput or exist in place
of a more polished technical solution. Management may be more prepared to
accept such trade-offs in the interest of protecting assets, especially when
the procedures have been recommended by the external auditors. The opinion of
a large CPA firm can carry a lot of weight.

At past INTEREX conferences, I have listened to several related seminars and
to attendees expressing varying opinions as to the relative technical merits
or disadvantages of different control approaches over one another and how to
know which method was best from an audit standpoint. In all but an extremely
rare instance a "typical" auditor would have had difficulty in following the
discussions, except at a very general, or conceptual level, just as most EOP
personnel could not, in the vast majority of cases, knowledgeably discuss the
latest FASBs or audit methodology. In the case of a special EOP review by an
external consultant, obviously the auditor would, or should have an EOP
background, if the end objective is to resolve existing system problems or to
suggest EOP improvements.
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This is not to say that a CPA firm's financial auditors are generally
unqua1i fi ed to conduct an EOP audi t, but rather thatthei r orientat ion is
explicitly different. These auditors, practically speaking, do not need a
great deal of technical system expertise,and it would be uncommon. to find
that the auditing fJrmhadspent agreat<deal of money and time attempting to
train their staff in the technical aspects of a certain brand of hardware or
software when their clients' systems vary so widely. The exception might be
where the auditors included on the.audit team·one or more persons from thei'r
MIS consulting practice. Even such individuals would rarely have been trained
or experienced in much depth on the HP3000, given the few consultants who
would have been involved in the technical aspects of the security and controls
design for this particular machine, the particularly high turnover of
personnel from such firms, and the tendency of the.· Big Eight fi rms to
primarilyutilize>recent college graduates at the audit staff level.

It is not,. strictly speaking, the job of the financial audi tor to understand
or to evaluate, in any great detail, the technical ·featuresofthevar;ous
controls .. That is your job.. The auditor should~ on the other hand, have a
basic working knowledge of computers ·and computer-based transaction
processing,aswell as some preparedness for testing the internal system
controls. When the EOP audit is performed in conjunction with the annual
audit of a firm'sfinancial.statements, the job of the auditor is to examine,
on a test basis,evidence including the computing environment to determine
whether the financial statements fairly represent the status of the company,
and that the company is utiliZing generally accepted accounting principles to
arrive at the presentation of those statements. The audit does not,·or should
not., del vei nto the technological merits of one techn; que overanother,and
can not encompass a 100% compliance test of all data, or even sample each and
every system control feature. Even an EOPauditconducted independently
relies upon a sampling of the various controls utilized Within the system, and
a random, testing of those controls.

During an audit,theauditormust find with reasonable assurance that such
controls do, in fact exist, and that they appear sufficient to maintain the
integrity of the data contained in and presented by the system, and that these
controls. are being enforced. Once this. is understood,it should become a more
simple task for EOP to demonstrate the/appropriate controls that match the
risk areas identified by the audit team. It should also be understood that
the EOP audit is not necessarily entirely oriented toward the detection of
lack of accounting controls, but may in fact provide an increased level of
assurance that the system fills in certain gaps in manual controls, while at
the same time providing a means for 9reate~audit effi~iency.

A few Words About Risk

The reference to risk has al ready been made a number of times .•• The concept •of
risk is employed by the auditor to define an. area ora situation within the
cl ientcompany wher.e a potential exists for loss of assets or income due to
any number of reasons,including negligence, fraud, malice) lack of
information or use of (inaccurate information, human error, or even natural
disaster.

The EOPaudit specifically reviews thelnformation processing function of a
company to assess the levels of risk associated with the various system
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components, including personnel, and to determine the extent to which existing
controls satisfactorily eliminate or limit such risks.

The auditing profession subcategorizes risk into three areas: 1) inherent
risk, or the risk that accounting information may be susceptible to material
misstatement, 2) control risk, the risk that internal controls will not detect
or correct such misstatements on a timely basis, and 3) detection risk, which
is the risk that the audit may not uncover such misstatements. For those
unfamiliar with accounting terminology, material misstatement might very
loosely be defined here as "nontrivial error", and be grouped as either
unintentional errors occurring somewhere within the processes leading up to
the inaccurate preparation of the financial statements by the client, or 2)
fraud or accounting irregularities. EOP is examined to the extent that
preparation ~f the statements is dependent upon the system, and therefore
might be the source of the error(s), and for the purpose of examining whether
the system could be the means by which fraud or an irregularity might be
perpetrated and concealed.

The audit, in reviewing the existence of or potential for unintentional errors
will concentrate on proper initiation, uniform processing, staff skill levels
and internal processing controls over normal and exception transactions. In
reviewing for the potential for, or existence of fraud, intentional
misrepresentation, or other irregularities, the auditors will look for proper
authorization procedures, supervision, division of various system
responsibilities, audit trails and controls for detection of improper system
activity.

Risks are identified by the auditors at varying levels of severity. As should
be expected, more effort is made during the audit in verifying the presence
and adequacy of the controls over the areas evaluated as posing the more
serious risks.

In several instance the auditors will view risk as actually being reduced by
the presence of automation. Most errors in a mature system are of the human
type, and the reduction of human intervention may actually enhance the
reliability of the overall system. Also, where the auditors have become
comfortable with the reliability and integrity of the system, less detailed
testing may be required, if it can be shown that no modifications have been
made since a prior audit.

Survival

Talk to the Auditor:

It is a good practice to have the System Manager establish an open line of
dialogue with the audit manager and audit senior assigned to your company. I
was told by one auditor that if anyone point came across from this article,
they hoped it would be the importance of communication. Offer your assistance
in assuring the audit team access to you, your staff and the reports that the
auditors may need in the course of their work. Do this sincerely. It is
highly preferable to be somewhat smothered by questions for a couple of weeks
out of the year by the auditors, than similarly questioned after-the-fact by
management regarding "system deficiencies" even if you feel that you have a
good defense.
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Make certain that you have the Audit Manager's agreement that any identified
EOP deficiencies are communicated to you before being' distributed to top
management. This will not only give you the opportunity to prove otherwise,
but also allow time to identify and and possibly implement/demonstrate a
solution,i.e.- nIt has already been taken care of". Another advantage here
is the chance to review and possibly affect the ultimate wording of any risks
or deficiencies that you are unable to disprove,or find a solution for. The
auditor may not be aware of the effect that a certain phrasing has upon
other readers.

You may have found yourself in the situation in the past of haVing a new set
of personnel. on the •. aud it team each .year. Th is· tends to increase· the amount
of effort that you must expend in n t rain ing" these people each year,
explaining the same EOP concepts, and control mechanisms each time to a new
person(s). You may find it helpful to.comment to the Audit Manager how muth
smoother· the audit seems to go when they have a person or two repeat from year
to year. If this doesn't work, at least ask the auditors to document
particularly cumbersome techniques andexplanationswtthin their work papers
for the benefit of their successors the following year.

Some of the Big Eight promote their services via the concept of a "client
service team", i.e.- staff members from the audit, tax and management
information consulting divisions, assigned toa team that supports the client
in a more balanced sense,pooling their combined knowledge to the greater
benefit of the client. If such is the case, hold them to their word. Ask
them to help<educatethe audit staff withsome.of the explanations, especially
if their MIS consultants helped select or develop the hardware or software, or
helped design. the system controls.

A word of warn i n.g <about open dialogue with theaudi tor: Don't talk too much .
A response .toa·hypotheticalquestionabout.your·abilities to circumvent a
control if you really wanted to, may come back to haunt you. Don't boast of
capabilities,or of controls that you aren't prepared to backup. If your
security has holes in it that would allow someone with your abilities to
breach it, spend time prior to the audit looking for away to fix them, rather
than boasting. about your prowess ..You may know that you.would never be
tempted to do anything fraudulent, but the auditor doesn't care. ~n

opportunity for fraud or a breach ofsecuritytoexist>lS still an area of
risk.

You obviously should .not .lie about the ironclad-ness of a certain control.
There are, of course, some who can still breakthrough many of the controls
discussed later in this paper. The important thing is that you try to have
enough security inplacethatoneperso~wouldnothave the capability or
knowl edge to breach securi ty and cover all hi s/her tracks, or. be able to
detect all of the.controlsthat may not be advertised by word-of-mouth.

What can. you do to· prepare?

Some accounting firms may take a generic approach and look at the same EOP
issues for all sizes and type of·firms, even those with broadly differing
sizes, styles, and personnel organizations. Most of the Big Eight accounting
firms now use a preliminary questionnaire, completed by the EDP manager, or by
both he and the Audit manager, and then used to manually select the
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appropriate detail checklists, or as input to a software program that will
generate a more detailed questionnaire tailored according to the
afore-mentioned factors, as well for the specific vendor and sophistication of
the system hardware, software, DBMS, etc. The more sophisticated the EOP
structure and computer system, the more EOP is felt to impact the financial
audit due to the client's increased reliance upon the computer system, and
therefore the heavier EOP will be tested to verify such reliance is warranted.

It is a good idea to make a copy of your completed questionnaires and to
retain them for reference for the following year. Look at the old
questionnaires well in advance of the expected arrival of the audit team in
order to allow time to update any controls, documentation, passwords, etc.,
that may have grown somewhat out of date. In fact, it is good EOP management
at any rate to use such a questionnaire on at least a semi-annual basis to
assure yourself that such controls are being kept up to date. If you have to
answer "no" on a questionnaire to whether a specific control exist, add a
footnote that explains that you are addressing that point via an alternate
control, or why the control is not as important at your type, size company,
etc.

Specifics:

* EOP Organization - Perhaps the best EOP control of all is segregation of
duties within the EOP department. The audit team will want to see an
organizational chart that shows the various reporting relationships and this
segregation of duties, so create one and keep it up to date. Specifically,
the job of security administration should be separated from programming, file
maintenance, operators, etc. The EOP staff should not have duties in other
departments. Similarly, systems programming should be segregated from
application programming. Obviously, a small company cannot perform these
levels of segregation. Security administration should still be handled by a
different individual than the programmer. If only one EOP person exists and
handles all aspects of system support, including security, then some other
level of higher management such as the Director of Finance, or the Controller
should be required to authorize all programming changes, and provide other
types of supervision. Such supervision should be evidenced in your
documentation by written approvals, memorandums, etc. Written authorizations
should apply within larger EOP staffs as well. Regardless of the objectinns
posed frequently that suggest such procedures are cumbersome and delay
implementation, waste management time, and wind up as a rubber stamp process,
where no one is truly reviewing what they are approving, such authorization is
an important control. Lazy implementation of such controls are the fault of
management, and will probably eventually eat their lunch!

Another factor which should be considered when assessing the importance of
segregating EOP duties is the extent to which the auditor feels he or she may
rely upon many of the other controls. The extent that the other controls
prevent or detect any possible irregularities involving EOP personnel is, in
the first place, dependent upon the fact that the establishment, maintenance
and monitoring of those controls are not all performed by the same
individual{s).
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Security - Security is a frequent topic of papers and presentations within
and outside of INTEREX. Certainly those papers will address this risk area
in much more depth, than.lintend to, in this particular paper.

Obviously, the auditor.wi 11 want to be assured that passwords and lockwords
are used at the various levels within the MPE account structure. Certain
fields or files may also be encrypted. The auditor will invariably ask about
the frequency of password changes. An auditor with more familiarity of the
HP3000 will also inquire about the passwords on such accounts as Telesup,
often left unchanged ,and therefore· open .. season for anyone trying to. breach
your system. The same auditor may have some knowledge of the dangers of
priVileged mode ... Youwi11 wantto have educated yourself on those same
dangers, and· taken the relevant precautions. The INTEREX.proceedings are
often a good source for this type of information,and may also serve as
documentati on .of the sol ut ions. you have impl emented .. Audi tors love
documentation. It is not necessary to. recreate the wheel when supplying such
documentation.

A good example of this are the MPE manuals. Don't overlook the documentation
provided in the MPEAccount Structure and Security Users Guide contained in
Binder 1·. of .• yourMPE manual s. . The descriptions. conta lned therei nshoul d
provide. in .more than sufficient detail, for the ·auditors,. a.. view .of.the
additional security often not mentioned during the audit, but nevertheless
provided· via user,group and account capabilities, and read/write/execute
access·restrictions.

OnMPE/V,lISTDIR5 used with lISTUSER, lISTGROUP,etc. can be used to
interactively demonstrate to the auditor these various capabi1ities,andyour
implementation of them across various accounts,beyond the simple password
security provided by MPE. Though lISTDIR5apparently is no longer around once
on the Spectrum series, similar abilities exist.

Other third party software is also available, such as VeSoft's SECURITY
package, for the shops with security requirements exceeding those provided by
MPE .. Don't overlook your own built-in controls such as tailored menus, or
different UDCfiles for.different classes of users, or.customsoftware that in
whole, or even in part, verify access authorization against an internal table
or master file.

Remote access should ·be carefullyi supervi sed. Attempts to break· into computer
systems for fun are seemingly a great enticement to certain college students
and. hackers; sort of .1 ike state-of-the-art. graffiti. Modem· ports and remote
terminals may be DOWNed after hours, or modems with a callback feature can
help prevent this sort of unauthorized access. Again, there are several
arttcleson security that offer many ideas on this specific topic.

Therei s such an abundance of securi ty> featuresreadilyava i1able. on your
system orfromTElESUP or the CSl, that you should be able to even overwhelm
the auditor with your controls, if you can in fact demonstrate that you have
implemented them. Passing an EDPaudit may be one thing, ensuring that all
these controls are sufficient to, in rea1.1 i fe, secure your system may be
another. In fact, the audit may be the much easier of the two. Certainly,
however, the manager who uses past audits as an. independent source for
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identification of potential weaknesses (rather than a annual nuisance), who
looks for respective solutions, and who stringently enforces those controls
boasted of during the audit, will be better prepared to preserve the security
and integrity of his or her company's data.

System Modifications/Enhancements/Version Control - Some sort of record should
exist that tracks all programming changes, for both application software and
system software. Several software packages exist that can automate this task,
both on the PC, and the HP3000. Alternately a manual system can be employed
without becoming overly voluminous if the company is small or has a fairly
stable system with little new development.

Appendix B includes a sample of the type information that should be recorded,
as well as some sample logs. Such systems can also be used to record any
abnormal types of non-programming modifications such as Editor changes to
production files, restores of accidentally deleted source or object code from
backup tapes, etc. At a minimum, such systems should record the date the
change was made, name and number of the program modified/added, the name of
the persons requesting the change, implementing the change, and approving it,
a brief description of the enhancement or modification, and some explanation
as to why the change was required. Version control may be implemented in many
different manners, depending on the standards used in your own particular
shop. At a minimum, the program's source code should include a comments
section used as a history of changes made to the program. These comments
should reflect the date, author and brief nature of the change. Some method
of comment should be used within the source code as well to flag
added/modified lines of code, and to tie them back to the descriptive history
section. A example of one method is shown in Appendix A. Some of the newer
CASE software now on the market incorporates all or most of the above features
into their product. Auditors thrive on documented proof of the various
controls in place within a system, so the methods described above are useful
in demonstrating that changes are authorized, documented, and traceable. It
then becomes easier to identify any programming changes done out of malice,
fraud or to shortcut other system controls.

An example of one utility that enhances the above processes, is VeSoft's MPEX
listf,3 which may be used to list all files that are object code or source
code, with the respective dates created, date last modified, and date last
restored. This listing makes a useful report to provide to auditors
requesting a summary of all program IDs modified since the prior year's audit.
Critics will no doubt point out that it doesn't take much of an expert to
temporarily change the system date while a program is being modified, in order
to give the appearance that a change was effected on an earlier date, but it
similarly it shouldn't take much of an expert security administrator to keep
this from happening, either: Restrict access to ClKPROG and similar programs
via passwords, remove them, or place them in a group or account outside the
programmer's access. Add other detection-oriented controls that only top
system management and the security administrator are made aware of. let the
auditors know you are running background software that the programmers don't
know about. Enforce passwords, use lockwords, control the use of privileged
mode, segregate duties. The auditors are primarily testing the fact that you
are tracking program changes, and have implemented and are enforcing controls
to detect non-authorized changes. They realize that in the short time they
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have, they are not able to prove the absolute security of all controls or even
a single control in all cases.

Use a· separate account. or different· CPU for development work. .Good. EDP
management means having adequate testing procedures, standards, and resources
to make sure that·an addition, enhancement or modification is thoroughly
tested before coming anywhere near the actual production files. These
standards and procedures should be well documented and made available for the
auditors' inspection on request. Also, the separation of development work,
via a test account or processor, provides a means for and helps further
enforce the segregation of programmer duties from other positions. If you
need·a ·source for programming and testing· standards, the respective sections
of the EDP audit questionnaire can even be one initial step.

User Involvement -Be prepared to offer evidence that users have been
actively involved in the design/selection of software. Auditors want to be
assured that the. system isprovidi ngresu1 ts .that the end users find
dependable, before they are likely to put the·accounting firm's· own .approval
on the system's dependability. Again,written user sign-offs in development
project documentati.on is the best proof of this. Also, a lack of user
involvement is likely to produce poor oral confirmation from the users
concerning the EDP department's effectiveness and the system during the
auditors fact-finding sessions. Disenchanted users are likely to both
misunderstand and misrepresent the controls and reliability of the system.

Backup/Recovery -The aud i. tors ··wi 11. want to know i fyou have a regular system
backup schedule, the retention period for stored data,andoffsite storage of
backup tapes. The answers. to all .of these questions·should be easy. Most
knowledgeable sources recommend· a full system·backup at least once a week,
with daily partial backups storing files. updated .sincethe last fu11·backup.
Many systems have built-in. or customized checkpoints· where additional backups
are performed of certain files immediately prior to.critical processes such as
check writing, or posting to the general ledger. There doesn't appear to be
any uniform wisdom as to how long regular backup tapes ought to be stored;
some shops says 6 months, others only 1 month. Parti al.backup tapes are
frequently rotated on a two to three week basis. Critical backups such as
Month-end, .and Year-end/Pre-close tapes. shaul dbe held for much 1ongerperi ods
of time. The "correct" retention period is correct. only to the extent that
its long enough to enable the specific company in question to reasonably
recover· .orretri eve data when. the needari ses. It will depend on the
particular·nature of each· company,· and maybe affected by other related
controls.

Offsite storage is available. in most larger cities from vendors specializing
in such services, but no one should opt to ignore this important safety
feature. Even. the most remote, and •. small est of shops can.at.1 east store tapes
offs i te at the system manager' shome.. EDP audits are also .lncreasingly
looking for the existence of documented disaster recovery plans. Many
articles have been published expressly for the HP community on how to develop
your own disaster recovery plan. The process need not be costly nor
excessively burdensome. The EDP audit should only be a secondary motivation
for developing this life(job-)saver. Recently there has been more and more
attention being given to the issue of whether the responsible system manager
might even be held legally liable for failing to provide such a precautionary
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plan. Like backup tapes, at least one copy of the recovery plan should be
stored offsite. EOP auditors may also look for documented recovery procedures
for more temporary system failures, such as CPU, data base, KSAM or
workstation failure in mid-process, rejected transactions,program aborts,
etc. Many such recovery routines already exist in the Hewlett-Packard or
software vendors manuals and need not be duplicated. It is good, however, to
reference the manual and section where such procedures are found in your own
documentation. One excellent index for this cross-referencing is the copy you
will have made of last year's EOP audit questionnaire.

The Telesup account contains several useful utilities that are available to
you and which ought to be referenced as additional controls/safeguards to your
backup/recovery procedures. BULDACCT, for instance, is a job that would use
your most recent full backup tape, to extract account structure data and then
build three jobs that would, in turn, re-create your accounting structure.

VALIDATE is another Telesup program that many of you already use, and which
should be referenced as a tool available for verification of the usefulness of
backup tapes. Similarly GETFILE is a program useful for retrieving files from
backup tapes which may have been partially damaged, or become otherwise
uncooperative. TAPLIS, also in the Telesup account, and STAN, from the
INTEREX CSL are tools for replacing lost or destroyed listings of the contents
of a magnetic tape.

Physical security - Another area of attention during the EOP audit is the
physical safeguards assigned to the actual equipment, the computer room
terminals, tapes, and documentation. The auditor is looking for assurance
that only authorized personnel have access to the computer room, usually
controlled via locks and direct supervision, and the other system resources.
Special locking devices exist for keyboards, PCs and printers, but most often
the placement of such devices where they may be directly supervised by
management and authorized personnel is sufficient for the auditor. In the
case of the largest companies, it may be necessary to maintain a system of
badges and sign-ins to adequately ascertain who should be in a certain area
with access to terminals, PCs and printed output. As in previous instances,
such procedures should be documented to best satisfy the auditors. System
documentation such as control memorandums, data layouts, source listings, etc.
should be located in the office of the person(s) responsible for those areas,
and be secured during off hours.

Processing controls - This area of the EDP audit addresses the adequacy of the
internal software safeguards. The auditors look for examples of input
controls, such as interactive validation, cross-referencing of data items for
reasonableness, upper and lower limits, and automated totals that are provided
by the system for reconciliation against manually-calculated totals. The
opportunity for the clerical errors normally associated with manual handling
is mostly eliminated when transactions are uniformly processed by the
computer, therefore a greater reliance may be placed upon results so
processed, when it may be shown that all transactions are subjected to the
the same processing controls.

Batch totals such as record count and total dollar amount are among these
types of controls. It is not a bad idea to consult the audit firm for an
opinion of the controls that should be included in projects that are in
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progress, or for assistance in evaluating the controls to be sought in new
packaged software that you may be considering. A little pride of ownership in
the design process by the auditors could go a long way, not to mention the
comfort factor that the auditors would experience with an application for
which they had helped design accounting controls. Before/after image logging,
and date and time stamping at a transaction level are desirable where
practical. Even if impractical on a broad basis in the system, it is helpful
in the audit process if you can point out such features on the very critical
fi1es/datasets. Output controls should be in place to establish and monitor
distribution. As with all of the above, written design standards, as well as
documentation of the procedures controlling input, processing and output, will
shorten the time spent in demonstrating controls.

Lest the continued emphasis on written documentation of controls sound like a
waste of time, consider the effect of continuously being able to refer the
auditor to your standards, security/control procedures and recovery plans,
i.e.- "Didn't you read our controls documentation!"

Other MPE, CSL and Third Party Tools - These controls fall under the category
of things the auditor may not specifically be looking for, but which may
provide alternate or better controls against the same risks. A couple of
utilities in the INTEREX Contributed Software Library that are great EDP
control tools are ENFORCER and BOUNCER5~

ENFORCER is a small data base tool that allows the implementation of increased
security via a specific.or set of users/accounts and/or device 10. For
instance, you can establish an additional password for your modem devices,
still another for a certain group of users, user-specific logon messages, etc.
One of ENFORCER's drawbacks is the increased delay which it causes when in
effect. ENFORCER is activated via the OPTION LOGON feature in a UDC file set
for an account, user, system, etc. One method around this if the additional
security is desired only in off duty hours, is to activate a different UDC at
5 p.m., then reactivate the original at 7:30 or 8:00 a.m. There are
undoubtedly many more ways that involve more creative or more sophisticated
touches to accomplish the same objectives, given that you have personnel
capable of developing them.

BOUNCER5 is a too~ which can be used to bump users off the system when there
has been no activity from that terminal for a specified length of time. OCS
offers the same feature in their software, ~sdoes VeSoft's SECURITY. These
tools offer the safeguard that an active session is not left unattended and
temptinq to unauthorized passers-by for any length of time.

Computer Consultants and Service Center, Inc. (CCSC) offers an inexpensive
product called RAS/3000 which actually is a resource accounting package used
for chargeback purposes. The package dumps MPE log files into a data base
which is then accessible for activity reports by job, user, account, etc. The
reports may be used to scan for unusual activity within certain accounts or
group or by specific users or between certain hours. The package also comes
with a neat little utility called DISPATCH which works similar to OCS'
scheduler to allow you to schedule and launch jobs at certain times in the
evening, on let's say every Friday, or the first day of the month, or nearly
any date/time combination. CCSC lets you keep DISPATCH when you demo RAS/3000
whether you buy the package or not (check with the vendor to see if this offer
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still exists). Those who like to mess around with MPE and UDCs can always set
up their own delayed scheduling system using the MPE STREAM command along with
the AT/DAY/DATE/IN parameters. Such delayed launch capabilities allow added
controls that also address EDP audit questions. For instance, you can DOWN
all remote terminals at a certain hour and on weekends/holidays without
operator intervention. You could switch to an abbreviated system-wide UDC, or
one that displays a more limited menu than during normal ~orking hours, etc .

. JOBQUEUE, wi thi n the Tech account of the INTEREX Contri buted Software Library
is another batch job scheduler.

CONSLOG and CONSLOGX are other CSL programs that provide increased controls
and address EDP audit questions. CONSLOGX, in particular, provides
considerable flexibility in reporting a hard copy of all console messages
(provided that Console logging is switched on in your system logging table).
CONSLOGX also allows you to print only those messages containing a certain
string, such as "INVALID" or "VIOLATION", for a quick review of potential
security violations which may have occurred overnight, or over the weekend,
for example.

The TELESUP account also contains programs (LOGUTIL, LOGSNAP, et al) that can
be used to provide hardcopy console logs. SCANLOG and SCANUSER in the Tech
account of the CSL are similar programs, that like CONSLOGX, allow selective
scanning of logfiles for specific user activity, file closes, etc. These
tools are useful for providing a means of identifying of at least some measure
of the activity that might have occurred in the event of a successful breach
of your security. In terms of the audit, you have all these tools to help
keep unauthorized persons off the system or out of specific accounts, but in
the event that a loophole could be found, you also have all these tools to
help identify what a perpetrator would have accessed while on the system.

Other programs in the CSL and from third party vendors offer "compare"
features similar to FCOPY's. These can be referenced as tools for detecting
changes to source or object code as well as production accounting or master
files, if a violation of security or accounting controls is suspected.
Before/after image logging or reporting should be referenced as a means of
control over this risk area, as well.

Another control that may not be specifically asked about is the ability to
keep the users out of the command level of MPE. One method of doing this is
via the OPTION LOGON,NOBREAK command in the respective UDC to move a user
straight into a menu program or master program run from the UDC following this
option, then to exit via BYE still within the UDC. RPG users should also
investigate PROCMON on later versions of MPE/V.

Note that while some of these tools add security and controls, the presence
of others such asSUPERZAP, or GOD may be viewed by the auditor as a threat
to system security themselves due to the capability to accidentally or
malevolently wipe out massive numbers of files with a single command. Such
tools should be restricted to the accounts/groups of responsible individuals
with a real need for their use. An additional control over their usage would
be to add lockwords.

System Methodologies - System methodologies are useful in providing structure
to the various planning, design and implementation phases of system
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projects. Auditors look for the presence and use of such methodologies for
evidence of control/coordination over the multi-user development processes
on-going in such projects. The absence of such methodologies or the ignoring
of existing methodologies can signal the presence of additiOnal control
weaknesses to the EDP auditor as well. Some experts are beginning to indicate
that methodologies are perhaps becoming less necessary given the trends toward
CASE products and end-user computing, and the right combination of tools is
more important than the presence and use of a systems methodology. Auditors
however tend to trust documented procedures and methodologies, and therefore
are likely to be seen as a plus. In fact, one CASE product offered by a Big
Eight firm itself is heavily integrated with an automated version of that
firm's own proprietary systems development methodology.

Some of the steps which exist in certain methodologies are obviously more
useful, and more practical at larger companies, than they are at smaller
firms. For example, prioritizing system projects is meaningless if there are
no projects pending. Other tasks, though at first glance appearing to be
intended for large companies, such as the development of a Systems Plan, still
have considerable value for the smaller firm, though the total output of such
a plan is likely to be much, much more abbreviated and entirely able to be
accomplished in-house. Since the EDPaudit will concern itself to some degree
with the ability of the system to keep pace with evolving business
requirements~ a documented Systems Plan, can demonstrate to the EDPauditor
the extent to which theEDP department is addressing any obsolescence of
hardware, software or personnel education which might affect the overall
dependability of the system.

Source Documentation - The EDP department, user departments and the Auditing
firm must communicate sufficiently between one another, that each is aware of
what if any source documentation is disposable after it is entered into the
system. Most source documentation,even data entry input forms require some
period of retention. Other source documents, such as invoices, revenue
distribution stubs and others may require a substantial retention period, a
matter of policy for accounting management rather than EDP. EDP staff and
management should be careful at any rate, to avoid contributing to the
mistaken idea that the computer is going to replace all of the paper, lest
the auditors pick up on a misunderstanding, and incorrectly report that
critical source documentation is being destroyed, once the data is on the
computer.

Summary:

You can only accomplish that which you are given the tools to do, and that
which you have the inclination to do. The first case may be partially out of
your control, though certainly there are several inexpensive and some
contributed tools that can greatly assist you. The second case is totally in
your hands.

Think ahead, design programs, systems with an eye to security and controls,
and with future access/security possibilities in mind.

You may find that a timely spoken word about a security or control feature
(that has been bugging you, and of which you are concerned may come up as an
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audit point in the approaching fiscal year audit), may be all that is needed
to get the green light for acquiring the tool that provides the solution.

Auditors sometime feel that they must provide added value to the audit via
suggestions for improvement. Be prepared for some such points. Suggest
alternate wording if theirs is offensive. They will generally work with you if
you have worked with them during the audit.

Lastly, an EOP risk is cited in the auditors "Suggestions for Improvement" is
not necessarily likely to adversely affect a favorable opinion by the
auditing firm, as long as the audit turned up otherwise sound accounting
practices and procedures, and other strong EOP controls. A risk is not a
condemnation, and a suggestion does not necessarily indicate a deficiency.
Nor is it practical to assume that all suggestions are feasible and must
therefore be implemented. In such cases, it is mostly important that you, and
top management understand the spirit in which such suggestions have been made,
and that nothing more is expected than that management understand the risks,
and evaluate the extent that it may be practical and/or desirable to remove
these risks.

The fOP audit does not have to be a bad experience. With proper understanding
and communication on both sides, EOP and the big, bad auditor can live happily
ever after.
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APPENDIX A

S2-
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MLH--CHANGE EDIT CODE J TO L FOR IRS

MLH-F IX BUG IN HOD 1 ABOVE; REHOVE
IND. #20 IN LINES ADDED 2/13/86

CDS40
CD540
CD540
CD540
CD540
CD540
CD540
CD540
CD540
CDS40
CD540
CD540
CnS40
CD540
CD540
CD540
CD540
CD540
CD540
CD540
CDS40
CD540
CD540
CDS40
C05401
C05401
CD540
CD5402
CD5402
CD540
CD5403
CD540
CD5404
CD540

MLM- ADD LOGIC FOR IRS MAGNETIC HEDIA CD54lJS
REPORTING. (1099-HISC ONLY) C0540S

~1LM- ALLO~ Hi AMOUNT TO PRINT BUT PLACE #6
ON LINE 2; ALSO OUTPUT TO CD5401. CD5406

HLM- ADD PRINT OF PAYEE ID IN OPTIONAL #7
BLOCK ON FORf1 1099. CD5407

MU1- ADD 1988 IRS CHANGES #8
CD540
CD54Q
CD540
CDS40
CD540
CD540
CD540

HLH-ADD CHANGES FOR 1987 DIV. 1099

CDS40 PRINT I.R.S. 1099'S

1/27/88

3/01/88

1/30/87

1/12/88

10/19/88

12/11/87

12/07/87

PROGRAM -
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H. t. t ... *t t t t t t t t t t ... t t t *t *t t t **t t t t t t t. t t u. t t t t t ... **t **t t t t t t t t t t t. *t... t *
Ht CONTROL RECORD SPECIFICATIONS
Ht.******* ** ••• t**.* * •• *••• **u .. * t** *tt tt.
HDUNPF ILE N Xl

F * " * " U""""""""''''''''''''''.H''''''''''
F, FILE SPECIFICATIONS ..

F ... ** .... ***...*•*....... *. *. *.. *. t. *t *t. t t *... t •••••• t t t t t t t. **t t t t t t t. *....
F*
F.
F.
F*
F .. *. t." t t t t. t t t *t *t. t. t. t t t *t *t *>I: ***t *t t *t t. H:' *. t t *t.• t t t **t. t *t t t t
F. PURPOSE - THIS PROGRAM READS THE SORTED CHECK REGISTER
Ft FILE AND PRINTS A 1099 FORM FOR EACH PAYEE. THE ·1099'S
F. PRINTED ARE 1099-DIV, 1099-INT, AND 1099-MISC.
F,
F*
F*
Ft_
F * * * * * • " " .. * .. * ,
F. REVISION LOG
Ft •••••• t.*** •••• ** ... * ... *.*.**t*****.**t •• t***t*tttt*tttt*ttt*t*.t.
F* NUHBER DATE DESCRIPTION
F* 1 2/13/86 ADD LOGIC TO PRINT 1099 BASED ON
Ft IRS 1099 DOLLAR LIMIT.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
F~

F.
F*
Ft
F*
Ft
F.
F.
Ft
Ft
Ft
F*
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F.. INDICATOR SUMMARY

F f • t **•>t. *t ** t >t. • t >t. Ii *****t lI: *" t ***t· *t Ii: t >t. **tt: ~ >i: Ii: *. t Ii: t t '" t t t if. *t t .. t .. Ii '- " ..... t. *
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Ft 01-
F. 02-

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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22
23
24
25
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3
4
5

27

2

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
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44
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47
48

395 CL4 80 TOTLH ADD TOTLH3 TOTLM 112 CD5401
396 CL4 80 TOTLH ADD TOTLH4 TOTLM 112 CDS401
397 CLl! 80 ToTLM ADD ToTLMS ToTL!'1 112 CD5401
398 CL4 80 TOTLH ADD TOTLM6 TOTLf'1 112 C05401
399 CL4 80 TOTLH ADD TOTLM7 TOTLH 112 CD5401
400 CL4 80 ToTLH COHP 599.99 59 C05401
401 CL4 80 59 HeOUNT ADD 1 HCDlINT C05.,OS
402 CL4 81) 59 TOTLH1 ADD MTOT1 HTOT1 CD5406
403 CL4 80 59 TOTLH3 ADD HTOT3 HTOT3 C05405
404 CL4 80 59 TOTLM7 ADD HTOT7 MTDT7 CD5405
405 CL4 80 S9 Z-ADDTOTLM 1 MAMT1 102 C05406



APPENDIX B - Figurel

System Enhancement\Modification Request

rndex:I------------

Reference:~~(~yymm~~-~n=n~)__

Prepared By: _____________ Reviewed By: -f

Department: _______D.ate: Date: -f

Type of Request: 0 Error 0 Enhancement/Modification
(Check One)

o New Program

Requestor's Priority:
Date Required: _

Required 0 Important 0 Desirable 0

Description of Error or Request:

Reason required:

Estimated Effort in Manhours:
Analysis/Design: Programming/Implementation: _

Programs/files Modified or Created:

supporting Documentation: Yes ___ Pages _ NO _

Recommendation: Accept___ Defer___ Reject___
Comm~nt:

Signature: _

Date of Final Disposition: _
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APPENDIX C

PRIMARY AREAS OF REVIEW FOR AN EDP AUDIT

1. EDP Organization

a) levels of supervision
b) personnel qualifications
c) job descriptions and organization charts
d) policy and procedures manuals
e) segregation of duties

· programming
· testing
• operations
· security
· data administration

data entry
· management

2. Security

a) passwords
b) read/write protection
c) restricted functional access
d) restricted physical access
e) supervision
f) testing ( re: viruses, Trojan horses,·timebombs)
g) equipment location
h) personnel identification
i) privileged mode, backdoors, "super" tools

3. Development

a) new applications
b) major enhancements or modifications
c) version control
d) standards and methodology
e) documentation
f) authorization/approval
h) management/user involvement
i) testingjconversionprocedures

4. Maintenance

a) authorization/approval
b) documentation
c) testing/conversion procedures
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APPENDIX C (continued)

d) standards and methodology
e) restricted access to source code and program documentation
f) controls over systems software changes

5. Operations

a) documentation of procedures
b) restricted access to operator functions
c) supervision
d) hardware/systems software error detection

6. Backup/Recovery

a) disaster recovery plan
b) less serious failure recovery procedures

• hardware
• software processes

c) backup schedule
d) critical processes special backups
e) documentation

7. Data entry

a) input authorization
b) batch controls
c) on-line error, validation and masterfile verification
d) reasonableness checks
e) processing controls
f) output reconciliation
g) audit trails
h) restricted access/segregation of duties
i) user procedures

8. Output distribution

9. Internal Audit procedures/involvement

a) development
b) testing
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System Management on the Fly II
Eric S. Messelt

Microwave Applications Group
3030 Industrial Parkway
Santa Maria, Ca. 93455

(805) 928-5711

It had all the ingredients for a Data Processing disaster.
A .. fresh-outa-college . programmer. ·is suddenly awarded· the high
visibility position of System Manager. Imagine yourself a young
kid entrusted with the system .• integrity for >a mUli:i __million dollar
organization! . You barely knowhow to. code COBOL, ·yet now you have
responsibility for system tables! The slightest misstep will be
visible to everyone from the customers to the Board of Directors.
Your job description reads like Superman, but you feel like Jimmy
Olsen. What. would· you do if you· were .. the young ·programmer in
question? How would you· cope? Where would you start? Maybe you
don't start. Then •• the .question becomes: where do .• you· go. to get
help with your resume'?

I was the. inexperienced programmer and have .• some thoughts
gleaned from. that •. experience.

We were expecting our System Manager to. pe leaving eventually.
So we took steps to prepare. Management chose a "Backup" - yours
truly - and I went to Hewlett-Packard's System.Managercourse. one
week.aftercompleting it I found myself. the System Manager for
real!. I hadn't counted on· getting the real· responsibility .$0 soon
- I.was expecting a nice, leisurely. apprenticeship with·the System
Manager acting as> the Kindly Old Mentor. In the back of my mind,
I knew that. I never would really be the System Manager - I was way
too·inexperienced. Management. would· put .out. the want-ad .and
someone would be hired to do the job right while I just held the
place together. Even if I messed up like the Sorcerer's
Apprentice, the Sorcerer would stillbe.around to get me out of
real trouble.

Instead, management said they had noother·plans: I was it.
Myself as.. Luke ..Skywaker.·wouldilot have .. an Obi-Wan or .Yoda to teach
me the ways of. the JediKnights!

The Question: how. does. a junior .programmer (Who is not •..• a
computer Science major) cop~ with .the new demands for a System
Manager's expertise. and get himself up to speed in a short
time? System Management on the Fly will .answer that by relating
how.someone can.smoothly.launchinto the system Manager function.
The"- On the Fly" part acknowledges that this poor character ml.1st
learn system management quickly and effectively in a production
environment where. you must.notget l.ost or bogged down; get real
work done; and able to deal with changing circumstances even though
you may lack confidence.
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What is a System Manager?

In HP3000 installations from time immemorial, there has
existed the Creature known as "The System Manager". This is an
artificial role created by Hewlett-Packard to provide System,
Technical, and Vendor support. In a sense, they have pieced
together a monster.

In the first area of support, System; the System Manager acts
as a kind of "Techno-Bureaucrat" of system resources. Hedoles
out accounts, groups, users, capacities, access, and file space
and then collects information about the various resources. In the
second role, Technical; the System Manager is the installation
'guru', an Enlightened Being who understands system tables,
intrinsics, is conversant in three programming languages (including
SPL), andean patch object code with the disk editor while
simultaneously playing three games of "Adventure"! The ability to
bend steel in his bare hands is usually not expected and is left
to the Data Processing Manager. The last role, Vendor support;
is like unto a phone-exchange made of flesh and blood. It exists
so when problems or issues occur (for either party), HP can have
one source of contact with the installation rather than deal with
a whole pantheon of users. One person schedules updates and
maintenance; one person to call the Response Center; etc.

In some installations, the System Manager title can be next
to me~ningless. I was not blessed with that situation. In my
organization, the System Manager was a nearly full-time function
with its own job description. I was a "real" System Manager and
when things went wrong, people pointed their fingers at me. It
was a bit threatening and I felt stress constantly. Always there
was the nagging doubt: did I forget something? Is there a safer
or more efficient way to do this? What will I say when somebody
discovers that I'm really not competent to do this job? I had a
real confidence problem; wouldn't you?

IMMEDIATE CONCERNS

So there you are, sitting at your desk with a new nameplate
giving your title as "System Manager" and maybe feeling some
uncertainties. You know what a System Manager is expected to be;
what do you do first? The way to confidence is to know a few
things beforehand about the situation and then know what needs to
be done. That's what we're going to do. First, give you a
generalized view of your situation and what you should be concerned
about. Second, give you some concrete steps to take to deal with
those situations. Let's start -

Realize that you do have a honeymoon period where most folks
will leave you alone to get your bearings. You may" even think that
you don't to have much to do the first few days. That's what I
thought. Don't believe it! You have plenty to do. Your first
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tasks. will be to insure that the installation is running well
enough that you don't get bitten by some obvious but overlooked
item. Give yourself a time-frame of a week to take care of these
immediate concerns:

Password Security

First priority: make sure the system is secure. First step:
get THE password·passed on.to.you, the new System Manager. The
next step applies to.. protecting· your old System Manager. If·a
person COULD abuse the system, then they are suspect if anything
goes wrong regardless of their <character or intentions. Therefore
as soon as the previous System Manager is relieved of his
responsibility, restrict his old access. This policy applies
whether the System Manager was dismissed, quit in a peeve, or it
was just time to move on.

Make sure that the user MANAGER.SYS is passworded and that
password is appropriately •. guarded. For example, never written
unless secured for an emergency and changed periodically. Maybe
not .··so obvious.• are .·users who were •• created with SYSTEM MANAGER (8M)
capability. This can happen fora variety of reasons. Maybethe
previous System Manager wanted to use his.own name for logging on
rather than having to·spell·out "M-A-N-A-G-E-R". Or there is an
odd utility or jobstream that requi:res SM capability and. that·· user
was created. Whatever, you, must ·find. Qut those extra users ..• (use
LI8TDIR or BACCTfrom. the contributed Library Tape) ,. weed them out,
and change their passwords. You must also limit access·· to· any
jobstream files· that contain these passwords. so curiosity seekers
won't be able to look at them. As before, change these passwords
simultaneously when. you change MANAGER.SYS. You can find a useful
utility to do this in the contributed library.tape·called CHGPASS
which changes passwords of all jobstreams in the logon group. Or
you can commit to usingSTREAMX or other utility that streams jobs
without requiring embedded passwords.

Be sure. not to forget those· Ubiquitous accounts·· such
TELESUP, SUPPORT,·. HP@and ··other users in· SYS.

Here's what. I did: when our System Manager left the
department, I was the last . person to shake. his hand. I said
goodbye, watched him • walk out, turned around, logged on to
MANAGER.SYS and.changed.··the ·password. I then· wrote .it. down, .•. put
it in an envelope that couldn't be looked through, •.. licked the seal
and signed my . name over the flap • I gave the envelope to the
department manager for safe keeping. One of the first things I
did right.

There are other passwords to be changed than just the Big One.
Major user and account passwords must be changed. certainly the
users with ACCOUNT MANAGER capability. The procedure is the same.
Use·LISTDIR or BACCT to find the users with AM capability, weed
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them out (or change their capability), use the :ALTUSER command on
all the affected users. Then use the CHGPASS utility to catch the
jobstreams. Same goes for changing account passwords. Log on as
MANAGER.SYS and use the :ALTACCT accountname; PASS=whatever.
Remember that some applications have security features of their
own that may require you to duplicate the change of user, group,
and account passwords. Look out for application MGR and account
passwords in the application's security section. What you must
know is that YOU, as the System Manager, are responsible for the
system's security. You have the authority to make it secure.
Note that the courts will look to you to determine if computer
security was adequate and appropriate if unauthorized access
becomes a legal issue.

Got that done? On to the next concern:

The second immediate task is to make sure all the System
Manager "Tools" are available. This does not only mean
screwdriver, pliers and breakout box! Also make sure you have a
complete set of system tapes: Coldload (or SLT for MPE/XL), DUS,
and current full-system backup. Make sure you have a set of
manuals current to your version of MPE; especially System
Operation and Resource Management, MPE Commands, MPE System
Utilities, and MPE File System. An often forgotten set of tools
are manuals for the pieces of hardware that you're responsible
for: terminals, printers, modems, plotters, and other data
communications equipment.

I was not kidding about the hardware side of that either; a
System Manager ought to have a small toolbox. Include a small
flatblade screwdriver for RS232 cables, a pair of needlenose
pliers, a set of normal flat and Phillips screwdrivers, 0-25 (RS232
cable) gender changers, and a RS232 breakout box. If you support
PC's, include a diskette that contains several utilities that you
use frequently. If you don't have the tools you think yOU'll need,
now is the time to ask for them - during your honeymoon period.

In this, I was fortunate. The D.P. Manager asked me to
inventory our 'tools' and make some recommendations for purchase.
I had seen that the old System Manager was constantly tracking down
data communications problems so I made out a purchase requisition
for a breakout box. I also got hold of a small fishing tackle box
to keep all the hardware tools together instead of the paper box
they'd previously been in. You need to look around; what do you
need to get?

Got all your tools together? Great! Let's push on:

system Backup - a review
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Make your next immediate priority to insure that you back up
your system .at least once a day. This doesn't have to mean the
WHOLE system, however. A Partial (: SYSDUMP with the DUMP DATE? as
the last full backup date or the :PARTBACKUP command) is
sufficient •. However the WHOLE· Full system·backup should·be done
at least once a week. If this hasnotbeen·the practice, make .it
a •.· consistent practice .now. Also. if that is· the. case,. note that
you're biggest problem will be in scheduling - the hour <of the day
for the· daily backup and the day of the week for the full system
backup. There is always ·someone who'll be· inconvenienced by the
downtime that a backup creates. Don't let them deter you - be
reasonable.but get the backups scheduled and done.

If you are not doing regular backups, you're certainly not
doing·regulardatabase backups usingDBSTORE. If you value your
database applications - and especially if you ·are doing IMAGE
logging -. I'd highly recommend· you start a separate routine of
backing up your major application databases. Perhaps you could do
this in .• the middle of the .week .. between •• full system backups ..
Granted that HP hasn't made DBSTORE of multiple databases easy,
but that will be a poor excuse when you need them and you don't
have them.

In addition, consider your protection of the backups. Think
about offsite. storage.. Offsite storage can mean a special
warehouse or the System Manager's apartment. If you can't do
offsite storage, give some thought to fire and water protection as
ina fire resistant safe.

You might also want to back up·allyour source code· to tape
occasionally, store that onsite and make a copy for offsite storage
as well.

All these backUps provide protection· from disaster as well as
being .classicsite .• management concepts. What I·.maan by"'classic
site management concepts" is· that everyone who talks about this
says ·the.·same .. thing .- do your backups. Nonetheless, there is·.a
reason .they all say that. I was YnPleasantly surprised at how·many
files got accidentally purged while I was getting oriented. Those
frequent backUps came in handy!

orientation

So far, you've been a bUSy beaver running around your own
department, now you can venture into the outside world a little.
Write, or have written, a memo about the new personnel change and
ask your users/customers for cooperation in the change. You should
then take an· unhurried walk around the facility. Introduce
yourself, · see the lay of the land, listen to your new customers
and take lots of notes. Even the most cynical customer wants some
assurance that this change· will. not· shake up his world. Be
reassuring, confident, and considerate but don't promise
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anything! You can be sympathetic to the raw treatment someone once
got from Data Processing but don't put yourself in a box by making
uninformed commitments.

I remember after making a job change that I was sitting in
the coffee room talking about nothing when one of the guys started
ranting on the insulting lack of support his department had got
from my predecessor. Out of the blue I was the recipient of this
man's wrath! He wanted to know if I was going to be another snake
souled devil like the one who'd come before me! I was so shocked
that I had no choice but to be diplomatic. I told him that my
predecessor was history and that I ama different person. I also
reminded him that I couldn't make any commitments but I am
definitely interested in helping him in any way I could. That
seemed to be what he wanted to hear. As it turned out, I was able
to be more helpful than my predecessor but mostly it was because
I was willing to listen to the man when he went off on one of the
now familiar tirades.

Get back to your desk and write out a list of what you learned
and things that will need attention. Prioritize those items and
then discuss them with your management.

A good next step is to orient yourself with Hewlett-Packard.
Call your Sales Representative. Inform him of the personnel change
and make an, appointment for an "Account Review" to get more
information and a free lunch. Ask that your System Engineer and
Customer Engineer be in attendance. Don't schedule the meeting
time until after you complete your "Immediate Concerns" phase.
Do prepare for the meeting beforehand by formUlating questions and
issues you want discussed. You might want to have them brief you,
from their perspective, on your installation - its history, current
situation, and future needs. It can be eye-opening to hear what
HP might have to say about their experience with your organization.
Ask practical questions. When is the next hardware preventive
maintenance? Is there a new MPE update coming that would interest
you? Don't be afraid to dream with them a little -any interesting
products coming for release?

Physical Inventory

This is the last priority in the "Immediate Concerns" section,
but don't think that this is less important. Goof up on this now
and you may find yourself facing embarrassing questions later.

One of your primary responsibilities as a System Manager is
for the equipment. You need to know what your organization has,
where it is, if it is under some maintenance agreement, etc. This
means you'll need to "square the books" and make sure nothing has
been ' lost' . Get whatever exists in the way of an equipment
inventory and verify it yourself. You'll probably find the list
badly put together so just use it as a starting point to create
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your own. If there is no list, inform management of the deficiency
and then create it. A suggested format is discussed later. Also
remember that your Customer Engineer has a list of all equipment
covered by a maintenance contract. You would also want to make
sure that all the pieces you want covered are actually on a
contract.

Go through the whole facility and look for serial numbers for
each piece. If there are pieces offsite go to the holder and get
the serial numbers checked. I was nasty enough to demand that the
holder physically bring the pieces in! You should have an accurate
equipment inventory completed, printed and distributed to
appropriate parties within a month after becoming the System
Manager.

Another part of physical inventory is to check the data
communications cabling, patching methods, and configurations. Know
where things are and how they fit together. Documentation of this
will also·be discussed below.

STABXLIZXNG INFLUENCES

After you've satisfied yourself that the installation is
running in a basically sound· manner, you can now focus on
increasing the scope of your orientation. This is where you'll be
practicing System Management "on the fly". The key to getting up
to speed is systematic orientation. You've just spent the last
week making sure nothing is going to bite you from behind. Now
you can start soaking in some of the broader details of your
responsibilities.

Rule Number 1: Don't be in any big hurry to make changes. If
things are running smoothly, don't change anything. If you start
making changes when things are perceived as going smoothly, yOU'll
transmit a bad message. You want changes that you make to be seen
as real improvements, not just different ways of doing the same
thing. However, if things are a real wreck, get your Immediate
Concerns phase finished within •. aweek and then make decisive
changes that show your new direction.

Rule Number 2: Don't change anything until you've tested it
nine ways 'til Tuesday. Make sure its implementation is seamless
and stable. You do not want little mistakes distracting you while
you're trying to learn the big picture. This is very important
when you're new to the position.

This was something I wish someone had told me. I was so eager
to show myself as being active and on top of everything that I made
foolish mistakes and did some real sloppy work. "If it's not
broken, don't fix it" didn't register with me. One nightmare I
remember was deciding that I wanted to clean out the PUB.SYS and
other groups of various trash files that had accumulated. I did
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call my SE to find out what files ought to be in PUB.SYS and did
make an effort to determine the files that I did purge were unused.
But. certain routine jobs that had performed faithfully for two
years without complaint stopped working. Omygod - I'd purged the
file it needed! This started happening more often than my good
will could match. It got to the point that whenever any job
bombed, the operator and programmers would first look at me and
ask, "Do you know anything about this?" It took a long time to
live that one down.

I hope that your environment is already smooth and stable.
Here's what you should be doing next:

Look for stretching Seams

Identify all the production IMAGE databases on the system.
Look at the capacities for the datasets. Any trouble areas?
Identify the sets, what their new capacities should be and expand
them. caution! If you're going to use DBUNLOAD, DBSCHEMA and
DBUNLOAD: first, be sure to do a DBSTORE on the database before
you do the others. Second, verify the current schema against the
existing database. Look for any extra dataitems or datasets that
show up in QUERY but aren't in the schema file. Look at the
capacities and make sure they are nearly the same.

I had several nightmares where I changed the schema to expand
a dataset only to find that my predecessor had used a demo database
manager package to expand some dataset without bothering to update
the schema! Without knowing this I recreated the database and that
modified dataset (according to the obsoleted schema) was now too
small for all the entries that it had really contained before.

Along the same lines, check the account structure for accounts
or groups that were given limited file space. Are any in danger
of running out? Find out the reason for the limit and if it is
still valid, warn the user to do some housekeeping.

Review General System Documentation

The first productive task a System Manager should do is
updating the various Operations and System documentation. There
are benefits from dqing a review and update right away. First, if
you decide that you want out after a month and quit, the updating
still needs to be done and there will be an even less experienced
person to sort through it. Next, just the act of sorting through
such documentation will serve to provide an automatic training
manual for you. You, a relative novice, has to understand all that
it says to be able to update it. Since the documentation was
initially written by an expert, you are now in the best position
to know how it should read to a novice. Thirdly, as a System
Manager,You may be heavily involved in the documentation cycle.
This experience will help you to more clearly understand and
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appreciate its purpose. Last, the task is relatively unhurried
yet important task. Thus you can be productive as a System Manager
immediately.

If you spot an inconsistency, correct the documentation now!
A rule during your orientation: If you learn about a thing, write
it down! Of course you'll also want to review system management
history such as purchases, letters and·memos, and system trouble
from the "Gold Notebook".

I remember my first week as System Manager. I was reviewing
the documentation for recovery from a System Failure. I noted a
couple of inaccuracies and ambiguities so updated the documentation
file. Not two hours after I'd printed off the new version and put
it in the operations Notebook, we had a system failure. My first
one! I immediately knew what to do, where togo for instructions
and the system came upright away. I really looked like· I knew
what I was .doing ...• - no mean feat for someone who was previously a
Junior Programmer! Of course that experience motivated me to
continue reviewing and updating· .whatever documentation I could
find.

Regular Staff Meetings

Another stabilizing influence (in addition to your
documentation review and other forms·of orientation) can be weekly
staff meetings -if you don't already do that. This area may not
seem appropriate under how to survive a personnel change, but it
can make a difference. Here's the suggestion: every Monday
afternoon after the "Monday Morning Rush", all the department staff
assemble to· 'plan' for the ·upcoming week. This .break acts as a
breather for the staff from the first taste of the week's action,
pause for this meeting to get perspective, and then go right into
the work for the week. It is a chance to rise above the urgent and
consider the important.

Is this kind of meeting "too formal" for your installation?
My response is two-fold: First, I find there is a lot of
irrational resistance to formal communication - as if our dignity
as human beings relies on complete spontaneity. What is supposed
to be an attitUde of informality or bureaucracy-bashing I often
see worked out to be a more insidious form of office politics.
Secondly, there are many things· that can be said in a formal
communication situation that somehow aren't brought up in casual
conversation. If you want real communication within your
department, this kind of meeting can bring those things out.

Granted, you may not have the influence to bring this about by
just wanting it to happen. However, perhaps your management will
see the advantage this could have in accelerating your orientation.
These kinds of meetings can have a major impact on your new job.
The role of· the System Manager is in the nether world between
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programming, operations, and administration. since most anything
done on the machine can in some way impact the System Manager's
responsibilities, most anything could be of interest to you. A
formalized "staff meeting" helps the new System Manager to hear
what people are interested in.

In any case, if your management doesn't like the idea, you'll
need to develop some other form of regular communication with
others in the department. Maybe you can develop a schedule of
appointments with each of the folks in the staff. Whatever it
takes, keep communication open between yourself and others in the
department.

Technical Support

Very rarely can a new System Manager handle all the technical
problems with applications, data base management, the operating
system, etc. Some sort of technical assistance is useful or your
tenure as the System Manag~r will not be stable. You'll find
yourself constantly fighting your own ignorance.

Now this is a tough subject for me. It strikes right at the
heart of my self-confidence. On one hand, I came into the position
shaking in my boots for fear of making some terrible mistake or
being shown to be some kind of a fraud. But on the other hand, my
pride doesn't like to admit that I need help when I'm in trouble!
I know that isn't rational, but I didn't claim my head was straight
on this. If you have similar feelings, here's what to do: swallow
your pride and get the help. I'm paid to solve problems quickly
and efficiently. Ego gratification should come only after I've
done what I am paid for. Get some help so you can solve problem
quickly and efficiently.

Not only that, petition management to purchase HP's top-of
the-line support. Once you've gotten your "system legs", you can
tell management the good news that you can lower monthly expenses
by going to a lower level of support! But if you work it the other
way, starting with a lower level and finding that it would've been
nice to have a System Engineer at your beck and call; it will be
near impossible (and more embarrassing) to petition management for
more expensive support.

The first choice would be Hewlett Packard's AMS or "Teamline"
support. This is excellent for the immature installation. If
yours is a small or medium shop of average expertise, purchasing
Response Center support is an excellent insurance premium for a
new System Manager. The Response Center will not answer a question
immediately but does return your call within a reasonable time.
While you are learning the system, the Response Center can serve
as a big brother to help you through rough ·spots. This gives you
a sense of security and frees you from much anxiety therefore
allowing you to do a better job. Also.I found that using the
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Response Center eventually creates more self-sufficiency. As you
place calls and get answers, you begin to see how HP has organized
the system or put together the manuals. You'll be able to find
your own answers.

I must've placed a million' calls to the Response Center in
the first month. I was glad they were around and certainly felt
we got our money's worth.

Support from HP is the first choice, but if your installation
doesn't want it, then you will need to find other options. A local
users group may be able to help in suggesting a particular resource
at a near by installation. Of"course, "you may not get the best
service due to that other installation's own time and resource
constraints. That is, if you ask for charity, you might not get
it right away and maybe not at all. Another possibility would be
a third party vendor - perhaps the people you did that custom
software of yours. If you find your choices are limited, contact
your HP Sales office and let them help you find an answer.

Of course, the first option is to try to solve the problem
yourself. You learn through experience and become more
self-sufficient. However there may come a time when you can't even
understand the problem and you need help. It would be a' wise thing
to make arrangements ahead of time.

System Manager Specific Documentation

The next stabilizing influence you can contribute to the
installation is getting your documentation cleaned up. Good
documentation compresses experience into a novice. You area
novice. Given the turnover which most shops are saddled with;
accurate, reliable and useful documentation will go a long way in
increasing an· installation's. productivity as well as preparing for
personnel turnover. Getting your documentation straight is a
significant service ,you can perform.

Alright, we need documentation, but how much and what kind?
Know that there are two types of documentation- the first is the
technical documentation which is dusted off when a problem occurs
and is used for trouble shooting. This would be before-the-fact
documentation. The second type .is more on-going and is more
properly called 'records': lists of equipment, configurations,
account structure, etc.

There are be ,. several records used specifically by the System
Manager that can be very useful. Not only are such things helpful
for the future when the crises hit; but the exercise of digging
out the data is another orientation to the installation. If the
previous System Manager didn't create these documents, you can do
so' right away.
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The System Manager is usually given responsibility for
hardware: maintenance scheduling, tracking down data communications
problems, calling the vendor for repairs. There are a couple of
records that can be kept to manage the hardware end of things.

First and obvious should be an absolutely current copy of
device and system configurations. Use the SYSDUMP $NULL or the
SYSINFO utility from the contributed Library. Create this document
and get it printed off. When anything changes, make a new copy -
right along with the new Coldload tape or SLT.

For data communications, I have found that records of cable
use (tying logical device numbers to cable assignments and
building locations) can be useful when you are tracking down a
difficult data communications problem. I write down the LDEV
number, the cable number, patching data, and show the building
location (with the user's name) that the connection terminates 
such as a wall plug.

Remember that we'd discussed inventory above? Another useful
document is an Inventory of serial numbers (and company asset ID
numbers) for each piece of Data Processing equipment and where they
are located. My report shows the location (ie: ACCTG), model
description (ie: HP2392), the type of equipment (ie: TERMINAL),
the serial number, the organization's asset 10, and then we include
the equipment's valuation•. Valuation does not reflect the usual
System Manager's stated technical duties; but when insurance is
discussed for D.P. equipment the accountants seem to gravitate to
the System Manager since he has (and rightly should!) the most
accurate listing of computer equipment. So be prepared and have
equipment valuation data.

Start collecting data on disc space. Before the days of
HPTREND, ..us old-timers would collect our own data using the
FREE2/5 utility. That is still a good idea. It is run once a week
to track your disc's health. Once every six months via HPTREND is
too long to stay properly informed of resource use to take
corrective action. The same goes for CPU time, Connect time, and
file space usage for each account - another easy report using the
:REPORT command output (:REPORT X.@ [assuming you have no groups
called "X" on the system], and then : RESETACCT @, CPU and
:RESETACCT @, CONNECT). Do this once a month.

However, HPTREND is mighty useful. It first verifies what
you've been seeing with your own reports. It helps to give you
the Big Picture. It also reports on load management which I can't
do on a home-brewed basis. And lastly, it presents resource data
in a format that is understandable (with some of .your tutoring) to
management.

On the software side, the System Manager should be conversant
with all the applications on the system. First he has to know
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what's on the system. It is very embarrassing when your top
management receives the above resource usage reports and asks,
"What the· blazes is the ABND12X account why is it taking so much
disc space?" - and you don't know! Believe me, I know what I'm
talking about here. Get that information before he asks. Create
a document that summarizes all the accounts on the system- gives
their names, a description, and who the main users are then
distribute that to the appropriate management. Try to categorize
them according to purpose, users, or source. Find out what is on
your machine.

Another "soft" reference is a listing of all users, groups
and accounts and their capabilities and access. The first part of
this can be got by using the Contributed Software program BACCT.
It automatically prints off·· this listing. Such a report can> be
useful when you're trying to figure out why a user can't seem to
access a·· program or file. I was constantly having· trouble with
that problem and when I got that printed off, it was so much easier
to look at the report than mess withLISTDIR. Find out who is on
your machine.

Remember -keep the number of reports to a minimum to avoid
being swamped with having to examine each one!

Now. we get to the "System Manager 's Cookbook". This is a
document containing information useful·onlyto a System Manager.
This should include specific instructions on how to solve problems
that have plagued the installation before and procedures that may
not be easily found or are nonexistent in other documentation.
The idea is a description of specialized· routine procedures and
helpful tips or tricks. It also can serve as a history giving
explanations of why certain things are now done in an unusual or
non-standard way.

This updated System Manager's·Cookbook (if itexistsJ should
be one of the first documents the new system Manager should read
- and it should be the previous System Manager's own personal copy
since there may be a wealth of information penciled in the margins!
A few yearsback,Biola University contributed its own departmental
standards· called STNDRD@ in a contributed. Library tape. Their
System Manager's Cookbook was located within their operations
section. You'll see that your own version of it can be a useful
reference document for the new System Manager.

After reviewing the Cookbook the new person might, from their
new perspective, see some inaccuracies or ambiguities. Get into
a good habit: correct your documentation now! Riqht now! Once
corrected,· print off a new copy and toss the old.

Let me· stress that you conunit to documenting your work. The
biggest gripe I've heard from other new System Managers is that
they found the shop they came into undocumented and therefore they
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1) either spent time in documenting that could have been used for
other tasks or 2) spent much time and heartache tracking down a
problem that could've been fixed in five minutes if someone had
only left a note about it.

The flip side is that this document isn't just for when you
leave your position to someone new. It is for you to use ten
months from now when that same sticky problem comes up again and
you remember the problem, but you can't remember the fix.

This underscores the importance of documenting the fix I make
today. I have started an "Expert System" for such things. This
was mentioned in the press a couple of years back. What I did was
to create a Personal Card File application on my HP150 that holds
information on problems and their resolutions. The card format
includes a keyword field, date of problem, name of victim,
description of the problem and information on· the fix. This Expert
file doesn't take the place of the Cookbook since the Cookbook
covers general and routine reference material while the Expert file
covers specific and maybe onetime fixes.

Here's another way: for those with Response Center Support 
there is no excuse for you not to use the "Response Center Inquiry
Sheet". Photocopy a bunch of those sheets off and use them as
gotcha/fix documentation. Before you place the call, fill out the
sheet. Be careful to· describe the problem in detail. Then,. when
you have the fix, write down the fix (again, in detail!) in the
Resolution section. When the problem comes up again, you'll
probably remember that you called HP about it, then you can look
through your old calls and find what happened before.

Now let's work on making you more of "The Expert" than you
are now.

T~ings You Must Know to be a System Manager

The answer is easy: the contents of the System Operation
and Resource Reference Manual! But realistically, be sure you are
comfortable with the concepts below. If you haven't done so in a
while, get out the manuals and read the sections pertaining to:

* System operation
- how to start and stop your system, how to back up the

'system and the options (when, how often, what method)
- how spooling works and the use of SPOOK
- know about system (and, if appropriate,
database/application) logging.
- know about all security - hardware and software based

* Your hardware - how a terminal works, how to
operate every single piece of equipment in the computer room, know
simple maintenance and repair.
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* Get real familiar with MPE -know the commands and what
they do. There may be some that you'll never use, but understand
what they are about so you'll be able to know what can andean not
be done.

* In the same vein, get real familiar with .the various
utilities: EDITOR, FCOPY, SORT/MERGE, QUERY as well as FREES,
LISTDIRS, LISTLOGS,·and LISTEQ5. If you can, also get to know
VINIT, SADUTIL/RECOVER5, etc.

* You'll never succeed on an HP3000 without complete,
intuitive understanding of users, files,q:roups,and accounts and
how they all fit together. This is why LISTDIRS is so important
to know how to use. Know the NEW- and ALT- -USER, -GROUP,. and·
ACCT commands.

* Know about user/program capabilities and access. This
can be real confusing to the neophyte. Remember the BACCTreport
mentioned above?

* Know how to use your third party or Contributed utilities
such as MPEX, QEDIT, ADAGER, et ale Learn and .use these. They
were created with helping you in mind.

FUTURBDIRECTIONS

Ok, so you now are familiar with the basics and you know all
about the current situation.in your installation. Things are
running stable and smooth. Can things be improved? Let' ssee .. -

Performance Review

You can look for improvement first in the computer room.
Arrange. with. your account Sys'tem Engineer· to .• meet. and . run some
performance benchmarks on your system. Check system t.able
setti.ngs ,.TUNEcommand options, ALLOCATED programs ilookforyour
system being I/O, Memory, or CPU . boundi determine·. if certain
applications cause different problems. Discuss the results. Get
some facts. together ·•. and ·discuss· his specific .suggestions for
improvement. Ge.t dollars >assigned. to those suggestions .and. write
up your •• conclusions· for •. your management.

For do-it-yourselfers, HP. has recently released two
performance packages: HPGlance and HPLaserRx.. Both show promise;
however , HPGlance is the easier to.use and to buy. Otherwise, you
could go with OPT or the "Poor. Man's .. OPT", SURVEYOR.

Care.of Disc Space

Run a job every month during the middle of the night that does
the following:
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:FREE2 [or FREES]
:VINIT
>COND 1
>COND 2 [this assumes you have two disc drives .•• ]
>COND 1
>COND 2
>EXIT
: FREE2

- this job takes care of disc fragmentation. Running the FREE
utility before and after shows you if the CONDense did any good -

you can actually gain back some 'lost' sectors. Repeating the
COND command for each disc device is recommended for badly
fragmented discs since (last I heard) the CONDcommandmay not get
all the fragmentation on the first pass. If you have a lot of
drives, you may want to spread this out over the month by doing a
couple of drives a night.

You'll als9 need to schedule down time to periodically do a
COOLSTART and RECOVER LOST DISC SPACE? Yes. This will take about
ten minutes per disc and cleans out dirty spool and temporary files
that MPE can accumulate.

Look for accounts on the system that are deadwood. By now
you ought to be certain which ones those are. To get a certain
knowledge, do a STORE to $NULL with a DATE option set to some
access date and be sure to include the SHOW option. Store the
offending accounts off to tape (make two copies?) and purge off
the accounts.

Disaster Recovery Plan

Hardly anybody wants to deal with possible disasters. If
there is a Disaster Recovery Plan - review, update, and then
memorize it! Put it on your calender to hold a Plan test.
If there isn't, put it on the list of things that must be addressed
by you and Management very soon.

I remember a test run where I simulated a bomb threat to the
Data Processing Department. The only people in on the fact that
it was a test was myself, the chief of Security and my roommates.
My roommates dummied up a beautiful looking fake bomb and we
experimented in finding and gaining access to the department. Then
on the day of the test, we put in a call through the receptionist
stating that a bomb had been placed in the computer room. The
security folks burst into the department and herded us out. They
then swept the room but couldn't find the box. It was very
realistic - you could see the sweat on the faces of these guys as
they started to consider that this bomb could go off before the
stated time. It was a rich experience for the Security chief as
he was able to make jUdgments on his operation.
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After the cat was let out of the bag - that this was a test,
only a test - we all sat down and evaluated our performance. What
an eye . opener! To say that. some procedures were .changed is an
understatement. By the way, I was. the one who was the terrorist's
"inside man". I put the bomb in the CPU box -lots of empty space
in there - and none of the. security guys eventhoughtof>looking
inside the computer.

Transaction Logging

consider the value of. your database applications. I hardly
ever have had a.problem with the. "physical integrity" of any. of
mine. But I have had some times where I was glad I could roll back
some logical transactions. Give some .good, hard thought.· to
implementing database transaction logging. It ..is cheap insurance
and could save a lot .•·of heartache if something physically .. or
logically goes wrong. Those lucky ducks with the 900. series
machines. need not worry about physical integrity, Transaction
Manager works transparently like ILR on the Classic machines.

Continuing Education

This area of improvement has. to do with you! It is assumed
throughout the paper. that you've made use of HP's System Manager
course (or its equivalent). You may wish to consider an
appropriate time to take· the follow-on course - "Advanced System
Management". I found it to be an interesting and useful course 
especially since it had been six years since I'd taken the· original
System Management class. I suggest waiting until you've been in
the position a year before you sign up.

However the course that I found the most interesting from HP
was the Application and Design course. I recommend it highly for
mid-level programmers and System Managers to understand how your
HP3000 is really behaving underneath all that cabinet work.

Let me put in a plug for your Local Users Group. Get involved
to the point of at least attending meetings. Not only will you
meet others< of your ilk, but you'll have another means of unhurried
technical .• support. I can never. give any good solid reasons why
User Groups are useful. I only know that every time I go to a
meeting, I learn something that. is new, interesting and useful.

Also don't forget various journals and periodicals: INTERACT,
The Chronicle, HP Professional, and others. Another. plug- Ed
Sharpe's First and Best On-Line HPUsers Group. Ed Sharpe has.a
electronic bulletin board running out of Phoenix, Arizona that
serves as another clearing house of ideas, tips, and also some
interesting gossip. Use of the board is free, though I'm sure Ed
wouldw~lcome contributions. .
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CONCLUSION

What we've done is to outline a plan of action for the newly
anointed System Manager. It is possible to hit the ground running
- knowing what to do, in what order, with a clear vision of what
you want to do next. This builds confidence in yourself and as
others see your clear headed approach to your new responsibility,
they will grow in their reliance on you.

Nobody is saying that adjusting to a new situation is easy -
just that it doesn't have to be a horror movie. You need to know

where you are. You need to know where you want to go. Then you
take the steps necessary to get from where you are to where you're
going. I hope this paper helps you find out where you are by
first, stressing systematic orientation; and secondly, that it
helps you know where you want to go by giving a realistic plan.
You can succeed!
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THE CARE AND FEEDING OF MULTIPLE HP3000'S
IN A NETWORKED ENVIRONMENT

CHRISTINE DALE
KAISER FOUNDATION HEALTH PLAN OF COLORADO

2045 FRANKLIN ST.
DENVER, CO 80205

(303) 861-3229

It·was a dark. and stormy night. RRR-I-N-GGGG. I look. at the
alarm clock. It is 2: 00 A.M. The· adrenaline is . pumping
through my veins. I answer the phone. The voice on the other
end says, .• "It's steve, the operator • ... . We. have. a . LAN problem
with the 950E." I say, "OK, tell me. what happened". Andso
begins the nightlife of a Technical· Support person at Kaiser
Permanente.

KAISER PERMANENTE- THE COMPANY

Kaiser Permanente, Colorado •••. Region, is apart.. of .anational
Health Maintenance .. Organization . serving •nearly six .million
people. Kaiser .··Permanente· opened. to. community enrollment: .in
1945 by Henry J •••. Kaiser to .fill. a. .pUblic .need· to access
quality health .care at costs that families with average
incomes could afford. TheColorado· ••• Region has .been .. in .the
Denver area.£or20years serving 217,000 people in. 11··. medical
offices and a Special Care Center.

THE INFORMATION SERVICES DEPARTMENT

The Information Services Department .(ISD)is.made up of five
groups.each headed. by >a .Managerjsupervisor • The .•.• groups ·are
Operations, Telecommunications , • Production Control, .• Systems
and Programming, and •. Technical Support.

OPERATIONS

Operations is the "keeper of the hardware". They. run all the
jobs according to.a schedule and perform full backups Monday
thru Friday. They· alsomonit.or and maintain· the data
communications network inclUding terminals, mUltiplexors and
modems.

Starting with one HP3000 Series I in 1978, .the hardware has
grown considerably. The present configuration consists of
t.hreeHP3000, Series 950's;threeHP3000, Series 70's;.two
HP3000, series 37's; about 800 terminals, and 24 gigabytes of
disc storage. There..•. is •. also a 2680A laser •printer utilizing
the F()rmsDesignsoft.ware. NS/3000 is used for communicating
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between computers • We also have a Data General system running
a Pharmacy System. This is presently a stand-alone system and
we use "sneaker net" for data exchange from the HP to Data
General (using tape drives).

The computer room operates with staff 24 hours-a-day, 5 1/2
days-a-week. In the fall of 1989 we will move to a new 3500
square foot data center which could be a topic of a another
paper.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Telecommunications installs and maintains the voice/data
hardware consisting of leased lines and T1 lines. We are
converting this year entirely to T1 lines. They also have
responsibility for telephone operations and are installing a
voice mail system this year.

PRODUCTION CONTROL

Production Control is the "keeper of the production
environment". Data entry is done using DE3000 software from
Infocraft on a departmental Series 37. All production and
test runs are scheduled using Maestro from Unison Software.
They perform distribution control using Spoolmate from Unison
Software. A source code maintenance system called Librarian
from OCS is being installed this year. They also perform disc
space management. The production environment runs 24 hours
a-day, 7 days-a-week with someone on-call via a pager.

The three 950's are running an Appointment Scheduling System.
One Series 70 is running a Membership System and some
Financial Systems. Another Series 70 is running a Laboratory
System and the last Series 70 is the development machine and
also runs Financial Systems. The applications running the
Membership and Appointment Scheduling Systems were developed
in-house. The Membership System is the basis for information
kept on all the members. It is written in Cobol. The
Appointment Scheduling System is written in InfoCentre's 4th
generation language, Speedware. The applications also uses
Omnidex from Dynamic Information Systems Corporation for
keyword retrieval and Netbase from Quest Software for remote
database access. The Financial Systems are a combination of
3rd party software and in-house software. Nearly 100% of the
new development is written in Speedware.

SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING

Systems and Programming is responsible for design, coding and
implementing new systems and enhancing existing systems. The
department subscribes toa Systems Development Methodology to
implement projects and a Project Control system for monitoring
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projects. Major projects use PC-based· software packages such
as Excelerator from Index Technology Corp and Harvard Project
Manager from Software Publishing Corporation.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Technical Support is the "keeper of the operating
environment". This is the/group I belong to. We install,
configure •• and maintain operating systems and new' and existing
3rd party software.. We do performance analysis and capacity
planning with software products such as OPT , Glance, and
LaserRX with the help. of..ourHP Systems. Engineer. We are also
responsible for the design, .. maintenance and testing of •the
Disaster Recovery Plan. System security is maintained using
Security/3000 from VESOFT.

We provide consulting services to·other·ISD areas in hardware
and software." evaluation and selection. We., always have a
Technical Support person on user task forces. for system design
and .implementation-such >as:... Chart Trac~ing System,· Medical
Transcription .•...• System, •. Marketing. system, •...• and. <Time. and
Attendance System .- a few systems being implemented this .year.
We' also have someone on-call· 24hours-a-day,7days-a-we~kvia
a pager.

Other hardware. vendors will. be .. enteringthe Kaiser ·Permanente
environment· this year•. ThisisduetQ implementing aConunon
Systems project forall·Kaiser Permanente.regionsnationwige.
We ··are installing systems. on .DEC, Wang,. and IBM.

There are about 250 personal computer users doing. office
automation ifunctionsllsingword processing, •.. spreadsheet •and
database software and Reflection from Walker Richer and Quinn
for· terminal emulation to HP3000's •. In addition to the. PC's,
there .. are about 30.' HPWORD, HPLIST and HPDRAW ·users·.onthe
HP3000's with the executive staff having their own Series 37.
Electronic mail .• has 150 users and is being .• implemented,in
phases. The objective is to hook up all 230 physicians and
many of the 1650 administrative support staff to electronic
mail in the' future.

Anew area for us is PC LAN's. We> are •• evaluating LAN's and
will. be selecting one in the·· near future •

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Now that I've described what We do, I'll tell you how we do
it. with the amount of new systems added in the past 4 years,
the staffing levels . have incre.asedsubstantially. Managing
this growth has required' flexibility and determination to
bring organization to project implementation. There is always
more work to do than people to .do it. Priorities are put •. on
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every task and every proj ect. Because there is so much to
do, it is hard to resist the temptation of skipping the
"grunt" work and move on to the next task or project. I
always say the opera isn't over until the fat lady sings.

Each year, the Information Services Manager publishes lSD's
goals and objectives. The projects on this list are approved
by an ISD Steering Committee made up of executive level
managers. Other projects throughout the year get added to
this list, also sUbject to ISD steering committee approval.

The task force for each project is made up of people from each
user area, a systems analyst, a programming team leader, a
technical support person, and a telecommunications analyst,
if necessary. Project plans are pUblished and everyone has
to commit to meeting the schedule.

When projects are implemented, we often choose to pilot major
applications in a small medical office or for a select group
of people. For example, the executive staff was selected for
the electronic mail pilot. After several months of monitoring
a pilot, it is then evaluated. If the system meets the goals
and objectives stated in the proposal, the rest of the project
is planned and costed out for phased implementation.

The Appointment Scheduling System is another example of a
pilot implementation followed by phased implementation. We
started with one medical office three years ago and in two
years had all 11 medical offices and the Special Care Center
online. During this time, we added two more Series 70's, and
then migrated from the 70's to 950's and added one more 950.
with each step of the way, we did a performance analysis and
capacity plan for the next phase of implementation. There
were also modifications made to the application software to
improve performance.

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

The Technical Support group is responsible for the operating
environment. When a new operating system or patch comes in,
we put the user at risk. In some instances, depending on the
system, we could affect all 800 users~ Before we apply any
changes to any system, we thoroughly review the materials and
what is affected when we make the change. We update one
system and allow it to run for one week without any problems
before we update any other system. We do updates on Thursday
nights to minimize the impact on our users. We do updates
only after a full backup which means coming in at 2:00 A.M.
We do reloads and extensive database changes on the weekends.

The "update only on Thursday" rule applies to 3rd party
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software updates as well. One machine is updated first,
unless we HAVE to update across-the-board. We also sometimes
get different results on the 70's versus the 950's. For all
updates, we follow a test script for all affected
applications. All CPU's running an integrated application
must be idle. For example, the Appointment Scheduling System
uses 4 of our CPU's. Coordination with the production
schedule and backups is essential.

Anytime we schedule any updates, we broadcast the schedule via
electronic mail to Operations, Production Control and· all
Systems and Programming people who are responsible for
applications. If, for any reason the update doesn't work, or
the testing fails, we have a documented plan for recovery.
Since we are allowed only a certain amount of time to perform
the update, test and recover if necessary, you can see that
we don't have much room for error or failure. All the
experience we have received has made us excellent planners and
communicators, especially with the 950 migration.

The migration from the 70's to 950's started in January 1989
by attending MPE/XL classes and taking our Appointment
Scheduling System to the HP migration center. Our application
ran with very few changes and after several performance tests,
came up in April on a pre-production release of the 1.0
operating system. We initially encountered a problem with the
number of processes filling a table and after receiving a
patch from HP's Lab. we were able to add more users to the 950.

We spent many hours and iterations updating the operating
system and applying patches and saw many improvements with
each update. We are planning on going to native·mode this
summer when the native mode Speedware and Omnidex products are
released. We also have an order in to update the 950's to
955's.

MANAGING PROBLEMS

until just. recently, anyone with a problem or a question could
come to anyone of us in Technical Support and expect
immediate service. Being service minded, we did our best to
respond. We realized that we were not only crisis driven, but
also interrupt driven. We were becoming frustrated at not
getting our projects completed by the deadlines. We were also
becoming short-tempered and could see ourselves on the road
to burnout.

Last year, we made a 24 hour-a-day, 7 day-a-week commitment
to being on-call for emergencies. We rotate the pager each
week among three people. This on-call process has worked fine
for the non-working hours, but did not work during the day.
Again, anyone with a problem could call his or her favorite
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Tech Support person.

We considered using a dispatch service to direct all the calls
to the on-call person, but discarded that in favor of a
logging system, which anyone of us can direct the call to
the right person.. We keep a log book which tracks all problem
calls and requests for service. A goal of ours this year is
to have the log book online. When a call comes into any of
us, we become the dispatch and put a priority on the call.
We have 3 responses to a call. Priority 1 means immediate
response with a maximum response of 15 minutes. Priority 2
means up t04 hours response. Priority 3 means response
within 24 hours. When the call is logged, we can determine
if the call needs to go immediately to the on-call person or
through normal channels. If we can't schedule the fires, at
least we can schedule the fire fighters.

We keep track of all open items and can easily determine if
we are meeting our deadlines. We pUblish statistics the time
spent working on all our activities. This will become even
more important when we start adding more systems this year and
plan for staffing requirements.

The Office Automation/Personal Computer (OA/PC) subgroup of
Technical Support has been using a Helpline for the past year.
This is one phone number which any OA/PC user can call between
8:30 A.M. and 5:15 P.M. All calls are logged and categorized
by type of problem or request. All· time is logged and
statistics are produced monthly. This tracking has justified
our need to expand our staff based on the growing use of this
service. I have attended management meetings where the users
have raved over the service they were getting.

CONCLUSION

I feel that with the amount of growth that Kaiser Permanente
has experienced, we've learned a lot about how to keep it all
together. I keep a "to do" list which can be prioritized in
three categories: 1) The things I know I'll get done, 2) The
things I'll get done someday and 3) The things I'd love to
do, but will probably not get.to. In the past 4 years, I have
been able to move items up from one group to another. This
is the fun and challenge of an ever-changing and ever-growing
environment.

Oh, by the way, the calls in the middle of the night have been
reduced drastically over the past 6 months. I believe this is
due to better organization and planning in all the areas of
the department.
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My First Job as a System Manager - Where Do I start?
Kathleen Dowling

Allied Signal I Garrett Engine Division
MIS 48-4 I 301-1CB

Phoenix, Arizona 85034
(602) 231 - 3295

The realization of your first System Manager's job
can be quite a harrowing experience.

Having survived the trauma of the hiring interview
and having convinced my prospective employer of my
capabilities, I now arrived at my 'new station in life'.

Unfortunately, I was completely new to my present
responsibilities and my predecessor had left me with an
unexpected gift -- an undocumented system.

After starting my new job I decided to make up a
task list of things to get done and assigned priorities
to each individual task. I utilized the Task Planning I
Assignment (TPF1) form.

Documenting the system was very high on the list.
However, I could not afford the luxury of becoming
completely consumed by any of these tasks, I still had to
survive in a real on-line day-to-day production
environment.

I, therefore, came up with the idea of a 'system
manager's documentation workbook.' The workbook consists
of various forms that document everything from the
accounting structure to database capacities. In
retrospect, the forms were created as I developed and as
new problems or problem areas developed.

I wanted to design the documentation so that any
non-technical person, with the desire to do so, could
attain a very generalized understanding of our HIP
structure. Therefore, the forms have been kept
uncomplicated intentionally.

My First Job as a System Manager -Where Do I Start?
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The Accounting structure (ASFl) documents the users,
groups, accounts, passwords, the date and any comments.
I initially documented every single account, group, and
user.

The User Identification form (UIFl) was used to
substantiate the validity of the HIP 3000 users. Every
account manager was asked to sign off on all the users
residing in their particular account. Through this
process, I was able to obtain a 'true t list of current
users. From the initial 500+ logon-ids possible, a
whopping 400+ were eventually deleted from the system.

This documentation proved very useful to our
internal auditors and helped support the auditor's
recommendations. As non-active logon-ids were deleted
from the system, the deletion date was recorded on the
ASFl.

Additionally, a Computer Profile Request form
(PX44l7-l) was created to record new logon requests.
This form has to be filled out by the account manager who
in turn forwards it to our Security Administrator for
approval. After approval the source document is
permanently filed. If the request requires the system
managers' involvement, they become involved, otherwise,
the account manager proceeds accordingly.

The Capabilities (CFl) form was used to record all
users, groups, and accounts, their capabilities and the
date. By positioning the more critical capabilities,
such as SM, PM, OP to the rightside, I could, at a
glance, pinpoint possible problem areas.

I now felt I had a pretty good idea of who was using
the HIP system and what security restrictions were
imposed upon them. My next area of concern was how was
the user community was attached to the system.

This concern created the HIP Equipment-User List
(EUL1). All 10gical devices, their description,
location, contact person, phone, communication line
number, communication device and date were recorded.

My First Job as a System Manager - Where Do I Start?
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This information helped to familiarize myself with
the equipment attached to the system, the location of the
equipment and the person who was the primary user of the
equipment.

outgrowths of the EULI were the HIP Datacomm Info
Device (DCID1), HIP Datacomm Info Mux/Modem (DCIH1), and
the MUltiplexor settings (MSF1), forms.

The DCIDl was helpful in documenting internal asset
numbers assigned to each piece of equipment and in
documenting which mUltiplexor network the equipment was
attached to.

The DCIMl was used to record the device numbers,
mUltiplexor network and any special settings required.

The MSFI contained all settings for the local and
remote modem and mUltiplexors.

Right about now this probably seems like overkill
but if you've ever spent any time tracking datacomm
problems, you know how much time can be wasted by trying
to guess what the original configuration settings were
and what settings you've already tested.

In my case I work with a communication group -- who
never document anything. So to help me out I created
these forms and requested that they fill them out
whenever they make any equipment changes. Then at least
a well documented audit trail is established.

These three datacomm-equipment forms were then
utilized by myself to design and create a Datacomm
database system that has the current equipment documented
and the capability to print various informational
reports.

However, for certain situations all this information
is too cumbersome for the task at hand. For instance, if
the system manager receives a call about a particular
piece of equipment having problems; they may only need to
know, at a glance, how the equipment is connected to the
computer.

My First Job as a System Manager - Where Do I start?
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Diagrams 1, 2, and 3 give a pictorial look of what
you will be dealing with. For my purposes, I recorded
descriptions to the left of Ldevs and people's names and
telephone extensions to the right. The modem and
multiplexor networks were recorded with a viable LADA
circuit number. To the upper right hand corner I
documented the building location.

As all our HIP 3000 users are remote, the diagrams
help me communicate on a more personal level with the
users. Users feel much more secure when you are able to
say, "Bill, let me make sure I understand your problem.
You're in the 101 building and you're having response
problems with your 2397A".

Another form that I have found very useful is the
Communications Log (CLF1). The minute I answer a problem
call or place a problem call, I pullout my handy
Communication Log book and record the date, person I
talked to, call back number, problem or PICs number, a
description of the problem, and the problem resolution
with a date-time stamp.

This audit trail establishes a 'psuedo recall' for
me when problems reoccur. I'm able to say "Jane, is this
the same problem or symptoms you were experiencing in
June?" In addition, the form helps me fill out my weekly
status report for my supervisor. I am able to jar my
memory as to how much time was spent resolving certain
issues.

Last but not least is the area of databases. The
Database Capacity form (DCF1), was used to document what
the status of the databases were. The form includes what
database, where it resides, data set names and the before
and after capacities. Initially I only recorded the
original database capacities. I then wrote a program
using 'dbinfo' which gave me a report giving the database
name, data set names, current capacity, current entry
count, and a percentage used figure. Any data sets using
90% or more were flagged.

My First Job as a System Manager - Where Do I Start?
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By monitoring the database report for two to three
weeks, I was able to make a decision to decrease all the
current dataset capacities (in some cases as much as a
50% reduction). Now, I do caution you that if you make
such a decision, it may not be easily reversible. As
everyone knows unloading and reloading databases is a
very time-consuming process. However, there are several
third-party vendor products that help to ease this
burden.

I also utilize/this report to pinpoint datasets that
might require attention, datasets that are currently at
90% or above 90% capacity.

Also included in the workbook is a miscellaneous
forms section.

In this section is a 'Hot Tips for Users',
'Messages', 'communication Memo', and a 'Computer Systems
Summary' form. I usually send the user community a
'helpful suggestion' every month using the 'Hot Tips'
form. I use the 'Communication' form to communicate more
'formal' notices (i.e. system file archivals), whereas,
I use the 'Message' form to communicate 'less-formal'
(i.e. password changes).

The 'Computer Systems Summary' is one of the
vehicles I use to communicate with upper management the
systems monthly statistics collected.

My First Job as a System Manager - Where Do I start?
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The last section of the workbook has some JCL
listings. The JCL was developed to fill a need one of
our divisions had. This particular division had no on
site "HIP" support person.

Let me set the stage--I got a panicky telephone call
from this division saying the databases were full and
could I 'walk' someone through the procedures over the
phone. I opted to go on-site and get a first-hand look
at the HIP system. The system had been neglected for
quite sometime. Naturally, I spent the whole day doing
database work and cleaning up some potential problem
areas.

From this experience grew the idea of creating some
JCL that could be used if the same situtation occurred
again. The JCL had to be almost completely automated
with a message interface between the system and the
person running it.

The first JCL List is able to do a store, unload,
purge, create and load of a database. A person need only
1) change the job statement, if applicable, 2) change the
database schema, and 3) have two scratch tapes available
before executing this' JCL.

My First Job as a System Manager - Where Do I start?
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JCL LIST 1

1 !JOB DATABASE,MANAGER.SYSiOUTCLASS=LP,1,1iPRI=CS
2 !COMMENT IF NOT SYS DATABASE CHANGE TO user. account
3 !TELLOP CHANGE SCHEMA BEFORE STARTING THIS JOB!
4 !TELLOP HANG A SCRATCH TAPE
5 !TELLOP LABEL TAPE SYS DATABASE DBSTORE
6 !TELLOP RETAIN THE TAPE FOR TWO WEEKS
8 !RUN DBSTORE.PUB.SYS
9 SYS
10 !FILE DBUNLOADiDEV=TAPE
11 !TELLOP HANG ANOTHER SCRATCH TAPE
12 !TELLOP LABEL TAPE SYS DATABASE UNLOAD
13 !TELLOP RETAIN TAPE FOR TWO WEEKS
14 !RUN DBUNLOAD.PUB.SYS
15 SYS
16 !RUN DBUTIL.PUB.SYS
17 PURGE SYS
18 EXIT
19 !FILE DBSTEXT=SCHEMA
20 !FILE DBSLISTiDEV=LP
21 !COMMENT RESTART POINT, DELETE LINES 2-18 KEEP THE
22 !COMMENT FILE UNDER A NEW NAME AND STREAM THAT FILE
24 !RUN DBSCHEMA.PUB.SYSiPARM=3
25 !IF JCW<>OK
26! CIERROR<>O
27 !THEN
28! TELLOP ERROR IN THE SCHEMA, FIX AND RESTART JOB
30! ABORT
31 !ELSE
31 !CONTINUE
32 !RUN DBUTIL.PUB.SYS
33 CREATE SYS
34 EXIT
35 !TELLOP PUT SYSDATABASE UNLOAD TAPE BACK ONLINE
37 !FILE DBLOADiDEV=TAPE
38 !RUN DBLOAD.PUB.SYS
39 SYS
40 !IFJCW=OK
41! CIERROR=O
42 !THEN
43! TELLOP DATABASE UNLOAD/LOAD SUCCESSFUL
44 !ELSE
45! TELLOP PROBLEM WITH LOAD, CHECK ERROR AND RESTART
47 !EOJ

My First Job as a System Manager - Where Do I Start?
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The second JCL List is setup for running a daily
partial backup with a listing, a validation of the backup
tape just written to, purging of all deferred spoolfiles
and restarting our IBM-HP SNA/NRJE Link. The only steps
to follow before ~unning are 1) logoff all applicable
jobs and sessions and 2) have a scratch tape available.

JCL LIST 2

1 !JOB DLYBACK,OPERATOR.SYSiOUTCLASS=LP,1,1
2 !FILE BACKUPiDEV=TAPE
3 !FILE SYSLISTiDEV=LP
4 !TELLOP DO NOT LOGOFF NRJEMON AND SYSPLAN JOBS!!
5 !TELLOP DO NOT LOGOFF SCHEDULED JOBS!!
6 !TELLOP LOGOFF ALL OTHER JOBS RUNNING ON SYSTEM!!
7 !COMMENT THIS JOB STREAM BACKS UP ONLY USER FILES
8 !COMMENT WHICH HAVE BEEN MODIFIED ON OR AFTER DATE
9 'COMMENT SPECIFIED IN STORE COMMAND.
10 PARTBACKUP *BACKUP,*SYSLIST
11 IF JCW=OK THEN
12 TELLOP DLYBACK COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY
13 ELSE
14 TELLOP ERROR--RERUN DAILY
15 ENDIF
16 TELLOP PLEASE PUT BACKUP TAPE ONLINE
17 RUN VALIDATE
18 N
19 N
20 Y
21 N
22 !RUN FLUSHER5
23 PRI=1
24 PURGE
25 OK
26 EXIT
27 :SNASTART
28 :NRJESTART
29 !EOJ
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JCL List 3 is setup to run the weekly backup with a
listing, validation of the backup tapes just written to,
purging all deferred spoolfiles, condensing disc drives
and restarting our IBM-HP SNA/NRJE Link. The only steps
to follow before running are 1) logoff all applicable
jobs and sessions and 2) have several scratch tapes
available.

JCL LIST 3

1 !JOB FULLBACK,OPERATOR.SYS;OUTCLASS=LP,I,1
2 !FILE DUMP;DEV=TAPE
3 !FILE LISTiDEV=LP
4 !TELLOP DO NOT LOGOFF SCHEDULED JOBS!!
5 !TELLOP LOGOFF ANY JOBS RUNNING-OTHER THAN OPERATOR!
6 !COMMENT THIS JOB STREAM BACKUPS THE MPE SYSTEM,
7 !COMMENT ACCOUNTING STRUCTURE, AND ALL USER FILES
8 !COMMENT IN THE SYSTEM--THIS IS A WEEKLY RUN--
9 !FULLBACKUP *DUMP,*LIST
10 !IF JCW=OK THEN
II! TELLOP FULLBACK COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY
12 !ELSE
13! TELLOP ERROR--RERUN WEEKLY
14 !ENDIF
15 !TELLOPPUT BACKUP TAPE 1 ON TAPE DRIVE-PLACE ONLINE
16 !RUN VALIDATE
17 N
18 N
19 Y
20 N
21 !RUN FLUSHER5
22 PRI=1
23 PURGE
24 OK
25 EXIT
26 !TELLOP DISC DRIVES ARE CONDENSING--DON'T INTERRUPT
27 :RUN PVINIT.PUB
28 COND 1
29 COND 2
30 COND 3
31 COND 1
32 COND 2
33 COND 3
34 EXIT
35 :SNASTART
36 :NRJESTART
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JCL List 4 is setup to run on demand. This job will
print out a list of files not accessed after a particular
data. This job is great to get a listing of files that
meet archival criteria. I currently have our H/P setup
for quarterly archivals. Before running the job 1)
change the date 2) change the output class if necessary.

JCL LIST 4

1 !JOB FLABLIST, MANAGER.SYS;OUTCLASS=LP,1,1
2 !COMMENT THIS PROGRAM LISTS FILES NOT ACCESSED
3 !COMMENT SINCE A DATE
4 !COMMENT CHANGE LINE 8 TO DEV=LP,8,1 IF YOU WANT
5 !COMMENT OUTPUT TO PRINT
6 !COMMENT CHANGE LINE 11 TO THE LAST ACCESS DATE YOU
7 !COMMENT WANT
8 lFILE FLIST;DEV=LP,1/1
9 !RUN FLABUTIL.PRV.TELESUP
10 !16
11 09/08/88
12 @.@.@
13 !EOJ

This JCL takes into account that you have the 'CSL'
program FLABUTIL. If not, I'm sure you'll be able to
acquire a copy from your local SEe After running this
report, I scan the output and then create an indirect
file that is in turn used in my STORE job stream. I do
this because T don't necessarily want everything that met
the date criteria to be archived.
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Lastly, is JCL number 5, which is setup to run a
broadcast message to all terminal Ldevs currently
assigned on the system. The first file 'Mess2' consists
of a UDC'Sendmessage' assigned.to Ldev21. This UDC
when executed will FCOPY the 'Message1'file to LDEV 21.

A person need only 1) create a Message1 file 2)
create the Mess2 file 3) insert applicable Ldevs in
Mess2 4) copy as many repeated message statements as you
need. I found this UDC to be very useful when I needed
to notify the users that the system was no longer down
and was available for use. This may not seem like an
insurmountable task, however, when you're new on the job
and you're not sure who the users are, this method sure
beats picking up the phone and calling everyone.

Messagel File

1 THE SYSTEM IS AVAILABLE FOR USE.

Mess2 File--- ---

1 SENDMESSAGE
2 MESSAGE 21
3 MESSAGE 22
4 *****
5 MESSAGE !PARM
6 FILE TO;DEV=!PARM
7 FCOPY FROM=MESSAGE1;TO=*TO
8 CONTINUE
9 *****

Then issue the SetCatlog command

:SETCATALOG MESS2

To execute just issue

:SENDMESSAGE
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I'm sure many newly arrived system managers as well
as seasoned system managers are saying my job isn't to do
paperwork - my job is to manage the system resources. I
say you can only manage a system when you know what you
have and where you are going with that system. This
paperwork, once completed has afforded me the freedom to
work on other challenging projects and yet be able to
'jump back' into the HIP world when I need to. Having
done all this front-end documentation work, I am better
able to fulfill my responsibility as a System Manager,
and at the same time, give my company and myself a solid
base to pass on to any future successors.

At the end of the day, I can go home with 'true'
peace of mind, my head is full of exciting new
opportunities -- not unnecessary information that can be
retrieved by picking up a manual and looking it up.

Make your job and your career a lot easier to
manage -- get the 'FTD' habit.
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System Management on a Budget
JC Strote - KVIE Channel 6

PO Box 6, Sacramento 95812-0006
(916) 929-5843

This paper is for. the small shop (I mean small single machine) with minimal staff
(less than 5 people) with an even smaller budget. That is to say that those of you
with more than one machine and full time operator's whose secondary responsibility
isn't data entry and part time receptionist, may not find something that will help
you in the presentation. But larger shops with, larger staffs have a different idea
of what a· "ON A BUDGET" means.

For the lastS years I've been working for a Non-Profit Public television station
where we measure income in $15.00 donations. Television equipment is notoriously
expensive and our primary business is putting a quality signal on the air. Therefore
when it comes to MIS equipment, software· or staff, MIS is usually. at the end of a
long line. I've made some progress in convincing management that some purchased
tools are required but at one time or another I've done without them. I'm not a
programmer, (as long as 4th GL's don't count), so I can't sit down and write a
system utility when I need one, nor' would I want to write one if I could. In' a
small shop you usually don't have time, your too busy being a jack of all trades.

There are some tools that I believe are essential and that if nothing else I think you
should go the mat to acquire them. I'll list them in priority order.

J. Equipment Maintenance Support - If it matters at all to your company that when
you hit return a friendly colon pop's up on the screen then make sure you have
maintenance on your machine. If 4 hour response is too expensive then go to 24
hour response but carry some kind of regular maintenance. Time and material
just doesn't cut it if your down and HP says sorry all CE's are unavailable.
There are a' number· of third party maintenance firms around that will beat HP's
maintenance cost by 20% to 30%, check them out. I've been using a third party
firm for about 3 years now, .and have experienced nothing but great service and
the cost of that service for 4 hour response is close to 30% ·Iess than HP.

2. Software Maintenance Support - I have FOS support as a mInImum level of
support. My site changes between ASM. support and RCS support. I went on
ReS support when the cost of. having that SE at the end of the phone meant that
I'd lose an operator. But when we upgraded our 5 year old Series 30 to a Series
48 we went back on ASM support because' we wanted the additional support an
Account SE could provide. Now I'm back on ReS support because of budget
cuts last year.

The cost of that SE is about $350 a month for a Series 48 but I've found that if
you spend the time to train your SE, that on occasion, the payoff is worth the
fight in the budget committee meeting. When I say train your SE, make sure
that you control the agenda of any account visits that occur. If you've got your
act together you don't need HP to come in and find out if you do regular
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backups and if you have a disaster recovery plan. If they insist on filling out
that little form with all the questions their district manager requires them to turn
in, ask them to give you a blank one, fill it in and copy it for future meetings.
This will save time in you meetings for the important things, like capacity
planning, performance questions and tuning, and any program changes your
planning and want to check out with an HP consultant. Make sure that you have
their office number handy, just in case PIC's answer isn't completely
understandable.

AMS also provides HPTREND which is an added tool for capacity planning. It
also assists in identifying problem areas. The quarterly HPTREND reports help
you to show your management what's going on and why you· need that extra
printer, or disc drive.

Another benefit we found with AMS was the installed base seminars that HP has
periodically. Although I don't get to pick the topics, I have the opportunity to
attend or send staff to some pretty good seminars at no additional cost.

4. Other Purchased software maintenance - I try to budget to keep any purchased
software under maintenance. Since my organization is small I need the help of
outside consultants to assist me. I can't afford to have a word processing, data
base, 4th GLexpert on staff I rely on those people who sell me products to
provide that expertise. Make sure that when you purchase software that you test
not only the software but the phone in consulting support of the vendor from
whom your purchasing the software. No matter how easy and error free their
software is, your going to have a problem. You need to feel confident that the
person on the other end of the phone can answer your questions and provide the
assistance you need.

I also try not to abuse the phone in consulting services. I check the manual first
and where possible attempt to solve the problem as indicated. I want to make
sure that there isn't a sign over their desk with my name on it indicating 'BORN
STUPID'. On the other hand I believe in the 15 minute rule. If you can't find
the answer in the manual wi thin 15 minutes then call support, they should have
done a better job on the manual.

4. INTEREX SITE Membership - The CSL is still the cheapest utility software on
the market today. I made joining INTEREX a term of employment when I came
to Channel 6. Besides the CSL, you get INTERACT, one of the best sources of
technical information around. I read it cover to cover every month. In addition
there are the discounts to the International conferences and membership in the
Regional Users group in your area.
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I'm active. in both my local Users group and in Interex as well as software SIG's
of the purchased software we use. The· pay back is tremendous not .only to. me
but to the company. My phone· book contains.the .. names .and numbers.of. the
G.URU's, some of them even. know me by first name. I attend all the local
meetings at no cost to the company. . I've gotten discounts to conferences by
giving papers and INTEREX committee participation. And the • technical
knowledge and· product awareness is much greater due to this participation.

Because of the contacts that I've made through the users group, •I've been able to
suggest. technical. presentations •• on •.• topics •• that apply to my •• shop directly~•••. I've
worked with HP in focus· groups to determine. what. HP. user· needs are. I know
one of 0lIr RUG. board members gently guide the rest of us to plan a meeting
that included a .cocktail party and a· presentation on atopic he had been trying to
sell to management for 6 months. He got his CFO to come because of the type
of meeting plannedand>bingosold his idea. •If you aren't active, get active!!

4.. Chronicle Subscription - Best ••. source. of •• HP •• news around. .actually.· like. the
chronicle. better than Interact butlf I could only have one I'd choose INTEREX
because. of the other benefits. There are other. HP. publications that if you have
the money, they provide some value but. for someone .ona limited budgetthe
Chronicle and Interact provide the best information,. in my opinion.

HP professional is usually free and has a number of worthwhile articles. I also
get a couple of other industry magazines but never s.eem to have the. time to read
them. . Tbese .are usually the ones that send mea free· subscriptions if I just fill
out their little card allowing them to flood my mailbox with junk mail. lalmost
always fill out survey cards and answer phone surveys (although] beginning to
question the wisdom. of this).

5. Database Management Tool - For years we did·· without a Data Base management
tool. But because so much of our data is stored .in Image databases and these
tiata base· have grown in size and complexity over the years, I. felt that this was a
very essential. piece> of software.

There are ... Contributed Software Library alternatives to. purchased software and
they do work. They are not as easy to use, and sometimes the performance isn't
as •good, phone in consulting is usually nonexistent but. it. sure beats .an unload
reload.

Alsocbeck your· purchased application software ... utilities. We found a •nifty •little
program in.. our accounting software's utility •program group. It gives .us the
capacity, disk utilization and percentage of available entries in a> neat little report
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that we run nightly.

6. Backup Utility - We purchased a backup utility about 3 years ago. This was a
low cost alternative to a 6250 tape drive and a 3rd shift operator. The software
uses .less tape than UP Store, provides for deferred backup capabilities, and has
some real nice features that weren't available from standard UP Backup
programs.

There are other utilities that people will tell you they can't live without like MPEX,
Security software, Fast copy Utilities, Spooling Utilities, Performance monitors and
the list goes on. And there's a reason to purchase each and everyone of these
types of software. But I've found that in many cases there are alternative software
programs available in the CSL, again not as easy to use, or supported at the end of
a phone line but useable. If you have the money to buy system management tools
by .all means buy them. They will certainly make your time more productive and
system more efficient. If you do buy them be sure you use them, buying a product
you don't have time to use is not the best use of your company's dollars.

There's software on my capital budget that's been there for all 5 of my years at
Channel 6, but when it get's down to making the decisions between systems
management software and user software my users win more often than not. I just
work longer hours and get more imaginative with my job streams.

Disc Management

I've read all the articles I can on disc management. I choose the technical sessions
at these conferences that talk about disc management. I still have an 10 problem
that doesn't improve. There have been a rash of articles on disc management
recently, in Interact, Chronicle and Supergroup. I'm so intimidated by these people
who write them that I'm not even going to try to compete.

We run LOSTDISC (from the CSL) and FREE2 daily on our system to monitor our
disc usage. We use disc caching. We use DIRK (Tech Account CSL) to identify
and purge files that our users have abandon or forgotten. We run the data base
capacity checker we found in our accounting software weekly. We do regular
backups, we do occasional reloads (about once every 3 months). We reorganize our
data set details regularly. And when we have time we try those tips that everyone
writes about in those articles.

A well managed and well performing disc drive requires lots of time and evaluation
and in a small shop time is usually not available and expertise for the evaluation is
not always on the payroll. So you work at it whenever you can and you try
whatever you can.
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Performance Tuning

Again ·there . are much more Qualified people than I putting .out articles •• and
presentations on performance tuning. •I use caching,. I sort of. understand it. I
spend time trying to identify. program HOGs and getting rid of program HOG's or
at •least off loading them to· night time· hours.

Actually· the . very .next systems tool I •plan. to. buy. is a performance· monitor, it's
either inbyFY 91 or .. FY92, budget because we. need . help. But mostly what
happens is someone calls me up and says why is the system so slow and if it really
is slow· (sometimes the users exaggerate)I spend an hour, or. so ,trying. to '. figure out
what were. doing differently that is slowing the system down. Usually I do a show
Job and find the accounting office running.a GL Or payroll calculation but
sometimes I actually find something I.can do something about.

About all lean tell you is. read what all those experts have to say then try some. of
the •• stuff they tell you to do. The more yOll have time for the better your· machine
will perform (sometimes).

Tape· Library

I wanted to talk about •tape libraries in·a system management presentation for years.
Everyone focuses •in on the biggies like performance and disc '. management and
figure. everyone. knows.aboul and maintains a tape library for the backups. But
that's .nol always. the case...•. When I· first came .' to. Channel 6, I found that there. was
no tape numbering system,· and there was no tape log. If you. wanted to find. a tape
you searched through the tape racks, which were stored in date order, until you
found the tape you wanted. It took me a year to convince the operator that we
really should have some kind of tape numbering system and file retention system.

You really don't have to have a complex ,automated system you can use a fairly
simple·.manual •. system ,for .• logging.•'tapes. ,Those .tapes•.are your companies history, in
some cases .. they ·are .worth· their, weight in gold, so keeping track· of them is very
important.. Make sure that you retain the correct· versions for auditors· and others.
M.ake sure that. what you do maintain. is readable.

For years we used "used" tapes. The theory was that we couldn't afford to purchase
new tapes so we purchased used tapes.• We .did double backups so that lfthe tape
was bad we .could reload, which took double the operator time. We finally got
smart and bought good Quality tapes, used the CSL program TAPETEST to test our
tapes.·before we use, them.... And always verify our· backup· tapes. It has.helped alot
in our backups. We have fewer problem tapes and the backup goes alot Quicker
and we rarely have problems reading· the tapes back.
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Backup Strategies

We use a rather different backup strategy. It's not one I really recommend but I
bring it up to show you that there are alternatives to the· normal HP backup
strategy. HP recommends that you do a full backup once a week and then a partial
each day going back to the full. The trouble is that this strategy doesn't work
very well for data bases because all the data sets need to be in sync with one
another even· if some of them rarely change. As the capacity and number of data
bases grew on our system, we began running out of operator time and tapes to do
backup the traditional way. We went through a couple of variations and finally
found one that works for us.

We do a full once a week (ours is on Sunday). We dump all of our system except
data bases to tape on our full. We dump the data base files to a separate set. This
makes them easier to use for recovery and helps with file retention is the library,
we don't have to save the entire sysdump if the accounting office closes the GL.
We use Image logging for all our data base files. We eliminate the data base files
from our partials, only backing up non data base files that have been changed since
the day before our last full. Image Log files are dumped to a separate tape twice a
day. In the morning when we do our partials and at the end of the day (6PM). If
we have a problems then we can reload our database files from the full and used
image recovery to recover the data base. Not perfect but without this kind of
strategy I would have had to hire a full time 3rd shift operator just to do backup.
It takes a little longer to bring our users up after a problem but considering the
infrequency of problems that require a data base reload and recovery, this has
worked well.

Summary

System management covers SQ much besides what's listed above and you have to
determine how much you and your staff can do. What's the cost to the company if
you don't accomplish everything. What is acceptable at my organization, like 10
second response time (sometimes) is not acceptable at yours. A company that is
unwilling or unable to purchase the equipment, software or staff needed may have
to put up with the down side of less efficient performance.

One of the pitfalls you need to try to avoid is becoming a miracle worker. If the
only way the GL meets the schedule for the finance meeting is for you to work to
midnight every month then it's time to stop meeting the schedule. This is still a
very hard lesson for me the learn. What brought the lesson home to me in sharp
focus was an incident the I call the ·'Series 48 Incident'.
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I had been using the chinese water torture method on my Manager for about 6
months explaining how overloaded our Series· 30 was, why it was so slow. But all
the time I was meeting all the deadlines, writing all the reports, making my users
happy a .clams. I did this by putting in 12 hour days, always working weekends.
dialing in from home to make sure that the critical jobs ran correctly. Although,
he understood the need, he didn't see the need. Then the membership department
(the ones that raise the money) wanted to load last years data base to run some
reports they had forgotten. I told them they would have to be offline for a day
while we backed up their current base, restored their old base, ran the reports, then
reloaded the current base. Normally I would have. done this on a week end but I'd
had lunch that week with Dave Moraio and Dave had cautioned me about miracle
working. The next thing I knew the Membership manager. and" her Division
manager had taken my boss to lunch..• He approached my office (a rare occurrence)
and informed me that .we needed· a new system because. Membership was unable to
have two years worth of information on the syste~ at the same time. I told him
what a great idea he had and promptly called HP.

It wasn't quite that easy but if MIS is the only one putting in the late nights and
weekends and everyone else thinks that SOP, you. need to do something to break the
cycle. Try saying no!!

Hopefully you've picked up a tip or two from this presentation and if you have one
to. share with me I hope you will. System. Management on a limited budget doesn't
have. to be bad management or even inefficient management. There are tools and
tricks. you can use to help you. I think the •biggest •problem with operating with a
limited budget is that you try to do the .most you can with the least resources
available. This occasionally leads to problems that only $$$ can cure.
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SUPPORTING THE PART-TIME SYSTEM OPERATOR

Bob.Gordon
Southwestern Bell •.• Telephone Company

Employees' Benefits Department
One Bell Plaza, Room 905

P. 0..Box 655521
Dallas, Texas 75265-5521

In many of today's bus.inesses, the computer system is now
located ri ght in •• the product ion offi ce. These.. locations no.l onger
consider the computer a sacred artifact that must be carefully watched
and guarded by teams of full-t ime System Operators. Instead, computer
systems are now viewed as tools of the office. like the secretary's
typewriter, is can be banged ••• around ,sat upon and used as a .rest i ng
place for the boss's coffee cup. With this mentality comes thei dea
that the computer system· should take careofitsel f .. and thus needs
minimal attention. System Operators who work in this envir.onmentmust
contend wi th •• worki ng. part-t ime .on the ••. computer . system and · part ·or
ful.l-time on other job assignments.

My department at Southwestern Bell Telephone Company is a good
example of th is type of computer operation. I am in . the Emp1oyees'
Benef; ts Department ··.and our· users .work8am .to5pm, Monday through
Friday, with a few ambitious souls working .before8, after 50r on
weekends. However ,changi ng needsofthe< busi ness dictate that the
system.must be available from 6:00am until 12:00midnight,seven days.a
week.

As the System Manager for the State· of Texas, I oversee three
such .locations: Dall as, Houston and San Antonio .•. Each office has
appointed. tw() of their .regul ar. ben.efitemployees to •• actas. part-t ime
System Operators . Since they are actually benefit employees, they do
not report tome for job assignments, evaluations or salary treatment.
I must rely on them to take the time away from their benefit jobs to
perform all the necessary system related tasks. I must also rely upon
their isupervisors to make allowances ••.i n theirbenefi ts. jobs.•... so·· they. have
time to perform these tasks. Since the.irprimarYJob relate.sto
employee benefits, these part-time System Operators, as> a rule, do not
come in early, stay late or work weekends.

In the Employees' Benefits Department we run only the "canned"
HP software products of HPDESKMANAGER,·HPWORD and.HPtISTKEEPER. QUERY,
IMAGE and FORTRAN are all foreign terms to our users. lam not say; ng
that our. shop caul dn 't do more, better or fasteri fwekn.ewmoreabout
these and other products; we simply do not have the resources to
investigate, learn or obtain them.

We •• have no "developmental" shop. In fact, in Texas, we have no
programmers. Ours is· a production only., or "on-line"operation. While
our people are at work they need the system for the full 9 hours. Since
very little of the benefit Job remains. a manual process, when the
computer is down, all. benefit. employees are severely hampered.
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I am the only full-time computer person on the payroll, and as
such, it is necessary forme to make the computer related tasks as "user
friendly" as possible for the part-time System Operators. To accomplish
this, I have to view the support I give with two different, distinct
goa1sin mi nd. On the one hand, I have to approach the techni ca1
aspects of making the system itself more "se1 f-regu1 ating". On the
other hand, I have to be mindful of the human resource issues involved
in support ing personnel who I have to rely upon for proper system
operation but for which I have no responsibility or authority.

Making the part-time System Operators' jobs more "user
friendly" has been one of my primary concern for the past 24 months. I
have been able to ach ieve my techn ica1 and human resource goals ina
number of ways:

BACKUPS ARE COPS DISGUISED AS MUGGERS

From the fi rst day on our HP3000, we have performed da i1y
part i a1 backups and weekly full backups. We also ran MAl LMAINT on
HPDESKMANAGER daily which performed a separate backup of the HPDESK data
bases. Fo11 owi ng each complete backup , all tapes were then val idated
via the VALIDATE utility in the TELESUP account.

The time needed to complete these processes has always been our
greatest cause of system unavailability which, in turn, is directly
related to lost user productivity. Since we do not have the "luxury" of
having a System Operator come in early or stay late to perform backups,
our systems remained unavailable daily until 10:30. On Thursdays, our
full backup day, thi s unava i1abi 1i ty stretched out unt i1 1: 30 in the
afternoon.

Don't get me wrong: I am NOT in favor of performi ng backups
any less than daily. In the event of an emergency, I know I will need
those backups just. 1ike I mi ght need a "cop." However, those same
backups were "muggi ng" us every day of the week. We had to fi nd some
way to lock up the "mugger" while leaving the "cop" standing guard.

At the begi nni ng, I made three fundamental deci sions: Fi rst,
our partial backups would only be for the past 24 hours, not back to the
last full backup; Secondly, we would set the tape drive to auto-reply.
Both these decisions were made to reduce the time and attention required
by the part-time System Operators.

The third decision was that my ultimate goal would be to reduce
to zero our system's unava i 1abi 1i ty due to backups and to reduce the
part-time System Operators' involvement to an average of 15 minutes per
tape.

To reduce the part-time System Operators' involvement in
backups, I created two UDCs, PARTBU and FULLBU, that started a series of
jobs that took the system down and started the backup. This eliminated
much of the time required for the Operators to find their notes and to
type in the necessary commands. Also, after they had mounted and
un-mounted enough tapes to compl ete the backup and the MAILMAINT, the
jobs then restarted the system and began the tape val idat ion program.
This process reduced our down time somewhat but not enough. The system
still remained down until our System Operators had changed enough tapes.
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I then wrote another job wh i ch started the backup process at
6:00am each morning. By the time the part-time System Operators
reported to work at 8:00am, the system was already shutdown, the backup
started and the first tape complete. This again reduced our down time,
however, the total amount of down time still hinged on the time it took
the Operators to change the tapes.

Time for another fundamental decision: Eliminate the tape
validation process. This would not reduce our down time any further but
it would drastically reduce the time the part-time System Operators were
involved ~ith the system.

Now, you will hear many, very knowledgeable experts explain in
great detail why you should NOT eliminate this process. The purpose of
tape validation is to call your attention to a bad tape or bad data so
you may correct the problem prior to the possibility of having to reload
your system from it.

Let me, however, explain why I made this decision. Given our 8
to 5 working environment, we cannot afford the user time that is
necessary to. shut the system down and rerun the backup if a tape
val idates as bad. In the interactive shop, the longer the system is
down for backups the less time it is up for the users. Since we could
not afford the user down time, I decided that it made little difference
in the event of a reload whether or not we knew in advance we had a bad
tape or bad data.

To somewhat compensate for this lack of validation, the
Operators revi ew the twi ce weekly Predi ct ive Support pri ntouts very
carefully for tape or tape drive problems.

By this time, the part-time System Operators' and system down
time was at a respectable 1-1/2 hours for partial backups and 3 hours
for full backups. Good, but not good enough; about half ~f our down
time was sttlldue to the system backup while the other half was due to
the HPDESK backup.

At this point our SE provided us with a job that updated the
access date of all HPDESK data bases to the current date. Thi s then
allowed for the combination of the HPDESK backup with the system backup,
thus el iminating one of the two store-to-tape processes. This change
saved two 1600' tapes and 30 minutes of down time every day. Our
systems were now up by 9:00 each day and by 10:30 on Thursday.

To hel p achi eve my ul t imate goal of zero backup down time I
decided to investigate our first third-party software package. BACKPACK
by TYMLABS, INC., of Austin, Texas, now allows us to run un-attended
backups at 3: OOam and for the system to be avai 1abl e for the users by
6:00am every day.
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For those of you unfami 1iar wi th BACKPACK, it performs data
compress ion pri or to stori ng fi 1es. BACKPACK also has a "defer" mode
which allows for unassisted backups. After compression, it starts
storing files to a tape that was mounted previously. When that tape is
fi 11 ed, it wri tes the ba1 ance of the backup to a temporary di sc fi 1e.
After this process is complete, BACKPACK allows subsequent jobs to be
streamed. Then, at the System Operator's leisure, tapes are changed and
BACKPACK automatically writes the temporary disc file to tape.

BACKPACK has also reaped us two other important rewards.
Fi rst, it reduced our tape usage by 50%. Where a full backup used to
take 18 tapes, it now takes 9. Less tapes also means less time spent by
the part-time System Operators in changing tapes. This time was also
reduced by 50%. Secondly, BACKPACK has a great tape error recovery
process built in. Prior to BACKPACK, we were experiencing tape failures
which "crashed" the backup at least once a week. After switching to
BACKPACK, not a single backup "crash" has occurred in 18 months.

I am sure there are other third party backup programs available
which will perform the same or similar backup functions. It will be up
to you to meet with the various vendors here to determine which would
work best in your shop.

Through the combined efforts of our jobs and TYMLABS' software
we have almost achieved my ultimate goal. In 1988, we had less than
0.1% down time due to backups and the System Operators' involvement was
less than 30 minutes per day for partial backups and less than 2 hours
for a full backup.

UDCs: TOOLS OF THE TRADE

Just as "Greg Shorthand" is a secretary's tool for streamlining
their job, UDCs are the System Manager's tools for making system tasks
more user friendly for the System Operators. We have divided our UDC
files into four groups: System, User Logon, Operator and Manager.

The System UDC file is set at the system level and checks logon
day-of-week and time-of-day. Depending upon the day and time, two
security programs from the Contributed Software Library (CSL) are run.
One, PORTPASS, provides port password protection for those terminals not
physically located in a secured office and for the dial-up modem port.
The second, SECURITY, allows the users to establish individual,
personal i zed quest ions wh ich must be answered between the MPE user
password and the HPDESKMANAGER signon.

Our pri mary User Logon UDC fi 1e is set at the user 1eve1 for
every normal user. Its purpose is to prevent normal users from getting
to a MPE colon prompt outside of HPDESKMANAGER. With the NOBREAK option
in effect, user are automatically loaded into HPDESK at logon and logged
off MPE when they exit HPDESK.

A separate User Logon UDC fi 1e is set at the user 1eve1 for
each part-time System Operator. This one allows them to "break" out of
HPDESKMANAGER if they have the need and also runs the ALLOW program in
the TELESUP account which gives them system console capabilities without
being at the console.
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The Operator UDC. fi 1e is act ivated at the user 1eve1 .for
OPERATOR.SYS and for each System Operator. By doing this, they are able
to perform many system tasks at thei r normal work stat ion instead of
having to stop their 'current work, walk to the computer room and perform
these tasks at the console.

The Operator UDC fi 1e contai ns many unnecessary (but ni ce to
have) abbreviations, e.g. SJ (SHOWJOB); SJJ (SHOWJOB JOB=@J); S
(SHOWME) . There are a1so a number of II eas ier" to remember
abbreviations, e.g. ABS (ABORTJOB #Snmbr); ABI (ABORTIO ldev); LF (LISTF
@,l);SO (SHOWOUT SP). All these make it easier for the part-time
System Operator to remember and easier for me when I have to walk them
through a process. It is much faster to ask the part-time Operator to
type SO rather than explain how to type SHOWOUT(space)SP.

Many of our hard to remember, but often needed, commands are
also contained in the Operator UDC file. DSP defers a spool file
(ALTSPOOLFILE #Onmbr;DEFER) , PSP prints a deferred spoo1fi1e
(AlTSPOOLFILE #Onmbr;PRI=12) and DELSP deletes a spoo1fi1e
(DELETESPOOLFILE #Onmbr). DSON is easier to remember than
DSCONTROL DSLINE ;OPEN and FIXIT is a breeze compared to
:RUN TERMDSM.PUB.SYS or PIT when compared to :RUN PSCREEN.PUB.TELESUP.

The Manager UDC file is set at the user level for MANAGER.SYS
and for myself. This file contains many useful UDCs which I like, but
which the part-time System Operators have little or no use for. The UDC
command TOME fcopies a file to my screen for reading while TODEV sends a
file toa designated printer. These are examples ofthtngs I do qUite
often but which the part-time Operators never have the need.

The Manager UDC file also contains a number of UDCs which
access or run various CSL files/programs, e.g. DIRK runs DIRK of the
TECH account, UDCUTIL runs UDCUTIL also of the TECH account and PLAY
runs programs in the GAMES account (All. work and no play makes Bob
crazy!).

MECHANIZE, MECHANIZE, MECHANIZE

To make the system more manageabl e for the part-t ime System
Operators and life more bearable for myself, I undertook to mechanize as
many of our system util ities as possible. I figured the more I could
accomplish via jobs, the less time I would have to spend walking the
System Operators throughthe~ifferentprocesses.

Following our morning backups, a job streams which schedules
the next backup.. If today is Wednesday, it schedules a full backup for
tomorrow. If today precedes a company ho1iday, it schedu1 es the next
backup for the next bus iness day. Thi s job then streams another whi ch
brings the system up for the day and automatically logs all users onto
their appropriate terminal via the STARTSESS command.

The part-time System Operators also have specific tasks they
are to perform periodically, such as advising the users to change their
HPDESK password, sending me notification of their down time for the
prior month, etc. In the past, I would call them or send a message
reminding them it was time to perform the task. Tiring of this, I now
have a job that, on the appropriate date, sends the Operators a reminder
notice.
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A whole host of other system tasks can be performed wi thout
having to get the part-time System Operators involved. Below is a
partial list of regularly scheduled system utilities we perform via jobs
which require NO System Operator involvement:

*
#

A

*
#

A

Run three VINIT condenses at midnight every Saturday.
Purge all LOG#####. PUB. SYS fi 1es that haven't been
accessed in 7 days.
Purge all READY spool fi 1es that remain un -needed at the
end of the week.
Run monthly capacity reports to check current system
utilization and for predicting future usage.
Run CSL program REPORTER to obtain system usage
information for forecasting purposes.
Stream Predictive Support twice a week.
Shut the system down each morning before the backup starts
then restart it after the backup is complete.
Start and stop various system-wide util ities, e.g.
PRINT CENTRAL and BOUNCER.
Start and stop data communications links, e.g. SNA and DS,
before and after each work day.
Check if the system clock needs to be changed for Daylight
Savings Time, and if so, change it ..

Since I manage one local and two remote sites, I generally have
these utilities write their results to disc files, then have HPDESK mail
the text of the disc file to me. Deferred spool files are another good
way to remotely view the results of these jobs. To me, these methods
are better than 1ett ing the $STDLIST pri nt to the 1i ne pri nter and
having the System Operators mail the printout to me (You haven't seen
our intra-company mail system!].

From the start, the part-time System Operators complained about
the large volume of paper that did print on the line printer each day.
Not only did they have to review all of it, hunting line by line for
errors, they also had to decide what to trash (95%), what to keep (2%)
and what to refer to me for further investigation (3%). To eliminate
th is headache, a11 our jobs have been mod i fi ed to contain two items
which eliminates much of this work.

First, so that we don't spend a lot of time reviewing a bunch
of unnecessary spoolfiles (remember 95% above?), our jobs have been made
somewhat self-error detecting. Following the job card, I reinsure the
JCW CIERROR is initialized by :SETJCW CIERROR=O. Then just before the
EOJ, I enter:

:IF CIERROR= o THEN
: SET STDLIST = DELETE
:ENDIF
:EOJ
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On jobs that perform multiple functions, I added an additional
JCW called OUTPUT and initialize it by :SETJCW OUTPUT=O. At the
beginning of each function I set the JCW CIERROR to 0 and at the end of
each function I check it with:

:IF CIERROR <> 0 then
: SETJCW OUTPUT = 1
:ENDIF

close the job with:

:IF OUTPUT = 0 THEN
: SET STDLIST = DELETE
:ENDIF
:EOJ

If the job completes without any CI errors being detected, the
$STDLIST, to whit the spool file, is deleted. Now the only READY
spool files I see are those where a CIERROR was detected.

Secondly, each job card includes the entry OUTCLASS=LP,l. This
defers the printing of the $STDlIST spool file so that it can be reviewed
1ater us i ng SPOOKS. If I dec ide that a pri nted copy is needed, I copy
the deferred spool file to a disc file, use HPDESK to mail it to myself
at my "horne" location, and then print it locally.

Thanks to these two small but significant changes, I now spend
about one hour per week 1ooki ng at READY spool fi 1es on three different
systems rather than each of six Operators spending one hour per day.

DON'T LET SECURITY LOCK YOUR OUT

Duri ng th is conference you have seen numerous classes wh ich
address system security. Almost every issue of every DP periodical will
have at 1east one art ic1e regard ing securi ty. There are a number of
vendors you will meet that will try to convince you that security must
be your number one, top priority.

Is there such a thing as "too much security?" NO! and yes. As
with all things in life, anything in excess can be detrimental under
certain circumstances. This is what I discovered when we started off
with ~system security policy that was too strict for our~ircumstances.

In it i all y, MANAGER. SYS and myself were the onl y users wi th SM
capability. OPERATOR.SYS was the only user with OP capability.
Whenever a part-time System Operator needed to perform a system
function, e~g.:SHOWOUT SP, they had ta either take a hike from their
desk to the computer room ar they had to logoff as themselves and log
back on as OPERATOR.SYS, then re-logon as themselves after they finished
the task. '
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In talks with the part-time System Operators, I discovered this
policy was costing us a minimum of 5 minutes in lost production every
time one of the Operators had to perform some system function.
Remembering that the time these people have allocated .to the system is
limited, forced me to re-evaluate our policy. Now each part-time System
Operator has SM capability. SM was picked over OP because it totally
minimizes the need for an Operator to leave their work station to
perform system functions.

Also, through the added use of HPDESK Script Files which
emulate the Operator UDCs, the part-time System Operators can now
perform 98% of the needed system functions from their own logon without
any lost "hiking" or "logging" time.

I also discovered during our talks that too much time was being
spent by the Operators each morni ng he1pi ng users logon (It's amazi ng
how many users can't remember HELLO or forget their MPE passwords!). I
eliminated all such lost time by writing a job that logs every user onto
the system each morning. We are able to do this with little or no loss
of security because:

1. All but five of our terminals are located within
physically secured Benefit Offices.

2. Each user has their own, unique terminal.
3. The User's Logon UDC fi 1e automat ically 1oads all users

into HPDESK which prompts for a separate, secured
password.

4. The User's Logon UDC file does not allow the BREAK key to
be used to stop a user's entry into HPDESK or to break out
of it once signed on.

5. The User's Logon UDC file automatically logs each user off
MPE if entry to HPDESK failed or after signing off HPDESK.

All this is great, but what about when a user is on vacation?
Their terminal is now active and they aren't there to use it.
Southwestern Bell's Corporate Computer Security policy states that any
terminal that remains inactive after 15 minutes should be automatically
logged off. In the past is was the System Operators' responsibility to
deactivate (logoff) every active terminal for which there was no user
that day. They were also respons i b1e for insuri ng that every user
logged off at the end of the work day. Again, you can imag ine the
amount of time this required.

To bring our systems into compliance with corporate policy and
to eliminate the time spent by the part-time System Operators' on this
task, we utilize another CSL program called BOUNCER. BOUNCER checks
each session for a predetermined length of terminal inactivity. When
that inactivity limit is reached, BOUNCER aborts the user's session.

Another feature of BOUNCER is that it keeps track of every
session it aborts. By using BOUNCER's data file and a job that I wrote,
the names of the last 10 users that were aborted are sent via HPDESK to
the superv; sors in each offi ce. Thi s now makes the bosses of each
office responsible for monitoring system security thus eliminating the
System Operators' involvement.
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As mentioned previously, theCSL program PORTPASS is another
way ; n wh ich we make securi ty work for us. Pri or to PORTPASS, we
unp1ugged the di a1-up modems from the telephone network at the end of
each work day. This of course prevented any possible ~ia1-in security
breaches. However, it also prevented me from dialing in from home to
do any work at night. With the initiation of PORTPASS, the modems
remain plugged in at night. PORTPASS runs after MPE passwords are
completed but before any application can be run. Since PORTPASS
disconnects the data 1ink after one incorrect attempt the 1ikel ihood
that a hacker will keep calling back trying different passwordsi s
remote.

Another way we make security work for us ·is by customizing the
file CATALOG.PUB.SYS. This is the place where all those nice~ friendly
logon errors messages are stored. Anyone with minimal computer
know1 edge can fi gure out the· proper logon command sequence ( :HELLO
[username]. [useracct] ljust by watching the error messages MPE so
promptly provides. I changed every error message within this file which
pertained to an improper logon to read "INVALID LOG ON"; no
explanations, no excuses. Since our users are logged on via a job each
morning, the part-time System Operators know that if they see an invalid
logon message on the conso1e,someone is attempting to breach security.

NOT ALL OPERATORS ARE CREATED EQUAL

Quite often the decision regarding the appointment of the
part-time System Operators is made by non-system supervisors and usually
these part-timepeopl~continue to reportto~heir non-system supervisor
for job evaluation and salary treatment. They are just "loaned" to the
system fora couple of hours each day.

As the System Manager, you may be lucky and get part-time
System Operators who perform a task one time and remember it forever.
More 1i ke1y, these appo inted Operators wi 11 be. non -techn ica1,
non-computer minded in background and training and mayor may not have
the desire to learn. They also mayor may 'not have the ability to apply
the technical skills they do learn. Either way, you must learn to adapt
your managerial skills to suit the needs of the part-time Operators and
the situation at hand. Remember, the normal managerial "leverage" of
job eva1uat ion and salary treatment are not ~present.

OPERATORS ARE PEOPLE TOO

Due to limited computer responsibilities and/or limited
budgets, the part-time System Operators may receive very little, if any,
formal system training. The benefits of sending a part-time Operator to
a $1,500, 5-day training class are generally not satisfactory to
convince upper management of the expense. At times, this lack of
knowledge and expertise may frustrate these part-time ~eople. If
allowed to continue unchecked, thisfrustrattonwi11 eventually lead to
feelings of system "inadequacy" or "incompetence."

You must constantly keep in mi nd that these part-t ime System
Operators have been gi ven the respons i bi 1i ty of support i ng the system
wi thout any accompanyi ng authori ty. You must be wi 11 i ng to transfer
some of your authority to them. This can be accomplished in a number of
small, but significant ways.
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Fi rst, except for after-hours and weekends, ins i st that the
end-users funnel all their questions and problems through the part-time
System Operators; if the Operators cannot answer the question orreso1vf!
the problem, they will come to you. This imparts upon the end-users the
idea that the System Operators, although only working part-time, are the
system experts to be consulted.

Secondly, constantly remind yourself that these part-time
System Operators are genera11 y not techn ica1, .computer-mi nded people.
Be sure that you do not talk down to them, nor that you talk over their
heads. Remi nd them often that you are thei r support and thei r guide;
you are not their dictator. They must feel free to ask questions or
request explanations whenever they have the need.

Thirdly, allow the part-time System Operators to have whatever
"crutches" they feel are necessary. If they feel they must have written
notes or "cri b" sheets for future reference, be patient. It may be a
very minor, simple task to you, but to them it can be quite scary. This
is not to say your should make the "crutches" for them; let those that
need the crutches make the crutches. It's very possible they will learn
a task just by making the crutch.

Fourth, consult with the part-time System Operators. I used to
think that I knew what was best for the Operators Bnd what I did would
save them time. Once or twi ce I was wrong and ended up actua11 y
creating more work or requiring more time of them.

Last, but far from 1east, be wi 11 i ng to expend some of your
time and effort in educating your part-time System Operators.

If you try to make the part-time System Operators conform to
the system or to your way of doing things, they will avoid or delay the
execut ion of each and every tas k they perce ive as be ing "over the i r
heads" or too "high-tech" for their abilities. Quita often this
surfaces as the excuse, "I didn't have time.", "and their non-system
supervisors will be more than willing to tell you just how busy they are
on their regular, full-time job.

I take a proactive approach to this problem. I make it a point
to chat with each of the part-time System Operators at least once each
week. This is my opportunity to obtain feedback from them on how they
are react i ng to the system, the users, the bosses and myself. It's
amazing the number of problems that have been identified and resolved by
this very simple procedure.

Whenever I introduce a new task, job or program, I always start
off by explaining it to the Operators and I check with them again after
it has been worki ng for 2 or 3 weeks. To make thi s work, I must be
wi 11 ; ng to alter my plans if th is new tas k is not compat i b1e to the
Operators' knowledge and abilities.
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I also host an annual two day training/discussion session where
all the part-time System Operators come together. Prior to the session,
I soli cit from them the topics they wauldl ike further exp1anati on or
traini.ng. The 1ast four hours is reserved for di scussion of topics
raised from the floor. Thi ssess i on allows for the open exchange of
ideas between myself ...• and the Operators and amongst the Operators
themselves. The Operators'· supervisors are .invited to attend the first
day, however, the second day remains for the Operators' exclusively.

OPERATORS CAN BE TRAINED

One of my primary functions as a System Manager has been to
develop and expand the technical knOWledge and· abilities of the
part-t imeSystem Operators. A fi rst .step tothi s process was the
development ofa System Operator's Responsibility/Time Table. This
document describes .in· somedetai 1 all the· computer ·rel ated tasks· the
Operators are expected to perform and when· they are to be compl eted
(daily,weekly, monthly,ispeciftc date or as needed).

This Responsibility/Time • Table was •..•. a must not ... only for the
part-ti.me System Operators but also for thei r superv; sors. If the
supervisors who .... have job evaluation and sal ary treatment
re.sponsibilities over the Operators do not understand .what tasks are to
be performed , when they are to be completed,.·. and how much time is
lovolvedi n completing them, they wi 11 soon .expect less time to be spent
on computer functions and more on the primary job functions. This would
leave the part-time System •. Operator, myself and the system between a
rock and a hard place.

I also developed an easy.toread,in-housetraini.ng binder that
explains in... great detail how each item described in the System
Operators' Responsibility/TimeTable is to be performed. The Operators
can> then review this binder •• at their. lei sure and . have it. avai lable
whenever they have a need. . This binder also covers some of the tasks
performed by the System Manager. This provides the Operators with some
insight into the nbig pictur.e n and helps them understand what . is
involved should they want to prepare themselves to replace me whenever I
get my next promotion.

lam always exploring various means of training the part-time
System. Operators. Thj s might. be as·. simp1easprov idi ng them .• data sheets
which •. explain where· in the exi sting documentation (MPE V COMMANDS
MANUAL, SYSTEM . OPERATORS •MANUAL, etc.) answers can be > found, · up .to and
including detailed one-on-one training. Either waY,oranywhere in
between, .I know that I have to expend a great deal of effort and
patience to eventually obtain the desired resultsofa trained,
self-sufficient part-time System Operator.
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In our department, I am now utilizing an audio-digital training
medium marketed by USER TRAINING SERVICES GROUP of Palo Alto, CA. This
medium uses devices connected between the user's terminal arid the HP3000
-which records and plays audio and digital information on standard audio
cassettes. If an Operator wanted information on how the LISTF command
works, I could record a verbal explanation while simultaneously
recording what appears on the my terminal's screen during a LISTF. This
allows them to see what happens when a LISTF is performed and to hear me
explain it as it appears. After receiving the tape, the Operator can
then review, and re-review, the explanation whenever they have the time.
The tape can then be sent to other Operators for their review or it can
be stored for future reference.

There are any number of other training systems or packages on
the market to fulfill your needs. Don't overlook these products as you
browse through the vendor area or review product mail-outs.

KEEP YOURSELF TOUCHABLE '

To further eliminate the part-time System Operators' anxiety,
they must be able to "reach out and touch" the System Manager whenever
THEY deem it necessary. If they become "stuck" performing a task, they
will probably feel they must have the Manager, right then, to get them
unstuck. Granted, they might be able to expend a 1ittle effort to
locate the answer themselves, but all the while the users, bosses, and
the task itself are all placing a strain on them to complete the task as
rapidly as possible. If the Manager is not available, they quickly
become candidates for the company's mental counselor.

The System Manager shou1 d do whatever is necessary to stay
within quick communications of the part-time System Operators. Think
back to the 1ast time you tried to contact a medical professional
after- hours. Between the time you hung up from the answeri ng serv ice
and the time the professional called you back seemed like, and may well
have been, hours. To the part-t ime System Operators, you are the
professional that has the prescription to what ails them and they need
you just as qUickly as you needed your doctor.

Whenever a part-time System Operator is working after-hours or
on a weekend (e.g. performing a full system reload) I always make sure
they know where and how I can be reached. If they hit a II snag, II many
hours could be wasted trying to track me down to get an answer to their
question. I also think it is a good idea to check in periodically just
to encourage them in the task.

Maintaining this communications link can be accomplished
through any number of today' s tel ecommun fcat ions dev ices : Call
Forwarding, Call Waiting, an answering machin'e, a personal pager or a
mobile telephone are just a few. How you convince your company to pay
for these items, however, is your problem.
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Al so, I do not encourage the part-time System Operators to be
available to end-users after-hours or on weekends; I take this
responsibility myself. By doing this] relieve them of the burden of
keeping a second set of reference. and personal notes at home, without
which they probably .cou1dn'tanswer the question or resolve the problem.
1 also am letting them know that I understand they only have part-time
responsibility for the system and are not expected to treat it as a
full-time job.

MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF

Every single thing you can learn about your job, the system,
your applications or human resource issues, will enhance your ability to
support the part-time System Operators. Every tool, every trick, every
shortcut. you Jearn can ,at some time or another, help you or. the
Operators in . keeping the HP3000 a soft bear skin on the floor .rather
than a raging wild animal crashing down the door.

For example, I learned about a program called CAP that allows a
user with SM capabi1 ity to switch logonswithout having· to physically
logoff .as one user and 1og back .. on ··as another. This program· also. allows
the user to keep the UDCs set on their original logon.

We utilize. HPWORD. temp1 ate •• documents extensively and •store
these templates within the PUB group of each of the user accounts. It
is .necessary for me to.frequently·change from my normal logon to that of
the Manager of each user account to install, modify and delete these
temp.lates. By runni ng the CAP> program rather than logging off, I save
myself· at least3.hours per week.

Th is po ints .. to another fundamental I have placed into effect:
Make. the time available to attend every trainingclass,< seminar,
Regional Users' Group >meeting, vendor demonstration or any other
1earn i ng opportun i ty that you or your company can or wi 11 afford.
Granted, you .. get •what. .you pay for , however,· there are sti 1] i... .a lot of
very good learning opportunities available that are inexpensive or free
for the asking.

You <may walkaway from a . few of these. sessions not haVing
1earned a thing. (Hopefully thi s wi 11 be among the free ones!) •..• Others,
1i ke1 ast year's INTEREX conference in Orlando, inundated me with so
much good information that I am still trying to digest it all. From my
experience, I have always gained a little knowledge at every meeting,
sess i on or semi nar. At the very 1east, I have 1earned the name and
telephone number of someone who has had experiences similar to my own,
thus allowing me to network with other users for~dditiona1information.

Also take the time to read the trade journals. I never fail to
review INTERACT, INTERRUPT, HP. CHRONICLE. andHP PROFESSIONAL cover to
cover. Many of the art i cl es are so far above my know1 edge 1eve1. that I
don't always understand what I am reading, but when I get through, I
a1ways know ali ttl e more about the top ic than before I started. And
usually the articles which I feel are. too basic always teach me some new
trick or a better way to perform a particular function.
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I do not overlook Human Resource or Management Development
courses as I plan my personal training. Whether provided through the
company, the 1oca1 commun i ty co11 ege or on the open. market, these
courses help me to interact on a more professi ona1 1eve1 wi th the
part-time System Operators and their supervisors. It is no small task
to manage personnel for whom you have no managerial responsibilities for
or to continually justify their need on the system to those who have
this responsibility.

Last but not least, I don't let the problems I can't fix worry
me. Case in point: I have been very concerned about system performance
and how I mi ght improve it. However , bottom 1i ne, wi th the "canned"
products being 99% of what we run and me not being a programmer, there's
not one single thing I can do to the programs to increase their
effectiveness. If HPWORD or HPDESK aren't running at their peak, I can
only grin and bear it. I haven't forgotten about system performance, I
am just putting my resources elsewhere where I can have an affect.

LOOKING AT THE BOTTOM LINE

The bottom line of supporting part-time System Operators
equates to a two-tiered solution:

A - Develop the technical expertise needed to streamline the
System Operators' functions and to reduce the time
required of them to support the system, and

B - Develop the human resource skills necessary to work with a
variety of personnel who have a variety of interests. It
is not enough to tell the part-time System Operators what
to do. They and their management team must be understand
and appreciate the importance of their role in supporting
the system.

Whenever a System Manager combi nes techn ica1 expert i se wi th
good human resource ski 11 s, the resu1 t wi 11 be a well run computer
operation where the part-time System Operators are constantly growing in
their knowledge and skills. The ultimate payoff of these efforts will
be demonstrated when one of these part-time people steps into your shoes
as you move on to greater challenges.
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Methods, Challenges and Madness - Small Shop Management

Joe Berry
Pekin Memorial Hospital

Court & 14th Streets
Pek in, IL 61554-5098

Introdyction

The madness is the vIsion of having our system available to
u.er. twenty-'our houraperdey, en expert .staff .. and users
who can trouble shoot poten~ial problems before calling the
MIS department.

The challenge is to manage a hospital information system with
the equ iva lent of four fu ll-t ime emp loyees. Th is inc ludes
system management for a Series 70 CPU>withover 60 users
that must be available as many. hours of the day as possible.
The department is staffed on third shift every night for
backupand<da i ly batch process ing,·p Ius •• first shift through
the<week.with.·non-staffed hours covered by beeper support.

We have deve 1oped a repertoire of .•• methods to .. meet the cha 1
lenge. These include a mix of in-house developed utilities ..
contributed library programs, and third party software pro
grams. We firmly be 1 ieve that quali ty wi 11 be the resu 1t
when you t ra in wit h good wr itt .en procedures and ex tens i ve
program documentation. Standardization of all programming
convent ions •.. is a must a long wi th ma inta in ing. current updated
reference manuals for all products. A dedicated and loyal
staff a big plus.

The small shop is unique because everyone·doesa little bit
of everything. In our shop all five of otJr staff must do
3000 system operations and .• management" he lp wi thappl ica
tions software, provide personal computer hardware and
software support .. · teach usertra in ingc lasses .. learn how to
use the too Is .that he Ip them in thei r job such as Adager and
MPEX .. do programming using Powerhouse, and maintain in-house
written programs. They must learn to wear many hats and
keep many different projects going at the same time.

Small shop management is unique and challenging.
quires methods and madness to get the job done and
almost sane.
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Aytgmation

It is our policy to automate everything that will save time
and prevent manual e"ort. Memory, handwritten reminders on
calendars, and manual tasks can no longer be relied upon to
get the job done. There is too much going on at once. MIS
departments need automation as much as or more than most 0'
our users.

MPE job stream scheduling is one 0' the easiest and simplest
ways to automate the operations environment of any shop.
You can schedule those once a week or once a month jobs
instead of trying to remember when to do them. Job schedul
ing requires a small investment 0' time to learn the syntax
and can return many rewards 'or both the MIS department and
the users. It is a simple way to automate and eliminate an
error prone task.

There are programs in the CSL along with Streamx from Vesoft
that help automate job streams by prompting 'or input from
the user at the time the job is streamed. These programs
eliminate the chore of repeatedly revising parms,such as
dates, in job streams. They allow you to write more generic
job streams; hence, reducing the amount of code you must
maintain and eliminating the errors that can result from the
'ailure to revise the parms. This is the type of help that
is necessary to keep the staffs productivity at a peak and
the error rate low.

There are several software packages on the market that will
automatically examine the SStdlist for job streams to find
errors as defined in a master file. This is an area of
great concern to many shops. The resulte of crucial jobs
cannot be left to an operator who has several projects going
at once; therefore, these packages represent a way to elimi
nate the probability 'or errors or omissions when reviewing
SStdliet. Some of these products are Job Rescue by NSD,
Inc, Spoolmate by Unison, and Unispool by Holland House.
All of these products do other tasks as well so they are
very easy to cost justi'y.
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Dgcymentation/Manuals/procedyres

The key to bringing a new operator up to speed is providing
a detailed set of operations procedures that eliminate the
need for research steps and provide the reasons for the
duties performed. These procedures must be kept current
religiously·andreviewed periodicollyby management to make
sure they are still viable. The time it tokes to write a
new procedure will be returned many times over by reduced
operator time and reduced errors. This is a very modest
contribution; however, it •.. ronks as the one with the most
returns in.my book.

The user must be provided with application manuals. These
manuals shOll ld be ·kept .current and mode ova i lob Ie to a 11 who
have the need for them. Users can be self sufficient;
however, without proper documentation they are completely
reliant upon the MIS deportment. for assistance when a prob
lem or perceived problem.ar ises.

The manuals that came with. the CPU and all other manuals
related .to the operating system, utilities, intrinsics, and
third party software should be kept in on easily accessible
location in the MIS deportment. Like the application manu
a Is it is of paramount impor.tancethatthey be kept current
as every new update arrives. The manuals provide the refer
ence material that everyone will need ot>some point. If
they are not up to dote they·· cannot provide the fu Ilest
support.
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Standards/Polici.,

Standards for programming provide an accepted way to write
programs. Standarda are necessary for MIS because they
provide consistency and eliminate surprises for both the
users and the MIS department. Without standards or policies
the MIS department would be like a plane without a flight
plan.

Programming standards help the MIS department locate, main
tain, and document programs. Some of the more important
aspects of programming standards are naming conventions for
both source code filea and for object code files, documenta
tion and modification requirements and format, and actual
program structure. These standards require a little effort
when the program is developed but avert research time later.

Even if you do not restrict disc space by user you must have
a written policy regarding disc space. Without such a
policy you fall prey to users who want to maintain many
megabytes of data that could easily be archived. A charge
back policy b8sed on disc space is but one method to inhibit
users from keeping a lot of archivable dota on the system
and it helps to prevent the users from viewing the MIS
department as being uncooperative.

There should be standards that are shared with your usera
about MIS responsibilities and the hours of availability. A
user should know what to expect of the MIS department and
should know how to get in touch with the MIS department when
ever it is necessary. Since we are not staffed 24 hours per
day we have a policy that outlines when we are available,
what type of services we offer 8nd how to reach us if an
emergency arises during the hours we are not staffed. This
sets expectations for both the user and the MIS department.
Without these many hours can be used deb8ting who is going
to solve 8 problem and when it will be solved.

Personal computers and the software and maintenance pur
chased for them require policies to block many undesirable
effects that can happen if all users can purchase their own
software and maintenance. A joint effort between users and
the MIS deportment must be made in order to standardize the
software purchased. This will help keep users' files com
patible with each other and other softw8re products. It
will help the MIS department support the software if that is
one of the MIS department's established responsibilities.
Uniformity in h8rdware purchases help reduce costs because
volume purchases for supplies can be made. Obtaining main
tenance from one vendor has many advantages including re
duced costs and potentially better vendor relationships can
be built.
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System Management

System management for the small shop becomes more of a
sCience than an art. Tools have to be used to tune respons~

time and monitor overall performance. Tools also have to be
used to deter potenti~l problams via preventative measures.
Disc space must be monitored ona regular and conscientious
schedule. Tools must be developed and used to prevent disc
space from vanishing abruptly.

A small shop means that everyone has to have the knowledge
to monitor system performance and tuneaccordinglYJ conse
quently, the monitors have to be simple and easy to use.
The utilities that we have found that fit this category are
S005E from the contributed library for on-demand monitoring
or CPU usage, Auditor ~rom the contributed library for
historical and current CPU usage by user and/or by port, and
OPT for more in-depth analysis of performance and system
tables to fit thabill. None of these utilities are diffi
cult to use or .interpret but are powerful enough to serve
the purpose well.

As a preventative measure we condense our disc drives regu
larly. This not only helps performance and but also helps
us maintain larger chunks of contiguousfreespacethat helps
prevent the need for reloads. We use a contributed library
program that checks the discs and determines via user de
fined parms what drives are eligible to be condensed. I
found that this program saves time and helps us make sure
that the discs that need condensing get condensed promptly.
Another preventative measure is the use of the contributed
library program DISCIO. It determines which files on which
devices have the most I/O's. With this program we can
determine if any files need to be moved to a more or less
active drive. Our policy is to put KSAM key files and KSAM
data files on different drives to enhance performance.

Blocking factors are very key to performance and freespace.
Datasets are reblocked according to Adager's formula. The
contributed library program Block or MPEX is used to deter
mine the optimum blocking factor for MPE files. We also use
the optimum number of extents whenever feasible. For per
formance and space considerationa we use an in-house de
veloped program to monitor datasets to prevent too much
wasted disc space and/or datasets that are too full.

Disc apace is the entire MIS ataffts responsibility. Writ
tan standards and regular (daily or weekly) monitoring 0'
disc space is a must in any environment. In order to keep
it simple and automated 'or our small shop we formulated an
in-house program that not only prints daily reports but also
monitors the growth patterns 0' datasets. This makes opera-
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tions easier and helps us predict hardware purchases. The
daily reports include a modified Query form sets listing and
a more fully detailed FREE~ report. In addition to regular
monitoring you need a written policy regarding the archiving
of data. Without this palicy no dat~ is ever eligible for
archival. To help improve freespace we automated the purg
ing of system log files, Editor 'K'files, and Quad IQI
files using MPEX to select via create date. There are
contributed library programs that have this capability.
Source code files and documentation files are Squished using
Squisher from the Tech account of the contributed library.
This cuts the disc usage by about ~O~. We also require that
a Recover Lost Disc Space be scheduled after every system
failure or system hang.

Security is an important part af any shop. In a small shop
it is important but not as important as in a larger shop.
We maintain physical security by locking the doors and
limiting ecces& to the computer room. We use Security '000
to secure our dial up ports and limit access to MPE via
menus. Only the MIS department can get to a colon prompt.
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Training

The single most important key for the success of a small
shop is the training of both the opera't ions staff and the
users. Without p~oper training in the sho~test time frame
everyone su'fe~s. Trainingi~ abi~ investment of time and
money for any MIS department. The impact of the training is
felt deeply in o small ~hop because of the limited number of
people in the department. Training must be focused and
intensive.

MIS staff ~raining should consist 01 a formal document that
outlines the minimum knowledge level acceptable after the
training period. It also ~hould estimate the number of
hours each topic outlined in the training plan should toke.
This document will help both the trainer and the trainee.
Both will know what is expected of them from the very begin
ning. In addition to the initial training plan there must
be a .'ormal plan to further cultivate the new employee and
help him/her 9row ~ndbe more valuable. Having this plan in
writing helps to keep ita living document with goals and
time fr6mes. As we all know the world of computers is not a
stagnant one and continuing education is a port of the
territory. Toke advantage of outside education and special
interest groups including the local users' group. Confi
dence seems to be the one trait that you cannot teach on
emp 1oyee • Ins till con f i dence and suppo rt them. Show them
that mistakes can be corrected. After all, we all have mode
one every now and then. An employee that is too conservative
and cautious to ever make a mistake locks self-confidence
and is not working at full capacity until they can dare to
make mistakes.

Cross training in a small shop is a must. This again must
be a port of a formal training plan that is followed from
the dote of hire. Without cross training vocations and
terminations can have a prolonged effect on the MIS deport
ment and the entire user bose.

Staff training and continuing education and development are
musts for a small shop. The small shop cannot offord to
settle for mediocre staff. You must get the best quality of
staff poasible and pay them accordingly. Not only is your
staff a big investment of your time and money they are your
department's image to the users.

The training of y~urusers is just as important as training
your staff. A small shop cannot afford to have a user bose
that is not somewhat self sufficient. Believe it or not
users can be trained to be self sufficient. It doesn't
happen over night and you cannot train .11 of them, but you
can reduce the users' dependence on the MIS deportment.
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Reduce the users· dependence on the MIS department by auto
mating their environment in a friendly way, buy software
packages that hevebeenproven end are easy to learn, take
advantage of outside &ources for education, and make sure
there is application documentation available. None of these
are hard to accomplish and the rewards are superb.

Automate their environment to eliminating their need to call
you for help. Allow reports to be printed outside the MIS
department. Allow them to run their own reports from
screens that maintain security but still give them independ
ence. Create batch files for personal computers and pur
chase a good DOS shell to eliminate the users· need to learn
DOS. Couple this with proven personal computer software
packages and the user will be less dependent on you and feel
like he has a little control over the automation in his
life.

Take advantage of outside sources of education for your
personal computer users as well as your '000 users. Semi
nars offered by vendors, local colleges, and user groups are
affordable and allow the user to interact with his peers.
This will serve to reduce his dependence on the MIS depart
ment remarkably.

Provide good documentation that is easily accessible.
Whenever possible lead the user through using the documenta
tion. This will help instill in his mind that you use the
manuals.
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Cgnclysion

Small shop management is unique because the MIS staff needs
to be a jack of ~ll trade. Automation and planning are two
of the most helpful assets to a small shop. In many ways the
small shop fights the same battles as the larger shops, we
just use fewer people.

None of the methods outlined for small shop management are
difficult to accomplish. If only part of them were imple
mented at Pekin Memorial Hospital the results would not be
as positive. It is a lithe methods combined with p lann iog
and formal documentation that meets the challenge head-on.
The madness conti~uesregardlessof the methods aod the
outcome of the challenges but that's because we're in the
field of computers where it requires madness to remain
almost sane.
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WIRING A MULTI~STORY OFFICE FOR VOICE AND DATA

PAUL EDWARDS
BRADMARK COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.
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CASE STUDY: WIRING A MULTI-STORY OFFICE FOR VOICE AND DATA

ABSTRACT

Wiring a mUlti-story office presents many challenges. To
allow the total flexibility of any voice or data device to
be connected to any individual office outlet adds additional
challenges.

This case study deals with an environment consisting of
mUltiple HP3000 computers, a telephone switch with single
and multi-line telephones, terminals, terminal printers,
laser printers, PCs, and fax machines. The applications
include word processing, Real Estate document preparation,
remote site data communications, and program development.
Physical wiring layout, voice/data flexibility, modular
connections, RS232/RS422 considerations, and
terminal/printer device connections will be discussed.
Wiring diagrams for all connections will be presented.

The lessons learned in this case study will be
applicable for small to large communications installations.

WIRING A MULTI-STORY OFFICE FOR VOICE AND DATA
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CASE STUDY: WIRING A MULTI-STORY OFFICE FOR VOICE AND DATA

This case study outlines .the design and implementation
of hardwired internal· and external communications that were
installed in a thirty lawyer law firm. Two prior
installations for this law .. firm in previous locations
provided the painful experience to· complete this project
with .much greater success. The main areas this ·case study
will deal .• with are Design Considerations,. Environment, ·and
Installation. Diagrams follow at the end.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS. Making •• the right connections from
your·computer system to your. user's input and output devices
are as important in the success of a computer installation
as the· time spent· in the . proper design.o.f a software system.
The design. criteria should. include flexibility, voice and
data . access, • device independence, CPU . and telephone switch
selection, low cost, low maintenance, easy trOUbleshooting,
and RS232 or RS422 connections.

Because ·no installation stays ••• static. for very long, the
flexibility that is built into the system is the key
for future growth and.the .• inevitablechanges.people will
be moved from place to place in the office and new personnel
will be. added. The minimum. of one dual modular plate.·.. should
be at each current and proposed location •. It is much cheaper
to wire. all possible .·locations initially than. to .•.. add wiring
later. To .• insure • the various devices •have the proper .number
of •. wires· available, a three-pair connection to each modular
jack should be used.

with the need for communications of all types, access to
both voice and data channels is required..The devices used
in most offices today .are telephones, •terminals, printers,
Personal Computers, and FAX. machines. • Since ...• most
workstations .need telephone access, this. occupies one .of.the
two •• available modular ·outlets ••• in •• aminimum •. configuration.
The· choice. of one or . two<duplex modular .. plates· at each
location is most critical because ·it determines future
flexibility and cost. When in doubt, have more .. connections
available·than needed at· the time of initial Installation.

The use of each modular jack in a pla:tecould be 'varied
from time to time. The need to. be independent ·.of device type
is key to flexibility. A telephone may be plugged in today
and···a .printer . tomorrow. The ·.wiring therefore •.. must be the
same. for all jacks in the installation. The choice of wiring
each ··lead in" the .jack is made in the ... central termination
location. AnRJ-ll modular jack with 6 wires is used
throughout the installation· for. both··voice .. and data.

Selecting the CPU and telephone switch e.quipment is
important for the future·. connection of devices . The newer
computers.have access for RS232 and RS422 data devices. Also
connection of the computer ports through the telephone
s\flitch in a port contention switching configuration save the
cost of ports on lightly used terminal devices.
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Cost is very important to most companies today. By
designing with the future in mind, costs are lower today and
tomorrow. The cost of removing or moving existing wiring is
mostly labor which is the most expensive part of wiring
installations. Many of the new LAN systems will utilize the
existing wiring discussed here, also. The only additional
costs required to expand this installation in the future are
port controllers for the CPU, trunk cables for the Cpu-to
termination room connections, "and wires and connectors for
the additional devices.

This installation required the moving of punched-down
jumper wires in the central termination room only. These
changes can be made by system management ·personnel as
needed. This keeps the maintenance to a minimum. creation of
complete documentation will assist with future maintenance.
strict adherence to standards set during the design phase is
imperative.

Because the system uses modular connectors and punch-down
blocks, troubleshooting can be done at various points in
each circuit. Testing can be very difficult when several
vendors are involved in the installation. By having several
test points in each circuit, vendor finger pointing can be
eliminated.

The choice of RS232 vs. RS422 is determined by the
distance from the CPU to a device. The "supported" length of
RS232 is fifty feet. Many people have made runs of almost
one thousand feet. The practical length is determined by not
only the distance of all cables and trunk lines but the
number of connections in between and any electrical
interference encountered. My rule of thumb is about four
hundred feet for RS232. I use RS422 above that. Don't forget
to measure all horizontal as well as vertical runs.

ENVIRONMENT. The environment of this case study consists
of the building, all voice and data equipment, computer
software systems, and user applications.

The building was mUlti-story and of recent construction.
The office occupied several stories in the middle of the
building. Since the floors were contiguous, wiring between
floors was easy.

voice equipment consisted of telephones, a Northern
Telecom SL-l switch, and Xerox fax machines. The computer
systems were a Hewlett-Packard 3000 series 68 and a Hewlett
Packard 3000 series 70. Hewlett-Packard data entry
terminals, Xerox dot-matrix printers, LaserJet printers, and
Xerox spooled laser printers were operated by the user
personnel. Data communications equipment consisted of Codex
modems and mUltiplexors, HP support modems, programmer
access modems, and Codex leased line modems for remote
system access. The programmer access modems were also used
with Telemon Network Engines for" dial-out access to remote
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legal data bases for research. A Telemon PBX Engine was used
to supply call recording information from the telephone
switch to an accounting systemon.one of the HP 3000'5.

The computer system software was standard HPMPE V-E
fundamental operating system. compilers were Basic and
COBOL. Data base maintenance software.was·DBGENERAL. special
database access was OMNIDEX. Data communications was
originally MTS/3000 . for the remote· office. That wa.s ·later
changed to modems and multiplexors. Many programs .• were used
from the INTEREX CSLfor everyday operations. DS/3000· was
used between systemsfordat.a.transferfrom a remote · system
and multiple application system access by users. POWERHOUSE
was·used for some of·the application system development and
production. HPLISTKEEPER was used for firm mailing lists.

The user appl ication >systems> were HPWORD/3 00o for > word
processing, legal time and bill ing .. from Computrac, and
several in-house designed systems .• The .. in-house systems
consisted. of Real ·.·Estate. residential·.loan closing document
preparation,. Real Estate loan foreclosure document
preparation~ and wordprocessinq document file archival.

INSTALLATION. The installation was don.e in a modular
fashion. It .• consisted of CPU , telephone switch, main
termin.ation •room, floor termination rooms, wall ·plates with
jacks,· device connections, ·and documentation.

The wiring from the CPUs to the main .termination room was
done with trunk cables. At the CPU end, the 3-pin RS2i32 or
5-pin RS422 connectors .were wired to the 25-pair trunk
cables. This meant that.· 16 RS232 ports or 10 RS422 ports
could·beconnected to each trunk cable. There were 12 RS232
or RS422 ports per .. ATP card intheCPUs. Because .of this
difference in cable connectors available and port
connectors, careful planning was required to ensure the
proper number· of ports and. cable connectors were matched to
eliminate a gross mismatch <in connectors. The mixture •of
RS232 and RS422 added an additional level of complexity to
the already complex installation. The main termination ·room
end of the trunk cables were puncheddownion blocks mounted
at one end of the room.

The telephone switch was wired •to . the main termination
room with 50-pair.trunkcables. These trunk> cables were
punched.down on blocks near the other end of the room. All
port contention switch ports were included in this wiring.

In the main termination room, all connections were made
to punch down blocks on one wall. The outside telephone
trunk lines and modem phone lines were terminated on blocks
at one end of the room. Next were the· telephone switch
blocks. The blocks for all the outlets on all floors were in
the middle. The CPU connector blocks were on the other end
of the room. This allowed the outlet connectors to be easily
connected to CPU ports or telephone extensions. The outside
phone lines were easily connected ·to the telephone switch
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blocks.
On each floor was a termination room. All individual

jacks for each location on that floor were punched down on
blocks in that room. One-hundred pair trunk cables ran from
each floor to the main termination room blocks.

At each outlet, 3-pair wiring was made to each jack and a
number was written in indelible ink on the plate for that
jack. Each floor had unique numbers starting with one.

The connections from the individual jacks to the devices
were made with flat silver-satin 6-lead telephone cord. The
telephone cables were wired in reverse order from end to end
while data cables were wired straight through. These
connections were made easy with a special crimping tool and
required no soldering. Since the wires were colored and the
plugs were clear, the type of wiring (data or telephone) was
seen quite easily by holding the two ends of the cable
together with the locking tabs facing the same direction.
The data cable had the wires in the same order while the
telephone cable was reversed.

Standard 2S-pin connectors are used for serial devices. A
special hood was available with a modular jack on it. The
internal wiring from the jack to the connector was made so
that it conformed to the HP cabling manual. Since there were
several types of terminal connectors, all connections were
made to a 2S-pin connector on the terminal or an HP cable.
The 262X terminals had a SO-pin connector that required an
HP cable.

Documentation of the wiring and device locations was most
important for implementation and maintenance. Floor diagrams
were used to locate each device. The number on each jack was
written on the diagrams. A list was made by floor of each
jack number, floor plan location number, device type, CPU
connection , CPU port number, and the name of the device
operator. This list was sorted in many ways and printed
often.

Since the color code wiring scheme is not critical but
the actual pin-to-pin wiring is, consistency is paramount.
An industry standard telephone scheme was used to allow for
future maintenance by installation personnel who were not
involved in the initial installation. As with any properly
implemented project, the more time spent in design, the less
time 'spent in redoing the implementation.
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I. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

A. FLEXIBILITY
B. VOICE AND DATA
C. DEVICEI.NDEPENDENT
D. CPU/TELEPHONl;SWITCH SELECTION
E. LOW COST
F. LOW MAINTENANCE
G. EASY TROUBLESHOOTING
H. RS232 AND RS422
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II. ENVIRONMENT

A. BUILDING
B. EQUIPMENT
C. SYSTEM SOFTWARE
D. USER APPLICATIONS
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I I I . INSTALLATION

A. CPU
B. TELEPHONE SWITCH
C. WIRING ROOM-MAIN
D. WIRING ROOM-FLOOR
E. WALL OUTLETS
F. DEVICE CABLE
G. DEVICE CONNECTORS
'H. DOCUMENTATION
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MAIN TERMINATION ROOM WIRING
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FLOOR-TO-FLOOR WIRING
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FLOOR WIRING
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By Charles H. Wirl
President of wilco Communications Inc.

Sunnyvale, Ca.

CABL:ING NOW AND :INTO· THE FUTURE

Most companies spend thousands of dollars for a computer
system, have it all delivered in boxes, and suddenly during the
unpacking begin planning their cabling methodology. Cabling is simple
and straightforward, only three pins to connect, but can be an
unsurpassed nightmare if not properly set up, documented and managed.

CABLE MANAGEMENT

A cable management system should be set up and constantly
updated when adds, moves or changes are done to the system.
Documentation is the key to keeping on top of the mounds of cable.

Every cable must be labeled with the same number at both ends.
When installing wall plates, also label the cable inside the wall
plate. This will assure that the identification number will not be
lost, even if the wall plate is replaced.

When wiring the building and especially when adding new runs,
always use the same color code for wires. Try to follow in someone's
footsteps, even though red is not what you used at another company for
pin #2.

PLANN:ING AND SAFETY

Make sure you are aware of the building codes for running low
voltage communications cable. Some municipalities require you to
enclose all cable in conduit. Plenum (TEFLON) cable allows you to run
cable outside of conduits. Plenum cable is fire"'!'"proof and does not
give off poisonous vapors when it is heated. It may be more cost
effective to run TEFLON cable instead of enclosing all cable in
conduit.

Plan the best size wiring closet to handle your needs now and
for the next several years. Keep in mind that you may be installing a
LAN or multiple circuits in the future.
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DISTANCE

How far can you run·cable at various baud rates? Many people
ask this question every week. The answer is: it depends. What will
work at one site will not work at another site. Electrical
interference is not the same under every condition. A heavy duty
motor, a fluorescent light, aircraft landing and other things may have
an impact on how far the maximum distance is.

It is recommended to keep all runs at least two feet away from
any fluorescent lights.

With thanks to' Peter Hansen of Hughes Aircraft Company for the
following chart:

TERMINAL SPEED CABLE DISTANCE

300 baud 8000 feet
1200 4000 II

2400 II 2000 "
4800 II 1000 "
9600 " 500 "

Usually the first devices to suffer CPU distance affliction
are printers. Characters begin to disappear (especially in long
reports) and garbage characters become frequent. One approach is to
buy a pair of line drivers to connect to each side of the cable.
Several miles is a typical distance devices can now be run. The cost
is under five hundred dollars for the equipment and can be used with
local mUltiplexers to drive several devices with one cable.

EOUIPHEN'J.'

A 66-block (aka RJ-21x, Ml-50, punch down block) is a wonderful
invention. It allows you to connect (splice) a twenty five pair cable
to individual workstations. There are two hundred little silver pegs
on each block. Each block handles two cables, one on the left and one
on the right. One set of fifty pegs is used to punch down telephone
cable #1. The next set receives the terminal cables, thereby splicing
them to telephone cable #1. The process is repeated for the second
telephone cable. The 66 blocks are also made with a connectorized
socket so you plug in the telephone 25 pair cables directly and just
punch down the terminal wires.

Another feature of a punch down block, is that it allows you to
make a cheap patch bay. You would have two sets of blocks, the left
set comprising all of the ports from the computer, and the right set
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of blocks connecting to the terminals. Then by cross connecting the
left and the right blocks, you can
activate selected terminals. Figure 1 shows the punch down blocks used
to cross connect terminals.

FIGURB 1

CPU TERn IHAL

am... ....~..... ... SIDE~.... ••• S~~._._._._._._! .".DOOLRR
p ..1::::. CROSS g::: i RDRPTOR

.
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:::: N .•• m: . . .~ ts=\ . ::

1111. . • 1111. .• Q .• HOD ~
CORD

25 PAIR IIITH 50PIHCOHHECTOR

TIIP TLiISTED IlIRE PAIR

I
I

MODULAR CABLING

66 BLOCK 66"1-50

The modular telephone adapter is now being used for' many
different computers. For the Hewlett·Packard HP/3000 the RJllfour
wire jack is used. You run your standard two pair. cable to an office
and· then install a modular RJll wall plate. A flat modular telephone
cord runs from the wall plate to the terminal. Unlike that for the
telephone, it is pinned straight through.
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An RS-232 to RJll converter is attached to the back of the terminal,
which converts to modular cabling.

Whenever you vacate an office or cUbicle, you would remove the
modular cord. This makes the cable less prone to getting run over by
the cleaning lady's vacuum or the moving man's dolly.

The idea of modUlarity also allows you to easily change the
existing configuration. At the terminal end dumb terminals and pc
computers use different connectors, the modular concept allows the
user to change the mod adaptor instead of changing the connector on
the end of the cable. At the CPU end the user has the choice of using
any port to any terminal by just pluming and replugging a telephone
modular cord.

CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT

A campus environment takes more than one complex building and
makes an overall cabling system very manageable. Each building is
separated into a floor with at least one main wiring closet. All
terminals on that floor run to that wiring closet. From that closet,
the runs are punched down to 66 blocks (devices to splice cable).
Twelve cable runs are channeled into one 25 pair cable.

These cables are called the backbone wiring. These runs and
all other floors having terminal cables cross-connected to a backbone
run meeting in a main building: facility closet. If the computer room
is in this building then the cables would be bridged to the computer
room. A campus backbone would then run from this building to the next
building.

Within each floor it is possible to sub-divide locations into
other cabling closets. The standard 2 pair cable is run from the
terminal tt.:> this closet. From the closet a twenty five pair cable
would run to the main floor wiring closet or to the computer room
wiring closet.

Each terminal cable should be labeled and identified. Also
label the 25 pair cables so you know the floor and location just by
reading the label. Telephone lines and data lines are usually found
in the same wiring closet. Data communications lines such as leased
lines for remote sites are easier to run to the computer room and
diagnose problems when they are located near each other.
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TESTING CABLES

You may want to test a cable to make sure it hasn't been broken
by some sort of accident. You will need an ohmmeter and a piece of
wire. Go to one end and short out pins 2 and 3. Then go to the other
end and put the ohmmeter on pins 2 and 3. The ohmmeter should read
zero, indicating a shorted position. Next check out pin 7 and 20 for
continuity. This test will prove that the cable has not been broken.
The. ohmmeter should read op~n (or one for digital ohmmeters) when all
jumpers are taken off. If not, the cable may be shorted somewhere
along the run.

A toning device is used by the telephone company. They usually
are yellow and make a siren like sound. Toning sets are used to trace
cables that were not properly labeled or missing and· lost cables. The
wand is then waved over a mound of unlabeled cables and when the right
one is found the wand makes the paramedic noise.

A more expensive device is a Time Domain Reflectometer. It
sends a •waveform of a certain frequency down the cable. By the amount
of elapsed time it takes for the wave to bounce back, .it calculates
how many feet· to a problem area. These may be shorts ,opens and even
splices. When troubleshooting coaxial Local Area Network problems, it
comes in handy. It can also measure the distance of each cable run.
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MPE XL VOLUME MANAGEMENT:
Private Volumes Made Easy

David Kohl
Hewlett Packard

2000 South park Place
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

Few users of the HP3000 have ever taken full advantage of
the benefits of Volume Management. This is partly due to
the .. fact that very little information has ever been
documented for someone who .wants to use private volumes. In
addition, •the facilities for managing private·volumes can be
very cumbersome and often outweigh any benefits that might
be gained.

This will hopefully all change with the introduction of new
MPE XL Volume Management techniques. The availability of
good documentation along with the straightforward management
and maintenance strategies make the Volume Management
fa.cility easy to learn. In its simplicity, however, it also
provides the flexibility for each user to gain the best
benefits for himself.

In this paper, we will discuss the concepts and the
components· that. make up the new Volume Management facility.
Through a short case stUdy we will examine some of.the
benefits that can be gained through the use of non-system
volume sets. It is not the focus of this paper to explain
detailed procedures for setting up volume sets, but we will
take a brief look at the utilities used to do so. My hope
is that you will come away from this discussion with the
feeling that the potential benefits of.Volume Management
warrant further investigation on your part, (and with the
confidence to take on the challenge).

VOLUMES, VOLUME SETS· and VOLUME CLASSES

Let's begin with a brief discussion of MPE XL Volume
Management. When we speak of Volume Management, we are
simply referring to the management of disc storage. The
Volume Management facilities of MPE XL provide the functions
of volume .initialization, maintenance and inquiry.

There are three basic components in the Volume Management
SUbsystem: volumes, volume sets, and volume classes. Let's
start with the smallest physical component, the volume.

It is common to think of each disc drive on the system as a
volume but this. is not the case. When we speak· of a .. volume
on MPE XL, we are referring to the disc media itself. This
means that on a system with removable disc packs (HP7935
disc drives, for example), the number of volumes is not
limited by the number ...ofphysical. drives ... We will see an
example of how this can be beneficial later.
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One or more volumes logically grouped together make up a
volume set. MPE XL allows for one system volume set and
multiple non-system sets, which are referred to as user
volume sets. The system volume set is always present on the
system and has the name MPEXL SYSTEM VOLUME SET. The system
volume set contains two types-of storage space, permanent
and transient. We will discuss both permanent and transient
space later. Any other set that is mounted on the system
will be a user volume set. These sets can have any name you
wish to give them (for example, MY USER SET). These user
volume sets can be mounted on -the system as needed and
contain only permanent space. If no user volume sets are
defined on the system, all volumes will be part of the
MPEXL SYSTEM VOLUME SET.

within each volume set, there are also two types of volumes,
masters and members. The master volume is the controlling
volume of each set and must be present in order to access
the set. The master contains the Volume Set Information
Table (VSIT), the free space map, the file label table, and
the root node of the accounting directory for the set. The
VSIT is a table that contains information about all of the
volumes and classes in the set. A member volume contains no
controlling information other than a volume label indicating
to which set it belongs. It does, however, have its own
free space map and file label table. Figure-l is a
comparison of the content of a master versus a member
volume.

VOLUMES

MASTER MEMBER

FIGURE-l

You can determine whether a mounted volume is a master or or
member, and what set it belongs to, with the :DSTAT command.
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Looking at the STATUS column in the following example, you
can see that Idevs1 and 3 are masters while 2 and 4 are
members.

: DSTAT ALL
LDEV-TYPE
1-079370
2-079370
3-079350
4-079350

STATUS
MASTER
MEMBER
MASTER
MEMBER

VOLUME (VOLUME SET-GEN)
MEMBER1 (MPEXL SYSTEM VOLUME·. SET)
MEMBER2 (MPEXL-SYSTEM-VOLUME-SET)
MEMBER1 (USER SET) - . -
MEMBER2 (USER=SET)

Recall from earlier discussion that when we speak of a
volume we are speaking of the disc pack itself. Therefore,
all of the information we have just described is on the
actual volume (disc) itself. This provides the ability for
a volume to be recognized by.the system when physically
mounted on any drive. This is referred to as Automatic
Volume·Recognition(AVR).

We have just discussed two states· that a mounted volume can
be in: MASTER or MEMBER. When a volume is in one of these
states, the data .on the volume is accessible by the system.
There are three other states that a volume can be in as
well. These areLONER,SCRATCH'i and UNKNOWN. A volume is
in the LONER state when it associated master is not mounted
or the set has been closed with the :VSCLOSE command. The
SCRATCH .. state means that a volume is ready for
initialization. UNKNOWN indicates that the volume does not
have a valid MPE XL label on it. This<could be the result
of being brought over from another system or· simply that it
is a new pack that has never had a label written. Table-1
is a list of all five valid states fora volume.

VOLUME STATES

MASTER

MEMBER

LONER

SCRATCH

UNKNOWN

Volume IS mounted and accessible
Contains volume set definition and data

Volume IS mounted and accessible
ContqlnS data. only

Volume is a member of a set that IS closed
or its master is not mounted

Volume ha s been scratched with the
SCRATCHVOL com/nand In VOLUTIL

Uninitialized volume
Does not have a valid MPEXL label

TABLE-l
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The final component of Volume Management is the volume
class. The volume class is similar to MPE V device classes
in that it can be used to restrict a file to a certain
device(s). There is another use of volume classes which
assists one in best utilizing limited resources. It is
possible to define more volumes in a set than there are
physical drives to mount them in. In this case, the volumes
can be grouped into classes according to the information
that they contain. The volumes within a specific class can
then be mounted as the data is needed.

VOLUME SET CREATION and MAINTENANCE

The utility used to define and initialize volume sets on the
MPE XL system is called VOLUTIL. It is i.nvoked by typing
the command :VOLUTIL. Rather than take the time to go into
detail on each command of VOLUTIL, Table-2 has been provided
to list some of the basic setup commands. The functional
definitions for each command are taken directly from the
Volume Management Reference Manual (part number
32650-90045).

VOLUTIL Commands

ALTERVOL
Changes the amount of disc space that is

allocated for permanent and transient storage

NEWVOL Creates a new volume

SCRATCHVOL Places a volume in the SCRATCH sta te

SHOWVOL
Displays information about a volume in a
volume set

NEWSET
Creates a new volume set by defining and
Initializing the master volume

SHOWSET
Displays Information about a volume set and

its members and cia sses

NEWCLASS Creates a new volume class

USE Processes V()LUTIL commands in an ASCII file

TABLE-2

The NEWSET command is used to create the master volume for a
volume set. The NEWVOL command create the individual members
of the set.

As we mentioned earlier, there are two types of storage
space on a system volume, permanent and transient. When you
look at the commands in VOLUTIL, you will notice that
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several of them have parameters to set up or change the
allocations for each, type of space. Permanent space is disc
space used for permanent structures such as files (permanent
and temporary), the file label table, the free space map,
and the directory. Transient space is for temporary
structures such as stacks, heaps, and operating system data
structures. Transient space is similar to the concept of
virtual memory on an MPE V system.

Each volume in the system volume set is given a percentage
for permanent and transient space when it is defined with
the NEWVOL command in VOLUTIL. This value relates to the
maximum amount of disc space of that type that can be
allocated on the volume. For example, if you specify a
permanent space value of 75% on an HP7937 disc drive (which
has a total size of 2,232,192 sectors) only 1,674,144
sectors, or 75%, of the drive, will be available for
permanent structures. The same rules hold true for
transient space.

It is possible, and most likely the case, that the total
percentage for permanent and trasient space will be greater
than 100%. For example, the volume 'can be set up for 100%
permanent and 100% transient. In this case the entire drive
is available for use by either type of storage. Obviously,
though, if 60% of the volume has been allocated as permanent
space~ only the remaining 40% will be available for use as
transient space.

There is a danger in setting the allocations to 100% for
both permanent and transient. If all of the available disc
space is used up as permanent, you will be unable to
allocate the transient structures needed to run programs.
If all of the space is used by transient structures, you
will be unable to build files. caution should be taken to
avoid this situation. There are special restrictions on
ldev 1 which reserve a certain amount of transient space for
rebooting. If ldev 1 is an HP7935 disc drive, the maximum
permanent value allowed is 75%, if it is an HP7937, the
maximum is 83%.

caution must also be taken not to underconfigure the
permanent space on the system. simple mathematics tells us
that if you have four disc drives and set each one up for
only 75% permanent, you have removed the equivalent of an
entire drive from your pool of available space. As a
general rule~ the system does not use a tremendous amount of
transient space on any one drive other than Idev 1. with
this in mind, you may not find it necessary to reserve a
large amount on every volume. Also remember that user
volume sets do not have transient space so all ~ser volumes
should be set to 100/100.

VOLUTIL has options on the show commands that will list the
allocations on each volume. If you want to get a report on
the usage, however, you should use the utility DISCFREE.
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Appendix A of this paper has an example of the output from
DISCFREE along with a detailed description of what each
field represents.

ACCOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR USER VOLUME SETS

Whenever you logon to an MPE XL system, you will be logged
into the system volume set unless special steps have been
taken to direct you to a user volume set. This means that
all of the files you build and access will reside on this
set. In order for the files to reside on a user volume set,
the system accounting structure must be duplicated on the
set. To accomplish this duplication, there are two options
available on the NEWACCT and NEWGROUP commands~

The first option available is the ONVS= parameter. This
parameter tells the system on which volume set to create the
~irectory entry. If this parameter is left off, the default
1S MPEXL SYSTEM VOLUME SET. The second option is the
HOMEVS=, and is valid only for groups. This parameter is
specified when creating or altering a group on the system
volume set to tell the file system which volume set to place
the group's files on. The group must be created on a user
volume set via the ONVS= parameter before it can
successfully be "homed" there.

Let's look at a quick example. We want to create an account
with the name ACCTl on the user volume set called USER SET,
which has already been defined. We also want to create a
group DATA whose files will reside on the user set. The
commands to do this would be:

:NEWACCT ACCT1,MGR
:NEWACCT ACCT1,MGRiONVS=USER SET
:NEWGROUP DATA.ACCTliONVS=USER SET
:NEWGROUP DATA.ACCTliHOMEVS=USER_SET

« 1 »
« 2 »
« 3 »
« 4 »

Statement number 1 simply creates the accounting structure
on the system volume set and statement 2 creates it on the
user volume set. Statement 3 creates the DATA group on the
user volume set. Statement 4 finally creates the DATA group
on the system volume set while at the same time setting its
file pointer to the user volume set.

In this example, the PUB group is automatically created on
both volume sets and remains "homed" to'
MPEXL SYSTEM VOLUME SET since no HOMEVS= was specified for
it. -If a file is created in PUB.ACCT1, it will reside on
the system volume set. If a file is created in DATA. ACCTl ,
it will be on the user volume set. Figure-2 shows the
layout of the accounting structure on the two volume sets.

MPE XL VolMgmt
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Accounting Structure

MPEXL_ SYSTEM_ VOLUME_SET

Directory Root I
l

I Account ACCT1 I
.--J L-,

IPUB group I IDATA groupl

J~ I
~~~

USER_SET

IPUB group I IDATA grou~1

!.~~

IFilel~~

FIGURE-2

BENEFITS OF VOLUME MANAGEMENT

Now that we have discussed some of the "practices and
pitfalls" behind Volume Management, let's begin looking at
the benefits that can be gained by implementing good
management strategies. To help us do this, we will be
looking at the ABC Manufacturing Company.

The main application running on ABC's system is their
manufacturing package. The manufacturing application
handles all of ABC's day to day production and must be
on-line twenty-four hours a day. If this application goes
do~n, the whole system is basically down.

Three other applications running on the system are not as
time critical. The internal accounting application, which
handles inventory~ receipts, and shipments, is run during
the day but can be suspended for a short time if necessary.
Payroll is also run during the day but only twice a month.
The third application is customer billing. These billings
are run nightly while the manufacturing application is the
only other thing running on the system.

ABC also has ~ development group working on the system.
This group 1S responsible for a large part of the system
activity but it is not critical that they stay live at all
times.

MPE XL VolMgmt
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Effective Use of Limited Resources

The first benefit of a good volume management strategy is
that it allows a user to make effective use of limited
resources. ABC, for example, has only two HP7937 disc
drives and eight HP7935 drives. They have decided to use
the two HP7937s as the only members of the system volume
set. This leaves them with eight HP7935s to be divided
between the remaining applications. Analysis of their needs
has determined that manufacturing and development
applications will each need three of these drives. This
leaves only two drives for the remaining three applications.
Fortunately, none of these applications need to be running
at the same time. Because of this fact, they can all share
the same two drives and ABC will simply mount the proper
packs for each application as needed. Figure-3 shows how
the sets might be laid out.

ACCOUNTING PAYROLL SET

u
u
u

MANUFACTURING DEVELOPMENT

MPEXL_SYSTEM VOLUME SET

FIGURE-3

You can see that without the use of user volume sets, ABC
would not have been able to load all of their applications
unless they had purchased four more disc drives.

We can take this situation a bit further with the use of
volume classes. The accounting and billing applications
share some common data. If they are to reside on separate
volume sets that are never mounted at the same time, the
data will have to be duplicated on each set. This is an

MPE XL VolMgmt
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obvious waste of disc space. ABC has chosen instead to
combine the two applications into one set. They will use
volume classes to restrict the common data to the master
volume. The program files and other data unique to each
individual application will be divided into separate classes
and separate volumes, so that only one class needs to be
mounted at a time. Figure-4 shows the new layout with
volume classes. You will notice that the payroll
application remains a separate volume set.

PAYROLL SET

o
o
u

DEVELOPMENT

B: MASTER Volume

: Volume Class: DATA

: MEMBER Volume B
!Volume Class: ACCTING

: MEMBER Volume B
i_ ~~Iu~e _Class_:_B~~~I~~ u_ ~

[~.~I

Lj
U

MANUFACTURING

MPEXL SYSTEM VOLUME SET

FIGURE-4

Reduced probability of Failure

One of the greatest benefits of user volume sets is the
reduced probability of system failures due to disc problems.
When we speak of disc drive reliability, we measure the Mean
Time Between Failure (MTBF). MTBF is a statistic that
predicts how often failure is likely to occur. Assumefor
our discussion that the MTBF for each of ABC's disc drives
is 50,000 hours and the probability of failure during this
time is 5%. Since we have eight drives on the system, the
probability of having a failure on anyone of these drives
is 40%.

The benefit of volume management is that a disc failure on a
non-system volume $et will not bring the entire system down.

MPE XL VolMgmt
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The failure will only affect users accessing that set.
Since ABC has only put two of their drives in the system
volume set, they have reduced their probability of complete
system failure from 40% to 10%.

Reduced Down Time

Through the use of user volumes sets, we have greatly
reduced the probability of failure on the entire system.
What do we do, though, if we have a failure on one of the
drives in a user volume set. Assume that ABC has had a
failure on one of the drives in their manufacturing volume
set. We see in our layout (Figure-4), that both the
manUfacturing and development sets physically require three
drives to be mounted. We have also identified that in the
event of an emergency, the development applications can be
shut down. So, after the failure in the manUfacturing set,
we can simply remove the three volumes of that set and
remount them in the drives that currently hold the
development set.

ABC has successfully brought their production back up
without having to shut the system down. No other users were
interrupted. Once the failing drive is repaired, the
development set can be remounted in the production's old
location to test the drive. This is all possible because
the information about the sets themselves is on the volumes.

Faster Recovery

Perhaps the biggest gain you will notice by converting some
of your system volumes to user volumes, is a reduction in
the time to recover the system from hard failure. It is
unfortunate, but likely that at some point you will be
forced to do an INSTALL on your system. During an INSTALL,
all volumes in the system volume set are initialized, wiping
out any data stored on them. After the system is back up,
all of these volumes must be redefined with VOLUTIL and all
files restored. This can be a very long and tedious
process.

In their implementation of user volume sets, ABC has greatly
reduced the time to recover from such a situation. If all
ten of their disc drives had been set up in the system
volume set, they would all have to be redefined after an
INSTALL. In addition, every file on the system would have
to be restored. Since they have made their two HP7937s the
only members of the system volume set, these drives are the
only ones that will be initialized during the INSTALL. Once
the system is up they will only need to define MEMBER2 (ldev
1 is always defined during the INSTALL) and restore only the
files that resided on the system volume set. All of the
structure and data on the user volume sets remains untouched
and is current to the time of the failure.

MPE XL VolMgmt
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Enhanced Security

Obviously, the last several points are the most significant
gains of implementing a volume management strategy. Another
benefit of partitioning your applications in such a way as
ABC has, is enhanced security. Sensitive data, such as the
payroll data, can be taken off-line when not in use to
prevent unauthorized access. In addition, a user must
possess UV (Use Volumes) capability in order to access any
data on a user volume set. with this in mind, you can limit
certain users to the system volume set to keep them out of
the applications.

Assures Needed Resources

By partitioning their applications, ABC has also assured
themselves of disc space being available for critical
processing. Most of the wasted space on the system probably
comes from the development accounts. By restricting them to
their own set, other applications will not have to compete
with them for disc space. In addition, space in the system
volume set will remain available for such things as dump
analysis.

comparable Access Time

MPE XL is designed to make heavy use of volume sets.
this reason, user volume sets have been constructed to
access time comparable to the system volume set.
should be no performance loss in implementing them for
applications.

Learning the procedures for setting up user volume sets may
seem a bit confusing to you at first. Once familiar with
them, you will agree that they are easier understand than
MPE V private volumes. Since this paper did not focus on
the setup procedure, Appendix B of this paper has been
provided as an example for the steps used to create all of
ABC's volume sets. Hopefully, the benefits you are now
aware of will make the effort to set up volume sets seem
more worthwhile.
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of the disc
An HP7935

APPENDIX A

DISCFREE
OUTPUT DESCRIPTION

LDEV 1
DEVICE SIZE: 2232192
TRANS SPACE: 55200 PERM SPACE: 106832

~X TRANS SPACE: 1674144 ~X PERM SPACE: 1674144

FREE SPACE: 2070160
AVAIL TO TRANS SPACE: 1618944 AVAIL TO PERM SPACE: 1567312

DEVICE SIZE The total size in sectors
drive. The drive in this example is an HP7937.
would show 1579904.

TRANS SPACE - The amount of transient disc space currently
being used on this device.

PERM SPACE The amount of permanent disc space currently
being used on this device.

MAX TRANS SPACE - The maximum amount of transient space
configured for this device. Divide this value by the device
size to get the percentage set up for transient space in
VOLUTIL (1674144/2232192 = 75%).

MAX PERM SPACE The maximum amount of permanent space
configured for this device. Divide this value by the device
size to get the percentage set up for permanent space in
VOLUTIL.

FREE SPACE - Total amount of free space remalnlng on this
device. Computed by subtracting TRANS SPACE and PERM SPACE
from DEVICE SIZE.

AVAIL TO TRANS SPACE - Total amount of transient space still
available for use on this device. Computed by sUbtracting
TRANS SPACE from MAX TRANS SPACE. The result of this
computation cannot exceed the value of FREE SPACE. If it
does, the amount of availab~e transient space will be equal
to the amount of free space.

AVAIL TO PERM SPACE Total amount of permanent space
still -available for use on this device. Computed by
subtracting PERM SPACE from MAX PERM SPACE. The result of
this computation cannot exceed the value of FREE SPACE. If
it does, the amount of available permanent space will be
equal to the amount of free space.
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APPENDIX.B

VOLUTILExample

The following is an example of the command to set·. up.· part of
ABC's system. The only volume currently defined is the
master volume of the system volume set. The example. shows
the steps to complete setup of the system volume set and to
set up ABC's manUfacturing set. The·other user volume sets
are not included in this example.

MPEXL: VOLUTIL
volutil: :DSTAT ALL

LDEV-TYPE STATUS
1-079370 MASTER
2-079370 SCRATCH
3-079350 SCRATCH
4-079350 UNKNOWN
5-079350 UNKNOWN

VOLUME (VOLUME SET - GEN)
MEMBER1 (MPEXL_SYSTEM_VOLUME_SET-O)

volutil: NEWVOLVNAME=MPEXL SYSTEM VOLUMESET:MEMBER2 LDEV=2
*Verify: Initialize new member volume on.ldev 2 [YIN] ? YES
NEW and TEMP filedeallocatedfor>MEMBER2 (LDEV 2)
*Note: New member volume. has been initialized· on ldev 2.

volutil: NEWSET SNAME=MANUFACTURING MASTER=MEMBERl LDEV=3
*Verify: Initialize new volume set MANUFACTURING:MEMBERl on

Idev 4 [Y(N} ? YES
beginning recovery
setup complete - beginning recovery of free space map and

label table
completed recovery of free space map and label table
completed recovery of files
begin posting of recovered files
recovery completed
NEW and TEMP files deallocated for MANUFACTURING:MEMBER1
*Note: New master volume has been initialized on ldev 3.

volutil: NEWVOL VNAME=MANUFACTURING:MEMBER2 LDEV=4
*Verify: Initialize new member volume MANUFACTURING:MEMBER2

on ldev 4 [YIN] ? YES
NEW and TEMP files deallocated for MEMBER2 (LDEV 4)
*Note: New member volume has been initialized on ldev 4.

volutil: NEWVOL VNAME=MANUFACTURING:MEMBER3 LDEV=5
*Verify: Initialize new member volume MANUFACTURING:MEMBER3

on ldev 5 [YIN] ? YES
NEW and TEMP files deallocated for MEMBER3 (LDEV 5)
*Note: New member volume has been initialized on ldev 5.
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volutil: SHOWSET MANUFACTURING INFO=STRUCT

Volumes in set: MANUFACTURING

MEMBER1
MEMBER2
MEMBER3

Classes in set: MANUFACTURING

DISC

Volumes in class:

MEMBER1
MEMBER2
MEMBER3

MANUFACTURING: DISC

volutil: :DSTAT ALL
LDEV-TYPE STATUS
1-079370 MASTER
2-079370 MEMBER
3-079350 MASTER
4-079350 MEMBER
5-079350 MEMBER

volutil: EXIT

MPEXL:

VOLUME (VOLUME SET - GENl
MEMBER1 (MPEXL SYSTEM VOLUME SET-O)
MEMBER2 (MPEXL-SYSTEM-VOLUME-SET-O)
MEMBER1 (MANUFACTURING - 0) 
MEMBER2 (MANUFACTURING - 0)
MEMBER3 (MANUFACTURING - 0)
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Abstract

DBRECOV is the recovery mechanism for •TurboIMAGE databases. It is a complex
utility with a variety of available recovery options. As more customers implement user
logging, the importance of understanding DBRECOVhas increased. Unfortunately,
many users are unfamiliar with DBRECOV and how it operates.

This paper will discuss how to use DBRECOV and.will also explain the different options
available that can affect the outcome of recovery. The different recovery algorithms
will be discussed as well as some of the internal structures of DBRECOV. Performance
ofbothDBRECOV!V andDBRECOV!XL will also be discussed.

The paper is designed for those users who wish to know more about DBRECOV and how
to effectively use this utility to meet the needs of their organization. Readers should be
familiar with TurboIMAGE and user logging.

Introduction

DBRECOV .consists of two methods of database recovery:· Roll-Back recovery· and
Roll-Forward recovery.

Roll-Back Recovery provides a means of rapid database recovery following a "soft"
system crash (i.e. a system failure or a working loss of memory). • Roll-Back uses the
current database and log files. When invoked, Roll-Back will undo any incomplete
database transactions. Intrinsic Level Recovery (ILR) on MPE!V must be enabled in
order to ensure database integrity. Transaction Manager (XM) on MPE/XL
automatically ensures database integrity.

Roll-Forward recovery can be used to provide database recovery in the case ofa hard
system failure (i.e. disk head crash). Roll-Forward recovery uses a stored back-up copy
of a database and the current log file. The back-up copy of the database is updated with
the completed transactions that were written to thelog file. All incomplete transactions
are suppressed.

DBRECOV also has many options that can affect the recovery operation. Several of
these options will be discussed.
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Using DBRECOV

Before any recovery can occur, some preparatory steps need to be taken. Figure 1 shows
how to initiate database logging, and how to enable databases for the specific type of
recovery desired. Multiple databases can share the same log identifier, which means
transactions from all of the databases will be logged to the same log file. One thing to
note is that enabling a database for Roll-Back will also automatically enable logging and
ILR (on MPE/V). However, disabling a database for Roll-Back will not also disable
logging and ILR (on MPE IV). This must be done manually. ILR will be discussed in
more detail in the next section.

There are many options that can control the outcome of recovery. These options can be
specified by using the CONTROL command. A list of all CONTROL commands can be
seen in Figure 2. Since this list is fairly extensive, only the NOABORTS/ABORTS,
NOUNEND/UNEND, STATS/NOSTATS commands will be discussed here.

The NOABORTS/ABORTS option controls DBRECOV's treatment of aborted
transactions. An aborted transaction is any transaction that does not complete normally.
An aborted transaction will have an ABEND record instead of a DBEND record in the
log file. The CONTROL ABORTS (default) option will cause DBRECOV to treat an
aborted transaction as though it had completed normally. If the NOABORTS option is
used, DBRECOV will roll-out the aborted transaction. Any subsequent transaction that
is dependent upon the aborted transaction will also be rolled out.

For example, if transaction 1 does a DBPUT to record number 1 and then aborts, it will
be rolled out. If transaction 2 does a DBUPDATE to record number I, it will fail since
record number 1 no longer exists in the database. Transaction number 2 is considered a
dependent transaction and will be rolled out.

The CONTROL NOUNEND/UNEND option affects the way· DBRECOV handles
transactions which do not complete due to a system failure. CONTROL NOUNEND
(default) will cause DBRECOV to suppress transactions that do not complete due to a
system failure. Transactions that are dependent upon these suppressed transactions will
be rolled out. The UNEND option will cause DBRECOV to treat incomplete
transactions as though they had completed.

The STATS option will print tabulated information from the log files similar to the
tables printed after an actual database recovery; however, no databases are opened or
recovered. This option is useful if the user wants to know what types of transactions
occurred on the databases in the log file without having to perform any recovery. The
STATS option is simple to use:

:FILE LOGFILE=ORDEROOI
:RUN DBRECOV. PUB. SYS
> CONTROL STATS
> RUN

The NOSTATS (default) option simply negates the STATS option.

In addition to specifying CONTROL options, the user may want to use the FILE
command to route log records to individual user files. The FILE command will open a
user file for a particular user. These files provide information about the outcome of
recovery and can provide a useful tool for auditing purposes.
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Figure ·1: Preparatory Steps For DBRECOV

1. Acquire logging capability:
: NEWACCT acctname, mgrname ;CAP= capabi 1 i ty list (include LG)

OR

: NEWACCT acc tname,o CAP= capabi 1 i ty 1 is t (include LG)

To aquire .logging .capability for a user:

: NEWUSER username,o CAP=capabili ty list (include LG)

OR

: AL TUSER username ,oCAP= capabil i ty Ii st (include LG)

2. Acquire a log identifier:
:GETLOG 10gi d,' LOG= logri1 e,{DISCI TAPE ISDISC ICTAPE}

[ ;PASS=PASSWORD] [; {AUTO/NOAUTO}]

AUTO performs an automatic CHANGELOG when the disk log file becomes full.
NOAUTO is the default.

3. Build a log file if logging to DISK:
:BUILD logrile;CODE=LOG;DlSC=[numrecs] [ , [numextents]

L,initialalloc]] ]

4. Set the log identifier and flags:
:RUN DBUTIL.PUB.SYS
»SETdata base name LOGID=logid

PASSWORD?*******

If doing a roll-forward:
»ENABLE data base name FOR LOGGING
»ENABLEdata base name FOR RECOVERY
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Figure 1: Preparatory Steps For DBRECOV (Cont.)

If doing roll-back:

»ENABLE da ta base name FOR ROLLBACK

Note: Enabling a database for ROLLBACK will also automatically

enable the database for LOGGING and ILR (for MPE/V).

However, disabling a database for ROLLBACK will not
automatically disable a database for LOGGING and ILR

(for MPE/V). This must be done manually.

5. Make a backup tape of the data base. (This is required for roll-forward
and highly recommended for roll-back):

:RUN DBSTORE.PUB.SYS

6. Start the logging process:

:LOG logid, START
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MODE 4

Figure2:DBRECOVCONTROL OPTIONS
- RECOVER IN DBOPEN MODE 4;ALLOWS MODE 6 ACCESSORS.

MODEX
NOCHECKSUM/CH ECKSUM
NOMATCH/MATCH

NOSTORE/STORE
NOSTAMP/STAMP

NOLOGID/LOGID

NOABORTS/ABORTS
STATS/NOSTATS
NOTSEQ

NORSEQ

NOUNEND/UNEND

EOF = NNN

STOPTIME = mm/dd/yy hh:mm

ERRORS = N

WARNS = N

- RECOVER IN EXCLUSIVE MODE.
- DISALLOW/ALLOW RECORD CHECKSUM.
- DISALLOW/ALLOW CHECK<FOR DATABASE/LOG FILE MATCH.

- DISALLOW/ALLOW CHECK FOR THE DBSTORE FLAG.
- DISALLOW/ALLOW CHECK FOR DATABASE AND LOG FILE TIME STAMPS.

- DISALLOW/ALLOW CHECK FOR DATABASE AND LOG FILE LOG ID's.

- SUPPRESS/APPLY ABORTED TRANSACTIONS.
- TURN ON/OFF LOG FILE REPORTING.
- DO NOTCHECK TO SEEIF LOG RECORD TIME STAMPS ARE IN SEQUENCE.

- DO NOT CHECK TO SEE IF THE LOG RECORD NUMBER IS IN SEQUENCE
WITH THE PREVIOUS LOG· RECORD

- SUPPRESS/RECOVER TRANSACTIONS WHICH DO NOT COMPLETE DUE
TO A SYSTEM FAILURE

SPECIFY A LOG RECORD NUMBER IN ORDER TO CREATE AN ARTIFICIAL EOF

- SPECIFY A TIME STAMP IN ORDER TO CREATE AN ARTIFICAL EOF

..., SPECIFY THE MAXIMUM ERROR LIMIT BEFORE TERMINATION (DEFAULT = 3000)

- SPECIFY THE MAXIMUM WARNING LIMIT BEFORE TERMINATION (DEFAULT = 3000)
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The format of the FILE command is as follows:

> FILE fileref,userrefl,rmode,fmode]

The fileref parameter is an MPE file reference in the form of file name
l/lockword][.group[.account]] which specifies the destination file for each user's log
records. The userref parameter, in the form of username [/ident].account, specifies
which user's log records are to be copied to the destination file. The rmode parameter
tells DBRECOV to return log records associated with transactions that are successfully
recovered. Rmode can be used only for Roll-Forward recovery and can take on one of
four values. Fmode directs DBRECOV to return log records associated with transactions
which failed to be recovered. Fmode can be used with both Roll-Forward· and
Roll-Back recovery and can also take on one of four values. Please consult the
TurboIMAGE Reference Manual for further details.

XM vs ILR

In order for Roll-Back recovery to work, a database must be in a physically consistent
state. TurboIMAGE uses Transaction Manager (XM) on MPE/XL, and Intrinsic Level
Recovery (ILR) on MPE/V to accomplish this task.

XM is an MPE/XL operating system service which provides TurboIMAGE/XL and other
internal subsystems with a transaction based level of data and file integrity. From the
TurboIMAGE/XL perspective, a transaction may be seen as a unique set of writes
necessary to perform a single database intrinsic. For example, a DBPUT to a detail data
set with one or more associated master data sets will result in multiple file system writes.
A broken chain will result if the DBPUT is interrupted before all necessary file
modifications are made. XM provides the same type of service that DBBEGIN and
DBEND provides to database logging users. It is possible, however, to lose more than one
database intrinsic if the XM journal in memory has not been posted to the XM log file on
disk at the time of a system failure. XM will automatically perform recovery from the
XM log file at boot up time. XM has enough information on disk to guarantee physical
database integrity. XM will protect modifications to the root file as well as to data sets.

ILR is a feature of TurboIMAGE/V. ILR guarantees that at most, only one database
intrinsic will be lost. ILR, however, provides a performance penalty; all modifications
involvi.ng pointer manipulations must be logged to the ILR log file. The ILR log file has
the name <dbname>OO and is created when a database is enabled for ILR.
TurboIMAGE/V will ensure that the "before" and "after" images of the modified data
are written to the ILR log file before the data sets themselves are modified. ILR results
in more file system writes being performed which decreases database performance.

ILR is also available on TurboIMAGE/XL, but the concept is entirely different. ILR can
be used to ensure that only one intrinsic can be left incomplete. Once again, ILR implies
a performance penalty. ILR will cause TurboIMAGE/XL to wait until the XM journal
in memory is flushed out to the XM log file on disk before any modifications are made to
the actual data sets.
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Internal Design

DBRECOV is a two-step process. The first step is known as analysis time and the second
step is known as recovery time.

Analysis time is when DBRECOV builds a recovery block in the Staging Area. A
recovery block is a recoverable portion of a log file. The block contains at least 100
records with no open transactions (that is, every DBBEGIN will be matched with its
corresponding DBEND). The only exception to this rule is in the last recovery block
where there may be some open transactions due to a system failure. The period between
recovery blocks is known as the quiet period.

On MPE/V, the Staging Area is a temporary MPE file to which DBRECOV writes
recovery blocks. On MPE/XL, the Staging Area is a PASCAL HEAP structure in
memory. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the log file and the Staging Area.

Recovery time is when DBRECOV performs the actual recovery of the recovery block.
For Roll-Forward recovery, DBRECOV recovers every recovery block in the Staging
Area. For Roll-Back recovery, only the last recovery block is recovered. This will be
discussed in more detail later.

DBRECOV uses several internal tables and temporary files to accomplish recovery.
Figure 4 illustrates the internal tables used by DBRECOV on MPE/XL, while Figure 5
illustrates the internal tables and temporary files used by DBRECOV on MPE/V.

The Database Table stores information about each database designated for recovery. An
entry is created in -the table when the database is opened. The table contains
information about the number of transactions, DBPUTS, DBDELETES, and DBUPDATES
that have occurred. In addition, the Database Table has pointers to the Process and
Record Tables.

The Process Table stores information about each user process that accesses a database
being recovered. The Process Table contains information such as the number of
DBPUTS, DBDELETES, andDBUPDATES a process does, and also the number of the last
incomplete transaction (if one exists).

On MPE/XL, the Process Table is built to accommodate a large number of users.
However, due to architectural restraints on MPE/V, the Process Table cannot be built as
large as it is on MPE/XL, and is divided into three parts. A temporary MPE file known
as the Process File is used to store information for all processes accessing a database. The
Process Table still exists, but only contains the 12 most active processes. Another table
called the User Table is used to index the Process File entry and the Process Table entry
(if one exists) for each process. Entries in the Process File are read into the Process Table
when needed. Entries in the Process Table are linked together according to when the
entry was allocated, with the latest one at the head of the chain. When the Process
Table is full and more entries are needed, the entry at the tail of the chain will be moved
back to the Process File, and the entry needed will be copied from the Process File into
the Process Table.
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Figure 3: Log File/StagingArea Relationship
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Figure 4: DBRECOV/XL Internal Tables
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FigureS: DBRECOV/V Internal Tables and Files
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The Record Table stores the "before" and "after" record numbers of detail data set entries
added during the recovery process in order to make subsequent references possible.
During recovery, record numbers may change due to suppressed transactions. For
example, transaction number 1 does a DBPUT to record number 1 of data set A and then
aborts. Transaction number 2 does a DBPUT to record number 2 of data set A and then
ends its transaction. If recovery is done later with the NOABORTS option, transaction
number 1 will not be applied to the data set. However, transaction number 2 will be
applied to the data set, but DBPUT will place the data in the next available record which
is now record number" 1 and not record number 2. Any subsequent DBUPDATE or
DBDELETE that references record number 2 will now need to reference record number
1. The Record Table will map the old record number (from the log file) to the new
record number (obtained from DBPUT) in order to make the correct retrieval.

The Recovery Table stores entries pertaining to the user recovery file declarations. Each
entry contains the log number of the process, the recovery file name, and the type of
information to be returned.

Roll-Forward Recovery

Roll-Forward recovery is the method of recovery needed when a system experiences
problems due to faulty hardware or a severely corrupted database in which Roll-Back
recovery is impossible.

The first step in Roll-Forward recovery is to purge all databases to be recovered and
restore the back-up copies of the databases from tape. After the databases have been
restored, DBRECOV can be run. The user can specify all desired options with the
CONTROL and FILE commands. All databases that need to be recovered can be
specified with the RECOVER command. DBRECOV will check the syntax, attempt to
open the database(s), and create a Database Table entry for each database. Once the
RUN command is accepted, the recovery process begins.

Roll-Forward will then build a recovery block. As mentioned before, a recovery block is
a subset of the log file and contains 100 or more records with no open transactions. The
only exception is in the very last recovery block, which may have open transactions
because of a system failure. Once the recovery block is built, a pointer is positioned to
the beginning of the Staging Area.

Roll-Forward recovery will attempt to apply as many transactions as it can to the
database. All incomplete transactions will be suppressed. If a transaction cannot be
applied because it is an incomplete or dependent transaction, Roll-Forward will invoke
Roll-Back to roll-out the transaction and mark it dead. Once Roll-Back has completed,
Roll-Forward can then resume again.

Once recovery has completed, a pointer is positioned to the beginning of Staging Area if
recovery files have been declared via the FILE command. The Staging Area is processed
again and all the appropriate log records are written to their corresponding files.

Roll-Forward will continue the above. process for all recovery blocks. The process,
database, logging, and recovery statistics are then printed out. All databases are now
logically consistent.
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Rol'-Back Recovery

Roll-Back recovery will roll-out any incomplete transaction following a "soft" system
crash. Roll-Back can be used in most situations to Perform rapid recovery.

As with Roll-Forward recovery, the user can specify all desired recovery options with
the CONTROL and FILE commands. Multiple databases can be recovered by specifying
them with the ROLLBACK command. Roll-Back will check for correct syntax, attempt
to open the database(s), and create a Database Table entry for each database.

After the RUN command is used to start recovery, Roll-Back will start to build recovery
blocks. Roll-Back will discard every recovery block except the last one. The last
recovery block is the one in which Roll-Back will perform its recovery.

Before recovery can begin, Roll-Back will determine which log record in the Staging
Area it needs to roll-back to. This is known as the stopping point. It is defined as the
DBBEGIN log record of the farthest incomplete transaction in the last recovery block.
The stopping point is the point at which Roll-Back recovery stops and Roll-Forward
recovery begins. Roll-Back will find the information it needs to determine the stopping
point by analyzing the data in the Process Table.

Roll-Back will start at the last record in the Staging Area and roll-out ALL transactions
up to the stopping point. Roll-Forward will then be invoked to reapply as many
transactions as possible. If a transaction cannot be applied because it is dependent upon
a suppressed transaction, Roll-Back will be invoked to roll-out the transaction and mark
it dead. Once Roll-Back completes, Roll-Forward can then resume.

If recovery files have been declared with the file command, Roll-Back will position a
pointer to the beginning of the Staging Area. A pass is made through the Staging Area,
and the appropriate log records are written to their corresponding user files.

After Roll-Back has completed, the process, database, logging, and recovery statistics are
printed out. All databases are now both logically and physically consistent.

Stop-Restart Recovery

Stop-Restart recovery is a feature that can be used by both Roll-Forward and Roll-Back
recovery. Stop-Restart recovery can be used to stop a long recovery process and then
restart it at a later time. It can only be used with multiple log files.

For example, if a user is recovering a database that has 50 log files, the user can stop
recovery, say at log file number 27, by either renaming or removing the log file. When
DBRECOV tries to open log file number 27 and can't find it, the program will prompt
the user to either stop recovery or resume recovery. If the user responds RESUME,
DBRECOV will ask that the log file be restored so that recovery can resume. If the user
responds STOP, DBRECOV will stop the recovery process.
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DBRECOV stops the recovery process by saving the recovery environment in a file called
the Restart File. The Restart File is a privileged file that has the same name as the logid
set in the database root file. The Restart File is created when the RUN command is
issued. If a file already exists with the same name, DBRECOV will abort, indicating that
there is a duplicate permanent file. The Restart File can be purged by running
DBRECOV with the PURGE option (i.e. RUN DBRECOV. PUB. SYS,PURGE).

When recovery is stopped, DBRECOV saves all int~rnal tables, files, and variables in the
Restart File. The Staging Area, however, is not saved. Once everything is saved in the
Restart File, DBRECOV will terminate.

Recovery can be restarted at a later time by running DBRECOV with the RESTART
option (i.e. RUN DBRECOV. PUB. SYS,RESTART). DBRECOV will rebuild all the
internal tables and files from the information stored in the Restart File. All internal
variables will be set back to the values at the time recovery was stopped. The Staging
Area will be rebuilt from the log files. After the environment has been restored,
recovery can start from where it left off.

Stop-Restart recovery can be aborted if the user does not wish to restart recovery by
running DBRECOV with the ABORT option (i.e. RUN DBRECOV.PUB.SYS, ABORT).
This will also purge the Restart File. Note that using the ABORT option of DBRECOV
may leave a database in a logically inconsistent state.

Performance

The performance of DBRECOV/V depends greatly on the number of users accessing the
databases being recovered. Since the Process Table can only contain 12 entries,
performance will start to decrease if more than 12 concurrent users access any
combination of databases in a recovery block at one time. This is due to the fact that
DBRECOV/V must swap entries back and forth between the Process Table and the
Process File. Performance is significantly better if no swapping occurs and all process
entries remain in the Process Table. In some instances, it is a better idea to recover only
one or two databases at a time in order to avoid swapping Process Table and Process File
entries.

DBRECOV/XL provides substantial performance improvements over DBRECOV/V..
DBRECOV/XL'smain performance gain is that it has a very large Process Table in
memory and does not use the User Table or the Process File. This increases performance
by not having to swap Process Table and Process File entries. In addition,
DBRECOV/XL keeps the Staging Area in memory, which avoids the disk I/O present for
the -Staging Area in DBRECOVIV. It is in the best interest of the user to recover all
databases from the same log file at one time. This eliminates the overhead of building
the internal structures of DBRECOV/XL for every execution of the program.

The performance of DBRECOV on both MPE/V and MPE/XL also depends upon the
complexity of the application programs which logged database intrinsics to the log file,
and the structure of the databases being· recovered.
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In general, as the. number of transactions dependent upon suppressed transactions
increases, DBRECOV performance decreases. A transaction can be suppressed if it did
not complete due to a system failure, or it aborted and the CONTROL NOABORTS
option was specified. If there are other transactions dependent upon these suppressed
transactions, then Roll-Back routines will be needed to roll-out these transactions, which
will cause DBRECOV performance to decrease.

The structure of the database plays an important in DBRECOV performance. As the
number of paths increase from a data set, the number of file system reads and writes
increases which of course decreases performance.

Summary

DBRECOV is a very powerful and useful recovery tool. The many options available in
DBRECOV can be used to tailor the recovery needs of a specific customer.

This paper has covered the internal design of DBRECOV, with a special emphasis placed
on the internal tables and files used in the recovery process. The differences between
DBRECOVIV and DBRECOV/XL were pointed out as well as some performance
considerations. For those users who wish to know more about the externals of
DBRECOV, the Turbo/MAGE Reference Manual can provide detailed explanations.
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SPL: Vision Of The Future Or Of The Past?

by

Stan Sieler

Allegro Consultants, Inc.

2055 Woodside Road, .suite 170
Redwood city, CA 94061

Voice:· (415)369-2303
Fax: (415) 369-2304

Abstract

IsSPL dead? If not, why not? How can SPL be used in a manner
that allows. easy porting from the Classic HP3000to the HPPA
HP3000? This paper addresses these·· questions ,proposes some
answers, and explores coding techniques that aid migrating from
SPL to SPLash! and C.

Introduction

SPL is not dead. It's living in semi-retirement and has been
spotted recently moving around Cupertino, California. Seriously,
what is the status of SPL? This paper explores that question, as
well as presenting techniques that can aid in either extending
the life of SPL or in aiding the migration from SPLto Cor
SPLash! .

SPL was born with the first HP3000 in 1972, but we can trace its
ancestry back to ALGOL (1960). SPL grew slowly, with the base
features of the language being extended, until about 1978. A
spurt of "late growth" came around 1982, but since then the
language has.been stable. The version currently available is
called SPL/V. Given the unstated obsolescence ofMPE V, future
enhancements to SPL/V by Hewlett Packard seem quite unlikely.
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For readers unfamiliar with SPL, let's briefly describe the
language. SPL (Systems Programming Language) is a block
structured language similar to ALGOL-60. SPL lacks some of the
features of ALGOL, notably the ability to nest the declaration of
procedures and a feature known as "blocks". SPL has some
enhancements beyond ALGOL, including a primitive macro mechanism
(DEFINEs), a source-file inclusion directive ($INCLUDE), direct
access to the hardware stack (TOS), and the ability to intermix
assembly language statements with high-level SPL statements
(ASSEMBLE). Like ALGOL (and C), SPL has no built-in I/O
capability. Like ALGOL (and unlike e or Pascal), SPL does not
have the abilit¥ to declare "record" structures. (For a very
detailed compar1son of SPL to other languages, Eugene Volokh's
mUlti-language comparison paper is highly recommended.)

When the RISe-based HP3000 line was first announced, the only
"classic" HP3000 languages that were supported were Pascal, COBOL
(1974), COBOL (1985), and FORTRAN 77. HP produced new versions
of the compilers for these languages, versions that emit "Native
Mode" (NM) RISe instructions. Since the introduction of MPE XL
(the operating s¥stem for the RISe-based HP3000s), HP has added
Native Mode comp1ler$ for e and RPG. Notably absent was SPL. A
consortium of SPL enthusiasts spotted a market opportunity and,
under the aegis of Software Research Northwest, developed and
market SPLash!, a Native Mode version of SPL.

Sil1ce a Native Mode version of SPL exists, the vast majority of
SPL/V programs can be migrated to Native Mode. This provides one
answer to our question: Yes, SPL has a future, and it's called
SPLash!

However, SPL (and SPLash!) are confined to HP computers running
the MPE operating system (MPE V or MPE XL). with today's
increasingly mixed computing environment, the the issue of
portability should be considered when considering the death of
SPL.

Since it is unlikely that other computer manufacturers will
embrace MPE as their operating system, an alternative answer to our
original question might be: No, SPL has no future because it is
tied to one operating system.

So, we have two good answers: Yes and No. Because of this
dichotomy, the rest of this paper is split into two sections.
The first deals with using SPL in such a way as to prolong its
usefulness. The second deals with using SPL with an eye towards
migrating to e.
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staying Alive

Since this section is concerned with prolonging the lifetime of
SPLprograms, some of the reasons for choosing to write in SPL/V
on MPE V should be mentioned. After all,if SPL/V was not a good
choice.for MPEV pro9ramming, then there would be no need to
consider prolonging 1ts life.

When performance is an important consideration, SPL/V is the
language of choice onMPE V. The language and the eISC
instruction set of the classic HP3000·were designed together, and
no other language is as close a match for the instruction set.
Many SPL statements are implemented as single instructions.
(The language coming the closest is, perhaps, FORTRAN/V, an
implementat10n of FORTRAN 66 which is not available in Native
Mode on MPE XL.) The ability to drop into assembler provides
absolute control over the speed of the of the final code.

BecauseSPL has no built in I/O facility, programmers must use
the operating system intrinsics to access the. file system. This
results in "leaner" (and, unfortunately, "meaner") .code. When
compared with· programs doing· I/O in· any other MPE V language
(using· the constructs provided by the language), SPL always wins.
The reason is pretty simple: all other languagesboil.down to an
interface to the same MPE intrinsics (e.g.: FREAD, FWRITE).
Typically, these interfaces have general purpose code associated
with them, which adds a layer of overhead not present inSPL
programs. (True, it can often dramatically cut down on program
development·time, but that issue is not under consideration at
the moment.)

SPL/Vprograms that are I/O intensive on MPE V will still be I/O
intensive on MPE XL. Although it can usually be argued that the
CPU efficiency of I/O intensive code matters very little (i.e.:
it rarely matters if a program takes 2 milliseconds or 4 to
process a record if it took the operating system 30 milliseconds
to·. fetch .the record), on MPEXL an extra. layer ·of inefficiency is
added when a program accesses the file system from .Compatibility
Mode (CM). Hence, even SPL programs can benefit from running in
Native Mode. This can be accomplished by using the SPLash!
compiler to compile an SPLprogram into NM code.

On MPE XL, an alternative method of accessing disc files exists,
callable only from Native Mode. This feature is called "mapped
files" (or, more properly, "user mapped files"). Mapped files
have been explored in .my paper "Mapped Files: What, How, & Why"
[#1] and in the book "Beyond RISC!" [#2].

Prolonging the life of SPL/V programs means planning to use
SPLashl to compile into Native Mode onMPE XL. This implies
two important areas of concern: how to plan for imcompatibilities
and how to plan to use new features (e.g.: mapped files).
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Sometimes. Things Change

The RISCarchitecture deals with 32-bit and 64-bit addresses.
32-bit addresses are actually a short-form of 64-bit addresses,
and are converted by the hardware to 64-bit form as they are
bein~ used. The Classic architecture deals with two kinds of
l6-b1t addresses: byte oriented and l6-bit oriented. The Classic
HP3000 literature refers to these as byte-addresses and
word-addresses, but the use of "word" is confusing with the
advent of the 32-bit RIse word. Therefore, this paper will refer
to Classic words as either "half words" or "l6-bit words".

SPLashl can produce code for procedures in either of two
different modes. "Splash-mode" procedures expect their
parameters on the SPLash!-simulated stack (a l6-bit wide stack
limited to 65536 bytes), and treat most addresses as l6-bits big.
"Native-mode" procedures expect their parameters in a mix of
registers and the native mode stack, and treat most addresses as
32-bits big. The programmer can choose which type of procedure
he or she wants, with the limitation that splash-mode procedures
can be called only from a SPLash! outer block OR other splash
mode procedures. Native-mode procedures can be called by
splash-mode procedures, a SPLash! outer block, or from other
native-mode procedures (produced by any language). If SPL code
was being used as an SL (or RL) called by other languages, then
the only choice is a native-mode procedure.

This produces two types of problems for SPL/V programs. Some
programs have code which stores 16-bit addresses (byte OR
half-word) into l6-bit variables:

integer i;
byte pointer pi;

i := @p/;

SPL integers are l6-bits

save addres of pi in i.

If this code is in a procedure marked as "option native", SPLash!
will generate a syntax error on the attempt to store a 32-bit
value (@p') into a l6-bit variable (i).

The simplest solution to this problem is to change the type of
the variable i to "double":

double i;

However, the program will then no longer compile under SPL/V.
This is not acceptable to many programmers who want a single source
to compile with both SPL/V and SPLash!. (Note: a similar problem
faces Pascal/V and Pascal/XL programers. Only SPLash!·has a
totally edit-free solution.)

Two better solutions are available, both using compile-time logic.
SPL allows source code to be optionally included (or omitted) based
on the value of a "flag". SPL allows the use of 10 flags, named
XO, Xl, ... , X9. These flags can have either the value "ON" or "OFF".
If X9 is chosen to have the value of "ON" for SPLashl compilations,
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and "OFF" for SPL/V compilations, then the above problem can be
solved as either:

$if x9 = off
integer i;

$if x9= on
double i;

$if
byte pointer p';

i := @p/;

integer #;

double #;

addr i;
byte pointer p':

i:= @i;

PL/V

PLash!

The second approach is recommended,.as it involves using the
least number of compile-time switches, and so produces the
easiest to read SPL code.

A compiler flag (e.g.: X9) can beset to ON with the line:

$set x9 = on

SPLash! relieves the programmer from the need to constantly edit
such a line (to "OFF" for SPL/V,and to "ON" for SPLash!) by
extending the syntax of the $TF directive AND relying on.a
"feature" of SPL/V. The combination allows the following
compiler directives to set X9 = ON automatically for SPLash!
compiles, .and to OFF for SPL/V compiles, with NO editing
required!

$set x9 = off
$if x9 = on or xsplash
$ set x9 = on
$if

OFF = SPL/V, ON = SPLash!
SPL/V ignores the "OR XSPLASH"
Yes, is SPLash!

Some intrinsics return code addresses known as·"plabel"s. On MPE
V, aplabel was 16 bits. On MPE ~L, a Native Modeplabel is 32
bits. Because of this change, the NM trap arming intrinsics
(e.g.: XCONTRAP, XARITRAP), expect 32 bit parameters instead of
16 bits. This can be solved:

$if x9= off
define plabel

$if x9 = on
define plabel

$if

integer #;

double #;
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plabel
old'plabel;

xcontrap (@cy'handler, old'plabel):

A few other intrinsics have had their parameters change from MPE
V to NM MPE XL. These include: createprocess, search and
mycommand. SPLash! comes with include files that, for
splash-mode procedures, provide plug-compatible calling
sequences. However, for programmers wishing to call the real
createprocess intrinsic, a possible solution is:

integer
parm:

$if x9 = off
integer array

itemvals (0 max'item):
integer

status:
define

dubl = #:
$if x9 = on

double array
itemvals (0: max'item):

double
status:

define
dubl = double #:

$if

itemvals (0) := dubl (parm):

itemvals (1) := dubl (logical ("CS"»:

createprocess (status, ••• , itemvals):

Another example of an intrinsic with changed parameters is
genmessage, whose param1, ••• , param5 parameters changed
to 32-bit in Native Mode. A transparent method of calling this
routine is:

$if x9 = off
define virt

$if x9 = on
define virt

$if

# ;

virtual #;

intrinsic
genmessagei

! pass 2 byte addresses as paraml and param2 .•.
genmessage ( ••. , virt (@paraml), virt (@param2) );
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sometimes. They stay The Same

Most SPL/V code compiles with no changes in SPLash!, even most
ASSEMBLE statements. SPLash! simply emulates the Classic HP3000
instruction set when compiling an ASSEMBLE. Keep in mind that many
uses of ASSEMBLE are probably not desirable, and that they give
SPLash! little leeway for optimizing your code. · Similarly, using
TOS can easily lead· to programming mistakes in SPL/V as well as in
SPLash! ..

sometimes. Old Things Go

MPE XL is missing some procedures that were available on MPE V.
Some of these procedures are completely gone (e.g.: the privileged
setbreakpnt) and some exist only in Compatibil i ty .Mode (e. g. :
segmenter .and sortinitial).

Programs that used the segmenter procedure in SPL/V will have to
change to something like:

$if x9 = off

segmenter ( .•. );

$if x9 = on

move segment'command' := "PREP .... ";
command (segment' command' , err, parm);

$if

Programs using sortinitial should be changed to use the similar
sortinit, which does exist in Native Mode.

Sometimes. New Things Come

MPE XL has added a number of new intrinsics, available only from
Native Mode, including: hpfopen and hpcicommand. Some old
intrinsics have an expanded range of parameters.

The dascii intrinsic. (finally) allows a base of -10 (this is
available in both CM and NM). A programmer wishing to obtain
right-justified dascii output ina field of 12 bytes could do
the following:

integer len;
$if x9 = off

byte array scratch' (0 11) ;
$if

intrinsic dascii;

movebuf' := 12 (" If);
$if x9 = off

blank out the destination
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len := dascii (val, 10, scratch');
move buf' (11) := scratch' (len - 1), (- len);

$if x9 = on
dascii (val, -10, buf'(ll));

$if

Or, check the contributed library (or contact the author) for
plug-compatible replacements for ascii, dascii, binary, a
db~ary that support bases 8, 10, -10, and 16, and can run on MPE
V or MPE XL.

For new intrinsics, they can be selected with compile-time logic.
The following example shows how to call the command intrinsic and
generate the appropriate error/warning message. Note that extra
code is required on MPE V, as the command intrinsic does not
print error messages, where the MPE XL hpcicommand intrinsic will
(optionally) display error messages.

$if x9 = off
intrinsic command;

$if x9 = on
intrinsic hpcicommand;

$if

sit x9 = off
command (buf', err, parm);
if <> then

genmsgu (2, err);
$if x9 = on

hpcicommand bUf', err, parm, ° «print all errs & warnings»);
$if
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Alas. Poor Yorick

This section deals with the "SPL is dying" side of the argument.
If SPL/V is a dying language, what can we do while writing new
SPL code for MPE V (or maintaining old SPL/V code) that can ease
our eventual move to another language? What language should we
aim towards?

The choice of target language will influence our actions, so that
must be discussed first. Only two languages available on MPE
today are feasible: Pascal and C.

Based on our earlier discussion, SPL can be considered "dying"
only if portability to non-MPE based computers is important. In
such a discussion, we clearly must consider HP's Pascal to also
be "dying".

Why? Because HP's excellent implementation of Pascal/XL is
excellenent precisely because it addresses a number of the
limitations of standard Pascal. It provides extensions such as
type coercion (known as "casting" toc programmers), pointer
manipulation, crunched records, and structured constants.
Programs written using these extensions, and efficient programs
must use them, have portability problems similar to those of
SPL/V. Additionally, the Pascal XL extensions are not available
in Pascal/V,.despite pUblic announcements of their imminent
release at the 1986 Detroit Conference, thus/converting SPL/V to
Pascal+/V is not feasible, even ignoring portability
issues. The C compilers available tend to suffer a little less
from portability issues.

Pascal lacks one important feature that makes conversion of SPL
difficult: macros. The define statement of SPL allows
extension of the language, and is impossible to simulate in
Pascal (without the use of a pre-processor). C provides macros
via #define.

Thus, C is our language of choice. Two different e compilers are
available on the Classic HP3000 (from Tymlabs and CCSC) , and one
on the RIse HP3000 (from HP). I presented a paper on "How To
Convert From SPL to C without Making Waves" [#4] at the 1986
Detroit conference, and will not duplicate its contents here.
Instead, the focus will be primarily on coding constructs for use
in SPL/V programs that can be easily ported to C.

Encapsulate all I/O. When using file system intrinsics (e.g.:
fread and fwrite), have only a single occurance of them, and
put that in a procedure:

integer
errno;

logical procedure read' file (fid, buffer, bytes);
value fid, bytes;
logical fid, bytes; ! unsigned, 16-bit
array buffer;
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begin
integer

len;

Returns number of bytes read. -1 flags an error

return # bytes read

fetch error code
flag an error

errno := 0;
len := fread (fid, buffer, -bytes);
if <> then

begin
fcheck (fid, errno);
read' file .- -1i
end

else
read' file .- len;

end «read' file proc»;

Encapsulation (as shown above) makes porting a program to another
machine much simpler. For example, an (approximate) translation
of the above to C would be:

unsigned read file {fid, buffer, bytes)
unsigned fid, bytes;
char·*bufferi

/* Returns number of bytes read. -1 flags an error */
{
read file = bytes;
while (bytes--) {

readf (fid, bUffer);
if (errno) {

read' file = -1;
break;
}

buffer++;
};

/* probable result */
/* while #bytes > 0 */
/* read one byte */

/* flag an error */
/* exit loop */

/* increment pointer */

long #,
double #,
integer #,
logical #;

Note: the above was written by a non-C programmer, and it shows!

Once the I/O related routines are translated, the rest of the
code translation should be straight forward.

Be aware that some data types of C have the same name, but a
different meaning, as some data types in SPL. For example,
double and long exist in both C and SPL, but C's usage
is exactly backwards from SPL's. Problems such as this can be
avoided by defining new data types. For example, the following
SPL code fragment would be easy to translate into C:

define
real64
int32
int16
uint16

int32 ktri
real64 sum, x, y, Zi
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ktr .- ad;
while (ktr := ktr + 1d) <= 100ddo

begin
sum := sum + ... ,
end;

A conversion to C could be:

#define real64
#define int32
#define int16
#define uint16

double
long,
short
unsigned

int32 ktr;
real64 sum, .x, y, z;

ktr = 0;
while (++ktr <= 100)

sum += •••
}
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Appendix 1

Sample INCLUDE file for SPL/V <--> SPLash! Declarations

$set x9 = off
$if x9 = on or xsplash
$ set x9 on
$ symlen = 31
$if

define

OFF = SPL/V, ON = SPLash!
SPL/V ignores the "OR XSPLASH"
Yes, is SPLash!
allow up to 31 characters per ID

$if x9 = off
addr
intdoub
nil
optnat
plabel
virt

$if x9 = on
addr
intdoub
nil
optnat
plabel
virt

$if

integer #, 16 bits
integer #, integer (@ ••• - @••• )
a #, an unassigned pointer
#,
integer #, 16 bits
#,

double #, 32 bits
double #,
ad #, an unassigned pointer
option native; #,
double #, 32 bits
virtual #,
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ltalicized terms are considered essential .and are defined in the accompanying
sequenced glossary.

IN THE BEGINNING.....

Ever since the beginning of time, it seems that man has been continually struggling
with the limitations of technology and finding new ways to employ it in every day
life. This is particularly true· in the field of computer technology, an ever
changing environment of mystery even to those such as ourselves who work· in the
field daily.

Where did it all begin?...1 believe it was right in the beginning of time. Though
history never mentions it, there was a computer like device hidden away in the
cool deep darkness of the first cave. It is this influence that for centuries to come
would find computer centers world wide hidden in isolated cool under ground
facilities. One also can. still observe some very cave man like tendencies within
almost every end user community.

You say. you don't believe in the theory of evolution, well how about another
equally true coincidence. Again an unpublished theory is that the computer was
created. on the eighth day. This influence leads us to the source of our existence.
After all who else works in the dead of night and weekends keeping· systems
operational when the rest of the normal workforce rests. Why else is there never
enough time to complete projects to the end user's expectations. Yes, our
environment expects an eight day week and our goals are set to the traditional
seven day stretch.

TECHNOLOGY AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS

In all seriousness however, man has been confronted with the feat of making
computers communicate with other computers and the end user since the invention
of the first computing device. Compounding the problem is the rapid and ever
changing nature of technology characterized by terms like faster, smaller, cheaper,
and more powerful, and the list goes on and on. Our goals have also been ever
changing and shifting from simple, a single IBM Mainframe to another locally based
IBM system, to complex, end user PC based communications to minis' and· Mainframe
scattered across the world.

It is around these needs that the telecommunications industry developed and
flourished throughout the years. In recent years we have all experienced the
break-up of AT&T and the resulting problems of de-regulation. Our terminology is
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also dramatically shifting towards a new lingo of impressive acronyms all brought
to you live by that newcomer in most shops, the PC.

WHERE ARE WE GOING?

I pose this Question to data managers every where as the challenge of the 90's.
With the popularity of the PC growing daily and becoming more affordable, all
shops will soon have to consider the potential of this resource, the problems it will
bring, and the obstacles of networking this hardware in an organizational-wide
MIS plan.

OUR SOLUTION....

Unknowingly, we began.this task some six years ago with the implementation of
centralized word processing (HPWORD) based from our newly upgraded SERIES
70. Five stations became twenty-five virtually over night. With this invasion came
the use of HP3000 based graphics (HPDRAW & EZCHART), a spreadsheet
(VISICALC), user data base (HPLISTKEEPER), and electronic desk services
(HPDESK).

Two years back we began seeking a solution to the CPU· drain of this electronic
office environment on our business computer. We migrated some thirty PC
workstations to an in-house LOCAL AREA NETWORK (LAN). We chose an HP
solution, OFFICE SHARE, because it supported the bulk of our PC workstations at
the time, HP150s, and provided a look alike work environment for our user base.
They migrated to PC software solutions such as HPWORD, EXECUTIVE CARD
MANAGER, and DRAWING GALLERY.

The HP3000 was also an integral part of our strategy and was linked to our PC
LAN using NETWORK SERVICES (NS3000) and RESOURCE SHARING, both HP
proprietary software products. Several varieties of terminal emulators were
acquired to provide PCs with BLOCK MODE terminal capabilities. These included
ADVANCELINK, SESSIONS, and REFLECTIONS. The choice here becomes more
one of user preference, SESSIONS favored by those partial to the WINDOWS
environment. As an observation, REFLECTIONS does seem to be the more popular
choice among software integrators.. ADVANCEMAIL was later adopted for users
only requiring access to HPDESK mail services.

Sounds simple, right? At first glance yes but it was a totally new look at data
communications. Our LAN TOPOLOGY was HP's Thin Ian offering, a 10 Mbps.
ETHERNET bus arrangement. At this time choices from HP also included the older
IMbps. STARLAN and the evolving 10 Mbps. STARLAN both of which use standard
TWISTED PAIR WIRING and MODULAR CONNECTORS, a very large plus. Again
only the bus style topology would support the HP150s and we were locked into a
RG-58U COAXIAL CABLE medium. Distance limitations and ease of installation
were sacrificed because of this decision. Generally speaking, coax arrangements are
only used for BACK-BONE LINKS and environments plagued with noise and other
electrical interference.

The whole process· was and continues to be a healthy career education. Not to get
lost in detail, we will return to this experience at a later point in our discussion.
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FROM AN END USERS POINT OF VIEW

It would be totally inappropriate at this point not to briefly summarize end user
reactions to the changes·· we had .·implemented. The HP look-a-like software
offerings were very well accepted. The use of well thought out configurations and
automatic uses offered alm~st a transparent 'transition.

PC frustrations at first ran high....especially trying to remember to save frequently
during long projects. Another missed and unanticipated problem was MSDOS.
Going into the project we had· assumed· a certain degree basic knowledge about the
end users .PC workstation. After all, most had been using the same hardware·. for
years.· One can quickly take for·· granted the role which MPE· plays for us in the
HP3000 world, ·especially file management from a.simple logon.

In total we spent much more time ()n issues of this nature. For many, it has taken
some two years to realize how the LAN resources actually work in conjunction
with DOS. In a subsequent installation we utilized a menu system to buffer the
user from the sometimes· harsh realities of DOS. Those who had the potential to
interact directly with DOS were quickly identified by the .level of frustration with
the menu limitations and turned loose into real world of DOS, PAM in other cases.

STANDARDS COMPLIANCE

The saving grace in LAN technology in my opInIon falls with a set of defacto
standards known as the OPEN SYSTEMS INTERFACE (OSI) model and the IEEE
802 STANDARDS. Ethernet of almost any brand meets the 802.3 standard and thus
becomes connectable to other standards with. the proper interface and PROTOCOL
conversion. HP uses TCP/IP protocoL· Other· common ones include MAP, APPLE
TALK, and TOPS to mention a few of the more common ones.

Within the 802.3 environment HP routes data packets from station to station along
the LAN by means· of unique IP ADDRESSES. Novell on the other hand· uses a
unique IPX ADDRESS to route packets. Information moving between LANS of
varying protocols must be translated/converted or BRIDGED to the dissimilar
environment. The bridge, most times a PC SERVER of some· type is charged with
the .task of examining each data packet to determine whether to re-address or
forward the··packet. Bridges are ·.also···used to isolate data traffic to a particular
workgroup .within·a LAN.

What should you remember about· standards? Know that they exist and stick to
LAN solutions which comply with the standards. If not already, most can be
bridged to one another .in the very near future. Other than an .inappropriate
cabling scheme~ all of your hardware· can be used in an organization-wide
inCormation strategy.

THE LAN MARKET

Prior to getting too much ahead of ourselves in this discussion .. we should
acknowledge· that PC communications are becoming a very large market. However,
it seems to focus around offerings from only a few vendors. ·At present, NOVELL
boasts of a 60 some percent share of the market followed closely by 3COM who
manufactures the HP 3C501 Thinlan PC card. These vendors market·· both · the
hardware which includes PC SERVERS, CONTROLLER CARDS, FILE SERVERS,
TERMINAL SERVERS, COMMUNICATIONS SERVERS, and s()ftware, or the LAN
OPERATING SYSTEM.
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LAN operating SysteMS vary significantly and offer a wide array of features.
Ones which you should. be aware of include inner-connectivity, bridging
capabilities, number of users, topologies supported, SECURITY, print spooler
controls, back-up protection, file access and locking conventions, and many more
too numerous to mention. Remember, the LAN operating system is the equivalent
of MPE or DOS to a multi-user LAN environment and as such should not be taken
lightly.

Another feature most boast of is the provision of basic ARPA SERVICES. This is a
grouping of some rather basic network services brought to us by our friends in the
military and include. TELENET, electronic mail exchange, simple file transfer, and
virtual terminal capabilities. As a single vendor site, these mean. nothing to me but
users of multi-vendor equipment, DEC &, IBM, might have a use for these services.
Remember that VIRTUAL TERMINAL (VT) does not ensure full compatibility with
a TYPE 10 HP terminal required for your view plus application screens.

The one topology we have yet to discuss is that of IBM's TOKEN RING. While
there are other token/ring based topologies, IBM's is the most common. In the past
it has been characterized as cumbersome and slow. In a token based topology, you
can only· communicate if you have the token and it is your turn to transmit.
Whether or not a particular packet is for your station or not, a token based system
will require you to open the packet, examine the address, and forward it. Only
recently have new offerings in token based technology approached 16. Mbps.
through-put.

As opposed to token based· technology, HP uses a CARRIER SENSING MULTIPLE
ACCESS (CSMA) system with COLLISION DETECTION (CD), orCSMA\CD for
short, for regulating transmission. In this arrangement a carrier is generated along
the transmission media much like a leased 4-wire circuit. Anyone can transmit at
will addressing specific destinations along the line. When packet collisions are
detected, a time out occurs and the damaged goods are re-transmitted.

Comparing this data to HP's Office Share solution as I have throughout this paper,
HP's LAN operating system is written· by Microsoft and is commonly known as
MSNET. It is not particularly known for its stand alone features. Security is in
the hands of the person guarding the boot up disc, print spooling is not practical,
and it's proprietary features can be frustrating on occasion. On the other hand it
does offer true VT terminal connections and many of its other limitations are
compensated by features delivered by HP3000 resident software.

Finally before leaving this discussion on the LAN market, a brief point of
clarification. We have talked about standards and topologies and now operating
systems. Most operating systems function over many different topologies
simultaneously. For example if you acquire OFFICE SHARE and later want to
change to NOVELL's NETWARE, your hardware will still function. Your
decisions in PC networking involve strategies which address your topology (bus,
token, or star), operating system (OFFICE SHARE, NETWARE, etc.) and
transmission media (twisted pair, coax, fiber). Know your options and what will
work best in your environment.

WHY THE HP SOLUTION WORKS FOR US?

Despite the revealing shortcomings of the Hp· solutions when compared to the rest
of the market, the HP .solution does offer several· very significant benefits which
must be weighed in the decision process. First is the very close relationship
workstations have with the HP3000.· In addition to virtual terminal, we enjoy the
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benefits of virtual disc, that is, the ability to address large areas of HP3000· disc
through DOS in the PC world.

Secondly, each workstation on . the·· LAN has a· close·· working .. relationship .. taMPE
controlled peripheral •hardware.· .This includes specialized .print resources.· sucb .. as
lasers and high speed dot matrix printers. In this environment even the tape drive
becomes a sharable resource for PC hard drive back-ups. Th.e key to network
resource deployment becomes a series of unique SHORT. NAMES on each server
which represent each user and peripheral resource.

This solution •.also is extremely transparent to . the· end user. In .• fact, the proper
deployment of automatic •uses can automate and mask . the •. identity of. which
network resources are being used to perform routine tasks.• ·.The· traditional·MPE
spooler process also does prove to be far. superior to the MSNET based. spooler in
some instances, however, spool file naming conventions are generic and derived
from the sending short. nameid. This can .result in a spool queue of numerous
identically named print files.

Finally, ·HP offers .• a single· source. for both hardware and software support. .K.nock
on .wood! We have. yet to be confronted with a .... problem. thatHP has not been
willing to sort out, despite what ever third· party software is being run on the PC.

MAKING YOUR •CONNECTION

Once you start installing your LAN.· based solutions you quickly forget bow· all of
your workstations and resources are ••• configured .and •connected ·•• to your system.
Most will choose some type of singular cabling strategy,· that is. one cable for each
device.. Some shops still. use the serial.port on the PC for asynchronous connections
to a host and a secondary LAN connection for PC networking. In fact many find
serialLANS, something we will discuss. later, a very cost effective alternative.

A rather ne.w piece of hardware some encounter. in. the world of .LAN technology is
the TERMINAL SERVER. The terminal server .equates. to the asynchronous concept
of multiplexing groups of peripherals across·· a common·· data link.· .For sites that
elect a singular cabling scheme, the terminal sever can be adapted via MAU etc. to
the LAN based .cable. . In pairs these devices. packetize .and.· translate· data .• from. the
connected .devices. to a transmittable 802.3 format.

Virtual Terminal connectionsi always log onto the <HP3000 . through. a •series •• of
devices· configured as VTERMs; They •. acquire .• session ·.numbers just ...•. the same as
other users but the device-id is a cluster of ports. which physically don't exist.
They are nodes •• ·as.addressed .. by .NS.3000cabled .tothe LANIC·.CA.RD. in··the·••·HP3000
card cage .. and attached.· to the LAN cable via MEDIUM ATTACHMENT UNIT
(MAU)!

As PCs boot to. the . LAN, they also ··acquire .sessions for· every shared· resource
allocated to the user.. These as well as the PC to HP3000 spooler communications
are ·handled •. by.·.several background jobs •. on .. the.·host computer..Theentire ••sequence
of Jobs must·· be· present and. functional in order for any· of .the network reSOurces
to be accessed.

COMPOUND ... LAN COMMUNICATIONS

AOOllt a year .i>ack \Veacquired. a small HP3000GXasa development machine and
demo unit for <disttibuted processing •. concepts. This was .• avery basic HP3000
equiPPed .witb. a.LANIC,NS3000,·. and RESOURCE· SHARING. With .• minimal
effort this second processor was attached to a IMbps Starlanhubwith a modular
connector, the Starlan bub to a 10 Mbps. bridge, and the bridge to our Thinlan
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cable with a MAU. Again with minimum configuration, this second HP3000 was
communicating with our other HP3000, PC LAN, and two PC SERVERS.

From our discussions thus far, this exercise emphasizes the flexibility of a single
vendor solution, standards compliance, and bridging of varied protocols and speeds.

OTHER LAN BASED OPTIONS

On occasion we have referred to the term SERVER in many different contexts.
One limitation of most modern day PCs is their· inherent ability to complete only a
single task at a time. This is where the multi-tasking abilities of OS-2 come into
play making use of far greater memory and processor resources. HP's new OPEN
VIEW products and LAN MANAGER are examples of 08-2 technology that will most
certainly add a new chapter to PC networking techniques in the very near future.

Placing OS-2 aside, it is not uncommon to come across clusters of PCs in a PC LAN
which stand idle performing only a single specialized server function when called
upon. Some of the more common ones include communications (a bank of out
going dial modems), LAN bridging, file server duties, and possibly redundant back
up.

While currently undocumented, the HP PC SERVER is supposedly capable of
controlling an internal dial modem cluster with the use of HAYES SMARTCOM II
software and a PC FAX· BOARD for shared facsimile services. Both of these
points are currently being validated in actual practice.

EXTENDED PC LANS

Geographically, our user base is scattered across a three County rural area in
Northwestern Pennsylvania. As the trend to strategically network continues to
evolve, many of these remote sites will opt for inclusion in some type of WIDE
AREA NETWORK (WAN) structure. .The challenge of this feat becomes distance,
cost, and through-put.

Once outside of a fixed location, it becomes extremely difficult and expensive to
move true LAN traffic. A data rate of 10 Mbps. can be moved by one of three
methods. These include FIBER OPTIC CABLE, MICRO-WAVE TRANSMISSION,or a
complete T -SPAN. For most, all of these option are either unobtainable or cost
prohibitive which moves us to several other scalable alternatives.

Probably the most common means is that of Bridging LAN segments over a 56Kbps.
digital leased circuit. Also affordable is this same· arrangement but over parallel
links. For most applications, this alternative will provide very satisfactory results.

Another alternative gaining momentum is that of BROADBAND or more
commonly known as· CABLE TV (CATV). In this method, a device called a
BUFFERED REPEATER is attached by MAU to the in-house LAN segment and by
RF MODEM to the CATV link. Again 802.3 standard compliant transmission is
directed to the CATV HEADEND on a GUARD CHANNEL then reversed as
necessary for the receiving station. This can be a very cost effective alternative
for some but on the other hand you have very little control over carrier regulation.

HP as well as· other vendors also support what is known asa SERIAL LAN
CONNECTION. In the HPworld, this connection can be established with the
limitations of dialed modems· or other direct connect asynchronous cabling·· to an.
HP3000 server. Only the resources of the host HP3000 will be· accessible in this
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method. Through-put and speed will be critical factors in endorsing this solution.
It is, however, very useful for the laptop user.

The market does also offer. these same dialed connections to PC based•systems via
communications .. server. Novell is .·again. particularly .well known for. these
solutions. The .day is rapidly approaching when the NETWARE environment can
be directly bridged to OFFICE SHARE...This will be a very. long awaited. day. for
users like us who have a strong MacIntosh user group amidst a DOS based OFFICE
SHARE environment.

OTHER EFFECTIVE NETWORKING STRATEGIES

Why network?...What are your objectives? ..Both good questions to answer even
before deciding your PC networking direction. For us, we needed the benefits of
centralized office support in a manageable environment. We wanted·· to control
software. distribution, maximize resource deployment and utilization, and most
importantly safeguard our. information. resources. A full blown PC LAN was. our
only viable approach with all the· givens.

Others however simply answer this question as a need to share our laser· printer.
Cases. of this nature can easily be corrected with anyone of several GADGETS such
as the common PRINT SPOOLER. The .print spooler isa large stand alone buffer
of varied size which is asynchronously connected between .a single or group of PCs
and allows the. PC print output to exit the PCs I/O card thus. immediately freeing
the device for other use.. A page of straight printed text consumes approximately 2
bytes. of buffer space.

Gadgets also .. include crude· AB .SWITCHES,· CONTENTION · DEVICES, and
specifically for theHP. SERIES· II LASERJET, abufferedOCTOPUS INTERFACE
for up to four users. The key here is read and ask questions pr,ior to purchase.
Stick with a reputable vendor and· most will permit money back guarantees if you
are not totally happy with the results.

Another source of inexpensive PC network equipment are any number. of quasi
asynchronous LANS. These usually cable the serial ports of several PCs together
and also provide a software disc to configure and control the coordinated
resources. Again......buyer. beware!

X.2S PRIVATE PACKET SWITCHED NETWORKS

Although not new to most seasoned. data communications experts, PRIVATE
SWITCHED NETWORKS· or X.25 are becoming quite popular. We acquired ours
nearly six years ago and are extremely. impressed with the· increasing utility a box
of it's age continues to produce. At the point we purchased the SWITCH and
accompanying PADs there were not many vendors in the market. We continue to
support the TELLABS 33x and 44x lines because of their track record, diagnostic
features and expandable modular design. HP also is becoming very aggressive in
this market.

While most will purchase these boxes for widely distributed switched
communications, it can be used quite flexibly as an automated local resource
switch for a small PC office. An 8 or 16 channel unit can easily support several
printers, modems, switched. communications .links, and of course a variety of
different workstations which include terminals. An inexpensive print buffer will
also extend the utility of printer resources.
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SMALL MINI CLUSTERS

As we began this piece with a blatant acknowledgement of the change technology
has brought about in the field of data communications, the entry of the small
mini-computer to the market offers some new rather exciting options. In
particular the new HP3000 GX & LX models can almost be cost justified
replacements for yesterday's 8 channel statistical multiplexer. IBM, as well as
DEC, has similar sized processing resources.

A typical scenario might equip a remote GX to function as mini server to a small
PC office LAN. With the addition of additional hardware, any locally connected
PC could also DS a connection to a larger corporate computer for updated business
information. The possibilities are virtually endless.

HOW TO PURCHASE PC NETWORKING HARDWARE

The most common source of information and guidance on this topic is the vendor
community at large. For the most part they are a pretty reliable source of factual
information. Your HP sales rep would also be another source of information on
HP specific issues.

My original goal with this paper was to share a very basic two year experience
with PC LANS and OFFICE SHARE with others contemplating the big leap
forward into time. There aren't as many scars to hide as one might think.
Probably the worst is the hundred and one different times I have listened to an HP
SE preach the defacto standard and that famous programmed explanation of the
seven layer OSI model.

You know what?.....I bet it also is an eight layer model but no one quite realizes it!
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Transferring Printfiles From a VAX Cluster
to an HP3000 Over Ethernet

(abstract)

Union College uses a cluster of six VAX's for academic computing
and two HP3000's for administrative computing. Two 45ppm laser
printers are attached to an HP3000/48 and this paper describes
the method used to transfer student output from the VAX cluster
to the laser printers. All systems are connected to an ethernet
network. The network protocol used on the VAX cluster is Decnet,
which is not IEEE 802.3 compatible, thus making it impossible to
talk directly to NS/3000 on the HPs. Special hardware and
software was installed on one VAX to permit file transfers to the
HP. Decnet task to task communication is used to transfer
printfile information to the central VAX where carriage control
problems are resolved, and a banner is created and appended to
the print file. The files are uniquely named and transferred to
a special account on the /48, which is periodically polled. When
printfiles are found, spoolfiles are created using the
appropriate environment to produce I-up, 2-up, or 4-up output, as
specified by the VAX user. Programs used are written in DCL and
MPE command language, FORTRAN, and C.
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INTRODUCTION

The academic computing facility at Union College consists of a
cluster of five DEC VAX computers. Two HP3000 computers provide
support for administrative computing. In ~ddition, one of the
HP's acts as·a print server for student output from the VAX
cluster. Student output from the VAX cluster is at time very
high in volume, especially near the end of each term. HP2680
laser printers were selected to provide this print output due to
low cost, good quality laser output, and high speed C45ppm).
There was no direct interface which would connect the 2680 to a
VAX, so a scheme had to be devised to get the print files from
the VAX to anHP print server.

BACKGROUND

Prior to the installation of VMS 4.0 in 1985, no cluster-wide
print queues were available. This meant that each of the five
processors~n the cluster bad their own queues and could only
direct output to printers directly connected to them. If the HP
printer was to be used, two major problems had to be solved.
First, some method of simulating a cluster-wide queue would have
to be devised. This would permit users on any machine to direct
output to a single system printer. A program was written which
used the VMS "mailbox" feature, to pass printfile names to a
central process running on a VAX 11/785 named TED. This local
program runs on each processor in the cluster. The VMS "PRINT"
command is trapped and control passed to the local· process. The
printfile names are extracted from the print command and. sent via
a mailbox to· the central process running on. TED. This central
process queues these filenames and prepares the files for
transmission to the HP. This process generates the appropriate
banner sheet, copies the, file from its home processor, and
init_iates transmission of the file to the HP.

The second major problem to be solved was the actual transmission
of the print. files to the HP3000 to which the laserprinter.was
connected. A.program named HASP, originally written to·provide
rer.lote.,job entry(RJEJ capability between VAX and IBM computers
had been modified to operate between a VAX and an HP3000. This
program. uses. an as~-nchronous ·9600 baud 1 ine to transmi t data from
the VAX to the HP. On the HP, a system program (MRJE/3000)
establishes a link to the HASP program on the VAX and accepts the
printfiles as they are sent across. Once on the HP, MRJE then
delivers the print files to the HP spooling facility which queues
them fo~ printin~ on the laser printer.
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NEW PROBLEMS

While this system has been functioning quite well for several
years, there are some good reasons why we had to change it. We
have received several updates to the HASP software but b~cause of
the way in which the special process on the VAX interfaces with
the HASP, we have been unable to apply the updates. Our fear was
that the update would not function in the same way with our "in
house" process. When it became necessary to update to VMS 5.0 it
was also necessary to install a new version of HASP so we no
longer had the option of running with the older version.

The 9600 baud line did not present a problem with small files,
however the transmission time for large print files was
unacceptable. Cluster-wide queueing is now available, so the
simulation using "mailboxes" is no longer necessary.

Only two-up (2 pages on one sheet) output was available for the
print files. The HP laser printers have the capability of
producing output using a variety of environments and it would be
useful to take advantage of these features however using the MRJE
scheme, to do so would be extremely difficult, if at all
possible.

The VAX Cluster and the two HP3000's are connected to the same
ethernet segment. The VAX's communicate with one another using
Digital's proprietary network protocol, DECnet. The HP's
communicate '"i th each other using a protocol which conforms to
the IEEE/802.3 standard for ethernet. Unfortunately, DECnet and
1EEE/802.3 are incompatible, otherwise the network transfer of
printfiles from the VAX to the HP would be a relatively simple
matter. The main advantage of the ethernet connection is its
high transfer rate of 10 megabits per second.

NEW SOLUTIONS

By adding a special hardware board manufactured by Interlan, to
the VAX, the protocol differences can be overcome. In fact the
Interlan card transmits packets which are 802.3 compatible at the
data link and physical layers of the ISO model, thus permitting
the two nodes to communicate. Special HP software (NS for the
VAX) must be run on the VAX to permit communication with the
TCP/IP based NS/3000 software running on the HP. This now
permits file transfers between the VAX and the HP. The file
transfer command DSCOPY, allows the user to specify the file to
be transferred and indirectly the print environment to be used.
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The potential now exists to take advantage of the functionality
of the 2680 laser printer.

The problem we now face is to take a print file, add appropriate
banner pages to it, and issue a DSCOPY command to transfer it
over the ethernet to the HP. The current version of VMS (5.0)
provides a cluster-wide queue from which print files can be
accessed. There were three techniques considered for
implementing this. First considered was modifying the VMS print
symbiont; a second possibility was to write a device driver
which would gather records into a file and present to the DSCOPY
command.

The third technique, and the one successfully implemented, was to
use DECnet task to task communication to process the print files.
DECnet tasks are programs running on different network nodes
(each processor on the cluster is a node) , which can communicate
with one another. One task resides on each node and traps
"PRINT" commands. This task then requests a logical link to a
target tas~ on the VAX(named GAR) with the Interlan card, the
node which can communicate with the HP. These two tasks exchange
information (filenames, data, etc) and then the task on GAR
invokes a command procedure which creates the banner and DSCOPY
the new file to the HP.

We choose to provide users with the option to select I-up, 2-up,
or 4-up output. They would do so by issuing the appropriate
PRINTl, PRINT2, or PRINT4 command on the VAX. The command
procedure invoked by these commands would pass the appropriate
environment parameter along so that ultimately the correct
environment file is used by the HP spooler. Unfortunately, it is
not possible to issue a DSCOPY command to a file equated to a
printer. If it were, each file equate could contain the
appropriate environment file reference and a spoolfile would be
created directly as a result of the DSCOPY command. Since we
couldn't do it the easy way, we created three groups on the HP;
LPl, LP2, and LP4. The routine which creates a file name for the
files to be transferred, would append the appropriate group
designation so that the files to be printed I-up would end up in
the LPI group, 2-up in the LP2 group etc. A process running on
the HP would then wake up each 15 minutes, scan the groups for
new files, and FCOPY them to the laser printer through the
appropriate environment.

DETAIL OF VAX PROCEDURES

HPPRINTl (see appendix A)

(For the sake of this description, the command PRINTI will be
used however the reader should bear in mind that it could be
PRINT2 or PRINT4 as well.) A user on any processor issues the
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command PRINT1 <filename> Cd]. This command would be trapped and
the DeL command procedure HPPRINT1 would be invoked. HPPRINT1, on
the local node, performs the following functions:

1) Checks for the existence of the filename parameter.
2) Checks for wild cards (not currently permitted).
3) Gets username and node name.
4) Builds full file specification evaluating any logical

definitions.
5) Defines remote task on the node GAR.
6) Checks for delete after print option (see Cd] in PRINT1

command) .
7) Executes the program VAXTOVAX establishing link with GAR

VAXTOVAX (see appendix B)

This routine is necessary because the program which invokes the
common VAXTOHP task on GAR must have system privileges.
HPPRINT1, executing in a user account would have the privileges
of that user which in almost all cases would be insufficient. By
making VAXTOVAX an "installed" program on the VAX, the user can
invoke a privileged routine without having the privileges
himself. DeL programs can not be "installed" therefore the
routine was written in "C". An additional advantage of "e" is
that it accommodates command line arguments, which facilitated
invoking VAXTOVAX from HPPRINT. VAXTOVAX performs the following
functions:

1) Open "task" which is the FORTRAN program VAXTOHP on the
processor GAR, which communicates with the HP.

2) Transmit the parameters it received from HPPRINTl to
VAXTOHP:
a) username
b) file specification
c) file name
d) node name
e) environment code
f) delete code
g) record attribute (FORTRAN carriage control or not)

VAXTOHP (see appendix C)

When the program VAXTOVAX invokes "task" which has been defined
as VAXTOHP, a command file VAXTOHP.COM is run which contains the
single command Run VAXTOHP.EXE. It is a requirement of DECnet
task to task communication that the remote process be started in
this way.
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The program VAXTOHP was written in FORTRAN for at least two
reasons: there was a relatively straightforward example in the
DECnet documentation of task to task linkages using FORTRAN, and
the application was not a difficult one for this language. It
could have been written in any language supported by VMS.
VAXTOHP performs the following functions:

1) Input parameters from VAXTOVAX running on a local node.
2) Using equivalence statem~nts, some of these parameters are

used to construct a constant "start job" which contains
the DCL command to start the command file "template".
StartJob is spawned by the lib$spawn command,when VAXTOHP
has completed building the banner etc. "template" actually
contains the DSCOPY command and will be described below~

3) Build a banner file naming it Xhmmsshh.lpn where
h = rightmost digit of hour
mm= minutes
ss= seconds
hh= hundredths of seconds
n = environment (1,2,or 4)

(the time values come from the system cLock and provide ~he

banner ,~i th a unique name which is compatible with the HP.)
4) Scan the print file for carriage control characters and

tab characters, converting and shifting as necessary.
5) Spawn start job. Since any of five processors could request

print services simultaneously, each request results in an
independently spawned process with a uniquely named
printfile.

TEMPLATE (see appendix D)

Template is a DCL command procedure spawned by VAXTOHP. If the
process completes successfully, it does not return to VAXTOHP.
If it does not complete successfully an error condition is
returned to VAXTOHP which makes note of the error. Template
performs the following functions:

1) Builds HP compatible filename of the form filename.lpn
2) Sends message back to user indicating new name of file to

be transferred.
3) Issue DSCOPY and transfer file to HP.
4) Delete print file if requested.

note: I wish to acknowledge the considerable assistance provided
by Sara Dearing, Sr. VAX System Manager, and Bruce Senn,
Sr. HP System Manager, in the successful implementation of
this project.
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split apart drive and

!save location of colon.
! save location of left

!store file spec in f
! null if file not found

not found"

Appendix A PRINTHPI

$! ************************ PRINTHPI ***************************

$! This command file establishes link with common print routine
$! on GAR. Parameters are passed to GAR to enable the common
$! routine to build banner and printfile. This routine is
invoked
$! by the command printl.
$! ************************************************************

$ filename = pi

task:
$ if filename .egs. "" then inquire filename" File"
$ iff i lename . eqs . ••. " then goto ask
$ star = f$locate("*",filename)
$ length = f$length(filename)
$ if star .eqs. length then goto continue
$ write sys$output "*** Wild cards not permitted at the present
time ***"
$ exit
$continue:
$gosub getfilespec
$ filespec = f
$ user = f$getjpi("","username")
$ node = f$getsyi("nodename")
$ rat = f$file_attributes(filespec,"rat")
$ if rat .eqs. "" then rat = "none"
$ assign NL: sys$output
$ define/nolog task "gar""hpprint password""::""O=vaxtohp"""
$ deassign sys$output
$ if p2 .eqs. "D" then goto callvax
$ if p2 .egs. "DELETE" then goto callvax
$ p2 = "N"
$callvax:
$ vaxtovax :== $$1$dua2:[hpprint]vaxtovax
$ vaxtovax It, tuser'" "' tfilespec'" It, 'pi'" '" 'node'" 1 '" 'p2'"
'" t rat'"
$ exit
$getfilespec:
$ f = f$search(pl)
$ if f .nes. "" then goto next!
$ write sys$output "File ",pl,"
$exit
$nextl:
$ c = f$locate(":",f)
$ Ib = f$locate("[",f)
bracket [.
$ drive = f$extract(O,c,f)
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directory.
$ newdir : f$extract(c+l,50,f)
$start:
$ trns : f$trnlnm(drive)
predefined,
$ if trns .eqs. HH then goto exitl
$ len: f$length(trns)
drive etc
$ rb : f$locate(H]",trns)
$ if rb .eqs. len then drive
returned if
$ if rb .eqs. len then goto start
translate again.
$ rd = rb-l
$ rdot: f$extract(rd,l,trns)

translate drive if

if not f is filespec.
! get length of translated

find ].
trns ! only drive component

no] found, return to

check for dot to left of]

$ if rdot .eqs. ".It then goto next4
$ write sys$output Herror, no .J in dir spec H,trns
$ exit
$next4: build new directory
component.
$ colon :f$locate(":",trns)
$ drive: f$extract(O,colon,trns) ! split drive and directory
$ dir : f$extract(co!on+l,len-colon-2,trns)
$ dl = f$extract(O,f$length(dir),dir)
$ d2 = f$extract(l,f$length(newdir),newdir)
$ f : drive + ":H + dl + d2
$ gato start
$exitl:
$! write sys$output "filespec: ",f
$return
$ exit
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Appendix B VAXTOVAX

/* Program run from PRINTHP1.COM, PRINTHP2.COM and PRINTHP4.COM
which accepts the username, full file specification, file name,
node, number corresponding to the appropriate hp environment
(l-up, 2-up or 4-up), and a D or an N to indicate if the
printfile is to be deleted as command line arguments and writes
them out to sysSnet using decnet task to task communication. */

#include <stdio.h>
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{

lnt i;
FILE *fd;

/* open task that is defined in PRINTHPx.COM */

fd = fopen ("task", "\~t' );

if (fd == NULL) { printf("file open error"); exit(-1); }

/* print username, full file specification, file name, node, hp
environment number and D for delete or N for node1ete of
printfile to the opened task via sys$net */

for (i=1; i<argc; iff)
fprintf(fd,"%s%s", argv[i], (i<argc-1) ? "\n" till);

/* close the task (sys$net) */
if (fclose(fd) == EOF) { printf(lterror closing file lt );

exit ( -1 ); }
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Appendix C VAXTOHP

C
C THIS FORTRAN PROGRAM GETS PRINTFILE INFORMATION FROM
C HPPRINTx THROUGH VAXTOVAX.C
C A BANNER FILE IS BUILT AND THEN THE PRINTFILE IS READ
C RECORD BY RECORD TO CONVERT ff CHARACTERS TO FORTRAN
~ CARRIAGE CONTROL. THEN tabs ARE INTERPRETED .ANDTHE
C NECESSARY SHIFTING DONE. THE CONVERTED PRINTFILE
C RECORDS ARE THEN ADDED TO THE BANNER. THE COMMAND
C PROCEDURE template IS THEN SPAWNED AND THE BANNER
C AND PRINTFILE IS DSCOPY'D TO THE HP.
C

character user*12,filespec*100,fl*15,dat*9,tim*8,stx,so,si
character node*4,SK*3,env,datetime(23),bann*12,banner(12)
character fs*100,startjob*137,startj(137),ff,del,rat*3
character input*133,output*133,buffer(134),tab
equivalence(bann,banner,startj(112) ),(startjob,startj)
equivalence(filespec,startj(11»,(user,startj(125»
equivalence(del,startj(137»,ffs,fl)
equivalence(input,buffer{2»,(output,buffer(I)

INTEGER*4 istat,flag

DATA tab/9/
DATA ff,stx,so,si,node,env,flag/12,2,14,15,'init',O,17/
DATA startjob/'@template ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff

Ifffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff
1fffffffffffffff bbbbbbbbbbbb uuuuuuuuuuuud'/

DATA bann/'Xhmmsshh.lpn'/
c

OPEN (UNIT=I,NAME='SYS$NET', ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',
1 FORM='FORMATTED', CARRIAGECONTROL='NONE', TYPE='OLD')

c
call date(dat)
call time(tim)

10 read(l,lOO,END=30,err=900)user
read(I,100,end=30,err=900)filespec
read(l,lOO,end=30,err=900)fs
read(I,100,end=30,err=900)node
read(I,100,end=30,err=900)env
read(I,100,end=30,err=900)del
read(I,100,end~30,err=900)rat

c
c open new banner file, build file name
c

a=lib$date_time(datetime)
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skip 3 lines

send hex 2 to prespace hp

do 16 i=1,3
wri te ( 2, *)' ,

continue
write(2,105)stx
format (a1)

',so,user,si

build banner

write(2,*)'
do 18 i=I,15
write(2,*)' ,

banner(2) datetime114)
banner(3) datetime(16)
banner(4) datetime(17)
banner(5) datetime(19)
banner(6) datetime(20)
banner(7)= datetime(22)
banner(8)= datetime(23)
banner(12)= env
write(6,*)banner,datetime
open(unit=2,file=banntstatus='new',recl=133,err=901,

1access= 'sequential',blocksize=133)
go to 11
write(6,*)'open failed on device 2, banner.dat'
go to 35

901

c
c
c

11

105
c
c
c

16
c
c
c

18
c

write(2,*)sk,'V V AAA X X
1 ' 000 U U TTTTT pppp U U TTTTT'
write(2,*)sk,'V V A A X X

1 '0 0 U U T P P U U T
write(2,*)sk,'V V A A X X

1 '0 0 U U T P P U U T
WRITE(2,*)SK, 'V V A A X

1 '0 0 U U T pppp U U T
WRITE(2,*)SK,'V V AAAAA X X

1 '0 0 U U T P U U T
WRITE(2,*)SK,

,
VVV A A X X

1 '0 0 U U T P U U T
WRITE(2,*)SK,

,
V A A X X

1 ' 000 UUU T P UUU T
c
c skip 5 lines
c

do 21 i=I,5
21 write(2,*l'

,
c
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do 22 i = 1,3
22 write(Z,102)user,fl,dat,tim

C
C skip 15 lines
c

do 25 i=I,5
25 wri te (2, *)' ,

c
write (Z,l04)user,node,filespec

c
c skip to next page
c

do 26 i=I,18
26 write(2,*)"

c
c skip env-l pages

if (env .eq. ' 1 ' ).j =0
if (env.eq. '2' )5=1
if (env.eq. '4' )j=3
do 28 i=l,j*61

28 write(2,*)"
c
c

open(unit=3,file=filespec,status='old',err=515)

blank fill behind shift

do 531 m=l,idelta+l
buffer(i-l+m) "

endif
continue

50 read(3,106,end=52,err=51}input
c
c scan for tabs and shift right
c

do 54 i = 2,125
i f ( bu f fer ( i) . eq . tab) then

do53j= 133,i+l~-1

k=mod(i-l,8)
if (k .eq. 0) k = 8
idelta = 8-k
buffer(,j) = buffer(j-idelta)
continue53

c
c
c

531

54
c
c
c

if(rat .ne. 'FTN' )then
do 55 i=2,133
if (buffer(i) .eq~ ff)then

writef2,108)'I'
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c

goto 50
endif

55 continue

write(2,107)output
else

write(2,107)input
endif
go to 50

C
C

51

515

52

c
c
c
c
c

30

c
35

c
100
101
102

104
106
107
108

(;

900

903

c

write(6,*)'read error on ',filespec
go to 30
write(6,*)'error opening' ,filespec
go to 30
continue
write(6,*)'end file on ' ,filespec
close(unit=2)
close(unit=3)

setup parms and spawn command file to
issue dscopy to hp

istat = lib$spawn (start job", )
iff .not. istat)go to 903

WRITE(6,*)'END OF vaxtohp'
go to 35

CLOSE(UNIT=l)
close(unit=2)
stop

format(A)
format(3a)
format ( , VAX/VMS »>' ,A12,' «< ' ,A15,

l' " A9,' ',A8)
format(' USER: ',a12/' FILE: ',A4,'::',A50)
format(a132)
format(a133)
format(a1)

write(6,*)'error reading file data on sys$net'
go to 35
write(6,*)'error in spawned process'
go to 35

END
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Appendix D TEMPLATE

$set verify
$ on error then gotonext
$ c c t 1 =. II C It

$ group "l"+cctl+f$extract(11,1,p2)
$ hpnam = f$extract(O,8,p2)
$ newp2 = hpnam+"."+group
$ rename 'p2 'newp2
$ reply/bell/user = 'p3 "PRINTFILE "pI' QUEUED AS ' 'newp2'"
$ on error then goto copyerr
$ dscopy 'newp2 "gz#manager/???vax,' 'group'#"hpnam'"
$continue:
$ delete 'newp2;*
$write sys$output "p4= ",p4
$ if p4 .eqs. "D" then delete 'pI
$ exit
$copyerr:
$ on error then goto next
$ dSCOP)T 'newp2 II hp#manager /??? . vax, ' , group' # ' 'hpnam' It

$ gota continue
$next:
$ reply/bell/user 'p3 "error in print file transmission"
$ exit
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Design, Implementation and support of Applications Using
Remote File Access: A First-Hand Experience

By Kevin Darling
The·Gap, Inc.

Eastern Distribution Center
3434 Mineola pike

Erlanger, Kentucky 41018
(606) 283-1100

What is BrA?

Remote File Access or RFA is a service that allows you to. create,
open, read, write, and close files or devices <on remote HP 3000's.
Implied is the ability to access physical devices like tape drives
and printers as well as disc files. The RFA functions use the same
HP file systemintrinsicsthat .. are used. to control files locally.
Theseintrinsics are··literally .sent to· the reJDote·machine for
processing· .there • Programs· can eitheruse the system .intrinsies
available for file access or they can use the file access options
available· for· the particular language the development is·.being done
in.

One enhancement to the NS/3000 RFA over DS/3000 RFA is the
introduction of nowait I/O.. As implied, the program requesting
the nowait I/O does not have to "block" itself pending the
completion of the I/O request. Execution continues. •and verifies
the results of the access at a time that is appropriate. This form
of access requires the application to be in Privileged Mode. As
with .any use. of . Privileged Mode, developers need to heed the
warnings printed by HP in. the documentation.

Acgesses USing· BrA

Remote File Access can be done interactively or programmatically.
In both cases a valid : FILE equation or FOPEN call needs to· be
issued to gain access to the remote file. Examples for the
interactive use ofRFA can inclUde the following.

Example 1 - copying a file from a remote to local machine.

First an environment needs to be defined for accessing the remote
node and then the file can be copied:

:DSLINE RMT3K
:DSCOPYDOCUMENT:RMT3K[MGR.PROD]

This will allow DSCOPY to programmatically logon to the remote
machine and then copy the file to the local machine.
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Example 2 - Using a file on a remote machine.

Using the same structure to setup the environment, a file equation
for the file to be accessed needs to defined before it can be used:

:DSLINE RMT3K
:REMOTE HELLO MGR.PROD
:FILE OUTPUT=RMTMSGS:RMT3K
:FCOPY FROM=LOCALMSG;TO=*OUTPUT

Or assuming that the "file" is a device:

:DSLINE RMT3K
:REMOTE HELLO MGR.PROD
:FILE PRINTER;DEV=RMT3K#LP
:LISTF @.@,2;*PRINTER

In the case of the programmatic access, the environment on the
remote node needs to be established. Once completed, the local
application can access the remote "file(s)" using either the
standard HP intrinsic calls or the file access routines of the
language. The reference to the node on which the "file" resides
can be specified on the:FILE statement with the formal designator
being used in the actual open call. For example:

:DSLINE RMT3K
:REMOTE HELLOMGR.PROD
:FILE X=X:RMT3K

FOPEN (X, ••• )

In Pascal applications, the file name used in a non-intrinsic open
can actually contain the node name. In the use of the intrinsic
FOPEN, the node location can either be referenced in the file name
or device parameter of the call. Examples include:

:FILE X=X:RMT3K

Pascal -
OPEN (X, 'X:RMT3K');

FOPEN'S -
FOPEN (X:RMT3K, ••• )
or
FOPEN (X, ••• ,RMT3K#, ••• )
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The file equation can also be used to override the program
definition for a file name even if it includes a node location.
For example, the following alters the predefined node location:

:FILE X:RMT3K=X:NEWNODE

FOPEN (X:RMT3K, ••• )

As seen above, system intrinsics can· be used in the accessing of
the remote files. Use of an intrinsic on the remote file qives
the same results to the program as if the file existed .on· the .local
machine. File system. intrinsic .condition codes retain their
current definition and the occurrence of network connection errors
returnCCL condition codes. These conditions can then be processed
by an •• FCHECK to determine. the exact source of the error. As added
insurance, the file's formal desiqnator can be reviewed by the
FPARSEintrinsic to insure it is syntactically correct.

One of the key elements of the.Remote File Access facility is the
:FILE command. The :FILE command as seen above is used to specify
the formal designator for the remote file. Asa brief review,
following is the syntax of the :FILE command with specific
reference to the·remote access parameters:

=*filedesignatQr
=$NEWPASS
=$OLDPASS

:FILEfiledesignator =$STDIN
=$STDINX
=$STDLIST
=filename[:nodespec][,filedomain]

[;DEV=[ [envname]#][~][,~][,~]]
[ ;VTERM]
[;ENV=envfile[ :nodespec]]
[;valideguat.ionopt.ions]

References to specific documentation of the parameters. can be found
in the·MPE Commands Reference Manual.

Message Files and BFA

Message files are the method used for communication between
processors on the HP 3000. Processes are····· able to use·. RFA
facilities to access message files to .help distribute processinq
across CPU's. By means of. normalMPE file system intrinsics,a
process can write a transaction to a remote.message file which· are
then read by the local program.
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Message files also have the ability to help link mUltiple processes
on mUltiple nodes. Suchan implementation would include special
applications to oversee the message traffic and direct the message
to the correct processor. This program could be categorized as a
"message switcher". Such a program running on each node would do
the following:

* Open a message file as the reader.
* Open a message file for each local program as a writer.
* Establish any remote contacts necessary for operation.
* Open any remote message files.

Any of the local programs could communicate with programs running
on other nodes by passing transactions through the local message
switcher. Once received, the message switcher then routes the
transaction to the correct processor on the correct node (see
figure 1). Using the message file facility, interprocess
communications can be simplified.

An BFA I.ple_entation

To understand the implementation, we need to describe the
functionality of the system. The environment began with one
distribution center. The distribution center was expanded to
support another division. Each division's data was to be
maintained separately and only the shipping portion was to· be
merged. By merging the shipping functions, they were able to take
advantages of cost savings. But even with the merging of the
shipping data, each division required easy access to their data.

To support this from an applications stand point, a redesign of
the shipping data flow was needed. Data was going to be
centralized and yet it was necessary to provide access by both
machines. To do this, we defined. one machine as the master system
and the second a slave. The master system would contain all the
data for shipping processing while the slave system would only
maintain data that was required for the users to access. This
design required some data duplication; but, it also allowed for
some balancing of processing. We took advantage of a smaller
processing volume to locate the master system thus allowed us to
improve the response time in most cases even with the data
duplication.

As seen in figure 2, we designed a system that had two main message
switching programs. One for processing picking information and the
second to handle the processing internal to the shipping system.
In both cases the programs had mUltiple input message files they
had to deal with. When a transaction required transmission to the
other system for processing, it was transmitted across the LAN to
the remote input file.
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Coding Issues

Some problems encountered in the development included:

* A need for mUltiple inputs
* A need for a methodology LAN failure processing
* A need for online processing status requests
* A need for transaction integrity

The use of mUltiple inputs had two purposes. In the case of the
picking system, the slave system had two different systems that
input came from. On the master system, the inputs were for the
local picking system and the remote update requests from the slave
system. The general update processor used the two inputs to
determine if the transactions needed to be transmitted to the other
machine for update. If a transaction was processed from the. local
input file and the data was required to be. updated on the other
machine, it would be sent on to the other processor upon completion
of the local update. If the transaction was processed from the
file designated as the input from the remote system, the updates
would occur but the transaction would not be routed back. This
prevents the possibility of run-away transactions and the
possibility of the queues getting full from the run-away scenario.

A serious issue to contend with is the issue of handling LAN
failures. Some sort of processing scenario had to be built into
the code to handle such failures and not loose the transactions.
The solution was to use the file intrinsics to handle the I/O to
the remote files. Whenever a write was completed, the status was
checked to determine if the write was successful. If it was not,
a local store file would be opened and all transactions from that
point on would be routed to this local file. The program then
notifies the Operator of the failure. When the situation is
corrected, the Operator can reply to an outstanding reply the
program checks ever so often and when it detects the Operator
has said the problem is fixed, the program opens the local store
file and the remote file again. It then reads the stored records
and transmits the entries across. If there is a failure during the
recovery, it continues normal processing by opening the
store file to append transactions.

Since these programs run all·the time as batch jobs, reading the
input queues and processing when needed, we provided code to allow
operators to reply to the outstanding reply of the program with a
command to request the processing status. This function is also
used to c~ange the processing requir~ments of the program, such as
input ratios for the input files.
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The transaction integrity issue had been initially addressed with
the existing system with the processing of most critical updates
by a single processor. This was carried forward in the design ·of
the remote input file processing. All transactions are still
routed through discrete processors to insure .that the data··is

Processor Considerations

During our implementation of the system initially, we had a Series
68 defined as a slave system providing updates to a Series 70.
This was all well and good for the first few months. But, during
the fall we upgraded the slave system to a Series 950 to handle the
other processing requirements on that box. This made the master
system inundated with updates since i twas not able to keep. up with
the processing of the 950. In some cases, we found that some
updates were being impacted since our input ra~,os for the input
files were biased incorrectly. After some fine-tuning of the
system, we were able to limp well enough along until the second
Series 950 was installed for the other division.

other Performance Issues

As the system has been enhanced over the last year, we have found
some issue with the Remote File Access facilities. One critical
problem discovered during some prototyping showed that the time to
access a standard MPE file remotely made the program take a great
deal of time longer than if the file resided on the local system.
If remote file access like this is required, attempts should be
made to either use Remote File Transfer to get the file to the
local machine before accessing or possibly some type of message
switching system get more than one record at a time. Also,
performance can be improved for processes that frequently open,
close, and access files by keeping the remote file open to that
remote environment. As with most processing, the first open of a
file takes a significant amount of resources. However any other
opens to that same remote environment are more efficient since the
resources are shared. Also HP recommends that applications using
many files open the files with the largest blocksize first.

Conclusions

The overall implementation of Remote File Access has been very
successful. The use of the design for error processing has been
critical to the success of the processing and has been effective
in preventing major system problems. Much like RFA, Remote
Database Access also is an effective tool for the distribution of
processing. In the case where LAN's can be used for inter-CPU
connection, high volumes of transactions can be handled easily.
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KHO OWNS MY NETWORK?

Presented by
Eric. ·S. Fisher

Fisher Systems Consulting
320 Old Ayer Road
Groton, MA 01450

+1-508-448-6556

ABSTRACT

The instinctive answer to the question of network
ownership is, "Of course IDOl" However, the real ·answer
is more complex than it seems. The person paying the
bills for the network certainly owns the physical plant:
the cable, the network hardware, the communications
lines, and so forth. But who owns the software
environment? How can we avoid becoming locked into one
vendor's proprietary architecture? Is it worth the
effort? What are management trade-offs for "open" versus
"proprietary" approaches? What ·is really meant by "open"
architectures and "standard" protocols? What •. are .·the
cost trade-offs? How do we plan for the future in an
open versus proprietary environment?

In this paper, I will analyze some hidden costs of
network ownership and try to provide some criteria for
answering the above questions.
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INTRODUCTION

There are many components to a workable network design.
They divide into hardware and software, workstations and
servers, applications and systems. Each must be chosen
carefully in order to operate easily with the others. At
every point in the design process, several questions
arise:

0 Is this component compatible with the other
components selected so far?

0 Does this choice fit in with long-term plans?
Does it matter?

0 By making this choice, what options become
available? Which are ruled out?

0 Does this choice enhance or reduce my overall
control and thus ownership of the network?

To illustrate these points in a practical context, I will
discuss design issues involved in selecting three network
environments: Novell, 3Com, and HP OfficeShare. I have
chosen these three because each typifies a different
answer to the above questions. In addition, I will
discuss various cable plant designs that work well in
these environments.
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HARDWARE INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY

There are three major points at which hardware interface
compatibility has been defined: bUS, AUI and cabling
medium. Each point can be thought of as a "boundary"
where different suppliers or technology can meet.
Figures 1, 2, 3 and 3a show the position of the boundary
for each compatibility level. Design issues apply at
each point.

BUS COMPATIBILITY

Input/output buses become an important issue when enough
machines with the same type of bus come into the market
to make it profitable for third party manufacturers to
compete. With the advent of the Apple II and the IBM PC,
the "add-in" market for microcomputers grew to a
potential of several million units. Today, "industry
standard" buses fall into the following major categories:

"AT" BUS

The "AT" bus, so called because IBM labelled its
Intel 80286-based PC the "PC/AT", is a 16-bit
extension of the original IBM PC bus. It is the most
common bus in existence today. Interface cards
abound for this bus architecture, enabling
application designers to create many custom
environments at very low cost. Although this bus
architecture is generally associated with the Intel
80x86 microprocessor, other CPU's, especially the
Motorola 680xO series, .have been successfully
interfaced. Because of the size of the AT bus
market, adapter cards designed for this bus are
SUbstantially less expensive than any other type.

RuBus

The NuBus is Apple's Macintosh bus. The Macintosh
computers are based on the Motorola 680xO
microprocessors and the NuBus is optimized for this
cpu. While not as common as the AT bus, the
NuBus/Macintosh market is still large enough to allow
lively competition and much innovation. However, the
smaller size of the market is reflected in the
generally higher price and more limited variety of
interface cards. Intel 80x86 applications are
limited to DO~ coprocessor cards in this environment.

Micro Channel

WHO OWNS MY NETWORK?
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Perhaps the most controversial of all the standard
buses, IBM's Micro Channel is also the most recent.
Introduced with the PS/2 family, this bus is
purported to solve all of the problems ·inherent in
the architecture of the AT bus. It currently suffers
from the same problem as the NuBus: the population of
machines is not large enough to bring costs of
adapter cards in line with those for the AT bus.

Card compatibility requirements, however, go much farther
than simple bus compatibility. Just because a particular
circuit card will not crash the computer does not mean
that it will operate with the desired software.
Different cards use different interrupt vectors,
different memory addresses, different registers to
perform the same functions. In order for a particular
network interface card to work with 3Com 3Plus software,
for example, a "driver" must be written to operate that
card in that environment. Independent vendors of these
cards, like Western Digital, will supply drivers for the
major PC network environments, including 3Plus and
NetWare. OfficeShare is not considered a major
environment, and choosing OfficeShare means choosing
cards that H-P supports.

Some hardware vendors recognize the problem of supplying
drivers for every software environment,and attempt to
solve it by designing their cards to act the same as some
more common device. VGA cards are a common example,
where "register compatibility" has become a buzzword for
total conformity to behavior characteristics defined by
IBM for the VGA standard. Networking cards are a much
wilder environment, where each manufacturer has attempted
to gain some market advantage by locking customers in to
specific hardware. Some progress is being made,
however. Recently H-P introduced their "StarLAN 10"
cards and claimed that they were compatible with the much
more common 3Com 3C503 "Etherlink II" card. Whether they
will in fact perform with any driver written for the
3C503 is yet to be seen, but the effort made is certainly
commendable.

AUI COMPATIBILITY

The Attachment Unit Interface (AUI) is the point at which
a network interface card connects to the media adapter,
often called a transceiver. The transceiver is
responsible for placing the digital signals on the
cabling and receiving the signals from other devices. In
contrast to the bus interfaces, which areal! "de facto"
industry standards, the AUI interface has been strictly
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defined by an international standards body, the IEEE.
Two types are common in office environments:

IEEE 802.3. CSMAlCD("Ethex-net")

The IEEE 802.3 standard is an evolution of the
original Xerox Ethernet environment. It.is sometimes
known as "Ethernet 3" to distinguish .it from
"Ethernet 2<", amostlycompatible.predecessor. Most
802.3 installations use coaxial cable,. but there is
nothing in the standard that requires·· it. One of .the
advantages of the AUI interface is that it defines
the network in terms of signal levels ahd pin
locations, not in terms of the actual cabling
medium. Several vendors .•. have ... taken advantage of . this
fact to.·implement 802.3·network .technology ··on.twisted
pair copper and fiber optic media. Given a
transceiver that., .. responds properly to the AUI
signalling, the network interface card does not need
to know anything about the physical environment that
is supporting it.

IEEEa02.5Token Ring

The IEEE 802.5 standard is an evolution of the IBM
Token Ring research and development. Developed more
recently than the Ethernet environment, its evolution
has been closely .coordinated.with ·the .·IEEE··.standards
body. Thus, there are no predecessor technologies
for 802.5 environments. The predominant cable medium
for 802.5 networks is shielded twisted pair copper.
However, as in the 802.3 case, an ·AUI·.connection can
be serviced by any transceiver •.. following the •802.5
specifications.

One of the most important decisions to be made in the
initial stages of network design is the·· selection of
802.3 or 802.5 for the fundamental topology. Commonly
referred to as "Ethernet" or "Token Ring",.thetwo are
totally incompatible at the hardware level. Most major
local area networking software, inclUding 3eom and
Novell, will run on either. Most issues of performance
and reliability are matters of personal preference. The
major concerns are. for the other equipment to be·used on
the network. Most mini.computer and mainframe
manufacturers have a preference for one topology or the
other. Hewlett-Packard, for example, is exclusively in
the Ethernet camp. If •. the+oetworkdesignis to include
interoperability with Hewlett-Packard computers, then,
the networking hardware.must <be ..· of the 802.3 type.
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CABLING MEDIUM COMPATIBILITY

In network design, far too little attention is usually
paid to the transmission medium itself. It is easy to
assume that coax is required for Ethernet and twisted
pair is required for token ring, but as long as the
transceiver follows the AUI interface rules it does not
matter what the transmission medium is. Therefore,
decisions about cabling medium can be made independently
of decisions about network topology. The following types
of cable are the most commonly used:

50-OHM COAXIAL CABLE

The original medium for Ethernet, this cable comes in
two sizes, "thick" and "thin". Thick cable is now
rarely used except for backbone networks because of
its high cost and difficulty to manage. Thin cable,
however, is still one of the most common Ethernet
wiring schemes.

ADVANTAGES

o Interface cards are relatively inexpensive and
available for every type of network software

o Adding a device to the network is very easy:
simply add one more loop to the cable

DISADVANTAGES

o The cable itself can be as much as ten times more
expensive as twisted pair

o A fault in the cable disables every device in the
same segment of the network; network segmentation
devices are expensive and thus minimally used

o Location and diagnosis of cable faults are
time-consuming because of the electrical nature
of coax

UNSHIELDED TWISTED PAIR

Commonly thought of as "telephone wire", unshielded
twisted pair is an option for both Ethernet and token
ring networks. IBM token ring has been available on
this medium since its introduction, but only within
the past two years has Ethernet technology evolved to
the point that it can run reliably at full rated
speed (10MB) on this medium. However, a number of
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vendors, including Synoptics,
Hewlett-Packard, offer 10MB 802.3
unshielded twisted pair·. cable.

ADVANTAGES

Cabletron
equipment

and
for

o This is the least expensive cable now available

o The "hub andspokeH
· ("star") topology of twisted

pair equipment limits failure from cable faults
to the device being connected via the faulty
cable

o Fault isolation is automatic; repair is very
quick

o In many cases, especially
buildings, it is possible
telephone cable for the network

in more modern
to use existing

DISADVANTAGES

o There are hidden costs: every eight to twelve
network devices require a concentrator; to
calculate an accurate cost of the network per
device, a portion of the concentrator (hublmust
be· included

o Only time will tell whether the manufacturers of
this equipment have solvedtheRFI/EMI·problems
of carrying such powerful signals of such high
frequency over unshielded cable

o Adding a device to the network can be difficult
if a cable run from the device location to a
concentrator is not already in place

o There are as yet no standards >for the cabling
medium side of the network; the IEEE 802.3
committee is working on it, but at present there
is no guarantee of interoperability between hubs
of one vendor and network interfaces of another

o Each vendor of twisted pair systems sells a
transceiver (MAU) that meets the 802.3 AUI
specifications on the device side and connects
via twisted pair to the hub. These MAU's can be
expensive. Network cards with internal MAU's,
quite common for thin coax, are currently rare
for 802.3 twisted pair networks and tend to be
restricted in the software· that they support.
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a A twisted pair hub counts as a repeater in a
network. 802.3 specifications limit the repeater
count to four (i.e. there can be no more than
four hubs between devices on a network) before
some sort of bridge must be introduced. This
limit increases the care required in cable plant
design.

SHIELDED TWISTED PAIR

Shielded twisted pair cable has been the preferred
medium for IBM token ring since its inception. Some
Ethernet implementations are also designed for it.
Shielded twisted pair is available in a number of
configurations, inluding one that matches the
electrical characteristics of unshielded cable and
can thus be substituted for use by equipment designed
for unshielded cable.

ADVANTAGES

a EMI/RFI concerns are greatly reduced

a This is the only cable type guaranteed to carry
IBM'S 16MB token ring

a Can be used for any present or anticipated
twisted pair scheme

a Even though more expensive than unshielded, still
considerably less than coax

DISADVANTAGES

o More expensive (by about 50%) than unshielded

o If substituted for an unshielded specification,
may require heavier gauge wire to carry the s~me

distance

o This wire must always be installed new
telephone wire is never shielded

a Shares network equipment
unshielded twisted pair

disadvantage with

FIBER OPTIC CABLE
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Only recently has the associated equipment cost for
fiber optic networks become low enough to allow
consideration for any but the most demanding
applications. Today, however, the equipment is
SUfficiently reasonable in price to make it·· possible
to design backbone networks using fiber optic
technology.

ADVANTAGES

o Totally immune to electromagnetic interference;
also does not generate any

o Has the highest speed capability of any medium

DISADVANTAGES

o Cable cost is highest·of all

o Standards are still very immature

WHO OWNS MY NETWORK?
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SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY ISSUES

If the hardware issues can be somewhat confusing, they
are nevertheless far more straightforward than the
software issues. In the software area, there are two
"faces" of interest to network designers: the portion
that looks at the network, called transport services, and
the portion that works with the application, called
presentation services.

NETWORK TRANSPORT SERVICES

Corresponding to layers one through four of the OSI
model, network transport services are responsible for
moving data from one device in the network to another.
In order to do this, network communications protocols are
used.. The first step toward interoperability is to have
all transport services use the same protocols, and they
don't. Two major variants in use today are:

UDP/XNS

Xerox Network Services, the first protocol developed
for Ethernet, is still widely used as a basic
component by Novell, 3Com and many others. UDP,
Universal Datagram Protocol, is the layer four
service most commonly used with XNS.

TCP/IP

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol was
developed by the Department of Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) for global networking
systems. Adapted by some local area network vendors
for network transport, this protocol is still the
most successful in providing interoperability among
disparate systems. Hewlett-Packard networking
systems are based on this protocol. However, as
shown in Figure 4, TCP/IP is not the whole story.
The 802.3 standard, most often considered a hardware
standard, also has software standard elements. 802.3
packet framing is not the same as Ethernet framing.
H-P networking, having come later than ARPA, was
designed to the 802.3 standard and is thus
incompatible at the data link layer (layer two) with
ARPA services.

While all three variants shown in figure 4 can coexist on
the same physical network, they cannot talk to one
another without translation services. To use the
telephone system analogy, the situation can be compared
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Note that
connected
example,
services.
does not

to international telephone services where all people use
the same telephone equipment and all use voice -- but
some speak English, others French and still others
German.

NETWORK PRESENTATION SERVICES

Where transport services manage movement of data on the
network, presentation services provide a consistent
application interface, so that developers of workstation
and PC software do not need to be concerned about the
particular network environment in which their
applications will operate. Over the years, several de
facto standard presentation services have been
developed. Especially in the.PC area, these have allowed
application software developers to adapt their packages
to network environments without extensive customization.
Some of the most common examples. are:

MS-NET

Microsoft Networking Services, commonly called the
"redirector"

NETBIOS

An alternative workstation program interface to
MS-NET, with similar but not identical services.
Working at a slightly lower level than .MS-NET, it
appeals to network application designers because it
more easily overcomes performance problems. Some
networking software supports both interfaces.

ARPA SERVICES

A series of application interfaces designed to move
information across disparate networks. The most
common of these are ftp,a file transfer protocol;
telnet, a virtual terminal interface; and smtp, an
electronic mail system.

NFS

Network File System, a file sharing environment
common in UNIX based systems.

presentation services are only loosely
to the transport services. MS-NET, for

is supported on virtually all transport
While this makes application design easier, it

really solveinteroperability problems, in the
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sense that a PC running MultiMate with NetWare will not
be able to access a MultiMate document residing on a 3Com
3Plus server. Any stack in Figure 5 could be placed on
top of any stack on Figure 4 and the application software
would work the same.
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OTHER PROBLEMS

CO-PROCESSOR CARDS

One thing common to all network service software is the
amount of memory it takes and the CPU resources it
consumes. A number of manufacturers have solved some of
both problems by introducing network interface cards that
have their own CPU and memory. These coprocessor cards
run the network transport protocols without requiring the
host processor to intervene. Only a small amount of host
memory is required to contain the interface programs.
Unfortunately, a number of problems arise:

o One manufacturer's coprocessor card cannot run
another manufacturer's network software.

o XNS cards cannot run TCP/IP, and vice versa

o As if coprocessor cards were
enough, they are only supplied
interface or a thin coax MAU.
installations are out of luck.

not expensive
with an AUI

Twisted pair

NETWORK OPERATING SYSTEMS

Workstations run PC DOS, OS/2 or UNIX. Servers are not
requi.red to run any of the above. Although most do,
Novell in particular uses a proprietary operating system
for its servers.
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CONCLUSIONS

Design of a network that serves present needs without
hindering future growth is a very difficult task. Many
seemingly irrelevant details must be carefully
considered. True interoperability is a dream of the
future; today a compromise 1s always required. A good
network design will always include compromises that allow
future growth and encourage evolution of standards.
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SOFTWARE INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY
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FIGURE 4: TRANSPORT AND BELOW
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SOFTWARE INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY
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THB HP3000 CONNBCTION

"RS232 TO LAN"

Dave Heck/Lewis Dalrymple
The city. of Tempe

120 East 5th street
Tempe, AZ 85281

(602)731-8777

" INTRODUCTION

You're right, the title does sound· a little like an
international spy network, which is smuggling 'who knows
what' from code name 'RS232' to a mysterious place called
'LAN'.
Well, you are partially right,thereisa<little bit of
intrigue in ..the "HP3000 CONNECTION", however, .. we hope to
solve that mystery by showing you some simple methods for
connecting peripherals to your HP3000 computer.

We at the city of Tempe, with our (9) HP3000 (and
growing) computer networks, have experienced about every
situation one might imagine and.have therefore developed
many great techniques for streamlining peripheral
connections to HP3000'sfrom the Micro3000through the
series 95X.

" RS232???????

We will begin .by describing the primary method .. used in
connecting HP3000 Computers to other data communications
devices~

The code name is 'RS232C',·. which. isaspecification
pUblished by the Electronics Industries Association
(EIA), governing the· interface between data
communications equipment (DCE), such as modems, and data
terminal equipment (OTE), such as computers.

There arE:! two basic parts to the 'RS232C' standard:

1) Electrical characteristics of the signals
crossing the interface •••
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2) Connector/Pin numbers and the functions of
the signals of the interface ••• ~

Table 1 describes both pin numbers and signals.

PIN 11 NAME OF SIGNAL ABBR.

1 GROUND
2 SEND DATA SD
3 RECEIVE DATA RD
4 REQUEST TO SEND RTS
5 CLEAR TO SEND CTS
6 DATA SET READY DSR
7 SIGNAL COMMON
8 DATA CARRIER DETECT DCD

15 TRANSMIT CLOCK DB
17 RECEIVE CLOCK DD
20 DATA TERMINAL DTR
24 EXTERNAL MODEM
25 OUT OF SERVICE OOS

* THE CONNECTIONS BEGIN

Hewlett-Packard elected to use the EIA RS232
specification (standard) and the 25 pin D-Type connector,
commonly used by the telephone and computer industry, as
the standard for the first HP3000 computers. Yes, we can
all (well, nearly all except you y~~gsters) recall the
ADCC provided by HP as the standard interface to all
peripheral devices. This required cables with 25 pin
connectors on both ends to interface the computer and
most other peripheral devices (terminals, printers,
etc.).
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Figure 1 shows a typical 25 pin connector/cable.

Figure 1

It was soon determined that most •• connections· •.• (terminals,
printers, etc.) could be made with only three of the 25
pins available in the D-type connector:

Pin - 2
Pin - 3
Pin - 7

Send Data
Receive·· Data
Signal Common

This greatly reduced both connector and wiring costs' for
most interface requirements.

As new HP3000 computers evolved, requirements for more
users (ports/connectors) indicated that the large 25-pin
D-typeconnector used up far· too· much panel space and
thus must be replaced.

This change produced· a replacement for both theD-type
connector. and. the ADCC port.
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The ATP/3-pin port/connector became the new standard on
all HP3000 Computers.

This opened the way for a new series of cables/connectors
for the serial interface.

A B

Figure 2

At this point we had eliminated the 25-pin o-type
connector on the computer end of the cable and the
troublesome 'hold down' screws which were either missing
or too short~•.••••.• or what ever .••.•...

Interconnection cabling was still a problem, since
special cables still had to be assembled and then
'pulled' throughout the data processing area.
Add to this the RS232 standard cable length limit (50
feet) which was also adopted by HP (a most conservative
standard).

Well, like most other things we are told not to do, we
started stretching 50 feet to 100 feet and then to 1000
feet plus with few or no operating problems.

We had now achieved reasonable distances (the user didn't
have to live in the computer room), however, we still had
the problem of special cables and the runs to each
peripheral device.
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* ENTER MODULAR WIRING

The next advancement just seemed to answer all of our
prayers, and it bad been right at our finger tips all the
time--modular connectors/wiring••••.

The.idea of using the modular plug/jack w1r1ng scheme,
developedbythe.telephone industry, opened. up all the
doors to the next generation of data communication
wiring/connections.

Just what does this mean in the simplest terms??????

First of all, .it allows interface wiring to be
accomplished by us.ing existing multiconductor, twisted
pair cables used by the.telephone industry, something
that is available in almost every building location.
Secondly, all available RJll (4/6. conductor) and RJ45 (8
conductor) modular .connectors and· connector/jack
assemblies could be used to interconnect computers and
peripheral devices.

As part of this windfall came the DB-25 m.odular adapter,
a 25-pin o-type connector with an RJl1 or RJ45 interface
connection.

Figure 3

This meant that we could now interconnect our computer
and terminals/printers without making and pUlling special
cables and without any solder connections.
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Figure 4

The modular w1r1ng technology provided a wide range of
connecting devices, including plugs/jacks (RJ11/RJ45),
patch panels, quick-connect blocks (M66), and of course
the modular adapter.

Our illustration (Figure 4) shows a typical connection
path from the ATP connector, using flat line cord (4
conductor) with a modular plug (RJ11). This assembly is
plugged into a patch panel which consists of 12 jack
groups that are either connected to a second panel group
or a preconnectorized quick-connect block via a 25 pair
telephone type cable/connector.

Once we are connected to the quick-connect blocks, we can
cross connect to conventional twisted pair conductors in
existing telephone cables. This in turn routes to the
user destination. We can then simply extend our
connections out to wall jacks (RJ11) and provide the
final connection through a RJ11 line cord and modular
adapter. As simple as that ••••••••

Simple, efficient, and most of all cost effective. Oh
yes, and let's not forget flexible.

The patch panel allows us the ultimate flexibility in
being able to change ports/peripheral devices by changing
the position of a patch cordon the patch panel(s).
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* RS232 INTERCONNECTING METHODS

Using the modular wiring system provides us with a wide
range of connection. options which we will illustrate in
the following examples:

+ Small Business system

For all you users with a Series 37, 42, or Micro 3000
computer, we recommend the arrangement shown in
Figure 5.

JPlNAW
FAN~ourCABlE

Figure 5

Here we have used···a 12 connector (ATP). octopus··•. cable
wired t.oa.2spair (50pin).telcoconnector. . This
cable is .extended (if required) with another telco
cable to· an intermediate· patch panel.

We use patch panels for· the greatest connection
flexibility, however,·thiscould·be- eliminated by
connecting directly to.aquick-connect wiring block.
From the blocks you can route through existing
telephone station cable to the appropriate user
location(s). The rest is simply using the RJll line
cord and the modular adapter to your terminal or
printer.
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+ The compu~er Room

Computer room wiring, for you larger system users
(Series 58, 70, 900), is handled ina similar manner
as described for the smaller systems. Figure 6
provides a typical example:

Figure 6

In this example, we use mUltiple octopus cables (one
for each 12 ATP connector group) which are connected
to intermediate patch panels. The output panel is in
turn connected to the M66 block and routed to the
user location via multiconductor telephone cables.

Final connections are again made via the RJ11
plug/jack assemblies and modular adapters.

If you have multiple computers in one computer room,
and are prone to rearranging/upgrading your systems,
we would further suggest patch panels mounted below
your raised floor, near each computer. This way you
can make your initial connections to RJll jack patch
panels using individual ATP/RJll cables. This allows
complete flexibility of all connections within the
computer room without altering any 'down stream'
wiring or patches when you move or upgrade to a
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new/different computer. This is great when you
upgrade to a different machine and ports/LDEV's are
changed.

+ MUlticomputer/Multilocations

until now, we have discussed only direct connect
computer requirements.

Well, what if we have remote (outside the RS232
direct limit) computers/peripheral devices? Say a
thousand feet or even 5 miles away.

The modular wiring scheme works just the same way,
but with some different connection devices as shown
in Figures 7 and 8.

In Figure 7 we show you an example of a LUXCOM fiber
optic mUltiplexer link that we used to communicate to
200+ users in a building approximately 2000 feet from
our central computer room.

Figure 7

Again, we use the typical octopus fan-out-cable with
12 3-pin ATP connectors attached to intermediate
panels using telco type connector/extender cables.

The output patch panel is also connected via 50 pin
telco connector/cables to the LUXCOM mUltiplexers.
It is, however, worth noting that the output patch
panels were custom wired using a 3-wire connection
scheme to provide 16 channels for each 50 pin
connector, which matched the number of channels on
each LUXCOM I/O module. This greatly simplified our
overall wiring scheme.
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The multiplexed signals are transmitted over fiber
optic cable to the remote site and the connection
process reversed.

Outputs were then routed through an existing
telephone cable to the 200 user locations throughout
our remote building complex.

Figure 8 illustrates our use of modular wiring for
networks requiring modem/multiplexer connections for
remote sites being serviced over leased telephone
lines.

PATOCPNfElS

Figure 8

As our example shows, we have used the basic
'extremity' connection using octopus cables, patch
panels, line cord/RJ11 connector assemblies, and
modular adapters for the final peripheral device
connections.

The new piece is how we connected the mUltiplexers.

Again, we use' custom fan-out-cables with 12 DB-25
connectors (standard EIA interface for mUltiplexers)
to allow us to attach directly to the patch panels
through 50 conductor telco cables/connectors. All
other connections are the same as shown in earlier
examples.
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* SERZES 950 RS232/LAR CORNECTZONS

A new 'twist' was introduced with the prec1s1on
architecture machines, in that all direct connections
are through Distributed Terminal Controllers (DTC)
which are LAN (local area network) connected to the
computer.

Well, not to worry, there is a simple solution,
especially if you have adopted the modular wiring
concept.

Although the LAN wiring/connection concept is a little
bit 'fore19n', we soon learn about BNC connectors,
medium access units (MAU), and LANICS (the equivalent
of the INP). These are all the items needed to make
the coaxial cable connections which are the primary
interface between the 900 series computer and the
DTC.

Before we get too deep into this connection method
let's start with some basics about the LAN.

+ THE LAN

A Local Area Network(LAN) is a communication system
that provides the capability of economically
distributing information between intelligent
entities such as persons, workstations, and
computational facilities in a local environment.
Rather than being an end in itself, a LAN is the
means of putting distributed systems together--ie.
for integrating the components of automated
systems.

o What Are The Benefits????

1) Efficient communication between devices.
2) Economical communication between devices.
3) Low interconnection costs.
4) Vendor independence.
5) Versatility of modification and expansion.
6) Support of multiple applications.
7) Application integration.
8) Protocol standardization.
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9) High reliability of network components.
10) Common resource sharing.

o Where is it all qoinq?????

Obviously in the HP world, with the 'Precision
Architecture' machines, we have already arrived
in the 'LAN' era for interconnecting both
computers and/or workstations.

We at the city have already expanded our PC
base to approximately 250 and now have over
20 starLAN subnets throughout our facilities.

continued reduction in hardware costs and
an ever widening product/vendor base certainly
indicates an ever increasing use of local and
wide area network systems.

+ LAN BASICS

o Cables - In the HP LAN environment, there are
three types of acceptable transmission media:
ThickLAN, ThinLAN, and UTP (unshielded,
twisted pair).

ThickLAN cable is the classic ethernet cable.
It consists ofa .0855 inch solid copper
center conductor surrounded by a dielectric,
two foil shields and two braided shields.

ThinLAN cable, on the other hand, is the less
traditional "cheaperNET" cable. It consists
of RG58 A/U coax with only one outer braided
shield and a stranded center conductor.
ThinLAN, however, does have several attributes
which make it more desirable than ThickLAN.
It's flexibility and ease of attachment make
it far more practical in most installation
environments and provides the lowest overall
cost per connection/maintenance.

UTP (unshielded, twisted pair)

UTP, by far, is the most desirable
transmission medium in the office environment
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today. It is the 'new kid' in the LAN cables,
but it already is widely proven/accepted. UTP
is not only flexible and easy to install,but
it is inexpensive and in most cases already
exists (your telco wiring).

HP has two LAN products based on UTP: StarLAN
(1 Mbps) and StarLAN 10 (10 mbps).

FIBER OPTIC

Fiber optic cable is commonly used asa
'backbone' medium connecting LANs in different
buildings together. All of its properties
make it ideal for heavy traffic~rough

environment, and long distances.

Fiber optic cable is simple in design, using a
hollow core fiber (measured in microns)
surrounded by a solid glass 'cladding' and
finally a protective outer covering.

Light emitting devices are used to send
signals over the cable while a detector
receives the signals and converts them back to
electrical inpulses.

Fiber represents the 'high speed'
communication method of the future.

o CONNECTING TO THE LAN

ATTACHMENTS

The attachments to the LAN medium is
accomplished in (3) three different ways
depending upon the actual medium used
(ThickLAN, ThinLAN, orUTP).

ThickLAN cable connections are made through a
'vampire tap'. This tap is designed so that
you can attach it to an active network without
disturbing the operations of the network.

The signal probe of the tap pierces the cable
(through a hole that you drill with a coring
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tool) to make contact with the center
conductor.

The tap is then connected to a signal
converter (transceiver) called the Medium
Attachment unit (MAU).

THINLAN

connections to the ThinLAN cable are made
through BNC 'tee' connectors. Two sides of
the BNC tee connector connect to the LAN
cable; the third side connects to the ThinMAU.
A 1 - meter cable connects the ThinMAU
(normally a permanently attached cable) to the
applicable LAN component (repeater, bridge, pc
interface board, etc.). This cable is called
the AUI or Attachment unit Interface.

UTP

Attachments to unshielded, twisted pair (UTP)
are as numerous as the mechanical connections
available for wire. However, we tend to only
think of those which we have previously
described for 'Modular Wiring'.

The source of the UTP-LAN output originates
with the RJ45 output of a StarLAN Hub (1 Mbps)
or the StarLAN 10 Bridge (10 Mbps).

These signals are then routed/connected using
a wide variety of connection devices,
including RJ11 plug/jacks, patch panels, M66
quick-connect blocks, only to mention a few.

Computer connections, via UTP, are
accomplished with a 'Twisted Pair MAU', which
has an RJ45 jack for twisted pair connection
and an AUI cable/connector for attachment to
the HP3000 LANIC board.
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o LIMITS (Dos and DON'Ts)

There are some basic rules that define both
the medium and how it must be used. We have
developed the following table to show you some
of these specifications/comparisons in
Figure 9.

ThickLAN (802.3) ThinLAN (802.3) StarLAN 10 HP StarLAN

Topology BUS STAR

Data Rate 10 Mbps 1Mbps

Cable Type Belden 9880 (50 Ohm) RG 58 A/U Unshielded Twisted Pair

Segment Length 500 Meters 185 Meters 100 Meters 250 Meters

Network Span 5 X 500 Meters 5 X 185 Meters 3 Cascades @ 100M 3 Cascades @ 250M

Stations Per Segment 100 30 12 Per Hub 11 Per Hub

Transceiver Spacing 2.5 Meters .5 Meters N/A

Media Access Transceiver I AUI cable BNC·r I Thin MAU RJ 45 Type Modular Connector

Statlons. Per Network 1024

Figure 9

Now that we have covere~ the basics, we can get back
to connecting our 950 computer.

As we indicated early, the interconnection to the 950 is
via the DTC which is actually connected to the LAN.
The output of the DTC is the familiar ATP.

What a relief, at least some things have not changed.
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Figure 10 gives you a typical look at the connections
needed for the 900 series machines.

Figure 10

Pretty simple, as you can see, just a few new parts and
then everything else is the same as we have described
so many times before.

We again use the familiar octopus cables, patch panels,
and of course at the end of all this the RJ11/modular
adapter.

* LAN/WAN CONNECTIONS

It is now time to demonstrate some of the LAN/WAN
connections and networks.

+ SYSTEM LAN =THINLAN

We refer to the LAN which is the basic 'backbone'
connecting our computers, DTCs, and bridges as
the System LAN.

In our network we have elected to use ThinLAN
cable which offers us the greatest flexibility
and the lowest overall connection cost.
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Figure 11 depicts atypical network using the
ThinLAN cable/connection techniques:

Figure 11

+ starlan= PC LAN = Office LAN

The StarLan (subnetwork) consis.ts of personal
computer (PCl users ina common location, sharing
resources (programs, files, printers, etc.).
These subnetworks also have access to other
resources/computers attached to the overall
System LAN/WAN.
Figure 12 illustrates our typical starLAN
subnetwork configuration:

CUSTOM WIRING FOR STARlAN

900SfRIES
(XU)UItR

Figure .12
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We use a 10:1 (10Mbps/1Mbps) bridge to provide
isolation between the LAN and the subnetwork
traffic as well as provide medium conversion
(twisted pair to thinLAN). The bridge output and
user PC's are connected to a preconnectorized,
quick-connect block (M66). This block is in turn
connected to the Starlan Hub via a custom RJ45/50
pin telco connector/octopus cable. The RJ45
octopus cable plugs provide the connection to both
the user PC's as well as one 'leg' for the bridge
connection.

+ Wide Area Network Connection

Remote computers are network connected (in our
network) via wide area MAC bridges.

We illustrate a typical arrangement using two
Wellfleet LN series bridges communicating over a
telco 56Kbps DDS line. (Figure 13)

Lan C

[5 MAU

WIde Area I
Bridge

Leased Line

Lan A

Lan B

Wide Area
Bridge

Figure 13
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The bridges are connected to the respective LAN's
using BNC connectors/Medium Access units (MAU).

Once in place, the bridges are transparent to the
local area networks.

+ THE COMPOSITE NETWORK

We can now take all of the pieces and interconnect
them into a "Composite Network' or CATENET.

In Figure 14 we take the System LAN(s) , StarLANs,
and connect them via a Wide Area Network (WAN)
bridges.

This network now uses all of the many connections
from RS232 to LAN •••••••••.

1:- f
Ole

Figure 14

* PUTTING IT TOGETHER AND KEEPING IT RUNNING

Well, we have told you a lot about connecting things to
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the HP3000 computer. In concluding, we want to
leave you a list of items that we found to be very
helpful in 'putting it all together and keeping
it running' •

Tools

Punch down tool for M66 quick-connect blocks, RJll/RJ45
crimping tool, wire strippers

Test Equipment

LAN Scanner(3COM), voltohm meter, audio tone generator,
telephone buttset

Trouble Shooting

LAN analyzer(Sniffer), loopback connectors, LAN (AUI)
inline monitor, breakout box, protocol analyzer, bit
error rate tester

* CONCLUSION

As you can see, the connection techniques have made many
changes over the past 10 years and are now entering the
LAN era. But, no matter where the new connection
technology leads us, we always seem to need some of the
'old' basic connections.

We hope this brief presentation of our techniques will
help you in your current and future HP3000 CONNECTIONS.
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1. Introduction

The development and implementation of OSI standards promises

to make new and expanding networks easier and less· expensive to

operate in multi-vendor ~nvironments. Today, many major vendors

have shown their support for OSI by implementing their standards

and providing gateway connections. This paper focuses on the

interconnectivity between IEEE 802.3 and IEEE 802.5 LANs. Since

the HP Starlan and the IBM Token Ring Networks are two major

implementations of the above, all the discussion in this paper

will be directly applicable to both. Except for these network

products from HP and IBM, and the corresponding network operating

systems, no other network products will be discussed. The aim of

this paper is to explore the interconnectivity issues in·a

general rather than a vendor specific way where various products

could be applied. The discussion will be limited to the

physical, data link, and network layers of the OSI reference

model which is sufficient for network interconnection.

Furthermore, Wide Area Networks (WANS) and X.25 connections

will not be discussed. The main focus will be on

interconnectivity of networks in an office building. Before
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addressing interconnectivity issues, the lower three levels of

the OSI model will be discussed. Next, the IEEE 802.3 and IEEE

802.5 protocols will be touched upon. Finally, the various

methods of connecting networks will be discussed.

2. An overview of the physical, data link and network layers

The physical layer deals with the nature of the transmission

medium, electrical signaling, and device attachment. The data

link layer provides a well defined service to the network layer,

determining how the bits of the physical layer are grouped into

frames, dealing with transmission errors, regUlating the flow of

frames so that slow receivers are not swamped by fast senders,

and general link management. The data link layer consists of

Media Access Control (MAC) and the Logical Link Control (LLC).

The MAC sUblayer is the lower part of the data link layer and

deals with methods for allowing a particular node to transmit on

the data transmission channel available to it. OSI has left open

the implementation of the MAC sublayer and therefore, three

standards have emerged. This paper deals with the IEEE 802.3 and

IEEE 802.5 standards. Above the MACsublayer is the Logical Link

Control (LLC) , which is architecture independent and can be used

with each of the physical LAN implementations. LLC receives

services from the MAC sUblayer. These services allow the local

LLC sUblayer entity to exchange LLC data with peer sUblayer

entities. This provides a means to successfully transfer data
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and/orcontrol information from one machine to another.

Finally, the network layer is concerned with getting packets

from the source all the way to the.destination. This function

may require making many hops at intermediate nodes along the

way. It is at this level that two networks ·first establish a

connection.

3. '!'he IEEE 802.3 MAC Suhlayer Prot:ocol

The 802.3 frames structure as shown below is made up of

series of bits. Each frame starts with a preamble of7 bytes

7 2 or 6 2or6 2 0- 1500 0-46

Dete

Stert of fr... L.,... of
DeU.tter Oet. fl.ld

Figure 1: '!'he 802.3 frame foraat

followed by the start of frame byte to denote the start of the

frame itself. Then.comes the destination and source addresses.

The length of the data and the data itself follows next. The

maximum size of data is 1500 bytes. After a series of null bytes

there is a checksum field. It is here that a checksum algorithm
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is applied to detect errors. The framing, addressing and error

detection is part of the services performed by the data link

layer. Another service is media access management which involves

collision avoidance and collision handling. The following is a

brief summary of this process.

The IEEE 802.3 standard utilizes baseband technology, where

data can only be transmitted to one node at a time. The 802.3

protocol is known as Carrier Sense, MUltiple Access System with

Collision Detection (CSMA/CD). This simply means that if a node

wishes to transmit a data packet, it must first listen (Carrier

Sense) to insure that no data is currently being passed over the

network. If the network is available, the data will be

broadcast. If the transmission was clean, that is, no collision,

the node will again listen to the network for traffic. If two

nodes attempt to transmit data across the LAN at the same time,

then a collision occurs. When collision is detected, the node

detecting the collision will issue a "jam" broadcast to all nodes

on the LAN and a collision recovery routine is executed and the

node will wait a random amount of time before re-transmitting its

data.

4. The IEEE 802.5 MAC Sublayer Protocol

The basic operation of the MAC protocol is straightforward.

When there is no traffic on the ring, a 3 byte token circulates

endlessly, waiting for a station to seize it. When the token is
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captured, the station modifies it to a start of frame sequence

and appends additional fields making it a complete frame.

I I I

GGJ:;]F~:=t

Figure 2: The token frame and the 802.5 frame format

When the information transfer is complete, the sending station

generates a new token. The frame format is more complex than the

IEEE 802.3 frame. The SO field indicates the start of frame.

Following so is the Access Control (AC) field which provides

information necessary to allow access to the medium. The Frame

Control (FC) byte follows which distinguishes data frames from

various control frames. Next comes the Destination and Source

Addresses (DA, SA), followed by data which can be as many bytes

as a particular implementation allows. The Checksum field (CS)

and Ending Delimiter (ED) fields follow. Finally, there is a

Frame status (FS) field. The basic function of this field is to

provide automatic acknowledgment for each frame and increase

reliability as much as possible.
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5. Internetworking Issues

In this discussion we shall assume that a collection of IEEE

802.3 networks (e.g., HP starLAN, star topology) need to

communicate among themselves and with IEEE 802.5 networks (e.g.,

IBM Token Ring), and vice versa. A coaxial backbone is assumed

connecting the floors of a building and various host computers.

Also we assume that the backbone and the starLAN networks run

under NS3000/V link software which is the network operating

system. The token ring drive and the IBM PC LAN programs are

running on the Token Ring network. Interconnecting the various

departmental networks to the backbone is the objective which we

shall address.

In the above environment there are four possible internetwork

communication methods: StarLAN to StarLAN, StarLAN to Token

Ring, Token Ring to Token Ring, and Token Ring to starLAN.

Several problems become apparent. The first problem is that

the IEEE 802.3 networks and the IEEE 802.5 networks use different

frame formats at the MAC sublayer. As a result, any copying

between different LANs require reformatting, which takes CPU

time, requires new checksum calculation and introduces the

possibility of undetected errors due to bad bits in the bridges

memory. A second problem is that interconnected LANs do not

necessarily run at the same data rate. Too many packets may be

sent to a single address. This situation is called flow control.

The HP starLAN has 1 Mbps and 10 Mbps implementations. The
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IBM Token Ring network runs at 4 Mbps. Therefore, when

forwarding back to back frames from the 10 Mbps LAN to the 4 Mbps

LAN, the connectivity black box will not be able to get rid of

the frames as fast as they come in. Frames will have to be

buffered and stored in memory. The amount of memory then becomes

an issue. A third problem in LAN connectivity is that the

maximum frame length is different between the two network types.

The general boundaries are 1500 bytes for IEEE 802.3 and 5000

bytes for the Token Ring networks. The following section will

explore ways to connect the networks, given these constraints.

6. Homogeneous Internetworking Solutions

First, we shall consider IEEE 802.3 to IEEE 802.3

connectivity. An HP starLAN 10 Mbps transparent bridge can

easily accomplish this. 1 Mbps and 10 Mbps traffic can be

handled using such abridge assuming we have both implementations

of starLAN in place. The various starLAN networks may either be

connected to the backbone, or using a tree structure, each

network has a parent-child relationship to- networks below. The

master network can be connected to the backbone using a bridge

and the subnetworks can also connect to the master network using

a bridge. When a workstation in network needs to communicate

with another workstation in another network, the bridge will

determine which subnetwork the data belongs to. Therefore, it

provides address filtering, which causes traffic which is not
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intended for a subnetwork to by-pass the subnetwork. kIso, as

traffic increases, it is advantageous to break the network into

two or more segments linked by bridges, thereby, reducing the

number of devices on each segment. This will in effect reduce

collisions which in turn will increase the throughput on the

system. Another benefit of breaking up the network is to exceed

network limitations such as maximum distance and number of

devices supported. The frames will broadcast to all the stations

in the intended subnetwork. Various algorithms have been

designed (spanning tree) to determine and store the unique paths

between LANs.

From IEEE 802.5 to IEEE 802.5 no special problems exist. IBM

bridges can interconnect these IBM Token Ring LANs together. The

major difference between these bridges is that they are source

routing bridges. The algorithm used to determine the path

between the 2 networks is significantly different and is outside

the scope of this paper. One advantage that Token Ring to Token

Ring connections enjoy is that they can support routing bridges.

Therefore, 2 parallel Token Ring networks can use two bridges to

communicate. The load will thus be split among the two bridges

resulting in increased throughput. IEEE 802.3 connections can

not make use of mUltiple bridges. It is also important for the

bridges in the above two communications mode to manage flow

control, as explained in the previous section.
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The situation becomes more complex when trying to

interconnect IEEE 802.3 to IEEE 802.5 and vice-versa. What is

needed is a connection black box able to handle the 2 different

frame formats and sizes, different communication protocols, and

different data rate. To resolve this issue, we need to

understand what are routers and how they differ from bridges.

7. Routers, Bridges, and Non Homogeneous connections

While routers and bridges can connect distinct LANs, increase

LAN capacity and LAN distance, and provide network traffic

isolation (Packets not belonging to a subnetwork are not passed

to that sUb-network), they have a fundamental difference.

Bridges copy packets between adjacent networks using same network

protocol and operate 'at the MAC level. They do not interfere

with network layer protocols and are therefore, transparent to

the distinct workstations. In addition, bridges interconnect

LANs with a uniform address domain, and therefore, no address

conversion is required and in the majority of cases, they connect

homogeneous LANs (i.e., same MAC protocol).

In contrast, routers are not transparent to the user

protocols. They implement the network protocol (e.g., IP,

DECNET, XNS, NS3000, etc.) and, thus, have peer counterparts in

other routers as well as in user workstations and hosts. They

terminate the MAC and LLC layers of each connected LAN and permit

translation between different address domains. Because of the
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higher protocol different processing overhead, the router

, generally delivers lower throughput than the bridge. It

provides, however, more efficient routing and flow control than a

bridge, since it operates at the network level and can exploit

the traffic management procedures that are part of that layer.

In addition, the source and destination machine may not be

adjacent and belong to two distinct networks. Furthermore, since

routers operate at the network layer, they have the capability to

fragment data packets received from the source machine and

reassemble at destination.

In terms of IEEE 8·02.3 to IEEE 802.5 and IEEE 802.5 to IEEE

802.3 connectivity, bridges can not be used since the starLAN

implementation, as all IEEE 802.3 implementations do not handle

source routing bridges, which are used by IEEE 802.5 In

addition, IEEE 802.5 networks do not use transparent bridges used

by IEEE 802.3 Therefore, what is needed i~ a router which can

understand the specific network protocols on either side. Given

that capability, we have solved the problem of IEEE 802.3 to IEEE

802.5 connectivity. But how about IEEE 802.5 to IEEE 802.3? In

this case we are dealing with IEEE 802.5 frame size of about 5000

bytes needing to transfer to a network allowing 1500 maximum

frame size. The router can take care of fragmentation and

assembly. The data packet will have to be split into several

packets and reassembled at the other end. The problem with

bridges is that they only have access to the source and
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destination of the packets and can not look inside the data to

determine its size. If they can not handle the extra bytes they

will simply drop them from their transmission.

In practice, the topology of the interconnected networks will

play an important role in determining when to use routers or

bridges. In many cases, both options are feasible and

performance and cost considerations determine what equipment to

choose. In other cases, routers are required and the question

may become how to minimize their use and still accomplish the

interconnectivity. The inter-network configuration and topology

will provide some answers. But in general, the guidelines in

this paper can help in deciding what equipment is needed for a

given environment.

8. Summary

This paper attempted to provide some general guidelines for

IEEE 802.3 and IEEE 802.5 connectivity by explaining is some

detail the physical, data link, and network layers of the OSI

reference model, and the MAC sublayer protocols used by IEEE

802.3 and IEEE 802.5 networks. Next it applied these concepts to

network interconnectivity and a discussion was held regarding the

merits of bridges and routers and how they can accomplish the

connectivity.
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PCs, HP 3000s, & LANs: The Virtual Terminal Connection

Randy Robinson

Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc.
P.O. Box 31876, Seattle, WA 98103-1876 U.S.A.

Telephone: (206) 324-0350 TELEX #: 311 743 WRQ UR
FAX: (206) 329-7565

The fIrst step in integrating PCs and minicomputers is making the data communications connection.
Local area networks .are the medium ofchoice, offering the potential ofhigh speed communications
and connectivity to multiple hosts. There are a variety ofpopular LAN products available.
Unfortunately, not all these products are compatible with one another. Integrating an lIP 3000 with
a PC LAN may not be straightforward.

The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the basic requirements for making a terminal connection
from aPC LAN to.an lIP3000..To understand the virtual terminal connection requires knowledge of
basic networking principles, as well as the use of gateways and communications servers.

The requirements for making a terminal connection with lIP's OffIceShare and Novell NetWare
will be discussed in some detail.

I. Basic Concepts

The commonly understood definition of a computer network is a collection of connected computers.
Connected means capable of exchanging data.

Two types of networks are wide area networks and local areanetworks. Wide area networks con
nect computers which are physically distant from eachother. An example of a wide. area network is
the ARPANET, which is the Department of Defense network. It links computers at government and
university locations around the world. X.25 public data networks, such as Telenet and Tyronet, are
wide area networks that provide links for commercial computers.

Local area networks (LANs) link computers that are physicaIly close to each other, usually in the
same building, and typically on the same floor. Examples of local area networks are OfficeShare
from Hewlett-Packard and NetWare from Novell.

Networks are also distinguished by the communication media, or channels, which physically link
the computers. There are two broad categories of links: point-to-point and broadcast. Point-to-point
is a link consisting of nodes which are connected via numerous cables or leased telephone lines.
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Any node on the network can only directly communicate with nodes which are physically connected
to it. To communicate with a node not physically connected to it, it must pass through an inter
mediate node which is physically connected to it. For example, in figure 1, for node A to communi
cate with node C, the message must pass through node D. (The message can also pass through B,
then F, to get to C.)

Figure 1 A Simple Point-to-Point Network.

Broadcast is a link in which all the nodes share a single communication channel. In a broadcast
network, every node can communicate directly with every other node. LANs are typically broadcast
networks.

Figure 2 A Simple Broadcast Network

II. The ISO Model

Computer networks are designed in a very structured way. The International Standards
Organization (ISO) has a model for this structure. This model, the Reference Model of Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI), has seven layers. Each layer is a separate entity. For example, layer
2 on one computer carries on a conversation with layer 2 on another computer. The rules and con
ventions used in this conversation are collectively known as the layer 2 protocol. The layers on each
computer must also communicate with the layers above and below it on the same computer. The
mechanism to do this is called an interface.
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Figure 3 The ISO Model

Figure 3 illustrates the ISO model. Nodes·A and B are the source and destination nodes exchanging
a message. No datais actually transferred fromlayer n on one machine to layer n on the other
machine. On the machine which is sending the message, each layer passes data and control infor
mation to the layer immediately below it until the lowest layer is reached. This layer transfers the
data to the receiving .machine. On the receiving machine, each layerpasses data tothe. layer
immediately above it until the highest layer is reached. For the conversation to be successful, each
layer must use the protocol for its layer and must adhere to the interfaces used between layers.

Each layer provides services to the layer above it. A briefdescription of the services provided by
each layer follows:

Physical This layer transmits the raw bits over the communication channel.
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Data Link The data link layer takes a raw transmission facility (the physical layer), and turns
it into a line that appears error-free to the network layer. This means that the data
link layer must detect any transmission errors and either correct or re-transmit the
data. This typically involves packet sequencing and CRe calculations.

Network This layer routes the messages from the source node to the destination node. As an
illustration, consider figure 1. Ifnode D wishes to send a message to node B, it
must know what route to take. One possible route is to send the message to node e
with an instruction to forward the message to B. An alternative would be to send
the message to node A with a similar instruction. One function of the network layer
is to know about the speed of the different routes. In this example, sending the
message to node B requires only 1 intermediate node, whereas sending it to node e
requires 2 (nodes e and F).

Transport The transport layer maintains connections between source and destination nodes. A
connection is the data path between processes. A node may support multiple
processes, each of which may have a connection to processes on different nodes. It
is up to the transport layer to route the data from each connection to the correct
process.

Session The session layer is the connection manager. A presentation layer process
negotiates with the session layer to establish a session with a remote presentation
layer process. An example is providing a logon, including password, so that files
may be transferred from an account (directory) on one node to an account on
another node.

Presentation The presentation layer performs various data manipulation functions, such as data
compression and encryption. File transfer and virtual terminal protocols are usually
considered presentation services. One example of a virtual terminal protocol func
tion is echo. When a character is typed at the keyboard, that character is usually
'echoed' on the screen. In the RS-232 environment, the host computer usually
generates the echo. In a LAN environment, the virtual terminal layers on the local
and host nodes typically negotiate whether the echo is generated locally or by the
host.

Application The content of the application layer is up to the individual user processes. An
example of application processes is terminal emulation on a PC and an interactive
(terminal oriented) application running on a mini computer.

The ISO model is just that, a model. None of the commonly used networking protocols exactly fol
lows the model. (If you believe the advertising literature, they all do.) The distinctions between
layers 5, 6, and 7 are especially difficult to determine in most networks.

In the best of all worlds, protocols at the same layer would all be interchangeable. In other words, a
network could be built by deciding which protocol to use at each layer independently of the choice
made at any other layer. In practice, this is not true.

Typically, the physical and data link layers are coupled. One exception to this is Ethernet and 802.3.
At one time, Ethernet and 802.3 had different specifications for the physical layer. Currently, they
are the same. At the data link level, 802.3 and Ethernet are different protocols. An 802.3 node can
not converse with an Ethernet node. However, because 802.3 and Ethernet share the same physical
layer, 802.3 and Ethernet nodes can be on the same network. A node that can understand both 802.3
and Ethernet can converse with any node on the network.
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Network and transport layer protocols are also usually coupled. A good example of this is TCP/IP.
These are protocols defined by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), and are
always used together on the same network.

Presentation layer protocols are often coupled with network/transport protocols, as in ARPA, but
this is not necessarily the case.

In any network, there may be several presentation layer protocols. A good example is ARPA, which
has a virtual terminal protocol, Telnet, and a ftle transfer protocol, FfP,at the presentation level (as
well as others).

'While there are agreed upon definitions of the various network layers, the interfaces between layers
are not as well defined. SPecific interfaces will be discussed in section IV.

III. Specific Protocols

As was discussed earlier, noneaf the common networking protocols exactly adheres to the ISO
model. Therefore the representation of the of the layers of the following networks should be con
sidered approximations.

The following charts show the protocols used by ARPA, NSI3000 (the networking software for the
HP 3000), OfficeShare and NetWare. For the presentation layer, only virtual terminal protocols are
listed.

Table 1.1
ARPA Protocols

Layer

By and large, network vendors who have implemented ARPA protocols for LANs have used
Ethernet for the physical and data link layers. Many vendors offer alternative physical/data link
protocols, but almost all provide Ethernet.

Table 1.2
NSI3000 Protocols

Layer

Presentation

Session
Transport
Network
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*Not available on MPFIXL (Spectrum)machines
!Available from Wollongong
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The datalink layer is 802.3. On classic lIP 3000s running MPE V-Delta-5, Ethernet is also
available. Ethernet is not available on MPE/XL systems.

The network layer is IP, which is an ARPA standard.

Th~ transport layer is TCP, also an ARPA standard.

There is no session layer that is distinct from the transport. Again, this conforms to the ARPA
standard.

At the presentation level, lIP uses a proprietary protocol, called Network Services Virtual Tenninal
(NS/VT). A third party vendor, Wollongong, offers Telnet, the ARPA standard, for classic lIP
30oos.

Table 1.3
OfficeShare Protocols

Layer Protocol Standard

Presentation NS/VT lIP proprietary
Telnet ARPA

Session None
Transport TCP ARPA
Network IP ARPA
Data Link 802.3 IEEE
Physical 802.3/Ethernet IEEE

OfficeShare for the PC uses the same protocols as the lIP 3000, except that Ethernet is not available
as a data link protocol.

Table 1.4
Novell NetWare Protocols

Layer

Presentation
Session
Transport
Network
Data Link
Physical

Protocol

Novell Proprietary
None
IPX
IPX
Various
Various

Standard

Novell Proprietary

Novell proprietary
Novell proprietary

Because of the commercial ~uccess of Novell NetWare, most PC LAN card vendors provide Novell
network software with their cards. This means that NetWare will run with all of the common physi
cal and data link protocols that are available for the PC.

IPX is the protocol that provides network layer and transport layer services. This is a proprietary
protocol.

Novell NetWare uses a proprietary presentation layer virtual terminal protocol. This protocol is
limited in that it is only used with an asynchronous communications server (see section VI).

IV. Specific Interfaces

There are 3 interfaces which are of special interest. Referring to figure 3, these are interfaces 2/3,
5/6, and 6n. For purposes of this discussion, the 2/3 interface will be called the data link interface.
Because the session layer is generally not implemented independently of the transport layer, the 5/6
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interface will be referred to as the transport interface. The 6n interface will be referred to as the
virtual tenninal interface.

On the HP 3000, the interface to the data link layer is not published.

On the PC, there are currently no common interfaces to the data link layer, althoughtwo have
recently been proposed. Microsoft and 3Com have developed Network Device Interface
Specifications (NDIS). Novell has announced the Open Data-Link Interface (OLI). The intent of
both these interfaces is to allow multiple sets ofPC networking software to co-exist and use the
same LAN card. Because there is no standard way in DOS to share hardware resources, multiple
data link drivers cannotshare the same LAN card. However, a single data link layer could service
more than one network layer. There are some networks vendors who provide this capability using
their own interfaces. Examples are Ungennann-Bass and Excelan. Both of these vendors provide
the ability to simultaneously run multiple network layers on the PC.

A standard interface to the·ARPA transport layer (interface 5/6) is known as Berkley sockets. This
standard was developed in the Unix environment, specifically Berkley Unix. The HP 3000has a set
of intrinsics which roughly correspond to Berkley sockets, but not exactly. OfficeShare has NetIPC,
which roughly corresponds to Berkley sockets, but not exactly.

Most PC networks that use TCP/IP provide a socket interface. Novell NetWare does not have a
socket interface to its transport layer.

On the PC, the most common interface to the transport layer is NetBios.Most PC networks have
NetBiossupport, including OfficeShareand NetWare.

Another PC interface to the transport layer is the MS-Net Transport Layer Interface. This is very
similar to NetBios. OfficeShare has an MS-Net interface.

Novellhas a proprietary interface to the transport layer. Forpurposes ofthis paper, this interface
will be termed Novell's Application Program Interface (API). Novell also has a NetBios interface.

On the HP 3000 the interface to the virtual tenninallayer, whether it is NSNT or Telnet, is through
the terminal driver. An application (layer 7) program can read and write data to the virtual tenninal
protocol by doing FREADs andFWRITEs to the terminal.

On the PC, there are two common interfaces to virtual terminal protocols. These are through
software interrupt 14 (hex) and interrupt 6B (hex). Theinterrupt 14 interface is the standard BIOS
serial communications interface. Interrupt 6B is an. interface developed by Ungermann-Bass which
has been adopted by several network vendors.

OfficeShare has a proprietary. interface to its virtual tenninal protocol.

A terminal emulation program runningonthe PC can read and write data to the virtual terminal
protocol by.adhering to the interface that the particular protocol supports.

V. The Terminal Connection

Local area networks are becoming a popular means of connecting computers. together. and as a
means of connecting tenninals (and PCs with tenninal emulation software)·to host computers. This
paper is limited to a discussion of the problems involved with connecting PCs with tenninal emula
tion software to HP 3000s.

The HP3000 provides three types of tenninalconnections.These are RS-232 (using ATPs on
'classic'.3000s and DTCs on XL machines), X.25 virtual terminal (classic 3000s only), and LAN
virtual tenninal. Any of these connections may be used to connect a PC on a LAN to an HP 3000.
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VI. The Asynchronous Connection

An asynchronous communications server is used to connect a PC to an HP3000 via an RS-232
connection. (An asynchronous communications server is sometimes called a terminal server.) An
asynchronous server is a device with a LAN connection on one side, and serial ports on the other
side. It can be a PC or a specialized 'box'. The serial ports can connect to any asynchronous device
such as a modem, a terminal, or a host computer.

pes

+- RS-232

Terminals

Figure 4 LANConfiguration Using Asynchronous Communications Servers

In this configuration, the HP 3000 performs standard RS-232 terminal I/O. There is no multiplexing
of the RS-232 line which takes place. This means that for every PC which is to have concurrent
access to the HP 3000, there must be a separate RS-232 connection between the asynchronous serv
er and the HP 3000.

The asynchronous server must perform the same layer 1-4 protocols as the rest of the nodes on the
network. It further has to perform a presentation layer virtual terminal protocol. The PC must also
perform this same virtual terminal protocol. There is a client-server relationship between the PC
and the server. The PC typically requests a connection to a specific RS-232 port on the server, and
then data flows between the PC and the HP 3000.

The terminal emulator must use the presentation interface that the PC virtual terminal protocol is
using.

A specific example of how this works is the Novell Asynchronous Communications Server
(NACS). The server consists of a PC with special serial hardware which allows up to 16 RS-232
ports to be installed in the PC. The server software then runs on the PC. The server software per
forms a proprietary virtual terminal protocol. It uses Novell's API to communicate with the IPX
protocol.
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On the workstation PC, the virtual terminal protocol is performed by the Novell Asynchronous
Server Interface (NASI) program. This program uses Novell's API to communicate with the IPX
protocol. A terminal emulator uses the Interrupt 6BH interface to communicate with NASI.

PC Server

Terminal emulator [!J ... HP terminal codes ... [2] MPE application

Int6BH t t Server/HP 3000

Presentation GJ ~Novell vr-. GJ
Novell API t t Novell API

Transport GJ +-- IPX --. GJ
t t

Network GJ +-- IPX --. GJ
t t

Data Link GJ +--Varlous--. GJ
t t

Physical Q +--Varlous---. Q

Figure 5 Protocol Stacks for Novell Asynchronous Communications Server

Figure 5 is a chart of the protocols used with the NACS. In this situation there is no session layer.
On the PC, there are typically 3 programs which must run. These are IPX.COM, which performs the
data link, network, and transport protocols (the physical protocol is performed by the network card),
NASI.EXE, which performs the virtual terminal protocol, and the terminal emulator. On the server
there are two programs, IPX.COM and NACS.EXE.

VII. The X.25 Connection

The X.25 server works much like the asynchronous server, except that the connection between the
server and the HP 3000 is an X.25 link. In this case, the HP 3000 uses an INP.
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VII. The LAN Virtual Terminal Connection with OfficeShare

Making a LAN virtual terminal connection with OfficeShare is fairly straightforward. Figure 6 is an
illustration of the LAN configuration. 'The HP 3000must be equipped with a LANIC, and must be
running NSI3000.

HP 3000
(LANIC)

PCs

+- OfficeShare LAN

Figure 6 LANConfiguration Using O/flCeShare
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PC HP 3000

Terminal emulator GJ ... HP terminal codes ... GJ MPE application

HP proprietary t t Standard
Intrlnsics

Presentation UJ .--NSIVT ----+ GJ
MS-NET TIL t t NS Intrinslcs

Transport GJ .-TCP -----. GJ
t t

Network [!] .- IP-----. UJ
t t

Data Unk GJ .-- 802.3 --+ GJ
t t

Physical GJ +-802.3/Ethernet ....... GJ
Figure 7 Protocol Stacks for OfficeShare

Figure 7 illustrates the protocols usedin this configuration.

IX. The LAN Virtual Terminal Connection with Novell NetWare

Making a LAN virtual terminal connection with NetWare is not straightforward. The problem is
that the protocols used by NetWare are not the same as those used by the lIP 3000. A gateway is
necessary to make the connection. A gateway is a network node which can understand different
protocols, and convert from one to the other. lIP has a gateway product called NetWare Link.
Figure 8 illustrates the network configuration using a gateway.
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Figure 8 LANCorifiguration Using NetWare Link
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Figure 9 Protocol Stacks for NetWare Link

The gateway runs OfficeShare and NetWare simultaneously, and has a program which bridges the
two. Figure 9 illustrates the protocols used in this configuration. The gateway is perfonning a con
version at four layers, including the physical. This means that the gateway must have two LAN
cards, one for NetWare and one for OfficeShare. Even if NetWare is running on a 3Com 3C501
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card, which is the same card used for OfficeShare, two cards are necessary. This is because there is
no defined data link interface which would allow separate network/transport protocols to share the
same card (see section IV).

The transport interface on the PC is a little unusual. The program which performs the virtual ter
minal protocol is a DOS device driver (VT.SYS). This program llses the MS-Net Tn. interface to
communicate with the transport layer. HP has written a program which traps these calls, and con
verts them to NetBios calls. The gateway does the reverse, converting NetBios calls into MS-Net
Tn. calls. This means that VT.SYS did not have to be modified to work in this environment.

X. The Telnet Option

Telnet is the ARPA standard for virtual terminal. Many network vendors, (including HP in the case
of the HP 90(0) offer Telnet/fCP/IP products. In general, the data link/physical protocol used by
these vendors is Ethernet. This set of protocols is available on the 'classic' HP 3000s, but not on
MPE/XL machines. Ethernet support is included in MPE V-Delta-5. Telnet support is available
through a third party, Wollongong.

Wollongong has not previously offered any HP 3000 products. The Telnet product required some
joint development with HP. In the early versions of this product, there have been bugs, some of
which have been traced to Wollongong, and some of which have been traced to HP. The perfor
mance of this product has not been as good as the performance of NSNT with OfficeShare.

The major advantage ofusing Telnet is the connectivity options it provides. Telnet/fCP/IPlEthemet
has emerged, over the last two or three years, as a standard for much of the LAN industry. Most
Unix systems that have LAN support use these protocols. Many companies offer PC products that
use these protocols. There are also several asynchronous (terminal) servers on the market. These
protocols offer the most connectivity options across the broadest range of computers.

Unfortunately, connectivity between Novell NetWare and Telnet hosts requires either gateways or
data link layers which support multiple network protocols. InterIan (formerly Micom-InterIan), has
a NetWare - Telnet/fCP/IP gateway which operates much like HP's NetWare Link. There are
several PC LAN vendors who provide the ability to run NetWare and Telnet/fCP/IP protocols
simultaneously on a PC. These vendors include Ungermann-B'ass, Excelan, and Wollongong. In all
these cases, specific PC LAN hardware is required. This means that existing Novell Networks that
do not use any of these LAN cards must use a gateway to connect to a Telnet host.

XI. Summary

When integrating an HP 3000 into a single LAN, a network manager or system manager must con
sider the type of terminal connection between the PCs and the HP 3000, the terminal connection to
other hosts that might be on the network, and the type ofPC LAN software.

IfHP 3000s are the only host computers on the network, and OfficeShare is the PC LAN software,
then the integration is simple and straightforward.

If the network environment includes hosts from non-HP vendors, and those hosts have Ethernet
rather than 802.3 data link protocols, or if the LAN software is from Novell or another non-HP
vendor, the integration becomes complex. In this situation, compromises must be made concerning
cost and the complexity of the terminal connection.

The networking trend is toward the ARPA protocols. This trend is bound to continue, and plans to
integrate PCs and HP 3000s should take this into account. Unfortunately, the most popular PC LAN
software, Novell's Netware, does not support the ARPA protocols.
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To help simplify the integration,UP should offer Ethernet and Telnet options for MPE/XL
(Spectrum) systems, and work with Wollongong to improve the Telnet option for MPE systems.
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PCs have gained overwhelming acceptance in the workplace. They provide excellent response time
and generally have a high quality user interface in both graphics and text modes.

The host (an HP 3000 or VAX), on the other hand, is a multi-user system that has developed over
time into a high-performance database engine. The number of applications and tools available on
the host make it the natural machine for management of valuable corporate information.

Ifyou are an application or tool developer, how can you harness the power and flexibility of the PC
interface while maintaining the efficiency and integrity of host-based data?

The purpose of this paper is to identify and discuss the issues facing application and software tool
developers as they begin to use the PC as a presentation tool for their host applications.

Concepts

This discussion ofPC-to-Host integration will cover a number of topics you are familiar with as
developers.

Many of the topics - such as user interface and security - are ones you have dealt with before.
However, the pervasive use ofPCs is forcing most of you to change your views of even the most
well understood concepts.

What are the PC-to-Host integration concepts and how can you best incorporate them into your new
products?

1. The Host User Interface: Is the PC Better?

2. The Host as a Database Engine

3. The Communication Link

4. Determining the PC/Host Work Breakdown

5. Security
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1. The Host User Interface: Is the PC Better?
An experienced PC user who is asked to move to a minicomputer-based package, such as
Visicalc/3000 or HP-Slate, is inevitably going to be disappointed - not necessarily because of the
capabilities of the software, but because the user interface is noticeably weaker.

Why is this the case? PC users are accustomed to pop-up windows, inverse-video selection bars and
pull-down menus. In graphics mode, modem user interface concepts such as true WYSIWYG
(What You See Is What You Get) word processing is possible.

PC User Interface Advantages

Most of you are familiar with VPLUS/3000, HP's block mode forms package. VPLUS is good at
what it does: it provides a way to enter and edit data using the terminal exclusively, and sends data
to the host only when a screen·is complete. This technique transfers some of the processing from
the host to the remote device, a desirable goal. There are a number of advantages to this approach
that can be further enhanced by using the PC.

• The ability to respond to data items as soon as they are entered allows for better editing of
data. The PC application programmer can include routines for data validation and reformatting
that give the user immediate feedback. Thus bad data items are reported at once, not after a
full screen of information has been entered.

• The PC application can make prudent use of help windows. When a field is incorrectly filled
out or the user asks for help, help windows can be displayed.

• As screens are designed, movement between fields can be determined by the specific data
item entered. This eases the job of order entry by letting the computer make decisions for the
user.

2. The Host as a Database Engine
Until recently, only mainframe-based operating and database systems have been realistic choices
for DP departments. DBMSs (Database Management Systems) such as IMAGE have provided
rollforwardrecovery, item-level locking, shadowing, and other advanced capabilities, while operat
ing systems such as MPE have supplied a reliable platform for applications development. The idea
of running a serious, "bread-and-butter" application using a LAN and Dbase III, for example, has
not been greeted enthusiastically.

Today, however, there's a new class ofhigh-powered, PC-based database machines. Examples
include Microsoft's SQL Server, IBM's OSIl Extended Edition, and Gupta Technologies' SQL
Server.

These database engines execute on a dedicated PC (the database server) that is connected to a LAN.
Programs running on the users' PCs then make database requests to the server. The database files
are stored on the server's disk, and are shareable among all users on the LAN. The difference be
tween these products and the previous generation of PC databases is that these systems, in combina
tion with improvements in LAN operating systems, have some of the advanced features described
above. For the fIrst time, an organization can seriously consider moving its MIS applications to a
totally PC-based environment.

While the PC database server/LAN approach is completely viable, there may be some reasons not to
move in that direction.
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• First, this technology is quite new, even.by computer industry standards. Some of the products
mentioned above are still, at this writing, in beta testing.

• Second, you probably have several MPE programmers on staff who may not have a great deal
of experience with PC. programming. (Remember, PC programming is not the same as know
ing DOS commands and being able to run Lotus 1-2-3). Moving to a new DBMS such as SQL
would entail retraining your MIS technical staff or hiring additional people.

II Third, a LAN does not have a batch system. For certain types of processing, such as report
generation, payroll calculation and other non-interactive activities, it would be better to submit
a batch job and forget about it. This cannot currently be done with the peLAN server
approach.

II Finally, you probably have a large base. ofexisting MPEapplications, .using IMAGE or pos
sibly KSAM, that would be incompatible with a new database standard. It would certainly be
more convenient ifyour new PC application could share the same databases used by your cur
rent systems. For example, say that your accounting department is using MCBA software, and
they want to add some new interactive functions •that read data from MCBA's IMAGE
database. If your new DBMS standard is Paradox, youwill either have to cook up some data
transfer scheme, or stay with the usual MPE program and its terminal illterface.

As you can see, all this is leading to a proposal. You want to get the best of both worlds, the fast
and productive PC user interface, plus the multi-user database and shared resources ofyour HP
3000. What you needis an arbitrator, a software layer that will take requests for data from the PC,
give them to the minicomputer, and return the results to the PC. In the remainder of this paper we
will discuss how this mightbe done using existing products.

3. The Communication Link
If PCs are to be the presentation tool and the centrally located mainframe is to be the database
engine, the missing element that ties these two pieces together is the communication link.
Typically, communication link discussions turn to topics such as Client/Server systems, APPC, LU
6.2, and peer-to-peer protocols. All are important topics, but they tend to complicate basic applied
technology with too much theory.

The basic requirement for such a communication link is that it provide a transparent, error-free
exchange of data between a program on the PC and a program on the host.

What does the transpar~nt, error-free exchange of data mean?

II Transparency: The exchange of data between.the PC and host should not be dependent on·the
physical connection. Considering the diverse PC-to-host connections, X.25,direct
connections, modems, and LANs, this is not a trivial task. Since many companies rely on
these connections, the communication tool should also support them. Otherwise yourapplica
tion will work in one situation but not in another.

II Error-free exchange: Dataexchangedbetween a PC program and a host program DlUSt arrive at
its destination without errors. Error detection and retransmission issues are lo\\, level, bit
oriented tasks and are therefore the responsibility ofthe communicationtool. Application
developers should not have to get involved in low level data communication functions.

From your perspective as application or tool developers, the PC-to-host communication tool you
choose should be intuitive, easy to use, and mask the complex issues of peer-to-peer
communications. .
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At this point, you should feel comfortable with the three concepts presented: using the PC for user
presentation; the host as a centralized database engine; and choosing a communication tool that fits
the needs ofyour application.

The next section discusses the criteria for choosing the correct communication tool. This decision
depends on your application and the skills of the PeOple implementing the application.

4. Determining the PClHost Work Breakdown
In the application scenario discussed thus far, part of the processing is done by the PC, and part by
the host computer. Exactly which functions each will perform determines the PC-to-host com
munication tool best suited to your needs.

There are two techniques that work well for PC and host communications in the HP 3000
marketplace:

• Message Exchange - A low level communication tool that provides the PC and host with basic
SEND/RECEIVE data functionality. The PC can SEND/RECEIVE a message to/from the lIP
3000. The host can also SEND/RECEIVE messages.

If your application requires extensive database inquiries or heavy use of the communication
link, a message exchange architecture is best suited for you. A message exchange architecture
requires you to develop both a PC application and a host application.

Two products in this category are:

NETIPC Interprocess communication from HP Officeshare. IPC provides
error-free message exchange between a PC and HP 3000 but only
over Officeshare.

PPL Process-to.:.Process Link from Walker Richer & Quinn. PPL
provides error-free message exchange over direct connections,
modems, 15 different LAN connections, X.25, and multiplexers.

• Intrinsic Server - Supports direct calls to MPE and all IMAGE intrinsics from the PC
application. Using an intrinsic server, a software developer can implement applications that
reside totally on the PC.

This approach is well suited for applications that are inquiry only. Two products in this
category are as follows:

Cooperative Services HP's intrinsic server product.

PPL Toolkit Walker Richer & Quinn's intrinsic server.

Let's look at some examples of applications where these communication techniques can be applied.

A Distributed Mail System: Why Message Exchange Works

Consider the case of a PC-based electronic mail system with the host as the mail server. Probably
the best approach here is to make the host server the centralized mailbox, and have each PC user
maintain his own local mail messages, both inbound and outbound. On demand, the PC connects to
the host, delivers outbound messages, and retrieves inbound messages. Once disconnected, the user
can browse through his mail and compose replies. This application would require a dual database
capability, an intelligent host component, and a fast file transfer facility.
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Message exchange is best for this application for the following reasons:

• It allows the development of an intelligent host application that integrates PC mail messages
with the host mail system and accepts mail messages bundled as onelarge file.

• PC memory is saved because much of the mail processing is done on the host.

• The communication is mostly fde ttansfer oriented, something that intrinsic servers don't
handle well.

Order Entry: A Case for the Intrinsic Server

As another example, consider an order entry system for a distributor ofoffice supplies. In this
system, clerks·take orders over the phone, giving information to customers about stock availability,
prices, etc. You want the clerk to reach a given inventory.item quickly, without having to enter a
code. To do this, you.will USe the graphics capability of the PC to draw pictures of inventory classes
(such as paper, writing instruments, ete).Using a mouse or touchscreen, the clerk will select a
class, which will lead to further picture menus or to part description codes. Once a specific code is
selected, a database lookup on the host is performed to.bring down current information about the
item. If the item is ordered, a transaction will be completed with the host database.

Since this application is inquiry oriented, the intrinsic server approach works well:

• Only the PC application mustbe developed.

• All necessary information is stored in IMAGE and therefore can be accessed through
intrinsics.

• Data communication activity is limited. Data is exchanged between the PC and host only
when a code is selected ora product is ordered.

Writing PC Applications

Those ofyou who do not have a great deal ofPC programming experience may be wondering
exactly how much effort it will be to get up to speed in this area. The answer will vary, depending
on which PC programminglanguage you use and how sophisticated you want the user interface to
be. Ifyou: do your current development in COBOL or FORTRAN, you will be happy to hear that
there are a number ofexcellent PC CODlpliers available for those languages. While there is no PC
implementation ofSPL, programmers experienced in SPL should have no trouble learning C, which,
along with assembler, is widely used by professional developers.

Ifyou are worried about writin~ code to do fancy pop-up windows and such, take heart. There are
several library packages available that will do all that for you. For instance, ifyou want to generate
a pull-down menu, the program simply specifies a list ofmenu options, makes a caU to a library
routine, and gets a selection number in return. Many ofthese packages are written expressly for C
programs, so it may be worth your while to make C the new standard in your shop. Examples of
such packages are C-scape, Vermont Views, eXL, Windows, and Presentation Manager.

As far as database access routines are concerned, the complexity ofyour program depends on what
you are doing. Ifyou choose the message exchange approach, the actual file I/O or database calls
are done in your host program or through a remote procedure~The PC simply sends and receives
data buffers, the structure ofwhich is defmed by you.

Ifyou choose the intrinsic server model, your PC program can make IMAGE or other MPE calls
directly. This will make life a little easier for your experienced HP programmers~ However, they
must still learn a PC programming language.
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s. Security
A critical issue for every MIS shop is security, Le., making sure that data cannot be manipulated by
unauthorized users. How does a PC based distributed system address security concerns? As with
terminal based systems, the fIrst level of security is at logon time, using user-ids and passwords. It
is important that you do NOT allow the PC to automate the logon task, using command files with
hardcoded passwords. Otherwise, anyone with physical access to the PC can make an "end run"
around your security system. Instead, the PC should prompt the user for passwords, inserting them
into command files. In this way, complicated logon sequences that must negotiate through modems,
switches, etc., can be automated without compromising security.

Another pitfall to be aware of, particularly with the intrinsic server approach, is allowing the PC
program to use Privileged Mode. If the host-based intrinsic server is a PM program, or the PC can
command it to go into privileged mode, then in effect you have disabled the HP's security system (
for a knowledgeable programmer). There is no easy workaround to this problem, other than design
ing your applications so that no PM work is required.

Finally, there is the slightly different issue of database validity. We have mentioned that reliability
is extremely important to organizations: a corrupt database can be quite expensive. With the intrin
sic server approach, a PC or data communication line going down in the middle of a multi-update
transaction could lead to an inconsistent database. While there is the risk of this situation even in a
terminal based system, it is important that system designers be aware of this issue when deciding on
the proper communication tool for their situation.

Conclusion
Using the PC as a front end to your host-based database applications is a powerful technique for
improving the usability ofyour MIS applications. In order to use the idea effectively, the developer
must have a clear understanding of the nature of his application and how processing should be dis
tributed between host and PC. With use of proper design techniques, a distributed application will
perform effectively in today's world of multi-CPU environments.
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Conclusion
Using the PC as a front end to your host-based database applications is a powerful technique for
improving the usability ofyour MIS applications. In order to use the idea effectively, the developer
must have a clear understanding of the nature of his application and how processing should be dis
tributed between host and PC. With use of proper design techniques, a distributed application will
perform effectively in today's world of multi-CPU environments.
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Many companies, educational institutions, and government agencies have acquired,
over time,. computers. from several different. manufacturers. The reasons for this
vary. Independent divisions· make. separate. purchase. decisions;. businesses. merge or
are acquired; or there is a need for a specific software applications· which only
runs on a particular computer· system. In the university environment, various ~

computers from· different vendors are used to. illustrate various. operating systems
and hardware technologies for students.

To provide the ability to share information between compatible. computers, many
organizations have created "networking islands" composed· of computers •• all from
the same vendor. Within one organization/company, • there may be, for example, an
AdvanceNet from Hewlett-Packard, a DECNET from Digital, and s.everal ec LANs
running NetWare. The islands may even be sharing the same transmission medium
such as an Ethernet LAN or. privateX.25 wide area network. Though they are co
existing. on the.· same medium, the networking·. islands, with their vendor-specific
networks, are unable to communicate.

Beginning in the. public sector, and gaining increased prlvate-sectormomentum in
the last two years, there has been significant movement toward using industry
standard networking protocols. Two reasons for this growth are:

1. The ever increasing need to share more and more information instanta
neously, regardless of what computer and in what location the
information resides, and

The growth of. public networks interconnected through the Defense Data
Network and the worldwide internet. It is estimated that there are
between 100,000 and 500,000 computers which are accessible through the
internet. The internet demonstrates a cost-effective way for users to
share valuable, non-proprietary information <with .colleagues around the
world.

Today, the protocol of choice for multivendor networks in most companies,
universities, and government agencies is Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP). Available since the late-1970s, TCP/IP is well-defined and is
supported on over 15.0 different computers. It is the protocol used to communi
cate on the worldwide Internet.
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This paper will discuss TCP/IP; its implementation on the Hewlett-Packard HP
3000; case studies of multivendor networks using HP 3000's; managing TCP/IP
networks; and a possible future transition strategy to ISO's OSI (The
International Organization for Standardization's Open Systems Interconnection)
protocol suite.

TCP/IP is the name given to the protocols adopted by the U.S. Department of
Defense for the communication and interconnection of systems. Formally referred
to as the Internet Protocol Suite, it provides several important user benefits:

TCP/IP allow users to interconnect computers running different
operating systems,

TCP/IP provides an easy method of developing new communications
protocols as part of the network, because the TCP/IP implementation is
mature, well defined, and layered,

TCP/IP allows concurrent communication among several systems using one
physical device, since it automatically multiplexes user data over the
single device,

TCP/IP provides highly reliable transmission over an extremely wide
range of media, and

Through the application services, TCP/IP provides the ability to do
file transfers, exchange electronic mail, and execute remote log-ins.

The more common name, TCP/IP, comes from the two core protocols in the suite:
Transmission Control Protocol and Internet Protocol, Figure I shows how parts of
TCP/IP map to the OSI Reference Model. TCP and IP provide functionally
equivalent to that defined by layers 3 and 4 of the OSI Model. TCP also contains
some layer 5 functionality. TCP/IP considers the implementation of the data link
(level 2) and physical layer (level 1) as independent. The network
implementor decides which physical medium is used to interconnect the host sys
tems.

IP routes data among hosts on the network and permits store-and-forward of data
on the network. TCP contributes much to the popularity and power of TCP/IP.
TCP's main function is to provide a reliable, byte-stream-oriented virtual
circuit for application processes. As IP multiplexes protocols, TCP multiplexes
connections. TCP provides the ability for multiple connections through a single
network attachment. TCP allows referencing of individual processes
(applications/users) within a host computer, while IP is limited to referencing
only the entire host computer.

Above the TCP layer, direct parallels to the OSI model do not apply very well.
The protocols that operate above TCP are not distinctly defined as residing in
either the application, presentation or session layer. However, most of them
could be placed at the application leveL The most popular are: Telnet (Network
Virtual Terminal), FTP (File Transfer Protocol), and· SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol).
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WIN ITCP {Q.r. MPE IV

WIN/TCP for MPE/V provides the TCP/IP Application-level ARPA Services for
Hewlett-Packard HP 3000 computers running MPE/V. HP 3000 Series 3x, 4x, 5x, 6x,
70, Micro 3000 and Micro 3000 XE/GX/LX are supported over X.25 and 802.3/Ethernet
connections. The specific ARPA Services are: TELNET, FTP, and SMTP. Figure 2
shows the relationship of WIN/TCP for MPE/V to other UP 3000 software.

The TELNET service allows users to log onto an UP 3000 from a remote computer as
though the terminal were directly connected to the UP 3000. The remote terminal
may be connected to any of the 150 different types of computers which support
TELNET or to a terminal server which supports TELNET. The connection can be over
802.3/Ethernet or X.25. A PC running a terminal emulator such as HP's
AdvanceLink or Reflection from Walker~ Richer~ and Quinn~ is also supported. The
PC could be directly connected to the Ethernet cable and running WIN/TCP for DOS.
Figure 3 shows some examples of how terminals and PCs could be connected to an UP
3000 as a virtual terminal using the TELNET protocol.

Wollongong's TELNET capability for MPE/V is transparent to block-mode appli
ca tions. HP block mode terminals, or PCs with block mode terminal emula tors, can
access VPLUS or user block mode applications on the HP 3000 as though they were
directly connected.

WIN/TCP for MPE/V also provides a TELNET client capability which allows an HP
3000 user to "TELNET" from an UP 3000 to another system on a TCP/IP network. For
example, assume that on the same Ethernet cable there is an UP 3000, a DEC VAX,
and a third computer running the UNIX operating system. An UP 3000 terminal
could become a virtual terminal to the DEC VAX or the UNIX system.

FTP provides for the transfer of different types of files between the networked
systems. FTP follows MIL-STD 1780. Binary as well as ASCII files can be
transferred. The file and system security of both the host and client systems
are maintained.

SMTP provides a means of transferring mail messages between users of different
mail systems. For example, you could send a mail message using HPDESK to a VAX'
user if both users are on the same network. The sender does not have to know the
route or how the receiver is connected to the network. This capability is one of
the most widely used features of the Defense Data Network (DDN) and the worldwide
internet. If connected to the Internet, by supplying the receiver's address~ a
user could reach the millions of mail users on the 100~000 to 500~000 Internet
connected computers.

To send a message, the UP 3000 user utilizes HPDESKManager's Foreign Service
Connection. The user composes the message as if the receiver were on their HP
3000. To specify the receiver's address, the sender can give the complete ad
dress or use HPDESK's distribution list capability. For example~ the list
"zalewski" could be used instead of the address: sjz%subloc%loo@twg.com When
distribution lists are used, the sender is completely unaware that the receiver
is on a non-HPDESK mail system or even where the sender is located. No routing
or addressing information needs to be known by the sender.
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WIN/TCP for MPE/V is available for all MPE/V systems from the Micro 3000 LX to
the Series 70. MPE release V-Delta-3 or later is required. V-Delta-5 or later
will allow HP 3000's to interoperate on the same physical cable with ethernet
hosts (DEC VAX etc.) without the use of a gateway. SMTP requires HPDESK.

The real power of TCP/IP on the HP 3000 can be seen in some of the case studies
presented here. In figure 4, An HP 3000 Series 58 is used to provide
interoperability with a series of DEC VAX systems several thousand feet away on a
fiber optic link, as well as with the Defense Data Network (DDN) via X.25. In
order to provide filtering and DDN connections, a gateway from cisco Systems
provides. routing of TCP/IP packets between the HP and DEC LANs and interfaces to
the core gateways of the DDN.

In figure 5, the user required a common solution to interfacing an HP 3000 Series
70, several DEC VAX systems and a· remote IBM 3090 running MVS. In this case the
VAX and HP 3000 systems are using WIN/TCP products from The Wollongong Group, a
hardware and software solution for the IBM system from Advanced Computer
Communications (ACS 9315 and ACCES/MVS). The IBM system is located remotely from
the HP 3000 and the VAX systems, so a pair of cisco gateways provide a link
between the two LANs at Tl speeds (1.544 Megabits/sec). The system is used to
provide both terminal emulation (TELNET) and file transfer (FTP) services to all
the hosts in the network. The network management software on the cisco gateways
provide information to the network manager about traffic loads, status of the
physical links and provides both local and virtual console capability.

In figure 6, a user running V-Delta-3 is connecting an HP 3000 Series 70 through
a cisco gateway to an IBM RT running AIX (IBM's unix). The system provides for
workstations connected' to the RT to access the HP 3000 and other NS services
resident on the HP 3000 for connect to IBM MVS services. Because they are using
V-Delta-3 release of MPE, the use of a gateway is required.

One of the problems in dealing with industry standards like TCP/IP is that· each
vendor implements them in a slightly different manner. This can create solutions
which theoretically work, but in practice do not. Because of these systematic
differences, the user should plan appropriately· to obtain design, engineering and
installation support from a qualified network intergrator when planning and
executing a multivendor network.
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Transition From TCPlIP 1Q. QS!.

In the future 9 as the higher OSI layers (layers 3 through 7) are implemented by
more computer vendors, there will be a transition to OSI from TCP/IP. We would
like to end this paper with some ideas on a reasonable way to make the transition
from TCP/IP to OSI. The first Question which comes to mind when someone speaks
about OSI is "When will there be products generally available?". Estimates vary
widely from immediately to the next "few" years. Regardless of when a particular
product is available, some things are very definite:

Not all data communications and computer vendors will have products
available at the same time,

Some of the computers on the existing TCP/IP network will never have
OSI provided on them because they are an older or low volume product,
and

Not every. division/organization will be eager to upgrade the network
and, in fact, for the previous two reasons, may be unable/unwilling to
ever upgrade from their present TCP/IP network.

For many customers, transition will involve the coexistence of TCP/IPand OSI
with a gradual phase-in. For large networks, this phase-in transition may take
as long as ten years.

When users are choosing products to build networks today, they should insure that
the vendors have a commitment to provide migration to the OSI model in the near
future.

The time to consider the transition to OSI is when you begin implementing or
expanding your TCP/IP network.

Today, TCP/IP is the protocol of choice for implementing multivendor computer
networks. With WIN/TCP for MPE V, HP 3000 computers have the ability to fully
participate in an organization's network.
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The Networking Dichotomy Perspective

The concept of networking as a means to share expensive, complex

or scarce resources has been an accepted axiom at least since the

time of Moses -- one boat and no one could tread water for forty

days. Over the years, the concept of sharing valuable resources

has been honed to an advanced art, but not a science. Networking

has failed to evolve into a science because, there are no

immutable laws of expensive, complex or scarce, that apply as

clearly as they did to Moses. Our capitalistic society places a

premium on progress, performance and competitive advantage and

that causes the relationship of value and cost to shift with

respect to volume, time and distance. The underlying factor that

drives this shift in networking values is often perceived as

technology and the deployment of technology. But, other factors

constrain and even control technology.

Think for a moment about the value of the only printing press.

Its value was constrained, at the time, by the ability to read.

In other words, it isn't the technology itself that creates

value, but it is how the technology fits or can function within

the constraints of the environment. Printing Bibles instead of

Keno cards made sense at the time, but Keno cards certainly seem

to generate more value today, in certain places around the world.
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If networking is only an art form and technology is constrained

by the environment, it only stands.to reason that some networking

artists are better than others. In the same vein, businesses

must realize that as the environment changes, so will the art

form. Today, in the U.S., weare living through a.perioCl of

significant changes in the information processing and the

transport.environment. At the same time, new tech.nologies, such

as imaging systems are finding their way into genel."alized use, .as

a means to create a competitive advantage. How these factors are

integrated Qy/today's firms will determine their competitive fate

in the early 1990·s.

Today'sEnvironment

The North American experience with open cpmpetition .has expanded

from a simple· government .·controlledexperiment in market

allocation, toa full fledged test of technology and complexity.

In a traditional sense, there has only been one. Wide Area Network

(WAN), since the early 1900·s. The value of this network

transport system to the end user was .basedon the dictation of a

simple pricing. model and.the government·s desire.to exclude all

other. alternatives. with the creation. of MqI, •. the breakup of

AT&T and the eventual· evolution of mUltiple WAN carriers, the

technology controlling tariff structure of monopoly has

disappeared. In its place, we have mUltiple carriers and

multiple technologies. Figure 1 shows the technology based
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"Zones of Advantage" in terms of bits (volume) and sites. In

addition, there are at least six vendors in each zone and some

vendors in mUltiple zones of technology.

The rapid introduction of both WAN technology and suppliers has

created new opportunities for buyers, in comparison to the

traditional controlled technology introductions of the monopoly

era. Price and technology are no longer constrained by tariff.

The only constraint in the environment is now competition and fit

within the environment. Each potential source of transport can

now push its technology on the user, via prices and services,

that typically can offset the cost of the technology

introduction.

Figure 2 shows a set of generalized cost curves, with respect to

distance and volume, independent of the technology curves and

their zones of advantage. As with the variability of technology,

distance, volume and performance needs all are all factors in

making an economic decision. It is clear that each organization

can create a competitive advantage for itself, in terms of

responding to these cost curves. The problem is the complexity

of mUltiple carriers and mUltiple technologies makes it is almost

impossible today to select a single technology for all

applications, distances or volumes.
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The importance of the competitive advantages that can be gained

is shown in Figure 3. Industries are spending between .5 and 2%

of their totalreyenues,on WAN transport. services. These ·.costs

are in addition to what is spent. on WAN facilities that are

privately owned. Companies within these industries that can

improve their WAN performance or reduce their cost for WAN

transport, with respect to their competition, obviously flow the

advantage directly to Net Profit -~ and that is what eventually

drives.the value of·a company's stock.

But, since each WAN transport.vendor has the liberty to provide

transport services, at a price·that best suits their own network

architecture and technology, how is an end user organization to

cope. Each organization already has a set of computers, a

changing computing environment .and a the variables •• of time,

distance and volume. Selecting an appropriate computing

configuration, that can exploit the various cost advantages

offered by the carrier's technologies seems like an

insurmountable challenge. This paper suggests that the end user

organization ha.s to evolve a Logical Information Netwo.rk·. (LIN)

architecture, to be in position to gain .fromderequlation, gain

from the explosion of technology choices and gain from the myriad

of changes sure to come from the expanding role of computers and

communications.
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What is a LIN?

A LIN, or Logical Information Network, is a design architecture,

that allows the end user organization to control cost and

performance through the introduction of software processing

within the seven layers of the Open System Interconnection (OSI)

model. The intent of the LIN is to allow the organization to

develop OSI compliance, while taking advantage of the myriad of

WAN technologies and cost alternatives available for the movement

of information over WAN transport facilities. As shown in Figure

4, a LIN would allow communications between or across Enterprise

Networks independent of architectures and protocols.

The OSI model itself is a fairly stagnate view of how various

processes can be arranged to produce applications that are

computing hardware independent. Although OSI is an obviously

important conceptual step toward applications evolution, as shown

in Figure 5, it is evident that the telephone costs don't seem to

enter into the picture. It seems obvious that there is more then

the technical variables of the OSI model to consider, in the real

world of networking applications.

Figure 6 displays the same OSI model and how it can be related to

business functions, at the application layer. This chart also

shows the number of specifications to be considered in the

physical, logical and network environment that support the data
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processing, office and telecom applications. And, if there are

already some 2000 unique ways through the OSI stacks and at least

six different suppliers through the low level transport, the end

user organization has a maze that requires a more practical

architectural framework for making WAN transport decisions.

Enter The Art Form

To achieve resolution of the maze, above the simple establishment

of connections the network level in OSI model, implies the

insertion of programming and logic at, or above Level 4 (quality,

cost and performance level) and at or below Level 5 (session

level), to ensure security within the computer session. In

Gandalf, we call this point between Levels 4 and 5, the Program

Interface level or PI for short. Figure 7 reflects this PI and

how it can be used to manage host, voice and lower level

functions.

What Does a LIN Provide?

The idea of a LIN is to produce the same effect on WANs as IBM's

LU 6.2 concept brings to host computing in the SAA environment.

Programmers at the higher levels can assume that they are writing

to a standard interface, that is device and transport

independent. Just as importantly, network operators can manage
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WAN physical, logical and network layers, independent of target

resources constraints, if the PI exists and can manipulate the

arriving data correctly. For example, the same physical, logical

and network WAN media can be used to carry voice, data and video,

in whatever volume desired by the performance and cost criteria

of the leasing organization up to the "capacity" of the media.

This is in direct contrast to today's environment that dedicates

electronics and the media to extend a single function over the

network media. Even the future ISDN environment has the same

level of restriction between sender and receiver, as evidenced by

the channelization of the 144 kilobit pipe. By following the

architectural design parameter of a LIN, each leasor would be

able to use the entire 144 kilobit channel to carry whatever

information needed to be transmitted and create whatever

channelization is appropriate for the transaction. The output

from the LIN would route the appropriate bits to the target

resource via a much lower costing premise media. This combining

of the heterogeneous traffic onto a single WAN facility would

allow the electronics and the media to be run at 60 to 70 percent

occupancy, as opposed to the current 15 to 20 percent occupancy

load of most WAN linkages in use today.

A LIN would also provide the natural evolution stage to the

future OSIenvironment, without the cost or performance robbing

degradation sure to accompany computer processing of mUltiple

stacks of protocols. As shown in Figure 8, the LIN draws a
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network software manageable boundary between the logical and

physical Network Addressable functions and the logical and

physical Path Control functions. By imposing the software

control in the network, managers nor users will not have to

concern themselves with either lower level or higher level

compatibility. The network connection itself can be programmed

to transform the arriving traffic to the native mode of the

target resource, without concerning itself with the compatibility

of the native mode, at the source. And, as shown in Figure 8,

compatibility with both pre-OS1 resources (SNA & DNA Models) and

post-osI models (SAA & OSI) will simplify and may actually speed

up the transition and acceptance of OS1 and BAA.

Why Network processing?

Implementation of the transport layer control function in the

network implies preprocessing of the bit streams to minimize

transport costs, by maximizing the occupancy of the linkages.

Given the WAN costs of today and the expected pricing over the

next five years, our models indicate that WAN savings alone will

pay for the relatively inexpensive cost of "preprocessing" the

data streams and filling WAN channels to maximum capacity. For

example, a single B channel or switched 56 circuit in today's

environment can support 64 sessions of 19,200 bit per second

asynchronous traffic (about 30 packets per second). Obviously,

such traffic is already preprocessed in terms of stat muxing or
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PAD functionality today. The importance of the LIN is that the

original asynchronous traffic wouldn't be reprocessed back to

async at the receiving end. Some of the packets could be

preprocessed directly to TCP/IP and fed directly to hosts. Other

packets could be pre-processed into SDLe and fed into a Front End

Processor, as if they came from a communications controller.

Other packets could be routed direct to voice PBX trunks.

Why is it Important to Consider a LIN?

Simple competition and the global nature of future competition

are somehow related to the timeliness and availability of

information. In this environment, up-to-date information is no

longer enough. Companies will and already need to have access to

information residing in multiple storage devices, in different

locations, on different transport networks.

For example, the time related facets of the On-Line-Transaction

Processing (OLTP) industry are already beginning to obsoleting

certain concepts of the time shared host architecture envisioned

by OSI (remember OSI preceded the PC, MAC, SUN, VECTRA, Appolo

and ATM). Although OSI proponents will obviously try to patch

on just a few more specifications, to expand the 2000 or so ways

to be OSI compliant, sooner or later the two dimensional OSI

model will be torn. If OLTP doesn't do it, the technological

imperatives of the next advances in memory manage~ent and
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computing will surely be even more robust than the OSI model.

For example, imaging systems, such as Filenet's and diskless

workstations, such as Gandalf's 8980, can already support

multiple sessions on different media to independent hosts, while

they are concurrently running DOS under NOVELL. Although OSI

helps formulate the local screen management for these devices,

the same access medium to the user is carrying ASCII, EBCIDIC,

graphics and voice -- TODAY.

Maybe the most important reasons to consider the LIN architecture

and products that support network preprocessing, are the concepts

of flexibility and evolveability. In this context, we can only

rely on simple analogies to history. The computer, as we know it

in its electronic form is about forty years old. If it is in the

same state of development as the telephone after forty years, I

can assure you the rapid growth period in computing is still in

front of the industry. And, unlike the telephone industry, who

managed its technology through monopoly, you, the networking

artist for your company, do not have this luxury.

LIN Based Products

Various products, such as X.25 switching, LAN gateways and

networking T1 devices have been designed to support the first

three levels of the OSI model. Each product provides a high

degree of homogeneous networking, within the scope of the first
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three levels. Most of them have separate network management

managers with Level 4 functionality over the devices.

Newer products, such as the Gandalf StarMaster Network processor,

depicted in Figure 9, and the AS 400 from IBM have been expressly

designed to support the OSI/SAA communications architecture.

other vendors, including HP AdvancedNet and Data General are

evolving similar architectures, that manage source and target

resource independently.

Although the StarMaster and AS 400 conceptually handle the

transformation the same way, there is still the age old issue of

store and forward versus intelligent peripherals. Which approach

fits is primarily a function of volume and performance. As shown

in Figure 10, StarMaster deploys both technologies within the

same architecture. Figure 10, reflects Gandalf's use of the

dedicated peripherals that perform the pre-processing. The

intent of the distributed processing design is to dedicate

sufficient computer power to simplify performance management and

potential generalized degradation of a single host shared

computer system, such as the AS 400.

Obviously, such products exist to provide the tools for the

networking artist to get through the LAN/WAN maze of cost and

performance management while providing applications. It is just

as obvious, that volume of traffic, existing operating
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environments, artistic expression and the needs of the company

weigh heavily on the expression of technology. In fact, the

important issue is not how to erect a LIN, but, how rapidly

businesses actually get network artists commissioned.
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PREMISE WIRING SYSTEMS;
GUIDELINES FOR THE DECISION MAKER

BY

MARK INDERMILL
PRECISION INTERLINK CORPORATION

11241 COLOMA ROAD, SUITE D
RANCHO CORDOVA, CA 95670

(916) 631-0323

Every business that has a computer and a telephone system has a
need to connect that computer and telephone system with terminals
and/or telephone instruments out on desks or in special
workstations. Generally, there is one person who takes ownership
of the small problems of connecting a terminal here or a telephone
there and keeping the office systems up and running for the staff.
When the problem gets larger, that iS I when there are more than
just.a few terminals or telephones to deal w±th, when the office
is moving to a new location, or when there is a major reshuffle
within the office, it is time to contract for the cabling work to
be done by a professional low voltage cabler.

The purpose of this .paper is to give the reader some insight and
guidelines to use in evaluating office wiring for business. We
will begin by describing the problem that businesses face in taking
full advantage of today's communication technology. Then we will
look at some of the complexities and issues surrounding premise
wiring systems, and finally, we will provide some methodology for
evaluating your needs, evaluating the network design for your
office environment, and evaluating the vendor.

HOW IS TODAY'S COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY BOTH A BOON AND A BURDEN
FOR TODAY'S BUSINESSES?

THE BOON: Hardware sophistication translates to increased
user convenience, flexibility~ increased functionality, and
lasting value.

Since the AT&T divestiture, competition has resulted in vastly
improved voice and data communication technology available to
business. Now a business can install its own cabling systems, thus
taking full advantage of the latest in technology, as well as
achieving economies of scale by addressing voice and data
communications together rather than as two separate problems.
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THE BURDEN: Hardware sophistication also translates into
increased user responsibility.

Before divestiture the telephone company was the sole owner of the
telephone system and was solely responsible for all service and
maintenance. After divestiture, voice communication hardware was
no longer under the sole purview of the telephone company -
installation can legally be performed by anyone. Contracting for
this service with someone who has a valid contractor's license and
a communication equipment specialty will ensure a certain level of
quality, but the responsibility for an office wiring system that
works is yours.

Now, you own the wire and the cable plant; you are the installer;
you are the sole source of maintenance and support; you are the
designer of office wiring systems.

SO WHAT?

The installation and full utilization of sophisticated equipment
generally requires technologically sophisticated installation
techniques. Not only is it important to understand the technology
and what it can provide for your business, it is also important to
understand the complexities of the problem.

WHAT BASIC FACTORS MAKE INSTALLATION COMPLEX AND DIFFICULT?

There are a host of factors that contribute to the complexity of
voice and data communications wiring today. With the number of
vendors, wiring types, equipment types, and an assortment of other
things to be wary of it is not difficult to see that answers to a
few well posed questions should be the first step in the planning
process.

Multiple equipment vendors. (Sure, your shop is all HP, but what
about the phone system?) Many data processing environments include
equipment from many different vendors. You may have an IBM
mainframe and HP satellites. Or, an HP system and a ROLM PBX. You
may have a DEC machine acting as the front end for your nationwide
network. You may have IBM PC's out on the office floor. Seldom
does one find a completely homogenous shop.

Equipment types. Almost every desk has a telephone. Many have
terminals. Some of those terminals are personal computers. A lot
of those PC's are connected by LAN's. Many of these devices are
connected to printers. Some are connected to modems and
multiplexors. Some businesses have computers on site, some are
served by remote CPU's.
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Wiring types. If you are an IBM user you are familiar with coaxial
cable. IBM also uses TYPEl and TYPE 2 connection technology, a
combination of coax and twisted pair in the same insulating sleeve.
A Wang user works with dual coax. Telephones use twisted pair.
There are applications for twinax. Do you really require shielding
on all your cables? Does the building code require teflon coated
cable in your environment?

Other variables. There are other variables that play a role in
defining your wiring system requirements. What communications
protocols are you using? Are your telephones digital or pulse?
What electrical specification are you using, RS232, RS422, &02.3?
What media -- IBM Type 1, 2, 3 ... 99? How large is your building
and is the wiring plant designed for maximum occupancy? (It should
be.) What is the maximum run length for cables? Is radio
frequency • interference (RFI) going to be a problem? Is there
electromagnetic interference (EMI) present at your site?

There is a perceived lack of connectivity between different types
of communications devices.

There are unstructured wiring configurations.

There is an almost total lack of documentation.
existing cables.

No records of

And, it really doesn't surprise anyone that most businesses suffer
from inadequate office planning.

HOW TO PLAN

Plan for the future. Most companies will pay high installation
costs for data and voice communications equipment. The incremental
cost of planning and installing for the maximum occupancy rate of
the office space is .small compared to the cost of adding to and
changing an inadequate wiring system.

If your business is like many others, you will have to put up with
many intra-office moves, in addition to any growth in personnel.
It is not unusual for 50% of the installed telephones and data
terminals to be moved each year. For data terminals, this problem
is compounded because of the variety of cable types usually
associated with a variety of equipment. These cable types will
likely have to coexist with future products.

Also, multi-business office buildings have medium to heavy
communication requirements and characteristically have a high rate
of occupant turnover and office rearrangement. Because the demand
for communications is diverse, these buildings should have a cable
distribution system that provides maximum flexibility.
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WITH BURDEN ALSO COMES OPPORTUNITY -- WHAT IS THE OPPORTUNITY?

Increased flexibility. Today's technology permits installation of
a cable plant flexible enough to provide performance compatible
with the old cable types and still support new wiring designs.
In some cases, even existing cable plant can be converted to a new,
more flexible installation.

Increased support capability. Today's technology allows almost
total flexibili ty in supporting equipment from various vendor
types. The same cable plant can. support IBM, Hewlett Packard, &
DEC equipment as well as a majori ty of telephone system types
concurrently with only slight modification.

Economies of scale. Although telephone systems are frequently
considered separately from data communications systems, this is
not necessary. Many installations can use the same premise wiring
system for both voice and data. The initial cost of this kind of
piggyback installation is cheaper than installing both systems
separately and frequently easier to maintain.

User maintainability. The user may now manage his own inside wire
and save thousands of dollars· in maintenance costs. Users can
place and replace terminals and telephones in any workstation at
will and without fear of bringing down their entire communications
network.

HOW CAN YOU MAKE THE MOST OF THE OPPORTUNITY AVAILABLE?

By knowing your specific needs, what questions to ask, and by
qualifying the installation vendors you can increase your network's
flexibility, add lasting value, increase your ability to support
your users, and reduce maintenance costs.

Below are some needs analysis questions specific to individual
users or groups of users in a building. (Or, if your business is
large, individual departments within your business.) The answers
to these questions can significantly shape the design of your
office network.

1. Are the users known?

2. What are the users' communication
requirements, both near term and long term?

3. Will the building be leased or owner occupied?

4. What are the system requirements?

5. What environment (indoor, outdoor, aerial,
underground) is required?
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6. What are the electrical code requirements?

7. Do you have a choice on cable raceways?

In a new building almost any raceway system
can be installed. In existing buildings, the
choice is much more limited.

If underfloor raceway is used, then access is
the primary concern. Not only for primary
installation, but more importantly for follow
on installation or modification.

8. What is the number, size, and location of the
wiring closets?

These are the primary cable distribution
centers for office telephones and data
communications equipment.

9. What are the local building codes?

Building codes are commonly different for old
and new construction. Will the media you are
considering comply with these codes?

Cost Factor Notes:

o The cost of adding additional or unplanned
cabling is not limited to the cost of materials
and labor.

o The cost of adding cables to existing
buildings, compared to installing cables during
ini tial construction of the building, increases
after the ceiling is installed and increases
more after the building is occupied.

o Additional time is lost due to disruption in
the work place, dirt and noise associated with
drilling holes in concrete and dry wall, and
a general loss of productivity among office
workers.

o Visual appeal of "after construction"
installation may not be as great in pre-planned
installations.
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It is possible that when all elements of each office system are
evaluated, there is opportunity for economies of scale in choosing
a network backbone that will accommodate some or all of the system
requirements. Large savings can resul t both in the ini tial
installation and the subsequent maintenance and support.

Below are needs analysis questions specific to types of systems in
a building (such as telephones, security, environmental controls,
life safety systems, data terminals, PC LAN's).

1. What is the type and the number of cables each
system uses and how are they configured?

2. What building and electrical codes apply?

3. What security measures are required for cable,
data, and equipment?

4. What is the building environment required for
each system?

5. Will the interior layout be stable?

6. How many devices does each workstation require?

7. Is it reasonable to expect that the business (and
hence the workstation requirement) will grow?

8. What is the incremental cost of adding "pre-wires"
to the of£ice network design?

9. Is employee training adequately provided for? Can
some workstations or conference rooms be
reconfigured for training new employees (or old
employees on new systems)?

HOW DO YOU KNOW THAT YOU HAVE THE RIGHT VENDOR?

There is no secret to installing a good premise wiring system. It
is done all the time. A good installation is merely one aspect to
a complete and successful premise cable plant. More important than
installation is a thoroughly researched network design. More
important than installation is documentation of the job when it is
complete. More important than installation is how you the customer
feel about the completed job. Office wiring is the life blood of
your business. It is important to do it right. Below are some
questions to ask yourself and your vendor.

1. Does the design
requirements?

cover all aspects of my
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2. Is the design flexible enough to accommodate
future requirements?

3. Is the designed network large enough to
accommodate growth?

4. Do I understand my own requirements enough to
evaluate the design? If not, a qualified
professional should be retained to provide this
service.

5. Is the vendor willing to educate and train me on
the features of the cable network to reduce the
"surprise" factor?

6. Is the installation work professional?

a. Do the installers appear to know what they
are doing?

Does the installation have. a • professional
appearance? Are all· cables out of site where
possible and dressed down. appropriately where
it is not possible to hide them?

c. Are installers polite to office workers.· who
are present and do they exercise care in
keeping the .. disruption to .• a minimum?

7 . Is t.he network thoroughly tested before· being
turned over to the customer?

8. Does the installation meet the design specification?

9. If I want to maintain this network myself, do I have
sufficient documentation t~doso?

10. Is documentation complete enough to allow
efficientmaintenanceQf the network·. or must
I pay .. to re-train the vendor every· time· •the
network requires.service?

Once. the vendor has. d.one his job, here are some ques tions ·to .ask
yourself about the installation.

1. Does the vendor's design match the
specification?

2. Did the vendor perform the work in a timely
fashion and Jneet the production schedules?
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sufficient documentation t~doso?
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3. Does the vendor document his work?

4. Was the network 100% when it was turned over to the
me?

5. Is the vendor easy to work with?

6. Can this vendor be recommended to colleagues?

7. Does the vendor make me feel comfortable with my
installation?

WHAT IS THE LIFB OF YOUR WIRING SYSTEM?

Wiring is not a dynamic part of your office environment. Once it
is in place it does not change, nor is it subject to stresses and
strains as it lays within the walls or furniture panels. Wire ages
well. The only points of wear are at the user interfaces; the
patch panels or the blocks where the wire makes its appearance at
the workstation. These connectors have a limited designed life of
about 150 matings per connector. You will get fewer matings if
line cords and patch cords are roughly handled, or are used on a
fully loaded patch panel. The strain relief mechanism for these
connectors is designed for the weight of the cable itself and
modest mating efforts. If the patch cord you are moving is under
30 other patch cords the impact on the life of the cords and patch
panel appearances could be significant. Wi th these factors in
mind, a little quick math should reveal how soon you can expect
some deterioration in your wiring system based on the level of
activity in your office environment.

Prewired locations experience no wear until they are utilized. The
materials used in connectorizing wire do not oxidize quickly, nor
is there much deterioration in the wire itself. If you decide to
utilize a prewired location it should work the first time, even
after a year, or two. If it doesn't, chances are that it never was
suitable for communications. 100% testing can ensure that your
prewires are an asset, not a worry. Insist on it. If the vendor
warrants the work a prewire problem will be fixed free of charge,
but that doesn't help you in an emergency.

Documentation of your cable plant is the most important factor in
ensuring its long and full utilization. It is highly probable that
the wiring system will outlast several managers. A good set of
documentation will reduce the learning curve for each successor,
red~ce the number of "shoot-from-the-hip" quick fixes, and reduce
the number of wiring man hours involved in any office move.
Documentation and labeling of all workstation appearances can
eliminate countless hours of hunting for communications problems.
Documentation of all computer ports and patch panel appearances can
help make large systems manageable.
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THE BOTTOM LINE

Our recommendations for anyone responsible for a major internal
office reshuffle, a location change, or modernizing the current
facility are these:

Know your office system requirements.

Consider all those requirements in the premise wiring design.

Make sure your vendor builds a system that can be maintained
with the least amount of cost and effort.

Recognize office system maintenance costs in your budgeting
process.

Insist that your office Wl.r1ng system is thoroughly tested
and documented. A "pre-wired" location has value only if you
know where it is going and from where it has come. Don't pay
to re-train your service technician on your network every. time
you have a maintenance problem.

Design for the maximum occupancy of the office space, not what
you currently plan to use. Good businesses have a way of
growing. Wouldn't it be nice if your premise wiring network
didn't get in the way of that growth?
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Procedure for Gaininqcontrol of an X.25 Network
114660

Kimberly D. Weinmann
Hewlett-Packard Company

Colorado Telecommunications Division
5070 Centennial Blvd.

Colorado springs, Colorado 80919

Takinq control of an X.25 network
throuqh maintenance and troublesbootinq

Network 'Management

Management of an X.25 packet switching network is a critical
job. Much reliance is being placed on X.25 networks by a
growing number of companies. Network control is the goal.
Or putting it in more realistic terms, minimizing downtime
and maximizing customer satisfaction is what you strive for.
Problems must be avoided and, when they occur, must be
identified and quickly resolved. Organized, efficient
network management is the best way. to achieve your goal of
an available, efficient X.25 packet switching network.

Network Management
responsibility

consists of five major areas of

- network maintenance
- performance optimization
- network planning
- accounting
- network security.

This paper will focus on the area of network maintenance in
general and troubleshooting in particular. For information
on the other four areas of responsibility, refer to the HP
product note titled "X.25 network performance analysis",
pUblication number 5952-5120.
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Proactive and reactive methods of network maintenance will
be discussed. Proactive maintenance is the ability to
detect and foresee problems before they occur, preventing
downtime and user difficulty. Reactive maintenance involves
troubleshooting problems as they occur, minimizing downtime
and customer dissatisfaction for each occurrence.
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Optimally, your network should appear transparent to your
users. In reality, many things can suddenly make your X.25
network the center of attention. Many things can disturb
the data flow across an X.25 line. Quality of the lines,
noise causing transmission errors, the quality and
reliability of your equipment its.elf, are all possible
sources of problems.

A network manager should ~have the ability to foresee
problems and resolve them in a timely manne.r • Effective
maintenance techniques, both proactive and reactive, are an
integral part of network management.

Network Control

In network maintenance, there are several questions you
should ask yourself to determine the .•· importance of being in
control of your network.
- What is the impact to your business when your X.25 network

is down?
- Does your company/supervisor expect you to insure 99.9%

network uptime?
- Are·· your users nonproductive when the·· X.25 network is· down?

If you're not in control of your network, you could be
getting complaints from both management and users.
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Let's define major components of control for an X.25
network.
- high customer satisfaction
- low network downtime

In an effort to pin down the degree of control you currently
have over your network, ask yourself the following
questions. *
- Are you able to tell if the line is degrading and will

soon cause users to complain?
- When a user complains, are you able to locate the problem

in a minimum amount of time?

If the answer to ,either or both these questions is no,
chances are good that you could be in better control of the
network. As shown in Figure 1, control is directly related
to your ability to maintain and troubleshoot your network.
Network control results in customer satisfaction and minimal
network downtime.

Fiqure 1
Increasing network maintenance results in
control which minimizes network downtime
dissatisfactIOn.
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Taking Control of Your Network

The road to controliing your network involves an active role
in maintaining the ,network. This entails locating problems
before they are noticed by network users, and
troubleshooting those that do get noticed so downtime is
minimum. Procedures for network maintenance are discussed
below.

1. When setting up your network, use 'high quality equipment,
especially at the physical level where problems occur
most often. The bett.er the quality of your equipment,
the less likely that it will be the cause of problems.

2. Know the characteristics of your network when it is
operating correctly. This will eriable you to easily
recognize problems when they occur. Fingerprint your
network. A fingerprint is the result of a set of tests
run against your network's lines during proper operation.
Examples of fingerprint tests are percentage line
utilization during peak and nonpeak hours, and percent
information frames with bad frame check sequences. The
tests can be easily repeated on a line when a problem
occurs .' The results can then be compared with the
fingerprint for that line. This will verify that the
problem is with the network. If the results match the
fingerprint, the problem is probably not with the
network. The HP 4954A protocol analyzer and the HP
18370A network performance analyzer can be used for such
fingerprinting. User misunderstanding or improper use of
the network could be possible culprits to the problems
you experience.
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3. Use proactive maintenance methods to spot problems before
they cause performance degradation for the customer. This
is called performance analysis and allows resolution of
problems with no downtime. There are two basic types of
performance analysis.

a. Monitor line utilization regularly and determine a
utilization percentage limit for your lines for a
set period of time. For example, set a utilization
limit on a line at 60% regular traffic averaged over
a one hour period. Monitor the frequency with which
this limit is exceeded. If necessary, consider
adding lines to your network.

b. Monitor data transmission quality of the physical
level of the network. For example, if the frame
error rate (bad FCSs/#I frames) is above .1%, the
situation should be investigated because it could
point to a degradation in the data transmission
facilities.
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If it is not possible to spot a problem before your customer
does, the best. thing that can be done is to minimize
downtime and customer dissatisfaction. This is done through
troubleshooting. Troubleshooting is reactive testing, but
does allow control over the amount of time the link is down
by helping pinpoint the problem. This puts control of the
network back in your hands. You no longer must rely on your
equipment vendors to find the problem. After all, you have
more incentive than your vendors to get the network up and
running quickly. Common components of troubleshooting are
as follows.

1. The first step in troubleshooting is to verify the
problem. In some instances there may not be a network
~roblem. It may be a user misunderstanding or an
1mproper use of the network. It is desirable to do this
verification from the data center. For example, if a
call is not getting through, use a PAD and terminal in
the data center to place a call to the same address as
the user. If the results match the user complaint, then
the problem has been verified.

2. Utilize any network equipment diagnostic information
availab1e. Many pieces of network equipment have
built-in diagnostics which can help you determine where
to begin in the troubleshooting process. The PAD, for
example, provides PAD service signals to the user's
terminal which gives an indication of why calls are
cleared. For example, a call might be cleared due to
network congestion and the PAD will notify the user
through the PAD service signals. Also, some modems have
diagnostics built in which give an indication of
problems on the phone line. Make sure you utilize the
diagnostic information already available to you.
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3. Now it is time to pinpoint the problem using
troubleshooting techniques. The faster troubleshooting
can be done, the faster the problem can be fixed. This
results in better control of the network. The steps of
network troubleshooting will be discussed in the next
section. Systematic troubleshooting will greatly
increase the control you have over your network.

4. Once you have pinpointed the problem by
troubleshooting, it must be fixed quickly. If.yc:>u rely
on vendors to fix problems, you can maX1m1ze yc:>ur
credibility wit~ these vendors with the ability to g1ve
them as much information as possible about the problem.
You should know what information each vendor needs when
you place the service call. For example, if you have
isolated the problem to the phone line, you should have
your circuit number and analog test measurements ready
when you call your carrier company. This gives you
credibility in the carrier's eyes and will expedite
problem resolutions.
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Control Through Troubleshooting

As mentioned in the last section, an important step in
network maintenance is to spot problems before they
cause a problem for the user. Not all problems can be
caught in this way and others .ay slip by. In these
situations, the next step in network maintenance is to
troubleshoot and pinpoint the problem so it can be
corrected quickly.

Trouble reports fro~ network users take a variety of
forms. Some of these are
- no response to an Input
- garbage on the terminal screen
- inability to place a call which presented no problem

in the past
- jobs aborted for no apparent reason.

Once a problem has been reported by a user, you must
verify and then isolate the source of the problem so it
can be fixed. The steps to problem isolation are
a. level 1 (physical interface) troubleshooting
b. level 2 (link or frame level) troubleshooting
c. level 3 (packet level) troubleshooting.

Troubleshooting in the order shown above allows you to
eliminate problems in an organized and consistent way.
In some situations, it may be best to skip one or two
steps. For example, a user may have a call cleared and
get a PAD service signal displayed on the terminal
indicating that facilities requested were not available
from the network. This points directly to a level 3
problem. There is no reason in this situation to start
at level 1.
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In most situations, though, when the problem is not as
obvious, you should start at levelland proceed
logically through the outlined steps until the problem
is found. Because many problems are caused by the
physical interface, this method usually finds the
problem quickly and saves time.

The type of troubleshooting performed at each level will
be nonintrusive. Nonintrusive testing does not
interfere with data traffic on the line. This is
important because even though one user may be having a
problem communicating, others on the same line may have
no problems. You do"n't want to prevent everyone on the
line from communicating by downing the line to do
intrusive testing. You may encounter a few difficult
problems which will require intrusive testing when
nonintrusive fails. Troubleshooting involving intrusive
testing uses tools such as bit error rate testers and
X.25 emulators.

In order to facilitate nonintrusive testing, a patch
panel is suggested. This device provides a port for
each line in your network. Plugging into a port via the
patch panel allows nonintrusive monitoring, without
breaking the connection between DTE and DeE. When
connecting a piece of test equipment to a line via a
patch panel, the term "patched in" is used.

Troubleshooting steps are discussed in some detail in
the following sections. For an outline of this process,
refer to the flowchart in Figure 2.

Figure 2
Troubleshooting in an orderly manner allows problems to
be located quickly.
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Troubleshooting steps

Level 1 (physical interface) troubleshooting

X.25 at level 1 defines the mechanical, electrical,
functional and procedural characteristics to activate and
deactivate the physical connection between the DTE and the
DCE. The item transferred by this level is a BIT. RS-232C,
V.35 and X.21 are the level 1 specifications used to define
the interchange circuits for signal ground, data send, data
receive, control and timing circuits.

Because RS-232C is the most commonly used interface, RS-232C
lead names will be used in this discussion. V.35 and X.21
have similar leads with similar names.

The reason to start the troubleshooting process at level 1
is that the physical interface is a common source of network
problems. After installation, the higher 1evels of the
network structure malfunction less often. Also, it is
fairly easy to determine if the basic functions of the
physical interface are working or not. One of the most
common problems at level 1 is a break in the physical
connection. This could be due to many factors, such as a
down phone line or improper cabling.
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fairly easy to determine if the basic functions of the
physical interface are working or not. One of the most
common problems at level 1 is a break in the physical
connection. This could be due to many factors, such as a
down phone line or improper cabling.
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If the appropriate interface leads are up, the physical
connection is probably good. By the leads being 'up', we
mean their status when the network is operating properly.
The way to determine if these leads are up is to monitor
them. You need to look at both sides of the connection, DTE
and DCE. The leads to look for from the DTE are:

Ready to Send - RTS
Transmit Data - TD
External Transmit Clock - ETC

Data Terminal Ready - DTR normally on when DTE has
power
normally on if DTE can send
toggles if DTE is sending
clock not always used

The leads to look for from the DCE are:

Clear to Send - CTS
Carrier Detect - CD
Receive Data - RD
Receive and Transmit - RC, TC

Clocks

Data Set Ready - DSR normally on when DCE has
power
normally on if DTE can send
on indicates DCE can send
toggles if DCE is sending
toggles if the clock is
working

The two tools most commonly used for lead monitoring are
breakout boxes and protocol analyzers. The HP 4951C and HP
4952A protocol analyzers can provide both with the full
breakout box contained in their RS-232C interface pod.
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Breakout box

A breakout box's primary function is to monitor leads. It
·uses LEOs to do this. Each interface lead is represented by
a red and. green LED.. When the breakout box is. patched into
the< line under test, the lights will indicate on (with a
green LED) or off (with a red LED) conditions for each lead.
If no LED is lit, it could indicate a cable problem. If an
LED is red, it could indicate a protocol problem. This is a
very easy way to·· quickly see the status of the physical
interface. For example, if there· is a break in the physical
interface on either side of the line, no lights will be on
for that side. Or, when a.phone line in the network is down,
the LED foreD will be red.
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Protocol analyzer

Typical protocol analyzers todaY,such as the HP 4951C and HP
4952A, are multifunctional tools that include a breakout box
and many other tools for network maintenance. They have the
ability to view all data and lead activity on the link. They
can nonintrusively monitor a line and look at the data
passing between the DTE and DCE. When patched into a line,
the HP 4951C and HP 4952A allow data at all three levels to
be monitored and decoded. At levell, you can see the
important leads in relation to the DTE and DCE data. An
example of this is the data and state display format on the
HP 4951C or the HP 49524 shown in Figure 3 where RTS, CTS,
DSR and CD are graphically displayed along with the data
from the DTE and DCE. If problems exist on an X.25 line,
such as inactive leads, they can easily be seen in this
display format.

If the problem is not isolated at the level 1 physical
interface, move on to level 2 troubleshooting.

Fiqure 3
This data and lead status display allows problems with
control leads to be spotted quickly.
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Level ~ (link or frame level) troubleshooting

X.25 at level 2 is the link-level interface (sometilTles
referred to as the frame level). At this level, the
procedure to access the DTE/DCE link to allow data exchanges
is defined. The item transferred at this level is a FRAME.
This level ofy.ourpacket switching network uses a protocol
called LAP-B which is a synchronou$ data link control
protocol. This link level insures error free data
transmission between the different nodes of the network.

The first type of leveJ. 2 tests to perform are those that
locate physical interface problems that were not evident in
level 1 trOUbleshooting. These are more common than level 2
problems. Nonintrusive level 2 trOUbleshooting can provide
indications of poor line quality. These indications are

- bad frame check sequences (FCS) - indicate bit errors
during transmission

- rejects (REJ) -indicate frames received incorrectly.

There are two. procedures .that can be used. to locate bad FCSs
or REJs. Read on to find out how the HP 4951C andHP 4952A
caIl·help.here.
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The first procedure is to monitor the line using a protocol
analyzer to decode the frames and watch for occurrences of
FCSs or REJs. The frame decode display format of the HP
4951C and HP 4952A are shown in Figure 4.

Bad FCSs on any of the frames flash "B" in the FCB column
for these frames. REJ frames are displayed in the Type
column. The HP 4951C and HP 4952A can be programmed to
trigger on events (such as bad FCSs and REJs), count them,
sound an alarm when they occur and highlight them in the
data buffer for later viewing. This means you don't need to
sort manually through pages of printouts to find problems.
The analyzer can do it for you.

Figure 4
A frame level decode shows each frame on the LA2 line
decoded for monitoring problems can be seen easily.

The second, and simplest procedure is to utilize the X.25
and SNA link level performance analysis package available on
the HP 4951C and HP 4952A to count bad FCSs and REJs on your
X.25 line. Many other level 2 events are counted and can be
logged to disc for later review. Figure 5 shows the link
level performance analysis in action. In this situation,
bad FCSs occured on the line. REJs also occured. The Xe25
line tested in this example has a problem with the physical
interface. At this point, the problem must be isolated
further.

Figure 5
statistics of link-level information is useful in locating
X.25 problems. Link-level events are counted RY the
analyzer so the user does not need to manually count bad
FCSs or REJs.
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The second type of level 2 tests to perform are those that
locate problems caused by configuration errors and bad
clocks. The most effective procedure for this is to monitor
the line with a protocol analyzer, utilizing a frame decode
like the one seen in Figure 4. This display decodes the
address, type, sequence nUmbers, poll/final bit, first 9
bytes of data and frame check status for each frame on the
X.25 line. Decode the frames on the problem X.25 line. If
you see only RRs (receiver ready) and/or information frames,
the level 2 is functioning properly. If you have already
tested level 1 and found no problems, the problem is
probably at level 3. If you see SABMs (set asynchronous
balanced mode) and/or DISCs (disconnect)· on the line, there
are two situations to check for to pinpoint the problem.

1. If there are SABMs from each side of the line (DTE and
DCE where DeE is defined to be the network and DTE is
defined to be. the subscriber) using the same address,
then one of the sides has been improperly configured
because each side thinks it is the DTE or DCE. For
example, in Figure 6, the SABMs from both DTEand DCE
are using address OlHex. The DCE is improperly
configured, because commands from the DCE should use
address 03Hex.

Figure .·6
One possible level 2. problem is incorrect configuration.
The. DCE here •. is improperly configuredasADTE, and so
is using.address01Hex rather than 03Hex.

2. If the SABM!UA (UA is an unnumbered acknowledgment)
link initialization process repeats over and over, the
problem is that the DTE and ·DCE are using different
clocks which are not in phase. This situation is
diagrammed in Figure 7. To fix this problem, make sure
both DTE and DCE are using the same clock.
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I'iqure 7
If DTE and DeE do not use the~ clock. ~ will not be
able to communicate.

If neither of these situations is occurrinq , the problem is
probably not at level 1 or level 2. Move on to level 3
troubleshooting.

Level ~ <packet level) troubleshooting

X.25 at level 3 is the packet or network level. The item
exchanged by this level is a PACKET. The protocol at this
level defines the procedures for the exchange of packets
containing control information and user data between the
network and subscriber.

If levelland 2 nonintrusive troubleshooting does not
locate the problem, it will probably be found at level

3. There are two types of problems found at level 3. Those
caused by system software and those which are user
related. Problems caused by software are very rare.
User problems such as improper addressing or network
congestion are much more common. The best tool for
level 3 troubleshooting is a packet decode on a protocol
analyzer. An example of this is shown in Figure 8.
This decode makes it very easy to see problems at level
3 because each packet of an X.25 line is decoded by
packet type, quality and delivery bits, Modulo, logical
channel number, sequence numbers and the more bit.

Fiqure 8
A level ~ packet decode displays all packets on an X.25
network broken down into all components. Level ~ problems
can often be spotted using such g decode.

The first step in level 3 troubleshooting is to determine if
activity exists at level 3. Using the packet decode, look
to see if any packets-are crossing the network.
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- If there are no packets for more than 200 seconds, then,
as strange as it seems, level 3 is up, there is no problem
with the level 3 software, and there is no activity at
level 3. This assumes levels 1 and 2 are working
properly. Also, if you see only RRs (receiver readys)
and/or data packets, there is no problem with the level 3
software.

- If there is activity in under 200 seconds, and it does not
consist only ofRRsand data.packets, then there could be
a problem with the level 3 software. continue to locate
the possible problem.

- If one s~de of the network ~ssendingrestartpackets
every 200 seconds or less, which are not responded to,
then the side of the network not responding is down at
level 3. The level 3 software possibly needs to be
rebooted.

- If there are no restarts, the last situation to look for
is one side of the network sending a call request which is
not answered with a call confirm, but with a clear
request.. A. diagram of this situation is.shown in.Figure
9. This means the call is not going through. To find the
reason for the clear, look at the cause codes and
diagnostic codes contained in the clear packet. This can
be. done with the packet decode. on some protocol analyzers.
There are many reasons why a call may not go through such
as network congestion, invalid address or a busy number.

Figure· 9
If ~ call is not getting through the network. look at the
cause and diagnostic codes for s reason.

If none of the level 3 problems discussed are found, either
the problem was missed during troubleshooting or. the problem
is not at levels 1, 2 or 3. If you are convinced there is a
problem with the network, the line should be taken down for
intrusive testing at the different levels. This could
include bit error rate testing at levell, DTE and DeE
simulation at level 2, or network and subscriber emulation
at level 3.
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Troubleshooting tools available

Troubleshooting can be achieved with a wide range of test
equipment. Prices range with the capability provided, from
about $200 to $20,000.

The most commonly used equipment for troubleshooting is the
breakout box and the protocol analyzer. Table 1 provides a
summary of the capabilities of both as troubleshooting tools
for levell, 2 and 3 problems. The easier problems can
usually be located with a breakout box monitoring leads.
Some more difficult problems require more complex tools,
such as level 2 and 3 decodes, triggering and statistics
packages. It is ideal to have test equipment containing all
the tools for troubleshooting. This allows the difficult
and the easy problems to be found quickly every time,
maximizing network control.

Table 1
Breakout box and protocol analyzer capabilities as X.25
network troubleshooting tools for levels ~ ~ and ~
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Figure 3 - This data and lead status display allows problems with control
leads to be spotted quickly.
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Figure 4 - A frame level decode shows each frame on the X.25 line decoded for
monitoring, problems can be seen easily.
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Figure 5 - statistics of link-level information is useful in locating X.25
problems. Link-level events are counted by the analyzer so the user
does not need to manually count bad FCSs or REJs.
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Figure 6 - One possible level 2 problem is incorrect configuration. The DCE
here is improperly configured as a DTE, and so is using address
OlHex rather than 03Hex.
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Figure 8 - A level 3 packet decode displays all packets on an X.25 network
broken down into all components. ,Level 3 problems can often be
spotted using such a decode.
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Figure 9 - If a call is not getting through the network, look at the cause
and diagnostic codes for a reason.
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Troubleshooting Tools

Level·1 Level 2 Level 3

Breakout box Monitor lead
activity with XX XX
LEOs.

Protocol analyzer Monitor lead Monitor, trigger Decode level 3
activity with decode level 2 packets.
LEOs or on a frames. Perform
data and' lead statistics.
status display.

Table 1 - Breakout box and protocol analyzer
capabilities as X.25 network troubleshooting
tools for levels 1, 2 and 3.
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place is becoming. more. and more dependent .on efficient
management of information· flow. Getting the right information
to the.·right people at the .right .time.means cutting operation
costs, boosting productivity and increasing overall customer
satisfaction.

Essential to optimizing competitiveness and effectiveness is
the enterprise information system, which requires the
integration of systems, applications, and networks in a fashion
which serves the entire enterprise.
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HEWLETT-PACKARD UNDERSTANDS YOUR ERTERPRISE NETWORK NEEDS

A typical enterprise wide envirol1ment reflects geographical
dispersion, equipment from multivendors, rising
datacommunication costs, integrated applications and
information flows between Headquarters operations, Sales and
Service Offices, Development facilities and Manufacturing
sites, each having a specialized information environment.

Headquarter

~B~nUfact~g

1~IIIMi
Enterprise-wide ,-

Network __

/Englneerlng

Organizations like yours need a global network that will
provide complete control over these data and information
exchanges. The enterprise information system needs to be
cost-effective, reliable, invisible to the user and have the
ability to operate in conjunction with a wide variety of
computer systems, and assure a smooth growth path. Also to be
fully efficient, the enterprise network has to be backed by the
best possible support and service.

Hewlett-Packard recognizes the importance of "an enterprise-wide
network and provides such an infrastructure with
Hewlett-Packard Private Packet Network (HP PPN). The HP Private
Packet Network is based on the international networking
standard CCITT X.25, as well as fully compatible with IBM
System Network Architecture (SNA) and DECNet. It provides the
opportunity to construct a secure data network, with extensive
network management facilities, and a reliable, modular design
which optimizes availability and cost of ownership. with HP's
T-l mUltiplexer support program, HP Private Packet Network
users can now take advantage of the increased reliability,
performance and cost savings of T-l equipment.
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The HP Private Packet Network consists of a family of switching
nodes, asynchronous Packet-Assembly/Disassembly devices,
protocols converters·and an advanced network management system
based on an HP9000 Unix mini-computer.
In addition to assuring you of vendor independence HP PPN
provides you with system connectivity to T-l mUltiplexers and
Local Area Network (LAN) devices. HP PPN also supports through
servers or gateway systems the CCITT X.400 protocols for
electronic mail.

HP PIUVATEPACKET NETWORK

JlMOR COMPANIES USB HP PRIVATB PACDT NBTWORI:

Hewlett-Packard has installed several HP Private Packet
Networks around the wo.rld and as evidence by the major users
hereafter mentioned. Companies have relied on HP to provide
reliable and secure enterprise network capabilities to manage
all of their multivendor communications.

SES, Hertz-Europe, SGS-Thomson Microlectronics, Longs Drug
stores and Hewlett~Packard Corporations are some of the
companies which implement HP Private Packet Networks to manage
theirmultivendor, enterprise-wide communications.
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STOCK BXCIIAIIGB 01' SIIfGAPORB

At SES, an HP Private Packet Network links 30 member brokerage
firms throughout Singapore to manage trading volume up to 1~8

million shares per day.

"We selected the HP X.25 Private Packet Network because there
can't be any errors or downtime in our business," said Paul
Phillips, MIS director of SESe "If a line fails, HP's network
finds another path without interruption and report what's
happening."

"Our business mission is to increase transaction volume while
lowering the cost of doing business so that SES can become an
industry leader in the financial business. HP's networking
capabilities are helping us to achieve our goal," said
Phillips.

STOCK EXCHANGE OF SINGAPORE

BUSINESS NEED: ENHANCE ATTRACTIVENESS OF SES

AS A PLACE TO INVEST

• HP PPN INSTALLED END 87

• 30 SITES DEPLOYED

SES mil

h
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Business

• Stock Exch.ng.

Business Issues

• No Downtlm. Tol.r.ted

• In.tt.ctlv. Ace... of
Brok.r. to SES
- Unrell.bl. Un••
- No R.routlng

• L.ck of Re••ourc••
to D.v.lop • N.twork

HP PPN Benefits

• Incr•••• Tran.actlon.
- Total Reliability
- Fa.t R••pon•• Tim•

• Low.r eo.t.
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BBRTZ-BUROPB

"Hertz has a car rental outlets in the airports, major cities
and key towns of over 130 countries. Pulling these outlets
together into cohesive unit is a mammoth task.

"with Hewlett-Packard's help we have started to network all
our European rental outlets together. Our aim is not only to be
identified as one company HERTZ - but to act as like one
company as well, .providing a ··consistently excellent level of
service across the board.

"We are already seeing the.benefits of networking in the UK,
France, Germany, Italy and switzerland. It is enabling us to
manage our fleet more efficiently. Our marketing department can
see the immediate impact of promotions and price changes,
outlet by outlet, and make adjustments as necessary. And our
customers are seeing the benefits of improved reservation
services and standardization of documentation and forms.

"HP supplies the hardware and telecommunications systems,
negotiates with the local country PTTs on our behalf, and also
monitors and supports our network from its Bristol offices.

"Working with HP is enabling us to grow our network a lot
faster than we would otherwise be capable of doing. So our
customers are benefiting that much quicker", comments Joe
Bournat, Director of. Management Information Systems at Hertz
Europe ..• Limited.

HERTZ

BUSINESS NEED: A MANAGED NETWORK FOR ALL

RESERVATION AND BILUNG APPUCATIONS

• HP PPN INSTAL1.ED IN 1987

• 35 SITES DEPLOYED

• FULL NETWORK OPERATION
BY HP

Business

• C.r Rental/Leasing Agency
service Industry

Business Issues

• Highly Competitive
Bualn... Environment
-: Respon.lvene••
-Uptime
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• Information Acce•• i••
M.jor Part of the
Everyd.y Bu.inesa

HP PPN Benefits

• Incr•••• In R••ponalv.neaa
to Customers
- Total rell.bllity

• Hertz .tay. focu.ed
OR au.in••• I••ue.
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"HP's extensive Private Packet Network support is one of the
several reasons why Hertz-Europe chose the company to manage
our enterprise-wide network.

"Hertz is in the business of care-hire, not in setting up and
managing European information systems. When management decided
to extend the network to Europe, HP readily came to mind. The
fact that HP has recognized network experience and could serve
as a single vendor in managing the entire Hertz project
clinched the deal. Because our entire network is managed by HP,
Hertz has eliminated operating costs for administration,
training and personnel," said Bournat.

HP SUPPORT AND OPERATION SERVICES

continued value of your information system investment is
guaranteed by Hewlett-Packard's comprehensive support envelope.
Recognizing the specific requirements Enterprise-wide
Networking creates, Hewlett-Packard has supplemented its
worldwide outstanding support organization to include centers
of expertise in Enterprise-wide networking.

HP provides private network support to customers including
Hertz on a worldwide basis through HP's Customer Network
Centers (CNCs) in Atlanta, Georgia; Bristol, England; and
Singapore. Staffed by a team of networking experts, each
center offers network-management support services on an hourly
or full-time basis. By relaying on HP to support a company's
private network, users can benefits from cost savings in
personnel and training.

HP's support services range from consulting, network design,
project management, training and actual 24 hour network
operation.
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BGB-THOMBON MICROBLBCTRONICB

For chipmaker 8G8-Thomson microelectronics, deciding which
vendor to select for the company's X.2S,private packet-network
solution boiled· down to five basic requirements -- multivendor
connectivity, network control, security, reliability and cost
effectiveness.

8G8-Thomson Microelectronics selected HP among five major
networking vendors to design and install its pilot network to
connect mUltiple-computer systems from HP, DEC and IBM: and
provide complete network·management from the network.

The 8G8-Thomson Microelectronics pilot network was operational
within two weeks. Connectivity improved immediately because
terminals previously connected toa single computer now could
switch among HP and DEC computers for specific applications.
with fewer communications lines needed to connect
multivendor-computer systems, company wide communications
became more .reliable and available on. the network. 8G8-Thomson
Microelectronics was ready for full deployment at the
conclusion of the pilot network.

SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS

BUSINESS NEED: A MULTIVENDOR NETWORK FOR DESIGN
INTEGRATION AND INFORMATION FLOW

• HP PPNINSTALLED IN 1988

Business

• Inteorated Circuit
Manufacturer

Business Issues

• 25 SITES DEPLOYED • Merger of Two Large
Manufacturing Cornpanle.

- Multlvendor Environment
- Duplication of Resource.
- Need for -Total Solution-

HP PPN Benefits

• Increase In Efficiency
0- between business units

~..... • Estabnshed an Open and
Adaptable Environment
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LONGS DRUG STORES

Longs owns and operates 240 retail drug stores through six
western states. A key element in Longs business strategy is to
set up stores as independent operations that can be networked
so that each store can purchase and price its own inventory,
yet share data communications among headquarters and sister
stores.

"Because we run a decentralized operation, a network that
provides peer-to-peer capabilities and high-performance
communications is extremely important," said Bill Gates,
director of information services for Longs.

"Since a hierarchical implementation did not make sense to us,
we looked at other networking alternatives that could provide a
reliable and efficient means of distributing our
communications. For Longs Drug Stores, HP's network provides a
total solution by allowing more timely management information
to be transferred among our stores and home office."

LONGS DRUG STORES

BUSINESS NEED: A NETWORK PROVIDING PEER TO PEER

CAPABILITIES AND HIGH-PERFORMANCE

COMMUNICATIONS

• HP PPN INSTALLED IN MID' 88

• 15 SITES DEPLOYED

,0

Business

• Retail Chain of
Drug Store.

Business Issues

• Store. working a.
Independant Operation.

• Information Shared
among Headquarter.
and SI.ter Stor••
- Rapid Acce•• to

Information

HP PPN Benefits

• Timely Management of
Information
- High reliability

• Improve Cu.tomer Service

- Credit Card V.rlflcatlon
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HEWLBTT-PACltARD

Hewlett-Packard few years ago, begun long range planning of
it's network· infrastructure. A needs assessment determined that
the next generation internal network needed to satisfy the
following needs :

* suppor~abili~y - that it should be based on standards;

* Reliabili~y - that it should be able to accommodate equipment
component and link outages and provide alternate paths
between corespondents;

* Expandabili~y - that it should have no constraints to
expansion for additional sites or growth of traffic;

* Adap~ability - that it should be based on a technology which
accommodates growth and change, and can serve both
interactive as well as batch users;

* Efficienoy - that it allows for the efficient use of circuit
bandwith given the performance requirements of both batch and
interactive users.

It was concluded that X.25 packet network technology best
satisfied these needs.

Deployment of X.25 networks began in the sales regions, where
standalone Dynapac switches and HP2334 asynchronous PADs were
installed. In view of the limited functionalities of such
switches and the tremendous traffic increase, HP started in
second half of 1986 the installation of HP NET a backbone class
X.25 network based on HPPPN.

As this backbone grew, the smaller networks migrated from
public network interconnection to become HP NET tributary
networks. HP NET has grown to more· than 40 large nodes around
the world. The private packet network today connects over
70,000 users through the connections of more than 60,000
personal computers and workstations and more than 2,500 hosts.
HP NET is carrying over 50 gigabits of data per month.

Electron.ic mail, sales order administration, engineering as
well as purchasing and inventory management are the
applications running over the network.
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HEWLETT-PACKARD

BUSINESS NEED: A CORPORATE ELECTRONIC
MAIL SYSTEM

• .HP PPN INSTALLED IN 1988

• FULL CORPORATE NETWORK
- 70 000 users
- GO 000 pes & workstations
- 2500 hosts

40 sites

• 50 GIGABYTES/MONTH

Business

• High-Technology
Manufacturing and 8ervlc
Company

Business Issues
• Highly Distributed sites

- Design a. manufacturing
- Sales a. service
- Corporate operation

• Escalating Communication
Costs

HP PPN Benefits

• Increase In applications
on network

• Substantial cost reduction

• Increased Responslvenes
to Customers

• Increased productivity

In the U.S., and increasingly in other countries where high
capacity private line circuits are becoming available, the HP
Private Packet Network is set up on top of a transmission
network, made of T-1 mUltiplexers which carries voice traffic.
The T-1 circuits having enough idle capacity to carry data
lines at significant lower cost than single leased private line
circuits, the HP NET topology took advantage of this
inexpensive bandwith to link major nodes.

Incorporation of non-native X.25 traffic into HP NET X.25
networ~ is also influence by the marginal cost of bandwith,
that 1S , the availability of T-1 or other high capacity
circuits can influence the decision to se protocol converters
to convert traffic to the X.25 protocol to be carried on a
packet network. Within HP, where the cost of private line
circuits is low, most commonly in the U.S. because of T-1, SNA
or TCP/IP Ian internet traffic is often carried over separate
T-1 channels rather than being converted to X.25. This is
strictly a price/performance issue, not one of functionality.
Where the cost of circuits is high, SNA and TCP/IP internet
traffic is converted to X.25 and carried over HP NET packet
network.
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HP NET is managed cooperatively from several locations within
HP. There are network administration groups in Palo Alto, in
Geneva and Honk Kong. Each of these administrative groups has a
Network Operator Console (NOC) from which they can configure
and monitor the entire network, and has primary responsibility
for supporting the sites in their region of the world. Network
configuration changes, user support, billing policy, and
operations monitoring is performed directly by these group for
their users. Additionally, operations support for event
management is provided by the Customer Network Center in
Atlanta for two shifts per day. This relieves the small teams
in Geneva and Hong Kong from having to monitor individual
network events during their daytime shift.

The implementation of HP Private Packet Network has contributed
to improvements in the assembly of and access to financial and
analytical data, reductions in production cycle time, shortened
product development cycles and enables the company to reduce
overall inventories.

In retrospect, after the break-even point, annual network
savings started at about $7 million, and are increasing
annually. In fact, despite more than a three fold traffic
volume increase over the last two years, leased line expenses
actually declined in FY'88.

SUMMARY

Reading and hearing about such success stories from your
industry peers, suppliers or even competitors, are powerful
incentives to get start on a similar project. More and more
companies are discovering the benefits of wide area networking.
A private packet networks means better control; security, and
the X.25 standard ensures multivendor connectivity.

HP PPN can help you to be more competitive. And HP will work
with you through all phases of your HP PPN implementation
from Planning, design, and training to operation and
maintenance. Our reputation for customer satisfaction is
unmatched because we back our solutions with top-rated support
and services -- worldwide.

Contact us today to find out exactly
Private Packet Network, the heart of
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The Transition from TCPlIP to OSI Networks

The industry-wide movement to OSI protocols is underway. HP has been a long term
proponent of the OSI architecture and OSI protocols. This paper will discuss motivating
factors for the OSI movement and HP's·strategy for providing OSI products.

HP began its movement to OSI in 1983 with endorsement of an OSI architecture for all
future HP networking products. This represented the first step in the movement from a
proprietary architecture (DS or Distributed Systems) focused on connecting HP systems to
each other to an industry standard architecture implementing standard protocols focused
on multivendor connectivity. Today, HP's dominant networking products (NS and ARPA
services) are based on the OSI architecture and defacto standard protocols. The result is
excellent multivendor interconnectivity based on the .protocols most commonly
implemented today. In the future, HP's dominant networking products will be based on
OSI protocols. During the transition period, HP will maintaIn the strong multivendor
connectivity available today.

The movement to OSI protocols will not take place overnight. There are numerous
practical limitations slowing the movement. Applications drive the need for networking
services. Today's applications use TCP/IP based services like NS and ARPA. New
applications will be developed based on OSI services, but they will grow gradually. Support
for existing applications WIll be an important part of the migration process. Many existing
systems will not be upgraded to OSI protocols. Modification of existing applications to use
OSI services may be "difficult or impossible.

HP believes that the movement to OSI protocols will be characterized by a long period of
coexistence of TCPlIP based protocols and OSI protocols. This period could stretch to ten
years or longer. Accommodating this long coexistence·phase.is a key aspect of the HP OSI
strategy.

The first phase of the OSI migration will be characterized by OSI pilot programs. This
phase is occurring today. The •motivation to experiment with OSI. is stronger in some
Industries and geographical areas· than in others. In this phase there is typically not a
strong need for the pilot networks to communicate with the existing networks. Since the
new networks are experimental, there is often a desire to keep them separate. HP has
been aggressive in offering OSI products such as MAP.. We plan to continue with
additional products to comply with new OSI profiles such as GOSIP.

The second phase of OSImigrationwill be characterized by OSI subnets. OSI applications
will emerge that require OSI services. Compatibility with existing applications will be
important since few systems will run only OSI based applications. The HP strategy for this
phase is to offer dual protocol stacks which support both TCP/IP and OSI based services.
Systems configured with dual stacks can communicate with existing TCP/IP only based
systems and with systems running OSI protocols. HP's current ARPA/NS products for the
HP 9000 computers are examples of a dual stack implementation. These products do not
provide a complete dual stack, but support both ARPA and NS services and IEEE 802.3
and Ethernet links. These links and services are supported transparently to the user or
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programmer. A similar approach will be used to support complete NS/ ARPA/TCP/IP
and OSI stacks in the same system,

The HP strategy for the later phases of OSI migration is still evolving. The goals of the
strategy are clear. HP will provide compatibility with the installed base of TCP/IP based
systems as these systems change over to OSI. HP will also continue to support multivendor
connectivity throughout this transition period. In order to provide this multivendor
connectivity, HP's transitional products must be consistent with those provided by other
vendors. HP is working a~gressively in various industry networking fOfums to ensure that
we do provide this compatIbility. It is clear that dual protocol stacks will play an important
part in this transitional period.

Other product requirements are less clear at this time. Both gateways and mixed protocol
stacks could play a role. Gateways can be of two types, application layer gateways and
lower level gateways. Application layer gateways completely covert an OSI service over an
OSI protocol stack to a TCP/IP based service over a TCP/IP protocol stack. Such a
gateway can connect a "pure" OSI network to a "pure" TCP/IP network. Lower level
gateways convert protocols at lower levels, for example, TCP to the OSI transport protocol.
Mixed protocol stacks would provide TCP/IP services (such as ARPA) over OSI transport
protocols or OSI services (such as FfAM) over TCP/IP transport protocols. A
combination of mixed protocol stacks and transport layer gateways could provide
compatibility between networks running a single transport protocol (either TCP/IP or OSI)
with both-OSI and ARPA services.

At present, there are advocates in the industry for both the pure stack approach to
providing compatibility and the mixed stack approach. The current debate about the
evolution of the TCP "internet" used to connect numerous research institutions exemplifies
this. The U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) supports the pure stack/application
gateway approach. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) supports mixed stacks.
HP is actively involved. in these debates and will offer suitable products to maintain the
multivendor connectivity required by our customers.

It is likely that non-OSI services will be required to supplement the OSI services. These
could be required for a number of reasons such as application compatibility, performance,
or additional functionality. HP will evaluate the need for supplemental services and
provide those required to maintain useful multivendor interoperability.

HP's approach to the evolution of OSI is to build on the existingOSI architecture of HP
AdvanceNet and provide early availability of OSI products. HP will provide tools to ensure
multivendor connectivity during the long transition phase between today's TCPlIP
networks and the future's pure OSI networks. HP will offer dual protocol stacks in the
early transition phase. Later in the transition, HP will offer gateways and mixed stacks to
maintain multivendor connectivity. Throughout the transition, HP will work to drive the
definition of standards and will implement them aggressively.
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HP AdvanceNet: OSI Pilots

Customer Requirements

• Experimentation with OSI

• Isolated OSI networks

HP Strategy

• OSI architecture
• Aggressive MAP/X.400 program

• Continued support for de facto standards rrCP/IP, ARPA, NFS..J
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Multivendor Network Management
Paradox or Paradigm?

Miriam Block with Martha Weeks
Hewlett-Packard

19420 Homestead Road
Cupertino, CA 95014

iF ~{,~ "I

At a meeting ofthe OSI Network Management Forum, Brian Hewat, Director of
Telecom Canada, said,

"Many companies today operate intesrated computing and
communications networks that combme the products and
services of different vendors. They invest thousands,
often millions of dollars in these systems and networks
each year. It is critical to their business success
that these diverse systems work together efficiently.

That's where network management comes in.

Network management is the ability -- through hardware
and software systems -- to identify, monitor and
control network reliability, configuration, security,
accounting and performance."

This definition, while a simplified one, is extremely accurate.. Companies·are
increasingly dependent on their information networks for their everyday business.
This paper describes the dimensions of network management, what to look for in a
multivendor network management system and a first step Hewlett Packard is taking
toward that goal.

DIMENSIONS OF NE1WORK MANAGEMENT

First, let's examine what constitutes network management. This includes the
network management users, and the various elements, such as applications or
equipment, they must manage.
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Dimensions of Network Management

Who are Network Management Qsers?

Wherever new technologies emerge, rarely do you find one person dedicated to
managing them. Network management typifies this idea -- few companies have a
position called network manager. Instead, the tasks related to network management
are performed by a variety of users.

Often, the network management tasks fall at the highest level of an organization to
individuals with titles such as Chief Information Officer (CIO) or Corporate MIS or
Telecommunications Director. These executives' views of network management
evolve from concerns about overall network costs, network uptime and strategic
planning.

In contrast to the executive network management needs are the concerns of the
DataComm Specialists, Distributed Systems Operators and Site Telecomm
Specialists who must manage networks in environments such as Business Offices,
Manufacturing Plants or Research and Development Labs. These people are
responsible for managing Local Area Networks (LANs), the systems· on those
networks, and for safeguarding·the integrity of data flowing through the LANs and
out of the site to the re~ional and corporate backbone networks.

Between the CIO and local site network managers fall the Wide Area Network
(WAN) managers whose duties are a hybrid of the two groups discussed above.
While these managers are interested in network growth, uptIme and planning, they
also must implement and operate significant portions of the corporate and regional
Wide Area Network.
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Obviously, these ~oupings are simplified generalizations. Netw9rks and network
management duties tend to be as varied as the companies that use them. In .all
cases, an effective network management system must be flexible enough to
accommodate the needs of all of these people in a variety of ways.. The best
multivendor network management systeIlllsa modular one which can be. tailored to
fit a wide range of applications with differing levels of technical detail.

Levels ofNetwork Manacement

When we look at what the network managers must manage, we. find different layers.

=~f::~:~:~l~y~~od~~~ili~~~~:k.::ri:;:~~:~~~~~~k~li~~~. into
four general layers:

• On top is the application network, comprised of distributed applications such
as X.400 electronic mail, HPDesk,.ED~ office automation, and
administrative applications

• The computation network includes networked systems (e.g., UNIX, MPE,
OS/2,VMS,MVS,VM) and networked data bases (SQL-basedrelational,
system dictionary, program library,etc.).

lSI The data network, which can be further broken down into transport (OSI
layers 2, 3 and 4) andse",ices (OSI layers 5, 6 and"), includes items like
LANS, X.25, and ARPA, SNA and OSI services.

• The transmission layer corresponds directly t<? layer 1 in the OSI model.
There is a need to manage items like Tl, modems, broadband, fiber etc.

The number of network components being managed is large,. thenprnber of vendors
is even larger, and the methods for managing them are disparate. These network
layers warrant discussion far beyond the scope of this paper, but it is important to
recognize the increasing complexity of networkmanagement.

Netwgrk Management Needs

The third aspect of network management centers around thefunetionaI needs of

:={\MF~eg~~~~~·=~~ri~~1s~Nai~Qrf~l1llagementFlinctional

• Fault Management: •identify, diagnose and resolve networkproblems
quickly.

• Configuration Management: track network and device configurations with
the capability to centrally control and change those configurations.

• Pel10rmance Management: optimize network performance through. the
collection and analysis of data about the network.

• Accounting: provide infoTIllationonl1etworkusage.

• Security Management: .protect the network and. hs components from
intrusion or surveillance by unauthorized parties.
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=~f::~:~:~l~y~~od~~~ili~~~~:k.::ri:;:~~:~~~~~~k~li~~~. into
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:={\MF~eg~~~~~·=~~ri~~1s~Nai~Qrf~l1llagementFlinctional
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• Security Management: .protect the network and. hs components from
intrusion or surveillance by unauthorized parties.
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Additionally, Hewlett-Packard has identified two other areas which complement
OSI's SMFAs to round out the functionality necessary to manage the layers
discussed above. These two other areas are:

* Inventory Management: a complement to configuration management and
accounting, to track, monitor and maintain networked assets over a wide
geographic area.

* Networked System Mmagement: m;z networked systems from a central
point for consistency and to reduce s g and costs.

Given the dimensions of network management, network managers face an
overwhelming task. To to build integrated, multivendor network management
applications, you need an open environment. In this way, true multivendor network
management can be achieved.

COMPONENTS OF MULTIVENDOR NE1WORK MANAGEMENT

For both designers and users of network management systems, finding an open
system presents a major challenge. This section presents an overview of the
components that comprise a multivendor network management system.

NETWORK MANAGEMENT STANDARDS

Adherence to standards is integral to multivendor network managementsystems.
ISO has been developing networking standards for years, but network management
standards have lagged behind in therr acceptance. To accelerate the introduction of
network management products capable of operation with each other, the OSI
Network Management Forum was created.

The Forum's emphasis is on the implementation of OSI standards, and its members
are dedicated to reaching fully interoperable, multivendor network management in
the shortest possible time.

The organization was founded in July, 1988, by the following eight companies:
Hewlett-Packard; Amdahl CorporatIon; American Telephone and Teleg!aph
(AT&T); British Telecom; Northern Telecom; Telecom Canada; STC PLC; and
Onisys Networks. Membership has grown to include over fifty worldwide computing
and telecommunications vendors. Forum members have agreed to demonstrate
interoperability in September, 1990 at a world-wide event. : .

According to Forum president John Miller, the Forum "is not a standards body, and
we have no desire to create standards. We have a desire to implement in a
consistent manner the standards that already exist, and to fill in the gaps as
necessary to define a complete specification."

The Forum itself will not create any products; that responsibility will continue to
rest with individual vendors. Initially, the Forum's concentration is toward common
versions of OSI protocols and message sets to support network management
applications. Network management systems which incosporate the Forum's protocol
an(l message sets will build a foundation for interoperabfe multivendor network
management.
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The communication protocols working group of the Forum, chaired by Hewlett
Packard, presented to the Forum membership a common implementation of the
seven-layer OSI protocol stack.. The gr.oup selected appropnate subsets or prOfiles
of features to be used in each layer of the OSI stack. A single protocol stack was
created to ensure interoperability between different management products and
systems.

Within the first three OSI layers, the Forum plans. to adopt· the X.25·wide area
network standard of the International Commission for Telephones and Telegraphs
(CCITf) and the 802.3 local area network standard of theInstitute of Electromc
:~ec:;,~th~nc= (IEEE).. In the future, other·transport methods may be

For the upper layers,the Forum will adopt· the draft OSI proposal for Common
Management Information Services and Protocol (CMIS/P) which specifies the
format of network management messages.

Messages and Services

Another working group of the Forum is establishing. the messages and services
required within a network for management functions. The first of the OSI-defined
Specific Network Management Functional Areas. (SMFAs) to be addressed by the
Forum are fault and configuration management. The remaining SMFAs, which
include. security, performance and accounting, will be addressed.as the Forum's
work progresses.

Interim Solutions for replIP Networks

Although the OSI Network Management Forum work progresses, International
Data Corporation(IDC) •predicts that "it will most likely be 1991-1992.before there
are enough approved standards to make a major impact in the vendors' offerings of
true, OSI-compliant interoperable network management products."

In the absence of systems which.conform to OS} standards, TCPlIP protocols.will
remain the de-facto solution forinteroperability for the next few years. This creates
a. demand for TcP/IP .networ.k managemellttools• The I1ltemet i\etivitiesBoard
(lAB), which oversees. the technical development of TCPlIP, has recommended two
different network management protocols .as/Draft. Internati.onalStandards (DIS).
Th~se interim protocols.·are:

• Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

• Common Management Information Services overTCPlIP (CMOT): based
on the OSI model for management and the CMIS interface

Use·of these standards and protocols in a network management system
demonstrates true commitment to creating multivendor environments.
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SIMPLE USER INTERFACE

Incorporating standards into a network management system provides for
interoperabillty. Taking a step back, let's look at the everyday life of network
managers - satisfying their users' needs. Simply stated, they must keep the network
up ana running. to meet that B0al, network managers must use several software
packages and fiave some technical knowledge of their network.

Some network components have network management built into them, but rarely do
two network management systems have the same user interface. The user interface

.may be difficult to learn and use or may demand in-depth technical knowledge.
This adds to the difficulty of the network manager's job. The complexity of the job
requires skills the avera~e office worker doesn't have, so network management
becomes the realm of highly paid specialists.

This situation demands that network management systems consistently implement a
simple user interface. The user interface sliould be easy for both non-technical and
technical users. Network managers must use a variety of network management
applications, so the user interface should remain constant from one application to
another. Good network management systems will not make the network manager
relearn a user interface daily.

ACCOMMODATING DIFFERENT END USER ENVIRONMENTS

Another important characteristic of a network management system is the system's
ability to satisfy the needs of network managers in different computing
environments.

Lm£.EllIJ

By low end, we are referring primarily to local area networks (IANs) used at a
departmental level. These small to medium sized networks are based on either PC
servers or minicomputers.

Often, the IAN network mana$er has little technical expertise. In fact, the network
manager could be chosen on cnteria as indiscriminate as "the person who sits closest
to the server."

For this type of network, the price of network management. tools is an important
decision making factor. PCs may be the most expensive piece of equipment on the
network; so requiring these users to purchase additional, costly computers makes
network management prohibitively expensive.
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A very large network with many remote sites constitutes a high end environment.
The network may be a wide area network (WAN) or a combInation ora WAN with
local·area networks. (LAN). A company's overall investment in computer systems
tends to be higher in this environment. The network may contain mainframes,
minicomputers, and workstations, plus systems ranging all the way down to PCS.

Typically, the MIS department is responsible for network management in the high
endenvrronment. These users are more technically sophisticated than the users in
the office LAN environment, and therefore demand more functionality in their
network management systems.

Clearly,.a network management system must adapt toa range of computing
platforms to accommodate all networking environments.

ACCOMMODATING DEVELOPERS ENVIRONMENT

To create"multivendor network management systems requires a developers'
environment that meets the diverse product •development needs of network
vendors.. Hewlett-Packard has adopted standard models based ontheOSI Systems
Management Architecture:

OWanizational Model

The organizational model assists designers•in identifying functional elements •and·· ..
expressing them as components of a management solution. This model breaks·down
the functional elements into:

* user interface: .the exposed part of the model --what the user will see. •The
designer must be. able to answer the question ''who are the network users?" as
described in the dimensions of network management.

* management applications: support a specific management activity through a
common user interface.

* management services: >key component of Hewlett-Packard'sarchitecture.
The decoupling of managementservices from the applications lets several
applications manage the same network object in different ways, thus creating
a truly open environment that encourages multivend9r network management.

Organizational Model

fNElWORKtAAlW;EMENTllSER MERFAC£SI
I NETWORK~NalT. APPUCATIONS I
I ~"'ENT SERVICES I
I MANAGED OBJECTS I
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Operational Model

The operational model (or nine squares model) helps the designer illustrate how the
components of the organizational model will be used and how various network
management solutions will coexist.

The components of the operational model are best shown in the following
illustration.

Nine Squares Model

This picture represents a single system. When using the model for illustrating
several systems coexisting in a network management system, you would use one of
these boxes per system.

The critical component in this model is the [P] representing postlnaster services.
Serving as the integrator for all the other components, the LP] adds flexibility to the
model.

Just as with the SMFAs, detailed discussion of these models is well beyond the
scope of this paper. You should simply note that these two models are a foundation
for multivendor network management systems. Adherence to these models ensures
consistent application programming interfaces (APIs) for network management
programmers and consistent applications for network managers.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

A network management system that employs all of the correct methods and
standards on the right computing platform provides with you a usable system today.
But, where will that system be in a year or two? Technology is evolving at amazingly
fast rates. You must ensure that your network management platform will allow you
to take full advantage of future technologies.

Following is a discussion of three emerging technologies that will play an important
role in the network management systems of tomorrow. These technologies are
object-oriented programming, expert systems and distributed peer-to-peer
management.
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Qbject-Odented Prozramminf

In object-oriented programming, everything that·is part of the system is called an
object. Objects can be text, graphics, spread sheets, etc..This provides modular

t;So~~~~~:L~j~~o~~~~e:::]~)r:J'ar~I=~~~ftc:Ularity
incorporate) types of objects and application level code into other objects or code.

For the network management system developer, object-oriented programming lends
flexibility and the ability to leverage code from one application to another for faster
product development.

&leTt Systems

As networks become.more complex,·network managers will need even more tools to
help in their day-to-day activities. For example, adding a node to the network may
involve many time-consuming steps. Now, using a network management system, the
network manager must also add that node to the network management system.

Expert systems, which build .on object-oriented technology, aid in these situations.
A network management system mtg.ht repres.ent the network Wl.'thagraphical map.
The expert system would configure a node simply by adding it to the map. Going
one step further, it might.assist in."whatif' scenarios for planning and designing
additions to a network. Expert systems have the potential to play an exciting role in
isolating and diagnosing faults. in a network.

Distributed Peer-tQ-PeerManagement

Since network management systems must supply an increasing amount of
information to varying users in different geo~raphicareas, completely centralized
network management activities may prove difficult. Distributing the data across the
network allows for more efficient management.

Coupled with that management need is the requirement to distribute information
appropriately within systems. While a machine might be a collector and repository
of network management information, it might also be the provider of information to
another network management system.. By designing systems with distributed peer
to-peer management in mind, we are beginning to break down the barriers to
multivendor network ID:aDagement.

OPENVlEWWINDOWS •• A FIRST STEP

Hewlett-Packard's OpenView Windows takes a first step toward offering a
multivendor network management platform. During the development of OpenView
Windows, the OSI network management standards were in a preliminary state.
Understanding that standards take. time, the OpenView Windows team determined
that a common user interface would allow them to focus on multivendor consistency
from the user's viewpoint. As the standards evolve, they will easily be incorporated
into OpenView's modular architecture.
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The OpenView Windows standard is based on Microsoft (TM) Windows with its
easy-to-use and easy-tO-Iearn user interface. Additionally, OpenView makes use of
Hewlett-Packard's NewWave technology.

At the heart of ()PenView Windows is the network map drawn by users to represent
their network as tbey intend to manage it. S~bols witb easily identifiable shapes
represent the nodes or devices on the network. Once drawn, OpenView
applications report the status of the network through colors on the network map.
The color scheme is simple: red represents a criticill state, yellow indicates a
warning, and green shows normal status. Developers can use an API to report the
status of their equipment to the map consistently with other OpenView applications.

As the OSI network management standards become better defined, the use of the
nine-squares architectural model will allow for easy integration. The current
OpenView platform serves well for the low end environment; and future platforms
will include solutions for high end environments.

CONCLUSION

Looking for one answer to network management seems to be the paradox. HP's
OpenVIew solution lies in finding an environment that designers can use to
systematically develop network management applications which coexist with
applications from other network vendors.

We have highlighted a few of the elements that form the paradigm for multivendor
network management: a simple user interface, adherence to standards, modularity
to allow easy incorporation of emerging technologies, and accommodating
developer and end user environments.

With integrated, multivendor network management systems, companies will be
more effective at managing information as a strategic asset to improve their overall
competitiveness.
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Today, business is more complex than ever before. Competition, occurring on a

worldwide basis, is becoming fiercer daily. Companies have decentralized their

national and international operations to better meet their customers' needs. For

example, manufacturing facilities are relocated to reduce costs, while sales offices

are moved closer to customers to allow for better service. The quick and accurate

exchange of information is essential to survival in such an environment. Future

competitiveness demands .a cooperative computing environment which will put

computing power where it is needed, while providing increased access to remote

information and resources. HP's. Distributed· Application Services (DAS) are a

framework upon which applications can be built for· companies with distributed

facilities and information systems.

The EVOlutio~ of Distributed Computing

As the trend in business moved toward distributed management, computers also

became distributed. A few years ago, companies operated from a single corporate

mainframe which handled all applications and information. Once their organizations

began to expand geographically, it became necessary to move some of the

computing power to local offices. .Users found that remotely logging on to a

corporate·mainframe .left them vulnerable to the reliability of the telephone system

and lacked the speedy response they required.
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are moved closer to customers to allow for better service. The quick and accurate

exchange of information is essential to survival in such an environment. Future

competitiveness demands .a cooperative computing environment which will put

computing power where it is needed, while providing increased access to remote

information and resources. HP's. Distributed· Application Services (DAS) are a

framework upon which applications can be built for· companies with distributed

facilities and information systems.

The EVOlutio~ of Distributed Computing

As the trend in business moved toward distributed management, computers also

became distributed. A few years ago, companies operated from a single corporate

mainframe which handled all applications and information. Once their organizations

began to expand geographically, it became necessary to move some of the

computing power to local offices. .Users found that remotely logging on to a

corporate·mainframe .left them vulnerable to the reliability of the telephone system

and lacked the speedy response they required.
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Because of this situation, companies moved to minicomputers and used batch file

transfers to send information back to the mainframe. Eventually, users on

minicomputers sought improved performance, increased access to information and

additional flexibility. The development of the microprocessor answered this demand

as information and applications were moved to workstations and PCs linked

together via a Local Area Network (LAN). PCs and workstations allowed users to

run applications quickly, without having to contend with other users on the system,

while still retaining access to the minicomputer when it was necessary.

During this transition, information and productivity tools made their way out of the

centralized system and into the local environment, closer to actual users. While this

significantly increased the productivity of the local environment, it did little to unify

the global environment.

Computing Today

Today, engineers are able create better designs and accountants can perform more

accurate financial analysis on their own systems (which may use different operating

systems,) using software tools designed for their specific needs. As we move

towards the 1990s, competitive pressures will force the accountant and the engineer

to work more closely together to meet customer needs effectively and efficiently.

Computer facilities will need to be localized to keep applications and information

close to the user, yet they will also need to be available to everyone as if they were

still centrally located.

Computing in the 1990s will require distributed applications which allow for

increased communication in this diverse environment. Companies will continue to

purchase a variety of computers from a variety of vendors for a variety of specific

tasks, but they will need them to work together as if they were a single computer.

End users on PCs will need quick access to their own applications and will also

need transparent access to lesser-used applications and information on other

systems. Furthermore, applications will need to be distributed, with different

procedures running on various CPUs, in order to take advantage of the available

resources throughout a company while minimizing the cost of computing.
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To build such distributed applications, a foundation of services, Distributed

Application Services (DAS), must be created. These services will provide the tools

and the underlying networking which will make a geographically disperse,

heterogeneous and multivendor comptJting environment appear as if it were a single

computer. DAS will provide seamless, integrated and invisible networking·· as a

framework for building distributed applications.

Networking and Automobiles: Getting you where you want. to go

Networking should allow someone to extend their computing power without

requiring knowledge of the network, in the same way a car extends a person's

mobility. Drivers may not know exactly how a car works, but they can get into

almost any car and easily get where they wish to go.

Networking should be that simple. Fundamentally, it is simple--this is what

Distributed Application Services are. all about. ·DAS is based on four basic elements

which are required for computer networking to work. These can be referred to as

the key networking functions: Data passing, Data sharing, Application Access,

and Execution Sharing.

Data Passing is the ability to send information back and forth from one location to

another. Data passing could be used for electronic mail or Electronic Data

Interchange (EDI). It also allows users to share peripherals by allowing files to be

passed to remote printers or hard disks.

Data Sharing allows multiple users or applications in a variety of locations to access

information at one location without actually moving that information. Data sharing

gives a user the ability to remotely access·a database or a file. It allows them to alter

the data but doesn't allow them to move the information in the file to another

location.
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Application Access gives a user the capability to run applications ina remote

location. It provides a window into a remote computer so multiple users in a.variety

of locations can share an application.

Execution Sharing, which can also.be viewed as a sophisticated combination of

data passing and application sharing, allows an application to be separated into

pieces and run, in an integrated fashion, among various locations. The ability to

perform parallel processing in multiple locations is the result of execution sharing.

These four basic network functions provide the building blocks ·upon which

distributed applications can be built. They give the solutions provider, application

developer or systems integrator· a basic set of tools for communicating across the

network in a variety of ways. All a person needs to know is which fundamental tool

they wish to use.

This is similar to the car driver, whose rudimentary knowledge allows them to

choose between various types of cars, based on what they need to do. For

instance, a Lincoln Town car might be good on a long trip, but a Honda Civic would

certainly be better for finding a parking space in Manhattan. In the same way that a

driver can choose an appropriate car without understanding exactly how it works,

the application developer must be able to select and use the appropriate networking

function without having to understand exactly how it works.

The Infrastructure: Tying it all together

The four basic network functions, in and of themselves, are not enough to provide

seamless, integrated and invisible networking. They are the engine, the frame and

the wheels of the car. The next step is to add the capabilities which will make the car

easy to drive. These capabilities, which help the network functions work together,

are functions such as Directories, Network Management and Security. These

abilities, called the Infrastructure, provide a method of linking the various design

elements and making them work together more closely and simply. The

Infrastructure makes the basic network functions easier to use.
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Directories provide information about who is· on the network, what CPUs are on the

network, and what peripherals are on the network. Directories allow someone to

mail an electronic message to someone else without knowing the recipient's

address. More importantly, they also allow access to printers, disk drives,

applications and any other resources on the network without having to know where

those resources are located.

The four basic network functions all use the directory to "know" what resources are

available on the network. Without an integrated directory, the basic network

functions would need to be "told" what resources were available on the network,

rather than just looking in a common place.

In the car analogy, a directory would automatically tell a driver to make a right hand

turn at the next light, then a left at the light after that, and so on, until the destination

was reached. The directory would get the driver to the destination even if the driver

did not know where it was.

Network Management lets a network administrator centrally control and monitor the

objects and applications in the network. It ensures that the basic network functions

and the other network infrastructure capabilities are working properly, and it also

allows the administrator to fix the network if something goes wrong. Network

Management is much like the speedometer, odometer and oil light on a car. They

allow a driver to monitor how the car is doing from a central location without having

to look under the hood. But Network Management goes one step further, it allows

one person to monitor all the cars on the road and fix them without leaving the

driver's seat.

Security determines who is permitted to use the network. Security is the key, and

the alarm system to your car.

Finally, solution providers, application developers and system integrators must also

have Application Programmatic Interfaces (APls) in order to make full use of the

basic network functions and the Infrastructure. These APls establish consistent

interfaces into the network at various levels. The APls provide access to a variety of
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easy-to-use tools which can be used to connect existing and· future applications to

the network.

Together, all of these pieces· provide the services necessary to fundamentally build

applications in a distributed manner, and most of these pieces exist today. The idea

behind HP's Distributed Application Services is to integrate these pieces, creating a

strong foundation upon which distributed applications are built. The goal of DAS is

to make networking easy for the solutions provider, systems integrator and

applications developer. DAS will allow programmers to quickly develop networked

applications which will distribute resources while integrating ideas. With Distributed

Application Services, Hewlett-Packard is uniquely poised to solve your networking

and computing problems in increasingly complex and competitive business

environments, today and tomorrow.
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Setting Up a Small Network
(Getting Started)

Marcia Clary
Hewlett Packard Company

PhoeniX, Ari zona

1. INTRODUCTION

Computers were introduced into business to allow people to become more
productive. Many users could take advantage of a single multi-tasking computer
it was easy to share data between users on this system. Since that time
computers have become smaller in size, .ore capable in the tasks they perform
and 1ess expens ive.

Many users have a computer at their desk which allows them to be more
productive but with a distributed computing environment, information and data
have become disbursed. In order to boost productivity, users have a need to
share data in a quick efficient manner. This is why networks are playing a
bigger and bigger part in industry. Getting data, in a timely manner, to those
who require it will truly enable a company to be at a high level of
product ivi ty.

For someone new to networking, learning about it is not the easiest task to
accomplish. There are many books and articles published on specific areas of
networking but few discuss all the topics and many are more complex than would
be reasonable for a beginner.

During the course of this paper we will discuss how a network operates, how to
put a network together and how to grow a network.

2.~

There are several types of network topologies available and in use today. This
section will define some of the more typically topologies in industry.

STAR

The star topology is shown in figure 1. All nodes in this type of topology are
connected directly to a server and all connunicat ion between computers passes
though this server.

Computer

D

Computer

C

Computer
A

Computer

8

Fig. 1 Ring Topology
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RING

With the ring topology the LAN cable forms a continuous circle as shown in
figure 2. Each workstation is attached to this ring.

Ccmputer

C
Compute'

A

BUS

Fig. 2 Ring Topology

Each station in a bus topology is connected directly to the LAN cable in the
manner shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3 Bus Topology

3. £Y.IJJ!i

There are many different types of cables used in Local Area Networks. These
cables include coaxial, twisted pair and fiber optic. Let's take a closer look
at coaxial cable shown below.

--~
Fig. 4 Coax Cable

The inner cyl inder is the conducti ng core. The next cyl inder is the
insulation. Then comes the Conducting Mesh or Sleeve. Finally, the protective
jacket. Coaxial cable is frequently used in LANs.
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Typi cally, there are two types 'of names for di fferent standard cab1 es. The
first name is the name given to the cable by the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Computer Society local Network. Committee. The
other name 1s a common name wh ich 1s usua11y use.d 1n every day conversat1on.
The following table displays the IEEE name and 1ts associated common name.

IEEE NAME

IEEE Type 10BASE-T
IEEE Type IBASES
IEEE Type 10BASES
IEEE Type 10BASE2

COMMON NAME

StarlAN 10
Starlan
ThicklAN
ThinlAN

As you can see, all of the above cable names have the word BASE in them. This
refers .. to baseband transmission which means. that a digital signal will be
transmitted on these cables. As you get further in to networking, you may run
into cable names with· the word. BROAD in them. This refers to broadband
transmission which is an analog signal. An analog signal is sometimes used to
transmit video as well as data, whereas a digital signal is used for data.

Although the common name refers to a particular type of cable, .the IEEE name
actual gives more information about the capabilities of the cable. From the
IEEE name we can determine the type of transmission, the· maximum length of a
segment and the maximum speed of transmission.

IEEE Type IOBASES
I II
I I IMaximum length of segment (SOOm)
I •Baseband transmiss ion
ISpeed (lOMbps)

THICKLAN -- IEEE nPE lOIASES

The IEEE name. for ThicklAN specifies it has a maximum speed of 10Mbps, a
maximum segment length of 500 meters and that it uses a digital signal.

Here are some other specifications regarding ThicklAN:

-- The ThicklANcoax cable is 10mm in diameter.
-- 100 connections per 500 meter segment.
-- Each connection must be 2.5 meters apart.
-- The cable must be terminated at both ends by SO ohm

resistive load.
-- The cable must be grounded at one point.

In order to connect a computer to a ThicklAN, these components are required: a
LAN interface card,an AUI (Attachment Unit Interface) cable Ind a MAU (Medium
Attachment Unit. Ilso known IS a transceiver). TheAUlcable connects d1rectly
to the MAU· and to the interfaceclrd, IS. shown .in thed1agram.The MAU usually
contains a pinfnsfde of it.that will be inserted directly into the cable down
to the conducting core. In order to install aMAU. a special installation kit
is required to· pierce. the cable before .inserting the MAU pin.
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-- Interface Card

.J I' AUI Cable

--l r MAUlTranceiver

ThickLAN Cable

Fig. 5 ThickLan Attachment

THJNLAN .- IEEE nPE 10BASE2

The IEEE name for ThinLAN specifies that the maximum speed for ThinLAN is
10Mbps and it uses a digital signal. The lIaximum length per segment with this
type of cable is 185 meters.

Here are some other specifications regarding ThinLAN:

-- The ThickLAN coax cable is 4.9mrn in diameter.
- - 30 connections per 185 meter segment.
--Each connection must be .5 meters apart.
- - The cable must be teminated at both ends by

50 ohm resistive load.

Connections to ThinLAN are done through BNC type connections and it may be done
in one of two ways. First, some interface cards have the AUI and the MAU bunt
onto the card. In this case, when the interface is installed into the computer
a BNC connector wnl be visible. Then a T-connector is attached to the exposed
BNC connector and the LAN cable is connected to th is T-connector .

.....ClICI,..."'AUlcallII
......terIllIMAU

Fig. 6 ThinLAN Attachment

The second way to connect to a ThinLAN is similar to the connection made to a
ThickLAN. The interface card. the AUI and the MAU will all come separately.
In this case, the user will connect the AUI cable to the card and to the MAU.
Then a T-connector is attached to the INC connector on the MAU and a cable is
attached to the T-connector. Unlike connecting to ThickLAN. connecting to
ThinLAN needs no special installation ktt.
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4. ill JmI2E1

Thus far we have examined the hardware in a lANnetwork. let's now begin our
investigation of the software for the network.

In 1984 the International Standards Organization (ISO) developed the Open
System Interconnection Reference Model. The creation of this model was . the
first step .. toward international . standardization for . the process of
communications between computers. The model allowed existing network protocols
to bepl ace in perspective within an overall model •. It provided a framework
with which standards for the purpose of systems interconnection· could develop
Ind it helped to identify Ireas for development and improvement.

This model. was not intended to serve as In implementation specification, but
was tntendedto serveias guidance for development of international standards.

The OSI Model divides the· cOftlllunicationt>rocess · into seven interdependent
layers. There is nothing magical about the number of layers in this model,
however, there were a few things that were strived for in the creation of these
layers. First, there should bea layer for each level of abstraction. Next,
each layer should perform a well defined function. Finally. layer boundaries
were chosen in such a manner that a minimal amount of data would be passed from
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LAYER 1 -- PHYSICAL LAYER

The. lowest level of the model is the physical layer. which is concerned with
transmitting and receiving· bi.ts. This layer describes the physical and
electrical characteristics forcolllllunication •.• It defines such things. as the
speed of communication, .whether thetransmissfonwillbe analog or digital and
if digital, at what voltage level I logical 1 or. 0 will be detected. In
addition, it describes the actual physical connector. This includes the number
of pins •Ind. the purpose of each .pin.

LAYER 2 -- DATA LINK LAYER

The data link layer is reSfonsfble for getting data teind from its destination
intact. The data link ayer breaks up the data into what 1sknown as a data
frame (a few hundred bytes). When the data 1fnk 1ayer t s . sendi ng packets, a
parity field is added to the data. When the data link layer is receiving
packets, the parity field is check. to. see •.. if· any errors occurred during
transmission. If errors did occur during transmission, it is the
responsibility of this layer to request that the packet be retransmitted.
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LAYER 3 •• NETWORK LAYER
The network layer is responsible for getting information from one machine to
another. This process may entail routing the packets between networks. This
layer is also responsible for packet flow. x

LAYER 4 •• TRANSPORT LAYER
The transport layer accepts data from the session layer and breaks it up into
smaller lumps if necessary before passing the data to the network layer. It is
this layer that establishes the connection to the destination computer and then
makes sure that all packets are received in the correct order without omissions
or dupl i cat ions of packets.· .

LAYER 5 •• SESSION LAYER
The session layer allows sessions to be established between machines. This can
be thought of as a conversation between two people. It is the session layer
that synchronizes and controls the conversation so that one machine is able to
finish it's transmission without being interrupted by the other machine. This
1ayer establ ishes a session when a user wished to transfer files from one
computer to another. A sess ion will also be estab1i shed when a user wi shes to
logon to a remote computer in order to have an interactive session.

LAYER 6 •• PRESENTATION LAYER
layer 6 is the presentation layer. This layer is responsible for converting
data from mach ine format to network format before it is forwarded to its
destination. When the packet arrives at its destination, the presentation
layer will then convert the data from the network format to the machine format.
This layer may include encryption or compaction if necessary.

LAYER 7 -- APPLICATION LAYER
It is the application layer that allows transfer of data between machines and
allows communication for distributed databases. Also dealt with in the
appl ication layer are electronic mail, Virtual terminals and user program
call able procedures.

5. QAIA MOVEMENT llIB.QYiH ill tmm
Now that we know there is an OSI model and we understand the function of each
1ayer, what rea11y happens to data as it moves from one mach ine to another
machine?
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In order to get data from a program on the sending machine toa program on the
receiving machine, data 1s passed from the program to the app1 ication layer on
the sending machine.. At the· application layer some header 1nformationis
attached to the data whi ch is then passed to the presentati on 1ayer. The
presentat ion 1ayer also attaches some header 1nform.at ion and passes it. down the
stack. This process continues with each layer adding header (and perhaps
trailer) information until the packet is finally complete and ready to be
transmitte~ across the physical media.

It is important to understand the OSI model, IS well IS, how.· data flows. from
one machine to· another. This information 1s •the. basis to understanding
networking and 1t will help when trying to understand the different types of
equipment used in the network which will be discussed later.

6. !ACKm

Thus far we have seen how LANs can be arranged,we have seen different cables
used in LANs and the type of transmission used o.n these cables. Basically, all
of these things take place at. the physical layer. In this section we will move
to the Data Layer in order to discuss the packets formed to transmit data.

The standards most commonly used at the Data Link Layer are . X~2Sand the
standards done by IEEE Project 802. Since the X.25 standard is typically used
in Wide Area Networks (WAN) t we will be examining the IEEE Project. 802
Architecture which is typically used i.n LANs.The IEEE 802 Project subdivided
the Data Link Layer into two parts. The first part, known as the Logical Link
Control (LLC), is described byIEE.E 802.2 andprovides communication with the
network layer. The second part, known as· Media Access Control (MAC), is
described by one of the following: CSMA/CD (Collision Sense Multiple Access
with Co11 ision Detection) .. -IEEE 802.3, Token· Bus--IEEE 802.4 or Token
Ring--IEEE 802.5.
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Fig. 9. link level Control Ind Media Access Control

In the diagram above you can see that the LlClayer1s the same .no matter which
MAC definition is used•. The MAC definition actually describes how access to
the cable 1s made IS well as how the packet will look when it. is transmitted to
another computer•... In. both 802.4 .and 802.5 I token is passed. from station .... to
station. and IS long as the computer has the token it can transmit•. The 802.3
definition uses Iprotocol.-hichis CSMA/CD.Thismeans. that each computer on
the networklist.ns .to the network•.. If the networ.k 1s free from traffic, a
computer may begin to transmit data. If two or more stations are .. transmitting
data at the same time, a collision occurs. At which point all stations will
stop transmitting for 1 random period of time before trying to transmit again.
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Each of the above mentioned protocols· create a packet in order to ready the
data for transmi ssion. It is· important to understand that although these
packets can be very similar, computers that use different packet formats cannot
communicate directly with each other. In addition, computers that' use
different methods to access the cable (ie Token Bus vs CSMA/CD) cannot
cOlllllunicate.

Let's take a closer look at an 802.3 packet.

7 BYTES 1BVTE I 2OR6 I 2OR6 !I BYTES ! BYTES ! 2 BVTES
1500

trfTES
4 BYTES

Fig. 10 802.3 Pactet

The 802.3 packet is made up of eight fields. The first field is known as the
preamble. This field is seven bytes long and it consists of 10101010 repeated
seven times. This field allows the sender and the receiver to synchronizes
clocks before the data is actually transmitted.

The start frame del imiter field is one byte long and consists of 10101011 and
it specifies the start of the actual frame.

The next two fields are the source and the destination addresses, respectively.
These fields may be two to four bytes long, but whatever the length, they must
be consistent throughout the network. For lOMbps baseband an address of six
bytes is standard.

Although the source field always has the address of the sender of the packet,
the destination field has a couple of special cases. First, the high order bit
in this field is normally a zero which means that the address in this field is
a normal address and that the packet will be del ivered to a single destination.
If the high order bit :is a one, however, it signifies a group address and
everyone assigned to', the group will receive the packet. This is known as
multicasting. In the next case the entire field may be filled with ones which
signifies everyone on the network will receive the packet. This is known as
broadcast i ng .

The next field is two bytes long and it s,eciftu the length of the data.

The Data and the PAD fields together ..ay have a aximum total length of 1500
bytes. It is in these two fields that the data is contained. Although these
two fields together can be from 0 to 1500 bytes long, 802.3 specifies that the
frame must be 64 bytes long from destination address to the check sum which
Mans if the data is less than 46 bytes in length the rest of the length must
be made up wi th pads.

The 1ast field is 4 bytes long and it is for the CRC (cycl ic-redundancy-check)
value. This field is used to check the accuracy of the packet when received.
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Although the 802.3 packet is a standard, many systems in use today use the
ethernet packet. Theethernet packet 1s th. predecessor to. the •. 802.3 packet
and the two packets are "ery similar. The only differellce 1s that 1!,stead of
the length field shown in the 802.3 packet, the ethernet packet has a type
field which specifies the network protocol.

There is one other poi nt that should be noted. Computers •••. that use .... ethernel
packets and computers the. use' 802.3 .packets . can res ide .on the. same. cable
because both definitions use CSMA/CD but computer that use' different packets
cannot communicate with each other. Only those computers that can understand
both 802.3 and ethernet packets . can communicate with all machi neson the
network (provided the upper level services are compatible).

1••• EQUIPMENT JlIm B UHi

From the previous sections we have learned that there ,are many physical
limitations to LANs. These include cable segment lengths, number of connection
that can be made to a segment and even the speed at which transmission occurs
on the cable. In. addition to physical limitations we have, .learned that
different LANs use different packets. This section.deals with overcoming these
limitations so that we may have all computers at our site communicating.

REPEATERS

A repeater is the simplest device used in a .network. Its main purpose is to
connect two cable segments of which one, or both cables are at the maximum
length.

After a signal travels a long cable it can become weak and distorted so· the
funct i on of the repeater is to accept a s igila1 regenerate the si gna1 to its
original state and retransmit the signal. This procedure will enable us to
expand our cable length •
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Fig. 11 Repeater

BRIDGES

More complex thana repeater is • bridge••. In most cases I bridge is used to
connect two lANstogether,each uti11z1nga different physical media, however,
two identical tANs, Ilay be connected togetherusfng I bridge. A bridge may also
be used to connect different speed LANs. For example,a bridge may be used to
connect several workstations running ARPA/Berkeley Services on 'a thin coaxial
network to several PCs running ARPA/Berkeley· Services ona twisted·' pair
network. Essentially all layers of the OSI model are compatible on both
networks except the phys i cal 1ayer.
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A bridge will physically reside on both networks and it's function is to read
all packets on both LANs and then determi ne if the packet is to be forwarded to
the other LAN.

Because a bridge does not forward all packets it reads it becomes useful in
other ways. First, a bridge could be used to split the traffic load on a
heavily traveled LAN. This means packets that have the source and destination
on the same LAN would not be passed through the bridge causing needless
congestion on the other LAN.

Second, a computer on a LAN listens to all the traffic to determine if the
packet is address to it. If a system find that the pack is address to it, the
packet is processed. What this means is that if someone wanted to write a
program to read all the packets on the network, it could be done. This can
cause security problems, so a bridge could be used to local ize sensitive
data\traffic to a particular LAN.
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Fig. 12 Bridge

ROUTERS

Routers are used between networks in which different protocols are used at the
first two levels of the model.
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Fig. 13 Router

When many LANs are connected together, how a packet gets from a computer on one
LAN to a computer on another LAN may become an issue. Norma11y the packet will
be sent to a computer on an adjacent LAN and then that computer wil 1 forward
the packed to a computer on a LAN that is adjacent to it. This process
continues until the packet arrives at its destination. The point to be made
here is that we would like to see the packet be routed to as few LANs as
possible in order to get to its destination. The following example will better
illustrate exactly what can happen.
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Fig. 14 Router Usage

In the diagram above there are four LANs, all connected by routers (RW, RX, RY,
RZ). let us say that computer A would 1ike to send a packet to computer E.
There are basically two ways this packet can go. The first way would be to
travel through router Wand then on to computer' E. It is possible, however,
for the packet to travel through router Z to router Y then to router X and on
to computer E which is not very optimal. So it is the job of the router to make
sure the packet gets from it's source to it's destination and the route is
optimal.

When us i ng a router the data 1ink 1ayer' and the physica1 1ayer may be different
between networks but the network layer is the same. This typically means the
packet format may be di fferent so the router may have to modi fy the packet to
satisfy this need. An example of this would be sending an 802.3 packet though
an X.25 pad to another computer that accepts 802.3 packets.

C-c:D8UIIll.-1lllUI'8'

fig. 15 Router Usage

A computer 1n a network may perform the funct ion of a router, however, there
are special boxes design especially to fill this need.

GATEWAYS

There are basically two types of gateways in use today. The first is used when
the first three layers of the OSI model are different, but the transport layer
is the same. This type of gateway,sometimes referred to as a ·level 3 router",
is typically used when each of the tANs connected together have different
addressing domains.
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The second gateway that is cOlllnonly used is a gateway which connects two LANs
that are based on totally different architectures. An example of this would be
connecting an 802.3 LAN with a SNA network.
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Fig. 16 Router Usage

The above has been somewhat of a textbook definition of the different types of
devices used to connect LANs together. However, equipment and equipment
nomenclature has been changing in the industry today. First repeaters are
still repeaters, however, bridges that connect two simi1ar networks that are on
different cables may also be called repeaters because the box acts as a bridge
to join the two different cables and incorporated in this box is a repeater
function. Next the term router seems to be going away and it is being replaced
by the term bridge. These bridges perform the function that has been
previously described to be a router function. Finally, gateways are still
gateways but watch out for the older term of ·level 3 router" which is also a
gateway.

8. SOFTWARE HB!Jm
In industry today there are many types of networking packages that are
available •. The two we will look at in this section will be two that are on a
wide range of vendor platforms.

ARPA/Berkeley Services

The ARPA/Berkeley services are services that are defined at layer 7 of the
model. These services run on top of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
which describes lay~r 4 and Internet Protocol (IP) which describes layer 3.
Neither of these protocols 1s an established formal standard, however, both
protocol s are so heavily used in industry that they have become the defacto
standard.

lAYER'

lAYER,
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Fig. 17 ARPA/Berkeley within OSI model
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The commands referred to as ARPA commands/services were developed by the
Department of Defense (DOD) as part of the ARPANET (Advanced Research Project
Agency Network). The ARPA services provide file transfer though the File
Transfer Protocol (ftp). The ftp program when invoked a110\\'s users to connect
to another computer and transfer files. In addition to transferring -:iles the
ftp program allows users to list remote directories, change directories both
local and remote, display contents of current remote directories, create and
delete remote files, and change the name of remote directories.

The ARPA service which provides remote login capabil ities is the te1net
program. This program allows a user to connect to a remote host for purposes
of an interactive session.

The mail function u"der the ARPA services is called Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP) and its function 1s to send mail to other machines in the
network.

The Berkeley services were developed at the University of California, Berkeley
for ARPANET. These services were originally developed to allow communications
between UNIX machines. One of the advantages to the Berkeley services is that
commands may be executed on remote machines and the login procedure is taken
care of automatically.

file transfer for the Berkeley services is done through tbe remote copy command
(rep). This command allows the user to copy files to/from the remote computer.
In addition, it allows a user to copy from one remote computer on the network
to another remote computer on the network.

Remote login is done through the remote login command (rlogin). This command
allows the user to login to a remote UNIX computer and establish an interactive
session on the remote computer.

The remote shell command (rsh or remsh) allows a user to execute a command on a
remote host. This cOlll1land may execute on the remote host using files from
either the remote computer or the local comput,r.

The remote uptime compand (ruptime) displays information about each UNIX
computer in the network. This information includes whether the computer is up
or down, how long it· bas been up and what the load is on each computer.

NETWORK FJLE SYSTEM

Another popular networking software is Sun Microsystems' Network file System
(NFS). Although NFS was implemented on the UNIX operating system it is
becoming popular on other operating systems as well. One version of NFS runs
on the PC under MS-DOS.
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The UNIX operating system has a hierarchical file structure. This is depicted
below.

bin etc users usr
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ron sue rick

mnt

Fig. 18 Hierarchical File Structure

When a user logs into a UNIX system he will usually be put into his assigned
working directory which is where users may create and remove file and/or
directories as needed. In the above structure "rick" may logon and be put in
the directory "/users/ri ck" •

The funct ion of NFS is to allow users to access di rectori es on other computers
in the network as if these directories were part of the local file structure.
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.!.Jcl.:....!.

Compute' C

.. -r+,......
Fig. 19 NFS

Compute' B

In the above example all user directories reside on computer C. Users share
computers At Band C and are never sure which computer will be available from
day to day, therefore,.a user must be able to access the user files from all
machines. In this case, both computer A and B use NFS to attach the "/users"
directory on computer C to their local file system.

NFS implements Remote Procedure Call (RPC) at Layer 5. It is this protocol
that establ ishes the call ing procedures for cODlllands. It defines the procedure
as well as the parameters to be passed. The other protocol which NFS
implements is eXternal Data Representation (XOR) at layer 4. This protocol
defines the data format into which the sending machine will convert the data
before transmitting it. When the receiving machine receives the packet the
data is then converted from XOR format to the internal format of the machine.
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I. !UIIlt!i JI :mmtI£B

DEFINITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

In order to 1mplem~nt a network, the equipment in place should first be
examined. Are there only UNIX workstations? Is ther~ a mixture of
workstations? Are there only PCs? Are there PCs and UNIX workstations? Are
there other networks that this network may connect into-- now or in the future?
This discussion will examine a network of PCs and UNIX workstations.

Next take a look at the users. There are basically two types of USers. The
first type of user is computer 1iterate and typically take care of a system
wi thout much assi stance. The second type of user is one who uses the PC to
accomplish a task and doesn't wish to know anything abouti.n·stalling software
or maintaining the system. The second type of user far ou·tnumbers the. first so
in th is discuss ion we w11 1 assume the second.

Take a look al so at the software running on each station. Does everyone on a
PC have there own favorite software packages or does everyone typically use the
same packages. Is everyone on the same version of software?

Before a list of requirements is specified it may be useful to examine how
things are getting done now. How are files getting backed up? How are
documents getting printed? How is new software getting installed and updated.
When the current system has been closely examined it is truly time to create a
list of requirements. This list of requirements should have two section. The
first section should be of mandatory requirements and the second section should
be of wants that would be nice but not absolutely necessary. The following is
ali st of conroon requi rements for a network.

1. Facil itate Backup
2. Sharing Printers and Plotters
3. Sharing data
4. Down loading software

The reason for the requi rements 1i st is to keep on track as di fferent vendors
are interviewed. Vendors have a tendency to show-off the great features of
their products and when the features of one product are compared with the
features of another product, it can become quite confusing. Therefore, by
first defining the ..r.equirements and having a clear set of objectives it may be
possible to avoid much of this confusion.

SOLUTION 1

Now that our situation has been determined how. can it be solved. Since there
are many elegant PC networks on the market today, we may decide to use one of
these solutions to network our PCs. These types of solutions provide a file
server so that all users may store their files in a central location and only
one pes wi 11 need to be backed up.
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The file server usually acts as a printer/plotter spooler, however, the .maximum
n"mber of spooled devices may be limited. This printer/plotter spooler may be
accessed from each PC just as if it were connected directly to the PC.
However, 1n order to access this printer/plotter spooler from a UNIX
workstation 1t lIay involve going to a PC, transferring the file from the UNIX
workstation to the PC and then transferring the file to the printer/plotter
spooler server. In this case it may be better to make a UNIX machine the
spooler. This also has its problems but the user would not have to physically
move to another machine.

finally, many of these servers allow the user to down load software· from the
server into the PC. This would solve the problem about 1nstalli ng and updating
software and all users would be sure to be on the same revision of the
software.

If a PC network is chosen, here are somethings to keep in mind. First some PC
solutions may not run on coaxial cable which is the most common cable used 1n
the UNIX workstation environment. In this case you may have an addition
expense of a bridge. In addition, some of the PC networks use Token Bus or
Token Ring or even proprietary protocols to transmit data so again you may need
a bridge because,UNIX networks usually use CSMA/CD. Be careful in this area
because bridges are not always available to connect PC networks to UNIX
networks.

Many times it 1s not possible to talk to a UNIX workstation, over a LAN unless
the ARPA/Berkeley services are on the PC. This means that the ARPA/Berkeley
services must be purchased, as well as, the PC networking software. This
usually is not a problem if both packages are purchased from the same vendor.
However, if each package is purchased from a different vendor, th ismay create
a problem because the two packages may not run together on the same LAN card.
If the two packages don't run on the same LAN card, the solution 1s either
purchase two LAN cards for each PC or have the user reconfigure and reboot the
computer when access to a different LAN service is required. The first
so1ut ion is not very economi ca1 .and the second is not very conven" ent, however,
the point to be made he~e is to make sure the services to be implemented are
compatible. .

SOLUTION 2

The other solution 1s to put all PCs Ind UNIX workstations on the sime ThinLAN
and run both ARPA/Berkeley services and NFS on each computer. This would give
users the capability to logon to the UNIX machines and do work there as well IS
have a central location to store files that need to be backed up. All systems
on the network will .have access to a printer/spooler through one of the UNIX
machines, however, 1n order for a user at a PC to print or plot he must first
print or plot to a file and then transfer that file through the Berkeley
Service remote shell (rsh) to the UNIX spooler.

In addition, although NFS allows users to keep their files on a centralized
disc many of the security methods implement 1n the PC networks are more elegant
than those available 1n the UNIX environment.
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As can be seen, both solutions will probably meet our requirements, however,
neither sDlution does everything we want in the manner that is totally
acceptab1e. The purpose of networking standards 1s to be ab1e to have a
heterogeneous computing environment Ind eventually all of this will be
transparent, however, today many networks are based on the OSlmodel, but are
not standard. One should be informed before setting up a network, especially a
heterogeneous network.

Before a network has been decided upon check to see what networks are currently
installed. Networks, although planned and implement typically expanded into
other departments or into the company network. Once you have determined what
networks are in existence, you should review how the network to be implemented
will tie into existing networks.

10. CONCLUSION

We have seen that there is an OSI Reference model which is standard, but how
many 1ayers in the reference mode1 actually have standards associated wi th
them?

In the first layer., IEEE Project 802 has elected to use the coaxial and twisted
pair cables. Another standard at this layer is the fiber optic cable. We have
also seen that transmission at on this layer may be either baseband or
broadband.

The standards most commonly used at the Data Link Layer are X.25 for WANs and
IEE£ 802 for LANs. The IEEE 802 Project uses logical link Control (llC), IEEE
802.2. in conjunction with Media Access Control (MAC) which may be one of the
following: CSMA/CD (Collision Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection)
- IEEE 802.3, Token Bus - IEEE 802.4 or Token Ring - IEEE 802.5.

Standards in layers 3-6 are fairly new and not in wide use as of this writing,
however, there are a few defacto standards that are commonly used in the
engineering environment today. One of these defacto standards 1sthe TCP/IP.

The Application layer has many standards associated with it. These standards
are Ilso fairly new and just now beginning to be used in a large base. The
standards for layer 7 include the following: File Transfer, Access and
Management (FTAM), Job. Transfer And Manipulation (JTAM) , Virtual Terminal
Service and Protocol (VTAN) and X.400 which is a ma11 facility.

Because there will be different protocols at all layers of the OSI model for a
long time to come, there will also be a need for internetworking equipment such
as repeaters, bridges and gateways.

OSI networks based on standards from layer 1 to layer 7 are qUickly coming into
existence. The first standard is Manufacturing Automation Protocol and
Technical Office Protocol (MAP/TOP) developed by General Motors and Boeing.
The second standard is Government OSI Interconnection Specification for
Procurement (GOSSIP).

Networks in large use today will not be thrown away in order to jump to an OS!
network standard. The question now becomes how will the networksin place
today mi grate to the OSI standard?
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Key Points
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UP AdvanceNet: S Networking Solutions

Key Points

• There are currently five HP AdvanceNet focused
solutions designed to address the special needs and
concerns that you, the decision maker, have in
building your network. They are:

- The Business Office - networks supporting ap
plications like office automation, sales and
service, administration, marketing, fmandaI,
etc.

- Engineering - networks for the technical office
supporting CAD for electrical and mechanical
design, simulation, drafting, etc.

- Manufacturing - networks to support your CIM
(Computer Integrated Manufacturing) plans
and implementations for all your manufacturing
departments.

- Regional Sales and Service - networks for
building economical ways to connect regional
offices to branch offices, mobile sales represen
tatives, and more•

• Company-wide. networks for connecting all
your operating units together over a corporate
backbone.

TnmSltlOD

• Today we will explore, in significant detail, HP's
solution for perhaps the most challenging network of
all,CIM.

4668-2
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HP AdvanceNet In Manufacturing

HP AdvanceNet in Manufacturing -
Industry Focus

Key Points

• HP's networking solutions for manufacturing address
the needs of many industries. These are industries
that HP pays spedal attention to as it develops
products and services.

• Even if your industry is not shown, HP can work with
you to select areas of your operation that are a good
fit for HP networking solutions.

Transition

• These industries and manufacturing companies in
general face common business problems in an
increasingly competitive environment.
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Increasing PressureoD Manufacturing
Profitability

Key Points

• There are muy factors that influence auumufactur
iDg company's ability to compete effectively at an
acceptable profit level.

• Costs are seemingly ever-rising: cost of physical
assets, communications costs in a global economy,
legal services, attracting and keeping talented,
competent people, to nameJust a few.

• Few companies enjoy thebenefits ofprotected
regional markets. Today, world-class manufacturers
must be aggressively penetrating Dew markets, just as
foreign competition is aggressively penetrating local
markets.

• In some· industries, a high degree of government
regulation places an added burden on your company.
In the chemical and pharmaceutical industries
detailed historical records must be kept to track
individual production lots to aDow a recalL In the
automotive iDdustry, federal safety and emission
standards must be met.

• In the 1980&. your customers are making buying
cIccisions wiIh sreater care. They place more empha
sis 011 quality-' total cost of ownership. Just think
about your recent purchases and compare them to
those of ten ,ears ago. U JOUare like most, you'll
ace a difl'ereau.
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• On top of all this, technological change is ocaming
at an ever-increasing rate. Today's automobile is a
computer network on wheels, made using a wide
range of computer-controUed robots, machine tools,
inspection equipment, and support systems. Keeping
up with this change is a challenge, with the ever..
presenttbreanhat ifyou don't your competitors will.
Gettmgnew produCtS to market fast is a key com
petitive asset but it requires new expertise and that
costs money.

TrusltlOD

• What leading manufacturers are beginning to
discover is that they ncedto develop a"real-time"
management system for colltmuousimprovement in
aD aspects of their businesses. This means informa
bonto the right person, at the right time, in the right
form. The electronic information network has· ..
become the vital foundation for getting and main
taining a competitive advantage.
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The Manufacturing Environment

Key Points

• Todays mauufacturing environment coDSists of mauy
interrelated activities. Historically, however, the de
ployment of information systems has often been
fragmented and departmentalized, resulting in what
the industry now calls "islands of automation."

• As the human silhouette in the graphic indicates, in
formation often moves between departments or
islands of automation via paper. Paper is slow, not
easily formatted for assimilation, and usually is not
accessible to the right people (the ones who can act
on the information).

• To speed the flow of information and to ensure that
it reaches the right people, you can turn to eleeuonic
networks but you quickly encounter a sea of incom
patible computers from a variety of vendors. You
have networks like mM's SNA, DEC's DECNet, and
mauy other proprietary schemes, de facto-standard
Detworks like ARPA/BSD, ad DCW intCl'lUltional
ItaDclards like MAP and X.400. You find yourself
overwhelmed with options ad opinions, ad cCunder
whelmed" by the expertise on bud to taekJc the
problem.

• Your past investmcats ill computer systCJDIlaave left
JOu with a spaghetti-like wire muc with may types
aDd sizes, aDd the whole IDCIS is Deither docamemed
Dor of much use uymore. ID short, you lack a basic
wiring foundation to buDd your Detwork on.

Tnasltloa

• You Deed help, guidaDc:e, tools, traiDiDg.
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CIM: The Bu.ine•• Benefit.

CIM: The Business Benefits

Key PoiDts

• The business benefits of CIM are many. Ultimately
you are interested ill improving the bottom line ...
profit. At HP we have learned that by using the
concepts of process and continuous improvement
one can realize benefits in quality, productivity, and
flexibility.

• The graphic indicates just a few examples of areas
for improvement. And contrary to popular belief, a
focus on process aud continuous improvement can
get you benefits across the board without making
tradeoffs like quality versus low cost necessary.

Tnasltlon

• So now you're ready to get going. How can HP help
ad what is HP's approach to CIM networking?
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Breaking tbe CIM Networking Barrier

Key Points

II Breaking down the elM bamers begins with a long
range vision of where you want to be. This requires
selecting the strategies that best fit your business
needs - strategies like TQC(Total Quality Control),
FMS (Flexible Manufacturing Systems), TPM (Total
Preventative Maintenance), or combinations of them.

• As you implement these strategies with applications
and start to link these applications together, you will
Deed the networking tools to br.eak down communi
cations barriers.

- Standards provide a ~y to tie together.systems
from diverse vendors.

• Applicationsmustinteroperate, meaning that
two applications will be able to accept data
from one another and interpret it.

• A wiring system that offers all the>connectivity
)'OUDeed today and weD into the future.

• &perts who caD help you clcsign, implement,
manage, ad expand your network.a your
business grows and your needs change.

TnDsltiOD

II As these barriers fall you wiD be able to move doser
to your ultimate goal.
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The HP CIM Networking Strategy

Ke)' Points

• HP's aM networking strategy is built on three
·'pillars."

- Multivendor coDUDu.aicationsand network man
agement throughstandar~ to integrate systems
in themultivendor environment.

• Flexible backbone and subnet architecture for a
phased approachto integration, because a CIM
network (or OM) can't be implemented all at
once.

• Consultative ~rtiseinimplementation and
operations; HP understands the networking
business, so you don't have to.

II HP is committed to providing easy-to-~ network
products for a full range ofcomputer systems,fully
supported.on your industry-standard-compatible
Detwork.W.ewill providetbi$high level offuDction
ality, performance, and quality at the lowest total
cost of ownership.

TnIIIltiOD

• To build a corporate aM networkiDg strategy, we
must understand the conceptual model foreIM
applications and networks. Let's take a look at that
DOW.
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An Architecture for Success

Key PoiDts

• This very simplified conceptual model of CIM
illustrates several concepts. First, notice the re
sponse time scale in the center of the graphic. As we
move up from the millisecond world of machines, the
effective "lifetime" of pieces of information increases
until we reach the top of the hierarchy at the corpo
rate EDP center. Our network must take these
timing considerations into aa:ount.

'. St.WiiU, noll'-':. UlC wiu~ cange of applications Lhal
span the CIM hierarchy. Also notice the significant
overlap between those applications that might be
called cell controller applications and those called
area management. .The names f'cell" and "area
manager" are really just conveniences; it is the
applications that matter.

• Finally, notice the block diagram showing a "facility"
backbone LAN supporting cell controllers, area
managers, subnets for planning and control and
production engineering, and the plant host. Such an
architecture lets you plan big but start small. CIM is
a big investment, requiring a lot of expertise. It is
wise not to bite off more than you can chew.

Transition

• Now that we have a common framework for CIM
networking and the basic elements of HP's CIM
networking strategy, it is time to take a more in
depth look at HP's solutions for building your CIM
network.
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HP AdvanceNet for Computer Integrated
Manufacturing

Key PoiDts

• Here you can get a bird's-eye view of HP Ad
vanceNet for CIM. It has many elements that we
have covered in the last few minutes - the manufac
turing environment, the three pillars of the HP elM
networking strategy, and the conceptual CU~f model.
What you see is, in fact, a synthesis of all three.

• CIM networking must provide the communications
infrastructure to integrate·the many functions that
make up your manufacturing operation

- from the shop floor,
- to planning and control,
- to computer center data bases and business

applications,
- to corporate systems and field sales,
- to suppliers and customers via EDI (Electronic

Data Interchange),
- to production engineering designing the manu

facturing process,
- and the important links to product design.

• aM networking must blend commercial and
technical systems to provide timely information to
people and mac:hines. It is a critical building block in
a-eatiDg • "real-time" manag~ment system to
achieve that special edge in an inaeasingly competi.
tive business world.

TransltiOD

• Let's begin our in-depth look at CIM networking
with HP SiteWire, the foundation for CIM network·
ing.
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HP SlteWlre
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HP SiteWU'e: The CIM Network Foundation

IteyPolats

• Just as the aetwork is the fouadationfor achieving
integration ofmachiDes and information, HP
SiteW'ue is the fOUDClatioD for )'0111' network.

• lIP SiteWU'eoffers you the flexibility to select either
a broadband or basebaDd backbone - you can select
the optimal subDet wiring for the job.

• Through lIP's system integrators program, stringent
standards have been established to ensure that the
wiring installed meets your standards for quality at
the lowest cost of OWDCI'Ship.

• lIP SiteWlJe gives you the ability to integrate your
facility departments in a CODSisteDt, step-by-step
fashion.

4668- 7

• Now let's explore SC\IeJ8I HP SiteW'ue alternatives
you can CODSicIer for your CIM network.
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• Now let's explore SC\IeJ8I HP SiteW'ue alternatives
you can CODSicIer for your CIM network.
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Backbone Option I: Broadband

KeyPolnu

• The first tackbone option is broadband. Broadband
offers the highest degree of networking flexibility
throughout the enterprise.

• FlI'st, broadband can support a variety of con
nections including 802.4 (token-bus), 802.3,
RS-232, HOLe, SDLe, and Tl.

• Second, broadband supports a multi-channel
comm1Jnication~ ~rheme, allowing you to
transmit data, voice, and video all on the same
cable.

• Third, broadband offers the highest degree of
Oexibility in terms of topologies supported.
Broadband can support twisted-pair and
ThinlAN, as well as carrierband subnets.
(Carrierband is a 5 Mbps network scheme that
is based on a baseband or single-channel signal
ing method. Similar to broadband, carricrband
supports the 802.4 physical layer as well as
phase coherent fSK modulation.) III addition,
broadband is DOt sensitive to distance, can be
used for full coverage of large sites, and offers
high reliability and noise immunity via imple
meDtabOD of the AM/psK modulatiOD lCheme~

- Fourth, broadband is a highly reliable medium,
having been used extensively by the cable televi
sion iDdustry for over 20 years.

4668- I

• The graphic shows the environments typically consid
ered in CIM networking and HP's recommended
wiriDg scheme for each subnet: twisted-pair for
office environments and LAN terminal access,
ThinlAN for the computer center, aDd ThinLAN
(ARPA/TCPlIP) or carrierband (MAP) for the
industrial automation environment.

Transition

• Now let's look at the second backbone alternative,
baseband.
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Backbone Option II: 802.3/Ethernet
Baseband

Ke)'PoiDts

• The second backbone option you might consider is
baseband. Baseband is based on the CSMA/CD
access method and offers a 10 Mbps data rate.
Baseband offers several benefits:

- Lower Cost: Baseband might be an ideal
solution for smaller plant networks where the
networking requirements call for data commu
nications only.

- Media Flexibility: With baseband you have the
Oexibility to choose between either a coax or
fiber optic cabling scheme. You can choose the
medium that best fits your internal security or
distance requirements.

- Supported Services: Baseband is ideally suited
for TCP/IP-based networking services, such as
ARPA or HP's Network Services.

- Ifyour netWorking requiremeats grow, your
802.3 su1mets caD be ICpleDted ucl CODDCded
iato a broadband backboae.

• The..phic &hoM tile rec:ommeaded wiriDa sc:beIDCS
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Transition

• That completes our discussion of HP SiteWire and
the two facility backbone alternatives. Next we'D go
through an overview of each CIM LAN environment
and the networking options available, starting with
Planning and Control.
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Planning and Control LAN

Key Points Tnnsitioo

• Typically the Planning and Control environment
includes functions such as purchasing, order admini
stration, and shipping and receiving. These functions
frequently require access to office applications such
as IMAGE or HPDESK as well as the ability to
share resources such as discs and printers.

• As you have seen here, StarLAN 10 offers a powerful
networking solution for the office environment. As
we move next to Production Engineering LANs we'll
cxpand on the capabilities and flexibility that Star
LAN 10 offers.

• For LAN terminal access, HP recommends the use
of the HP TS8 LAN terminal server based on
twisted-pair, RS-232 connections. The TS8 allows
users to access applications on multiple hosts or to
access multiple applications on the same host
concurrently. Using PCs in this environment is also
possible with HP's terminal emulation packages such
as AdvanceLinlc, or if resource sharing is a require·
ment, with HP's OfficeShare product.

• As your users' needs become more sophisticated and
require the capabilities of a PC, the transition is
made easy with StarLAN 10. StarLAN 10 offers 10
Mbps performance over UDShieldccl twistccl-pair
wire. The transition is almost as simple as unplug
Jing JOUI' PCs from JOUr TS8 aDd p1ugiDs them into
the StarLAN 10 hub.

• HP also offen several )J(Jftrful products for the PCI
LAN enviroDlDcnt. lIP Offic:eSharc offcrs fuDction
a1ity rangiDg from simple tcrmiDal emulation to
nctwork filc transfcr and rCIOurcc sharing. ID
addition, lIP supports muibYendor ARPA/BSD
services in the StarLAN 10 environmeat.

4668-10
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Production Engineering LAN - StarlAN 10
Option

Key PoiDts

• The Production Engineering environment typically
consists of PCs and workstations that often require
access to mainframe computers and peripherals as
well as other workgroups such as in product design.

• While there are several networking alternatives
available for Production Engineering LANs, the
preferred alternative shown here is StarLAN 10.
StarIAN 10 uses uniform office area wiring and
supports both multivendor ARPA/BSD/NF'S
services as well as HP's Network Services. For the
DOS environment, HP offers ARPA andNS services
as weD as NFS (PC-NFS from SUN Microsystems).
For Pascal or Basic workstations, multivendor
ARPA/BSD services are available from Network
Research Corporation. Finally, for the HP-UX
environment, HP supports multivendor ARPA/BSD
and NFS services as weD as NS.

• Implementing your 802.3 network with StarLAN 10
offers the foDowiDg advantages:

• A CODSisteDt office area wiring strategy for both
termiDaI connect and local area networks. This
caD save time and money in cable maDagClDent
aDd nodal acftls, moves, and dwages.

- Support of up to 100 meters of twisted-pair
wiring between a 5tarLAN 10 hub and a
remote system. Each hub can support up to 12
twisted-pair connectioDs.

4668- 11

- Ability to cascade StarLAN 10 hubs up to three
levels to meet your future needs for expansion.

- Coexistence of voice and data on the same
cable bundle.

• For PC/HP-UX integration, HP offers LAN
Manager on UNIX@(LM/X), a powerful tool for
management and sharing of remote printers and
plotters as weD as interprocess communication.

• HP gives you the flexibility to integrate your muI
tivendor or aU-HP environment with tools and
services that optimize the productivity of your
Production Engineering workgroup. The end result:
faster time-ta-market as a result of an improved
production design cycle.

TraDsltion

• That completes our discussion of HP's networking
lOIutions for the office LANs used ill OM network
ing. We'll now turD our attention to the factory floor
and several networking alternatives for Industrial
Automation IANs. (Note· there are several backup
slides that caD be used for the Production Engineer
ing environment. The first slide descn"bes a Thin
LAN network and the second descn"bes methods to
connect an installed SRM with the facility LAN.)

UNIX is II""'d trtl4muIrIc 01AT&T ill ,. u.s. GIld otMr
COIIIfIrics.
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KeyPoiDts

• A second alternative for Production Engineering
~s~~.The~bu~udoou

option allows you to oommunicate between HP-Ux,
Pascal, Basic, or DOS workstations with multivendor
ARPA/BSDservices or HP's NS services. ARPA
services for Basic and Pascal workstations are
offered by Network Research Corporation.

•~ offers you several advutage5:

• Standardization on the IEEE 802.3fEthernet
physica1layer specification, complemented by
support of ARPA/BSD services, helps to
ensure communication with other vendors'
systems.

·10 Mbit/sccond data transfer burst rate with
CSMA/CD signaling protocol provides net
work access without centralized control.

• Each~ segment (four are supported on
each~ hub) can support as many as 30
ICparate nodes at a distance of 185 meters.

• In addition, HP'I new UNIX LAN maDagCrt LMfXt
offers support of sIwecI discs, printers, and plotters
as weD as Network InterProcess Communication for
the PC environment These capabilities are espe
cially important for the Production EDginuriDg
environment, where information and resources are
frequently shared.

4668 - 12

• Fmally, if you require file sharing between multiven
dor file systems, HP offers Network File System
(NFS) for HP-UX workstations as weD as DOS
workstations (Network Research Corporation's
Fusion product). NFS allows you to integrate
applications, systems, and peripherals in a multiven
dor environment.

Transition

• A third solution for Production Engineering~s ~

the HP Shared Resource Manager (SRM). Ifyou
currently have an SRM installed in your facility, let's
take a look at some ways to integrate your SRM with
other enterprise~s.
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Production Engineering IAN - Connecting
the Shared Resource Manager

KeyPoiDts

•. Ifyou already have an iDstaDed base of Pascal and/
or Basic workstations you may already be familiar
with HP's Shared Resource Manager (SRM). The
SRM saves you money and improves productivity by
supporting shared discs, plotters, and printers, all
&om a dedicated central coDtroDer. Today, the SRM
allows you to access shared resources &om DOS,
Basic, Pascal, and HP-UX workstations. Ifyou have
aD SRM installed, there are several ways to integrate
your SRM with other facility LANs:

- Gateways:.· One cost-effective approach to
iDtegration is to use either a DOS or HP-UX
workstation as a gateway to your production
engineering or facility LAN. This approach
might·be appropriate ifyou require occasional
communication with other departments from a
Dumber of your SItM workstations.
CommUDicatiOD with other facility LANs c:ao be
achieved with multheador ARPA/NFS senices
orNS.

- Direct Coaaect: U JOUr worbtatiODs require
frequem access to otber facility LAN&, or if that
access iJm)lwa heavy aetwork traflic, aaother
alterutive to coasider is • direct ClOIIDedioD
between JOUr worbtatioa ad the procIudioo
CJIIiaeeriDg or facility LAN. CommUDicatioD
caa be adbeved &cD JOUr DOS, Basic, Puca1,
or IIP-UX workstation with ARPA services or
MS. NFS services are also available for HP-UX
aad DOS workstations.

4668 - 13

• With either the direct COldlect or gateway alterna
tives you now have several ways to integrate your
SRM with other departments within your facility,
ad you c:ao.choose the alternative that best meets
your communications requirements.

Tnasltloa

• That rompletes our discussioD on solutions for Pro
dUctiOD EDgiDeeriDg LANs. The Dext departmeDt
integrated into a total CIM solution is the industrial
automation area. lIP gives you a number of alterna
tives for iDc:IustriaI automatioD LANimplemeDtations
based on industry-standard, de facto-standard, or
proprietary communications.
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Industrial Automation LANs •• LAN
Terminal Access

Key Points

• A common problem in OM networking is imple
menting a flexible terminal connection scheme that
will easily evolve with your increasingly sophisticated
networking needs. Consider a LAN terminal
connect scheme ifyou have terminals that require
access to multiple applications that reside on differ
ent host computers around the factory. Departments
that may require LAN terminal connect capability
include the factory floor, inventory, and shipping and
receiving. HP offers multi-host LAN terminal
conned capability with its new HP Terminal Server 8
(TS8). The TS8 provides flexible multi-host IAN
terminal access in a multivendor environment.

• As the name implies, each HP TSS can support up to
eight unshielded twisted-pair RS-232 connections,
which may be used for a variety of devices including
bar code readers, terminals, or pes. The HP TS8
offers excellent overall throughput at 96 kbps, or 12
kbps per port.

4668 - 14

• The TSS can be used in two configurations. The first
is a back-to-back confJgUJ'ation (two back-to-back
TSSs) if acc:ess is desired to a system that does not
support TCPIIP-Telnet services. The back-to-back
confJgUJ'ation offers the ability to connect to any
computer on the LAN. The second configuration is
direct access to a host via a single TSS, provided that
the bost supports TCP/IP-Telnet semces.

• The TS8 is supported on baseband media only. HP
is currently evaluating market requirements for
broadband connections.

Transition

• An important function in the industrial auto~ation
department is provided by the supervisor or control
ler. Let's look at some key communications require
ments for a supervisor/controller on the fadory
floor.
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Industrial Automation Systems

Key Points

• This graphic provides aD ovemew of the communi
cations produc:ts. liP Qffers fQr .• thelDdU$trial Auto
matioD.environment.The core system in our
communications hierarchy is the5upervisor or
controller. This system plays a key role in control
ling factory floor activity and communicating the
results of that activity to other systems around the
enterprise via the department lAN ot facility lAN.
HP offers a variety of system platforms to perform
the supervisor/controller function on the factory
floor. The following are general guidelines for
choosing the platform that best meets your comput
ing and communications needs:

- HP-UX platforms offer the greatest breadth of
networking functionality for factory-floor
communications. Today. the HP-UX systems
support full ARPArrCplIP semces for
multivendor communications as well as NS for
HP-to-HP eommUDicatiODS (upstream
commUDkatioDs). ID addition. the HP-UX
systems are the strategic platform for an
multiveDdor OSICOIIUDwdcations iDdudiDg
MAP 3.0 (upstream aDd dOWDStream
communications). To communicate with non
OSI deYices OIl the factory floor. (dowDstream
communications), the HP 9000/800 supports
the.HP Device lDterface System, a.software
based tool that facilitates flexible .communi
cation to devices that communicate 011 proprie
tary factory networks.

4668- 15

- RTE platforms offer limited communications
capability and should be usedfor Diche applica
"bonssuch as real-time data acquisition or
device control. Today,. the RTE systems
support PClF for custom PLC c:ommunication
on the factory Door as well as HP-IB and
RS-232 (downstream communications). RTE
systems also support NS services for upstream
HP-to-HP communications and limited ARPA
services (FTP) for multivendor communica
tions.

- DOS platforms are appropriate for several key
faaory-floor applications, such as end-user
access or front-end. systems for primitive
factory-fioor devices.•• Direct· downstream
devic:e.communications·can be established with
RS-232 or HP-m. Upstream. DOS platforms
support ARPA services and NS.

Trusldoa

• Next we'll take aD iD-depth look at HP·a upStream
aDd dOWDStream lodustrial Automation communica
tions alternatives.
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KeyPoinu

• A fundamental communicatioDS link for Industrial
Automation LANs is the link between workcell
controllers and factory-Ooor devices. These links are
used in a variety of situations, &010 recipe manage
ment to alarming to process monitoring and machine
control.

• Shown here are several solutioDS for point-t~point

connectioDS that may be required for the product test
environment. U your needs call for a low-cost serial
interface, HP offers RS-232 interfaces for HP-UX
workstations and pcs.

• On the other hand, ifyour device communications
call for HP-IB interfaces, HP offers HP-JB connec
tivity for both HP-UX workstations and pcs.

• As shown, HP also offers solutions to meet your
most stringent upstream communieatioDS require
ments. IfJOD require multivcDdor services you can
select &010 ARPA for the 802.3 environment or
MAP for the 802.4 eaYirODlDent. NS services are
also available for IIP-ta-IIP communicatiODS.
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Transition

• In addition to the physical connection, customers
often require custom protocol interfaces to commu
mcate with specific devices. For the HP 9000/800,
HP gives you this capability with the Device, Interface
System (DIS).
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Transition

• In addition to the physical connection, customers
often require custom protocol interfaces to commu
mcate with specific devices. For the HP 9000/800,
HP gives you this capability with the Device, Interface
System (DIS).
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Industrial Automation LANs -- Interfacing to
Factory-Door Devices: HP Device Interface
System

KeyPoiDts

II A common communicatiollS requirement for the In
dustrialAutomationlAN is linking workcell control
lers and Programmable Logic Controllers via a
proprietary network. In these cases. the workcell
controller often manages a number of intelligent and
unintelligent devices via a proprietary LANopti
mized for the functionality and high-speed communi
cations needed between devices.

II }{P's Dew Device Interface System (DIS) offers a
fleDole software-based tool to interface to these
proprietary PLC networks via a standard RS-232
interface on HP 9000/800 systems. DIS makes it
easy to develop custom communications protocols
with the help of an automated protocol test facility as
well as an automated protocol documentation
facility.. User demand has also indicated a need to
provide colDIDon proprietary protocols as part of the
ItaDdardpackage (e.g., Allen Bradley Data High
way). The DIS team is currently evaluating the
requirements for a contributed protocol library or a
reference list for VABs that have alreadyaeated
these protocols.

II Once you establish interfaces to your factory-Door
devices and PLCs, the HP 9000/800 can be easily
integrated with other workceD CODlrOUers in the
factory as weD as othet facility departments with
multivendor ARPA semces or MAP as weD as HP's
NS services.

4668- 17

• In the near future, HP plans to offer the HP DIS
system over the new Real Time Interface (RTI) card
recently announced. This enhancement will offer
19.2KB performance (as compared to 9.6KB per
formance over the MUX card today) for real-time
factory-Door communicatiollSneeds.

Transition

• If you need an HP·.1000 at the workceD level, HP
also offers a full range ofinterfaces for connecting to
factory-Door devices (backup slide).
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• In the near future, HP plans to offer the HP DIS
system over the new Real Time Interface (RTI) card
recently announced. This enhancement will offer
19.2KB performance (as compared to 9.6KB per
formance over the MUX card today) for real-time
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Transition

• If you need an HP·.1000 at the workceD level, HP
also offers a full range ofinterfaces for connecting to
factory-Door devices (backup slide).
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Industrial Automation LANs - Interfacing to
Factory-noor Devices: RTE Systems

Key Points

• Whether you require general point-to-point serial
connectivity or access to proprietary PLC networks
on the factory Ooor, HP offers solutions for the HP
1000 that meet your factory commUDications require
ments.

• For general point-to-point connectivity, HP offers a
range of EIA-compatible products for the HP !OOO
A-Series systems including RS-2.l2 and RS-422 links.
II your device-level interfaces call for proprietary
protocols on top of a standard link, HP offers the
Programmable Serial Interface Card and PSI
rmnware Development Package, which offer the
flexibility for users to develop any number of custom
ized protocolS.

• To interface to Programmable Logic Controllers on'
proprietary factory networks, HP offers the Pro
grammable Controller Interface/l000 (pelF/1000).
HP PClF/1000 supports interfaces to • Dumber of
factory networks, including Allen Bradley's Data
Highway and Gould Modicoo's MocIbus.

• To communicate with other workcell controllers as
weD as other departmeDtl around the facility, the HP
1000 now supports multivendor ARPA services as
well as HP's NS services, allowing you maximum
OexaDility in designing your integrated llCtworkiDg
environment.

4668- 18

• The HP 1000 should be a recommended solution for
only those application requirements that cannot be
addressed by the HP-UX systems today, such as real
time data acquisition. Strategically, the HP-UX
platform will provide the highest flexibility to meet
the evolution of customers' communications and
computing needs.

Transition

• Now that we understand our fundamental communi
cations requirements for devices on the factory floor,
let's turn our attention to the Industrial Automation
Department IAN.
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• The HP 1000 should be a recommended solution for
only those application requirements that cannot be
addressed by the HP-UX systems today, such as real
time data acquisition. Strategically, the HP-UX
platform will provide the highest flexibility to meet
the evolution of customers' communications and
computing needs.

Transition

• Now that we understand our fundamental communi
cations requirements for devices on the factory floor,
let's turn our attention to the Industrial Automation
Department IAN.
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Industrial Automation LANs - NS/ARPA
Environment

KeyPoiats

• Whether your industrial automation communications
requirements call for de facto-standard, proprietary,
or industry-standard networking solutions,HP offers
a full range of products to achieve your integration
needs.

• For the 802.3 environment, there are several topolo
gies that you might consider, depending on your
applications requirements.

- Direct connect to the facility LAN: Ifyour
workceUs are separated by a great distance,
consider connecting your workceU dusters
directly to the facility LAN. With this method,
you can conveniently place your cells wherever
desired around the factory and integrate them
with an Area Manager or other department
systems as needed.

- Local department LAN: Perhaps the easiest
and lowest-risk solution is to create a local
subnetwork for ,our workc:eU CODtrol systems
that conneds to the facility backbone. The
Ioc:aJ department LAN offers the beDe6t of
isolating related Cactory-Door functiODS from
the rest of the facility network, eDSuriDg maxi
mum network uptime and efficiency. As previ
ously mentioned, a baseb8lld LAN is also a very
cost-effective solution for departmental com
munications.

4668-19

•. HP also offers flexibility in the choice of services to
meet your networking requirements..• Whether you
standardize·on an HP-UX operating system with the
liP 9000/800 or select the HP.1OOORTE-based
systems, you can. select either multivendor ARPA
services or HP's NS services.

Transition

• Ifyou already.have an installed base of Basic or
Pascal workstations I'UDning on an HP SRM, you
may also be interested in integrating your SRM with
other multivcndor LANs around the facility. (Backup
slide,integrating the SRM.)
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•. HP also offers flexibility in the choice of services to
meet your networking requirements..• Whether you
standardize·on an HP-UX operating system with the
liP 9000/800 or select the HP.1OOORTE-based
systems, you can. select either multivendor ARPA
services or HP's NS services.

Transition

• Ifyou already.have an installed base of Basic or
Pascal workstations I'UDning on an HP SRM, you
may also be interested in integrating your SRM with
other multivcndor LANs around the facility. (Backup
slide,integrating the SRM.)
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Industrial Automation LANs - Connecting
the Shared Resource Manager

Key PolDts

• Ifyou have an installed base ofS2.Sic and/or Pascal
workstations nmni.og on an SRM in your factory cn
vironmcnt and wish to intcgratc thcse systcms with
othcr workccll clustcrs or facility dcpartmcnts, HP
offcrs gateway support for HP-UX systcms on thc
SRM.

• Through an HP-UX gatcway, communications to
.::': \.1 "::"Vlk...dl cluster& or facility departments can be
achieved with multivcndor ARPA or MAP scn;ccs.
III addition, thc HP-UX ptcway caD serve as an
Area Managcr for your SRM subnct. HP-UX
workstations access thc SRM with cight commands
supplied by the "SRM Utilitics for HP-Ux," which
allows the HP-UX systcm to manage filcs and
directorics on the SRM.

4668- 20

Transition

• Ovcr thc ncxt two to three years, as multivcndor
factory intcgration becomcs a stratcgic goal for more
and more firms, use of MAP 3.0 communications in
a production environmcnt will increase significantly.
With HP OSI communications, your multivendor
OSI requircmcnts will be met both today and
tomorrow.
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Transition

• Ovcr thc ncxt two to three years, as multivcndor
factory intcgration becomcs a stratcgic goal for more
and more firms, use of MAP 3.0 communications in
a production environmcnt will increase significantly.
With HP OSI communications, your multivendor
OSI requircmcnts will be met both today and
tomorrow.
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Industrial Automation LANs .- MAP
Environment, Distributed Cells/Devices

Key Points

II Similar to the discussion of 802.3-based Industrial
Automation lANs, your industry-standard OSI
networking strategy may call for a distributed
workcell environmentor a departmentalsubnet
environment. This slide shows aMAP 3.0 HP-UX
based distributed workcell environment, which would
be appropriate to consider·for cells or area managers
that require communication between one another
but may be a great distance from each other within
the factory.

.. Since communications requirements often vary
betweeD cell controllers and devices and cell control
lersand area managers, HP offers several key MAP
3.0 services to achieve multivendor integration on the
factoryfloor. MAP 3.0 FrAM (Fale Transfer,
Access and Management) services would be appro
priate for file transfers between two cell controllers
or between·a cell controller and area manager. On
the otherhaDd, ifceU-to-clevice communications are
required, HP offers MAP 3.0 MMS (Manufacturing

. Message Services) for fuDetiODality rugiDg from
simple fale transfers to complex device control
iDstructiODS. HP's MAP 3.0 services are supported
OIl 802.4 broadband ud carrierband media, aDowiDg
you to select the best wiring solution for your factory
communications requirements.

4668- 21

II Today, many customers have an installed base of
systems and devices that require proprietary commu
nications interfaces. WithHP's Device Interface
System you ¢.all still communicate to your proprie
tary device-levellANs wbileusiDg.MAPto commu
nicate between multivendor cell controllers and area
managers.

Transition

II Whether your Industrial Automation LANs require
proprietary or industry-standard multivendor com
munications, HP leads the way in offering the
highest degree offlexibility in implementing a totally
integrated solution for your industrial automation
LAN. ·Let's DOW lookafan example ofadepartmen
tal LAN based on MAP 3~0 communications.
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Kry PolDts

• For multivendor workcell clusters that are close in
proximity, but separate functionally, consider
integrating these cells with MAP 3.0 services over a
lower-cost carrierband subnetwork. Carrierband is
considered a lower-cost alternative to broadband
because it does not require a head end, amplifiers,
RF modems, or a complex design·and installation
strategy. What carrierband does offer is the benefit
o( the low-noise PC FSK (Phase Coherent Fre
quency Shift Keying) sigwiling teclmique on a single
channel similar to baseband.

• An 802.4 carrierband subnet supports HP MAP 3.0
MMS and fTAM services for communications
between ceD controllers and devices, ceD controDers
and area managers, or between two cell controDers.
HP's Device Interface System can be used for
applications that call for proprietary communications
between ceD controllers and factory-Ooor devices.

• To integrate carrlerband subnets with the facility
LAN, HP has made a stalemeDt of intent for 1990
support of an 802.4 carrierband-to-broadband
bridge, rounding out an integrated 802.4 product
offeriDg for industrial automation LANs.

4668- 22

Traultlon

• Any complete discussion of CIM networking must
take into consideration information exchange among
aU facility departments, not just those that deaJ with
the daily activities that occur in manufacturing. Next
we'D turn our attention to the networking solutions
for the computer center and strategies (or integrating
the computer center and other facility departments.
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Computer Center LAN - HP·UX and MPE

Key Points

• The computer center is typically the central hub of
information consolidation for a facility or in some
cases the entire enterprise. As the information
center for the facility, the computer center must be
able to pull information from each department on a
regular basis, often many times daily. (An example
might be scheduling material requirements on the
computer center MRP system based on recent pro
duction information.)

• The computer center establishes communication
with other departmental LANs through the facility
backbone. For services, HP offers ARPA on MPE
and HP-UX operating systems for multivendor
communication within the center as weB as with
other departments. To communicate between HP
systems, HP offers NS services for MPE/V, HP-ux,
and MPE-XL operating systems. NS offers a robust
set of services for distributed applications, including
remote file and database access, directory services,
ad peripheral shariDg (HP OfficeShare).

4668- 23

• Operators, supervisors, ud other department end
users often need terminal connection to several
systems within the computer center for database
queries, report generation, or electronic' mail. The
HP TS8 is a fteXlDle solution for connecting users
around the facility to multiple systems within the
center. The slide shows the 1'88 in a back-to-back
configuration on systems that may not have Telnet
services (MPE/V ud MPE/XL). Connecting to an
HP-UX system, the back-to-back TS8 configuration
can be used as an option for heavy terminal traffic
situations, or the TELNET service may be used to
establish sessions directly over the LAN from a
single TSS.

Transition

• The final component of the facility-wide elM
networking solution is access to the enterprise-wide
Detwork. HPdfers several solutioDS for enterprise
wide access includiDg X2S point-to-point, direct
conned, and gateway solutioDS as well as access to
SNA Detworks.
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Enterprise Wide-area Networking

Key Points

• For small networks or two system.~ that require
frequent wide-area communication between each
other, HP offers point-to-point X.2S communications
links for the HP 3000 MPE/V systems as well as the
HP 9000/8JXJ systems. Acc:ess is provided via leased
or dial-up phone lines. Enterprise-wide communica
tions facilitate the consolidation and exchange of
financial and operating information among many
departments across the company.

• Point-to-point links for the HP 3000 can be used for
programmatic access as well as for higher-level user
services such as Network rile Transfer, Virtual
Terminal and Remote Database Access with NS
3000IV software. High-speed synchronous as well as
lower-cost, lower-speed asynchronous communica
tions are available.

• Point-to-point links for the HP 9000/8JXJ systems are
currently limited to 8S)'Dchronous links but offer the
use of the standard HP-UX networkiDg commands
co (sets up communicatioDS parameters) and uucp
(file copy command). Layer three x.2S services are
also available.

• Ifyou have a Dumber of systems on a LAN that occa
sionally require wide-area communications, you may
want to consider one of several pteway solutioDS for
enterprise-wide communications.

• Gateway solutioDS for enterprise-wide communica
tiODS are appropriate for systems tied together on a
local area network that require occasional acc:ess to
other systems around t.he enterprise.

4668- ·24

Gateway solutions can be quite cost-effective over
point-to-point or direct connect wide-area solutions
because enterprise wide-area traffic is limited to a
few systems.

• HP offers a high degree of Oexibility in selecting a
pteway solution that best fits your communications
requirements. For HP 9000/8JXJ systems, layer three
X.2S access provides high-speed communications to
other enterprise wide-area systems. For multivendor
communications, ARPA services are also available
over an X.2S wide-area link. Ifcommunications are
required between the HP 9000/8JXJ and an IBM 370
compatible mainframe, SNA services are available as
well. Ifneeded the HP 9000/8JXJ can be used as a
router for any TCPlIP traffic over the X.2S network.

• HP 3000 MPE/V systems also support layer three
X.2S access as well as mM SNA services and HP NS
services in a pteway eDviroament. The HP 3000/
900 systems ac:ccss the enterprise wide-area network
through a gateway with layer three X2S services as
well as HP NS. Ifyou require multivendor commu
Dication with industry-standard OSI services, X.400 is
available over x.2S links on MPE/V systems as well.
lIP'. third solution for eDterprise-wide connectivity
is the direct link approach. Direct links to an
enterprise wide-area Detwork offer the cost and
overhead savings associated with gateway systems.
They can also be cost-effective if traffic requirements
can be supported through the use of an X.2S line
concentrator.



• Today, direct wide-area links are supported on HP
9000/800 systems as well as HP 3000 MPE/V
systems. On the HP 9000/800 dired wide-area
access can~ accomplished with multivcndor ARPA
services or x.2S layer three access. If direct wide
area access is required on MPE/V systems, layer
three X.25 access is offered as well as industry
standard X.400 services for multivendor communica..
noDS. NS services are also available for wide-area
communication with other HP systems. Another
popular solution is the CISCO X.2S router. The
dedicated router provides generallP routing in a
LAN-connected gateway. There are currently over
100 CISCO routers in use within HP today.

TnmSltiOD

• Obviously no networking solution is complete
without considering the design, iDsta11ation, and
maintenance of the network with a goal ofmiaimiz
iDg cost of onership.HP offers a comprehensive
ruge ofnetwork support services to meet the UDique
requirements of each lIP customer.

4668-25
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Comprehensive Network Senice and Support

Key Points

• HP's network service and support programs are con
sistently rated best in the industry. To allow the
maximum flexibility in meeting your business needs,
you can customize your design and support program
from a number of modular products:

• HP Network Planning and Design: An HP
Network Consultant Will analyze a customer's
communication requirements and develop a
detailed design based on customer needs.

• HP Network Prepare: HP works with the
customer to develop a network implementation
plan that contains a schedule of critical activi
ties and recommendations for network staffing,
training, and operations procedures.

• HP Network Startup: HP helps the customer
get the network up and I'UDDing quickly, by
providiDg coordiDation assistance for iDstalJa·
dOD activities and resources, coaec:tion
verification testing. and complete network
documentation.

• HP NetAssure: Maximum network uptime is
usureel through network problem i&o1atioa and
problem management in a multivendor envi
ronment.

• Customer Education: HP provides I range of
standard and customized training for network
users, operators, and managers.
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TraDsltion

• Today and into the future, OSI services willoft'er
customers increased functionality based on industry
standard protocols. Let's take a look at how the
transition from de fado to OSI standards will take
place and the HP de facto/OSI protocol coexistence
strategy.
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Key Points

• Just as ARPA was in its infancy in the marketplace 7
to 10 years ago, OSI is in that same place today. Use
of OSI in the marketplace today is mostly done by
innovative users who are on the leading edge of
technology. These innovators set the stage for the
general market to follow based on the examples they
set for technology usage. Following a standard
market penetration strategy. full penetration of the
OSI marketplace will occur sometime in the late
19905.

• Several events that will push the adoption of OSI
protocols in the marketplace are the completion of
OSI specifications, such as MAP 3.0 for manufadur
ing and GOSIP for government applications. The
event that aided the takeoff ofAR.PA/TCPlIP in the
marketplace and is expected to do the same for OSI
was the government mandate in 1980 to implement
0DIy TCPlIP aetworb. As theGOSIP specifications
eY01ve tbrouah pbasesone throush three, it is
anticipated that OS} protocols will be adopted as
standard solutions for aD gmmunent projects and
the market will see a steady increase in OS} network
purchases.

• As a resul~ the increasing adoption of OSI will result
ill a decrease ill ARPA network purdlases, arriviDg
at a UOUOVCI' poiDt most likely occurriDg in the mid
1990s. The aossover' poilltcan be attributed to the
overaD srowth in market demaad fer integrated
DetworkiDg so1ulioDs as weD as the replacement of
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ARPA networking purchases with OSI solutions.
Overall market growth can also be considered the
logic behind the shared market growth for AR.PA
and OSI networking over the next few years.

• By the late 199Os, early 2OOOs, it is anticipated that
OSI networking will be the solution of choice for all
applications. The market trend will be to isolate
existing ARPA networks in subnets; communication
to those subnets, if at all will be accomplished with
coexistence solutions to be described in the next
slide.

Transition

• Now that we understand the evolution of OSI and
TCPlIP one point is dear - in years ahead OSI and
TCPlIP networks will need to coexist in the enter
prise. Next, we'll cIisc:uss the HPstrategy for
aDowing these two networks to coexist during the
critical transition period &om TCPlIP to OSI.
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Key Points

• Today, the multivcndor networking solution of
choice is ARPA/J'CP/IP. Many customers, particu
larly the government, have a large installed base of
ARPA networks that will remain in existence for
many years to come. To smoothly manage the
transition from ARPA-based networks to OSI, HP is
leading the way in developing tools that will allow
customers' ARPA networks to coexist with new OSI
based networks. It is recommended that customers
make the decision to migrate to an OSI environment
from an existing ARPA environment (rather than
proprietary) so that the issues involved in achieving
multivendor interoperability are clearly understood.
In addition, a single multivcndor networking strategy
establishes a common stack from which coexistence
can be achieved.

• There are several networking concepts that are
crucial to the coexistence of ARPA and OS} net
works. The first concept is dual stacks over shared
links - a fundamental method for achieving commu
nication betweeD applications writteD ewer ARPA
services and Dew applications written over OSI
services. The shared links CODcept is based OD the
ability to I'UD ARPA services over u OSlstac:k and/
or CODversely the ability ofOSI services to I'UD over
aD ARPA stack. T'be beDefits of this capability are
important:

- New applications caD be written using OSI
services aDd integrated with existing ARPA
Detworks via the use of a common TCP/IP
transport as well as a common JiDk. One might
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consider this a backward migration strategy.
However, this is Dot a recommended strategy
because it further delays the full implementa-
tion of OSI networks. '

- Once standardization on a common OSI
transport is achieved, applications that were
originally written for an ARPA network can
still operate in the OSI environment. This
wat\;gy protects the customer'~ investment in
ARPA while allowing full OSI network imple
mentations to be achieved. One might consider
this a forward migration strategy.

• Another key coexistence concept is the application
layer gateway. Application layer gateways will be
used to perform full seven-layer translations of
information between OSI networks and ARPA
networks. Although slower in performance, these
gateways may be used for c:ertain applications such
as electronic mail, although they are Dot recom
meDdcd as a gencraI method to ac:bieve inter
protocol interoperability due to incompatlDilities
between protocol feature sets.

• HP is committed to providing customers with tools
to facilitate the coexisteDce of multiveDdor networks.
As shown, HP is plaDniDg to deliver the dual-stack
shared-link tcdmology to facilitate the integration of
Dew OSI nodes with established ARPA nodes. HP is
also ~aluating market Deeds for the use of applica
tion-layer gateways for certain applications.



Tnnsidon

• Now that the relationship between OSI and ARPA
networks has been described, let's review HP's·elM
networking products for each of these environments.
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ARPA/NS/802.3 - Multivendor Networking
for Today

~yPoiDts

• Today, more and more customers are demanding
multivendor network services to allow them to select
the best computing solutions for their business
problems throughout the enterprise. The most
widely used de facto standard multivendor network
ing services available today are ARPA services over
Ethernet/8IJ23.

• HP provides a comprehensive ARPA services
·£cring for each departmi;.nt LhCit plays a part in
Computer Integrated Manufacturing, from planning
aDd control to enterprise-wide access. ARPA
services will be available on the HP 1000 over 802.3
and the HP 9000/800 over 8IJ23 and X.2S in the first
half of 1989. ARPA services on the HP 3000 are
now available from WoDongong.

• Multivendor system integration for the PC environ
ment is eDhanccd with LMjX. LM/X wiD be
available for PC/UNIX iDtegratioD ill the first half of
1989. ARPA services for the PC can also be pur
chased today.
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Traasitioa

• As manufacturers move into the 1990s, OSI will
become more and more predominant as the solution
of choice for multivendor networking. HP, the
leader in multivendor communications. is committed
to satisfying customer needs for OSI products both
today and tomorrow.
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Migrating to MAP/OSI with ARPA/NS
Coexistence

III Most manufaauriDg enterprises today have chosen
to implement a single proprietary network through
out the facility, or a combination of proprietary and
industry-standard networks. As more and more
multivendor as} networks are illstalled, customers
will need tools that allow their proprietary or ARPA
based networks to coexist with their·OSI-based
networks.. Understanding customer needs, HP will
supportARPA/OSI coexistence tools that allow cus
tomers to utilize both ARPA and OSJ services over
common transports as weD as application gateways
for certain applications.

III In addition, lIP offers a tuB MAP 3.0 produa
offering today for broadband andcarrierband
industrial automation LANs, as weD as X.400
communications for enterprise-wide access 011 MPE/
V systems. HP will expand the breadth of its OSI
product offeriDg through 1990 and 1991 with addi
tional X.400 products for the lIP 9000/800, TOP
products for commercial systems, and x.soo dirce:
tory senices. for optimal reIOUI'ce utiJizatioa in the
OSI environment-To complete the OSI produa
offering, HP will offer industry-ltaDdau'd network
ma.uaemeDt seMces u.u u bridge support to
mtegrate departmental OSI LANs.
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111 The foundation for lIP's OSI communications on
tedmicaJ systems is the lIP OSI Express 802.4
interface card.. The HP OSI.Express interface offers
a full seven-layer OSI stack implementation on a
plug-in card set. Based on HP VLSI technology, HP
OSI Express provides .a high-performance network
interface with lowimpaa on the CPU. By design,
aS} Express has the flexibility to support both
broadband and c:arrierband interfaces as well as
other physical layer connections in the future.

TnmsltiOD

• We have covered all aspects of HP's networking
solution for the Computer Integrated Manufacturing
environment. rd be happy to answer any questions
011 the products or strategies you've seen here today.
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Intersystem Services SummaI)'

Key Points

• This slide provides a summary of nctworking services
avaiIablc for each of thc HP systcms discussed in thc
elM nctworking solution. Use this matrix as a guide
in cletcrmiDiDg thc best solution to meet your
dcpartmental or cntcrprise-wide commumcatioDS
requircmcnts.
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Designing- Kultivendor LANs That ·.WorJt

Local area networks. (LANs) are one of the most rapidly
changing fields within the data communications arena today.
Announcements of new products area daily event, with players
in the LAN market coming and going just as quickly.

How can these local area network technologies be molded into
one network supporting multiple communication protocols and
common software applications? What are the advantages in
creating this kind of environment? And, what are some
problems that can be encountered?

These issues are addressed in this article. Initially, the
focus is on the technology available now that makes it
possible to design· LANs with hardware and. software· from
various manufacturers. Next, ·tips for. designing these
multivendor networks are discussed. The last section outlines
emerging developments that will make it possible to manage
these.multivendor networks.

Before discussing the details.· involved in .. designing such
LANs, let's consider an example of how.these LANs can be
constructed. Refer to figure 1 for a picture of this example.

Here we have a Hewlett--Packard Co.OfficeSharePC network,
composed of HP minicomputers and.IBM-compatible PCs.·Another
department within the company has a Novell NetWare LAN,
because of·requirements for particular software packages.
Now, the Novell users would like to run applications on the
HP 3000 computers. Plus, the HP 3000 applications must
transfer files to the Novell PCs.

In order for the. Novell··. LAN users to communicate as· remote
terminals over the Novell NetWare LAN to the HP OfficeShare
LAN, the following is required:

A. The Novell PCs in the network must run a terminal
emulation software program such as HP AdvanceLink or
TELNET. This would be.in lieuiof.other Novell. user
applications. Note that the defacto .industry standard
TELNET does not support all terminal protocols, .such as
DECVT-240 or HP block mode. Character-mode
applications will permit the.use.of either TELNETor
AdvanceLink; full-screen applications will require HP
AdvanceLink.
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B. Physically connect the two LAMs with a PC gateway
running a protocol-translation program. This is
required because the NetWare and OfficeShare LANs use
different network communication protocols. This
gateway PC must also be configured with both Novell and
HP LAN cards •

In order for the HP 3000 applications to transfer a file to
one of the Novell PCs, use either of the software
applications HP AdvanceLink or the defacto industry standard
FTP (File Transfer protocol). In both cases, the same file
transfer application must be running on the Novell PC and the
HP 3000. A PC gateway would still be necessary, since the
communication protocols used by the two LANs are different.
Figure 1 pictorially represents this scenario.

Several software packages were referenced in this example:
TELNET, FTP, and HP AdvanceLINK. TELNET stands for
"Teletypewriter Network" protocol, and is a defacto standard
providing for remote terminal access between computer
systems. FTP stands for "File Transfer Protocol", and is a
defacto standard for transferring files between computer
systems. Both TELNET and FTP are part of a set of software
services called ARPA (sometimes referred to as DARPA). ARPA
stands for "Advanced Research Project Association", and is an
organization within the u.s. Department of Defense - hence
the alternate acronym DARPA. AdvanceLink is a software
program developed by Hewlett Packard Co. that supports file
transfer and terminal emulation of HP block-mode and DEC
VT-IOO terminals.

TECIDfOLOGY

The software technology making it possible to connect
different LANs is the theoretical model developed by the
International Standards Organization (ISO). ISO is an
organization of the united Nations with a charter to develop
and promote worldwide communication standards.

This model is called the Open System Interconnect (OSI)
model. It is a software methodology providing for
communication between computer systems of manufacturers
implementing the model. Figure 2 shows this 7 layer OSI
model. within the definition of the 7-layer OSI model, any
given layer communicates or passes data only to adjacent
layers. For example, layer 2, the Data Link layer, passes
and receives data only to and from layers 1 and 3.
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within the structure .of the OSI model, the job of
transferring information from one user's computer, across a
communication network, to another computer is subdivided into
7 tasks or layers. At each layer, the OSI model defines the
specific activities performed, plus the rules for
communicating with adjacent layers. Each layer is a separate
set of rules - in effect a separate protocol. These 7 layers
make it possible for different computer systems, PCs, or
desk-top work stations to communicate, regardless·of the
operating system used by each computer.

Given that one particular layer of theOSI model interacts
with only adjacent layers, the theory behind the OSI model
states that layers are "removable". This feature allows, for
example, the substitution· of software·for coax LAN
communication (layers 1 and 2) to be replaced by·software for
communication via telephone lines. This substitution does
not affect· layers 3 through 7. This allows communication
protocols·to be easily. adapted for·various vendor and
communication environments.

Even though all layers are "removable" within the OSI model,
certain layers work more closely with each other. These
closely coupled layers are:

Layers 6-7

Layers 3-4

Layers 1-2

Note that layer 5is a pivotal layer, connecting the
application-interface layers 6 & 7, with the. routing layers 3
& 4 (see figure 2). Examples of protocols used at layer 5
include NetBIOS -developed by IBM, ·and NetIPC - developed by
Hewlett-Packard. In all instances, layer 6 must know which
protocol. is .being used at layer 5. If· an application .is to
run on communication.software (protocolstackslsupporting
both NetBIOS .. and NetIPC, then the application must be written
in such.a way that there are either two versions, or·the
application detects the layer 5 protocol and uses the
appropriate interface.

Page ·3
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Also, situations occur where LANs using different protocol
stacks must communicate. For example, a PC on an Officeshare
network may need to share files with a PC on an IBM token
ring network. This may be necessary when users select
software packages that run only on one particular PC LAN. In
this case, a gateway can be used to translate all 7 layers of
one 051 protocol stack into the 7 layers of a different 051
protocol stack. This gateway can be a PC running special
software, or a hardware device built specifically to handle
the translation tasks. In either case, the gateway must be
configured with LAN interface cards for both networks. Also,
the software running on the gateway must translate one LAN's
protocol stack into another LAN's protocol stack. In effect,
the gateway supports dual protocol stacks. Figure 1
pictorially represents the functioning of the gateway
referred to in the first example. The HP-Novell gateway is
an example of such a gateway between two PC LANs. DECs SNA
gateway is another example, translating DECNet protocols to
IBM SNA protocols. IBM's SNA-to-token ring gateway is another
example.

Referring again to figure 1, from the perspective of the OS1
model, we have substituted AdvanceLink, TELNET, or FTP for
the Novell user application at layers 6 and 7. Also, the PC
gateway translates layers 1 through 7 of the Novell LAN
protocol stack to a corresponding 7 layer protocol stack for
the HP OfficeShare PC LAN. This gateway function is
necessary since NetWare and OfficeShare use different
software protocols or procedures at the routing layers 3 and
4, even when layers 1 and 2 use the. same physical
connection and protocols. Note that NetWare runs over several
LAN hardware topologies, including Ethernet and Token Ring.

The feature of layer removability within the OSI model makes
the construction and maintenance of a multivendor LAN running
a common application possible!

One major advantage of designing a multivendor network based
on the OSI model is that a common user software interface can
be used on all the computers and PCs in the network. This
use of a common application interface on all computers
throughout the network will ensure that users can operate any
of the workstations in the network. The network designer is
free to choose the appropriate technology best suited for
layers 1 through 5 in a particular segment of the network.
The network can truly be designed for both the convenience of
the user, and the flexibility and performance needed by the
network designer.
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Referring to the first example in this article, the ability
to remove layers allowed the substitution of HP AdvanceLink
for the Novell application software. Since HP AdvanceLink
will communicate with NetBIOS or NetIPC protocols. at layer 5,
it can then be run on the\ Novell protocol stack using
NetBIOS.

DESIGN SUGGESTIONS

Remember the following when designing a multivendor LAN that
must support common applications.

When software and hardware components are supplied by various
companies. it may be difficult to ensure the interoperability
of the components. To avoid these problems, choose network
components that conform to international standards,
specifically the OSI communications model. This will be the
easiest way to implement and support the network, since the
ability to "mix and match" software components (remove
layers) will be inherent in the products. But, one word of
caution. Do not assume that all software and hardware
advertised to conform to the OSImodel actually does.
Testing is still required. This is one of the charters of
the Corporation of Open Systems (COS) - to test selected
software for conformance to the OSI standards. Software not
already tested for interoperability must be tested by the
designer of the network.

When designing networks, one common misconception is that
Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 are the same. Many times, the terms
Ethernet and 802.3 are used interchangeably. In reality,
IEEE 802.3 grew out of the Ethernet definitions. Both of
these protocols define the same physical cabling schemes.
But, the format of the data packets sent over the
communication network differ. This difference is in the part
of the data packet after the destination and source
addresses. The end result is that systems talking Ethernet
and 802.3 can use the same cabling scheme, but cannot talk to
each other. Packet conversion is required for Ethernet and
802.3 systems to communicate. Two companies that make
hardware and software products that perform this conversion
are The Wollongong Group (Palo Alto, Calif.) and cisco
systems (Menlo Park, Calif.). For a more detailed discussion
concerning Ethernet and 802.3 differences, see the "Letters"
section on age 58 of the September, 1988 issue of "Interact"
magazine, an HP installed-base pUblication.
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Also, when desigRing a LAN, assume that at some point the
network will need to accommodate different PC communication
protocols (layers 1 through 4), along with various
application packages (layers 6 and 7). These abilities will
be inherent within the network if protocols and applications
that conform to the OSI standards are specified. As the
designer, you will then be able to take advantage of the
concept of layer removability to install applications
throughout the network, using whatever communication protocol
is appropriate within a department or work group.

Finally, the best way to control LAN performance is to
isolate departmental data traffic from the main LAN backbone.
This is accomplished using a device called a "router", or IP
router. A router manages the flow of packets through the
network by reading the level-3 IPaddress, hence the term IP
router. If the address is for a device on the departmental
LAN, the packet never gets sent onto the backbone. The router
isolates the departmental traffic, thereby increasing the
performance of the entire network. Note that a gateway can
perform the same functions as a router, but the gateway reads
all 7 layers of a protocol stack, where a router reads only
the first 3 layers.

One additional note on gateways and routers. Since gateways
and routers can perform the same tasks at layers 1 through 3,
do not assume that a gateway should always be used instead of
a router. Routers are usually hardware devices designed for a
particular task, many times with the layer 1 through 3
software implemented in read-only memory (ROM). Gateways are
usually PCs or minicomputers which run software that
translates the different 7-layer protocol stacks. Therefore,
gateways will tend to be more expensive than routers. Plus,
gateways are slower, since their software applications are·
not ROM-based, and they must translate 7 layers of protocol.

NETWORK MANAGEMENT

Network management is one aspect of network design that is
overlooked more often than not during the network planning
phase. When designing a multivendor network, make this an
issue of paramount importance - designed into the network
before any vendor is selected or equipment is purchased.
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Network management implies different capabilities to
different designers. In its basic form, network management
provides for the detection of component failures in the
network. The emerging concepts of network management also
allow management of the PCs and other computer systems on the
network,. including performance.

The emerging OSI standards define software procedures for
managing networks from the perspectives of determining
sources of failure, tracking network and system performance,
device inventory management, and security. On the TCP/IP
platform (layers 3 and 4), one standard is Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP). For the corresponding layers of
the OSI platform, the network management scheme emerging is
Common Management Interface Protocol (CHIP). One of the
advantages of CHIP over SNMP is that CMIP allows for greater
control of network security issues.

As the OSI model becomes fully defined, TCP/IP protocol
stacks will be migrated to OSI protocol stacks. The emerging
standards also call for the migration of SNMP to CMIP.

When designing a network on the TCP/IP platform, specify that
the network management software not only use SNMP now, but
that the vendor will migrate the software to the CHIP
standards.

CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed techniques that can be used to create an
environment where multi-vendor LANs not only communicate, but
also run common applications. These techniques use
gateways to translate different network protocols, plus
application software that conforms to the OSI standards.

By using LAN hardware and software components based on OSI,
vendor interoperability and support issues can more easily be
resolved. Also, software applications can be purchased from
various suppliers. Purchase criteria should depend on
whether the application can ommunicate with the layer 5
protocol being used in the network. This gives users not only
a larger choice of software products, but provides the
network designer and corporation economic flexibility.
Companies now have the ability to purchase applications for
the network, and network hardware components, from vendors
other than the original supplier.
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Another advantage of specifying conformance to OSI standards
-is that, in the near future, network management will
inherently be designed into the network, using the emerging
CHIP standards. This will allow centralized management of a
multivendor network. From one central console, the network
manager can determine the operational state of all
components. Also, network performance can be centrally
monitored. These are future capabilities. As the CHIP
standards evolve in the next several years, this will become
reality.

Adherence to international standards in the network will
result in one successfully running for many years. Economies
of scale are realized for both the designer and the
corporation. And, as the international standards evolve, and
enhancements are encorporated into OSI, the network can also
evolve. Adherence to international standards ensures that
the network can be maintained, supported, and enhanced.

Page 8
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Planning Your Communication Infrastructure

Karen Dudley
Hewlett-Packard Company

Roseville Networks Division
8000 Foothills Boulevard

Roseville, California 95678

Summary

In the past there has been much controversy surrounding the selection of a particular
data networking technology. Today, the importance ofnetworking isbetterunderstood
and users are planning networks that will more effectively support their data commu
nication needs. A new area of concern is how to extend the networking foundation to
other buildings in a campus environment or to geographically remote sites. The· role
of Local Area Networks (lANs) has expanded to provide more than just peripheral
and file sharing for local workgroups.lANs have become transport platforms to other
corporate resources.

As networks growinsize and complexity, properplanning is essential. The keyplanning
aspects include network structure, selection of networking media and communication
products, and integrated management. The use of a common backbone and commu
nication servers will provide a seamless foundation for enterprise-wide communica
tion. This paper covers key issues and technologies you should considerwhen planning
a communication infrastructure for a single site or multiple dispersed sites.

The Communication Infrastructure

The communication infrastructure includes three networking environments that
require different planning considerations.

• Subnet or workgroup networking includes PC and terminal connection, data center
lANsor manufacturing floor lANse

• The campusor facility backbone network is the information pipeline tying together
workgroups on multiple floors or in multiple buildings.

• Wide area network (WAN) access is the interconnection oflANs using WAN
transmission media.

Network management is the common element providing integrated management of
communication devices in each networking environment. The key components in the
communication infrastructure are the wiring system and the communication products
that connect, distribute, bridge or route network data. The media alternatives and
communication products are shown below in each environmen~.

Planning Your Communication Infrastructure
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The Communication Infrastructure

NETWORK MANAGEMENT

WAN Access Backbone Subnet

Communication Products: Communication Products: Communication Products:
Remote Bridges Fiber Hubs Hubs
Routers Repeaters Terminal Servers
Gateways Local/Remote Bridges Local Bridges

Media: Media:

Twisted-Pair Twisted-Pairr-------l Baseband Coax Baseband CoaxITransmission Media: I Broadband Coax Fiber OpticsI Telco 56 Kbps I Fiber Optics
I Telco T-1 II Telco T-3

II _______ J

The objective of a communication infrastructure is to provide users with quick, trans
parent and secure access to any computing resource within the entire organization
regardless of where that resource is located. This global connectivity allows: separa
tion ofphysical and logicalworkgroups, productivityenhancements through file sharing
and distribution of E-mail, and the ability to build distributed, transaction-based
databases.

User Requirements for a Communication Infrastructure

Transparent
Connectivity

Network
Management

Guaranteed
Network
Performance

Flexibility

Cost Effectiveness

Ease of Use

- IAN to IAN locally and remotely
- Interconnection of equipment from multiple vendors

- Integrated and unified management system
- Fault isolation, performance, configuration and

accounting
- Security to prevent entry or tampering

- Available capacity from local and wide area transmission
media to minimize user response time

- Box reliability and link redundancy

- Ability to grow the network to support more users and
traffic

- Effective migration strategy to future networking
requirements

- Initial purchase, administration, support
- Protect investment in current IAN and WAN technology

with modular growth

- Documentation, installation, operation and support

Planning Your Communication Infrastructure
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There are a number of marketand technology trends affecting each of the networking
environments. In the subnet environment, users now recognize the importance .of
building wiring and are investing in structured wiring systems (e.g. AT&T's Premises
Distribution System or the mM Cabling System). Twisted-pair wiring is clearly the
winner for horizontal wiring in an office. environment. The increasing use of work
stations instead of terminals is driving the need for higher speed networks and more
comprehensive connectivity.

The increasing move towards company-wide networking is influencing both the back
bone and WAN access environments. As more users need to communicate, higher
speed networks are required within a building or campus and across wide area links.
This expanded connectivity brings a greater need for security and asset management.
Trends specific to WAN Access include the use of common transmission media for
voice and data integration, emergence of IAN technology as a wide area networking
alternative and increasing availability of reliable, low-cost digital bandwidth.

Planning Considerations

Planning your communication foundation begins with understanding your business
activity and your physical environment. Your business activity determines how and
where information moves throughout your facility. Specific applications or tasks that
are performed in a given area establish the information needs. Information needs help
determine the network technology which can most economically deliver that informa
tion. Your business goals and objectives help establish future information require
ments.

Your physical environment will have a significant influence·on the choice of appropri
ate networking technology. Certain environments can be exp.ected to already have an
existing "network" for common communications systems •like the telephone. Office
environments· tend to be clean and quiet, and have phones on every desk. Computer
centers are custom environments·designed for computers .at •the outset. Factory
production areas are electrically noisy, often physically dirty and can be quite large,
even spreading throughseveral buildings. Unlike the office, production areas have few
phones.

The second step is to understand the alternative media that are available to you. Th.e
media (or transmission media) is the physical wiring over whicbvoice, data and video
signals are transmitted. Various types oftransmission media are available, each having
its own information-carrying capacity (bandwidth) and suitable applications. Imple
mentation ofa structured wiring system allowsyou to select the most cost-effective and
best suited media for each subsystem. The key evaluation criteria are price/perfor
mance tradeoffs,.flexibility, expandability, administration and environmental require
ments.

Planning Your Communication Infrastructure
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The third step is the selection ofcommunicationproducts to connect, distribute, bridge
or route network data.

Communication Products
to Connect, Distribute, Bridge or Route Network Data

D

Communication Products

Hubs - Provide a central connection point for LAN attached
workstations/systems

- Provide fault isolation within a subnet
- Allow star topology
- Easy moves, adds, and changes

Terminal Servers - Provide connection for terminals or other RS-232/422
devices to a LAN backbone

- Eliminate dedicated wiring between terminal and
computer system

- Allow connection to multiple hosts

Repeaters - Connect two similar LANs
- Enhance data signal
- Extend distance

Bridges - Provide transparent interconnection of LANs at the media
access control protocol level (protocol independent)

- Data packet filtering
- Extend distance and number of nodes
- Local and remote

Routers - Connect LANs with protocols in common at the network
layer and above (protocol dependent)

- Allow connection of multiple LANs with multiple paths
- Provideredundan~

- Determine least cost or shortest path
- Generally used with remote links

Gateways - Provide a communication path between two LANs using
different LAN types and protocols

- Protocol conversion up to layer 7

Planning Your Communication Infrastructure
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The differences between bridge and router products are beginning to blur as vendors
begin to offer "brouters". Routers provide better network management and traffic
control capabilities. Routers allow a greater level of integration with wide area
networks (X.25, DECNet, TCP/IP), but bridges tend to offer lower cost, higher perfor
mance and protocol independence.

Bridges and Routers

Functionality

8 ~~ Distributed load balancing

- Better network management &.~=~~~~~~~er~~~i~~g
_ ~~~~~~~~t.;~~~:~~~~~~~n\..- Bndglng

with WAN (X.25. DEGNET, TCP/IP)

I Bridge I
- Better performance
- Lower cost

Performance

Subnet Planning

Subnet or workgroup networking includes PClworkstation LANs, terminal clusters,
data center LANs or production floor LANs. The use ofsubnets in network design is
critical to the.development ofan effective, manageable communication infrastructure.
As LANs grow, performance, reliability, security and cost-effectiveness maybe severely
compromised. Networks segmentedintomanageable.subnets are more reliable and
easier to maintain.

Benefits orSubnetworking:

• Improved response time by limiting traffic congestion on the facility backbone

• Network performance optimization by. segmenting traffic types and using separate
backbones (e.g. for terminal-to-host and host-to-host traffic)

• Use of the most cost efficient media in a particular subnet

• Easier fault isolation: network is more reliable and easier to maintain

• Partitioning of LAN traffic onto physically separate media to. improve security

The diagram below illustrates several key elements in the subnet infrastructure..The
media is unshielded twisted-pair which supports voice and most data requirements
(StarLAN 10, Token Ring, RS-232, ... ) found in a typical office environment. Hubs,
terminal servers and local bridges are located in an equipment room thatprovides a
concentration point for subnet wiring. Hubs. and terminal servers provide a central

Planning Your Cotnnlunicationlnfrastructure
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connection point for LAN attached workstations/systems, terminals or other
RS-232/422 devices and connection to the facility backbone. Hubs and terminal servers
allow implementation of a star wiring topology and the associated benefits of fault
isolation to a single node, and easy moves, adds, and changes. Terminal servers
eliminate dedicated wiring between terminals and computer systems and allow con
nection to multiple hosts. Local bridges allow connection of different media (twisted
pair to baseband coax) or different lANs (802.3 to 802.5) and provide data packet
filtering.

Equipment Room

Subnet Infrastructure

.-.._------_._---------------_._--------_.., ..,'.
\
\

......_.._.._.._.._..__._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._..,•.,1
Token Ring

o
Unshielded

Twisted-Pair
Wiring

When selecting your network media, include the following considerations. What are
your physical connectivity requirements (which devices) and your bandwidth require
ments (number of users, type of applications)? What is the physical environment like:
office versus production floor?; open versus closed offices? Are there any existing
media?

When selecting communication products, there are additional considerations. Which
workstations, systems and/or terminals (vendors) need to be connected? Is most
communication within the workgroup or out of the workgroup? How often do users
move or change their communication requirements? What is the concentration of
users and what are the distances to the equipment room? How will your requirements
be changing in the future?

Subnet Planning Considerations

Business and Applications:
- Connectivity requirements
- Bandwidth requirements
- Information flow
- Logical versus physical workgroups
- Easy moves, adds, and changes

Physical Environment:
- Office versus production floor
- Closed versus open offices
- Existing media
- Density/concentration of users
- Location/availability of equipment

rooms

Planning Your Communication Infrastructure
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Backbone Planning

The campus or facility backbone is· the information pipeline tying together subnets on
multiple floors or in multiple buildings. The backbone should be considered a net
working utility for site conimunication requirements. A backbone facility may include
several networking media to meet all site communication requirements.

Today most building backbones use a combination of coax (baseband·or broadband)
and twisted-pair cable. The use of fiber-optic cable is increasing in new installations.
Campus backbones are primarily broadband coax or fiber optics due to distance and
environmental considerations. When planning your backbone facility the most impor
tant consideration is understanding your capacity requirements.. Installing a campus
backbone isvery expensive and it is more cost-effective to to pull extra cable or to install
fiber even if it is not required today. Some backbone alternatives to consider are fiber
optic 802.3/Ethemet, broadband, and FDDI.

Fiber Optic Backbones
(10Mbps 802.3/Ethernet)

Building Backbone
Campus Backbone

FOMAU

Fiber optic 802.3/Ethernet systems are now available from many vendors worldwide.
Declining costs, simpler design and installation techniques, and standards activity are
contributing to the growing acceptance offiberoptic802.3/Ethemet. This alternative
is very cost-effective. today and allows migration to higher speed LANs for future
requirements.

Broadband provides a very robust backbone solution forthe·facility or campus back..
bone. Broadband offers a number of advantages: very flexible topology; greatest
distance; multi-channel (data, voice, video),supports 802.3 LANs, 802.4 LANs, RS-232
andTl.

Planning Your Communication Infrastructure
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Broadband Backbone

Computer Center
LAN

Industrial Automation LANs

Terminal Production
Acce.. Engineering LAN

~---- ....... ,
(Twist~ Pair',

'" ThinLAN,'
....- .. '

Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FOOl)

100 Mbps Dual Ring

Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FODI) is a counter-rotating token ring lAN with a
data rate of 100 Mbits per second. FODI will support 500 dual attached stations linked
by 100 kilometers ofduplex cable. A single station can support either a host computer
or a subnetwork of hundreds of users. FDDI provides a high-performance backbone
alternative to link lower speed baseband lANs (S02.3, S02.4, S02.5) supporting a
greater number of users and larger geographical distances.

Planning Your Communication Infrastructure
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Backbone Planning Considerations

Business and Applications:
- Bandwidth requirements
- Connectivity requirements
- Information flow between multiple

floors/buildings
- Logical versus physical workgroups

Physical Environment:
- Distance requirements
- Environmental conditions
- Existing media
- Right of way

WAN Access Planning

WAN access is the interconnection oflANs using WAN transmission media. The need
for I.AN-to-WAN interconnectionis a result ofthe increasing adoption and installation
oflAN-based systems. Companies are replacing centralized, low-speed terminal-to
host systems with distributed, high-performance lAN-based systems. Also increasing
is. the need for individuals to communicate with others located in different geographic
areas. lAN managers must implement networks that interconnect multiple dispersed
lANs through high-speed wide area networks.

WAN access planning considerations require a detailed understanding of lAN attri
butes. This includes what thelAN traffic looks like, how much ofthe lAN traffic will
be forwarded over the WAN transmission media, and at what rate should that traffic
be forwarded. Choice of communication products for WAN access will depend on the
size and complexity of your network.. Remote bridges are beginning to playa larger
role for linking geographically separate lANs. Bridges have always excelled at. trans
parency, but have ~ot provided the reliability that can be achieved with the use of
routers. Developments· in spanning tree and load balancing technology allow remote
bridges to provide more robust intemetworks.

WAN Access with Remote Bridges
Cupertino Site

r---~A~-A---l f---~~~-~---l

f i I I HP Corporate
I A ..-......' -0&.1_.... I (Palo Alto. CA)
I I 56 Kbps line I IL___ _ J L J

C

Parallel Links 56 Kbpslines

r---- -----
I
I

I
II _--a.__

I LAN C I
l J
San Jose Site

T-1line Spanning Tree
- Prevents a loop configuration by placing a link(s)

in backup mode
- If one link fails between LAN A & B. backup

link takes over

Load Balancing
- Allows both parallel links to carry traffic
- If T-1 line is down. traffic is rerouted through

bridge A
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Routers still provide the preferred solution for interconnection of more complex
networks. Routers have the ability to use WAN links efficiently and to build large
networks composed ofmultiple subnets.

WAN Access Planning Considerations

Business and Applications:
- Bandwidth requirements
- Connectivity requirements
- How distributed is your application?
- Frequency of traffic

Physical Environment:
- Existing wiring structure (lAN-based
versus direct connect)

- Access to digital lines application?
- Network size and complexity

WAN Access with Brouters
Cupertino Site
1------------, ,..-----------1
I LAN A I I LAN B I
I' I'I I I I HP Corporate
I A 1---+1 -;.1_

0004
B I (Palo Alto. CA)

I I 56 Kbps line I 1!.____ _ J !._ _ J

Parallel Links 56 Kbps lines

r---- -----
1
I I

I C I
I 1
I I
I 1

I LAN C I
l J

San Jose Site

T-1line * Traffic that can be routed can use
all paths (select least cost/fastest path)

* Protocols not supported are Bridged
- Same features as Remote Bridges

(Spanning Tree, Load Balancing)
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Growing Importance of Network Management

Network management is the ability - through hardware and software systems- to
identify, monitor and control network reliability, configuration, security, accounting
and performance. Network management is· growing in importance as companies
become more dependent on their information networks for everyday business. There
is tremendous pressure to keep networks up and running, while controlling adminis
tration and support costs. As LANs grow and span multiple buildings and geographical
boundaries there is an even greater need to create a reliable, manageable, and secure
network foundation.

Network Management Planning Considerations

• Importance of integration of multivendor devices into one management scheme

• What level of management is required for each device?

• Is there a requirement for remote device management?

• User sophistication- usability requirements

• Compatibility with existing tools or management systems

Integrated Network Management

• Fault Mangement
• Configuration Management
• Inventory Management
• User Accounting
• Security Management
• Performance Management
• System Management

Planning Your Communication Infrastructure
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INTRODUCTION

Enterprise-wide networks are being utilized by businesses as
a key competitive weapon in their day-to-day operations.
corporations are discovering new ways to use communications
and computing technologies to improve their profitability
both by reducing expenses and by increasing revenues. This
paper explores the trends in enterprise networking,
discusses the major components of an enterprise-wide network
solution, and reviews the decision criteria being used in
planning and implementing such networks.

Enterprise Network
ENOl 3/89

Enterprise-wide networks are extremely broad in scope - both
geographic and functional. Such networks usually span an
entire country and often are global in their reach.
MUltiple functional units within the corporation are
supported engineering, finance, sales, etc. - and many
different applications are supported. In addition, the
network supports communications with other companies
usually suppliers and customers.

The perspective used by customers when planning enterprise
wide networks is end-to-end. Not only is the wide-area
transport considered, but also the LANs, systems, and
applications which are being networked.

The motivation for deploying enterprise-wide networks is the
enhancement of the corporation's profitability by imple
menting networked applications which are critical components
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of the company's day-to-day business operations.

KEY NETWORKING TRENDS

MIS Directors and Telecommunications Managers are
increasingly able to express their networking requirements
in terms specifically related to the business of their
companies. A few years ago it was common to hear networking
requirements expressed simply in terms of the number of
terminals to be connected or the number of sites to be
connected. The focus of such requirements was connectivity.
While basic connectivity is still a critical requirement, it
is usually only a partial solution to a much broader
problem. Today, we more often hear a customer expressing
his network requirements in terms like "We are deploying a
corporate-wide electronic mail system," or "We need to
transfer design information between different engineering
groups," or "We are implementing an automated stock trading
system." This kind of thinking represents a significant
step forward in the sophistication with which we plan the
use of a network in our businesses.

Enterprise Network Trends
Corporat.

Bualn... Offlc.

Enterprise Network
EN05 3189

• Networked applications

• Transmission networks

• Transport networks

• Transport/transmission
consolidation

• Access

• Networking services

Enterprise-wide networks are increasingly being motivated by
the deployment of specific networked applications which are
contributing to the profitability of the corporation. We
are seeing a shift in the justification for such networks
from saving expense dollars to generating revenue dollars.

Historically, network costs represented an expense to be
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controlled and reduced if possible. Purchase decisions were
motivated largely by the reductions in communications
expenses which would result from the deployment of a
particular piece of networking equipment. As distributed
computing technology has advanced, however, corporations are
finding new ways to use networked applications to enhance
their competitive position and to GENERATE REVENUE. This
shift from an expense-only to an expense-and-revenue
perspective has caused a simultaneous shift from a focus on
the cost effectiveness and performance of the transport
network alone to a more complete perspective on the
end-to-end performance of the applications being networked.
The transport network is now being evaluated TOGETHER with
the systems and applications which it supports.

A second major trend in enterprise-wide networks is rapid
ramp-up in the speeds at which these networks operate.
During the 1980's, we saw the predominant line speeds for
enterprise-wide networks move from 9.6 Kbps to 56 Kbps to
1.544 Mbps. This move was driven by reduced costs for high
speed transmission facilities, availability of transmission
resource managers (e.g., T-1 mUltiplexers) which allowed
consolidation of voice and data traffic on these facilities,
and the emergence of applications (e.g., video conferencing)
which required higher bandwidths. We are currently at the
stage where technology is almost getting ahead of the needs
of the users. T-3 technology, operating at 44.736 Mbps, is
becoming available in many parts of the u.s. and has been
deployed by approximately 100 large corporations in their
networks. Most corporations, however, do not have the
traffic demands required to justify the use of such
high-speed facilities. The widespread availability of T-3
facilities and the glut of bandwidth caused by the enormous
amounts of fiber optics deployed over the past few years
will continue to drive down the cost of these facilities and
stimulate the deployment of new image and video
applications. It is these new applications which will drive
the deployment of T-3, SONET, and broadband ISDN in the
1990's.

The third major trend that we see in enterprise networking
is toward increasing network complexity. As networks extend
their geographis coverage, we see more vendors, more
carriers, and more applications being supported. In many
ways, this is positive development, giving the customer many
more choices in how he implements his network the real
advantage of a competitive marketplace. On the other hand,
the real price of network complexity is the difficulty faced
in managing these networks.

In summary, the key trends in enterprise networking are the
move toward application motivation, rather than simple
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transport efficiency, a several-fold increase in the amount
of information being transported (and the associated speed
of the transmission facilities) and the increasing com
plexity of the management of these networks.

THE NETWORK AS A BUSINESS TOOL: NETWORKED APPLICATIONS

Before going into a more detailed discussion of the major
components in an enterprise-wide network solution, we will
elaborate on the strategic uses to which corporations are
placing their networks. In a global economy, the movement
of information is critical to establishing competitive
supremacy. To explore this concept further, we will focus
on applications networking in two different industries:
Manufacturing & Financial Services.

Manufacturinq

Growth and global competition are forcing increased
geographic dispersion of the manufacturing enterprise.
Competitive pressures require the reduction in time
to-market for new products and the scarcity and cost of
R&D resources are stimulating the deployment of automated
tools for both hardware and software design. Just-in-time
inventory management techniques are reducing the cost to
manufacture products. Each of these developments require
the efficient and timely transport of ever-increasing
volumes of information, within the enterprise and with other
companies. Specific uses of applications networking in
support of a manUfacturing enterprise include the following:

- transfer of chip designs, software code, etc between
engineering teams working on different portions of an
overall product design. The end systems being networked
are usually engineering workstations and the files being
transferred are quite large.

- transfer of completed chip designs, software code, etc
from the controlling engineering group to various
manUfacturing sites. The volume of information being
transferred is the same as in the preceding example and
the integrity of the information transfer is absolutely
critical, since manUfacturing processes are being driven
directly by this information.

communication of forecasts, work orders, and shipping
information between manUfacturing sites and
subcontractors. The ability to link the enterprise
network to other private or pUblic networks is a
critical requirement for implementing such EDI
applications.
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communication of production rates/costs and inventory
levels from manufacturing sites to headquarters, in
order to have real-time visibility on the efficiency of
the manufacturing process and the overall profitability

The movement of electronically· generated and stored inform
ation in such applications provides the manufacturing enter
prise with the ability to more quickly design and introduce
new products (increasing its competitive position and
revenue stream) and operate more efficiently (descreasing
its operating expenses). The bottom line result is an
improvement in the bottom line.

Manufacturing Industry

Major Trends .In R&D

n D 6 J\
[ I ~ I I I" I]

.. 0
R&D

AUTOMATED MFG 1R&D INTERFACES

* DESIGN TO MANUFAClURlNG

* PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS
BElWEEN RlD & PRODUCTION EN.>

GENERAL TRENa>

DISTRIBUTED R&D

* LARGE INCREASE IN DATA
FLOW BETWEEN R&D LOCATIONS

* PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS
FOR DESIGN TEAMS

I
[]-- II

ENTERPRISE HQ

R&D

SHARED CORPORATE INFORMATION

* COST INFORMATION

* SPECIFICATION INFORMATION

* DESIGN INFORMATION

Enterprise Network
EN07 3189
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MANUFACTURING

GENEAAL TREN1:6

* PRODUCTION AUTOMATION
* JUST IN TIME ( JIT)
* SHORTER REACTION TIMES
* INTRA CORP ELECTRONIC MAIL

SUBCONTR1CTORS

Manufacturing Industry
Major Trends In Manufacturing

I
D n 6 DnA n a

[I .. I I I .. I] ELECTRONICDATAINTEROiAt«;E [3 .. I I I .. FJ
* SUBASSEMBLY FORECAST
* V«>RK ORDERS
* 1CKNOYtt.EOGEMENTS
* SHIPPING INFORMATION

ENlERPRISEHQ

TIMELY MGNT INFORMATION

* PRODUCTlON RATES
* PRODUCTION COSTS
* INVENTORY LEVELS
* CHANGE MANAGEMENT'

Enterprise Network
EN08 3/89
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Financial Services

In the financial services industry, the enterprise-wide
network can be thought of as the "distribution channel" for
financial products. The deregulation of the banking
industry in the U.S., strengthening of financial trading
centers around the world (e.g., Tokyo, Singapore), and
widespread deployment of computing technology are all
stimulating the use of application networking in the
financial services industry. Specific uses of applications
networking in support of a financial services enterprise
include the following:

networked Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) extend the
reach of the enterprise in its ability to deliver
services to its customers.

transfer of buy/sell orders for securities directly to
various stock exchanges around the world.

electronic funds transfers to other institutions.

access to financial services from PCs located in a
customer's home or business establishment.

The use of such networked applications provides the ability
to more easily reach a larger number of customers (enhancing
competitive position and revenue) and to reduce the coper
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revenue dollar of delivering these services (reducing
operating expense). Enterprise-wide networking is a natural
means for delivering "soft" products like financial
services.

ENTERPRISE NETWORK: THE· INFRASTRUCTURE POR NETWORKED
APPLICATIONS

The implementation of the types·. of application networking
described in the preceding section requires the corporation
to think of the enterprise-wide· network as a critical part
of its infrastructure - similar to the manner in which its
factories, office buildings, and people are considered. We
view· the infrastructure for networked applications being
comprised of six principal modules. The following
paragraphs. describe· the general •. content of .each module along
with some specific exa~ples of Hewlett-Packard's approach to
providing. the. products and services required to implement
this infrastructure.

HP's ·Enterprise Network Solution

NETWORKED .APPLICATIONS

NETWORK MANAGEMENT NETWORKING
SERVICES

- NS..... - X.4OO MTA
- ARPA service. - 0I1iI::eCoIIMc:t
_. NttlDelwry to XAOO

NETWORK SUPPORT

- Man....ment Toole For
HPProcIu•••.g.
PPN NCPINOC

ACCESS -'m ....klent ""m IncIepend...
- x.. - AaJftc:" PADa
- aNA .. IBM PAD.
-. IIl.....Pt

-. Network PIannIno
aDeelgn

- ,..hOket8wRcll••
- aNAln........bIIty
- PuIIIIc Network.lnllr....ralllllty- MuiU-¥8nclorlntegRIIan

Pia.... a Application. ~---------------t

- ~.t Equipment TRANSPORT
NETWORKS

- NetA....

TRANSMISSION
NETWORKS - MDd_

-."Muxln~

Enterprise Network
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The foundation for the enterprise-wide infrastructure is .the
TRANSMISSION network. The transmission network. is comprised
of the actual transmission lines·- such as 56 KbpsDDS, Tl,
and T3 - together with the devices and systems used to
access and manage these facilities. A key. component in many
transmission networks is. the Transmission Resource Manager,
commonly referred to as the T-l mUltiplexer. The TRM
provides the consolidation point for mUltiple transport
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networks as well as the consolidation point for voice and
data networks. TRMs ensure the efficient utilization of
high-speed transmission facilities and the ability to
maintain physical paths through the network in the event of
a transmission facility failure. Major trends in
transmission networks include the migration from Tl to T3 as
the dominant line speed for very large networks and the
extension of the Tl locations to much smaller locations in
the enterprise via fractional Tl services and products.
TRMs are already appearing with the higher and lower
capacities to deal with this emerging environment.

Hewlett-Packard, as a provider of networked computer
systems, has chosen to add value to the product offerings of
the major TRM vendors by providing unique services which are
complementary to those of the TRM vendors. HP's value-added
includes the performance of end-to-end testing of the
operation of the TRM products in a networked applications
environment, providing customers guidance on how to
configure the TRM together with the transport network, LANs,
and end systems involved in the application. In addition,
HP provides a service known as NetAssure for our Tl
partners, in which we provide a singlepoint-of-contact for
coordination of the service for networks in which HP
products are deployed with selected TRM products.

The second major module in the infrastructure for networked
applications is the TRANSPORT network. In reality, we
should probably say transport networks, because most
companies have mUltiple voice and data transport networks
which are physically consolidated onto a single transmission
network. Each transport network provides reliable routing
and end-to-end transport for a particular set of networked
applications. X.25 transport is the most widely deployed
multivendor transport in the world today, supporting abroad
range of interactive applications, including electronic
mail, real-time POS, and automated order input/tracking.
SNA transport is used for providing remote users and systems
with access to applications requiring large IBM mainframes.
Finally, TCP/IP based transport has emerged in recent years
as a de facto standard for applications requiring LAN-like
speeds across the transmission network. Today, products in
each transport area are distinct and are provided by
different vendors. One of the key trends that we see is the
blurring of the boundaries between the different types of
transport and the emergence of new, multi- protocol
communications servers which provide the flexibility to
support mUltiple transports simultaneously.

HP's current offering is the HP Private Packet Network (HP
PPN) product line, providing a powerful, industry-standard
transport which can support a wide range of systems and
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applications. Although other computer systems venors rely
on industry standards to network their systems over anyone's
X.25 transport products (and HP can certainly support this
approach), HP has gone a step further by·· also offering its
own transport products. This gives our customer the option
of using any industry standard X.25 network or reducing the
number of vendors by giving a more complete end-to-end
solution.

ACCESS to the enterprise-wide network is the next major
module in the infrastructure for networked applications.
There are two principal categories of access - systems
resident and systems independent. Systems resident access
is native networking software in the end system, and systems
independent access· refers to the use of separate products
such as PADs and LAN-based servers. Major trends in the
access arena include the emergence of low-cost, but
mUlti-protocol PADs as an· alternative to today's protocol
specific PADs. In addition, ·we·are·seeing the introduction
of very high-performance LAN-based servers to·satisfy some
of the high-bandwidth applications such as transfers of
large files or images.

Most computer systems vendors, includingHP, now·provide
native X.25 software on their systems You'll note that we
provide X.25 support On both the HP3000 and HP9000product
lines along with X.25 access from our vectra PCs. In
addition, HP offers a family of X.25 PADs supporting
asynchronous, SDLC, and bisynch devices.

NETWORKING SERVICES provide the systems-resident, high-level
networking protocols for file transfers, remote database
access, file sharing, and message. transport - which are
required for full interoperabilityacross mUltiple systems.
In the commercial and scientific application environments,
de facto standards based around the ARPA services are
predominant today. In the·manufacturingenvironment, OSI
services (MAP 3.0, FTAM,MMS, etc.) have already been
defined and products implementing these services are being
introduced. The key trends that we see over the next few
years include the rapid DEPLOYMENT of the ~P 3.0 services
and the emergence of the OSIservices for the commercial and
scientific environments. A key·challenge during this period
will be thetnigration from the. de facto standards in use
today to the OSI·standards.

HP provides a broad range of support on its systems for all
of the major de· facto and OSI standards. In addition to our
proprietary NS services (which are optimized for. HP-to-HP
communications), we support ARPA services, MAP 3.0 services,
and are evolving to support the other OSI services.
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NETWORK MANAGEMENT represents the tools and services to
control and operate the enterprise-wide network on a
day-to-day basis. Included are network management tools
specifically tailored for controlling specific network
elements, integration systems for consolidating the network
management information for multiple categories of network
elements, and support services from third parties. Key
trends in this area include the establishment of standards
for network management systems and specific product
platforms for the integration of network management
information. In addition, several firms are now offering
facility management services to complement the internal
staff of the customer.

HP's OpenView network management strategy embraces a range
of product offerings and is based on strong support for
network management standards. An advantage of having a
consistent end-to-end network management strategy such as
OpenView is that the customer will have a consistent user
interface and display environment for managing the different
modules in their networking infrastructure, including the
management of the end systems on which the applications
reside. In addition, HP offers worldwide facility
management services, allowing customers to get the economic
advantage of a private network without having to staff up a
large organization to run the network on a day-to-day basis.

Finally, NETWORK PLANNING' DESIGN represents the services
provided to plan, size, and plan the implementation or
expansion of 'the network. These services are provided by
either the dominant vendor, a third-party consulting firm,
or the customer's internal communications staff. Trends in
this area center on increasing sophistication of the network
modeling design tools to result in more cost effective and
robust networks.

HP offers a complete range of these services, provided out
of three Customer Network Centers in Atlanta, Georgia;
Bristol, England; and Singapore, at which we concentrate our
network consulting expertise.

The infrastructure for networked applications is much more
than just computers or packet switches. It is a coord
inated, interconnected set of modules TRANSMISSION,
TRANSPORT, ACCESS, NETWORKING SERVICES, NETWORK MANAGEKENT ,
AND NETWORK PLANNING , DESIGN - which can be considered
individually but must be planned implemented and managed in
a highly coordinated fashion.
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BUILDING THE ENTERPRISE-WIDE NETWORK: KEY DECISION CRITBRJ:A

In the preceding section, we made the case for viewing and
planning the. enterprise-wide network as an end-to-end,
unified entity. Yet, the realities of the marketplace are
such·that no single vendor builds and sells .everything from
transmission to transport to services. The key to
successfully selecting vendors and building an
enterprise-wide network is striking a balance between
uniformity and diversity.

Diversity is inevitable because of the geographic scope of
the enterprise-wide network and the fact that different
vendors predominate in the different modules of the network.
Diversity is good because this allows the customer to take
advantage of the competitive marketplace and select from the
broadest range of products and services from vendors and
carriers. Uniformity should be maximized in network
management, network planning/design, and. overall service and
support, to·ensurea holistic structure· for the network and
to ensure optimized' end-to-end performance on an ongoing
basis.

The key criteria for· building the enterprise-wide network
are as follows:

The network planning should be driven by the
applications being networked. It is only through a
thorough understanding of these applications that the
traffic demands and performance requirements can be
accurately specified.

Vendors should have .anunderstandingofapplications
networking on an.end-to-end basis, even if they. do not
provide a complete solution. If a vendor does not
understand how his equipment contriButes to the
end-to-end performance of your applicati()n, he.will not
be able to provide the necessary level of support to
your network.

MUltiple network management systems will be required to
provide specific tools for managing specific network
elements. A consistent. user interface and display
environment across these •• systems can. reduce training
costs and provide maximum flexibility in assigning the
management of different network elements to different
organizations.
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Service and support should be structured to reduce the
number of vendors with which the customer must deal.
This can be accomplished by having some vendors
coordinate the support activities of others. This
reduces the complexity of the support process and
places responsibility on the vendors for isolating
problems between their r~spective systems.

Building an enterprise-wide network is a never-ending
process. with the continuing deployment of new networked
applications, the network must be continuously evolved. The
basic principles described above for the initial
construction of the network also provide solid guidelines
for its ongoing evolution.

SUMMARY

Enterprise-wide networking is driven by much more than
connectivity. The objective of enterprise-wide networking
is to provide an infrastructure for networked applications 
applications which are increasingly critical to the
day-to-day operations of the business. It is only by
considering the entire infrastructure transmission,
transport, access, networking services, network management,
and network planning/design that network planners and
vendors can deliver quality solutions to the networking
challenges of the enterprise.

Engineering

Enterprise Network
ENOl 3/89
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ADVOCATES OR ANTAGONISTS
A Strategy for Disaster Preparedness

JAMES A DEPP
UP TIME DISASTER RECOVERY, INC.

643 WEST STADIUM LANE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95834

916-648-1282

The development of a disaster recovery strategy is a process
of education and commitment. To be successful, our clients
confirm the process takes time, and involves a large number
of people. The determination of need is critical to
assessing the value of recovery, the justified costs of
recovery service, and to developing commitment to the
process. Several of your associates will have information
which should be part of this determination of need~and the
suggested investigations which follovshould reduce the time
for them to assist you. The assistance they give you at the
outset also prepares several of them. to assist you later,
either as the project is approved, or during the planning
stages.

A word of encouragement and of caution is appropriate. The
results are worth the effort - for some companies the payoff
has been in dollars ,saved/productivity increased, as well as
planning completed. For others, the payoff has been the
sur v i val 0 f t he com p any • Be gin youref for t s wi t h top
management because it is their interest in or willingness to
examine disaster recovery preparedness which will enable you
to achieve responsiveness from the many other people who can
make this effort effective.

Topics for investigation are grouped by professional who
might be knowledgeable or who might most easily investigate
the area. The specific professional may well be involved in
implementation of the recovery strate&y~ Specific areas of
involvement are suggested.

Development of recovery strategies will require information
a c cum u I a t ion, ass e ssm e nt, and s t rat e gy a p pro v. a I •
In f or mat i on a c cum u I a t ion inc Iud e s the imp act of dis a s t e r ,
the methods of continuing operation, the costs. Assessment
will be a selection process including the weighing of cost
versus benefit. The approval includes not only
administrative approval and funding, but also the legal and
purchasing activities to establish contracts for the
services needed.
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ADMINISTRATION

The administration must provide not only encouragement and
support, but also insight into the larger corporate
activities which may affect the plans being made for
recovery. This corporate direc·tion will make the initial
effort an even better investment.

Sensitivity to and perception of risks - which risks and
how significant they are

Cor p 0 rat e d i r ec t ion inn e w pro d u c t s , con t r 0 1 s ,
applications

Funding availability and timing for this project

It is likely that the processes of drawing information from
and giving information to upper management will overlap and
intertwine. As the resource person investigating/developing
disaster recovery objectives, you will likely be training
and educating others during most of this process. Be
prepared to educate whenever information is requested.

ACCOUNTANTS

Accountants should determine the financial impact of
disaster. The assets lost due to the disaster is one cost,
but the business impact may be much greater. This task is
not a precise one, and will change as more is learned about
recovery, and as assumptions are made about the details of
disaster and recovery.

Replacement costs for assets destroyed
Continuation costs for business operations
Lost revenue due to order cancellation or delay
Reduced labor efficiency during recovery
Training costs
Increased labor costs during recovery
Provision of alternate facilities
Penalties due to delivery delays (JIT)
Cost of restoring records
Insurance costs (even if self insured)
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ATTORNEYS

Attorneys should assess the legal exposure of the
organization to business interruption due to disasters.
This varies with ~ndustry and your particular situation.
The list which follows gives a number of regulations and
laws which may affect your situation.

The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977.
Banking Circulars for 1983, 1984
Armed Forces regulations and procurement policies, which

vary by branch of the services and cammodity
National Bureau of Standards publications (87)
Off~ce of Management and Budget Circulars (A-123,A-130)
United ~tates Department of Agriculture (DM3140-1)
Transportation directives (1600)
Treasury directives {81-41)
Department of Energy orders (1360.2,5636.2,5636.4)
Employment Regulations

Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
Employees' Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

(ERISA)
Privacy Act of 1974
Economic Stabilization Act (Wage/Price Controls)
Federal Unemployment Tax Act
Freedom of Information Act
Fa~r Labor Standards Act

Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970
Executive Orders and Federal Regulations
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935
Credit/Investments

Equal Credit Opportunity Act
Investment Advisors Act (1940) or Company Act (1940)
Securities Act of 1933
Truth in Lending Act

Contractual or service obligations to customers or
vendors

Just in Time ordering (JIT)
Control records for quality, integr~tyorlot

The attorney's review of contracts for recoveryserv~cesmay
be required. It will help in the early discussions for
service to know the legal requirements for your company, and
for the attorney to fully understand the nature of the
services, and the objectives to be met b~ the service.
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AUDITORS

Auditors aie great advocates of recovery preparation, and
are both a source of information and of access to higher
levels in the administrative heirarchy. While auditors
frequently cause the investigation of recovery needs and
alternatives, they should not be viewed as adversaries.
They can provide insight and options.

Business pr~ctices which support recovery
Ways others have overcome specif~c weaknesses
Checklists of specific needs in the recovery process
Applications which need specific handling
Corporate policies
Audit expectations for strategies, plans, tests

The auditors mayor may not be willing to assist in the
writing of the recovery plan, or its testing, but they will
probably have to approve the strategy and plan, and review
the test results. Find out early the needs they see, and
objectives which they feel need to be met.

ACTUARIALS

Actuarials and insurance specialists are the source of
supportive information, and may contribute to the financial
justification for the recovery services. Look to them for
both exposure to hazards as well as opportunities for
savings in insurance charges as a result of the planning and
protection provided.

Assess exposure to various hazards
Evaluate the likelihood of specific events
Develop risk management options
Provide loss coverage and business continuation coverage
Establish rate reductions based upon recovery preparation
Determine which professional adjuster will be used to

determine damages to protect against delays in
negotiating the claim
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ARCHITECTS

Arc hit e c t s, co nt r act 0 r s, and eng i nee r in g s t a f f s s h 0 u I d b e
asked for assessment of the degree of damage and ~rocess of
rebu~lding which miglit be expected for the physical
facilities.

Probable damage due to the hazards known or anticipated
Possible injury level which might be expected, and steps

to reduce, if possible.
Prevention activities which will reduce or delay the

damage
Availability of equipment and materials required
Permit requirements and the time necessary to acquire

them
Temporary relocation options and their costs
Identification of contractors and subcontractors for

preliminary discussion and development
Estimates of time delays which might be experienced

During actual plan development and preparation for test or
recovery, these people can take a number of steps which will
speed up the recovery process. This may include drawings,
permits, prea ppro val s, training of su bcon trac t or s. In
short, reconstruction will be the longest path in the
recovery plan, and any steps which can.accelerate this step
will be of benefit.

AUTHORITIES

The authorities - police, fire,building ins~ectors, health
department - may be the ones dictating who has access to the
facility following a disaster, and what is required or
allowed for temporary or permanent restoration of
activities. It is worthwhile to contact them for insight
and preparation.

Inspection requirements for reoccupying the facilities
Access to the facility or area
Acceptable interim options which might involve the

facility or grounds
Restrictions which might apply, and their reasons for

them
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ASSOCIATES

Associates within your company can identify the real world
impact of the disaster, and determine the steps required to
operate without the computer support, or with limited
support. When the line operations of the company are
impacted by the loss of the computer, the value of recovery
so 1 utions go up.

Alternate strategies for operation
Minimum configuration requirements
Schedule options for crews
Opportunities to operate without the computer or with

delayed input

If the adverse impact on the line activity of the company is
great, these will be the people who are key advocates for
recovery preparedness.
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CONTINGENCY PLANNING -- THE AUDIT PROCESS

Leslie A. Virgilio
CooperVision Ophthalmic Products

3495 Winton Place
Rochester, New York 14623

(716) 427-7960

Disaster Recovery is the ability to continue your information
processing when your facilities for doing so are unavailable.
Situations requiring recovery can be natural disasters, industrial
accidents, human relations, and hardware failure. None of these
are recoverable without a Contingency Plan. The Disaster Recovery
Strategy protects against the improbable. Contingency Planning
prepares you for the inevitable.

Companies should insure their computer hardware for the
replacement costs involved. Along with this policy they· may also
have an· "ability-to-operate" clause which guarantees them some
income should they have to close business due to data processing
failures. Most insurance policies protect against immediate
financial loss due to disaster. Other losses such as client base,
reliability of service, cash flow, payroll calculations, and
reporting capabilities are not recoverable on insurance policies.

Auditors are now requesting that part of their clients corporate
profile be a Contingency Plan and Disaster Recovery Strategy. Some
organizations may even be pressured by government agencies to
prepare such a plan. Yet, when companies are asked whether or not
they have a Contingency Plan for their Data Processing needs, the
answer is often, "Yes, we back up our system and store our tapes
at a remote location." The problem with this 4nswer is what do you
do with those tapes if your machine is unavailable to use due to a
disaster situation? Several options are available.

One option is a Private Backup Site. These sites are owned by the
business involved. To be of full benefit in the case of a
disaster, this site should be in a different location than the
original. There are two types of private backup sites: "cold" and
"hot". A "cold" site is a fully equipped computer facility,
without the computer. Only electrical power, air conditioning, and
telecommunications equipment exist. When disaster strikes, the
computer and required peripherals must be obtained, installed, and
tested. Although relatively low in cost, the "cold" site has the
disadvantage of a lengthy implementation. A "hot" site is a fully
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equipped computer facility with an identical or very similar
computer system to the original, already installed. Obviously, the
most desirable system from an operations standpoint, this
alternative is extremely expensive. Another drawback to this
alternative is the easy justification for using the
system/facility for other uses. This eliminates the 100%
availability for disaster recovery.

A second option is a Mutual Backup or Reciprocal Agreement. A
Mutual Backup Agreement can be between two businesses, or between
two different computer sites within the same business, with
similar system configurations. They agree to back up one another
should a disaster occur. The businesses are usually located near
each other. To eliminate competition, the companies are usually in
different industries. Although there is little or no cost to the
agreement, there are several drawbacks. Few corporations will
allow a second or third level manager to form a binding contract
on a handshake. There are very few sites with sufficient excess
capacity to operate a second business without curtailing their own
operations. will your CEO allow his business to fall behind to
allow another company to use his hardware? Further, the most
critical phase of Disaster Planning is testing. This is the step
most commonly omitted from mutual agreements. For these agreements
to really work, companies would have to have far more computer
capacity than their businesses require.

A third option is the "Cold" Backup Site, which is similar to the
privately owned cold backup site. It is an "empty shell" facility
owned and operated by a company in the business of data disaster
recovery. Cold Sites bring up the term "Allowable Downtime". How
long can you be.without a computer? How long will it take to "warm
up" a cold site? Is it conceivable that a hardware configuration
sufficient to support operations can be delivered, installed, and
made operational within a sufficient amount of time to keep the
company running efficiently? An open purchase order with a vendor
for delivery of a complete configuration only guarantees purchase
of the equipment, not that it will be delivered when needed.

A fourth option is a Remote Site. This type of facility depends on
telecommunications. Dialing into a computer system can create
problems for the users. The number of external forces working
against the ability to exchange information are staggering:
weather, traffic accidents, power failures, and load switching
just to mention a few. Also, you must be sufficiently supplied
with modems, at reasonable working speeds, and terminals to be
able to use the Remote Site.

A fifth option is a Mobile Site. The Mobile Site again brings up
the term "Allowable Downtime". Alot of computing power can be put
in the back of a truck, but how soon can you get it where it is
needed? And at what cost?
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Another· option is the Hot Backup Site. This situation·is probably
the most .acceptable solution to disaster recovery. It is a fully
equipped computer facility, owned and operated by a company in the
business of disaster . recovery. Although there can be competition
for its use, disaster recovery companies can often compensat,e by
having mUltiple CPU's and/or multiple . hot site 'locations ... Often,
the disaster recovery facility can also accommodate users by
having terminals/workstations for people to use ..

The choice of where to recover must meet···the needs of .• ,the· company.
Hewlett-Packard has provided us with computing hardware
compatibility unsurpassed in the industry; an interchangeable
operating. system .•.. For the .. most part,. any software will run on any
machine . just by .using two MPE commands: RESTORE and. RUN.
Therefore, any of the above options will work.

Assuming you .have solved ·the hardware. problem, what • about your
users? A workable.· Disaster 'Recovery 'Strategy. and Contingency. Plan
requires not . only hardware to continue operations ( but 'also a
transferable set of software'and users.

What then should the approach to Auditing and Contingency Planning
be? Ask yourself "What·s wrong . with the existing < • methods, of
preparing for a disaster?" The answer is simple. We writeup a set
of procedures, document. systems, define requirements,. ignore the
users, put it on a shelf and never look at it again.. For a
Contingency Plan to work, the document must become a useful tool;
something that will be/a part of our daily operations and decision
making. If it ,.1s used daily, it·. will be updated. Having current
information is the only way any Contingency Plan can work.

BasicDP Auditsare.offeredby most public auditing. firms as part
of the annual Financial Audit. These audits cover procedures and
data flow, usually tracking specific portions of information ,in
order to understand their source. This information should be
incorporated into the Contingency Plan. However, ··a. complete plan
must ,also include. the mechanics of operation .• Itmust be. developed
by individuals. who know .and understand the computer '. systems being
utilized as well as the information processing needs and methods
of the·, organization. The only, .way. to truly accomplish. this .. is
through the .Data· Processing Audit .•.• This Audit includes complete
definition of the Data Processing System, both manual and
computerized. Identiflcationof. each application .'. and the subsets
of these applications, are. also defined. Within the subsets, key
personnel, special requirements such as source. documents.',' and
output forms, as well as the relationship between applications,
are revealed.

It is not good enough for .·the·. Contingency Plan to tell' us only
what to do when a syst.em fails.. It must guide us when the
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individual component parts of the system go astray. These
component part failures come in a variety of ways. The most common
in any organization is key user vacation time and extended sick
leave. Moreover, from a computerized standpoint, if data becomes
corrupted or application software fails, which related
applications will no longer function? As mentioned earlier, we
are dealing with the inevitable. People will change jobs.
Hardware systems will fail. Processing will need to be stopped. By
understanding the interrelationships and needs of the data
processing function, it becomes possible to prepare for these
inevitable situations.

Contingency Planning cannot be restricted to the computerized flow
of information. It must include those manual procedures required
to supply the flow and support those which are computer dependent.
In the event of a complete systems disaster, such as fire, it is
also necessary for the Contingency Plan to identify which
applications are critical to daily business; which applications
need to be put into place first. Fortunately, the Data Processing
Audit identifies the applications most critical to the
organization and, of these, what other applications are dependent
and which are related. We now have the ability to put into place
portions of the overall system versus restarting of the entire
process.

There are several factors that should be considered when doing a
Data Processing Audit. These include: hardware resources
utilization & requirements; primary & secondary systems support
equipment; vendors; forms; software applications; personnel -
duties, responsibilities, back-up and schedules; emergency
calling; sUbordinates; risk analysis -- resources, environment,
personnel and software; critical processing timetable; allowable
downtime. Let's look at each of . these critical areas
independently.

HARDWARE RESOURCES UTILIZATION AND REQUIREMENTS
When evaluating hardware resources for disaster recovery planning,
we need to know what the minimum requirements needed to be able to
function in a contingency mode are. In order to determine that, we
need to know current hardware configurations, including: operating
system MIT; computer series; megabytes of main memory; number of
printers and LPM speeds; number of modems and bawd rates required;
number of Mux. channels; number of INP boards; number of modem
links; number of tape drives and BPI speeds; disk space utilized;
number of terminals needed and if any special terminals are needed
for added memory or graphics capabilities; special equipment such
as bar code readers and optical scanners.

PRIMARY & SECONDARY SYSTEMS SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
For each site location, we need to know about the environment.
What type of power control equipment do we have? What type of
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environment control equipment? Who are the vendors, the contacts?
What company provides our power source? Do we have fire
protection? If yes, what type? Halon, water sprinklers? What type
of structure is the computer room? Are there fire walls? If there
is a ·.fire •outside the computer room, how much time do ·we have
before the computer room catches fire as well? All this
information is vital to be able to rebuild the type of facility
you currently have· and/or to be able· to· salvage what currently
exists. These factors also determine the disaster risks and
survival abilities.

VENDORS
Computer supplies and other equipment needed to run your systems
may also be inaccessible in a disaster situation. A list of
vendors with· purchase order· numbers, inventory lists, and other
information is crucial to facilitate replacements. Information
about software vendors. is needed as well. Does the company provide
telesupport and/or sitesupport? •Who is . the primary contact? Has
the vendor given .. approval for the· use of their software· .. on an
alternate machine? You want this information easily accessible.

FORMS
Identification. of·. forms •must also be·· done •• What are the forms used
in. the applications? Who is the vendor?· What is the·· order unit of
measure? What. is· the monthly usage? What is the order lead time?
Where are the forms stored? What applications use <the.· form and
what is the consumption by the application? Forms identification
not only applies to preprinted output forms. It should include
manually prepared source docwnents that are needed.

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS
Software applications can have one of three characteristics. They
can be dependent, independent. or associated. . Independent
applications .are those which. will function as self-contained units
regardless of the existence .ofany ··other applications. Dependent
applications are those which require interaction between two
different applications .for the purpose of decision .making.
Associated applications are .•• those .which utilize·. portions of other
systems.. in<apassive manner.·· For. each application, . dependent and
associated applications.· must be identified .• Each application user
must· be identified ·as· well as their duties·. and responsibilities.
Back up personnel must be. assigned ... to each user. Who .are the in
house. technicians? Is there·a. vendor .. software engineer? If . yes,
who is it? Where can he/she be reached and at what hours? What
type of application are we running? Finance, order .entry, etc.
What languages is the application written in? What types.of files
does. it require? If it's· a purchased application, have.any of the
programs been customized? How many terminals are needed to .. run the
application? How. many megabytes of disk spaces? How many people?
What is the Allowable Downtime.? Which computer installation is
used . for this appIications ..processing? • For each .subset of . the
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application, the transaction volume and required transaction turn
around time must be defined. The critical processing times of each
subset must also be defined, as well as the duration. We also
need to know what special equipment, whether computer or non
computer, is needed to run each application successfully. For
instance, when running accounts payable, the checks may need to be
printed on a special printer, bursted by a burster, folded and
sealed by a folding machine and then stamped by a postage meter.
We need to define if the equipment is critical or merely useful to
the processing. A most critical question ..• has the vendor approved
use of the software at an alternate site in a disaster situation?
Does the application require special forms? If yes, are they
critical or just useful?

PERSONNEL -- DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES, BACK-UP, SCHEDULES
Who are the key people in the information flow? They know who they
are, but how many of us have assumed responsibilities, out. of
necessity, that our direct supervisors are unaware of? The
relationships between people and their work are similar to the
relationships between hardware and software and between software
applications. Knowing how the people relate to the work performed
is just as important as knowing how the hardware and software
relate to each other. This is the mechanics of operation, the
manual process required to support the electrical process.

EMERGENCY CALLING
An Emergency Calling List is a list of all key people, in call
priority order. Supervisory personnel should be given the highest
call priority since they should be the first to be notified in the
case of a disaster.

SUBORDINATES
All key personnel need to be listed by their supervisor. In the
case of a disaster, each supervisor needs to know who they need to
contact and what the appropriate phone numbers are.

RISK ANALYSIS -- RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENT, PERSONNEL, SOFTWARE
This area is very critical. There are several ways of reducing the
risk of a disaster from protection of computer data to protection
of data center operations; from protection of vital user records
to insurance. A successful risk analysis will identify areas that
are lacking. Areas that, if not taken care of, could be partially
responsible for a data processing disaster.

CRITICAL PROCESSING TIMETABLE
Critical processing periods are designated for each system and/or
subsystem. This information indicates how long an application can
be unavailable before it is needed again. It will also indicate
how long the application needs to run to successfully complete.
Since this information varies from day to day, it is more or less
represented in calendar form. Special processing periods (end of
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month, quarter, etc.) are also specified. All this is taken into
consideration when making judgments about data recovery.

ALLOWABLE DOWNTIME
How long can the company survive without a computer system? The
allowable downtime can be dependent on the day of the week, day of
the month, and/or .time of day. Typically, allowable downt.ime is
the length of time between the running of critical applications.

With all this related information pulled together, the Contingency
Plan emerges. But more than just a Contingency Plan, you also have
an Audit Report that defines the mechanics of operations, the
relationships of applications, the key users and their schedules,
and the special requirements required to support the electronic
flow of information. A document that, because it is used on a
daily basis,. will be kept current.

Preparation for the inevitable must begin with foresight. If we
are to protect. our business, and ourselves, against catastrophe
and limit disaster, our data must be sound, our plan current, and
our resources assured. The steps that must be taken are: making
provisions for the replacement.costs·of data processing equipment,
including the facility itself; aUditing and .documenting the data
processing situation; updating the document as required; selecting
a recovery site and binding it with a contract; and testing, at
least once a year, to make sure the plan works. Anything less, and
the preparation for the inevitable could turn to disaster.
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It C~n't Happen to Me!
(Disaster preparedness - A Real Life Adventure)

Jim Pashak
Hewlett-Packard Company

7887 Washinqton Village Drive
Dayton, Ohio 45459

Disasterrecovery·isa topic often preached and whole heartedly
subscribed to but rarely is it placed high on the project list.
A system manager's or programmer's time is too preciousand.costly
to work on something that, in all likelihood, will never be used.
It's difficult to tell the sales manager you cannot get his report
for two weeks .because you are •writing. a disaster recovery plan .
I agree that it is difficult to justify the time when so many other
things need to. be done ASAP. If your company· uses the computer
to run its business, how can you not take the time?

I have been around the HP3000 since 1977. Back then, disaster
recovery procedureswere.torestorefromyourpartial.and full
backups. More than any other reason. at that time, they were dOl1e
to protect yourself from the. fatal head crash, or the overzealous
CE who demanded to realign your heads. every. three months during
PM (preventive. Maintenance - arch., CE scheduled. time. to work on
system to prevent failures and unscheduled downtime ,but many times
resulted in. same). Backup and emergency siteswere.covered by
finding a user with a similar •• configuration and >agreeing to share
unused computing power, during 8 PM to 4 AM for example. Reciprocal
agreements are not bad. I am just not sure how. workable they are
and, until recently, had.not had. a customer. that required one.

Hardware •• reliabil i ty has gone •up in quantum leaps since ·1977, but
the same.disasters.that.were.withusback<then. are still around
- fire,. floods, earthquakes,> tornados, hurricanes. We are all
aware of these and ..know they cannot be prevented. What can be
prevented is a maj or loss of data and unreasonable delays in getting
another system installed ..• Of the two sites in the Dayton area that
had disasters recently, •..• neither had formal. disaster recovery
plans .In fact, neither had written data recovery plans to explain
how to recover system and data files, should the system manager
be on vacation.
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The first site is a construction firm with its headquarters north
of Dayton. This firm specializes in luxury resort hotels and
condominiums in the Carribean Basin. The building is a one story
brick structure with a flat roof. Their HP3000/42 with one 7933
disc drive and a 7970 tape drive was installed in May, 1985. They
use third party software for job tracking, financials, and payroll.
The computer room is an interior office with separate air
conditioning, power, and has a raised floor. The DP staff consists
of two people, one of which is a contractor. Backups have always
been done at this site using the standard weekly full and partials
the remaining days. Also on site is a concrete, fireproof safe
where the weekly backup tapes are kept. No formal written
procedures existed for data recovery and system recovery was
considered covered by insurance.

Both the system manager and the contractor had been to a user's
group meeting in October, 1988 with the main speaker's topic
disaster recovery_ The first thing to be implemented as a result
of that meeting was to start labeling their backup tapes better.
Data recovery was not considered a problem.

The roof was almost done. Work had been on-going for about a month,
starting in mid-October, and was expected to be done soon. All
that remained to be completed was about 8 feet around the perimeter
of the building. The weather forecast called for rain so the
roofing contractor covered the unfinished portion of the roof with
plastic and weighted it down. A procedure used often and
effectively. Unfortunately, at 2 AM on 10 November, 1988 it not
only rained but winds gusting 50 to 60 mph accompanied the rain.
The plastic put down temporarily was blown off. The permanent
roofing already in place was lifted by the wind and rain blown under
it. Ceiling tiles absorbed water until the weight of the water
caused them to come crashing down. Making everything look like
it was covered with wet snow. The carpet was soaked with water.
That was the scene that greete~ the building manager when he arrived
on the scene at 4:30 AM after being awakened by the storm.

The system manager was called at 6:00 AM and told to come down
immediately. The computer room has a different ceiling than the
rest of the building and at first look did not look too bad. When
he saw the water dripping from the air conditioning vent directly
onto the disc drive, he suspected there may be a problem. The disc
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drive (an HP7933) had spun down. He pulled up the floor tile and
noticed that water was about one-eighth inch from going into the
outlets and started vacuuming the water with a wet/dry vacuum. His
better jUdgment took over and he went to the main breaker and shut
off power to the computer room before continuing. Later that
morning he placed a service call to HP.

The CE arrived on-site early that afternoon but couldn't really
tell how extensive the problems were going to be. The disc drive
obviously had problems because it had gotten the most water. What
kind of problems and the extent would have to be determined later
when things were dried out and power could be restored to the
system.

11 November - The CE checked out the system over the course of the
day. The Sales Rep called the customer and volunteered a site at
the HP office if they needed to get some processing done.

14 November - The estimate for parts and labor to repair the disc
and cpu was $10,000. In addition, there may be additional charges
for the cpu for problems that would surface when a good disc was
installed and all tests done.

15 November - Customer met with insurance adjusters. This was a
preliminary meeting to determine what direction to take ·with
hardware. They were told to take their pc's to a pc store for repair
and not to do anything with the HP3000 at this time. The customer
qlso started getting preliminary prices on new and remarketed
equipment from HP.

16 November - Customer's management said to start ordering
equipment from HP. The insurance company seemed to be dragging
its feet and something needed to be done~ The HP sales rep started
arranging for a demo system Series 52 from the Dayton office to
be sold to the· customer. At about 3 PM I was told the customer
was buying the demo system and to get it ready for. shipment. I
did a full backup on the system and started de-installing the parts
the customer didn't need (Lanic, INP's, ADCC's). I had the system
ready to head out the door at 6 PM. That evening they met with
the insurance adjusters again. The insurance company said we don't
owe you a 52, we owe you a 40 and we know where we can get one with
a disc drive for $13-14K. The system manager's response was \ 'I
want to know where the system.came from and the particulars about
it."
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Management to system manager - "What do you think about it?"
System Manager - "I want guarantees that it will work."
Insurance company - "It's the same computer you have now."
System Manager - \ \ I know the history of our system and it's
reliability and have no idea what this one would be."
Since it was after 7 PM, they could get no information on the system
proposed by the hardware broker.

17 November - The system the insurance company was proposing was
from two different sites. This was not considered the optimum
solution by the system manager. HP was called that morning and
told not to ship the system. That afternoon the customer agreed
the difference in price between the broker's system and HP's would
be worth the peace of mind and they would also get an upgrade. Call
came in to HP that afternoon to ship the system. A truck showed
up at HP's loading dock at 5:00 PM and arrived at the customer's
site before 6:00 PM.

18 November - The system was installed and reloaded. No data was
lost because a partial was done the evening before the rain storm.

19 November - This was a Saturday. The data entry people came in
to enter the past week and a half's transactions.

21 November - Everything back to normal. Reports that were damaged
by the water were re-printed (Spool files from period close are
placed on tape prior to printing for recovery purposes.).

Why did it take so long to replace the system? What might be done
differently to get the system faster and with less hassle? Part
of the reason it took so long is because of the nature of the
customer's business. Resort hotel construction doesn't happen
overnight. Material required had been either on site or ordered
for the next several weeks work. Payroll is processed every two
weeks and had just been completed prior to the rain storm so they
had about a little less that two weeks before it had to be done
again.

What might be done differently to get the system faster and with
less hassle? Make sure the equipment list the insurance company
has is up-to-date. In this case the insurance rider that re
imburses a company for lost time had been dropped, so the insurance
didn't have any great reason for speeding things up.
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What did you learn?
The value of backups.
Insurance companies sure don't move as fast as TV commercials
show.
Not to keep dump listings lying around.
Would be nice to have hot site some where, but until costs
come down (or until we get richer), it won't happen.

The second site is a small manufacturer that had a Micro 3000 with
a HP7914 and HP7937 disc drives and a HP7974 tape drive. for running
a manufacturing package. Since the Micro 3000 requires no special
environment for operation, it was placed in an office designated
as the computer room in the main manufacturing site. The total DP
staff is a part-time system manager and a part time operator to
do backups. This site is a three story brick building built in
1890 with the newest addition built around 1920. A new addition
for administration was· added recently but no one had moved into
it. The interior floors and floor joist are wood. About 250 people
are employed at this site working two shifts so people are normally
on site from 6:00 AM to 12:00 midnight.

Backup procedures call for a full backup Friday evening and
partials Monday thru Thursday evenings. Backup tapes are kept in
a fireproof safe on-site. A typical backup was around 14 tapes.

On Wednesday, 11 Jan 1989 one of the shop foremen came in at 5: 45
AM. and discovered the fire. The fire department was called
immediately and the fire was extinguished a short time later. The
fire started in electrical conduit in the ceiling about 30 feet
from the computer room. It spread over the top of the computer
room and burned through the ceiling joist, producing a lot of smoke.
The sprinkler system, of course, went on spraying water over the
entire building. It appears the temperature sensing power shunt
was tripped because the printer stopped in the middle of a printout.
The computer system was not burned but was completely covered with
thick, black soot.

The system manager was never alerted so he came rolling. in at his
normal time (about 8:00AM). He found out that for some reason
the operator did not get the tapes put in the safe that night.
Convincing the fire department he needed to go in the building,
they escorted him to the computer room to pick up his very sooty,
but not melted tapes. The insurance company and HP were notified
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immediately. The insurance company brought in a hardware broker
that said they would provide a re-marketed system that would be
eligible for HP maintenance. The system manager balked at this.
They had purchase new hardware from HP and wanted the system
replaced with new hardware from HP.

While the negotiations were going on between the customer and the
insurance company, the HP sales rep was on the phone to California
I ining up a replacement system. Because Micro· 3000' s are
manufactured in Mexico, it was decided that going through customs
would cause too much of a delay. A remarketed system from HP was
available immediately and was acceptable to the customer. As soon
as HP got the OK, it would be shipped .

. On Thursday, negotiations took place with the insurance company.
The customer decided to take the opportunity to upgrade some of
the equipment with them paying the difference between the insurance
settlement and the actual price.

On Friday, management decided something had to be done and a
purchase order was cut for the new system. The president of the
company also told the insurance company that if they did not settle
he would shut the company down for two weeks while they were
deciding; forcing the insurance company to cover wages for 250
employees. The order was called to the local HP office that
afternoon and relayed immediately to California.

The system was air-freighted to Dayton on Saturday and installed
by the CE Sunday (in the new office addition). The tapes, although
very dirty, were not damaged by the fire or water. The heads on
the tape drive had to be cleaned often but went through fine. No
data was lost and the system was up and operational Sunday evening.
New data lines were pulled and new terminals installed. By
Wednesday everything was 100 percent operational.

This site was as prepared or possibly more prepared than many sites
to handle what happened. Had it not been for the operator not taking
the tapes to the safe, the data recovery portion would have been
trivial. As it was, it was a bit tense until all of the tapes were
read. They were a bit luckier than most might have been because
the new site was already there waiting for them to move in. The
fire speeded up that process a bit. It wasn't all luck though.
They have a company that comes through periodically to inspect the
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building and equipment and make recommendations on safety. That
company also evaluates the equipment on site and has an inventory
of what is on site.

What have they learned? Since they were doing things about as well
as could be expected before the fire, not too much has changed.
The HP7974 was replaced with a HP7980 so the operator has to take
3 or fewer tapes to the safe (as opposed to 14), so it is not likely
the tapes will be left out again. They are looking at having their
new insurance policy written to cover replacement costs as opposed
to the current value. They still have not written any procedures
yet.

Some simple suggestions to make your disaster recovery easier:
- Follow your backup procedures;
- Label your tapes clearly;
- Have either off-site storage or a fire proof safe for storing

backups;
- Check your insurance policy periodically so you know what

is covered;
- If you have no written procedures, write them;
- Determine if a backup computer site is necessary and have

it ready if possible (it could be a store room with power
run to it);

- Test out your procedures periodically - at least to the point
where data recovery is done logically;

There are a lot more, I'm sure. These are but a few to just get
you thinking about disaster recovery. Its something that we hope
never happens, but there is no substitute for adequate planning.
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using the 950: A Practical Perspective
Gary Sogar

Litton Integrated Systems
2300 Litton Lane

Hebron, Kentucky 41048
606-334-2991

I. INTRODUCTION

This. paper is intended for new users and users-to-beof
Hewlett-Packard's 900 series computers. It should answer the
question "What is it really like to migrate to a 'Spectrum' and
use it daily?" other questions that will be answered include
"Is it really that fast, what's so different about it ••• I mean
really," and "what's this I hear about 'job starvation'?"

The buyer of a 900 series is faced with a difficult task.
There are many questions, but the answers are difficult to find.
The machine is so new the ·local HP representatives have a
difficult time getting complete answers. Also, there is not a
well-known· network, either formal or informal, of "Spectrum"
users one can turn to for the "real dirt." Rumors are
frequently heard from "usually reliable sources," but they are
difficult to confirm.

While this paper doesn't have all the answers, it should
serve as a good overview and starting point for those newly
initiated into the 900 family. After surveying the planning and
implementation process, I will address ·day-to-day issues,
including a collection of miscellaneous information, . notes,
observations, "gotchas" and recommendations.

One note about the possible obsolescence of the technical
information contained in this paper. It was written in May of
1989. S~me of the problems and information presented may be
outdated and inaccurate by the time you read this. Please check
with your local HP representative.

II. PLANNING

Many areas need to be addressed before actual installation
and implementation of the new machine can occur. Planning and
preparation will guarantee a successful and problem-free (as
much as humanly possible) migration. The following paragraphs
briefly describe the main areas of concern with recommendations.

cpu, MEMORY AND DISC SPACE: After deciding to buy a 900
series, you now must decide exactly what to bUy. Which cpu to
buy can only be determined by each site's.particularneeds.
There are good rules of thumb for the purchase of the other two
main ingredients: disc and memory.
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DISC SPACE: Increase your current disc capacity by forty to
fifty percent. This is due to three hard facts: MPE XL and
system files take more space than on the classic machine, native
mode program files take more space than analogous compatibility
mode files, and optimized compatibility mode program files take
ten or even fifteen times the space as non-optimized ones (more
information later on optimized program files).

MEMORY: About 0.8 to 1.2 meg for each interactive user,
depending upon how much code and data are shared. For example,
if you average seventy to eighty users during normal business
hours you should buy 96 meg. You might be tempted to buy more,
since you've heard about memory mapped files and that jobs eat
up memory. More memory can be helpful, but try the recommended
amount first. If you don't experience any problems, additional
memory probably won't significantly increase your performance.
Too much memory can even cause performance problems, but more
about that in the later part of the paper.

PRINTERS AND TERMINALS: Some older printers and terminals
may not work on your new machine. Older HP terminals may need
to have their ROM's upgraded or they won't be able to
communicate with the 900. Any terminal must have XON/XOFF
capability. In the case of printers, older ones may be on the
unsupported list. You may try to use them, see that they print,
and assume they work. Data will be lost, however, if they go
off-line while printing. No upgrades for these printers: they
must be replaced.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS: Make sure all your multiplexors have
settings for XON/XOFF. Be wary of "black boxes" or any other
device that may alter the signal, especially handshaking
control. Telecommunication is a bit more sensitive on the 900.
For example, if XON/XOFF is not set correctly at your printer
and both mUltiplexors, your printer will not perform properly,
if at all.
Terminals can communicate with the 900 at 9600 baud with no
problem as long as they are set to XON/XOFF transmit and receive
pacing and have parity set to "none."

LDEV NUMBERS: Make sure you have an accurate listing of
logical device numbers, including terminal/printer types and
baud rates. Label you cables, too. The accurate ldev and cable
numbers are essential when you do the massive re-plugging into
the DTC's. The terminal/printer types and baud rates are needed
when you run NMMGR to configure the DTC ports. There are fewer
terminal/printer types on the 900, and the list will help you
determine the correct settings.

THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE: Obtain native mode versions of your
software if possible. Some compatibility mode packages run
horribly on the Spectrum or may even crash your system. The
closer the package is to working inside the operating system and
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system utilities the higher the possibility that a compatibility
mode might cause problems.

Obtain your software as soon as possible. This •• will permit
you to. load-and-playon your ·new· machine .as earlyi as .. you can.
This .wil1 also. mean the vendor will send you·. update· tapes. as
they are released, which is very important for software newly
converted to •native ·i mode

An additional note on third party software. Most vendors'
prices are based on the CPU you own, ... so be prepared for an
increase is cost. sometimes this increase is substantial.
Sometimes it's criminal.

TRAINING: The importance of training cannot be over
emphasized. The three· MPE.XL related classes (programmer,
operator and.systemmanager) ·are.essential. They· are. also very
good and full. of information both necessary and useful. . The
student manuals for these classes are useful to keep. Wehave
used ours several times as reference sources. If possible,. send
more than one person to each class, but. send each to a different
instructor (Which usually means a different site). Each
instructor has his or·her own.expertise·and areas to emphasize.
Different training sites also mean different student
popUlations, which could potentially· yield variety of
interesting information.

STAFF: As migration comes closer, and especially.after
your new box i.sdelivered, your staff will become more and. more
involved in making the new computer operational. Planning their
time and dutie.sis important, since they> will also be
maintaining. your current .system until migration. ii. is complete.
Appoint.one.person as the migration coordinator•. This person's
responsibilities i.would include order· verification of· hardware
and software, schedUling delivery, beingtheprimaryHP contact,
planninghardwara and ~oftware installation, requirements
planning, etc. In short, someone.to plan the major tasks for
migration, ii· but not to do all the .work.

CURRENT. SYSTEM: Do a thorough cleanup of.your·system,
especially· your· databases. Downsize.youridatasets. Masters·can
(and should) get s.omewhat fuller on the Spectrum (90% or even
more). Because of the "mapped file" situation, I/O is not as
much as a problem (since •the· system does as much as it can in
memory), so migrating secondaries aren't the problem they. were.
Don't bother to pack your details yet. When you bring them over
to the new<machines they'll be split up allover the disks
anyway. It is important, however, to pack them after they're on
the new system.

HP provides iseveral programs .. that run on your current
system that will aid in migration. For example, one will list
all programs that have privileged mode (a potential death knell
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on the 900). These programs use little overhead, and most
definitely should be used.

UDC'S: Take a close look at your UDC files. This is for
two reasons. First, some of your more creative UDC authors
might be doing some processing that would be dangerous on the
Spectrum, such as the PM taboo. Second, the new command file
feature can be an excellent alternative to the difficult to
maintain UDC files. For the purpose of this paper, a command
file could be described as one UDC that has been kept as a flat
file that is not SETCATALOGed. That isn't totally accurate, but
it will suffice here.

III. MIGRATION

If you have planned and prepared well, the actual physical
migration to the new system doesn't have to be a headache. The
one area that may cause ·you grief is converting your in-house
code to the new versions of the compilers. The following
paragraphs will address this and other issues.

GOING NATIVE: It is best if all the software on your new
XL system is in native mode. As of this paper's writing, even
HP can't offer you that, so you do what you can. Each of the
new compilers (Fortran, Pascal, Cobol) have their own set of
incompatibilities from the classic version to the XL. How
difficult converting your own code will be is a function of how
many of these incompatibilities exist in your current code. At
its simplest, going native is recompiling and linking (instead
of prepping) your code on the new machine. New skills are
required, so the going may be slow at first. The new procedures
are similar enough to the classic ones so that "getting the hang
of it" does not take too long. However, this is another reason
the training classes are so important.

Two of the new compiler directives are very important to
mention. One is "$HP3000 16 ON." This lines up real numbers on
16 bit boundaries instead of the new IEEE standard. IT IS
ESSENTIAL THIS OPTION IS SET IF YOUR PROGRAM ACCESSES A DATABASE
OR UNCONVERTED FILES THAT CONTAIN REAL NUMBERS. OTHERWISE YOUR
DATA MIGHT BE READ/WRITTEN INCORRECTLY. This is because
TurboImage XL databases are not on the IEEE boundaries.
Compiles dictionaries must be checked for this "gotcha" also.

The other compiler directive is "$LOCALITY." It is
analogous to the "SEGMENT =" directive on MPE V based machines.
Program units of the same locality will be put in the same
physical area of the program file. If these units have a high
degree of co-usage (such as subroutines that call each other)
fewer memory management page faults will result if they are in
the same locality.
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INSTALL.•• THEN REINSTALL: Actually installing your system
and loading·your files can be as· simple as·advertised: a RESTORE
after the install. However, this procedure scatters and
fragments your files (including databases) throughout all discs.
At your earliest convenience take a fuII.backup,·re-install your
system, then restore from the full backup. This·effectively
organizes your discs, •which·· helpsi/oand •memory management
operate more efficiently. While it's true that the mapped file
system means disc fragmentation is not a problem from a file
buildin.g viewpoint, "messy" discs can cause excessive ilo and
memory management (due to more frequent page faults).

TIME TO PLAY: The Spectrum is not a machine that's
difficult to learn how to use. However, it does require some
"getting used to" for those of us reared on the MPE V systems.
Besides, this might be the only time that the system is all your
own. A virgin system is a DP person's dream come true!

It is highly recommended that you do •• plenty of SYSGEN's,
UPDATE's, UPDATE CONFIG's, running NMMGR••• but only one (or two)
INSTALL's (since they take so long). Learning these and other
system procedures. now will save time .. when you REALLY have to do
them later.

MASTERS AND DETAILS ON DIFFERENT DISCS?: The jury is still
out on·this.one. Not.enough· information·was available at press
time. While the mapped file . access .·feature. seems. to indicate
that you could put a master and its.associateddetailson the
same disc, you still have to do the actual i/o, don't you? What
can be said .is •. that if. putting connected masters •• and details on
the same disc is a bad idea, it isn't as bad .as it was.

USER TRAINING:.From a user's perspective, using an XL
system·is nearly identical to using the classic system. Very
little formal training, ifal'1y,isnecessary. There are a few
aspects that might need to be addressed. The XL system ijas a
definable.connect prompt that can be different than the standard
colon prompt .. once .• a user signs>on. . For· example, when you .turn
ona •terminal.· and .hitthe .·return .key, "MPE XI."migh~ ·be
displayed. After signing on, the familiar colon prompt will
appear. If you want to avoid confusion,.you can change the "MPE
XL" to be a colon (you do this in SYSGEN).

Some new commands will prove.helpful to many users. COpy
is perhaps the most useful. It does a simple file copy, which
is what most people use .FCOPY for. COpy· is much faster.
CHGROUP is another useful command. It eliminates mUltiple
HELLO's. LISTREOOis another (aren't you getting.tired of being
frustrated when you type in . "REOD? II). . It. permits you to DO·.· or
REDO any of your ··previous· MPE XL commands. PRINT will, as you
might guess>, prints a file to a device ·or any file
specifications. Writing .. and using command files will be helpful
to some users, especially your own department.
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PRINTERS: As mentioned earlier, telecommunication is more
sensitive on the XL machine. Printer configuration, including
the DTC port, multiplexors and the printer itself, has become
more important. Local printers should operate fine at 9600
baud, but remote printers might have to be set lower. This is
related to the 900's speed. Internally, the computer handles
the information faster than the mUltiplexors and the printer
itself. This results in the 900 expecting handshaking before
the other devices are ready. This will not necessarily bea
problem with all remote printers, since it is a function of
various pieces of hardware.

P.S.: Don't forget to set your multiplexors and printers
to recognize XON/XOFF.

IV. DAILY OPERATIONS

While the users may not see a difference in working with
the XL machine, you and your staff most certainly will. Not
only are system management and operations quite different, the
machine performs differently and these differences must be
addressed. This section describes these areas of concern and
how to handle them.

PERFORMANCE: Whole papers can be (and probably are)
written on this topic. Managing performance on the Spectrum is
the proverbial "new ball game." This is an area with few, if
any, experts. There are few standard practices and procedures.
Useful information is starting to filter in from "the Spectrum
community. Some of this information, along with our experience
at Litton, is contained in the paragraphs below.

O.K., SO HOW FAST IS IT REALLY? One standard comment on
the XL machine is that "it screams at night when running jobs,
but it acts like a model 70 during the day." The increase in
speed is most dramatic when the machine is running only jobs.
Throughput increases of two to ten times are common. This is
easy to understand. Fewer jobs run concurrently at night than
sessions during the day. Memory management is very effective in
the job environment.

So where does that performance go during the day?
Improvement in session throughput is discernible but not
dramatic. This situation is a direct result of three areas: "the
way the system runs jobs (i.e. DQ and EQ), the dispatcher, and
tuning.

~: Whenever a process has the cpu, the system tries to
bring as much data that the process needs as possible from disc
into memory. For DQ processes this is typically a large amount.
Since the DQ process has the cpu, inactive areas of memory are
swapped out to disc. The word "inactive" is from a system
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viewpoint. It could be the memory used by someone who has just
stopped to take a drink from their coffee cup. So not only will
a job •• grab the cpu, it will grab memory too. Whenother
processes get the cpu the· memory manager hCis.to .work harder.
Limiting the number of concurrent jobs toone or two helps this
performance problem, but many shops (like ours) need more
concurrent jobs during the day.

Another, more serious reason for. jobs degrading response
time is "job starvation." If .there are no interrupts •. (such·· as·.· a
process requesting i/o), the dispatcher's cycle time is about
four seconds. Tuning quantums> don't come·intoplay. Therefore,
a process that has the cpu and doesn't pause, it could keep the
cpu for four full seconds! . If a job's.data is in memory it
won't .pause •for i/o.. so it "starves"· the other users. The
dispatcher finally will kick in and see theCQscreal1ling for
service and will give it to them•. This problem is rumored to be
corrected in·· an upcoming release, so· check with your HP
repres.entativee

THE DISPATCHER: Simply stated, the dispatcher was written
for MPE IV.andhasn't been touched since. The dispatcher·\tias
designed around architecture that is primarily constrained by
i/o and small main memory. These are no longer the concerns for
XL systems. How the dispatcher does its.work>makesfor an
interesting read, if you can get hold of it and understand it.
Performance would probably improve markedly if HP would redesign
the dispatcher.

TUNING: Throw out everything you've>learned on the classic
machines about tuning.• Becauseof.the.current situation.with
jobs and the dispatcher, coupled with the new file· mapping and
memory· management schemes, effective. tuning must .• be relearned
from scratch. There are no rules of thumb here. Settingsthat
work well for one shop might be horrendous .• for another... size of
memory, the number of concurrent jobs and sessions, and the type
of processing going on effect the. XL system in a more detailed
way than· on the classic machine. Generalizations or useful
defaulttulling values don't exist since <the new machine is more
sensitive tosubtle.changes in the· processing environment.

The. best advice is to watch tuning·carefullyand change it
frequently, not only to get a feel for what works for you but
also .to help ·the machine operate most effectively under its
current load.

"THE WALL" AND "THE.PLATEAU:" Many sites report that their
new systems perform dramatically better, even during the day
when sessions>are running ••• untilthey reach a certain number of
sessions•. The.number for this "wall"> varies, · but .onthe 950
with 96 meg of memory it seems·· to be .around sixty. Performance
and response time then fall, but do not plummet (you could say
it goes from great to good or fair). Once this wall is reached,
further· degradation doesn1t seem to occur (as it would on the
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classic machine) as the number of sessions increase. Our site
is a typical example. When we migrated our final company to the
950, we reached lithe wall." When end-of-month rolled around, a
real killer on the 70, we noticed no degradation of performance:
it looked like any other week.

I have heard no explanation for this phenomenon.

v. MISCELLANEOUS NOTES

This section is a random collection of observations,
information and experiences on running a 900 system.

There's an easy and logical method to numbering logical
devices. Make each ldev number three digits: the left digit is
the DTC number (an arbitrary single digit you define), the
center is the board on the DTC (0-5) and the final digit is the
port on that board (0-7). To further aid in organization you
could make the first one or two ports on each board printer
port. Then you would know that all devices ending in a zero
were printers.

compatibility mode programs can bog down the system. Some
run horribly and can totally hog the cpu. Many sites
complaining of performance problems have excessive CM processing
going on of which they are unaware. Most performance monitoring
tools designed for the XL machine will give you the percentage
of processing time in CM. If native mode versions are
unavailable, at least OCTCOMP them.

OCTCOMP is the command that runs OCT, the Object Code
Translator. It appends native mode procedures to the program
file. The result is not a native mode program, but a
compatibility mode program that runs much faster than the same
program would if it were not OCTCOMP'ed. This is covered in
the XL programmer's training class.

Be careful about running programs on the console. We ran
one that locked out all users while it was running. This only
occurred once, and I have heard of only one other occurrence, so
the reason for this remains unexplained.

XLTOOLS is an account on the XL machines containing some
useful programs, such as SURVEYOR. However, BE VERY CAREFUL
about the programs you find here. Some of them use privileged
mode (Which can cause horrors), and some are designed for HP
technical support only.

Are your users complaining that there is sometimes a pause
for a few seconds after they hit the return key before they get
response? Their data and/or code pages have probably been
swapped out of main memory onto disc. As already mentioned, the
system will try to bring as much information into memory as the
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current process needs. If a user is inactive as £ar as~he

system is concerned, the user is .swapped out. Hitting .the
return key is a request for service, and it takes some time to
bring the pages back into main memory.

There are occasional "black holes" when the system seems. to
lock up for seconds·or even minutes at a time. Some factors
causing .·this . are process that unexpectedly ·are. running. in ••.· BQ
(this usually occurs with programs using PM), . job starvation
(explained earlier),· improper tuning and compatibility programs.

Some useful performance tools: Glance (HP) , Surveyor and
Scout (XLTOOLS account), PROBE/XL (SSI), and a ·SYSVIEW type
product (CarOllian).

LASERROM and LASERRX are all they're cracked up to be,
though LASERRX wasn't available on the XL machine.as ·of May.

Occasional INSTALL's ("reloads") can be helpful for memory
management. organizing files to be less fragmented on disc will
decrease memory page faults. When to do it and how much it
helps isa judgement call.

You can actually have··too much. memory .onan XL machine.
The system will continue to read data into memory as long as
there is free memory. Once memory is ..• full ,it starts· to look
for swap out candidates. This can take a lot of time.

Additional memory beyond the recommended amount (about 1
meg per session) will not necessarily help performance. We
experimented with 128 meg on our 950 (60 to 80 sessions) with no
noticeable effect. This result has been substantiated by·. other
reports.

Database management has become more. important. Dataset
size is important because of the file mapping feature. Lean and
mean databases will operate best. Detail packing is important.

Be sure to read the software status bulletins HP mails you.
System bugs are constantly being found and fixed.

RLmodules must have an entry point. For example, a module
containing only Fortran data blocks will not be recognized.

Unsupported printers will loose data being sent to them if
they go offline.

When you install your XL system be VERY sure you don't
bring over any MPE V system programs (such as SPOOKS). They can
crash your system.

All extents of system files must be on ldev 1.
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If a port or a board is down on a DTC don't forget to take
a dump of it (SYSDIAG). HP will use this for diagnosing the
problem.

About device classes: a separate profile (created with
NMMGR) is required for each class.

Change the HPPATH system variable so you can create command
files that are limited to certain sign-ons. HPPATH contains the
path that will be searched for commands files. This also
permits you to decrease the number of UDC's and UDC files.
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Introduction

Since the introduction of magnetic tape as a storage medium, mass storage technology has been
advancing steadily in an attempt to keep up with the demands of users. The development of Winch
ester disk technology introduced the computer world to higher capacities, more reliable storage, and
faster access to stored data. Following this revolution in data storage techniques, advances in mass
storage technology slowed considerably: until the last decade. Recent breakthroughs in the technol
ogy, popularizing Removable Winchesters, Optical disk drives, and high capacity tape systems, are
defining the shape of the future.

Looking Back

Magnetic tape systems and Winchester disk drives, developed not too long ago, are already beginning
to fade into innovations of the past. While, these technologies will certainly have a role in mass storage
for many years to come, the push for faster, smaller, more reliable systems is already starting to
shoulder these solutions out of the limelight.

Magnetic Tape

Magnetic tape, still in use in many places, has been used as a backup and archival mass stQrage
medium for decades. Magnetic tape systems in use up until recently are essentially the same as
when they were first introduced:· the technology has advanced very slowly,especially in comparison
to other mass storage techniques. Although tape storage capacities have increased dramatically
with the introduction of thin-film media, access times (which are a function of tape speed) have not
changed much over the years. Tape densities have increased, but slowly.

Before the advent of Winchester disk technology, tape drives were used (out of necessity) as primary
mass storage devices. Though not highly efficient, the only alternatives at the time, such as paper
tape, were even worse. In an attempt to produce acceptable random-access times, multiple tape
drives were used to access a single logical file. Today, with the wealth of faster, more efficient
primary mass storage alternatives, tape drives are used almost exclusively for backup, archival, and
data interchange purposes.

Advances and Trends in Mass Storage Technology
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In addition to being· slow, there are other limitations that are inherent in tape media. Due· to
problems with media wear, a single tape typically cannot be rewritten more than 300 times. Because
of problems with stretching, breaking, and print-through, the data retention time for magnetic tape
is less than 3 years. Magnetic tape also has a limited storage capacity in comparison to newer
mass storage technologies. A 10! H 9-track tape reel can store only about 180 MBytes at maximum
density.

9-Track Tape

9-track tape uses large, open reels to hold the i H tape. The term "9-track" refers to the manner in
which the data is stored: in nine distinct tracks across the width of the tape. One track is used for
each of 8 data bits, and the remaining track is used to store a parity bit.

Advances in 9-track tape technology have focused primarily on increasing the density of stored data.
The first 9-track tapes had densities of 550 bytes per inch (bpi), while today's high-end 9-track tapes
boast densities of 6250 bpi.

The single greatest advantage to 9-track tape is its pervasiveness. Virtually every computer instal
lation has at least one 9-track drive somewhere. In addition, the data formats have been highly
standardized: all 9-track tapes o(equal density write and read data in an identical manner. These
two traits have made 9-track tape the medium of choice for data interchange tasks. For this reason,
9-track tape drives will continue to be popular until another standard. of data interchange emerges.

Cartridge Tapes

With cartridge tape, a small plastic case is used to enclose two reels of tape. The tape is automatically
loaded when the cartridge is inserted into the drive. Cartridges have several advantages over 9-track
tape, including their compact size, ease of handling, and resistance to the environment. There are
two types of cartridge tapes commonly in use today: the 3284 cartridge and the ~-inch cartridge.

The IBM 3284 (or, simply 3284) cartridge is named after the IBM computer for which it was
developed. The small cartridge, approximately 4 H by 4", uses i H wide tape. It stores data in a
manner similar to 9-track tapes, except that multiple 9-bit tracks are stored across the width of the
tape. Currently, 3284 cartridges use two 9-bit tracks, though it is expected that this track density
will double several times in the future.

QIC, or Quarter Inch Cartridges, are roughly 6" by 4" and (as the name implies) use ~H wide tape.
Smaller sizes are available for personal computer systems. QIC tapes have capacities ranging from
40 to 135 MBytes, depending upon the length of the tape.

QIC tape drives employ serpentine serial recording. Data is written in 9-tracks down the entire
length of the tape. At the end of the tape, the direction of tape motion is reversed and the data is
then written parallel to the first set of tracks, but in the opposite direction. A major problem with
QIC tape drives is their lack of standardization, as each manufacturer implements storage schemes
in their own way.

Magnetic Disk Media

Magnetic disks can be divided into two general categories: Removable disk media, and Winchesters.
Magnetic Winchester hard disks were originally developed in response to an outcry for faster access
to stored information. These random access devices, much faster than the sequentially-accessed
tapes, finally gave users access to data in under a second.

Advances and Trends in Mass Storage Technology
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Early in their evolution, Winchester disks acted mainly as "middlemen" between tape systems and
main memory: users continued to rely on magnetic tape for storing data, and transferring information
between computers. As Winchesters became faster, smaller, and more reliable, they gained more
widespread acceptance and use. Today, these mass storage devices are found virtually everywhere,
offering capacities anywhere from 10 to 2000 MBytes. Though more compact storage methods have
since been· developed, •no other solution has been able to beat the Winchester where speed is an
important consideration. Manufacturers have recently developed "Remvovable" Winchester drives
consisting of a main drive unit, with a hard disk unit that can be inserted into the main unit and
removed as necessary. .This gives the user the ability to remove the disk for storage in a secure
location,· or purchase additional media without the need to buy a whole new disk drive.

Removable disk media are relatively small, thin magnetic disks or disk cartridges that are inserted
into. a drive unit. This class of magnetic disks includes the ever popular ''floppy" disk, and other
technologies such as the Bernoulli disk. Removable disk media do not offer as high a capacity as
Winchesters, and most have slower access times and data transfer rates.

Current Trends

Helical-scan tape and optical disk drives are transforming mass. storage technology. Helical-scan
tape is inexpensive, and has a large enough capacity to allow unattended backup of on-line systems.
It. would take almost 13 reels of high density (6250 bpi)9-track tape, or 12 IBM 3284 cartridges,
to store as much information as a single 8mm tape cartridge. Furthermore, the traditional tape
system would require the presence of an operator to change everyone of those reels or cartridges: a
process that may take hours. This additional labor cost makes helical-scan tape even more attractive.
Decreased storage space is another incentive that favors helical-scan tape. 8mm tapes can store 326
MBytes per cubic inch, compared to 3MB/in3 for 9-track tape, or 27 MB/in3 for QIC tape.

Optical disks have many of the advantages of helical-scan tape,such as large capacities in small vol
ume, and also offer faster access times. They are serving to fill a previously empty niche that existed
between large capacity, low cost mass storage tape systems, and fast access, high cost Winchester
disks. The removable nature of optical media makes it ideal for storing large software systems and
data bases that. can be swapped in and out as needed. Erasable opticals allow for instant access to
on-line removable file systems.. This makes them ideal for .large, less frequently accessed data bases.
Winchesterswill still be in demand where fast access. times are crucial however, such. as in virtual
memory systems.

Helical-Scan Tape

Helical-scan tape stores data using technology that was originally developed by the video recorder
and digital audio tape industry. The name is derived from the method by which the tape travels
over the head. Previous tape technologies used a fixed· head, with tape passing (relatively slowly)
over the head. Helical Scan, however, uses a head that is mounted on a rapidly spinning drum
aligned diagonally to the track. As the tape passes over the drum, the head writes tracks of data in
a diagonal pattern corresponding to.the pitch of the head. This method produces track densities on
the order of 1,000-2,000 tracks per inch.

Although helical-scan drives used in the computer industry are very similar to a VCR (Video Cassette
Recorder) or a DAT (Digital Audio Tape) player, they require a much higher reliability. VCRs and
DAT players typically have an error rate of 1 in 106 • When an error occurs during a VCR recording, a
small extraneous spot may appear on the screen. Similarly, in the case of DATs, a timeout may occur
for less than a millisecond. These types of errors are virtually undetectable to human senses. An
error rate of 1 in 106 , however, is unacceptable for mass storage applications. Because of this, error
checking and redundancy must be implemented to produce an error rate more in the neighborhood
of 1 in 1013•

Advances and Trends in Mass Storage Technology
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8mm Tape

8mm helical-scan tape systems, derived from commercial Camcorder recording technology, are a
very recent addition to mass storage applications. With a maximum storage capacity of 2.3 GBytes
per tape, 8mm media has the· single highest storage capacity-to-volume ratio of any mass storage
device currently in use (326 MB/in3 ). Access time, as with all tape systems, is relatively slow: in
the tens of seconds. Burst transfer rates are on the order of 10 MBytes per minute.

The media used for 8mm tape in the mass storage industries is the same lightweight, plastic cartridge
used in the entertainment field. Any high quality metal tape from a Camcorder can be used in an
8mm helical-scan tape drive. The 6" by 4" by !" cartridge fits easily into a shirt pocket. The
volume of sales for the entertainment industry has drastically lowered the price of these cartridges
to under $10.00 each. This factor, plus the huge storage capacity of these tapes, has driven the cost
of storage to less than one penny per MByte.

Digital Audio Tape (DAT)

DATs, or Digital Audio Tapes, are just now being marketed in the computer industry. They are
very similar to 8mm tapes, the main difference being that the medium is 4mm wide instead of8mm
(resulting in a maximum capacity that is half that of 8mm tapes). In addition to being half as thick,
DATs are also smaller than 8mm tapes (about 3" by 2").

DAT storage devices use the same tapes as are used by digital audio tape recorders. Commercial
DAT recorders for entertainment purposes, however, are currently banned from import due to the
intense lobbying efforts of the audio recording industry, which wishes to preserve the current demand
for compact disks. These restrictions have effectively reduced the availability of DAT cartridges, so
they are generally more expensive than 8mm tapes.

Optical Disks

Optical recording devices were first developed as an alternative to the Video Cassette Recorder.
In 1978, the·first optical disk system - the Laser-Disk Video Player - appeared on the consumer
market. This read-only device used a 12" platter and a laser read-head to play back digitally encoded
video signals.

Since then, optical recording technology has been further developed by the mass storage industry,
and split into two distinct branches: WORM (Write Once, Read Many) and Erasable optical. A
third optical technology, CD-ROM (Compact Disk Read Only Memory), is not commonly used for
mass storage since information can only be written during the manufacturing process. CD-ROMs
are used largely to distribute and reference large amounts of relatively static data such as on-line
encyclopedias, legal citations, and (of course) musical recordings.

WORM and. Erasable optical systems use a removable disk enclosed in a plastic cartridge. The main
expense involved in optical disk systems is the read/write head, which uses lasers, beam-splitters,
lenses, and mirrors to access data. For this reason, most optical systems are single-sided: the disk
must be removed from the drive and manually turned over to access the other side of the disk
cartridge. An optical disk system that could access both sides of a disk cartridge without removing
the disk would require two read/write heads, effectively doubling the cost of the drive.

Advances and Trends in Mass Storage Technology
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Jukeboxes, or auto-changers, offer users automated access to a number of optical disk cartridges.
Jukebox systems typically contain two optical disk drives, and a mechanical arm used to select and
load one of many optical disk cartridges that are stored in the jukebox. These types of systems
usually have 5%-10% of their capacity on-line at anyone time, and have a maximum capacity
approaching one hundred GBytes.

Because the head in an optical disk drive weighs much more than the head in a Winchester disk
system, access times for optical drives tend to be much higher than for Winchesters (50-150 ms as
opposed to 10-20 ms). Data transfer times, which are dependent solely upon rotational speed, are
comparable between the two systems.

The media used in optical disk drives also have· numerous advantages over magnetic media. First,
since the density of an optical disk is limited only by the wavelength of light used by the laser writing
the information, optical disks are capable of.tremendous track capacities. Most current systems use
a near-infrared laser with a wavelength of 8,000 - 10,000 angstroms,.resulting in track densities on
the order of 16,000 tpi. A single 5~ #I optical disk cartridge with such a track density can hold roughly
800 MBytes of data. Second, the distance between the head and the surface of the disk is much
greater than that used by traditional Winchester technologies. A distance of 0.4 mm is typical for
optical disks, while Winchesters commonly use 0.0002 mm. This increased separation between the
disk and the head makes head crashes very rare. A stray smoke or dust particle, which would cause
a head crash.in a Winchester disk, will have no affect on an optical disk drive. Finally, the optical
disk cartridge itself is very durable. Encased in plastic, it is immune to fingerprints and resistant to
heat and humidity.

Optical disk cartridges are expensive.·in comparison to tape (about $200-$250 each), but their huge
capacity makes them cost-competitive with all but helical-scan tape systems.

WORM Optical Drives

WORM optical drives write information by burning small pits in the surface of the disk cartridge,
using a laser. Once written, a pit (which represents a binary "I") cannot be restored to a normal flat
surface (which represents a binary "0"), so data can be written only once to the same disk sector.. To
read the data, the same laser is directed at the surface, but at a much lower power setting. The laser
is reflected off the surface, and this reflected light is gathered into a photocell. The light reflected by
a pit is easily distinguished from light reflected by a flat surface: this difference in light reflections
is used to read bit patterns.

WORM optical drives have one major "snag" that is not encountered with other mass storage
technologies..Most existing file systems are. structured so that some space. on the disk is reserved
for a directory. This directory must be updated each time a file is added, edited, or deleted. Since
WORM optical disks cannot be rewritten, such directory maintenance is impossible. One solution to
this problem is to employ special software drivers that use an entirely different file structure involving
linked· directories. Other solutions involve using a flexible disk to store the directory entries, while
the actual data is stored on the· optical disk. Directory maintenance limitations, combined with the
write-once nature of the media, make WORM optical disk drives useful primarily for backup and
archival tasks.

The write-once "limitation" of the medium, however, gives the WORM optical disk drive one unique
advantage: once data is written, it cannot be altered. This characteristic makes WORM· drives
excellent for storing information that must be maintained for legal and audit considerations.

Advances and Trends in Mass Storage Technology
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Erasable Optical Drives

Erasable optical disks have only recently been introduced as a viable mass storage technology. Several
manufacturers, including Sony, Ricoh, and Hitachi, are now shipping erasable optical systems. A
host of smaller companies will be introducing units within the year.

There are three separate technologies associated with erasable.optical disks: magneto-optical, dye
polymer, and phase-change. Magneto-optical is· the only technology that has reached the production
stage, as various problems with the other technologies will require further research before they can
be made into marketable products.

Magneto-optical technology, as the name implies, uses a combination of lasers and magnetic field
effects to store and retrieve data. The disk is composed of a magnetic material, highly stable at room
temperature, encased in a plastic cartridge. To write to the disk, a laser heats a spot on the disk
to above 140 degrees Celsius, at which point the magnetic flux can easily be changed by a magnetic
head. After the disk cools - only microseconds later - the magnetic flux once again becomes nearly
impervious to magnetic fields. It is estimated that, at room temperature, a two ton magnet would
be ·required to change the data on a magneto-optical. disk (MOD) cartridge.

The properties of the Kerr effect are used to read data stored on an MOD cartridge. The Kerr effect
states that light will rotate in a particular direction if influenced by a magnetic field. An MOD drive
uses this effect by directing a low-power laser at the surface of the disk. The light reflected from the
surface will rotate in a clockwise or couterclockwise direction, depending upon the orientation of the
magnetic flux of the surface. The read head detects the rotation direction, and sends a corresponding
value of "0" or "I" to the computer.

Erasable optical disks, however, do have their disadvantages. MOD systems must write zeros to the
surface before data may be written to that spot. This means that the disk must rotate twice to
complete a write operation: once to write zeros, and once to write the desired information. This
quirk effectively incre~ the write-access time of an MOD drive by 40% over read access times.

The removable MOD cartridge is similar in shape, size, and capacity to the WORM cartridge. A 6"
by 5!" by !" hard plastic casing encloses the disk, and the read/write area is protected by a metal
shutter. Unlike WORM disks, MOD cartridges are currently being standardized by both the ISO
and ANSI.

Interface Standardization

Manufacturers of interfaces, used for communication between computers and peripheral devices, are
just now beginning to recognize the need for standardization. In the past, most large companies
used their own interface to connect mass storage devices to their computers. The problem with
these interfaces is that they can be used only to connect peripherals to the equipment of a particular
manufacturer: forcing ma~ufacturers to equip their peripherals with a different interface for each
brand of computer, or limit their market to a small number of computer types.

Computer manufacturers are now beginning to equip their computers with a standard interface, so
that any peripheral supporting that standard may be connected. There are currently two major
standard interfaces supported by the computer industry: SCSI (Small Computer Systems Interface)
and IPI (Intelligent Peripheral Interface).

SCSI, pronounced "scuzzy", is the most widespread standard peripheral interface. Although the
term small computer systems is used in its acronym, SCSI is widely used for both small and large
computer systems.

Advances and Trends· in Mass Storage Technology
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SCSI uses an 8-bit data path, and has a maximum transfer rate of 2.5 MBytes per second in asYn
chronous mode, or 5MBytes per second in synchronous mode. Unfortunately, there is a lot of leeway
in the SCSI standard, and many manufacturers have been taking advantage of this..Consequently,
a mass storage device that implements SCSI may not always work on every computer system with
a SCSI interface.

SCSI is about to be replaced by SCSI-2. This new interface can use a wider data path (up to 32
bits), and has a much faster data transfer rate. SCSI-2 is also downwardly compatible with SCSI.

IPI has been around for only the last five years. It uses a 16-bit data path, and can transfer data at
up to 10 MBytes per second. In spite of this seemingly high performance, IPI is not as widely used
as SCSI. IPI is used primarily by manufacturers like IBM, and is sold to captive customers rather
than to OEMs. IPI is used in fewer than 1% of disk drives sold today.

As more computer manufacturers switch to standard interfaces such as SCSI and IPI, the goal
of "plug and play" peripherals will become more of a reality. Hewlett-Packard, for example, has
recently announced that their new MOD drives will be equipped with a SCSI interface instead of
HP-IB (Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus), which has been a HP staple for years. This is the first step
in their effort to move toward a more standardized interface.

Comparing the Technologies

With all technologies, there is some trade-off between speed, capacity, cost, and use. Figure 1
compares the Burst Transfer rates for the technologies discussed so far.
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Figure 2 below shows a range of average access times for Winchesters, Removable disk media, Optical
Disks, and Tape drives.
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Figure 3 presents an analysis of typical storage costs (per MByte of data) for a variety of mediums.
The costs shown were figured using the costs of the media only: drive costs were not included.
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Looking to the Future

Helical-scan tape has started the 9-track tape drive on the road to obsolescence. In.the coming years,
all manufacturers will be using one of a few standard interfaces for their computers, which will make
everyone's lives easier. Helical-scan tape, already gaining in popularity, will be the medium of choice
for backup and data interchange tasks.

The WORM drive will be supplanted by the more flexible erasable optical disk drive, except for a
small niche where data permanence considerations are crucial. Also, the cost ofoptical media should
drop dramatically as more manufacturers enter the market.

A major innovation to look for in the future will be the widespread use of integrated mass storage
systems. These systems use a combination of Winchester, optical,and tape technology to store files:
where they are stored depends upon the frequency of their use. A particular file will automatically
migrate from fast on-line Winchester storage to slower optical and tape systems as the frequency of
its use decreases.

Finally, as optical and helical-scan tape systems are refined, .their cost, storage capacities, reliability,
access times, and transfer rates will all improve.
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An IBM Screen on ¥ourHP Terminal
Carlos da Roza

Canadian National Railways
1100 University Street, 4th floor

Montreal, QuebecH3B 2G7
(514) 399-7025

INTRODUCTION

Living·· with i the IBM

Canadian National Railways is an IBM shop. We have some
three thousand IBM peripherals connected to five IBM 308x
mainframes located in two sites 1500 miles apart. The ter
minals .are spread .from coast to coast. All of this> is
linked togetherunder·SNA.. We have a staff of about BOO·in
Information .. Systems developing, maintaining and •. controlling
thenetwork.andits applications.

In comparision, we have a staff of 40 performing the
same task for six HP/3000 computers servicing 400
peripherals also spread. out across the country with the
CPUs located in the same two computer sites. with an IBM
to HP ratio of 9 to 1, it is safe to say that the HPs will
not displace the IBM systems as the repository of the cor
poratedatabase.

As our HP·network grows, requests to connect with·the
corpora.te databa.se grow more frequent. until.· now, .we have
been doing this by building a transactional transport
facility between the two networks.we.have.gone.through
two . such facilities, ".but still the desire .to integrate· the
systems.. grows. Each type of connect.means· writing code ••• to
use the transport system to .retrieveanddisplayinforma
tion.We will never be able to keepup·with the changes
that the IBM systems force upon usastbeyevolve.Whatwe
find w.e·reallyneed is··away.to CJetthat IBM screen<and·put
it on every HP terminal we have 1n the· field.

Eliminating the Second Terminal

There are several ways to get IBM access. The most>ob
vious way is to put a real IBM terminal at the field
workstation. Each workstation will. then have. two.ter
minals.Each workstation cluster willals·ohave two print
ers. All. circuits .. are •.... duplicated.. The. distasteful. aspect
of this solution, other than the cost involved,·· is that at
each workstation, one of the· two terminals will rema.in·. idle
at any time.

Another solution is to use some hardware to permit an HP
terminal to operate as an IBM·or an HP terminal. This
saves on terminal and office costs, but does nothing about
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the duplicate communications circuits. It also means
having to outfit every workstation with some new hardware.

HP and other vendors have software which will allow IBM
access. HP's offering, IMF (Interactive Mainframe
Facility), is meant for occasional access and is CPU and
cost intensive. Third party software solutions tend to be
quite steep in price.

Evolving standards - The OSI Model

On the positive side, the industry is moving towards
standardization of communications. The Open Systems
Interconnect (OSI) model has been built splitting com
munications into various levels, each level being respon
sible for certain aspects of the link, and each level rest
ing on the foundation of the lower levels.

The down side of this model is that standards are still
evolving. No generally accepted standards are yet defined
for the upper levels of the model, particularly those
governing session, presentation and application informa
tion. It will be several years yet before we have
manUfacturer-independent devices on the market for full
interconnect.

THE PASSTHRU FACILITY

What we are building at Canadian National is a facility
which will allow our four hundred terminals to continue
serving our HP systems, and yet have the capability to con
nect with the IBM systems and get IBM screens. After we
achieve this, we intend to integrate our software so that
our users see a seamless whole when they sign on to a
mUlti-system application. When they need information
residing on the HP, they will get an HP application screen.
When they need mainframe information, a function key will
get them to the proper IBM display screen. In many ways,
this facility will o~erate similarly to HP's IMF, but there
will be several sign1ficant differences.

Architecture

The pass-thru facility consists of a trio of programs
which runs only on the HP. The main pass-thru program con
ducts a session between the HP terminal and an ATP
(Advanced Terminal Processor) port to which is connected a
commercially available protocol converter. The protocol
converter performs most of the conversion work. The pass
thru program directs traffic, responds to a controller
proCJram's directives, and performs some transmission op
tim1zation. Each active IBM session gives rise to one
pass-thru program process.

The pass-thru controller is a batch process which
.manages the various sessions, acquiring and disconnecting
ports and terminals, responding to the pass-thru console's
requests, reportinCJ status and exceptions to the pass-thru
console (and log f1le) , and assuring that the facility is
functioning.
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Figure 1: Architecture

The . pass-thru. console is •a program which interacts .with
the pass-thru cont.roller" Through it,. the .facility can be
launched or disabled, directives •.• to disconnect or .•. connect
sessions can be sent to.tbe ... controller, •and statu$. of the
facility and of each session can be requested" Our con
troller also connects to the other various subsY$temswe
have so that virtually all of our systems on.· our full net
work can be controlled· from· this point"

Eliminating Real-Time Processing

The protocol converter weare using acts as an IBM 3270
controller" It manages the SOLC (Synchronous Data Link
control) line, and has up to 32 asynchronous ports to which
it expects to. have ASCII terminals connected". It has a
variety of customizable parameters, .. particularly those
specifying which characters are used to control the
terminal

By having the converter manage the SOLC line, .. the. heavy
high priority. CPU processing. is .offloaded. from .. the HP/3000"
In . fact,. the pass-thru facility operates. completely in
standard. CS queue. Most of the translation to a.od froIn
HP-compatible screen. qontrol •. escape sequences. is·· done. on
the converter" It operates in block mode and will send to
the ATP port in blocks generally no greater than 3000
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characters, representing one screen. It also typically
receives blocks no greater than 200 characters from the ATP
port.

The protocol converter will perform some transmission
optimization. For example, it will not transmit the entire
screen just because a field has changed. Nevertheless,
further optimization is performed by the pass-thru
facility. A typical transmission of a full screen to the
HP terminal consists of about 1000 characters. Screen
field updates usually require no more than 300 characters.

The Passthru Program's Design

The pass-thru program opens up a port to the terminal
several times, once for write, and one or more times for
read. It does the same for an available port to the
protocol converter. It opens a message file for input
(this serves as a channel for commands from the pass-thru
controller) and one for output (for messages to the con
troller). All opens are no-wait.

Space for two maps of the IBM screen are reserved and
initialized. One serves as a pre-processing map (what was
on the screen before processing an input data stream) and
one serves as a post-processing map (what the screen has
evolved into after processing the data stream).

Reads are posted on all input files, then it waits for
the first read to be satisfied. When an input stream comes
from either the HP terminal or the protocol converter, a
copy of the pre-process map is copied to the post-process
map and the input stream's data are used to change the
post-process map. At its conclusion, a comparison is made
between the two maps, and an o~timized output stream is
generated to be sent to the 0ppos1ng port, i.e. input from
the protocol converter generates output to the HP terminal
and vice-versa.

Input from the control queue is a command from the pass
thru controller and acted upon, with results reported to
the report stream to the pass-thru controller.

All required reads are reposted after processing.

Data Overrun

Occasionally, the protocol converter will send more
characters than expected in an input stream. This will
cause the read posted on the protocol converter's port to
complete before the end of transmission and data will be
lost, as it is not possible for the pass-thru program to
process the data and repost the read before the next
character is sent by the converter. Even at high priority,
this is not possible as the stack and/or code may have to
be swapped in from disk. To eliminate this possiblity,
several reads are stacked back to back on the port.

As the I/O system sees a· read completion, it handles it,
storing the data in its various terminal buffers (TBUFs),
and upon seeing another I/O (read) pending on the same
port, immediately enables it. Since the pass-thru program
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is not involved in this process, no swapping is re9'iired
and. no data is lost. The system can take its tJ.me in
reallocating . the pass-thru program in memory to handle the
first read completion while the ATP is gathering the
remainder of the message.

1/0compfele

p~';~~~h~u e:-- 1st fread

2nd fread

3rd fread

I/O
Proc'sr

PC 1st HI J ... PC 2nd
Inbuffer Inbuffer

...ABCDEFG

PC 3rd
Inbuffer

Figure 3: Stacked reads prevent data overrun

The pass-thru posts three reads on the.protocol convert
er and one read on the HP.terminal ·(the Hpterminal ·is .far
more predictable in the volume of transmission - it never
ej{ceeds 1920 characters).
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Preventing Input During a write

There is still the possibility that either the HP ter
minal or the protocol converter will begin transmission of
a screen while it is bein~ written to. To prevent this,
each transmission to a deV1ce is prefixed with an XOFF to
halt any incoming data while the transmission takes place.
As the reads are repostedto the port, the HP/3000 sends a
Del (a.k.a. XON) which re-enables any transmission.

Fwrite no-wait
Abort 1st fread
Repast 1st fread
Abort 2nd fread
Repast 2nd fread
Abort 3rd fread
Repast 3rd fread

Read request 1
Read request 2
Read request 3

Write request
Read repost 1
Read repost 2
Read repost 3

(XDFF)data...
(XON)

Figure 4: Preventing input during a write

Read Triggers

The HP/3000 ATP port requires one of two conditions to
be met before it will complete its read. The first is that
the number of characters received satisfies the read count
specified. This case is handled as described above in the
section on data overrun. The second condition is that a
read trigger (EOR: End-Of-Record) character is received.

The HP terminal poses no difficulty. It uses the usual
block-mode handshake when the Enter key or a Transmit func
tion key is pressed.

However, the protocol converter sends no such character
as it expects to control an HP terminal hot. To force such
a read trigger, we define the kerboard unlock character to
be translated to an End-Of-Med1a (EOM) character on the
protocol converter. In our experience, all IBM formatted
screens finish with a keyboard unlock at the end of the
transmission (probably due to the Begin Bracket - End
Bracket pair). The pass-thru program just defines the EOM
character as an alternate EOR on the protocol converter's
port to ensure that the read is triggered.

The status Line

The status line is also transmitted by the protocol con
verter. The pass-thru program keeps it in a separate area
and sends it to the HP terminal upon reception on the last
line while the keyboard is locked, i.e. during transmis
sion, or while input is inhibited due to error. When the
reset key is hit, or as soon as keyboard entry is enabled,
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the status line is wiped from the HP terminal and the last
line of the screen is redisplayed.

There is a minor problem we have encountered. The
protocol converter sends a status line as the last line of
a transmission, after the keyboard unlock is sent, and it
has proven difficult to configure the protocol converter to
alter its status line. Nevertheless, there are various
possibilities still open, including using the packet
switching feature available on the protocol converter to
force a data forwarding character to be transmitted as the
last character. In any case, it is not a serious flaw
preventing the pass-thru's .operation.

Field Definition Differences

An interesting difference between HP terminals and IBM
terminals is that on HP terminals, unprotected fields ter
minate at the end of the line. IBM terminal fields may
span several lines. This difference must be taken into ac
count when building output streams to the HP and the
protocol converter. For example, a mUltiple line field
sent from the IBM will force the <1eneration of several un
protected fields on the HP terml.nal, each ,starting from
column one. Upon reception of these fields from the HP
terminal, the fields must be concatenated before transmis
sion to the protocol converter.

PF Keys and PA Keys

There are quite a few more function keys on the IBM ter
minal (Which IBM refers to as Attention IDentification
(AID) keys) than on the HP terminal, particularly the PF
(Program Function) and PA (Program Attention) keys. To ac
commodate that, the pass-thru program assigns one HP func
tion key to the PF and PA keys, and when that key is
struck, it prompts for key number on line twenty-four,
overlaying the display. After responding to the prompt, it
redisplays the last line.

The other HP function keys are mapped to Clear,
Attention, Reset, ,etc.

Block Mode on the HP Terminal

Block mode is used on the HP terminal. When the IBM
screen is formatted (has protected and unprotected fields),
block page mode is used, otherwise, block line mode is
used.

Block page mode is straightforward. The HP screen is
put into formatted mode and all unprotected fields are
transmitted (more on this in the next section). In block
line mode, only the information since the last cursor posi
tion is transmitted. For some HP terminals, a non
displaying character may be 'laid down on the screen, and
when enter is struck, all characters from the last non
displaying character to the current cursor position are
sent. , For other HP terminals, this search for the last
non-displaying character only takes place up to the begin
ning of the current line. And yet for others, the entire
current line is .transmitted.
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To resolve this, the pass-thru program detects the
terminal model used and, remembering the last cursor posi
tion, takes whatever steps are necessary to retrieve the
input data.

Modified Field Tags

Some HP terminals permit modified field tags. Only
fields that have been chan~ed are transmitted. If the HP
terminal being used perm1ts that feature, the pass-thru
will use it. This eliminates unnecessary transmission.

A Last Word on Screen Optimization

While building an HP screen, the pass-thru attempts to
use the shortest sequence of characters necessary to travel
to the location of the screen it needs to modify.
Sometimes, the best way is to wipe the screen and repaint
it. Sometimes it is better just to wipe one or several
lines, and finally it may be quicker just to address the
field and overwrite it. It also takes into account the
possibility that the use of a carriage return, line feeds
and/or a cursor control sequence may be quicker. All of
these calculations are done on stack and are quite fast and
do not degrade performance, particUlarly when compared to
the limited throughput of a circuit.

CUTrent

L
CUTsor
Position

~~

- '\ (Esc)C(Esc)C

-- (Esc}&a10c20R

~(Esc)H{LF}(Esc}C

(CR)(LF~

~~~~--

Figure 5: Traversing the screen efficiently
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CONTROLLING THE PASSTHRU FACILITY

The Controller

The controller was written to control the pool of ATP
ports connected to the protocol converter. It also serves
to check on the viability of a session and to provide con
trol services to a pass-thru console. It runs in
background as a job under standard CS priority.

The pass-thru console initiates the facility by launch
ing the pass-thru controller job. The pass-thru controller
reads its configuration table to see what ports are to be
used as pass-thru ports, and establishes communications
with the pass-thru console by using a pair of message
files. It also dynamically acquires OP capability and
REFUSES every pass-thru port.

The pass-thru program, upon invocation, sends a demand
for access to the controller through its input message
file. The controller allocates a port and sends the infor
mation back to the pass-thru which initiates the session.
Upon est.ablishment of the session, the pass-thru will relay
session information such as IBM LU and status back to the
controller, which updates its own tables, flagging the
pass-thru port as acquired. U~on termination, ·the pass
thru also forwards appropr1ate information to the
controller.

PASS-THRU STATUS REPORT AT 89/05/01 14:02
=========================================
Port Term NetID Date Time Session

-------- --------------------
40 31 A273A 89/05/01 13:00 IS10l SESS1,USR.ACCT
41 32 A273B 89/05/01 13:50 ISI09 SESS2,USR.ACCT
42 Free

Figure 6: Pass-thru status report

Commands received from the pass-thru console are inter
preted and executed with results returned to the console.
Commands include those to begin and end a trace, reset a
session, request status on one of all of the sessions, and
to shut down the facility.

The Heartbeat

One operation that the pass-thru controller.performs is
that of monitoring the viabilit¥ of the pass-thru session.
Every minute,it polls the seSS10ns it believes are alive.
If no answer is received by the next poll, it presumes a
lockup and clears the port, eliminating the session.
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PASS-THRU DETAILED REPORT AT 89/05/01 14:03
===========================================

Terminal Port: 31
Net ID: A273A
Status: X WT

40
HP2624B
ISI01 SESSI J USR.ACCT
89/05/01 13:00
Time Data
14:02:09 PACSONL
14:02:05 SYSTEMES D'INFORMATION DU eN

Last Input:
Last Output:

Passthru Port:
CRT Model:

Session:
Sess Acquired:

Figure 7: Detailed pass-thru status report

Port Pooling

B¥ using a pool of ports for the pass-thru facility, HP
term1nals may request a port and be attached to any avail
able ports. This makes for relatively efficient use of IBM
LU's. The limitation is that a specific LU access cannot
be guaranteed. There are future plans to enhance this
facility to permit port grouping.

ADDITIONAL FACILITIES

Multipoint Terminal Systems

The current pass-thru facility works on HP terminals
connected via ATP. A majority of our HP facilit¥ uses MTS.
This is an integral part of the pass-thru fac1litywhich
has yet to be built. There are some differences, par
ticularly in controlling the terminal, but they do not seem
insurmountable.

going to X.25 as a
a different yet

Alternatively, we will likely to be
terminal network. This will present
similar set of problems.

Scripts

One facilit¥ which we intend to incor~orate is that of
execution scr1pts. These will perm1t a series of
predefined actions to take place upon session acquisition.
Logging on and navigating to the proper screen would be
greatly enhanced as would automatic security clearance.
The degree to which these connects will be automated will
depend on user demand.

Hot Connects

Another useful feature planned is that of having a hot
connect into a running session. If a particular IBM
session and screen is required frequently by a group of HP
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applications, it would be far more efficient to have this
screen logged on and enabled. AnHPapplication requiring
this screen would attach onto this port directly, perform
its function, and release upon completion.

Timeouts

To prevent negligent users abandoning their screen and
occupying a ~ass-thru port, the controller would monitor
session activ1ty. The heartbeat transaction reports the
time of last input and output for that session. Aftera
configurable idle period, the controller would ask the
pass-thru to perform a disconnect with the necessary
logoffs, leaving the IBM LU in a normal disconnect state.

Forced Disconnects

One last feature we would incorporate is that of forced
disconnects. Upon receiving a command from the console,
the controller could ask the pass-thru to perform a timeout
disconnect. This could be automated so that when a higher
priority request for IBM access is made, the lowest
priority session existing, or the one with lowest activity
could be bumped off after the requisite warnings have been
sent. An extension would queue all such requests and
notify the user when a port comes free.

COST COMPARISONS

Direct Hardware Costs

Duplicating the workstation hardware runs into the
thousands of dollars. An IBM or clone terminal costs up
ward of $500~ Each workstation would also need a portion
of the IBM 3270 controller (1/32nd) which runs into the
tens of thousands. This cost would be replicated for each
workstation needin~ access. Communications costs depend on
distance andbandw1dth, but they are significant.

Indirect Costs

Some of the costs usually not accounted for are those
indirect costs such as added office space, inconvenience to
the worker and the costs of idle resources. Certainly,
given two terminals in a single workstation, there will be
a high incidence of one of the terminals sitting idle at
anyone time.

Alternative Software Solutions

Canadian National issued an RFP (Request For Proposal)
in 1988 to integrate the HP and IBM network of terminals to
about twenty vendors. The quotations that came in ranged
from $110,000 for 32 port access, to $5 million for full
interconnect. In every case we found the cost/benefit
ratio too high to be palatable.

Passthru Costs

The
plant

pass-thru concept relies on the existing physical
with a commercially available protocol converter as
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the only additional ~iece of equipment. A 32 port unit
costs $16,000, result1ng in a unit cost of. $500 per
concurrent access. ATP costs were not included in any of
the estimates. with a minimum cost ratio of 7 to 1, we
decided to pursue this avenue which, although it does not
give us full bidirectional access, does solve half of our
problem at an acceptable cost.

CONCLUSIONS

At this point,·we have a working model of thepass-thru
using ATP ports. Development costs have been minimal, four
man-months have been expended in coding and testing, and
the hardware costs have been partly offset by additional
projects sharing the protocol converter. At this time next
year, we should have a fully functional implementation
providing our entire HP network with IBM access.
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A Moving Experience

Scott A. Moulton
PPG Industries. Inc.

95 Columbia Court
Barberton, Ohio 44203

216-848-4161

Introduction

One of the cha11 enges of computer systems management is mov; ng your
site. It is di ffi cul t enough just to move a computer room, but add to
that moving an entire R&D facility. The information presented is from
the view of a computer system manager. Topics cover pre-move planning,
what was learned from the move and what could have been done
differently.

PPG Industri es, Inc. is a di vers i fi ed manufacturi ng corporat ion wi th
1988 sales of $5.6 billion. PPG is a leading global producer of flat
glass and fabricated glass products, continuous-strand fiber glass,
original and refinish coatings, and industrial and specialty chemicals.
Products of the Pittsburgh-based company serve manufacturing, building,
processing and numerous other world industries.

PPGoperates 73. major manufacturing facilities throughout the world. In
addition, the company conducts research and development at 12 facilities
worldwide. PPG has four business groups, Chemical s, Coatings and Res
ins, G1 ass and Bi omedi ca1. Each of these groups has Research and
Deve1opment faci 1it ies. Up unt i1 now, the R&D faci 1i ty for Chemi ca1s
was located in Barberton, Ohio, which is 40 miles south of Cleveland,
Ohio. The decision to move Chemicals R&D was announced on December 15,
1988. Itis being done tn order to improve the synergy with other R&D
groups and corporate headquarters.

In January of 1989 we started p1ann ing the move of the Chemi ca1 R&D
Facility from Barberton, Ohio to Monroeville, Pennsylvania, a distance
of approximately 120 miles. The new faci1 ity was an existing R&D site
for another company. The issues addressed were the following: identify
what to keep from the previous tenants; identify what would be moved;
define when it would be moved; and support both locations for an interim
period.

The project. included moving 90 people in offices, laboratories, a
library, and two computer rooms. The equipment moved included an HPI000A
analytical system, 75 personal computers, lab equipment, furniture, and
files~ Finally, there was a migration from an HP3000 supporting Office
Automation to a DEC VAX 3400 and PC based solution.
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Requirements

The requirements for the relocation were simple; they were as follows:

1. Only provide for current capabilities.
2. Minimum amount of disruption.
3. Relocation done over a two month period, August - September.
4. Keep changes to a minimum, thereby reducing the possibil ity of

problems.
5. Provide maximum amount of uptime for computer systems.

Equipment

The computer center consists of two separate computer rooms housing an
HP3000, HPIOOOA and an HPI000E. In addition to the central computers
there is a Micom 6600 data communications switch, 60 IBM compatible PC's
and 15 Apple Macintosh computers.

HP3000

Hardware: Model 68
5 Mbyte memory
3 7933 disk drives
1 7935 disk drive
1 7978 tape drive
96 ATP ports

The HP3000 supports Office Automation. It runs HPWord, HPDesk,
HPList, HPDraw and EZChart. Also, it provides access to our corporate
IBM via SNA and NRJE software. Active users total approximately 15
da i1y sess ions and 120 authori zed users. The greatest use of the
HP3000 is from our secretarial staff.

HP1000A

Hardware: Model A900
3 Mbyte memory
1 7912 disk/cartridge tape drive
1 7933 disk drive
1 9144 cartridge tape drive
3 12040 MUX cards
3 18651 LAS loop controller cards

The HP1000 is an analytical system used for data acquisition in chro
matography applications. It runs the LAS 3350 software from H~ along
with STATIT and GRAFIT from Graphicus. Communications for this system
is composed of three MUX cards support ing 24 RS232 ports and three
loop controller cards supporting up to 45 instruments connected
through A/D converters.
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HPIOOOE

Th.issystem was the previous analytical system. It has been installed
since 1981 and is bei ng phased out of use. In addit i on to the LAS
3357 software, it also supported physical testing software' from In
stron. In February of 1989 the LAS application moved to the HP1000A
and due to the relocation the Instron physical testing software is now
supported on a PC based system.

Micom 6600

The Micom is a data communications processor which is similar. to your
phone system only for data. Wi th it we are able to access any com
puter from the same terminal or PC. Term.i naland computer lines are
connected to the Mi com prov iding access on an as needed bas is. Th is
gives each terminal or PC connectivity to any computer.

PersonaJ·Computers

Throughout the facility there are .avariety of JBM> PC's, IBM· com
pati b1es and Appl eMac intosh computers.. The total is approximately 75
computers. They are used primarily <as stand alone devices. However,
theyal so provide communications through terminal emulation software
t~the HP3000and ~PIOOO's.

The Old Facility

The old facility was initially spread out among four buildings. Due
restructuri ng we reduced that down to tw~ buil di ngs . All communi cat ions
was. via. RS232 WiTi ng. TheMi com data communi cat ions .. processor was used
to provide high spe.ed transmission from remote locations back to the
computer rooms.

The personnel moving in the first phase all reside in. one building
having threef] oors •and a . basement. .The computer rooms were ·.1 ocated •i n
the basement and the.labs were. on the main floors. Each office and lab
was wired to support at least two RS232 ports.

A11 sc i ent i fi c personnel have the.i r office in the 1ab, therefore the i r
terminal or PC was also located inside lhelab. The space. allocation
was well .planned and access to the building was easy.

The·New· Facility

The new. facil ity in Monroeville, Pennsylvania is actually an existing
research facilityprevious1y.occupied by Koppers. There are five build
i ngs connected by 91 ass enclosed passageways. Each bu i1di og is cl as
sifiedas a wing, designatedAthroughE.
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Wing A is a four story building which houses the administrative offices.
A typical office module is 10 feet wide by 15 feet deep. There are 69
offices in this building not including the executive office area on the
top floor.

Wings B, C, and 0 are the three laboratory wings. Each wing consists of
laboratory and office modules on opposite sides of a common corridor.
There are 72 1aboratori es and 144 offi ces in the three wi ngs. The
typical laboratory module is 20. feet wide by 28 feet deep, while the
typical office module is 10 feet wide by 15 feet deep.

Wing E houses facilities such as lobby, auditorium, cafeteria, library,
and conference rooms.

Preparation

Old Facility

One of the first steps in the preparation process was to identify spe
cial equipment and its requirements. For the computer group it meant
ident i fy i ng each piece of computer equi pment and the fo11 owi ng re
quirements: electrical, dimensions, weight, and heat dissipation.
This is an excellent way to provide a complete list of requirements to
each of the contractors.

After identifying the computer equipment, we then defined the amount
of office space needed. Being a support group requires an additional
amount of space for storage, training and instrument repair. There
fore, never give up space, you might never get it back.

Finally, we identified the items in each area that needed to be moved.
This might sound strange, and you might be asking yourself the ques
tion, doesn't it all get moved? The answer to that is yes, if you are
a pack rat. Moving is a good time to clean house and get rid of the
things you don't need.

New Facility

Even though it is a new facility to PPG, the building is 30 years old
and required extensive renovation to make it acceptable to PPG.
Ouri ng the renovat i on process the computer faci 1i ties were also up
graded to meet current requ i rements wh i 1e 1ayi ng the foundat i on for
future growth.

When working with an existing facility many of the tasks required for
a new facility still apply: computer room layout, power conditioning,
air cond it ion ing, securi ty and acc ident prevent ion st ill need to be
addressed. The differences are in how they are covered. If you need
to perform new or existing facility design companies like HP are more
than willing to help with this task. For us, there was already a com
puter room, and to build a new one was not cost effective. Therefore
the location stayed the same, however we were able to expand the size.
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The .computer group 's key item of interest. was the Wl rl ng. In early
February we began defining what we. required in the new facility. The
way we narrowed it down was to get input from a variety of people. We
did th is by walking the fac i 1i ty with PPG Corporate Commun i cat ions,
Hewlett-Packard, Digital Equipment and an independent consultant.

The consultant touredthefaci 1ity in .·mid-March. 5i nee he does a
large amount of work for PPGhisopinionearriedalargedegreeof
credibility .. Also" .we wereable.to.have himtake<responsib.ility for
having thewiri ngdone. This inc1uded •prepari ng. a request for .quota
tion and evaluating the bids once they were received. Wiring bids
were let on June 7, with responses due back by June 14. Afterward a
selection <was made. and work began the. week of June 26. We found
having this task done by a consultant freed us up to concentrate on
other activities.

Aftereval uating . thei. r .•• recommendat ions .. we •. i denti fi ed .twi stedpair
wiring from< the closet to the office as· the wiring ..• of choice. Two
bundles of4 twisted pair each were run to each lab and office area.
This. providedus>wiri ng for. voice and .data communi cat ions ... Oncei n
side the closet they connected to .a multiplexer that sends the data to
the Micom6600 located in the computer room.

The wiring presented a challenge due to the layout of the new facili
ty. There" needed to be more wiring and it was· spread out over a
greater area. In addition, the cable trays were small and inadequate
forhol di ng the.· amount of wire we needed. .Therefore .. condui t was run
along the walls to carry the wiring to the labs and offices.

Since one of the requirements was only to prOVide current functional i
ty ,we could not address . a LAN without separate just ificati on. Our
budget did not provideforthisexpens.e. Therefore, with the advent
of twi stedpair for many new LAN' S< our approach would pr.ovideus with
the foundation for migrating from RS232 to a LAN in the next 6-18
months.

In addi t ion to the regul arwiring we also had to consider twoaddi
tional wi ri ng needs ... The first was the LAS loop wiri ng and the second
a Nove11 network •• based on. Arcnet .•• The latter is used ..• foraccounti ng
purposes. Both of these are separate from our twisted pa irwi ri ng.
Thi s was done to reduce the number of changes made .i n the move. In
the. future we look to merge the Arcnet andtwi sted . pair. into one 802.3
type network accessible by everyone.

Moving Time

After the announcement of the move on December 15, 1988, we had roughly
seven months to complete all planning and scheduling. The move of the
R&D fac i 1i ty was to occur over a two month period, from August to Sep
tember, 1989.
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The fi rst people to move were the admi ni strat i ve groups on August 8.
Packing of these two areas was done over a two day period. The
materi a1s were then sh ipped and fi na11 y unpacked. The whole process
covered approximately 5 days.

The computer group was also scheduled early on in the time period, Au
gust 18. The move of the computer equipment was done during this time
frame. The computer group took respons i bi 1i ty of the central systems
and data communications, while the individual, was responsible for their
terminal or pc. Backup of pC's was done to the HP3000and when the pc
was brought up at the new faci 1i ty, the backup was purged from the
HP3000.

Our secretaries migrated from the HP3000 based office automation tools
to pc based systems. Files were identified on the HP3000 that would be
needed on the PC's. Then, they were transferred to disk and stored on
their respective machine. Most of the secretaries did not move. There
fore new personnel received training and assistance at the new facility.

Other groups will continue to move through the first part of October.
Once complete, we will have moved approximately 90 people and hired an
additional 30-40 people.

Summary and Conclusions

The computer group consisted of three people. One chose not to relocate
but is still with the company through the duration of the move. Due to
the amount of time required to plan the move, other activities will take
a back seat or you will find yourself putting in a large amount of extra
time. For the fi rst fi ve months the move occupi ed 35% of the groups
time. The last two months that number increased to about 75%. During
the August to September time frame all of our time was dedicated to the
move.

As of this date the move is still on-going. The completion should be
around mid-October. The most important task that can be done is to plan
and be fl exi b1e. Proper p1ann ing produces better resul ts. Document
everything and know what will be done, who will do it and when it will
be done. Word of mouth and memory are fallible.

In conclusion, even if you are an optimist, which I am, build into your
schedule additional time. Challenges will arise and delays are always
possible. The most important thought to carry throughout the whole pro
cess is, be willing to do whatever it takes to get the job done.

If you attend the sess ion, updated i nformat ion and handouts wi 11 be
available.
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Using MPEX to Solve System _ Problems
Five case Studies

Bill McAndrew
Donnelly Corporation
414 East 40th Street
Holland, Mi.49423

(616)394-2405

MPEX •..is a utility program. sold ... by. Vesoft, Inc.. of. Los Angeles,
California. Many.. HP3000 shops are· using .• MPEXto · solve·· a·. variety
of proble"1s. ranging from the·· altering of .• a single file ·to the ... global
management. ·of .•. all. files. on. their··. systems. . If . you are not .•••• familiar
with the MPEX package, suffice it to say that it is/an extremely
powerful •• utility that .address.es .. deficienci.es in several •areas·. of . MPE.
You. can think." of .. it· ..• as a···· dozen· .of your •...• favorite contributod
utilities rolled into one program.

Vesoft •provides· complete. documentation. with the package •and there
is. an online help facility.. in the newer versions that is .. truly
excellent. However, despite the 300 or· so pages· .• of •..... documentation
(or perhaps because ·OF it), it is quite easy to miss some ·ofthe
"finer points·' of the.. package. .•Even though •the •author •covers . each
command .exhaustively, •and tries. to.. provide •.. meaningful •..•• examples •• of
each···.command in· .action,· •• itwould.•. be. impossible· to document· .every
possible usage of them. It is quite easy to miss sOrTle<ofthe "hidden
beautyuin the package.

This)paperis not a reference manuaL on MPEX, nor is it .a tutorial.
It· ·is simply a· collection of-some. unique .• applications.. of . the ..•. products
MPEX and STREAMX. · A basic understanding of these programs will
be necessary. to fully understand the. five case ·.studies. ••. The cases
are arranged in order of increasing complexity.

All •five .case . studies have been included .. on the San Francisco swap
tape·under the name.·MPEXSTDY.

CASE 1: PURGEWRK

Problem Description:

Several. •different systems running on.·· .our •.. computers ..• use program
created ..•. workfi.les,. usually used for recovery purposes. Over time,
these .workfiles ...oan · accumulate due to aborts, wasting a lot of
disc space. Sincetheyweren'te~plicitly created by the users,the
users typically don't clean them ... up. ...•.• I. want· to find these files
and .delete them •.·•• weekly· before·.·· our full. ··backup. A ·complication is
that· some of .theworkfiles have· a file code· of zero, .. making it
difficult to distinguish them from user files.

The Solution·

The jobstream PURGEWRK provides the needed solution. It is
listed in Appendix A. . As you can see, it goes a little beyond the
normal· "K·· file ••• cleanupll . job. This job is streamed automatically
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each week .before our full backup and typically reclaims between
10,000 and 30,000.disc sectors.

Im~ortant points in the example:

Notice that the bulk of the work is done inside an MPEX USE file
called PURGEWRK.SE.SYS. This is done to be able to use
question marks freely in the fileset specifications. The jobstream
will be streamed using STREAMX, which interprets question marks
as a parameter prompting and substitution device.

The EDITOR step .in lines 10/18 of the job creates a small user
template that is used later on in lines 36/37. The template takes
advantage of the target fileset ability of MPEX. The graph data
files need to be purged, but they have a file code of 0 and no
other "identifying marks" except for t;>eginning with OF and OL.
The user template finds and deletes these files by finding their
graph file counterparts first. These CAN be identified by file
codes and are used to point to the corresponding data files.

CASE 2: LOCKACCT

Problem Description:

A mechanism is needed to temporarily shut out all users from a
given account while repairs or updates are taking place, or at
least give them a customized warning message before allowing
them to proceed. System Welcome messages are fine, but some
users don't seem to read them or heed them. Welcome messages
are also not account specific. If locking out users, the facility
must allow Syster:ns personnel (people with AM capability) to freely
access the account while keeping other out.

The Solution:

The problem is solved by the jobstream LOCKACCT, which is
shown in Appendix B. It uses STREAMX to prompt for several
variables used by the stream and accomplishes the lockout using a
little "MPE programming".

Typically the account manager for the problem account streams
LOCKACCT and specifies either a custom message to be displayed
to the users, or the default message. The jobstream will construct
a special lockout UDC, which differs according to whether you are
locking the account or simply displaying a message to users, and
puts it in its own UDC file. It then catalogs this file along with
the normal account level UDC file. The lock/message can be
applied at any time; existing users in the account are allowed to
complete their sessions, but all new signons are subject to the
LOCKUDC. The lock/message is removed by simply doing a
SETCATALOG command with the normal account level UDC file(s).

Important points in the example:

STREAMX .makes . the prompting for parameters very easy and
user-friendly. The ECHO command allows you to be very
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complete· .•. when •. prompting for .input, .' and. even·· allows •the variable
defaults • to be displayed ... (for •..• example, line 52 displays the.· actual
default. to· be used in·· this·· run ..of ·the .. program). ( .Sophisticated
editing of •accounts (lines 54/56), u.sar ids (lines 61/63.), •• a.nd.•. file
names (lines 155/158)can be done. .

Arnessage file of record length 72 should be used. Line 194
prepares. the output file· for this. A record length of ·.72 is •• the
default for an unnumbered Editor file. The record. length •of ... the
message file is checked in line 157. The message file will be
displayed using FCOPY,and unless the record lengths of the input
and output files match exactly, a confusing warning message' will
be· issued tq the user trying to sign on.

Lines 192/209 make up the UDC. that will .. be . executed.
STREAMX . intercedes •. at .line .. 199. to conditionally •add the code.·to
bye regularusers off if that option is chosen.

The . lockout is accomplished by . seeing . if the user can
successfully execute a L1STUSER command (lines 200/205). No
output is ·generated because of the $NULL in the command, but
the CIERROR JeW is set appropriately.

At· the .• tail end of the ·constructed UDe iss· call •. to an
ACCOUNTLOGON .UDC. .. Since. this .••. UOC ••• may ·.or ·may.• not • exist,
there .•. is a· continue statement before . it. As .. itsname ·would imply,
this •.•. UDe.. handles all •logon •... UDC.. processing ··••• at . the ... account.··. level.
Because. LOCKACCTworks as an account level logon uoe, and is
cataloged .·first,. it would •.. disable· any •existing. account • level logon
UOC.•.. To·· .correct ····this, •. ··LOCKACCT ··.•·issues··. the··· call •to ·this UDC
name to do any further account lever logon processing, should the
user. make it past the account lock. This means that account
marlClgers . must name their account .leveJ uoe ACCOUNTLOGONin
orde~>to use I..OCKACCT. .. This has never been a problem as these
UDCnameshave always been arbitrary in the past.

The code in ...• lines 213/240 < keep the l1ewly> constructed UOC in
either the >file LOCKUOCor. LOCKUDC2..•.•.. ThiS handles the case .of
having •. an .• existing· message .• or· lockout ··•..• in· place •..• when. trying >.•.• to
issue .. a< second one. . Current • users •. may have one oftbe . files
locked,but .• the other •. should not be accessed. The ..• stream can't
handle·· .the· •. case of more .·than '.• two different messages being active
at the same time. STREAMX· also handles.. the situation of no
regular accounflevel UDC file in lines 227/231 and 235/239.

Lines.241/246 inform the accounf. manager of the .successful
completion •. of the' •.•. stream. In the case.· of an account. lock, • a
message issent·to.the console operator as well.

CASE 3:·· OGOMPIlE

Problem Description:

Many. of .• our applications are ... written .. using Po~erHouse, a. fourth
generation •. application· development. system available··. 'from •• ··Cognos,
Inc. An application's screens .·and ·.• reports are dependenf·"on·a
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PowerHouse directory of files and .fields within those files called a
QSCHEMAC. Whenever this directory is changed by the addition
of a new file, or a field in the Qschemac is modified, all
application screens, reports and .batch processing runs should be
recompiled. Some automated method of recompiling is necessary.
One complication is that the program source resides in normal
ASCII files (file code 0) and uses no particular naming
convention.

The Solution:

The jobstream QCOMPILE .provides an effective solution to this
problem. It is listed in Appendix C. Once streamed it informs
the developer of its status or its completion. It first recompiles
the Qschema source file into a new Qschemac. Next it finds all
of the QUIZ report objects in the account and uses them to find
their corresponding source files so they' can be recompiled.
Similarly, the QUICK screens and the QTP objects are also
recompiled. Optionally, the source can be listed during the
compiling, giVing a full listing of the whole system.

Important points in the example:

This jobstream is fairly old (some 4-5 years), but despite its older
syntax, is pretty straiQhtforward. Lines 251/257 are an old way of
putting alphabetic vanable input into a jobstream. Note that until
recently STREAMX could not alter the number of lines of code to
be streamed, although it could manipulate the contents of any
given jobstream record. Because of this, MPE IF statements had
to make our jobstreams decisions for us, rather than constructing
a dynamic jobstream at stream time.

Lines 260/261 handle' ··the case where the Oschema source did not
contain an EXIT statement. Since this jobstream is used on
several different applications written by many different
programmers, it must accommodate different "styles" of
programming. If there was an EXIT in the file, the EXIT on 261
will be an error in the jobstream, hence the CONTINUE statement.
On the .other hand, if there is no EXIT in the ·source file, 000
will continue reading the jobstream as input. In this case, the
CONTINUE statement is programmatically executed by 000, which
just ignores it. The EXIT statement on 261 then terminates
ODD.

The IIA[" strings in line 263 and elsewhere in the examples should
be replaced by the escape character. Line 263 sends a highlighted
message to the streamer telling him that the Qschema file has
been recompiled.

The LISTF commands on lines 272 and 274 give a "before and
after" picture of the compiled Quiz objects in the account. An
intentional byproduct of the recompile process is the deletion of
all objects which do not have a corresponding source file. In
most .cases, these are temporary fix programs, or the object has
been named differently than the source. In the latter case, the
programmer will find out quickly (either from this LISTF, or from
the users) that his object is no longer there.
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Line 273 is the key to the example. It uses the MPEX user
template (listed in lines 309/339) to do the recompiling. Once
aga,n, the powerful target flleset capability of MPEX is used to
find the source file by first locating the object files. Locating
the object files is easy because ·of their unique file codes. This
eliminates the ·need· for· any naming standard on the source files,
although the system requires all of the source files to be in the
group SOURCE, and to be named the same as the object files.
Note that although the .source fileset is .the target fileset in the
USER command, there is no requirement in the template that the
files be used in that order. The LIST variable, which controls
whether or not the source will be listed was prompted for in line
255, passed to the template in line 273, and used in template line
334.

The template enters Quiz in the start section (lines 309/324), does
the compile in the file section (lines 325/335), and exits Quiz in
the finish section (lines 336/339). Note that the entire

. application's Quiz objects are recompiled in one run of Quiz,
rather than entering and exiting Quiz with each source. This is
much more efficient, but requires that Quiz reinitialize itself
before each new compile, hence the statements in lines 329/332.
The old object is purged in line 333, and then recompiled ·(if the
source exists) in line 334. This not only cleans up the stray
objects as mentioned before, but eliminates any delete
confirmation prompts from Quiz.

The remainder of the jobstream (lines 279/307) use· the remaining
two templates to recompile the Quick screens and the QTP ..••• objects
using the same methodology as with Quiz.

CASE 4: USEOPROD

Problem Description:

Application development using Powerhouse usually consists of
writing code in Editor, saving it, exiting Editor, running a
Powerhouse program such as Qdesign,· finding an error, ·exiting
Qdesign, running .Editor, texting in the source file, make code
changes, saving it, etc. A significant amount of time. can be spent
in just traveling between utilities. A better applications
development environment is desired where the editing-to-testing
cycle can be shortened.

The Solution:

USEQPROD is an Editor IUSE file which quickens this
development cycle by using labeled function keys to implement
popular key sequences and· takes advantage of the MPEX hook to
run the Powerhouse products from within Editor. The entire text
of USEQPROD is listed in Appendix D. The procedure dates itself
by having a name that goes back to the time when Cognos was
known as Quasar, and the Powerhouse products were not
collectively named. The developer enters Editor once, and
executes the USE file rather than /TEXTing in the source file.
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After making changes, the file is kept with the /KEEP command.
A function key is .then pressed which invokes the desired
Powerhouse utility by using. the MPEX hook to call the appropriate
UDC from within Editor. F1 through F5 are used for this.
Function keys 6 and 7 have been programmed with USE commands
for the Powerhouse utilities, making the compilation a two. button
operation. If there are errors", the developer exits back into
Editor with his file ready for more changes. Typical Powerhouse
development can be shortened by about 50% using this technique.

Imp?rtant points in the example:

Most of the U~E file consists of the little used 10 command of
Editor which simply echoes string~ back to the terminal. This
command only seem~ tq be of value when used in fUSE files.

Lines 398 and 400 show that comments can be inserted into IUSE
files if surrounded by double angle brackets ( < < and > > ). As far
as I know, this is not documented in the Editor Reference manual.

The strange Z:: = command is used to accept a variable from the
user. Editor will accept a variable length string at line 399 which
is substituted inside later strings using the Z:: construct. This is
how the source file name is encoded into the function keys.

Function keys 1-8 are each set twice using /0 sequences. One
sequence sets the key with a function key label, the other without
the label. This allows the IUSE file to be used successfully with
2645A terminals, as well as newer ones supporting function key
labels. The 2645A will abort the escape sequence at the II 16d"
subparameter, so it needs a separate escape sequence. On the
newer terminals, the keys will be set twice.

The function keys are set with the function key setting escape
sequence. This is documented in each terminal's reference manual.
The liAr II string should be replaced with the escape character. The
<esc>&f starts the sequence off. The "2all indicates that the key
should be set to "transmit" the sequence to the host directly. The
string will be echoed back to the· terminal by the host. This
eliminates the need to encode return characters at the end of
each key value. The IlkII parameter tells which function key the
sequence is for. The II 16dll parameter indicates that a 16
character function key label will follow at the end of the
sequence. The final ilLII parameter sets· .. the number of characters
in the key value string. Since the L is in caps, it terminates the
escape sequence. The 16 character key label follows immediately,
and that is followed by the key value string. Note that the key
value starts with a "%11 which invokes the MPEX hook.

The four Powerhouse· products set in the keys, as well as SPOOK,
support process suspension and reactivation. This is implemented
in Powerhouse by using the SUSPEND program parameter in the
UDC call. MPEX supports this process handling environment quite
well, .and the result is the elimination of the process loading
overhead normally associated with the repeated running •of these
programs.
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In lines 412/413 the Powerhouse USE command is set up,
embedding the source filename· in the key value string. The key
value string is set only once, in line 413. Line 413 will execute
on terminals with and without function key labels. Since 412 ·sets
the function key label,it only applies to the newer terminals.

Embedding the source file name in line 413 is fairly tricky, as the
z:: string can be of variable length, yet the escape sequence
demands an exact length for the key. value string in the· L
parameter. To make this work, the string containing the Z:: value
is padded with trailing blanks. .When Editor dereferences the /0
command on line 413, the actual value of the Z:: string will
stretch the string out. Only the first 44 characters of the key
value string will be used in the. function key, however. ·The IIA@"
at the end of the string represents a null character (dec 0) that
is required to keep Editor or the terminal driver (I'm not sure
which) from stripping off those necessary trailing blanks from the
sequence.

Function key f8 is set to use the use file again. This allows you
to easily switch to a new source file.

The escape sequence in line 420 is .used to force display of the
user keys on the terminal, in case they were not already
displayed.

Lines 421/423 use Editor's extremely confusing method of setting
tab stops for the source file. Lines 421/422 use escape sequences
to set the physical tab stops on theterminal,while line 423 sets
the logical tab stops. in Editor and the file. Note that . the
physical and logical tab settings are completely independent of one
another, making it extremely confusing when the two aren't done
in concert. The newer. terminals have a feature called
TAB = SPACES. This feature should be used whenever possible to
implement tabbing.

The /TEXT command in line 424 enables the fUSE file to be used
instead of a /TEXT command.

CASE 5: PSELECT

Problem Description:

In our company, computer users are spread out over many
different geographical· locations. Each location is served by at
least one remote spooled printer, each of which is connected to
one of the computers in our network. When a user wishes. to
stream a job, sjhe signs on to .the computer· that ·contains the
application and streams it. The user also wjshes to·. send the
resulting report to the printer at his location, however, this
printer mayor may not be connected to his computer. A. method
IS needed to allow a user to send jobstream output to any printer
on our netwo~ dynamically. The user should not have to know
which printers are on which computer, .nor even be familiar with
the device class (or worse yet, Idev number) of the desired
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printer. From the programmer's standpoint, the method must ·be
easily implementable, and be as free from maintenance as possible.

The Solution:

PSELECT solves the problem by using some advanced features of
STREAMX. The code is listed in Appendix E. The programmer
inserts two lines of code into his jobstream either once, or as
many times as desired to allow redirection of report output. It is
possible for each report in the jobstream to .be directed to a
different printer. ·The two lines inserted will cause the streaming
user to be presented at stream time with a menu of printer
choices. The user selects one of these printers and the jobstream
continues. At this point a STREAMX variable called PRINTER
contains the last half of a file equation for the selected printer.
The Printer variable can then be substituted in a file equation
under any. formal file designator. The' specifics on printers
(computer node names, device classes, environment files, etc.) are
contained in a file called PRDATA, which is accessed globally from
the SYS account.

Important points in the example:

As shown in lines 430/433, only a few additions are necessary to a
jobstream to implement PSELECT. The ::PSELECT command is the
crux of the whole example. In the STREAMX documentation it is
mentioned that any MPE command can be executed at stream time
by preceding it with a "::". What is not mentioned, however, is
that your command will not be fed immediately to the COMMAND
intrinsic, but will be processed by a Vesoft command interpreter,
similar to CI.PUB.VESOFT. -. This means that MPEXL commands are
available from within STREAMX (even if you are on a classic
30001) UDC's are not available here,but command files are, so
::PSELECT is a call to a command file residing in the default path
(it's in PUB.SYS). The commands in the command file are
executed sequentially by STREAMX. The command file will set
the desired variables and then return control to the jobstream.

One of the variables set in the command file is called REMOTE.
This variable is necessary to set up a REMOTE HELLO, if the
desired printer is not on the local computer. If the printer is
local, the variable is a COMMENT command. Either way the
variable becomes a record in your jobstream.

From this point on, the variable PRINTER can be used in any file
equation to direct output to the chosen printer. The variable
contains all. of the file statement parameters necessary starting
with the DEV= clause. This way, PSELECT does not have to know
what your formal file designator for the output· is. The Printer
variable can be substituted as many times as desired.

The command file itself, listed in lines 427/438, looks deceivingly
simple. A separate program called Prse(ect.pub.sys is run to
display the menu of pnnterchoices. contained in Prdata, and then
prompts the user for his choice. The data for his printer along
with either a REMOTE HELLO or COMMENT command is output
into a temporary file as ::SETVAR commands. The 3 record temp
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file (2 SETVARs and a ::EXIT) is then input in a nested
execution of" STREAMX. Any output from this run of STREAMX
from within STREAMX is suppressed by the ;STDLIST=$NULL.

The nested run of STREAMX was necessary because until recently
(STREAMX version 2.2) we had no way of having STREAMX
execute :: statements that were generated" dynamically" within the
jobstream. Version 2.2 gave us the long-awaited ::USE command
V'!hichmakes this a simple task.

I don't know where ::SETVAR variables are stored--all I '<now is
that they are there when "I need them. Also, variables that are
set by the nested execution" of STREAMX are available to the
outer STREAMX process as well. Consequently, the ::SETVAR
PRINTER done "in the nested process provides the variables for the
outer process (your jobstream).

The Prdata file" is pretty straightforward. "It allows for
comments, as well as information to be displayed to the user. The
actual printer definitions begin with a 1'.11. This file must exist on
each computer "in the network. The contents of each file" are
machine specific.

PSELECT is due for some extensive rewriting. Although it works
quite well, and is very simple for the users to understand, Systems
people have a hard time understanding it. With STREAMX 2.2, it
should be possible to code PSELECT entirely in STREAMX code,
eliminating the menu program and the nested run of STREAMX.

Conclusions

This paper has shown five varied examples of how the Vesoft
products MPEX and STREAMX can solve some real life Systems
problems. Although these solutions can- be used" IIright .out of the
can", the techniques they use may be of more benefit to you in
solving other problems your shop may have.

If you do not own a copy of MPEX or STREAMX, you may want
to look into purchasing these" products. The "." examples in this
paper show a small subset of the capabilities available to you. If
you are a current Vesoft user, this paper may have convinced you
that it will be worthwhile to .read (or reread) .the full
documentation that comes with these products, especially since the
2.1 versions of MPEX/3000 and SECURITY/3000. They continue to
be one of your best buys in utility software.
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APPENDIX A

2 Jobstream PURGEWRK

3 !JOB PURGEWRK,MANAGER.SYS;OUTCLASS=LP
4 !COMMENT
5 !COMMENT JOBSTREAM TO SEEK OUT AND PURGE ALL NON-ACTIVE K FILES
6 !COMMENT FROM EDITOR (BOTH DEFAULT FORMAT AND COBOL TEXT), ALL
7 ICOMMENT RECOVERY CHART FILES AND DATA FILES FROM EZCHART, ALL
8 !COMMENT RECOVERY DRAWING AND FIGURE FILES FROM HPDRAW.
9 ICOMMENT

10 !EDITOR
11 ADD
12 FILE !A,IB
13 PURGE IA
14 PURGE IB
15 ***********
16 II
17 KEEP $NEWPASS,UNN
18 EXIT
19 IMPEX
20 USE PURGEWRK.SE.SYS
21 EXIT
22 IEOJ

23 MPEX use file PURGEWRK

24 COMMENT ***** LIST AND PURGE EDITOR K FILES *****
25 LISTF K#######.@.@(CODE = 'EDITQ'),LISTFXX
26 LISTF K#######.@.@(CODE = 'EDTCQ'),LISTFXX
27 PURGE K#######.@.@(CODE='EDITQ')
28 PURGE K#######.@.@(CODE='EDTCQ')
29 COMMENT ***** LIST AND PURGE SLATE WORK FILES *****
30 LISTF P#######.@.@(CODE = 'SLATE'),LISTFXX
31 LISTF P#######.@.@(CODE='SLATW'),LISTFXX
32 PURGE P#######.@.@(CODE = 'SLATE')
33 PURGE P#######.@.@(CODE='SLATW')
34 COMMENT ***** LIST AND PURGE CHART WORK FILES *****
35 LISTF CF#?????@.@+CL#?????@.@(CODE='GRAPH'),LlSTFXX
36 USER $OLDPASS,CF#?????.@.@(CODE = 'GRAPH'),DF#?????.@.@
37 USER $OLDPASS,CL#?????.@.@(CODE = 'GRAPH'),DL#?????.@.@
38 COMMENT ***** LIST AND PURGE HPDRAW WORK FILES *****
39 LISTF ??######.@.@(CODE = 'DRAW'),LISTFXX
40 PURGE ??######.@.@(CODE ='DRAW')
41 COMMENT ***** LIST AND PURGE FIGURE FILES *****
42 LISTF ??######.@.@(CODE = 'FIG'),LISTFXX
43 PURGE ??######.@.@(CODE='FIG')
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44 APPENDIX B

45 Jobstream LOCKACCT

* This· jobstream can be used for two different purposes:
*

* The stream requires answers to 4 questions:
* .

* .The jobstream accomplishes this by adding an additional account level
* logon UDC (in its own UDC file) to the existing UDC'sof the account.
* The user streaming the job must have AM (account manager) capability.
*
* The account lock and/or message applies to all new signonsinto the
* account. Current users of the account will not receive the message
* or be byed off until they sign on again.
*

The jobstream is launched in the. specified account with the
user ·name being your current .Iogon user id. This ensures that
only account managers have the power to stream this Job.

2. Keeping all users out of an account while recovery or
maintenance is taking place. . A custom, variable .length
message can be created explaining the lockout, which is
issued before the user is automatically byed off. Users
with Account manager capability are not byed off.

1. Issuing a variable length message to all users of an account
at logon time (in addition to the system welcome message)

1. Which Account?

2. Override message file?

Bill McAndrew 6/1/86 Donnelly Corporation Technical Services*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*
*
*
*

::ECHO LOCKACCT is used to display an account specific message
::echo on a user's terminal at logon time. Optionally, access
::echo can be denied to all users without AM capability.
::echo
::ECHO Enter the account you want to lock or set a message on.
::echo You must be an Account Manager of the selected account.
::ECHO The default is {hpaccount}.
::echo
::prompt string account = "Which Account";default="{hpaccount}";&
:: check=(mpe("listacct " + account + ",$nulI") < > 909);&
:: checkerror ="Invalid Account"
::echo
::echo Enter the userid you wish to sign on with in account {account}
::echo The default is {hpuser}.
::echo
::prompt string user = uUseridll;default="{hpuser}";&
:: check=(mpe("listuser II + user + 1I.{account},$nulIlI

) < > 910);&
:: checkerror = "This is not a user in account {account}II

IJOB LOCKACCT,{USER}.{ACCOUNT};PRI =DS;OUTCLASS =LP,1
ISETJCW JeW = 0
!IF Jew <> 0 THEN
*
***************************************************************************

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
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*
**************************************************************************

* To remove the lock [and message]:
*

* 3. Current Account UDC file?
*

This parameter specifies an Editor file containing the
message to be displayed to the users at logon. The message
should be created as an unnumbered file In editor (record
length of 72) and' can be as long as desired. If the record
length is not 72, Fcopy will issue a warning message to the
user requiring a response before printing the message.
If a file is specified, make certain that the subject account
can read it, i.e., place it .in the account or release the file
after keeping it. If no file is specified, the stream uses
the default file LOCKACCT.SE.SYS. The contents of that fHe
follow:

This question determines whether the message is for informational
purposes only, or if an account 'lockout is desired. The default
is account lockout or MY".

The existing account level UDC file for the subject account is
a required parameter.' This UDC file will be re-set with the
newly created LOCKUDC file. The UDC filename may be fully
qualified.

*************************************************************
* Sorry, this account is temporarily unavailable for use.

* Please try again later.
*************************************************************

4. Bye off at end of message?

-- Log on to the subject account.
-- Type :SETCATALOG (udc flle);ACCOUNT specifying your account UDC

*

*
*
*

* If the stream completes successfully, a message is sent to the streamer.
*

* If the account is locked (bye option selected) a message is issued
* to the system operator informing him of the locked status, and the
* user Who has issued the lock.
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

!ENDIF
!
::echo
::echo Enter the file containing the message you wish to set.
::echo Just press return to use· the default message file.
::echo The file must be an unnumbered ASCII file with record
::echo length = 72.
::echo
::PROMPT STRING MSGFILE "Override Message.filell ;&

99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
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156 :: detault="lockacct.se.sys";&
157 :: check=(finfo{msgfile,O) and finfo{msgfile,14)< >-72);&
158 :: checkerror ="File does not exist, or record length not 12"
159 !comment Message file: {msgfile}
160 !
161 ::echo
162 ::echo Enter the account level UDC file tor this account.
163 ::echo The filename may be fully qualified (file.group.account).
164 ::echo If there is no UDC file, press return.
165 ::echo
166 ::prompt string udcfile= "Current Account UDC file";default =It*";&
161 :: check=(udcfile = "*" or finfo(udcfile,O»;&
168 :: checkerror ="File does. not exist"
169 !comment UDC file: {udcfile}
110 !
111 !SHOWCATALOG
172 !setjcw· cierror •= 0
113 !continue
114 !setcatalog ;account
115 !if cierror < > 0 then
116 ! tell {hpuser}.{hpaccount} A(&dJ You are> not an Account Manager of {account}
111 A[&d@
178 ! eoj
119 ! endif
180 !
181 ::echo
182 ::echo Answer Y. to lock the account preventing •• aU but Account
183 ::echo Managers from signing on.. Answer N to just set. a message
184 ::echo on the account.
185 ::echo
186 ::prompt string byeoff= "Bye'off at end of message";&
181 ::' check=(ups(byeoff) = "Y· or ups(byeoff) = "N");&
188 :: checkerror= "Answer Yor N"
189 !
190 !EDITOR
191 ADD
192 LOCKUDC
193 OPTION LOGON,NOBREAK,NOHELP
194 FILE STD=$STDLIST;REC=-12
195 CONTINUE
196 RUN FCOPY.PUB.SYS;&
191 INFO='FROM={msgfUe};TO=*STD'
198 RESET STD
199 ::if byeoff .= "Y" or byeoff = "y" then
200 SETJCW CIERROR = 0
201 CONTINUE
202 LISTUSER @.$NULL
203 iF CIERROR < > 0 THEN
204 BYE
205 ENDfF
206 ::endif
201 CONTINUE
208 ACCOUNTLOGON
209 *************************************************************
210 II
211 KEEP $NEWPASS,UNN
212 EXIT
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213 ISETJew CIERROR = 0
214 ICONTINUE
215 IPURGE LOCKUDC .
216 - !IF CIERROR = 384 THEN
217 I COMMENT CIERROR 384 means "unable to purge file"
218 I COMMENT LOCK OR MSG CURRENTLY SET IN FILE "LOCKUDC"
219 I SETJCW CIERROR = 0
220 ! CONTINUE
221 I PURGE LOCKUDC2
222 ! IF CIERROR = 384 THEN
223 I TELL {HPUSER}.{HPACCOUNT} ErrorI 2 Lockaccts setl
224 I EOJ
225 I ENDIF
226 I SAVE $OLDPASS,LOCKUDC2
227 ::If udcfile < > u." then
228 I SETCATALOG L9CKUDC2,{UDCFILE};ACCOUNT
229 ::else
230 I SETCATALOG LOCKUDC2;ACCOUNT
231 ::endif
232 IELSE
233 I COMMENT LOCK OR MSG SET IN FILE uLOCKUDC2" OR NOT SET AT ALL
234 ! SAVE $OLDPASS,LOCKUDC
235 ::IF UDCFILE < > ...u THEN
236 I SETCATALOG LOCKUDC,{UDCFILE};ACCOUNT
237 ::ELSE
238 ! SETCATALOG LOCKUDC;ACCOUNT
239 ::ENDIF
240 !ENDIF
241 ::IF BYEOFF = "Y" OR BYEOFF = "y" THEN
242 ! TELLOP {HPUSER} HAS LOCKED {ACCOUNT}
243 ! TELL {HPUSER}.{HPACCOUNT} {ACCOUNT} is now locked.
244 ::else
245 I TELL {HPUSER}.{HPACCOUNT}. Message set on {ACCOUNT}
246 ::endif
247 IEOJ
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248

249 Jobstream -aCOMPILE

APPENDIX C

250 !JOBQCOMPILE,?$VARIABLE=S$ WHAT'S YOUR SIGNON (user.acct)?
251 fSETJCW Y = 1
252 ISETJCW N = 0
253 !SETJCW YES = Y
254 ISETJCW NO = N
255 !COMMENT LIST or NOLIST: ?$VARIABLE =LIST$ LIST or NOLIST?
256 !SETJCW -ANS =?RECOMPILE QSCHEMA.SOURCE INTO -QSCHEMAC.PUB -(YIN)?
257 UF ANS = Y THEN
258 IQDD
259 USE QSCHEMA.SOURCE ?$VARIABLE=LIST$?
260 ICONTINUE
261 EXIT
262 !CONTINUE
263 ITELL ?$VARIABLE=S$?;~[&dBQSCHEMA has been recompiled. ~[&d@
264 !ENDIF
265 !SHOWTIME
266 ISETJCW _ANSi = ?RECOMPILE ALL QUIZ REPTS (YIN)?
267 !IF ANS = Y THEN
268 IMPEX
269 COMMENT *********************************
270 COMMENT * COMPILE ALL QUIZ PROGRAMS
271 COMMENT *********************************
272 LISTF. @.@(CODE =642),*LISTFXX.LISTF.VESOFT
273 USER. QUIZCOMP.USER.VESOFT,@.@(CODE =642),= .SOURCE,It?$VARIABLE=LIST$?"
274 LISTF @.@(CODE=642),*LISTFXX.LISTF.VESOFT
275 EXIT
276 !CONTINUE
277 !TELL ?$VARIABLE=S$?; ~[&dB QUIZ reports are. recompiled.- ~[&d@
278 IENDIF
279 ISHOWTIME
280 ISETJCW ANS = ?RECOMPILE ALL QUICK .SCREENS (YIN)?
281 !IF ANS = YTHEN
282 !MPEX
283 COMMENT *********************************
284 COMMENT * COMPILE ALL QUICK SCREENS
285 COMMENT *********************************
286 LISTF @.@(CODE=641),*LISTFXX.LISTF.VESOFT
287 USER QUICCOMP.USER.VESOFT,@.@(CODE =641), = .SOURCE,"?$VARIABLE=LlST$?"
288 LISTF @.@(CODE=641),*LISTFXX.LISTF.VESOFT
289 EXIT
290 !CONTINUE
291 ITELL ?$VARIABLE =S$?;~[&dBQUICK screens are recompiled. ~[&d@

292 !ENDIF
293 ISHOWTIME
294 !SETJCW ANS = ?RECOMPILE ALL QTP OBJECTS (YIN)?
295 flF ANS"= Y THEN
296 IMPEX
297 COMMENT· -*******************************
298 COMMENT * COMPILE ALLQTP OBJECTS
299 COMMENT *******************************
300 LISTF @.@(CODE=643),*LISTFXX.LISTF.VESOFT
301 USER QTPCOMP.USER.VESOFT,@.@(CODE =643), = .SOURCE,"?$VARIABLE =LIST$?"
302 LISTF -@.@(CODE =643),*LISTFXX.LISTF.VESOFT
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303 EXIT
304 ICONTINUE
305 ITELL ?$VARIABLE=S$?; A[&dB QTP objects are recompiled. A[&d@
306 IENDIF
307 IEOJ

308 MPEX user templates QUIZCOMP QUICCOMP, and QTPCOMP

*************************************************************

*************************************************************

;********************************************************************
;********* COMPILING REPORT: IPUB **********

**************************************************
* RECOMPILE ALL QUIZ REPORTS

*
* RECOMPILES ALL COMPILED QUIZ REPORTS AS
* SPECIFIED IN THE OBJECT FILESET. COMPILED
* OBJECTS MAY RESIDE IN ANY GROUP BUT THE
* CORRESPONDING SOURCE MUST BE IN GROUP 'SOURCE'
* ALL SOURCE FILES MUST END WITH 'BUILD' COMMAND
**************************************************

*
* EX. %$USER QUIZCOMP,USER.VESOFT,
* @.@(CODE=642), = .SOURCE,
* "NOLIST"

SET DEFAULT
SET SAVE CLEAR
:RESET QUIZLIST
SET REPORT DEVICE TERMINAL NOSTATISTICS
:PURGE IPUB
USE ISOURCE ILIST

START
:COMMENT
:COMMENT
:COMMENT
:COMMENT
:COMMENT
:COMMENT
:COMMENT
:COMMENT
:COMMENT
:COMMENT
:COMMENT
:COMMENT
:COMMENT
:QUIZ

FINISH
:COMMENT = ====== END OF QUIZ COMPILES = = === ==
EXIT
*************************************************************

FILE IPUB,ISOURCE,ILIST
;********************************************************************

309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339

340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355

START
:COMMENT ***********************************************
:COMMENT * COMPILE ALL QUICK SCREENS
:COMMENT *
:COMMENT * EX. %$USER QUICCOMP.USER.VESOFT,
:COMMENT * @.@(CODE=641),=.SOURCE,
:COMMENT * "NOLIST"
:COMMENT *
:COMMENT * SCREEN STATEMENT DECLARES WHERE OBJECT GOES
:COMMENT * ALL SCREENS END WITH "BUILD" STATEMENT
:COMMENT * SOURCE FOR ALL SCREENS MUST BE IN 'SOURCE'
:COMMENT ***********************************************
:QDESIGN
***********
FILE IPUB,ISOURCE,ILIST
;*******************************************************************
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.'It****** COMPILING SCREEN: ·IPUB ********
;*******************************************************************
SET DEFAULT
:PURGE IPUB
USE !SOURCE !LIST
CANCEL
***********

356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366

FINISH
:COMMENT
EXIT
***********

= = = = = == = END. OFaUICK SCREEN COMPILES = === ===

***********

;******* COMPILING PROGRAM: !PUB ********
;*******************************************************************

FILE fPUB,!SOURCE,!LIST
;*******************************************************************

=== == === END OF aTP COMPILES = == ====

START
:COMMENT 'It**********************************************
:COMMENT * RECOMPILE ALL aTPOBJECTS
:COMMENT *
:COMMENT * EX. %$USER· aTPCOMP.USER.VESOFT,
:COMMENT * @.@(CODE = 643), = .SOURCE,
:COMMENT * "NOLIST"
:COMMENT *
:COMMENT * BUILD .STATEMENT DeCLARES WHERE OBJECT·aOES
:COMMENT * ALL PROGRAMS END WITH "BUILD" STATEMENT
:COMMENT * SOURCE FOR ALL PROGRAMS MUST BE IN 'SOURCE'
:COMMENT ***********************************************
:QTP

SET DEFAULT
:PlJRGE !PUB
USEISOURCE !LIST
CANCEL
***********
FINISH
:COMMENT
EXIT
***********

.367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
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394

395 Editor use file USEQPROD

APPENDIX P

»

....@II

....@II

»

»

"'[1 "'[1 "'[1

396 a""
397 a "Key in your source filename and press returnll

398 < < File entered can be fully qualified: name/lock.grp.acct > >
399 Z::=
400 < < Set function keys 1-5 to the a-products via MPEX > >
401 a 1I [&f2a1k13L%aDD ,SUSPEND
402 a 1I [&f2a1k16d13L add %aDD ,SUSPEND
403 a " [&f2a2k18L%aDESIGN "SUSPEND"
404 a ""'[&f2a2k16d18Ladesign %aDESIGN "SUSPENDII
405 a n....[&f2a3k17L%aUICK ",SUSPEND II
406 a 1I"'[&f2a3k16d17L Quick %aUICK ",SUSPEND ..
407 a "....[&f2a4k17L%aUIZ ",SUSPEND "
408 a ""'[&f2a4k16d17L-aulz %aUIZ ",SUSPE"ND H

409 a 11....[ &f2a5k6L%SPOOK "
410 Q ""'[&f2a5k16d6L Spook %SPOOK II

411 < < Set function keys 6-7 to Use statements
412 a ""'[&f2a6k16d1L Use List U H
413 a H"'[&f2a6k44LUSE Z:: LIST
414 a H"'[&f2a7k16d1L Use Nollst UII
415 a H"'[&f2a7k46LUSE Z:: NOLIST
416 < < Set function key 8 to USE USEQPROD
417 a ""'[&f2a8k19LUSE USEaPROD.SE.SYS II
418 a 1I"'[&f2a8k16d19L Use UseqprodUSE USEaPROD.SE.SYS II
419 < < Display User keys
420 a H"'[&jB"
421 a" "'[1 "'[1 "'[1 "'[1 "'[1 "'[1 "'[1 "'[1
422 "'[1 11

423 S TABS =(4,7, 10,~3, 16,19,22,25,28,31,34,37)
424 TEXT Z::
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425 APPENDIX E

426 Command file ·PSELECT.PUB.SYS

427 comment Command file for printer selection program
428 comment WSM 7.6.88
429 comment
430 comment These are the commands needed to use PSELECT in your jobl
431 comment ::PSELECT
432 comment !{REMOTE}
433 comment IFILE xxxxxx =xxxxxx; {PRINTER}
434 comment
435 comment
436 run prselect.pub.sys
437 file strmfile =prchoice,oldtemp
438 run streamx.pub.security;parm = 1;stdlist =$null

439 Sample PRDATA file

Node names, if present,· should be right justified.

This file contains data about the printers on our network.

Records with a "." in column 1 are printer definition
records and \have the following layout:

Records with a "0" in column 1 are. printer description. lines
and are displayed by the program.

Records with an asterisk in column 1 are comment cards and
are not processed.

440 *
441 *
442 *
443 *
444 *
445 *
446 *
447 *
448 *
449 *
450 *
451 *
452 *
453 *
454 *< --Node- > <-Class> < ..-------Other additional file specs--------..------ >
455 OHere is a list of printers you can send your report to:
456 0
457 LP
458 OThe system line printer of the Series 70 (Computer room· - LP).
459 .REMPRINT#LP
460 OThe system line printer of the Series 950 (Computer room - LP).
461 LASER
462 OThird street laser. printer in report mode (LASER).
463 . LASER ;ENV=QUIZPORT.HPENV.SYS
464 DThird street laser printer in document mode. (LASER;ENV=GOTHIC).
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System Managers guide to MPE/XL migration and installation

Isaac Blake
City of Tempe

Information Systems
120 East Fifth Street

Tempe, AZ 85281
(602) 731-8218

After years of waiting and wondering, the HP Precision
architecture machines and MPE/XL operating system is here.
These new systems provide a challenge and a new frontier for
both experienced and new System Managers. The last time such
a changed occurred was when HP left the design of the Series
Ill's to adopt the HP-IB systems that we know of today. A
interesting piece of history is for those of us who were
around for both evolutions, the cycle of both "generations"
were the same. I had to chuckle reading the media critics
shoot down the "RISC" concept, because several years prior
they were doing the same with the HP-IB concept. Basically
the media was saying that HP-IB was going to be the downfall
of HP, and the users had the same worried look.

Granted, the early machines like the series 30 and 33 were
slow and had initial problems, but if you take alook at the
machines that came after those each one grew until the top 6f
the HP-IB systems, a series 70. If you look at the HP-PA
path, the same is true. I was fortunate to be working for HP
when the first HP-PA system, a 930 was available. Granted the
problems with the 930 was inline with the series 30 (maybe
systems with series of @30@ have this tag?), but remember one
key point; this system was to assist users· and vendors with
getting their software over to MPE/XL and for testing. It was
NEVER meant for production. In fact, for the MPE/XL operating
system, release 1.1 was always slated as the first release for
users to do production on.

I'm not trying to change my career to being a historian,
however, I feel that it's important for users to realize and
put in proper PERCEPTION, the events and it's "cycle". Most
of the bad press, comments, and concerns originate from
pre-1.1 days, and the vast majority of users on 1.1, and beta
testing 1.2 are quite happy. The failure rates on hardware
have been almost non existant, .and if you have been good at
keeping on top of the patches and releases, the software has
settled down a8 well.

The City of Tempe currently has 10 HP3000' s, 2 of which are
HP-PA systems. We have both a 950 and 925/LX, for the 950 we
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migrated from a 3-bay HP3000 series 70, and the 925/LX was a
new installation. The 950 was the first to be installed and
was not to be delivered until MPE/XL 1.1 was available. Both
systems are currently on MPE/XL 1.1 version A.10.17 with
various patches.

The series 70 had our largest and most diverse user base,
therefore it was a good challenge for migration. The
configuration of the system was three bays, nine megabytes of
memory, 244 ATP' s, LANIC, six 7933' s, two 7937' s, 7980 tape
drive, INP, 2.680 printer, Support Link modem, and a pool of
dialup modems. Software on this system was very diverse, and
consisted of just about all HP Software and third party
software. The system was on MPE/V version V-delta-2.

Below is a list of the system software on the system:

DataComm:

HP Utilities:

Languages:

Office Automation:

Other Utilities:

Third-Party Software:

ThinLAN, OfficeShare, NS/3000.

HP Security Monitor, OPT, Rspool,
Sampler, HPTREND, Predictive Support,
IDSCHAR, IDSFORM, IFS, LPS, TDP,
and HPMENU.

Basic, CobolII, Fortran, Pascal, RPG,
and SPL.

HPDESK, HPDRAW, HPEZCHART, HPWORD,
HPSPELL, HPSCHEDULE/3000, Visicalc,
HPWORD intrinsics, and DSG/3000.

INTEREX CSL programs, QUAD.

COGNOS, DBGENERAL, INDEX/PLUS,
MPEX, PAL/GENTRY, COGO, JobRescue,
OCS, REPORTER, SPEEDEDIT, SPSS,
S/Compare, JetLink, and DOC/3000.

As you can see, it was a very extensive list of software!

MIGRATION BEGINNINGS

It is important that as soon as you start looking at
migration, that you adopt and share with others that this is a
II PROJECT II • That means that you should have a project team,
regular meetings, action items, timelines, the whole works.
The project leader for the City was my boss, Lew Dalrymple.
Lew did no less that the best job I've ever seen or heard of
with a project. He has also completed a paper and
presentation on migration from a project management viewpoint.
I strongly suggest that you get a copy of the paper, entitled
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IIManaging a HP3000/950 Migration, a Workbook approach II , and
see the presentation.

Make sure that your project team includes the appropriate HP
counterpart. That is, a HP SE for the System Manager, the HP
Sales Rep for the Project Leader, the HP CE, and any
speciality fields such as Datacomm, Office Automation,
Personal Computers, etc... This will allow for good
interaction and acts as a II check and balance ll with each area.

HP offers the IIFASTLANE II service to help users migrate from a
MPE/V to a MPE/XL system. This service and support will
successfully help you with all the migration issues that you
may have. It will start with a Migrati'on Overview for you
that highlights what Precision Architecture is, the
differences between Compatibility Mode (CM), Native Mode (NM),
and Mixed Mode (CM+NM). Also included is a excellent section
on Migration Options and Solutions. This will cover Program,
Datacomm, and Operational issues to migration, and their
solutions.

The migration itself should be broken down into six area,
which are:

* Education
* Analysis and Planning
* Preparation
* Installation
* Compatibility Operation
* Native Mode Operation

Education ·is key to the •• success to the project. Make the
committment upfront to send. people to the Migration classes
that HP has. Also, make· use of the consulting time that's
available to you thru IIFASTLANE". Although most things will
be familiar, there is enough differences to bother you.
Compare it to being bilingual, but instead of difference being
Spanish to English, it is more like English verses American.

Analysis and planning will be made simplier by using the
Migration tools which areOCA (Object Code Analyzer), RTM (Run
Time Monitor), and MPT (Migration Planning Tool). These tools
need to be run on a MPE/V system that is on U-MIT or later.
OCA will scan program and SL files looking for
incompatibilities, and· generat.es a detailed report. RTM on
the other hand will monitor the actual run time errors that
occur. For example, OCA will issue a warning that a program
uses the COMMAND intrinsic (since some MPE/V commands are not
supported under MPE/XL), however RTM will generate an error if
you issue a truly unsupported command like:SHOWCACHE. MPT is
used to combine the output from all the migration tools tor a
consolidated report.
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Preparation will be any and all conversions that you need to
do. These would include FORTRAN-66/V to FORTRAN-77/V, BASIC/V
to HP Business Basic/V~ COBOL68 to COBOLII/V, IMAGE to
TurboIMAGE, DS/3000 to NS/3000, and the SPL issue which
entailseither translating the code to PASCAL, or, use the
SPLASH compiler from SRN. Remember, most programs will run in
CM with very little problems. Look for any conflicts with
your accounting structure (MPE/XL has certain reserved
accounts and groups like CONFIG.SYS), identify all your
User-Logging ID' s and global RIN' s, and study your usage of
UDC's. Also, if needed layout any switch stubs you may need.

Installation is made easy with the DIRMIG utility. This
utility will migrate your MPE/V operating environment to
MPE/XL. This will involve having your MPE/V SYSDUMP tape and
running DIRMIG. It will then create your directory structure,
global RIN's, User-Logging identifiers, UDC environment,
System Table information, and Private Volume information.
Once this is done it will then restore your user files onto
the MPE/XL system. If you do not desire a full migration,
DIRMIG will allow you the option to select any or all of the
above.

Compatibility Mode Operation is what you should be in for a
few weeks after installation to allow the system to settle in.
You should come up with a test plan to ensure that any
incompatibilities that were detected are working correctly on
MPE/XL. After you are satisfied with CM operation, then look
at using what I consider lithe best" migration utility, OCT
(Object Code Translator). OCT will take a MPE/V program file,
read thru it, and generate NM code to be executed in it's
place. This is fantastic since you can now take a CM program
and get better NM performance without have to recompile the
program. Further, it offers an approach that allows you to
get NM performance on programs· that you do not have source
for. Even though OCT does generate good NM code, and the
performance is better than CM, you will have to recomplile the
code in NM to get the best performance.

Native Mode Operation will be your final step. This will
require you to make changes to any NM incompatibilities,
recompiling the source into NM programs, and converting data
files to NM format (32-bit alignment, and IEEE floating point
format). This is also where you can start taking advantage of
all the outstanding MPE/XL commands and intrinsics, along with
features like Mapped tiles. Another nice teature of· the NM
compiliers is that they will allow you specify a level of
optimization. This means that the compilier will inspect your
code, and if it tind a better way of doing what you requested,
it will do it that way. I feel that this is the beginning of
Artifical Intelligent compliers, which is long overdue.
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MIGRATION REALITIES

The first reality that I would like to deal with is my earlier
comment about being "bilingual" between MPE/V and MPE/XL.
This is especially important if your site is going to have a
mixture of both systems. The problem is that you can get
confused going back and forth, and this problem will magnify
with the number of users that you have on your systems. I
strongly advise that you "modularize" functions on your
system. For example, develop a job stream that does a FULL
and PARTIAL backup for MPE/V and MPE/XL. The operator will
then only have to remember that he needs to do :STREAM
FULLDUMP.JOB.SYS on any system to do a full backup. Make use

. of job streams, UDC's, and especially'command files.

MPE/XL by it's nature uses more disc space. The"standard"
rule seems to be that you will need 2-7937 disc drives to
compensate for the increase. This increase is for both the
Operating System, and the larger NM program files. Sincewe
are using RISC, this means that there will be more
instructions needed to do the same thing, thereby causing more
disc space.

Take the time to layout your system, deciding which device
goes where, what the difference is between a Mid-Bus/Channel
Adapter, Device. Adapter, etc. Also follow a good suggestion
that was made ·to us, make your DTC LDev numbers the same as
the DTC/Board/Port Number. For example, LDev#234 would be DTC
#2, board #3, port #4. It really works out and makes tracking
alot easier.

A common mistake is hooking up the Support Link modem. The
modem is connected from the system to the modem, and the
system to the DTC. The cables that are supplied by HP are
marked "COMPUTER" and "MODEM", which works fine from the
system to the modem, however will NOT work from the system to
the DTC! The reason is the difference of DCE verses DTE, so
you will have to reverse the cable going to the DTC.

MIGRATION CONCLUSIONS

We had a very successful migration, and the number of
.. surprises" that we had were almost non-existant. Therefore
my recommendation to you is to "come on in, the water is
fine! " . You will really enjoy MPE/XL and the HP Precision
Architecture systems, and find a whole new frontier to
explore.
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MIGRATION HISTORY

HP/3000's are mostly upward compatable

SIO (series III) to HP-IB (series 30/33)

Classic Hardware upgrades

MPE software upgrades

HP Precision Architecture

~

~
~

MPE/XL Operating System



CITY OF TEMPE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
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MILL series 70-950 migration
Hardware:

HP/3000 series 70 with 9MB memory

244 ATP's (12 modem ports)

LANIC and INP

6 - 7933 disc drives, 2 - 7937 discs

7980 tape drive

~•
~
~

2680 Laser Printer



Mill series 70--950 migiralion
Software:

HP general products and utilities

Languages and 4GLproducts

Office Automation products

Third party software

COT developed applications

~,
I
~

Other util'ities



STARTING MIGRATION and/or INSTALLATION

Manage and approach as a project

Create a project team with authority

Have, and util·ize, HP counterparts

Develop a plan, timeline, and milestones

Invest in HP's 1'FA.S"fLANE 1
' service

~
I
~

Keep expectations and tasks reasonable



MIGRATION PHASES

Education

Analysis and Planning

Preparation

Installation

~
I

~
~

Compa.tibilityMode Operation

Native Mode/ •• Operatlqn



MIGRATION PHASES
Education:

~ the key to the success of the project!!!

Complete all the UP Migration classes

Read articles and proceedings

Contact other users who ha·ve migrated

Train all users

~.. ~
. I

~
~

Learn to be bilingual



MIGRATION<PHASiES

Analysis and Planning.:

Good time to learn & .document the system

Object Code Analyzer (OCA)

Run Time Monitor (RTM)

Migration Planning Tool (MPT)

Develop standards·and· classes

~•
it
~

Make functions and modules



MIGRATION PHASES

Preparation:

Language Conversions

IMAGE to TurboIMAGE

DS/3000 to NS/3000

Correct Third-Party software for MPE/XL

Laying out entire system configuration

Resolving conflicts and incompatabilities

~I

f



MIGRATION PHASES

~nstallation:

Partial,or complete migration?

~
Take your time, and have some play time! I~

~
DIRMIG and SYSGEN

DTC, LAN, and Network Installation

Support Link and Synaspe (Mux)

Training and .Verification



MIGRATION PHASES

Compatibility Mode:

CM for awhile to allow system to settle

Object Code Translator (OCD

OCT CM programs (especially BP's)

STORE/RESTORE/SYSGEN issues

Verify disc space usage

~,
~

NM planning and te"sting



MIGRATION PHASES

Native Mode:

Programming MPE/V vs MPE/XL systems

Data alignmen t (16 bit vs 32 bit)

Switch stubs

Increased disc space for NM programs

Utilizing new features

~

~

Mise issues (i.e. floating point)



MIGRATION REALITIES and CONCLUSIONS

The Project and Team approach works

HP is an invaluable resource

Being bilingual is a must

Keep up on current releases and patches

Modularizing functions keeps your sanity

~,

•

"Come on in, the water is fine!"
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INTRODUCTION

Typical current problems that many system managers deal with daily
are: deteriorating machine performance, shortages of equipment,
overworked data processing (DP) personnel, and hardware capacities
pushed to the limit. However, most system managers have well
organized andmaintair:d systems because they know how to handle
these current problems and are dealing with educated and trained
professional data processors. with the pr01iferation of end user
computing, the system manager is presented with a set of challenges
that had not been imagined a few years ago. These challenges
include programmers increasing ten fold, all new end user
programmers with no knowledge of proper programming standards and
techniques, business decisions being made using reports developed
without the proper testing or controls. All this with no real
increase in hardware "horsepower" or storage capacity!

The phenomenon that has created these challenges is the
intrOduction of fourth generation languages (4GLs). These 4GLs are
user friendly, English like, and allow the separation of data
updating and reporting functions. Some even allow "point and
shoot" reporting. From the end users' point of view, they can
access their data without dependence on DP and can be more
productive. From the system manager's point of view, the backlog
of user requests is reduced. However, their abuse can "break" ·a
previously well maintained system.

It is possible, in a mid-sized HP shop, to go from three to
potentially hundreds of "programmers," as each end user is a
potential programmer. The effects on the system and even the
business can be considerable. Having been involved with system
management in several mid-sized shops that made 4GL report writers
available to the end users, I have gained some insight into what
can happen. Since each shop is unique, it is not possible to offer
answers to specific problems. However, there are some areas that
warrant attention.
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The purpose of this paper is not to push the advantages of 4GLs.
It is to sensitize system managers to potential problems that occur
when end user computing is introduced and to provide some solutions
that I have found useful. In addition I will include a checklist
that can be tailored for any shop's use when considering the
addition of end user computing.

This paper is organized into five sections. The first four are
areas where problems are most likely to develop: data knowledge,
performance, capacity, and specialized language idiosyncrasies.
The last section is standards, which if used properly can lower or
negate the impact of the problem areas.

Logical data knowledge, how the data is constructed and related,
seems like second knowledge to most data processors. It can be
confusing and entirely new to most end users.

Performance, the throughput of the computer, is already an area of
concern for most system managers. The addition of many new
"programmers" can degrade almost any system's performance.

Capacity planning, the attempt to predict demand and manage the use
of OP resources, can entail much more than disk and memory capacity
when end users become programmers.

Specialized language idiosyncrasies, the pitfalls or "features" in
each of the 4GLs on the market today, can range from "pesky" to
"machine eaters." It is not within the scope of this paper to
address specific syntax that must be watched for. However, there
are some general concerns that affect all 4GLs.

Standards, written procedures that are followed for and by all 4GL
users (OP staff and end users), are the best tool for the
successful management of a computer where end user computing is
imminent.

Logical Data Knowledge

Problem One

Logical data knowledge is the most important area to be considered
when end users become programmers. Without a good working
knowledge of the physical and logical relationships within the data
structure, inaccurate reports are almost guaranteed. If business
decisions are made using these reports, the results could be
disastrous.
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Understanding data structures is one of the most difficult concepts
for most end users to grasp. Think back to your first introduction
to the physical file structures - sequential, keyed/sequential,
direct, relative, data bases (automatic/manual masters, detail
sets) • These concepts only became second nature through the
specialized training that professional data processors receive or
after considerable frustration and trial and error. When the end
user is presented with a report writer, they are often expected to
understand these structures without any formal training or
background knowledge. They must not only understand the physical
properties of the files, but more importantly they must understand
which files can be logically related.

File relations are often the cause of problems. with many 4GLs it
is possible to link files together in ways that were never
conceived by the original creators of those files. The only
safeguard is the clear understanding of the logical data
relationships within the system.

In older systems where data is not normalized the problems can be
compounded. Some files are "multi-use." (the actual format of the
record is dependent on the data it contains). Some files contain
data you would not expect to be there (all salesman information is
only stored with the sales order - rather than in a salesman file).

Solution

The "point and shoot" or "report painter" 4GLssolvethe logical
data knowledge· problem with pre-defined "views" of the data. These
views are set up by someone in the data processing area or by a
knowledgeable end user. This takes the guesswork out of the data
structures for the end user. It also limits the user to the views
that have been defined. This can place the end user in the
position that end user computing was designed to relieve, him being
dependent on data processors for the ability to report the data on
the system. It can also add to the backlog of user requests within
the DP. department.

other report writers leave the ability to make the data views
entirely in the hands of the end user. with this type of report
writer there are no limits and no need for intervention from the
data processors. However, there are no guarantees that the views
are being constructed properly.

Should end users have the ability to define all data views or are
pre-defined views best? Unfortunately there are no clear cut
answers.
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For many end users, the pre-defined view approach to the data is
the best. Their needs or level of knowledge make the limits placed
by views acceptable (or in many cases desirable). In those 4GLs
that do not provide point-and-shoot reporting (and data views) it
is still possible to provide the same interpretations of the data
for the end users. Multi-use files can be described more than once
in the data dictionary (one logical description of the file for
each use of the physical file with a name that defines that use).
For views that will be used often, the code to establish each view
can be kept in a file and used when needed (much like the COBOL
copylib). The views could also be noted in an end user handbook
(e.g. "For a report on Accounts Receivable use the following view
statement • • • II) •

Some end users will need or want reports that require more than can
be provided with pre-defined views. In many cases the end users
who need that level of reporting will also have the capacity or
desire to learn the correct logical structures. Should they be
allowed to construct their own views? This decision can only be
made on a case by case basis.

Performance

Problem Two

Performance is an area of concern for any system manager. It is
amazing how many system managers load a 4GL report writer on their
system, make it available to their end users, and then are
surprised that the system's performance is degraded. What they
fail to realize is that they have added many "programmers" who are
compiling and running programs - ON LINE!.

When asked to describe a 4GL, many professionals make some comment
on its effect on performance. It can be argued that reports
written in some of the 4GLs are no less efficient than the same
report written in a 3GL such as COBOL. One thing that many people
forget is that allowing end users to run a 4GL report writer on
line is the same as writing a report in COBOL, then having end
users type "RUN objtfilename" to create the report.
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Solution

In many cases, forcing batch processes to run in the batch queue
will solve performance problems. What about point-and-shoot report
writers that are made to run on-line? What about end users that
are. accustomed to running their reports on-line?

Part of what makes 4GLs desirable to the end users is the fact that
they ·are interactive - it is hard to· be interactive· in batch• The
main· problem with running. batch processes on-line is the way that
the HP is tuned. The HP is designed to give on-line users priority
over all batch jobs. On-line processes are not penalized as
heavily as batch processes when they are CPU intensive. There are
two ways to help keep the·HP. from going to its knees·when several
4GL users are working on-line: force those users into the batch
queue (DQ or EQ) or overlap the on-line and batch queues (CQand
DQ).

If special groups or accounts are created for those end users who
will be running 4GLs,they can be assignedamaxpri of DS orES.
This forces. the users who sign on to .those accounts into the "batch
queue. " If it is desirable to allow those users into the CQ during
low usage. periods (outside of normal business hours), it·.· is. a
simple matter to create a "high pri" and "lowpri" jobstream that
signs on as·· manager of· their account and changes .thegroup. maxpri
levels. An operator can then run these j Qbstreams .as. a •part of the
normal. processing day. The only problem with this· technique is
that it is a "broad brush" approach. Many end users> have one sign
on that is used to run application programs and write reports. If
the users run any application, 4GL or other, while signed on to the
special .group, they are forced into. the batch queue.

Amore refined solution is to use a front end to the 4GL that will
place.it in the batch queue when it is executed. Some utilities
such as MPEX allow you to create son processes in. a specific queue.
You could use such a utility within a UDC.to "spawn" the 4GL in a
batch queue. If no such utility is available it is not difficult
to write·a 3GL "front end" interface that calls the CREATEPROCESS
subroutine to start the 4GL in the batch queue.

Anotherapproa.chis to influence only those.users who a.re running
CPU intensive programs on-line. If the bottom of the CQ is moved
so that there is a healthy overlap into the DQ, on-line users who
place heavy·qemands on the CPU will drop below the top of the 00,
allowing the batch processes and other sessions to access the CPU.
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Some 4GLs offer the ability to limit users to a specific amount of
CPU time. For those who don't have that ability, MPE offers an
alternative. Again, it is rather a "broad brush" approach, as it
can only be applied on the group level. One of the MPE parameters
that can be set for each group is a CPU limit. Care must be taken
not to set the limit too tight as intervention by the system
manager is required when the a user hits his limit. This method
is not entirely fool proof as the CPU second count can only be
reset at the account level. If one user hits his limit, and is
reset, all users will be reset. It is also important to note that
the CPU limit is a cumulative counter; it can not be set for a
specific process (or report).

It is important to know your system's performance limits. On some
systems (especially the Micro/3000s) it may be necessary to limit
the number of on-line 4GL users. This is not desirable, but may
be the only way to control the system's resources.

Additional Concerns and Remedies

Two other areas that warrant attention are remote data base access
and disk caching.

Remote data base access may be necessary on some systems. The
overhead necessary to access a data base on a remote system may add
more processing time to some 4GL programs. The decision whether
to allow remote data base access to 4GL users is one that must be
made on a case by case basis.

The addition of disk caching to a system can cut processing time
significantly. However,. it can also allow a program to work in the
CPU for longer periods of time without being interrupted for
physical I/Os. This can affect the machine's performance if a
batch process is being run on-line. Most reports do quite a bit
of I/O. Without disk caching running, each I/O causes an interrupt
(Which allows other processes to access the CPU). with disk
caching on, there are less interrupts, as some of the data is in
the cache in memory. If the data is in memory, the process is not
interrupted and does not release the CPU. Turning off disk caching
can in some instances actually increase overall throughput when
multiple processes are running.
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Capacity

Problem Three

When capacity planning is mentioned, most system managers
automatically think of two areas, CPU/memory and disk capacity.
There are areas other than internal capacity where planning and
management are· important: hardware, human, and MPE capacities
can be taxed by adding more "programmers" to a system.

Internal Capacity Considerations

One of the best ways to assess the impact end user computing will
have on your system is to "test drive" the software before the
purchase is made (and definitely before the product is turned over
to the end users). There are reSO\lrce / capacity planning systems,
like HPTREND, >available to use after the4GL< is installed.

It is .best to phase end users into programming a few.at a time.
pick a few advanced end users that can serve as "team leaders" and
start them first. Then train more end users a few at a time. This
will allow you to control and gage the> impact of end user computing
on all .. of your •• resources.

One standard that can be implemented to maintain your disk
resou.rces is a group level limit on file space. Thisrequires
assigning a specific sign-on and· group .to each 4GLuser and setting
group file space limits. When a user reaches his group limit, they
should be required to review the files within.his group.andpurge
or archive any unused files before the disk limit is raised.

Hardware Capacity Considerations

In many cases, end user computing generates a greater demand for
terminals or workstations. This. demand can. be met in several ways.
The most obvious solution (although not always financially
possible) is to buy anew .terminalfor everyone who requests one.
When •. terminals are limited .there are ···two ·approaches ·that can be
used. One is to establish work areas with several terminals
available for endusers.to share. Terminals.can also be assigned
using ·connect time· or cpu time counts to determine the heaviest
users. It is possible to determine resource usage with the system
log files. The log files can be accessed and reported using
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programs within the TELESUPaccount~ (:LISTF @LOG@.DOC.TELESUP for
documentation on these programs), by internally developed programs
or with third party systems (some are as inexpensive as $400.00).

There is a finite number of ports that can be added to any HP. The
number can be increased by purchasing a larger machine or an
additional I/O bay. However, the computer's logical maximum
capacity for on-line users may be considerably less than the
physical number of ports possible for that piece of hardware. The
demand for ports can be managed in the same way that the terminals
and workstations are. Another solution is to install a data switch
that will allow an almost infinite number of users to contend for
a finite number of ports.

When supporting a remote location, data communication problems and
solutions are going to relate closely to capacity planning for
ports. Another data communication consideration is the use of dial
in modems. Often users will have a PC at home that is capable of
dialUp communication and they will want to use the computer after
hours from home. This possibility must be considered and planned
for.

A DP manager recently commented that "I gave my end users a 4GL
report writer and performance suffered. I upgraded to a Series 935
and instantly became a hero. Now they complain that the printers
we have can not keep up with the reports they are running." The
addition of end user computing can increase the demand on any
system's printers. When adding print capacity, the system manager
must consider more than lines or pages per minute. Adding more
print capacity in the computer room may only move the bottleneck
to the distribution of printed reports. A better solution may be
to add distributed printing, printers in mUltiple locations
throughout the company.

Human Capacity Considerations

End user computing, while helping to relieve the backlog of user
requests can create new demands for the DP staff. There will be
an increased need for technical support. This can be answered by
establishing end user team leaders or a help desk in larger
organizations. The system manager will see an increase in the
demand for almost every resource within his area of responsibility.

The operations staff will be supporting potentially many more
"programmers" who are testing reports, requesting special priority
in both the print and job queues, demanding throughput and output
in a timely manner. Two specific areas within the operator's
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responsibility must be watched closely when end users become
programmers: job run times and spoolfile sizes. Because they
often do not know the size of the files that they are working with,
it •is not uncommon for end users to create reports that run
considerably longer or create considerably more output than they
expected. The operator must be aware of this possibility and be
prepared to check with users when a job has been executing for a
long time or has created a hard copy report of monstrous
dimensions.

MPE capacity considerations

End user computing will increase the number of on-line users and
batch jobs on the system at any given time. Because the maximum
number of sessions or jobs allowed can not be changed without re
booting the machine, reaching the limit in the.middleof the day
is undesirable. An. easy • preventative measure· is to set your
session and job limit lower than the actual maximum. When the job
or session limit is reached, there is a "buffer" that can be used.
The actual limit can be reset later during scheduled downtime.

Spoolfile size limits •are a·· little · more difficult to deal with.
The maximum spoolfile size is determined by the extent size that
is· .specified .during a system start .or load. Each process is
allowed a maximum of 32 extents. When the maximum is reached, the
process is aborted. The obvious solution is to define a very large
extent size. However,· this can be detrimental on a system where
the disk space is fragmented or limited. The spooler must be able
to place each extent on·· a contiguous piece of free space .or the
result is the same as hitting the maximum spoolfilesize- the
process <is aborted. If . free space is .at· a premium, another
approach can betaken. By limiting reports to smaller amounts of
data, or breaking large reports into several smaller reports, the
size of thespoolfilescan be controlled. You must know how much
free space is on·the system and how. it is·distributed(you·can use
the program FREE5.PUB.SYS to determine this) before you can decide
how best to approach this problem.
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specialize4 Lanquaqe I4iosyncrasies

Problem Four and Solutions

While it is not within the scope of this paper to address specific
syntax problems, there are some areas that should be addressed with
all report writers: construction of data views, sorting, sequential
vs. keyed access, and mUlti-pass programming.

Improperly constructed data views can lead to inaccurate reports.
It should be ensured that the persons who construct the views
understand the data structures being used.

Unnecessary sorts can adversely affect performance, both of the
report and of the system overall. Some end users are not aware of
files that are already sorted and apply sorts where they are not
needed. Some sorts are unnecessarily complex and can be written
more efficiently by someone who understands the data.

A common mistake many end users make is using selection criteria
that forces a sequential read of a file when a keyed read could be
used. It is important to make sure end users are aware of the keys
available. An occasional review of end user written programs can
point to data items that may need to be converted to keys.

Most 4GLs are data driven or non-procedural languages, they apply
a certain set of commands to each record. without the records to
"drive" the program, no commands will be processed. Many beginning
4GL programmers will try to write programs that do everything in
one pass through the data. This is often the proper technique when
using a 3GL or procedural language that allows do-while or do-until
programming. Most 4GLs lend themselves to mUlti-pass programming,
working through a complicated process one step at a time. Each
step is executed in a separate program with the data being passed
from one step to the next in extract files. MUlti-pass programming
can greatly increase a 4GL application's efficiency and throughput.
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standards

overview

standards are the best (or maybe the only) way for a system manager
to maintain control when end user computing is added to a system.
If good standards are in place before the 4GL is in place, all of
the problem areas associated with end user computing can be
controlled. As presented earlier, standards are written proc.edures
that are followed for and by.all 4GLusers (bothDP staff and end
users).

Most of the solutions· that have been presented are actually
dependent on standards . Specific· sign-ons for users , team leaders,
pre-defined data views, and end user handbooks are all part of an
overall program of standards. A comprehensive set of standards
should .•• address MPE, education, •.• the. data dictionary and . frequently
used reports.

Setting up specific sign-ons, groups and even accounts for the
users makes all the power of MPE security and account management
available. Cpu·usage, connect time, disk. space, andfileaccess
can all be monitored and controlled if users are assigned unique
sign-ons.

Teaching end users· to release reports· in batch jobs. can benefit
both the end user and the system manager. Batch jobs will allow
the end user to better utilize his workstation. When a report is
released in. a jobstream, the user can· perform other·tasks which
require·. his· workstation. Obviously,the system· manager gains a
great deal more control· when batch jobs are used. When. a report
is being produced by a batch job, the batch process is being
performed in the batch··queue. The operator has full control of all
batch jobs: when they are released, how many are run at the same
time, when and where the reports are printed. Batch jobs can even
be suspended if the need arises.

The only problem with teaching the end user how to. release reports
within batch. jobs is that another "language", MPE, must be
learned. Some report writers work around this problem by offering
a command that will cause a report written online to be released
into .• a batch job. For those .4GLs that do not provide ·such a
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solution, it is a simple matter to provide the end user with a
skeleton jobstream. Some system managers worry that giving end
users access to MPE will promote "hacking." While this can be true
in some instances, if the account structure is designed properly,
MPE and the file system security prevent most end users from taking
advantage of the system.

Education

Required education can be a very effective tool for controlling the
impact of end user computing. An effective education program must
be more than sending the end users to a class to learn the language
syntax. It should include team leaders, classes on syntax and data
structures, access to the software manuals, end user handbooks and
in large shops an information or help canter.

Team leaders can help to lessen the impact of end user computing
on the data processing staff. These leaders ,should. be advanced
end users from each area of the company that' will be using the
report writer. They should be trained in the report writer syntax
and data structures that are specific to their work. They will be
the first contact for end users who need assistance with the 4GL.

Team leaders should have a specific contact analyst within the DP
department. This contact will be their resource when the questions
or problems are beyond their abilities. A specific contact is
important for several reasons. The analyst will become familiar
with the end users and their area. This will lower the possibility
of the same problem being solved by multiple analysts. The impact
of end user support can be monitored more closely and controlled
if the end users do not use the whole DP staff as a resource.
Projects that require DP resources can be managed more effectively
if end user assistance impact can be planned for.

In larger organizations, it may be easier to provide an end user
information canter or help desk. This could be used in conjunction
with the team leaders or in place of them. Placing all end user
interface in one area allows for the most control.

Most software companies offer some kind of training on their end
user computing product. This is an excellent way to introduce the
end users to the basic syntax and some of the idiosyncrasies of the
4GL. It is important to remember that in most cases this type of
training often uses simple data structures and is aimed only at
teaching the language.
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When an end user returns from a class and tries to apply what has
been learned, without additional training, he is often overwhelmed
by the "real life" data structures that he must work with.
Therefore, some kind of internal instruction should be provided
after the end user has learned the report writer. This instruction
should focus on the data bases, structures and relationships that
the 4GL user will encounter at work. It should cover possible data
views, relationships that are not straight forward, data items that
are "hidden," data names that are misleading and known problems
with data (e.g. files that contain similar data that may not be in
sync and data that is known to be inconsistent).

Technical 4GL manuals should be accessible to all end users. Many
people would rather solve their own problems than have to rely on
someone else for assistance. This can lessen the impact on team
leaders and the OP staff who support them. If 4GL pocket or quick
reference guides are available they should be placed at every end
user workstation.

An end user computing handbook should be developed. It should
contain a listing of the data dictionary or schema and a glossary
of data items and files. The glossary should list an English like
reference for any data item or file whose use may be difficult to
discern from its name (e.g. Employee master - EM103, AIR
information DBAR-OTL, OBAR-MSTR and DBCLIE-OTL .).
Predefined data views should also be included. If the end users
are expected to release reports in batch jobs, a skeleton batch job
should be included. It is also a good idea to include some sample
reports or specialized code that may be difficult for the end users
to write. This will help keep people from "reinventing the wheel."
All areas that are presented in the internal training class should
be contained in the handbook. It will be most useful if the
handbook is designed as a reference document, not a tutorial.

Data Dictionary

The data dictionary or schema that is central to most ... report
writers is in itself a good tool for standardization. If it is
designed and properly administered, it can add to the security of
the system, act as online help, and make difficult data structures
easy to understand. Improper administration of the data dictionary
can undermine any other standards that are put in place.
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It is imperative that the utility that is used to create the
dictionary be kept from the end users. It should be lockword
protected and as far as the end users know, it should not even
exist. If this capability is given to the end users, they can
access any file on the system. The ability to standardize reports,
control data views, and support end user computing are at best
difficult and most likely impossible if each end user is able to
create his own dictionary.

The data dictionary can allow for the standardization of reporting.
Most dictionaries provide the ability to format the output
characteristics of each data item. Whenever the data item is
reported, it will look the same (decimal points are in the right
place, the information is separated by dashes between the correct
characters ••• ).

Some dictionaries include security capabilities that can enhance
the MPE and file system security. It is possible to apply security
at the data item level with some 4GL systems. Security can be
enhanced by using mUltiple dictionaries when internal dictionary
security is unavailable or undesirable. If specific files are to
be made available to a limited number of end users, they could be
included in a special dictionary. The dictionary access can
usually be controlled by file equations. The file equations for
dictionary access can be set in a logon UDe. If a dictionary
contains files that must be secure, the dictionary itself can be
lockword protected.

Difficult file structures can also be addressed in the dictionary.
If a physical file. has several logical uses, a separate file
description can be created in the dictionary for each logical file.
Data items that have mUltiple uses can also be redefined in the
dictionary.

Frequently Used Reports

End user written programs that create reports that are utilized
frequently must be reviewed. This review should be performed at
several levels. The syntax should be reviewed for efficiency, the
logic should be reviewed for correctness, the report should be
tested using proper testing techniques, and accepted departmental
standards should be applied to the code and jobstream. The
definition of "frequently run reports" must be created for each
shop. A good general rule is, if the report will be used to make
business decisions, it should be reviewed.
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A review of the report's syntax will ensure that the report is as
efficient as possible. This will help overall performance on the
system as well as speed the delivery of important information.

End users do not always approach a problem or report from the best
angle. Misunderstanding data structures or idiosyncrasies of the
report writer can produce an inaccurate report. If business
decisions are being based on the information provided, the results
can be disastrous. Checking the logic used and running the report
using proper testing techniques will ensure that the information
being reported is correct.

Applying DP departmental standards to a frequently used report
ensures that the report can be maintained. In many cases the end
user that creates the report is not the one who runs it. When the
creator is no longer with the company, the users of the report will
turn to the DP department for support. Reviewing the reports as
they are written can save maintenance time in the future.

Conclusion

End user computing can have a positive effect on the DP
department's backlog and the user's productivity. The addition of
an end user report writer will impact the system manager's areas
of responsibility. Machine performance and DP capacities will be
affected. standards are the system manager's best tool for
maintaining control when end users become programmers. The end
users must be taught to use the lanquage and understand data
structures if end user computing is to be successful. Asupport
system must be developed for the new user/programmers. Good
standards should be in place and a capacity audit performed before
the 4GL is released to the end users. If system impact is not
considered and planned for, the addition of end user computing can
be a complete new set of headaches rather than the solution to the
backlog that all DP shops face.
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A System Manager's Checklist

Performance
Batch processes running on-line

group limits
front end processor

CPU limits
contained within the 4GL
group limits

Remote Data Access
Disk Caching

Capacity Planning
Internal

CPU
memory
disk

Hardware
terminals
ports
data communication equipment
printers

Human
user support
system management
operations

MPE
job/session limits
spoolfile limits

Specialized Language Idiosyncrasies
Data views
Sorts
Sequential vs. keyed access
Multi-pass programming

Standards
MPE

individual sign-ons, groups and accounts for end users
limits on CPU and disk space
file system security
use of batch jobs
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Education
team leaders or help desk
syntax
data structures
software manual access
user handbooks

Data Dictionary
secure dictionary creation tool
data item formatting
security
file uses

Frequently Used Reports
syntax review
logic review
testing
install DP standards
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Hewlett Packard's Hp· SupportLine is an online, interactive information retrieval and problem solving
tool. With its introduction on December 5, 1988, HP offered Response Center Support and Account
Management Support customers. a tool for accessing the most current, relevant information available
about HP products andapphcations. HP SupportLine was developed to be a window into information
collected daily by Customer Support Engineers. HP SupportLine is easily accessed from an HP terminal or
PC with HP terminal emulation, and a dial-up modem. Users are uniquely identified by system handle
and password.

This paper will present some information and strategies you can use to put HP SupportLine to work for
you in your business. Strategies for navigating HP SupportLine, interacting with a Problem Solving
Assistant, and submitting electronic calls will be outlined. Formulating a Keyword Search, and using the
Menu Search facility to expand your understanding of a topic are also discussed. Additional topics include
sections on configuring your equipment to connect, using display formatting options, and printing
documents. Finally, a discussion of HP SupportLine's role in helping to avoid potential problems, and in
keeping your knowledge of vital support information current will be presented.

OVERVIEW OF FEATURES

************
HP Supportline
************

(Menu) 'MAINOO

Page 1 of 1

HPSupportline Main Menu

1 HPNews Page
2 Information retrieval
3 Expert systems
4 Submit a question to the Response Center
5 Provide feedback about HPSupportline
6 Tutorial
7 User administration
8 leave HPSupportline

••••••••••••••••••••• -•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••- ••••••••••• -•••••••••,.5 ••••••••..........' , ' ' .
1•• 8 Help Next
REmember fOrget

Previous first
SHow SET .SAve

Redisplay
Userlevel

Menu Topmenu
Exit

GO PRint

....- ' , -- ............................................................................................
Enter selection :

HP SupportLine's services are designed to assist in both reactive problem resolution and education to avoid
future problems. The News Page provides information about new products· and· promotions, general HP
news items, information and technical tips on existing products,. training schedules, and information on
current HP PowerPatch releases. The Information Retrieval screen allows users to access the. databases
which include Known Problems and Resolutions, either by using a keyword search feature or by using a
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directed search through a series of menus. Problem Solving Assistants allow a user to enter into an
interactive dialog walking through a logical trouble-shooting process to resolve a specific problem. The
Call Submittal screen allows users to submit calls to the Response Centers online, and receive written
replies to their questions. An online Tutorial document provides users with a reference for learning
SupportLine which includes sample exercises. A Feedback feature allows users to respond instantly with
comments about UP SupportLine.

NAVIGATING HP SUPPORTLINE

HP SupportLine provides you with a number of alternative user levels.

NOVICE
REGULAR
EXPERT

a simple set of HP SupportLine commands
the full set of HP Support Line commands
the full set of commands, with minimal screen information

Commands available are displayed at the bottom of each screen when either
Novice or Regular mode is chosen.

To select the default mode press RETURN at the prompt. If you are not sure
which mode to use, select NOVICE mode.

Please select user level (default NOVICE; ? for help) :llIil.iOOli~

Request completed.

Welcome to HP SupportLine

Press the RETURN key when you wish to continue • . •

Each time you log on to SupportLine, you will be prompted for your user level: Novice, Regular, or
Expert. The default level or mode is Novice. In Novice mode, the command set is restricted to a basic set
of commands required to use UP SupportLine. In Regular and Expert modes, additional commands which
allow the use of options and user topics are available, as well as some additional commands to navigate.
The difference between Regular and Expert mode is the display options; the same commands are available
to both users.

UP SupportLine is constructed primarily of menus and documents linked together. As you navigate
through SupportLine, think of the menus as branches in a tree, which lead finally to a list of documents to
select. The MENU command is used to display the previous menu, or 'branch' of the tree. The TOP
command returns you to the Main Menu, the first menu displayed when you logged on. The NEXT and
PREVIOUS commands are used to move within a multipage document or menu. Pressing the (RETURNI key
is the same as typing the NEXT command. On the last page of a document or menu, NEXT returns you
to the previously displayed menu.
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************
HP SupportLine
************

User-Defined Topics

(Internal) 'SHOW

Page 1 of 3

System-Defined Topics

ES Expert Systems
QA Questions & Answers
AN Applicatio~ Notes
fEEDBACK Submit feedback comments to HP
PASSWORD Change password
CALL Submit a PICS call to the Response Center
REPORTS Company and use r session usage reports
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : -- >> Press RETURN for more ...
Help Next Previous First Redisplay Menu Topmenu GO PRint REmember
FOrget SHow SET SAve Userlevel Exit....................................................... ...........................................
Enter selection :

. .
• ••• e.o •••••••

The REMEMBER, FORGET) and GO commands allow you to avoid stepping through the menus
sequentially, and go directly toa menu or document. The SHOW command will display both user-defined
and System-defined topicsto which you ca~GO. System-defined topics exist for most services available
from the main menu, and'frequently accessed areas as well. ·Youean use the REMEMBER command as
you browse. through HP SupportLine to 'bookmark'documents or menus. you want· to come back to later.
You can also use REMEMBER to mark documents for other users. at your site to retrieve later. The
REMEMBER command is not valid at.a Keyword Retrieval menu, but will work within the Menu Search
selections. The ·REMEMBER command can always ·be used to mark a document, no matter •how it was
retrieved.

Note above that the first page of output from. the •. SHOW command· lists both topic names and a brief
description of the topics. You must use.the FORGET command to delete a. user defined topic. User
defined topics are retained from session. to session, making it possible to set up a permanent list of topics
your site uses frequently.
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Setting Display Options

*.*.***••***
HP SupportLine
******.*.***

Current Configuration

(Internal) 'SHOW

Page 3 of 3

Screen Layout:
Header Format
Trailer Format
Text Page Length
Menu Page Length

Document Layout:
Menu Header

Edit Control:
Editor

FULL
FULL
15
15

YES

Screen

Screen Control:
Display One Item Menus
Clear Screen
Pad Last Page

Terminal Information:
Terminal Type
Printer Connection

NO
YES
YES

???
???

..............................................................................................................................................................
Help Next Previous first Redisplay Menu
FOrget SHow SET SAve Userlevel Exit

Topmenu GO PRint REmember

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::
Enter selection :

The SET command allows you to customize the way a menu or document is displayed on your screen. The
display on your screen is made up of several different parts you can chose to display or disable.

The Header information displays the -1- HP SupportLine -1- banner, and the current menu or document
name you are displaying. The page number for multipage documents or menus is also a part of the
Header, as well as the total number of entries or pages contained in a menu or document. The Header is
four lines.

The Trailer information displays the commands you can enter from the current prompt, and prompts you
to press [RETURNI to continue to view a document. The Trailer is four lines.

The Menu Header is the title of the current menu, and accounts for three lines. Note that Menu Page
Length is the total number of lines in the menu, including the Menu Header. If you turn Menu Header
off, the number of items listed in the menu increases by three.

The Pad Last Page option is used to pad the Text Page Length or Menu Page Length with blank lines to
display a full page of data. This generates a clean, easy to read display with Headers and Trailers always
displayed at the top and bottom of the screen. By turning on CLEARSCREEN, and turning off
LASTPAGEFILL, you eliminate the unnecessary blank lines but continue to work with a single screen of
data at a time.
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You can save some time and eliminate some data communications overhead by turning off the parts of the
display you don't need. Here are some suggestions:

New Users: Use the REGULAR user·mode with the default display options. This offers a full command
set, with enough information to navigate comfortably.

Proficient Users: Set HEADER off, but keep TRAILER for the context-sensitive list of available
commands. Increase TEXTLENGTH and MENULENGTH to 19 for a standard 24 line display. Use
REGULAR user mode.

Expert Users: Set user mode to EXPERT, then increase the MENULENGTH and TEXTLENGTH to 22
for a standard 24 line display. You eliminate the extra overhead, and work with a full screen of data.

If· you are accessing HP SupportLine with a PC command file or script, you can ·.eliminate HEADER,
TRAILER, CLEARSCREEN, and LASTPAGEFILL, then increase TEXTLENGTH and MENULENGTH to
32767. This will allow you to capture entire menus or documents without prompting you to press
(RETURNJ.

HP SUPPORTLINE FEATURES

Retrieving Information

HPSupportLine Databases

The HPSupportLine databases include several types of documents. Known Problem Reports (KFR's)
document problems that Hewlett Packard is currently aware of and working to resolve. Thisinformation
is currently distributed in the Systems Status BUlletin (SSB), mailed to Response. Center Support and
Account Management Support customers twice monthly. Known Problem Reports may be created by
customers, Field Engineers, or Response Center Engineers. Application .Notes (AN's) discuss in broad terms
the application ofa particular product or feature, and generally include examples.. An Engineering Note
(EN) states a specific problem, and a resolution for that problem. A Question and Ans'Yer (QA) is similar
to an EN, but may discuss a question in more general terms. Application Notes, Engineering Notes, and
Questions and Answel'S are. created by Response Center Engineers.. In the case of Engineering Notes,
actual Response Center calls are .• used .tocreate •• documents. which are •technically. reviewed· and then
formatted for the database. Each database is updated daily, except the 5SB database which is updated
monthly.

Browsing the Databases

Obviously, you will want to use the Information Retrieval system when you are seeking the answer to a
specific question or problem. You can also browse the databases to retrieve information that can help you
avoid potential problems.. Application Notes (AN) and Questions and Answers (QA) can give you and your
us.ers information which can. be used in planning configuration of. new products,. preparing for the
installation of new software, or designing new applications. UP SupportLine offers fast, simple access to
previous issues of Application Notes you may not already have. Start by selecting the databases you wish
to review, then search on existing products or equipment you have installed at your site. As you browse,
use REMEMBER to. mark topics you wish to come ba.:;k to.
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************
HP Supportline
************

(Menu) 'R

Page 1 of

Information Retrieval

1 Application menus
2 Data communications network menus
3 Hardware menus
4 Language menus
5 Operating systems menus
6 KEYWORD SEARCH of databases and System Software Bulletins
7 KEYWORD SEARCH of SSBs only

..............................................................................................................................................................
1.. 7 Help Next
REmember FOrget

Previous First
SHow SET SAve

Redisplay
Userlevel

Menu
Exit

Topmenu GO PRint

.................................................................' .................................................................................
Enter selection :

Types of Database Searches

There are two ways to search HP SupportLine databases. The first type of search is a menu search, which
is a directed search through a series of menus. The Information Retrieval menu breaks down the menu
search options into broad categories of documents, then narrows the product or area within a product to
produce a list of documents which are all related. For novice users, the menu search options offer rapid
access to the specific area of the database most likely to provide a solution. While exploring the menu
search options, both novice and experienced users are likely to find new ideas or areas of information
worth searching. The REMEMBER command can be used as a 'bookmark' during a menu search, to allow
you to return to an interesting menu you want to follow a different way. Use the SHOW command after
your search is complete, to display these bookmarks.

The second type of search is a keyword search, also accessed from the Information Retrieval menu. In a
keyword search, you supply words which are likely to appear in the documents you wish to retrieve. Start
with a broad scope, then refine your search string to be more specific. In general, your primary search
keys will define the products involved, and in refining your search you will add words to represent the
feature or aspect of the product you are interested in. You can also characterize your problem to further
narrow your search.

You can specify individual databases to search by using the GO AN, GO EN, GO QA, or GO SSB
commands. You will be presented with a menu which will allow you to further narrow your search by
product type, then initiate a keyword search against that specific database. You can also enter the type of
document in the search pattern. For example, 'AND RCEN OR RCQA' with your search string searches
Engineering Notes and Questions and Answers. Note that the GO SR command allows you to search for
specific Service Requests by number.
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Formulating a Keyword Search

To begin your keyword search, first consider the databases. which are likely to meet your needs. For
example, ifyou are looking for general information on a topic, you may want search only the AN
database. and the QA database. If you are looking fora resolution to a specific problem,searching the EN
database may offer. the best results. If you are not sure, search all databases and narrow your search later.
Use patterns which describe the product your question deals with, or us~ the text of the error or failure
you have experienced. Use the wildcard character '@' to suffix words with several endings. For example,
use the pattern 'CONFIG@' to retrieve documents containing the words configuration, configure,
configuring, and configured. This first search pass should also contain synonyms for your primary
patterrts. The pattern 'TURBO@ OR IMAGE OR DATABASE OR BASE or DB@' will retrieve most of the
documents that can answer questions about TurboImage databases.

After constructing this initial search pattern, you can further narrow your results by using words that
describe the feature, command, or aspect of the product you have defined in the first pass.. To edit your
current search pattern, type 'SEARCH *, and you. will be prompted to make changes with simple line edit
commands.. You can also enter words to characterize the problem you are .having. For example, the
words 'ABORT, HANG, FAIL@, ERR@, TERMINAT@'all describe the. kind of problem or question rather
than whatthe question isabout...• Use the 'NOT' logicaLoperator to exclude groups of documents that don't
relate to your search.·. The pattern'TURBO@ NOT TURBOSTORE' will eliminate an entire product from
your search. To simplify. your search, always put OR relationships first in your search pattern. The
precedence for evaluating logical operatorsis: OR.then NOr then AND.. See theHP SupportLine User
Manual or the Help facility for a complete description of the SEARCH command syntax.

Once you. narrow your search to what. you •consider. to •. be •a manageable list of documents, you can use. the
PRINT DOCUMENT command to produce a hardcopy of the menu and the search pattern that produced
it.• This can be valuable for .later searches; the reason REMEMBER and .FORGET don't. work. in the
keyword retrieval system is that you are building your own menu as you search. Documents are added to
these data.bases daily; a future search with the same pattern may offer different results. With a hardcopy
of the complete menu of documents, you can then select the documents you wish to review. Individual
documents can be marked with REMEMBER and FORGET. In reviewing the documents <your search
produced, consider the type of document again against the type of information you are seeking. You may
wish to run the same search pattern against. a different set of databases. When browsing the documents
you have located, use the MENU command to return to the search menu. Using the TOP command will
cause you to exit the Information Retrieval system, and you will. lose the results of your search. Note that
returning to the IRmenu will also eliminate the results of your search.

Using Menu Search

Begin your menu search by selecting the appropriate category from the Information Retrieval menu.
Later in the menu search, you may have anppportunity to characterize the type of problem you are
having. As you progress through subsequent menus, note choices or branches you may want to explore
later, and REMEMBER them with a name that will remind you. Alsonote terms that you maybe able to
use in a keyword search later... You will probably find that using a menu search will teach you how to
formulate a keyword search, and provide you with keywords. WhenYQu. reach the menu of documents
that deal with your question, REMEMBER this menu if you intend to refer to it again. You can use
PRINT DOC here as well to produce a hardcopy of thisJist of documents.
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SUbmitting a Call

The first step in deciding to submit an Electronic Call is to define the problem clearly. As you go through
this process, you will find that you also have the information you need to run an Information Retrieval.
Before submitting a call, you should always attempt a search of the databases. Not only may you find the
answer to your problem immediately, but you may also find information that could help you define your
problem more clearly. This can save time later if you need to place a Response Center call, and make
your call more efficient.

.Defining the Problem

To define your problem, first document the symptoms that indicated to you there was a problem. Try to
associate these symptoms with some action or condition that exists to produce them. For example, "When
I issue this command, I get this error... II describes the conditions that produce the symptoms of the
problem. Document all the products, programs, and subsystems involved, the operating system, and the
version or level of each of these. Try to remember when this problem began, and document anything that
may have changed in your environment at about the same time. Document anything that you do which
impacts on the problem, for example: "When I turn off Disc Caching the problem goes away. II Include any
opinion you have about what may be causing the problem, then include any information that supports
your theory. Finally, state the results you expect in the resolution of the problem. What do you expect to
be able to do? Would some type of workaround meet your needs?

An advantage for PC users accessing UP SupportLine with communications software such as AdvanceLink
is the ability to prepare a problem description offline, and then transmit the text to UP SupportLine. You
can capture error messages, sections of code, or other text and use a feature such as AdvanceLink's
&SENDF to transmit this text line by line when prompted for a problem description. Job $STDLIST files,
version level displays, or screen print output are other examples of text you can enter this way. You could
also use your favorite text editor to produce the problem description, then save the file in an ASCII
format and transmit it.

Types of CaJls

The two types of calls you can place through HP SupportLine request either a two hour response, or a
twenty-four hour response. Calls are logged by the same coordinators that log phone-in calls and are
assigned a code to indicate the type of response desired. Engineers working on your HP SupportLine call
will contact you by phone if additional information is required to answer your question. If you have
requested a two hour response, an engineer will begin working on your call within two hours and will
attempt to contact you to either obtain more information or discuss the resolution with you. Be sure to
leave any special contact instructions in the text of your call description.

Your problem or question can be resolved entirely electronically if your question is "closed-endedll
• That

is, the scope of the problem can be addressed completely with the information you initially supply. A
question or well-defined problem with a single answer or limited set of options can be handled by an
engineer without scheduling phone calls or dialing into your system. Even if you submit a call
electronically, you can still have a dialog with the engineer to obtain more information or test different
solutions. By submitting your call electronically, you are giving the engineer a "head start" much the
sarile way as leaving a detailed voice mail message. The engineer can start right away to seek an answer
with the information you have supplied. Submitting a call through UP SupportLine also means that you
will receive a written reply to your question. This can allow you to maintain a personal problem
resolution history for your site.
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Urgent Calls

Obviously, if your problem is urgent you should place a phone call to the Response Center. If your system
is down, or your production systems are adversely impacted, place a call and request your call be given a
high priority. Often, customers call the Response Center for assistance defining the problem they are
experiencing.. The Response Center can work with them to develop an action plan to clearly define the
scope of the problem, and the steps required to resolve it. These types of calls are probably more
appropriately placed over the phone.

HP INews Page

************
HP SupportLine
************

News Page

1 New products - this month
2 New products - last month
3 General News
4 Promotions
5 Price changes
6 Existing product news
7 Technical tips of the week
8 Training classes and shows
9 HP contacts

10 PowerPatch - available versions

(Menu) 'NEWSMENU

Page 1 of 1

............................................................................................................................................................' .
1•• 10 Help Next
REmember FOrget

Previous
SHow SET

First
SAve

Redisplay
Userlevel

Menu
Exit

Topmenu GO PRint

...... ' ' ' .............. ' ' , .
Enter selection :

News Page offers the most current available information on. a variety of topics. New product
announcements for the current month and last month are accessed from the News Page menu, as well as
new information on existing products. New pricing and promotional information is also available in this
section. The Technical Tips of the Week selection offers a menu of new documents in a
'mini-Application Note' format. easy to scan quickly. Version information for the current available
PowerPatch releases can be obtained at this menu. General news releases, a list of HPcontact numbers,
and current information on training and trade shows rounds out the selections on this menu.

The Technical Tips selection is one of the more popular features on this screen. Technical Tips are
designed to anticipate some of your questions about applications or products and address them before they
become serious problems. The format is that of a Question and Answer or a 'mini-Application Note'
which can be scanned quickly in a few screens. Reviewing these documents could even give you new ideas
for applications you had not considered.
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Using a Problem Solving Assistant

XPDL Interpreter A.01.04 Copyright Hewlett Packard Co 1988

MPE Job Stream Assistant (A.02.00)
Copyright Hewlett Packard Company, 1988

This assistant acts as an aid to HP3000 operators who are having difficulties
wi th jobs.

The assistant will ask you to perform operations on the machine you are having
difficulties with and will ask questions about what happens, in order to
diagnose and correct the problem.

Some of the operations need to be done on the system console and require OP
capabi 1i ty.

You may stop the assistant at any time by typing "EXIT" or liE" at a prompt.

If you are unsure what a prompt means type "?", "H" or "HELP" for more
informat ion ..

Does MPE give an error message when you use the STREAM command ? »

Several Problem Solving Assistant programs are available within HP SupportLine to help you learn a
problem solving process for several types of problems. By entering into a dialog with an Assistant, you can
be prompted to gather information and attempt solutions for particular problems. By demonstrating a
logical process you can use to solve a problem, the Assistant can help you to generalize and apply the same
process to similar problems. A dialog with an Assistant can also provide you with a checklist of items you
can use to define your problem more clearly.

You may want to log your dialog with an Assistant to your local printer, to use for teaching problem
solving techniques to other users at your site.

ACCESSING HP SUPPORTLINE

To access HP SupportLine you need an HP ASCII terminal or a PC with HP terminal emulation software.
A terminal with 'HP Personality' is required to handle some limited terminal control sequences UP
SupportLine uses. UP SupportLine does not use UP softkeys or extensive terminal control sequences. The
intention is to avoid excessive communications overhead at low speeds, and to support a broad variety of
HP terminals. Printers connected to the terminal via serial, parallel, or HPIB connections are also
supported, as well as internal printers. Terminal/printer combinations are validated at the time of a
PRINT request. Use the SHOW command to display the current printer and terminal settings. Use the
SET command to configure your terminal and printer selection, and SAVE to retain the current settings
permanently.
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You will need an asynchronous dial-up modem which conforms to either the Bell 212A standard, or the
CCITT V.22bis. standard for modem interconnection. Supported transmission speeds are 2400, 1200, and
300 Bps. In addition, MNP class 5 data compression/error correction is supported with V. 22 connections.
Connect the modem to a serial port of the terminal or PC using a 13242N or an equivalent 'straight
through' cable. Use these datacomm settings: 2400, 1200, or 300 baud, zeroes parity, 7 data bits, and one
stop bit.

One advantage to using terminal emulation software with a PC is the ability to capture data to the disc.
Logging data to a disc file for later review can save long-distance ~harges by minimizing time spent
on-line reading the results of a search. The AdvanceLink software package from HP offers this
capability. Documents can then be printed or uploaded into HP DESK for distribution to your users.
Even if you don't have a PC, logging to a connected printer allows you to review information at your
leisure.

Another advantage to accessing HP SupportLine· with a PC is the ability of many terminal emulation
packages to support scripts or command files. Users can write files of .commands to dial up, log on, and
issue commands to HP SupportLine. The command file could log the results to a disc file or drop the user
into the area they wish to access.

ACCESSINGHP SUPPORTLINE WITH APC

To summarize some of the advantages for users accessing HP SupportLine from a.PC with HP Terminal
emulation software such as AdvanceLink:

• You can use your PC to 'capture' documents as ASCII text files, then distribute these files to
your users via HP DESK. You could also include these files in a manual of procedures for your
operators or programmers.

• You can write command files or scripts to automatically connect to HP SupportLine) or to
retrieve data from SupportLine. You could issue commands to HP SupportLine within a
command file which would customize the user interface) depending upon which user at your
site is accessing HP SupportLine.

• You can use a command file to set up your own local softkeys to navigateHP SupportLine.
This allows for rapid access. to function keys you configure locally, .to suit your own
environment. Even users accessing UP SupportLine via a terminal can load softkeys locally to
make navigating HP SupportLine easier.

• You can prepare the text ofa problem description offline, in your favorite text editor, then save
the text as an ASCII file and send it to HP SupportLine when prompted for the problem
description. You can include any supporting documentation in an ASCII text format, such as
error messages or excerpts of program source code.

• You can capture menus and documents to disc to review later, thus reducing your long-distance
access time to HP SupportLine. Once you select the documents you wish to review, you can
connect to HP SupportLine and go directly to retrieve exactly what you need.
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OTHER RESOURCES

HP SupportLine is only one part of the total problem solving resources available to you. Using the correct
resources for your question or problem, and using them appropriately, will help you run your operation
more efficiently.

The Reference Manual set is the first detailed source of information about any product, and is shipped
with the product. Extracting the information you need from a stack of several manuals can seem a very
formidable task. Start with the user's guide for a product, and read the chapter you will probably find at
the beginning of this manual on general information and getting started. Then skim the Table of
Contents for the specific information you will need to install the product and begin to use it. Use the
Reference Manual to answer specific questions you have about terms or procedures mentioned in the User
Guide. Concentrate on learning where information can be located, rather than trying to memorize all the
information presented. Use the Index to do your own 'keyword search' to locate important items quickly.
Use a highlighter, or insert tabs to help you remember where to find frequently accessed topics.

UP LaserRom is a PC-based product which accesses a Digital Compact Disc to access UP manuals. UP
LaserRom offers the ability to use an on line keyword search through the text of a selected manual set to
retrieve sections for you to review. The advantages include speed and the ability to search several manual
sets at once. Illustrations can be displayed, and the results of a UP LaserRomsearch can be printed or
stored in a disc file. HP LaserRom is updated monthly.

UP SupportLine differs from HP LaserRom in that the UP SupportLine databases contain problem solving
information. HP SupportLine is accessed by dial-up modem and also offers the ability to search for
keywords in the text of documents. If you are unable to locate an answer to your question by using the
resources in the Information Retrieval area, you can 'submit a call to the Response Center through
SupportLine. Problem solving information in the UP SupportLine databases is updated daily.

The Response Center is designed to be your central contact for software problem solving assistance. The
Response Center can react to your critical problem within 15 minutes and can coordinate all the resources
available to resolve your support requirements. Response Center engineers use problem solving data in the
HP SupportLine databases to answer your questions and generate new documents to add to this database
from your calls. If the information you need is available in UP SupportLine, engineers will tell you they
found it there. Our objectives are to help you be more self-sufficient, and to reduce your need to contact
the Response Center by providing information to avoid problems.

Finally, your local Account Team is your face-to-face contact with HP. Your Account Team can help
you obtain any of the resources discussed above, from ordering manuals to obtaining HP SupportLine
access. More detailed new product information can also be obtained from your Account Team, as well as
customized support services and consulting.
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HP SupportLine is a tool which allows for reactive problem solving as well as active planning to avoid
potential problems. You can use HP SupportLine to keep abreast of new product developments and
applications) as well as to answer your questions about existing ones. By extending the Response Center)s
services with HP SupportLine) we move away from simple response) and toward actively managing the
Support Information needs of the future.
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Matching Disk storage Technology with HP 3000 Systems
Margo Whale

Hewlett-Packard Disk Memory Division
11413 Chinden Boulevard

Boise, ID 83714

Primary on-line disk storage is an integral part of the
total system's capacity, reliability, performance and cost.
Whenever a disk drive is purchased, the product chosen is
the result of some tradeoff between these factors. System
managers will want to make decisions that optimize the
capacity, reliability and performance of their system at the
lowest cost. This paper identifies the issues by taking a
look at industry trends, and identifies the alternatives by
a brief review of system architecture differences and HP
disk product differences. Finally, it discusses a method of
establishing a common. cost value for reliability and
performance as a means of comparing disk product tradeoffs
and provides a simple example with two imaginary products.

Industry Trends--The Issue

The basic principles of •. magnetic recording technology have
remained essentially unchanged since the 1950s.
Nonetheless, products'have consistently evolved in capacity,
price per megabyte, performance and reliability. Areal
density (which is how many bits can be stored per square
inch of recording surface) largely determines the
improvement in capacity, product size, and cost per
megabyte. To date, IBM has led the way in developing the
recording advances that have sustained the areal density
improvement in disk' drives. Beginning with the first IBM
disk drive in the mid-195.0s, .the magnetic areal density of
leading edge products has consistently increased at 27% per
year in millions of magnetic transitions per s;quare inch.
This has resulted in a 21% per year decrease in price per
megabyte. HP products have followed this trend as shown in
Chart 1.
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[Chart 1]
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Industry performance trends, however, have not matched the
areal density and cost per megabyte trends. In a multiuser
or mUltiprocessing environment, the critical disk
performance parameter is I/O transactions per second per
megabyte, known as "access density." Since a high capacity
disk usually has more applications or users accessing its
data than a low capacity disk, it must be proportionately
faster to give equivalent performance. For example, even
though the IBM 3380K with 7.Sgigabytes of storage is one of
the fastest drives in the industry, IBM customers have found
that they cannot fill the drive even close to capacity
without adversely affecting system performance. Similarly,
early versions of the HP 7933 had lower access density than
the HP 7925 and customer satisfaction was less than optimal
until 7933 performance was improved through features such as
rotation position sensing. The HP 7937 had similar access
density as the HP 7933. Further performance improvements in
the 7933 and 7937 were obtained by disk controller caching,
which reduces the frequency with which a seek and latency
are required in handling a disk transaction. Future
improvements in access density within' the industry are not
expected to keep pace with the 27% per year areal density
improvement.
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Reliability is another area of high importance to customers.
Industry reliability data is generally unavailable because
of the lack .of a standard and the confidential aspect of
actual data. HP has adopted a goal of 10 times improvement
over 10 years which equates to an improvement .of 26% per
year. Although HP disk drives havebeenabl.eto exceed this
rate of reliability improvement and attain industry-leading
reliability, this rate in the industry is still slightly
less than the 27% .per year areal· density · improvement. As
computer systems. continue to configure •.. more and more disk
devices, this necessitates ever-improving reliability just
to keep the overall system reliability constant.

The discrepancy in the rate of industry improvement in areal
density with the rate of improvement in access density "and
reliability should raise some questions for the discerning
system manager: "How can I continue to take .advantage of
lower cost per megabyte trends without affecting overall
system performance? If I purchase lower capacity disks to
get better access density, am I reducing the reliabilIty of
my· system?" .We need to • approach these questions by first
clarifying some differences in system. requirements.and disk
driveat.tributes.

HP System Differences

The HP3000 MPE ..XL .operating-system is different from the
old.er MPE •.• VIE • operating •system< •in •.• terms ·ofconfiguration
capabilities. and disk 110 requirements. The Series .70
(which is the·· largest MPEV system. available) is compared
with the series 950 runningMPE XL in Chart. 2.
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[Chart 2]

HP SYSTEM DIFFERENCES

MPE VIE (T-Mi~ MPE XL (1.1)
(Series 70) (Series 950)

'# Spindles 24 48

Maximum Gbytes 13.7 27.4
(Aasumes HP 7937)

Typical Gbytes 2.8 4.0

Typical I/Os/second 60 16-24

Peak 1/00/second >100 48-72

The number of spindles which can be configured on the HP
Series 950 is greater than that supported on the HP Series
70. Assuming both systems support the same capacity of disk
drive (571 Mbytes assumed), the Series 950 results in a
greater number of supported gigabytes. Total gigabytes
supported on these systems can be increased through support
of higher capacity disk drives and support of more spindles.
On MPE XL, the maximum disk storage will be dramatically
increased through both methods. Typical gigabytes found on
the Series 950 today are 4 to 4.5, much lower than the
maximum possible. The typical IIOs per second and peak IIOs
per second of the two systems are based on an industry
benchmark that resembles actual customer site data in
illustrating IIO channel requirements. These data point out
that the MPE XL operating system offers an advantage over
the MPE VIE operating system in reducing the number of IIOs
required of the disk devices.

This reduction in total disk IIO is a result of the
following: mapped files, for efficiently reducing the number
of disk reads; transaction management, for reducing the
number of disk writes; and dynamic reads and gathered
writes, for 'increasing the average IIO transfer size and
thereby decreasing the overall number of disk I/Os.
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Therefore, since the maximum configuration capabilities· are
different between MPE VIE and MPE XL and since the typical
I/O requirements are different, the tradeoffs between
capacity, performance, and reliability must be evaluated on
an individual system basis.

HPDisk Product Differences

The disk products which can be selected for your system are
dependent upon the.· products which are·· supported on . your
operating system. Chart 3 gives pertinent inform.at ion as of
May .1989 • for a selection ofHP. products. <You should check
whether these products are supported on your operating
system when.making comparisons for yourself.

[Chart 3]

HP DISK DRIVE ALTERNATIVES
(5/89)

79638/979638 7937H 7937FL 7937XP

Spindle capacity 304 571 571 571

Price $8575/$6000 $15,700 $16,250 $16,500

SMMC $34/33 $50 $50 $50

I/Oa/second 35 32 32 66 *

MT8F 50K (1); 24K (3) 70K 70K 70K

*Assumes read hit rate of 70% and read percentage of 70-75%

Hewlett-Packard considers product attributes such as spindle
capacity, performance, and reliability when evaluating which
products to support···· and· recommend on HP systems. When
determining whether ·a product is appropriate for .an office
environment, HP also considers acoustic noise to a
bystander as measured in decibels. The power requirements
and heat generated by products are other factors which
affect a disk drive's suitability for a partiCUlar
environment. This paper will assume that the environmental
suitability of products for a MPE data center is· already
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established in order to focus on the tradeoffs between
capacity, price, performance and reliability.

Disk storage Costs

In order to evaluate the tradeoffs between different .disk
products, we must establish a common means of measurement.
This paper proposes to convert all tradeoffs to a dollar
value whereby the product with the lowest cost will
summarize the greatest overall value for the capacity
requirement of your system. When purchase cost, maintenance
cost, reliability and performance have all been reduced to a
common denominator, we can compute the total cost for a
given capacity of disk storage for the variety of products
which we may consider as alternatives. A five-year period
is used for comparison purposes. In order to generically
illustrate the concepts, this paper will compare two
imaginary products which would be configured on an HP 3000
Series 950 MPE XL system. The product attributes for
Product A and Product B which will be used in this paper are
shown in Chart 4 • Notice that .. on a per-megabyte basis,
Product A's purchase cost is lower than Product B's, Product
A's service cost is lower than Product B's, and Product A's
l/Os are higher than Product B' s. The Mean Time Between
Failure (MTBF) for Product A is the same as Product B on a
per-spindle basis. Comparing these two products will help
us observe the tradeoffs between disks of two different
capacities.

[Chart 4]

DISK DRIVE ALTERNATIVES

Product A Product B

Spindle capacity 400 Mbytes 800 Mbytes

Price $7,500 $17,000

SMMC $35 $60

I/Oa/second 35 32

MTBF 70K hours 70K hours
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Whereas .purchase cost and cost of ownership are objectively
provided through corporate price lists and support price
lists, performance and .. reliability .. costs are subjectively
specific to individual customers. This means customers will
have to establish Their own values for performance and
reliability. This .paper will .offer some suggestions ·for
computing these. sUbjective costs.

Cost Calculations

Purchase price and maintenance cost of the imaginary
prodllctsbeing compared are based on . the disk attributes
found in Chart 4. The cost of each disk must be mUltiplied
by the number of drives it takes to total 4 gigabytes on the
system. To obtain this numb.er we divide the total megabytes
of 4000 by the number of megabyte~ per disk in Chart 5.

[Chart 5]

PURCHASE & MAINTENANCE COSTS
4 Gigabytes = 4000 Megabytea

Product A Product. B

Total Capacity

Capacity/Drive

Number of Drive.

Purchase Price/Drive

Total Purchase Price

SMMC/Drlve

Total·SMMC

4000

400

10

$7,500

$75,000

$35

$19,950

4000

600

5

$17,000

$85,000

$60

$17,100

I.t would take ten •Product A's (400 megabytes each) and five
ProductB's (800 megabytes . each) to total 4 gigabytes.
Only 57·· months •. out of the ••• five-year (60-month)·· period •. are
used. as service months since these •.. products.· would both have
a 90-day on-site warranty. The total purchase and
maintenance costs for the two products (productA=$94,950
and.ProductB=$102,lOO) result in an appearance of. lowest
cost·. with·.• the •.ProductA· alternative. The .lower maintenance
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cost on Product B is not enough to make up for the lower
purchase price of product A. Reliability and performance
costs are more difficult to quantify; however, these costs
can dramatically alter the final cost.

One way of determining reliability and performance values is
to consider the cost of lost output in the case of unplanned
downtime. These costs may be computed based on the value
per hour of lost output in production or services or based
on the cost of unproductive facilities and manpower.

[Chart 6]

01 SK STORAGE COSTS

Purchase cost

Monthly maintenance cost

Corporate price list

Support price list

Performance cost

Reliability coat

Customer specific downtime costs

Customer specific downtime costs

/
Saleable output value/hour

Unproductive equipment and user cost

A survey of 39 Series 950 system managers was made by the HP
Commercial Systems Division from October to December 1988.
Most were production sites averaging 69 jobs/sessions, 96
megabytes of memory and 4 • 5 gigabytes of disk storage.
Three-quarters of the sample ran 7-day shops and over half
had three shifts. The data collected were to determine
current system availability, future availability needs and
customer preference for data backup. This paper describes
only - a portion of the information collected in order to
provide an' example of disk costs. Customer responses on the
cost of unplanned downtime were received from 16 customers.
Estimates of unplanned downtime ranged from $200 to $40,000
per hour. The cost for 13 customers ranged from $200 to
$5000 with a mean of $2,080. For the purposes of this
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paper, the round number of $2,000 will be used as the cost
per hour of down time.

In the same survey, customers were asked to provide an
estimate of typical downtime for a disk failure. Only six
of the 39 customers surveyed had experienced a disk failure.
The average estimate was 10 hours, 41 minutes. Actual
estimates ranged from 1. hour, 11.minutes to 25 hours, 5
minutes. Chart 7 provides. a ..• breakdown .of •the downtime
estimate according to individual downtime component.

[Chart 7]

TYPICAL DOWNTIME ESTIMATE
(Due to disk failure)

Hours:Mlnutes

In-house •diagnosis

Call HP

CE come. on site

CE dlagnosls

System reboot

Data reload

Data Recovery

Average downtime per'aUure

Range. (N==5)

0:24

0:09

3:26

1:20

0:29

3:07

1:46

10:41
1:11 to 25:5

For the purposes of this paper 10.7 hours will< be used as
the estimated downtime for a. disk failure. If a customer
has experienced.disk. faIlures, an . average of the downtime
'experienced by that·customer.may be more meaningful.

computation of disk reliability cost is . the .prOduct of the
estimate of. downtime hours multiplied by the estimate of
cost-per-downtime hour.. The cost-per-downtime hour has
already.been assumed to be .$2000 . for this example. .. The
number of downtime hours.must be·computed ·for each product
evaluated. The average number of failures during the
period, . multiplied by the hours of downtime per failure,
produces the average number. of downtime hours..The average
number ·offailures for each·product·is the· quotient of the
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sum of total power-on hours per drive divided by the (MTBF)
per drive.

[Chart 8]

DISK RELIABILITY COST

Cost due to disk failure = Downtime hours x cost-per-downtime hour

where

Total downtime hours = Number of failures x downtime hours/failure

Number of failures = Sum of drive power-on hours

Drive MTBF

Cost-per-downtime hour is customer specific

When calculated for Product A and Product B (each with a
MTBF of 70,000 hours), this computation results in an
average of six Product A failures over the five-year period
and three Product B failures over the same period. Assuming
10.7 hours of downtime per failure at a cost of $2000 per
hour, the reliability cost for Product A is $128,400 and for
Product B $64,200. This example demonstrates that a system
with a disk drive which is one-half the capacity but has the
same MTBF may cost twice as much in downtime due to disk
failure. When estimating disk failures, keep in mind that
MTBF is an average, or mean, describing when failures have
occurred and may be measured differently by different disk
manufacturers. Actual failures may occur either before the
mean is encountered or after.

It is clearly evident from the resulting reliability costs
that as the number of disk failures increases, the
reliability cost rapidly increases, even to the point of
exceeding the cost of purchase and maintenance.

computation of disk performance cost is a more difficult
matter. Product A offers greater access density (more
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I/Os/second pe;r megabyte) than Product B, which makes it
appear that it could offer greater overall performance.
However, a loss of performance can only be attributed to
disk drives if the system throughput is limited by the
amount of disk I/O. That means that the disk drives are
incapable of keeping up with the read and write requests
which are made by the system. Looking at it another way, it
means that the system would have higher throughput if only
the disk drives could perform more I/O transactions.

In most tests, the disk I/O is rarely the bottleneck on
system throughput. Operating system differences and
application software differences affect the number of I/O
requests to the disk drives as.well as whether I/O requests
can be made of more than one disk drive at a time. If the
software cannot utilize disk concurrency (many disks reading
or writing at the same time), or if the frequently accessed
data is not distributed evenly among mUltiple disks, it is
more likely that individual disk performance would become a
factor. Whether the disk can handle all the requests from
the system is also dependent on the block size of the data
transferred and on interarrival time (how close the requests
are to one another from the host). For purposes of this
paper, we will assume that the total I/Os which are possible
is equal to the product of the number of disk drives on the
system multiplied by the maximum I/Os (1 kbyte transfers) of
which one drive is capable. For detailed information on
your system and software, you will need to consult your HP
System Engineer.

Based on the above performance assumptions, disk performance
cost is the product of cost per lost I/O multiplied by the
number of lost I/Os per. hour. Cost per lost I/O is the
quotient of cost per downtime second divided by the average
number of lost I/Os per second. A lost I/O per .. second is
the remainder of total I/Os per second required on average
by a system or job minus the total I/Os per second available
on disk. Lost I/Os per hour can be figured. by mUltiplying
the lost I/Os per second by 3600 seconds per hour.
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[Chart 9]

DISK PERFORMANCE COST

Cost due to lost performance = Lost II0s x cost per lost II0s

where

System performance is limited by disk 1/0

Lost I/O = II0s per second required - II0s per second available

Cost per lost 1/0 = Cost per downtime second

Lost II0s per second

For the drives compared in this paper, the total available
disk I/Os per second (Product A=280 I/Os and Product B=300
I/Os) exceeds the total required disk I/Os per second (72
I/Os peak on MPE XL), thus there is no disk performance cost
for any of these products. Based·upon the numbers of disks
required to total 4 gigabytes on an HP 950 MPE XL system, it
is unlikely that disk I/O capability will be a cost with
today's products. As previously mentioned, MPE VE systems
require more disk I/O and have a higher probability of
suffering disk contention. In addition, as future disk
capacities increase, the number of disks required to furnish
the required storage will decrease and performance costs may
be more of an issue in making tradeoffs.
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[Chart 10]

DISK COST SUMMARY

Product A Product B

Purchase cost $75,000 $85,000

Maintenance cost $19,950 $17,100

Reliability cost $128,400 $64,200

Performance cost 0 0

$223,350 $166,300

The overall cost of the two products compared in· Chart 10
shows Product B to be the lowest cost solution because of
the reliability advantage. If disk performance were a
bottleneck, this scenario could be reversed. Therefore,
none of the tradeoffs can be taken for granted.

Hewlett-Packard continues to monitor product tradeoffs and
reduce the total cost to users of disk storage through
improvements incapacity, price, performance, reliability
and serviceability of disk drives. Because Hewlett-Packard
recognizes that access to data is an opportunity cost in
performance as well as availability and that the cost varies
among users, further system enhancements through multi
processing and disk-mirroring are planned in the future. In
the final analysis, however, system managers must understand
their systems and use the concepts in this paper to make the
tradeoffs which will offer the greatest value to their users
at the lowest overall cost.
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DISK DRIVE RELIABILITY
YESTERDAY, TODAY AND TOKORROW

Michael Rusnack

Hewlett Packard Company
Disk Memory Division
Post Office Box 39

Boise, 10 83707-0039

INTRODUCTION

Disk drives have changed quite a bit over the years:
they've become smaller in size, larger in capacity, and less
expensive to purchase and more reliable in performance.

The first three features -- size, capacity and price -- are
simple to recognize and can be compared among products
easily. But comparing the reliability between products is
complex because each disk drive manufacturer measures
reliability differently.

This article explains how Hewlett Packard Company computes
MTBF for its disks and uses this calculation as a bench mark
for continuous improvement. Plus, it details how HP's
progress in reliability means a more dependable disk for
your system today and in the future.

RP'S MTBF CALCULATION

A product's MTBF can be a good indicator of its reliability.
It can also be misunderstood because of the number of ways
it can be calculated (see Figure 1.) Therefore, it's
important to know how each manufacturer computesMTBF; then
you can make equitable comparisons.

HP's MTBF computation assumes a 24-hour a day operation and
includes all components of the disk drive sub system: The
head disk assembly (HDA), the power supply, cables and all
printed circuit assemblies (PCAs), including the disk
controller, servo and read/write boards. The reported MTBF
is a weighted five-month<moving average and is based on all
repair orders that occur during the first 90 days after
installation, when the failures are most likely to occur.
We count all service calls -- even those where a customer
complaint cannot be verified (often referred to as "NTF" or
"No Trouble Found"). This results in a more conservative
number, but appropriately sets your expectations.

Disk Drive Reliability
Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
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Fiqure 1 - Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) Calculations
An MTBF number is a calculation of the product reliability

based on a predicted or measured failure rate.
Following are three common MTBF formulas.

1. Test sample Method - This method runs a sample of disks
until failures are encountered. An extrapolation of the
MTBF is then made.

Number of units X Number of Running Hours
MTBF

Actual Failures

This method .has implied confidence levels. The sample size
and duration of the test must be known in order to derive a
confidence level.

2. Theoretically Calculated Method - For this method, you
must calculate the expected failure rate for each component
in the product then sum the component failure rates to
arrive at a product failure rate. Most likely used to
predict MTBF for a new product.

100 / Annual Failure
Rate in %

X Hours Used X
Per Day

Days Used
Per Year

MTBF

This formula can be used once the product annual failure
rate is determined and assumptions are made for operating
hours per day and days per year.

3. Demonstrated Method Same as the theoretically
calculated method, but uses actual failure data derived from
customer installations. HP uses this method to calculate
MTBF for its disks.

100 / Annual Failure
Rate in %

X Hours Used X
Per Day

Days Used
Per Year

MTBF

There are variables in this equation which take assumptions
and have major impact on the results. From the customer
data, an annual failure rate must be determined. Some
common exclusions are:

o Dead on arrival units.
o Installation problems.
o Controller problems/cabling problems.
o First 200 hours of operation
o Firmware problems.

HP uses this method of MTBF calculation and includes all of
the above.

Disk Drive Reliability
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the disk
The disk

example

Some manufacturers may only specify the MTBF of
mechanism or HDA on their specification sheets.
mechanism in the HP 7936 and 7937 disk drives, for
have a proven MTBF of over 130,000 hours.

The entire HP 7936 and 7937 disk drive subsystem (with
controller, power supply and all electronics) have a
documented MTBF of over 70,000 hours. And this continues to
improve.

Reliability wasn't this high in the earlier disk drives
generations, however. In fact, many lessons were learned in
the factory and even at customers' sites to bring the
figures to this level.

DEN RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS BEGAN'

In 1982 and 1983, HP introduced the HP 7933 and 7935 disk
drives. These products were "state of the art" at the time
and each had 404 megabytes of storage. The HP 7933 was a
fixed media drive; the HP 7935 had removable media.

The drives were well-received in the market place and
considered leaders in technology. A short time after
introduction, however, it became apparent the reliability of
these drives had fallen behind a leadership position. The
products were not meeting customer expectations. Moreover,
we had indications that other disk drive manufacturers'
reliability was exceeding ours by as much as 50 percent.

At this time the managers at Hp·oisk Memory Division decided
to move several of the research and development engineers
from the "new" product development to assist in the HP 7933
and 7935 reliability improvement program. The division
spent over a year redesigning the products through the use
of Total Quality Control (TQC). This important set of tools
was the key to increased product reliability and customer
satisfaction.

"TELL US WHAT YOU LEARNED "

When the redesign was complete after that year, a team
consisting of- the division's general manager, members of his
staff and two engineers (including my self) went to Tokyo in
February 1985 to install 16 "new and improved"HP 7933 and
7935 disks. The improvements included several redesigned
peA's, and upgrade of head cables and some mechanical
modifications to extend the life of the actuator mechanism.

Disk Drive Reliability
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The disk drives were installed at four different customer
sites and monitored for over a year. By December 1985, the
MTBF had exceeded our 1983 MTBF by three times. We were
pleased with this increase; our products equaled or exceeded
the reliability of our competitors' products. But more
importantly, our users were pleased.

Disks that were installed at other customer sites were
retrofitted with the upgraded head cables and modified
actuator. Old PCA inventory in the service offices was
purged and replaced with the upgraded boards for future
service calls.

As a result of this reliability improvement, the customer
quality assurance manager of HP's Disk Memory Division was
invited to speak at the Annual Japanese Quality Conference.
(This conference is sponsored by the Japanese Union of
scientists and Engineers, the same organization that
sponsors the highly regarded Deming Prize.) In November
1986, HP made its formal presentation on quality and became
the first non-Japanese company ever invited to address this
prestigious group.

Many engineering improvements were made during the HP 7933
and 7935 reliability improvement period. other improvements
were vendor management and change control. These
improvements have been incorporated into the process used to
manufacture HP's newest disk drives.

THE NEW PRODUCTS

The HP 7933 and 7935 disks were superseded by the HP 7936
and 7937 disk drives. The design was solid and the
component count was much lower compared to the HP 7933 and
7935. We realized the higher number of components, the
higher the failure rate. So we designed many components out
of these new products and used Large Scale Integration of
circuits to replace several packages. By designing many
components out, better reliability was designed into the end
products.

We also worked closely with our supplier to maintain a
minimum amount of inventory at the factory, resulting in a
Just-In-Time (JIT) environment. The quality of the
components starts at the very beginning of manufacturing a
component, not during the inspection station at the end of
the line. Changes to the supplier's process (or changes to
the part it self) are reviewed at Disk Memory Division to
determine the impact on our final product.

In addition, a rigorous process was instituted to create as
reliable a product as possible right from the start. Our
approach included:

Disk Drive Reliability
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a Creating the environment. Unqualified pressures on
engineers for shortcuts to product release were
resisted. They were "permitted" to design
reliability into the product and were not forced to
release the products before they worked.

o Discovering design weaknesses. Extensive stress
testing was conducted to discover tolerance to
temperature, humidity, shock, vibration and line
voltage. "strife" testing (STRess/liFE) was done
to diminish the margin between stress and strength.
This forced ·failures to appear;· they were analyzed
and solved to root cause.

Design Defect Tracking (DDT). Once defects were
found, they were entered into a database and
reliability engineers . searched for. the root cause
by asking tlwhy"five.times (see Figure 2).

o Duane Charts.
predict the
effectiveness
environment
improvement.

These charts were used to track and
product MTBF. They also measured the

of the development team and
by quantifying the rate of MTBF

By November of 1986, the·HP 7936 and 7937 disk drives were
ready for customer shipment. The MTBF at time of
introduction was about 60,OOO,/far exceeding the original
target goal.

CHALLENGE #1: HOW CAN WE ENHANCE SOMETHING THIS GOOD?

since the MTBF goal was exceeded and design enhancements
were implemented on theHP 793 7937 right. from the start,
the manufacturing team had a difficult challenge: how can a
product this good be improved? This challenge was divided
into four objectives:

1. Maintain (or exceed) reliability at customer sites
as demonstrated by life testing at the factory.

2. Assist the suppliers from whom we bought components
to implement TQe techniques in their processes.
This ensures consistent high-quality components are
received.

3. Analyze each and every failed component to
determine the root cause of failure.

4. Standardize corrections so misinterpretation is
eliminated.

Disk Drive Reliability
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Why was the IC "eg'
bent outward?

The IC was inserted
upside down causing
the leg to bend.

Why was the IC inserted
upsid6 down?

Polarity not clearly~
marked on the IC.

*Train line workers to question
components that aren't clearly
marked. Verify polarity before
insertion.

*Give feedback to supplier
on enhancing the polarity mark.
Assist in improving his process.

®
1i!?ill~1

IC leg was
bent outward.

An Integrated Circuit
OC) leg touched the
circuit path.

Why did this HP 7937
fail its test?

A circuit shorted
on a Printed Circuit
Assembly (PCA) board.

Why did this IC's leg touch
the circuit path?

Why did the circuit
short on this PCA
board?

~

"Ask Why Five Times"
Process

As part of the TaC philosophy, HP engineers follow ~ problem to its root cause.
It is then corrected and documented. Here is just one example of tracing a disk
drive failure to its root cause.
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CHALLENGE '2: STEEP PRODUCTION IUUIP

The production ramp of the HP7935 and 7937 was rapid: it
took only six months.to accelerate from producing a few
evaluation units to .manufacturing .. full production volumes.
Demand climbed for these new disks, resulting in
"round-the-clock" manufacturing. The steep ramp and
continuous production made up the second challenge for the
manufacturing engineering team. Such conditions often
result in material availability issues, inconsistent
component tolerances and occasional production process
bottlenecks.

But that didn't show us down! We developed a field failure
database that recorded every failure in the assembly
process. This data base allowed<us to evaluate each failure
on an individual basis and trace the failure to its root
cause. Eventually, the database was expanded to include
failing assemblies returned from the field. We use this
database now to determine the reliability projections.

MEETING THE CHALLENGES

For.the last·twoyears (immediately following the HP 7936
and 7937 introduction), the.reliabilityteam has meet on.a
weekly basis. Representatives from R&D, peA test;
materials engineering and manUfacturing engineering team
attend. Each week, one assembly is reviewed. The
manUfacturing engineer responsible .for a particular assembly
presents in detail the enhancements currently in process on
that assembly. These checksand.balancesallowlls to focus
on the item .• with the greatest. potential. This weekly forum
also .. serves ..as an· informal· design review for modifications
to the product.

This •team has been able to show a number of successes by
categorizing disk failures into one of four groups:

1. Process Error at the Factory. Whether.the·failure
is due human error or an oversight in the procedure
it is corrected and documented to prevent its
reoccurrence. Personnel training and honest
feedback are our most important tools.

2. Design Error or Lack of Margin. The R&D
engineers work to ensure proper margin is designed
into all applications. On occasion, however,
failures happen because of a design error or lack
of margin. Manufacturing engineers will redesign
the circuit with the same care (often calli~g on
the original designer for assistance) used in the
initial design.
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3. Component Defects. These are isolated and probed
to root cause. Oftentimes, the cause of a
component failure is due to a handling error.
Typical examples of component defects include bent
pins, damaged packaging and electrostatic discharge
(ESO) damage.

4. Supplier's Process. Component failures due to a
vendor's process are relaxed and corrected by the
supplier at the supplier's facility.

LOOKZNG AHEAD

Since the HP 7936 and 7937 product design was solid at the
time of introduction, the manufacturing engineering focused
(and continues to focus) on all field failures that occur.
This ability, coupled with the data maintained on-line using
a relational database, allows the team to measure the
effectiveness of their work.

Our work on the HP 7936 and 7937 will continue through its
production life, end of service life and obsolescence.
Future HP disk drives will follow on the same TQC path; root
cause analysis for failures found, extensive "strife"
testing at the factory and building reliability into each
stage of the production process.

CONCLUSZON

What does this mean to you? It means you receive the most
reliable disk product available for your HP system. Our
goal is to make each new product more reliable than the
product it replaces. And the more reliable your disk drive,
the greater your system uptime and user availability. Plus,
the simplicity of the HP 7936 and 7937 facilitates a quicker
repair with minimal downtime in the event of a failure.

We can't guarantee an HP disk drive will never fail. But we
can guarantee if a failure does occur, we will analyze it to
its root cause and work to prevent it from happening again.
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Tape Backup for the 1990's - DAT

Author: Peter Messer
Product Manager
Hewlett-Packard
Computer peripherals Division
Bristol
England.

Hard disk capacities have been increasing rapidly across
all systems from PC'ste mainframes for/many years, and
look to continue doing so for·thefuture.

Developments in tape backup have lagged behind that trend.
For instance, whilst capacity improvements. in 1/4" tape
drives now offer 320 Mbytes/cartridge,·760 Mbyte hard disks
are·. becoming available •.•.. Backup. has. become ·regarded. as .an
operatorintensive,.time·consuming and sometimes expensive
processasa result •• In many data centres, theev.ergreater
number.oftapes. to be · stored. has ··created .new •. problems .. in
managing the amount of information stored, .and increased
operating costs.

New technologies based on helical .scan are·capable.of
matching. the. increases in hard.disc capacities because they
already offer high. data densities and could bede"\Teloped
further ••. Helical scan products are. familiar •• to most of us
as the VCR we use .in the home,· and the video camera.

Digital Audio Tape. is the most recent development ·of these
technologies, and was developed for the consumer. audio
market to overcome·the limitations·ofthe analogue
recording-of audio signals .onc.assettetapes ••• By digitizing
the audio signal into· two channels of 16-bitdata,DAT
provides a frequency rangeof5 to 22 KhZ, and distortion
of.O. 005% with a. dynamic range .•• of 96 dB , which is well
beyond. the capability ofthebestraudio cassette·. systems
available today.

The·hi.-fiienthusiastwould find this.· specification
appealing:DAT for data storage purposes also offers
sIgnificant· advantages, as this paper will show. <The areas
covered comprise. the following:

1.) What is helical scan and how is it implemented in DAT ?

2.) How is DAT modified .• for . computer data storage use ?

3.) What features does DAT offer for the storage of data?

4.) How.can DAT be developed for the future?
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5.) How does OAT fit into the current range of storage
products ?

1.) What is helical scan and how is it implemented in OAT?

Unlike current 1/4" and 1/2" tape drives which record data
along the tape length, the heads and media of a helical
scan device are aligned such that recording tracks are
written at a shallow angle across the tape. This allows for
a much larger area of tape to be utilised than with
conventional technology, and provides for a greater areal
data density, and hence increased capacity.

Another difference is that in conventional tape drives the
track locations are held mechanically, by reference to a
fixed surface, whereas in helical scan the location of the
recorded tracks is electronically controlled. This means
that track densities can be can be one or two orders of
magnitude "greater than conventional tapes, because of the
greater precision in defining the track position.

In helical scan recording the tape is slowly moved past a
spinning drum on which the read and write heads are
mounted. By using closed loop servo control of the relative
speeds of the drum and tape, the drive can precisely follow
the narrow tracks on the tape. (Ref 1)

However, the helical scan products used for home and
professional video recording have a number of drawbacks for
computer data storage:
Firstly, the tape is wrapped around the drum enclosing an
angle of at least 180 degrees. This is used in these
recorders to act as a buffer for the stream of incoming
video data. The disadvantage is that the large wrap angle
needs a large number of mechanical parts, makes
repositioning slow, and could cause early failure of the
drive mechanism.

Secondly, data recording requires read after write for data
integrity, but on all helical scan recorders today, there
are only two heads, one for writing and one for reading.
The data tracks must separated by guard bands· and so the
theoretical areal density of the tape is reduced, and the
data capacity of the tape is smaller.

Thirdly,these recorders are basically analogue recording
devices, and a need a new format for digital data storage
usage. (The development of a suitable format is key to the
success of any new tape technology.)

OAT technology offers a number of important advantages over
current helical scan technology as follows:
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The wrap angle is.90·degrees, which·simplifies the
mechanical design, such that fewer mechanical parts are
needed, and OAT based drives should prove more reliable
than current helical scan drives as a result.
OAT dr.ives have two .heads opposite each other, which are
used for both reading and writing of data; the heads are
wider than the tracks which means that they overlap, and
thus.all·of the surface is used for·data, except for guard
tracks along the tape edges.

Whilst this·would normally cause interference·between
tracks in a conventional recorder, >this is overcome in DAT
by mounting the two heads at different angles to each
other. As each head tries to read data, it will pick up the
strongest signal from data written at the··.correct· angle,
and be able to centre on the correct track by balancing the
stronger signal against the weaker ones on either side.
This is ·.known as. azimuth .recording.

This method of recording means that the standard 200 foot
(60·.·meter) OAT tape stores approximately 1300>Mbytes·of
digital. data. This is a significant improvement on existing
tape media, and represents a packing density of 114
Mbits/sq in, on a tape less than 0.2 inches wide (3.S1
mm.) •

Unlike the VCR, OAT stores.... information. (usually music) in
digital .form, and sophisticated error correction routines
are already well, established. It uses a.small cassette,
measuring only 2 •8x .·.2. 1xO.4ins • The tape format used
for .consumer applications of •. OAT. was •. agreed by a committee
of over 80 .. companiesin1987, .·and lays down the way in
which .diqital·aUdioda.ta. ·1S stdred•. This ••. has. provided the
basic gro\lndwork .... for .. dev710ping acomputer< storage format.
(For a description of the audio format see Ref 2>. )

2.) How is OATmodifiedforeomputer datastoraqe<use ?

The computer.· version of .OAT being jointly·.developed byHP
and SONY , ..• uses the same basic· mechanism and circuitry, with
some additional hardware and firmware to satisfy data
storage applications.

The first of these modifications is the addition of two
more heads, so that the drum has two separate pairs of read
and write heads setopposite·toeaehother and set· at the
appropriate angles as discussed earlier.·This allows the
drivetoperfonnreadafterwriteand<correct early errors
in data recording. (This will be ... discussed later) •

The second modification involves· the. addition of standard
computer interfaces, for example.HPIBor SCSI, and
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appropriate firmware to enable a computer to write data to
and read data from the drive.

The third modification is the development of a standard
format which defines the way in which the data is laid down
on the tape. This will enable users to interchange data or
software with other drives, in much the same way as is
presently possible with 1600 bpi reel to reel, for example.

The DOS format, jointly developed by HP and SONY, has been
adopted by eight other tape drive manufacturers for their
future products. Using the audio format as a basic building
block, and incoporating computer system needs, it provides
high reliability recording with minimum loss of capacity
and and transfer rate.

The discussion of the format is beyond the scope of this
paper, but more information is available from HP (Ref 3 and
5) •

The fourth development is concerned with ensuring that the
amount of data error correction in the format is suitably
extensive enough for computer storage purposes. Consumer
OAT products correct errors by using a number of different
techniques, but these drives do not need the same level of
error correction as is necessary for data storage.
Considerable effort has been applied to develop the format
to include powerful error correction routines.

Typical hard error rates for computer tapes are around 1 in
10A -11 bits. For example on a 1/4" tape drive less than 1
in 500 cartridges would have an uncorrectable error. The
aim of the HP/SONY development of OAT for computer purposes
is to achieve error rates several orders of magnitude
greater than current 1/4" or 1/2" tape products.

A number of error correction techniques are used, two of
which are useful to explain.
The first of these is read after write, where a set of data
is read immediately after having been written. If an error
is found, then the drive rewrites that block once more; if
an error is still present, the data is rewritten once more,
and so on.

The second is mUltiple group writing, which is an optional
feature where each block of data is written two, three or
more times, to ensure that at least one good block of data
has been recorded. This particular method has some benefits
for high speed tape copying requirements such as software
distribution. A new method of "contact printing" of tapes
will provide a fast copying process and use multiple group
writing, to ensure error free copies of the master.
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The HP/SONY DDS format offers the user eight further levels
of error correction, to achieve a hard error rate several
orders of magnitude greater than 1/4" and 1/2" tapes.

A detailed discussion of error correction techniques and
error sources. is beyond the scope of a short paper such as
this.one, a more detailed report is available from
Hewlett-Packard (Ref 4).

3.) What features does DAT offer for the storage of data?

DAT has a number of other features which make it attractive
for data storage uses in software distribution, data
interchange and unattended backup, with improved
reliability:

Software Distribution:

DAT tapes currently are priced at less than $15 for the
standard 200 ifoot (60 meter) versions. (1/4" and 1/2" tapes
cost 10-20 times more for the same capacity). Furthermore,
DAT tapes do not need preformatting for use, so that tapes
are easily available at competitive prices. The mechanisms
currently available have the potential for a built in
cleaning roller, thus avoiding the need for a cleaning
cassette and subsequent head wear. The compact size and low
cost of OAT media adds to its suitability for software
distribution.

Data Interchange

Considerable effort has been expended in developing a
robust data storage format, with powerful error correction
routines. HP and Sony have been working with eight other
tape drive manufacturers on development of the DDS format.
This has now been submitted to the American National
Standards Institute for adoption of as an ANSI standard.
The group of manUfacturers, inclUding HP and Sony, are
working with ANSI to fully specify the DOS format for DAT
based streaming tape drives. A standard format, together
with the availability of drives from several manufacturers
will provide the means for universal data interchange using
DAT tapes.

Unattended Backup

The capacity on a standard 200 foot (60 meter) OAT tape is
1300 Mbytes; at a transfer rate of 183 Kbytes/sec it takes
about 2 hrs. to complete a backUp of this size. (This is 30
times of the capacity of a 1600 bpi 2400 foot reel, and
about· twice the. backup rate of 1600 bpi tape drives.)
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Our experiences with theHP 1/4" cartridge autochanger
product showed us that many customers liked the unattended
backup capability this product provided; this was confirmed
by our market research. Being able to backup 1300 Mbytes on
a single cassette should make unattended backup even
easier,and offers further savings on operator time and
storage space.

A special feature of OAT (called Fastsearch), allows for
access to any part ofa full tape in around 20 seconds.
(this can be even faster with a shorter or partially filled
tape). This makes for fast and easy retrieval of stored
data.

Reliability

The low tape speed reduces tape wear and means tapes should
last longer. Powerful error correction routines leveraged
from OAT technology means that drive and data reliability
will be even better than existing tape drives.

4.) How can OAT be developed in the future?

One of the most valuable features of OAT is that it offers
many capabilities for future improvements. The technology
is simple, reliable and easily extendable. Leverage from
the high volume consumer industry will provide for lower
cost readily available mechanisms to enable manufacturers
to produce high quality, easily obtainable drives at
competitive prices. Recent press announcements have shown
that a large number of computer tape drive manufacturers
are committed to producing products in the near future
based on OAT technology.

A feature of the DDS format is that it is designed to be
forwards and backwards compatible with future drive
developments, some of which are outlined below:

Increased speed: Faster tape and drum speeds as well as
data compression will be able to increase the transfer rate
to around 2 Mbytes/sec.

Increased Capacity: Longer, thinner tapes are likely in the
near future to provide capacities up to 2 Gbytes, using new
media coatings. Data compression techniques could then
increase the capacity per tape up to around 8 Gbytes.

Smaller Size: The current mechanism size is the same as
5 1/4" hard disk drives, making it easy to mount in
computer systems.We believe that it will be possible to
make the drive even smaller in the future,so that it could
be possible to build it into desk top PC systems, for
example. This would give PC users easy, convenient backup
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of their data as an alternative to floppy disc. Smaller
mechanisms and more integration of the drive electronics
will be able to produce half height and 3 1/2" form factor
products.

Although likely to be priced higher than 1/4" tape drives
for the immediate future, developments in manufacturing

costs and size could well see future products offered at a
similar prices.

Long term developments could also be to add autochanger
capability and possibly incorporate audio as well as data

storage on the same tape. The HP/SONY DDS format described
earlier does allow for the latter possibility.

5.) How does DAT fit into the current range of storage
products ?

Because DAT offers low cost media, high capacity for
unattended backup and good transfer rate, it will compete
successfully with both 1/4" and 1/2" tape drives in the mid
range systems marketplace.

The adoption of a suitable format interchange standard
means that DAT based drives will compete with 1600 bpi reel
to reel for many,~pplications, unless IBM format is needed
by the user.

DAT tapes because of their low cost and compact size could
rival floppy disks, 1/4" cartridges and 1/2" tapes for
software distribution. This would be the case in
applications involving more than 100 Mbytes of software.

Current helical scan products presently appear to offer
similar capabilities to OAT, but we believe that the newer
technology has more opportunities for future developments
than other helical scan products as currently defined.

Rewriteable optical technology is fast developing as a new
storage medium between disk and tape, for specific
application areas. It seems unlikely that competition
between these two different but new technologies will
occur, since their areas of application are likely to be
complementary. The optical technology offers near hard disc
performance but at a higher media price than DAT initially,
and DAT offers lower priced, higher capacity media but
slower access times. Users of Hewlett-Packard systems will
be ideally placed to utilise both of these new technologies
in the future.
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Bootstrapping HP SRC: HP Software Revision Controller

Alan Padula

Hewlett -Packard Company
Data and Languages Division

Cupertino, California

February 7, 1989

BOOTSTRAP adj 1: carried out with mInImum resources or advantages
2: using its own action to initiate or sustain itself

- Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary

INTRODUCTION

This paper premieres Hewlett-Packard's new MPEV & MPE XL based version control product, HP
Software Revision Controller (HP SRC), from a user's viewpoint and as one of its software developers. An
explanation of version control systems is presented followed by the author's accounting of how an internal
software tool was bootstrapped into a prototype of HP SRC that was subsequently used:

• as a foundation layer of software to build upon,.
• as a platform to demonstrate and refine the product's user interface,
• for managing parallel development of itself from disjunct geographic locations,
• in its own successful product development from daily use of itself on itself!

Fea tures and functionality of HP SRC are highlighted through· examples of the command interface and
portions of sample output. Focus is also placed on the major benefits derived from bootstrapping, that is,
using a product in the development of itself.

VERSION CONTROL SYSTEM BASICS

1. What problems do they solve?

The need for version control systems have been around for as long as programming has. Complete
version control systems, coupled with effective project development processes (see Organization. of the
Project Files & HP SRC Environment), address a variety of problems such as:

• Versioning
This refers to storing and retrieving permutations of a program and its associated files,

• File Access Conflict Management
This refers to preventing programmers from changing the same file at the same time and
thereby writing over each other's modifications,

• Audit Trails
This refers to identifying what files have changed, who changed them, when they were
changed, and what those changes were,
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• Parallel Development
This refers to concurrently altering the same set of files with the ability to later merge
the changes from the independent development efforts together,

• Security
This refers to establishing who may access files and maintaining the integrity of the
environment.

2. Early "Solutions"

Many methods have been employed to solve these problems long before the advent of the first
automated version control system. There are some creative "workaround" methods to prevent file access
conflicts but often these have serious shortcomings when addressing problems like versioning, audit
trails, parallel development, etc. Enumerated below is only a small potpourri of some of these old, more
common ways of avoiding file access conflicts· on the HP 3000:

• Verbal communication has long been a standby of smaller projects. Through one
programmer asking another if they are currently modifying a file or not, the problem of
updating the same files at the same time and the subsequent corruption of each other's
changes is averted. This method has significant drawbacks including limitations on the
size of project.s, the required geographic proximit.y of its members, the presence of its
members at. anyone time, and of course, the quality of the programmer's memories!

• A central log file may be read by programmers to see if anybody is using the file that they
need. If not, the programmer would update the log file to indicate that they are using the
file. It is debatable whether this method is much better than a paper signup sheet;
especially given that two users could access this same log file at the same time and end up
writing over each other's log information! It provides no security and its success, as is true
with many of the old methods of version control, is dependent on. the programmers
faithfully following manual procedures.

• A librarian is appointed for the project and when a t.eam member needs to modify a file,
they must request it from this person. The librarian keeps track of who has what files,
who may access what files, and controls their distribution. This method is actually quite
effective but requires a high availability to the librarian and its success is dependent on
the librarian's skill as a bookkeeper (and their health!)

• Adding a lockword (such as the programmer's name) to the file to be modified is another
creative & "semi-secure" method of dealing with file access conflicts. Users who try to
access that same file would fail until the lockword was removed (corresponding to when
the original programmer completed their modifications). While it does keep the
non-malicious user from updating a file someone else is using, it is still very limited
compared to the power of a version control system and again dependent on everyone
following procedures.

• Another method is the use of a simple check in/check out tool that does nothing more but
control the "copying" of files between the user's work groups and the central shared group.
The copy is allowed or disallowed based on whether the file is already checked out. This
scheme has the same limitations as the previously mentioned one.
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3. General Features of Version Control Systems

There are some basic features inherent to the top version control systems including:

• Check In/Check Out
This refers to registering and copying files into and out of the version control system.
When checking in a file: who checked it in, when it was checked in, and what revision
number it was assigned, is all logged automatically. A transformation is typically
performed on the file being checked in. This results in change information being
recorded so that the revision of the file may be reproduced upon a subsequent check out.
Inherent to all version control systems is the ability to retrieve prior copies of files which
have been checked in i.e. the version control system serves as a repository for previous
revisions of files. When checking out a file, the user is first verified and then recorded as
the "locker" of the file's revision. Most importantly, under typical operation the system
will prevent the user from checking out the same revision of the same file that someone
else has checked out. This is key to preventing a file access conflict. On occasion, in the
real world, a predicament arises where a user has a file checked out but is unavailable to
check it in at a critical time. Most systems provide a crucial "escape valve" that allows a
person with the proper level of security to check in files that others have checked out.

• Reporting Of Status Information
This refers to the ability to list information about the state· of the version control
environment such as what files are checked out, who has them checked out, when they
were checked in, who checked in a particular revision of a file, etc. This is important in
maintaining an active system and in providing a traceable audit trail.

• Differencing
This refers to the ability to list the changes made between two revisions of a file. In tasks
such as tracking down a new bug introduced in the software, this differencing ability can
be a real productivity booster. In practically "no time" one can find exactly what lines
were added, deleted, and modified between two revisions.

• Merging
This refers to the ability to take different revisions of a file and "automatically" combine
their changes into a new file.. Automatically means that whenever possible the merging
system will mesh the changes properly. If the system can not clearly determine how to
resolve a conflict, the indeterminate area is flagged and the user is left to manually do the
merge. While merging does not seem to be a part of all version control products, it is an
essential component in the support of parallel development efforts. Merging when
coupled with intelligent software development methodologies provides an answer to
making quick, "hot't bug fixes while major enhancements are being done on the same files.

4. Storage Methods

Two of the most common storage strategies for version control systems are:

• Archived Files
These files are stored as their full image everytime a revision is checked in. To store 3
revisions of a I OOO'record file would minimally take 3000 records plus whatever control
records the version control system needed to store revision-to-file mapping and version
control history information. Some systems may store them in a compressed format where
trailing blanks and such are stripped thus saving some disc space.
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• Delta Files
These files, sometimes referred to as "differenced" files, store only the changes between
revisions. Thus, to store 3 revisions of a 1000 record file that had a total of 20 changes
could take as little as 1020 records plus a relatively insignificant number of control
records the version control system requires. Those are significant savings when compared
to the previous archived example. Two common delta file forma ts are "reverse" deltas and
uforwardll deltas. Reverse deltas are organized such that the latest revision of a delta file
is stored in its full image format while previous revisions are maintained as change
records. The main benefit in reverse deltas is manifested in performance savings when
accessing the latest revision of a file. Forward deltas are organized such that the first
(i. e. the earliest) revision is a full image of the file and any subsequent revisiuns checked
in are stored as change re.cords. This may save time when checking out an earlier revision
but a performance penalty is paid when accessing the latest revision.

Some systems utilize both delta and archived file storage formats. HP SRC is such a system and adopted
reverse delta format technology for its delta files based on the philosophy that the latest revision will be
the most frequently accessed and hence, the most important to be optimized for performance. HP SRC
stores most "flatU ASCII files as differenced files; while binary files like program and USL files are
stored as archived files.

BOOTSTRAPPING liP SRC: PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES

In developing HP SRC, the Lab team gained many advantages by starting with an internal tool that was
being used in the company. It was the intention from the start of the project to bootstrap the product;
that is, to use the tool in the development of itself. Hereafter, whenever a reference to "prototype" is
made in this paper, it will refer to that internal tool or any of its many permutations of user interface and
functionality through its development lifecycle into what is now the HP SRC product. A major objective
of the development team was to gain insight into the "useability" of the prototype as end users. By using
the protoype early in the development lifecycle, REAL data was provided that helped in making and
refining major design decisions based on experience rather than esoteric thought.

Quality of the software was further insured through production use by some of the most critical and least
forgiving users around --- the actual developers. Anytime a new release was built, the software would
soon be put into the HP SRC software development team's "productionll account where any problems
would quickly he revealed. Naturally, full unit testing and some preliminary system testing was
performed along with a "just-in-case" backup (after all, this is software development were talking about!)
before in-production use and testing began.

1. Management of Documentation

The prototype proved to be as valuable for versioning the documentation as well as the software. A
MPE group for the Internal Design and External Design was setup and maintained under HP SRC
control. The specifications were partitioned into many files that corresponded to the sections of the
documents. As sections were completed and revised, the files were checked in and out. Although, at
this obviously early stage of the project, the interface was crude and was being regularly modified, the
prototype was still providing a platform to learn and develop from.

As engineers worked on the documents, it was not unusual for them to inadvertently try and gain access
to the same file at the same time (i.e. the file access conflict problem). The prototype was very
effective in keeping engineers off of each other's toes. The problem of writing over each other's
changes was eliminated.
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Another key benefit of using version control at this phase in the lifecycle was the ability to roll back to
previous. revisions of the design. In one instance, an engineer made a proposal that resulted in
significant changes· in the design. After a time though (and a few revisions!), it became apparent that
the changes would have to be backed out. The earlier correct revisions were quickly located in the UP
SRC environment and "re-checked" in to become the latest development revisions (and a collective sigh
of relief was had by the engineers who would have had to type in all of the changes over again!)

2. Organization of the Project Files & UP sac Environment

Version control systems can only be as good in a programming environment as the development process
that supports them. This conclusion was reached after using the prototype ourselves. and observing its
use in different scenarios throughout the company. The message was clear: the integration of UP SRC
and· the development process would •.. be .a key element to· its success. This led· to •. two goals for the
product: to provide a tool easily integratable into an existing process and a form of support to aid users
in that integration.

There are probably as many ways to set up an UP SRC development environment as there are ways to
organize.a project. The Implementation Guide was founded on. this tenet. The Guide is provided with
the·productand helps .the customer analyze their current project setup from .which recommendations
can be drawn for how they might structure their UP SRC environment. Depending on the project
development methodology and current project file organization, a project may even have more than one
UP SRC environment. The initial setup of the UP SRC environment and the project file organization
used by the UP SRC team was simple though. In one MPE account there was:

• TwoHP SRC Environment Groups,
One group contained the UP SRC internal files for all our source and the other the
internal files for our documentation. (One HP SRC environment could have been used for
both but we preferred the clearer separation provided by different groups.) The internal
files consist of the.stat file,archived files, and delta files. The stat file is similar toa
directory that keeps tracks of these files and the UP SRC users (including their access
capability). Recall that delta files contain the actual text and text change records for
each revision of a file.

• a Ready Group
This contained the latest full text copy of the source files. The files werenormal,non-HP
SRC files that were accessible by any editor or compiler. The purpose of the group was to
provide a general area for files needed by· all engineers during their individual compiles.
Thus, engineers did not have. to incur the performance overhead ofa check out of files
that they were not modifying but were needed for a compile.•. Multiple· Ready· groups for
a single UP SRC environment are not unusual. This group also kept the object file results
of our master builds. Master builds refer to a full compile and link of the entire product
incorporating the latest set of files and changes checked in by the project team's members
(typically done on a weekly basis).

• a Development Group per engineer
This contained whatever files the engineers had checked out for their own unit
development purposes. It also contained a their own copy of the latest object files that
were being used in compilation and-linkage.

• a Test Group per engineer
This contained a verysm.all HP SRC environment that. was used in the· individual· unit
testing of each engineer's changes.
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The initial setup of an HP SRC environment is straightforward. A simple CHKIN of the first file will
automatically create the environment. Large projects with many files can be checked in easily by using
standard wildcard characters. For example, CHKIN 58 J FROH=SOURCE would check in all the files
starting with .'SII in the group SOURCE. If preferred, HP SRC can be executed in batch mode to help
accomplish this.

3. Adding Users & Setting Security in the Project

Adding valid users and setting their security class is an easy, intuitive process. User and security access
is maintained with the ADDUSER, DELUSER, and CHGUSER commmands. By specifying the user
name and security class (see below) in the ADDUSER command, the user is added to the HP SRC
environment as an active user with certain access capabilities e.g. ADDUSER ALAN. TOOLS, LIBRARIAN.
CHGUSER is used to change an existing user's security class and DELUSER of course, is used to delete a
user from the environment.

There were only two levels of security in the original prototype, one granted users'the capability to do
anything in the environment and the other provided a more middle-of-the-road capability. While full
capability was set for all project engineers, it was known from the start that the commercial
development environment would demand more levels of security. Insights gained from the use of the
prototype drove this home and led us to phase in a total of five levels of security over HP SRC's
development lifecycle. A high level summary without the details of those capabilities is outlined below.
They are, in decreasing order of capability:

• ADMIN
This user has the full run of the system. Exclusive privileges are granted to add/delete
users or to change their security level.

• LIBRARIAN
Whereas a whole team of programmers may modify files for a project, some programming
staffs allow only the Project Lead of the team to move files to their officialllbuildll area.
The LIBRARIAN class coupled with the AUTHOR 1 class facilitates this type of
methodology. The Project Lead is assigned LIBRARIAN security which grants the special
capability to check in files that other users have checked out. All other programmers are
assigned AUTHOR 1 which allows them to check out files, but not to check them back in.
Only the Project Lead would be allowed to do tha1.

• AUTHOR2
This user can check out files and check them back in; however, they can not check in files
that other users have checked out.

• AUTHORI
This user can check out files but can not check them back in (see LIBRARIAN above).

• READER
This user can look at files and history information but can not check out or check in files.
This is ideal for a support group or a management approval system where the only
capability needed and in fact, desired, is to be able to read the files.

Another security advantage of maintaining files under HP SRC is that it discourages the kind of
programmers who feel they can make changes to files in their team's official build area without
following standard procedures. How many times has someone made a change and forgotten to tell
anyone else? HP SRC logs anyone making changes; dissuading the dubious lion the flyll approach to
programming.
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4. Handling Conflicts

The HP SRCsource files were partitioned and modularized as much as possible in order to reduce
contention by engineers for the same files. Some files, like the global declarations file and message
catalog, always. seemed to be in high demand though. The typical scenario would start with the
engineer who needed the·· file trying to check it out. When this failed they would use a command,
LISTREV. that reports status information about files in the HP SRC environment (see example under
Code Documentation)· to see who had· the lock. Once· the engineer who held •the lock had been
determined, the engineer· who needed the file would take one of the following actions· (all were
repeata bly used during the project with success):

• Ask the engineer who had the lock to check it in (many time they were through with it or
did not need it at the moment),

• Ask the engineer who had the lock if they could modify their copy of the file directly (a
questionable practice!), \

• Check out. a previous revision of the file they need,· make the change they need, then
check it back in asabranch that would later be merged in (via ADDDIFF) after the latest
revision of the file had been checked back in.

A bootstrapping bonuswas achieved with the irritation by project engineers of having. to do a LISTREV
to find out who had the lock. The succinct error message declaring a revision of a file to be "already
locked" was enhanced to include who held the lock. HP SRC was quickly modified and that change
remains in the product today.

5. Customizing the Interface

UDCs were utilized in developing an intuitive, command-driven. user interface.• This type of interface
met the. objective of running on IIvanilla'''character-mode terminals which are still· in great abundance
in commercial shops. Although a menu-driven interface did "demo" better and seemed to be chosen
more· often .. by managers, the programmers consistently preferred a command-driven one. This view
gained credence in the project as we made daily use of the prototype. The commands had to be
descriptive enough .. in their name and· function for. easy recall but not so long as to hinder the
programmer in a hurry (e. g. us!)

The interface was probably the biggest benefactor from our bootstrapping efforts. Not only were
deficiencies immediately seen but they were immediately FELT' The commands in the original internal
prototype were much too cryptic and too hard to remember for commercial use. The first design of the
interface produced command names that were descriptive enough in their purpose but ACTUAL USE
by the team demonstrated them too cumbersome and •long. After "demoing" an improved design,
integrating user input, and refining the interface as we used it; we came up with the current set of
commands:

HP SRCCOHHAND SET:

ADDDIFF
ADDSYH
ADDUSER

CHGDESC
CHGlOG
CHGOHNER
CHGPREFIX
CHGUSER

CHKIN
CHKINCOPY
CHKINPLACE

CHKOUT
COPYlOG
COPYREV

COPYDElTA

DElDIFF
DElREV
DElSYH
DElUSER

lOCK
UNLOCK

lISTDElTA
lISTDIFF
lISTREV
lISTTREE
lISTUSERS

RECOVERSTAT
SRCHElP
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Initially· the number of commands was considered an issue. Actual use of the product by the Lab team.
diminished the concern as the majority of the time, we found ourselves using only four commands:
CHKIN, CHKOUT, CHKINCOPY,and LISTREV. Following as a distant second in the frequent usage
category were: COpyREV, LOCK, UNLOCK, and CHKINPLACE.

The final set of commands is a powerful and general one, but the ability to customize those commands
has been left in so that fine tuning to specific customer requirements or preference is possible. For
example, it would be easy for a user to change the COPYLOG command to a shorthand CL. Just as the
Lab team modified the HP SRC prototype over and over again, so can the HP SRC customer! '(And
naturally, the interface is localizable.)

It was not surprising that the Lab team rarely used the online help facility but when necessary it was
usually to determine a command's parameter name or position. Thus the birth of the Quick Reference
Card that comes with HP SRC.

HP SRC has special support built into it for COBOL but it can also be used with most any programming
language such as FORTRAN or PASCAL as well as in many types of non-programming situations. The
main target user was the COBOL programmer but use by the Lab team in programming and
documentation helped the product maintain a broader dimension. The greater assurance of its
multipurpose use was considered yet another benefit of bootstrapping the product.

6. Resistance to Change and Performance Concerns

A concern of the team was the potential resistance of programmers to use something that might slow
them down or something they might perceive as a needless overhead. Any trepidation was overcome
quite early by the Lab team as the prototype contributed to their productivity during the development
of the documentation as previously mentioned. Further affirmation was found in its rapid growth in
use at Hewlett-Packard. It is understandable that programmers might hesitate using any version
control system due to the additional procedures required but the benefits are soon realized by those very
same people. In working with one potential customer early in the process, it was asked if the concern
might be a genuine one. The response was a commanding one from the management present that
version control would be used in no uncertain terms! Apparently just the previous week a significant
portion of software development had been lost that could have been averted through the use of such a
tool. The integrity benefit alone was enough to convince that user of its value.

Good, solid performance has been designed into HP SRC. Providing a high performance tool was
thought to be a major factor in the acceptance and useability of the product. Indeed, the reverse delta
storage technology was adopted and has proved to be one of the performance enhancers to the product.
Performance is another good reason to use the CHKINPLACE command (the first good reason is while
you are performing a check in; it guarantees no one else can secure the lock you hold on it.)
CHKINPLACE will check in the file, leave the file in the MPE group where you checked it in from, and
maintain your lock on the file. Contrasted to a CHKIN followed by a CHKOUT, this saves you the
extra step of issuing the CHKOUT command and saves HP SRC the processing time of a CHKOUT
which includes obtaining a lock, reconstructing the revision, and copying it back out. These are only a
couple of features to speed up development with HP SRC.

Interestingly though, in our use of the prototype, we found that the criticality of a blazing, high
performance tool did not figure as heavily as we thought. On the average, the HP SRC project checked
in only four to five files per week per engineer. That activity was generally performed by the each
engineer at a singular session of time when they would check in all of the files corresponding to their
work unit. In other words, instead of intense daily interaction with the product, engineers tended to
check .out a group of files to work on, and when complete with the necessary work, check them all in as
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a set. Since most of the programming jobs were scoped to take around a week, there was not a heavy
daily use by anyone individual engineer.

7. Individual Unit and Master Builds

As already mentioned in the Organization of the Project Files & UP SRC Environment section of this
paper, engineers accomplished individual builds in· their own group and maintained copies of the object
files from the last master build. Project methodology prescribed that the engineer check out the set of
files that required changes into their own group... From there editing, incremental compiles, preps/links,
testing, and debugging took place.· The incremental compiles would access the Ready Group for files
that had no need of m.odlfication but were required by the compiler to satisfy references. Once the
engineer had met testing requirements and felt certain their changes were stable, they would check in
the files to the HP SRC environment and copy the files to the Ready Group so that others in the project
would pick up those solid changes. The check in and copy was done with the CHKINCOPY command.
For example, CHKINCOPY FI LEA would check in FILEA to the HP SRC environment and then copy it
out to the Ready Group, e.g. SOURCE. Two defaults were invoked in this example. First, the group
SOURCE was set up as the default Ready Group through a prior customization of the CHKINCOPY
UDC,. Secondly, the revision number was left to be set by HPSRC. The product defaults to
incrementing the va'lue of the locked revision by one, Note·· that revision numbers are stored as
nunlbered pairs (e.g. the default increment of revision 1.7 would·· be 1.8).

On roughly>a weekly basis,we would perform a master build; that iS,a build which included a full
compilation with everyone's latest and greatest changes. The actual frequency of the master builds was
determined by the team and was based on coordinating logical breaking points of each engineer's work.
Everyone WOUld. check in their files as they completed· their modules, and then •. the "build"· engineer. on
the project, would execute a LISTREV to check for files with outstanding locks on them (see example
under Code Documentation). If a file wasJound to be locked then the builder would ask the engineer to
eithercheck.it in or simply declare that the file was not ready for the build (i.e.··missed the deadline!)
Either way, stable and minimally unit-tested software would be in. the environment.. Next,. a
COPYREV would be performed to the Ready Group. The COPYREV command would copy the latest
revisions of the file set specified (wildcard characters are allowed) from the HPSRC environment to the
Ready Group but .without locking any of the files.• For example, COPYREV TST@, ,TESTING would
copy the latest revision of all files starting with TST@ to the group TESTING. Note the default for the
second parameter means to retrieve the latest revision.. This operation guaranteed the inclusion.·of only
the files which had been formally checked in .according to procedure, This prevented inadvertent
modification ..• of files in the. Ready. Group and discouraged the. introduction of untraceable· changes
(under the guise of !'quick fixes") directly to. the official, Ready Group.. Typically. the master •build
prOcesses including the massive COPYREV would be done overnight in· batch mode. This "off. hours"
scheduling effectively avoided the introduction of new files from. engineers doing active development.
After the master build, our regression tests were run and checked. Almost all of the .master build
process was done using HP SRC's batch mode processing capability.• On the rare occasion when.a serious
bug was introduced, the file or files with the bad changes were checked out by the responsible engineer,
the builder would COPYREV the previous stable revision to the Ready Group, and recompile. Once the
master build and regression tests were verified to be successful, a symbolic name was assigned to the
"release" through the ADDSYM command (e. g. ADDSYH @" RELEAS(5).

8. Symbolic Naming

Through the powerful feature of symbolic naming, a name can be assigned to the files and their
corresponding revisions that make up a release. Most HP SRC commands that deal with files allow the
option to reference them by a revision number (e. g. 1. 2, 4. 5, 1. 2.2. 2) or a symbolic name (e. g.
RELEASE 1, X. 00. OS, A. 00. 00, LASTBUILD, etc.) This allows for reconstructing entire releases
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through a single command. Consider the "mini-example" where you have a release named X. 00. 05 that
is made up of the following files and corresponding revisions: S1 revision 2.3, S2 revision 2.1, and S3
revision 2.7. Then the following single command, COPYREV 58, X.OO.05 would copy the revisions of
those files to your group.

This feature proved its "bootstrapping" worth during our alpha testing phase. A bug had been reported
against our X. 00. 06 internal release of the software. When we went to duplicate it, we found that the
program file was missing. An oversight had occurred and the program file for that release had not been
checked in! (Note that checking in binary files is allowed with UP SRC.) Development had occurred
since that release had been distributed precluding reconstruction of the release from our Ready Group.
Our rescue came through a COpyREV of the source files for that release using the X. 00.06 symbolic
name to reference the correct revisions of the file set. After a fresh build, we were on the road again!

9. Parallel Development

A major problem that UP SRC helps solve is concurrent development on the same set of files by
different project teams. An example with a programming team is one where a team is working on
major enhancements to software that has been released while the other team is making bug fixes to that
same software. The solution to this concurrent development problem should NOT involve the
programmer changing a file and then immediately re-typing those same modifications to the other
team's corresponding file; rather, the software should be modified independently with plans for merging
the separate changes together. This provides a more stable, insulated environment for each team to
work in and greater control in the introduction of the independent changes.

UP SRC addresses this problem through the use of branch software development which facilitates
relatively independent development on the same file. This is done by creating a new revision of this file
along a separate development path parallel to the main one. This is easily accomplished by checking a
file out and then checking it back in as a branch by explicitly specifying a branch revision number. For
example, if one were to check out a file, FILEA revision 1. 3, and then check it in as revision 1. 3.1. 1
(e.g. CHKIN FIlEA, 1.3.1.1), a branch development path would have been created. Users checking
out revision 1. 3.1. 1 would get those changes along that development path. A subsequent check out of
revision 1. 3.1. 1 and check in would result in a new revision 1. 3. 1. 2 being created along that branch
development path. Meanwhile, mainline development in parallel could occur from the "trunk" revision
1. 3 such that a check out of that revision followed by a subsequent check in would result in revision
1. 4, then 1. 5, and so on. Any changes made on the branch starting at 1. 3. 1.1 or along the mainline
development path continuing at 1. 4, would be independent of each other. Later, the two paths could be
merged with the ADDDIFF command. The LISTTREE command depicts a more visual representation
of what has been described and looks something like this:

File: FILEA

1.5
I
1.4
1
1.3
1---1.3.1.1
1.2 1
1 1.3.1.2
1.1
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An elementary example and a portion of ADDDIFF output may be demonstrated by building on the
example above. Suppose a block of code (non-COBOL code chosen to emphasize HP SRC's
multilanguage use) for FILEA's revisions 1. 3,1. 5, and 1. 3.1. 2 looked like:

rev 1.3

Begin
If a=c then

begin
a:=1;
bc:=d;
b:=c;

end;
end.

rev 1.5

Begin
If a=e then

begin
a:=1;
bc:=d;
b:=c;

end;
end.
$include f1

rev 1.3.1. 2

Begin
If a=d then

begin
a:=1;
bc:=d;
b:=c;

end;
d:=e;

end.

In order to merge the changes from the branch, check out the latest reV1Slon 1.5, then issue the
command: ADDDIFT FIlEA, 1.3.1.1-1.3.1.2. This wiUadd in all of the differences created by the
branch revisions 1. 3.'1.1 and 1. 3.. 1. 2 to the, checked out file in your group. The resulting merged file's
same block of code would look like:

Begin
??????????????????? Beginning of Conflict 1 ??????????????????????????

If a=d then
??1?????????1?????? Middle of Conflict~ ~???1????????????????????????

If a=e then
1?????????????????? End of Conflict 1????????????????????????????????

begin
a:=1;
bc:=d;
b:=c;

end;
d:=e;

end.
$include f1

Key changes involve the lines lI$include 1'1 11 frotnrevision 1. 5 and "d:=etl from revision 1. 3.1. 2. See
that they have automatically been merged in. The line with lIifa=cthen" from revision L3,"i'f

a=e then" from revision 1. 5, and."1l' a=d then" from revision 1. 3. 1. 2 could not be automatically
merged. HP SRC accessed that a change occurred to this line on both development paths and therefore
could not determine which one to use. •This kind of logic problem has to be manually resolved by. a
programmer. Since the file's conflicts are well-marked, it is easy for the programmer to find them, to
determine the correct line(s), and· to delete the incorrect lines and surrounding lines thatllflagU the
conflict. The user is now ready to check the file back in as revision 1. 6.

HP SRC's branching and merging capability was an indispensable feature in bootstrapping the project.
As previously noted, we leveraged. existing code of another internal tool. This tool, which served as our
bootstrapping prototype, was still under active development by another team in the company. The
challenge was to keep the two geographically separate development efforts in synchronization such that
the enhancements and fixes of the two teams were preserved. The geographic differences resulted in a
different process than the more typical one described in the previous paragraph. But, through the aid
of the ADDDIFF command for merging changes in from the •other team, our goal was accomplished.
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Generally merges were done on a monthly basis. The "other" team would deliver the set of files that
they had modified since the last merge. They determined that set of files in their own HP SRC
environment through LISTREV functionality that enabled them to select the names of only those files
that had changed since the date of the last merge. Those files were imported and each one was checked
in as a branch development revision from the revision of the previous merge. A symbolic name had
been assigned (via ADDSYM) to mark that revision of the previous handoff. An ADDDIFF was then
executed and a resultant new file was created with the merged changes included. The files were then
examined to manually resolve any conflicts that could not be done automatically. One typical merge
session for the two teams saw 17 files change. In a single afternoon, we had merged the files, resolved
the conflicts, checked in the resultant merged file, and recompiled the entire product! Major changes
were integrated in a task that might have taken a week to do without the merge facility.

10: Code Documentation

HP SRC automatically generates key information in the proper documentation of software code. Code
documentation is one of the most important tasks in holding down the high cost of maintaining
software. It also is one of the most drudgerous ones for programmers and is often skimped on or not
done at all. HP SRC aids in the automatic and "semi-automatic" production of documentation.
Further, human error is reduced in recording some of a file's most basic modification history. Through
a single LISTREV command a user can find out:

• who authored a particular revision of a file,
• when they made their modifica tion,
• what the description is for the entire file (Description text),
• what the description is for the particular revision (Log text).

The latter two characterizations are prompted for by HP SRC and are supplied by the user. Although
the user can reply with basically a null response ("//1) or customize their UDCs to ignore it; at least by
default, the prompt does occur and reminds the programmer what they ought to be doing! Another
alternative to being prompted for Log text includes specifying an actual string of Log text in the
CHKIN command line. Log and Description text can be updated through the use of the COPYLOG,
CHGLOG, and CHGDESC commands. Hence, HP SRC does promote good programming practices.
Except for the Description text, the above information can be viewed in two different ways:

(1) The command LISTREV SRCPAPER,FORM=LONG could be output to the printer or terminal and its
MPE XL output would look something like:

HP SRC stat file for the PUB.TOOLS environment

SRCPAPER

Owner:
Head Rev:
Mask:
Prefix:
Symbols:
Locks:

ALAN.TOOLS
1.2
NOMASK

-none-
-none-

Description:
Bootstrapping HP SRC: HP Software Revision Controller Paper
for Interex in 1989.
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Rev: 1.2
Date: TUE, JAN 24, 1989, 3:06 PM
Author: ALAN. TOOLS
Log:
This has the section on LISTREV documentation added to it.

Rev: 1.1
Date: MON, JAN 23, 1989, 7:52 AM
Author: ALAN. TOOLS
Log:
This contains the outline for the paper.

(2) When a user lists the actual file that has been checked out with the keyword $LOG$ embedded in
the text of the file, the keyword gets expanded in the text file with information pertinent to the
revision such as the revision number, date, time, author, and Log text. This is practically free
documentation! In the example below, we see the result of the MPE XL PRINT command on the file
called SRCPAPER after it has been checked in and out of HP SRC twice. Before the initial check in
of the file, the file. contained the keyword $LOG$.

: PRINT ;SRCPAPER

$LOG: SRCPAPER $

REVISION 1.2 TUE, JAN 24, 1989, 3:11 PM ALAN.TOOLS
This has the section on LISTREV documentation added to it.

REVISION 1.1 MON, JAN 23, 1989, 7:52 AM ALAN.TooLS
This contains the outline for the paper.

« Actual text of the file would continue on here »

With the use of the ADDPREFIX command, the user can add in a prefix character string so that
expansion of the $LOG$ keyword will be preceded by that. For a language like COBOL, you might
want to have your Log text expanded with an asterisk in the first column (after the line numbers of
course!) For example, ADDPREFIX COBSRC1,* would make those lines comments when the Log text
was expanded. Other available keywords that you may want expanded in your files are AUTHOR,
DATE, FILE, HEADER, LOCKER, REVISION, and SYMBOL.

11. Finding Bugs

In using HP SRC to track down bugs introduced between two revisions, we used HP SRC's LISTREV
command to report what files were changed from the last build of a release and who made the changes.
Through subsequent use of the LISTDIFF command, a report was produced of what actual source lines
were added, deleted, or changed between revisions of the suspected culprit file(s). These powerful
features came in handy on more than one occasion during the project as our productivity in tracking
down bugs was improved. All changes to a file are truly documented and tracked!

Another use of LISTDIFF in the project was borne out of the need to determine if an "unknown" file in
one's group and account had been modified and if so, the completeness of said changes. On occasion, a
engineer would find a file in their group resulting from a more general check out of the set of files that
they felt would be needed to complete their programming task. The state of the file: whether it needed
any modifications after all, whether it had already been modified since check out, whether it still
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needed modifications, etc; would be unknown to the engineer. If the engineer decided that the file did
not need changes after all, they would just UNLOCK it from the HP SRC environment and purge it
from their group.. Otherwise, they would identify whatever changes had been made to the file (if any)
with the LISTDIFF command and integrate any final ones necessary. Often, the changes in a file would
be one line type changes, such as adding an error number to the constant declarations, or a global
variable to the globals area, etc. Without HP SRC, these type of changes can be tedious to find!

12. Migration from MPE V to MPE XL

Originally, the prototype had been developed on MPE V and we initially followed suit and used an MPE
V machine as our development platform. About halfway through the coding cycle, we migrated HP
SRC, which is written in PASCAL, to an MPE XL system for continued development. This amounted to
a recompile using the Native mode PASCAL compiler with a couple of OS dependent compiler switches
set to deal with the larger pointer size on the XL machine. The record size of the HP SRC Stat file
(basically a directory containing user and delta file information) was increased from 19 words to 26
words. This turned out to be a very simple and smooth migration and uncovered no new problems as we
ran our development effort in production on the XL system. The conversion of an HP SRC environment
from an MPE V one to an MPE XL one is:

automatically done when the first HP SRC command is executed to the HP SRC
environment on MPE XL

• a one time overhead to make the conversion,
• totally reversible (you can migrate back to MPE V in the same way).

The one-time, initial delay for the transparent conversion of an MPE V HP SRC environment to the
MPE XL machine took in rough, ballpark figures about one second.
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CONCLUSION

Version control systems are necessary to provide increased programmer productivity and help assure
application integrity. Top systems will address a variety of software development problem areas such as
file access conflict management, versioning, audit trails, parallel development, and security. HP SRC is
such a system and provides features for check in/check out functionality, reporting of status information,
IIdifferencingll of revisions of files, merging of changes from separate but parallel development paths, and
in addition, for providing support to non-programming activities such as documentation management.

HP SRC's actual use in the development of itself provided the product with:

• assured quality - as its source files were controlled by itself,

• high useability - as its intuitive command interface was designed primarily for
programmers by progammers, and

• solid performance - as its developers were intolerant of productivity impediments to their
own work.

Bootstrapping a product from the start of its lifecycle provided for the early detection of its problem areas
and the identification of its strengths by first hand experience rather than esoteric thought. This insight
allowed for the management of issues early on in the project lifecycle (e. g. the design stage) when they
were easiest to solve and the least costly. Additional motivation to fix bugs and implement enhancem.ents
in the goal of IIsatisfying our customers" took on new meaning as those customers were not only HP's
external ones, but our peers in the company, and ourselves!
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ARCHIVE THEORY

Terry Floyd, Mehrdad Laghaeian
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Archiving, as a science, has a long history. The word archive has Greek and
Latin roots: archium - the residence of a chief magistrate; archivum - the collec
tionof official documents stored there. 1 One of the meanings for the word ark,
as used in the Bible is: a place of protection or security; a refuge or asylum. 2

The word archive has· always been used as a noun.

One of today's leading authorities on archiving and computers,. Michael G.
Cook, says of archives:

Firstly,· media which had been ··generated by an organization in the
course of its business and which had· turned out to be worth keeping;
and secondly, that these archives had been selected by some means .or
other from a larger body of media produced by the same process
which had not passed the selection test and much of.which was not
worth keeping in the long run. 3

This implies that .there is some middle .ground between saving everything and
saving nothing. The science of archiving is concerned with preserving and or
ganizing; the art of archiving is knowing what to keep.

There are several definitions used by archivists which might be slightly
paraphrased for this discussion. Accession is the physical transfer of the data.
Appraisal· is the process of determining whether to save certain data. Arrange
ment is organizing within archiving principles. Description means the estab
lishmentofintellectual control through the preparation of "finding aids" (i.e. in
dexing and choosing·keys). Finally, review, to.·the archivist, means surveying to
determine whether or not to allow open access (usually under the law). 4

Archive, as a verb, means to save something that you want to throwaway. In
the case of databases, the production computer system runs slowly because of
too many record entries, so systems practice is to purge inactive ones (perhaps
putting them to paper or·files). The decision about whether to archive to paper
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or digital format depends on how often someone wants to look at, copy, or
analyze the information.

If the data is truly inactive forever (but, who can know for sure?), then archiving
to paper (reporting) seems to be a feasible alternative. If one decides to report
to paper, all information in the files should be properly formatted and printed. If
to electronic media, either hard disk, optical CD,· or tape is available. Frequent
access rules out tape. High speed access indicates hard disc. If huge amounts
of data are present, CD may be the right choice.

Data stored in a digital archive may be made available to on-line .users for listing
or recovery. The on-line archive can be available through the same commands
which access the production databases, making the archival access to the in
formation invisible to those using it.

There are two basic principles of archiving, as related by Sir Hilary Jenkinson
(the father of modern archiving): 1) provenance and 2) respect for original
order. Provenance is the principle that records from different record keeping
units should not be intermixed. The intent of both of these rules is to preserve
the independence and order set forth by the creators of the documents. 5

The organization of the data may be meaningfully preserved or raw, flat files
may be output. Providing the ability to dearchive (restore), or access the infor
mation makes a database like the one· from which the records have been ar
chived desirable.

Consider the· case of flat file output. If reading from an Image database and
writing to a file,records could consist of all of the items in each dataset,
probably· in the same order and of the same length as originally defined in the
schema. In this case, for example, if there is an invoice header in one set and
numerous invoice. lines in an associated detail set, two flat files could be
produced. The header file could be sorted by invoice number, and the detail file
could be sorted by invoice number and line item number. As the records as
deleted from the production Image database, they are written to the flat files.
Dearchiving en masse from the flat files back to the production database would
be fairly straightforward. But, dearchiving, or simply listing to screen or paper,
any individual document would require a lengthy sequential read of both files (or
a still time consuming binary search by the sorted key). This case is even worse
if more than one dataset is reqUired to store the original document.
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Using an Image database of similar (even slightly improved) ·design as the
original will make the entire process much simpler. As records are deleted from
their productiondatasets, "clones" are· written to the on-line archive's mirror
datasets. Writing the records to the archive before deleting them can· be very
helpful during· recovery from a system failure archiving. The archiving principles
of respect for original order and provenance dictate that the duplicate database
approach -be followed.

One can archive every record or summarize. Summarized data· takes less
space, but some data has been lost; the changes to the database have been
purged and, inevitably, some significant little piece of information is not available
for retrieval or analysis.

There are some valid reasons to summarize data to ~ historical database, but
archival is not one of them.. Summarization certainly can be used to save disc
space. It may also be used to dramatically increase performance in selected
reporting. situations. For example, take one small aspect of the information con
tained in invoice line items -- sales by product line· by fiscal month. Reports can
be written which process each line of each invoice each month and summarize
the sales by product line. However,. to compare twelve fiscal months of sales.at
the end of every month in this manner requires not only a lot of processing
time, and not just redundancy (having·been processed each month before), but
that a whole year's worth of data be available. Therefore, it is desirable to sum
marize sales by product line by fiscal month and save this new information in a
database. The summarization can be done on-line, during invoice processing
(which will slow down the invoicing function) or in one pass at month-end.

The desirability of a summarized historical database does. not negate the need
for detailed archives, unless every conceivable aspect of the information in the
documents is preserved. Since some data does not lend itself to summariza
tion and excessive processing time for handling every item that. can .be sum
marized precludes doing so, detailed archiving is the only viable solution· to
guaranteeing future availability. In fact, considering the volume of information in
her obvious item for summarization, product sales by fiscal period for five years
(60 records per product number), an archive of the summarized historical
database might be a reasonable approach for a company with thousands of
product numbers.

An important point to make is that a document may never simultaneously exist
in both the production database and the archive database. During archiving, as
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the records are added .to the archive, they are deleted from the .production
database. The same is true of dearchiving: as records are moved back to
production, they are deleted from the archive. The question then arises: what if
the users create· a new document in the production database v/:th the same
identifier (invoice number, for example) as an old one in the archive? This is
where the .slight redesign of the database mentioned above comes into play. If
the invoice ·header was in a master dataset in the original design, with invoice
lines in a detail dataset linked by invoice number, the archive design will use an
automatic master for the invoice number and details for both the header and
the line items. Appended to the cloned fields from the original dataset, the
archive dataset for the header contains the date the invoice was archived. If a
duplicate invoice number is archived at a later time, no collision occurs. The list
commands and the dearchive commands can be made to recognize duplicates
and display the date they were archived to help decide which one to use.

As information continues to accumulate, the on-line archive may itself be ar
chived. and date stamped to tape. If the off-line data ever needs to be ac
cessed, it can be moved· back to the on-line archive.

Care must be taken to upgrade the archive databases along with the produc
tion database. As new fields are added to· the on-line live version, they must be
maintained on the on-line archive files. This means converting the archive
database with each new enhancement release. The off-line archive, however,
does not get converted. As the records are written to off-line archive, a release
version code and date stamp are attached to each record. If some of these
records must be recovered after an upgrade of the on-Une system, some new
(or hopefully not, some missing) fields will have to be dealt with (through default
or time-consuming creation of new data from old).

Data compression is an option for archiving/dearchiving either the .live.on-line or
off-line archive databases. It is usually a CPU intensive task, so the on-line
archive. should not be compressed if speed and low impact on CPU perfor
mance are important. The off-line archive can usually be scrunched with little
impact.

The easiest way to name the archive is to use the same field names
(items) and set names (files), but to change the database name and/or the
group name. Field and set names may be prefixed with some character, such
as 'X', to make Data Dictionary access simpler.
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The importance of keeping an archive is apparent to· some and not to others.
In the short run, saving documents for on-line retrieval is needed because the
users actually do access· them. But as they age, they are looked at less fre
quently, then, finally, never· again as individual documents. But, analysis of
masses of documents makes it desirable to have the exact details of the docu
ments available so that trends may be established. One can never predict
which fields will become relevant in the future.

There may be another reason to keep archives. In· closing, here are some
remarks made by Sir Hilary Jenkinson in a speech to the Society of Archivists in
1960:

In trying to explain...why...archives should be preserved...! have. used
the similitude .of trees: pointing out the comparative obviousness of
the beauty or use of· boughs, leaves, flowers, and fruit. and their ab
solute dependence on the roots. 6
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